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NEW FILM B O. PEAKS THIS YEAR
Bob Hope Troupe Plans Worldwide

Junket to Plug Par, Pepsodent, USA
Memphis, July 2.

Bob Hope is planning an interna-

tional tour ol the world's major

cities as goodwill promotion for

Hope. Paramount, Pepsodent and the

U.S.A. Tentative plans disclosed here,

where Hope show appears tonight

(Tuesday), call for a 6-8 month trip

with his full troupe in two transport

planes and with State Department
'cooperation. He would play all im-

portant cities of Europe, Asia and
Africa except those where local gov-

ernments might, object, i.e. nations

behind the Russian curtain.

In countries forbidding removal of

-funds Hope would turn over to local

charities all proceeds above actual

expenses. Weekly broadcast would
be done shortwave to New York.
'Pepsodent would protect against

possible weather interference by
recording programs in advance and
airmailing to New York for emerg-
ency use. Prcbable time of tour

still uncertain but understood Hope
anxious to do it at earliest possible

dale, possibly the coming winter.

Lever Bros, are understood map-
(Conlinucd on page 40)

A Radio Review
ATOM BOMB TEST
With Bill Downs, Clete Roberts,

Don Bell, W. W. Chaplin, Rob-
ert Stewart, Jerome Beatty,

others

SO Mlns.. 5:30-6:20 p.m.; Sunday
(30) (one shot)

Sustaining
CBS, NBC. ABC, MBS
zzz-zzz-ptrff7.-Z7.zz
ZZZ-Pffffz-ZZ-ZzzzZ
ZZZ-Pffffft-PFFF-ZZZ.

Rose.

Radio Layoffs

Veer to Video

SEE FALL-WINTER iBroadway Legit B.O. Walloped

REACHING TOPS

POMMER TOPS GERMAN

FILM PROD. FOR THE U.S.

Washington, July 2.

Erich Pommer, former production
chief for German UFA and later a

;

producer for RKO, has been assigned
by the American Military Govern-
ment to supervise the picture indus-
try in the U. S. zone of the Reich.
He will see that German producers
turn out the right type of pictures
from the viewpoint of information,
culture and ideology.
Pommer will work in Berlin un-

der Brig. General Robert A. Mc-
Clure, who is in charge of the in-
formation and control division of the
Military Government. He will have
nothing to do with Hollywood' pix
shown in Germany, it was explained
by the War Department, since that
js under the jurisdiction of Morris
Goodman.

'Barber' in English By

Behrman for the Guild
S. N. Behrman, having broken

au-ay from the Playwrights Co.,
will probably now go through with
an English version of "The Barber
of Seville- for the Theatre Guild.
The Guild has long nurtured the

English-version idea of the Rossini
opera.

Television industry, already bene-
fited by the usual summer radio

hiatus via more sponsored shows, is

also gelling an increased number of

converted radio personalities who
have hitherto nixed the newer
medium in favor of the higher sala-

ries paid on radio. Move is looked

on with favor by video chiefs, who
believe that some of the much-
needed tele personalities might de-

velop from this crop.

Move is cued by the current slasfl

in salaries being paid radio actors,

result of many sponsored shows
either going oft the air or going sus-

taining. Top radio names, such, as

Jack Benny. Bob Hope, etc., have

followed their usual summer course

of cither taking their vacations or

(Continued on • page 2)

THIS IS THE ARMY' FILM

TOTAL NOW $10,000,000
Reported figure in excess of $10,-

000,000 has been turned over to the

Army relief organization, This Is the

Army, Inc.. from profits accrued on
the film. 'This Is the Army," since

its release three years ago. Addi-

tional sum over the $7,000,000 check

officially presented to the relief out-

fit a ycar-and-a-half ago by Warner
Bros., producers of the Irving Berlin

film, was accumulated chiefly from
earning* in the foreign market.

In the future, proceeds from re-

lease of the film in China will go to

I he China Famine Relief.

Film grosses next fall and winter
will reach new alltime peaks Al
Sindlinger. head of Audience Re-
search Institute, Gallup Poll subsid,

predicted Friday (28) on the basis

of surveys conducted by the agency,

seasonal dip in b. o. returns, Sind-
linger observes, is strictly a tem-
porary thing, the result of pent-

up desires for travel and otHer

forms of amusement that were im-
possible during the war.
There is definitely no indication

whatever of diminution of interest

in films, Sindlinger declared, and it

appears that .the first sign of an up-
swing will start around July 15. By
that time the great urge to get away
from il all. denied for four years

by gas rationing and travel restric-

tions, will have been satisfied by
an important segment of the popu-
lation.

Grosses, according to ARI polls,

have fallen off about 10'.; more than
the percentage of decrease during
the summer slumps of the past two
years (ARI records on average b. o.

take don't go back further than
that.) -Strong downward trend was
hit, Sindlinger said, the second week
in May and continued throughout
May and June. The New York area

(Continued on page 20)

British Govt Helps

Rebuild Drury Lane

For Mary Martin Show
Mary Martin will play the lead in

Noel Coward's newest operetta,

"Scarlet Lady'' (formerly tilled

"Time Remembered"), in London
this fall, with premiere set for Nov.
20 at the Drury Lane. Theatre, a

2.500-seater, bombed out during the

blitz, is being rebuilt by the British

govt. Miss Martin will likely fol-

low the London presentation with a

Broadway appearance, since she also

has an option (o act in the show in

the U. S.'

Known that actress was ap-

proached by Coward last spring for

(Continued on page SG)

Picture Biz Up, Niteries Down

The Last Word!
Hollywood, July 2.

Science, in the form of the

lowly transcription, will make a

posthumous lion of family-fet-

tered Elmo Snively, who recent-

ly plattered his last will and
testament at Eccles plant on
Hollywood Boulevard.
Apparently unable ever to gel

a word in—and dying to tell oil'

his clan—client ankled into

Eccles with request to make a

disk. Little guy alternately

seethed and roared into mike for

eight minutes. When he finished

he asked two engineers to cut in

as witnesses to fact that he was
leaving his all to charity and

cutting off all relatives.

Shakespeare for

Selznick Films

Hollywood. July 2.

David O. Selznick has registered

all of William Shakespeare's play

titles with the Johnston office with

an eye to possible production. Re-

cent smash business of the Old Vic

Co. in New York, plus boxoffice

success of the "Henry V film is un-

derstood to be reason for Sclznicks

enthusiasm for the Bard.

His immediate interests are un-

derstood to be "Hamlet" and

"Romeo and Juliet" for early pro-

duction. Laurence Olivier is re-

ported getting a pitch from the pro-

ducer to play title role in "Hamlet."

There's a possibility of Selznick ar-

ranging for production in England

if the actor balks at coming to the

U. S.

Gregory Peck is said to be Selz-

nick's choice for Romeo but no

Juliet is mentioned so far.

Broadway show biz is currently
being walloped at the boxoffice. and
the major casualty is the legit the-

atre. Film grosses have started to

look up while nightclubs continue
to slumber.
There are 24 legit attractions on

Broadway currently as against 20 on
July 4, 1945, but after a dive in busi-
ness last week the number of 194G

summer survivors is just a guess.

Theatre attendance dropped so

sharply last Friday "and Saturday
(28-29) that grosses were consider-

ably under the levels indicated dur-
ing the first half of the week.

It's a switch from expectations that

were general early last month, when
it was figured that hotels were book-
ed solid virtually through August.
There's no doubt that many visitors

are in the metropolis but they are

evidently going for outdoor diver-

sion. Sustained heat and sunny skies

can explain last week's fall, and
ignore favorable weather may see an
improvement in the showshops but

the holiday hardly precludes that

possibility this week.
!

From the standpoint of the ticket

(Continued on page 42)

LEW AYRES SLATED

TO DISK BIBLE STORIES
Hollywood, July 2.

William Morris office here has

deal a-cooking with Majestic Rec-
ords, whereby actor Lew Ayrcs will

do scries of Bible stories on wax.
Tales will be elaborately dramatized
and backed by music, with Ayres
narrating. Actor also will have say
on what stories he wishes to present
and with what interpretation.

Ben Selvin, Majestic veepee,
worked up deal almost to completion
before trekking back to N. Y. head-
quarters over weekend. Couple ot
minor wrinkles yet remain to ba
worked out, but it is expected all

parties will ink pact shortly.

Tin Pan Alley Dedicates
Tune to Mother Cabrini
A few days before the canoniza-

tion of Mother Cabrini in Rome next
Sunday (7), Robbins Music is bring-
ing out Clarence Gaskill's ballad
.(prayer). "Mother Cabrini," dedicat-
™ In the first American to be
sn-Mcd. =•

A special emissary of the Church
™''« LaGuardia airport today
'Wed.) with a copy of the song for
tne Pope.

CBS' 4-Week Atom Course
CBS is going to give the public a

four- week course on the atom bomb,

to embrace its political and soci-

ological implications, from a 'stand-

point ^of physics, military uses, etc.

Course will bo in the form of a

scries of la-minute programs, five

nights a week, in the 11:15-11:30 p.m.

period, with guest speakers, inter-

views, etc.

Guy Delia Choppia' is supervising

the scries, which starts July 15.

N.Y. HOTELS FACING

STRIKE, TOURIST LOSS
New York City hotels are faced

with the possibility of a strike

which would impede ability Of inns

lo take care of visitors. Hotel

Trades Council, representing all

hotel-help, is currently negotiating

for an agreement with the hotclmen

and dicker has been placed in hands

of a three-man committee consist-

ing of a union rep, a hotelman and

an impartial chairman. It this com-

mittee fails to reach an agreement

on the main issues of a 4U-hour

week and a 30', pay hike, possi-

bility exists that the uiyon will call

a strike.

Strike would result in loss of

most t-iinist and bu\cr trail1 and

(Continued on page 40

FOR TELEVISION

EVELYN and her Magic Violin
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NBC Vs. fixMe of Credits'

Breaks Out Anew; MetroShowdown
"Battle of Credits" between pic-*

tuie sludi'oS and NBC has broken out

anew with issuance of orders by

Clarence Menser, v.p. in charge of

network programs, that only films in

which the star appears can be

plugged on its shows. Showdown

came last Sunday when Metro in- actor s" will filed for probate in Us

W. S. Hart Disinherits

Both His Wife and Son
William S. Hart, Jr, 24, only

child of the late western film star,

was specifically disinherited in the

sisted on an extraneous picture

credit on the Frank Morgan show.

Jt was darkly hinted that M-G might

pull Morgan off the program but

NBC relented and allowed the plug

when Morgan's agreement with

Buthrauff & Ryan, Berg-Allenberg

and American Tobacco pointed up

the acceptance by all parties of the

picture mention.
Ruling against such off-side plugs

was made some years ago, in which

all major chains were parties, but
'

it has never been strictly enforced.

NBCs objection is to such credits as:

Funk -Morgan appears through the

courtesy of :
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

producers of "Easy to Wed." Mor-
een dc^ not appear in the picture.

Understood that Metro will de-

mand the inclusion of such credits

when one of its contractees ' appear^

ing on radio has no current picture

to plug. Studio allows it is entitled

to one picture plug for permitting

its players to do radio work. NBC
takes the stand that inasmuch as a

star has, no connection with a pic-

ture there is no reason to plug some
other studio property.

If NBC enforces its new ruling it

Is believed Metro will withhold its

stars from radio. And, the trade

holds, "as Metro goes, so go
.
the

others." When the edict was first

laid down, CBS agreed to go along,

but at KNX, Hollywood, it was said

that there was no objection to an
exchange of credits and the network
would be rational about it, holding
that film stars add to the prestige of

a show.
Some months ago NBC cracked

down on another form of "sneak"
credits when Gruen and Bulova
watches were gifted to writers and
producers of a program which al-

lowed a mention of the timepiece.
It was written into comedy shows on
a quip routine.

Sidney N. Strotz, western division

Angeles on June 27. Also there was

no mention or provision made for

his former wife, Winifred Westover

Hurt; former screen actress who
divorced him in Reno in 1926.

"I have made no provision in this

will for my son," the will said," for

the reason that I have amply pro-

vided for him during my lifetime."

The will was dated Sept. 9, 1944. In

case of a contest the will provided a

specific bequest of $1 for any con-

testant:

Young Hart recently lost a court

fight over guardianship of his

father's estate, estimated at nearly

$1,000,000. He was appointed co-

guardian of his father's person, after

charging his father was not receiv-

ing proper care, but a friend of the

actor (Hart died June 23), was

named guardian of the estate.

Bulk of the estate was left to Los

Angeles County and fraternal and
charitable organizations.

Special bequests included: To
Frances V Viereck, of Westport,

Conn, a sister, $50,000; Mary Ellen

Hegewaning and Beatrice Hegewan-
ing. Hunt, grand nieces, $5,000 each.

The Lambs, Players Club and

Masquers clubs got $5,000 each;

Actors Fund, N. Y, ditto; St. John's

Church, L. A., $2,000; .Father Neal

Dodd Foundation, $3,000. and the

Braille Institute of America, Inc.

$2,000.
'

Actor's will was drawn by Fred-

erick Hemley, of New York, his per
sonal attorney for years. It was also

stated that when the former wife of

the actor obtained her divorce Hart

had given her a trust fund of.

$103,000. A trust fund of $100,000

had also been set up for their son.

It is believed that Mrs. Hart used

the proceeds from her trust fund in

an effort to regain, popularity as a

film star.

I She cannot contest any will Hart

left though her son has a legal right

The Berle-ing Point

By Milton Berle

211th WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
[
"BLACKOUTS OF 1946".

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cel.

Walter Winchell eays "An Orchid.

Capnclty houses always."

Well, tomorrow is the Fourth of July. I remember how, years ago on
the Fourth, my father used to hold the punk until I got old enough to
stand up by myself. Last week Jerry Bergen was practicing for the holi- .

day. He set off a skyrocket and forgot to let go he wound up doubling
between Club 18 and Philadelphia. Tommy Manville says he celebrated the
Fourth a long time ago. On every Fourth W. C. Fields celebrates with a
Fifth; Charlie Chaplin says he doesn't have to buy a thing with which to

celebrate Independence Day. He says he is going to bring all his ex-wives
together... .then there's bound to be fireworks. But things should be
pretty quiet here in town with everyone going away for the weekend. In
fact, Grossinger's is so booked up— they're doing the advertising for the
Laurels.

The Great Wit Way
Dwight Wiman is producing the "Little Show" this season. Menasha

Skulnik is doing the Second avenue version called the "Little Schmo."
Sammy Kaye says that speeding up those coast-to-coast passenger flights

has accomplished one great purpose ... . .it's cut down gin rummy losses.

Horrible thought: What would happen if one of the Jack Cole dancers
ever got a stiff neck? *

There's No Truth To the Rumor
That "Smoky" had its world premiere in Pittsburgh. . . .that Lee Morti-

mer's next business venture will be buying oil for the lamps of China. . .

.

That the Cleveland Indians are now on a strict diet of Pepcodent. . . .That
Dick Tracy based his cartoon character, "Shoulders," on Jackie Miles. . .

.

That Senator Claghorn's favorite ballplayer is Dixie Walker. . . .That Louis
Prima is studying to be a jockey. . . .That George Wood is going to make
nose-reels.

HaafUll Descriptions

Betty Huttori: Clarabr-ty Jane The Glass Menagerie: Taylor-made. ...

Gabriel Heatier: Polly-analyst. .. ."Born Yesterday": Punch and Judy.
Observation Dept.

Orson Welles swears he ran into a man who bragged about being at the

Louis-Conn fight.

So that radio listeners can get used to reading their mysteries, the Crime

BOWES LEAVES BUIK OF

HIS ESTATE TO CHURCH
Greatest part of Major Edward

Bowes' .estate, estimated at $4,500,-

000. has been left for charitable pur-

poses, according to his will filed

Monday (1) in N. Y. Surrogates

Court two weeks after his death.

Formal valuation of the estate was
put. at "more than $200,000" with I Club is now inserting in each book a middle commercial.
Abner Goldstone, friend and attor-

ney of Major Bowes, named, execu-

tor of the wilL ;
- Testament ! was

drawn on Feb. 15, 1945:

The Major Bowes Fund of St
Patrick's Cathedral was designated

residuary legatee, which means' well

over $3,000,000. Grants of $50,000

each were willed to two persons, one
a sister; $20,000 apiece were left to

two nieces; and two persons, one a
half-brother, received $5,000' apiece.

Three employees received $10,009

each as did one person from - St
Louis.

Bequests of $10,000 each went to

six charitable and religious institu-

tions; four received $1,500 apiece and
23 received $1,000.

head of NBC, met last week with
; to do so ; Hemley said. When he vis-

Metro execs to iron out the diffi-
; jted ^ actor a year ag0 Hart re

culty. A compromise will have to iteratcd lha t the $100,000 trust fund
be struck as both parties are de- ne established for his son was "all
tcimined to stand by their guns.

j he.], ever get
-

:

j When Hart's sister and his closest

I companion, Mary Ellen, died in 1SM3,

' she left him an estate, of $700,000.

Tenants in Hollywood
i

The lw° had writlen ™lp™ca
!
wi

,

1

i
s -

I Last year he sent $100,000 to the

WB Ousts Theatrical

Hollywood, July 2.

Raising their lorgnette to theatri-
cal tenants of their Hollywood thea-
tre building, Warner Bros, has told
many of them their leases won't be
renewed. Site will be dressed up
with other type tenants, pared into
smaller offices or utilized as added
space for "needed executive offices"
for Warners.

First to be given notice was Breg-
mah, Vocco & Conn., the music pub-
lishers. They must vacate by July
31. Others, including manager Har-
ry Norwood, Mills Music, L. Wolfe
Gilbert and reportedly, many others,
have been given the word to seek
space elsewhere.
No amount of pleas directly to

Warners has helped. It's understood
that the landlord is displeased with
some tenants, that there are objec-
tions to subletting and other
frowned-upon practices.

Connecticut Humane Society and
directed it be used to establish in her

memory a shelter for small animals

at WestporL
Remains of the actor, which were

cremated, will be shipped to N. Y.,

for interment in plot with his late

sister in Greenwood Cemetery,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jeaaette Jars Traffic
London, July 2.

Jeanette MacDonald sang to a ca-

pacity house in recital at Albert

Hall Sunday (30) night, being
vociferously received. .

After several encores, film star

was compelled to make a speech.

Scares of autograph hunters who
besieged her at the stagedoor fol-

lowing her appearance, dislocated

traffic.

JOHN DALL'S STEAWHATS
John Dall, recently pae'eed by

' David O. Selznick for "Little Wom-
en." with Shirley Temple, arrived in

Kew York from the Coast last week
for a series of strawhat appearances..

He's due back at the studio around

Radio Layoffs
; Continued from page 1 ^5

going on a personal appearance tour
Subordinate radio actors, however,
who can't afford to do cither, are
taking advantage of the existing

radio decline to get their feet wet
in television. Most of them have
never done a tele show before and
feel that row's the time to find out
what it's all about
While tele broadcas'ers still can't

match even the slashed salaries of
these performers, they can pay at

least 50% as much as the radio

actor would get if he stuck to the
airwaves. Since this is usually

enough to live on, the actors are tak-

ing the ' plunge. With niteries,

vaudeville, etc., also suffering a hot-

weather decline, performers from
these fields are also invading tele-

vision.

Tele broadcasters, meanwhile, are

taking full advantage of the situa-

tion. According to one station man-
ager, it's doubtful whether even one
in 100 of the converts will emerge
as a top video personality. Indus-
try continues to believe that the
medium will have to develop its own
stars, rather than wait for the time
when there's enough money in tele-

vision to lure the top names from
other fields. Several performers,

such as comic Doodles Weaver, have

Jurgens Tells Pluggers

To Sing for Supper
Hollywood, July 2.

Dick Jurgens. current at Clare

mont hotel, Berkeley., seriously

has adopted new policy of dealing
with songpluggers—he makes 'em
march to bandstand mike and regale
customers with their tunes before
adding them to Jurgens' library

First reps to get new treatment
were Nat Winecoff, of Southern
Music, who obliged with . "Without
You", and Jose Granson, of Shapiro
Bernstein, who rendered ""There's
No One But You". Both, Coast
chiefs for their respective firms,
were upstate last week on tune-
touting trek. A score of years back
Winecoff was a pro vocalist fronting
a combo, but Granson's groaning
was first he ever did in public.
When Emery Dcutsch heard of

Jurgens' rule, he wired he was
coming on behalf of his Emery Mu
sic Co.'s "When You Make Love to
Me", adding request that he be per-
mitted to fiddle the tune, rather
than chirp, Jurgens assented.

Jimmy Durante claims he's the only .celebrity who looks worse than his

caricature,.

Abe Lastfogel won't sit on anything but a MORRIS chair.

Danny Thomas claims his horse ran so Blow the other day they timed
him with a calendar.

Joe Erens' definition of alimony: The High Cost of Leaving..

Understand Errol Flynn went to a psychiatrist. .. .not to gel his dreams
analyzed. . . .but hushed up.

Berled Begs
A certain comic claims his mother-in-law is so loud that the FCC is

supplying her with call letters.

Modem success story: All I am I owe to my bookmaker.
Understand that burlesque is coming back without "bumps".... guess

it'll be a grind.

Eavesdropped at CBS: "He's a guest detective. . . .sort of an Ellery Queen
For a Day." .

Songplugger to orchestra leader: "Is this Latin-American song NEW?"
"It's so new Mills made it a standard already."

My brother (the careful one—he bet Conn to place) says he knows a

judge who hands out such tough sentences that he's been called a time
salesman for Alcatraz. .. .Alcatraz. . . .that's another pen with a lifetime

guarantee.

Doubling to Mayo's
- Minneapolis, July 2.

Niteries are finding it easier to

book name acts for their floor-

shows, and occasionally at a cut,

because they can kill two birds

with one stone, by playing en-

gagement litre and visiting near-

by Rochester, Minn., for a Mayo
clinic checkup, according to Cc-
dric Adams, Star Journal col-

umnist.
Little Jackie Holler, currently

at the Hotel Dyckman Robin
Hood Room, is the latest to enter

the Mayo clinic before com big

here.

H'wood Premiere Stars

Scotch, Nylons, Kleenex
Hollywood, July 2.

To a stranger in town it looked

like a gala picture premiere at the

corner of Hollywood boulevard and

Vine street. Flashlights flashed, and
»

the populace flocked to the well-

known corner, probably hoping toArnold Albert's Quest
Arnold Albert, Columbia Pictures I see • Clark Gable in a

producer, is in New York looking Lynch with Lana Turner,
for story properties.
He was until recently a producer

at Warner Bros.

International May Tap

Peter Hayes for fl wood
Nunnally Johnson, producer for'

International Pictures, is virtually

set to tap Peter Lind Hayes for

Hollywood. The 31-year-old come-
dian and son ot vaudc vet Grace
Hayes was 15 years with his mother
in vaudeville until his current solo

click at the Copacabana, N. Y.,

nilcry.

Johnson may prelude his film- pact
with Hayes by also spotting him into

"Park Avenue," Max' Gordon's forth-

coming legit musical for which
Johnson and George S. Kaufman did
the book to score by Arthur
Schwartz and Ira Gershwin. Let
giter is slated for the Broadhuist.
Casting problem is replacement for

the late Charlie Butterworlh.

M0R0SC0 PILOTS 'CHEEK'

There was no such clinch—only

lines and lines of customers.

It was the reopening of the Owl
Drug store, a historic spot in Hol-
lywood, where countless thesps had
worn out their insteps on the curb-

Kim Hunter Contract

Split by Rank, Int'l

Hollywood. July 2.

Kim Hunter, American - born

. ,
screen player, currently under con-

romantic tract to j_ Artnur Rant jn Eng.
land, inked a split pact to return
to Hollywood to perform under the

International banner.
Formerly the actress was under

joint contract to RKO and David O.

Selznick.

Sept. 1

Dall, who was in Warner Bros.'
|

already proved their worth in tele,

version of "The Corn Is Green," is

so far slated lor "The Hasty Heart
at Stockbridge, Mass, next . Monday
<8) and at Oohasset, Mass, July 22.

vision and the broadcasters think

that other personalities will definite-

ly emerge from the converts this

summer.

Hollywood, July 2,

Walter Morosco drew production I stone, waiting for a "studio call or a
chores on "The Ballad of Furnace hunch on the seventh race at Santa
Creek," a musical based in the old Anita.
west and slated for autumn filming.

.
In its new grandeur, after a pe-

Ira Wolfert and Valentine Davies riod of reconstruction, the drug
wrote the story and will collaborate store opened with three lures—
on the screenplay.

Not Conn-fident
Pittsburgh, July 2.

When Bob Hope came here
Friday night for his bainsterm-
ing show at the Gardens, be tried
to get Billy Conn to go on with
him and do the act they did to-
gether in. Europe for the soldiers

last year. However,. Conn said
no because he was afraid his.

home town might give him the
razzberry after his poor show-
ing against Joe Louis. Pitts-

burgh Sid's been in virtual hid-
ing since his return here and
friends say he's reluctant to face
anybody.

Scotch, nylons and Kleenex. Most
I of the block-long standees were
1 feminine, but the males standing in
line were not seeking stockings or
cleansing tissue. They were emis-
saries from nearby saloons, grab-
bing bottles of Scotch. The little

saloon keepers don't get much
Scotch these days.

I

Kate Smith to Disk
For New M-G-M Co.

Kate Smith is the first name artist

I to be inked by M-G-M's recently

I
formed disking subsidiary. ^
Deal guarantees her a minimum

I of 24 sides a year starting Oct. 1,

when her Columbia contract runs
lout.

Penelope Ward's Buildup
Penelope Ward, British screen

player, arrived in New York from
England last week. Under contract

to Sir Alexander Korda, she will

work in a Aim for Walter Wanger
in Hollywood on a loanout deal.

She's expected to leave for the

Coast later this week.
Broadway legit role is also being

sought for Miss Ward by Morris

Helprin. Korda's U. S. rep, Korda's

aim is to get the American public

as . well acquainted as possible with

the femme until he' is ready with a

picture production for her.

ASS OOBIO'S 6TH PIC

Ann Corio is due to report to

Monogram at the end of this month

on a one-picture deal. This will be

the peeler's sixth film, .

She's currently doing a two-week

summer theatre stint in "Sailor Be-

ware" in Boston, following a vaudc

session at Loew's State, N. Y.
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SEE NEW DISTRIB PATTERN
Police Clubs Hail Pickets at WB

And M-G on 2d Day of Studio Strike

Hollywopd, July 2. *,

Violence flared ait two studios this

(Tues) morning when pickets and

workers clashed at Warners and Me-

tro Follce were called In to quell

riotous outbursts at both lots, with

a few arrests' made. At Warners sev-

eral pickets were felled by police

clubs. Shortly after police Interven-

tion, however, rioting was quieted.

Universal is one studio reporting

work going ahead with live fllms

tensing although the studio made ho

comment as to where electricians

were procured.

Hollywood, July 2.

Acting -under strike sanctions

granted by union , memberships, il-

lustrators' and international prexies

last April, the Carpenters, Painters,

Set Designers, Illustrators and
Screen Story Analysts locals
launched their second day of major
studio picketing with tightened lines

and campaigns to force the studios

to accede to*d£mands for an imme-
diate contract.

Strike leaders yesterday (IV were
undisturbed by claims of the Assn.

of Motion Picture Producers that

the walkout' is a jurisdictional dis-

pute, asserting that the studios had
failed to make an acceptable offer

on a new contract and strikers

would slay out until a suitable pact

is forthcoming. Lines are up at Me-
tro, Warners; Universal, Republic,

20thrFox, Hal Roach, RKO, Para-
mount, Columbia, Samuel Goldwyn
and Technicolor. The Conference of

Studio Unions may add Pathe and
Consolidated to the list of labs be
ing picketed. Disney, General Serv-
ice and other- rental studios also

may be picketed, depending upon
decisions of the strike strategy com
millee.

; CSU announced yesterday that i

skeleton negotiations committee
would be on hand at union head-
quarters at all times for convenience
of independent producers who might
wish to talk contract. This covers,

generally, members of the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Produ-
cer's, as the Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers Assn. has already
inked an interim deal with CSU lo-

cals. Reported that representatives
of Liberty Films, Nero and Sol
Wurlzel conferred with the nego
tiation committee yesterday in an
effort to find out necessary steps

(Continued on page 20) -

Irate Fix Fans Mistake

f'sUppedB.O.Tax

For Post-OPA Inflation

Philadelphia, July 2
Theatre managers here spent a

couple of rough hours trying to ap
pease the wrath of their customers
yesterday (Monday), when by
freak coincidence, the increased
city admission tax became effectiv
the same day that the OPA died.
Tax bill, hiking the tariff from

4% (o 10%, was passed by the city
council more than a month ago but
the fact it. was to take effect yes
terday hadn't been given too much
publicity. When customers at the
deluxe houses, consequently, found
the ticket tabs raised from 40c to
42c in the afternoons and 85c to 89c
at liight, they immediately accused
the -house managers of trying to in
"ate their prices because of the
OPA's demise.
Tax raised prices corresponding-

ly in houses of all subsequent runs

Bonus Percentages For

Entire U Sales StafA percentage bonus plan affecting
™e entire sales personnel of Univer
•>al was announced yesterday (Tues.

£y William A. Scully, sales chief.
Bonus of 5% will be paid for all
""creases in business over last year
shown by sales staff in year starting
next September.

This percentage will be split so
<hat.a district manager will get 1';

°' total, a branch manager V.i
»'ia vy;0 win be dividcd amon|!
salesmen, bookers arid .office mana-
ger m branch showing the increase

Ws 23 Pix This

Year Lowest Yet
With only four more pictures to

be released between now and Sept;
Paramount will wind up its cur-

ent (1945-46) season with only 23
pictures, a new low. The previous
Him year it had 28.

To date Par has served the mar-
ket only 19 features this' season.

There will be two pictures this

month and two in August. The
j
July

eleases are "To Each His Own,"
dated nationally for Friday (5) and
O.' S. S.," which goes out July 26.

The August deliveries will be
Searching Wind," Aug. 9

.
and

Monsieur Beaucaire," Aug. 30.

Win, Place & Show
Hollywood, July 2.

One way to win on the races
is not to bother with them. At
least one technical employe at

an independent lot found this

out recently.

Chief of the company one day-
started nosing around the place,
quite unaccustomedly, and dis-

covered practically his entire
tech staff out watching ; the
bangtails. A disinterested guy
who cared nothing for the sport
of kings was on tap. After
several heads rolled, the noh-
horse playing chap wound

: up
as head of all the technical de-
partments.

s

BE

i Radio Execs to Cue

Jerry Brandt's Air Pic
Washington, July 2.

Six lop radio execs have been
named by the National Assn. of

Broadcasters to serve as an industry

advisory committee to Jerrold T.

Brandt, indie producer, on his forth-

coming film on the radio industry,

'Magic in the Air." Film will be
released in 1947.

Execs include William B. Ryan of

KFI (NBC, Los Angeles), chairman;

Sidney Slroiz, NBC vecpee; Don
Thornburgh, CBS veepee; Don
Searle, ABC vecpee; . Lewis Allen

Weiss. Mutual, veepee, and Cal .Smith

of KFAC, Los Angeles indie. Robert

Coleson, Coast rep of ihe NAB, will

be exec secretary to the committee,

which is slated to huddle . with

Brandt in Hollywood next Tuesday

(9) to determine the exact method of

cooperation and procedure.

By HERB GOLDEN
A vast change in the entire pat-

tern of distribution in the United
States is anticipated in top bracket
film

,
circles when theatre building

is again possible, regardless of what
occurs in the Government's anti-
trust' suit. There will be many,
many more first runs in every siz-

able town and they'll play each pic-
ture longer than is even dreamed of
now, it is predicted. The giant
super-deluxe theatre will be elimi-
nated from all building plans and in
its place . will go up modest houses
of about 1,000 seats.

The switch will be a matter of
economics and everyone will profit
by it, it is claimed. It will start
with the unloosing of building re-
strictions, which is certain to result
in many additional theatres. That
will mean product is more diffused
and the first-run exhib won't have a
fresh film available as often as he
desires, which is practically the case
flow. Result will be that he thinks
twice before he pulls a pic that is
still doing moderately well at the
b.o. and making both him and the
producer a profit. On the other
hand, with a smaller house, the nut
won't be so high that the exhib is
Impelled to make frequent changes
of bills to keep the b.o. constantly
close to capacity! " .' ..

Trend, to more first-run houses
and longer runs has already been

(Continued on page 16)

SEC's OK on Lehmans'

Bid for RKO Stock

More or Less Routine
Deal whereby underwriters group

headed by Lehman Bros, would buy
650,000 shares of RKO common stock
from Atlas Corp. will be gone over
by the Securities & Exchange Com-
mission at a hearing set for July 8.
Order for the hearing was issued last
Friday (28).

RKO registered the proposed stock
purchase with the SEC about two
weeks ago as customary. Atlas re-
vealed its announced purpose of dis-
posing of 650,000 shares of RKO com-
mon several months ago, actual
planned buyers of the slock being set
after negotiations in Wall Street Not
revealed in SEC announcement! but
hearing is understood to be more or
less of a routine affair usually held
when so many shares of stock are in-
volved.

Public Can Take the Rap Again

a

Cause and Effect
Among the things that helped

push film grosses to new highs
during 1944 and 1945, according
to Audience Research Institute,,

is that more kids became 12

years old during that period
than at any time in the past 30

years. Twelve marks the age of

change from children's to adult's

admission fee.

Census Bureau credits the up-
swing in 12-year-olds to the fact

that the depression was just get-
ting really tough in' 1932 and
1933. And so potential custom-
ers were staying home.

Jolson, Skolsky Talk

Remake of 'Burlesque'
Hollywood, July 2.

Al Jolson and Sidney Skolsky re-

ported to be talking with Columbia
regarding doing remake of "Bur-

lesque." which Hal Skclly and Bar-

bara Stanwyck did on stage, Skelly

and Nancy Carroll making it as

picture for Paramount.
Deal would be producing-partici-

palion. If it goes through, Rita

Hayworth, and Larry Parks will be

co-starred.

Mrs. L B; Mayer To Reno
Reno, July 2.

Mrs. Louis B. (Margaret) Mayer is

due here today or tomorrow from

Hollywood for the usual reason.

They've been married some 40 years.

Metro studio head has been linked

with Mrs. Danny (Lorena) Danker,

widow of the former J. Walter

Thompson agency vecpee and herself

doing 'special exploitation for the

JWT Lever Bros. (Lux) account.

LANG DRAWS 'TIGHTS'

Hollywood, July 2,

Walter Lang wilt direct 20th-Fox's

piclurizalion of Miriam Young's

book. "Mother Wore Tights."

Film will be Betty Crable- ve-

hicle, which Lamar Tiolli will both

script and produce.

Par, RKO, M-G,WB

Move Vs. Brandt
Some of the- major distribs with

claims against Harry Brandt for dis-
crepancies in film rentals due them
under percentage contracts may go
to court, rather than arbitrate, at-

torney Louis Nizer said Monday (1).

Claims are pending by Paramount,
RKO, Warner Bros, and Metro. Nizer
is acting for all the distribs in the
matter. The claims are not against
Brandt as an individual but for the
100-odd theatres he booked.
Nizer said there

. had been no de-
termination made yet of tactics to
be employed in attempting to clean
up the rest of the claims.

.
Twentieth -

Fox was awarded $237,000 two
weeks ago in arbitration preceed-
ings. No further arbitration is

scheduled now, Nizer said, with
court action or settlements between
the parties offering other alterna-
tives.

Exact amounts to be claimed by
Par, WB, RKO and M-G haven't
been settled yet, Nizer said, but very
complicated accounting procedures
are now going on. He refused to
hazard a guess as to how soon he'll

be ready to proceed or to approxi-
(Continued on page 18)

GREY JOINS FAR
Hollywood, July 2.

Harry Grey has moved into pro-
ducer berth at Paramount, although
no assignments have been handed
to him as yet.

Grey formerly was with Republic
for 10 years in executive and pro-
ducer capacity.

\
Average admission price, which

has gone up 10%c since 1940, could
be

:
pushed still higher without any

appreciable resistance from the pub-
lic. That's the interpretation placed
by Gallup's Audience Research In- .

stitute on a continuing poll it has
made regarding b.o. levies. With the
average tap up from 35lfec six years
ago to 46c today and no appreciable
amount of squawking being regis-

tered with the pollsters, ARI head
Al Sindlinger says the ballots show
that there's room for a slight ad-
ditional rise without incurring pub-
lic disfavor.

Reason for the tilt isn't entirely

due to increases in admission price,

but the fact that more people are
going to first-run theatres, which get
a higher tap than the subsequent!
the same patrons formerly attended.
Result of this average admission in-

crease, as well as the general up-
swing in film attendance, is to push
up the average distributors' gross on
fllms about $1,300,000, which it aver-
aged in. 1940, to $2,000,000 currently,

according to ARI polls. Usual A pic
six years ago was seen by 17,000,000

people as against 18,500,000 now.
Incidentally, the film seen by

more people than any other on rcc-

(Continued on page 20)

APRIL HIT ALL-TIME

HIGH IN ADMISH TAXES
> Washington, July 2.

April was one of the smash show
biz months of all time, on the basis

of admission tax reports issued yes-
terday (1) by the Bureau of Inter-

nal Revenue.
Total take for the month hit $39,-

499,268, more than $3,000000 better
than the boff figure for the previous
month and, roughly, $7,500,000 above
April, 1945.' Almost 90% of the figure,

is estimated to come from pictures,

Broadway was also on the make
during April. Taxes for the' 3rd In-

ternal Revenue District, all of Man-
hattan above 23rd street, were an
unusually strong $6,772,287, which
nearly doubled the bite for April, .

1945, and bettered March, 1946, by
$1,500,000; Manhattan's . niteries also

turned in heavy sugar to Uncle'Sam.
The 20% bite on spot spot tabs Was
$847,297, more than $200,000 over the
preceding month and more than
$300,000 above, April 1945.

National Boxoffice Survey
Film Biz Holds Up Well — "Smoky," "Sisters,"

"Anna," "Janie," "Years" Head List
Despite torrid weather, one strike

and usual summer competition,

most key cities held up fairly well

this week, some of them reporting

improvement over recent sessions.

Particularly strong were New York

and Chicago, both apparently being

helped by influx of vacation visitors.

Not too many pictures were

launched during the week but those

that were shape up strongly for

most part.

"Smoky" (20th) is pacing the field

with near $250,000 reported in keys
covered by Vaimkt)'. Others" in the

first 12, in order of biz done, are

"Two Sisters From Boston" (M-G),
"Anna" (20th), "Janie Gets Mar-
ried" (WB), "Green Years" (M-G),
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G),
"Stolen Life" (WB)', "Do You Love
Me" (20th), "Cluny Brown" (20th),

"Without Reservations" (RKO),
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) and
"Searching Wind" (Par). Last-

named is current only at the big

Broadway. Paramount where doing

strong $87,000.

"Smoky" lived up to its promise

of initial showing in Denver by

hitting very potent $101,000 in N. Y.,

being strong' in St. Louis nice on:

second Denver week in three spots,

big in Los Anscles and sturdy in

San Francisco. "Anna" is now play-

ing only the Music Hall. N. Y., but

equalling the colossal first week
figure of $141,000. "Janie" moved up

in the list and came near the $150,-

000 mark in spots covered. Same is

partly true of "Reservations."
The way "Sisters" has kept near

the top in biz for the last few weeks
is rated remarkable. Current stanza
is the first

, that "Green Years" has
had extensive bookings although in

a few keys last week. It's in fifth

slot in point of biz.

"Easy To Wed" (M-G) looks an
outstanding . newcomer. . On the
single city preem, it- went to smash
$63,000 in four L. A. theatres, to lead

the city. Another new entry, Uni
versal's "Dead of Night" looks okay
on basis of lively $26;000 being.dorie

currently in N. Y. . "Henry V" (UA)
beat its first week mark in N. Y. with

a capacity $34,200 on second stanza,

getting in 14 shows this week.
"Her Kind of Man" (WB) is doing

sock $45,000 in Detroit, with band on
stage. "Wife of Monte Crlslo" (PRC)
shapes as trim $16,000 in Philly.

"Young Widow" (UA) is stout in

Buffalo. "To- Each His Own" (Par)

is the acc straight-dlmer in K. C.

"Night in Casablanca" (UA) is smash
•$17,000 in Cincinnati and nice in

Washington.
(Coviplete Film Bolo//ice Re-

ports, Panes 14-15)

Trade Mark Registered
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Briskin Says Capra-Wyler-Stevens

Gose Liberty Films Partnership

Sam Briskin, v.p. and treasurer oft

Liberty Films, declared in New

York last week the outfit will .not

take in any additional producers.

It now consists of Briskin, who acts

as exec producer, and Frank Capra,

William Wyler and George Stevens.

Briskin said discussions were held

regarding addition of Victor Flem-
ing, but the talk has since been

dropped and the slate closed.

Fact <hat the group would turn

out too many, pictures per year to

release conveniently was one of the

factors determining the decision to.

take in no more producers, Briskin

said. He disclosed that the current

deal with RKO calls for four pic-

ture^ to be delivered at a minimum
rate of one a year. He said he exr

peeled Liberty would average about
two or two-and-one-half films an-

nually for the first few years and
then perhaps one a year from each

of the three associates.

Briskin admitted that Liberty had
:>hnd feelers from Samuel Goldwyn
on joining with him in a new dis-

tribution company. He said he was
not adverse to the idea and that' if

Goldwyn had anything concrete

when the windup of Liberty's RKO
pact approached, he would be glad

to talk with him.

Unit's initial picture and also the

first for. James Stewart since his re-

turn from the Army is now before

the cameras; It is Capra's produc-
tion of "It's a Wonderful' Life."

Next on the slate is Stevens' "One
Big Happy Family," which requires
five leads and is currently present-

ing a casting problem. Capra will

follow with "Flying Yorkshireman"
or "Friendly Persuasion," latter a
novel of ah Indiana Quaker family
by" Jessamyn ..West. Wyler is cur-
rently fulfilling a pre-war commit-
ment to Goldwyn.

Briskin, who came east to attend
the RKO convention and line up
the start of a sales organization,
will leave for the . Coast today
(Wednesday).

De Cordova With E-L
Hollywood, July 2.

Arturo de Cordova hopped in

from.Mexico City, signed a two-pic-

ture starring deal with Eagle-Lion,

and hopped back to the capital

across the border.

Mexican actor will make a picture

for Clasa and return to. Hollywood
in September to star in "Don Juan
Murietta" for Eagle-Lion.

TED O'SHEA RESIGNS M-G

TO HEAD LIBERTY SALES
E. K. (Ted) O'Shea resigned aa

Metro eastern sales manager last

Friday (28) to join Liberty Films as
general sales manager in charge of

worldwide distribution for the new
indie production outfit headed by
Sam Briskin, Frank Capra, William
Wyler and George Stevens.

With RKO ' signed to release
Liberty product, O'Shea will head-
quarter at the RKO h.o., where hell
work in conjunction with the RKO
domestic and foreign sales staffs.

He's slated to stay on at Metro for
another two weeks to clean up his
affairs there, then take a vacation in

his hometown of Buffalo before as-
suming his new post on July 29.

First Liberty picture he'll handle
is "It's a Wonderful Life," the James
Stewart-Donna Reed starrer.

O'Shea has been with Metro for
the last. 26. years, having first joined
the old Metro Co. as a salesman in

Buffalo in 1918. He was named east-
ern sales manager in 1941, succeed-
ing TOm O'Connors who went over
to 20th-Fox as general sales man-
ager. O'Shea will meet the RKO
sales staff at the company's sales
meeting, now in session at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.

O'Shea is the third in a row to

leave Metro's eastern' sales manager
post to accept a general, sales man
ager's position with another com-
pany. William A. Scully left the
job in 1938 to join Universal. His
successor, Tom . Connors, stayed put
until 1941, when he resigned to join

20lh-Fox as general sales' manager
and v.p.

MPTOA N.Y. Meet

Attacks Auction

Phase of Decree
The policy of licensing films to the

highest bidder, as proposed in the

recent anti-trust decision, was the

central target for attack by the exec

utive committee .of the Motion Pic

ture Theatre Owners of America at

their' two-day meeting last week in

New York. The meeting, which rep

resented the association's indie ex

hibitors only, voted to submit to the

trial court and the contending par-

ties their suggestions as to what

should be contained in the final de

cree for protection of exhibitors.

Final statement, containing the

exec committee's suggestions, is to

be drawn up within a month by

MPTOA's general counsel, Herman
M. Levy. Incorporated in that state-

ment will be the idea that under the

auction plan, prices of films will

skyrocket to a point where admis<

sion prices would have to be jacked

up to the dislike and detriment of

the public. Moreover,' competition

from "ruthless, big money elements'

is seen as squeezing' out many inde

pendent theatre owners . who have
been established in their com'muni
ties for years.

According to the MPTOA's exec
committee, rights of old customers
should also be one of the factors in

negotiations fqr films, besides the

price bid. Similarly, in determining
reasonable clearance on runs, the

committee is asking that the seven
tests named by the. court be supple'

mented by considerations of a the

atre owner's reputation and. seni

ority. Penalties are also being asked
for the practice of over-buying.

Meeting of the MPTOA's member
ship as a whole' is tentatively

skedded for September at ' which
time the statement will be submitted
to the body for approval. Decision
will also be made then whether per
mission will be sought to appear as
amicus curiae at the hearing of the
appeal in lhe-U. S. Supreme Court.
MPTOA's exec committee • also

conferred with Isidor Lubin and
Jack Levin of Confidential Reports
on the problems of use of female and
local checkers. No specific agree
ments were reached although CR
was said to have displayed a "co
operative spirit" in. meeting
MPTOA's objections to their use.

MANY TIEUPS FOR WB'S

20TH ANNI OF SOUND
Warner Bros, advance campaign on

the 20th annl of talking pictures is

attaining international scope on the

basis of the film company's promo-

tional tieup with the Bell Telephone

System, its affiliate, Western Elec-

tric, and RCA Victor. Western

Electric is lining up its branches in

all parts of the world behind the

celebration with the Bell System
planning to use material on the

event as bill inserts to their 18,-

OOOjOOO customers during the month
of July. RCA Victor is pushing rec-

ord retailer contests on their Cole

Porter albums in connection with

the film, "Night and Day," WB's
special release for the occasion.

With the RKO chain joining in

the celebration, the roster of par-

ticipating circuits and indie houses

now number more than 6,000. RKO
has announced that the Warner an-

niversary trademark will be used

in all its advertising during the

week of Aug. 4 together with lobby

displays focusing attention on the

anniversary.

Eugene Sharin Special

Aide to MP Export Ass

;

In a move to unsnafu Ihe film
situation in Austria, reported . that
the Motion Picture Export Assn. is

set to appoint someone to take over
distribution of U. S. films in that
area. The American occupying force

in Austria, which has been handling
distribution of all films under a

makeshift seven-man board, is

Donald Nelson on Export Film Biz
With discussions currently hot among indie producers as to whether

they, should permit distribution of their Alms abroad by the Motion
Picture Export Association, Donald M. Nelson had a word of cautrun
Saturday 129) regarding MPEA. activities in general. Prexy of (he
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers said1 in New York
he thought it a primary public relations job to avoid the impression
Hbioad that the industry is "ganging up" on local producers or dis-
tributors.

Despite the fact that the MPEA plans joint distribution of American
product only to meet the monopolistic practices' of certain iialvins
Nelson said he felt it obligatory to avoid violating public opinion iri

those nations. Abroad, as in the United States, SIMPP chief declared
films are dependent on public good will and distribution must be han-
dled in such a way as to retain the friendship for Hollywood ol.ihe
peoples of these foreign lands.

Nelson Suggests

Byrne Shifted From Detroit Into

O'Shea s Post; Zoellner Upped Also

Fairbanks Tests Tirates'
Hollywood. July 2.

For his second production at In-

ternational, "Terry:. and the Pirates,"

Douglas Fairbanks . will direct

screehtests for- the major roles.

.
Fairbanks will not appear in the

film, based on Milt Canifl's comic
strip: However, he will star in his

initial production, "The Exile." Title

of the third film of the trio has not
yet been announced.

Parsons Kirbv Exit Par Switchin« to a hands-off-film-busi-rarsons, iviroy exu r«r ness po iiCyi necessitating the MPEA
Close on heels of resignation of appointment. Confiscated German

Grover Parsons, Paramount branch fiims will most likclv be placed in
manager at Atlanta, John Kirby, dis-

j
the hands of a commercial adminis-

tnct manager over that office and ^rator who will function under in-
those in Charlotte and New Orleans,

; direct military control.
has stepped out. Parsons left to join

j
Eugene Sharin, former chief of the ' result in separation of the good from

PRC, while reported Kirby, long
j
flim division in the Army's Informa- j

the bad. Admission prices in gen-

Public flUng by dlstribs of terms
they receive for films under the auc-
tion bidding, provision of the anti-

trust decree was suggested: by Don-
ald M. Nelson, president of the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
Producers, In New York this week.
Nelson said the indies felt that bid-

ding on each picture individually, as

the special Federal anti-trust court

asked, would be advantageous to the

indies and the industry as a whole
—if such bidding were not "collu-

sive." Open price filing might be
the means to prevent such collu-

sion, SIMPP head said.

Nelson arrived in New York last

week and has been huddling with
eastern reps of the indie producers
in the offices of Samuel Goldwyn,
He has advocated that the produc-
ers' reps formulate the ideas which
they wish to see incorporated in the
decree as finally drawn and present
such ideas to the Department of

Justice. Distribs, exhibs and major
producers are all talcing a hand in

the decree writing and the indie

producers should sec that their ideas
are presented too, Nelson stated.

In going over the anti-trust de-
cision with the producers' reps, Nel-
son said he felt the most important
.point as far as indies arc concerned
is the auction bidding feature. Pur-
pose, as expressed by the court, is to

increase competition within the in-

dustry^an aim with which the in-

dies are in 100% agreement, SIMPP
prexy stated. However, if instead of

fair and honest bidding, there is

(Continued on page 20)

JIM MULVEY'S ONE GUY

WHO LIKES THE DECREE
N. Y. federal court's recent anti-

trust decision was applauded Mon-
day (1) by James Mulvcy, president

of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, as

decreeing "what exhibitors should
have set up in the first instance for

their own Interest and protection."

'The decision opens a greater com-
petitive market, Mulvey declared,
which is "the key to continued suc-
cess: of this business."

"A monopoly of physical outlets,

whether in theatres or any other
business, has always resulted in

evil," Goldwyn distribution chief
stated to RKO conventionitcs, "and
no exhibitor or group of exhibitors
should have the right to control or
regulate what the public may see.

. . The monopolies have been a

great aid in the disposition of poor
product, but surely that is not a good
reason for a monopoly to exist."

Mulvey expressed the opinion that
the anti-trust decision would open a

bigger field for quality pictures. It

will enable them to get higher
grosses, he reasoned, because it will

MPA Indicates

It Would Revoke

'Outlaw' Seal
First official indication of the Mo-

tion Picture Association's intention
of revoking the Producton Code
Administration seal from Howard
Hughes "The Outlaw" was given by
MPA counsel Samuel Rosenman in

the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
N. Y., Monday (1). Rosenman said

the . Association aimed to lift Its

okay from the . picture because of

the bad reputation it had gotten as
a result of the type advertising
Hughes has been employing,

MPA counsel requested that
Judge Learned Hand give a ruling
on whether the producer could be
expelled from the Association and
the seal revoked without the MPA
prejudicing itself with the court,
since Hughes has several actions
pending. Judge Hand asked that
the MPA wait a couple days on any
penalties against Hughes until he
decided whether he'd grant the pro-
ducer's application . for an appeal
from the U. S. District Court's de-
nial of a temporary injunction
against the MPA.

It was this application which
initiated MondayV informal hearing.
Decision might result today
(Wednesday). If Judge Hand finds
that Judge John Bright, of the

(Continued on page 10)

with Par .in sales, may join Van-
j
tion Service Branch in Austria, who

guard (Selznick). [returned to this country last week,
Kirby did not Inform the Par has been given a desk at the MPEA

homeoXfice of. his future plans, .to aid in untangling the Central
Prior' to becoming district manager, i European film snarl. Sharin's duties, _„
he headed the exchange at Charlotte | as yet not clearly specified, include

;

have reached the limit in terms* of
for many years. No successor has [special advisory work to Irving j boxoffice receipts, while production
been : appointed- to either Kirby or'Maas, v.p. and general manager of

j
costs are going to continue to go

Parsons.
.

I the MPEA. I higher.

eral are about all the traffic will
bear, he opined, except for rare pic-
tures of outstanding importance, and
exhibs must make the distinction;

Grosses as a whole, Mulvey stated,

L. A. to N. \
George Brown
Gary Cooper
Filipo Del Guidice
Margaret Furse
Bernard Hoffman
Fred E. Hutchinson
Bob Hutton
Andra King
Jack Kirkwood
Winnie O'Keefe
EliOberstein
Mary Pickford
N, Peter Ratlivon
Buddy Rogers
Bill Saal
Whitey Schafer
Ben Selvin
Robert Sisk
Spyrbs Skouras
Tim whelan
James Wilkinson
Herbert J. Yates

N. Y. to L. /
Marcel Achard
Ben Bogcaus
Wick Crider
Pete Harrison
Eddie Knill

Sir Alexander Korcla
C. C. Moskowilz
Charles B. Moss
William S. Paley
Arthur Pine
Fred R. Snmniis ,

Hal B. Wallls
Penelope Dudley Ward
Bob Williams

In a realignment of the Metro
sales force following the resignation
last Friday (28) of eastern sales-
manager E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, Wil-
liam F. Rodgers, Metro vecpee over
sales, announced yesterday (Tues-
day) that John F. Byrne, former
district manager, with headquarters
in Detroit, would take: over the post
vacated by O'Shea. Latter went
over to Liberty Films as. general
salesmanagcr.
Rodgers announced at the same

time the creation of a new depart-
ment to be headed by William B.
Zoellner, former Atlanta branch
manager. Department, to be en-,
tirely separate from, the regular
Metro sales staff, will handle the
foreign importations being released
in this country as regular Metro
features, plus a group of reissues of
top Metro films of the past that

Rodgers has decided to put back
on the market.

In -announcing the new appoint-
ments', Rodgers stressed the Metro
policy of promoting from within the

ranks. Byrne, with the company for

more than 21 years, will be succeed-
ed as district manager by; Frank C.

Hensler, with the company 25 years
and until now Kansas City man-
ager. No successor to Zoellner has
yet been named. Albert Aitler, for-

mer city salesman in Kansas City,

succeeds Hensler. Rodgers also an-
nounced the appointment of Jerry
Adams, former salesman, as assist-

ant manager of the San Francisco
exchange.

In announcing Zoellner's new de-

partment, as yet unnamed. Rodgers
said his regular sales staff wasn't
able to do justice to the importa-
tions as far as the special handling
they, needed was concerned, so he
decided to set up the new office'

and to combine it with the reissues.

Pictures in both categories will be

hafldled separately from the regu-

lar M-G product with separate con-,

tracts, etc, Zoeller will take a trip

around the country within the next

several weeks to line up his own
sales staff, which will work inde-

pendently, for the lime being, from
the Metro exchanges.
No particular number of reissue

(Continued on page 10;

'OUTLAW GETS CHI

NIX TEMPORARILY
Chicago, July 2.

Further Chi showings of "The

Outlaw" were temporarily cancelled

by local United Artists exchange

after a statement by Balaban &
Katz that the circuit would discon-

tinue playing the picture in its nabe

filmeries; Action was a result of

recent picketing of the B&K Marbro

theatre by westside Catholic groups

that objected to three scenes in the

film, Pic previously had ; a record

Loop run with no censor trouble.

Other local circuits are stay'if!

shy of that film for the lime being,

with Warners and Mania & RPse

circuits laying pff . altogether. -Al-

lied Theatre and the Essanrss chain

said they would show the film when

it was re-released in July.

N.Y. Boothmen Win
15% Hike in New Pact

A 15% increase iii scale for pro-

jectionists in independent theatres

in the Greater New York area is

called for under agreement reached

between Local 306, Moving Picture

Machine Operators of N. V.. and 'ne

Independent Theatre Owners Assn.

Boost, retroactive lo. May 1 l35'-

extends to September. 1048. Scale

under the old deal ranged from

$66 to $70 a week. '

.

Earlier in the year Local 30« ob-

tained a 15% jump for operators in

major circuit houses, plus such W"

dividual dc luxe operations «s ine

Music Hall and Rivoli.
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FOREIGN B. 0. EQUAL DOMESTIC?
Golden Dozen for June

•Two Sisters From Boston;'' with grosses that placed it at the lop oC

the boxoffice list three weeks out ol four, easily set the pace for the

Golden Dozen big coin-getters in June, according to Variety's national

weekly boxoffice survey. It also was among the first 12 in the fourth

week when just starting in a couple of spots and likely will wind! up

with more than $600,000 from key cities covered by
;

Variety during the

past month.
"Postman Rings Twice," another Metro picture; placed second on list

with "One More Tomorrow" (WB) a close third.

Besides these three the top 12 moneymakers in June were "Heart-

beat" (RKCM.,. "Do You Love Me" (20th), "Badman's Territory" (RKO),
••Kitty" (Par), "Gilda" (Col), "Bride Wore Boots" (Par,), "Cluny

"Brown" (20th), "To Each His Own" (Par) and "The Outlaw" (UA).

Both "Gilda" and "Kitty" are strong carryover favorites, -having

started out big in May. "Cluny Brown" achieved the Golden Dozen
mainly because of numerous playdates, although rated a bit spotty.

'•Blue Dahlia" (Par), which also made a big showing in the previous

month, just missed getting into the first 12 classification.

In runner-up category (pictures that made the first eight class at

least one week during June) are "Night In Paradise-' (U), "Anna"
(M-G>, "Night In Casablanca" (UA), "Hearts Are Growing Up" (Par),

"Green Years" (M-G), "Somewhere In Night" (20th) and "Without
Reservations" (RKO)^ "Anna" got into this select class entirely via

its grand-slam opening week at the. Music Hall near the end of the

month. :

Peskay Labels Roach Ungrateful,'

Threatens Counter-Suit in FC Action
' Edward Peskay yesterday (Tues-'t

day) threatened a. counter-suit for'

defamation of character against Hal

Roach, as result of charges made
against him by the producer in a

court action last week.
^
Peskay

termed Roach's suit "an irrespon-

sible charge made by an ungrateful

man."
Roach's suit, filed Friday (28)

ln:N. Y. federal court, charges that

Peskay and Film Classics, conspired

to cheat him of a fair share of the

income from reissue of his pictures

by FC. He claims that while he
was in the Army, Peskay, who was
a v,p, of the Hal Roach studios,

Inc., and Roach's, eastern rep, re-

ceived cash and stock—a total value
of $55.000—from the reissue, outfit

to negotiate a deal for considerably
less, than the pictures were worth.

Peskay, from his. office in Green-
wich, Conn., yesterday said that the
deal in question and others were di-

rectly responsible for saving Roach
from bankruptcy and financial ruin.

(Continued on page 18)

48 Mono Features

For '4647 Slated

At Annual Parley
Chicago, July 2.

Monogram's 1946-47 program call-
ing for the release of .48 features was
announced by prexy Steve Broidy
at the studio's 15th annual national
convention last week at the Drake
hotel. Program includes two "mil-
lion-dollar" films, 32 straight fea-
tures and 14 westerns.

"It Happened On Fifth Avenue,"
which will be produced by Roy Del
Ruth, heads the list and stars Victor
Moore. Ann Harding and Gale
Storm. Another top-budgeted pic
will be "The Hunted," Belita and
Barry Sullivan heading the cast.
Monogram's first filing in the color

"eld will be with "Black Gold," a
story of the Kentucky Derby, and
"Trail to Alaska," adventure pic
Dased on a story by Jack London,
"tier class A features include
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." starring

£m.i Regan. Bonita Granville and

m2
n

i
* 5ar,eV orch: "Hieh Con"

in»
' ^sPted from the best-sell-mg novel by James Ramsey Ullman,

announ<*d to be filmed in
Switzerland- "Wife Wanted," with

nrnrf..
anc 's doub,ing as star- and co-

Saucer with Jeffrey Bernard; and

^y £ ŝ

Sl°r
> Pr0dUCed by

Wse-~-
W0Slern d"mas and sIx

Program.
opera musicals round out the
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Long Weekend
Virtually all homeoffice and

exchange workers in New York
are getting an extended holiday
this week.
With Fourth of July falling on

Thursday, most companies will

be completely shuttered Friday,
while a few will just have skel-
eton staffs in. to give majority of

employes a Wednesday to Mon-
day vacation.

Par's Byram Finds

London Legit Big
Only two shows currently on the

London stage offer possibilities for

Hollywood, according to John By-
ram, head of Paramount's play de-
partment, who returned to New
York Friday (28) from a month's
visit to England and France. Byram
listed the picture possibilities as

"Winslow Boy," on which Par is

negotiating for rights, and "The
First Gentleman," to which several

British producers are seeking Aim-
ing privileges.

There's great postwar activity

among young playwrights in Eng-
land, Byram said, and he lined up'

a

number of the writers, as possibili-

ties for studio scripting posts.

(Continued on page 37)

FIND ABANDONED BABE

IN A PALACE LOCKER
After houseciosing time last FrU

day (28) in the early hours of the

following day, the night superin-

tendent of the RKO Palace theatre

in Times Square, N. Y-. heard a thin

cry, that might have been the wail-

ing of a cat or a human infant, com-
ing from a public locker in the the-

atre' lounge. Cops were called in.

and after prying open the locked

compartment .with a chisel, they

found a two-wCek old baby boy with

an' attached note asking that he be

given a home.
The child was riishcd to the West

54th street station house where he
was reported to be in good physical

condition and then taken by ambul-
ance to the Metropolitan hospital.

Police officials could not say how
long the infant had been in the

locker although doctor.-; at the hos-

pital said that if left there for any
appreciable length of lime he would
have suffocated. Theatre employees
were unable to remember anyone
going into the lounge with a baby.

CONNORS SEES

I SOME
Minneapolis, July 2.

Tom Connors, 20th-Fox vicepresi-

dent and sales manager, here fol-

lowing a fishing trip in northern
Minnesota, revealed here that he en-
visions the day when foreign motion
picture business will equal that of
the domestic market.

"I believe this," said Connors, "be-
cause foreign distribution of movies
during the war enabled many mil-
lions of people not in service to get
their first look at films. And,, to a
man, they liked what they saw. At
least, this will be a factor in increas-
ing sales, in my opinion."

Connors thinks the greatest field

for foreign film business, is in the
far east—China, Japan, India, etc. It

may take 10 years and it may re-
quire pioneering with 16 mm. film,

of the type used for service show-
ings, in mobile units, for this to

come about, he says.

"Such a campaign will open up
opportunities for foreign service for
many Americans with motion pic-
lure experience," said: Connors. "In
more than 100 foreign offices, it has
been Fox's policy to have an Amer-
ican in charge, and this will be con-
tinued. Americans will go into offi-
ces in territories where, before the
war, movies had never been seen
before.

"This is something for the country
at large as well as the motion pic-
ture industry to consider. It used to
be said that trade follows the flag.

Now il's true that trade follows the
motion picture. What foreign audi-
ences see in movies they begin to.

want, and there follow offers to
buy."
Connors feels confident a tremend-

ous parallel market will open up for
educational and enlightenment film,
much of which will be used in. 16
mm. film. The problem in the fields
where American product already is

established mainly concern blocked
currency and restricted exchange, he
says. In new fields, however, he de-
clares, American film and the coun-
try it represents really have a
chance to come into their own.

Harrison, Wife Back In
H'wpod on New Quota

Hollywood, July 2.

Rex Harrison, British actor, and
his wife, Lilli Palmer, entered U. S.
from Mexico under English quota
law, over weekend, Couple spent
three days in Ensenada while await-
ing return to this country.
Actor plans to go back to the

London stage as soon as he com-
pletes one. more picture for 20th-
Fox. He will return here later to
fulfill obligations to 2pth-Fox for
two more pictures.

Harrison will star in "The Ghost
and Mrs. Muir" at 20th-Fox, slated

to roll Aug. 5, with Fred Kohlmar
producing.

Langner Held Awaiting High Court

Action Before Seeking Divorcement

Rodgers on the Decree
Proposed system of auction

bidding under the anti-trust
decision calls for judicious han-
dling and increased cooperation,
among all branches of the in-

dustry, according to William F.
Rodgers, Metro veepee and gen-
eral salesmanager. Recalling
that films had been sold individ-
ually via competitive bidding 25
years ago. Rodgers declared that
unless this cooperation were
forthcoming if the decree be-
comes effective, the entire in-
dustry would be shoved back a
generation.

Metro- will naturally comply
with whatever sales policies are
handed down by the courts,-

Rodgers said, but so far has not
established any definite plans.
Decision is still being studied
very carefully by the company's
legal department, he said.

Decree May Cut

Us '46-47 Program
Although . a total of 55 pictures—

14 of them from outside sources

—

was announced by Universal at its

convention in New York last week,
uncertainty over how the pending
anti-trust decree will affect the com-
pany has final plans pretty . well in
doubt. If U is forced to abide by
the provision for auction bidding oh
each picture separately, W. A.
Scully, v.p. and general sales man-
ager, said yesterday. (Tuesday), total

number of pix might have to be cut.

Program, as U tentatively pre-
sented it at the sales meeting, calls

for 34 features from U itself, plus
11 indie-made, three J. Arthur Rank
British releases and seven westerns.
Total will be about five above the
number U is releasing during the
current 1945-46 season.

Enterprise—whose pictures will be
sold separately from the regular U
program (if the decree permits the
company to sell a whole program)
will provide five of. the 11 indie

productions. They will come from
among these six on Enterprise's pro-
duction slate: "Arch of Triumph,"
starring Ingrid Bergman and Charles
Boyer; "Ramrod" (Harry Sherman),
starring Joel McCrea; 'The Other
Love," starring Barbara Stanwyck;
"The. Burning Journey," starring

John Garfield; "Maggi July," star-

ring Ginger Rogers; and "Coup de
Grace," for which stars have not
yet been set.

Jack -Skirball-Bruce Manning unit
will provide three of the other six

indie productions. They'll be "Mag-

(Cpntinued on page 42)

'..'. Minneapolis, July 2.

After conference here with U. S.

Senator William Langner of North

Dakota, reelected last week, presi-

dent Bennie Berger of North Cen-

tral Allied, independent exhibitors'

organization; announced that Sen-

ator Langner has agreed to introduce

a theatre-divorcement bill in Con-
gress.

However, says Berger, introduc- •

tion of the bill will await U.S. Su-
preme Court action on the Govern-
ment's appeal from the lower
tribunal's findings denying divorce-
ment. It was agreed, says Berger,
that any recourse to Congress at this

time would be "untimely." If the
U.S. Supreme Court overturns the
initial decision,, he points out, Con-
gressional action will be unneces-
sary.

"Senator Langer agreed with me
that independent exhibitors' present
difficulties and the injustices, in the
industry to the small theatreowner
stem f r o m distributor - producer
ownership of theatres," asserted Ber-
ger, following the conference; "Sen-
ator Langner believes that divorce-
ment is the only solution to. the
problem of relief for independent
exhibitors from present unfair trade
practices and discrimination against
them. He promises to do all in his
power to bring about divorcement
through federal legislation if it is

not accomplished through appeal to
the U. S. Supreme Court:"
Berger also said that Senator

Langner had been delayed by the
campaign in North Dakota, which
has engaged his attention the. past
several weeks, from introducing the
measure, an amendment to OPA leg-

islation, putting a ceiling on film

prices at the 1941 - level. Senator
Langner will take the initial steps in .

Washington this week to have such
a bill enacted. Berger says.

Depinet Outlines 50 RKO Features

In19M Slate at N.Y. Sales Meet

GEO. SHEHMAN'S 'WHISTLER'
Hollywood, July 2.

Columbia handed Gcorsje. Sher-

man the directing duty on the noil

RichardDix starrer. "The Secret o(

the Whistler."
Mystery yarn will be produced by

Listing more stars and more name
producers than in the present sea-

son, RKO Radio Pictures is guaran-

teeing fewer features for 1946-47

than this year, according to the an-

nouncement made yesterday (Tues.)

by Ned Depinet, company's execu-

tive veepee, to delegates attending

the 15th annual convention at the

Waldorf-Astoria hotel. Actually, the

company lists the titles of more than

50 features that RKO plans distrib-

uting next season.

While the company, has augment-
ed its list of big name producers for

1946-47. RKO has outlined plans for

a greater number of productions to

be turned out by its own staff at the

Hollywood plant. Present lineup in-

dicates close to 34 planned for RKO
producers lo turn out.

The growth of films internationally

is pointed up by the fact that RKO
will have films already made or lo

be produced in France and Mexico
besides Great . Britain. Producer

Adrian Scoll and director Edward

Dmytryk leave soon for London to

start "So Well Remembered," screen
version of the James Hilton, best

seller of same tag. This is the first

RKO feature to be produced in Eng-
land in association with the J.

Arthur Rank organization. It will

star John Mills and Martha Scott.

Company will do "Golden Silence"

in Paris in association with Pathe-
Cinema, starring Raima It will be
directed by Rene Clair.

More than 400 delegates are at-

tending the three-day sales meet
which winds up today (Wed.) Be-
sides homeoffice execs, district man-
agers, branch managers, salesmen

and, field exploitecrs from 38

branches in the U. S.. Canada and
several foreign countries, RKO the-

|

aires, studio reps, and representa-

tives of Disney. Goldwyn, Liberty
1

Eilms. International Pictures, Sol

Lesser and RKO Pathe, Inc., are at

the convention.

.;• Depinet opened the first biz scs-

i (Continued (jn page 10)

Enterprise's Gomersall

Not Setting Up Large

Sales Organization
Unlike such other large . indie

units as Samuel Goldwyn's and
David O. Selznick's, there's ho in-

tention by Enterprise of setting up
an extensive field sales organization
of its own, E. T. Gomersall,. general

sales manager, said yesterday (Tues-
day). Gomersall was named to the

Enterprise post by prexy Charles
Einfeld last week, resigning as as-

sistant general sales manager of

Universal to accept it. Enterprise
releases through U.

Gomersall said he did not intend
to add a staff to assist him. Both
Selznick and Goldwyn have district

managers operating under their gen-
eral sales managers to supervise and
hypo the distributors' sales staffs
handling their pictures.

Appointment of Gomersall came as
somewhat of a surprise in the in-

dustry, as it was supposed that Ein-
feld would seek a sales rep outside
of the U "family." New move gives
two 1 U affiliates distribution chiefs
drawn from the "family"—and both
of them former assistant general
sales managers. Other is William J.

Heineman, who heads the sales or-
ganization for' United World Pic-
tures.

Barney Balaban Named

Nat'l Chairman of UJA
Paramount president Barney Bala-

ban has been named national chair-
man of the motion picture division
of the $100,000,000 campaign of the
United Jewish Appeal for refugees,
overseas needs, and Palestine. In ad-
dition to the national post. Balaban
has been acting as co-chairman of
the UJA's amusement division of
Greater New York.
Expressing confidence that the film

industry would respond to UJA's ap-
peal as generously as it has to other
charitable causes. Balaban said that
a "magnificent job" had already been
started both on the Coast and in
New York.
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RDS!

Opening week in April

exceeded any previous

week in the history of

the Astor Theatre by

$10,0001 Still going at

mighty pace.

First week sets

new all-time high for

the Woods Theatre.

Looks like the all-

time all-timer for

long run!

BOSTON
PITTSBURGH
MINNEAPOLIS
ATLANTIC CITY

(Opening July 4)
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Film Reviews

Of Human lloiiringff

Los Angeles, July 2

Wnrncra ivlen«c at -Henry li>:uikc pr.xliu-

Star* Kleauor I'arker. I'niil lli-iucnl

.lull Is IViKC I'a.lrie

lifienxul. Directed by

.1.

jWivIs Smith: features rMinun.l 'i:«cnii.

Knowles. Henry M' 1 -

Kdmtinri • liiiuMiiic-

.Sciecnnbiy, ratbcrhio rni'ii.-y. from »" v ';'

l.v Sonifiwt Miiuiiham; rnincM.. I evi i. It

Mai-lev; music, Krli-li WolfcniiK Uoi nBiild

.

editor. Clarence Knlslcr. n-.ide»liovvii n

I .os AnKOlcv July. i; ItiuiniKB .lime.

lOH MINS.

of Night
(.BRITISH-MADE)

rii:v'«-i>:ii release of .-Mlchnel 'Balcon (J.

At. hilt U.iitk'l^ilihK Studios) -production.
Star* Mcrvyn .lnhnti. Michael KedKraVc;
Iraiilri-M l-n'derioU .VnlK.' .Itolulld Culver,
Viilliony ll.ih-il, Google. Withers. Directed
l.\ i*a.\ alciinli.. llris.ll' Uenrdon. Jltilicrl

liamci-. Si-ieeniilay by. John Ualne.«: Augntf
Mtul'hail. ban-d on original stories by K. V:
i:,'ns<;n. Maine, Mucrrmll; editor. Charles

j
I l.i.-sv; lauiera, Jiick- Turker, H. J.iillu 1

Mildred nosere.
l'hilln Cnrcy....
Niirn Neublt....
Ailielny.

.

Siillv Alhclny. ...

CrimthK
Dr. Tyi-ell..

DunKiord:
.Mrs. Alhclny...
Mrs. Foreman..
Mrs. tlrny
Kmll Miller...'.,

landlady .'•

':-. Eleanor Parker '

l'aill lli'llli'lil

:.. .'.Alexis Smith
. .IMiiinilii Owi'iin

,. . . . .Jillll* I'lliKU

. .I'airlc Knnwli'ii

llcnrv Stephenson
.. Mnrlen 'J.niiionl

lsobcl Klsom
....Una O'Connor
....... Kva .Moure

. .lilchnrd Niicmt
. .Dorl» l.Ioyd

Heavy drama with enough femme

interest to assure average returns in

most situations, this is a remake: of

the Somerset Maugham novel, first

screened 12 years 'ago. .Exploitable

angles are strong enough to make for

okay b.o. possibilities, even though

what transpires is never as gripping

as it could have been. Story has been

given excellent period, mounting to

fit early London background, is wellr

played and directed in individual se-

quences, but lacks overall smooth-
ness.

Top roles go to Eleanor Parker, as

the tart; Paul Henreid, the sensitive

artist-doctor, and Alexis Smith, nov--

elist. A third femme love interest is

Janis Page. Three femmes represent

various loves that enter life of Hen-
reid, frustrated artist, but major in-

terest is concentrated on character
played by Miss Parker and how she
affects Henreid's happiness. Soften-

ing of censorable angles in the Maug-
ham novel to meet screen require-

ments has lessened adult interest

considerably, script necessarily hav-

ing to quibble at the facts of life in

story ' development.

KcolKes Aurlb— jiliiyod ' by l.u'ndnu

Svinplionv oivh. Tradeshown. N. Y:.' June-
"'•111: Hllimlng Ume, 73 MINS.

IMmlr tirahiKcr.

.

.hum Cortland... . .

.

>lax\vell l-'i-ere.. ...

Sully o' ll.ua. ..'...

Waller OralK
Kllul rolcy..
Dr. Van Strnalen.
.Mrs. V'olcy . . ......

.

Dr. Albury...
Joyce CaiiiKc'l . . .

.

lit-.ili-'e Driver
.Mrs. O'lliirn. ...

J inuny Waisoh . .

.

Anlliiuc Llcnler. .-.

.

Ilflll:-ll ..:

.M:i\lL'li-e llteoll. .'
. .

Syjvcster Kee. ....

'Hurry I'arker....
Mrs. lYuiff ...

I'eter Cortland,..,

.Antony Halrd
. . . .CooKle Withers
.Michael. IXeilKrave

. .Sally Ann Howes
. ;..:Mervyii Johns
. . . . .'lioland. Culver
....Frederick Valk

. . Mary Mvrrnll

. .Hubert Wyndlinin
.Judy Kelly

.....Miles Mnllcnin

.....lUrbaru Leaks
... . .MUhacI Allan
. . . . .Hsrne l'en-y
...Ullsiibelh. Welch

. .
.' ... .Allan .Teayes

Hartley Power
..'....Gurry Mnr.«h

.ltcnce (Tudo

. ....nnlph Michael

"Dead of Night," latest Rank pic

released in. America by- Universal,
shapes up. as another of .those un-
heralded British pix that emerge as
sleepers, a la "39 Steps," "Night
Train," etc. Dealing in psychic phe-
nomena and the super-natural, it's

an unusual picture, ve/y well-pro-
duced and well-acted. Its .word-of-
mouth should, be excellent.

Film preomed at the Winter Gar-
den,. N. Y>, Friday (28) to standee
business and exhibs can probably-
best base their publicity on. the line

adopted by that house. Management
took special ads in the N. Y. dailies,

clainiinfi that "if you like something
different in your motion pictures,

then we guarantee that you will like

•Dead of Night.' If you're expecting
'Dead of Night' to be the usual, con-
vcniional motion picture, please pass
it up."

Some form of special publicity will

Miniature Reviews
"Of Human Bondage" (WB).

Rcmiike of Somerset Maugham
novel-shapes up for nominal b.o.

returns.

"The Tiidei-cover Woraan"
i Rep i. Noally-spaced comedy

'.whodunit, good for lesser situa-

tions.

"Dead of Night" (U-Rank).
Unusual '.British: lllm may prove
a sleeper in ihe U. S.

"Queen of Burlesque"' (Songs)
(PRC). Routine murder story

with binlycue background good
for exploitation selling.

.. .VWest of the Alamo" (Mono)
iSohg.s). Mild western starring

Jimmy Wakely.
;

."Vertigo" (Clasii). Maria Felix,

Emilio Tueto and. Lilia Michel
fail to help this Mexican-made
tragedy;, not for the U. S.

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Failure of Ihe- American Theatre Assn. to accept "Seeds of Destiny." first

film offered to il by the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion, has
set OWMR back on ils heels. Its picture man, Arch Mercey, will still' try
to get clearance for a short of foodj however. Present idea is to .make
a quickie, of about half a reel,! which would be assembled by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

William Wells, film head, of UNRRA, feels that ATA has badly hurt the
cause of getting food to the needy of the world by nixing the Aim because
it was "too gruesome." He will try to have "Seeds of Destiny" released
through other channels. He feels that a routine

. assembly job of loolage
will' not have the same hard-hitting effect as "Seeds" with its" sliaight-
from-lhe-shoulder on-the-spot footage,

peeler with considerable experience,
and tin re . is' other cheesecake for
ballyhoo.

Yarn is built around a femme lead
in a btiriesqucric, 'Evelyn Ankers,
and her newspaperman-fiance, Carle-
ton Young; A scries of murders occur
backstage and Miss Ankers finds her-
self a prime suspect. Her. b.f. hooks
the guilty party.

Story line isn't 'strong, but it's suf-
ficient to maintain interest. The song
and dance sequences. are in the tired
traditions of the burlesque houses.

Principals do their work in a capa-
ble manner with Miss. Ankers show-
ing up nicely, while Young attempts
a breezy' characterization of a. news-
paperman. Marian Martin, Craig
Reynolds. Alice Fleming, Jacqueline
r.ilva and Miss La. Rose provide ade-
quate support. Jose.

have to be used since, with the ex
, „ ...... ' .1 - ,. r ception of Michael Redgrave, there's

Edmund Gouldings direction of not a namc in the all-British cast
that means anything to American authe Henry Blankc production hits

some high points in individual -scenes,

screenplayed by Catherine Turncy.
He gets good work out of the cast

generally -and helps .interest al-

though most of major characters
carry little sympathy. Miss Parkers
work is excellent, as is Henreid's de-

piction of the self-pitying cripple.

Miss Smith's role has been edited to

a comparatively small part. Edmund
Gwenn as the Bohemian shows up as

one of the more interesting charac-
ters, and Miss Paige appeals as his

daughter, who is the third
,
and final

love in Henreid's life. Patric Knowles.
Henry Stephenson, Marten Larhonl
and others are good.

Lcnsing . by Peverell Marley ex
pertly displays settings and fast, and
other technical credits measure up.

/, 'BroB.

The Undercover Woman
HeiMiblic release oC Rudolnh K.'-Abel pro

diictlon. Kealures SlcMlianl*, ' Karbelor
Holierl I.lviliKstun, nicharit •'laser. Isabel
Withers. Kdylho. Klllutt. John Dibincr.
I>ircrted by Thomas t'arr. . Scrcf-niiluy.

Jerry Sackhclm. Sherman 1. fjiwe: adapted
by Itohcrt MetKler. from slnry by Sylvia
tl. I.. Danncll; cumcrii. >Jud 'I'h.iCkcry; edi-

tor. Fred Allen. At New York ihen'ire,

N. Y.. dual.. J^jne -U, '4ii. IttuiniiiK' time.
A6 MINS.
Mai-cia Conroy.'. .

.

Sheriff Don l.onK.
(liCKory Vlxon
renny Davis
T.uur;^ Vlxuil
Mm. firey ,

Waller IhiKhes. ..

.

.Itianll.-i i;lllette...

<M,-j:y \"n 11 Horn...
l/m Stone
Simon Ulllrtlc

.Sieiihanle Caehelor

..Koberl I.ivlnustun

.
.'.

. . Itlcbiird I'^'ascr

Isnbel Wllheis
Il^lene llei^b

.'. Kiln li« Klllotl

lohn Debner
KlaiiiH l.nnKe
Ilctly ltlylho

....... .'I'oiii lainilnn

....... .Larry Ijlake

Snappy dialog helps this mystery
dualer to please. - A modestly bud-
geted who d it nit, . "Undercover
Woman" subordinates plot aspects to

bright gags and laughable situations.

Mystery elements, however, provide
a neat framework for the production,
heightening the chuckles with well-
sustained suspense. Performances,
although handled by marquee light-

weights, are uniformly fluent and
witty. Direction, editing, and photog-
raphy lend overall polish.

Story, with a dude ranch . back-
ground, is late, getting- under way.
with the first half lingering over
some romantic byplay between
Stephanie Bachelor and Robert
Livingston. Former plays a private
gumshoe on commission to collect
evidence against a philandering, cad
whose wife wants a divorce. Play-
boy instead gets mysteriously killed,

with several vacationers at the dude
ranch suspected of having committed
the deed. As expected, the most inno-
cent person oh the lot turns up to be
guilty party after some complicated
sleuthing by the femme detective
and her boyfriend sheriff.

;Miss Bachelor, is a pleasing looker
and walks through her part with as-
surance. Robert Livingston, as the
sheriff, is adequate in the action
spots, but a bit stiff as a sophisticated
romancer. Standout comedy bits arc
offered, by Betty Blythe, as Miss
Bachelor's lily-livered aide, and John
Dehner, a visiting newspaperman.

dienc.es. Cast also has that "English
accent," which has proved- poison at
the boxoffice.

Tightly-woven script tells the story
of a man who has fore-knowledge of

the future through his dreams. Sum-
moned on business to a British es-

tate, he's shocked to find that the
place and people have all been in his
dreams. When he tells his dream
one of the house-guests, a psychia
trist, scoffs at the story and attempts
to find a scientific explanation for it

all

Other guests, however,', are more
Sympathetic and each then tells of a
strange, similarly psychic situation in

which he's been involved. Lett alone
with the psychiatrist afterwards, the
dreamer: is driven by a strange com-
pulsion to kill him. At that point he
.awakens to find it's all been just a
uightmare. The phone rings. Voice
on the other end invites him oh busi-
ness to the same British estate, of Lis
dreams.
Producer Michael Balcon turned

each individual episode over to a. dif-

ferent director and, told via flash-

back, they're equally good. Best is

the one featuring Redgrave as a ven
triloquist whose dummy seemed im
bucd With a human brain and soul.
Redgrave turns in a masterful piece
of acting as he's driven, to "kill" the
dummy and in so doing, is destroyed
himself.
Film is- well-edited, each director

maintaining consistently . the sus-
pense built up early in the yarn.
Georges. Auric's score, as played . by
the London Symphony Orch, adds
greatly to the picture's all-around
quality. Stat.

<|ueen of Darlcsqiie
(SONGS)

I'ltr reli-ase of Arthur' Airvander-Alfn-d
Su-in Mriiiliii-tlhn. Stars lOvelyn An1.''rs;
lY-auiri-i I'arli'lnll . YolinK. .Marlon Mailln:
I'raiK. Iti-yoolds. Itose l.a Ituse. .Direi-lcd
by Sain 'Ncivtleld. . Screenplay. David A.
l.antf; editor. .'Jnck Osjivlc: camera. Vin-
cent J: l-'ariar: miii^s. fjene l.ueas und.AI
Slew-arl.' New Yorli. N. Y.. illliil. ivcek
..Iniic '-III. KunniiiK lime. tlH >IINS.

West of . ihe Alamo
(SONGS)

Mi,iiol;rani release, of Oliver Drake pro-
duciiuii. Stin-s< .ilnimy w'akely: features
l.ci: White. Iris f.llve. Jack liiKrnm. Ul-
ected ii'y tM.ivcr Drake. Urlicihiil screen-
play. I.uuise Itoiisseau: .cAinern, Harry
Neumann; ciilfnr, William Austin: 'musical
lirei'tnv. Kriink ' Siniili-ci. At Xew. York
ihealie. N. Y.. June *-'(;. -'40. dual, llunnlns
lime. .17 MINS.
Jimmy
l.assos.'. .......
.lane .Mni Kan . .

,

flay nriidiord.
Kmme.L
ShnlKun
Denu .........

. . I.ro

.Jimmy Wakely
"Lasses" White

Iris CUve
...Jnck Inftrani
, ....Hod Hflllon
. ...MUild llllKtCl

. . .UUdle Majors

Another in the jimmy Wakely
series of oatuners, "West of the

Alamo" is standard with the usual

run. Addicts will find this pic mild,

the action thrills being heavily di-

luted in a tunefest of. half-a-dozen

numbers. Warbling' chore in hillbilly

style is handled by Wakely and
"Lasses"

:
White, assisted by the

Arthur Smith Trio and a crew of
fiddlers. Story and script are strictly

formula mixtures of villainy, gun
play, and hoofbeating, with a slight
seasoning of romance and comedy.
Yarn has rangers Wakely an8

White, working incognito, solving a
crime wave which has been launched
as a sideline by the town's'- bank
president. Financier has falsely im
plicated a couple of young sisters in
the affair, which involves a bank
theft and murder. But Wakely balks
the foul play through some far-

fetched sleuthing and brings the real
culprits to book in a fisticuff climax
As . a crooner. Wakely rates okay

but he cuts a rather tepid figure as a
two-gun tptin' terror. White, aS the
crusty old sidekick, has comic appeal
for the juves. Jack Ingram plays the
heavy in typical tinsubtle' style.

Vertigo >

("Dizziness")

(MEXICAN-MADE)
Mexico City. June 18,

flaMi Kllni* MilndiHlcK production . anil
r«-l, a<-v. realm'*-* Mnria Ktllx, ICmlllo' 'I'uero
and I. Ilbi .Mich,.). rtiiKed on novel of the
x.iini' name by I'iei'ic HcnoH. Directed by
Anlniili. .Moinplel. Camora. Alex rhllllll*.

At Cine Oi fi-ini. ntniiiiiiK , lime, 75 3I1NS,

Abe Weilcr, of the N. Y. Time5 film department! found Am for his
Sunday (30) column by doing a bit of digging through the files. Announce!
inent by talent agent Arthur Lyons and Joseph Justmah, industrialist and
financier, that' they were forining a new Indie unit, Producing Artists; Inc.,

said.Weiier, "seems to come under -the heading of things we've heard be-
fore." Lyons, with David Loew as a partner, in July, 1943, announced the
formation of an indie company, Weiler pointed out, and it was likewise,
named Producing Artists, Inc.

The new unit announced Ihe purchase of a novel by Dayton Stoddart,
"Prelude to Night," but the 1943 edition went a bit stronger. It announced
four properties.

John Raitt's four-week contract with Eagle-Lion has been pit rchnsrd
by Metro at a nifty sum. and the latter studio has set him on a seven-
year ticket, starting Jan. l. : 1947. Raitt was Offered to PRC several years
ago for peanuts, prior to his heading east and scoring in "Oklahoma."
followed by the "Carousel" star spot. When Eagle-Lion took over PRC,

:

the Raitt contract was among the properties. He was supposed to go to the
Coast this summer and do a musical oatcr for the fulfillment of his month
pact. Metro, however, decided to buy the ticket and put Raitt under a'

long-termer rather than have him appear in what was -understood to be
only a minor role.

Most filmites got a gdod-haliired chuckle last week at the well-aimed
crack at the industry taken by .ilya Ehrenburg, Soviet writer, in. a column
written for the United Press as a farewell summing up of two months in

America. Said Ehrenburg:'
"The writers of the whole world are charmed' with the books of Hem-

ingway or. Faulkner, but when you enter an ordinary movie house on 'Main
Stiect' to see ah ordinary picture, your head will turn over the depths nnd.
the immensity of its platitude."

' - '

.
." :

—'
:

Depinet
Continued from pace 7

t'U>lal .M-l'oy.

Sieve lhirley.
I.ola t.'as«-H'. . . . .

.

In). Nolan'.
liln.uynm 'IVi'ialne.

.

Inslieclin- CYowlrv.
Cb'lck .Mallo\

Diioriliau

Slraiirlil -Man Sioncr.
Annie
Dully lirvo*-..-

.lollooin ..:.......,'.'..

Sl-.vc M-inaKi'r Mux..
I;in;i.ll. :

Three of Mexico's topflight screen
players. Maria .Felix, Emilio Tuero
and Lilia Michel, plus some nice cam-
era work are all that save, this trag-

Kwlyn'AnitM* |
.*d.v. Production is.definitely the sort

rie'ion Yduni that Lalin-Amcrjcaris- like, having to
....— Marian Maiiin

| do with death and dead love. Except-
...... ..Crai«

;

ilcyiioKK
; i n(/..t0 r the talent and looks or the

.\'::::'. .i"nory i^irncii j

featured players, it's doubtful if this

. . (Jnrtlon < :
l:

. : . . . Alice h'lnniiij'c

. 1 J.-iciiiielitli- 1 ».i lya
...... Ili-ll Mar~hall

David I-'risi-o

. . . . . .(Jllnrles Kinu

Producers of "Queen of Burlesque"
probably had one eye on the possibil-
ity of censorial tiffs which they must
have encouraged 'with the view of
making this film a controversial. 1st

sue. It contains several sides of dia-
log of questionable taste plus a bur-
lesque-background. With the burley
backdrop, film offers a routine mur-
der story that can be sold along sen-
sational- lines to -the former patron-
age of the strip-shops.

Cast sheet on the opus gives prom-
in.ance to Rose La Rose, runway

Muniiiy* i^iriitrii.
\
picture would have much appeal for

Nolan l.iaiy i.mosl' American film patrons because
it is such- total tragedy.

'

Miss
.
Felix has some harrowing

scenes and never gets a chance to
exert her usual charm. Tueroi for-
merly a juvenile, now has become a
lead reminsce.nl'"of William Powell.
He is shown preparing to marry a
comely girl and ihen. falling lor the
same girl's youthful, widowed moth-
er. Plot has him killing the daughter
only lo be slain by the widow.

Miss Felix is good as the mother
and, Lilia Michel is okay as the,
daughter.

.Antonio Momplet does not better
his rep as a director with this pro-
duction. lie misses many . opportu-
nities but admittedly the story gives
nritlur

. him nor the cast much
chance.

sion Monday, with N. Peter Rathvon,

company prcxy, explaining the com-

pany's production se'up at yester-

day's afternoon session. Rathvon

now has charge of studio production.

Delegates also saw RKO's first 16m

feature with offstage narration when

"Tarzan and Leopard Woman" was

shown yesterday. Narrator spoke

Spanish but it's planned to dub into

other languages on this film.

RKO's New York exchange won
first prize in the Ned Depinet drive,

with Milwaukee. Buffalo and Albany
finishing in- order named.: Chas.
Boasberg, of metropolitan district,

copped first in the district managers
group as .well as first in the. Inter-

national Pictures sales and second in

shorts billings. Harry Reiners won
first prize among field exploitation.

He's in N. Y. district now;

Company w.i 11 have 176 shorts for

1946-47, small increase being mainly
due. to series of four two-reel minia-
ture musicals.

Phil Reisman, veepee In charge
of foreign sales, heads the speakers
at today's closing session. He is ex-
pected to tell of the production deal
worked out in London by himself-
and Bob Wolff, managing director
for. Great Britain, with J.. Arthur
Rank which is expected lo culmi-
nate in actual production starling
July 15 on "So Well Remembered"
at Denham studios, London. Plans
now are being inade for a second
picture to be produced in England
with Wolff expected to secure Rank
group approval soon.

He also will outline details of the
Pathe-Cinema setup, which is 16
produce three features, with "Lady
of Fashion" and "Berlin Express"
lo follow "Golden Silence," which

.

will be made in Paris.

S. Barret McCormick. ad-publiclty
chief; Terry Turner, head of field
exploitceis;. Perry Ljeber, studio
publicity chief: Al Sindlinger. Au-
dience Research veepee; 'and M. H.
Aylcsworlh. former RKO prexy. are
among olhcr

; speakers' for today.

WB PENSION PLAN

IDEA DEFERRED A YR.
Warner Bros.' intention to adopt

a pension plan this year to cover its

employees has' been temporarily
shelved. Plan was to have been
presented at. the annual stockhold-

ers' meeting, slated for Aug: 1.-

However, various pension schemes
are still being studied and with fail-
ure lo reach a conclusion in . time
for the. meeting, idea will be pilt
over to next year.

,

Number ol olher companies have
adopted pension plans during the
past Xew years,

SLRB TO HEAR RAP

AGAINST MAX COHEN
Hearing on unfair labor practices

charged by the New York State La-
bor Relations Board against the
Cinema . Circuit Corp., Inter City
Circuit, Inc., and affiliated Ihealie
companies headed by Max A. Cohen,
will be held in N. Y. July 9.

Substance of the SLRB complaint
is that the Cohen companies inter-

~

fered with and coerced employees
in connection with activities toward
unionization, specific complaint be-
ing that ; one manager and an as-

sistant were fired for this reason.
The Cohen circuit, operating 11

houses in N. Y. and Brooklyn, was
the first Which the Motion Picture
Theatre Operating Managers & As-
sistant Managers Guild, RKO outfit,

sought to organize. An election to

determine whether the guild should
be collective bargaining agent for

the Cohen theatres wau held several
weeks ago, Cohen winning.

Byrne Shifted
; Continued from pate C

;

releases has been set. Rodgers said

at least 30 features lent themselves
to the program, including such films

as "Philadelphia Story," "San Fran-
cisco," "Mutiny on thei Bounty,"
"Blossoms in the Dust," etc.

;
Most

of these have not been seen by

the younger generation. Rodgers
said, and it's to this part of the

public that the special publicity

campaigns, under Howard DicU and
Si Seadler, will be aimed.
For the present, Rodgers said,

Metro will probably release five or

six of the Oldies a year. Pictures will

be released in new prints and ex-

hibs will be furnished complete new
accessories.

MPA-'Outlaw'
Continued from pace. 6

lower court, erred, appeal wouldnt
be heard until the fall term and

Hughes would probably gel a stay

against any MPA action until then.

In the absence of '.former New
York governor Charles Polelli.

Jesse Freidin argued Hughes' case'

and took a stiff riding ' from the

judge.. Freidin said he 'objected to

Judge 'Brighl's ruling, because the

District Court jurist had not laUcrt

enough cognizance of- that pail «'f

the argument charging the MPA
with violating the anti-trust laws.

Judge Hand said he didn't stc how
that entered the case.

Freidin showed the cpuil somi ol

the disputed ads picturing star Jiine

Russell, to which . the judge re-

marked: "If you went to Ihe beach,

you cotild see as much any .'cissy."

Then Rosenma'n produced I he "-How

would you like lo tussle with. Riif-

sell?"' copy and declared it _"<lis-
_

honest and lascivious." ".Well, it

certainly seems lascivious," 'he

judge agreed.
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'Lawrence of Arabia/ 'Star Danced' On

Big Sked of Rank Production Units
London, June 25. f

'

Ortus Films, headed by John

Sutro, who helped to found London

Films with Alexander Korda, has

the biggest picture lineup since for-

mation of company. Company tees

oft with Turgeniev's 'Torrents of

Spring," for which they\havc
.

im-

ported H.urd Hatfield from Holly-

wood. Film will be done in English

and French, with French version to

be made at Billancourt, Paris.

Claude Renoir will direct both ver-

sions, with Sir Arnold Bax doing

special music.

Ortus has acquired Nancy Mit-

ford's
' Pursuit of Love," best seller

in England and IX: S., in which Sally

Gray will star. Shooting starts in

November. It also has Monckton
Hoffc's play "Many Waters," which

was a hit at the Ambassadors in

1928, with Celia Johnson and Stanley

Holloway to star. It goes into pro-

duction' in September.

One that may be made in Holly-

wood by this company is Gertrude
Lawrence's "A Star Danced." This

is set to go this fall or early next

year.

Peter Fleming and Richard Ver-

non arc working on a script which
will be used as vehicle for Eye Ash-
ley whom John Sutro brought over

from Hollywood.
Company also has secured T. E.

Lawrence's classic, "Lawrence of

Arabia," which will be filmed next
year:

Pictures will be made for J.

'Arthur Rank and will be released
through United World Pictures and
General Film Distributors.

Many Others Set

The Boulting brothers start work
on tlicii- first film since discharged
from the service. To bj made at

Denliam. (ilm is based on Howard
Spring's best seller "Fame is the
Spur." It is being adapted by Nigel
Balchin, and will bring together
again Michael Redgrave and Rosa-
mund John, who scored in their last

picture "The Way to the Stars."

.
Film is being made for Two-Cities

Films, with Roy Boulting to direct

and John Boulting producing.
Having launched "Bedelia" suc-

cessfully. John Coi field Productions
will do another for Rank. This one
is titled "High Pavement," by Emery
Bonnctt. Shooting expected to start

in September, with Flora Robsoo
being sought for lead.

Cincguild Films arc also getting
ready to do one for Rank at . Pine-
wood in July. This is an original by
"Winston Graham and Valerie Tay-
lor, with Anthony Havelock-AUea to
produce and Ronald Neame to direct.
Cast being lined up at present in?

' eludes Marius Goring, Greta Gynt
and Henry Mollison.

First picture, which Herbert Wil-
cox wi|] do for Sir Alexander Korda
is an original titled "The Seller of
Wrath," which goes on the floor at
Sound City Studios in July or early
in August, with Vernon Sewcll di-
recting: Picture is expected to take
eight weeks and will cost around
$320,000. with British Lion Films to
release. Wilcox is angling for Robert
Morlcy as star.

U S. FILMS BACK AS

FINNISH PIX LEADER
Washington. July 2.

U. S. has climbed back into the
dominant film position in Finland.
During the period from. July 28,
1943 to Feb. 7 last, more than 67«i
ot all films shown in Helsinki were
made in Hollywood. In second
place was Finland, whose studios
produced 11.1% of the Alms
screened.

. Sweden was third with 9.3% and
Britain a bad fourth with only 3.4';;'.

Cob Quite Low's
Benjamin Conn," chief of opera-

tions for Loew*s International the-
atre dept. has resigned effective July
lo. He plans entering the foreign
magazine publishing business.
Cohn. with Loew's for the last 15

years, recently returned from a tour
of Latin America. No successor has
yet been named.

ANN BICHAKDS TO AUSSIE
. . Sydney, June 18.

„,A,ln Richards, Aussie screen star,
now with Hal Wallis unit in U. S.
auived for a five weeks visit with
hoc mother. -'-..-
Young star got first screen break

ftoie via Cincsound.

Aussie Equity Probes
German Vaude Actor

Sydney, June 18.

Hal Alexander, secretary of Aus-
sie Actors' Equity, has asked Dave
Martin, director of the revue cir-

cuit, to postpone the appearance
here of Elimar, German-born jug-
gler, currently at the Tivoli, Mel-
bourne. Eii.mar's application to join
Equity has been held up until char-
ges that he had been interned dur-
ing the war as a pro-Nazi are
checked.
Alexander said he had informed

Martin that he wanted to make it

clear to him and Elimar that there
had been no bias against Elimar be-
cause of his German nationality.

Tosky, Miffed At

Big Four Politics,

Nixes Paris Date
Paris, July 2.

Arturo Toscanini, embittered be-
cause of Italian-French frontier re-
visions made by the council of for-,

eign ministers last week, refused to
come . here with the La Scala
(Milan) orchestra for a scheduled
concert last Sunday (30) at the
Champs Elysee. Ministers of the
Big Four,' meeting here, gave
France, the Briga and Tenda regions
of northwest Italy, with. Italy re-
taining the right to obtain power
from their hydro-electric stations.

Toscanini declared he would not
conduct in Paris "because of pro-
found bitterness caused by interna-
tional events, which can be inter-

preted as a reference to the Paris
conference's vengefulness. against
Italy in favor of France. I person-
ally am not in a state of mind to

conduct music at the Champs
Elysee. It is only a question of my
personal sorrow and sadness for un-
just political decisions. I have not
a bad

.
feeling toward France or

Frenchmen, with whom serious,

honest and loyal collaboration is to

be hoped."
Manager Marcel Dc Baomalete is

refunding the record sellout of

$50,000. Concert tickets had an un-
precedented $65 top. with the pro-

ceeds for the French Red Cross.

La Scala management announced
that it concurred in Toscanini's de-
cision to cancel his Paris concert.

The maestro went to Italy from the
U. S. early this spring to conduct
symphonic concerts at the La Scala
Opsra House. Milan, where he be-
gan his career.

London Welcomes 'Crime'
London, July 2.

"Crime and Punishment," the Rod-
ney Ackland-Dostoicvsky adaptation
which opened at the New theatre
June 29, was well received by press
and firstnighters. Looks certain to
pack the theatre for the three-month
season until the Old Vic company
returns.

Show stars John Gielgud and
Edith Evans, and was staged by An-
thony Quale with cast of 42.

WB Halts Dabbing

For Latin America
Warners, which recently dubbed

12 features into Spanish, has halted

all synchronized versions for the

Latin-Americas. Company found

that first-run theatres in key cities,

where the bulk of revenue is ob-
tained, preferred superimposed ver-
sions to dubbed .ones. Biz from
dubbed films fell behind versions
with superimposed English titles in

first-runs from Mexico City on
down to the smaller keys.

Branch managers generally feel

that the coin derived from subse-
quent runs or new territory is not
large enough to justify the dubbing
program. Metro, however, con-
tinues sold that dubbed pictures
represent additional revenue as
well as playdates in all spots, out-
side of a few first-runs and in lo-

cations previously closed to Ameri-
can pictures because bulk of patrons
are unable to understand gngli«h

RKO is another to join the major
distribs inclined to go slow on the
dubbing.

Toscanini subsequently cancelled

dates to conduct the La Scala orch
in London, for the same reason that

he refused to play in Paris.

Current London Shows
London, July 2.

"Arsenic A Old Lace," Strand.
"Belter Late," Garrick.
"Can Can," Adclphi.
"Crime & Punishment," New.
"Exercise Bowler," Scala.

"Filly-Fifty," Strand.

"Fine Feathers," Wales.
"First Gentleman," Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.

"Frieda,".' Westminster.
"Gang Show," Stoll.

"Grand National Night," Apollo. .

"Green Laughter," Comedy.
"Guinea Fig," Criterion.

"Hasty Heart." Aldwych.
"Here Come the B*ys," Saville.

"High Time," Palladium.
' "HoneynoM," York's.

"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse.
"Make It a Dale," Duchess.
"Merrie England," Princes.

"Night and Marie,'' Coliseum.
"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"No Roam at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Perchance t» Dream," Hipp.
"Portrait In Black," Piccadilly.

"Private Lives," Fortune.
'

"Red Bases for Me," Wyndhams.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.

"Song *f Norway," Palace.

"Sweetest and Lawest," Ambass.
"The Kingmaker," St. James.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"Wlnnlow Boy," Lyric. .

"Worm's View," Whitehall.

Increased Baflyboo

By Export Assn. To

Re-SeD Foreign Public
Greatly steppd-up publicity de-

signed to whet public curiosity over

U. S. stars and screen product will

be used by the Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn. as an opening wedge in

the campaign to reopen, foreign mar-
kets.

It will be intensified in countries
where American product now ap-
pears to have the least chance of
breaking through on an open-mar-
ket basis.

Export Assn. feels the foreign
public heeds to be re-sold American
pictures and new stars after six

years of being cut off from new U.
S. pix.

Export Assn. further expanded

last week when Jean Birkhahn was
made manager for Bulgaria and Sid-
ney Lieb. was picked as service man-
ager for the N. Y. homeofficc. Birk-
hahn has been with U. 8., distribs in

the Near East and Europe for 11

years, being with Paramount, Uni-
versal and Metro. Lieb brings 18

years experience in the film service

division at 20th-Fox to the MPEA.
Latter will service the various sales

details of member companies for the
13 countries where the Export Assn.
hopes to he operating soon.

CARMEN AMAYA RAPPED

IN SANTIAGO RETURN
• Santiago, Chile, July 25:

Carmen Amaya, who 10 years ago
performed in one of Santiago's sec-

ond-rate theatres tor a few pesos, a

day. returned to the grandiose Tea-
tro Municipal to fill a two-week en-

gagement with her troupe.

Although the date was a sellout,

several . of the afternoon tabloids

claimed thai she has "lost her real

Spanish dancing
:

art" in the years of

Broadway and Hollywood perform-
ing. One paper. Noticias Graficas.

said that all she needed was "chew-
ing gum to complete the Broadway
appearance."

Cornfield Named 20th's

Foreign Sales Super
Albert. Cornfield was appointed

20th-Fox foreign sales supervisor for

homeoffice this Week by Murray Sil-

verstone. 20lh-Inlernational prexy.-

He has been handed a long-term
pact.

Cornfield joined 20th-International

in 1942. being with Metro' in charge
of sales in Europe previously. He
was an independent distributor in

Europe al one time.

Assoc. Brit, WB Spending $4,1

On Studio Setup for Big Prod. Sked

Granada, Ltd., Sells To
Public for 1st Time

London, July 2.

For the first time in the history
of . the company, Granada Theatres,
Ltd., is offering its shares to the
public. This is the $41000,000 pref-
erence non-voting stock underwrit-
ten by an influential- group, here.

The ordinary stock, controlled by
the Bernsteins, is not being placed
on the market. Slock offering is.the
first move in the expansion of this

circuit via theatre purchases and
building new ones.

roviso

Nips H wood Pix

French Release
American companies which dubbed

French-language pictures in Holly-

wood, so as to have product ready

to go into France once the quota dis-

pute was settled, now are confronted

with the extra cost of having to re-

dub them in France. Some com-
panies already had laid out $500,000
to. $1,000,000 for Hollywood dub-
bing,' but a recently discovered
wrinkle in the French law is ex-
pected to force them to spend half

as much to. clear product for distri-

bution in France.

For example, Warners, alert to the
possibility of the French quota dis-

pute being cleared up, had dubbed
some 25 top features into French at

its Hollywood plant, average cost

being close to $20,000 each. Now it

appears, according to latest advices-

from Paris, the dubbing must be
done* all over again in France or a

penalty must be paid to get them
released there. Fortunately for War-
ners this does not represent a total

loss because the pictures were re-

leased in Quebec, the French-speak-
ing population there representing
revenue of $22,000 to $30,000 per pic-

ture.

All major film companies arc
watching this situation closely to sec
if. they will be forced to re-dub in

Rome when they release product in

Italy. Each major plans releasing

some. 12-15 features in that country
in the next 12 months, and many of

them had already dubbed their

films here in the U.S. to be ready
for reopening of distribution in Italy.

. London. July 2. .

Max Milder, managing director of

Associated British Picture Corp. and
Warner Bros, in England, reveals

that the former is spending $2,600,000

to remodel the Elstree studios and
Warners is spending $1,400,000 to re-

'

build the Teddington studios.

Latter were destroyed by Nazi
bombs during the war. Associated
has a big; production lineup, which
includes units formed by top-ranking
British producers and 'directors..' An-
atolic, de Grunewald heads one unit

with Anthony Asquitli and Terence
Rattigan 1

. First picture will be Ral-
tigan's stage hit, "While the Sun
Shines." Longtermers also were
given the Boulting brothers, who
start with. J. L. Hodson's best seller,

'Jonathan North." Graham Greene's
"Brighton Rock" follows. Harold.
French also is heading a unit, with
the first film to be Francis Brett

Young's "My Brother Jonathan."
By arrangement with Warners,

Associated British will import top
Warner stars, including Bette Davis,
Joan Crawford, Ida Lupino, Bar-
bara Stanwyck, Paul Henried and
Sydney. Greenstreet. Milder planes
to the U. S. on July 12 to finalize

arrangements, having : reached an
agreement with Warners to dis-

tribute at least three pictures an-
nually in America and throughout
the world. •

Elstree is expected to have four
complete stages ready by next Jan-
uary, with Teddington counting on
three stages by December.

Coin Freeze Delays

Hammerstein's Plans

For Down Under Tour
Sydney. June 18..

Oscar Hammerstein II, now fly-

ing back to . U. S. after visiting

relatives in Melbourne, held sev-

eral huddles with Williamson-Tail

on Aussie production of "Oklahoma'-

and other major Rodgers-Hamificr-

stein shows.

It now looks like a deal will be
delayed until Aussie legit is freed of

irksome restrictions, especially coin

takeaway. Hammer'slein said he
wanted to sec admissions increased

for his top musicals. Upped scale

got the green light from Aussie gov-

ernment for the current Cyril Rich-

ard and Madge Elliott season at

Royal theatre here.

Poor Economic Setup

Blamed for Barriers

Vs. U.S. Pix in Spain
Barriers being set up by the Span-

ish government to hold pfE tide, of

American films seeking to enter that

country are the result of economic,
not ideologic, reasoning, according
to G. E. Castelli, United Artists'

manager in Spain, just, arrived in

U. S. Spain is measuring food and
machinery, as against films, he said,

and is choosing the former for im-
port priority.

But despite restrictions, U. S. films

dominate Spain's screen averaging
about 60-70% of screen time. Cas-.
tclli. who arrived with Fernando
Santos, UA distributor in Portugal,
said American films were the most
popular in Spain. Santos said the
situation is the same in Portugal.

KINGSFORD-SMITH FILM

IN SYDNEY PREMIERE
Sydney; July 2.

"Smithy." Columbia's impressive

Australian-produced film, preemed
here last week (27) before the Duke
and Duchess of Gloucester. Picture

biogs the late Sir Charles Kings-

ford-Smith, Australia's ace aviator,

who flew the Pacific from Australia

to the U. S. and also from England

to Australia, subsequently being lost

on one of the latter flights. Film
was directed by Ken . Hall and stars

Ron Randall, Aussie legit player, in

title role.

Columbia officials in N. Y. would
not commit themselves on whether
they plan additional production in

Australia. They said it -was far too
early to tell the exact potentialities

of "Smithy/' since it had only
opened in one theatre.

Les Ambassadeurs Stalled

Paris, June 25.

Plans for reopening Les Ambassa-
deurs restaurant have been further

delayed. Difficulties in importing
an American orchestra and floor-

show meant plans for a temporary
policy of tea and dance with a legal

orchestra. But instead, the French
government requested ih'e spot be
used for one month by the Yugo-
slavian government fur a war- ac-

tivities exhibition'.

Now the spot can't open, until the

last week in July, arid it may remain
closed after that ir conditions have
not eased enough |o .permit import
of suitable talent.

Ireland's 1st Strawhat
Opens Season, July 14

Dublin, July 2.

First summer ' theatre modelled

after American operations, will

open when the Roxy, former film

house in Bray, County Wieklow,
starts July 14 with a series of shows
directed by Stanley lUsley in col-
laboration with Leo McCabe. Bray
is a pop seaside resort.

Plays on the schedule, which, calls

for a change of bill twice . weekly,
include J. B.

f
Priestley's "When We

Are Married'," Terence Rattigan's
"While 'the Sun Shines," Gerald
Savory's "George arid Margaret"
and Leon Gordon's "White Cargo."

• Femme star will be Mabel Home.
Nigel Fitzgerald, who was building
up nicely until he left for duty with
the British Army, is in the cast,
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THEY LEFT OFF IN "OUR HEARTS WERE YOUNG AND GAY
If

The fun is faster—

The business is bigger-

It's "one of the few sequels that's better than a

successful original," says Variety—

Another of those happy hits that are such a habit

with

Paramount

v.
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LA. Perks Up; 'Easy Wed' Strong 83G,

4 Spots; lie Great 77G, 'Smoky' Big

68G,W Torrid 3Z%& All 3 Spots
Lbs Angeles, July 2,

First-run biz is picking up smartly

in the current frame, with outlook

bright. July 4 holiday trade is

counted on to shove grosses up to

hefty proportions. "Easy to Wed"
looks strong $83,000 in four spots.
• Stolen Life" is great at $77,000 in I

three theatres.
!

"Smoky" is pulling through to a.;'

fine $68,000 in three locations. "Walk I

in Sun" looks warm $32,500 in three
ipols. Second and final week of

!

"Wcll-Groomed Bride" shapes for I

gocd $34,500 or near in two houses.

"Dir.ry of Chambermaid" is smooth
$31,500 in four spots, second week.
"Without Reservations" is heading
for okay $25,500 in two spots on
third session.

'Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532: 50-$D—

"Easy to Wed" (M-G). Sturdy $10,-

500. Last week, "Two Sisters Bos-
ton" (M-G) (3d wk), oke $3,900.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . $700,700

(Based on 17 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ......... $586,000

(Based on 15 theatres)

Tears Rich 28G,

Best Bet in D. C.

Washington, July 2.

Biz continues at a fast clip in mid-
_. „ . „ „ . town Washington with-all houses re-

, SeXV^" ,l«MuAlc
.?.'

I,
..J?

lume";: Porting solid trade. Pacemaker is
feld-G4S)-;t824;

¥
.65.$l

n
)-' ,Diary of ,fGreen Years," which teed off with

«n«JEbeima.
ld il

Z
A
\ <2dm «™ G°od the highest figure the Palace has had

$5£00 Last week stout $7,000.
! in months. "Bride Wore Boots" also

C*\*1?y '-£iTtli-
i
F''

f
r? ,U l51

?
:

,

5
,
0
; is ringing the bell with near-capacity$1)—"Specter of Ro6e" (Hep) (3d 1

nouSes
'

1?£L °ke $5,000
- ^ week>

^
00d

I
Estimates for This Week

*8 '000 - Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048: 50- ."Heartbeat" (RKO) plus Louis-Conn

$1)—"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't fight short (2d wk). Fine $12,500
Hr.ppen to Dog" (20th). Sock $20,- 1 after last week s big $21,000.
000. Last week, "Cluny Brown"

j Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Bride
(20th) (2d wk-9 days), nice $14,100.

! wore Boots" (Par). Sturdy $23,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— Last week, "Gilda" (Col), 4 days, and

-Stolen Life" (WB). Great $29,000 -Bride Wore Boots" (Par), 3 days,
or near. Last week, "Janie Gets '

good $18 000
Married" l.WB) (9 days), slow $15,-1 Metropolitan (WB) (1.503; 44-70)
300. —"Gilda" (Col) (m.o.). Tall $9,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- Last week. "One More Tomorrow"

feld) (872; 55-$l)—"Diary Chamber- (WB), $8,500.
maid" (UA) (2d wk). Steady $15,- Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)—
000. Last week, fine $18,300. "Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) (2d
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D— wk), with vaude. Big $25,000. Last

'Easy to Wed" (M-G). Stout $18,-

Carson Ups 'Palooka'

To Wow $18,000 in K.C.
Kansas City, July 2.

Jack Carson, returning to the

Tower for a p.a. where he once was
regular emcee, is bringing a terrific

week and leading the town. "Joe
Palooka, Champ" is the film. Week's
biz looks tops to be done by this

house. "To Each His Own," at the
Newman is leader of straight-Aimers.
"Janie. Gets Married;" looks good at

the Orpheum, but moving out after

one week.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
"Jesse' James" and "Return Frank
James" (20th) (reissues). Getting
surprising play at $15,500. Last week,
"Cluny Brown" (20th) okay $16,000
in 8 days.

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Gilda" (Col) (2d wk). Average $11,-

000. Last week, great $19,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45-

65)—"To Each His Own" (Par)
Sock $16,000, and cinch holdover.
Last week, "Her Kind of. Man"
(WB), moderate $12,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—

Janie Gets Married" (WB) and "A
Game of Death" (RKO). Nice $12,-
500. Last week, "Heartbeat" (RKO)
(2d wk) and Louis-Conn fight short,
okay $10,000.
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)

—"Joe Palooka, Champ" (Mono)
with Jack Carson heading

Heat Sloughs Hub; 'Cluny Only 24G

But Tears' Nice 31G for 2 Spots, 2d

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This week $3,098,800

(Based on 22 cities, 188 fhea-

tres, chie/ly first runs, i'lcltidinp.

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . . . . .$2,669,300

(Based on 22 cities, 176 theatres)

lyle also on stage. It will hit sockshow. Terrific $18,000. Last week,

Wrio^IntSSe?"- (ColV w
a
ith |*«,000 or close to pace the city,

stage bill, $9,000.
"~ "" "

"

St Loo Hot But Only

life' Big, With J20,000;

000. Last week, "Two Sisters" (M-G).
(3d wk), closed at $8,500.
El Bey (FWC) (861; 50-$D—

"Badman's Territory" (RKO) (3d
wk). Closes at $2,500. Last week.
$4 500
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)—

"Cluny Brown" (20th) (2d wk).
Trim $4,500 on 6 days. Last week,
hefty $6,400.

Guild (FWC) (986; 50-$D—"Walk
in Sun" (20th) and "Rendezvous 24"

(20th). Good $7,500. Last week.
"Perilous Holiday" (RKO) and
"Walls Tumbling Down" (Col), fair

$6.000..

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (95G:

50-SD—"Diary Chambermaid" (UA)
<2d wk). Smooth $6,500. Last week,
handsome $8,500.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—

"Stolen Life" (WB). Socko $25,000;
Last week, "Janie Gets Married"
(WB) (9 days), light $10,900.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-

feld) (475; 65-85)—"Diary Chamber-
maid" (UA) (2d wk). Nifty $5,000.

Last week, handsome $7,500.

Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404: 50-

SD—"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th).. Great
$33,000. Last - week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th) (2d wk-9 days), fair $15,700.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

50-$D—"Easy to Wed" (M-G).
Strong $37,000. Last week, "Two
Sisters" (M-G) (3d wk), oke $14,000.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420: 55-
85)—"Joe Palooka" (Mono) with
Lecuona Cuban - Boys revue on
stage. Okay $20,500. Last week,
"Strange Impersonation" (Rep) with
Slim Gaillard Trio, Red Nichols'

Five Pennies, Milton De Lugg and
Swing Wing on stage, $20,400.

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55-

$1
)—"Badman's Territory" (RKO)

(3d wk). Closed St $11,000. Last
week, big $17,200.
PanUges (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l )

—
"Without Reservations" (RKO (3d

wk) and "Truth About Murder"
(RKO). Nice $12,000. Last week,
with Louis-Conn fight film, solid

$21,800.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$D—

"Well-Groomed Bride" (Par) and
"Hot Cargo" (Par) (2d wk). Finales

at $22,000. Last week, strong $28,200.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1

451; 50-$l) — "Well-Groomed Bride"
(Par) (2d wk). Good $12,500. Last
week, stout $16,200.

Hillstreet (RKO) (2.890: 50-80) —
"Without Reservations" (RKO) (3d

wk) and "Truth About Murder"
(RKO). Good $13,500. Last week,
with Louis-Conn fight short, big

$24,100.
BIU (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Walk

in Sun" (20th) and "Rendezvous 24"

(20th). Stout $9,000. Last week
"Perilous Holiday" (RKO) and
"Walls Tumbling Down" (Col), okay
$7,800.

United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100

S0-$D—"Walk in Sun" (20th and
"Rendezvous 24" (20th ). Strong
$16,000. Last week. "Perilous Holi-

day" (RKO). and "Walls Tumbling
Down" (Col), only fair $12,700.

Uptown (FWC) (1,719;. 50-SD —
"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't Hap-
pen to Dog" (20th). Big $15,000

Last week, "Cluny Brown" (20th)

(2d wk-8 days), good $7,300.

Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)—"Bad

week, smash $38,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Night in Casablanca" (UA) (m.o.).

Fancy $8,500 or over. Last week, "Do
You Love Me" (20th) (m.o.), $6,300.

Palace (Loew) (2,370; 44-70V-
"Green Years" (M-G). Sock $28,000.

Last week, "Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d

wk), down to $13,500.

Jones Hits 'Man'

To Sock 45G, Del
Detroit, July 2.

Big news currently is the way
Spike Jones band is boosting biz at

the Michigan where "Her Kind of

stage I Man" is on screen, with Aileen Car-

Boston, July 2.

Heat won on points in a bailie
with film attractions here few days.
Biz looks sad all around. Only
"Green Years" in second week at
State and Orpheum shapes nicely,

Estimate! for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—

"Runaround" (U) with Saxie Dow-
ell orch, Gloria Gilbert, others, on
stage. Tepid $24,000. Last, week,
"Dark Corners" (20th), with Louis-
Conn' short, John Kirby orch, others,
on stage, $28,000.

Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $2.40) —
"Henry V" (UA) (14th wk). Still
oing strong at $8,500. Last week,

"Do You Love," at the Fox, looks

top stra'ight-filmer and also is smash.

Without Reservations" is solid at

the Palms-State but "Heartbeat"

looks slow at the Broadway-Capitol.

Estimates for This. Weak

'SmnkV Striina at 71 ft Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034Oammj OUUUg SI £1U 65-95)—"Her Kind of Man" (WB)
St Louis, July 2 with Spike Jones orch . and Aileen

With the mercury soaring, wickets Carlyle on stage. Sock $45,000. Last
at the big houses have slowed down, week, "Heartbeat" (RKO) and
Best gross currently will be grabbed "Game of Death" (RKO), lusty

by "A Stolen Life," "The Green $30,000.

Years" is still strong on holdover. Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4.049; 60-85)
Estimates for This Week —"Do You Love Me" (20th). Wow

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 44-65) .— $38,000. Last week, "So Goes My
"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk). Love" (U) and "House of Horrors"
Fancy $19,000 after sock $24,000 (U), okay $17,000.
0PA~L. ,t-_ v a a

Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,-

>«£^hffc
m« (

-^i?
e
?T

)T^2*00S: 'U^-T 976 : 80-85^"Without Reservations"

T
Se

u
en

l
1iJ£e ',,w(U\ and Chan's (RKO) and "Riverboat Rhythm"

Dark Abbi" (Mono). Oke $7,500.

H.0/S SLOW SEATTLE;

'POSTMAN' GIANT 20G
Seattle, July 2.

Manv holdovers, current Jhis

week, will hold down total. How-
ever.

' "Postman Rings Twice" is

terrific at the Fifth Avenue. Best
holdovers look to be "One More
Tomorrow" and "Two Sisters From
Boston."

'

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
Kitty" (Par) (4th wk). Good $6,000.

Last week, $6,700.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)

"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G).
Terrific $20,000 or over. Last week.
'Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Last
Chance" (M-G), good $10,500.

Liberty (J & vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Gilda" (Col) (3d wk). Big $8,000.

Last week, great $11,700.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—

'Tarzan Leopard Woman" (RKO)
and "Yank in London" (20th) (2d
wk). Mild $4,000 in 6 days. Last
week, "Heartbeat" (RKO) and
Blonde Alibi" (U) (2d wk), $5,100.

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Come and Get It" (FC) and "Be-
loved Enemy" (FC) (reissues). Thin
$4,000 in 6 days. Last week, 'Tar-
zan Leopard Woman" (RKO) and
"Yank in London" (20th), only $6,800
in 8 days.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80

"One More Tomorrow" (WB) . (2d
wk). Big

. $9,000 in 6 days after
dandy $13,800 last week.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80

"Swing Parade '46" (Mono) and "In
Fast Company" (Mono). Nice $6,500.

Last week, "Enchanted Forest"
(PRC) and "Freddie Steps Out"
(Mono) (2d wk), $4,800.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—

"Two Sisters Boston" M-G) and
"Passkey to Hunger" (Rep) (2d wk).
Fancy $11,000 after great opener at

$15,800.
Roosevelt (H-E) (800; 45-80

"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay $5,000. Last week, "Night in
Paradise" (U) and "She-Wolf of
London" (U). $5,700.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25-

50)—"Sentimental Journey" (20th)
and "Cinderella Jones" (WB) (3d
"Walk in Sun" (20th) and "Gertie's
run). Good $4,000. Last week.
Garter" (UA) (3d run), $5,100.

Last week, "Gilda" (Col), big
$9 000
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 44-65)

—"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Dressed
To Kill" (U). Big $20,000. Last
week. "Well Groomed Bride" (Par)
and "Strange Conquest" (U), $17,
500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 44-65) —

(RKO) and "Riverboat Rhythm 1

(RKO). Solid $25,000. Last week,
"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) and "Gay
Blades" (Rep) (2d wk), good $16,000.

United Artists (United Detroit)
(1,841; 60-85)—"Two Sisters from
Boston" (M-G) and "Letter for Evie"
(M-G) (3d wk). Nice $16,000. Last
week, stout $17,500.

Broadway - Capitol (United De

Fenway (M-P) (1,375; 40-80)—
"Bride Wore Boots" (Par). Sad.
$7,000. Last week, "Her Kind of
Man" (WB) and "Western Ap-
proaches" (Indie), $6,500.

Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500: 40-
80F—"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue). Thin
$6,000. Last week, "Young Widow"
(UA), $6,500.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "Inside
Job" (U). Only $24,000. Last week,.
"Lover Come Back". (U) and "Ma-
c'.onna of Seven Moons" (U). $22,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (3,467: 40-80)

—"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
"Strange Triangle" (20th). Only $20.-
000. Last week, "Do You Love Me"
(20th) and "Mysterious Intruder"
(Col), okay $18,000 for second week.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk). Ac-
ceptable $20,000. Last week. $25,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—

"Bride Wore Boots" (Par). Weak
$14,000. Last week, "Her Kind of
Man" (WB) and "Western Ap-
proaches" (Indie), $11,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 35-80) —
"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk).
Trim $11,000. Last week, $16,000.
Tranalnz (Translux) (900; 30-74)

—"Perilous Holiday" (Col) and "Girl
Limberlost" (Col). Sad $3,500. Last
week, "Strange Conquest" (U) and
"She-Wolf of London" (U), $4,000.
Tremont (Brand • Mage ) (1 .500;

40-80)—"Rebecca" (UA) (rei.ssue).
Dull $8,000. Last week, -Young
Widow (UA), $10,000.

Happen To A Dog" (20th). Strong
$21,000. Last week, "Blue Dahlia"
(Par) and "Hot Cargo" (Par), big
$23,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 44-65)—
"Somewhere In Night" (20th) and
'Strange Triangle'^ (20th ). Neat $10;

Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't troit) (3,000; 60-85)—"Heartbeat"
(RKO) and "Game of Death" (RKO)
Tepid $11,000. Last week. "Bed-
lam" (RKO) and "Deadline for
Dawn" (RKO), stout $17,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,858:

40^-55)—"Blue Dahlia" (Par) and
Breakfast in Hollywood" (UA).

000. Last week, "Tomorrow Is For-' Weak $1,800 for 3 days. Last week.

(4.000; 50-60)-

ever" (RKO) and "Perilous Holiday"
(Col), $12,000.

St. Louis (F&M)
Little Giant

Sacramento"
Last week, "Night Editor" (Col)
and "Come Out Fighting" (Mono),
$6,000,

"Walk in Sun" (20th) and "Up Goes
Maisie" (M-G), Oke $3,000 in 3 days.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 65-

(U) and '

"In Old 1
95)—"Dark Command" (Rep) (re-

(Rep). Nice $4 500 issue) with Curley Bradley
. and

horse Tony, Sara Ann McCabe and
Larry Storch on stage. . Fair $19,000.
Last week, "Madonna Seven Moons"
(U) with Charlie Barnet orch, Steve
Evans, Mack and Desmond and
others on stage, solid $25,000.
Adams (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)—
Gilda" (Col) and "Deadline for
Murder" (20th) (m.o.) (2d wk). Fair
$14,000. Last week, fancy $17,000.

'Postman' Rings Bell

In Denver, Wham 23G
Denver, July 2.

Big airshow and polio scare plus
outdoor trend is hurting most spots.
Despite this, "Postman Rings Twice"
is sock at the Orpheum.

Estimates for Thb Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—"Di

ary of Chambermaid" (UA) and
"Man Who Dared" (Col), after week
at Paramount, Webber. Fair $3,000
Last week, "Cluny Brown" (20th)

'Casablanca' Stout 14G

Id Mild MU WoW
Same, 'Sisters' Fat 17G

Buffalo, July 2.

,mu:^;„ ~*Tkv.t""^",\ ;-»"'
l . "Two Sisters From Boston," "Night

2 ^ «

™

t0m Tnief (Col) (m o )
.

in Casablanca." and "Young Widow"
good $4,000. look like ieaders this wecg but biz
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70) is not outstanding.

—"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d
wk). Mild $9,000 in 6 days. Last
week, good $12,500.
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 35-74)^

"Smoky" (20th) and "Junior Prom 1

(Mono) (2d wk), day-date with Es-
quire, Webber. Moderate $13,000,
Last week, record $27,000,

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—
"Smoky' '(20th) and "Junior Prorh"
(Mono) (2d wk). also Denver, Web
ber. Oke $3,000. Last week, big $18,500.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Night in Casablanca" (UA) and
"Fear" (Mono). Stout $14,000. Last
week, "Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and
"Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col), husky
$16,500.

1

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
—"Two Sisters From Boston" (M-
G). Leading city with tall $17,000.
Last week, "Do You Love Me" (20th),

man's Territory" (RKO) (3d wk).
Near $3,500. Last week, fine $5,300.

Wilshlre (FWC) (2,298; 50-$D—
"Easy lo Wed" (M-G). Sturdy $17,-

500. Last week, "Two Sisters" (M-G)
(3d wk), closed with good $8,000.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$D—

"Stolen Life" (WB). Great $23,000.
Last week, "Jiihie Gets Married"
(.WB) (9 days), fail" $10,200.

$6,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (35-74)—"Post-
man Rings Twice" (M-G ) and "Wan-
derer Wasteland" (RKO). Sock $23.-
000 and holds. Last week, "Heart-
beat" (RKO) and "Game of Death'
(RKO), fine $17,500.

Paramount (Fox) (35-74)—"Dark
Corner" (20th) and "One Exciting
Week" (Col). Fair $8,500. Last week.
"Walls Tumbling Down" (Col). and
"Joe Palooka, Champ" (Mono), fair
$3,000.

Hipp (Shea) (2^100; 40-70)—"Bride
Wore Boots" (Par) and "Blondics
Lucky Day" (Col) (m.o.). Okay $8,-
000. Last week, "Dark Corner"
(20th) and "Allotment Wives"
(Mono), big $11,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Do

You Love Me" (20lh) (m.o;). Slug-
gish $5,000. Last week, "Cluny
Brown" (20th) and "Rendezvous 24"
(20th) (m.o.), $4,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—

"Young Widow" (UA) and "Spider
Woman Strikes" (U). Bright $14,000.

Rlallo (Fox) (878: 35-74)—"Cluny Last week, "She Wrote Book" (U)
Brown" (20th-) and "Phantom Thief | and "Dressed to Kill" (U), okay $9,-
(Col) (m.o.). Thin $3,000. Last week,
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
"Dark Alibi" (Mono) (m.o.), fair $3,'

500.

Webber (Fox) (750: 35-74)-
Smoky" (20th) and "Phantom Thief"

500.

20th Century (20th Cent., Inc.) (3.-

000; .40-70)—"Janie Gels Married"
(WB) and "Isle of Dead" (WB).
Hardy $12,500. Last week, "Joe' P!i-

looka, Champ" (Mono), and "God's
(Col) (2d wk), also. Denver, Esquire. Country" (Indie) plus Louis-Conn
Fair $2,500. Last week, big $6,000. ' fight short, good $8,500.

Cincy Hot; 'Casablanca'

Great 17G, Tears' Same;

'Crony' 15G, 'Ranch' 9G
Cincinnati, July 2.

All major stands are clicko this
week, overall biz being upped con-
siderably for the second consecutive
week by four newcomers, each solid.
"Green Years" and "Night in Casa-
blanca" are in a dead heat for top
takes currently, with "Cluny Brown"
in hot pursuit. "Boys' Ranch," other
first-run, is fatso for the Grand.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)—

"Cluny Brown" (20th). Favorable
$15,000. Last week. "Well Groomed
Bride" (Par), big $18,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2i000; 44-701—
"Green Years" (M-G). Great $17,-
000. Last week, "Two Sisters Bos-
ton" (M-G) (4th wk), plump $6,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 44-70)—

"Boys' Ranch" (M-G). Solid $9,000.
Last week, "If I Had My Way" (U)
and "Shadow of Doubt" (U) (re-
issues), hotsy $8,500.

Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70V-
"Suspense" (Mono) (m.o.). Okay
$4,500. Ditto last week with "Hearts
Growing Up" (Par) (m.o.).

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 44-70)—"Two
Sisters Boston" (M-G). Fifth down-
town sesh, Great $5,000. Last' week.
"Cat Creeps" (U) and "She-Wolf of
London" (U), nifty $7,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 44-70)—

"Night in Casablanca" (UA). Smash
$17,000. Advance bolstered by news
photos in dailies showing reactions
of three Cincy Zoo chimps to Marx
Brothers' monkeyshines at preview
screening. Last, week, "Suspense"
(Mono), all right $13,500.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)—

"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o.).
Pleasing. $5,000. Last week, "Young
Widows (UA) (m.o.), $4,000.

'DAHLIA' TORRID 14G

L'VHIE; 'BOOK' 5|G
Louisville, July 2.

Moderate pace this week, with
"Blue Dahlia7' at the Rialtn as the
standout "She Wrote the Book,''
dualled with "French Key" at the
Strand, is doing fine. "Janie Gets
Married," at the Mary Anderson, is

only fairish.

Estimates for Thb Week
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (40-60)

—"Heartbeat" (RKO) (m.o.). Fair-
ish $3,500. Last week. "Night Casa-
blanca" (UA) and "Mysterious In-
truder" (Col) (m.o.), lively $4,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 30-40)

—"Little Giant" (U ) and "Miss Susie
Slagle's" (Par). Nice $1,800. 'Last
week, "Bad Bascomb" (M-G) and
"Tokyo Rose" (Par), $1,700.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3.300; 40-

60)—"Gilda": (Col) (2d wk). Pace
(Continued on- page 20)
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Tostman'-Mills Bros. Wow 70G, Chi;

love'-Vaude 69G, 'Reservations' 30G
Chicago, July 2. t

Despite hot weather, Chicago and
Oriental are running neck and neck
this week. Chicago has "Do- You
love Me','" with Vivian Blaine on

sJa-e for huge
.
$69,000. Oriental

'coinbo of "Postman Always Rings

Twice" with Mills Brothers on stage,

looks terrific $70,000; .
.

Wi a sock $30,000 at the Palace,

too for "Without Reservations."

'Others are standing up okay, par-

ticularly "Kid From Brooklyn," $36.r

000 at the Woods on third week;.

"Cliiny Brown," $20,000 at the

Anbllo. second; "Kitty," $25,000 at

the Slate-Lake, fourth, and "Gilda."

likewise '-at United Artists, also

. fou rili frame.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)—

"Cluny Brown" (20th) (2d wk).
plump $20,000. Last week, very fine

$24,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—

'Do You Love Me?" (20th) with
Vivian Blaine heading stage' show.
Huge $69,000 or. over. . Last week,
'Hearts Growing Up" (Par) with
Hildegarde. Patsy Kelly, Jan Mur-
ray on stage, terrific $74,000.

Garrirk • (B&K) (900; 65-95)—
"Dark Corner" (20th) (2d wk"). Fair
$12 500. Last week, good $15,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-95)—"If I

Had My Way'.' (U) and "Shadow of

Doiibt" (U) (reissues). Average
$10,000. Last week, "Runaround"
(U) and- "Adventurous Night" (U),
so-so $9,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,240; 65-95)
— Postman Rings' Twice" , (M-G)
with Mills Brothers heading stage
show. Colossal $70,000. Last week,
' Perilous Holiday" (Col) with Spike
Jones orch on stage, standout $53,-

500.

Palace (RKO) (2.500: 65-95)—
"Without Reservations" (RKO) arid

"Inside Job" (U). Mammoth $30,-

000. Last week, "Heartbeat" (RKO)
and "Deadline at Dawn" (RKO)
(2d wk), okay $23,000.'

-' Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500: 65-95)—
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) (2d
wk). Staunch $20,000. Last week,
fat $23,000.
Slate-Lake (B&K) (1,500: 65-95)—

"Kitty" (Par) (4th wk). Excellent
$25,000. Last week, sterling $27,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 65-

95)—"Gilda" (Col) (4th wk). Mus-
cular $25,000. Last week, great $29,-

000.

Woods . (Essaness) (1.200: 65-95)—
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (3d
wk). Smash $36,000. Last week,
record-breaking $39,000.

Mpls. Still Off Albeit

'JanieV OK at $14,000,

'Renegades' Modest 10G
Minneapolis, July 2.

Current layout of newcomers
holds nothing likely to cause any
boxoffico upheaval. Biz is under par
all over. "Janie Gets Married"
looks like leader, but not big. Two
ot holdovers, "Two Sisters from
Boston" and "Bad Bascomb," in

their second weeks, size up com-
paratively stronger than the new-
comers.

Estimates for This Week
Aslor (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Strange

Conquest" (U) and "Hot Cargo"
(Par). Okay $2,200 in 5 days. Last
week, "Murder My Business" (PRC)
and "Caravan Train" (PRC) split
with "Two Fisted Stranger" (Col)
and "Lion Man" (Indie), neat $2,400
in 8 days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70) —

-Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) (m.6.).
Still hitting at fast $9,000. Last week,
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d
wk). good $0,000.
Gopher (Par) (44-50) "In Old

Sacramento" (Rep). Mild $3,000.
Last week, "Dick Tracy" (RKO),
$3*500,

„ Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"Well-
Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o.). Third
downtown stand for this. Okay.

.
$5,200. Last week, "Bride Wore
Boots" (Par) (3d wk). $4,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.800 : 50-70)—
Renegades" (Col). , Mild $10,000.
Last week, "Lover Come Back" (U)
and fight Alms, light $7,500.

; Radio City (Par) (4.000: 50-70)—
Janie Gets Married" (WB). Fairly
good $14,000. Last week, "Two Sis-
ters Boston" (M-G), huge $23,200
and over estimates,
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1;600: 50-70)—

.Runaround" (U). Moderate $6,000.

$7500*"*'
"
Man,in Grev" <U>, good

n
Slate (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Bad

Pascomb" (M-G) (2d wk). Proving
a surprisingly strong contender,
f'urdy $10,000 after boff $16,000
fl rst week.

w Uptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55) —
.o'uc Dahlia" (Par). First nabe
showing, Okay $4,000. Last week,
jjaratoga Trunk" (WB). strong $5,-

«t
W
A
0rl? <Par-Steffes) (350; 50-90)—

t» nn!I
eh?ms Raid" (20th). Fairish

(9niu°Vn
Last we<*. "Dark Corner"

^Olh (2d wk), mild $2,000 in 6 days.

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated

figures are net income.
The parenthetic

.
admission

prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude the ' U.S. amusement tax.

'Night' Husky 30G

Tops Dull Philly

Philadelphia, July 2.

The Robin Hood Dell and the red-
hot Phillies are: blamed for the way
biz is being hit this week. Both are
playing to capacity each night.
"Somewhere in the Night" and
"Wife of Monte Cristo" are getting
a good play however. Combo of
Bill Robinson and /'Devil's Mask"
also is solid. Yesterday (Mon.)
marked the .start of the new in-,

creased city lax of 10%.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1.303; 42-89)—

"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) (2d
wk). Fair $10,000. Last week, okay
$13,500. .

'

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700: 42-89)—
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) (2d
run). Great $8,500. Last week,
'.'Kilty" (Par), good $7,000 second
run.
Boyd (WB) (2.350; 42-89)—"Janie

Gets Married" (WB). So-so $16,500
plus fair $3,500 for one-day stand at
Earle, Sunday (30). Last week,
"Spiral Staircase" (RKO), hefty
$17,000 oh third sesh.

Earle (2.760; 53-99) •— "Devil's
Mask" (Col; with Bill Robinson
heading stage bill. Neat $27,500. Last
week, "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G)
(3d wk) nice $21,000.
Fox (20th)' (2.250: 42-89)—"Some-

where in Night" (20th). Husky $30,-
000. Last week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th) (2d wk). mild $16,500.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 42-89)—"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue) (2d wk).

Nice $7,000. Last week, fine $10,500.
Keith's (Goldman) (2.200; 42-89)—

"Pinocchio" (RKO) (reissue) (2d
wk). Fair $6,000 after sweet $9,000
last week.
Mastbaum (WB) (4.387; 42-89)—

"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (3d wk). Oke
$18,000. Second canto was bright
$25,500. .

.

Stanley (WB) (2.950: 42-89)—
"Renegades" (Col) (2d wk). Medi-
ocre $15,500. Last week, good $23,-
500.

Stanton (WB) (1,475: 42-89)—
"Wife of Monte Crislo" (PRC). Trim
$16,000. Last week. "Breakfast in
Hollywood" (UA). fairish $9,500.

Pitt Flounders; 'Janie'

$13,000, 'Groomed Bride'

16G/Widow' Only 8iG
Pittsburgh, July 2.

Biz is noundcrins everywhere this
week, with nothing doing well.
"Young Widow" started out fine on
the Jane Russell build-up, but
slipped later at the Fulton, while
"Cluny Brown" will have to struggle
to make the grade at "the Harris.
Other two new entries. "Well-
Groomed Bride." at the Penn,. and
"Janie Gets Married," at Stanley,
both are light.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—

"Young Widow" (UA). Got away
like a house afire, principally be-
cause of Jane Russell legend, but hit
skids later. Won't do. more than
$8,500, only fairish. Last week, "In
Old Sacramento-" (Rep). $6,000:

Harris (Harris) (2,200: 40-70)—
"Cluny Brown" (20th). Not up to
expectations, but July 4 biz may
boost this to $13,500. okay. Last week,
"Somewhere in Night" (20th), only
$11,500.
Penn (Loew's) (UA) (3,300; 40-70)

—"Well - Groomed Bride" (Par).
Near average at $16,000.': Last week,
"Bad Bascomb" (M-G). Nice $20,000.

Ritz (WB) (800: 40-70)—"Bad Bas-
comb" (M-G) . (m.o.). Dping fairly

well at $3,500 or over. Last week,
"Her Kind of Man" (WB) (m.o.),

$2,200. ,

Senator (Harris) (1,750: 40-70)—
"Somewhere in Night" (20th) (m.o.).

Modest $3,000. Last week. "Night in

Paradise" (U) (m.o.). $3,400.

Stanley (WB) (3,200: 40-70)—
"Janie Gets Married" (WB). Won't
do more than $13,000. on sluggish
side. Last week, "Heartbeat" (RKO),
$18,500.
Warner (WB) (2.000: 40-70)—''This

Day Forward" (RKO) and Louis-
Conn flcht short (2d wk). Appar-
ently Billy Conn's home town is

anxious Iri see how ho lost. Oke
$7,000 on top of smash $17,000 opener.

Walls'-Vaude Best Bet
In Balto, Solid $18,000

Baltimore, July 2.

Holdovers are. keeping grosses on
the light side here this week. "The
Walls Came Tumbling Down" at the
combo Hippodrome is being bol-'
stered by a strong stage layout for
top' biz among new entries.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000: 20-

60)—"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G)
(2d wk). Holding well at $16,000 af-
ter big $20,800 first round.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240:
20-70) — "Walls Came Tumbling
Down" (Col) plus vaude headed by
Billy Gilbert and Gwynne magic
show. Flesh helping to bolster this
to solid $18,000. Last week, "Perilous
Holiday'! (Col) and vaude plus
Louis-Conn fight films, $17,400.

Mayfalr (Hicks) (980:, 25-55)—
"Behind Green Lights" (20th). Am-
bling along to possible $3,500. Last
week, "Made Me a Killer" (Par)
(reissue), $3,300.

New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60) —
"Cluny Brown" (20th) (2d wk).-
Holding up fine. at $12,000 after good
415,600 on first week.

.

Stanley (WB) (3,280: 25-74)—"One
More Tomorrow" (WB) (2d wk).
Trim $12,000 after fancy $16,200
opener.
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.860; 20-

60)—"Bandit and Lady" . (Par) (re-
issue). 'Average $3,500. Last week,
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) . (2d'
wk) (h.o.), good $4,700.

Car Strike Bops Frisco

But 'Smoky' Torrid 30G,

'Morder'-Ink Spots 46G
San Francisco, July 2.

Streetcar strike is hurting biz at
Market Street film houses this week,
exhibitors figuring trade 25-40% off

from normal for this time of year.
Slump is not as bad as it might have
been without numerous visitors in
town.
Golden date appeared headed for

an all-time high with "Truth About
Murder" and Ink Spots featuring
stage layout. Strike will hold if

back to second highest week at this
spot. Only others to balk downbeat
are "Smoky," which is strong at the
Paramount, and "Diary of Chamber-
maid," rated nice at the Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (2,844; 60-95)—"Truth

About Murder" (RKO) plus vaude
headed by Ink Spots. Smash $46,000,
second best money for this' house.
Last week, "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO)
plus Sammy Kaye orch and fight

short, strong $37,000.
Fox (FWC) (2,651: 55-85)—"Well-

Groorried Bride" (Par). Mild $24.-

000. Last week, "Postman Rings
Twice" (M-G) (2d wk)."neat $25,000.

Warfleld (FWC) (2.656; 55-85)—
"Cluny Brown" (20th) (2d wk).
Slow $10,000 in 6 days. Last week,
lukewarm $27,000.
Paramount (FWC) (2:646:- 55-85)—

"Smoky" (20th). Strong at $30,000.
Last week, "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G),
thin $23,000.

St. Francis (FWC) (1.400: 55-85)

—

"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G)
(m.o.). Not so hot at $11,000. Last
week, "Dark Corner" (20th) and
"Her Kind of Man" (WB) (m.o.),
$8,000.

State (FWC) (2,133f 55-:85>—
"Hoodlum. Saint" (M-G) (m.o.). Sad
$6,000. Last week, "Bad Bascomb"
(M-G) (m.o.). solid $10,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld (1.207: 55-

85)—"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA).
Fancy $22,000. Last week. "Night in
Paradise" (U) (2d wk). only $9,000.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1.-

207; 55-85)—"Outlaw" (UA) (5th
wk). Dropped to $15,500. Last
week, only Frisco theatre where
playing, soared to great $22,300.

"WALK' SOLID $11,000,

OMAHA; /JANIE' 10G
Omaha. July 2.

With weekend . weather ranging
from torridity to cold rains, the
boxofAce here is standing up fairly

well. Best bet appears "Walk in the
Sun" at the Orpheum where a good
week looms.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000: 16-

65)—"Walk In Sun" (20th) and Hot
Cargo" (Par). Good $11,000. Last
week, "Her Kind of Man" (WB)
and "Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col),

$9,800.
Paramount (Tristates) (3.000: '10-

65)—"Janie Gels Married" (WB),
Okay $10,000. Last week, "One More
Tomorrow" (WB). nice $11,500.

Brandels (RKOi (1,500; 16-65)—
'.'Suspense" (Mono) and "Joe Pa-
looka, Champ" (Mono). Neat $7,000.

Last week, "Heartbeat" (RKO) and
"Deadline at Dawn" (RKCi) plus
Louis-Conn fight short., stout $8,200.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)

—"One More Tomorrow" (WB)
(iri.o--)' and "Red Dragon" (Mono)
(1st run). Nice $9,500. Last week.
"Do You Love Me" <20lh) and
"Made Me a Killer" (Par) (m.o.),

big $11,500.
State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—

"Saratoga Trunk" (WB). Rousing
$4,500. Last week. "Come and Get I

It" (FC) and "Beloved Enemy"
j

(FC). (reissues), $3,000.

N. Y. Tone Stronger; 'Smoky-O'Connor

Potent 101G, 'Wind-Stage High 87G,

Dead' Lively 26G, Anna Huge 141G, 2d
Though the figures are variable,

with numerous holdovers dotting the
scene, the tone of Broadway busi
ness is stronger currently than it

\vas last week. Heavier vacation
trade and the closing of all public
schools are believed contributing- to
the upturn. Four-day weekend start-
ing, with tomorrow's Fourth of July
holiday is expected to provide a ma-
jor boom at the boxoffice.

,

Heading arrivals of the past week
is Roxy's "Smoky," with Donald
O'Connor in person. House had a big
weekend, as did most others, and
finished initial seven days last night
(Tues.) at a very potent $101,000.
Another in the big money is the
Paramount where' "Searching Wind,"
Andy Russell, Alan Carney, Pied Pi-
pers and Raymond Scott band are
pulling heavily.. First week through
last night (Tues.) pushed to a very
strong $87,000.

Another stageshow operation that
returns to high gear this week is the
State, which has "Green Years" oh
second-run with Rochester (Eddie
Anderson) in person.- Prospects are
for an exceptionally, nice $32,000.

Three straight-Aimers have new
pictures. "Dead of Night," at the
Winter Garden, looks to get $26,000
or thereabouts, good, on its first

week. At the Criterion. "Hoodlum
Saint" is very, disappointing, having
hit only $13,000 on initial seven days
ended last night (Tues.). "Deadline
For Murder," at the Rialto, will get
only about $7,000, mild, and won't
hold.

Nothing short of sensational, among
extended runs is "Anna" which is

heading for a stratospheric $141,000
this week (2nd), same as scored on
the first. The Capitol show, "Two
Sisters From Boston" and Ritz Bros.,
Gracie Barrie and Buddy Morrow
orch, is another holdover that rates
as outstanding. Current (4th) stanza
will likely be a fancy $87,000, not
far from last week's $92,700.
"Henry V" remains a sellout at the

City Center on a roadshow basis.

The second week, with 14 shows as
against 13 the first, ended Sunday
night' (30) at $34,200. Goes here un-
til at least Sept. 2, perhaps longer,,

depending on whether picture has
to make way for opera season.

Estimates for This Week -

Astor (City Inv.) -(1.300;- 70*1.40)—"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (11th

wk). Continues at a good gait, this

week appearing $29,000. . The . 10th

was 28,000.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10)—"Two Sisters Boston" (MG), with'

Ritz Bros., Gracie Barrie and Buddy
Morrow orch on stage (4th wk).
Very steady, currently being on way
to fancy $87,000, while third frame
totaled $92,700.

City Center (1,617; $1.20-$2.40)—

"Henry V" (UA) (3d wk). On sec-

ond week through Sunday (30), with
extra show added for total of 14,

gross went to $34,200, capacity. First

was $31,000.

Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 60-1.25)—"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) (2d wk).
Very disapointing at only $13,000 on

initial seven days ended last night

(Tues.). In ahead, "Lover Come
Back" (U) was only $10,500.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500: 70-$1.20)—

"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) (2d

wk). Okay $19,000 and goes one

more week. First was $23,000.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.20)—"O. S. S." (Par) (6th wk). Re-
mains very consistent with .

stout

$19,000 seen this week, right behind
fifth's $19,500. Here indef.

Hollywood (WB) (1,499: 70-$1.10)

—"Stolen Life" (WB) (10th wk).
Holding to a good profit at $23,500

for ninth round ended last night

(Tues.). Eighth was $26,000. "Night,

and Day" (WB) opens here July 25.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; .
60-$1.20)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO) <4th

wk). Currently will be about $18.-

000, fair enoughj while last week
(3d) was $23,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,064: 70-$1'.20)

—"Searching Wind" (Par) .
with

Andy Russell, Alan Carney. Pied
Pipers and Raymond Scott orch in

person (2d wk). This show drawing
forcefully, with big $87,000 clocked
oil first week through . last': night

(Tues.). Concluding (3d) round for

"Bride Wore Boots" (Par)'. Glen
Gray orch and Louis Jordan's Tym-
pany Five dropped to $55,000 but
okay profit.

Radio Cltv Music Hall (Rockefel-
lers) (5,945; 70-$1.25)—"Anna"
(,20th) and stageshow (2d wk.) Very
mighty at the b.o. and unusual in

that this week will be the same as

the first, $141,000, terrific take..

Rialto (Mayer J (594; 35-85)—
"Deadline For Murder" (20th). Mild
$7,000 and won't hold. Last week.
"The Spider" (20th), aided by Louis-
Conn fight films, pushed to strong
$9,300.

Rlvoll (UA-Par) (2.092; 60-$1.25i—"Ciuny Brown" (20th) (5th wk).
Still way under hopes at indicated
$17,000. slow. Last week was $20.-

000. "Two Years Before Mast" (Par)

is slated for. sometime between July
15 and Aug; 1.

: Roxy (20th) (5.886; 90-$1.20)—
"Smoky" (20th) and Donald O'Con-
nor in person (2d wk). . Extremely
potent at

.
b.o., first week having

ended last night (Tues.) at $101,000.
Second frame for "Somewhere in
Night" (20th) and Copabana Revue
was $73,000, oke.

Slate (Loew's) (3.450; 43-$1.10)

—

"Green . Years" (M-G) (2d run) and
Rochester (Eddie Anderson) o n
stage. Big week of $32,000 in view.
Last week, "The Virginian" (Par)
(2d run), with Ann Corio and Irv-
ing Caesar in person was -sluggish
$23,000.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.20)—
"Janie Gets Married" (WB) and
Erskine Hawkins orch (3d-flnal wk).
Ending run tomorrow on Fourth of
July, gross should hit $35,000, as
against $34,000 on second week, but
in both cases disappointing. "Of
Human Bondage" (WB) and Spike
Jones, orch open Friday (5).

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)— "Badman's Territory" (RKO)
(5th-final wk). On blowoff will be
satisfactory $13,000 : while fourth
canto was fine $18,000. "Suspense"
(Mono) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-
$1.50)—"Dead of Nights (U). Doing
well here at probable. $26,000 on
first week. Nine-day run ot "She
Wrote the Book" (U) was only
$11,500, weak.

'Renegades- fast

$16,000, Prov. Ace
Providence, July 2.

Loew's State, with "Renegades,"

'

Ls about the best - here, as record
heat is sending more and more va-
cationers out of - the city. Theatre-
goers are also shopping around for
their shows.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—"She

Wrote Book" (U) and "Madonna of
Seven Moons" (U). Fair $11,500. .

Last week. "Heartbeat" (RKO) and
"Deadline at Dawn" (RKO) (2d wk)
plus Louis-Conn fight short, nice
$12,000..

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)—"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
"Inside Job" (U) (2d run). Oke $5,-
000. Last week, "Dark Corner"
(20th) and "The Runaround" (U),
good $6,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Span-
ish Main" (RKO) (2d run). House
switching to reissues and second-run
policy for summer, dropping vaude.
Not too bad $5,000. Last week, "God's
Country" (Rep) and vaude on stage,
$7,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Somewhere In Night" (20th) and
"Shouldn't Happen To Dog" (20th).
Below average $12,500, Last week,
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
"Inside Job" (U), stout $15,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-85)—"Ren-
egades" (Col) and "Phantom Thief
(Col). Leading field at nice $16,000.
Last week, "Night In Casablanca"
(UA) and "Man Who Dared" (Col),
big $17,000.
Strand (Silverman) ',.(2,200; 44^65)

—"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and'
"Made Me a Killer" (Par) (2d wk).
Started holdover on Monday. First
week was fairly good $12,000. In
ahead "Perilous Holiday" (Col) and
"Talk About Lady" (Col), $9,500.

Iodpls. Wilts Albeit

'Heartbeat' Okay 13&
. Indianapolis, July 2,

Tone of film biz at deluxers is

still below normal because of con-
tinued heat wave;' but some film*
are doing well. "Truth About Mur-
der." paced by Tex Beheke and the
Glenn Miller orchestra on Circle
stage, is the money leader. ''Heart-
beat" is .about average at Indiana.

Estimates for This . -Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 48-74)

—"Truth About Murder" (RKO)
plus Tex Beneke and Glenn Miller
orch on stage. Good $26,000. Last
week, "So Goes My Love" (U) and
"Blonde Alibi" (U), nice $11,500 at
40-60c scale.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-

60) r— "Heartbeat" (RKO) and
"Strange Conquest" (U). Modest
$13,500:. Last week, "Do You Love
Me" (20th), nifty $15,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—

"Gilda" (Col) (2d wk). Down to
$8,500 after plump $17,000 first week.

I-yrle (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)
—"Do You Love Me" (20th) (m.o.).
Nice $6,000. Last week, "Blue Dahi
lia" (Par), about same, also move-
over.
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ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM starts 3rd
week of all-time record business at Radio
City Music Hall!

SMOKY in Technicolor at Roxy, N.Y.C topping
everything since "leave Her to Heaven"!
Topping ALL RECORDS in 100 other key
engagements!

JlSllft

CLUNY BROWN -5th week on Broadway al
the Rivoli! Held over Los Angeles, Phila-

delphia, Buffalo, Cleveland!

CENTENNIAL SUMMER in Technicolor next 20th
smash! World Premiere Jul/ 10th, Phila-

delphia-followed by Baltimore, Washington,
Pittsburgh and 104 regional premieres
throughout Pennsylvania!
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N.Y.s$60m000

Telechy All Set

Construction on the $60,000,000

'Telecity," which will be built in

the metropolitan area of N. Y. as a

television motion picture produc-

tion centre, will begin as soon as

the' Civilian Production Administra-

tion lifts its buildinR freeze. City's

24 film studios will be available for

renting to networks, local radio and

tele, stations, ad agencies, advertis-

ers and indie producers.

Plans for the program are being

handled by Lawrence B. Elliman

of the Peasc-Elliman realty firm,

with John and Drew Eberson plan-

ning the architecture^ Information
1

on the exact location of the film

centre and names of those putting

up the $60,000,000 are being kept

under wraps. It's been reported,

however, that several of the major

film companies and radio nets have
I invested part of the money:

I
In addition to its sound stages, the

.j centre will have every type of
'

' maintenance, services and facilities

[ required for film production and a

complete lab for processing and

I
printing, according to Elliman.

I
I Plans also call for a staff of pro-

ducers, directors, writers and tech-

nicians to aid renters' in production.

Elliman said that the program
I. had been in the works for the last

I three years, in anticipation of the

need for such a film centre for the

^production of films for both tele-

I! vision and for visual education.

New Distrib Pattern
Continued from pane 3

Peskay-Roach
Continued from page 7 ;

*

*A fact rccogniiad with

advertising by Coca-Cola.

General Electric. Whoaties.l

General Motors, Ansco,

WestiRghoHse and many

others.
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newspapers from coast to
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October thru May—more
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400 N. MICHIGAN AVE.

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

PACIFIC COAST:

NED BRYDONE-JACK

"We . were hanging right on the

brink at that moment," he declared,

"and this deal, made with the full

knowledge of Roach and all his as-

sociates, possibly saved the studio,

which was about to be taken from

under Roach by foreclosure."

SIM.flOO Against 58%

Peskay, -acting on behalf of Roach,

according to the complaint, originally

made an agreement with George

Hirliman, FC prez, by which Roach

would receive $100,000 down against

50% of the gross on 'reissue by FC
of 11 Roach features and about 500

shorts. Before this contract was

signed, however, according to

Roach's complaint, Peskay went to

Hirliman and offered to accept $80,-

000 flat, with no percentage partici-

pation, for the same group of films.

In return, says Roach, Peskay and

FC agreed that he should receive for

himself $25,000. to be paid by placing

him on the FC payroll, and 10% of

FC's capital stock.

Peskay. claims that the original

deal drawn with FC was not as out-

lined by Roach above, but called for

$50,000 down against 40% of the

gross. "Roach was so badly in need

of cash at the time, however," Pes-

kay said, "that, wilh the full knowl-

edge of important banking and fi-

nancial people, whose names will

come out later, it was decided to ac-

cept the flat $80,000 offer." Peskay

claims to have Roach's written

sanction for the deal.

Peskay never got the weekly pay-

ments he was supposed to from FC,

but subsequently received his $25,-

000 in a lump sum, court action

states. A reorganization in cap-

italization of FC later also resulted

in Peskay getting 20% of the com-
pany's stock, rather than 10%. He
subsequently sold the shares for

$30,000, Roach claims.

Seeks Profit Return
Roach asks an accounting and re-

turn of the profits by both defend-

ants, plus cancellation of FC's con-

tract and the return of reissue rights

to him. He also seeks an injunc-

tion to stop FC from further- dis-

tribution of the films. He claims

the company's profit to date on the

deal has been in excess of $400,000.

An odd angle is that Peskay him-

self loaned FC the $5,000 he re-

quired the company to advance to

seal the contract, according to

Roach. FC, says the complaint, was
without funds at the; lime and Pes-

kay advanced to it his personal

check for the 5G. The money was
subsequently returned to him via a

postdated' check given him for it

by the Hirliman firm.

Roach recently won a decision in

another suit against FC. He claimed

in that he didn't get his full share

of the percentage due him on
"Topper" and asked $50,000. The
court allowed him $38,000, with FC
now appealing to reverse the de-

runs situation has been a prime in-

dustry problem during the war,

since it has created a product jamup

that has delayed normal distribu-

tion procedure. That will be largely

eliminated, of course, when building

makes many more initial-run houses

available, so that pictures are not

delayed in getting into release. Ef-

fort of the economy of the film biz

to right itself, with this logjam of

product to be overcome/ resulted in

the additional first-run houses be-

ing created. Since they couldn't be

built, there was a switchover of

subsequent houses to first-run in

many .
situations.

The film business now—disregard-
ing the current seasonal dip—finds

itself in an anomalous position.

There are too many pictures and

not enough seats. Too many pic-

tures means that there will have to

be further cuts in quantity of pro-

duction or more theatres built. And

since it is generally agreed that the

country as a whole is underseated.

natural supply and demand will

dictate more theatres, not less pro-

duction. Which is some of the rea-
|

soning behind the prediction of

more houses and longer runs.

18 Months' Bans?

By longer runs the savants mean
up to 18 months on the initial show-

ing. That this is not unreasonable

is demonstrated,' for instance, at the

Astor on Broadway, which is shared

by Samuel Goldwyn and David 6.

Selznick. With such pictures as

"Wonder Man" and "Spellbound,"

the 1,300-seater has been averaging

close to six-month runs. Control

figure is around $18,000, meaning

that either of the producers can

force the other's picture out if it

is doing less than that much busi-

ness. Yet $18,000 is still a highly

profitable gross for everyone con-

cerned. The only reason a picture

is pushed out when it's still doing

that much business is that another

film is available that, coming in

freshi will probably do better than

$30,000.

An interesting—and economically

important—aspect of the longer

runs is provided through studies

made by Audience Research Insti-

tute. ARI maintains that the in-

creased time given pictures in their

initial dates results in a greater to-

tal gross of each film and. as a re-

sult, an increase in overall income
derived by the industry.

ARI finds that the longer a picture

plays first-run, the more people get

to know about it And that bears a

direct proportion to the number of

people who buy tickets to it, pro-

vided, of course, the comment on the

film is favorable. In other words, a

good picture is in part self-perpetu-

ating. The longer it plays, the more
people know about it and want to

see it. So when an exhibitor changes
the bill at the end of the third week,
for instance, he - is losing a large

chunk of potential patronage that

the picture itself has built up.

Helps the Subsequent*

The reply to that naturally is, of

course, that this developed "want to

see"—as ARI terms it—will rebound
to the advantage of the second.-run

house. That's true in part, but aside

from the fact that a certain percent-

age of the patronage will be lost,

never to be. later picked up, the

second-run house is getting smaller
admission than the first and Joe
Customer will have contributed that

much less to the total industry in-

come.
The fact that subsequents do pick

up a large number of patrons whose
"want to see" was generated by the

long first-runs is the. answer to the

natural exhibitor cry that' the mar-
athon initialers milk a picture dry.

That squawk doesn't hold up at all,

ARI polls show. Just the opposite
reaction occurs, as a matter of fact.

The long first-run, as pointed put
above, Increases "audience penetra-
tion"—or knowledge of the picture

—

and builds up the "want to see." The
result is that while the long first-run

has sucked up many patrons who
would ordinarily see the pic in the

nabes, it has also created an entirely

new group of patrons for the film,

who otherwise wouldn't have gone
to see it at all.'

In most cases this added quantity

of theatregoers is much greater than
the number lost to the downtown
house, with the result that the pic-

ture does better than average busi-

ness all along the line. On. the other
hand* it must be admitted that, in

some situations where there is a

long first-run and limited
.
popula-

tion, the subsequents will do good

the film if it hadn't had so much
initial playing time.. The only

answer to that is that It is advan-

tageous to the industry -as a whole,

to get patrons to see a picture dur-

ing the earliest possible run, because

of higher admission prices, and so in

the natural workings of 'a free enter-

prise economy that's the way things

are going to trend.

There's still another side to the

same situation, however, that in the

larger view makes it advantageous
to the exhib. That's the fact that

only with increased overall industry

income can producers continue to

make top quality pictures. And, no
matter, how he slices it, il is certainly

belter- for a subsequent-runner to

get ' Spellbound" after it has had a

six-months session at the Astor on
Broadway than it is to get a cheapie
that had only a week or two-week
stay. » .

1

Brandt Charges
Continued from page 1

male the total amount to be claimed.

II is estimated in some quarters that

the sum, will be greater than a half

million dollars.

Brandt buys for 105 independent

theatres in the metropolitan New
York areas, not • merely for the

houses owned .by-, himself :• and
brother Billy Brandt. The discrep-

ancy in the 20th-Fox account con

cerned many independents which
"accidentally or by design" did not

account properly. As Brandt ex
plains it, there was no question

about more than $200,000. being

rightfully due the distributor, but

there was a differential of several

thousand dollars which was in dis-

pute. Until this was- arbitrated the

whole matter pended. That's why
Brandt chose Spyros Skouras, presi

dent, of the company which .
had

made the claim, as his arbitrator

Brandt buys some $5,000,000 worth
of film annually for his group of

theatres.

We<!vefi<lay, July 3, 1946

Lengthy SOPEG Brief

Accompanies Demands

For Increases in H.O4
In support of demands for in-

creases ranging from $10 upward,
served upon six major film com-
panies Monday (1), the Screen Of-

fice & Professional Employees Guild,

CIO, submitted a lengthy docu-

mented budget study covering some
670 representative whitecollar work-
ers in these , homeoffices. Budget
study shows that 44.5% of the em-
ployees now receive less than $30
weekly, 81.8% less than $40. 91.9%
less than $50 and 99% less than $73.

The 18-page brief is designed to
substantiate the union's position thai
the companies are ' able to pay the
demands asked, which range from a
$30 minimum for messengers to

$100 for top professionals and spe-
cialists in the whitecollar class, plus
automatic progression increases
ranging from $5 to $22 per year.

SOPEG contends that if the com-
panies, including Loew's, Paramount,
RKO, 20th - Fox, Columbia- and
United Artists, were to agree to all

of the money demands pi the union
that the overall cost would be no
more than 1.2% of their estimated
earnings after taxes for 1946. Sta-

tistics gathered by the union pur-
port to show how the companies
could pay the minimum salary de-
mands and still have take-home pay
in 1946 that would be in excess of a

100% increase in net -profits after

taxes for 1945 which, in turn, were
from two to 10 limes as groat as

their prewar U938) earnings after

taxes.

In addition to salary boosts,

SOPEG. is demanding a closed shop,

dues checkoff, arbitration of all dis-

putes, a 35-hour five-day week,
three weekE' vacation with pay
after fiye years, a better shake for

veterans and a pension plan calling

for a minimum payment of $100 a

month, exclusive of social security,

at 80 years of age or after 30 years

of service.

Present SOPEG contract, which
was for two years, expires July 27.

New York Theatres

BETTE DAVIS
In Warner Hran. Hit

"A STOLEN LIFE"
"'•Il

Gltnn FORD • Dam ClARK
Walter MENNAN • Choriia RUGOUS

Directed by Curtis Hernlurdt

HOLLYWOOD
Continuous Ifway at Slot Street

OHARl.KS BOYKR
JKNMFRB JONKS

hi
ERNST LVRITSCH'B

CLUNY BROWN
20th Ccnlury-Fox

RIVOLI
H'wajr * 49th St. Doors open »:30 A.M.

Eleanor Parker Paul Henreid

Alexis Smith ,

In Warner Bret. Hit
AV. tfnmrrio't AIiiusiIih iii'h

"OF HUMAN BONDAGE''

SPIKE JONES AND HIS

CITY SLICKERS
Pin Hit llq

'way at 47th St. STRAND

Badmans'Territory
RANDOLPH SCOTT

ANN RlCIUltHS W

B WAY &
47th StPALACE

CLAUDETTE COLIERT
JOHN WAYNE

"Without Reservations"
Wild DON DsFORE
An KKO Radio Picture

Frtd MacMURRAY Anne 1IAXTKK
BURT IVKS

".SMOKY"
In Technicolor

A 20lh CcnHiry-Knx Picli.ro'

Pluft en Stag*—DONAID O'CONNOR
3 SWIFTS—Extra!—BUSTER SHAVER CO.

-ROXY llli Ave. *
(Willi St. -

business but less than they'd do on

ON SCREEN
Thurs.. July t

A hill I.ADD
Veronica I.AKK

William
1IKNDI.V

In
riirnniount'ii -

"Tha
la* Dahlia"

IN PERSON
Flay

GurHN Who"
SliclTleul Kuruii
Knclli) rtcir.nl
With HAPI'V
FELTON
Exlrn!

.

Chnrho
MARTINEZ

WALKER IHTO 'SEA*

Hollywood, July 2.

Robert Walker has been set by
Metro for one of the major roles
in "Sea of Grass."
Walker will play the Eon ol

Spencer Tracy, who co-stars with
Katharine Hepburn.

•baft Sylvia Ann
YOUNG SIDNEY RICHARDS

"THE SEARCHING WIND"
In Person'

And)' RUSSKi.f, Almi OAHSKV
RAYMOND SCOn ORC.

PARAMOUNT, Times Square

URKL NtBWTN ininii

DANNY KAYE -

'_itcnnicolof
Dwi Open «—j»n s'woy °'

130 A.M. ASTOR >Slh 5t
;

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL
"ANNA aid the KING OF SIAM"

Starrlnc
Iran* Rm Linda

DUNNE • HARRISON • QARNELL
Spoctacalar Stocja Pradnttloai



THE

M-G-M's THE GREEN YEARS'

HELD OVER IN FIRST 5 SPOTS!
Oh, what wonderful engagements everywhere! Second Big Week in all of first 5 engage-
ments: Richmond, Boston (2 theatres), Houston, St. Louis, Atlanta. And it's getting the
long green in all new openings: Albany, Atlantic City, Charleston, W. Va., Hartford,

Lancaster, New Haven, Philadelphia, Springfield, Mass., Waterbury, Williamsport, Wor-
cester. And starting tomorrow, watch: Akron, Allentown, Altoona, Baltimore, Bethlehem,
Binghampton, Bridgeport, Canton, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Easton, Harrisburg,

Jersey City, Newark, Norfolk, Portland, Reading, Toledo, Wilmington*

Say it again! "The Green Years is a Wonderful Motion Picture!'
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City Investing Takes Over Keiths

In Cincy With 'Night'; Xchange News
, Keith's, Cincinnati, which together

with a 12-story building has been

taken over by the City Investing Co.,

in first step to enlarge firms theatre

holdings outside of New York will

be opened tomorrow (Thursday)

with "Somewhere in the Night.'

Theatre will be a so-called run

house. Throughout the years, against

RKO which dominates Cincy it has

held a Warner franchise.

City Investing .
which owns the

Astor and Victoria theatres, film

houses in New York's Times Square,

plus several legits, purchased the

Keith's, Cincy, property for $1,200,-

000 in cash, and is spending around
$100,000 in modernizing the theatre.

Maurice Maurer, who . runs the

Astor and Victoria for City Invest-

ing in N. Y.. will have operating

supervision over the Cincy house.

He is there this week superintending
the opening.

Ashkins' PRC Spot

Denver.

Eddie Ashkins appointed manager
of PRC's Denver branch. He was
formerly St. Louis branch manager

Hill. Vernon Coker is new manager
of Cliff Queen while Mark Dalton
will manage the recently opened
Hill.

Latest new drive-in theatre, the
Trail, operated by Underwood &
Ezell, opens here soon.

First theatre that E*vant has had in

years will be opened shortly by F.

W. McGilvaney, returned veteran.
House will be called the Plaza.

H. D. Arrington, a veteran, has
opened the Dutch Mill theatre at

Holland, first theatre in 20 years
for the town. House was built by
local biz people who gave a 10-year
lease to Arlington.
New Ritz Theatre; operated at Ca-

lina by J. O. Harris of Dallas, has
opened. House replaces the Ritz
which burned down last December,
for UA.

Haralson Quits Autry Chain
Dallas

B: H. Haralson, sold out his 25%
interest in the four nabe houses op-

erated by the Gene Autry Enter-
prises. Principals in the group are

, now Autry, Lloyd Rust and Ed
Elumenthal. Ted Lewis, former
manager of the Joy here, replaces

Haralson as manager of the circuit.

Houses operated by the circuit in-
clude the Cliff Queen, Kessler and

Chrlsman lipped in Memphis
Memphis.

Herman A. Chrisman named man-
ager of Columbia's branch here, suc-
ceeding J. J. Rogers, resigned. Chris-
man has been with the company
since 1931 and was a salesman before
his promotion.

Eshelman To Rochester For Par
Following the termination of the

RKO-Paramount pooling arrange-
ment in Rochester on July 31, James
H. Eshelman will take operating
charge of Paramount's three houses
there, the Century, Regent and Cap-
itol. Under the pooling deal RKO
has been in operating control. Join-
ing Par in Ft. Smith, Ark., in 1924.

Eshelman comes to his new
Rochester post from St. Paul where
he has acted as manager of the
Paramount since 1941 .

Big Corp. Gains
Washington, July 2.

A report on overall corporate

profits, after taxes, for the first

quarter this year, made public

today (Tuesday) by Secretary of

Commerce Henry A. Wallace,

features exceptionally large

gains in the entertainment in-

dustry.

Three film companies, Para-

mount, . Loew's and 20th-Fox;

CBS and Madison Square Gar-

den, New York; showed gains

up to 102%.

Among all groups in Industry,

the entertainment division was
third largest- in corporate prof-

its.

RKO-Pathe s New Studio in New York

Opens Aug. 1; Feature Prod. Due

WB, Rep Diwys

Hypo Fix Totals
Washington, July 2.

Dividend payments of motion pic-

ture companies for April this year

showed a large increase over figures

reported for the same month a year

ago, hypoed largely by WB divi-

dends.

The figures for this past April are
(

$2,353,000 as compared with $386,000

for April, 1945, this including a WB
dividend of $1,800,000, company's
first this year. Republic declared its

first melon for this year, also, being
$100,000.

Dividend disbursements for Feb-
ruary, March and April showed 'a

terrific increase, -film companies
having paid out $8,380,000 as con-
trasted with. $4,731,000 for the same
period in 1945.

Rep's 13-Wk. Net: 490G
During the first quarter of 1946

for the period ending April 27, Re-

public reports a net profit of $789,-

979 before Federal lax deductions.

Estimated normal and surtaxes of

$300,192 will bring the final net to

$489,787.

For the nine-weeks period from

Nov. 26, 1945 to Jan.. 26, 1946, the

company and its subsidiaries show a

net profit of $442,425 before Federal

taxes or a net after taxes of $264,-

326. Earnings statement was " re-

leased following a board of directors

meeting Tuesday (2).

Studio Strike
Continued from page 3

Picture Grosses

clearly evident. In fact, the longer

to be taken to prevent pickets de-

scending on their productions.

'Sharp criticism of the strike was
reported yesterday from AFL unions

Uand guilds not involved in the fight.

' AFL unions were called upon by
the Central Labor Council to ignore

picket lines and report for work as

usual, as CSU had failed to follow

accepted AFL practices in staging
'

its walkout. Hollywood guilds, in-

chiding Screen Actors, Screen
Writers,. Screen Directors, were
meeting yesterday to decide on pro-

cedure to be recommended to their

members.
Major studios faced second day of

CSU strike with production •"crip-

pled," according to Byron Price,

veep'ee of the Producers Assn. Hard-
est hit were Warners and Metro, two
studios that, are particular targets of

striking unions. Warners was forced

to shutter five pictures: "Cry Wolf,"
"Deception," "Life With Father,"

"Possessed" and "Stallion Road"
when only, about. 10% of the 2,500

regular employees crossed the four-

deep picket lines parading before
all entrances.

20th-Fox had two pictures before
the cameras, but shooting was
halted because of failure of non-
striking workers to cross the . line

Opening date for RKO-Pathc's
new studio, now under construction
in the Harlem section of N. Y., has
been postponed until about Aug. l.

While several indie producers have
already put in bids to rent the
studio, Pathc will not sign any deals
until it's been completed and tested,

according to Harold Lewis, Paine
exec in charge.

Opening has been postponed,
Lewis said, because the company is

facing considerable difficulty in ob-
taining equipment. Unable to get
cameras, lights, plywood for sets,

etc., in the east, Lewis went to the
Coast several weeks ago where he
obtained as much material as he
could get through Pathe's connec-
tions there. Most of the equipment
is being trucked back to N: Y.

While a part of Pathe's shorts pro-
duction will be transferred to the
new studio, it's also expected that

Hollywood indie producers, still at a

loss for space on the Coast, will lake
over for feature production. Lewis
said he found no easing oil' in the
studio space jam-up on the Coast.
Several indies, such as James Cag-
ney, Federal Films (William
LeBaron-Boris Morros), etc.. have
reportedly been dickering for Hie
studio but Lewis stressed that no.

deals have been sighed yet.

Continued from page 14

LOUISVILLE
slackening to fairish $9,000 after sock
$17,000 initial stanza.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;
40-60)—"Janie Gets Married" (WB).
Neat $7,000. Last week, "No Time
Comedy" (WB) (reissue), medium
$6,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
—"Murder My Business" (PRC) and [before their unions-could give them
stage show headed by Dinning Sis- . instructions on procedure. Para

6633 SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE

HILLSIDE 0S80

ters split with "Youth Aflame" (In
die) and "We Accuse" (Indie), bulk
of coin coming via weekend with
vaude of three days. Looks stroni;

$6,000. Last week, "Detour" (PRC)
and vaude headed by Donald O'Con-
nor split with "Paroled from Big
House" (Indie) and "I Demand Pay-
ment" (Indie), fine $7,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40

mount had no pictures on schedule
at lot. Those in work being on

(location so picket line was discon-
! tinned at 5 p.m. as Gpldwyn's work
j
halted on "Secret Life of Walter
jMitty' 1 and "The Best Years of Our
Lives." Nero's "The Chase," Inde-
pendent Production, failed to roll

either when electricians • failed to
GO)—"Blue Dahlia" (Par). Sturdy

| show. Everybody else in company
$14,000. Last week, "Heartbeat''

| showed for work. RKO reported
(RKO) trim $13,000 and m.o.

I Riffraff" and "Beat the Band" con-

60
"French
Last
and "Strange Mr. Gregory" (Mono)
$6,000.

'Janie' $7,000, Lincoln
Lincoln, July 2.

Two storms, Woody Herman's
band at the Coloseum and a carnival
are hurting biz this session. De-
spite this "The Outlaw" looks strong
on second week. "Janie Gets Mar-
ried" is top newcomer.

Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (LTC) (1,500; 44-551—

"Outlaw" (UA) (2d wk). Brisk
$7,500. Last week, smash $9,100.

Stuart (LTC) (1,800; 9-55) —
"Janie Gets Married" (WB). Okay
$7,000. Last week, "Dragonwyck"
(20th), $7,600.

Varsity (NTC) (1,100; 35-55)—
"Deadline at Dawn" (RKO). Mod-
erate $5,500. Last week, "Diary of
Chambermaid" (UA), $5,800.

Nebraska (LTC) (1,126; 9-43)—
"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue) and "Hot
Cargo" (Par). Okay $2,300. Last
week, "Dragonwyck" (20th) (2d wk)
and "Strange Triangle" (20th),
$2,400.

Columbia reported five films be
fore the cameras. "Bel Ami" (Loew-
Lewin l, was slated to go at RKO-
Pothe but moved to Enterprise be-
cause of picket lines at Culver City
studio.

Nelson Bids
Continued from page 6

Public Can Take
Continued from page 3

ord, ARI surveys show, is "Bells of

St. Mary's," which has been viewed
by 37,000,000 to 40,000,000 different

patrons. "Gone With the Wind"
grabbed off about 50,000,000 admis-
sions domestically, but there were an
amazing number of repeats. It was
seen three times, for instance, by.

around 10,000,000 ppople, according,
w ARI 'surveys. "Bells" was seen
twice by only 500,000 patrons, with
most polices indicating no interest

in a repeat viewing.

collusion, situation in the industry

will be worse instead of better, ac-

cording to Nelson.

He explained that during the days
of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration (NRA) he had had consid-

erable . experience with collusive

practices in situations similar to

those which might prevail in the
film industry. NRA finally beat these
unfair practices, in the construction
field, for instance, by forcing open
price filing with an agency such as

Dun & Bradstreet, Nelson said. He
advocated that attorneys for the in-
dies look into possibility of estab-
lishing a similar procedure for films
and presenting the plan to the D.
of J.

Nelson said he hoped that the
bidding procedure could be worked
out satisfactorily because it ad-
vanced the primary aim of the in-
dies that "pictures should be judged
individually on the basis of their
merit, as viewed by the public, and
not according to what a few people
within the industry think of them."
He said he thought the. plan would
result in better pictures.

He will return to the Coast
this week. Nelson said, but will
come back east and stay as long
as necessary to work into the decree
provisions that will be advantageous
to the members of his organization.

New B. 0. Peaks
Continued from page 1

was affected worst, although ARI
doesn't know particularly . why.
Top grosses were reached, ac-

cording to the polls, last November,
when' about 70.000,000 spins of. the

wicket each week were registered.

December fell off as a result of the

usual pre-Christmas lull, which
lasted for two weeks. January and
February of this year were just a

fraction below November's high,

while March and April were off

a bit more, but actually an incon-

sequential amount.
Servicemen Back

What brought November the new
high record was the return of serv-

icemen to civilian life. In that

month, ARI surveys showed that

instead of the '54,000.000 "regular"
theatregoers in the United Slates

during wartime years, the figure

had jumped to 56,000,000. A Vrogu-
lar" is interpreted by ARI as some-
one who attends films once in three

Weeks or oftencr. The 50,000,000

theatregoers purchase an average of

85,000,000 tickets every seven days.

A factor in the upturn of business,
of course, Sindlinger pointed out, is

the U. S. population increase. Ten
years ago, population was 131.000,-

000. Currently it is 139,500,000. That
means more potential theatre at-
tendees, which ARI now place at
81,000,000. This is an increase of
3,500,000 in the past four years. Of
that figure, 2,500,000 represent the
census climb and the other 1.000.000.
an increase in the number of film-
minded people. A "potential'' thea-
tregoer, according to ARI standards,
is anyone not too young, too old, loo
sick, etc., to attend.

Other Factors
Basis for Sindlinger's optimism

for record grosses next fall and win-
ter isn't the expectation that ticket

sales will be much higher than ihe
70,000,000 week registered in No-
vember, but that admission prices
have gone up and will continue to

go up. Due to this increased levy
per person, the prospects of eco-

nomic prosperity continuing, a gen-
eral inflationary trend in the coun-
try and the fact that audience de-

sire for films is at a peak. Sind-
linger sees the record grosser as-

sured for later this year.

Geo. Brown, Schafer

East for N. Y. Confabs
Paramount's chief publicity photog

Whitey Schafer has never been in

New York, so studio publicity chief

George Brown is taking him east

over the weekend. They arrive

Monday (8). Schafer will plane
back to Hollywood after a week of

gladhanding the N. Y. art" directors,

etc.

THEATRE MANAGER
Twenty yean experience In every

detail of theatre operation. New
York vicinity desired, Addreu Box

265. Variety, 154 Weit 46tb Street.

New York 19, N. Y.
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Stern Gets Fat Plum in WCAU Deal,

Plus $1,200,000 for Operations

Washington, July 2.

Details of the financing plan

which will transfer WCAU, Phila-

delphia, from the Levy Bros- to J.

David Stern's Philadelphia Record

for $6,000,000—largest station sale in

radio history—were revealed yester-

day (1) when the formal transfer

application was filed with the FCC.

Application, filed by Stern's law-

yers, Conn and Marks, declares that

Ike and Leon Levy, largest holders

of WCAU, are anxious to sell and

"to confine their interests to network

holdings." The Levys have a big

piece of CBS.
According to the application, the

price for the station and its FM af-

filiate comes to about $2,650,000.

Here is the way that works: Total

price is $6,000,000. But Stern Rets

$3,250,000 in cash in bank and govt,

bonds, plus another $600,000 in mis-

cellaneous assets. However, there

are outstanding liabilities of about

$500,000, of which $485,000 repre

sents income taxes owed to the Gov
ernment.
Reason for the transfer of cash

and bonds appears to be to duck in-

come tax which would have to be

paid on therri if they were declared

as dividends. The way the deal is

worked out, the present owners of

WCAU will only have to pay the

longterm capital gains tax which is

25%, much smaller than income

taxes would be.
* The financing operation Is exceed

Jngly involved. Reduced to its sim-

plest fundamentals, it will work as.

follows: The Courier-Post Co., of

Camden, N. J., the parent company
which holds the controlling stock of

the Philly Record, will borrow $5,-

500,000 from the Jefferson Standard

Life Insurance Co. and Pilot Life

Insurance Co., both of Greensboro,

N. C. (Jefferson', incidentally, owns
Station WBT, in Charlotte, and

through a subsidiary, owns WBIG,
in Greensboro.)
Courier-Post then lends $4,250,000

to the Record, its subsidiary. This

will be used for the sale and to clean

up certain other outstanding obliga-

tions, so that the insurance com-
panies will wind up as the sole long-

term creditors of the newspapers,

holding 4%% bonds of the Courier

company, due in 1961. Remainder of

the $6,000,000 price will come from

the liquid assets of WCAU. itself

Under the terms of the financing

there will be no lien or mortgage
on the assets devoted to broadcast-

ing, the sole lien being against the

Courier and the Record,

$1,206,000 Cash on Hand
When the deal is cleaned up, the

Record and Courier will be left with

about $1,200,000 cash on hand, which
will be additional: operating capital

and will bemused, presumably, for

the construction of the new radio

station building planned for WCAU.
Under the arrangement the WCAU

Broadcasting Co. will be liquidated

-and its stock turned over to the

Philly Record. The $6,000,000 deal

calls for. transfer of the full 1.000

shares of WCAU stock. These are

presently owned as follows: Ike and
Leon Levy, 326 2/3 shares apiece;

Wm. S. Paley (CBS board chair-

man), 110 2/3 shares; Samuel Paley,

108 shares; Ramraff & Co., of Los
Angeles; a sort of dummy corpora-

tion, holding 100 shares in trust for

Jacqueline Paley, daughter of Jacob

Paley: Edna Bortin, 10 shares: Stan

Lee Broza, 10 shares, and Jacob
Paley, eight shares.

Figures reveal that WCAU is a fat

plum. For the period from Jan. 1

through May 12, '46, station showed
a profit of $015,497. of which $300,-

000 came from a stock transaction.

Broadcast income during that period

was $536,540. and operating expenses

only $324,498. For the year ending

Dec. 31. 1945, profits were $625,000

before taxes.

Bob Allen on D. C. News
Programming structure discloses

that Robert S. Allen (ex of Pearson-
Allen) will have charge of Washing-
ton news for the station and will do
a weekly broadcast.

Deal also discloses that Smith
Davis, of Cleveland, who set up the

Kapner Exits Hearst Radio
Leonard Kapner is bowing but as

general manager of Hearst Radio,

Inc., which operates WBALi Balti-

more; WINS, New York and WiSN,
Milwaukee. However, he continues

as president of WCAE; Pittsburgh.

Latter station, though tying in

through Hearst Consolidated stock,

is ' owned by the Pittsburgh Sun-
Telegraph and is not part of the

Hearst-Radio operation.

Kapner's bowout has cued trade

speculation as to who takes over.

Reynolds Pubs

Piracy Charges
Hollywood, July 2.

Four-way action suit brought by
Craig Reynolds • against the Biow
agency, NBC, Philip Morris for al-

leged .plagiarism of. Reynolds' vet-

erans canteen idea on the Ginny
Simms show was withdrawn from
Federal Court Monday (1), by the

plaintiffs.

Charge of improper procedure in

transferring the case between jus-

tices was withdrawn by attorney

Jesse Levinson, when Judge Leon
Yankwich explained the transfer by
customary verbal approval had been
granted by Senior District Judge
Paul J. McCormick. )

Original action was dismissed in

July, 1945, on grounds that the plain-

tiff failed to show cause. On Jan

19, 1946 the case was dismissed on a

direct verdict by Justice J. F. T.

O'Connor. Levinson sought vacating

of latter on grounds that he was
disqualified since O'Connor owned
stock in station KMTR (now KLAC)

Church Buys WCKY Show

To Present Catholic View

On Controversial Issues
Cincinnati, July 2

With charges being thrown about
that stations are stalling: oh the

apportionment of time to religious

shows, the Catholic dioceses of Cov
ington, Ky., has purchased time out

right on WCKY, Cincinnati indie,

to air the "Hour of Truth." Show,
designed to project the Cathol

point of view on controversial sub
jects, preemed last Sunday (30) at

9:30 a. m.
Nine priests, from the diocese are

slated to be heard during the series.

Programs are written, prepared and
conducted by the priests uriUer the
supervision of Rt. Rev. William T.

Mulloy, bishop of Covington.

Retry Survey Proves You Cant

Laugh Off Effectiveness of Spots

Top Womai Ncwtcatttr!

LUCILLE HASTINGS
Awarded first honors for selection

nd preparations or a radio news-
ust by National Federation oC.Press

Women.
KLZ, DENVER

FCC MULLS NEW

YARDSTICK FOR

ENGINEERING
Washington, July 2,

FCC chairman Charles R. Denny
has called an informal engineering

lonference of govt, and industry men
for July 15-16 to discuss new stand-

ards for technical operation of all

U. . S. radio stations. .
New yard

sticks, drawn up informally by

FCC's engineering dept. were laid

before the commission here yester

day (1), as third and final session

of the clear channel radio hearing

got under way.
Results of the July parley will be

nailed down at a second conference

of the full FCC membership Aug. 5

where a definite decision favoring or

opposing the new standards is ex-

pected. A final ukase on the fate of

clears generally, according to Denny,

is due in September.
Meanwhile, Charles E. Noble, In-

ventor of the Westinghouse "Strato-

vision" technique of airborne broad-

casting, took the stand here yester-

day to report on his company's tests

with use of Stratovision in the stand-

ard broadcast field. Generally

favorable, the tests showed that a

one kw transmitter in a flying plane

is as good as' a 50 kilowatter on the

ground. Less conclusive was the

testimony on coverage, with FCC
engineers unable, to determine
whether Stratovision broadcasts

have skywave night-time coverage
is much greater than regular station

transmissions.

Last batch of testimony is expected
this week from KFAR, Alaska; the

governor of Wyoming; KXLA and
WLW, Cincinnati.

Twin Cities Gospel Beef
.Minneapolis. July 2..

More than 50,000 Twin Cilians

have signed petitions asking/a return

of gospel broadcasting to Twin

Cities radio stations, it was an-

nounced at a rally conducted here in.

protest to banning religious broad-.

casts
- , j

The rally was the second called

after WDGY cancelled wcek
:
day

religious broadcasts June 1 on the

ground their listenership was minor.

FCC Bars Down

On 'live Shows'
Washington. D. C, July 2.

FCC made four changes today (2)

in their definitions of program types

as set forth in the Blue Book. Most
significant one states that outlets

can now report local live shows
which they record for delayed

broadcasts as live shows, rather

than as transcriptions as previously

required.

Second change makes it clenf that

the so-called cooperative programs
are to be reported to the FCC as

network and not as local' shows.
Where a cooperative show is not

locally sponsored, it is to be con-
sidered as a network suslainer. If

there is a local sponsor, show must
be counted as a network commercial
program, even though the plug is

read by a local station announcer.'

Third revision changes designa-

tion of '.'public service" spot an-
nouncements to "non-commercial"
announcements. Fourth change per-
mits a . M'-i-minute unsponsbred
show that is not interrupted by a
spot announcement to be considered

a sustaining program. Earlier
definition related only to 15 minute
segments.

Rainey Charges Conspiracy, Asks FCC

Action Vs. Texas Quality Net Stations
Washington, July 2.

Homer Rainey, candidate for gov-
ernor of Texas, yesterday (1) called

on the FCC for an immediate hear-

ing to air his charges that four
powerful stations of the Texas Qual-
ity Network are violating the radio

act by limiting time given to politi-

cal broadcasts. (At deadline FCC
was reported ready to grant Rainey's
request for an immediate hearing).

Rainey, former President of the

University of Texas, claims a "con-

spiracy" in violation of the radio

statute was agreed upon by the four

stations—WBAP, Ft, Worth; WFAA.
Dallas; KPRC, Houston and WQAI.
San Antonio—when they learned of

his candidacy for the governorship.
Three of the four stations, Rainey

told the FCC, are publishers of daily

newspapers which have opposed his

original deal, gets $27,500 in commis- |
campaign and subjected him to a

sions. This is much smaller than an-

ticipated on a transaction of this size

and would indicate that a different

plan for financing was probably
made after Davis' original one.

Tie-in. of the Levys with CBS has

frequently been a sore spot with the

FCC and the sale may ease pressure

of the commission which has been
refusing to permit CBS to expand
beyond its seven owned and oper-

ated stations. The Levys own over
20,000 shares of CBS stock.

'barrage of editorials ^nd shaded
biased news stories.". By limiting

discussion of campaign issues over
(heir stations, the newspaper-radio
licensees are; according to Rainey,
presenting to. the public an unfair

and incomplete picture of the politi-

cal race.

In a petition filed by his counsel
Colin & Marks, fhe former Texas U.

prexy, said the FCC should either

revoke the licenses of the stations or

require them to change their policies

"to conform with the letter and spirit

of the Communications Act."

The alleged restrictive agreement
among Texas Quality Network sta

tions provides that no. broadcast time
would be sold to any candidate be
fore June 11: that only 30 minutes
of time would be available to any
candidate for state office for the
entire period between June 11 and
July 13; and that between July 13

and 27—date of the primary^-time
would be prorated in an indefinite

manner among the various candi

dates.

Rainey, one of 14 candidates for

governor, earlier protested the sta

lion's actions as. a possible anti

trust violation to the Department of

Justice and the FCC.

While the radio act does not obli

gale stations to sell any time for po
litical broadcasts, the charge here is

that the four individual licensees re
linquished ' individual responsibility

and conspired to limit the time sold
to keep Rainey—a formidable con
tender—off the air. With his pefi

tion, Rainey filed photostatic copies
of editorials and news stories.print
cd in the station-owned newspapers
which opposed him when he was re>

moved as president of Texas U. in

1944 and later when he tossed his
hat in the gubernatorial race.

Jritish Airers to 'Sell'

Immigration to Aussie

Newest Program Quirk
Iri the U. S. at present doing a

roundabout to London is Paul S.
Jacklin, program director of station

2UE, Sydney, Australia, key station

of Major Network, Inc. After a

look-see in Manhattan, he left Fri-

day (28) for Hollywood to be pres-

ent at the cutting of a series of spe-
cial transcriptions made for the next
Australian postwar loan. These
disks with film names will be cut

at the C. P. MacGregor waxworks
on the Coast.

Jacklin's mission to England is for

a- purpose perhaps unique in radio
history. As radio program rep for

the Australian govt., he will cooper
ate with BBC officials in lining up
broadcasts to "sell" immigration to

Australia. The Antipodes is getting
1,000 applications a week from
Britons but wants 3,000 a week
Ultimately the new Australia will
have 20,000,000, population instead of
the present 8,000,000, in the hopes of
that member of the British Com
monwealth of Nations.

'Gloom's' Summer Hiatus

Brightens WHN Picture
WHN. N. Y. indie, has lined up

more live shows for the summer
season than. it's had for a long time
as a result of the summer hiatus
of the station's "Groom Dodgers,'
morning serial. "Dodgers" has been
split up. into four evening shows, all
sustaining. Reshuffled schedule went
into effect Monday (1 ).

"Melody Theatre," featuring vo
calist Bob Shackleton. juve lead in
several Broadway musicals before
entering the Army, and Don A)
bert's orch, went into the 6:35-7 p.m
slot on Mondays. Tuesdays and Sat
urdays and 6:35-6:55. p.m. on Wednes-
days, Thursdays and Fridays. Liza
Morrow-BOb Houston musical va.
riety show, with Don Bestor's orch
follows from ' 8-8:30 on Tuesdays
through Fridays.

"Vic Damone Sings." with Beslor
prchr is in the 10-10:15 slot on
Wednesdays. Thursdays and Fridays
and "Rhumba Rhythms." with th
Albert combo, is now heard from
10:30-10:45 p.m. from Mondays
through Saturdays. Raymond Katz,
WHN program director, is producing
all four shows.

Trade reaction to results of Ed-

ward Petry & Co.'s. recent survey of

spot announcements in St. Louis, ;ij

disclosed In N. Y. last Thurs. (27),

was definite and brisk, indicating

wide interest in the study. Feeling

was that the survey gave new proof

of the effectiveness of the medium.

Several people said that they guessed
or even knew the results, but kept
their

:

thoughts q.t. so that others
wouldn't take advantage of it, while
others were astonished at high per-
centage of figures shown. .

Survey, first of its kind, concerned
itself only with spot announcements,
instead of programs, on the theory

that in previous studies audience re-

action to commercials has been over-

looked. In other words, "what'radio
research forgot." Petry, lop station

rep outfit in the business, made its

survey in St. Louis, where it repre-

sents no station, in January and Feb-
ruary. Seven leading advertisers and
their agencies, plus local St. Louis

stations, helped.

Question to be answered was—can

people recognize commercials after

being on the air one and two months?
Petry recorded new commercials;

did a prc-test survey, playing 1he

commercials oh phonographs in St.

Louis homes in December before

they went, on the air; put thein on

the air Jan. i, then made one survey

end of January, another end of Feb-

ruary. Eight different commercials-
straight talk, dramatizations, jingles

—were broadcast over five different

stations, at various times, five to 16

messages a week.

Survey showed an average of 44%
istenors recognizing a commercial

at end of first month, 48 <
-u at end of

second month. It proved, according

to Petry, that spot radio builds with

great speed; that in addition to being

fast, spot radio is also very inexpen-

sive. In other words, spot radio't-ives

advertisers more results, faster, at

less costs, than any other medium.
Breakdown of commercials tested,

and first second month's findings, is

as follows:
One Two
month months

Mennen Baby Powder
(one .minute, two
voice ET — non — 5

KXOK, 5 KWK) 34%
Adams Clove Gum (sta-

tion break, jingle

—

evening—5 KMOX).. 50

Beechnut Gum (station

break, live — day — 6

KSD, 4 KMOX, 6
KXOX) 49

Marlin Blades (one min-
ute, jingle — early
morning—3 KXOK, 2

WEW) 27

Colgate Hand Cream
(one minute, two voice

ET — daytime— 10

KWK, -3 KMOX) 51

Goodyear Soles (sta-

tion break, talk—eve-
ning—5 KMOX, 5

KWK) 30

Ludcn's (station break,
talk — evening — 5

KMOX) 51

Chiclets (station break,
jingle—early morning
—5 KMOX) 48

Henry Gringold, speaking for Pe-

try before 150 ' station reps, lime

salesmen and execs from nrt work
spot sates depts., further analyzed

the scores, suggesting other conclu-

sions that might be drawn from ihe

survey. Since spot commercials built

attention, so swiftly, perhaps copy

Ought to be changed or rotated move

often that in the past., Perhaps pres-

ent broadcast schedules .should re-

flect greater variation as to lime of

clay and type of program. Maybe
survey indicates that air. lime before

8 a.m. is more productive Ihaii is

generally thought.

37'.4

61

51

26

51

SI

51)

MacGregor Checks Into

NBC as Senior Producer
Kenneth MacGregor, who pro-

duced the "Grand Ole Op.ty" NBC
Saturday night show for Win. Esty

agency, has checked in at NBC <is

senior radio producer.

MacGregor's initial production

chore will be the upcorning/ "C;:riii-

val With Bernie West." new liilent

development show going into 'ihe

Saturday 7:30 period.
MacGregor has been iclenlifn'l

with a number of top airer.1 l'«r

years with Esty, Benlon & Bowles,

etc.
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NBC S TALENT FARMOUT PLAN
Three R&R Execs Walk in Biggest

Agency Spiitup in Years; Biz Goes Too
Bi."gc*t agency' splilup in recent

t

years look place last week when

three of the lop execs at Ruthrauff

and Ryan walked .
out and formed

'their own agency. The trio's break-

away particularly ' affects the

a"ency's radio dept., and will have

a" drastic . bearing on its billings,

since the three are taking a large

; chunk of the business with them.

Exiling the R&R picture to set up

their own agency were Don Stauf-

fcr, vecpee who headed up the ra-

dio operations; Heagan Bayles, also

of the agency's radio braintrust, and

Raymond F. Sullivan, veepee and,

account exec. New outfit will be

known as Sullivan, Stauffer &
Bayles. In.' addition to Sullivan's

Noxema business, trio is reported

taking the American Home Prod-

ucts billings with them, along with

40 of the R&R .
personnel, including

the -American Home Products con-

tact man, John P. Cohane:
Split up is reported to have been

precipitated by the R&R top brass

refusal to cut Sullivan, Stauffer and
Bayles in on stock participation.

Colwell to SSB Setup
Cuiug just as much comment

in tlie trade as the Sullivan-

SlaufTcr-Bayles breakaway from
Ruthrauft' & Ryan agency last

week is the decision of Robert
Colwell to check out of J. Wal-
ter Thompson agency to tie in

with the new S-S-B agency op-
eration; Report is that the Col-

well exit from Thompson is im-
minent.

Colwell, who has been with
JWT since 1928, has been one of
the major sparkplugs in the

agency operation for years and
only recently was named head
of the agency plans board, giv-

ing him the status of exec
vecpec in the overall 'JWT op-
eration.

Doug Coulter to F-C-B
Douglas Coulter, former. CBS pro-

gramming vecpee, joins Foote, Cone

& Belding oh July 15.

He'll become New York manager

of the agency's radio dept. and spe-

cial asst. to Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,

agency's radio head.
.

Trip, it's said, took the position that
the' continued upswing in R&R bill

iiigs. particularly through the war
years, was in no small measure due
to their combined energies and
thai, instead of counting them
in on a stock payoff as concrete
recognition' of their services, the
agency went to such other measures
as lo bring in Fred B. Ryan. Jr., as
prexy and F. Bourne RuthraufT (out
of the service) into a vecpee spot
to pave the way for their master-
minding iho operation. ;

Meanwhile, R&R has announced
sonic new appointments to help fill

in the gaps. Merritt W. Bariuim
and Willson Tuttle were named as
co-directors of the radio dept.
Barnum joined the agency in 1937
as supervisor of nightime programs.
In 1942 he went with the OWI and
upon his return to the agency was
elected a veepee and put in charge
of programming. Tuttle, who join-
ed, the agency in' 1938 as a. radio
producer, has been in charge of. tal-
ent for tlie past three years. Agency
has also elected Charles T. Ayrcs as
a veepee.

'Bands' to Hold

Spotlight As

Recruit Lure
Unusual deal has just been ef-

fected whereby the Coca-Cola "Spot-

light Bands" three - nights - a - week
show on Mutual will be sold outright

to the U. S. Army Recruiting Serv-

for eight weeks this summer,

starting July IS.

As a result, "Bands," which was
slated lo go off the air for eight-

week period after the July 12 broad-
cast, will stay put, with the coke
outfit bowing out of the picture com-
pletely and N. W. Ayer agency tak-

ing over the program 'o plug recruit-

ments. Program spots Guy Lom-
bardo on Mondays, Xavier Cugat on
Wednesdays and Harry James oh
Fridays.

There's one interesting angle to

the lend-lease arrangement that has

cued speculation as to whether Coca

Cola will be back in the fall with the

same show and format. The "Spot-

light; Bands" title is reportedly the

properly of the coke outfit and not

MCA, talent agency .on : the three-

band show. Since Coca-Cola is re-

linquishing its rights to_ the title for

I he hoi-weather period," it's regarded-

as conjectural whether the sponsor

will revive "Spotlights" when it re-

turns lo the air on Sept. 9, or make
a 'switch in its programming plans.

Anchor Hocking Finally

Admits Xrime' Does Pay;

Plans Sponsoring 'Photog'
After blowing hot and cold for

months. Anchor Hocking looks set

this week to sponsor the CBS-pro-
duced whodunit, "Crime Photogra-
pher." Latter has been on network
over two years, getting, plenty of

moving around from time to time
and night to night, holding a good
Hooper despite that. At one time
show hit over 12. Currently it leads
the CBS sustained with 7.7.

Crime" is based on a character
created by George Harmon Coxe
but* the radio series has been writ-
ten after, the first few weeks by
Alonzo Dean Cole. John Diotz di-

rects and Robert J. Landry super-
Vises.

U.S. Steel's Guilder

Back-But Where?
U. S. Steel is definitely returning

in the fall as bahkroller of the

"Theatre Guild of the Air" -60-min-

u te show. Whether it returns to

ABC, however, appears lo be a moot
point at the moment, with CBS re-

portedly making a concerted pitch

to wrap up the billings.

Should the show exit from the

ABC roster, it would be the second

full-hour Sunday night program to

check off the network, leaving ABC
120 minutes of open time. (Show
was heard last season in the 10 lo 11

p.m. period.) The Ford symphony
show, heard in the 8 to 9 slot, is

planning to move out. probably to

Sunday afternoon on NBC.

There's no definite decision as yet

on the CBS overtures lo cop the

U. S. Steel show, but one is expected

shortly.

A progressive step in radio devel-

opment has just been taken by NBC,
in its inaugural of a farm-out system
for talent. The plan—wnich is as
simple as, and akin to, the farm-out
setup in baseball between major
league clubs and their minor-league
affiliates— embraces NBC signing
promising talent to exclusive net-
work contracts, and sending this

talent to hinterland stations for ex-
perience and development.

The experiment was' begun three
weeks ago when NBC sent Tommy
Allen, young baritone, to WKY,
Oklahomo City on. a 13-week loan-
out. At end of period, Allen returns
to- the network, to be replaced at
WKY by other NBC talent. NBC is

nW negotiating a similar deal in
Buffalo. It also has a deal with
KYW, Philadelphia, which has a
show it's sending to the network,
whereby NBC will , supply some of
the talent, thus integrating the farm-
out plan further.

Plan, long-time idea of Clarence
L. Menser, NBC's v.p. in charge of
programs, was proposed, by him five
years ago at various station meet-
ings, but was deferred because of
the war. NBC, proud of being a net-
work of facilities, has also wished to
establish itself as a network of
people. It . has long cherished the
idea, of developing talent as network
people, rather than belonging to
agencies or sponsors!
Striving*for a- national network

talentwise, Menser several months
ago got $100,000 from NBC for tal-

ent development. Money was to go
specifically for talent development
expenses. As an illustration, NBC
heard a singer, Ward Donovan, an
cx-GI, on its Welcome Home audi-
tions. Chap had some promise but
not enough to warrant auditions
board signing to a contract.

Instead of dropping him, however,
Menser decided to pay for six weeks'
coaching for Donovan. Then Menser
auditioned the singer again and was
so impressed with the improvement,
that he signed Donovan to a network
contract. Two weeks later NBC sold
Donovan commercially, on his own
program, and the singer is now being
angled for by the films.

NBC's farm-out plan, doesn't in-

clude merely performing talent, but
producers, announcers, etc., as well,

plan applying to all phases of talent.

System is also two-way. NBC en-
couraging local stations lo send in

platters of promising home talent,

so that net can have first crack at

this talent when it decides to move
along, or is improved enough for the
big-lime.

Plan has many angles and pos-'

sibilitics. according to Menser. It

(Continued on page 32)

Sale of WHOM, N. Y., to Generoso Pope

Presages Fireworks; Political Past,

Present, Loom As Stumbling Blocks

Canada Dry's CBS Show
Canada Dry has purchased the

Friday night 7:30-8 p.m. period on
CBS, returning in the fall with its

first network show since it dropped
sponsorship of "Information Please"
back in 1942. J. M. Mathes agency
is

. currently shopping around for a
show.

Last time Canda Dry was on CBS
was back in 1933, when it bankrolled
the. Jack Benny program.
Friday 7:30 slot becomes vacant

when the Borden Ginny Simms
show moves into the later evening
segment being: vacated by. Pabsl.

ABCsSUMM)

(Tine and Talent)

Al Pearce Sale
Whatever casualties may be be-

falling ABC on nighttime sponsor-
ship, it's probably in the most, en-
viable daytime position of all Jhe
webs. As further evidence of how
the future of daytime radio is shaping
up, the network is in process of
sewing up one of its biggest, con-
tracts in months, involving an esti-

mated $1,900,000 annual gross bill-

ing on time, and talent.

Deal involves sponsorship of the
five-times-a-week Al Pearce after-

noon show, with Armour picking up
the tab, starling Oct. 1. It'll be
sponsored on a 25-miiuites a day
basis. It's an ABC-built show, with
both time-talent benefits accruing
to the network, similar to ihc ad-
vantages reaped by

.
the web in its

other network-built cross-lhc-board
shows, such as "Bride and Groom,"
"Breakfast Club" and "Breakfast in

Hollywood." Today they're- all sold
out. add tip to millions in gross rev-
enue and, of chief advantage to

ABC, they can't be moved.
Meanwhile. Necdhani. Louis &

Bro'rby agency is dickering for the
5:15-5:30 slot on ABC currently oc-

cupied by "Dick Tracy" for Derby
Foods, subsid of Swift Packing Co..

one of the web's top coin spenders.

Derby Foods plans plugging Peter

Pan Peanut Butler in Ihc choice
kid-lislening slot . with the takeover
expected imminently. However,
N.L&B agency will build a new
show for Swift.

BORDEN GETS PABST

FRI. NITE CBS SLOT
The Borden-1 Ginny Simms show,

which has been heard Friday nights

at 7:30 on CBS, has top priority for

acquisition of the Friday 10 to 10:30

period on the same web. which has

been relinquished by Pabsl. Latter

outfit moves over to Thursday night

10:80 on NBC with the new Eddie

Cantor show in the fall.

Move leaves CBS with only one

half-hour evening period to rill be-

fore it. can again hang out. the SRO
sign. That's the Saturday 7 p.m. slot

being vacated by Squibb's "Academy
Award Theatre," which switches

over to Wednesday night on CBS.

$66,949,442 Grossed in 4 Months

By 4 Major Nets, Topping Last Year
Despite the commercial cancellations, of the past two months, the

four major networks were way put in front on gross time sales for the.

first four months of 1946, as compared with billings for the same
period in '45. Mutual, in particular, climbed into new high figures.

As compared with last year's $03,639,570 billings for the first four

months, this year the four major webs racked up $66,949,442 for the

cumulative period.

The networks during April again topped the $16,000,000 mark, as

compared with last April's $15,217,709 in gross, sales.

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES

+• Negotiations were completed last

week (subject to FCC approval) for

the sale of the Cowles-owned
WHOM, N. Y., to Generoso Pope;
owner of II Progresso, largest Italian

daily in America.
The Cowles outfit had been anx-

ious to unload the station for. a long
time. It had been losing money
steadily, but in recent months is re-
ported to have perked up consider-
ably with the return of its foreign-

language schedules, a de-iemphasis .

on the prestige aspects and putting
the accent where the coin lies. How-
ever, Cowles group felt that despite

the fact the station is again operating
in 'the black, it didn't sec too much
future in it and decided to sell.

Station fetched $450,000..

Just how far the sale will get with
the FCC is something else again.

The repercussions are expected to be
thick and furious. Particularly in

view of Pope's background and how
he's regarded by pro-democratic
forces in N. Y.
These are' some of the develop-,

ments that dan be looked for:

1. Once it becomes common
knowledge that Cowles has sold the
station to Pope, a veritable storm of

protest is expected, with an exhaus-
tive FCC probe into Pope's back-
ground and his identification in past
years with pro-fascist elements re-
garded as inevitable.

2. If the FCC gives the sale an
okay, it's regarded as equally cer-

tain that the Mester Bros.,, whose ap-
plication for purchase of the Bulova-
owned WOV in N. Y. was turned
down, will smack right back with a
"what goes here? .If Pope's good
enough for one station, we're good
enough for another."

3.
.
Pope, it's considered certain,

will convert WHOM into a 100%
Italian-operated station, staffed com-
pletely by Italians. It's reported that

Pope' has already served notice he'll

drop Polish, German, English, etc.,

broadcasts.

4. Such an eventuality will prob-
ably give WOV the "out" its re-

ported to have been looking for—to
switch from Italian-language broad-
casting to all-English. Thus the
'WHOM sale will change the whole
character of operation of two of the
N. Y. indies, with a resultant effect

oil the N. Y. market.
These are some of (he allegations

that the FCC will undoubtedly
probe. That up to the eve of Amer-
ican entry into the war. Pope's in-

fluential paper espoused the Fascist
cause, and that he was honored by
Mussolini. That he was made a
"Grand Officer of the Fascist Crown
Order or Italy." That, as a power
in the Democratic machine politics
in N. Y. state, he is able to deliver
the „ slate's very numerous Italian
voles for the party.
Pope came in for considerable

criticism during the recent plebiscite
in Italy because of the paper's pro-
monarchist attitude and because of
the daily's strong nationalistic (Ital-

ian) tone' which, critics contend,
doesn't jibe with a purely American
outlook.

NBC ..

ABC
CBS . .

.

Mutual

NBC .

ABC . .

CBS . .

Mutual

(Estimated)
FOR APRIL

1946

...... $5,627,700

...... 3,428,300

5.159,900

...... 2,247,600

$16,463,500

FOR FIRST FOUR MONTHS
(Estimated)

1946
',. .$22,226,457

..... 14,147,000 >

21,384,730

9,189,255

$66,949,442

1945

$4,980,920

31229.000

5.270.300

1,737,429

515.217.709

1943

$21,158,800

14.182,400

22.435.000

5,863,370

$63,039,570

Bolger NBC Show Hits

Snag on 2+G for Star;

Taylor's Two-Way Stint
New Ray Bolger show auditioned

last week by Biow. agency as re-
placement for the Johnny Desmond
"Philip Morris Follies" Tuesday
night program on NBC has run into
a .coin snag.

.
Bolger, via Wm. Morris agency,

wants . $2,500 a week as his share
of the deal, it's reported, but Biow
agency, it's • claimed, regards ' the
figure as too high. Set to co-head-
line with Bolger on the show is

Margaret Whliing.
Henry Taylor has been set as the

writer on the program, which gives
him two-way Biow scripting opera-
tion. He's also taken over the script-
ing job on the Schick Monday night
CBS show, which, incidentally, is

now going on a. week-to-week basis.
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•McGARRY AND HIS MOUSE" BENNY GOODMAN SHOW
Wilh Wendell Corev; reggy Conk- With . Benny Goodman orch, Good-

I n BetCv Garde Velcr Van 1 man sextet. Art Lund; Martha Tll-

Slccden orch, Bert Parks, an- ton, Peter Donald; Bud Collyer,

"PHONE AGAIN FINNEGAN"
With Stuuri Erwin, Harry Stewart,

Marlene Anies. Florence. Lake;

Lou KoslolY •music; Ken
announcrr

Producer: Frank Ferrin

Director: llobnrl Donovan
Writers: Ashmearte

. Stewart
! 30 Mlns.; rhuis.., 10:30 EDT

summer replacement show f$VB»s-
: come up -with - oneJlJ^J^0^'

; WABC -CBS. New York.
..

i6'linu\-I.<'V(illcy>

in NBC '.Saturday after

aouncer. . .

-

Writer: .lack Roche, Jack Byrne

Producer: Ruiicrt Lucas
» Miiis.; Wed.. 9 p.m.

BRISTOL-MYERS
WEAF-NBC. N. Y.

lYoinio & RiibicnnO

announcer
. Writer: Welburn Kcltcy
! 30 Mins.; Monday. 9:30 p.m.

i SOCONY-VACUUM
WEAF-NBC, ,n.. y.

I

' tCoinp.'oiii

'Paced by the line music of Benny

Nllcs

Scott, Harry

Filling in as the Eddie Canto v : Goodman and his band. NBC -lias
\ HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.

lol-Mvcrs 'K this new situation ; cooling programs as replacement tor',
101 w>

' " -"Information Please" that's just the

From
comedv about a' 'rookie.'sleuth and „ » — . -

to "mouse" based on the Matt -thins for relaxed listening on a hot
, _

•ravior scries in This Week -mas,
\
summer -nii'ht. '-Victor Bprgc. joins i 1100n s1ol lnls suiart Erwin script

Jack Roche and .Tack Byrne have t the show when it moves to the Coast
J s iUnv n0iv | K1S a CBS Thursday

taken over the task of adapting the , 0n Sept. 9. I night spot and should ..build a fol-

series to -radio and what they ob- Mood of this whole show, from the
| lowing. The travails or the Welcome

viouslv have striven for is to invest I dialog to the commercials, is light
(
Arflw. apartment house stiperinlend-

the script with: a Damon Runyones- ! arid ' a'irv. Only trouble to be ex- e,u. ''with his malaprop Swedish

que 'flavor. However, "McCarry and
j
pocte.d is 'trial- succeeding programs

| janitor ico-aulhor Harry Stewart

His Mouse" oil the initial broadcast
\
might not be ".able- to match the

, doubles in that role), the slangy

last Wednesday <26) missed the
;
p.recin (1 >. Goodman dug deep nito

| Florence Lake as the • telophoniste.

flavor and came out flat, his library and came up with a series .

-

and other -assorted .characters, make
What actually emerged was just I of the top tunes he's made famous,

| f01- a fuiuiv pattern. The debut show
a dumb detective, without, any- .re- (.apparently leaving nothing for next- -- • - — ..

deeming features.. The fact that his I week and thereafter except the

gal pulled him out of the hole into ! newer songs. Reprise of his past

which he inevitably tripped simply successes, such as "I Got Rhythm,-,

because he was a dumb guy, made "Sing. Sing, Sing." etc., must have
brought back plenty of nostalgicfor a story, but it was. neither par-

tieularly funny nor clever. A fast-

running give-and-take of wise-crack-

ing quips -or 'a surprise punch might
have provided the missing ingredi-

ents, but' lacking these, qualities the

script emerged, as one in which the

listener was always one stop ahead
of the characters. .'."-

It'll take belter writing than that

which emerged on the first show to

launch the < type of characters

"McGarry" sorely heeds, Wendell
Corey.-.who plays the male lead in

the "Dream ' Girl" legiter. performs
the role of -the sleuth adequately,

which was probably all that one
could bring to the part- as written.;

Peggy Conklin. given a straight role

as the . "mouse." turned in .a good:

workmanlike .performance.
Bert Parks .handles the Ipatia and

Trushay commercials. Rose.

"VIC AND SADE"
With Art Van Harvey, Bernardine

Klynn, Billy Idelson, Clarence
Hartzell, Johnny Coons; Dorothy
Day, Norman Gottschalk, .

John
Mallow', announcer

Producer-Director: Roy Wvnsor
Writer: Paul Rhymer '..-.

3* Mlns.; Thurs., 1:30-8 p. m, CDST
F. W. FITCH
WGN-Mutual, Chicago .

(Ramsey)
'

After 13' year!? of rehearsal as a

daytime show. "Vic and Sade" grad-
uated to a half-hour nighttime spot

Thursday (27) under the sponsorship
of Fitch's Shampoo. Program fell

wav short of attaining, bigtime stat-

ure and was a disappointment to

many who expected great thir.gs

lr<- ii the package,
Oettine oft to a fast start with

elcver introductions of the featured
thesper.=—music to fit each character
—show began to- want after the first

lew minutes aud ended up at a snail's

fiace. Concentrating' on spieling

arge doses of the homey philosophy
that made the package a favorite of

davlime listeners, the evening- show,

failed to develop a plot of sufficient

interest to make many listeners want
to return for a second chapter. Night
time audience is a grcad deal differ-

ent from those during the. day. and
in order to hold the. more discerning'

owl listeners script will- have, to rc-

velop better wcek-to-week conlin-
Uitv.

Forced milking of the script for

lauy.hs, were evident in the half-

hearted studio and response and rep-
etition of catch lines became tire-

some after the first two or three
times. Timing of the show was off.,

winding up two minutes ahead of

schedule:
Despite the indifferent script, ac-

tors did a heroic job in holding the

show together. Art Van -Harvey was
especially fine as Vic. adding a

soothing touch with his easy-going
delivery. Bernardino Flynn was her
usual reliable Sade. with Clarence
Hartzell getting laughs as tJnclo

Fletcher. Foos.

dreaming to listeners, who will miss
this on future broadcasts.

•

Novel, idea in the show might do
something to overcome this: Pro-
granv each week, will feature a dif-

ferent giiestar. a top' name in jazz

associated with one of the songs

Goodman helped parlay into the big

time.'-.. Martha Tilton, probably the

best vocalist the maestro ever had.

did the honors opening night with

"And the; Angels Sing." the number
that sent her to the top. Miss Til-

ton; plus the arrangement, were- just

as good as ever. With trumpeter
Ziggy Ellman now in the Tommy
Dorsey crew, Goodman himself took
the solo break on his clarinet, giv-

ing it a fine ride.

Peter - Donald's zany raconteurlng
is tcpnptch. Guy's, a. master -dialec-

tician giving yock-provokin'g defini-

tions of a clarinet, chamber music,
etc. He also banters the Red Horse
commercials around with announcer
Bud Collyer, corning them up. but
probably making them even more
effective than the

:
straight-faced

variety.
Goodman's, band remains one of

the prime exponents of solid swing
and the maestro furnishes the icing

to each number with his round-
toned clarinet/ Band vocalist Art
Lurid, ^pegged by some critics to

match Sinatra some . day, gets
crack at only one number but that's

plenty , to demonstrate the reasons
for his rapid rise to the front ranks.

Stat

proved a pleasant .half hour. There's
a touch "of- the "Duliys Tavern" in

this show, but by no means as broad
as Ed Gardner's zanyisms.

This particular script erred only in

the supposedly snooty and sophisti-

cated "Mrs. Sloan," who. ad libs

phrases of French quite patly. mis-
taking Londrcs (French version of

London ) for " laundry ,'.'

' This has' to

do with a. cultured Chinese whom she
suspects of being.a laundryman until,

the ambassador-wilhoul - portfolio

patiently . explains that ' races and
peoples should not be typed.

As the cast of characters—switch-
board girl, harassed super, smor-
gasbord janitor, irate tenants, etc.

—

would indicate, the pattern for an.

ever-changing. "Grand Hotel", tech-,

niflue is present. . As Erwin & Co.
troupe it. they make it ..highly

palatable, but in the final analysis
the script will be the answer.

Household Finance (loan com-
panyi plugs its 362 branches with
local pipe-ins for the local loan.. of-
fice addresses. :^bel.

"MAN AND ATOMIC ENERGY"
With Dr. Edward Teller, Dr. J. 3.

Nickson, Dr. Joseph Mayer, Don
Ward, moderator

Producer-Director: Fred Kllian
15 Mins.; 10:30-10:45 p.m., Tues.-
Thurs.

Sustaining
WENR, Chlcage
1 Three top-flight . professors from
the University of Chicago, get to-

gether for this intimate show to give
the audience : an adult, but simple
explanation of the problems con-
fronting them by the development
of the atomic bomb. All . three are
working on the atomic energy proj-
ect at the university, and what they
have to say should make sense to

the average listener.

Presented as a runnerup to the
Bikini tests, the program is in the
form of a round table discussion
with Don Ward, local ABC staffer

pumping questions . at the experts.
Problems..such as the' value of the
Bikini tests; atomic control; atomic
legislation, etc., were discussed.

Show doesn't use a script with the
exception of Ward's: questions, and
the profs do a fancy job of keeping
the highly technical subject down to

the layman's level.
'

Show: is the first of four such air-

ings. First was only carried locally,

.but network plans call for the pro-
gram to be piped nationally for the
remainder of the series. Foos,

"HUNGER MARCHES ON"
("March of Time")
With Westbrook Van Voorhls, an-

nator
Producer: Max Wylle
Director: Lester Vail
Director Fin.'s Fa rr, Paul 'Milton
Music: Lyn Murray
30 Mlns.; Thursday (25), 9 p.m.
UPTON TEA
WABC-VRS, N. Y.

(Youiio Sc Rubtcamt
Excellent example of what the

FCC must have been talking about
when it urged the networks to ex-
pand, their public service programs,
"Hunger Marches On" was also a
prime example of the fine benefits to
be derived when a public-servicc-
mihdcd advertiser wants to support
a public cause. Done in the usually
moving "March of Time" style, the
prograTn was a dramatic plea to the
American public for greater support
or the President's food-saving pro-
gram and all connected with, it are
to be commended.
Mca of bringing MOT back for a

single broadcast since its brownout
last summer originated with Robert
.1. Smallwood, prexy of the Lipton
firm. Believing his outfit, as a food
company, should . do something to
wake up the American public to the
woeful plight of the starving peo-
ples- throughout the world. Small-
wood approached Young St Rubicam
with the idea, and they suggested the

i
MOT format. Lipton. besides paying
part of the production fab. also do-
nated -the air time, which was to

|
have been . used for the summer sign-

I oft" of "Inner Sanctum."
Working in cooperation with the

I

Time mag
.
publishers, Y.St R. assem-

bled the entire MOT staff. Material
for the show was gathered from the
mag's bureaus in foreign countries,
and 50 correspondents contributed
lo the broadcast. Producer. Max
Wylie.: along with scripters Finis
Fiirr and Paul . Milton, selected the
best contributions and wrapped them
up. into a program, that should ac-
complish much in needling the
American people into supporting the'

anti-famine drive. Show pulled no
punches in stressing its basic theme
—that "democracy- cannot live in" a
famine land" and that Americans
must not let it be another case of
"too little, and too late."

With Westbrook Van Voorhis. the
MOT voice, stringing the episodes
together in top dramatic fashion, the
program presented actual case his-

tories of the results of famine on the
peoples Of Greece and China; where
the inhabitants arc actually eating
clay, cohtrastin this with the. situa-

tion in the U. S. Cast was uniformly
good, with the voices of President
Truman and Roosevelt sounding life-

like. Lyn Murray's original score
did much to heighten the show's
mood. Stal.

"NO HAPPY ENDING"
With Sam Wananiake'r. Charlotte

Holland. Stuart Macintosh, Wll
Ham Grlffis, Madeleine Pierce,
Grace Keddy,. John Larkln, Lewis
Hall; Had Hall, announcer

Writer: Dorothea Lewis
Director: Edward King
Producer: Margaret Cuthberl
30 Mins.; Sat, 5 p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

With "Phone Again, Finncgan"
shifting into a Thursday night spot
in the summer schedule' reshuffle,
NBC is filling the comedy show's
former time with a program having
a diametrically opposite mood. -"No
Happy Ending"- is an apt title for
this scries designed to put the fear
of the corner traffic cop. into hearts
Of auto drivers. It's grim stuff de-
livered in gripping styles.' Usual
dry-as-'dust traffic safety preach-
ment has been transmuted into an'

intense emotional, wallop through
the alchemy of some expert script-
ing and highly dramatic perform-
ances.

Script, for the initial program
skillfully disguised' the didactic note
in a story of a woman's love for a
man. Sum " Wairamaker played an
unstable young fellow, back from
service in the air corps, is driven by
a war-created demonip urge to flirt

with seir-dcstrucliori.. Charlotte
Holland was impeccable as the girl,

projecting her love and anxiety with
subtle understatement. Denouement
exploded with a powerful kick. The
girl gets killed in a collision while
the fellow survives in guilt-laden re
morse. For. those who. didn't get the
point, a brief message on traffic
safety was supplied at closing -by a
member of the city's police depart-
ment.

"BY POPULAR DEMAND"
With Mary Small, Harry Babbitt,

Ray Bloph-Oicli; Clayton Collier,

announcer

Writer: Jack Rulilii

Producer; lidward Wolf

30 Mins.: Thurs.; 9:30 p.m.

i CONTl PRODUi'TS
WOK-Muluul. N. Y,

i Bcrmriij/liffiiM

: This new 'musical stanza as sum-

niei- replacement fov "Treasure Hour

of Song" .was solid tin its precm last

Thursday night t.2"i, and. if initial

stanza 'is- harbinger ol what' is to

follow. "By Popular. Demand" should

maintain, ' it not enhance' listener

audience of its predecessor.

Formal of new show has lop enter-,

.tamers, orch leaders, and bistro op-

erators selecting flic tunes each

week to be sung by Mary Small or

Harry Babbitt, or played by Ray

Bloch's orch. It's Somewhat. : of a

switch on Phileo's "Wall of. Fame"
aircr with songs' instead of .enter-,

tainers featured.

On initial stanza. "I've Got the Sun
in the

;
Morning," selected ;by Bonny

Goodman, was given -a nifty workout
by'Miss Small. Babbitt -followed with
"The Gypsy," wilh';Blpch orch then
taking over on. Latin tunes as a
salute to Brazil, •"i'hry Say It's

Wonderful," .Frank--- Sinatra's se-

lection, was sung: by Miss Small, who
then teaced with ; Babbitt for an
oldie. "By- the Light of the Silvery
Moon."
Sherman; Billingsley's show tune

selection of the week. "Make Be-'
tieve" from "Show Boat," was neatly
done by the orch. seguing , into "The
Girl That I Marry" sung by Babbitt,

with Miss Small winding up show
with ' "Laughing ; on the Outside."
Overall made a pleasant, music and
song interlude.

Trio of commercials.- handled by
Clayton Collier, stressed virtues of
sponsors Castile shampoo. 'Edba.

This show is more than public
service: it's solid entertainment.

"DAWN BUSTERS"
With Margie O'Dalr, Bonnie Bell,

.Kelly Rand. Dawn Busters Or-
chestra

Writers: Henry Dupree. Irving VI-
dacovich

Producer: Ed Hoerner
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri.. 8:15 a.m.
Sustaining
WWL. New Orleans

As an early morning alrer." this

show lias a heavy get-up-and-get
accent - on jazz,' brass, and corn.
Variety format is a routine mix of
orchestra music, vocals, and gagging,
all of which might, add . up to a
listchable session if it wasn't so
early in the day. Orch busts the
dawn wide open with' a' blaring intro

setting the tone for what follows.
Quietest piece was Kelly Rand's
crooning of "Night and Day" with-
Margie O'Dare tailing back into the
general swing with a strident ren-
dition of "Give Me; A Little Kiss,".

A spate of music in old-fashioned
New Orleans jazz: style was dished
^ip .by a small instrumental' combo
working oyer VRoyal Garden Blues"
—meaning lots of jam and loud,
Gagging on the program . was also
way back from Dixieland - with a
slightly > Used collection, of jokes',

limericks, and one ditty entitled

"I'm Charles Boyer of Kafkas"
sung iii Creole dialect. Overall
quality of the show, however, is

zestfui.

THE JACK KIRKWOOD SHOW
With Lillian Leigh, Gene Lavelle,
Lud Gluskin orch, Jimmy Walllng-
ton, announcer; Connie Haines,

- guest.
Writers: Margaret Wllkins, Ned
Cronk, Louis Scales

Director: Paul Franklin
30 Mlns.; Moil., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

CBS' attempts at becoming a prime
outlet for comedy reaches the extent
of plugging its plans toward that end
on this sustainer. as it plans doing
oh subsequent shows. But after first

hearing of the Jack Kirkwood show,
it's plugs in that direction cannot be
taken too seriously.

Jack Kirkwood's FalslalTian voice
and brand of literate, humor hasn't

the necessary writing to back him
up. For the most part the situations

arc puerile and rarely jives with the

type of characterization set by the

comic.

. Support isn't of top calibre cither,

although his sidekick. Gync Lavallc,

does a good allawund job despite the

handicap of the writing. Perhaps the

low spot on opening stanza was scene
relegating the sound-effects man as

the chief comic. This sequence- is

little more than a. repetition of varied

sounds made by moving object?
while the actors have little lo do

Opening show had a thread of a

plot which established characteriza-

tions. Kirkwood is an unemployed
actor who attaches himself to a

small-voiced gent who finally forces

him to get work in a summer the

atre. The closing sketch, an ex-

tremely sad satire on "Anthony and
Cleopatra." reached a nadir for net-

work writing.

Jimmy Wallington helped set the

scenes and Liid GUiskin's band and
Connie Haines, singer, gave a few
variety moments of entertainment,

but on the whole, lliis wiis.a disap-

pointing show. Jose.

"RUMPUS ROOM"
With Johnny Olseii, Kay Armen,
Hank D'Amlco's orch, Buddy
Weede Instrumental trio, Gene
Klrby, Hal Mclntyre, others

Producer: johnny Olsen
Director: George Wiesl
30 Mlns.; Sal., 1:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WJK-ABC, N. Y.

Johnny Olsen. • in attempting to

provide a greater degree of variety

In the. -zany type audience participa-

tion shows, has gone too far afield

so that this show defies classifica-

tion as either a variety layout or an
audience participation show. - Olsen
is an affable emcee with a likeable
radio personality, but puts too much
stress on the song and music fea-
tures to show him up too well.

Olsen, probably desiring to spare
the sensibilities of volunteers from
the studio audience, lets off the par-
ticipants too : mildly, consequently
killing off one of the most valuable
sources of laughs. The participants
have too little to do to' warrant the
flood, of merchandise they teceiye.

: In the variety sessions, Kay Armen
shows up .

nicely, while Hank
D'Amico's orch and Buddy Weede's
instrumental trio make with a plea-
sant brand of jive. Jose.

"KISS AND MAKE UP"
With Milton Berle, Murphy Sisters,
Harry Salter aud orch '

'

-Producer-Director: Cy Howard
I Writers: Cy Howard, Lou Herman
I
30 Mlns.; Mon., 9 p.m. .

! Sustaining
.

I WABC-CBS, N. Y.

I

CBS lias set up a Court of Petty
"

Grievances to fill the first halt of

the' vacated "Lux Radio The.aire"

Monday night segment.' with. Milion
BeVle enthroned as the presiding

judge. If CBS: has fallen somewhat
short of realizing an ideal- program,
mihg format, at least the web can

be credited with an. assist in trying

toj vest Berle with a radio personal-

ity- not solely reliant on the gag Von-

lines that characterized his previous

a it ers. '..

"K'ss and Make Up" is another in

the- succession of shows out of the
CBS programming mill that hews to
the ^giveaway formula, iii this in-
stance a cash, payoff to the "plain-
lifts" and "defendants," depending
oiv the jurors' verdict. Couples, are
brought before the court to air their
grievances, with Bcilc's running
'commentary tieing the thing together
and the . bailiff's cries as supple-
mentary comedy relief. Obviously,
it's the type of show whose enter-
tainment value can—and will—de-
viate from week to. week, depend-
ing, of course, on the provocaiivc-
ness' of the cases 'presented.

Show, as-such, got off to a spright-
ly start with the Mrs. ' Kissel vs.

Myers Laundry petty complaint of
who put the holes in Mr. Kissel's

shorts." At least it demonstrated
what can be achieved when proper

"

spontaneity is projected .by the par-
ticipants. By the same token, the
latter portion tended to bog down
because such -spontaneity was lack-
ing. It's all very Well to relegate
Berle' to the background to accent
the "human equation" by letting the -

plaintiffs and defendants battle it

out,, but it was evident that a little

more of - the Berle showmanship
could have hypoed the proceedings.

There's a. brief midway : vocal in-

terlude by the Murphy Sisters, with
Harry Salter's orch providing the
fanfare in bringing the participants
on and off. Rose.

"THE BATTLE OF THE COMMEN-
TATORS"

With Cecil Brown, Merryle Stanley
Bukeyser; ' John Bosnian, modera-
tor

•Producer: John Bosnian
15 Mlns.; Wed.; 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WQR-Mutual, N. Y.

Mutual has added a fresh, stimu-
lating twist to the aualvst-forum
format in "The Battle of the Com-
mentators." Quarter - hour aircr

'

takes a timely question of the day,
gives two hep opposing 'reporters a
chance lo present ideas on both
sides of the problem, then lets them
go at each oilier hanimer-and-longs
to- tear their arguments down. Vital
questions, informed commentators,
outspoken comment, all make for
lively, listening, and a success of
what Mutual is attempting, to aid
the man-oii-thc-strect to evaluate
properly the issues of the day.
Wednesday's (26) premiere was an .

excellent sample. Subject was: "Is
Congress helping the country- by
changing price control?" Producer
John Bosnian, who makes a model
moderator, let his two battlers
make a preliminary statement, on
opposite sides. He asked, ouch, al-
ternately, for a few more statements.
Answers were given sharply, plainly,
pertinently. Then the moderator
stepped aside, and each commentator
assailed statements of the other, rip-
ping them apart.

It was a friendly, albeit outspoken
discussion in a thumbnail verbal
sketch of the problem. The men got
pretty hot and personal at limes.-

Merryle Stanley Rukeyscr, who is a
financial editor for the Hearst press,
assailed OPA as a comedy'of errors
and Chester Bowles (by. name) as'

one who "never was a business man."
claiming: he had stopped the natural
flow of consumer goods. Cecil

Brown,- w.k. commentator, claimed
Congress by hampering OPA was
opening the way for higher prices

and dumping the burden of big

business oh the little' fellows. Ru-
keyser approved of what Congress,
was- doing, though stating it was
doing only half the . job of driving
but economic quacks and ridding
business of controls.. He Tefcrrcd lo

Bowies as "that former ad man try.-
,

ing like Canute to sweep back the

waves." Brown countered that

Bowles had kept back the wave of

rising prices;
. .

:
'

Ideas thrown off may have been
opinionated, one-sided, .

incomplete,
but they were stimulating, which is

all to the good. Bosman gave the

boys 30 seconds to summarize the

issue, Rukeyser demanding that we
"retire from Washington the regi-

menters who've snarled our national

economy 1

.' and Brown insisting that

"Congress, by changing price control,

is increasing the insecurity of all of

us." First part of program may
have been scripted or rehearsed;

second part sounded a,dlibb<sh.

which undoubtedly it was. But
.

all

sounded natural, unforced,, and made
.a lot of sense. Bron.
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MILKING MIFFS BANKROLLERS
Top 15—No Opposition

Summer has crashed, through on the Hooper schedules u;ith a ven-

geance, top-rating show dii the June 30 report ("Mr. District Attorneu") .

netting "o better than a 15.8 tally. The closest any of the opposition

shows came to an 8.0 rtftinp 'was Dunninger, whose 7;9 pave the opposi-

tion "Inner Sanctum" show . some tough audience competition, and

"Manhattan Merry Go Round," also with a 7.9.

Two of the summer replacement shows made the First 15. These

were the.Fred Waring Tuesday night sub for "Fibber & Molly" and "Man
Called X," subbino /or Bob Hope.

PROGRAM
"Mr. District Attorney" . ... 15.8

Eddie Cantor 14.7

Fred Allen 14.3

Lux Radio Theatre . . •. 13.2

.Walter Winchell 12.6

Screen Guild Players ..... 11.7

Jack Haley 114
"Suspense" 10.8

"Aldrich Family" '.-.'.'. 10.6 ^

"Take It—Leave It" 10.6 \

Judy Canova 10.5 |

Fred Waring 10.5 j
"Truth or Consequences".. 10.3

Abbott fit Costello .... 1012

"Life of Riley"

"Inner Sanctum" ......... 9.5

"People Are Funny"
"Man Called X" .....

OPPOSITION

Radio No Nostrum Rostrum, Say Execs,

Denying Parran's Drug Ad Charges
Charges last week by Dr. Thomas t

Parran, surgeon general of the U. S.

Public Health Service, that drug
ads on. radio made "extravagant
claims" and that the industry should
follow newspaper example with
cleaning-up programs, were an-

swered by. network execs, who
pointed out that Dr. Parran's ac-

cusations were vague and general,

and not directed at them.

Dr. Parran had charged that the
trend in extravagant drug ads had
reached "disturbing proportions."
"At almost any hour of the day," he
said, "listeners may hear announce-
ments offering relief for a wide va-
riety of human ills. In many of
these cases no factual information is

supplied to limit the hopes that may
be aroused by the appeals. Although
the physician is referred to at times
in glowing terms, there is too sel-

dom any reference to the impor-
tance of seeking competent medical
diagnosis of treatment. The em-
phasis is on self-medication."

Dr. Parran then urged the radio
Industry to follow the "excellent
example" of the newspapers in ag-
gressively setting up improved ad
standards.

Leaders in the radio industry, ac-
cording to one NBC exec, have done
what leaders in the newspaper in-

dustry have done—and that's as far
as they can go, he said. He con-
demned Dr. Parran's charges as nol
being specific. To condemn all radio
for sorrte bad ads, he said, is like

• condemning all medicine for the few
<iuacks in it. Radio's record, he
claimed, was good; if a few smalt
stations have been guilty of Dr.
Parran's charges, they are no worse
than many small-town newspapers.
Same exec pointed to a recent ad

in so reputable a newspaper as the
N- Y. Times, which advertised a pair
«>f femme pants with detachable
crotch. NBC, he said, would never
V»kc that type ad for the air. NBC.

(Continued on page 32)

NBC Suspends $100 Fee

Ruling on P,S. to Indies

For Atom Bomb Coverage
NBC suddenly reversed itself last

week and rescinded, .for lhe : occasion
of Sunday's (30> pooled alom
bomb coverage, its rule levelling a
100 fee on. indie stations which arc
fed jNBC public service programs.
NBC thought it the better part of
wisdom to drop the charge when it

learned that CBS was feeding the
Pooled broadcast to indies on a ctino
basis. In the case of both net works,
'he serviced indies were only re-
quired to pay line charges.
NBC policy calls for the $100 tab

•o all indies that are fed the web's
Public service shows, except educa-
tional stations, to whom they go for
"ee. Only exception applies to
residential broadcasts, when the

ts dropped all around.

Dennis Day Tees Off

New Show in Sept.

Dennis Day's half-hour commer-

cial show for Palmolive, "A Day in

the Life of Dennis Day," is set to

tee off in mid-September, with like-

lihood that it will go into the 7:30

Thursday evening time held down

this season by Bob Burns (Lever

Bros.). Charles Cant's, orch will

provide the musical background,

with Sharon Douglas also skedded

for feature billing. Ted Bates is the

agency.

Day is soloing with the Min-

neapolis Symphony and Cleveland

Symphony orchestras this week and

next.

DEMAND CHEAP

'HOUSE' ITEMS
The swing next fall may be back

to "house productions" among the

top agencies, rather than package

shows. It's already reflected in the

summertime replacement sfiowcas-

ings, such as BBD&O's 60-minute

mystery show for. U; S. Steel, and

J. Walter Thompson's Alec Temple-

ton and Tommy Dorsey Sunday

night programs, which bypass out-

side packaging operations.

It's all part of the swing toward

low-budgeted snows, with sponsors
apparently fed up with the multi-
plicity of percentage's that come off

program ; costs because the talent

agency and frequently additional

"middle men" are getting a cut on
the program. What

.
they'd like to

see is a return of the old-fashioned
flat 15% ad agency

,
commission, and

sinking the rest of the coin into the
production itself.

Resentment against those three-

four-way commission . splits on a

single air package reached its peak
recently when one sponsor, much to

his chagrin, broke down the figures

on his show only to find out that

50% of his investment in a $5,000

package was going out in commis-
sions. He. burned plenty, served
notice on the agency that when he
comes back next season he wants a

"house built" show and wasnt in-

terested in forking out anything be-
yond the 15% ad agency commis-
sion.

Rebellion against package shows
took oh some impetus only last ,week
when one of . the networks,- peddling
to the agencies a show it has had
on the air as a sustainer for several

months, also cut itself in for a 20%
slice on the overall show cost. Web
thought that it was entitled to get

back the coin it had put into the

show during the time it was on sus-

taining. Thus far there've been no
takers. To begin with, the web
bought the show from a package
outfit, which would also get a
healthy slice.

Donohue Into

ABC Trouble Spot
Apparently there's more than

meets the eye in ABC's appointment
last week of John Donohue as asst.

to Fred Thrower, veepee in charge

of sales. ABC dept. handout summed
it up as "recognition by the net-

work of the re-emergence, with ci-

vilian production, of many new net-

work prospects among heavy, indus-

tries located in the Pittsburgh

Cleveland-Detroit area."

Appointment of Donohue, who will

supervise web sales. activities in the

three-city area, comes on the heels

of the network jitters in connection

with the loss of the Ford Sunday
night show, probably to NBC, and

the doubtful status of U. S. Steel

returning to the network again next

season with its "Theatre Guild of

the Air" Sunday night program.
All of which adds up to a lough

assignment for Donohue. As eastern

sales manager before his new ap-

pointment he was one of the sparks
in the upsurge of ABC sales into

the $40,000.000 ''billings class.

George Fry. ABC's director of
|

business development, moves into

Donohuc's old spot.

ABC Dicker to Renew NBC Lease Cues

Shove-Back to Own Building Plans

CBS' Nine Up
This is "Premiere Week" at

CBS, with the Davidson Taylor-
William S. Paley program mill
running into high gear. Nine
"openings"—- most of them
"house-built" shows—represent

.

something of a record for a six-

day period..

On Monday (1) the Milton
Berle, Jack Kirkwood and Larry
Carr shows got off; last night
(Tuesday) was the preem of the
Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scout"
show; tonight (Wed.) marks the
bow in of "The Whistler"; on
Thursday, the Mark Warnow"
"Let's Sound Off" show tees off.

"Sweeney and March" comes in
Friday and there's a brace of
new ones on Saturday—"Okla-
homa Roundup" and the St
Louis Municipal Opera program.

Y&R ELECTS 'SENATOR'

AS JOAN DAVIS SUB
Young fit Riibicam has purchased'

"State Senator" as summer replace-

ment for the Joan Davis (Lever
Bros.) show, which goes off CBS
for eight weeks on July 29. Format
of "Senator" is along lines of "Mr.
District Attorney." Cast is currently

being set.

While show was sold to YfiiR

through Lou Cowan Production
auspices, it's not a package show,
with Y&R to have production con-

trol. Like all summer shows, it's

modestly budgeted.

CBS' New Bid To

Hypo Coml Shows
CBS is making another attempt

to hypo its commercial program-

ming, with the appointment of Her-

schel Williams, Jr., as the network's,

director of commercial program de-

velopment. That's the job held

down recently by Douglas Coulter,

following latter's exit as CBS pro-
gramming boss. Only difference is

that Coulter held a veepee title, and
Williams doesn't »

As in the case of Coulter, who
bowed out of the network a couple
of months, back, Williams will be the

liaison between Bill Gittinger's sales

dept. and Dave Taylor's program-
ming dept., as well as serving as

program counsel to account execs

and huddling with agencies in de-

termining how CBS shows can
achieve greater listening pull.

On the basis of his background, it's

conceded that Williams has more
than an even chance. Recently dis-

charged from the Army Air Force

with the rank of Colonel after four

years in uniform, he's been identi-

fied, with the production reins of

many of the top air shows for a num-
ber of years, as well as a success-

ful fling into legit as co-author of

"Janie." His "Mary With Music"

postwar comedy is now in produc-

tion in Sweden.

Williams was with J. Walter
Thompson for four and a half years;

a year with Benton & Bowles, and

more than five years with Ruthrauff

and Ryan, where he was a veepee

before going into service.

+ Despite a clause in the original

deal which called for ABC (then

the Blue network) to vacate the

NBC premises "a year after the

cessation of the war," ABC web ex-

ecs are about to sit down with NBC
to arrange for a renewal of its. lease.

ABC, it's reported, is anxious to

negotiate a five-year lease (which

would indicate that the network is

far from ready to set up. house on

its own), but report is that NBC
will only go along on a one or two-

year lease, with options. NBC rents

its quarters in the RCA bldg., N. Y.,

from the. Rockefeller interests and

in turn sub-leases its quarters and

facilities to ABC.
ABC, it would appear, has an but

on . that "one year after the war"
vacating clause, since the President
hasn't as yet issued any official

proclamation that the war's over.

When Edward J. Noble recently
floated his stock issue, prevailing
impression was that it would spur
activity toward the network build-
ing Its own quarters, but apparently
ABC .wants to stay put for a while.

Jurist Thinks Book Shows Swell

Believes They're Here to Stay

A boost to book shows in general

came out of last week's decision by
Justice Bernard Botein in N. Y.

supreme court, when he rendered

verdict against ' Martin Stone, pro-

ducer of "Author Meets the Critics."

who claimed WHN's "Books on
Trial'' program infringed on his own
show.

Not only declaring that the pro-

grams were different, the
. judge in

his opinion slated "that both pro-

grams serve ii highly useful and in-

[ormalive public function," and in

his private chambers afterwards

said thai there ought to be more
such programs. These literary air

Wick Crider. in charge of BBDfitO's I sessions, he said later, could do
program and talent development and I nlu(;h to enhance the culture of the

Wick Crider's Coast Jaunt

Burrows to Ride

On Beer Wagon?
There's a possibility that Abe Bur-

rows will go in as the script writer,

for Eddie Cantor next fall when the
comedian moves into the Thursday
night 10:30 period on NBC for his

new sponsor, Pabst.
Cantor is reported propping an .

elaborate new setup for the new
commercial auspices, including for-

mat, talent, scripting-production,
etc. Izzy Ellinson, Joe Quillen and
Johnny Rapp, Cantor's writing crew
for . his Bristol-Myers Wednesday
night show which bowed off a couple
weeks back, have already

,
exited

from the Cantor fold, it's reported,

with Cantor and Burrows talking,

things over. Ben Gordon (The Mad
Russian )aalso exits the Cantor show.
Burrows formerly scripted the

"Duffy's Tavern" show, later selling

his "Holiday fit Co." comedy pro-
gram to Biow for Philip Morris, but
show only lasted initial cycle. Oddly
enough, the Cantor moyeover into

the Thursday time puts him back-
to-back with the Abbott fit Costello
show for Camel's. That, too, comes
back next season with a complete
overhaul, as detailed in last week's
Variety.

television, leaves for. the Coast Fri

day <5> by Constellation to set the

new Wilclroot "Sam Spade" show in

operation and for a talent look-sec

in connection with two upcoming
commercial programs.

Object of trip is also to set deal

on commercial film facilities for

agency. He'll be gone three weeks.

American people: they should be

encouraged instead of discouraged.

Judge Botein. in denying Stone's

attempt to obtain an injunction' re-

straining WHN from broadcasting

"Books on Trial.'' rendered his de-

cision on two counts (a) that WHN's
tliow was not an appropriation of

the other, and (b) thai WHN wasn't

trying to confuse the public when
it put its new book program in the

period formerly occupied by the

Stone, show (which is now on
WQXR).

Judge's decision slated that "while

there is some similarity in the basic

ideas, the format of the two pro-

grams differed so radically, and
there were so many diverse fea-

tures," as to make everyone aware
this was a different program. "Au-
thor" is essentially a round-table

discussion, further he said, while
"Books on Trial" is a dramatization.

Judge Botein also declared the

basic idea of Stone's program. .was
not novel, stating that a program,
"Court of Literary Justice," pro-

duced in 1934, contained a basic idea

similar to both current programs. .

The judge also found no palming
off of one program for the other, as

WHN had extensively advertised in

newspapers and on the air that

"Books on Trial" was a new pro-

gram, put on in good- faith.

NBC's Heady Problem
Swltchov.er of the Pabst-Eddie

Cantor show from CBS to NBC in

the fall poses a problem for the
latter network, just as. it did for CBS
when the beer sponsor first went
coast-to-coast with Dariny Kaye.
NBC finds itself in the position

of. trying to get clearance for the
Cantor show from stations in states
that prohibit beer commercials.
Same situation cropped up last year
when NBC carried the Ballantine-
sponsored Barry Fitzgerald show,

Krents' 'Broadcasts/

Latest in Dramat Show

Reprises, Offered at 5G
For the past couple of seasons

there have been kicking around in
the agencies package shows based
on the general idea of reprising ra-
dio's top dramatic programs. Thus
far there haven't been any nibbles.

Milton E. Krents Associates has
just come out with the latest one,
tabbed "The World's Best Broad-
casts," making available scripts by
Stephen Vincent Benet, Archibald
MacLeish, Norman Corwin, Arch
Oboler, Morton Wishengrad, . Nor-
man . Roslen, Millard LampelL
Arthur Miller, William . Robson,
Arthur Laurenls, Orson Welles, etc.

Roy Lockwood is. down as director.

It's a $5,000 package.
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Tappy' ODanid Hillbilly Tecbnique

Urged on PAC to Get Out die Vote
Washington, July 2.

Students at the National Citizens'

Political Action Committee four-day

school here last week got an ear

—

and an eyeful—on latest gimmicks

in use of Alms, radio and music to

get out the votes in upcoming politi-

cal, campaigns.

Over 100 enrol lees at last Thurs-

day'^ session on radio were urged to

"take a page from , Senator 'Pappy'

Lee O'Daniel" (D„ Tex.) and make
the most effective use. of radio by

sandwiching political propaganda

between "some, good old-fashioned

hillbilly music."

Wherever possible. PAC'ers were
urged to place political spot an-
nouncements before' or after top
hooperating network shows.

'

'•Rights to the Ait;" FCC rules on
political broadcasts, and steps unions
and others should take in event sta-
tions refuse time or censor scripts
were spelled out by Allen Saylor.
Radio Director for the CIO's United
Auto Workers. Station managers,
Saylor said, may violate the radio
act by refusing to make time avail-
able for discussion of important con-
troversial issues, by censoring pro-

I

grams, by discriminating in schedul-

ing broadcasts at unfavorable listen-

ing hours or by permitting only one

.side of a controversy to be heard.

Where any of these steps are taken

against bona fide requests for radio

,
time, Saylor advised PAC'ers to dis-

I

cuss the matter with the No: 1 man
I at the station and have the entire

'matter down in writing. Locals

|
should then wire the national PAC
of any difficulties. If station pcr-

|

sists, protests should then be wired

i to the owners of the station, the FCC
and to the Chairman and' members

|
of the Senate and House Interstate

: Commerce Committees. Last step,
; Saylor said, is to petition the FCC
for an immediate hearing on the
complaint.

.

Use of fact-Alms to get PAC's
story across was detailed to students
at a Thursday night session by such
experts as Pare Lorentz and Tom
Brandon, of Brandon Films.

Representatives of union-minded
Stage for Action, Inc. and Peoples
Songs, Inc. took the platform Friday
night for special tutoring in politi-

cal use of drama and music in pull-

ing out the votes.

KTHT's 'Radio Rally'

Washington, July 2.

Heated scramble for radio

time by candidates in Texas
state primaries July 27 is being

handled in unique fashion by
Roy Hofheinz, licensee of KTHT,
Houston. Holhcinz has set aside

a two-hour slot from 8 to 10 p.m.

each Saturday for next four

weeks, during which time
.
all

candidates for stale jobs arc giv-

en free time to discuss cam-
paign issues. Program called

"Radio Rally'' sets up forum-
type handling of issues and of-

fers time to all candidates on
•, first-come, first-served basis.

Sonja Henie on Watt

Wax; Benefits Bulova
Hollywood, July 2.

Series pf quarter-hour transcrip-

tions have been made by Sonja
Henie for sponsorship by the Lilli

Ann Co., femme 'ippurcl manufac-
turers. Proceeds from deal will be
given to the Bulova School for

I Watchmaking, new deal for partially

disabled veterans.

I The platters will be released this

I month to approximately 300 sta-

tions. They feature beauty, style and
household chatter, along with plugs
for the skater's 1947 version of "Hol-
lywood Ice Revue." Jack Rourke
produces. Deal was handled by
Mulcahy and Ginsberg.

Dozen B'casters Band Together On

Mex (Clear-Channel) Standoff Vs. FCC

BENTON IN CLEAR

ON DX OPERATION
Washington, July 2.

The House Saturday (29) accepted

the full $10,284,000 appropriation for

Benton's information and cultural

program, assuring Benton of suffi-

cient funds to continue his overseas

DX broadcasts as well , as the. "re-

mainder of his program including

motion pictures.

Bentons fund has had stormy sail-

ing. Originally he asked for about

$25,000,000 for cultural and inform-

ational work. ' The Bureau of the

Budget shaved this to $19,284,000.

A dozen
Washington, July 2.

it.genious broadcasters
have banded together to push for a
breakdown of the FCC's rules which
require U. S. licensees operating 0 n
Mexican clear-channels to sign off
the air at sundown.
The group, all-daytime-only sta-

tions
.
operating on Mexican clears

will file joint petition with the
Commission and argue that it is to
the United States' interest to write
into the next North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement
the right of such stations to operate

I
around-the-clock.

j

According to counsel Leonard H.
Marks, the group propose to get
FCC okay for fulltinme operation
with the provision that they pro-
tect the dominant Mexican stations
on their channels, to the U.S. border.
This can be done by use of diree-

j

tional antenna system.
Ben- The broadcasters, headed by sta-

tion -WPIK, Alexandria. Va
, will

also urge the FCC to push for ac-
ceptance of the principle that no
country can expect protection for

stored the bite and the full amount
,
signals of its stations beyond its

was accepted by a joint House-Sen- 1
boundaries. Their argument is

that the Commission should revamp

i

1

The House then whittled the amount 1 »:

down to $10,000,000, although

ton warned that would necessitate

complete elimination of the broad-

casting features. The Senate re-

ate conference committee. This I

then went to the House which gave

its final okay on Saturday.

Everything Points To

THIS
ONE
FACT

WLW SERVES ITS 4

ThAT WLW it seriously aware of its clear-channel responsi-

bility to serve the farmers of its great midwestern area is

borne Out by many kinds of evidence.

Variety's 1945 oward to WLW "for contributing to the

world's breadbasket" js one valued recognition of showman*

agement in the farmer's interest.

Citation by the Radio Editors' Poll of WLW's farm

tervice feature "From The Ground Up" is another strong

endorsement.

And the approval of the farmers themselves,, expressed

in actual listening, clinches it. In the poorest . rural radio

months of 1945, August and" September, 1,324,000 rural

radio families averaged 400 minutes per week* listening to

the Nation's Station . . . 29.1 % of their total listening to all

ltdtions heard in the areal

Yes.—everything points to the

fact that WLW GIVES

THE FARMER WHAT HE

WANTS TO HEAR I

•Wie/«rt Rodio MtK. Auguil-Sepiember 1945

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE*ABLE STATION

its rules to give the U. S. stations a
fairer break now, and . then rec-
ommend the new policy for interna-
tional acceptance at an upcoming
conference January, 1947. The Jan-
uary confab will set forth proposals
for incorporation in a new North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement to go into effect March,
1948.

At a special meeting of the day-
time-only licensees here yesterday
(1) point was made that Mexican
clear channel stations are already
invading U. S. listening areas. Sta-
tion XEX, Mexico City, owned by
Mexico's president Avilo Camacho.
is on the air with 150 kw—three
times the power of any U. S. sta-
tion. Camacho, who already broad-
casts to a good part of Texas, wants
to hike his power to 500' kw, which
will bring the Mexican station with-
in reach of a good proportion of
U.S. radio listeners.

Met News Roundup

Effected by WEAF

Deal with Dailies
WEAF. NBC's New York flagship

station, has just
. effected a tie-in

with five. newspaper organizations-
Brooklyn Eagle, Newark Star-Ledg-
er. Bronx Home News, Long Island
Daily Press, news bureau of West-.
Chester County daily newspapers—
for a new daily series tabbed "Me-
tropolitan News Roundup.' Object
is to achieve an on-the-spot coverage
of metropolitan area news stories
parelleling the "World News Round-
up" during the war.
Tieup with the dailies will involve

a permanent installation of radio
telephone lines between the various
editorial offices and WEAF. with
broadcasts from each newspaper to

be handled by a specially-assigned
newsman. Series has been pactcd
tor 52 weeks, with broadcasts to be
under supervision of Thomas B.

McFaddon. WEAF News and Special
Events Director.

Daily 15-minule program will be
heard Monday through Friday at

noon. No starting date set yet.

Move to get on-the-spot coverage
is seen as answer to WQXR now
being fed directly from N. Y. Times
editorial office, WLIB getting N. Y.

Post coverage, etc.

BRYS0N RASH NAMED

FOR OEMS RADIO JOB
Washington. July 2.

The Democratic National Commit-
tee Sunday (30) named Bryson
Rash. 32-year-old Director of Special

Events for WMAL. ABC station here,

director of radio publicity.
Rash has been granted a leave of

absence from WMAL through No-
vember to handle radio activities for

the 1946 Democratic Congressional
campaigns. •

In radio since 1925, when he be-

gan as a child performer, Rash has-

worked with both CBS and NBC be-

fore joining up with WMAL. He has

also been Presidential announcer for

both Roosevelt and Truman, and
earlier did announcing for Raymond
Gram Swing. In Washington, he did

wartime stint as director of the

radio committee of the Motion Pic-

ture "War Activities Committee.
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\ From the Production Centres
Ht I * * ************* ** »

l/V ISEW YORK CITY . . .

C. T\ ("Swanee") Hagman, veepee and gnl. mgr. of WTCN, Minneapolis,

on August 1 takes over as gnl. mgr of the Central Division of ABC net-

work, with offices in Chicago, operating under Ed Borroff. Jim Skirten

continues as asst. to Borroff.

William S. Paley to Coast for fortnight. ... .John H. Rebcr, Jr.. son of the

J Walter Thompson radio topper, named a production asst. for NBC tele-

vision. .. .Bertram Lebahr, Jr. (Bert Lee on the air >. WHN sales director,

delivering commencement address at Central Commercial High School,

N. Y.. ... .Radio Program Information Service, new weekly mag giving

complete info on all radio and tele schedules, slated to hit the N. Y. news-

stands late this month. .. .Burke Crotty, chief special events producer for

NBC television, who handled the Conn-Louis fight telecast, into Beth David

Hospital, N. Y., for a major operation, with Garry Simpson filling in,

meanwhile, on the mobile equipment unit. r. .J. Raymond Walsh under-

went minor spinal operation Saturday (29). Goes on month's vacation

after hospital checkout, with Don Goddard filling in on his WMCA com-

mentary Rita Hurwick, WOV publicity gal, getting married next week

to John Hymcs. of Biow agency.

Gerda Michael, who formerly collabbed with her sister Sandra on

"Against the Storm" and' "The Open Door," returned to the U. 5. Monday
(1) aboard the Gripsholm after two .years' foreign service with the OWI
... .Beri Smock and Jeff Alexander teaming on the new Domino DeLuxe
ciggie commercials about to hit the airwaves.

Jackie Kclk's roles on "Aldrich Familyv and "Superman" stanzas being

written out of the scripts while Kelk vacations in Bermuda for two weeks

starting Saturday (G)....Guy Lombardo's plane commuting service be-

tween Long Island and Manhattan slated to begin operations next Mon-
day (8) .-. .George Carson Putnam, Mutual newscaster, assigned to emcee
the Philadelphia Water Carnival tomorrow (4) for the second successive

year. .. .Reginald T. Townscnd, Lenhen & Mitchell veppee, named a

chevalier 'of the National Order of the French Legion of Honor. . . .After

several months off the air, "The Seahound," juve adventure serial, re-

turned Mon. (1) under -the direction of Cyril Armbrisler on Mutual. It's

hoard across the board at 5 p.m. with Barry Thomson. Ray Ives, Walter
Vaughan and Alan Drake in the cast. '.: .Oliver Barbour, director of "Life

Can Be Beautiful" and formerly with Transamerican, has joined the

Mildred Fcnton organization. He'll take over "Jungle Jim" and ''Front

Page Dramas.". .. .Maxwell House (General Foods) trying to build up
Meredith Willson as a musical wit and radio character on basis of the

orch leader's showing on NBC summer replacement "Maxwell .House
Cofloe. Time." In addition to baton chores, Willson is emcee, doing chatter

bits about people and songs, and intro-ing music and acts On show. Re-
action, to his ambling, slow-and-easy style apparently, very good .... Radio-
He Lester Fletcher playing in "Young Woodley" at Weslport, Conn.. July
8 week .... Maurice Dreicer, conductor of WWRL's "N. Y. Panomara," to

- ^ '-
; :
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KSFO Syndicates

'Bikini Preview'
San Francisco, July 2.

KSFO pulled one of the most un

usual stunts of the "Atomic .Show,"

with three men, Ray Hamilon, sta-

tion head; Austin Fenger, director of

news and special events, and Allen
A. Kess, chief audio engineer,

spending 30 days across the Pacific:

During that time they made a

series of recordings, 16 in all. which
they titled, "Bikini Preview,' 1 featur-

ing practice missions, trips on pilot-

less drones, native singing from the
Marshalls and an interview with two
Queens and two Kings on one broad-
cast. .

With Universal feature syndicate

acting as distributor, these record-

ings sold to over 63 stations through-
out the country, including stations

in New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh.

In Kansas City the Beacon acted as

sponsor and as far West as Honolulu
the Star Bulletin sponsored them.
The 11 Western States had Acme
Beer as sponsor of the records.

Success of this venture has the
station now considering more syndi-
cated series. (Station believes this

Was the first time a special events
program has been syndicated.)

Austin Fenger acted as narrator.

Production was handled here by
Bob Hansen, night news editor at

KSFO.

appear as guest lecturer at N. Y. U. summer radio school July 11 Ernie

Martin back to Hollywood to get CBS Coast-originating program mill in

operation after three-month indoctrination period in N. Y CBS again

clearing out its offices at 4 p.m. on scorching afternoons. .. Jack Stone

and Bill Preston of WRVA, Richmond, in N. Y. last week stalking radio

scripts Irving Mansfield burst blood vessel in his eye last week...,

Columbia Workshop gets two Hollywood orginatipns, July 21 and 28.

Bill Robson will direct. .. .Albert N. Williams doing program dept. "pro-

files" of the four networks for Saturday Review of Literature. ... .Sidney

Smith has succeeded Kevin McCarthy in title role of CBS' "Richard Law-

less" Elwood Hoffman, editor in CBS program writing division, off to

Maine on holiday Mutual's prez Edgar Kobak off Sun. (30) for three-

week vacation at Pine Orchard, Conn.

(JV HOLLYWOOD ......

Bert Gordon and Eddie Cantor are parting after seven years. In a letter

to Gordon giving him his release, Cantor said he felt "The Mad Russian"

was ready for his own show and it wasn't quite fair holding him to his

contract Bob tRobt. D.) Andrews, veteran newsman, has turned over

his Newspaper Guild of the Air program to Danny Winkler for com-

mercialization. Great reporters of the past will finally gain recognition

for their beats on the show, which will dramatize the stories behind the

front page. .. .Lux led all the rest in the seasonal average of Hobperated

dramatic shows. They closed like this: Lux 24.2; Screen Guild Players

21.4; Theatre of Romance 11.5; Academy theatre 5.3; Hollywood Star Time

5. and U. S. Steel Theatre Guild 5. . : .Art Linkletter plays prof on College

of Musical Knowledge while Kay Kyser stays home for seven weeks

and minds the baby. Should be an expert sitter by then. .. .NBC's Bud
Berend back from N; Y. and bristling with enthusiasm over the fall pros-

pects. Like ol' man river he ain't saying' nuthing' Pete Paeger caught

the Hollywood spirit and gala premiered his Souvenair albums with

a Rudy Valee-emcecd shindy. ..: Vic McLeod won't be chief of staff for

Bob Burns' writing battery next fall. Slight disagreement and amicable

parting. . . Charlie Vanda's frau presented him with a seven-pound femme
. .. .Wahoo La Hay hustled back to her home base after installing Chet

Brouwer (those Ayer people have the trickiest jiam.es) as Coast press

head for the agency ... .Contracts finally were signed for Hedda Hopper
to emcee the new Camay dramatic series and her biz manager, Dema
Harshbarger, to deliver the talent and picture properties. . . .Frank- Danzig

disced a dramatic offshoot of "Mr, D. A." called "Justice," with lead roles

taken by Gloria Blohdell, Francis X. Bushman and Knox Manning; Ben
Pearson scripted. .. .Fitch people due in to work out the deal with Phil

Harris and Alice- Faye for the NBC Sunday night spot. First script by
Bob Mosher and Joe Connelly already completed. .. .Fox Case, who re-

cently resigned as assistant director of CBS Washington office, picked

by Harry Butcher. to manage his Saiila Barbara, Cal.. station. . . .Ford execs

in town lor takeoff of summer show and to build some lire under the Bob
Crosby exhibit. They haven't given up yet on Judy Garland but Metro
has other ideas. .. .KFI may relax its policy 011 beer shows airing before

10 p.m. due to the Cantor-Pabst switch

IN CHICAGO . . .

Don Quinh, "Fibber McGee & Molly" scripter. vacationing in Chi.

Wade ad agency unveiled its new offices in the Civic Opera Bldg. Wed. (26)

for the press and Chi radio people. .. .Heinzl Weber, 13-year old son of

Marion Claire and Henry Weber, WGN musical director, was guest pianist

on Mutual's "Chicago Theater of the Air" Saturday (29). .. .Lewis H.

Avery appointed national sales rep of station WHBF, Rock Island-Molinc,

111. .. .Gil Verba joined ABC central division announcing; staff ... .Herman
Cleanoff, concertmaster of the New Orleans Symphony orch for the past
two seasons, returned to the NBC central division' music staff Mon. (1).

Jack Odell, WCFL production director, father of a seven-pound daughter
... .Paul Barnes pinchhitting as announcer on "Famous Names" While
Ken Nordine vacations. .. .Johnny Coons inked to portray four characters
on the "Vic and Sade" show.... John Norton, ABC veepee in charge of

station relations, in town for a looksce. .. .Harry Wood back on the WCFL
announcing staff after service with the Marines in the Pacific.

Geraldine Kay off for a six week vacation with her two and a-half year
old son. . . .Singers Billy Leach and Louise King added to WBBM's "Mel-
ody Lane". . . .Fred Ziv in town with John Sinn and Charley Gaines to

cut some Wayne King, platters. .. .Frank M. Baker, recently out of the
Marines, joins Reincke, Meyer & Finn. ad agency as radio director..,.
Nancy Grey, Women's department director of WTMJ, Milwaukee, married
last week in Cal. to Stephens Mclver Hal Lansing, WGN announcer,
vacationing in northern Minn. ABC central division vacationists include
Chris Ford, continuity manager, Norman Kraft and Herb Newcomb, an-
nouncers,- Leo M. Mulatz, engineering, and Mildred Turza, public, service
... .William Drips, NBC agricultural director laid up at home with three
broken ribs as a result of an accident at his. home last week—Ed Borroff,
veepee in charge of ABC's central division back from a business trip to
N. Y Art Ja'cobson, NBC central division production manager, to N. Y.
on business

Claghorn Ties In With

McCoy Senators for DX.

Follies Routine Via WRC
Washington, July 2.

Neatest of the Senator Claghorn
routines went out here locally last
Wednesday night (26) over WRC
the NBC-owned station. Kenny Del-
mar came here as featured enter-
tainer ata dinner which marked the
50th anniversary of Hecht Co;, large
D.C. department store.

Stunt, arranged by'ldcal NBC peo-
ple/tied in

.
Senator Claude Pepper

(D., Fla.); Senator Glen Taylor (D.,

Ida.), and Reps J; Percy Priest (p!)
Tenn.), Leslie C. Arehds (R., 111.),

Harve Tibbott (R., Pa.), Harry l!
Towe (R., N. J.), and Frank Fellows
(R., Me.) for auditions on the "Sen-
ator or Congressman Mostly Likely
to Succeed in Radio."
Program went out over the air

from the dinner, with. Delmar giv-
ing the nod to Taylor, one-time radio
crooner in Idaho, and awarding him
$100 in Confederate money. Act
was thoroughly rehearsed and was
worked from a prepared script, with
the members of Congress joining
good-naturedly. The four Republi-
cans made up a barbershop quartet.
Pepper played a harmonica. Taylor
crooned and played a banjo, and
Priest gave out with a vocal and
ukclele selection.

Interesting sidelight is that there
is a good deal of talent in Congress,
and the way is wide open for a na-
tionwide broadcast of Congressional
entertainment as soon as any net-
work gets hep and goes to work 011

a smart angle.

Washington—S. Ralph Dubrowin,
ex-AAF major, has joined WINX
here as promotion director. Before
going into service he was copy chief
and account exec for the Rcdlicld-
Johnstonc ad agcticy in N.Y.

"Lord Reglnal Battersby, III, Knight of the Garter,

Knight of the Bath, and 'Breakfast of Champions.'"

Inside Stuff-Radio
Radio directors now outside the pale of Radio Directors Guild in Holly-

wood are getting subtle hint that they'd best come along now or suffer
consequences of being reluctants. When Guild is set with national charter
and starts negotiations with nets and agencies those who are now disinter-

ested will be obliged to join via closed shop arrangements to be effected,

Then dues and initiations will probably be raised, it's being rumored. Then,
too, those who have dropped out or otherwise become amiss or derelict
may be subjected to some unpleasant retroactivity.

Meanwhile Ed Byron, president of the Radio Directors Guild, issued the
following statement in New York yesterday in connection with the inlra-
unioh labor dispute:

"The Radio Directors Guild is united in its loyalty to the AFL. The
membership is unanimously behind the petition of its Executive Council to
the AFL for an international charter, and the council is carrying forward
its attempts to win the charter with unremitting effort. There never has
been any suggestion from the membership of affiliating with any other
labor organization.

"The RDG is united in its opposition to the attempts of IATSE to en-
croach on the Guild's rights lo represent radio and video directors and
associate directors.

"The RDG is also carrying forward its organizational drive in New York
among agency, local and associate directors, and launching broadly into
the television field.

"Together with the Hollywood RDG and the Chicago and Washington
organizations of radio and television directors and associate directors, it is

completing final plans for a nation-wide organization functioning under an
international AFL charter and pursuing; definite and immediate and long-
range plans."

NBC and Coast affiliate KFI have not resigned as reported,, according to
front offices. The existing ticket doesn't terminate until next year and. in
view of what holds promise of being a changed situation, the net is un-
likely to jump the gun and weaken its bargaining position. There's a
strong possibility that KMC's request for a wattage hike from its present
10,000 to 50,000 watts is being very favorably considered—it not already
an accomplished though unannounced fact. The situation Would then be
competitive, and since relations between NBC and KFI aren't exactly rosy,
particularly since the video hearings here, both the net and KMPC arc
likely to get flirty. Latter is known lb be open to the idea.

Reading & Writing: Radio commentator William S. Gailmore is a pub-
lisher now. He issues a monthly, four-page paper tabbed. Now, which
analyzes foreign and domestic, political and economic affairs—in other
words, a fat 15-minute commentary once every four weeks. Started five
months ago, Now published two issues then skipped three* but Gailmor sez
it's going to come out regularly from here on in.
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Tele Passes Bikini Test; Brings

Officials to Front Door of Explosion

Television lived up to the most-f

optimistic expectations held for it

at the atom bomb tests at Bikini

Atoll Sunday (30), furnishing hun-

dreds of Army and Navy officials

and correspondents a front seat to

»the A-bomb's spectacular explosion.

Occasion, demonstrating the poten-

tially valuable role video will play

in scientific work, followed close on

the heels of the Conn-Louis fight

telecast, which ,
set television up as

one of the top media for sports and

special events.

, For the Bikini tests, two tele

transmitters were set up on the op-

posite end of the atoll from the

jagoon which floated the target

ships, with receiving screens in-

stalled aboard the USS Mount Mc-
Kinlcy, Admiral Blandy's flagship,

and the USS Appalachian, official

press ship. Cameras, similar to the

BCO block and ring tele apparatus

used during the war, were operated

by remote control. •

Both newspaper and radio corre-

spondents based their observations

of the damage done by the A-bomb
on what they'd seen on the tele

screens. Pool radio broadcaster
aboard the Appalachian announced
immediately after the explosion that

he could see via the tele screen that
the atoll's palm trees were still stand-

,
ing and that the USS Nevada, chief

'" ' target ship, didn't seem to have suf-

fered too much damage. All wire

(Continued on page 32)

Television Reviews

"LIGHTS OUT"
With Carl Frank, Mary Wilsey, Eva
Condon, Russell Morrison, Bob
Lleb, Gene O'Oonnell, Vaufbn
Taylor, W. O. McWaiters, Thomas
Healphy, Paul Keyes, Bob Davis,
Harold Groo; Bill Woodson, narra-
tor

Producer: Fred Coe
Tech. Director: BUI Stales
Writer: Wyllfi Cooper
Sets: Bob Wade
25 Mlns.; Sun. (34), 8:45 p.m.

'

Sustaining
WNBT-NBC, N. T.

It's usually considered in bad taste
for a reviewer to use superlatives in

describing a show. Sometimes, how-
ever, such a course of action cannot
be helped, as in this first televised
version of the w.k. "Lights Out" radio
spine-tingler. Utilizing a new device
in which the camera itself is the
murderer, the program was tops
from start to finish and undoubtedly
one of the best dramatic shows yet
seen on a television screen.
Credit for the show's all-around

excellence belongs jointly to scripter
Wyllis Cooper and producer Fred
Coe. Cooper was the last writer of

the radio version with an eight-week
series on the NBC net last summer.

(Continued on page 32)

Tele Tops Radio for Car
Ads, Mowrey Tells AMA

Detroit, July 2.

Paul Mowrey, television director

for ABC painted a bright picture in

describing the advantage of tele-

vision advertising to the Automobile

Manufacturers . Assn. at the group's

annual board of directors meeting.

Mowrey, the first outsider to. at-

tend an AMA meeting in 45 years,

was- highly complimented, by the

AMA for the ABC television activi-

ties in connection with the Auto
Golden Jubilee recently when ABA
was selected to put the jubilee pic-

lures on the air.

Mowrey told the highest men in

the automobile manufacturing field

that television was particularly

adaptable to advertising automobiles

and will permit visual selling points

far superior to audio selling points.

At the same time, Mowrey pre-

dicted the day of international video

hookups is not too distant. He said

that television would make its grand
entrance into the larger midwestern
cities within a year.

FCC Gives Television a Breather on

28-Hr. Per Week Sked fill Oct 31

Fori Worth—The FCC has granted
an application for a television sta-

tion here to Carter 'Publications

which has begun seriously to plan
building Texas' first tel. station as

soon as possible.

Washington, July 2.

The FCC last Friday (28) acceded

to a request of the Television Broad-

casters Assn. that television licenses

be. given a stay until Oct. 31, on the

FCC rule requiring them to program
a regular 28-hour-a-week schedule.
The FCC rule would have called

on the six commercial tele stations
to start broadcasting no less than
two

.
hours a day and 28 hours a

week by July 1.

At the same time/ the Commis-
sion nixed another TBA proposal
which would have permitted new
television licensees to operate in-

itially only four hours a week, with
the proviso they step up their sched-
ules and have a 28-hour weekly
format after they had been on the
air a

-
year.

Meanwhile, in view of withdrawals
from the video field, the FCC can-
celled a scheduled hearing on bids
for television stations in San Fran-
cisco. Only six bidders—Hughes
Tool Co., Don Lee Network, Asso-
ciated Broadcasters, Inc., American
Broadcasting Co., Dorothy Thackrey
and the Chronicle Publishing Co.

—

are how in the running for Frisco's

six available channels.

Concurrently, FCC set up a spe-
cial hearing for July 24 in Los An-

geles to hear testimony of Howard

Hughes and Tommy Lee, owner of

Don Lee Network, in behalf of their

bids for Los Angeles video stations.

Both Hughes and Lee failed to show

at two earlier hearings in Los An-

geles and Washington, D. C, on their

applications.

WNBT Case in Point

Illustrative of the hardship that'

would have been wreaked on tele

broadcasters had the 28-hour weekly

schedule gone into effect Monday (1

)

as originally planned is the case of

WNBT (NBC, N. Y.K
Station has been programming a

more extensive schedule than prob-
ably any other tele broadcaster in

the country. It will telecast its

heaviest schedule to date, with the

exception of V-E and V-J Days, next

.

Monday (8) to Sunday (14), when
it's slated to devote 15 hours of day-
time broadcasting to the National

Professional Tennis Championships,
plus its customary nine hours of

studio shows.

Total is only 24 hours, still four

hours short of the 28 hours that

would have been called for had the

I FCC edict gone into effect.

ABC's Survey

Tests Tele Show
In a move to test its belief that

top-coin advertisers' entering tele-

vision now will benefit from the re-
sultant publicity, if not from in-

. creased product sales, ABC television
is conducting o survey among tele

set owners to determine their reac-
tions to the Chevrolet-sponsored
shows, which wound up on WABD
(DuMont, N. Y.) last (Tuesday)
night.

Survey will be conducted. by Rich-
ard Manville & Associates. Other
networks, such as NBC and CBS,
have had similar surveys taken by
their own research staffs, but this is

the first in N. Y. television to be con-
ducted by an outside agency, accord-
ing to Paul B. Mowrey, chief of ABC
tele. Results of the questionnaires
will be given to Chevrolet execs, to
be used by them for future television
programming.
Manville will canvass the set own-

ers in the N. Y. and Philadelphia
areas and will report the results of
personal interviews by his staff

members with the studio audience at
last night's show; People will be
asked to judge the commercial, what
parts of the show they particularly
liked or disliked and, if they dis
liked it, their reasons for doing so.

With many receiving sets both in
the N. Y. and Philly areas still not
converted to the new channel fre-
quencies, the survey should also, fur-
nish an estimate of how many sets
are actually in operation, Manville
said.

ft

DR. CHRISTIAN" originates at KNX

so does

American Theatre Wing's

Tele Course for Vets
American Theatre Wing has added

courses in television to its "univer-
sity" courses for veterans, open to
all ex-GIs under the GI bill who
were in the entertainment world be-
fore joining the armed forces. Reg-
istration for the radio-tele division
opened Monday (1) for the first of
its eight-week sessions, scheduled to
begin next Monday (8).
Courses are tailor-made to suit the

vets' needs, as outlined by them in

personal interviews arid question-
naires circulated through the vari-
ous show biz unions. All radio and
television will be taught in studios,
with tele courses being handled like
field work as the students move
from one studio to another. ' CBS,
NBC, DuMont and ABC arc coop-
erating to make their facilities avail-
able.

Tele courses are under the direc-
tion of Worthington Miner, manager
°f CBS television. Winston O'Kecfc
>s exec director of the Wing's vets
Program. Vets committee, from the
Wing directorate which set up the
Program, is headed by George Hel-
ler, AFRA prexy.

"Hollywood Barn Dance

For nine years radio listeners have been writing

letters to a country doctor who doesn't exist.

Some ask for advice. Many offer to aid the

doctor in his work. All of them receive answers

from Jean Hersholt, whose convincing perform-

ances as Dr. Christian so often turn make-be-

lieve into belief . . . and always provide superb

entertainment for millions on Wednesday night.

Dr. Christian originates at KNX - .CBS in

Hollywood — where the same prime technical

proficiency that insures flawless coast-to-coast

delivery serves to beam another great show.

The Hollywood Barn Dance, to Southern Cali-

fornia alone.

Hollywood Barn Dance is Western entertain-

ment at its rollicking best. For 30 minutes it

rocks to the rhythm of fiddle-paced hoe downs,

rolls with gales of laughter. It's jam-packed

with talent, too. There's Cottonseed Clark as

emcee; music by Foy Willing and his Riders of

the Purple Sage; Johnny Bond, famed Western

funny man; Cliffie Stone, the hilarious heckler;

Colleen Summers and the Southerners, as pretty

as their songs; Ken Card, and his banjo; Tex

Atchison, champion fiddler; and others. No

wonder thousands upon thousands of Southern

California's adopted and native-born Western-

ers tune to The Hollywood Barn Dance every

Saturday nightl

The Hollywood Bam Dance is for sale. If you're

trying to round up the rich Southern California

market you can do it with this great Western

show. So call us - or Radio Sales.

Columbia Squire, Lot Ang«le» 28

Palace Hotel. Stn Francisco J

Represented by Radio Sales, the

SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

LOS ANGELES

50,000 WATTS

COLUMBIA OWNED

COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR ALL SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Minneapolis—Music instructors at

Minnesota Music Teachers' Assn.

convention at Univ. of Minnesota

took picks on radio.

Instructors said preponderance of

popular music, expressed with "more

sound than artistry", tends to dis-

courage many worthy students from

sticking to a sound musical educa-

tion, lowers listeners' taste and dulls

sense of musical discrimination.

Some quotes: Julian De. Gray,

Bennington college, Bennington, Vt.:

"Security of employment in radio

popular orchestras as well as dance

bands attracts many, students before

they have obtained a sound musical

education."

Karl Andrist, MacPhail School of

Music. Minneapolis: "Radio jazz or-

chestras arc mostly brass and reeds,

so a big share of embryo musicians

insist on playing sax or trumpet."

Carl A. Jensen, Macalester college,

St. Paul, president of the association

'.'Better music programs are usually

too late to impress younger stu

dents."

WEIiI. It features voices of Mon-
roe and the Norton Sisters, backed
by the band.
Disk is aired 10 times daily at

choice times.

Oma'na—KOAD, first FM outlet in

this section, went on the air Monday
ight tl) following a salute by its

«sister station KOWH.the AM station

operated by the same owners, the

Omaha World-Herald. There were
telegrams from Nebraska and other

senators as the new station went on

the air at 7:45 p.m. Henry Doorly,

publisher of the World-Herald. Gov-
ernor Dwight Griswold of Nebraska.

Frank * Pellegrin, former Omahan
and now critic-advertising director

of the NAB, spoke among others,

including Mayor Leeman, Army. arid

other officials.

KOAD is managed by Frank Sho-

pen with Harvey Twyman as pro-

duction and program chief.

New Haven—Vaughn Monroe and
his orchestra have made , a special

transcription of a musical station

break for ..WELL New Haven. The
15-second ditty was composed by
Bud' Finch of WELI's announcer
staff and it consists of call letters,

dial setting and reason
.
why New

Haven ites should keep listening to

CANTON, OHIO
GOING TO

BASIC STATION MUTUAL

1480 ON YOUR DIAL

Represented by

BURN-SMITH CO., INC.

Middlebrooks Into NAB Post

Washington, July 2.

James L. Middlebrooks took over

yesterday (1) as director of engln-

eeing for NAB. He comes from Field

Enterprises. Inc. (Marshall Field)

where he was engineering director.

Before that, Middlebrooks was a

Navy Commander. ''

Prior to the w.nr, he was with CBS
for some years in charge of con-

struction for the general engineering

department.

^^^^^^Lir/^^2^^F b^b^b\
^^B^B^KhV 0 B^lT B^B^Bi

Washington — The WTOP-Catholic
University annual Radio Writers'

Workshop opened for the summer
yesterday CI) The. school will pre-

sent lectures on radio scripting, pro-

duction, and radio news. Classroom

courses will be held on the univer-

sity 'campus and laboratory work
will be at the' CBS-owned 50.000

watter.

San Antonio—Musicians employed
by KTSA and WOAI here were
scheduled to go on strike yesterday

(Tues.) unless a working agreement

was signed. Principal issue involved

is a closed shop. Management bf'i-

cials of WOAI and KTSA currently

are negotiating with the Musicians

Society of San Antonio! Local No. 23

At present there are 14 musicians

employed by WOAI, while KTSA
has four;

Montgomery, Ala.—WMGY, Mont-
gomery's newest station, located in

the heart of the business district, be

gan operation here last week. Sta-

tion will operate from 5 a.m. to 7

p.m., but hopes to secure night serv

ice at an early date. Station is

owned by the Dixie Broadcasting

Corp. and is affiliated with the MBS
President is Thomas W. Sewell,

brother of Luke Sewell, manager of

the St. Louis Browns Baseball Club.

LeLand Childs is gen. mgr.

Chicago—.Certificates of Merit for

outstanding entertainment work in

local Army and Navy installations

and hospitals during the war, were
awarded to five Chi radio people by
the Radio Chapter of the American
Veterans Committee at a special

meeting at the Ambassador East
lotel Monday (1).

Receiving , the awards were Dick
"Two Ton" Baker, Jean Juvelier,

A. Wallace Owen, Dorothy Olson,

and Betty Mitchell. .

Television Reviews
,
Continued from pace 31

(Show returns for eight weeks Sat.

(6) as replacement for Judy Canova).
He followed Arch Oboler at the task
and has made the switch from radio
to tele without a single letdown in

the program's cerio quality. Coe,
whose light on NBC television has
been partly hidden in the past by
Ed Sobol and Ernie Colling, both of

whom won ATS awards this last

year, has come into his own with
this show and should now rank right

at the top of the heap.
Story, titled "First Person Singu-

lar," concerned a psychopathic killer

whose wife's constant nagging, ex-
treme sloppincss, etc., led him to

strangle her in their apartment on
one of those blistering summer eve:
nings. Killer was never seen, with*
the camera following the action and
taking in just what . the eyes of the
murderer would see. Thoughts in the
killer's subconscious, meanwhile, told

the story, outlining In fine fashion
what might go on in the mind of such
a person as he contemplates his

crime, is convicted in court and then
hanged.
Coe

-

achieved some admirable ef-

fects with the camera, drawing the
viewer both into the killer's mind
and into the action. Use of a spiral

montage effect bridged the gap be-

tween scenes very well and the inter

gration of film to point up the killer's

dream of a cool, placid existence and
to heighten the shock effect as the
hangman ended his life was excel-

lent. Technical director '
Bill States

was on the beam with the controls

in following Coo's direction.

Actors furnished an example of

near-perfect casting. Carl Frank, as

the murderer, though never seen, in-

jected the right touches with his re-

strained reading of the script. Mary
Wilsey was excellent as the wife.

Her whining voice and little side-

touches such as picking her teeth

with her finger, all heightened by
ultra-realistic makeup, brought forth

a woman that even a sane husband
might have wanted to kill. Support
ing cast was uniformly good. Bob
Wade's sets, though not as spectac

ular as in other .shows, fit the pro
gram well.
Announcer Bill Woodson at: the

end of the show asked viewers to

send in their reactions and advice on
whether they wanted the series to be
a regular weekly feature. Response
should be unanimous in the affirma
tive. Stal.

C Tele— Bikini
Continued from page 31 _

services and several newspapers
carried side stories to the main A-
bomb article on how the explosion

had looked in the tele screens.

Tele Coverage 'Effective'

D. C. Naval officials reported they

had received no otlicial information

yet on how any of the equipment
used to record the test had reacted.

One naval rep on Joint Task Force

One declared, however,, that the

newspaper and radio accounts had
led the Navy to believe that tele-

vision had "Worked very effectively"

ard judged that tele was "apparent-

ly pretty good" for. trie purpose.

Television stations in N. Y„ un-

able to pick up the actual explosion

pictures because of the lack of any
clay system, broadcast side pro-

grams on the event in various ways.
WCBW (CBS, N. -Y.) was the only

one of thp three stations to go on the

air during the time of the explosion,

bringing its viewers the best pos-

sible story of the test under the

circumstances.

Station picked up CBS newscaster
Bill Down's eye-witness radio ac-

count of the explosion .on its audio
system, supplementing this with
cartoon illustrations by Elmer Wex-
ler, former Marine Corps combat
artist and now on the staff of PM,
N. Y. daily tabloid. Wexler made
his drawings as Downs' voice was
piped into the receivers, following
the action almost word for word
Lieut. Com. Paul Hiddtng of Joint

Task Force One was also on hand to

brief the audience on the test. Show,
on the air from 5:45-6:15 p.m. Sun-
day (30), was produced jointly by
Bob Bcndick and Roger Bowman.

WNBT (NBC) devoted Its entire
newscast Sunday night to the test,

unning the films of events leading
up to the explosion. Pictures were
taken by Leroy G. Phelps,, .official

television pool photog. WABD (Du-
Mont) had run other films on the
A-bomb earlier in the week and
ABC television bought time on the
DuMont station to run other films.

IBEW Threatens Coast

Strike on Monday (8)

In Wage Hike Bickering
Hollywood, July 2.

Strike of indie engineers looms
for Monday (8) unless an impasse
in negotiations , between the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers and station management is

overcome by that time.

Negotiations were resumed Fri-

day (28) following two months of

inactivity when the union adamant-
ly stuck to its original demands
with the broadcasters, refusing to

alter the standing offer. IBEW
wants an average 30% hike. Broad-
casters are offering 18%. .

Union resumed with the proviso

that if the latter remained unset-
tled 15 . days after being resumed,
stronger action would be. taken.

programming: V '

a . „ ,
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PROBLEM * Program to match Product

WHAT.
to:
do:

Whether your dient Is a cosmetic manufacturer with an

ear for music—or beverage distributor who Want* a

.
comedy show—the skilled staff of writers, producers,

engineers at NBC Radio-Recording can create a Custom-

Built program for regional or national broadcast.

Produced like a network show, built to your budget

. limits, an NBC Custom-Built program gives flexibility

. . Is on effective way to match program with product.

" If your programming problem resembles this ... call

_ _ • • the nearest office of the NBC Radio-Recording Division.

NBC RADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
MiOr,N*w.Yetk tXhfcsgo • WeiMngfoa • Hollywood • Smrrendice

"RED BENSON SHOW"
With Charlotte Dembo, Marvin
Marx, Fred Udall, Jaquellne Walte
Pauline Koner, Denis Sisters

Writer: David P. Lewis; additional
material by Marvin Marx

Producer-Director: David P. Lewis
30 Mlns.; Thtirs. (21); 9 p. m.
Sustaining
WABD-DUMONT, N. T.
This is another of the program

packages presented by Caples Co. in

a tie-up with Dumont, as part of
the ad agency's educational experi
ment in the video medium. Program
was a . late starter by 10 minutes,
markedly oointing up fact that
commercially, television is still in
the horse-and-buggy era when time
didn't mean money.

In itself, however, the show was
a pleasant variety treat riding on
the versatile talent, of Red Benson
recently discharged gob. An amus
ing comic,, with a slight stain of
borscht on his vest, Benson carried
the major load with his patter rou
tines, mimicry, and singing. Must
learn however, to restrain a pre
dilection for some corny mugging
before he_really climbs.

Video format is simple and effec-
tive. Benson came on briefly, the
camera rolling up to catch a closeup
of his palms into which the Denis
sister appeared to do a tap-terping
stint. Benson, was given another
intro and went into a long spiel with
Udall as straight man in which he
kidded television, ribbed radio
quiz shows, and. did take bffs on
Tom Howard, Jimmy Durante, and
Groucho Marx. In between, he was
interrupted by a stooge to provide
a degree of camera diversion.
Pauline Koner was segued Into

her solo dance routines via a couple
of dream sequences. A switchover
from Benson's gab, the dances were
appealing eye-fillers and were done
to recordings of "Why Should I Have
Spring Fever" and "It Ain't Neces-
sarily So." Benson closed the ses-
sion with a' safari into Africa (a
painted backdrop) for "The Benson
Girl," an occasion to bring onstage
Jaquellne Waite, a hubba-hubba
looker dressed in harem scanties.

Jack Paige's Added D.C.

Chore Cues MBS Buildup

Of Wash.-Originated Shows
Washington, July 2.

Jack Paige, publicity chief for

WOL, the Cowles-Mutual station,

takes on the added duties of direc-

tor of special events and publicity

for the Mutual web in Washington.

A. A. Schechter, Mutual vice prexy,
in charge of all publicity and special

events, said the appointment was
part of. a plan to put Washington on
the same level as New York, Chi-

cago and Hollywood as a web orig.

inating point.

Paige is to be given a full staff

and is slated to build a series of spe-

cial network shows to originate here

in the fall. He will continue all his

present chores with WOL; in ad-

dition to handling publicity, Paige

and his wife have a morning show,.

"Breakfast with the Paiges"; and he.

has a Friday, evening quiz program.

Mutual now regularly originates

the following shows out of D.C:
"Meet the Press," "American Forum
of the Air," 'This Week in Washing-
ton with Albert Warner," Fulton
Lewis, Jr., Winthrop Sherman's
"News Roundup," "This Is Your
Country," the AAF show, "Division
Diary," .and periodic Army, Navy
and Marine band performances, as
well as a number of special weekly
originations on national affairs.

Radio No Rostrum
,
Continued from pace Zl

for instance, had only one account
in which the word "laxative" is

used, and exec said that no more
such would be accepted.

A Mutual exec, speaking for all

four nets, said latter were always
very diligent in watching ads, that
each net had someone checking
every show constantly, double-
checking on claims, and above all

watching out for good taste. The
nets are careful to refer listeners to
a doctor; Mutual has a medical ad-
viser to check on drug ads. -Some
local stations might be at fault,

and. guilty of Dr. Parran's' charges,
he said, but the nets have no control
over them. But Dr. Parran's charges
were too broad and general, he
thought, to be convincing.

NBC Talent
— Continued from page 23 —

will be an extra outlet for crowded
N. Y. talent; it will help local sta-

tions and advertisers. It will add
fees to the performer. An artist ap-
pearing twice a week in N. Y. can
be planed out to Cleveland, for in-
stance, for a commercial appearance
at a good fee, as guestar. Farm-outs
may include guest-shots as well as
term periods.

System is a boon to the returned
vet, since many of the performers
are being offered to out-of-town sta-
tions through recordings on the Wel-
come Home auditions. Allen was
heard that way, and signed, by
WKY. System, of course, Menser
says, isn't restricted to vets.

Network contracts for promising
talent, which was also, an idea of
Menscr's, are employment, not man-
agement, contracts. NBC takes no
percentage on farm-out or other
fees. This is a talent development
project exclusively, says Menser.
NBC, in fact, is spending, rather than
taking, money on the project, laying
out large sums on platters of audi-
tions, etc.

rounding

the halfway

••I
*»»•|# Our stations tell us hap*

III*" " pily of the plus signs

in their ledgers as they

round the halfway mark

this year. Put Weed and

Company's staff of seven-

teen men to work and

watch the plus signs

multiply.

RADIO STATIM REPRESENTATIVES

Ntw Y*rt • list* • Client • Marta

Ditnlt • Sai Fractal • Riflym«l

Buffalo.—WBEN "Theatre of the
Air" returns July 13 with cast of

Buffalo actors directed by Fred
Keller. Scripts by w;k. radio authors
will be featured with accent on orig-

inal radio dramas.

everybody knows

WBIG
means good broadcasting

5000 WATTS DAY & NIGHT

Columbia otTlialt

gr.Mmboro, ft, c.

ftpriunttd by hollingbery
;

Mft.: LOU CLAYTON

UNITED REXATX DRUG CO.
Frhtriy—CHS—10 p.m. D£T
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Lecuona Cuban Boys Split Up;

Orefiche, Founder, Sets New Unit

Havana, July 1.

The Lecuona Cuban Boys, ace en-

tertainer* In the class casinos and

music halls of Europe and South

Africa for the last 14 years, have

up. They started here as the

house orchestra at Teatro El En-

canto in 1932, and took the Lecuona

name when they introduced Ernesto

Lecuona's music on a tour in Spain

in 1933.

Armando Orefiche, founder of the

troupe, and its composer, arranger,

iunlst and. conductor since its in-

ception, has organized a new and

younger group comprising Havana's

lop singers, dancers and musicians;

-All ot Orefiche's compositions and

arrangements are now restricted to

exclusive use by his new combo.

They carry four elaborate changes

of authentic rumba and conga cos-

tumes, designed by Rita Camarosa

of the Teatro Nacibnal, and a com-

plete collection of maracas; guiros

(gourds), claves, quijades (horse

jawbones), man'mbula, botijas. (wa-

ter Jugs), gangarrias, bongo and

conga drums, and other native in-

struments.

Orefiche retains the Lecuona

Cuban Boys' billing, which he orig-

inated and copyrighted, but here-

after he will stress the tunes of

Margarita Lecuona, who wrote

"Babalu" and "Tabu," instead of

those by Ernesto' Lecuona. Mar-
garita and Ernesto are not related.

They open with a gala concert at

Carnegie Hall, New York, in Sep-

(Continued on page 35)

Sepias Headway

Into Pic Studios
Hollywood. July 2,

Drive recently inaugurated by Ne-
gro Musician's' Local 787 to induce
film studios to hire more colored
windjammers has shown some evi
dences of making headway. For
years the only Negro employed
among approximately 500 musicians
under pact to studios was arranger
Calvin Jackson,, longtime assistant
to Georgie Stoll at Metro. Now, Lee
Young, drummer, has been given
one-year contract by Columbia, and
Dudley Brooks has been hired by
same studio as rehearsal pianist.
There's no possibility Local 767

can secure aid from hierarchy of
American Federation of Musicians,
since such a move would be pres
sure against other union members,'
of white Local 47. Ed Bailey, prez,
of 767, has committee of two men
making rounds of studios trying to
talk musical directors into it, on
basis that Negro filmgoers will re-
spond.

Alwoy. S«»g— All Woyt Pepalor
MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

MARY LOU

IT MUST BE TRUE
' •

STARS FELL ON
ALABAMA

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
Iroodwoy New York It

N. Y. Distrib Asks Nix
Of Regis Record Suit

Making a general denial of all

allegations, Eastern Music Sales,

N. Y. distributor,' has asked dismis-

sal of a suit for $4,686 brought by
Regis Record Co.- for alleged failure

by Eastern to pay for recordings de-

ivered"last April. Eastern had coun-

ter-claimed; that Regis breached an

exclusive distribution contract by

licensing others to sell and dis-

tribute its records in its "exclusive"

territory through New York City

and elsewhere in N. Y. state.

Eastern further states that it re-

turned all the recordings but Regis

refused, to accept them. In its

counterclaim, Eastern says that be-

cause of the breach, it was . unable

to sell or distribute the recordings,

and consequently suffered cancella-

tions and further loss because it

paid salesmen's commissions. East-

ern is asking $3;000 oh that count.

LA. AFM Probes

Transfer Influx
Hollywood, July 2.

Musicians' Local 47 has com-

menced vigorous investigation of ad-

dresses given by union members

transferring into this jurisdiction.

Local wants to ascertain if info of-

fered is bona fide and if those seek-

ing transfers plan really to reside

here, or are- just drifters. Each ad-

dress is closely checked to deter-

mine that applicant is no mere tran-

sient, trying to evade American
Federation of Musicians' laws gov-

erning transfers from other locals.

Any musician found guilty of subter-

fuge can be brought before trial

board, in accordance with AFM reg-

ulations.

Reason Local 47 has commenced
checks probably is to keep to a

minimum the number of transferees

accepted here, where already there

are more than 12,000 musicians and

only about 4,000 regular jobs. AFM
law holds that any member seeking

a transfer into any local must be

afforded it. providing shift is sought

in good faith.

AUTRY CONTINUES TO

NIX OFFERS FOR FIRM
Hollywood, July 2

Gene Autry has been stoutly re-

fusing offers for his oatune-publish

ing firm. Western Music, headquar-

tered in Hollywood. Firm has been

so quiet of late, it would seem to be

almost inactive, probably because

cowboy star's time has been pre-

occupied wilh his rodeo, films and

radio.

Nixed has been bid of $60,000.

made by Hill & Range Songs.

Inc., for outright holdings of West-

ern. Also turned down was deal

made by Peer International, through

which songs held by Aulry's firm

would be handled both here and

abroad by Peer, and Autry would get

a cut . of profits. This was nixed

even though Western has no over-

seas distribution

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC 33

A Rose by . . .

Hollywood, July '2.

In the couple of weeks since
Joey Brunsk's recently formed
orch opened at Barney . Mc-
Devilt's Avodon ballroom, lead-
er's name has twice been al-

tered.

From original, name was.
switched to. "Joe Brunner" be-
cause "it sounds like a fighter's

tag." Then it was decided that
sounded too German, and now
the maestro has emerged as

"Jerry Brent."

MCA Streamlines

Band, Other Depts.
Music Corp. of America went in

for some streamlining last week.
Most important move is naming
Larry Barnett,

.
who previously

headed the band department only,

to continue that post while at the

same time coordinating that depart-

ment with activities of the act de-

partment.
Jack Bertell, who previously

headed the cafe section, will now
concentrate on building of personal-

ities and will double into legit. May
Johnson, who doubled between
small bands and cafes, has been as-

signed to help set up a -branch office

in Montreal. MCA is expected to

name Ray Overbeck of the Califor-

nia office to work in the Canadian
city.

Joe Sully, of the vaude depart-
ment, is moving to the Coast of-

fice, where he'll advise on acts wor-
thy of being sent to the east to work
in cafes and vauderies. Maurice
Lapue, who handled acts for club-

dates will double into legit as Ber-
lell's aide.

Moves have been in the wind for

sometime. : MCA toppers havel long

felt that streamlining the N. Y. of-

fice was necessary, and a meeting
on that score was slated for last

week in N. Y. However, Larry
Barnett, called off the meet to go to

the Coast to study the situation furr

ther; with his return soon confab
will take place, somewhere.
The founding of a Montreal of-

fice was deemed necessary because
Ontario repealed its Prohibition

statutes, and the nitery industry is

expected to boom there. Miss John-
son handled the office's Canadian
cafe accounts.

Waxeries Await Word in the Fall

On Petrillo's Upped-Pay Demands

Musikers Get C. of C.

.
Pitch on the Coast

Los Angeles, July 2.

Chamber of Commerce has in-

vited Musicians' Local 47 to become
a member, in the company classifi-

cation. This is first instance here-
abouts, and certainly one of first

in the U. S., of a C. of C. asking a

labor union organization into the
bower of the boosters.

While Local 47 as yet has not of-
ficially responded to invitation, it

appears certain that bid will be ac-
cepted.

Berlin Upped 750

Points by ASCAP
The ASCAP appeals board ' last

week gave Irving Berlin Music Co.

an increase from the previously

designated 4,000 points to 4,750

points in the publisher's protracted
fight for uppage. When Berlin and
Saul H. Bornstein, his partner in

Berlin, Inc., severed partnership
there was a reshuffling of points for

catalog values. Berlin; Inc. enjoyed
5,500-point rating (top classification)

and .ABC Music Corp., a subsidiary,!

held 1,250 points.

With Bornstein forming his

Bourne, Inc., ABC was cut to 250

points , and Bourne was allotted

4,000, Berlin claimed that his own
new firm rated higher than 4,000

points since it pooled all his old
copyrights.

Drawnout argument on. the appeal
last week bound over certain other

writer appeals for higher' ratings,

notably Jack Lawrence and Nick
Kenny.

PETRILLO EYES PRESS

REACTION TO LEA MOVES
James C. Pelrillb has winnowed

word around country to all locals of

American Federation of Musicians
that he and exec council are inter-

ested in press reaction to his de-

fiance of Lea Act. Hence, most lo-

cals have snatched up shears and are

busy clipping daily newspapers and
hustling back to AFM national head-
quarters a stream of editorials, car-

toons and stories.

•For several years Petrillo has

been peeved at dailies, frequently

launching belligerent remarks to and
about the press. Meanwhile, a move
ment has mushroomed within AFM

I
to induce Pelrillo to hire a high-

{
voltage public relalionist and sizable

taff. Many, of the larger locals

have own flacks seeking goodwill,

but as a body AFM never has gone
in for promotion on .a scale com-
mensurate wilh its size and status as

a labor union.

L. A. SYMPH BOOSTED

TO $85 IN UNION PACT
. . Hollywood, July 21

Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

has inked contract with Local 47 of

the. Musicians Union, calling for pay

from $70 to $85 per week, putting

orch on same wage level as was ob-

tained yast year from the Hollywood
Bowl Assn. by windjammers.-

Season is for 20 weeks, with op-

tions for five additional weeks. Stip-

ulated is fact that number of mu-
sicians may not be reduced.

Hollywood, July 2.

Recording and transcription com-

panies expect ho word on musicians'

wage increase demands before mid-

October. American Federation of

Musicians' prez James C. Petrillo'

notified firms in April he wants
wages tilted, but as months tick off

and no word officially comes forth,

it would seem the usual Petrillo

strategy of making 'em sweat it out
is at work.

Execs»of locals, are said to have
been informed some time ago of

how much wage hike Petrillo will

ask of waxeries, but they obviously
won't talk. General impression is

that double present scale of $30 per
man for four sides, providing ses-

sion doesn't exceed three hours, will

be sought.

Meanwhile, most diskeries are cut-
ting like mad this summer so they
can shelve as many sides as pos-
sible before rates go up.

ASCAPs 2d Qtr.

About $2,000,000

ASCAP's second quarter dividend

next week (10) will be around 4he

same $2,000,000 figure as with the
April 10 melon. Final tally is inde-

terminate until the June collections

reach the homeoffice around July 5.

Understood that May income was
about 10% above the same month
last year but it has averaged off

otherwise. On the other hand the

$10,000,000 radio commercial can-
cellations haven't as yet made their

.

mark on ASCAP income; that phase
will show up in the third quarter.

Even as it stands, that cancellation
total represents only around $250,000
to the Society.

Present ASCAP divvies figure AA
writers collect $20,000 annually, and
top publishers collect around $165,-

000 per annum.

America's Number 1

Song Stylist

MILDRED BAILEY
Winner of Esquire Poll

NOW—LATIN QUARTER
Covington, Ky.

Majestic Records Exclusively

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

?0!ATEr BOOKING OR

''j i-iii;.
/-•. ve ,

i-Jev.' Yor;< 'i'l

Leathernecks Hypoing
Marchmen Plea in L.A.

Hollywood, July 2.

U. S. Marine Cprps has sent

S S|Jls Sidney A. McMuilen and

Kenneth J. Marshall here to drum

up enlistments of musicians to swell

widly depleted ranks in Corps' var-

ious bands. All manner of induce-

ment.-: are being offered .to interest '

windjammers. including possible
;

tours of duly at Eastman School of!

|
Music, in Rochester. N. Y.

Musicians' Local 47 here Is lending

the Marine recruiters all possible

laid! publicizing drive among its

members and advising the sergeants

on situation here generally. It is

thought the Corps sent the recruiters

here, because at present there are

more musikers unemployed here-

abouts than any. other centralized

locality in country.' Of the more

than 12.000 card-carriers currently

here, but 4,000 regularly are work-

ing.

Cap. Trans. Into H'wood
Music City Building

Hollywood, July 2.

Capitol Transcriptions has moved
into remodelled Music City Building I

property owned by parent Capitol I

Records. Site has been under re- ;

construction for over four months, 1

following Caps purchase of entire

structure and ousting of all other

tenants. Labor and materials de-

lays have forced postponement of

occupancy.

Cap is now waiting completion of
;

paint job and telephone inxtalla- ';

tions before gathering in all its

scattered operations under one roof. ;

Transcription outfit was icebreaker,

and others, including Cap Records,-

exec offices, etc.. are expected to

follow by July 15.

Vilo Records, H'wood,

Cited by AFM in Payoff
Hollywood, July 2.

Musicians' Local 47 has posted re-

cently established pop-plattery, Vilo

Records, for failure to pay musikers
used on .first disking made by firm.

Four sides were cut, by five-man
combo, and scale called for $150

for group. When waxcry, which is

operated by Bob Thompson, did not
cough up coin within 14 days after

session, Local 47 slapped the stigma
on it, as is union custom.

Top Tunes for Your Books

An Ail-Time Favorite

DON'T

BLAME

ME
Music by. . .

JIMMY MeHVGH
Published by

ROBB1NS

SANTLY-JOY

A Beautiful Hawaiian Medley

SWEET LEILANI

TO YOU SWEETHEART ALOHA

SOUTH SEA ISLAND MAGIC
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RECOMMENDED RECORDS
(For Jocks and Jukes) •

By BARRY GRAY
WOR-Miituals AU-Night M.C.)

Pddie Cantor (vocal with Rafael
,

"Cot A Date" is tlie old Hal Kemp

Mendoz Orch) "Josephine Please disk re-done by the onetime Kemp
1 u

_. ,,„ . . , drummer who also brought it to
No Lean On The Bell -Makin

, fame originaUy . Thc first, side was
Whoopee" (Pan-American). Cantor best, with the Kemp band and ar-

on a new and good quality disk rangement, (or in this Ennis has

"Josephine," already released by 'hePPcd the group too much, and lost
H

' -.v . the mellowness and lush qualities
others, is not surpassed by the vet

lnat sold the wax heavily long ago.

performer with this side. Delivery,
;
Not recommended. "I Don't Know

arrangement -and backing don't add
i why" is much easier listening. Both

for sales. "Whoopee" is a side that's - orchestrally and vocally. Soft and
gonna get requests on thc airshots. . muted, it sells Ennis in a more fa-

It's of the Donaldson-Kahn era re- miliar selling. Recommended for

vitalized by the star who sold it over this s idc. Good tempo for dancing,

the lights originally. Highly roc-
j Count „asle (voca i by jimmy

ommended for the hearth, and will
; Rusnil,g) ..La,y Lady Blucs"-"High

undoubtedly get counter action. It s
. Ti<Jc ., lCoUlmbia) . Xnis is t0p rack

a better disk than the one originally
| bUlcs . by the Comlt ..Lazy Lady „

made by Cantor.
]

opens with some fine keyboard
DeMarco Sisters (with Bud Free- noodling and segues to rhythm and

man Orch) "Chiquita Banana"-"I
\
trombone that call for low lights,

j

Don't Know Why" (Majestic). "Chi- 'just about the flme you expect a

quita" is the best DeMarco quintet
! smoothly delivered basso vocal, or a

work to date on disk. Blended well, Iterrit torch job by a femme, Rushing
the rhythm and lyrics give the comes on and shouts it but. It's nj>t

youngsters a chance to demonstrate
! desirable, and breaks up any first

talent in delivery. Recommended. > impressions you have that are good.

"I Don't Know Why" gets them back "High Tide" is a break-up that claps

in a pseudo-Boswell Trio kick, and ! hands and beats, time. Musically

it doesn't do them justice, for that's
j

speaking it's good, but will be un-

nbt their style. Not recommended I appreciated by the disk buyers who
for this side. ilack the proper education for it.

Jane Froman (vocal with Jerry :
Will peddle at the jukes for its

Gray Orch) "You, So It's You!"-, dance tempo. Recommended for

"Linger In My Arms A Little Long- j

that.

er Baby" (Majestic). Jerry Gray! Tex Benecke (vocal by Tex "and

Orchestra gives Miss Froman a fine
j

The Crew Chiefs) "I Know-"Every-
background for her vocal, but as in body Loves My Baby" (Victor). "I

other sides made on this date- the Know" is played in the truest Mil-
femme nitery star oversells for wax, ler tradition, and is the best bit of

and emotes for sight audiences with i Benecke wax works yet. The im-
the sight audience lacking. Tech- provement in the band since their

nically, the disk doesn't give her a civilian reorganization is marked,
break for it's poorly recorded, prob-

j
This side reminds of the Glenn Mil-

ably due to Miss Froman working iler theme in handling and arrange-
too far off mike and mugging from ! ment, and should do wonderfully at

habit, instead of concentrating on
, the jukes and counters. Fine listen-

mike. "Linger" is poor, primarily i ing, and Crew Chiefs have improved
because of Miss Froman's choice of I bass strongly as the group itself,

this tune for a waxing. Both not
;
Highly recommended "Everybody

recommended. 'Loves" is a new jump tune written
Sklnnay Ennis (vocal with Orch) iby the "3 Suns" group. Benecke is

"Got A Date With An Angel"-"1 1 backed vocally by the Chiefs and
Don't Know Why" (Signature). I they do well. Not too strongly con-

Mood's Filmusicals

Mood Music, new film song setup

by Shapiro-Bernstein and Decca

Records for Columbia Pictures

Corp. filnuisical excerpts, has three

scores coming up.

First is "Thrill From Brazil.' then

"Down Id K.irth" (Hay-worth) and
an untitled. BogarL picture. Tunes
by Doris Fisher and Alan Roberts.

slructcd as a tune, but the Benecke

handling helps a lot. Recommended.
Zeke Manners (vocal by Curly, E-z. I

and Gabc) "Make With The Music"-

"Nobpdy's Love Is Like Mine" (Vic-

tor).'' Manners, a longtime cowboy

favc on both coasts via airshots. does

a perky job on this Victor release.

"Make With Thc Music" is a polka

and will do biz with thc customers

for that type of tempo. Musically

its clean, and the boys blend well

ybcally. Recommended "Nobody's

Love" is a cowboy lament. And
they always sell. Thc western-tune,

lovers like their drayma. Good disk.

Should do heavy sales in ' brown
bottle surroundings. Recommended.

Phil Brito (vocal with Walter

Gross and Paul LaValle Orch) "Give

My Heart A Break"-"Come Back To
Sorrento" (Musicraft). "Give My
Heart" keeps reminding you of

something, but you can't, remember
what. A ballad, its pure average in

build, but Brito does it well, and the

Gross group back professionally.

Won't cause raves, but recommended.
"Sorrento" on the flipped side gives

Brito a chance to exercise his forte,

tunes of Italian extraction. It's an
effective delivery, and will sell

heavily. Paul LaValle pits pizzi-

catto fiddles against the vocal and
it'll be bought for it. This is Brito

at his best. Recommended highly

for this side.

Wesley Tultle (vocal by Tuttle)

"When You Cry"-"Tho' I Tried"

(Capitol). This is another Capitol

bid for the Autry trade, and Tuttle's

the voice for it. "When You Cry"
is another good western cry, as a

matter of fact so far west that oc-

casionally thc guitars sound Haw-
aiian. But they'll love it wherever
they love outdoor scorings. Rec-
ommended. "Tho' I Tried" still with
those island-sounding guitars has
folk dance rhythm- and will keep
lots of square-dancers busy trodding
'the boards. Recommended.

Bands at Hotel B. O.'s
„ "teki Fimt Cover.Buna Hotel Timed IVnek Ou iJJJJ

Nat Brandwynne' . Biltmore (600; a la carte) 3 2,750 8 GOO
Carmen Cavallaro. Astor (850; $1-$1.50) 2 5,150 10475
Leighton Noble. .. Waldorf (550; $2) 3 2.975 8G2 r

>

George Paxton. . ..Pennsylvania (500: $1-$1.50) 6 1,725 10700
Johnny Pineapple" Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50). .... 22 1.325 45^50
Joe Reichman. .. .. Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50). 7.- 2,350 15 375
Jerry Wald* ...... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) ....... .. 13 1.G25 24,025

• Asterisks Indicate a supporting floor show. New Yorker has Ice sliom;
Lexington, an Hawaiian Jloor show; Biltmore, Dioitmioer.

Chicago
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgcwater Beach hotel; 900; $3-?3.50

min.). SOcko 14,000 with outdoor Beach Walk open the entire week.

Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 465; $1 .50-32.50 min.).

Up a bit to a good 3,100.

Ernie Heckscher (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Jump to a tall 3,000.

Alvlno Rey (Panther Room. Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Taper-
ing off at a steady 5,100.

Ted Straeler (Empire Room, Palmer House; 590; $3-$3.50 min.). Following
the week's trend with jump to 5,900.

Orrln Tucker. (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Keep-
ing at a healthy 5,700 pace.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Feeling a drop-off for the

first time in years, getting 3,800 covers.

Rus9 Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $t-$1.50). Getting pure gold with 4,200

tabs.

Location Jobs. Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Gay Clarldge (Chez Paree: 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Joe E. Lewis still pack-

ing them in to the tune of 6,000.

Del Courtney (Blackhawk: 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Billy Bishop closed Tues-

day (25), Courtney opened Wednesday (26) to finish hefty week of 4,000.

Henry King (Aragon; 90c-$1.15>. Smash 17,000 for this north-side ball-

room.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter: 700: $3-$3.50 min.). Merry Macs, Jack

Carter and Harmonica Rascals doing socko 4,400.

Benny Strong (Trianon; 90c-$l. 15). Average 12,000.

(Los Angeles)
Frankle Carle (Palladium. B. Hollywood, 3d wk.). Dipped a bit but still

nice returns with 22,000 admishes.

Henry Busse (Avodon, B. Los Angeles, 1st wk.). Doing only so-so biz

for opening frame at 11,000 ducats.

Tiny Hill (Trianon, B, South Gate, 3d wk.). Business frankly is awful

at 2,975 entrants.

Eddy Oliver, Eddie Heywood (Trocadero, N, Hollywood, 7th&4th wks.).

Down in both rooms to show only mediocre 2,300 tabs.

^4 41$4^

Music and Lyrics by Nacio Herb Brown and Earl K. Brent

» • •
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ASCAP Eyes Japan
Hollywood, July 2.

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers is eyeing

Japan, figuring this the ideal and logical time to stimulate move where-

by Society can get royalties on American music usage. Thought is

that with U. S. officially reshaping political, social and economic setups

in Nippon, germ of idea planted in right quarter might result in forma-

tion of Japanese performing-rights society, similar to those in Europe,

with which ASCAP might effect a tieup.

Yankee music has been extremely popular in Japan for more than

score of years, but ASCAP has found it impossible to collect. Record-

ings firms, bands, theatres and radio have used all the U. S. material

they wanted, sans payment. If ASCAP is successful in inspiring

royalty-sharing society in Nippon, stunt probably will be tried in China.

Fmleys 55G Judgment Vs. MCA

Set Aside; Court Awards% Costs
Los Angeles, July 2.

Federal Judge Paul J. McCormick
last week granted a motion of Music

Corp. of America that the $55,000

damage judgment awarded San Diego

ballroom operator Larry Flnley last

February be set aside. The judge

held that the evidence presented in

the case did not adequately dis-

close any means of determining the

actual amount of damages sustained

by Finley. The ballroom operator

in his original $3,000,000 anti-trust

suit had charged that MCA and rival

-ballroom. Pacific Square, had de-

prived the . Finley spot, Mission

Beach, of opportunity to book name
bands.

The ruling of Judge McCormick
stated: "The damages fixed were
speculative and conjectural, and
based on too insecure support." The
court, however, did give Finley

$7,500 for attorney fees and $1,500

in costs, out of MCA's coffers.

Selvin Cuts on Coast
Hollywood, July 2.

Ben Selvin, Majestic Records'

veepee in charge of production, re-

turned to N. Y. headquarters over
weekend after cutting more than 30

sides for waxery during fortnight

stay. Georgia Gibbs (also signed

here), Louis Prima, screen-cowboy
Eddie Dean and the Riders of Pur-
ple Sage sat in on sessions, among
others.

Ends Ballroem Stand

In LA. After 8 Years
Los Angeles, July 2.

Terminating what certainly is a
record stand for any sizable orch at

a ballroom hereabouts, Jack Dunn's
band exits the Zenda Thurs. (4)

after eight solid years at site. Orig
inally inked in for one month.
Zenda operator Ed Bohlen says

he felt respite would benefit both
Dunn and dancery, and that outfit

may return in autumn. Chuck
Cabot's combo, succeeds Dunn for

four weeks, followed by Quigg
Quigley for similar stand.

Union Yanks Band In

L.A. for Pay Delay
Los Angeles, July 2.

Negro Musicians' Local 767 over
weekend jerked Bill Rowland's five-

piece orch out of Gayety Cafe,

downtown black-and-tannery, due
to back salaries owed crew.
Musikers complained spot was

week-and-half in arrears, and when
a rep of the local could not collect

the 1396 overdue, band was pulled
and spot outlawed until payment
was forthcoming. Gayety is remain
ing open, sans music.

Lecuona
Continued from pace 33

lember, and a coast-to-coast tour,

terminating at War. Memorial Opera

House, San Francisco, is booked to

follow. Next February they launch

a European tour at Salle Pleyel in

Paris.

Carnegie Hall Dale

Oreflche has also signed Chiquito,

currently Havana's most popular
bongo drummer and chanter of Afro
numbers, whose standout perform-
ance in "Carnival in Costa Rica"
paved the way for a contract with
20th-Fox.

Others pacted are Esther Borja,

rhuroba singer from the Casino Na-
cional; Blanca Batista. bolero

thrush; Estela, of the original Rene
& Estela dance team; Dorita ti

Diablo, hot rumba and nanigo dan-
cers from Matanzas, and Cucabella,

maracas' soloist..

Luis Escalante heads the trumpet
section, and Gustavo Mas the sax
crew. Arturito is the drummer.

Oreflche, acclaimed in Europe as

"the Gershwin of Cuba," has com-
posed a cavalcade of hit songs, in-

cluding "Habana en Paris," intro-

duced -by Gertrude Niesen in

"Bobby Get Your Gun" at the Adel-
phi, London; "Mayan," first sung by
Josephine Baker at the Folies Ber-
gere, Paris; "En la Plantation," a
pre-war success of Tino Rossi; "Me
Voy Pa BrasiL" Blanca Negri's Ca-
sino da Urea favorite in Rio; "Cha-
cha la Negra," which brought fame
to Malu Gatica, the Chilean singer;

"Corazon Para Que," Hugo del Car-
ries sock tune in "Los Dos Rivales"

film; "Anacaona," a Miguelito
Valdes click, and "Habana de Mi
Amor," Pedro Vargas' rave on Vic-

tor records.

Adolfo Tobal, impresario who
handled the Lecuona Cuban Boys in

South America for four years, takes
over as manager of the new . group.
They will record exclusively for

Victor.

William Bacher, lOth-Fox pro-
ducer, is due here next week to set

the Oreflche combo for a new pic

ture with a Latin background, and
they have also had offers from
Paramount and Columbia.

Auld in Middle of Booking Snag;

Frederick Bros., Avodon Snarled

RESERVES VERDICT ON

ALIEN MUSIC ROYALTIES
New York Federal Court Judge

Alfred C. Coxe last week reserved

decision on two motions for sum-

mary judgment in connection with

a suit brought by the Alien Property.

Custodian against the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and

Publishers and Henry M. Propper,

as receiver of AKM, Austrian com-

posers society. Suit seeks $392,958

held by ASCAP for three foreign

composer societies, AKM (Austrian)

SACEM (French) and STAGMA
(German).

Involved in the motions for sum-
mary judgment was the AKM money
claimed by the Custodian under a
vesting order issued in 1943, which
claims funds of alien corporations.

Propper, as receiver, claims the

royalty money under an appoint-
ment as temporary receiver by the

N. Y. State supreme court in 1941.

A. Walter Socolow, the receiver's

attorney argued that through its

attorneys, Schwartz & Frohlich, it

has maintained that APC is the
proper party but asserts that there

are no royalties held in escrow by
ASCAP for AKM because the lat-

ter's use of ASCAP music offset

any balance.

Meanwhile, the receiver's action

against ASCAP in N. Y. supreme
court is awaiting trial, the action

seeking damages of $150,000. In this

action ASCAP contends that APC
is the proper party,, but the APC
was ruled out as a party plaintiff.

The receiver is suing for moneys
allegedly owed AKM under a 1933

agreement for use of AKM tunes in

U. S. Royalty money sought is from
1936 to 1938, after which agreement
ceased.
In the Federal court suit APC

seeks royalties of $62,809, for AKM;
$213,778, due SACEM, and $116,375,

due STAGMA.

Hollywood, July 2.

Frederick Bros, agency office here

is in a band-booking snarl, with the

Avodon ballroom on beefing end,

concerning deal for Georgic Auld's

orch.

Musicrew was set to play four

weeks, at $2,700 per stanza, at down-
town terpalace opening July 17.

Dance hall prez, Jack Rogers, signed

contract and sent it to agency for

signatures. Over weekend Barney
McDevitt, manager of local terpery,

called Auld in Chicago, where lie

opened Friday at El Grotto. Maestro
stated he would be there for five

weeks, period which would overlap
local date, and also that he had sev-
ered connections with FB. Auld.
added he also had been booked for

series of one-nighters following
Grotto stand with General Artists

Corp., thereby precluding Avodon
stand. .

—

Issue was handed to Tom Ketter-
ing, veepee of FB, who said he had
peddled band in good teith, believ-
ing Auld could be curtailed in CM
spot for local bow. Kettering also

said he believed agency pact with
band ran through August, covering
Avondon stand. Meanwhile, terpalace

chiefs are smoldering and wondering
where to dig up musicrew to follow
Henry Busse, who leaves in two
weeks.

ITURBI AUDITIONS FOR

TOURING SYMPH ORCH
Hollywood, July 2.

Jose Iturbi last week issued call

for musicians to be auditioned for a
96-piece symph orch he is forming
for autumn tour. Rehearsals will

commence late this month.

Neither pianist nor his manager,
Martin Wagner, would comment on
rumor that Iturbi eventually intends
to trek outfit through South Amer-
ica. He will start with a sweep
across the U. S.

STONE COLD DEAD
IN THE MARKET

Wordt and Musk by Wilmoth Hovdint

By Amrtftmtnt with Notthirn Muiic Coiporttien

m
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Music Notes
Bernie Kaai and his Hawaiian orch out 12 sides for Majestic Ftccorcis

Eli Obcrstein, Victor yccpo.c, back in N. Y. from his Coast recording trek

Curt Barrel!, western musical, director at Memo Records, coaching

Edgar Buchanan to chant an oatune, which he will do in Metro*i "Sea

'©I Grass". . . .Sugar Chile Robinson will make, first Coast appearance at

Million Dollar theatre, L. A., week of July 30. . . :Bobby Wess, Musicraft

Records' Coast .chieftain, will be profiled in Sept. issue of Pic mag
as "Young: Man of the Month". .. .E. Paul Ludinan named general-comp-
troller of Capitol Records, replacing C. H. Wolf, resigned. ...Stan Kenton
band, current at Mission Beach. San Diego, making three disk dates at

Capitol platters: . . .The Fran Kelly-promoted jazz concert in Los Angeles
last .week, in Embassy Aud., lost $1,000: nut was $2.200. . . .Comedian Walter
O'Keefe has commenced clefflng Latin novelty tunes. Has peddled, a pair,

"Pio Pico O'Hare" and "Yo Tu Quicro'.' to Southern Music Co. lor late
v

summer publication. . . .Joan Barton, chirp, inked' by 4 Star Records to wax
24 sides within a year . . . . Julie Losch will be Coast rep of Mood'.Music'
Co. ., .Miguelito Valdcs cut eight sides for Musicraft, on Coast. . .. .Paul

Cavanaugh Trio, recently pactcd by ARA, cut first for sides for label in

Hollywood lasf week. . . .Joe Liggins' orch slashed four sides for Exclusive
....Golden Gale Quartet set for fortnight at El Cortez. Las- Vegas, starting

July 13..;. Eddie Bracken and Virginia Welles have collabed oh ditty,

"The Love Waltz," turned out while being on lot together for Paramount's
"Ladies Man." Song has been sold to Andrew Stone for use in his forth-

coming film. "Strange Bedfellows". . . .Dimitri Tiomkin signed to score
Frank Capra's "It's a Wonderful Life" Earl Brent and Nacio Herb
Brown composing for Metro's "The Kissing Bandit". . . .Pat Friday has
been pacted by Enterprise Records. . . .Jimmy Young inked to waxing con-
tract by Bel-Tone Records. . . .Smiley Burnette collabbing with Anri_ Clark

BMI % SHEET

Hit Tunes for July

A STORY BOOK ROMANCE -
tommy Fatter—01 101

THERE'SGOOD BLUESTONIGHT
Mcrttni t*«n-C«p. 144 Town? Dcmiy-Vic. JO-1M7 (Embany)

Iwhr MiHii^r-OK. I1U3 • Ui Ir.wn-d J4W1
Clyd* McCoy-V«cjucj.7Sl

Alt THE CATS JOIN IN —
tenity OMdiMri-C«l. MH7 • toy EMr*dte-D*<. 1MM

Opi« Cattt— f*vt' Itar 1101

BLUE CHAMPAGNE -
tommy Dor»y-P*c. 3773 * fr'rfdy Mertln-Vk. 3O-1070

Fro nine Mo*ter»-C4eri 6179 • Chm Crati—Coronet 10

DO YOU DO? DO YOU DO?

on children's album for ARA. , . .Roy WebbAscoring RKO's "Sinbad the

Sailor",...Max Steiner scoring "Cloak and dagger" for United States

Pictures. . . .Leon Rene and Buddy Baker, prcz and musical director re-

spectively of Exclusive Records, going to national jukebox operators' con-

vention, to be held in Chicago, starting July 12 Alice Ignoff has opened
new music pub in Hollywood, ITNI Music. First release will be own ditty,

"I'm Beginning to Live Again". .'. .Eddie Dean, PRC Pictures' western star,

pacted for two-and-half years by Majestic Records. .. .Kathleen Sullivan,

formerly with Hearst's Examiner in Los Angeles, has joined Victor Rec-

ords' Coast cubicle, replacing Kay Lewis, who has quit to marry.

Jim Conkling. waxing chief of Capitol Records, back at Hollywood office

after two weeks' recording spree in N. Y,...Dick Jurgens' band, cur-

rent at Claremont hotel, San Francisco, this week disking batch of biscuits

for Standard Transcriptions. ., . Lccuona Cuban Boys inked into Trocadero,

Hollywood; for run starting July 4.— Rocco Vocco, veepee of Bregman,
Vocco St Conn, on Coast for fortnight ... .Curt. Barrett and his western

s
band have cut four sides for Memo Records, in Hollywood. .. .Hoagy
iCarmichael had a disking session at ARA pop-plattery last weekend.

.

Glen Wallichs, Capitol Records" Veepee, in N. Y, for huddle* with waxcry's
prez, Johnny Mercer. . . .Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson have eleffed

two ditties for Republic's "Calendar Girl" Aim. .
. .Abe Olman, new topper

of Robblns-Feist-Miller, due in Hollywood July. 8, on periodic prowl and
huddle with Metro execs.... In Hollywood Miguelito Valdes filed papers,

through attorney Bob Broder to form own music pub firm, which
will specialize in Latin ditties. Company, which will be named
Val Music, will issue as its f..sl. "Vera Cruz," a Valdes orig. which singer

recently put on Musicraft platter. . . .Milt Transchcl has joined publicity-

promotion dept. of ARA. .. Les Reis, Martin Block Music contactman. on
Coast visiting brother, Herb Reis, also a ;songplugger. . . .Frank Deutsch,
Chi rep of Emery Music Co., which is owned by brother, Emery Deutsch,
in N. Y. recuperating from third operation since. exiting Army last winter

In Hollywood Jimmy James' new band cut four sides for Enterprise
Records. . . ;Frariz Waxmah currently scoring Warners' "Nora Prentiss". . .

.

Artie Wayne disked four-sides for Bel-Tone Records, backed by 24-picce
orch and male quartet. .. .Hans Eisler scoring RKO's "Woman on the
Beach". . . .Georgia Gibbs pacted for platters by Majestic. . . .Jack and Dave
Kapp will hit Hollywood in late July; will be Jack's first Coasting in about
a year. . . .'Danny Cameron has quit as songplugger for Paramount Music in

N. Y. and gone to Coast as contact there for Jewel Music, moving into spot
vacated when Harry Hume left firm to open nitery booking office in San
Francisco. . . .King Sisters waxed four sides for Victor in Hollywood thus
washing up contract. Vocalists aren't being renewed, according to Eli Obcr-
stein. . . .Ink Spots cutting four sides for Decca, in Hollywood. . . .J. F. Bard
and Franz Green, veepeos df Pan-American Records, out of Hollywood
headquarters for month's swing through midwest, lining up dislribs for
their product. . . .Marlin Skiles composing score of "Gallant Journey" for
Columbia Picts. . . .Lennie Hayton stick-swishing the symph orch Metro is

using on score of "Till the Clouds Roll By". . . . Anne Jeffreys did four sides
of "Roberta" tunes for Spotlight Records. »

Enoch li(kl-C«fl. 11U urcwl)(Co.

ABOUT YOU
(Compbell Porgl*)

(ft Ml)

oftdon)

T DON'T KNOW ENOUGH
Jfthnnr Ocimond-Vic. 30-1(41 • PtS9? lew-Cap. J3t

Mill lroH)art-D«. 1M94'

LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE
Oinoh Skoro-Col. 34t*4 • Enoch Uphl-CoM. 1175

M«»r Mki-Dcc. 1UM • Toddy Wort«i»-A«A US
tommy Koyo-Vic. 30-1154 • Andy luiwH-Cop. 1M

Jocry WoM-l»noio 3007 • Vlncont lopcc-Mcrtury M74

MOON OVER BROOKLYN -
Gvy lombordo—D*e. lUOt

TOO MANY IRONS IN THE FIRE
Milli lrom«ni-Do«a' (M

VEMVEM^
Joi« Morond-Apollo 1007 Don Joia-Oomont 101

'

WHAnA YA GONNA DO ....

Imli .rfmo-Moj. 71*1 • lovli AntHlioni-Vlc. M-lttl *

lobby lyino-Cotmo 4W • Nkk tucoi-Wamond Nit
Johnny Aloddm-MPt 1304 • HcJ.n E*crotl-Doc. IttM

Opio Colc*-rW Jtoi' • Ooocf. *ot>—Co.on«4 17

Mly tuttoihoM-Cop. 3*5 • Plril IHfo-Muilcroh'

Key Ky«.c-Coi.* • Ihop HoWi-Vogvo'.

lonny Uylor-Moic' • Herb Korn-Tompo*

(Morli)

WHEREVER THERFS ME
THERE'S YOU
.(Republic!

'

oily Hunon-Vk. 30-1913

WHO TOLD YOU THAT LIE?.
ConnM Boiw»ll-0«. leUI • Votighn Moncoo-Vic. 10-11*1

Phil Irilo-Muciccoll 15073 • Haity Cool-Sicj. 15031

WITHOUT YOU
(TRES PJUABRAS)

Andy Bulioll-Cop. 334 • Doii Ainoi-Vic. 30-0151

Joyno Wollon-Marcuiy 3001 - Noio Motolii-Moj. 5000

Handy Biookc-Doc. 10374 • Joel Cairoll-Mlilil Art 730

Chvcho Mortln<l-A*.A 300* .

I M l HIT tUMS
AM AVAIlAaif, roo.

ON All y«4N{C»PriON UHVICU
*Soon to ho rofooiod

Band Reviews

ELLIOT LAWRENCL ORCH (30)

With Jack Hunter, Rosalyn Patton
Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.

Elliot Lawrence is the 21-ycar-old
pianist - composer 7 conductor w h o
came to attention over WCAU and
CBS pickups with a suave brand of
dansapation which commends him
particularly for the hostelrics. An
enthusiastic, personable youngster, he
made the grade on his own with a
modern idea of terp tunery. Fact is

that his father, Stan Lee Broza, the
station's production chief, couldn't
effect the lad's progress if he didn't
possess the fundamentals.
He has manifested thai over the

air. via Columbia records (just out)
and now on his first location engage-
ment. That his style may remind of
Claude Thornhill stems from the
French horn-English horn-oboe-bas-
soon style, but it ends there.
He captures the mood of the room

rightly, accelerating as the dinner
progresses, and plays the jump and
society styles just as facilely. Above
all. he has a solid dance beat in a
team which .comprises six brass, five

reeds,, the two extra horns, bassoon
and four rhythm. Jack Hunter and
Rosalyn Patton alterate on the vo-
cals, former sounding particularly
good, although the lass is adequate.
Lawrence hops from piano perch

to standup batoneering and. while a
bit awkward on the Pennsy's Cafe
Rouge podium, it's not too bother-
some. Withal, as one of the newest
maeslros of hoofology he shapes up
as one of the bright hopes. Abel.

CHARLIE BARNET ORCH (21)

With Johnnie McAfee, Fran War-
. ren, Art Robey
Aquarium Restaurant, N. Y.
Charlie Barnet's crew, is the. fifth

top name band at the Aquarium
since owner Ben Harriman convert-
ed the ealery-nitery into a jive
joint and. despite the top money
he's reportedly laying on the line,

the idea is apparently continuing to
pay off. Aquarium is jammed
throughout the evening from the
dinner show on, and the spot's
doormen practically have to use
shovels to clear the non-paying fans
off the front sidewalk. With a dance
floor, almost like the proverbial
postage stamp, the payees mostly
can only sit and drink or eat. which
might explain why Harriman gels
such good returns..
Owner apparently hasn't had a

chance yet to convert his dance-
stand, and Barnet's orch. for one.
was iairimed together more than the
customers. However, Barnet's over-
sized crew would overflow almost
any stand. Band comprises 10 brass,
seven reed and three rhythm, plus
the maestro and Fran Warren, his
femme vocalist. Though four of the
trumpets are seated urouhd a corner
from the other two. the orch gives
oul with a repertoire of solid swing
that has the customers beating their
cutlery in rhythm.
Barnet is one of the few remain-

ing leaders who sticks to straight
swi.ng. disdaining the current Latin
music fad or any attempts to mod-
ify the jive stuff via strings. Ar-

rangements are evenly balanced be-
tween jump numbers and ballads,
and all come on! in line fashion.
Trumpet section is one of the best
in the business, and four trombones
achieve harmony that's reminiscent
of the late Glenn Miller's original
band. Reeds are never overpowered
by the topheavy brass.

Barnet himself remains one of the
top alto saxmen. He rides solo in al-
most every number, from such stuff
as "Cherokee," the theme, to dreamy
ballads like "Blue Champagne ''

Band's two lop numbers when
caught were "Sky Liner," lalest re-
cording featuring a pyramid effect
in the brass section, and Duke El-
lington's composition, "A-Train.".'

Miss Warren, a blonde "looker
handles the pops okay. Johnny Mc-
Afee doubles on the vocals and bari-
tone sax, and demonstrates nicely
fn both. Art Robey. trumpet, gives
out with scat vocalistics on such
tunes as "Hey-Bop.", Stal.

Omaha Switch

Omaha. July 3.
New policy of Peony Park, big

dance, swim aiid recreation spot,
being watched with interest. •

Park, which played name bands
on one nighters only,' now using
them for a week.

British Gov't
= Continued from page 1

the play, but turned It down because
of expected difficulties in earing for
her children in postwar London
Reassurance on this factor won her
over, plus fact that actress will be
on percentage, with, her take in-
creased now that double taxation of
artists working, both Britain and
U. S. is out. Tax relief cinched deal
plus enthusiasm of John Byram
head of Paramount's play dept., for
the script.

Latter, with his wife Marian, has
just returned from a British visit
where (as friend both to Coward
and Miss Martin) he heard a reading
of the operetta. Neysa McMein, an-
other mutual friend, heard score in
London and relayed favorable word
to Miss Martin on her return.
Operetta concerns a singer on a

British isle in the Pacific.

.

TOP HIT Of YESTERDAY

ondW.^'""

OH

For new ortisr copies and

arrangements, write or phone

PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager,

Standard Exploitation Dept.,

The Big 3, -1o19 Broadway/
New York 19, Circle 6-29^9

10-INCH SHELLAC
RECORD PRESSINGS

AVAILABLE
SMALL OR LARGE QUANTITIES

High Quality—Fast Service
MASTERS BOUGHT-S6lD>EXCHANGED

SONGCRAFT INC.
1650 Broadway, New York 19

AM INTERESTED IN ACQUIRING

CONTROL OR OUTRIGHT

PURCHASE OF

RECORD COMPANY

Submit Dotails to

H A R RV FROMKIS
33 MoH Avenue

New London, Conn.
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10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Gypsy UO) (Leeda)

2. Prisoner of Love (13) (Mayfau).

•(Ink Spots ....Decca
••' (Dinah Shor« Columbia

! S Perry Como Victor
• '

" | Ink Spots. .Decca

Victor
Columbia

8. They Say If, Wonderful (6) cBerlin)...j5^^-.'.";.r;v

4; I Don't Know Enough About You .3) (C){^g^^y^S^
3. All Through the Day (12) (Williamson) .. j*"^^ii]^
, Sioux City Sue (9) (Morris)..... {Sgfij* jgg
1, Laughing Oh the Outside (.10) (BMI)., .. Dinah Shore Columbia

Doin' What Comes Natur'lly .2) .Berlin)j.^fe'-'.V.^SjS
, In Love In Vain (2, (T. B. Harms)

. . {a^feV^cfel
ankie Carle. .. . .Columbia

Margaret Whiting. . ..Capitol10. One More Tomorrow (.1) (Remick)
(F.

•'•
{ M

Coming Up
Do You Love. Me (BVO...

Bumble Boogie (Martin)..,.

. Dick Haymes .'.Decca

. Freddy Martin ..Victor

Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop (Leeds) [S^"-.'^Sr
Love On Greyhound Bus (Bobbins). , \^^ ôe:;;;:;^
Cement Mixer (Mills) Slim Gaillard Cadet

.1 Dinah Shore. Columbia
"

j Haymes-Forresl Decca

Night Club Reviews

Come Rain, Come Shine' (Crawford).

Zanzibar, N. Y.
Peters Sisters (3). Miller Bros. &

Lois, Pearl Bailey, Charioteers (4),

Pee Wee Marquette, Alan Dixon,
Line (8), Cab Calloway Orch,

Claude Hopkins Orch; $3.50 miti.

Zanzibar, which has arrived at the

ripe old Broadway nitery age of 2V4

years, sticks to the pattern of its suc-

cess in the current talent layout. Un-.
fortunately, while the policy of the
all-chromo show is retained, the tal-

ent isn't. Aside from the work of

Pearl Bailey and, to a lesser degree,
the Peters Sisters, the show is a dull

and colorless affair. It looks like

something which—if it hadn't cost
so much coin—might have been
cooked up by entrepreneur Carl
Erbe and producer Joe Howard as a
hot-weather space filler.

Biggest disappointment to old Cot-
ton Clubites of a now-defunct era is

Cab Calloway. He's a far cry from
the guy who made "Hi-de-hi-de-ho"
a national joy whoop. The native
Negro zest and spontaneity are gone.
In their place is a studied cutencss.
No longer is Calloway merely a guy
who had to let go with the "hi-de-
hi's" and the "ho-de-ho's" because
he was just so filled with joio-de-
vivre it bubbled over. Now he's a
self-conscious "personality" . merely
peddling a trademark.
The Calloway band is still solid

musically and, as well as providing
tcrpctralion, backs up the show.

WANTED!
By a G.I. Lyric Writer

A MELODY
By An Established Composer

th«i« Are Iht Word*:

"You Should-a
When You Could-a"

CHORUS

You Could-a bttn Hit levt light in my
ty«i,

You Could-n but you had to toll thooo
•Hoi, —

You uyd to bo topi,

how you don't rata,
You Should-a Whon You Could-a
But now it's too latol

You Could-a had my Itiuoi to yourtoH,
You Could-a but you Uh me on the

•hell,

You tritd someone now.
And thought that I'd wait.
You Should-a When You Could-a
But now H', loo latol

Opportunity knocked at your door,
B«» you juit lot it go by ...
Time and tide wait for no one,
And baby neither do II

You Could-a had the thrill of tweet
romance,.

You Could-a but you threw away the
chance,

• offered you love
Now I offer the CATEI
You Should-a When You Could-a
But now ,t', too latol

OX 421
»A«UTt. 154 WIST 44TH STREET

«W YORK If. N. Y.

Lineup gets under way with intr'o
from Zanzi's callboy. Pee Wee Mar-
quette, and segues Into a Conga rou-
tine by the line. Gals, aided by Alan
Dixon, make two later appearances,
all of them equally undistinguished.
Femmes are not much in the way of
looks, arc utterly minus grace or
charm, and have little in the way of
routines. That leaves nothing but
the costumes, and there's nothing
outstanding about them either.

Miss Bailey's, appearance is the
only real pick-me-up of the 75 min-
utes of show. Unfortunately, she's
spotted so early in the lineup, rather
than the next-to-closing where her
talent would merit, that she doesn't
give the entertainment the lift of
which she's capable. That's unavoid-
able, however, at least in the early
show, since she's doubling from the
legit musical, "St. Louis Woman,"
and her appearance must be timed
for that.

An unusual stylist. Miss Bailey has
an engrossing and amusing way of
throwing away her lines. There's
nothing special about her pipes; it's

just that super-selling she does by
completely underselling that wins
her constant encore-demanding
palm-pounding. She has a natural-
ness and an easiness that's pointed
up in the title tune from "St. Louis
Woman'' and its top hit, "Legalize
My Name."
Peters Sisters, heavyweight trio,

do a little belter than their standard
turn with considerably more tom-
foolery and kidding around than
usually attached to their capable war-
bling. Charioteers fail to live up to
the rep they have built over the
years, with the performance here
lacking harmony, sweetness or any
of the other qualities that makes a
male quartet listcnable.

Filling out the bill is Miller Bros.
& Lois, lap turn that makes a cred-
itable effort to get away from the
usual by terping on blocks and ta-
bles. For the patrons' dancing, Cal-
loway- is spelled by Claude Hopkins'
band. Herb.

10 Best Sheet Sellers
i Week Ending June 29)

Gypsy .... . .... Leeds
Prisoner of Love .Melrose
Sioux City Sue ....Morris
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin
What Comes . Natur'lly . . Berlin
Laughing on The Qutside. . .BMI
I Don't Know Enough... C-P
All Through Day .. . .Williamson.
Full Moon Empty Arms.. Barton
Do You Love Me? ..... ...BVC

Village Vanguard now marquees him
as Richard Dyer-Bennet—Courtesy
of Sol Hurok. He may ultimately
have an important chapter in a re-
vise of Hurok's tome "Impresario."
But despite this elevation, Dyer-

Bennct remains one. of the more
literate and expressive of modern
day balladeers. His chanties of
English and American stock, deliv-
ered with guitar accompaniment,
are the predominant reason why the
Vangaurd is doing SRO biz. The
mob could take his offerings for
more, encores than he offered. " '

Rest of the show has Eddy Man-
son, harmonicisl accomped by Mar-
jorie Welles whose classic mouth
organ renditions hit the house with
extreme effectiveness, while Eleanor
Bowers 'New Acts) completes the
bill. Jose.

Coronet, lMillly
Philadelphia, June 28.

Doi'e Sierilon, Ronnie & Ray, Joey
Adams, Murk* Plant, Tony Can-
ioneri, Line '8), Jules Levan Orch
18); no cover or .minimum. .

The Adams-Canzoneri-Plant tri-

umvirate is back . 'again—and they
are still great laugh bait.

The act has been hypoed by some
fresh gags and new lyrical material.
Canzoneri, in particular, has de-
veloped a sense of comedy and stage
presence which he sadly lacked
when he last appeared here.

Plant is in great voice, the robust
singer scoring plenty with his rendi-
tions of "Begin the Beguine," "Fall-
ing in Love.'' But he's at his best
with his package of Gershwin tunes.

Joey Adams has doped but a new
finale in which he and his partners
go through a "nostalgic" reprise of

.

old hit tunes—all written (accord-
ing to Adams) by Jules Levan, the
Coronet band leader.

Dave Stenton. ex-GI, contribution
has been overworked of late— it's the
familiar routine of pahtomining
imitations of stars with the voice
coming over a hidden record-player.
Stenton "s version of this gimmick is

okay, but it seems all exponents of
this "art" uses the same records.
Dance team of Ronnie and Ray Is

talented and their stint is diversified.
Guy Martin line is composed of
graceful and beautifully-gowned
lookers:

Levan's orchestra, new at this spot,
does a workmanlike - job of accom-
panying.the show as well as dancing.
House about three-fourths filled

when reviewed "supper show).
Shal.

Village Vanguard. N. V.
(FOLLOWUP)

There's something elevating about
a conceit tour. Witness the case of
Richard Dyer-Bennet, who recently
completed a longhair jaunt and had
a brief turn in a legiter called
"Second Best Bed." After such clas-
sic activity ordinary billing isn't
sufficient. The postage-stamp sized

Par's Byram II

Continued from pate 7 ssssl
Writer overload on the Par lot at
the moment, however, eliminated
immediate deals.

Par's Broadway emir pointed out
that the scarcity of theatres in Lon-
don now is even greater than it was
in New York during the past win-
ter. As a result, he said, a number
of good plays are ready for produc-
tion and are being held up awaiting
availability of West End houses.

Some of these newcomers, he
opined, would offer Hollywood pos-

sibilities. There's also great ac-
tivity, Byram said, in the tryout
houses.

. If Par succeeds in sewing up
"Winslow," the Terence Rattigan hit

will be produced on Broadway with
Par participation, before it is filmed

.

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC 87
^

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

(Peatman System)
Follotvino are the Most Played songs of the week, June 21-27, based

on tile copi/rifl/ited survey by Dr. John Peatman's Office of Research, using
the Accurate Reportlnn Radio Log as basis of information in N, Y,

All Through the JDay—f'Centennlal Sumrner" Williamson
Ashby De La Zooch. . .Manhattan
Cement Mixer ; Mills
Coax Me a Little Bit. ...... .Bourne
Come Rain Come Shine—°"St. Louis Woman". Crawford.
Doin' What Comes Natur'lly—""'Annie Get Your Gun" .Berlin
Don't Be a Baby, Baby .Triangle .

Full Moon and Empty Arms Barton
Gypsy .Leeds
I Don't Know Enough About You . . . . C-P
I Don't.Know Why— (-"Faithful In My Fashion". . .......... .Feist

I've Got Sun In Morning—'"Annie Get Your Gun". .
.Berlin .

I'd Be Lost Without You. ';
;

Advanced
If You Were the Only Girl .Mutual
I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time. .Broadway
In Love In Vain— (-"Centennial Summer"......... T. B. Harms
In the Moon Mist...:..... S-B
Laughing On the Outside ..<.-... .Broadway
Love On a Greyhound Bus—i"No Leave, No Love" .Robbins
More Than You Know ' Miller
Night and Day—f'Night and Day". Harms
One More Tomorrow • Remick
Prisoner of Love— ,

.Mayfair
Seems Like Old Times. .Feist

Sioux City Sue ....E.H.Morris
Strange Love .Famous
Surrender .Santly-Joy

There's No One But You. .S-B
They Say It's Wonderful—""Annie Get Your Gun" .Berlin

Who Do You Love I Hope Berlin
You Are Too Beautiful ....Harms

( Ftlmusical. ' Lepit Musical. $ BMI Licensed.

"Gentleman," produced by Henry
Sherek and with Robert Morley
starring, would be a particularly
good bet for both Broadway and
Hollywood, Byram said, if Morley
could be convinced to appear in it

here. There has been talk of a
Broadway production by Stanley
Gilkey and Barbara Payne, who did
"Three to Make Ready," currently
at the Broadhurst, N. Y.

Top possibility for U. S. films and
legit in Paris, Byram said, is

"Aupres de ma Blonde." Sir Alex-
ander Korda owns film rights and
the author, Marcel Achard, arrived
in the U. S. with him over the
weekend to set a Broadway produc-
tion. Major novelty of the produc-
tion, Byram said, is that the action
of the play moves from the present
era backwards, as sort of reverse
flashback technique.

Blue Angel, N. Y„ will close July
14 for the summer and will reopen
in September with Monica Lewis
on the opening bill.

EX-GI SUES HAWKINS

FOR FORMER BAND JOB
Action was brought last week

against Evskine Hawkins, band-
leader now at the Strand theatre,

N. Y., by U. S. Attorney John F. X
McGohey, to compel reinstatement
of former GI Horace McLemore,
electric guitarist, who was replaced
while in service. If action is suc-

cessful, McLemore would be entitled

to a year's salary, $4,992.

McLemore was one of the original

members of the Hawkins crew,
which was organized as the 'Bama
State Collegians in 1935. He worked
with the orch until January, 1943,

when he was inducted. After his

discharge last January, McLemore
claims that Hawkins told him that

his replacement by a guitarist-ar-

ranger would be
.
permanent. Mc-

Lemore says his replacement by a
player-arranger is contrary to Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians regula-

tions. Case to be heard Tue. (9).

2 BRAND NEW UNPUBLISHED AND UNRECORDED

SONGS WHICH WE HOPE WON'T LONG BE

UNPUBLISHED AND UNRECORDED:

DID YOU EVER CRY
By PAT BALLARD and BERNARD MALTIN (ASCAP)

JUST A LITTLE R1T LATE
By PAT BALLARD (ASCAP)

Advance copies will be sent via carrier pigeon to

anybody who wants to record and/or publish these
tunes (after they have heard them, of course).

We expect an advance, hence have employed the

(union) pigeons. Who's a character now? BALLARD,
50 Chippewa Road, Mohegan Park, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

S/N6/N6 M47

^•»irLi+tle Richard"
Hakes*Oh Johnny Oti ' V0h £*rvi/i
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Miami Nitery Ops Unloading Spots;

Gambling Looks Dead for Next Season
Current summer season is ex-*

peeled to produce many changes in
|

the Miami and Miami Beach cafe

sclup. Many spots are expected to

No Sunburns Here
Hollywood, July 2.

Showgirls' working in Earl Car-
roll's nitery. here have been
strictly warned not to acquire

suntans this summer. Producer
figures the milk-white epidermis

shows up better on stage.

I

change ownership with virtually!

every spot on the block at asking!

prices ranging from $25,000 up to
j

$250,000,

One recent change has been made.

The Riptide club, Miami, has been

sold to Al Freeman, and others arc

expected to follow.

Basic reason for the desire to un-

load is the fact that there's little
,

hope that Dade county authorities

will permit gambling for the com-

ing winter season. Political pres-

sures, so far, haven't produced any

results, and it's felt that the reform

wave started at the beginning of last
j

season, will remain for sometime.

• Consequently many who bought

clubs expecting a bonanza from the

casinos are trying to unload their

holdings.

Another factor in wave of attemp-

ted sales is the expected boom to

Hallendale and Hollywood, Fla., lo-

cated in adjacent Broward county.

Setup in that area is such that the

green-felt tables operate unmolested.

Myrt Wertheimer's Colonial Inn,

Hallendale, made a killing reported

at $2,000,000 during last season. It's

expected that once building restric-

tions are lifted, many hotels and
cafes will be built to provide keen
competition for the Miami and
Beach regions.

Broward county has a race track

as well, and the smart money gen-
try spend more time in this vicinity

than they do in Miami.
But, so far,' controlling syndicate

men, aren't permitting too much
gambling competition to move in.

But if their expectations of increas-

ing tourist trade this winter, vaca-
tioner increase may make it feasible

for them to permit more spots to

open.

Harris Trio Begs Out
From Max Richards Mgt.
Harris Trio, singing act. has

vamped exclusive management con-
tract with Max Richards, talent

agent, by mutual consent.

Act made petition to abrogate
agreement with agent to American
Guild of Variety Artists. /' Matter
was to have been arbitrated. After
preliminary hearing Richards
agreed to release, making subse-
quent arbitration unnecessary.

AGVA Arbitration Body

Splits Nitery Decision
Hollywood, July 2.

Arbitration Board called by
American Guild of Variety Artists

last week to decide on claim leveled
against Swing Club by singer Carol
Abbott, split in its decision—to ap-
parent satisfaction of both parties.

Chirp said $50 wrongly had been
decked from recent week's pay, and
Swing operator Paul Bershon coun-
tered that she had okayed a cus-

tomer cashing two $25 checks and
that they bounced, hence the deduc-
tion from pay.

Arbitrators, after much debate
over what constituted okaying a

'customer's check, found agreement
in having Bershon pay Miss Abbott
$25, or half her claim, with stipula-

tion if he ever can collect, he will

restore rest of cut.

Philly Coronet Sold
Philadelphia, June 2.

Coronet Club was sold today

(Tues.) by owners Stanley Schwartz
and Bob Wasserman to Joseph Fein
and Joseph Kravitz for a reported
$50,000. Club is closing down to-

night (Tues.) for renovations, to re-

open in four weeks under new tag

of Cafe Society.

New owners operated a musical
bar of latter name in uptown Negro
section of Philly.

SONNY
KENDIS

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
CarrvarHy Appearing for Eatir* Sumintr Season

At the Famous EMBASSY ROOM in the

HOTEL STRAND
ATLANTIC CITY. NEW JERSEY

CM. COAST-TO-COAST

COLUMBIA RECORDS

! Charlie Freeman Says

He'll Take the Rap For

Starting Bowes' Units
Dallas, June 29.

Editpr. Variety:

Qn June '19. you carried the story

of the Major Bowes Units. Out of

respect for the late Major's mem-
ory, and in order that the blame for

these shows can be placed where it

properly belongs, I am going to tell

you the true story of the Major
Bowes Units.

B;ick in 1934-35 when the Major
Bowes Amateur Program was at its

height I was then booking the Inter-

state Theatres out of Paramount's

New York Booking Office. I called

Bill McCaflciy. then with the NBC
Artists' Bureau, and told him I

would like to make up a vaudeville

show of Major Bowes winners and
]

play them in the Interstate Theatres
'

in Texas. McCaffrey liked the idea

and said he would take it up. with
the Major He called back in half an
hour and reported that the Major
was not interested and couldn't be
bothered. .

I then told him that if the Major
wouldn't do it. I would go ahead
with it myself. Bill said that I

couldn't use the name. I told him I

was going to make up the show of

Major Bowes winners.' booking the

acts direct, calling it the "Major
Bowes Amateur Winners" and could-

n't see how anyone could stop it.

Bill then asked me to hold up until

he contacted the Major again.

This time he called back in 15 min-
utes and asked me if I would come
over and see the Major. The Major
and I then got together, and the first

Major Bowes Unit was organized,

and a few weeks later opened in the

Majestic. Houston. All that happened
with these units followed this show-
ing in Houston.

I was rather surprised at the profits

Variety figured had accrued from
these shows—$3,000,000. I can readi-

ly understand now why the Major
sent me an electric clock the follow-

ing Christmas!
Charles J. Freeman.

P. 0. BOX 12t, TIMES SQUARE STATION
NEW YORK It. N. Y.

Sherman's Aqua Follies

Refurbished for Tour
Noel Sherman, whose aqua show,

' Water Follies." closed an experi-
mental tour two weeks ago. is plan-

ning lo. revamp show with enlarged
cast and. additional scenic effects

and send it out again latter part of

next month.
Encouraged by the boft biz the

water specuiele did on tour, Sher-
man figures there's a large public

for this type entertainment, which
has precipitated his desire to plunge
into heavy financing for the next
edition. New combo will comprise
vnuclc acts as well as water stars,

whom he's now lining up for re-

hearsals in N. Y.

They Call It Comedy
Every once in awhile a few performers in vaudeville and the

niteries get out of hand with their material, and as a result the
entire field suffers. The misdeeds of the few are made to ap-
pear as if they are the misdeeds of the entire variety phase of
show business. It recalls the Keith-Albce clays, when Keith and
Albee found it necessary to post on their callboards the "don'ts"
that were making vaudeville a drain for sewage mouthed by a
group of so-called comedians. Of late this condition has' be-
come increasingly noticeable. It's shameful, for instance, what
one high-priced act is doing in top theatres. And in family-
time houses, at. that. For this the bookers and house managers
are to blame..

You can point to the really great comedy stars, and you've
got to admit that few, if any, ever got to the top by using filth
And dirt likewise has no place in the nitery, regardless of a
common statement that there should be a greater leeway in
the boite. Why? Should the patron sensitivity in the nitery
be less than that in the theatre? Smut has no place anywhere.

Some comedians point to the laughs they get and defend
their tactics by saying that the results speak for themselves.
How often ate those "laughs" just of embarrassment, or laughs
of those being made "hep" in much the same manner that they
are covertly shown French postcards.
Keith-Albee edicts of not using certain words, or doing certain
of a situation that repeatedly cropped up In vaudeville during
the '20s. Of course, some comics were inclined to observe the.
Keith-Albee edicts of not using certain words, or doing certain
suggestive things, but when they hit the next town they im-
mediately inserted new, but still dirty, material.

There is one comedian, in particular, who has been involved
with the police because .of dirty cafe stuff, and yet this third-
rate comic frequently crops up, with the same type of filth,

in other spots.

Performers will resort to smut when their talents are limited.
And dirt can never be denned in terms of talent.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake. N. Y., July 2.

The Bradley & Benson 'circus, the
first big-top show to hit this colony
since 1941. did a two-performance
stand to sellout business-

Al Brandt, who is doing a repeat
routine, handed a 10-day furlough,
meaning nice improvement.

Lillian Bergson back to the Rogers
after a 10-day jaunt to visit relatives
and friends.

"Hi-Lights of 1946 " musical revue,
being readied as benefit for the
general hospital, with Eddie Vogt
producing.
" Marilyn Shaw elated over surprise
visits from parents and the John
Highlands.

Florence Bordley. ex-NVAite, who
beat the rap here and doing well
with her radio work in Detroit, .due
soon for' annual checkup.

Peter Hasen shot in last week to
visit daughter. Edna Hagen. who is

improvin™ nicely at the Rogers.
Alice Farley, dancer who cured

here, vacashing and mitting the
gan? between medico checkups.

(Write lo those who arc ill.)

Sepia Vande Flops

Again at McKinley, N. Y.
McKinley theatre. Bronx, N. Y.,

which attempted a Negro vaude
policy, folded Wednesday (26)

after one week's operation. It was
second ill-fated try. Heavy losses

and inability to get names that
might have increased business,

were given as the reasons for the

fold.

Bill consisting' of Clyde Bernhardt
band, Maxine Sullivan. Foster and
Batie. and Pitts and Pitts were paid

off in full.

New Acts

ELEANOR BOWERS
Songs
19 Mins.
Village Vanguard, N. Y
Eleanor Bowers has vocal equip-

ment that is ready for the swankier
boitcs. She's a looker with a fine

flair for interpretation and a sure-
ncss in projection.
Indicative of variety in her catalog

is selection of "Lovely Day Tomor-
row," "In Love in Vain," jive ver-
sions of "Kerry Dance" and "What
Can the Matter Be." Rendition of
the latter two suggests that she can
make a selling specialty of riding
[oik and nursery airs. Jose.

PIED PIPERS (4)
Songs
9 Mlns.
Paramount, N. Y.

.

This vocal group of three guys and
a gal have an established b.o. value
by virtue of their long association
with the Tommy Dorsey band and a
batch of recordings. Now making;
the rounds as an independent act,
they impress as a well-groomed
quartet with carefully worked-out
arrangements.
Offerings are varied; they tackle

slow numbers with ease, ditto
rhythm tunes*

It's air act that can play deluxers
anywhere and the' type that could
enhance a variety radio show. Jose.

DALLAS NITEEY SOLD
Dallas, July 2.

The Sky-Vu nitery has been sold

by Ben Friedman and Herman
Wafdnian to W. D. Satterwhite. own-
er of the Southern Mansions.' Satter-
white will continue operating both.
At the Sky-Vu he will present a

new policy opening with a hillbilly

band, the Light Crust Doughboys of
radio, who were with W. Lee O'Dan-
iel from his salesman days to his
present post as U. S! Senator.

COMEDY
PATTER

For All roach*! of Theatricals

Fun-Master Gag Files

No*. I Tare 13 or SI.OS Each
1 3 Different Scripts for $1 3.00

A "MUST" FOft MOUNTAIN AND All

OTHER KSOkT tNTEKIAINtBS

Not. 14 Thru 20 READY SOON!
($2.00 Each—Doable Scripts)

(

O

n Prepaid Advowee Order ONIY

)

In prritrtrittion: "f-'iin-MuKtrr Hook
nf Ulili'kniitK. Skits * Kirs." iiIni>

"Fun-Muster llmuor-ilur for r'.nH-res."

$2.00 Deposit on C.O.D. Orders
FOR ALL MATERIAL

PAULA SMITH
200 W. Sllll Sln-Ft

New York City IS, N. Y.

s
TTUuuus
LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY

OINHAl fXICUriVf OfHCfS
IOEW BUILDING ANNEX
;M0 W.44* St., N.Y.C • My** f-Ttm

XSS£
Kt
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Top 'Name' Talent Nudging Out The

Lesser Knowns on Loew 1-Nighters

P&RIETY VAUDEVILLE 39

Further indications that neighbor-

hood vaude houses are not the bo-

'

nanza they formerly were lor stand-

ard acts is seen by the fact that the

Loew onc-night vaude stands are

eetting a consistent run of perform-

ers in the $1,500 and $2,000 class who

during the war years wouldn't con-

sider hitting this time unless they

were breaking in a new act.

Leo Cohn, booker of the Loew
one-night houses, has been getting

acts like Henny Youngman, Jackie

Glcason, Maurice Rocco, Ann Corio

and others to make the rounds of

all houses. This time the rea-

son is the dough involved. Young-

man, for instance, has been getting

$250-$300 per night — considerably

less than he would get on a #lub

date. Gleasoh has been jetting

around the same figure, while the

others have been getting less.

For the past few years, most ot

these spots got names only when
they were showing, or when they

had to test new material. But today,

this time is considered work, even

if it doesn't pay as much as the one-

week stands.

Cynda Glenn's French

Version of 'Anything'
Cynda Glenn- sailed yesterday

(Tues.) on the American Shipper for

Paris, where the comedienne returns

to the scene of past triumphs. Fluent
in French, she was the first teen-age
American to star in the Folies Ber-
geres revues a decade ago.

She has the rights to "Anything
Goes," the Cole Porter musical, which
she will self-produce and star in in

Paris this fall.

GUILD BENEFIT NETS

18G FOR WELFARE FUND
American Guild of Variety Artists

will realize approximately $18,000

net from third annual benefit held

at Carnegie' Hall, N. Y., last week
(25). Affair grossed around $28,000.

Net will go to Welfare Fund of

union.

Jack Irving Upped

To Midwest Regional

Director of Union
Matt Shelvey, national head of

American Guild of Variety Artists,

set up midwest regional branch of

AGVA to cover entire midwest, area

tor the talent union.

Jack Irving, head of Chi branch of

AGVA, has been upped to regional

director in addition to current duties.

He'll continue to head Chi branch
but will also supervise other terri-

tories such as Minneapolis, Mil-
waukee. Greater Chicago to South
Bend, Ind, Omaha, St. Louis and
Kansas City. Most of these have
local branches but will now be su-

pervised by Irving out of Chi.

New setup means that all com-
plaints and grievances 'will now
{clear through Irving instead of com-

Riley's, Saratoga, N.Y.,

Reopened by New Owner
Riley's Lakehouse, Saratoga, N. Y.,

landmark, reopened (29) under the
management of Frank A. O'Connor,
who for years was associated with
his brother's in operating O'Connor's
Grill in Albany. He recently bought
it. .

Bernie Collins' orch, a long-time
feature at the bistro, provides the
music. A new cocktail lounge has
been installed. Spot will play
"name" acts during the August racing
season.

Sum Is largest jn trio of benefits
j

jng direct to Shelvey in the national
held, being $6,000 over last year .office in N. Y. Those of super-
end $5,000 over previous year, which

j controversial nature that Irving can-
seemingly justified the stance o(! not handle will be forwarded to

Frisco Nitery

Budgets Upped
San Francisco, July 2.

With most Frisco nightspots off

40% to 60% in business, and the bar-
and-juke spots doing even worse, the
town's smarter entrepreneurs pre
turning to "name" talent to hypo biz.

Result is that Frisco is enjoying
the best talent in years, with Jerry
Lester turning in four big money
weeks at the Copacabana, Benny
Rubin upping the gross at the Music
Box, Dwight Fiske dittoing at the
Kona Club and Sally Rand, despite
police troubles, doing nifty at the
Savoy Club, renamed Sally Rand's.

Lester will be followed at the
Copa by Lou Holtz. Hildegarde's
July 30 premiere at the Mark Hop-
kins will be a high point of talent
parade, with that hostelry already
sold out for first three nights and
reservations coming in at pace which

; will make two-week engagement in

sufficient to meet demands.
I Only spots in town getting by
without name acts are hotels, with

I

Ted Steele at Palace, Griff Williams
.at Mark Hopkins and Eddie Fitz-

|
Patrick at the St. Francis, all paying
off by attracting bulk of town's
danceaddicts.

AGVA to hit Carnegie Hall
year.

Bill comprised 22 acts, topped by
Zero Mostel, Milton Bcrle, Eddie
Davis, Lenny Kent, Carman Caval-
lero, Gracie Barrie, Jerry Bergen
and included floorshows from China
Doll, Havana-Madrid and other ni-

teries.

this shelvey, as formerly, for final ad-

justment.

Shea and Raymond, after teaming
for 14 years, have split with Ray-
mond doing a single, while Shea
will continue act with a new part-

ner.

CIRO'S REOPENS
Los Angeles, July 2.

Ciro's nitery reopened after a pe
riod of rcdecoration, with Leonard
Sues and his 16-piece orchestra dish-
ing out music.

Starring in the fioorshow are
Tony and Sally DeMarco.

AGVAs Payoff of $70,857 Debt To

Allied Unions Cues Financial Status

Gene Autry Rodeo Set For

Mai Sq. Garden, N.Y., Sept
Hollywood, July 2.

Gene Autry set to topline Madison
Square Garden Rodeo, opening Sept.
25 for 48 performances.

All stock used in show, will be
from Autry's ranches and affair will
be produced by Everett Colborn,
partner of Autry in rodeo, which
just closed here at Pan-Pacific aud.
Abe Lefton, oral ringmaster of ex-
hibit here, set for same chore iii

Garden.

Paddock A.C. Draws

30-Day Padlock

On Phony Booze Rap
Atlantic City, July 2.

All acts at the Paddock Interna-

tional Cafe were cancelled as of

July 1 due to an ABC order sus-

pending license of the spot .'for 90

days, from July 1 until Sept, 29. This

means spot is out of biz in peak of

season.

Penalty followed a plea of non

vult entered by the licensee, Mrs.

Rebecca Kravis, to a charge of pos-

sessing three bottles labeled Cana-

dian Club Blended Whiskey which

were not the McCoy, according to

ABC investigators.

Samuel B. Helfand, ABC attorney,

said that there had been discipli-

nary action against the place five

times within six years.

License was suspended in Decem-
ber, 1939, for 10 days for permitting
a lewd performance and again in

August, 1943, for 90 days on a simi-

lar charge.

Payoff of $70,857 indebtedness by
American Guild of Variety Artists

last Friday (28) to trio of affiliated

talent unions, Equity, Chorus Equity
.

and Screen Actors Guild, presages

the healthy financial condition of

AGVA, vaude branch and youngest
of the talent unions parented by
Associated Actors and Artistes of

America.

Breakdown on the debt was $40,-

212.50 to. SAG, $11,500 to Chorus
Equity and $18,874.56 to Equity. Matt
Shelvey, national head of AGVA,
and Dave Fox, head of N. Y. Local
of AGVA, presented the checks at

the weekly meeting of the Four A's,

thus liquidating a debt contracted

by previous administration of the

talent union in 1939, when AGVA
was formed to take over affairs of

the then defunct American Federa-
tion of Actors, which had been
headed by Ralph Whitehead. The
money had been used on organiza-
tional drives and in setting up
union branches in most of the key
cities.

When Shelvey took over the reins,,

via appointment by the Four A's, he
and the new administration had also
inherited the debt. After three
years of reorganization and solidify-

ing of the vaude union, it has been
brought up to its present healthy
financial condition.

. Collapse of the AFA came In 1939
after the foldo of the Theatre Proj-
ect of Works Progress Administra-
tion when legislated out of the
Federal relief program. Majority of

members had been culled from
WPA. Consequently, when shunted
baak to Home Relief they were un-
able to continue payment of dues.

Jackie Miles set for the Bradford

roof, Boston, Aug. 1.

Seattle Cafe Bonded
The Showbox, Seattle, has signed

minimum basic agreement- with
American Guild of Variety Artists

and posted bond of $4,500 to cover
week's salary of talent booked in.

Nitery carries a Class-A listing

with scale of $85-50 and a six-day
week for both principals and choris-

ters.

BACK AGAIN

HAPPY
FELTON

AND THE

SHEFFIELD FARMS RADIO SHOW

"GUESS WHO"
LOEWS STATE, Week Beginning July 4

\
GUESS WHO

SATURDAY NITES AT 7

WOR
for

SHEFFIELD FARMS

ASK ME ANOTHER
SUNDAY NITES AT 6:30

NBC
for

ANACIN and KOLYNOS

ThMfrei. MILES INGALLS • Radio, DICK DORSO
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Unit Review

Hob Hope's Hollywood
Show

(COLISEUM, CHI)
Chicago, June 26.

h.ii>p. -Sfc liinny Knnla Orch (17) wiih.

Cinnlm-: (>Ik* San Ju«n. Jnfk Ivupfr.

Nllw.ni SiHieia (Si. Jim * Mlldml MuLahy.
K.l.li- lliu. I'aiuinounl Slnrlels (VIibiiiIh

Unttv A'alinorr llannnn. Minis Murray.

11,.,'Allrn. L-uira forlicillc). Ilonnie SIpwi-

41,11; ft.sii ll>|>

Making his first p. a. in more than

five years, except for charity and
camp shows. Bob Hope is revealing

lu-'s still supreme master of the art

of punching a line and timing a gag.

The same people who boosted him
up to first place on the last Hooper-
aling are turning out in droves to

pay niaiustcm musicomedy prices to

sue him turn the trick in the flesh.

Hope is the big draw, of course,

other acts proving merely fillers.

Skinnay Ennis' musicrew tees it oft

with "Sheik of Araby," and the

maestro is soloed for his inimitable

vocalizing of "Got a Date With An
Angel," whereupon they tear off a

hut "Cement Mixer." Hope, who
knocks himself out emceeing the

whole layout; makes sure at this

STEVE EVANS
HAPPY TIMES 1 JOLLY MOMENTS

OrEMMi Jl'I.Y «TH
STKl:BKV» (.'APE, BOSTON"
KOBEN-ANCiKR ASSOCIATES

PAUL

REGAN

COMIC-SATIRIS".

•luaacciueBt: N.CA

point that payees are aware the show
nas sex appeal, too, in the person of

"Five Paramount Starlets," whom he
introduces one at a time and then
shoos backstage to wait their turns.

Chatter is fast and furious through-
out the inlrocs, of course, and the
Hope takeoff on Hildcgarde that fol-

lows is equally hilarious. Carmine,
Ennis' canary, is classy as to chassis

I but not; too sharp in the vocal dept.,

proven via "Temptation" and "All
That Glitters." Jim and Mildred Mul-
cahey.- however, clean up with har-
mbnicavoilings oh "Pagan ,

Love
Song." "Second Hungarian Rhap-
sody." and "Tiger Rag", to close, with
assistance from Hope and his own
handful of moulhorgans..

Ronny Sieverson also registers;

with his "human echo" stint, in which
. he says words that customers; whom
he brings up on the stage, spout at

! him almost before they're out of
i their mouths. At this show, a Pole,

'Spaniard and Assyrian gave with

j
their native tongues, just to make it

harder. Definite hit.

! Nilsson Sisters are only fair in a

lather corny attempt on "My Bill,"

i but get olf terrif, thanks to Hope,

|
when he does the "What's My

! Name'.'" part of "Sonny Boy" with
them. More gags from the omnipres-
ent comic—and this is the high spot

o( the show, being typical rapid-fire

Hope gaggeryT-and then Jack Pep-
per lakes over with comedy tenor-

i i/.ing of "That Hollywood Gal of

i Mine." plus "Irish Eyes," straight.

|
He and Hope lie 'cm in knots with

i impersonations of a couple of hicks,

i two llsheimen. and "Coca-Cola" and
! his pal. "Popsodenl" (how'd that get
; in here'.'), with much burping.

I
Next segment is all the starlets', with

i
Virginia Doffy in a ballet item, Val

i

mere Barman doing a hula, Bea
! Allen singing "Make Believe." Laura
! Corbeille. lapping, and Mavis Murray
I in vocals of "Shoo Fly Pie," plus
some toetwirls. Gals all get a fairly

j
nood reception, with Miss Doffy top
ping 'em all for her entrechats, and
all. look their fctchingest. Olga San
Juan also gets a good, nod for some
torrid vocalizing of "Babalu" and
"Coax Mc." Latin tunes being her
forte.

Eddie Rio rings the laughmcter,
too. with his tap imprcshes of top
sergeants, tars, and suchlike, plus
the ladv-laking-a-bath bit. Trio of

Hope. Ennis and. Pepper bring the
house down with a wacky imperson-
ation of the Ink Spots doing "If I Had

i My Way," and the company comes
on for a knock-'em-dead song round
up of radio plugs (Chesterfield

j
Lucky Strikes, Bromo Seltzer, et al)

And not one of the ringsiders
seemed unhappy about the $4.80 top

' • Mike,

The NEW IAZYBONES-HEID OVER Everywhere

Boxoffice—Big Butineit—Swing Hit

Contact

Now 3rd Weed Don Men Caiino

3B01 Forbet, Pittsburgh, Pa. Phone: Scheneiy 6M0

Courtesy Pay* Off
Chicago. July 2.

For a tough racket, showbiz

has some pretty soft characters

in it.

Mrs. Leila Gilbert, wardrobe .

mistress at the Chicago theatre,

closed her savings account at a

downtown bank last week,
withdrawing $220 which she

had saved up to take a vaca-

tion. She put it in her dresser

backstage and. when she went
to look for it. il was gone.

First to hear of the loss were
Hildcgarde and her manager.
Anna Sosenko.- Shortly there-

after. Mrs. Gilbert was handed
a ' check in. the full amount of

her loss, "for being so nice to

us during our week here.''

Bob Hope
Continued from page 1

ping a worldwide sales campaign on i of $500,000, gross. Ad and promotion
Pepsodent with Hope show as the costs will take a good chunk out ot
mainspring. Paramount also is re-

|

thai, of course, with $6,000 spent in
ported interested in rebuilding ils Chi alone for newspaper and car
market abroad through Hope's ap- advertising, radio, posting, etc.

pcarances.

Of course, Hope has already

played most of these countries in

llesh as well as lilni form but for.

$19,000 In Pill

Pittsburgh. July 9

Bob Hope show at Gardens Friday
night (28)' drew .more than 8.000

American Service Personnel rather
j

peop |e anJ a gl0ss of $19 000 Thai
than the natives. Problems of Ian-

|
was jusl a mUe shol.

t orcapacilv for
guages differences, etc.. remain W

, indoor- sports -arena ' :

be worked out before Hope can hit

the "road to everywhere."

t\. License Commish

Sloughs 3 Coney Shows

As Being Indecent'
Clamping down on allegedly "in-

decent performances" is now reach-

ing national proportions. In two

separate actions last week, civic

authorities stopped Sally Rand's run

at a San Francisco nitery with the

fan and bubble artiste held in $300

bail, and N. Y. License Commis-
sioner Benjamin Fielding suspended
licenses of three Coney Island N. Y..

amusement spots because of display
of nudity.

Fielding!* action took place on
Palace of Wonders, operated by Da-
vid Rosen; Leona. Duval, conces-
sionaire at Tirza's wine-bath, and
the "Bowery Follies," fun by Oscar
Buchwald and Alfred Garto. The
Commissioner found the grinds and
bumps especially repugnant.

To many showmen, reform wave
has long been expected as a pattern
of events following every war. After
Worid War I, reform elements in

virtually every city in the country
were instrumental in clamping down
on any enterprise that had the
faintest blue tinge. Because of un-
hampered increase of indigo motifs
during war years when influx of
servicemen into metropolitan cen-
ters, loose-spending, and let-up of
parental supervision in families of
war-plant workers, cities .took on
what is regarded by reform elements
to be an "unmoral" atmosphere.

Current' lightening of controls, is

regarded as a natural consequence

Joe Closer

Neweit rhythm novelty for deluxe night clubi and Associated Booking

theatres. Perm Add.: STEPIN' FETCHIT, 211 W. 138th Corp.

St., N. Y. 30, N. V. Phone: AUdubon 3-6349. 745 Sen Ave., N. Y.

Sally Rand, Fan Dancer,

Beats 'Indecency' Rap
San Francisco,. July 2.

Sally Rand, who' wasv arrested
twice last week for allegedly inde-
cent performances, yesterday was
cleared and dismissed by Judge
Daniel R. Shoemaker in Municipal
Court, on a plea by Attorney J. W,
Ehrlich.

Complaint charged fan - bubble
dancer with operating nitery where
indecent shows are given, also
tended to destroy morality, and that
she lewdly displayed her person in
public. .

In dismissing case the Judge
added: "Anyone who sees Miss Rand
perform, and who thereby gains
lewd and obscene thoughts has a
perverted sense of morals."
Miss Rand heads shows at her own

nitery here.

Hope's St. Louis R.O. Blues

St, Louis, July 2.

) Hope's troupe, making its

IKlh sioo on the current tour Thurs-

day (27) was an entertainment suc-

cess but a b.o. disappointment as

less than half of the 11.000-sent

Convention Hall of the Henry W
Kiel (municipal) auditorium turned

out for the show. Several Holly-

wood press agents arrived to bally

the show but they came loo late and

with too little to stir the natives out

of a midsummer lethargy. A last

minute bally, via radio, with Hope
the plugger, also failed.- The gross

was an estimated $12,000 with the

house scaled for $27,000.

As. for the show itself the cus-

tomers were wowed. Hope was all

over the place, before, during and
after each act: ad libbing with the

performers and customers, and in-

troducing some of the local celebs,

among them Johnny Perkins, Dizzy

Dean and Sam the Watermelon
Man. Hope satirized Bing Crosby,

Frank Sinatra, the mayor of the

city and others. Of the mayor he

said, "1 certainly received a royal

welcome. The
,
mayor gave me a

key to the wash room at the bus
terminal—and a nickle." About
Sinatra, Hope said, "Three weeks
ago we sent pictures of Frankie to

Europe, and now they're sending us
food."

The Nillson Sisters, with, whom
Hope sang, scored solidly with their

zany stuff dished out in fortissimo

volume. Jack Pepper, Hope's old-

lime vaude partner, won the mob
with his interp of "When Irish Eyes
Are Smiling"; .Eddio Rio. an imper-
sonator recently out of the Marines,
scored with his interp of service

men at a dance, including a bash-
ful G.I.; a drill-minded top kick,

and a snooty shavetail; Jim and
Mildred Mulcahy won encores for,

their work wilh the harmonica,
along with Ronnie Stevens, who
asked customers to come onto the

stage.

Performance got a top of $4.20
including tax, figured prelty high'
for local standards, but had no trou-
ble disposing of the 'higher-priced
seals right at the start.

Gleason Gets Top Spot On
State, NX, Date July 11
Jackie Gleason. who opens at

Loow's State, N. Y„ July 11,
'.is as-

sured of top billing this time. Last
year. Gleason. walked out of his en- .

gagement at the Capitol theatre,
N. Y., when house management re-
fused marquee him over the Jimmy
Dorsey orch.

At his State engagement, no such
problem exists as other acts include
Three Wiles, Rae and Waterfall,
Josh White, Lucicnne and Ashour,
and Howard Nichols. -

Hal Fisher
T.niiKlilnilr Your*'

NOW
LOOKOUT HOUSE, Covinqroa, Ky.
Tliwnlc Yon Frank anil Ton)' Srnnra

lllr.: WILMAM MORRIS AfiKNCY
Sew York - Chlraiso - Hollywood

Chi » Wow $25,000

Chicago, July 2.

Question of how the paying public
would respond to . a one-night stand,

at $4.80 top, by a guy who made the

jokes for free during his wartime
junkets around the country for serv-

icemen was answerd satisfactorily

last week, when Bob Hope walked
out of the Coliseum here with 125,-

000 for one performance.

Whopping success of Ihe tour, in-

cidentally, is opening a lot of eyes
in showbiz. Pix and radio, the wise-
acres would have' it known, killed
vaude a long time ago—yet here's a
one-nighter in the best tradition of
two-a-day, for which the public is

paying from $4.80 to $1.10. Final
count will be in the neighborhood

WALLY BO AG
Carrontly

GLENN RENDEZVOUS
Newport, Keaticky

Moaaqemem: MARK J. LEDDY

k
Now SpecialitingV

k
in Refreshment 1
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Thanks to Lou Walters
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HARRY BESTRY

1776 Broadwqy. Ntw York City

Special Material
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N Y. Niteries to Retain OPA Ceiling;

Fear Boomerang in Price Hikes

New York niteries will attempt to*

hold present ceilings though OPA
'

prices are non-operative until Con-

eress passes new legislation or re-

news the present-fixing act. Boni-

laccs declare that they'll attempt op-

eration with present ceilings fixed in

April '43, unless food prices advance

to the point where these levels can-

not be held.

Gate operators anticipate that ceil-

ings will be resumed shortly and

consequently won't' attempt any

hikes fearing that such action would

influence public-opinion in the

wrong direction.
,

'it's felt that present levels will be

held especially in niteries catering

to a mass trade, as any menu-lifts

would put cafe entertainment out of

the roach of the average spender.

The Allied Restaurant and Enter-

tainment Industries of Greater New
York, cafe-owners' organization, has

' taken no action on this matter yet,

inasmuch as its felt that members

will voluntarily hold the line.

Some cafe men feel that lifting of

ceilings will end the food black mar-

ket and after a brief session of

higher tariffs, competition would re-

sume to restore prices to normalcy.

They say that legit slaughterers

haven't been able to buy stock at

prices where they could resell at

ceiling levels. But now that the lid

is eff, they'll be back in business and

will ultimately force the blricklcg-

gers out.

Itnrbi OK'd by AGVA

As Yaude Talent Agent
Jose Iturbi has received dispensa-

tion from American Guild of Va-

riety Artists to open talent agency

in Hollywood. Last month when
concert' pianist-conductor applied

for AGVA franchise, Tess Diamond,
who then.headed union's Hollywood
branch, nixed application because

AGVA bylaws preclude performer
operating as agent also.

Mitzi Green's Elness

Sets Back N.Y. Cap Date
Illness of Mitzi Green has caused

her to postpone appearance with
July 11 show at the Capital theatre,

N. Y., to. following bill. Joey Adams,
Mark Plant and Tony Conzoneri who
were to have opened with the Gene
Krupa band, have been moved up to

the July 11 date, and Miss Green
switches to the Krupa show.
George Paxton orch is set for the

Adams layout.

LATIN SHOW PROD. HIT

FOR $2,253 BY AGVA
Hollywood, July 2.

American Guild of Variety Artists

has collected $2,253 from Carlos
Valadez, producer of "Revue of the
Americas," which recently played
five performances at Wilshire-Ebell
theatre here, and distributed funds
to cast of show, six acts and six

chorines.

After one of the acts and the line-

girls beefed to AGVA that they had
rehearsed five weeks at half-pay.
union moved in. In making deal
with Valadez, Florine Bale, local

AGVA chief, secured for the per-
formers the equivalent of four full

weeks' salary for each member of
cast. It is known that of the money
obtained, $1,400 came from the box-
office take at the theatre.

Originally, show was molded by
Valadez to appear at new nitery
which he planned to open in build-
ing which formerly housed the dis-

continued Hollywood Canteen. Vaia-
dez has been stymied by numerous
technical difficulties in getting spot
set, and also hobbled by inability to

obtain building materials he felt he
needed to shape up the site prop-
erly. Hence, with a rehearsing show
on his hands, under contract, he
towed troupe into Wilshirc-Ebell to

try to get back some of the money
he was shelling out.

Models Paid Off in Trenet

Walkout on MOT Stint
Final difficulty resulting from

Charles Trenet's appearance at the
Embassy, N. Y., was cleared up last

week, when the Screen Actors Guild
announced that salary claims were
settled for models used in a March
of Time short which was to have
been filmed wtih Trenet.
SAG refused to announce the

terms of the settlement or name
party paying the femmes.

Difficulties stemmed from the
Trenet refusal to appear in a scene
at the Embassy club after agreeing
to do so. Consequently Roger Dannes,
singing at the La Martinique, was
booked as a replacement.
Deal was originally made with

MOT by the Embassy's press rep,

Howie Horwitz, and Bill Miller, Em-
bassy operator, ' agreed to pay the
models after the MOT Embassy scene
was released. At the first shooting
Trenet, pleaded illness and didn't

.«how up. On the subsequent date,
Trenet insisted that a full band "ac-

company him, instead of piano play-
er, and subsequently refused to go
on.

Models made claim for their sala-

ries, and Miller refused to shell out,
citing his agreement. Matter was
finally adjudicated by SAG.

Charles Trenet Cancels Canuck Tour

When Promoter Fails to Lay 5G on Line

Veloz-Yolanda First

Postwar Hawaii Pact
Veloz and Yolanda, first attraction

to appear in Honolulu since Pearl
Harbor, has been inked by George D.
Oakley, of Artist's Service, there,

for five performances at McKinley
Aud., Honolulu, and one perform-
ance on Isle of Maui, first week in

September.
Dancers will appear in produc-

tion, "Dansation of 1946," assisted by
Jerry Shelton, accordionist; Eliza-

beth Talbot-Martin, Amelia Gilmore,
Betty Black and Lothar Perl and
Paul Schoop, duo-pianist. Round
trip will be made by Clipper.

Dance duo, managed by George
M. Gatts, also will be featured at-

traction at Centurama, Milwaukee,
week of July 26, salary of $10,000

claimed an all-time high for dance
team for two-a-day week's engage-
ment. Deal set by Harry Kalcheim,
of William Morris office.

Charles Trenet, French swoon-
singer who recently closed at Bill

Miller's Embassy, N. Y., stepped into
a new mess of trouble here as se-
quel to the many "incidents" which
have dogged him since hitting
North American shores.

Trenet was slated to do two one-
nighters Friday and Saturday nights
(29 & 30) at the Forum, but can-
celled the dates after a brush with
the promoter, Armand Vincent, that
neared fisticuffs.

Also involved is Lucien Meloche,
local businessman and backer, who
claim's he shelled nut $1,500 to Vin-
cent on the understanding that
Trenet would do the dates. Original
deal with Trenet called for a 50-50
split between the singer and Vin-
cent and Meloche, the latter two to

split 25% each. Trenet was sup-
posed to get a $5,000 gurantee but he
hit the ceiling here when he learned
the dough was not forthcoming.

This, according to what Meloche
told Vabmstt. is what happened:
Meloche asked Vinc'Piit some time

ago to line up Trenet for a tour of
Canadian centres. He advanced Vin-
cent money for expenses and Vin-
cent went to N. Y. to confer with
Lou Wilson, of the William Morris
agency, who handles the Trenet ac-
count. Eventually it came out that
Vincent signed a pact guaranteeing
Trenet $2,000 a performance for 14

p.a.s. Tour would start in Montreal
and guarantee for that date would
be a fiat $5,000. Meloche claims
that Vincent stalled because he
knew "he (Meloche) would not ac-
cent that kind of a deal.

Trenet told V/Hit-Tr Wednesday
(26) that he was arranging personal
appearances here at the Monument
National July 5, 6 & 7, and pro-
duced a contract with the theatre to

that effect, Thursday night (27) he
said he had changed his mind and
wasn't going on with his new deal.

Promoters Wrangle
Meloche claimed that the contract

he signed with Vincent was n.g.

since the sporting club Vincent
claimed to head didn't exist. Vin-

cent, was a former sports pro-

mpter here. Meloche claims that the

original deal was bad from the start

and he wouldn't have okayed, it if

he'd known the details. It called foi

a tour of cities in Ontario and some
in Quebec, he said, where jt would
have been impossible to' gurantee
Trenet the $2 000 per performance
tor 14 performances he asked for.

Matter of fact, though some tix for

the Montreal dates were placed on
sale, it was discovered that only
about $85 worth were sold on the

first day of sale. So Trenet's draw
here is questionable.

Vincent's answer to Meloche's
charges is that they're untrue, he
didn't advance him that much money,
and that Meloche got cold feet when
he saw that tix weren't moving and
refused to put up the $5,000. , .

The setup is now that Trenet is

doing nothing more about p.a.s in

Canada, and Meloche' is trying to

find out from his lawyers what ac-

tion he can take to get back the

$1,500 shelled out to Vincent.

Embassy Club, N. Y.,

Folding for Summer
Embassy club, N. Y. shutters to-

morrow (Thursday) and will rer
open in the fall. Meanwhile spot is

reported on the block with Bill Mil-
ler, spot's operator, asking around
$150,000.

Cafe, which, opened last December,
has had several changes in policy.

It started with a production show,
went into a

w
single performer,

(Charles Trenet) and after that

dropped shows in favor of a band
policy.

Miller is currently pre-occupied
with running the Riviera, Ft. Lee,
N. J., which is, reported holding its

own with a good dinner trade but
slim supper business.

Mortah Sisters booked for the

Latin Quarter, -N. Y., on the Ted

Lewis show opening July 14. .

"lovely J>aJf o/

July 4th to 17th

HIPPODROME
Baltimore

August 2nd

PARK PLAZA HOTEL
St. Louis

FOR 6 WEEKS

UNDER EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT OF

PAUL SMALL ARTISTS LTD. INC.

201 WEST 52NO STREET • NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
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Variety Bills
WEEK OF JULY 3

NnmeraU In >nnn««tlOD. «rltb bllta below Indicate opening day of ihow.
whether full or tplli week,

letter* In |»:ireuthe*lw Imllrato circuit. . (I) . Indeormlrot : (I.) I.oewY
(V) r*r»iw>ont; <K> KKO; (W) ,W*mec

KKW YORK CITY
rupitui <i.) 4

Hit/. Hroa
Itmldy Morrow Ore
The MaxeMo* -

t Jiacie ftairle
Milium LavHIa
.Music Hull (I) 4

1'atil Jtaahon
tlnii R ohh y

] mloroM Anderson
KiIwrhI Relched
.ly Andrews
Hen Dnva
Kockettea
dee 'Club
I'timmount (V) 3

Raymond Si'oii lid

A n<ly RimsWl
I'h'd Timers
A lun Carney.
Jack William*

Hnuy <l> S
ponnld O'Connor
I'aiB.v O'Connor
:t Swlfls
Hunter Shnver Co
Uelle : Aires .

Stiit* (I).
PrMehard & Lord

c.\mi»;x
Toner* (!) 4-7

Gay Nineties. Ke^ue'
CIIICMiO

Chicago (P) 4
Vivian lllatue
Lowe, Hlie * Sian
I.nwery A- Kae
Clark Dros
Oriental (1) 3

Mills Dros
Danny J>rayaon
Nelson Sia .

Kay Lang Ore
KANSAS CITY

. Tower (1> 4
Waller N'llsqon
Mnxine. 'ft llobhy
lturn* Dunn
Jerry Abbott

.MIAMI
. Olympln (!') $
Pat A Sylvia
Chords
LuOe'une Ashour
Merlbeth Old
Lee Da via
]'lltI..%l>KM'lll.%
Cnrmiin (l> 4

Donna Louise ..

Robevia Hollywood
Jordan & l'arvhi

Hold Ktllsoii
Blue Barron Oro .

Eh.hci Itouao
Pancho Ore

Motel l.ffcioglOB
Momt Knl
Tapu Kaua.
Taltnm .

Mali*
Mnklhana
J. Pineapple Ore

.

Unlet Xrw Yortcoi
Chuck Foater Ore
lintel IViinnvlVHiili
K Lawrence Ore

Hotel rierra
Myrua
Conauo.lo & Artiril
IjOU Panchotj
Stanley Melbo Ore

Hotel rlnsa
Paul Winchcll
Clonic/. & Ucalilce
Pancho Ore
Mark Motile Ore
'.. Motel Kuooevell
Joe RoMiman Oro

Art Waner Ore
Slvnle furto

Dick (•RHparre O
Kubcrtci
Slhmt^v

Old KomuftlJiB
-L>Kllt- t .|'OH :

'

Marn.ll:) & K'lrhTj
OIur Orlovn
Aihieniic Parker
Joe La Porte Ore

Klvlem
Klia l.oK'in

ndra-Kiily
Kuyc id Nh Id I

Ulrhard Dlmher O
Kiihh Kretelmm

Rlnirka
rlavil. Komoen
N Alexandroh*
Sari Oorhl .

^liaclin -U/.dahoff
liftne I'Yndoi

a

Dara Hlrse
ICaravaefT

Htnrk Club
Morales Ore

Vcruhllle*
Kvelyn Knight

A G E N C Y

Tfte Outstanding Agency"

1924-1944
looking for too

Most Discriminating of

Ifldcpeftdeot Theatro Owotrt
•

1501 Iroodwoy-Paromoant Bldg.

Now York IRycmt 9-4352-3-4

fluicho Martinez
3 Sailors
llu|)|iy Kchon

Stninri (U> ft

Si'lUv Jones (he
l,ONfi JSI.AM>

•lamiilrit (I) 4-5
T^nalee
J.m'1 Vein I

Hdiiak * Wright
I'lll Herheri

A-1
TtigTlo llr. AlmeS
Phlllls Willie
Mnrlhn -Warren
VllniH Sliei ry
A ft M llavel
Nleel IMer (I) SO
4 Kvanw
R«*nald ft. Rudy
JHflciH- ft Howard
Sue Ryan
liennv MerofT.

UAI.TIMORK
HI|>|HMlrome <l> 1
Bobby WhnllnK ("o

I-'ruuk Cook
)>iik Buckley
Reneo De.Marco-

Royul (I) 4
T.nulH Jordan
llolllps I'Hffe

Siiiulra I .cc

Mallard ft Uae
Markham
Uuvil \<i Chapman

State (11 -l-U

J ft K Haydcn
I'.etty Austin
Alan Ucno
Eiiiiucll Oldfleld Co

7-10
The St CJftlra
Helen Tlonan
Jack Farrcll"
Uroinlev ft Barrett

HOSTON
BoHtnn (K) 4

The. imnhllla
Ann. 'J'liolu
Mlfchn Aner
PUk SVahllt* Oro

Chal ft Somap
(ieorgie Kayo
Arnnul Bro*

KOCKVORI*
I'iiIiicc (I) 4

r. -.Tayloreires
O'Donnell ft Ulalr
Konyat Co
'£ Hallantlnen
S<»p)ile Parker
Fred Caaeerlo
KAN FRANCISCO

(iolden <intr (K) 3
]>cl RIOH
J arkson ft Rlnck'l
Klleen Hart on
Mbrcy AniHtei-dnin
Itcd Nichols Co
KPKlN<iFlKXI)

Court Sq (1) 4-7
Krnestine Mercer
Miller, ft Jean
.Milton DouRlas Co
Nickolal. Paul ft P
Armond ft Pallclc-
Don Henrx' 3

WASHINGTON
Cnpltrl (I,)

Harold liarncs
V.obby Cillbert
Dale Belmont
HarrlHOn ft Fisher
WIM.OW <;kove
I'Hrlc <l) 4 Only

mil Harrin
•-' Jyns sim
Uay Rlh-CH
Jto%o Snyder . Co
Knlhleen Byrne 3

7 Only
.T ft F Haydcn
Betty Austin
Alan Reno
Kmmett OldHeld Co
(One to nil)
WORCKVTER
Plymouth <I> 3

Armond ft Pallette
Rrneatlne Mercer
Miller ft Jean
Mlhou Dnufflas Co
Dchi Henry 3

Cabaret Bills

NEW TOEK CITY
Aqiliirlum'

Charlie Barnct Ore
Rex Stewart Ore .

HIno /ingei
Robert Maxwell
Kddle Mfivfchofr
Kills Larkln 3
Kddib Mnychoff
James C'opps

4:nfe Poxiely
<l>owntowii)

Ja»1> White

I.yhno Barrett
Krnle Hol&l Bd
Raul ft Eva Reyea
Peter Llnd Hayea
Ulamoutl Horwtilior
Joe E Howard
Lionel Kaye
Walfloh 61a
Fritzl SchefT
Ann Ponnlneloo
Willie Solar
Jacqueline Hurley

THE 3 RAYS
Now Playing Their 12th Wook

AT LATIN QUARTER. N. Y.

Mftt.: EIHHK SMITH
IG01 llrnuilnay. New York

. Hotel St. Resit
Peggy Norman
Publ Sparr Ore
Theodora

. Brooka .

Hotel Tttfl
Vincent Lope2 Ore
Hotel Wnldnrf-A

Lclpluon Noble Ore
Dorothy Sllftj'

Krakson
MJjfcha Borr. Oro

Icelnnd
Ice Revue

. Kelly'a Stnttlee
Henry Red Allen O
Vlcki Zlmmer
J C Hlggenbnttoin

Ln Conira
Dloaa Coatello
Ray * Eberle
I.uls Hel Campo
Pupl Campo Ore

l.ntln ^Omirtev
Jackie Miles
Radio Aceft
Penny Edwards
3 Rays
Don Saxon
Inquires*
Marly Beck Ore
Buddy Hr» rlowe Ore

I.eon & Krtdle'e
Kddle Davia
Juno St Claire
The " Petty*
Phyllis Arnold
A Del Aires
Susan Dnhi
Bob Wayne

Emll Pel 1 1 Ore
VilhtRe Hiiro

Billy Kelly
CaL-laml*
Alici;i \\'nll;ire

I'axe Moiiou
tlert Sion,-

_

J.'alxy Lane
Jimmy Nhla
Tex l-'lci' hcr .

Villacr ViiiiKiinrd '

R l> Benn.it
Kddy Man sun
Kh'anor lifivvci'9

Don I'.'ry

Hank liunr.-in Trt»

Wlvel
Bob l-ee

Oeru-uOc mid
•i .*.»)) Ainslie
Krancisi-'o
Brine Norman
'Vivian' Kirkolson
D'RIvcro ft Uuhn'le

/nnr.llmr
Cab Calloway On:
Pi'tui Iriiilcy
I riot errs
('•'tei'M Sim

,

.Miller Bros
Alan Dixon
Kcc Wee .\:arqueile
ClatiOA llnnitln> ; Ur<

/.lmniiTiniM>*e
Gcno Kurd oh Orb

'

W ft J Brown
Wnyne Thompson
Adrienne T'arker
Beln '/.slca .

CHICAGO
Kluckhank

Del Courtney Ore
Dottie Dodwon
Johnny. Strong
Hudson He Sharaa
Hoblnson ft Ike

Cliev Pnree
Joe E. i.cwlft
Kvi'lyn" Brooks-
l'hyllls Claire
CooboIo & Mciba
Adorablca (12)
Luclo Garcia Ore
Gay Clarldge Ore

Cnloslmo'a
Adn Leonard Ore
Jay Seller
Virginia Wnltera
Johnny Knapp
Dp- leers
Mel Cole Ore

Hotel IllHmnrclr
Warmn & Maya
Sherman Hayes Or-
Ehricn ft Novcllo
Bill Burke
Dell Welcome
MarllnlM-. (2)
Eddie Kens Oro
Hotel Blackstone

Carl Brlsson
E Heckacher Ore
H Etlgewnter. Rch
Henry Brandon Ore.
Haag's Elephant
Mlws Ruby Doga
Myrtll & Pica ud .

Coco. Steve, Eddy
Dftroihy Hlld Dcrft

j

'- Hotel Congreus
|
Don Salvo' Ore •

Panclio Ore

- Hotel Continental
-Robert Ouin
Jou Vera On:

Hotel Sherman
Carl . Marx
Alvinu Key Ore

Hotel SI ci rim
Arle»*n l.iml.suoin
La<td J -yon
.1 1- rr r,iiin*

Copsey ft Ay re*
Thw ShyretioH
Orrln Tucker Oro

l.utln tlunrler
Merry Macs
Mit-i'vltch Rasrals
Jarlc ('a i i or
The ValleiH
L Q Lovellea
Buddy Shaw Ore

I'll Imer lloiiae
Tod Slracicr Ore
<^ll Lamb
Bob CofTey
Nip Nelson
Stuart Morgan (2)
Merrlcll Abboit l>

Klo CnbitDM
Harvey Stone
Oeorkle Tapps
Rln Rumba Ore
The I.ovidjeji (10)
Cce Davidson Ore

Vine Gardens
Jessie P.osella
Ken Walker
Bobby Sin^ent
Jim* Hart
Dorecn Winters
Joe Klsh Ore
Yo<ii>K & Lui-ky

Sarah Vaughn
Cliff Jackaon
Pete . .Ioh nson
J C Heard Oro

Cafe Society

(Uploun)
Bernle 'West
Vlnci-nte (;oinez
Beatrice Kraft
Edmund Hall Ore

CurnlvHl
Wilton Berle
Hop, Skip. Jump
Elly A id city
Slan Klsher
Marlon. Col by
Ben Yost Sinners .

Walter John
Miriam Gwlnn
Miriam LaVelle

Club in
Jerry Bergen
Mai'ge, Hudaon
Bert Kro(in)an
Jnyno Manners
Florin Vest off
Candl Corlez
Roy Setlley.
Flora Drake
G Andrews Ore

CopHcnbnn» .

DeRl Arnnz. Ore
Jails Wilson
Bob Johiiflloa
Joey Gilbert

Michael Edward
BUI Acorn
Emma Francis
Jimmy Allison
Bill Moore
Four Rosebuds
Vincent Tracers Oi
Morty Reld Ore

400 Restaurant
J Bothwell Ore*

Hnvuim-r.TiidrHl
Carloa Ramirez
Sergio Orta Unit
Virginia McGraw
Calallno Ore
Curios Varela Ore
Hotel AmbiiMMitlur
Louis . Beluncourl <>

Jules Lahde' Oro
Hotel Awtor

Carmen. Cavallaro
Hotel nclmunt

rinmi
Don CoHlello
Doodles AVeaver
AVeudy. Bishop
Kalhryn Duffy Dcr»
Eddie Stone Ore

Hotel niltmor*
.

Dunnlnger.
N Bi-andwynne Ore
Ralph Font Ore
Hotel Commodore
Hal Milniyre Ore

Hotel nixie
Larry Funk Oro
Lou Seller

Broadway B,0.
— Continued from pact 1 -

agencies there are but four or five
shows that will continue to be highly
favored by

.
showshoppers. the lead-

ers being "Annie Get Your Gun,"
"Call. Me Mister," "Born Yesterday"
and "State of the Union," latter pair
being straight comedies, with "Har-
vey," also a laugh show, very much
in the running. Such musicals as
"Oklahoma" and "Carousel," how-
ever, are doing great business. So
is "Show Boat" but it has tapered,
while "The Red Mill" holds to goodly
figures. "Around

.
The World" had

been climbing until last week but
should stick, while "Three to Make
Ready" announces tickets on sale
into September. Run comedies such
as "Life With Father," "The Voice of
The Turtle" and "Anna Lucasta" are
all slated into next season, respective
managements figuring on some red
weeks during the summer.

"Icetime," the new rink revue,

went up against the trend but Is not

dependent upon regular Broadway
patronage. Last year at this time
there were three hits laying off

whereas now there is one. "O Mis-

tress Mine," which clicked so

strongly that it should span the new
season. One factor in the current

summer outlook is that there were
fewer hits produced, during the sea-

son just passed than during 1944-45.

Still, there are no casts on cut-

salary basis as of this week. There
were only four such shows on that

basis during, the spring, all those

now- being closed. Last two to fold

were "Are You With It" and "Billion

Dollar Baby," while previously slices

were made to prolong "Lute Song"
and "This Too Shall Pass."

Broadway film grosses, which have
been spotty during the past month,
arc on the upgrade this week, with
some new shows as well as certain

holdovers drawing heavily.

.Managers attribute the upturn
largely to the fact all public schools-

are now out and summer vacation
trade is getting into high gear.

MARRIAGES
Maggi McNellis to Clyde Mortimer

Ncwhouse; New York; June 24.

Bride is radio commentator.

Dorothy .Byrne to Artie Akers.
Chicago. June 22. Bride is secretary to

Les Atlass, vecpee in charge of cen-
tral division. CBS.

Devi Dja to Ace Blue Eagle. Ok-
lahoma City, June 3. Bride is Bali-

nese dancer.

Connie Green Anderson to Wally
Wanger, Chicago, June 25. Bride is

former member of. the Chez Parc'e

line;
:
groom is nitery producer. -

•

Barbara Elaync Rubin to Herbert
I.

,
Wciner, : New York, June 30.

Groom , is district manager for Co-
lumbia Pix in Philadelphia.

Catharine Nanette Jordan to Al-
bert T. Pearson, Glendale. July 1:

Bride is daughter of Bert Jordan,
Hal Roach film editor.

Claire Valensi to Red Doff. Holly-
wood, June 2C. Groom is indie pub-
licist.

Marybelle Curry to Harold Childs.
Las Vegas, June 27. Bride is a screen
actress; groom an assistant casting,
director.

Gladys Kissinger to Ed Hunt.
N. Y., Juno. 5. Both are in legit and
recently returned' from USO Euro-
pean tour in "Arsenic and Old Lace."
Hilda Alvin to John Nacey, Pitts-

burgh, June 15. Bride's on Metro
start.

OBITUARIES
ANTOINETTE. PERRY

Antoinette Perry, 58, actress and
stager, died of a heart attack at her
home in New York Friday (28).

Further details on Page 45.

CHARLES STEINER
Charles Steiner, 63, theatre owner,

who was one. of the- pioneer- mo-
tion picture exhibitors in New York,
died J line 27 at Rockaway Beach,
N. Y.
He opened the American theatre

in a renovated stable on N. Y.'s

caslside in 1906, using a slide ap
paratus to round but a program
based on a meager footage of rota

tional 111m strip. Featured in the
early programs were such thrillers

as "The Life of a Fireman" and
"The Great Train Robbery."
A contemporary of Marcus Loew,

as one of the first: screen showmen
in New York, Steiner developed his

business into a chain of 32 theatres

in. the N. Y. metropolitan area.

These were known as the Manhat
Ian Playhouses;
He was a member of the board

of directors of the Motion Picture

Theatre Assn. of N. Y. State and
a member of the board of directors

of the Independent Theatre Owners
Assn. since ils inception in 1933,

The Assn. was successor to the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Com
merce, of which he was a founder.

In declining health in recent years

he had reduced his holdings to two
theatre*. Bijou and Palestine in New
York.

. Survived by widow and two
daughters.

LEONARD- HALL
Leonard Hall, 50, newpsaperman

and former drama critic, died June
2'fi: His death was discovered by his

wife, Alice Hughes Hall,, newspaper
columnist, upon her return from
shopping tour. ...

Hall was born in Cleveland, was a

veterai- of World War I and entered
newspaper work after his discharge.

For ; several years he worked for

United Press and began/writing
drama criticism in the Des Moines
bureau.
He transferred to the Washington

Daily News as drama critic in 1922
and then came to N. Y. as drama
critic of the old Telegram in 1927

20.

.
Later he served as m.e. of Photoplay

Shirley Marshall to Herman Rock- mag and as film critic for Mademoi-
"~ 1 L '*— '

;. Bride Iselle.

During the past few years he con-
centrated on mag articles pn the-
atricals and to preparation of a

man, Pittsburgh, June
works for Columbia Pix.
Edith Levine to Milton Weiss, Hol-

lywood, June 29. Bride and groom
are Metro publicists.

Rhea .Colburn to Malcolm C. Bul-
lock. Hollywood, June 29. Groom is

a still photog at Paramount.
Janise W. Rentchler to Joseph C.

Shea in Englewood, N. J., June 14.

Bride, advertising-publicity director
for Skouras circuit, recently re-
signed that post; groom is advance
agent with road co. of "Harvey."

Beatrice Brown to. Arthur Gar-
son, June 30, Napanoclv N. Y.
Bride is publicist George B. Evans'
general aide.

Margaret Grayson to Tommy Dix,
Birmingham, Ala., June 29. Groom
is vaude-nitcry singer.

Leonore Kettleman to Lewis
Rosenstill. Los Angeles, June 29.
Bride is niece of Harry Cohn, Co-
lumbia Pix prexy; he- is chairman
of the board of Schenley Distillers.

book, his first, on -the life of Gilda
Gray, the dancer.
Survived by widow, who writes a

daily column, "Woman's New York,"
which is syndicated by Xing Fea-
tures; a sister, and an adopted son.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Al Riggs, son, Holly-

wood, June 22. Father is sound
man at Warners.
Mr. and Mrs: Michael Duane, son,

Hollywood. June 26.. Father is film
actor; mother is . former actress
Phyllis Ellermah.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson, twin

sons, Los Angeles, June 26. Father
is radio producer and emcee.
Mr. and Mrs. Andre Baruch, son,

New York, June 2C. Mother is Bea
Wain, singer; father is radio an-
nouncer.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Stacey, daugh-

ter, Hollywood, June 27. Father is

a unit manager at Warners.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Shopenn. son.

Steuben ville; O., June 24. Father
manages WB's Capitol theatre there.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gihon, son. Los

Angeles, June 19. Father is man-
ager of the - Ccntro theatre in that
city,

WALTER JOHNSON
Walter Johnson, 38, radio director

for the A&S Lyons agency, Holly-
wood, died June 28 at his. home in
Pacific Palisades, following a heart
attack.

He was one of the pioneers of
west coast radio, starting with KHJ
and later joining Music Corporation
of America as California radio di-
rector. During the war he served
with the Marines, mustering out
with the rating of captain. For sev-
eral months after his military re-
lease he labored as program di-
rector for KHJ-Don Lee, after which
he shifted to the Lyons agency as
radio director.

Sur>iving is his widow, Virginia,
formerly a dancer.

ABRAHAM S. GILBERT
Abraham S. Gilbert, 72, music

copyright attorney, died in New
York, June 30.

For many years Gilbert had been
legal representative for Irving Ber-
lin, Leo Feist, and other publishers.
He was also actively engaged in
politics as a leading member of the
New York State Republican Party
He. was member of the firm Gilbert
& Gilbert.

Survived by
daughter.

widow, son, and

FRANK A. MULLANE
Frank A. Mullane, 68, retired

vaude perrormer, died in Brooklyn,
N. Y.. June 24.

Mullane had appeared in vaude as
„ , j

a monologist and singer for 25 vearsMr and Mrs. Vincent Corso. son,
,

and had recently been doing clubPittsburgh, June 27. Father operates dates. When divertine from mom,

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Harkenrcider. 1 and other circuits billed as «u» v.„
son Pittsburgh. June 26. Father's a Off the Ice Wagon" and later didra
M°

mUTa
?; x D :

another act captioned "Musical
.

Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Adelman, Scales and Humorous Tales "

^"5 ^'',V
Da

rl
la

,

S
'
Iecently

'
Father is Survived by widow and threehead of the Delman Theatre Corp. I daughters.

THOMAS E. FRANKLIN
Thomas E. Franklin, 63 vet vaude

and nitery performer, died in New
York, June 30'.

He' had been in. vaude 25 years as
part of singing team of Rogers
Hughes and Franklin, and later'
with other acts. In recent years
had done club dates and nitery
•work.

J

Survived by widow.

JOSEPH F. REILLY
Joseph F. Reilly, 69, head of the

Reilly Theatrical Transfer Co., N Y
died at Belle Harbor, N. Y., June 26*

Reilly founded the transfer com-
pany 50 years ago and did haulage
for practically all prominent Broad-
way producers.
Survived by widow, three daugh-

ters, brother and sister.

EDGAR BENSON
Edgar Benson, 65, who had been a

talent agent for many years, died iii

N. Y. June 25.

He had operated a booking office
in Chicago for some time before
coming to N. Y. to set up offices in
1929. Until his retirement some
years ago he had handled club book-
ings.

EDWARD J. BERGEN
Edward J. Bergen, 32, manager ot

the Rilz, Wilmington, Del., died at
his home in Glenolden, Pa., June 25
Before going to Wilmington, he

had managed theatres in Philadel-
;

phia> Camden and. Chester. He had
been with Wariiers for past 12 years.

WALTER JAMES
Waller James. 60, actor on stage

and screen, died June 27 in Garde-
nia. Cal.. following a heart attack.

Shifting from the Broadway stage
to Hollywood 25 years ago. James
was noted chiefly for his character
roles.

EDUARD VETERMAN
Eduaid Vetermari, one of the top

novelists and playwrights of Nether-
lands, died in hospital there June
28 of injuries suffered in an auto
accident.

Mrs. V.etcrman.
. wife of the plav-

wright, was also killed in the crash.

PENN DELBERT OWEN
Penn Delbert Owen, 03, who trav-

eled with boat shows in his youth
and was known on the rivers as a
musician and songwriter, and later
became a linotype operator on The
Parkersburg^W, Va.) News died at
latter city June 24.

ESTHER WHITEHOUSE
Esther Whitehouse iMrs. Palric

Curwen) 52, who played leads at
the Old. Vic from 1921 to 1923, died
in London June 24.

Mrs. Rebecca B. Blaufox, 77, died
in New York, June 27. She was the
motheT of Joseph D. (Jay) Blaufox.
mag writer and film publicist, and

j ' u
Who has been in exploitation

and theatre management for many
years.

Mother, 73, of Thornton Wilder,
novelist-playwright, died in Nan-
tucket, Mass. Also survived by an-
other son. Dr. Amos N. Wilder, au-
thor and poet, two daughters and a
sister.

Father of Nicky Goldhammer. v.p.
and general sales manager of Film
Classics, died in Minneapolis, Mon-
day (1).

.„
Mrs

V
CUta Vo,k

. 62, mother of film
actor Lee Frederick, died in Holly-wood June 21. .

Decree Cut
SS Contlnuei) from page 7 -

—
niflcent Doll," starring David Nivcn,
Ginger Rogers and Burgess Mere-
dith;- "Portrait in Black" and "Sunny
River," latter in Technicolor; Mike
Todd will contribute "Great Son,"
from the hovel by Edna Ferber,
while Walter Wanger will turn in

"Smash-Up," starring Lee Bowman,
plus "The Secret Beyond the Doof,".
starring Joan Bennett, which will be
made under the banner of ' Wanger's
Diana Productions.

. .

Rank pix on. the. slate are "Notori-
ous Gentleman," "They Were Sis-

ters" and "Dead of Night." "Night"
had its American- preem last week
at the Winter Garden, N. Y.
In addition to the. features, U will

also make four serials and the usual

shorts program.
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Paramount. IV. Y.
Andv Russell, Alan Carney, Ray.

JTscott 0*h M) "frothy
Collins; Pied Pipers (4); The

Searching Wind" (Par) .
reviewed m

Varietv, May 5, '46.

Box office value of the current

Paramount layout is considerable

with Andy Russell to draw the

younger element while adult patron-

age if virtually guaranteed by nature

of the film "The Searching Wind

and the mature rhythms of the Ray-

mond Scott band.
Layout constitutes a satisfactory

blend of entertainment that packs

a lot into its 45 minute running time.

However, the show caught was
somewhat abbreviated because of

sudden illness of Alan Carney, who
came on for a brief moment to get

a few laughs, but had. to excuse

himself and forego the rest of his

session. Illness is .
understandable,

inasmuch as it happened on one of

-the hottest days of the year. On a

subsequent re-hearing, Carney was
in clicko physical frame and bowled

the audience with his impressions of

w k's and scored most handily with

a take-off of a Union Square soap-

box session.
j
..

.

Russell carries out hi,s end admi-
rably. He's been, hitting it hand-
somely on records and has made
some film appearances, and does his

swooning in a robust manner. Of-
fers a comparatively short song
session, but is able to get off because
of his closing position on the pro-
gram when he goes down with the
pit. He gets pitty-pats even from
the elder members of the audience
with tunes including. "What a Dif-
ference a Day Makes," "Besame'.' and
"Yo Te Quero Mucho."

Also in the jive vein are the
offerings of the Pied Pipers, (4)

late of the Tommy Dorsey crew,
discussed further under New Acts.

Rest of the bill is along solid adult
lines. Scott's instrumentation calling
for eight brass, five reeds, seven
strings including a cello and bass,
piano and drums. The arrangements
are studied and workmanlike and
make use of some sound musical
ideas, but for the most part, he fails
to utilize the strings to fullest ex-
tent. They're rarely heard above
the rest of the orch. and one often
wonders why they're around. But
the mystery of the idle strings is

solved once Russell goes on, then
they provide some pashy counter
point.

Scott's offerings of "Full Moon and
Empty Arms" •"Powerhouse," "Ce-
ment Mixer" constitute nice variety
Dorothy Collins, the band-vocalist,
similarly reflects the good 'taste of
the Scott crew. She's a good-looking
youngster garbed in a suit, rather

;
than a gown, and gives out. with
"Man I Love" in a well-rounded and
full voice and with excellent inter
pretation.
Completing the line-up Is the

recent GI Jack Williams, an elon-
gated hoofer,, who attempts genuine
tap interpretations minus hoke trick-
ery. He gives a smooth -chorco of
Tea for Two" and GouldV "Pa-
vanne" to make a nice Impression

Jose.

Apollo; X. Y.
Thelma Carpenter wilh Garland

Wilson, Dizzy Gillespie Orch (16)
with Moe Johnson. Mary Mani,
Johnny Sellers, Bobbie Evans; Crack-
shot, Sybil Kay, Charlie Ray.
"Blonde Alibi" (U).

provides the sex motive with a
modified strip while emulating snake
movements with her hands. Gilles-

pie's elbwning during her number,
didn't help her cause any. Pigment
aided by Charlie Ray and Sybil Kay
get a mild laugh quota for their sin-

gle blackshow effort.

Show is emceed by Bobbie Evans,
who is strongest in his dance im-
pressions. Jose.

Roxy, N. Y.

Cirelc. Indpls.
1

Indianapolis, June 29.

Tex . Beneke with Glenn Miller
Orch, Artie Malum, Lillian Lane,
Bobby Nichols, Crew Chiefs, Whitson
Bros., Crosby Sisters; "Truth About
Murder" (RKO).

.
This Harlem house's current con

tnbulion to vaude constitutes one
of its minor efforts dcsDite yoeman
work of headlining Thelma Carpen-
ter. Layout misses on several points
such as weakness of some of the
acts, selections by the band, and
above all, lack of air-conditioning
which would make the most enthusi-
astic audience wilt under the house
temp.
Miss Carpenter, with Garland Wil

:
son at the piano, generates as much
enthusiasm as could be gotten out of
this audience. Shes an excellent
singer—one of the few Negro art
ists to crack network shows on <

regular rather than guest basis.
Shes a regular on the Eddie Cantor
program. Audience let her off after
five tunes, mostly in the ballad cate-
gory. Her "Happiness Is a Thing
J-ajled Joe" is one of the classic in
teroretations of this tune.

: mShe wisely brought along Garland
Wilson as her accompanist, as the
Dizzv Gillespie orch shows woeful
weakness in the showbacking de
Parlment. Throughout the proceed
ings. band was too loud for back
ground ourposes and needs consider
able toning down.

t
The GillesDie crew makes the mis

take of dealing entirely in originals,
.
which makes it a bit hard to take
especially during the intense house
ncat inasmuch as a lighter mood
would be more conducive to listener
interest. Its offerings consist mainly
of angular rhythms with comolicated
arrangements and riffs which re-
quire intense concentration. He
bills his stuff as music of tomorrow,
and it may turn out that way, once
the general public's aural eauipment
Becomes accustomed to Gillespie's
complications. But in the meantime,
ne. should make, concessions to audi
enccs of today.

Rest of the bill has Johnny Sellers,
a blues singer who while lacking

. ff«"gc presence, has a good interpre
"air for the race' tunes.

Allotted only one number he gets
good response for same. Marl Moni

The Glenn Miller orchestra,: which
never did get here when at the peak
of its popularity before the war,
.finally arrived at the Circle this
week with Tex Beneke at the helm.
Band is making a hit with customers
by- playing a show that is almost
solid music, interrupted- only by
Beneke's short introductions and two
extra acts: It's fans of long-standing
like its authentic revivals of old
Miller favorites in arrangements
that still carry out the late leader's
ideas. Many former servicemen
recognize and applaud additions
made, to Air Force outfit, including
the 12-man string section and the
singing of Artie Malvin and the
Crew Chiefs, Show seems an all-
around pleaser.
Program Opens with "Moonlight

Serenade," then swings into the
Miller classic. "In the Mood." An-
other oldie, "These Foolish Things,"
accented by Beneke's fine tenor sax,
provides one of the main highlight.-.
"Little Brown Jug," "Chattanooga
Cho-Choo," "It Couldn't Be True,"
They Say It's Wonderful" and
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" are

sold with a smooth change of pace.
There's a special arrangement

. of
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue,"
dating back to Air Force days, that
registers plenty and, in the same
category, a sock version of "Song of
the Plains," official march of the
Russian cavalry, with a powerful
rhythmic, beat. Band proves it's still
adding to its rep by getting a rise
out of the house with "Hey-Bob-a-
Ree-Bob." Lillian Lane, Malvin,
Beneke and the Crew Chiefs all are
well received in the vocals.
Between tunes, the- Whitson Bros,

impress with their topsy-turvy bal-
ancing and acrobatic act, spiced
with comedy patter, and the Crosby
Sisters get nice returns in a little
sketch called "Musicomedy Capers."
Biz was oliay at opening. Corn.

RKO, Boston
Boston, June 28.

Sdiie Douiell Orch (14), Gloria
Gilbert, Carter ft Moreland. Don
Grady, Danny O'JVeil; "Runaround"
(U).
Using neat footwork, his own per-

sonality and even his voice in a
valiant effort to lift his orch above
ordinary, Saxie Dowell returns to
stage after three years with Navy in
Pacific. ' With more experience at
working together, band should be-
come a top musical aggregation. As
jt was, prize for distinction should go
to Gloria Gilbert for rhythmic, spir-
ited terps ranging from ballet to
swing in an astounding ripDle of leg
muscles. .• Ben Carter and Manton
Moreland prove highly amusing in
patter and music specialties.
. Opening band number, "Rose
Room", tias a rather wooden arrange
ment. Don Grady, vocalist, is run o'

mill with "Day by Day" and "Night
and Day." "Rugged but Right," band
number, is feeble. However, Dow
ell sings his own "Three Little
Fishes" for good returns. His alto
sax, Joe Cross, is smooth in "Talk of
the Town."
Too much hamming marred Danny

O'Neil's song offerings. He does "I'm
Always Chasing Rainbows," "Gyp-
sv" and "Toora-Loora," as though
they were brand new, dragging out
each song to limit. Lad has a good
voice, though, and should be given
some fresh songs with soft-pedal on
Ould Sod stuff.

Finale band offering, "Smiles,
clicks. Dame.

One You Love," concessions . to the I Well Be Spring" and "That's for
contemporary mood being "I Don't Me," of which she does a few bars.
Know Enough About You" and "Till Encores with "It's Wondeful." Turns
Then." ' Mike. |

in an okay job in her first vaude date
as a single

Clark Bros., sparkling sepia tap

n „ . -
... „ , „ , . _ i duo, are well received, too, with a

House Orch with. Paul Ash, -Tony trio of precision Upstints and splits
Lauelh, Roxyeltes, 3 Swifts, Buster Middle item, to "Rhythm Bounce," is
^iauer with Ohue, Richard tGeoroe, particularly effective, and the guys
Donald O Connor with Patricia get off well. Fred. Lowery and Dor-
OConnor; Smoky" (20th) reviewed Uthy Rae, whistling-singing team,
in Varietv, June 19, '46.

| also get applause for the guy's efforts

. . on "Mocking Bird," "Waters of Min
It doesn't seem so many years, ago netonka," "Rhapsody in Blue." in

that Donald O'Connor was just one which he doesn't miss a single
of the small fry in the O'Connor nuance of .the difficult Gershwin
Family vaudeville act, but the time score, and bird calls, and for her
differential only points up one thing chirping o( the tongue-in-cheek "De
—talent can survive time itself. The butante's Lament." Close big with
talent in this case Is young O'Con- duet Of "Whistlin' Joe."
nor. The kid's got it, and Universal, Midget-to-king-size Low, Hite it

which has him under contract, can Stanley point up the differences in

enhance its values by allowing him their sizes , with roughhouse antics
a season or so in a Broadway musical, and do the G. I. softshoe and gun
With his GI background, what an drill in the pre-Blaine segment, corn-

asset he could have made for "Call ing on again at the close with their

Me Mister," the current Broadway platter iinprefh of the Andrews Sis-

smash cast with ex-kaypees; Well, ters doing "Boogie Woogie Bugle
so it isn't "Call Me Mister." So it Boy." Trio are always good for a
would be another musical in which lptta laughs. ...
O'Connor can show his comedy flair, Lou Breese's orch cuts the show
his mimicry, his singing; his hoofing, well, and Breese's emceeing is pleas^

Is there anything else left ior him to ant. Orch's contrib is Cement
do? Oh yes—he even borrows Paul Mixer," with Mario Sentella soloed

Ash's baton and wields it as profes- for some lio.t trumpet licks and
1

gran-

sionally, say, as Ash himself. One ite-voiced vocals. Mike,

thing, though—better and newer
|

jokes.
O'Connor gets the top billing, but

there are others here who also rate
attention. Patricia O'Connor, who's

Oriental. Oil
Chicaoo. June 27.

Mills Brothers (5). Nelson Sister:

(2),Danny Drayson, Ray Lang Orch
(12); "Postman Always Rings Twice"
(M-G).

Million Dollar, I~ A.
Los Angeles, June 29.

^ m _u ^ „.,„„ Lecuona. Cuban Boys, Afiialia

only three or^"fo"ur
W
yVars" vou^nger I

Aouilar, fsqbelita, De Castro. Sisters

than Donald, is introduced by the t3), Ernesto Ojea, Manyo Lopez;

latter as his niece, and she sings a "Joe Palooka, Champ (Mono),

song or two pleasantly plus looking —:

—

plenty cute in a quiet blue gown. L Latin-flavored stage bill that
Then there is Buster Shaver with pleases holds sway here. Lecuona

the midgets Olive, George and Rich- Cuban Boys is a class group of mu-
a rd, and they continue to entertain I sicians for below-the-border tunes,
strongly, especially, when the nor- and deliver neatly. Show is sparked
mal-sized Shaver and the under- by hip gymnastics of Amalia Aguilar
sized Olive do their standard ball- and vocal delivery of Isabelita. Ap-
room turn. I peal is especially forte for Million
The Three Switfs, with their swift Dollar patrons,

juggling of the tenpins and the Opener has. Lecuona group run-
comedy that goes with it, are, as al-. ning through peppy delivery of
ways, still socko. Rhumba Negra, seguing into "May-
Ash still knows how to introduce ari" and "Dark Eyes." It's a showy

a show with a minimum, of wordage, I band that knows how to please eye
helping to achieve the intimacy be- as well as ear. Isabelita punches
tween performer and audience. And over vocals on "Negro Leona," "Tres
doing that in a 5,800-seat house like Caballeros," and "Linda Mujer" and
the Roxy is no mean feat in itself. then acts as m.c. for balance of bill.

Twenty - year - old. six-foot-three Ernesto Ojea, drummer, gives fine

Tony Lavelli, basketballer at Yale workout to "Granada" and a tango,

whom Ash "discovered" accordioning Manyo Lopez is featured on "I'm

at' a New Haven party, is getting' a Learning English." Other bsnd
chance at his first stage engagement numbers, all listenable, include ' Ti-

here, and the gangling youngster Pi-Tin," "Quiereme Mucho," "Bongo
tinkles a couple of classical tunes and "Professor."

.

that cricked big with the customers Miss Aguilar's hip twisting Is

at show caught. straight from the runway but with

"Presentation policy" is what this I a Latin bounce. She commands
bill is officially part of, but some- 1 most interest when shaking through

how it plays very , much like the hot rumbas and sambas; and should

vaudeville that's still beim; mourned lessen singing. She's on midway tol-

as "dead." A bill like the current "Rhumbantela" and "Rhumba Tipica
r

one makes it difficult t8 find the and returns for finals with Babalu

corpse. Kahn.
| and a conga to bring down the cur

AlvMnla UtalB| I ^Particularly bright part of theuiynpia. niianii
shdw js the De Castro Sis ,erSi sing .

.
Miami, June 28. threesome that have the looks

Lane Bros., Phil & Mildred Crane, an̂ ycrv g t0 back iip voices. Ar-
Lewts & Van, Billy Farrell & Boots
Pierre Cartier, Les Rhode House
Orch (13): "Tarzan and the Leopard
Woman" (RKO).

rangements are good and delivery

calculated to please. Tunes are

Maracas de Caracas." "Peru and

Manisero." Broo.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, June 27.

Billy Hines & Co. in "Gay Wine

Topheavy with dance, layout here
this week makes 1 for an uneven af-
fair.

Lewis and Van tee off with some , — .. „. , ,

nifty, but standard tapology - Knock lies Revue" (11); 'Two Sisters from

out the usual challenge steps and Boston" (M-G)
works on stairs to garner good re- , , _

.

turns. Billy Hines. of mmsUel fame, and

Trick dancing spiced with some his troupe of old timers, garnered

fair comedy, features the Billy from vaudes hey-day. continue to

Farrell and Boots turn. Sit-down wield their nostalgic appeal on tne

routine and broom bit by Farrell Capitol stage. .

are standouts. Despite little change in the bill

Phil and Mildred Crane are a tall, since last year, show gets plenty ap-

good looking pair of youngsters who preciation. It's hard to tell wnetner

duet some classy versions of musi- the customers are cheering ine

comedy tunes. Click with "Okla- sportsmanship and effort of these re-

homa" medley, "Donkey Serenade" cruits from a past era, or whether

znd "Who." Male half solos I'Old there is genuine respect for the

Man River" for top applause. quality of the acts as well. There

Magico Pierre Cartier offers a is probably a little of both m tne

pleasant stint. Nothing sensational, enthusiasm that rocks_ the Capitol as

with most of the legerdemain the the boys and gals, with an average

stock style. Ingratiating manner age of about 65 years, go tnrougn

helps get the act over. their paces.
.

4 L.„.. mK
Lane Brothers close with more Appeal of the /evue. .though

hoofing blended into some neat turn- largely sentimental, Is still based on

bles and lifts. Top turn with one the showmanship and zest of these

brother skipping rope while perched old vaudevillians, which many^ a

on others shoulders, off to healthy jaded and blase younger Pcrformei

salvos
' could well imitate. What they lacK

Les Rhode and. crew back show In. "n Polish, they make up for in know-

rfe'al fashion. Biz good when caught, how and zest.

Pic at the Oriental is the big draw
this round, with only three acts and
the air-conditioning as additional
hot weather lure.

Nelson Sisters have a good flash
act to open, going about their aerial
twirls and flips on horizontal bars
and rings iii a nonchalant manner
and to solid salvos. They top the

.

stint with the understandcr hanging
by her neck to a strap hanging from
the other gal's neck, plus a terrif

pinwheel, jn which they lock arms
and- legs and spin around the bar.
Scantily dressed and not too muscu-
lar, gals have a neat-looking turn.
Danny Drayson also goes over

well with his streetcar rider-, gal
taking a bath, and comedy falls,

although some of the gags have, been
begged, borrowed or stolen. Tops
with the payees, of course, are the
Mills Brothers, who close., .

Fine
Negro singing team do only four
numbers, but it's the older ones that

the crowd loves. Those are "Paper
Doll" and "You Always Hurt the

Lory.

Chicago. Chi
Chicaoo, June 28.

Vivian Blaine, with.Howard Davis;

Against a Tony Pastor setting,

with house orch on stage, Minnie

Allen and Jcanetle Dupre alternate

in cmceeing. with each doing own
stuff as well. Miss Allen clicks in

a raucous type of routine, a la

State*, .N. Y.
Rochester (Eddie Anderson), with

Kilty MUrray; June: Lorraine, Vul
Selz,, Ed & Terry Wilser, Joe, Lou &
Marilyn Caites, Ruby Zweriino's

Orch; "The Green Years'' (M-G).

It's an offish week at the State

for current stanza, with not much
to snare them past the wickets and
nothing for marquee lure save Eddie

Anderson, the Rochester of the Jack-

Benny airer. However, what there

is plsys smoothly, entertains in a

mild sort of way and is probably

satisfactory lor the transient clien-

tele this house gets.

Joe Lou and Marilyn Caites tee-

off with standard; nifty hoofology

wherein the younger couple display

modern mode of tapstering for intro

and then bring on their dad for con-

trast stepping. Off to nice returns.

Ed and Terry Wilser, twin sister and
brother team, follow with musical

act, their forte being trumpet work.
In addition they give out on other

instruments for impreshes of signa-

ture tunes of Henry Busse, Harry
James. Ted Lewis, et al. Make nice

appearance, handle stint well and
appreciably rewarded by audience.

June Lorraine, who matriculated
with Phil Spitalny's "Hour of
Charm" all-gal orch, clicks, with her
mimicry. Includes impreshes of

Lionel Barrymore, Charles Laugh-
ton, Bette Davis and Jimmy Du-
rante singing "That's Why X's Were
Born." Latter two are her best. Val
Setz, juggler of no mean ability,

takes over for his dexterity stanza;
Guy . juggles balls, clubs and other
objects in top fashion to win ap-
plause.

Rochester closes bill with prac-
tically the same routine as when
here last year, with exception of a
few hew gags. After some throw-
away stuff about Mr. Benny and lat-

ter's frugal streak he brings on
Kitty Murray, rotund sepia come-
dienne, garbed a la Broadway Rose,
and adding to merriment via re-
partee with Rochester, some scat
singing and other antics by duo
which keeps them roaring with
laughter. Panic, however, is jitter-

bug finish in which she tosses
Rochester around like a rag-doll
and piggybacks him offstage for fin-

ish to solid salvos.

Ruby Zwerling and his. pitmen
provide the customary slick job of
backgrounding acts. Edba.

Tower, K. C.
Kansas City, June 28.

Jack. Carson, Tommy Wells, Mary
McCarty, Johnny Laddie k Co., Buf-
fington Twins, Tower Orch (9) with
Don Tiff and Beverly Cassady; '"Joe
Palooka, Champ" (Mono).

Whether this show is good or not
really doesn't matter much. What
matters is that it's a personal ap-
pearance for Jack Carson, who was
a favorite emcee of Tower patrons
back, in 1935-36 and has now hit
the top as a screen player and radio
comic. His being here is the thing,
and the patrons are turning out for
what probably will be the biggest
week the Tower ever had.

The date in truth climaxes a senti-

mental journey for Carson. He has
said he would come back and play a
week at the Tower for free, and he
is doing it, giving his services (ex-
cept for . expenses) to Manager
Barney Joffe'e. It's the first time

.

Carson has appeared here profes-
sionally since he left for a fling at
Hollywood..

That the show turns out to be very
good is just so much more, frosting
on the cake. All Carson would have
to do would be to stand on the stage
and let the patrons gape and ' clap.

For the first few minutes of the show
that is what happens while. Carson
murmurs about his "personal Shan-
gri-La."
After the ovation show gets going

for an informal get-together of gab,
stories, mugging, buffonery and gen-
eral fun. With his two henchmen,
Mary McCarty and Tommy Wells,
Carson works well over 30 of the
show's 50 minutes. He's at his best
mimicking Gable, Colman, Lorre and
crooning like Sinatra and Crosby,
wrapping the imitations up neatly
in a comedy routine with Mary
McCarty.
Miss McCarty has her own spot to

sing "Always in My Heart, and
Wells has his turn, at a soft shoe
comedy terp. There's also a string
of laughs in card tricks and some
dialogue between Carson and Wells,
Show is rounded out with a num-

ber by the band and Beverly Cassady
chirping the vocal of "I'm a Big Girl
Now." The other standard act is

Johnny Laddie balancing atop an un-
supported ladder while his trio of
neat fox terriers climb over him

Lowe. Hite & Stanley, Fred Lowery I Sophie Tuckei". while La Dupre,

* Dorothy Rae, Clark Bros. (2). Lou self-styled "Merry Widow of Broad-
Mcai ^ «, I1C1J> tllI11„ „Ytl „.,„

Breese Orch, Willi: Mariei Serilella; way" lives up to the titje with some i

and the ladder Bilfnington twins
Do You Lo«e Me?" (20th).

. hep singing and dancing.
_ am selections, a pair of attrac-

Billy Hines recalls the old days of .
• i-

Back to singing in front of a band minstielry with appropriate mcdr

after a two-year sabbatical with leys; Mary Noss, at 74, first femmc
20lh-Fox. Vivian Blaine, at the head saxaDhonist, gives ^ut with a few

of a neat show.: is doing a job that numbers: Bonn & Bonn do an aero

should make her bosses, who sent routine with hardly a creak and with

her in as a hypo for: the picture on some rcr.l novelty to boot; La Scri-

lap, very happy. Noxt-to-closing. da revives the serpentine dance she

newly blondihed star weaves a neat- created at Tony Pastor's in 1892—

ly written Eddie deLangc rhyme re and in the original costume; Tom
how she got into pix around the Barrett, at 79. docs some high class

<=ongs from her musicfllms. with hoofing; Blanche Lytcl burlesques

Howard Davis giving her a nice as- the prima donna technique; and Bill

siM at the keyboard McCullough docs a bell ringing num-
Her pic oarade hits Include "Whls- ber worthy of any bM. ;.. ul Mre „„.. . ...»

Dcring." "Somcthine for the Boys," There s
;
some line work, too, lhat s

Maiestic at Antonio the follow
"I Don't Care Who Knows It." "Here strictly for laughs, but even that ?"je

"'k
Comes Heaven. Again." "It Might as |

seems to click. Lowe. "n« wees,

pair
live gals Whose' terping isn't too far
off the professional pattern.

All in all old home week is a
happy thing for Carson, the Tower
and the patrons. Qui)!.

Interstate Sets Spike Jones
Dallas, July 2.

Spike Jones and City Slickers

have been booked for two Texas
dates by Interstate Theatres.

Jones will open here for one week
at the Majestic Aug. 8 and then the
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Heat Wave Crimps Broadway Biz;

See B.0.S Off Further Tins Week;

Top Oicks Hold Up; 'Baby,' lama' Out
Summer's first heat wave sent

Broadway grosses tumbling and,

as anticipated, some doubtful hold-

overs were taken off, with more
certain to follow. Takings this week,
because of the Fourth: of July, will

probably slip further, and that goes

for next week, too. Only the top

clicks were unaffected but Friday

and Saturday (28-29) were lethal to

many boxoffices.

"Billion Dollar Baby," another
musical, stopped Saturday, as did "I

Remember Mania." which, however
scored fair run. "O Mistress Mine"
suspended temporarily, being dated

to resume Aug. 28.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (.Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), 8 (Reuue),

M (Musical). O (Operetta).

"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (97th

week) (D-1,041; $3.60). Slipped un-
der $9,000 but plans call for con-

tinuance through summer.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

(7th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). One of

very, few attractions unaffected, with
the "gross well over $45,000; stan-

dees..

"Around the World," Adelphl (5th

week) (M-1,434; $6), After climbing
was a heat victim; takings dropping
5Gs to $27,500.

"Billion Dollar Baby," Alvin.

Closed Saturday (29) after 28 weeks;
started big but slipped top much to

stick.

"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (22d

week) (C-993; $4.80). "Standout laugh
play sells out all times and getting

all house will hold; over $21,000.

"Call Me Mister," National (ilth

week) (R-1,142; $6). Musical hit that
vies with any musical in agency
ticket demand; around $32,600, which
means capacitv.

"Carousel," Majestic (63rd week)
(M-1,667; $6). Eased off .somewhat,
which is natural for long-run musi-
cal, but nearly $39,000, plenty good;
gross quoted at $3,134,212 in 500
times.
"Dear Ruth," Miller (81st week)

(C-940; $4.20). Nearly ready to exit
and now in last three weeks; down
to around $8,000 but has been fine
moneymaker.
"Deep Are the Boots," Fulton (40th

week) (D-968; $3.80). Dropped to
around $9,000 and doubtful if stay-
ing much longer; however, is well
on right side of ledger.
"Dream Girl/' Coronet (29th

week) (CD-7,037; $4.80). Dipped to
$10,000 and some doubt now about
spanning summer although rated as
having good 6hance.
"Harvey," 48th Street (87th week)

(C-925; $4.20). Maintained its great
pace while most other stayers
slipped; quoted bettering $19,000
mark again last week.

"Icetlme." Center' (2d week) (R-
2,994: $2.40). Excellent business re
ported for new skating revue, which
was estimated over, . $48,000 quoted
first full week.
"Lite With Father," Bijou (343d

week) (C-614; $3.60). Fared com
paratively better than some other
stayers; run leader rated around
$8,000.
"6 Mistress Mine," Empire (CD

1,082: $4.80). Laying off for two
months after playing 22 weeks
cinch well into next season.
"Oklahoma!" St. James (175th

week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Musical
leader held up to virtually $30,000
total gross of original and road com-
pany nearly $10,305,000 up to this
week: half of that was registered
in N. Y.
"On Whitman Avenue," Cort (8th

week) (D-1064; $3.60). Perked up
last month but heat affected attend-
ance; rated around $8,000 last week
"Song of Norway," Bioadwa

(94th week) (O-1.900: $4.80). Hardly
better than even break of late but
sticking until favorable out-of-town

• spot is available; socked $3,500 and
down to $21,500.
"State of the Union," Hudson (33rd

week) . (CD-1,057: $4.80). Topping
the straight-Dlay. division arid should
hold that spot well into next season
$25,800 quoted.

"St. Lonls Woman," Beck (14th
week) (M-1,214; $6), Another musi

cal that slipped further last week,
when takings dived to $14,000.

"Swan Song" Booth (7th week)
(CD-712; $4.20). Claimed to have
picked up a bit but takings are not
profitable to date; around $6,000.

"The Glass Menaferle," Royale
(65th week) (CD-1,025; $4.20).

Moved here from Playhous; Mon-
day (1), when Laurette Taylor re-

joined cast; dropped under $7,500.

"The Voice of the Turtle," Mo-
rosco : (117th Week) (C-939; $3.60).

Slipped more than expected last

week but intention is to play through
summer and into autumn; $9,000.

"Three to Make Ready," Broad-
hurst (17th week) (R-1.160; $4.80).

Eased off of late, with $21,000 esti-

mated last week, but figures to come
back.

REVIVALS
Show Boat," Ziegfeld (25th week);

(M-1,628; $6). Getting strong support
from visitors, and while somewhat
off still getting big money; $41,000.

"The Red Mill," 46th Street (37th

week) (M-1.319; $4.80). Not much
affected and continues to goodly op-
erating profit,, with last week around
$28,000.

NEIGHBORHOOD
"Good Night, Ladles," Windsor,

Bronx; moved< from Brooklyn.

"The Late George Apley," Flat-
bush, Brooklyn.

Mr. Winkle's Holiday" (Aqua-
retta) Flushing Meadows: variable
business, with transportation a
problem.

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 18:10

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Representatives
25 Wert 45th Strert. New York
811 Went Uh Street, horn Ancele*

JUST OUT OF ARMY

DIRECTOR
AND ACTING TEACHER

Available

•ox 333, Variety, 154 W. 46th St.

Now York 19. N, Y.

leat Stifles Chi;

?ark'Cops40G,

'State'
Chicago, July 2.

Hot weather and the rush of
Chicagoans to midwest vacation
spots contributed to the general
nosedive of legit grosses last week.
"Anna Lucasta," going into its 41st
week at the Civic theatre, took the
sharpest drop, registering a weak
! 19,800. Mike Todd's "Up in Central
:?ark" remains on top with $40,000
but took a cut from- last week's
$42,000. "State of the Union," .still

doing terrific at $26,800, took a $600
cut.

"Laura" in its fourth week regis-
tered" good $16,500.

Estimates for Last Week
Anna Lucasta," Civic (40th week)

(900; $3.60). Down to a weak $9,800.

Laora," Harris (3rd week) (1,000;
$3.60). Slipped but still a good
$1.6.500.

"State of the Union," Blackstone
(10th week) (1,360; $4.20). A drop
short of capacity with $26,800-.

"Up In Central Park," Shubert
(11th week) (2,163; $4.80). Hefty
$40,000.

'Gypsy' Lures 42G, St Loo;

'Rosalie' Starts Heftily

St. Louis. July 2.

"Rosalie," one of the biggest coin

grabbers in the repertory of the

Municipal Theatre Assn.'s history,

began- the fourth week's stand last

night (Monday ) in the alfresco play-

house in Forest Park; Overflow
opening night mob totaled 10,100,

largest of the season. The gross was
approximately $4,500.

Evelyn Wyckoff, who clicked in

"Mary" several weeks ago, is repeat-

ing in the title role, with Lee Dixon
and Penny Edwards in support. A
specialty featuring musical director

Edwin McArthur as piano soloist,

praying the last movement of Gersh-
win's-Concerto in F," won the mob.

"Gypsy Love," which wound up
its one-week engagement Sunday
(30), was beset by threatening
weather almost throughout the stand
and the' b.o. suffered accordingly.

The piece attracted 70.000 customers
and an estimated gross of $42,000.

'Bloomer Girl'

52G in 1st At

LA.;'Okla.'38G
Los Angeles, July 2.

Los Angeles was plenty boffola
last week when three houses took in
total of $107,000. Figure was given
biggest hypo ' by the Philharmonic
Auditorium attraction, "Bloomer
Girl," which grossed $52,000 for the
first stanza. Figure for the .New
York import into the Civic' Light
Opera season tops previous record,
made by "Rose-Mane," last year, by
$2,200: "Girl" selling at $4.80 top
looks likely to . repeat mark this
week.

"Oklahoma!", which just closed its

eighth s.r.o. week at the Biltmore,
picked up another, $38,000 peak at

that downtown house. Ken Mur-
ray's "Blackouts of 1946" went into
its fifth year at. El Capitan and re-
peated $17,000 for 210th stretch.

On the other side of the ledger,
however, are the three other legit

houses. "All Women Are—" folded
at the Belasco after 10 days of run-
ning with only about $4,000 ' across
the counter. "Lady Godiva's Horse"
finished .its first week at the Musart
with a sad $2,000. "Tobacco Road"
had around $7,500, which pays off,

however, for the sixth week at the
Mayan.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Billy Rose, whose advertorials (paid ads in the N; Y. dailies) may be

syndicated shortly, got particular attention on the following "theatrical

will":

Until a few days ago I never bothered drawing up a last will and testa-

ment. . . . And so, after the manner of the famous will which left the fields

to smajl boys' and the stars to lovers, I tacked on the following codicils:

To legitimate theatres:—I leave cooling systems that won't go out when
the audience comes in—also some fruit for those fresh fruit drinks.

To young actors and actresses:—I leave secretaries who will remember
their names and addresses, and producers who will pick up on unfamiliar

script and audition for them.

To Shakespearean actors:—! leave a giant echo-chamber, where they
may always hear themselves chanting the Bard's iambic pentameter.

To show girls:—I leave a line of dialogue—and a set of theatrical offices

without a divan.

To chorus girls:—I leave Tommy Manvllle and a good lawyer.

To understudies:—I leave the plagues of Egypt, to wish upon the leads

an hour befpre curtain time.
. .

To playwrights:—I leave shows which will somehow open on the second
night, and by-pass that four-letter word opening night audience.

To critics:—1 leave successful careers as playwrights.

To George Jean Nathan:—I leave William Saroyari and to William Saro-

yan I leave William Saroyan.

To theatrical agents:—I leave an agent who will take ten percent of their

ten percent.

To press agents:—I leave the front cover of "Life" and an introduction

to Richard Maney,
To young lyricists and composers:—I leave the wastcbaskets of Larry

Hart and Jerome Kern.
To Oscar Hammersteln II:—I leave a dozen of those fountain pens that

write forever.

And finally, to The Drama, the fabulous invalid they're always writing

obituaries about:—I leave the hope that It never gets any sicker than it was
in Anno Domini 1946, when Shakespeare and Sophocles averaged better

than fifty, thousand a week at a Fifty-ninth street -theatre.

Former Cosmopolitan, N. Y., renamed the Columbus Circle last season

when Mike Todd presented Maurice Evans' GI "Hamlet" there, will be
occupied by the American Repertory Theatre next season. One year's

rental was agreed upon with George De Cuevas, whose lease on the spot

extends for around three more years. Todd was supposed to have bought
in on that leasehold; in fact, he was said to have bought the property, but

there was no cash transaction and he lost all interest in the Circle when
"Hamlet" exited. De Cuevas took the former film house over and with a

coterie essayed to establish the International Ballet on a permanent basis,

House was rensjned the International and reconverted for. stage purpose,

but the project failed and flnaled around $900,000 in the red.

American Rep, headed by Cheryl Crawford, Eva Le Gallienne and Mar-
garet Webster, will, not open until Nov. 3, when "Henry VIII" will be re-

vived. Backstage space is ample enough to store the settings for the

several productions on ARTs schedule for the coming season. Rep outfit

is reputed to have raised a $300,000 bankroll, but is still selling stock.

'TURTLE' STURDY 22G

IN 2D WASH. WEEK
Washington, July 2,

With the mercury doing its best
to beat former records, "Voice of
the Turtle," with the Boston cast,
continued to hold its own at the Na
tional here with a sturdy $22,000
second week; Although lobby is air
conditioned, auditorium is not, but
tickets are still going under the
wickets at fast pace.

"Turtle" stays for two more weeks
as skedded, when cast noes on a
fortnight's vacation.

"Dear Ruth," with the Broadway
cast, opens here July 29, with the
gap between it and "Turtle" still to
be filled.

'Choc. Soldier' Melts
Toronto, July 2

Record heat wave plus long holi
day weekend (Dominion Day on
Monday paralleling the. U. S. Fourth
of July) severely dented Ernest
Rawley's revival of "The Chocolate
Soldier" when musical piece grossed
only $12,200 at the Royal Alexan-
dra, with 1,525-seater scaled at light
$2:50 top.

Sam Byrd, author, actor and manager, has been awarded a $2,500 fellow-

ship by the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, he being among 157

beneficiaries. It was an award based on. his work as a novelist, not for

theatre activities. Byrd was a lieutenant in the Navy, being beachmaster
during the Normandy and Okinawa landings. His books were "Hurry
Home to My Heart" and "Small Town South."

In 1940 Byrd presented "John Henry," by Roark Bradford, with Paul
Robeson starred, which failed at the 44th Street, N. Y. Principal backer
was Douglas Leigh, Broadway animated electric sign specialist, both hav-
ing graduated from the University of Florida. Byrd's first managerial-
venture was "White Man," a drama that had a mild engagement. He
played the juvenile lead in "Tobacco Road" during most of the Broadway
engagement.

'Girls Takes Over

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, July 2.

"Follow the Girls" opened last
night (1) at the Forrest, where it is

figured the two-year N. Y. hit may
span- the hot-weather months. Man-
agement has given musical complete
change of costuming and sets and
has put on a special campaign here
stressing Gertrude Nieseh.

If July and August weather breaks
prove too bad, Forrest will prob-
ably close for a couple of weeks
prior to regular season's opening
Labor Day. That date, incidentally,
also finds Locust, which is not air-
cooled, opening with "The Voice of
the Turtle" for what . should be an
extended run.

It's reported the Shubert will get
an air-conditioning job before next
summer. That would give the For-
rest a chance to overhaul its own
system which is none too complete
or up-to-date.

Oscar Serlin is giving the Broadway "Life • With- Father" players a

vacation with pay' for the seventh straight summer, which is something of

a record for one play. Same gesture goes for. the office staff, including

Harry Forwood, general press agent, who has already scooted out of town.
Readings for the road "Father" have started, tour starting in Washing-

ton Aug. 19. Howard Lindsay and Russel Crousc, who wrote the laugh
show, are still on the Coast supervising the picture version. They will re-

main there to rehearse a road "State of The Union," due to open at San
Diego next month.

100G FOR 3 PITT OPENERS
Pittsburgh, July 2.

Despite bad weather, necessitating
cancellation of two performances and
attendance held down by cold on
several others, opening trio of out-
door operettas at Pitt Stadium drew
around $100,000.

.

'

Advance sale is strong.

Current Road Shows
,

(Period Covering July 1-13)

.

'"Anna Lucasta" — Civic, Chi.
(1-13).

"Blackouts of 1946" — El Capitan,
Hollywood (1-13),

"Bloomer Girl" — Philharmonic,
L. A. (1-13).

"Come On Up"—Cass, Det, (1-6);

Selwyri, Chi. (8-13).

"Follow the Girls"—Forrest, Phila
(1-13),

"Laura"—Harris, Chi, (1-6).

"Merry Wives of Windsor" —
Geary, L. A. (1-13).

"Obsession"—Met.. Seattle (1-6)

Lyric, Vancouver, B. C. (8-13).

; "Oklahoma!" — Biltmore, L. A,
(1-13). '-..

"Pursuit of Happiness"—Shubert
Lafayette, Det. (1-13).

"State of the Union"—Blackstone
Chi. (1-13).

"Up In Central Park" — Shubert,
Chi. (1-13).

"Voice of the Turtle"—Aud., Pasa
dena (1); .Aud., Fresno (3); Aud,

,.
' (Continued ' 6ti' pag> '40)

Before Jimmy
.
Durante scrammed New York for the Coast last week

he saw Orson Welles in "Around The World." While at dinner before the
show, friends suggested to Schnoz that a floral offering sent to the star

would be the courteous thing to do. Schnozzola compromised by sending
$4.40 worth of cactus plant with a note that he'd see Welles at the stage-
door. Latter pulled several gags about Durante during the performance.
Durante was called back to Hollywood sooner than expected to start

work, on Metro's "It Happened in Brooklyn." He is expected east in the
fall for two radio programs.

Business for "Swan Song," which has been playing on Broadway for

nearly two months, has been disappointing but authors Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur still have confidence in the drama. They are rewrit-
ing the script, especially the first act.

"Song" continuance should enhance the picture rights value, and authors
plan to secure a name player if they decide to tour the show in the fall.

It was originally called "Crescendo" when tried out last season. H. Sc

McA. rewrote the play and are said to have the major financial interest

in it. /

Play Out of Town

The fortune Teller
San Francisco, July 1.

Edwin Lester production (Sun l'Yanolsco
MRl'l Opera Assn.) of Victor Herbert oper-
etta. Book by Henry Myers: new lyrics by
Robert Wright and -George Forrest: features
Helcne Ullss. John Tyres. Gene Lockhnrt.
Waller Called. Jack Goode. Dale Mel-
bourne, Val Vrilentlnoff, Lou Kesler.; staged
by Wright and Forrest: muslcul adaptation
and arrangements- by Arthur Kay;, tlancc
direction, Alda Drondbenl: costumes de-
signed by Miles White: lighting and tech-
nical direction, Adrian Awan; vocals staged
by Lou KeMer. Opened at Curran, ' San
Francisco, July 1, '4l>. . ,

Despite a streetcar strike, the
Curran theatre, was jammed tonight
(1) by an audience that cheered a
brilliant production of 'The. For-
tune Teller," promising to equal the
success of "Song of Norway," an-
other Frisco-originated production.

'Through the permission granted
by Ella Herbert Bartlett. Victor Her
bert's daughter, to producer Edwin
Lester, general mamVger of the San
Francisco Civic Light Opera Assn.,
"Fortune Teller" emerges as a color
.ful, synthesis of. Victor Herbert's
music; easily justifying the reported

$135,000 outlay, of which $75,000 was
for costumes. The two acts and eight

scenes of the production, which
combine scores of "Fortune Teller"

arid "The Serenade," and features

melodies from five of Herbert's

operettas, was replete with superb
stagecraft . and sparkling perform-
ances by the cast of 100.

Helene Bliss and John Tyres turn

in excellent jobs as leads, and com-
edy by Gene Lockhart and Walter

Catlett is decidedly above averace

of light opera. Jack Goode, Dale

Melbourne and Lou .Kesler. are

strong support, arid Val Valentinoff

turns in a sensational dance.
Gay sets and saucy costuming give

the whole performance freshness;

which makes it distinctly modern in.

appeal, definitely removing it from
the revival class. Miles White's cos-

tuming is superb, .and book by Henry.

Myers and new lyrics by Robert
Wright and George- Forrest, as well

as sets by Boris Aronson, all con-

spire to give the wellknown tunes a

newness wfcich had the opening-
nighters humming when leaving the

theatre.

Staging by Wright and Forrest is

effective, and lighting and technical

direction by A^Jrj^n Awan excellent.
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Bankhead-Trivate lives' Gross 11G,

Conn. Strawhat Record, at Greenwich

Greenwich, Conn., July 2.

A record for summer stock in

Connecticut, cradle of the strawhats,

^rumed'by .Tallulah Bankhead

in -Private Lives" 'here last week.

Estimated take in WO-seat Greenwich

Playhouse, for eight performances

including two weak matinees, was

si 1 000 Gus Schirmer, operating

inverted. Aim hoase with Marjorie

and Sherman Ewing, booked her

for two weeks at outset but with-

held announcement of a second week

until Thursday (27).

In 1931 Jane Cowl grossed $9,000

in "The Man With a Load of Mis-

chief at the Langners' 499-seat

Westport Country Playhouse for a

Conn, record not topped until now.

Miss Bankhead was in on a guar-

antee of $3,000. This is no new high

for her, since Trieron Bamberger

and Richard Skinner offered her a

similar figure to appear for them in

their summer stand at Bellevue-

Stratford hotel, Philly, two summers

ago. Actress declined, commenting

she "couldn't sleep in a theatre, of

act in a hotel;"

The Conn.. Ooce-Over.
New Haven, July 2.

An early-season tour of nearby

strawhats reveals a mixture of vet

and newcomer operators at Ivory-

ton, Clinton, Guilford, Indian Neck

and New Milford.

At Ivoryton, Milton Slietel un-

corks the 17th season of the Ivory-

ton Playhouse this week with Gloria

Swanson in. ''Goose for the Gander."

Next week brings John Carradine in

"Arsenic and Old Lace," and others

on the Are are Dame May Whitty in

"Night Must Fall" and Edward
Everett Horton in "Springtime' for

Henry." House, closed during the

war, has been enlarged.

. At Clinton, Sam Wasserman is now
in his second season as impresario

at Clinton Playhouse. Last week's

opening bill of Nancy Carroll in

'Two Mrs. Carrolls" drew fair biz.

Current is Ralph Forbes and Adri-
enne Ames in "When Ladies Meet.".

Freddy Bartholomew, is due for an
early date.

Guilford's Chapel Playhouse is

being run this year by a group
headed by Lewis Harmon. Spot
opened June 29 with Roger Pryor in

"Goodbye Again." Jean Parker is

set for next week, Diana Barrymore

(Continued on page 46)

NAGEL, IRENE HERVEY

TOP 'STATE' ON COAST
Hollywood, July 2.

Conrad Nagel and Irene Hervey
draw top roles in "State of the
Union" Coast company, slated to

open Aug. 19 at Bi Itmore theatre

here.

Leland Hayward is producing
Howard . Lindsay-Russel Crouse
legiter, which will play five-week
engagement in Los Angeles.

it)luity Rules

For Swim Show

Olsen-Johnson

Mull 'Different'

Type of Show
When and if Olsen and Johnson

appear on Broadway again it will be

in. a . different type of show than

"Hellzapoppin." They concede that

the revue formula is about washed
up as far as they are concerned. The
same type of routines the team used
in vaudeville was expanded and re-

sulted; in "Hellz" being a fabulous
success/Then they cleaned up, along
with the Shuberts, with "Sons O'
Fun," using similar material, but
when used in "Laffing Room Only,"
it was soon evident that the roughv
house-and-pistol stuff had worn. thin.

"Fun" had a comparatively mild run
on Broadway. Although it got big
grosses on tour, when the show re-

cently closed it had just about recap-
tured the cost of production', around
$300,000. .

"LafTing" may . lour to the Coast
next season but O.&J. are mulling
an idea to enlarge it for bookings
in arenas such as Madison Square
Garden and- the Chicago Stadium.
For such spots the stage would be a
raised platform in the middle of the
arena, with ramps leading to and
from dressing and prop rooms .un-

derneath. There is some question
whether that, manner of presentation
would be practical but the outfit

would be made adaptable for show
ing in auditoriums, too.

Many promotional ideas are being
considered, some including local par-
ticipation. Figured that an arena tour
could not be readied this . side . of

Christmas, and it's more likely some-
time next year.

Johnson, who has an antipathy for

the stage during, the summer, is oc-

cupied with his dairy establishment,
Winter Garden Farms, Carmel, N.Y.
He is also opening a cafe, which puts
him on par with Olsen, who has been
running* a bar and grill on 40th
street, N.Y.. for several years. Lat-
ter is not doing too badly either, hav-
ing made a realty deal recently that

netted him , he says, around $160,000.

Antoinette Perry Dies

At 58 of Heart Attack;

Star Stage Director
Antoinette Perry, one of the most

successful woman stagers of plays,
died of- a heart attack early last

Friday (28) in her Park avenue.N. Y.
apartment. Her direction of the
current "Haryey" for Brock Pem-
berton was a major factor in the
play's success.

Miss Perry, in private life the
widow of Frank W. FrueaufT, mil-
lionaire utilities official, had been
ailing for the past two years. She
had been active, however, until

early last week, when an asthmatic
attack kept her. at home. A Christian
Scientist, she declined all medical,
attention. . The day before she
passed away was her 58th birthday.
Miss Perry, who was independ-

ently-wealthy, came of a Denver
Socialite family. Her husband had
left a large fortune to her and their
daughters, Margaret and Elaine
Perry, both former actresses who re-

tired- from the stage upon marriage.
During World War II the crack

director was constantly busy con-
ducting the affairs of -the American
Theatre Wing and its Stage Door
Canteens. Titular head of the Wing
was Rachel Crothers but Miss Perry
was the motivating spirit of the
overall theatrical war-service or-
ganization, which continues
function.

Miss Perry and Pemberton
lunched together almost daily at

Sardi's, teaming of the director and
producer over a period of years be-
ing as unique as it was successful.

She invariably owned a conservative
share of the Pemberton attractions.

While "Harvey" was their top
success, there were others which
rated among Broadway's bests, such
as their first dual try, "Strictly Dis-
honorable." That performance de-
pended on timing and ; Miss Perry's
judgment of pace was unerring.
For instance, a small green lamp was
placed in the footlight trough, Miss
Perry telling , the actors that if . the
light was' turned on they would
know the pace was wrong. She sat

in the balcony with an electric light

button in her hand at the premiere,
but never did flash the lamp.
Others to their standouts included

Bway Loses Another Legit House,

Golden Leased for Foreign Films

LAUGHTON AS GALILEO

IN TODD B'WAY PROD.
Hollywood, July 2.

Charles Latightdn, will top "Gali-
leo," to be produced by Mike Todd
on Broadway from a story by
Berthold Brecht.
Drama will be Laughlon's

stage appearance in 10 years.

first

Legit Managers

Face Five Pact

Changes in Fall

Before Broadway managers start

concentrating on next season's new
productions, they are scheduled to

adjust five s^ts of contractural re-

visions. One deals with the Drarha-
to tists' Guild, while the other four con-

cern that many theatre unions, so

it looks like a busy summer for the

League of. New: York Theatres,

through which all such agreements
are cleared and clarified.

All the unions involved want more
money, the latest to seek increases

being the. treasurers and ticket-

sellers, who ask for a 20% tilt

Treasurers get $90 weekly, assistants

$70, latter having been increased* $5

about two years ago. Basis for the

boost is the rising cost of living.

Waiting to negotiate for higher pay
also are the Association of Theatrical

Agents and Managers, the . Ushers'

and Doormen's Union and that of the

cleaners and porters.

ATAM asks for a virtual 50%

+ Broadway Is losing another legit

theatre, the John -Golden having
been leased for five years by the
Shuberts to new exhibitor, interests

specializing in foreign-made pictures.

However, there are plans for build-

ing three houses in the Times square
zone on the old Hippdrome site,

now a parking lot. Leasing of the

Golden is held by some to be Lee
Shubert's reaction to the new Dram-
atists Guild: contract, but recently,

when provoked oyer he author's

proposed revised terms, . the' mana-
ger muttered a preference for rent-
ing the firm's houses for radio
useage.

Lesse of the Golden is Marcello
Girosi, head of the Supercinem'a
Corp., backed by Paolino Gerli. who
is in the silk and textile business.

Deal was handled by Berk & Ki urn-

gold, theatre realtors. House, which
was first called the Masque, is one
of the smallest on 45th street and is

opposite the moderate-sized CBS
playhouse, originally known as the
Avon, but used for broadcasting for
years.

Idea of building on the* Hipp' site

on Avenue (Sixth) Of The Americas,
between 43rd and 44th streets, is

dependent upon availability of build-
ing materials. James W. Gardiner,
young actor-manager, is named as
principally interested in the plans,
which call for a legiter for musicals,
one for dramas and a moderate-
sized concert hall. He is of a
wealthy, oil family and fellow Tex-
ans are said to be associates. Gardi-
ner was co-producer of "Arc You
With It," in association with Richard
Kollmar. '. Show closed at the Shu-,
bert Saturday (29).

There probably will be no change
in the theatre lineup for 1946-47

'

other than the Golden leasehold.

The Playhouse is to be remodeled
and enlarged, the policy of stage
plays to be retained by Ben Marden,
the new. owner, who was first re-

ported having bought the property
for television. Similarly, the Em-
pire, which passes to ' new owner-
ship this month, is slated for plays

percentage
.
sought. Anna Rosen-

berg is to mediate that part of con-

wiLiuueu , tract revisions, as well as the man-
>F „,

"Kiss The Boys Goodbye" "Personal j

agerial demand that the union make indefinitely. »o Mistress Mine
Appearance" and "Janie." They |

provision for new members. Medi- checked for the house last winter

were best at light comedies, some I

ator win be given, a fee, amount of
, and is expected to continue through

dramas, such as "Ceiling Zero," which will probably depend on the
j next season, having played to

' length of time the negotiations con- Standees from the opening. It is

sume. Cost of her services will be n0w vacationing,
split between the League, and the

, Another
'

deai Was made whereby
press agents and company man-

lne A]vin wiU rcmajn . on the , jt

agers'

"Mr. Winkle's Holiday," the stage
and swim show at the open-air
Aquaretta, on site of the former
N.Y. World's Fair grounds, is under

.
Equity's jurisdiction at the request of
the management, although during
the Fair Billy Rose's Aquacade,
which was the same type of per-
formance, operated under the rules
of the American Guild of Variety i

Artists. Some time before "Holiday"
j

opened Elliott Murphy asked Equity c

to classify .it as legit, as the stage J

portion of the show has a book,
j

It appears that Murphy wanted
J

Equity "protection" because last
j There are tentative plans for

year^ when a. similar aquatic combin- "Polonaise" to resume on the road,
anon was presented, divers "held

; witu Coast territory to be included,mm up by demanding $100 weekly
j Production is in St. Louis, where the

salary, or else, 15 minutes before the
I operetta closed after a varied tour

snow started. The divers in
.
"Holi-

|. that included temporary stoppage in
oay were required to. join Chorus I

Chicago; Ja n Kiepura, who' co-
'"'«?««' h

,

has 8 miniml,m -Pny.! starred with Marta Eggerth, would

nJ =.
PC^ L«ads in tne s

|
aKe

| again be the male lead. Musical re-

??^.
a
I<

:.
E<'ultyites bllt specialty acts

; cenl ,y foIded far in lhe red . P)ans

union.

which appeared to have been, ahead
if its time, hot getting across.

In her teens Miss Perry was in-

genue to David Waifield in "The
Music Master" and was on her way
to stardom when she wed FrUeauff
in 1909. Her husband was a partner
in Cities Service, a large gasoline
and oil concern. She returned to the
stage after his death and in 1924. ap-
peared jn "Mr. Pitt,", produced by„

Pemberton. After appearing in sev-
eral more plays, in 1927 she was
given the lead in "The Ladder," Vinton Freedley, back from the
which played two years but charged coast after having .engaged Thomas
no admission. It was produced by I Mitchell to stage "The Temporary
Pemberton for the fabulous Edgar jj,.s
B. Davis, whose "hobby" was the

Lnba Malina Doesn't

Want to Be Mother

Of a 17-Year-01d Gal

'Polonaise' May Be

Resumed on Road

list for the next five years although
it was purchased by CBS last winter
after its radio theatre at 53rd and
Broadway (formerly Hammerstein's)
was acquired by Howard S. Cullman
and a coterie that planned its re-

conversion to stage plays. Last

I

week a five-year lease on the Alvin
was given to Cullman by the net-

work with the stipulation that CBS
continue to use the 53rd street house,
which is around the corner, for a

Smith," his first production i similar period. Understood there

next season, now faces a casting
j

will be no actual rent paid in either

problem which he thought had been :instance.. Transaction appears to be

solved.
° {beneficial to both principals, since

. . „ ,CBS does not have to make over
Luba Malina was set to star m

fof stu(Uo u and^e play but appears to have changed
hfi ^ .

, er

52TV^^- m <L .„ • '£! stree* house
.
the profit chances are

didat think hat Mr. . Sm th. thej
beUer j

'„..,. ...... .....

mother ol a 17-year-oitl girl, wouia
| e.,„„

: herself as a musical comedy come-
, dienne. Last season she appeared
: in "Marinka" and previously • in

areAGVA.
Because it is classed as legit and

Plays Sundays, "Holiday" cannot give t

Monday performances, that being a i

stipulation in the state law that pro- ,

vidcs for Sundays on Broadway.'
The kink in the statute has never

'

been straightened out, so ail other
^Pes of attractions that play on the

j

Sabbath have no such restriction and

do not include Harry "Bloornfield

as presenter.

Actor claims amounting to $700

against Bloornfield. who had op-

erated the musical, have been liqui-

dated by Equity, manager okaying
payment from funds he had on de-

posit with the union. Bloornfield,

however, is contesting an arbitration

therefore"are at Tn'VdTaVtVRe'over !
award of $2,500 paid by Equity to

legit shows. "Icetime " the new skat- Curt Bois
-
who/was the show s comic,

ing show at the Center is rearded Award was made in Chicago and

« a Broadway attraction but docs !
confirmed by the Federal court, but

not operate under Equity rule* and i

it's contended that was improper be-

usually skips Mondays to give the callse of a technicality,

skaters a rest. Legit regulations I .
There is still $1,390 of "Polonaise"

for eight times weekly but salary guarantee money in Equity's

possession, that money being in

contest between Krdcra) attorneys

and those representing Kiepura arid

Harry Bannister, who had percent-

age - of - the -gross contracts with

Bloornfield. Government claim is

based on tax liens.

study and belief in reincarnation,

theme of the play.

Miss Perry's eldest daughter. Mar-
garet, who replaced Muriel Kirkland
in "Dishonorable," is now wed to

I

Paul W. Fanning, having previously
been married to Burgess Meredith.
She "was at her ranch in Idaho when L , , - u . -,,„li;ci,„j i

her mother died but planed into
.
^Jfe10

?.
1

^l'.^.^'"f.!'^!.™ I
Baby" closed.

New York. Elaine Perry was stage

manager of "the Barretts of Wim-
pole Street." with Katharine Cor- „w . . , „

.veil, when sent to the foxhole cir- I

Mexican Haynde.

cuit by the Wing, retaining that j
Freedley claims Miss Malina has

position when the show yas revived - a contract to appear in the play

on Broadway two seasons ago. Last and on.that ground may prevent her

year she married Herbert B. Stran- appearing in any other show or in

ahan, former Army officer whom : pictures. Understood the actress says,

she met . in Rome when 'Barretts" it was a verbal agreement and that

played there.. Also surviving is she signed no contract with the

Miss Perry's mother. Mrs. Minnie '
manager.

Hall Perry ScSoto, who resides in
j

"Mrs. Smith," - written by Jac-
• Denver. queline . Susann and Beatrice Cole,

Riles were, conducted at the is going into rehearsal next month.

Unitarian Church of All Souls, N.- Y. I cast including Mischa Auer, Nicholas

Tuesday i2>. the edifice being
|
Joy and Millard Mitchell. Thomas

Alvin went dark
Saturday (29), when "Billion Dollar

Old Vic Set For

Australian Trek

jammed. There were three score of

honorary pallbearers, including lead-

'; ing managers and all rcprescnta

I lives of show business.

call
_,o„ v w

"Holiday" does hot" altrmpt 'aft'cr-
"oons and is on a six-p;rformanct
basis.

_
On Monday (1), Grace Moore, In

concert, was
. the Aquaretta alt ac -

with an orchestra background
OI 50 pieces.

Prep 'Colony' Revival
Manteo. N. C.. July 2.

Playwright Paul Green is here
conferring '.with officials of the Roa-
noke Island Historical Assn. on
preparations for the revival of his

drama. 'The Lost Colony."

Greeii came here direct from Hol-

lywood, where he has been script-

in;;. He will discuss details of an-

other historical'.play he had been in-

vilod to write, ricpicling the' estab-

lishment of the first permanent Eng-

lish settlement at Jamestown, Va.

Mitchell, vet film actor, has not been

around Broadway for i.boul 10 years;

he was then an actor rather than a

stager. Billy Gilbert was first men-
tioned to .

direct.

Mamoulian Forced To
Nix Broadway Musical

^Hollywood. July 2.

Rouben Mamoulian . h;.s had to

turn down director job on "Happy
Birthday," show lie v. as slated to

pilot for Broadway.

Mamoulian was lorccd to cancel

out on the lofjl chore, when extra

filming lime was allotted to "Sum-
mer Holiday." music! remake "of

"Ah Wilderness" at I'.elio.

Sydney, June 18.

Report that, Laurence Olivier and
Ralph Richardson will bring the Old
Vic company to Australia shortly

: is viewed here as part of move to

! rebuild legit biz Down Under.. Ex-
pected that the government will toss

[but any irksome restrictions now.
> hindering importation of plays and
' players from Great Britain and the
Old. Vic troupe likely will be dated
via- Williamson-rait setup here.

I Plane travel makes the legit biz

! easier today, with four days' flying
' time from London and three from
Sin Francisco. It's- this, fast -travel

that's the main appeal to ace talent

-.from overseas.

Fullers expect to get bark into

legit biz within the next few months
' with plans for opera and revue,

r.s wc,ll as legit.

Sayville's 'Angel

On July 9-14 the Sayvill'e tN. Y.)

Playhouse shows "Angel Street" as

its third presentation .of the season.
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M?rk Twain Anecdola

Cyril' Clemens, president of ''he

Mark Twain Society, Webster Groves

19 Mo., is editing an official' coi-

ner "Lewis as director of production
|

and Arthur Hale as director of ad-
j

:
vvrUsing- and public relations; i

I . N. Y. -Newspaper Guild lias. bought
;

i'iM.t'ion ot Mark Twain anecdotes and the thrce-slory building assessed at

wouW Ukc to gel any others from i $200,000 at 133-137 W. 44th street

V?p,^v readers Clement R. Alice, N. Y.. tor use as of fices restaurant

Britain's r-rimc Minister, is Hon- bar and library for members,

orary President ol the Society; Harry George Frazier. following up his

c T,l n honorary Veepee; and , Toots Shor piece for True' mag.
^.umal..?!?JS?.

ry
«^:!^ ™„™. i.doi„ie profiles on Mark Hellinger.reprc-Winston Churchill, English

seivtative.

N. Y.'s Dally 'Noose'

Takeoff on the N. Y. Daily New*
tilled "Daily Noose," is currently be-

ing peddled after dark in the Times

Sq. area, by CIO reps. Four-page

paper, almost an exact replica of the

News in format, type; etc.,. is a

monthly feature of the Union Voice,

official organ of three local CIO

unions. Hawkers advertise it as a

"satire " on the News and sell it. for

5c.

Paper's masthead, under the title,

reads "New York's vicious news-

paper." followed by the • slogan,

"Published .top often, including Sun-,

day, by Noose Syndicate Co.. Inc.

Price of subscription in U. S. A.:

liberty ana
1 decency" Paper fea^

turcs such "byllners" as "Don O'Jon-

neir and his "Capital Stiff" column;

"Hattie Hophead" writing about

"Gollywood," etc. Editorial page has

facsimiles of all the Daily News fea-

tures, including "The Conspiring

Fotographer" by "Jeremiah Jail,"

the "Voice of the Peep-Hole," etc.

Line underneath the latter says,

' Please don't bother us by sending

in letters. . We write them ourselves."

Montreal's Le Jon* Folds

Le Jour, one of most influential

French language papers in Montreal,

folded with Saturday's (29) edition.

It was founded In 1937 by Jean

Charles Harvey, political authority,

and was frequently quoted all over

North America.
Reason tor foldo was given as

financial. .

Fascination Switches
Fascination mag, in - a series of

changes, has named Mary Harbord,

formerly with the entertainment

section of Esquire, as its managing
ed ! *or.

Other changes include Murrpw
McCumin, previously with Look, as

the fashion ed, and Mark Parker,

from Woman's Home Companion,, as

the beauty editor.

Billy Rose's Cnffo Syndication

Billy. Rose's advertorials, first ap-

pearing•'. as paid ads in the amuse-
ment section of the N. Y. Daily

News, will be syndicated gratis un-

der the title of "Pitching . Horse-
shoes." First in the new series tees

off today (Wed.) in PM, N. Y. tab-

loid. Deal has already been set for

the Fort Worth Star-Telegram to

take the series, after which they'll

be run in various papers through-
out the country. All for free.

Ted Patrick Vice Beaman
Ted Patrick, former veepee of the

Compton ad agency, has been named
editor of Holiday, deluxe monthly
mag of Curtis Publishing. Patrick
replaces J, Frank Beaman, out last

-week because of reported dlssatis

faction by Curtis execs. Beaman
was formerly financial ed of the
Philadelphia Record.

In a second personnel shift on
Holiday, James Yates was named
art editor, succeeding Don May.

Peter Loire. Errol. Flynn and Fred,

Bobbins, latter the. disk jockey.

•'Duchess Hotspur." Rosamond;
Marshall's current bestseller, into its

fifth printing, making a total of 115,-

000 copies, one of the tops to date for

a book not chosen, by one of the

book clubs.

Kurt Singer, author of "Spies and
traitors of World War II," requested

by the War Crimes Commission to

testify at the coming trial of Horst

voir Pflugk-Hartung, Nazi spy. re-:

cen.tly captured in Ireland.

T. Edward Hamblcton, theatrical

producer, elected to board of direc-

tors of Farrar. Straus and Co'. Ham-
bleion currently interested in pro-

ducing "Set My People Free," by

Dorothy Heyward.
Music Corp. of America has named

James . Bishop head of , the literary

department of; its subsidiary Lelahd

office. :
Bishop, former editor *Pf

Liberty magazine, succeeds Jean
Rogers, who's leaving to be married.

Ray Josephs, author of "Argentine
Diary" and former Variety mugg in

Buenos Aires; left ' for Mexico yes-

terday (Tuesday) for a three-months
visit. He'll extend his lecture sched-
ule next season to include Mexico
as well as Argentina.

.

On June 22, 1848, Adolphe Sax, a

Befgian,
.
patented the saxophone.

This event < was of profound influ-

ence on the modern band as Richard
Franko Goldman points out in his

book, "The Concert Band" to be
published by Rinehart in November.
Trafton Robertson, "morning man"

for radio station WMAL in Washing-
ton, is now writing a bi-weekly col-

umn for. a suburban newspaper, the
Silver Springs Standard. Column .is

called "The Bank .Clerk and the
Soda 'Jerker'* and ranges from house-
hold remedies to high finance.

Duell, Sloan & Pearce will pub-
lish on Oct. 1 the only book about
Franklin D; Roosevelt by a member
of his family. "As He Saw It" by
Elliott Roosevelt, son and -confidant
of the late- President, is the . inside!

story of the . World Conferences as
seen by the President and told to
Elliott.

Helen Coltoh profiles Tarzan in
July magazine Digest, also has
James Fitzpatrick piece due in

August Holiday, article about
plagiarism cases in Esquire, one on
rad'o announcers, in International
Digest, a Sidney Skolsky profile in

In Short, and a talent scout story in

Sept. magazine Digest;

Pic magazine has added three for-
mer GIs to its staff. Additions are
Dave Camerer, formerly with the
N.Y. World-Telly, who'll cover
sports: Ed Cunningham, feature ed

season tomorrow (3) with "Angel

Streol." with a nine-week season

of plays, given lhiee
(
days each, on

tap. Co-op company is under di-

rection ot Alvina Krausc, assoc.

professor at Northwestern U. .

'SEN. CLAGH0RNE' PLAYS

IN STRAWHAT 'KNEW
Westport, Conn.. July 2.

Kenny Delmar. "Senator Clug-

hornc" of radio, can have the lead

in a contemplated Broadway revival

by the Theatre Guild of "They Knew
What they . Wanted." Lawrence
Langner said so last night tl) after

a-, lively strawhnt production of

Eugene O'Neill's Napa Valley drama
at the Country Playhouse. Employ-
ing the authentic accents that used

to get him jobs on "March of Time,

Delmar gave a sure, colorful, and
quite appealing account of the

middle-aged Italian bootlegger who
woos a San Francisco waitress by
correspondence. -..-' '

.

Delmar was suggested for the part

by Homer Fickett,: director of "The
Theatre Guild of the Air." after a

recent broadcast of the play by -the

Guild from San Francisco. Langner
wanted Leo Carrillo. who could not

come cast because ot film commit-
ments. Juiic Havoc, who' did Amy
in the broadcast, repeated perform
ance here last night.

Fickett directed production, ham-
mering somewhat on the melodra-
ma; but revival generally pleased

house made, up to a great extent by
professionls. Bone.

.
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SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK 1« By Frank Scully ***********

Hotel Strike
— Continued from pace 1 ss

would cause boxoffice dips at thea-

tres, niteries and would close the

hotel entertainment rooms.

The threatened stoppage comes at

a time wheti the inns are hitting a

slight business dip. Many hutels,

over.last weekend, had rooms avail-

ablet and calls for accommodations
during the week aren't as heavy as

they- have been.

:
Possibility of . a strike would

cause havoc with the conventions

planned for New. York. More than

20,000 Elks are slated to convene

here from July 6-11. N Y. Conven-
tion & Visitors Bureau of Com-
merce has already found accommo-
dations for participants in that

confab.

Current Road Shows
— Continued from page 44_

Stockton (41;. Aud,, Sacramento

(5-6) Maytair, Portland (8-13).

"Voice of the Turtle'V-Nat'l, Wash.

(1-13).

Arsenic and Old Lace"—Chapel,
itor, who edited the CBI. edition of Lcreat Neck, L. I. (2-7). _
Yank, and Richard Dempewolff,
article editor, formerly of Newsweek,
who during the war was in the Navy
as technical editor of Naval Aviation
News..

cnvriEB
F. Hugh Herbert readying a maga-

zine seri.es on "Corliss Archer."
The Alan Hynds and daughter off

to Maine and Cape Cod until Sep-
tember.
Joe Laurie, Jr., doing a piece on

"gimmicks" for the N. Y Times Sun-
day, mag section.

Kenneth Friede, fan mag publish-
er, in Hollywood for confabs with
his west coast editors.

Bernard Sobel, longtinme Bos-
well to Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., doing
his autobiography for Rinehart.

Roy Chanslor is doing a novel, "A
Lady Comes to Whiskey Row," based
on his early recollections of Reno.
Ten titles, headed by Russell Jan-

ney's "Miracle of- the Bells," slated

for fall publication by Prentice-
Hall.

Milt Hoffman, of Paramount press-

book dept., has sold a profile on
Phillips H. Lord, 'radio producer, to

Pageant.
New novel by former British actor

Donald Macardle, "Summer in

April," skedded for publication by
Lippincott In late July.

;

Bantam Books has named Faulk-

Conn. Strawhats
Continued from page 45

also oh the agenda. Policy will be to

feature names throughout season.

Indian Neck has a team of new-
comers at the helm, William Whiting
and Anita Grannis having picked up
at Monlowese Playhouse where
Lydia Noble and associates left off a

few seasons back. Alexander Kirk-
land breaks the ice here with "Blithe
Spirit," current; Shows will run
Tuesdays through, Sundays, and at

least three tryouts will see footlights

during the 10-weck season.

Louis Tpwrisend ' has resumed at

New Milford's Theatre-in-the-Dale
after a wartime hiatus. First week
(June 22-30) had Louise and Jean
Piatt in "Blithe Spirit." Current
show (July 3-7) is Blanche Yurka in

tryeut of "Aunt Judith" by Bill

Noble and George Savage, "illy

Losch is pencilled for a revival of
"Salpmc" in mid-July.

Eagles Mere (Pa.) Tryout
Eagles Mere, Pa„ July 2.

"Love Sits A-Spinningi" new
comedy by Milton Lomask, ^will be
tried out at the Playhouse, here;

Aug. 7-10, with a fall Broadway
production in prospect.

Playhouse is beginning its second

SUMMER STOCK
"A Nice Place to Visit"—Play-

house, Lake George Village, N. Y.

(2) ;
Playriouse. Chestcrtown, N. Y.

(3) : Playhouse,. Bolton Landing,

N. Y. (4-6).

"Angel Street"—Playhouse, Eagles

Mere, Pa. (3-6).

"Angel Street"—Casino, Holyoke,

Mass. (1-6).

"Arsenic and Old Lace'^-County,

Suffern, N. Y. (2-7).

"Claudia"—Playhouse, Cragsmoor,

N. Y. (1-7).

"Claudia"—Playhouse, Surry, Me.

(1-6).

"Cup of Fury"—Theatre-in-the-

Dale, New Milford, Conn. (3-7).

"Heaven Can Walt"—Playhouse,
Woodstock, N. Y. (2-7).

"I Like It Here" — Playhouse,

Worcester, Mass. (1-6).

"January Thaw"—Starlight, Paw-
ling, N. Y. (2-6).

"Kiss and Tell"—Playhouse, Fitch-

burg, Mass. (1-6).

"Private Lives"—Playhouse, Green-
wich, Conn. (1-6).

"P^ymallon"— Playhouse, Dennis,

Mass. (1-6).

"Room Service"—Playnouse, Say-

ville, L. I. (2-7). . .

"Soldier's Wife"—Playhouse, Stanv-

ford, Conn. (1-6).

"Soldier's Wife".— P l a y h 6 u s e,

Marion, Mass. (1-6). .

"The Milky Way"—Playhouse, Ml.

Gretna, Pa. (4-7).

"The Philadelphia Story"—Casino,
Newport, R. I. (1-6).

"The Royal Family"—John Drew,
East Hampton, L. I. (1-6).

"The Shining Hour"—Deerfrees,
Harrison, Me. (1-6).

"Theatre"—Cape, Cape May, N. J.

(1-6).

"They Knew What They Wanted"
—Playhouse, Westport, Conn. (1-6).

"Wallflower"—Music Hall, Clinton,

N. J. (1-6).

?Wlnterset"—Playhouse, Litchfield,

Conn. (1-6).

' pidc Towhe. Me,.. June 27.

Leonard Merrick, in his time a good actor and a better story teller; once
wrote a honey called '"Conrad In Quest of His Youth." !

Lest younger readers jump to the conclusion that it's all about Joe, the

eminent. novelist.'shimming iii his native Poland, I might as well pause to

retail the plot since people are going to begin walking-out. anyway.

It concerned an old guy who went back, to his old home town and tried

to recapture the scenes and sins of his youth; Everything was changed •

and practically all of it for the worse. He did manage to work up one

flirtation, however, and dated a dame he had met in the hotel lobby. They
were to have a drink in his room before starting out to make a night of it.

When she arrived she knocked softly on the door. Or maybe it was open

a trifle to let her sneak in. Anyway, when she peeked in, she found our

hero sprawled across the bed, lying bii his back, his mouth wide, open,
'

snoring. The sight shocked her so badly, she quietly, closed the door and

hurried down the corridor before a fate" worse than boredom could over-

take her. •

Forewarned by this fellow's experience, I have always dreaded senti-

mental retakes. I particularly dreaded taking my Paris-wedded bride back

to the scenes of my Long Island childhood. Applying for a passport re-

newal, abroad! I. had to reveal where I was born.

"Sloinway." I said.
' -Boy, -I -booked a lot ot them," said the consul, "but you're the first one

I ever met to be born in a piano!"

Even Old Hokum Bucket Gone
That was the last laugh the voyage produced. I couldn't, find a trace of

my childhood. No deep tangled wildwood, no old swimming hole, no apple

orchard, no old hokum, bucket; no girl in gingham, nothing. All' the scenes

had been dropped on the cutting room* floor. Engineers and architects had

taken over anfl transformed it as completely as if ' they had been atomic

bombers and the place had been Nagasaki.

They had named their remake, "La Guardia' Field," after a reader of

comic strips of the same name.
.

I looked for the switchback, the chule-the-chutes, the carousel. All, all

were gone, the old familiar places;

"If I can find the old Dutch cemetery."' I explained to my bewildered

bride, "I can get my bearings and explain everything, I doubt if they'd

be godless enough to destroy that too;"
. .

Well, after hours of hunting, we finally, found the cemetery. There were

about 10 graves dating back tp the Revolutionary War. They had survived

the liquidated switchback, : the extinct chittc-the-chutes, the consummated
carousel, the dehydrated Ehret's brewery, the sad, sad supper . shows, and

the smells from Riker's Island.

Odeti, Where Is Thy Sting?

I. rather think they will survive even a revival of "Awake and Sing,"

which most of the old Group theatre bunch, now exiled to Hollywood, have

just produced in an effort to recapture the scenes of their Bronx childhood.

This -Marxian borscht, which seemingly could not solve its own personal

problems in the lowest levels of capitalism, except with the aid of a grand-

father's life insurance policy, suicide and divorce, filled me with a nos-

talgia scarcely distinguishable from neuralgia.
.

But everybody else thought it was wonderful. It had most of the old.

Belascp theatre' cast. . Only the Adlers were missing. Johnny Garfield

switched to Luther Adler's old part and Mary Tarcai played Stella's. In

fact 'the only Adler left in the whole production was the high heel man.

J. Edward Bromberg played Uncle Mdrly as of old and turned in a fine

piece of direction as well! Morris Carnovsky played Morris Carnovsky,
and that's always a pleasant sight.

Mack Draws Blank
To show you how easily one can lapse from nostalgia into neuralgia, I

happened to catch one Bernard Harris, billed as v.p. and gen. mgr. ot an

L. A. firm, on Don McNeil's Breakfast Club recently. McNeil was asking

Harris about his, past. He had been, it seems, a Keystone Cop away back
in 1912-13. AH the audience remembered Mack Sennett's edpsi

'

"What's Sennett doing now?" Don. asked.
"Haven't the slightest idea,", said Harris.

Wanted—A Job
Well, I have. Stan Laurel tells me he's now a reader, for ,20th-Fox.

I savv him, Sennett. walking down Hollywood Boulevard two days ago
and he was the man nobody knew. He couldn't have been more of a secret

than if he were one of Scully's many political, opponents.
The last, time I saw Mack before this was when he was being . enter-

tained in the basement of the Masquers. Hal Roach/Jesse Lasky and about
a hundred others were there.. Everybody told what he had learned from
Sennett. Some producers even told what they had swiped from him.

They gave him everything—dinners, ribs, laughs.

Jim Tully leaned over tp me and said: "They'll give him everything
except the one thing he wants most."
"What's that, Jim?" I asked. "

"A job."

• Silver Anniversary ...
Well, that's Hollywood, you say. But it isn't the whole story,, really; I.

know a director who got his first job years ago as a prop boy, thanks to a

star of those silent days. He's an ace director today and he writes in a

speaking part for that actor on every picture. He began, it 25 years ago.

That's a lot of pictures. It's also a lot of gratitude.

Today's Short Short
. Continuing in this melancholy cultural vein, . I ran into an ex-columnist
who wanted ever so badly to be a scenario writer. .He was offered the

hand in marriage of the sister of a successful director. The columnist rated

the sister's s.a. as n.s.g.

After a year of not making up his mind, the' writer said no. For 10

years thereafter he slugged, soldiered, got a . book published and finally

in New York got tapped for Holly wpod.
His first assignment was with the director whose sister he had dodged

marrying.
The director iopked at him, grinned and said:
"Came up the hard way, eh?

- '

That: this nostalgia is a commercial product and may even successfully
.carry the dead weight of idealogical propaganda, is evident on Broadway
today in pictures that go back 100 to 600 years to prove their points. In

"Henry V" and "Anna and the King of Siam," the idea of absolute mon-
archs whose reigns are tempered and enlightened by»English thought Will

presently be carried all over the world. •

Personally I can't remember, a British king with Henry's power ani

personality, and I've been 'around since Victoria's day. But Laurence
Olivier certainly makes this king believable. Across the world Rex Har-
rispn makes the King of Siam even more believable. In fact Harrison
does double duty to, royalty. He plays the king of Slam but looks like

Geprge VI of England. .
»

The number of moth-eaten monarchs who have been bpunced in. my
time run into' impressive numbers. Yet here we have twp pictures which
give royalty every edge. In "Henry V" the prppaganda intent was quite

obvipus. It was intended to spur the 1944 home guard Into an offensive

war against the enemy by pointing oiit that Britons in the past had beaten

armies which outnumbered them 10, to L How cpuld this be done-to'day..

Very easily. By using Irish tropps.' They've always made British armies

look- good. .

"

But how to sell such a parallei in history as entertainment? That wasn't

hard either. Add a chase oh horseback. - Thus equipped you've turned

Shakespeare into a western and are sure of a hit. .
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Broadway
Phil Baker doing his autobiog.

Jack L. Warner due in In two, or

three weeks.

Pete Harrison to the Coast for Ave

•or si" months.

Pep^i-Cola Canteen, at Broadway

and 4"th. discontinued;

•Joe Roberts now using J. Law-

rence at the front end.

Jay Elleng has joined Gustav

Blum's producing organization.

Sardi's aircooling plant flopped out

during last week's, heat wave.

Walter Vincent, Actors Fund prez,

to Hollywood on Fund. business.

David ("Bloomer Girl") Brooks

into Cafe Society Uptown next Mon-

^EdcHe Knill, John C, Wilson's gen.

mgr, and David Tebet off to Coast

Monday U).
John Bvram planed back from

London, not appearing as though

overfed there.
. ...

Louis A. Lotito chairmanning thea-

tres committee of the Greater N. Y.

Fund campaign. ...
New talent and modeling agency,

with dramatic school tied in with it,

being set up by Dave March, ex-GI.

Ruth Hussey.will leave "State of

the Union" next month, being an ex-
pectant mother. Kay Francis re-

places.

Carl Lesenhan making his N. Y.

stay indef, handling Ben Bogcaus'
eastern business.
Frank D. (Doc) Shean formally

opened Casino Park, Virginia Beach,
Va, Tuesday (2).

William P. Farnsworth and Jos. L.

Rhodie, who were in the Air Corps,
again practicing law.
The Rube Jackters (he's Colum-

bia's asst. general sales manager)
celebrating 18th wedding anniver-
sary. '

'

John Brooks McCormack set for 12
performances of "La Traviata" with
Central City Festival in Colorado in

July.
Y. Frank Freeman. Jr., who was

in production at the Par studio prior
<to going into service, will settle in

Hollywood.
Society of Motion Picture Engi-

neers will resume monthly forum
meetings next September after sum-
mer recess.

Zero Hostel to make legit debut in
"The Milky Way," with Sam Jaffe
.and Byron McGralh, at Long Beach
theatre July 9.

Barry (WOR) Gray got a plane
back from Hollywood a couple of
days earlier in order to insure get-
ting back on lime.
Charles C. Moskowitz slated to

make his first official trip to the Coast
on Friday (S) since taking over' as
Metro yeepee and treasurer.
Don Voorhees planed to Coast for

Telephone Hour's broadcast, featur-
ing Nelson Eddy Monday (1), flying
back immediately afterwards.

J. "Arthur Warner's • Greek-Ameri-
can partners in the $3,600,000 buy of
the Suffolk Downs (Boston) race-
track include Spyros Skouras.
George Wellbaum, publicist for

N. Y. Telephone Co., accorded con-
siderable space in the dailies on oc-
casion of its SOth anniversary.
Gil Lamb finishing 12-week stint

at Chicago's Palmer House, signed
to star in "Sally," at the Louisville
opera season, week of July 15.
WCAU's Stan Lee Broza came in

Monday for his son. Elliot Law-
rence's band debut at the Pennsy.
Quite a Philly turnout for the occa-
sion.

Eddie Jackson still in town, get-
ting brand new set of teeth, while
Jack Roth will spend summer east
with family, but Schnozzola's gone
west.

William Zoellner assumed his new
post Monday <1) as Metro special
n.o. sales rep in charge of foreign
nun importations, after vacationing
in Miami.
Ben Bngcnus uncertain whether to

extend his New York visit now that
the strike has hit Hollywood studios.
He was to have gone back tonight or
tomorrow.
Arthur Schwartz back to Holly-

wood this weekend to polish his
'Park Avenue" (legit musical) score
with lyricist Ira Gershwin, held
there by screen commitment.
Music pub Louis' (Shapiro^) Bern-

stein was set to visit Paris this, sum-
pier but decided things were too
tough abroad, and is settling for 10
days, of Maine fishing instead.
UA prexy Edward C. Raftery re-

turned to N. Y. from the Coast over
the weekend with his bride. They're
vacationing in Connecticut this week,
with Raftery due back at his desk
next Monday (8).
Wife of NBC's Harold Bock (Holly-

wood) at a house party was bemoan-
ing her inability to buy a Hammond
organ whereupon Deems Taylor
remarked, he had one for sale and a
deal was made.

Violinist Carroll Glenn, back from
European concert tour, talks about
way foreign audiences go for Ameri-
can music nowadays. In Borne, after
her recital, aud kept calling loudly
lor Gershwin. Gershwin."
Sidney Tobias, who as a lieuten

jnt^plonel, was chief of the fiscal
?'v^°«» of the Transportation corps

tL i

Pacinc. who received the
glon of Merit, has joined Dazian's

as accountant and auditor.

rnVL c"y Defense Recreation

S."11^ holding windup cere-
monuis for 99 Park Avenue head
quarters July 8. Army and Navy

service to visiting soldiers and
sailors. -

Emil'Friedlander and George Fein-
berg, of Dazian's, chairmen of the
Amusement Division of the Boy
Scouts of America, announce, final

results of the 1946 campaign. This
division, in 833 gifts, collected $27,-

220, as against the 1945 collection of
402 gifts totaling $16,033.

Chicago
Louis Shun" and Mack Millar in

with Bob Hope.

Saxie Dowel! comes into the Black-
hawk in August.

Ruth Gordon air-conditioning her-
self in the tump Room.
Henry King and orch back at the

Aragon for the summer.
Max Lulz. of Burke-Van Heusen,

went to Hollywood to -visif his

family.
. Ballerina Carol King to Pittsburgh
to take part in municipal operettas
there.

Ravinia concert season opened
with Jarmila Novotria, George Szell
conducting.

Sidney Lanfleld and wife, in Chi en
route from a holiday in N. Y. back
to the studio.

Phil Regan en route through town
to California and "Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi." his next .pic.

Carl Brisson's secretary, Juliet

Goudman, out ol St. Luke's hospital,

where she spent a few days.
Maxie Rbsenbloom and Max Baer

booked into Colosimo's, to follow
Ada Leonard and ice show, current,

Henrici exec Fred Ericcson's 82-

year-old mother died in Oslo, Nor-
way, and he's flying there for a visit.

Robert Merrill guested at the sum-
mer's inaugural Grant Park concert,
with Nicolai Malko on the podium.
Bob Hope returning in September

to do a benefit for the Evariston
Cradle, and maybe to adopt another
child.
Jimmy "Professor Backwards" Ed

mondson npt opening at the Baker
hotel, Dallas, because of the recent
fire at the spot.

Hildegarde, Patsy Kelly. Jan Mur-
ray and Harry Sosnik back to N. Y
for a broadcast, then to the Down-
town, Detroit, for a week.

Still-champ Joe Louis will be
honored by the United Negro and
Allied Vets of America at a testi

monial dinner here July 23.

John Charles Thomas and Helen
Traubel will guest at the Chicago-
land Music Festival, sponsored by
the Chi Tribune, Aug. 17. in Soldier's

Field.
Moss and Bernie Hart, Hollywood-

bound, stopped over tor a gander at

Neil Hamilton. Judith Evelyn and
James Rennie in the Chi "State of

the Union."
David E. Green. N. Y. 'publicist,

purchased the Hollywood publicity

biz of A. L. 'Rack in Associates.

Rackin remains over as account ex-

ecutive.
Eddie Cantor. Jane Fronian, Don-

ald O'Connor and Jessica Dragonetle
booked by Sid Harris of the William
Morris office for the four-week Mil-

waukee Centennial, starting July 12.

Eddie South and Five Blue Jack*
els added to the annual American
Music Festival at White .Sox Ball

Park July 12. wilh Paul Robeson and
Frankie "Sugar Chile" Robinson
headlining.
Herb Lyon, director of publicity

for tele station WBKB and Balaban
gz Katz' Regal theatre, resigned and
leaves for the Coast Aug. 1. with

Helen Bolstad reluming to her old

job with B&K;

London

present commendations for its

Miami Beach
Bv I.arry Solloway

Jerry W.ild, the orch leader, at

Versailles hotel for a vacash.
_

Al Singer, former lightweight

champ, looking lor a cafe connection

here. .

Jack (Clover Club) Goldman and

bride returned this week after New
York visit.

Paddock club, .shuttered by union

troubles, has reopened wilh all nite

dine-dance policy..

Nina Wilcox Pulnam planed to

N. Y. for conferences with publish-

ers of her new book.
Ralph Maurice, formerly of Ross

Fenton Farms, bought Ray's Steak

House. ' Plans include shows and
band for season.
Ned Schuyler and associates re-

newed lease on Beachcomber club at

$23,000 per year. May install floor-

shows in August.
.

Tommy Dix planed lb Birmingham
over weekend to get married, and
returned with bride Sunday (30) for

honeymoon at Cadillac.
Zarco and Beryl, dance duo re-

cently at Clover Club and Latin

Quarter splitting, with Beryl going

into hotel dance studio biz.

Paul Brun, local nitery columnist
debuted 15-minute nightly air com-
mentary on WKAT, sponsored by
Clover Club and Kitty Davis.
Wometco theatre chain announced

plans for 2,500-seat house on Lincoln
road; Construction stalls as soon as

building restrictions are lifted.

Toni Williams, former manager of

Mocambo, Clover and Sky clubs,

joined the Herbert Marks talent

agency here, handling cafe depart-

ment. '

,

Murray Wcinger and. Ben Slulsky,

Capacabana ops planed in to look
over situash anent hotel-nilery bat-

tle over licenses. Say they may re-

open in mid-August, if convention
biz turns out as good as expected.

George Foster seriously ill, with
doctors almost giving up hope.

Lily Pons and Andre Kostclanctz
off to South of France for two weeks
vacation.
Elisabeth Welch back from Amer-

ica after turning down role in Orson
Welles' "Round the World."
Roy Fox and band replace Al

Jennings and his Carribeans at Mil-
roy club July 8. Former band re-
placed Harry Roy for last month.
Ursula Jeans and Roger Livesey

to co-star in "Ever Since Paradise,"
new J. B. Priestley play which starts

a pre-London tour in August.
City of Gloucester to build a thea-

tre and assembly hall as a war
memorial to cost around $400,000.
Town has had no theatre for 16
years.

Claire Luce has taken up art as
career and has been a pupil of Vic-
tor Hicks for' some time. Her re-
cent work, three pictures, sold for
$120 each.

I.ily Pons was presented to the
Queen when she and Andre Kos-
telanetz gave concert at Albert Hall
June 23 in aid of Commandos'
Benevolent Fund.
Cinema Exhibitors' Assn., with

membership of over 4,000, has in-^-
timated that it will cancel all films
booked at its theatres if they art
televised by the BBC.
Lady Cedric Hardwicke is making

an appeal on the British Broadcast-
ing Corp., July 7, on behalf of the
Haven of Rest for aged members of
the theatrical profession.
Joan Hopkins took over the Wendy

Hiller part in "The First- Gentle-
man," at the Savoy, with tempera-
ture of 103, with her doctor in con-
stant attendance backstage.
Glyndebourne Opera House, Sus-

sex, known before the war as the
English Salzburg, is reopening July
12 with' Benjamin Britten's hew
opera,- "The Rape of Lucrece." '.'

Harry Foster has booked Grace
Moore for series of concerts in Lon-
don and big cities in the fall under
direction of Harold Fielding. Has
also signed the Great Dante to play
here starting September for Bernard
Delfont.
Arts Theatre Club staging the Don

Juan in Hell scene from "Man and
Superman" to honor Bernard Shaw's
birthday in July, when he will be 90.
The Moscow Theatre Society has al-
ready celebrated the event well in
advance.
Leopold Stokowski has been in-

vited to come to London early next
year to conduct two concerts, one at
the Albert Hall for funds for new
hall which is being erected in place
of the old Queen's Hall which was
blitzed during the war.
Serge Lifar had boos mingled with

applause at his first appearance here
since the war; dancing solo in the
Monte • Carlo Ballet at the Cam-
bridge, June 24. He has been offi-
cially cleared of charges of collabo-
ration wjth Germans.
Alexander Korda having acquired

Moore Raymond's "Smiley" for films
is sending the author to Queensland,
where action of 'film takes place, to
find a boy actor to play title role.
Boys will be selected for screen
tests in Sydney, with Korda having
last word in selection.
Paul Soskin is making return, to

film biz. Has just signed contract
with J. Arthur Rank to produce film
based on Mary Webb's best seller,
"Precious Bane." with Stewart Gran-
ger to star, and dickering" for Ingrid
Bergman to play fernme lead.

Stage Door Canteen, Piccadilly,
which., was to close end of June, is

now likely to stay open to end of
the year at least. Subscriptions are
coming along, with latest contribu.
tions $3,200 from the Army Welfare
Service and $400 from Michael Red-
grave. Prince Littler has promised
to give the Coliseum for special
Sunday concert to raise further
funds.

Musical comedy stars of the last
generation comprising Denise Orme
tDuchess of Leinster), Mimi Craw-
ford (Countess of Suffolk),.- Gertie
Miller (Dowager Countess of Dud-
ley), Olive May (Countess of Drog-
heda), Zena Dare, Lily Elsie. Edna
May, Rosie Boote (Lady Headfort).
met at tea party, at Dorchester
hotel, for first time in years. Party
was prelude to first night of "Gaiety
George" (Pathe Films), which opens
at Warner, theatre, June 28.

wright" for sale. Thought to be
Dorothy Parker farm at Pipersville.
Sara Seeger (Mrs. Ezra Stone)

making local circuit adjacent to
Washington Crossing, Pa., home.
Plays "Claudia" at Yardley (1) and
"Chicken Every Sunday" at Play-
house (8). Other local actors signed
by Playhouse for "Chicken" include
ex-Wave Joan Mortimer, Mary
Mullen and John Girard.

Washington -

By Florence S. Lowe
M-G's Sam Marks in town to iron

out details for "Beginning or the
End."

Nate Golden, film head for Dept.
of Commerce, off to the VFW con-
vention.

Goldwyn Girls in town, with much
fanfare, to beat the drums for "Kid
from Brooklyn."

Local theatres going all oiit in co-
operation with current campaign for
European food relief.
Anne Barnovitz, asst. to Carter

Barron, Loew manager, here, leaves
to join husband in Chicago.
Leonard Schloss, director of Glen

Echo amusement park, off to Florida
to recuperate from a serious illness.
Cast of "Voice of the Turtle" feted

by the United Nations Club. Lois
Horton, heading the cast, is a local
gal.
Harry Revel, songwriter, here to

get Government cooperation for Vet-
ville, his. project for housing dis-
abled vets.

Elliott Roosevelt and frau, Faye
Emerson, in town Monday (1) for
the Memorial Session of Congress in
honor of FDR.
Mary Cavanaugh, eye-Ailing flack

for WRC-NBC, being lured to
Lansing, Mich., by wedding bells,
J. Royen will replace her.

Billy Rose tried to get the Willard
ballroom <for one of his super-diiper
niteries, but offer was nixed in favor
of the local team of Harry Anger
and Paul Young, operator of another
D. C. nitery.

Hollywood

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobean

Moss Hart to Hollywood. Tues (25)
to sift talent for new play.

Elsie Morris, Philly radio actress,

and spouse, Dick, regular Solebury
weekenders.
Lt Carmen Cost!, former Play-

house technician, in from Yoko-
hama (27) on terminal leave.

Brian Ahernes, Leo Freedmans.
Ben Washer, Phyllis Blum checked
in for weekend at New. Hope.
Joey Gold, dean of 47th street

ticket brokers, in Fri. (28) to gander
son, Michael Abbott, with Play-
house acting troupe.
Ben Snyder, Philly auto and radio

parts manufacturer, new local
gentry with acquisition of estate

near Bowman's Hill Tower.
Charlie Child, local painter, back

at Lumberville home after four
years in Washington with Govern-
ment on cultural relations job.

Local real estate brokers offering
200-acre estate "developed by u play- er's week's vaude date here.

Westport
By Humphrey Douleni

.

Jennie Tourel househunting.
Ward French on Canadian trip.

Gene Tunney back from Mexico.
.
The Paul McGraths summering

here.
Dorothy Gi6h here before flying

to England.
Sigmund Spaeth's 4th of July

party resumed.
John and Georgia Chapman to

Denver for vacation.
Dorothy and Lillian Gish left for

Ireland and England.
Laura May Wilson, vocalist, open-

ing, at General Putnam.
Hunt Bros." Circus booked for

South Norwalk July 8, 9.

Eleanor French back from engage-
ment at Mayfair Club, Boston.
Leonard Warren, Met baritone, has

bought large estate at Greenwich.
Paul. Kwartin to Central City,

Colo., to sing in summer theatre fes-
tival.

Henry and Clare Booth Luce tak-
ing Grace Moore's home for the sum-
mer. •
Alexander Kipnis and wife Mildred

enrpute to South America for sum-
mer opera.
Lawrence Langners opened Coun-

try Playhouse (1 ) with terrific sub-
scription, sale.
- Nellie Yorke, ex-film player and
ex-wife of Walter Lissberger and J.

Stanley Joyce (Peggy's first), is here
after skippering her 55-foot ketch
from Florida. •

Seventy members of N. Y. Phil-

harmonic Symphony will play a
series of four August "Pops" con-
certs in Norwalk*s municipal park,
with city receiving a percentage of
receipts.
Mary Martin, Theresa Helbum,

Richard Rodgers, F. C. Coppicus,
Edna Ferber, Mrs. John C. Wilson,
John Lodge, Paul Draper, Justin
Sturm, Carol Dempster, Bill Van
Deusen, Mrs. James Melton at open-
ing of "They Knew What They
Wanted" at Country Playhouse.

Kansas City

By J*hn Qelnn

Charles Cobum guest of honor at
annual banquet of Metro exchange
employees.
Woody Herman, Eddie Howard

and Lee Williams orchs played one-
nighters here last week.
Bobby. Meeker and band taking

over the bandstand in the Terrace
Grill at Hotel Muehlebach.
Fern Bookman, display artist, pull-

ing up stakes for Hollywood and
agency work on press books.
Dick Morton and orch had option

picked up and stay at the Drum
Room of the President for an ex-

tended run.
Fairyland Park, outdoor amuse-

ment spot, oft to a big start accord-
ing to mgr. Harry Duncan. Ball
room operating on ; Fri-Sat-Sun.
policy.
Nat Plunkett returning to the Pal-

ace, Chi, and bis old post after serv-

ing as asst. mgr. of the Orpheum
here three weeks in absence of Wil-
liam Kelty.
Barney Joffee, Tower theatre

manager, tossing a cocktail party at

the Hotel Muehlebach for Jack Car-
son opening day of the Warner play-

William Bendix headed to N. Y.

Sidney Lanfleld in from New York.
Walter Lantz flew home\ from

Gotham.
Mabel Hill joined the Sol Lesser

flackery.
Veloz and Yolanda vacationing on

Catalina.
Aich'Oboler in from Chicago loca-

tion junket.
Ken Curtis to Sacramento .for'

rodeo riding.
'

A. Pam Blumenthal in town for

the summer.
Douglas Dick back from Broadway

appearances.
Ingrid Bergman being coached in

torch singing.
Jack Cummings back from N. Y.

location stint.

Frederick Kohner recovering from
appendectomy.
Don Fedderson to British Colum-

bia on vacation,
Jeffrey

.
Lynn expected back at

Warners Aug. 1.

Jerry Mayer to. the Canadian
Rockies on vacation.
Bob Cbbunut celebrated their 20th

wedding anniversary.
Walter Tetley setting p.a. dates

through the midwest.
Lauritz Melchior hosting his sis-

ter here from Denmark.
Denny Morrison vacationing from

the International flackery.
Hal Roach opened his new com-

missary, feeding 125 daily.
'

Howie Miyer hitting the auto trail
to Chicago for month's stay.
George McCall dropped into town

oh one of his business tours.
George Cukor returned to work

at Metro after a long illness.

Harry Levette became publicity
director of Sepia Productions.
Charles BtafehL returned from

drama gandecms} on Broadway.
Larry Witten checked in as story

editor for Golden Productions.
Harold Rossmore upped to assist-

ant casting director at Republic.
Al Jolson bought a home in Cold-

water Canyon for reported $150,000.
Winifred Heidt in town readying

for her "Carmen" role in the bowl.
Eddie Prinz, studio dance director,

hospitalized with nasal hemorrhages.
Fritz Lang gandering sites in

Lucerne Valley for "Winchester '73."

> John Beck returned to his chores
at International after a battle with
flu.

Butch Jenkins spending his vaca-
tion on a rancho near Santa Bar-
bara.
Jimmy Dorsey in from the east to

start work on "The Fabulous Dor-
seys." .

Joe Nadel returned from New.
York huddles about Cardinal Pic-
tures.
John Sutherland in from New

York to huddle with United Artists
execs. ,

Clifton Webb up and at work on
'The Razor's Edge" after acute
bronchitis.
Jimmy McHugh elected to board

of directors of the Bevhills Chamber
of Commerce.
Gene Ailtry to fly his own plane

to Calgary for rodeo appearances
July 3, 4 and 5.

Rory Calhoun laid up with flu,

slowing the Sol Lesser production,
"No Trespassing."
Ava Gardner and Artie Shaw an-

nounced their marital separation
after eight months.
Milton Sperling and Rabul Walsh

returned from scouting New Mexico
locations for "Pursued."

William, Elliott booked for per-
sonal appearances In Denver, Kansas
City and Salt Lake City.
Robert Bassler's production, "The

Homestretch," shifted its starting
date from July 1 to July 8.

Gary Cooper will take a vacation,
on Long Island when he washes his
role in "Cloak and Dagger."
Richard Greene slated to get cita-

tion for his war record at the Van--
couver. B. C, Diamond Jubilee.

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus in from
New York accompanied, by Kay
Harrison, Technicolor director in
London.

Atlantic City
By Joe Walker

Sophie Tucker opens Saturday <6)

at the Aquarium.
Billy Van and orch into May-

flower's Holiday room.
: "Sonny" Kendis opened Hotel
Strand's Embassy room (28).

Ray McKinley band replaced . Alex
Bartha in Hamid's pier ballroom. At
Steel pier Claude Thornhill replaced
Elliot Lawrence;
Max Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom

checked in at the Ambassador last
weekend while they played to fer-
ric biz at Oraatti's casino in nearby
Somen Point
Vincent Speciale and local orches-

tra opened first of summer Sunday
concerts Sunder night (30) with Lois
Miller as vocalist; concerts -are
played on downbeach Ventnor
municipal pier.

Mark Wilson, Shubert press age**
from Philly, has taken residetv u
suburban'. Margate for. season ^e'll

handle, publicity for Steel at.,-Mil-
lion DoUar piers.

Bill "Bojangles" Robinson here to
dance at Auxiliary Police Minstrel
.show in Municipal Auditorium last
week (26). Got gold badge from
Mayor Altman and was sworn in as

|
honorary captain of Auxiliary Police.
Key to city, too.
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BRITISH CHILL MOD INVASION*
Long Weekend Proves Film B.O.

Seasonally Normal With OPA's K.O.

A slump at the nation's film thear t
trcs, which . only a few exhibitors'

expected to result from the death

of the OPA last week has not mate-

rialized so far. Soaring July 4 holi-

day week biz enabled most theatres

in key cities to show boxofflee re-

ceipts this session comparable with

bis grosses of a year ago, despite

record crowds nt competitive out-

door attractions.

Belief in some trade circles that

film theatre intake might be
sloughed with demise of price con-
trol .was based on the theory that

the public would spend part of their

amusement dollar for heretofore un-
obtainable durable goods or wearing
apparel. Also amateur economists

' figured that sky-rocketing prices for

food and goods would pare the cin-

ema patron's spending money. Both
theories thus far have not worked
out, there not being any great flood

of "hard-to-get" goods into stores

and prices on the whole have not

climbed as high as some in Wash-
ington warned they would.

Picture grosses bore out past ex-
perience — simply that it takes a

heavy channeling of money into

other buying before being felt at

(Continued on page 5^)

Att'y Gen'l Tom Clark In

Juve Delinquency Pix
. Tom Clark, U. S. Attorney Gen-

eral, has' indicated to a number of

major companies that he'd very
much like to see them do a series of

shorts on the juvenile delinquency
problem. He has some ideas ' on
what should be said in the Alms and
how they should be handled and has

stated that he himself is willing to ap-
pear in theni and do the commentary
if the companies consider that a sell-

ing point.

Some of the producers have ex-

pressed interest and it's believed an
arrangement will be -e't shortly with
Clark appearing in the scries.

Joe Breen to Cue Brit.

Pix on U.S. Production

Code, Save Costly Cuts

Eagerness of British producers to

get more playing time for their

product in the American market
tool; on greater significance with the

departure for England yesterday
(Tuesday) of Joseph I. Brccn. pro-
duction code administrator for the

Motion Picture Assn. ot America.
Brecn sailed aboard the Queen Mary
at the invitation of the British Film
Producers Assn., who want him to

advise them on how they can con-
form their product to the American
code before they begin lensing their

films.

Besides aiding the British industry.
Brcen's trip is also expected to

prove advantageous to the U. S. pro-
ducers, since he plans to survey the
reaction of British audiences to

American product and report back
to the MPAA on his findings. Ad-
vice oh the latter problem, it's be-
lieved, will help American producers '

from repeating their past mistakes
(Continued on page 54

)

Barber'sCBS Post

Keys Sports Hypo
With Ted Husing checking out of

CBS on expiration of his contract

Aug. 8, Walter. "Red" Barber moves

into the network as director of

sports. Appointment is effective im-

mediately.

Barber's entrance into the picture

is seen, as prelude to an ambitious

move by CBS to wrap up cream

sports events on a year-round basis.

While Husing was No. 1 sports an-

nouncer for the web, vesting of

Barbei" with a title is cued to the

new emphasis being put on sports.

(Jimmy Dolan, who was Husing'.s

sidekick, becomes asst. director of

sports). Barber will hold down an

exec post, setting up programs and
hiring announcers, etc., with likeli-

hood that he'll do a number of

broadcasts himself.

New setup will not interfere with
Barber's current contract with Old
Gold to do the Brooklyn . Dodgers
games. Contract still has. two years
to run and he'll finish it out.

Husing is leaving to freelance.

SAY YANKS STALL

London, July 9.

British film producers, slowed in

their own activities by an acute
studio space famine, are beginning
to show a chilly front to the inten-

tion of American filmmakers to ac-

quire production space in their

country. According to the viewpoint
gaining increasing currency in Eng-
land, Hollywood-sponsored projects
in the cramped and restricted avail-

able English studios will indefinitely

delay expansion of native product:
Especially unreasonable is the need
for such a delay now, when demand
for British pictures is far in excess
of the supply and likely to remain
that way for some time to come.

Announcement last week by Max
Milder, Warners bureau chief in

London, that WB plans to spend $4,-

000.000 on the reconstruction of two
film studios at Elstree and Tedding-
ton became an occasion for lambast-
ing British producers for letting the
ball be taken away from them.
Under Warners' • blueprint, stars

(Continued on pa£e 50;

CAESAR'S 'FRIENDSHIP'

SONGS IN 7 TONGUES
(i

Irving Caesar, known for his
'Safely Songs", has just completed
a new anthology titled "Sing a Song
of Friendship", to be published in
French, German, Chinese, Japanese,
Spanish and Russian, besides the
American lyrics. As title indicates
»s planned to enlist United Nations
interest via song.
There have been bids from film

Producers to make a pix series
"»ased on the "friendship" songs.

ROY ACUFF AGAIN NIXES

CHANCEASTENN.GOV.
Memphis, July 9.

Roy Acuff, the singing hillbilly,

has decided once more against run-

ning for governor of Tennessee. And
once again the politicians are

breathing a sigh of relief.

Acuff was named for Republican

nomination by group of admirers

several weeks ago, and was believed

about to run. But . last week he or-

dered his name stricken, from ballot

after thinking it over.

Same thing happened two years

ago.

10% of Construction

Requests Denied By

CPA Were for Amus.
Washington, July 9.

Roughly 10% of all requests de-
nied throughout the country for

commercial and industrial construc-
tion under the current building
freeze have been for theatres and
other, amusement places, according
to estimates of the Civilian Produc-
tion Administration.

CPA nixed 16,605 applications for
construction totaling $723,033,000

during the first 13 weeks of the
limitation order.

PT Wildcatters, Out to Lose Money,

May Get Rkh Anyway Via Pix Bids

Artie Shaw's Tied Piper'

To Mark His Script Debut
The initial Coast-originating Col-

umbia Workshop program on July
21 will also mark the debut of Artie

Shaw, the band leader, as script

writer. Scheduled for the July 21

airing will be the "Pied Piper of

Hamelin," which Shaw has loosely

adapted from Robert Browning's-

poem. It will be done with music,

with Shaw also doing the orchestra-

tion.

Ernest Martin. CBS Coast pro-

duction head, will act as producer
and Williaim N. Robson will direct.

Congress Fails To

Cut Admish Tax
Washington. July 9.

Congress, galloping toward ad-

journment within the next three

weeks without having done anything

about the tax situation, has. in par-

ticular, left untouched several tax

reduction proposals which would
have been a boon to show biz. These
include the proposition to return the

admissions tax to its pre-war level;

to cut personal income taxes—which
bite hard all the way down the line;

and the corporate levies which alTecl

a wide variety of amusement enter-

prises.

Present scheme is for Congress to

adjourn sine die. which means that

the 79th Congress will never return

and the 80lh will come in during the

first week in January, 1947. As a

result there will be nothing done
(Continued on page 50)

Hughes Flight Into Film Biz As

Adventurous as His Plane Career

Twenty eight PT boat officers who
formed Wildcat Enterprises, Inc.,

while on active duty in the Pacific

during the war, for the purpose of

making "only such investments as

would give pause to a reasonably
prudent man," appear well on their

way to becoming rich despite them-
selves. Two film companies—Colum-
bia and RKO—have become in.

terested in the Wildcatters and their

financial shenanigans, with the re-

sult that deals are in the making for

permission to cook up a screen, story

about the. "corporation."

"Operation Wildcat" was formed
three years ago when the Naval of-

ficers were outward bound on the.

tanker White Plains. There was no
place to spend their pay and there
were no amusements, ' aside from
dreams of what they'd do when they
got back. So each man. allocated $10
a month out of his pay to provide
the working capital for the company.

(It amounted to $7,200 when. the war
ended. . They chose as their slogan
"Caveat Emptor"—let the buyer be-
ware. And they determined their

investments must be such as "would
lend amusement to the membership

(Continued on page 54)

U.S. Acts Nicked 10%

On Takeout Pay In

Canada's $$ Parity
Montreal. July 9;

All branches of showbiz were
thrown into an uproar Friday (5)

with the announcement by Finance
Minister Ilsley in the House of Com-
mons that henceforth the Canadian
dollar would be recognized at par
with the U. S. dollar and vice versa.

Specially effected were the huvje

mob of visitors here from below the
border for the July 4 ..weekend.
They'd figured on getting 10 cents

more on their U. S- buck but now
that the parity has been slapped on
they'll just be able to break even.

Previous exchange rales had been
$1.10 payable for a U. S. dollar in

(Continued on page 54)

Broadway and Hollywood have

often speculated on Howard Hughes'

seemingly mad plunges into two so-

called "hobbies"—aviation and pic-

ture production—but actually it

wasn't until the past weekend that

he made his first "wrong" guess

when he crashed while testing a new
Army plane in California.

As a "boy" producer in Hollywood

20 years ago, Hughes was the butt

of the Coast film colony, being

tabbed as a "sucker" and "playboy."

In aviation, as a pilot, he had had

several accident"!, in none of which,

prior to Sunday's crash, he had suf-

fered serious injuries. His interest

in flying which became developed

about 20 years ago, also tabbed

him as a "sucker" because of the

huge sums he would expend to

satisfy seeming whims. Actually,

though, he had fooled the wiseacres.

He made both film production and
aviation big-paying sidelines to the .

fabulously lucrative oil-tool business

lett him by his father. He was a

major stockholder in the TWA air

line.

It's been difficult to determine
which of the two, aviation or pic-

ture production, drew Hughes'
greatest interest. Of recent years,

ot course, aviation occupied him
mostly, but just when it ap-
peared as if he had forsaken pix' for

the former, back he came to
- produce

"The Outlaw," which has been a
centre of censorial controversy ever
since it was produced several years

ago.

Hufhes Entry to Pix
The inside story of Hughes' bow.

into pix is little known. It is an
unusual story because of the way in

(Continued on page 24)

PAUL WHITEMAN NAMED

PHflXO SHOW BIZ AIDE
Because of its contact with the

entertainment industry, Philco Corp.
has set up a "show business con-
sultation" division, with Paul While-
man pacted by James H. Carmine*
Philco veepce in charge of mer-
chandising, to be the liaison between
the manufacturer and radio, televi-

sion, etc.

It's one of the first instances of an
industrial corporation pacting a top

show ;biz personality for its contact

with show people and the entertain-

ment field in general.

Whitcman's association with Philco
dates bark to the debut of PhilcoV
"Hall of Fame" program,, of which
Whiteman has ' been . the maestro
since It began three years ago,
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Hollywood Luminaries in a Mass

Migration to European Film Studios

Hollywood, July 9.

Tim Whelan lias i>one to London,

to direct film for Gainsborough Fic-

turi's. Ltd.: William Eythe is already

in the British capital to star in

"Meet Me At Dawn," and Hurd
Hatfield has arrived in Paris for a

Fronch picture—these are part of

the recent extensive .
European

traveling program for Hollywood
personalities.

Whelan not alone will do picture

^

for Gainsborough, where he for- i

mcrly directed, but will produce a ,

plan of his own on London stage

as well. Present plan is to open in ,

September.
Eythe was sent to London by

20th-Fox 10 do picture being

produced and directed . by Marcel

Helman, first of several which 20th-

Fox will do in England annually.

Erich Pommer, who once headed
UFA in Berlin, now is in Washing-
ton for briefing by State Department
on his duties when he sails for Ger-
many to act as supervisor for State

Department on German motion pic-

ture industry. When he heads for

Europe within next week or so, he
will remain for one year, with head-
quarters in Munich.

Helene Thimig, widow of Max
Bernhardt and a Hollywood actress

(Continued on page 21

)

U S. Bands and Acts For

England Limited Due To

Curbs; More Pix, However
Hollywood; July 9.

Music Corp. of America plans to

tend none of its performers or bands

to Great Britain in the near future,

according to Taf t Schreiber, agency's

veepee, who has flipped back here

from a London look-see. The Ministry

of Labor in England will permit

Yanks to fill 25% of any variety

bill, but militating against Ameri-

can entertainers at this time are

living conditions, food rationing and

fact that but 40% of British earnings

can be toted out of 'he Isles.

However, more of MCA's picture

names will be committed to Eng

lish pix, states Schreiber. Agency

has agreed to let future announce-
j

ments on. such, deals emanate from
either. J. Arthur Rank or Alexander
Korda, with both of whom MCA
now is kneading talent sales. Ex-

.
pected passage of the U. S. loan to

Britain and subsequent lightening of

taxes is likely to hypo talent deals in

alifields.

Schreiber found feyerish demand
in England for in-person appear-
ance of top U. S. performers, chief-

ly those with radio aura. The MCA
exec claims popularity of ether
names spiraled upwards during
war, when Armed Forces Radio sup-
plied U. S. servicemen with waxed
shows, and the Britishers kept cup-
ping ears, loo. Schreiber says he was
bombarded with queries as to when
such acts as. Abbott & Costello, Ed-
gar Bergen, Jack Benny, Eddie Can-
tor and "Fibber McGee and Molly"
might be available for stages both
in London and across the Provinces.'

Sports Shorts
Jersey's new Monmouth race-

track, 'between Red Bank and
Asbury Park. not.faring well and
horsemen say it should not have
opened until the plant was- com-
pleted. Inconveniences are faced

too at the Atlantic City track

which opens late this month but

is reported to be only .' C0%
finished. It is located about 14

miles from the resort. There is

train service to Monmouth from
N. Y.. discharging passengers

around a quarter mile irom the

entrance. A.. C.'s meeting will

oppose that at Saratoga, and
prospects at the Spa are none
too bright •. either. Exorbitant

.rates for housing there may kocp
many former patrons away.

First two weeks of the Sara-

toga meet starting July 22, will

be held at Jamaica, where Em-
pire is now operating, actual

racing at the Spa starting Aug.
5. Mutual handles at the N. V.

tracks have been declining, the

bite on the payoffs because of

taxes and breakage amounting
1o nearly 18%, it is claimed.

The OPA forgot to take the

ceiling off Lep Friedman's putts:

Those six-footers won't! -drop—
which adds to the overhead.

Tom Gallery should be lipped

to tip The MacPhail that those

Yank Stadium microphones
don't pick up the crack of the

bat at the plate. Just a touch

of background • color." but the

broadcasts need it.

SIBELIUS NIXES FILM

COMPOSING OFFER
Helsinki, July 5.

.

Famed Finnish composer Jean Si
belius won't, turn out music for films.

He's just nixed an offer of 1,000,000

finmarks (about $7,300) from a Swed-
ish film company to do the score of

a picture it intends to make here.

Sibelius declared he was too busy
with other work to write for films,

He is reported to, have promised to

Karl Krueger, American conductor,

who recently visited him, the privi

lege of preeming his next work in

I the United States.

]
Composer is 80 years old.

Calhern's 'Yankee' Legit

Stalled for Pic Stint
Hollywood, July 9

Louis Calherri has signed for
the role of Morosow in Enterprise's
"Arch of Triumph:" Arthur Hopkins,
producer on "Magnificent' Yankee,"
will hold up road tour of the show
which stars Calhern for five weeks
until the actor finishes his film chore.
"Yankee" will hit the road now

some time in October.

212th WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1946"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

' lis just a, question, of time—

.

voryhody has to see tills show. It's

tops."

JACK BENNY

N Y. Defense Unit

Ends Free Tix To

Those in Service

The Berle-ing Point

By Milton Berle.

Mountain (Columbia)

Comes to Mohamet Welles
Orson Welles is rapidly acquiring

a staff in New York to aid him on
the writing of "If I Die Before
Wake," mystery thriller which he is

committed to write, produce, direct

and appear in for Columbia. Welles
was to' have been at the studio last

month to work on the story, but
prexy Harry Cohn has given ' him
permission to remain in the east and
continue to star in his Broadway
musical, "Around the World," until

the show is set as a solid hit.

Cohn first assigned Bill Castle to

come to New York to aid Welles on
writing and setting of production
details on "Wake." Last week, with
the pair up to the actual scripting

stage, Cohn added William Herrick
to give assistance on the writing job.

Dick Wilson, associated v/ith Welles
in the Mercury Theatre company,
has also been put- on the staff to

coordinate activities.

They're using part of the of-

fices of agent Louis Shurr, other
space being unavailable.

You'll Be Sorry!

'Yoke' Gets Irish Airing
Dublin, July 9.

Radio Eireanh, Ireland's State-

controlled radio outlet, with its ban
on croonery-spoonery, gave its lis-

teners a jerk. on its July 4 program,
with a 15-minUte sipot of Frank Si-

!

natra's discs.

One and possibly two plane-loads
of show biz personalities will be
flown from New York July 22. for

opening of the new. Atlantic City-

racetrack.

Many of the names invited by
the turf's management,, with all ex
penscs included, are stockholders
in the new track. Among them, are
Frank Sinatra. Kay Kyser and Bob
Hope.

Formal folding of the New York

Civilian Defense Recreation Com-
mittee at 99 Park avenue on Mon-

day (8) marked the termination of

free tickets, to non-commissioned

servicemen and women. Cuffo ad-

missions had been distributed for

five years, ducats totaling 12,500,000.

Service people were given free ad-
missions to all types of theatre and
sporting diversions.

Committee agreed at a recent

board session that the amusement
managers had contributed fully to

the entertainment of service per-
sonnel. With emergency of the war
ended, it was felt that the showmen
could not be expected to continue
free admissions indefinitely. How-
ever,, it is indicated that some other
agency rnay be formed to take care
of hospitalization cases, if necessary.
John Golden . headed the move

ment for the free tickets, and with
him in the drive were Harry Brandt
Mrs. Julius Ochs Adler and Mrs.
Anna M. Rosenberg. At the closing

ceremonies they and many others
were' commended by Secretary of

War Robert P. Patterson, Thomas J.

Donovan, Admiral Thomas Kinkaid,
Gen. Courtney. H. Hodges and Maj,
Gen. Irving J. Phillipson, who. pre-

sented Army and Navy citations to

a flock of showmen. Mrs.' Adler, wife
of the N. Y: Times publisher, made
the committee work a fulltime job.

Golden had . also formed a com
mittee for the sale of tickets to

junior officers at boxofflce prices

and this bureau is still . operating at

the Commodore hotel. Tickets are
regularly allotted the bureau, with
some sales being made by boxofflce
order after telephone confirmation

It is now being operated by the

American Theatre Wing. Report that

the Wing had assumed distribution

of free tickets was erroneous.
Special cut-rate admission prices

for men and women in uniform will

continue in N. Y. motion picture
theatres.

About six months ago the per
centage -of cutrate soldier trade at

the downtown N. Y. film theatres

ran around 12%, but now has
dropped to below 10%. At the
height of the war the percentage
of attendance by servicemen and
women at the special prices ran
over 25%. People in uniform con
tinue to pay only 35c. when the
net admission price is 90c. or less

and 50% when the regular scale is

over 90c, with the soldier price
inclusive of tax.

Everything seems to be shutting up for the summer. , . .that is, everything
but mothers-in-law. Most of the Broadway shows, radio programs and
iiiteries- are going into the mothball stage. ...in fact, shows are closing

so fast, they're' taking away the doors at Cain's and installing zippers.

Seems everybody wants to. take things, easy this summer. Fred MacMur-
ray is only going to make shorts. ,\ .and W. C. Fields is only going to drink
Slow Gin. As for Orson Welles, he is. just, going to take his cast 'half-way
"Around1 the World"... ^.Understand that Happy Felton is taking a vacii-

tion—half of him in July, and. the other half in August.
The Great WU Way

Spike Jones says, after readiiig about Charles Trenet, he finally knows
what they mean by. "French leave."

One actor is so hamrriy he travels back and forth to California: . . .Just

so he can get his name in Variety's N. Y. to L. A.

Harry Conn suggests the new' OPA song.'. . ."Life is Chester Bowles 'of

Cherries."
There's No Truth To The Humor

That Esther Williams makes most of her money by testing underwater
fountain pens.

That Errol Flynn and Charlie Chaplin wrote '.'Our Hearts Were Grow-
ing- Up."

That Joe E. Lewis is cutting an album of Carrie Jacobs-Bond songs.

Hang Nail Descriptions: Tommy Manville. . . .Easy to Wed. Lana Turner
... .Front-ier Girl. Assault. ,. .Billion Dollar Baby.

:

Berled Eggs '.'.':.

Henny Youngman claims Leif Erickson couldn't have been much: of a

Viking, or Ben Yost would have used him.

Eavesdropped at the Copa: "All I know is, if her diamonds arc real,

I'm in love again."

Donald O'Connor knows an actor who made a picture that was so bad,

it had to appear before a parole board to be released.

Met an orchestra leader who doesn't own any part of a music publish-
ing house.

Louis Sobol swears he. saw a picture where a boy and girl met. fell in

love and got married. . . .all without Charles Coburn's help.

Lip-quipped at Lindy's: "There's a girl with character." "Yes, isn't he?'
1

Of a. certain announcer, Phil Baker says; "He's so fancy he canmake a

compound fracture out of a. simple station break."
.While Joey Adams was performing at a benefit, Archie Robbins' heckled,

You'd better hurry—in live minutes you're due back in Berle's files."

My brother (the one who dreams up comedy for spot announcements)
owns a pen that writes forever. . ...that's the only word he can spell.

"4ot Too Proudfoot to Beg
Recent use by Fred Allen of

name of "Tom Proudfoot'' as a

radio gag reacted in a strange

manner.
Seems there really is a guy

by that name living in Cali-

fornia. The real . Proudfoot
wrote Allen that since the latter .

had had so much fun bandying
the name about, the least Allen
could do was to reciprocate.. .

•Would Allen please, send a

Paramount or. Metro talent

scout to look at three-year-old
Proudfoot, Jr., who, according
to the father, was very photo-
genic and intelligent.

Al Siegel's Autobiog
I

Al Siegel's forthcoming aulo-

This was the first time the Voice biofcraphy, "Hurdy .Curdy." to" be

was heard- over the Irish station, and
,

published
:
by Reader's Press in the

came as a surprise, being listed on fail, is expected to contain .some digs

the station's schedule as "Today's at the "puppets" he claims to have
Record Choice.". brought into vocal prominence.

. Official comment is lacking but Torr/c bar, received a pre'-publica-

it is understood that this does not -.lion buildup by yarn* in Life and'i

means a raising of the general veto the Hew- Ywkw. wherein Ethel Mer-.
|

on "over-sentimental" number*. ! nan 'dilute* *he'« a Siegcl prousficV

»

Colombo Film Planned
Hollywood, Jury 9.

Life of Russ Columbo .will form
the basis of the first picture to be
made by N. Brewster Morse Pro
ductions, Inc., with Beatrice Kay as

fenime star.

In addition to functioning as pro-

duction chief, Moise will act and
direct in his own screenplay.

Unknown Paris Actress

Signed for U. S. Trial

Paris, July 2.

Barbara Laagc, hitherto unknown
actress here, will be given an Ameri-

can trial via the William Morris

agency. Booking came after a Life

mag reporter, writing a. colorful

story of the difficult life led by Paris
show people currently, picked Miss
Laagc as a. good example.
The 25-year old girl, of Nordic

descent, had never been given much
of a chance here. She had done bits

and was filling a minor part in

Laisse Parler Jacob" at the Agnes
Capri.

She is a former pupil of. Raymond
Rouleau and Maurice Escande. Her
dream-comc-truc story is getting
local show people more American-
minded than ever.

Miss Laage arrives in U. S. this

month.

NEW BILL WOULD K.O.

CAL GAMBLING SHIPS
Washington, July 9.

A favorite sport of the fllm .coloiiy

—visiting gambling ships off the

California coast—will .be outlawed
under a bill introduced in Congress
by Senator William F. Knowland of

California! It provides not only two
years in prison and a. $10,000 fine for

maintaining such a ship, but a $200
nick for each passenger transported
from shore.

Bill is now before the Senate
Judiciary Committee and has the

backing of Attorney General Tom C.

Clark. There is currently no Fed-
eral, statute, according lb Clark,

making it. illegal to conduct n nam-
ing establishment on navigable
waters.

Plainclothesmen Warn
Friars on Open Gambling
Visit on Monday (8) . by plain

Waiting on Joe Cotten

For London 'Turtle'

Joseph Cotten is set to. complete
the acting trio,. along with Margaret
Sullavan and Audrey Christie' (the

Broadway femme originals), for the

forthcoming London
. production of

John van Druten's "The Voice of

the Turtle." Producer Alfred de

Liagre, Jr. is now sweating it out,

waiting i.for Cotten to wind up a

David O. Selznick film commitment.
Elliott Nugent, who played the

original Broadway male lead, bad to

bow out of the London run because
he's tied up in several pix and play

propositions with Robert Montgom-
ery.

Chaplin Still Fights

Barry Paternity Case
Los Angeles. July !>.

Charles Chaplin filed an appeal

with Ihe. Supreme Court in Cali-

clolhes coppers to the Friars Club,, i
(ornia to vacate a lower court dc-

N. Y., gave the boys in the cruel
]
decision designating him as father of

room, playing them close to 'the .1'Caro, Ann, daughter of Joan Barry,
chest, an unhappy few moments. :

I „ . , . «., •.- .
• .,.„,,_..'

Gendarmes, reputedly acting on! Producer asked the States highest

an anonymous complaint that pro- !
tribunal to declare that the Court of

Sessional gambling was going on in I.Appeals was wrong on May 27 when
the club, made purpose of visit
known and said they'd drop in again
some time.

Understood complaint maintained
that club had been harboring pro-
fessional gamblers' running open
game. It now looks like all gam-
bling is out. from now on at the
club, but with no hint it will afreet
the gin rummy sessions strictly
among members. . ,

it upheld the decision :of the.

Superior Court, which ordered him -

to pay $75 a week for Ihe child's

support.

GLADYS GEORGE'S 4TH
Hollywood, July .9.

Gladys George revealed her mar-
riage today to a 27-year-old bellhop
in Riverside, Cul„ on July 1.

Bride is 43 and this is. her fourth
marriage.

Colonna, Gross Beef Ends

Los Angeles, July 9-

Brcach-of-contract suit for $12,000.

filed against Jerry Coionna by his

former manager, John C. Gross, was

dismissed in Superior Court after a

private settlement. Terms of the

settlement were not made public.

Gross charged the actor fired him

night tMoh.) following a stroke. |
last April without reason, allhougn

She is under care of Dr. Stanley Ihis contract had two more years to

Immcrman, ' 'run.

Mickey's Mom Stricken
Hollywood, July 9.

Mrs, Nell Pankey, Mickey Roo-
ncy's mother, was taken to St.

John's Hospital, Santa Monica, last
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NO SINGLE SELLING PANIC SEEN
Music Han's 25% Vs. N.Y. Astor s 40%

Terms Poses Decree Sales Headache
If and when auction bidding for*'

individual pictures begins under tho
'

anti-trust decree, who is to deter-

mine which theatre's offer is the

best? And won't the way be open

for a lawsuit by the exhib who
doesn't get the picture? They're

questions that ' are bothering sales

reps of indie producers, who dis-

cussed them Monday (8) night in

the third of a series of meetings on

Die decree. First two huddles were

held last week under leadership of

Donald M. Nelson, pre*- of. the So-

ciety of Independent Producers, who
has since returned to the Coast.

Hypothetical case raised by one
indie sales rep—and it applies just

as much to major companies as in-

dies—is an offer for- a particular

film of 25% by the music Hall and
4(1":; by the Astor in New York, with

mo.-t other factors but length of

run being equal. Which deal is most
favorable is entirely a matter of

opinion on the part - of the sales-

manager, it was pointed out. Yet,

if he accepted a 25'.;, offer against

a 40vi offer—on the basis of judg-
ment that he'd get more ultimate

gross—couldn't the Astor sue him,
since its offer was obviously higher?
Sales reps see. possible repetition of

this in a thousand situations, with
a dozen court battles a day.
Current discussions by the indies

aim to evolve recommendations lo

(Continued on page 49)

Sen. Morse Urges

Special Award For

'Canyon Passage'
Washington, -July 9.

.
Flackery for Walter Wanger's new

film, "Canyon Passage," got a ter-
rific assist on the Senate floor last
week from Senator Wayne Morse
<H.. Ore.). Morse recommended the
film for a special award.

Pointing out that Senator Alex-
ander Wiley (R., Wise.) recently
recommended a special Oscar by
the Academy of Motion. Picture Arts
and Sciences for "the best picture
representing the highest ideals of
American life to our »wn and other
people," Morse endorsed the idea
and said "Canyon Passage" deserved
the first such trophy.

"I should like to call the attention
of the Senate and of those who
might be responsible for granting
such an award," said Morse, ' to a
picture about tp be released in . the
major city of my slate, Portland,
Ore. — Walter Wanger's Universal
production entitled 'Canyon Pas-
sage," starring Susan Hayward. with
Brian Donlevy, Dana Andrews,
Hoagy Carmichael and Ward Bond.

"I hope the members of the Senate
will see this picture at an early
date and judge for themselves
whether or not. this great Techni-
color picture is worthy of such an
award."
The plug did not come by pure

accident. Seems that Universal ran
* special screening for the Oregon
congressional delegation the night
before.

Spingold's London Hop
Nate Spingold, Columbia Pic-

tures' v.p. supervising advertising
and publicity, is slated to go to Eng-
land around Labor Day.

He'll set a London house for the
opening of Col's forthcoming $3;-

000,000 Technicolor biog of Al Jol-
son and lay out the campaign for it.

Duel' Keys New

Westerns Cycle
If Joe Breen's determination to end

"cycles" of pictures is unable to

squelch it, Hollywood looks set for

a "Duel in the Sun"; period. Story

department of several of the majors
have instructions from the studios to

look out for "big westerns" to cash
in on the expected popularity of

David O. Selznick's more-than-
$5,000,000 Technicolor spec of Texas.

Breeh, Production Code Admin-
istrator far the Motion Picture Asso-
ciation, made- known recently that

he will endeavor to put a stop to

the studio habit of falling all over
each other m emulating the type of a
successful picture. It is generally
agreed that the practice brings un-
favorable comment on the industry.

However, Breen has no power be-
yond persuasion to stop such stories

if they otherwise conform with the
Production Code. He's

,
already lost

out on one such request to stop a
'film on alcoholism being made by
Walter Wanger as a followup to

"Lost Weekend."

Inasmuch as "being westerns" are

not unusual and have been highly

successful as a class, it js not ex-

pected that Breen's efforts will bear

too much' fruit. What may be more
effective in scotching the cycle is the

lack of suitable stories, not too close

to the formula pattern, although edi-

tors have been contacting agents and
going through their own files in the

search.

Another type of material being

sought by studios with B Units is

spots stories. There's not much
direction from Coast execs as to

what particular game they're in-

terested in, just so they are sports

stories suitable for B pix.

There had been something of a

run on buying mystery and psycho-

logical thrillers for the B depart-

ments, but studios arc bought up on

them now. They will, of course, al-

ways be in favor, however, because

of their timelessness. their particu-

lar suitability for low-budget pro-

duction and the quantities of good

ones always available.

Brit. Loan Uncertainty
Poses a Question for Pix

.

Loan to Britain, which a couple
months ago looked to be a pushover
to got through Congress, has lost a
dangerous number of its erstwhile
supporters. Congressional leaders,
primarily Speaker Rayburn. how-
c\er. expressed' certainty in the
midst of the de'jate this week that
mcy -could push the bill through.
Passage of the loan measure is

mshly favored by the film industry,
since it will have a great bearing on
Pioihs from abroud. One of the pro-
visions in the $3,750,900,000 measure'

that Britain will place no reslric-
"ons. such as quotas, on American
products. ShouW the loan not pass.
» is likely that there will not only

B'S, IMPORTS

BE
Decision of the Big 5 to begin

selling pictures one at a time, rather
than in blocks, starting July 25 is

not expected to create too much oi

a change in general sales practice,

since most of the majars had been
veering gradually toward such a
course during the last several
months. Single-picture selling, how-
ever, will create considerable
trouble for the majors in merchan-
dizing their B product and the for-
eign importations that several have
been selling recently with their

blocks: No plans to inaugurate the
auction-bidding system were in-

cluded in the decision.

Although the distribs had been
sticking mostly to the blocks of Ave
arrangement outlined by the con-
sent decree in 1940, most had been
offering their top A product re-

cently as single-picture "specials."

In, addition, the exhibs were usually
given the privilege of cancelling out
one or two of the pix in the block,
if they decided after signing the
contract that they didn't want to
play them.

Distribs, however, had pegged
both their B product and importa-
tions to the better pictures in the
blocks and, when necessary, could
hold the block arrangement as a
trading point over the exhibs' heads
to make certain these were bought.
With pictures to be sold singly after

July 25, it's expected the exhibs
wHl thumbs-down some of the low-
er-grade product, unless in need of

pictures. Course of action, it's be-
lieved, should make for a still

greater improvement in the overall

quality of pictures.

Decision of the Big 5 to eliminate

admission price fixing in accordance
with the anti-trust decision is also

expected to have little effect, since

most of the majors had abolished
(Continued on page 26)

'CARNEGIE HALL' GETS

GOTHAM START AUG. 5
Hollywood, July. 9.

Production oi "Carnegie Hall"' by

Federal Films. Inc.. will get -under

way Aug. 5 in New York, it was

announced here by William LeB;iron

and Boris Morros. Shooting will be

done in' Carnegie Hall itself and in

the Fox Movietone sludios.

Musical talent for the picture nas

been augmented by Jascha Heilclz.

Rise Steven's. Bruno. Waller and the

New York Philharmonic Orche,«t:-a,

plus Serge Knusscvif/.ky and the

Boston Symphony, Jon Pecrce :tud

Ezio Puiza.

Weltner Flies to Paris

For Reason Why Schless

Resigned as a Par Exec
Robert Schless, Paramount Inter-

national division manager for

Europe, including North Africa and
Near East, suddenly submitted his

resignation last Monday (8) to com-
pany's N. Y. office. It was accepted
by George Weltner, company prexy.

Weltner was on a plane yesterday

(Tucs.) bound for France to confer
with Schless and learn when he was
leaving his European post. Under-
stood that Weltner will attempt to

learn the cause of his sudden de-

cision to quit and try to persuade
him to stay oh. Schless went to Par
from Warner Bros., where he was
foreign chief.

DOS, Goldwyn, With Product Backlog,

Spurn MPEA's Foreign Distribution;

Will Wait to Enter Markets Alone

Ginsberg Due in N. Y.
The Henry Ginsbergs are due in

from Hollywood next Monday (15).

Last trip east made by the Para-
mount production boss was last fall.

David Rose, British head of pro-
duction for Par, accompanies him
east. Studio publicity chief George
Brown arrived in N. Y. this week for

h.o. powwows.

Par Continuing

To B R. Legits
- In contrast to Metro's recent de-

cision to keep away from legit in-

vestments and pre-production deals,

Paramount went right ahead with
the coming season's plans last week
by committing itself for $80,000 In

the new Max Gordon musical, "Park
Avenue." Sum represents 50% of

the anticipated production cost, with
Par not subject to additional call if

expenses exceed the $160,000 capi-

talization.

Deal is strictly a financial invest-'

ment in the production, with the

studio holding no strings on film

rights. Under the Dramatists' Guild
basic agreement, Par will have to bid

on the open market against any other

comers if it desires to screen the

show, which has a book by Nunnally
Johnson and George S. Kaufman;
music by Arthur Schwartz and lyrics

by Ira Gershwin. Kaufman will

direct.

Par's enthusiasm for legit verttures,

as against Metro's bowout, represents

the difference in success the two
companies had on Broadway during

the past season. While it cost Metro
coin. Par clicked neatly with a pre-

production deal on "Dream Giri." It

(Continued on page- 26)

Top indie producers, including
David O. Selznick and Samuel Gold-
wyn, are refusing to go along with
the majors on joint distribution of

American product abroad by the Mo-
tion Picture Export Association, Eric
Johnston, prez of the MPEA and the

Motion Picture Association, has been
urging the independents to sign with
the Export Association in the inter-

est of presenting a common front

abroad and a number of indies have
signified their Intention of. joining

up.

Important indies, with a . large

.backlog of product that has never
been distributed overseas because of

the war, feel it to their advantage
to take a chance on going it alone in

the 13 countries where the MPEA
will jointly distribute as a means of

"fighting a monopoly with a monop-
oly." The countries in which MPEA
will operate are primarily those

within the Russian orbit, and in

which, there is state control of the

film industry.

Selznick and ' Goldwyn, ' however,
while they won't join the' MPEA,
will not break down industry unity,

they say, by distributing in. the 13

countries. They have elected just

to sit the thing out and wait until

conditions change and they can go in

on their own, rather than to compete
with fellow-producers and the

majors.
Principal objection of the Indies is

that they will have no means of dis-

posing of their heavy backlogs in the
countries. MPEA will distribute

only a limited number of films In

(Continued on page 21)

Bogarts' Strawhatter
Hollywood, July 9.

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall are slated

' for late summer
strawhat appearances at Stamford,

Conn.,, in a revival of the William

Saioyan play, "Time of Your Life."

Other Hollywood thesps on the

strawhat trail are Charles Korvin,

at the Barter Theatre, Abingdon,

Va„ and June Clayworth, due for

appearances with the Yorktown
Players. Gregory Peck is about

ready to return to Hollywood after

aclinfe wilh a Massachusetts hayloft.

National Boxoffice Survey
Holiday Week Boosts Biz— 'Life,' 'Reservations,'

•Smoky,' 'Kid; 'Sisters' Pace Field

Mulvey's European 0.0.

James Mulvey. pre* of Samuel-

Goldwyn Productions, leaves New

,
» quota law e'nnVted' iV Briuin. >

Yo, 'k lor Lo"«°" ' b -
v air Wm0rrow

"lit lilm companies will be unable lo j

(Thursday) on a survey tour that s

Withdraw their coin because it wilt
i

cxpcclccl to take about si\ weeks,
be blocked. "

' Mulvey, in addition lo a looksce

fo
"laJO>"cause for loss of. support '

ai the picture situation in -.England,
01 the loan has been the English will visit Paris and oilier continental
"caimcnt of the Palestine question, cities.

Long July 4 holiday weekend is

pushing biz at most key cities to

new highs for the summer this

stanza.- In many spots actual take

will compare favorably with a year

ago despite torrid weather that sent

many to outdoor spot's.

The Big Four this session, each

doing $200,000 or better in keys

covered by Variety, are "Stolen

Life" (WB). "Smoky". (20th), "With-

out Reservations" (RKO) and "Kid

From Brooklyn" (RKO), in order

named. Other big grosser* in the.

top eight bracket are "Two Sisters

From Boston" (M-G). "Postman

Rings Twice"' (M-G), "Blue Dahlia"

(Par) and "To Each .'His Own" (Par).

Other-films doing well this stanza

take in "Anna" (M-G) "Bad Ba:-

c'lmb"" <M-G), "Stranger" (RKO).
Human Bondage" (WB), -Well

Groomed Bride-- (Par). "Bride

Wnie Boots" (Par), "Easy To Wed

"Kid From Brooklyn." new Danny
Kaye starrer, really got going,

with bookings in five cities be.-ides

N. Y. where it continues its long

money run. Film is near a record

in Pittsburgh, great in Minneapolis,

sock in Boston and smash $75,000 in

two L. A. spots.

"To Each His Own" teed off nicely,

being smash in Chicago, colossal in

Denver where the best new picture,

fairly good in Minneapolis and okay

in Boston. Additional dates for

"Dahlia" took it up higher in ratings.

Same is true of ''Bad Bascomo"'

which is tall in Omaha, fine in K. 'J ,

great in Seattle and. nice $42,000 in

Boston.
"The Stranger" shapes as -winner

on basis of showings in Cincinnati

and L. A. It's sock in former :md
lousing $45,000 in three L. A. ihej-

tres. "Bondage" looks especially

strong because so big in N. Y. where

Schwartz May Produce

Single Picture for Ent.

Arthur Schwartz, who produced
"Night and Day" for Warner Bros,

and is currently composing "Park
Avenue" to be presented on Broad-
way by Max Gordon, may align

with Charlie Einfeld's Enterprise
Productions on a one-picture dial

next year.

Einfeld and Schwartz have been
associated on the Coast, dating from
the WB stretch.

'

.
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With War's End Newsreels Plan Keener

Competition Instead of Manpower

Pooling; Theatre Television Threat

Roach Rents Lot Space

To Small, Cowan
Hollywood, July 9.

Hal Roach rented stage and studio

space to indie producers Edward
Small and Lester Cowan.

Contracts go into effect as soon as

new office space is available on the

lot.

Return of the American newsreel '

"

to that highly competitive stains

comparable with the 1930 era, is in

the bfflrig with wartime roto cover-

age and so-called agreements on ex-

changing clips out the window.. Sev-

eral factors are forcing this swing

Al Capp (
4
Lil Abner')

Would Film His Cartoon
. Al Capp, creator of "Li'l Abrier,"

is peddling screen rights to the car-

toon strip. Capp has a story line

worked out for a picture and is

to individual newsreel coverage but !
desirous of making a package, deal

the alertness of the reels' executives I

to the expanding fleid for that

twice-a-week short probably figures

as a deciding factor. This, plus the

fact that the home office green light

'has. been given to this expansion,

points to greater competition in the

field.

Full realization that they would
face' tough sledding if the coverage
setup was not changed is back of

many newsreel plans. The reels are

confronted by the steady strength

shown by March of Time and This
Is America, news^edltorial ' two-
reelers, with the threat that, others,

notably' Warners, may swing over

to the news magazine Held. Certain
newsreel execs admit that innova-

tions and new ideas are required if

the reels are to hold biz. They .have
seen how M. of T. and others gain

a foothold when the newsreels have
little better to offer than perhaps
one timely clip per week. The more
enterprising news editors see this

wide-open field for newsreels elim-
inating the dull ; sameness that

marked so many reels during the
war.

Perhaps an outstanding develop-
ment by the newsreels will be ex-
pansion of international news, in-

terest in world events stemming
from the war, United Nations and
stepped - up communications. In-

cluded in - plans for additional for-

eign coverage is Paramount's pro-
posal to extend its reel out of Paris
and 20th-Fox Movietone's plan to
expand overseas coverage out of

London. In addition Metro now is

expanding in Europe via its Paris
reel operations headed up by W. P,

Montague, formerly assignment ed-
itor of Paramount newsreel. Re
ports from France are that the im-
pact of his operations already are
being felt: in European newsreel
circles.

Admitting that color likely can't

(Continued on page 21 )
:

to do the scripting hir.iself.

Charles Ross, general professional

manager of Barton Music, Frank
Sinatra's song publishing outfit, is

handling the film negotiations for

Capp. RKO made a picture based on
the cartoon in 1940.

60 U. S. PK OK'D

FOR SHOWING

IN JAPAN

Sam Goldwyn's 'Mitty'

And Tears' Due Via

RKO in Next Year
Samuel Goldwyn is expected to

release two films via RKO under the
12-month extension of his pact, re-

cently negotiated with the distrib-

uting company. Pictures will be
The Secret Life of Walter Mitty"
(Danny Kaye), in Technicolor, and
"Best Years of Our Lives," starring
Teresa Wright, Fredric March,
Dana Andrews, Myrna Loy and Vir-
ginia Mayo.
Plans by Goldwyn to establish a

distributing company of his own
have not been dropped, but merely
placed on ice temporarily until the
producer can line up other indies
turning out the type product he de-
sires, his New York reps insist. They
point to constant - additions being
made to Goldwyn's sales staff as the
nucleus of his own distributing or-
ganization.

Nevertheless, under terms of his
RKO contract, Goldwyn cannot re-
lease pictures through any other
agency for the next 12 months. Pact,
incidentally, extended under the
producer's option, again gives him
the- 17V£% distribution fee, which
is reputed to be one of the lowest
in the industry.

James Miilvey, Goldwyn v.p. over
sales, will leave New York for Eng-
land July 15. He'll be gone about a
month, surveying conditions in Bri-
tain and on the continent. .

About 60 U. S. film features have
been okayed by the War Dept. and
State Dept.. for showing in Japanese
theatres. Country now has only
slightly more than 1,000 theatres as

compared with 1,850 houses before
the war.

'

While long the custom to have a
commentator explain what is going
on in a pic, use of an m.c—known
as benshee—now will be done via

soundtracks. In intervals between
spoken lines in English, the Japa-
nese' commentator will tell about
the action via recording.

Korea will see films with English
dialog but preceded by 10-mihute
prolog spoken in Korean to explain
the forthcoming' action and to iden-

tify the characters. These sound-
tracks also are being 'recorded in

Japan and attached to each film.

Just before the war, .XL'S, films
represented - about 16% of revenue
derived from total playdates there.

Earlier' American fare took up con-
siderably more of Nip playing time,
it being figured a profitable market
for U. S. films until, the government
installed so many restrictions and
partly froze distrib revenue.
Some pix now playing: or about

to be released in Japan include
"Casablanca,"- "Remember the Day,"
"Keys of the Kingdom," "Once Upon
a Time," 'Going My' Way,

-

' "Corn
Is Green," "The Uninvited," "Lost
Angel," "Here ' Comes Mr. Jordan,"
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "Tall in
Saddle," "Vines Have Tender
Grapes," "Gold Rush" and "His But-
ler's Sister."

Weekly shipments of current U. S.
releases go over to be received by
the U. S. Army of Occupation, mem-
bers of which see the same films
that are being released for first-run
playdates there.

Silyerstone, Bolle

Sail, Former to 0.0.

AH Europe for 20th
Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox In-

ternational prexy, left . yesterday
(Tuesday) aboard the Queen Mary
for England and an extended tour

of Europe: ' He was accompanied by
Otto Bolle, new 20th managing di-

rector for- Great Britain, who. re-

cently, succeeded Francis L. Harley.

Latter was named managing director

for Europe.
Silyerstone will attend 20th's Brit-

ish soles meet in London starling

July 19,. where he will introduce
Bolle, former Australasian director,

to the British, sales staff. Harley is

slated to preside at the convention
as his bow-out activity there before
taking over his new post in Paris.

Silverstone will introduce Harley
to the Paris staff . and will then
travel with Harley to every 20th of-

fice in Europe, to let Harley meet
the 20th reps and to give the entire

European situation an o.o. Silver-
stone is expected to bring back a re-

port on how soon construction can
start on 20th's proposed new studio
in England and on what countries to

break the ice for the company's re-

cently-announced foreign 16m dis-

tribution plans.

Silverstone is expected' back at the
h.o. in early September.

Truman Boosts Free Screen As ATA,

Govt. Chiefs Huddle on Cooperation

Trend to Serials Pays
Off Big in Mpls. Area

Minneapolis. July 9..

A new trend. ba.ck to serials is

starting to make itself felt in the ter-

ritory,' according to film exchanges
here!

Il has developed to the extent that
in. some of (he small towns the ex-
hibitors are running programs com-
prising serials exclusively on one or
two nights a week.
. The Nodak theatre, Windmere,
N. D.. was one of the first to inaugu-
rate the serial nights, and Fred N.
Nelrick, its owner, says the innova-
tion' is proving profitable.

Grey Gets Par Timers
Hollywood, July 9.

Harry Grey, recently inducted as a
producer at Paramount, has been
handed the chore of whipping up a
number of musicals to use Cass
Daley, Diana Lynn and Billy De
Wolfe.
Grey checked into Paramount after

handling tunefllms for a number of
years at Republic.

STRANGE OYERUSAGE

OF 'STRANGE' TITLES
By - a strange coincidence, there

are 12 pictures on release this season
or coming, up that, include either
"strange" or "stranger", in their
titles. The season before the word
"tomorrow" was being overworked.
So far this season Universal has

had two pictures known as "Strange
Confession" and "Strange Conquest."
Others sent on release are "Strange
Impersonation" (Rep), "Strange Mr,
Gregory" (Mono), "Strange Tri-
angle" (20th) and "Strange Voyage"
(Mono), while on the way are
"Strange Love of Martha IverS'
'Par), "Strange Woman" (UA) and
"Strange Holiday," British-made to
be released in this country by Elite

In the "strangers" column are
"Three--Strangers" (WB), already
released and two that arc coming
up, "Welcome, Stranger" 'Par) and
"The Stranger" (RKO).

DON L0PERS COUTURIER

BIZ FOR PIX AND LAYMEN
With growth of independent pro-

duction, new scheme of a service
agency to handle details of sets,

costumes and clothing for the indies
has been set up by ex-dancer Don
Loper, who until recently was in

charge of similar activities for Ar-
thur Freed's unit at Metro. New out
fit, labeled Design Associates, Inc.,

will plan sets, costumes and cloth-
ing and actually itself produce
costumes. Besides the theatrical
phase, DA will merchandise clothes
to femmcs at retail.

Loper is currently in New York
confabbing with Mainbocher, Valen
tina, Tina Lisa and other, top cou
turiers whom he hopes to bring to

Hollywood for jobs on specific pic-
tures. By centralizing their activi-
ties and making them available to

a number of indies at once, Loper
hopes to be: able to .offer top de
signing talent that an . independent
couldn't get or would find too ex :

pensive.

Financing Loper. are Joe Drown,
hotelman, who will be v.p. of De-
sign Associates, and Charles North-
rup, of Northrup Glove Co: Bentley
Ryan

,
will be Loper's assistant.

Building has been acquired on The
Strip in Hollywood, providing work
rooms as well as offices.

Loper, who'll hold the title of
prexy of DA, returns to the Coast
next Monday (14). In addition to
supervising sets and costume designs
for Freed, Loper was associate pro-
ducer of "It's a Pleasure" for In-
ternational, and was choreographer
and dancer in a number of films. He
was a tcrp pard for Ginger Rogers
in "Lady in the Dark."

Uite« to Quebec Conv.
Bill Scully, Universale sales chief;

F. J. A. McCarthy, company's
southern - Canadian division man-
ager, and E. T. Gomersall, recently
named general sales manager of En-
terprise, have gone to Quebec
where they will speak at the sales
convention of Empire - Universal in
that city this week.'- .

Alt Perry, head of Empire-Uni-
versal, is conducting the sales meet.

COL PREZ UPS

HISSHARESTO

145,934
Philadelphia, July 9.

Activity in Aim Industry stock was
sluggish last month, according to the

latest report of the Securities and

Exchange Commission, made public

today (Tues.).

Largest transaction recorded is ac-

quisition of 3,559 additional shares

of Columbia Pictures common by

Harry Cohn, bringing his holdings

up to 145,934 shares.

Four trusts made the accounting

during the report period in, the han-
dling of Paramount stock. The T. G.
LaTouche trust reported disposition

of . 2,000 shares of Paramount Com-
mon, bringing its total to 4,000. The
N. Griffis trust sold 1,000 shares,

making its holdings an even 4,000.

The F. K, Griffis trust and the W. E.

Griffis trust reported holding 3,000
and .1,400 shares of Paramount, re-
spectively.

J. Cheever Cowdin reported hold-
ing 11,637 shares of Universal com-
mon. Cowdin also reported sale of
315 common warrants, making his
total in this type of security stand
at 80.451. The Cheever Corp., a
Cowdin holding . company, reported
having 577 shares of common and
1,084 common warrants. Daniel M.
Sheaffer, Philadelphia, sold 200
shares of Universal common, making
his total 20,407.

Washington, July <)

Freedom
, of the screen

, was ,ie .

scribed as an "important attribute
of our democratic system" yesterday
(Monday) in a letter from President
Truman to Si H. Fabian,, prexy 0 f
the American Theatres Assn. Tin-
man letter was' turned over io
Fabian as ATA and Governmental
officials sal down together at the
Mayflower Hotel to work out a form
of continuing cooperation between
the theatres, and the Government.
ATA offered to cooperate fully,

providing official pix offered for ex-
hibition were short,, factual and non-
controversial, Government ex-
plained that they still need plenty
of help from the industry.
In his letter, Truman also desig-

nated the Office of War Mobilization
ft Reconversion .to serve as a clears
ing' house for all ' Government re-

quests for screen time. OWMR has
actually been in this position since
last March, although il did not get
the full White House blessing until-

yesterday.
Truman wrote in part:

"May I again renew my thanks to

the motion picture exhibitors and the

film industry in general for its

splendid wartime service. I should
like also to point out that any as-

sistance that this Government may
request of any part of the fllrr in-

dustry must not be interpreted as

interfering in any way with com-
plete freedom of expression and
complete' freedom of the screen.
"At a time in contemporary his-

tory when freedom of expression is

being jeopardized in many parts
, of

the world, I want the film industry

to know that freedom of the .screen

is an Important attribute of our
democratic system and must be
firmly protected."

Get Acquainted Powwow
Session was in the nature of a get-

acquainted meeting at which both

sides aired their views. Present for the

Government were John R. Steelmnn,
OWMR director; Secretary of the

Treasury John. Snyder; Attorney
General Tom C. Clark; Secretary of

Commerce Henry R. Wallace; acting

Secretary of the Navy John Sullivan;

Gen. Omar N. Bradley, director of

the Veterans Administration; Price

Administrator Paul A. Porter; An-
(Continued on page 21)

N. Y. to
Ann Corio
Joseph H. Curtis
Dennis. Day
Paul Hollister

Raymond Katz
Herbert Lannard
Lou Quinn
N. Poter Rathvon
Sidney Reznick
Arthur Schwartz
Charles Tobias

L A;

N Y. to LONDON
Robert S. Benjamin •

Sidney Bernstein
Nate Blumberg
Otto Bolle
Joseph I. Breen
Matty Fox
James Mulvey
Charles D. Prutzman
Joseph H. Seidclman
Murray Silverstone
Leo Spitz

N. Y. to PARIS
Rene Clair

OVER 100 DUE IN A.C.

FOR WB G0NV. AUG. 5-7
Warners' sales convention, being

held Aug. 5-7 in Atlantic City simul-
taneously with the company's na-
tionwide celebration of the 20th
anni of talking pictures, will be. at-
tended by WB's theatre executives,
bringing the total delegation to more
than 100. Ben Kalmenson, v.p. and
general sales manager, will preside
over the sessions.

Home office theatre contingent
will include Harry Mi Kalmine,
president and general manager of
Warner Theatres; Harry Goldberg,
ad-publicity director; Clayton E;
Bond, head, film buyer; Leonard S.
Schlesinger, president and g.m. of
WB Service Corp.; W. Stewart Mc-
Donald, comptroller, and Rudolph
Weiss, real estate department head.

L. A. to N. Y.
Ted Allen
Leonora Corbett
Jeanne Crain
Jo-Carol Denison
Cathy Downs
Jean Gillis

Henry Ginsberg
BernarcT Herzbrun
Kurt Kreuger
William- LeBaron
Paul Lukas
Jack McGowan

- Winnie O'Keefe
Abe Olman
Joseph Pevney
Otto Preminger

.

Max Ree
David Rose
Oliver Sabin
Ed Segundo
Phil Silvers

David Street
Margo Woode
Jack Wrather

ATA's Rebuttal To

N.Y. Times' Blast

For Nixing U.S. Short

Blast levelled against the Ameri-

can Theatres Assn. Sunday (7) by

Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times film

critic, for the ATA's thumbs-down
decision on "Seeds of Destiny"' tor

play in the nation's theatres was
"entirely unjustified," according to

ATA execs. Crowther didn't stop to

realize, they said, that theatres have
to please their audiences in order to

remain in operation and "Destiny"

is the kind of short that would drive

patrons away from the boxoffices.

In his Sunday feature column,

Crowther demanded that "some-
thing be done to forward factual

films," declaring that "ever since

wartime incentives were relaxed on

the movie theatres, some exhibitors

have put their feet down firmly

against the showing . of informa-

tional films." Critic claims that

"Destiny," two-reeler produced by

the Army for its Screen Magazine

service, "comes closer to stating the

reason for sending food to starving

lands than any yet."

Short, unlike the Army's "Don't

Be a Sucker," which Paramount is

releasing gratis, hasn't been taken

for distribution by "any major re-

leasing machine and the ATA. will

not sponsor it," Crowther pointed

out. He said that ATA's reasons for

nixing the short—that it was too

long and too "tough"—didn't hold

water. "Tough it . is beyond ques-

tion, in that its evidence is' shock-
,

ing and grim," he said. "But so is

the world around us. Is this thought

to' be kept from the screen?"
ATA execs, commenting <>n •

the accusations, declared that H

wouldn't do the Government any

good to have them approve the film

for national showing in membe/
theatres if nobody came to see it

and that running the. short would

probably hurt the theatres' busi-

ness. Despite charges that it's pu'1
'

ing an ostrich on world problems,,

the ATA will not reconsider its nix

on the picture unless it's cut from i

its present 18-minute running time.
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Uudy Lawrence Exits Korda, Helprin

Upped As VP; Welles Trio in London
Morris Helprin, produclion exec in" •

he United States lor Alexander

Korda has been upped to v.p. ol

London Film Productions, Inc., pro-

ducer's American company, and

will handle all of Korda's interests

here lollowing the shakeup over

the weekend which resulted in the

ousting of Laudy Lawrence ,and

Arthur Fields. Lawrence was prez

of London Films and Fields, his

brother-in-law, was v.p>

Korda himself lias taken the title

of president. He arrived in the

United States two weeks ago from

England' and Lawrence, who was on

a tour of. Latin America,, came north

to meet him. It is known. that there

was a hot and heavy dispute between

them, "believed to be over the ex-

clusivity of Lawrence's contract.

Pact, sighed in November, 1945, was
for three years but. Korda maintains

that Lawrence abrogated it and is

refusing to pay off on the time it

still has to run.

Lawrence was formerly director

of foreign distribution for 20th-Fox,

managing director for Metro in

Europe, supervisor of the foreign
department of United Artists and,

during the war, on the staff of the

Office o* War Information.
Orson Welles Deal

Korda, before ' leaving New York
for the Coast last week, tied up the

deal he has with Orson Welles to

produce three pictures in England.
First will be "Around the World,"
musical currently at the Adelphi,
N. Y„ which Welles wrote, directed,

produced and is starring in. Korda
had a pre-production deal on .the

screen fights, which called for no
down payment but, as is mandatory
under the Dramatists' Guild basic
agreement, 15% of the show^s gross
each week. Ceiling is $200,000.
Favorable deal was obtained, in

part, via Korda's advance to Welles
of part of the coin due him under
his three-picture commitment.
Welles needed the money to help
finance "World." He'll go to London
late this year, following completion
of a picture at Columbia, for which
he likewise got an advance. He's
not expected to start actual filming
abroad until next spring. There's a
good possibility that he will not
write the script himself, but he will
direct.

Just Curious
Chicago, July 1.

Assistant manager Ed Chro-
back of the nape Schindler was
across the street at a tavern one
night last week when he 'saw

flashlight beams in the lobby.

He ran over .to se« what was
going .on, and was promptly
bopped on the head by burglars

who were carrying off a 500-

pound safe.' They got away with

$200. .

Film showing was "Lost

Weekend."

Goldwyn, Korda

Aim at Int'

Rene Clair Plans New
Dubbing Idea for His

1st RKO French Film
Producer Rene Clair is slated to

leave for Paris later this week to
begin production on the first of the
features which he's turning out un-
aer .his new two-picture contract
with RKO. He'll probably fly, de-
pending on transportation available,
ana will be in France until late De-
cember.

First film, tentatively titled "Si-

JfS
e '.ls

f?°
Wen " will be shot en-

tirely in Paris at the Pathe Studios,
v-iair said. Producer declared he

ii
P
»t
d

» get Raimu tor the lead.

• £rench star has recovered
sufac,entiy from his recent automo-
wie accident to return to work.

Hnk£
lr wlU experiment with a new

w«;i"g ?rocess on an American
version of the film, which he hopes

«n'
11 bett« for the Ameri-

can audiences/ System does not en-

Xn!l"
t0matic dubbing with its syn-

tt!°"
,za,l

?
n

.
he said, but is to leave

aln.
m

.

ostJmPortant parts of the di-

ennll „
the

,

Ffench language, withenough English subtitles for the au-

ir,l m •?
get complete understand-

Pativ^
It

t
r
-

Robert Plrosh is accom-

work i« ,m
A
on tr ip to helpwork on the American version.

about nu
ai

,

d
.
he h°Ped t0 "turnS phrlstmastime with a finalprim of the film.- Upon his - return

sePLiat
/d .

t0 begin w°rk on thesecond feature for RKO, but the
fwry pr0perty for the latter has not

will k u
selc<:ted. Second picture

.'he Mid
ent'rely on the Coast,

Frpnil u
Paris is-the second for the

of th»
orn Producer since the end

thPr. \

W
V- He sPer»t several months

hk J8? ^mmer laying plans for

FxenoK
du^lon and surveying the•«ench production facilities.

' I: J .

Hollywood, July 9.

Samuel Goldwyn and Sir-,Alexr

ander Korda were aboard a yacht
somewhere off the California coast

over the weekend, huddling on a new
distribution combination' aimed at the

world market. Understood the two
producers are also discussing the .es-

tablishment of an American . distri-

bution outfit to replace Goldwyn's
current releasing pact with RKO,
which has less than a year 'to run.

Talks continued at the Goldwyn
studios Monday (8). They are en-

tirely exploratory, however, with ho
immediate results to be expected.

Departure Thursday (11) of James
Mulvey, Goldwyn Productions prez,

for England; while Korda is here,

may be taken as an indication that no
deal is imminent.

Report is that the foreign release

project calls for the product of the

two film-makers to be distributed in

the United Kingdom by Korda's
British Lion Company, and in

France, Belgium and French colo-

nial territory by Korda's Regina
Films:

Interchange of production facili-

ties, with Korda using the Goldwyn
lot in Hollywood and Goldwyn uti-

lizing the Korda setup in England,
is another point under discussion.

Korda is cooking up films starring

Cary Grant, Paulette Goddard, Bing
Crosby and Orson Welle-, and is

planning to make at least one of

them in Hollywood.
During his 10-day stay in town

Korda will confer with Republic's
Herbert J. Yates. Last March he
made a pact calling for British-Lion

distribution of Republic product in

Great Britain for 10 years.

RKO, Loew's Wed. Opening

To Offset Weak Weekends
With a view to offsetting usual

weekend slump during the summer,
the RKO and Loew circuits in the
Greater New York area this week
begin moving up change days from
Thursday to Wednesday.
Thought is to get people earlier

in the week with new shows, bol-

stering Wednesday's' business, which
after weekends would' leave only
two tailend days on each week for

the late comers.
While a summer experiment, if

working out advantageously both
the Loew and RKO chains may go to

a permanent Wednesday opening.
Not included in the plan is RKO's
Palace; Loew's State and Capitol,

on Broadway, and this circuit's New-
ark and Jersey City houses.

FUTURE B O. DIP
Lack of showmanship being dis-

played by exhibitors in selling the

films playing their houses is start-

ing to seriously disturb distribution

execs. Several majors, primarily
Metro and RKO, have started actual
campaigns to get exhibs- back into
the business of selling pictures to

the public and considerably more ef-

fort at promoting showmanship
among theatreowners and house
managers is in prospect.-

Lack of exhib salesmanship at the
moment isn't what's worrying the
distribs so much as what such leth-

argy will mean in. the future. Al-
tHough they feel

. that' the take-it-
or-leave-it attitude of potential in-

come now, they know that b.o.s will
continue to coast along profitably on
the momentum of the excess coin in

the public's purse . (unless inflation

gets to it first). What's particularly
bothering the distribs, though, is

that exhibitors will have completely
lost their sense of showmanship
when income begins to level off in
a few years, and a two-inch pro-
opening ad in the local gazette is no
longer sufficient to fill the pews.

Exhib' aid in publicizing, exploit-
ing and advertising films, which
gradually decreased during the war
years, has now just about hit bot-
tom, according to the distribs. As
one publicity-advertising chief re-
marked in New York last week:
"I'm optimistic about the future, be-
cause exhibitors couldn't possibly
give us any less help than, they're

(Continued on page 49)

10,000 Feet of Bikini

Shots Cut for All 5

Reels' Thurs. Release
The five newsreels will release

the Bikini atomic test pictures in
the next issue that hits the theatres
tomorrow (Thursday), newsreelers
being unable to edit the mass of
about 10,000 feet, of material in time
to niake the first-of-week edition.
Most reels used their cameramen
and footage from the Navy to as-
semble their story. The atomic test

story figures to lead all newsreels
next issue.

Newsreels on the atomic bomb for
release tomorrow are reviewed on
page 8.)

Bill Park. Navy commander in
charge of the naval newsreel di-
vision, arrived in Washington from
Bikini late last week with more
than 100,000 feet of film and still

pictures. Much of the footage had.
still to be delevoped, and all had
to be viewed for approval by the
composite security panel at Wash-
ington.*

Park described the color motion
pictures as "the greatest' material in
tint ever done by newsreel camera-
men." The newsreels do not plan to

use the color pictures because of

the obvious delay they would en-
counter in getting them through the
laboratories for sufficient number
of prints at the present time; Com-
mander

U and UWP Toppers Sail to Explain

To Rank & Co. the Possible Sales

Effects on Britfix Via New Decree

It's Fabulous
Hollywood, July 9.

Hollywood once was colossal;

now it's going "fabulous."

In the offing are Charles W.
Rogers', "The Fabulous Dorseys,"
Bebe Daniels' "The Fabulous
Joe" and Universal's "The
-Fabulous Gertie."

Cots 3d Sales

Conv. in 3 Mos.
Confusion which prevails among

the Little Three as to how the re-

cent industry anti-trust decision hits

them, is evidenced by . Columbia's in-

tention to hold its . third sales con-
vention in as many months in Chi-
cago Aug. 3. Universal likewise may
be forced into having another con-
clave of at least the execs of its field

staff to explain to them its decision

on sales policy. United Artists is

fortunate in having originally set its

convention for later t.\is summer.

Companies, as a matter of fact,

haven't yet come to a decision, on
whether the decree outlined by the

Special Federal . Statutory . Court in

New York makes it legally incum-
bent upon them to sell pictures

singly or whether they can proceed
as before. Col and U both have been
peddling a whole season's program
in advance.

(Reports from Minneapolis indi-

cate that Columbia salesmen, re-

suming sales of 1946-47 product after

a month-long halt, are making deals

with exhibs for "one or all" of the

company's 42 scheduled features on
a tentative basis. Buyers are being
bound to renegotiate any pacts in

accordance with provisions of any
final decree agreed to by the U. S.

District Court of Appeals, the De-
partment of Justice and the dis-

tributors. This policy was disclosed

at a district meeting of the sales

force conducted by Ben Marcus,

midwest district- manager.)
The court decision, by coincidence,

came at a particularly bad time as

far as virtually all companies are

concerned. It hit just after they

had set the dates and made arrange-

(Continucd on page 21
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Commish Claim
Estate of Myron Selznick Is

preparing suit against Marianne
O'Brien, film actress, for $1,200 for

commissions due that office. It's

claimed that the Selznick agency

obtained a contract for Miss O'Brien

with Warner Bros., but actress was
subsequently paid oft after dismis-

sal, by the studio.

Miss O'Brien was brought to the

studio's attention after a role in

"Johnny Two by Four," in New
York.

RKO, COL JOINT LOT

KEPT UNDER WRAPS
Hollywood, July 9.

Proposition for the purchase of 625

acres in Los Angeles county as a

studio site to be owned jointly by
RKO and' Columbia .was reported

here, but officials of both companies
maintained a mum attitude. Deal

would involve an investment of

$3,500,000 for the real estate.

Land is part of the old Lucky
Baldwin estate. Understood the deal

calls for both studios to share the

"back lot," while occupying separate

office buildings.

HOLLYWOOD' TO BATOFF
Hollywood. July 9.

Directpr task on "Hollywood

Story" at 20th -Fox goes to Gregory

Ratoff, with Sam Engol as producer.

Victor Mature will play the male

topper, with Cathy Downs as femme
star.

Possible modifications or changes
in the relationship between Univer-
sal, United World Pictures and J.

Arthur Rank may result from the
huddles to take place in London next
week between "the top hlerachy of U,
UWP and the British film magnate.
Switch may be brought about by the
industry anti-trust decree which, it

is believed, will seriously crimp the
grosses anticipated from British-

made product.

Importance which attaches to the

confabs is seen in the ranking per-
sonnel, scheduled to participate, in

addition to the fact that they, were
all just over to England for Rank's
worldwide convention in April.
Among those on the Queen Mary,
which left New York yesterday
(Tuesday), is Nate. J. Blumberg, U
prexy, who would embark on such a
mission only if it were of prime im-
portance.'

Accompanying Blumberg are
Charles D. Prutzman, U v.p. and
general counsel; Matty Fox, prez of
United World; Joe Seidelman, prez
of Universal International; Robert
Benjamin, prez of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, Inc., and an of-

ficer and general counsel of both'
UWP and Eagle-Lion, another Rank
affiliate, and Leo Spitz, chairman of
the board of International, which re-
leases through UWP. J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of Universal's
board, is already in London.

Single-Selling proviso
Stumbling point in the decree, as

far as British pix are concerned

—

and this will affect Eagle-Lion as
well as UWP—is the stipulation re-

quiring each film to be sold sepa-
rately. Although UWP intended to
sell

, all of its pictures individually
anyway, there was nevertheless a
tie—whether invisible or not—be-
tween the Rank films and the In-

ternational product, with which it

was to be alternated on the release
schedule. International's program
calls for high-budgeters with top
marquee names that could mean a
lot in the way of grosses to British

product which American exhibs as
(Continued on page 21)

Government Acceptance Of

Scophony Offer in Doubt
Spokesmen for the U. S. Justice

Dept.'s anti-trust division declared

yesterday (Tuesday) that they

doubted there was anything in the

present offer to negotiate by. de-

fendants in the Scophony anti-trust

suit that would make it acceptable

to the Government.
Defendants, including Paramount,

Scophony Corp. .of America, ' and
General Precision, of which 20th-

Fox is the largest individual stock-

holder,' "persumably offered what
they thought would be: acceptable."

the spokesmen said. "That doesn't

necessarily mean that the Govern-
ment will approve. It's possible,

however, that things might be

worked out."

Rumor that the defendants had
made the proposed offer of settle-

ment was confirmed Monday (8) by
attorney Joseph B. Marker, who's
handling the case for the Govern-
ment. Initial offer was made last

ednesdayW (3), Marker said, and.

included statements by all the de-

fendants, despite the cross-claims

filed against Par and General Pre-

cision by SCA and Arthur Levey,

prexy of the latter organization. If

the Government decides' to accept

the offer, which is presently being

considered, the case will probably

wind up in a consent decree.

It was also confirmed over the

weekend that time for the other de-

f'—iants to answer the counter-suits

had been extended from Monday
(8) to next Monday (15).

"

Rex Harrison Denies He

Plans to Desert British

Pix, Become U.S. Citizen
Denial by Rex Harrison of reports

that he planned to desert the Brit-

ish film industry by taking, out U. S.

citizenship papers and concentrating
on Hollywood is seen by industry
execs as illustrative of the Inter-

change of personnel system being
constantly plugged by film reps on
both sides of the Atlantic.

British film stars coming to this

country before the war usually
nixed all ideas of returning to Eng-
land, preferring instead to take, ad-
vantage of the larger salaries and
better technical production in this

country. List of such actors, includ-
ing Ronald Colman, Greer Garson,
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, etc., is

a long one. Since' the war, how-
ever, and the regeneration of the
British industry under J. Arthur
Rank, Sir Alexander Korda, etc.; the
stars have come to this country on
one or two picture schedules only,
returning to England as soon as
their contracts had been fulfilled.

Harrison denied he planned to stay
in the U. S. in a cable to Rank last

Friday (5). Declaring he was
"greatly disturbed" at the rumors,
he stated emphatically that he would
return to England next April in ac-
cordance with his contract. "I hopa
that my present appearance in major
American productions, he added,
"will prove of value to the. British
film industry on my return next
year."

Before leaving England for Holly-
wood, where he made "Anna and the
King of Siam" for 20th, Harrison
had completed "The Notorious Gen-
tleman" for Rank. Film is slated to

be shown, in this country soon, prob-
ably under the United World Pic-
tures banner.
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"If I were a gentleman

I wouldn't touch

you", he said

. . . and then

he touched

her.



THAT FAMOUS 5 MILLION READER STORY OF AN INFAMOUS LOVE

BY W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM. THIS YEAR'S GREAT DRAMA.

STARRING

ELEANOR Hii-1
withEDMUND GWENN JANIS PAIGE
Directed by Produced by

EDMUND GOULDING • henry blanke
Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold • Screen Play by Catherine Turney

7VG
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Night and Day
(MUSICAL-COLOR)

Warner UiOM. releuw.oC Arthur hohwnr *

production. Stars Cnry Grant. Alexia

Smith; fcmuiv? Monty,..Woidley. Oi.my
Grant

features Monty Woolley;

KlmniH, jiino.Wy.nii.il By Arden.

Srz, Donald Woods. Mary Mnrlin.

Urcclod by Michael Curtl*. S";™" 1''"^

1-Iihm Hoffman, Leo T.iwii.ki'HiI. « I"

llowers; adaptation. Jack .Moffltti camera

ivvorcll Mnrley, W..1. V. Kknll: dame.,

l.cltoy Prlnz: brche-ilrnl arrijngenu'iils " n."

Woolley is capital as the bombastic,
brash ex-Yale piof. as is Jane Wy-
man in her soubret role. Eve Arden
gets much out of her chantoosey
comedienne bit. Carlos Ramirez
registers with "Begin the Beguine,"
as Milada Mladova and George
Zoritch click with, their dance spe-"

cialty in one of the better LeRoy
Prinz dance stagings. Incidentally,

........ .... , ,
.."Night and Day" may well be

production numbers. Hiiy ) « ..lo;;;f. „ >>

f
'-

1 Prinz's best tcrp production job to

SSTSuff^l** blending popular values with

l*.," editor Diivui woisbii.t: ui'iirtE iiircc- good imaginative qualities,

mi-.
' HcischVi Daugherty; -iwoiiii. *«««"«. Mary Martin gets a buildup tor

Jlohi. Uiirke; asm.
TiatiCBlui\v-n. N. Y
ilmc. I3H WINS.
4*«le Pol ler. ......

l,iinln Leo ,'orier.

Ulnim-lf
t'arntc Hill
-i;vu<-ie Karris
Oa>trlollo. . . . ,

Anuiole oirun.-..
Irfon DowlhSs- • •

Nuncy
liernle
Kale l'.orlor

Ward lUiu-khuni.

.

Omer Torlor
Hurt MttMclland.

.

WtlowHky
SiHU'iiiliy sinKor.

:

S peel ii 1 1 y I >n nco r

.

S|reclnlly Diuircr

01 vector

,
July S.

Kmuk
•J II. Kunnlnff

j

Specially Tc*iin...A*lam & Juyne l>i Gulano
Specialty Dancer..
Caleb
Vetey *

O'Hul.onin
Producer
Director
lftt reaches
Mm\ reaches
licmclf>

her "Heart Belongs to. Daddy" polite .

strip, looking better as the sequence ,

....cary Grant progresses, for the lens wasn't too
1

....vtexiK simiii kind to her in the fosepart. Estelle.
xl

y!]JJlv VimlSS
' Sloan clibks with a sensational tap

"
i'i ne wyiimn routine which should catapult her to

j

'.nvc Albion further attention.' The rest are bit*:

.vicuir Kiancon but solid such as French impresario

nonithV^Maio. 5 Victor Francon,-- Selena Royte as

Tf»m D Aiu»rc:i 1 Porter s mother, and Henry Steph*
Selena )to>ie;enson is capital as his grandfather.

Also Alan Hale, Donald Woods,
Paul Cavanagh, among others.

Unseen but well heard
.
stars of

"Night and Pay" are the musical
artificers who have done a corking
job of mixing the Porter music and
serving it so palatably. Ray Hem
dorf rates particularly in this con

. Dnnalil ^WhihIh
.Henry Sh»phyn8«>n

1'aUl Cavananh
. .Sin Human

. . .Cit rifts Hamhez
. . ..MiladH ^(lailovn

emvo y.orlloh

Miniature Reviews
"Night and Day" (Musical;

Color) (WB). Cary Grant and

Alexis Smith in sockcroo fllmusi-

cal.. Smash boxoffice certain.

"A Scandal In Paris" tOne
Song) (UA). Slow-moving pe-

riod piece with Carole Landis,

Signe Hasso, George Sanders.

"Danger Woman" (U ). Dull

program melodrama. .
.

"I Sec- a Dark Stranger"

(GFD). Deborah Kerr" in Brit-

ish-made spy whodunit; looks

fair for U. S.

"Life and Miracles of Blessed

Mother Cabrinl" (Roma). Ital-

ian 'rnadc documentary will ap-

pear only to Catholic audiences.

"Avalanche" (PRC). Mediocre
murder mystery -.located'.' in. and

. around a mountain skiing lodge.

invasion plan; Meetings In book-
shops, tunnels, hotels and on the

Irish border warm up to the escape

of
l

a spy under the noses of British

Intelligence, the death of Huntley in

an exciting tunnel chase at night and
Iho gradual dawning on the colleen s

mind that she is the victim of

wicked Nazi conspirators. Also that

her Irish blood has fooled her.

Weakness of the film is that Miss

Kerr's ' stubborn anti-British cracks

arid dumb motivation are not suf-

llcicrit to give her character reality.

The defect is worked off in a spirit of

engaging irresponsibility, with good

old Irish blarney takes the place of

common-sense. Maybe it will do be-

cause the heroine is attractive type

despite her plain appearance.

Deborah Kerr's performance regis-

ters well. Trevor Howard, supported

by Garry Marsh and a host of comic
Irish cronies, docs extremely well

and should increase his popularity.

Moving in fresh and unusual back-
grounds, this picture certainly should

give Irish :Amcricaiis. in the U. . S.

something to enjoy. Euet.

Kslellc 3Ioun
. . iOlllVCnCO Muso

. .^oliil Alvln
. . . . .George . itilcy

Howard .
KrrerilMll

. . .Uoliby WiitH'in
... ..Jithi. Peiir.soh

. . . . . lU-rmnn UliiK

. ..^.Mury Muriln

notorious performance, being given
none of the accoiitreinents necessary

. to a dashing outlaw, while the char-
acters portrayed by Tamiroff and

.. , -.. j - .. . Gene Lockhart, the jealous husband.

1ctl2n u
for h,l P 1

:
0*"^10" numbers

, arc resolved in froth. Precocity of

ah
or=nestiated and macs- . baby sjster j.o Ann Marlowe is tough

troed. All the music credits are i 0 take,above par. '

'

"Night and Day" is Warner Bros,' I

:nr.-.„
keynote production in connection iP.aBger n.ma

"Night and Day" is a smash
will mop up from New England to

New Zealand. It has everything.

So much for tlje boxoffice equa r

tion. But there are other elements
about .this almusical, based on the
career of Cole Porter, . which war-
rant accenting. . Primarily it is, per-

haps, the best of the songsmith
biographicals to date.'-

There's also this about "Night and
Day"—it's the first biographical
about a vibrantly alive and active
showman-songwriter. While George
M. Cohan lived to see his career
immortalized in celluloid, he was an
ailing man. Then, too, where other
film biogs have had a tendency to
barely touch salient details, the
Porter, yarn loses none of the song-
writer's real-life impact.
A season hasn't gone by without

some new set of Cole Porter songs,
and the extent of his prolific and
memorable catalog of hits .well nigh
staggers the auditor of this 128-min-
ute cinematurgical unfolding.

It's to the credit of director Mike
Curtiz, producer Arthur Schwartz
and the combined scripters that they
weighed the fruitful elements so in-
telligently, and kept it all down as
much as they did. Many a complete
routine and portions of others must
have wound up on the cutting room
floor/ Wisely all steered clear of
making this a blend of "and then I
wrote'r and a Technicolored song-
plug unspooling.

Here's a guy to whom nothing more

,i with the company's current- buildup
campaign to celebrate the 20th anni-
versary of sound. As with "Don
Juan," "Lights of New York" and
"The Jazz Singer," which 20 years
ago helped WB create a new film
era, "Night and Day" takes its place
with the screen's distinguished mo-
tion picture entertainments. Abel.

A Scandal in Paris
(ONE SONG)

United Artists relcnrc of Arnold Pivbh-
burger |iroducth>h; associate producer. Fred
I'rewburger; stum Ueorxc Sande.s. signe
Hnuo. Cimile l-imlls; rralures Aklm Tii-
mlroll. Gene Lwkhn.t. Directed Uy Dduk-
las Silk, .Srrcenplny, Elli.i Mt. Joseph:
Imsed on the lite* or Kugcnf-l-'rnni'olH
Vldoc<i; camcrn,' Guy noe; inuKlc, Hans
Elnlcr: hfst. director. Joe Depew: etllio'r.
Al Joseph. Tnideshown July I), sn. nun-
nlnK time. 100 MINN.

' Vldncq. . .; ;C«oicc Sanders
Thereye sidne Mdbko
'•oreltn Carole Ijindh
Kmlle...i . ..Aklm Tamlrorr
Klchel ...Gene I^>cl<tiort
Hlml Jo: Ann Murlowt
Mnrqulse Alma Krurcr
Moudon Alan Napier
Uncle Hugo Vladimir Sokolorl
t>rlen..... Pedro tie Cordoba
Moillste Leona Markle
Pnlnter.... KHU I-elber
roualn Pierre. . Skrlton Knagga
..'nualn Gabriel.. ...Fred Numev
Aunt Ernestine.. Glsella Werblsceit
Little Louis Marvin Davis

Hollywood, July 6.

Universal release of Morgan B. Cox pro-
duction. Features Brenda Joyce, Don Fvr-
ter. Patricia Morlron. Kathleen Howard,
Mllbum Stone. Samuel S. Hindu. Directed
by 1-ewl.i D. Collins. OrlKlnal screenplay,
"i>sef Mlschel; camera, >laury Gerlsmnn:
lltor. llunnoll Schoennarth. Previewed at

the stiiillo, July i. rtuiinlng time,

SO MIX*.
Claude nuppcrt...-
.lune....
Kvc Ruppert
crald King. . . ...

Sears..
Kddle..
I.nne
Howard.
InPi»cclor Pepper.

.

.exciting happens than that he's born
to millions and stays in a. "rut" for i j ~L^-W*CZZ~u~^Zi
the rest of his career by making more

l ?ffo d̂ «?S? 1^-t.'-al boxoffice,. boosted

A picture whose physical assets
in the. person of Carole. Landis may
cause it to be tagged a second "Out-
law" emerges as pretty weak fare in
spite of elaborate mountings
Marquee value of the cast , should

money. One of the script's dialogic
cians perhaps tried to cue the sophis-
ticated film fan by having one of
the theatrical manager characters
;observe that Porter's stuff is too
sophisticated; perhaps he should
have started poor on the East Side
like so many of the other show biz
personalities.
The plot, per se, therefore is

static, on analysis, but paradoxically
it emerges into a surprisingly inter-
esting unfolding. A real-life ambu-
lance driver in World War I, Porter
is shown with the French army.
Alexis Smith plays the nurse whom
he marries; she's previously intro-
duced as of an aristocratic family.
And thereafter, save for a fall off a
spirited steed which has caused
Porter much real-life sufferings be-
cause of broken legs which never se1
properly, the footage of "Nitjht and
Day is a succession of hit shows
and hit songs.
The tunes are chronologically

mixed up a bit-^a cinematic license
with which none can be captious—
and the romantic story line takes
the accent principally in that Miss
Smith seeks to get lier husband
away from the mad show biz whirl
of London and Broadway. The plea
to hide away in their villa on the
Riviera plays better, than it sounds.
Its not stuffy. The aura is all of
constant success and the atmosphere
is lush for the major portion of the
picture. The title song is properly
insinuated as the personal theme
song of Linda and Cole Porter's pri-
vate lives.

The talents are socko even though
their opportunities are limited.
Firstly, Cary Grant as Cole Porter
underplays and does his chores ex-
ceedingly well, especially as the
film progresses. He's a bit old for a
Yale undergraduate in the early
sequences.
Ginny Simms fares best of the

featured femmes, looking a bit
like Ethel Merman and handling
some of Miss Merman's show tunes

—

"Got You Under My Skin" (with
Adam & Jayne Di Gatano standouts
in the accompanying ' terps); "Just
One of Those Things," "You're the
Top" (with Grant) and "I Get a
Kick Out of You." She's first in-
troduced as a music demonstration
counter chirper to Grant's piano-
pounding, at the time when he re-
fused "help from his family and, with
Yale professor-actor Monty Woolley
(playing himself), tried to . break
Into show business.

.........Don Porier
, Urenda Joyce
..Patricia Morlson

Mllburn Stone
. .Samuel S. Hindu
. Kalllleen Howard

.Ted Iteclit

, Leonard East
.Charles D. Blown

by the title, although there is little

to cause scandal as filmgoers know it.

Taking better than an hour and a
half to unwind, "A Scandal in Paris''
moves lethargically through the
story of Eugene-Francois Vidocq.
French criminal of the Napoleonic
era who graduated from the under
world to become Paris' chief of po
lice, and was reformed on the way
by love. The cast, competent with
few exceptions, has been* handed a
loosely strung-together, cliche-ridden
scenario which too successfully man-
ages to talk around situations that
might have become exciting had they
been filmed.

Pic is introed by George Sanders
as Vidocq,. narrating his early his-

tory. Story actually begins with
Sanders in jail at 29, a tier a life of
thievery and feminine conquest. He
and cellmate Akim Tamiroff escape
and begin a partnership, in crime
which ends abruptly as Sanders' love
for Signe Hasso, the daughter of the
man he had duped into appointing
him police chief, causes him to turn
honest. Plot takes Sanders and Ta-
miroff through a series of talky epi-

sodes to the final denouement.
Story's motivation is weak, char-

acters poorly drawn, with few lines

given Miss Hasso, and Miss Landis, as

thte waterfront singer, carrying far

more than her thespic talents can
support. Latter's feminine points arc
thoroughly outlined during her se-

quences. Sanders is forced to a mo-

Mild ' program melodrama with
little entertainment to offer. Plot
tries for timeliness by using atomic
research as background but is never
exciting enough to sustain audience
interest. It's a budget production
slated for lesser situations.

Wordy script and static situations
militate against performances and
direction fails to give proceedings a
lift. Don Porter is a young scien-
tist working on a formula for com-
mercial use of the atom. Aiding is

Brenda Joyce as bis secretary. Ro-
mance between two is complicated
when scientist's wife reappears
after a three-year absence. She
joins forces with crooked Interests
seeking to st£al formula. A few
murders and other standard metier
formula material are tossed in but
pace under Lewis D. Collins' direc-
tion moves slowly to the obvious
conclusion without excitement It
has all the appearance of off-the-cuff
film-making with little display of
expert craftsmanship.

Patricia Morispn tries hard with
the wife role, proving okay as femme
menace. Miss Joyce and Porter have
thankless roles that never gain much
color as .written. Milburn Stone,
Samuel S. Hinds, Kathleen Howard
and others do their best with assign-
ments in this Morgan B. Cox produc-
tion lUTanrv rlartcmqn'F y*iw*—tn*t anJ

Life and Miracles of
HlesMid Mother Cabrinl

(ITALIAN-MADE)
Cldye Klllol. release nf noma Films (fea-

ture dociimenntry) pWaluclloii. Stars La
Oheduizl. Dhcicd by Aiierllo JlaillMunl.

Commentary by Itev. Clem* McCarihy.
Tradeahown. N. V.. July S, '4b. ttunnlng

time, TO MINS. •. „ •

, ,

Blessed Mother Cuhrllll La Chedunzl

Slater Deltlna. . . .... . .Mlla Lanaa
:onvlct .......... ........ • .LulrrBadolntl

Doctor Uennaro Quaranta

merit lasting 68 minutes picture is
mediocre. »

Bruce Cabot,, starred, is an agent
of the Treasury Department assigned
to track down a tax evader who has
taken refuge in a far western, re-
mote mountain lodge, assisted by
Roscoe Karns. Their technique
leaves much to be desired in the
light of how they

. go about their job
as secret service men. Plot, in the
main, revolves around several mur-
ders designed to lay hands on a lar^e
amount of money the tax evader is

known to have with him! It's all

very routine and drab, highlighted
by a lot of talk and not much ac-
tion.

Production values rate much
higher than cither the direction or
the boilerplate story, an original by
Andrew Holt which to a certain ex-
tent follows the Grand Hotel for-

mula.

Cabot's performance is marred, by
lack of material, this also being line
of Karns who in a couple minor in-

stances is looked upon tb supply
comedy relief. It's not there. Love
interest, never reaching a high pilch,.

supplied by Helen Mowery, a
guest at the skiing lodge: Others,
none outstanding, Include Veda Ann
Borg, Regina Wallace, John Good
arid Philip Van. Zandt. A tarne
raven who walks up and down a bar
in the lodge, carrying empty glasses

back to the barkeep, is also in the
supporting cast. Char.

tion. Maury Gertsman's lensing and
other technical credits are standard
for budget expenditure. Brop.

'Resistance'
"Resistance," French - m a d e

picture opened at- the. Irving

Place, N. Y., was reviewed in

Variety Dec. 5, 1945 under the

original title of "Peloton D'Ex-
ecution" when it opened in Paris.

Running time is nearly the same
as in present version but English

titles have been added. Review
said it . held out thin hopes for

the American market but that

realistic scenes of ill treatment
of French prisoners by Germans
and of their execution' in

batches of four, might help put
this over with some audiences.

Reviewer' lauded the acting but
doubted the timeliness of the

subject — covering underground
work of the Maquis—even for

French audiences.

I See a Bark Stranger
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, July 4.
'

General Film Distributors' release of
Individual .Pictures. production. ' Stars
Deborah Kerr, Trevor Howard. Directed

Frank Launder.. Screenplay by Frank
Launder, Sidney Gllllal, Wolfgang Wllhelm.
Camera: Wilkie Cooper. Wllllnm Allan. At
Odron theatre, rtuiinlng lime, JI2 -MINH.
riddle Cjullllc Deborah Kerr
David Uayncs ...Trevor tlownnl
Miller Raymond Huntley

Biographical film of Mother Ca-
biini in feature-length docuriientary

form is being released commercially
in the U.. S. to .

coincide with, the

canonization of the Chicago-born
nun in Rome last Sunday (7). Pic-

ture is straight religious' fare and its

appeal outside the Catholic audi-

ences is definitely limited. It will

irobably be played in the arty

louses in .key cities and as a one-
day attraction in smaller towns
where the exhib can cooperate with
the Catholic church in his locality

for best results.

Produced in Italy by Roma. Films,
religious pix outfit, the picture was
probably not meant to have any en-
tertainment value, as such. English
dialog has been dubbed in, along
with an English commentary pre-
pared by Father Cletus McCarthy.
Film suffers from a technically poor
soundtrack, which, coupled with- the
Italian accents of the principals,

makes it difficult to understand.
Editing job also is ji.s.g., the se

quence of events being interrupted
several times by newsreel shots that

seem to have little relationshio with
that part of Mother Cabrini's life

being depicted.

Picture traces the career of the
nun, snowing the. events that the
Catholic church has accepted as

miracles and that led to her canoni
zation. Her influence oh the social

development of both Chicago and
New York is told in full, with scenes
showing the schools, hospitals and
boulevards bearing her name.

Acting by La Cheduzzl, as Mother
Cabrini, arid the other principals is

stilted. Emphatic gestures and eye-
rolling is reminiscent of the early
Hollywood output. Many of the
newsreel shots, taken in the early
part of the century, are jumpy and
the photography, on the whole, suf
fers from poor lighting. Sin I.

l/llomn.e Aa (iiaprau Ronri" ("Man
With a Hound JIat") (KKENCH). c. I'.

K. .Gaumont release .of Alclnit produc-
lon: Stars rtHlmu; features Aime Cla.iuml.

Glsele Casadesos. Allelic Mery, Helena,
Manton, I<ucy Valnor, .Mlchellne Houdtt,
Jeanne . Jlarken; Louis Seignior. Directed
by Pierre Billon. Based on Dostoievsky's
novel, "Eternal Husband" ; adapted hy
Charles Spa all and Pierre Ilrlrt. Camera,
Nicolas TtoporltofT. Reviewed In Paris.
Runnlof time, to MINS.

Captain Gon.lhiisbaml

.

Lieut. Spanswlck
Danny QuIUIc
lincle Joe
Uncle Timothy
Mrs. O'Mara..
Ml. hael O'Callaghan .

.

Mrs. Kdwards .

I'rrcnrp Delancy
Ofcar Trycc

.Carivy Marsh
...Torn .Macaitlay
....W. O'Gormnn
. . .Marry Webster
. . . Llam Redmond

Marie Auit
lliefnl O'Rnnrko

.Olga Lindo
:...Kddle GnMen

David Ward

New Foreign Film

Avalanche
PUC release or Pat Di Cicco production.

Slats Hrtlce Cabot; feature.* Iloseoi' Karns.-
Heleir -Mowery. Veda Anil Rorg. Directed
by Irving Allen. Story and ndnplatluii,
Andrew l-loll: editor. LauiSf Saekln: cam-
era. Jack Grcenlialgh. At Ilialla. N. Y.,
week July -">. '-III. Running time, OH MINS.
•Steve llatchellor.
Red Kelly
Ann W'alson
t'lnlre Jeremy. .

.

Mrs. Carlton Mo
Svo'n Worden . . .

,

Mnlone
Mr. I 'ai llml .Min i

Austin Jeremy. .

,

.Duncan

.lean
Sam
Rnrieniler.
Joe, the Raven..

-Bruce Cabot
lloSrae. Karns
Helen Mowery

........Veda Ann Uorg
Ileglna Wallace

lohn Cnod
. .. . .Philip Van Zand I

Eddie Parks
Wjllon Graft

...Harry Hays .Morgan
Kddle Hjans
Kddy Waller
Syd Saylor

.Ay Played by Himself

The Gilliat-Launder- writer-pro.
ducer team turns but a nice little

comedy-thriller, strong in pictorial
values, though whodunit fans may
find some flaws. It should do fairly
well in the world market, but ;

it has
no smash highlights. Instead ;it

simmers along with . a continuous
(low of easy laughs. - The big fight at
the end, in a bathtub and a murder-
ous chase in a tunnel are the only
real punches in ' the picture, and
this fight seems thrown in. simply
to provide a climax. Film looks a.

fair possibility for U. S., but title

^may have tb be changed.

Antt-Briti'sh cracks in the manner
of Shavian comedy, and at least one
anti-American crack, give a provoca-
tive air to the whole production. The
story shows an increasing mastery of
technique from the Gilliat-Launder
boys. Dialog is natural.

Deborah Kerr, teamed with the
personable Trevor Howard, is an
Irish girl born in the bitterness of
Black and Tan history and anxious to
show Britain where she gets off. In
Dublin, London, Devonshire and the
Isle of Man, she gets involved with
a Nazi spy gang headed by Raymond
Huntley, hot on the trail of a D-Day

The only reward—and not enough—for tolerating this tedious, routine
murder mystery laid in and around
a winter lodge in the hills of Idaho
are the good outdoor backgrounds
and the nuiineroiis scenes which fea-
ture expert skiing. As entcrtain-

'Great Day'
RKO's "British - made, "Great

Day," starring ,Flora
;

Robson.
and Eric Portman, will be
tradeshown in this country next
Wednesday (17). Picture, origi-

nally running 82 minutes in Eng-
land, has been cut to 69 for the
U. S. Caught in London by
Vaiiictt on April 13, 1945; com-,
.went, in part, was: "This story
of Eleanor Roosevelt's visit, to

an English village had scant

.

success as a legit play. This film
version has much to commend
it, yet is not wholly satisfying.

Looks mild for the U. S...

.

makes for pleasing entertain-

ment, of .the .. second • feature
class.''

Raimu is shown as the drunken
widowed father who lets his child,

Lucy Valnor, die to spite Aime Clari-
ond after discovering latter was his

dead wife's lover. Raimu, strong local

draw, gives a good performance.
Juvenile Miss Valnor looks realis-

tically unfortunate but Clariond is

given to shouting. The solidly mor-
bid Russian character, study of a

man's hate for another is not enter-

taining fare. Bluenoses might object
to several scenes including the one
where Raimu is shown in a brothel
hiding a coin in his clothes so the
girls' will paw him to find it. Not
much hope for U. S. market.

BIKIW NEWSREELS

NOT TOO ATOMIC
Films of ' the atom, bomb test,

which artived in the United States,

Sunday (7) , and are being dis-

tributed by the newsreels this week,

would be a disappointment were the

public* not already conditioned to the

fact that the Bikini blowup was a

bust as far as spectacularity goes.

Radio description and the still pic-

tures radiophotoed from the scene
made it evident that yoii couldn't, ex-
pect to see much more than that tre-

mendous mushrooming column of

smoke—and you don't.

There's only one brief Ixceplion.
That's the scene filmed by an auto-
matic camera set up on the atoll it-

self. . It's a highly vivid depiction of

the explosion sweeping across the

scope of the lens, leaving a capital

ship a mass of wreckage as it passes.

Naturally, it is a momentary shot,

yet in it is caught all the horrendous
power of atomic fission, as it almost
leisurely sweeps like a puff of smoke
across the screen and leaves a

twisted giant in its wake.
Otherwise, Fox-Movietone (which

was the reel caught, although all five

companies were, serviced with the

some material) editors have done a

valiant job of building interest by
providing shots of the gigantic cloud

.

from a half-dozen different angles-

Interesting, too, of course, are Hie

clips of the Superfortress takeoff 1o

drop the bomb,, the closeups of the

crew, and the scenes in Bikini har-

bor as Navy and Army officers in-

spect the damage.
Apparently the hurry to dispatch

the footage, plus the fact that much
of the harbor and many of the ships

were still radioactive at the lime,

negated the possibility of including

more extensive scenes of the damage
done. Lengthier closeups of the sub-

marine Skate and other badly

wrecked ships, plus the .
animals

aboard and other human interest,,

would have added materially to the

reel. That'll all be food, however,
for later, issues. :»

Movietone is sending out the atom
footage as a regular issue, although

the reel contains no other clips. It

runs about 850 feet, approximately
100 feet longer than the usual ricv.:'-

reel issue. Other companies are giv-

ing the material similar treatment.
Herb.
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Metro's Move Into Reissue Field

Indicates Growth of That Market

Indie Exhibs in Minn. Area Line Up

Vs. Compulsory% in Regional Meets
Minneapolis, July 9. -t:

North Central Allied, Independent
' exhibitor organization, now. claim-

ing the largest membership of any

such body in this territory in Indus-

try history, is holding regional meet-

ings throughout the area to line up
the independents in a finish .fight

against compulsory percentage and

the employment of local checkers in

the smaller situations.

First of the' meetings was held this

•week at Fargo, N. D., with north-

western Minnesota and North Da-
kota independent exhibitors in at-

tendance. Don Swartz, North Cen-
tral Allied executive secretary,

asked the exhibitors to join in a

united front against compulsory
percentage.

Swartz pointed out. that in the

Twin Cities the independent ex-

hibitors, with a few exceptions, have
finally succeeded in forcing distrib-

utors to : offer alternate deals—per-
centage or flat. The same thing can
be accomplished for the small-town
exhibitors . if the latter "will stick

together," he said.

A demand" will be served on dis-

tributors to eliminate local check-
ers, Swartz announced.

Still Another Rank

Unit (Prestige Pix)

Aims at Snreseaters
First release' of Prestige Pictures,

newly-created J. Arthur Rank unit

to handle U. S. distribution of the
Rank films not being released by
United World or Eagle-Lion, will

probably hit the market by late

summer or early fall, according to

Lawrence A. Audrain, recently ap-
pointed as veepee over ad-publicity
for the outfit,

Prestige chiefs, including Audrain
and prexy Lawrence J. McGinley,
have spent the last several weeks
screening the pictures available to
them. No definite sales plan or policy
have been set yet and plans for
physical distribution of the features
are still , under wraps. It's likely,

however, that they'll probably be
handled by the Universal exchanges
until United World gets its own
system of exchanges in operation,
after which the latter will take
over.

Although there will be approxi-
mately 32 pix a year left after UWP
and E-L get their first choices,
Prestige will handle only about half
of these, Audrain said. Pix will be
aimed for the arty houses in some
14 key cities with over 500,000 popu-
lation and emphasis will be put on
those pictures that might die com-
mercially but which would be ap^
predated by the audiences pa-
tronizing the arty theatres. Each
film will be sold singly and the new
outfit is expected to assure the art
nouses of sufficient product.

Prestige output will be played at
the usual admission scale charged
by the arty houses, Audrain said.
It's possible' that several features,
might lend themselves to special
roadshow handling, as "Henry V,"
J>ut these are expected to be limited
to one" per year.

SCREEN SCRIBS WOULD
CHANGE NO-STRIKE PACT

. Hollywood, July 9.
Screen Writers Guild has recom-

mended a change in the basic work-
ing agreement clause that binds
writers not to strike. Recommenda-
tion will be presented for a general
membership vote later this month,
idea was prompted by the treatment
ot senpters by pickets during the
recent two-day studio strike.

.
SWG explained that it had no

intention of seeking to scrap the
basic agreement with the studios,
°ut wants an understanding oh the
w-strike clause. Guild announced
"s intention to join with the Screen
Actors -and Screen . Directors organ i-

.",0" t0T better protection of tal-
ent during walkouts.

Film Labor Coin Drops
Sacramento, July 9.

Average weekly wages for film
workers fix May dropped to $82.38,
according to the California Labor
Statistics Bulletin. They were $84.37
in April;

Average hourly earnings for May
were $1.73, against $1.81 for April.

Schine Must Give

Up 33 Theatres
Buffalo, July 9.

' Holding unacceptable the plan of-
fered by Schine Chain Theatres,
Inc.. for a realignment of its theatre
interest's,. Federal Judge John
Knight, in District Court here, ruling
that realignment was not practical,

has directed adoption of a plan im-
posed by the court and ordered the
divestiture 'by the Schine chain of

.theatre's in Ohio, Maryland, Ken-
lucky and New York.:

Sale of Schine's interest in all the-
atres except one was mandated by
the court in 16 towns in New York,
11 in Ohio, two in Maryland and
four in Kentucky. New York towns
include

. Amsterdam, Watertown,
Corning, Seneca Falls, Cortland,
Salamanca, Geneva, Oneonta, Herki-
mer, Ogdensburg, Ilion, Newark,
Little Falls, Malone. Lockport and
Canandaigua. All except two of the
Schine theatres in Auburn and Os-
wego. N. Y.; Lexington, Ky„ and
Woosler, O., were ordered sold, and
existing pooling arrangements in

Medina and Fostoria, O:, and Syra-
cuse are to be dissolved. Names of
the theatres which the chain elects
to. retain must be listed with the
court within 30 days.

*

The Schine circuit would divest
itself of about 80 of its 1G0 houses
under the Government's plan. In his

opinion, Judge Knight held that
divestitures as ordered were neces-
sary to effectuate the policy of the
Government for "restoration ot free
enterprise and open competition
amongst all branches of the motion
picture industry.''

A trustee will be appointed as

agent of the court to ascertain the
value of the theatre interests in

question and to negotiate and close

the sales. 1

6 MAJORS STUDYING

N.Y. SOPEG DEMANDS
Representatives of six major pro-

ducer - distributing companies met
among themselves last week to di-

gest and discuss demands of the
Screen Office & Professional Em-
ployees Guild. New York, for a
straight $10 increase and improve-
ment in working conditions, but so

far have not acceded to the request

of the union for immediate negotia-

tions.

In addition to wage Increases ef-

fective July 27. when the present
contract runs out, SOPEG wants a

closed, shop, dues checkoff, arbitra-

tion of all disputes, a 35-hour, five-

day week, three-week vacations
with pay alier five years of service,

and a pension plan calling for a

minimum payment of $100 a month
at 60 years of age or after 30 years
of service.

Companies involved are Loew's,

Paramount, 20lh-Fox. RKO. Colum-
bia and United Artists.

Disney Inks Edwards,

Grade Fields for 2
Hollywood, July

(
9.

Gracie Fields and Cliff Edwards,
were inked by Walt Disney for two
separate features. Actress will-nar-

rate and sing in a picture still un-
titled. Edwards will star in "Fun
and Fancy Free.''

In addition. Edwards sighed for a

second feature, to be made next
year.

Minneapolis, July 9.

Pointing out that the crippling .or

elimination of- OPA "will undoubt-
edly result in substantially in-

creased living
,
costs, which will

leave the vast majority Of people
less to spend on amusements," North
Central Allied, independent ex-
hibitors organization here, is calling

upon distributors to "anticipate the

situation" and adjust their 1946-47

film prices "radically downward."
'

In demanding that distributors

lake into consideration "impending
less favorable conditions for the ex-
hibitors," president Benriie Berger
of the body declares that "it stands
to reason that living costs will take
a' much larger slice of the average
person's income" and that, gener-
ally speaking, luxury purchasing
power

. Will decline considerably,

with consequent probable sharp fall-

ing off in theatre attendance as
price indices rise:

"The white collar class and un-
organized labor that comprise the

bulk of theatre patrons will have
increasingly iess real income and
will have to tighten their purse
strings as far as amusement-spend-
ing is concerned," Berger. insists.

"With the new selling season about
to start, it behooves distributors to

take the new adverse factors into

their calculations."

B.O. Reflects Baying Lag
Berger asserts that the boxoffice

already, is starting to reflect the im-
pending; reduction in purchasing
power, with attendance now in a

downward trend. The territory's

two major circuits, the Minnesota
Amus. Co. (Paramount) and RKO
Theatres, however, dispute this con-
tention. They claim that patronage
during the. past few weeks, since

the nickel to a dime raise in ad-

mission scales, has started another
climb.

The boost in admission prices,

now pretty general among; indepen-
dents as well as with the major
circuits, has not had any adverse
effect whatsoever on the volume of

theatre attendance, as some thought
it might, the circuit heads say.

Some had feared that exhibitors
"had waited too long" to tilt their

scales and felt it was the wrong time
ot the year to take such action, but
it's declared the public reaction has
left nothing to be desired and busi-
ness is oh the upswing.
Exchange branch managers say

that excellent farm conditions are
in prospect for this territory indefi-

nitely and should spell exhibitor
prosperity for several more years.
They are unconvinced by the North
Central Allied arguments coming on
the eve of the new selling season.

Trend's Pix for Foy
Hollywood, July. 9.

Bryan
.
Foy, studio chief of Eagle-

Lion, inked Charles Trenet, recent
French import, as 'writer, singer and
actor. It's his U. S. pic debut.
Trenet will write an original story,

"Of Thee I Dream," in which he will
star.

Variety Club Musical

With Entire Par Roster
Paramount-, yesterday' (Tuesday)

announced the deal it recently made
with R. J. O'Donnell, national chief
barker of the Variety Clubs- for a
ft I musical with a club background.
Title will be "Variety Girls."

Reported that the deal calls for

$50,000 and a participation of profits

of the picture.

The largest name cast ever as-

sembled, by Par will appear in the
musical, including Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope, Ray Milland, Betty Hut-,
ton. Alan Ladd, Dorothy 'Lamour,
Paulette Goddard, Barry Fitzgerald,

Joan Caulflcld, Veronica Lake, Wil-
liam Bendix, Sterling Hayden^
Diana Lynn, Sonny Tufts, William.
Holdcn, John Lund, Robert Preston,
Gail Russell, Billy Dc *[olfe. Mac-,
donald Carey, Cass Daley, Marjorie
Reynolds, Arleen Whelan a n d
others.

Production is scheduled to begin
in August, with George Marshall
directing and Danny Dare produc-
ing.

M-G Titles New

Reissue Dept.
•New Metro sales department an-

nounced last week by- William
. F.

Rodgers, veepee oyer sales, to han-
dle both Metro's new slate of re-

issues and the foreign pictures the
company is distributing domes-
tically as regular releases has been
officially titled the Reprints & Inv
portations Division, It's headed by
William B. Zoellner, who was upped
to the post from, the branch man-
agership of the Metro Atlantic ex-
change.
Increased number of films the. new

division will make available to ex-
hibs is expected to help ease the
product shortage in key city subse-
quent runs and in first runs in the
small towns. Shortage is the re-

sult of the logjam of. pictures await-
ing first runs in the keys. In an-
nouncing the reissue program last

week, Rodgers declared he ex-
pected some of the oldies to play
the major houses in the keys, but
with the tremendously long runs
being enjoyed by new pictures in

those situations now, it's expected
that the smaller, houses will offer

a much more fertile market.
Reissues, which will be aimed

primarily at the juvenile audiences
who haven't seen the films before,
will be offered at the rate of about
five or six a year and will be sold
singly, same as with the foreign im-
portations. Census figures, show,
according to Metro execs, that be-
tween. 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 juves.

become regular theatre patrons each
year. If a picture is .reissued after

five years, they claim, there", are
more than 10,000,000 new customers
for it. Reprints presented under the

new plan, Rodgers said, "will be of-

fered on the basis of their technical

superiority, which keeps them from
being dated in any manner, and on
their boxoffice value." '

[
Rodgers announced yesterday

(Tuesday) the promotion of Tom
Lucy, assistant branch manager in

Atlanta, to acting manager, succeed-
ing Zoellner. Lucy has been with
Metro 18 years, all in the Atlanta

exchange. Rodgers also announced

|
the appointment of Eddie Golden,

I

salesman in the Kansas City area, to

K. C. city salesman and asst. branch
manager, succeeding Albert Adlcr,

who was upped to K. C. manager
last week.

4- Announcement by Metro distribu-
" tion chief Bill Rodgers last week
that the company planned a series
of reissues to be .handled by a sales
organization separate from the reg-
ular staff points up not only the
growth of the reissue biz during the
past few years, but another facet
pioneered by Film Classics, first

company to . make a career out tfl

bringing back the oldies. New angle
introduced by FC and being foU
lowed by Metro is the preparation
and issuance of entirely new adver-
tising and accessory material on the
films.

Habit has always been in the
past that, along with resurrecting
the old prints, companies would
pull out of their files original press
books, posters,, stills, mats, etc. FC
discovered that while the films
themsejves usually were not dated,
the accessory material had an
ancient flavor about it. It was found
that exhibs were easier sales pros-
pects and did better biz with the
new publicity-advertising material.
Now FC even makes up new trailers,

and M-G is expected to do the same,
a practice that was a rarity previ-
ously.

Only recent case of a major bring-
ing out new sales' material for a re-
issue was Warner Bros.' second-
timing of "Born for Trouble" to take
advantage of the popularity growth
of Van Johnson and the appearance
of Faye Emerson, who,, in the in-
terim, had married Elliot Roosevelt.
Another gimmick that Al Zim-

balist, pub-ad chief of FC. has in-
troed is serialization of the reissue
stories in fan mags. He's had.a num-
ber of them, prepared from scripts
of Selznick and Goldwyn pix that
FC is handling, in Screen Romances
recently. Reissue outfit also put out
all new publicity stories in a hew
two-color press boook.
FC has been getting a number of

percentage deals on the Selznick
and Goldwyn reissues. Most deals,
however, are flat rental with a split
after a certain figure is. reached.
Metro likewise will "seek percentage
agreements wherever possible and
sell flat rental in other situations.

H0PPY SETS 'WALLS'
Hollywood, July 9.

Third of the new Hopalong Cassidy
series starring William Boyd will be
"Whispering Wails," based on a story

by Ande Lamb.
. Lewis Rachmil will produce, starl-

ing July 17, for United Artists re-

lease.

MESIB0V UPPED AT PAR;

ENDS TRADE CONTACT?
PaTamount will eliminate the post

of publicity department tradepaper
contact, first time such a step has
been taken by any of the picture

companies. This decision follows the
appointment of Sid Mcsibov, who
has handled tradepapers. to spot of

assistant exploitation director with
supervision of this sphere of. activity

directly under Curtis Mitchell, pub-
licity-advertising head for the com-
pany.

. Until last week Alec Moss was
manager of exploitation. He left Par
to become advertising-publicity, di-

rector for Howard Hughes Produc-
tions in New York.

'

In not naming a successor to Mesi-
bov: on tradepaper publicity, Mit-
chell explains that it- is his plan to

inaugurate less specialized duties for

members of his department, In con-
sequence the dissemination of news
for trades will be spread' among va-
rious members of: Mitchell's depart-
ment.

Reissues Big B.O, in Mex.
Mexico City, July 2.

Two pre-war reissues,"
' "When

Ladies Meet" and "Mata Hari" are
cleaning up for Metro here. Both
are current at the Cine Regis, sub-
sequent-run house.
Films are drawing many Ameri-

cans, both residents and visitors.

Native Son 'Forgotten

Man' in Philly Bally

For 'Centennial' Preem
Philadelphia, July 9.

"Forgotten man" of the 20th-Fox
hoopla in Philadelphia this week for
the preem of "Centennial Summer"
is Albert E. Idell, who happened to
have written the best seller from
which the film was scripted. Idell
is a Philadelphian, but up to today
(Tuesday) afternoon hadn't been in-
vited to the opening at the Fox the-
atre tomorrow night or to any of
the parades, receptions, cocktail
parties, etc., promoted by 20th.
Feeling slighted by all this, Idell,

who was a Philly accountant until
he turned to. novel writing five years
ago, got himself a press agent and
determined to stand by the fringe
of the festivities to' see what was go-
ing on.

Flack sent all Philly. newspaper
city desks a wire this morning in-
forming them that their native son
had been forgotten and that he.
would be available for interviews at
the Bellevue-Sfratford hotel;

P.S.: He was no longer the "for-
gotten man."

HERB STEIN EXITS ENT.
Hollywood, July 9.

Herb Stein has resigned as direc-
tor' of studio publicity for Enterprise
effective immediately. Parting of
the first publicist employee of new
company was friendly,, both Charles
F' ' '

' and Stein reported.
Latter plans opening ' an Indie

flack and exploitation office.
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M-G-M presents VAN JOHNSON • ESTHER WILLIAMS • LUCILLE BALL KEENAN WYNN in "EASY
TO WED" • In Technicolor • Cecil Kellaway • Carlos Ramirez • Ben Blue' «. Ethel Smith at the' Organ
Adapted by Dorothy Kingsley * From the Screenplay "Libeled Lady" by Maurln* Watklns, Howard Emmeti
Rogers and George Oppenheimer • Directed by EDWARD BUZZELL Produced by JACK CUMMJNGS
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£ASY
DOES IT

!

The First engagement of M-G-M's sensational

Technicolor Musical EASY TO WED in 4

Los Angeles theatres day and date is so re-

markable that every showman who has it

booked may look forward to a record-

breaking engagement.
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Holiday Booms L. 1; 'Kid' Sock 75G,-
B»^SU

Dahlia' Big S1G, 2 Spots; Stranger

Rousing 45G, 'Saint' 32G, Both in 3

Los Angeles. July 9- t
Aided by the lone holiday- week-

end and some new sock films, biz is

buomiii'; here. Staying power oi'

several holdovers also is helping.

"Kid From Brooklyn" is taking oft'

on a .smash $75,000 stan/.a in two thCr

aires. Picture did $15,000 on July 4
opening day. "Blue Dahlia" is head-

ing lor great $51,0011. in two. sools

also.
"The Stranger" looks to do rous-

ing $45,000 in three houses. "Hood-
lum Saint" will hit a nice S32.000

al-o in three. Among the holdovers,
"Stolen Life," in three spots, and
"Easy to Wed." in four; both second
week, arc running ncck-anil-ncck at

$55,500 lor each.
Pecond frame for "Smoky" appears

sturdy $53,000 in three hot'scs. Third
week of "Diary of Chambermaid"
will do neat $24,000 or i>c:t in four
locations.

Estimates for This Werk
Rclmnut (FWC) (1.532: 50-$l)—

"Easy to Wed" (M-G) i2d wk).
Sti rdy Sti.aUO. Last week; good S10,-
0011.

Beverly Hills Music Hall iBlu-
hunftld-G&S) (824: 65-$l )—"Diary
Chambermaid" (UA) (3d wk).
Firalts at $3,500. Last week, okc *4,-

500.
Carlliay Circle (FWC) ' 1.518; 50-

$1)—"Specter of Rote" (Rep) ilth
wk). Closes at $4,000. Last week,
good $5,000.

Chiuese (Gr.auman-WC) (2.048; 50-
Sl i-j"Smpky" i20lh) and "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th) (2d wk).
Hefty $10,500. Lasl week, great $21,-
40P.

Downtown (WB) 0,800; 50-$l)—
"Stolen Life". (WB). Big *23,000 af-
ter '.rent $31,300 first session.
Downtown Music Hall iBlumcn-

fdd) (872;. 55-$l )—"Chambermaid"
(UA) (3d wk). Near $12,000. Lastw 'k. o!:ay $14,500.
Hsyplan (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D—

•K: sy to Wed" (M-G) (2d w'.c): Good
$12,000. Last week, stout $18,000

Kl Rey (FWC) (801; 50-SD—"The
Siranger" (RKO). Hefty S10.000 or
near. Last week, "Badmai.'s Terri-
tory" (RKO) (3d wk). good $2,700

m,F°,
ur SUr tUA-WC) (50-85) -

"Walk in Sun" (20th) and "Rendez-
vous 24" (20th). Smart $5,500. Last
week, "Cluny Brown" (20th) (2d
wl;-6 days), neat $4,500.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D— • Hood-

lum Saint" (M-G) . and "Ub Goes
Mmsie" (M-G). Good S7.500. Last
week, "Walk in Sun" (20th) and
•rendezvous 24" (20th), good '$7,500.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumonfeld) (950-

50-.*l>*— "Chambermaid" iUA) (3d
wk ). . Okc $5,000. Last week, neat
$f>;>00.

Hollywood (WB) 1 2.750: 50-$l) —
H[

t0" (W
,
B) ,2d wk)

- Smooth
$ Ki fiOO' a fter socko $26,200 opener. .

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumcn-
fold) (475: 65-85) — "Chambermaid"
(UA) (3d wk. Nice $3,500. Last
week, oke ?

$4,400. =

Loew's State (Locw-WC) (2,404-

, ~7I
„"s'noky" (20th) and

Shouldn't Happen" (20th) (2(1 wk)
S,

1-^1? *25.°W- Last week, smash
$3:1.300.

'°.s
,
Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097:

50-S1) _ "Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d
wk). Good $24,000. Last week, $3C,-
oOO.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2.420' 55-
«•)) — "Passkey to Danger" iRcp)
with Duke Ellington orch on stage
rernfic $44,000. Last week. "Joe Pa-
loolca (Mono) with Lccuonn Cuban
Bovs on stage, nice $20,400.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210- 55-

"Stranger" (RKO). Rousing
$2.i,000. Last week, "Badman's Ter-

$'/o700
(RK0) (3tl wk)

-
closcd with

PunlageR (Pan) (2.812: 50-81) —
^S^Df1

'0
,
1" Brooklyn" (RKO). Great

$38,000. Last week. "Without Reser-
vations" (RKO) (3d wk) and "Truth
About Murder" (RKO) (1 .wk); nice
$12,200.

Paramount (F&M) (3.398; 50-$D—
"Blue Dahlia" (Par). Wow $35,000,
Last week. "Well Groomed Bride'
(Par) and "Hot Cargo" (Par) (2d
wk). $14,500.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.-

451; 50-41) — "Blue Dahlia" (Par)
Stout $16:000 or over. Last week
"Well-Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d
wk). S10.000.
RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890: 50

DO)—"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO).
Smash $37,000. Last week. "Without
Reservations" (RKO) (3d wk) and
"Truth About Murder" (RKO) (1
wk). $13,300 on close.

Rlti (FWC) (1.370: 50-S1) —
"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Mai
sic" (M-G). Strong $10,000. Last
week. "Walk in Sim" i20lh) and
"Rendezvous 24" (20th), hefty $9.-

800,
United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100

50-$l) — "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G)
and "Maisie" (M-G). Good $14,500.
Last week, "Walk in Sun" (20th)
and "Rendezvous, 24" (20th), hefty
$15,800.
Uptown (FWC) (1.719: 50-$l) -

"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't Hap
pen" (20th) (2d wk). Solid $11,500
Last week, socko $15,800.

• Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85) —
"Stranger" '(RKO). Big $10,000. Last

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. $729,600

(Based oh 17 fhealres)

Total Gross. Same Week
Last Year. . .,. .$702,40"

(Bused on 15 t/terif res)

'Corner'-Vaude

SturdyMM.
Washington, July 9.'

Business continues good here al-

though several holdovers are in first-

runs. "Without Reservations," a hot

weather special, is doing a sensa-

tional job at the small-seater Keith's.

"Green Years" is racking up a hand-
some second "week. "Janie Gets Mar-
ried" also is nice. .

Estimates for This Week
Earle.(WB) (2,154; 44-85)—".lanie

Gets Married" (WB). Nice $19,000.

Last week. "Bride Wore Boots"
(Tar). $15,500. .

. Metropolitan (WB) < 1,503; 44-70)—
"Walls Came Tumbling Down" (Col).

Fine $9,500. Last week, "Gilda"
(Col) tm.o.), same.

Capitol (Loew) (3,434: 44-80)—
"Dark Corner" (20th) with yaudc.
Sturdy $28,000. Last week, "Two Sis-

ters Boston" (M-G) with vaude (2d

wk), smash $25,000.

Palace (Loew) (2.370; 44-70)

"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk). Solid

$20,000." Last week, sock $28,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,263: 44-70:

"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (m.o.). Smooth
$8,500. Last' week, "Night in Cas»'

blanca" (UA) (m.o.), $9,500.

Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
"Without Reservations" (RKO). Good
$26,000. Last . week; "Heartbeat"
(RKO) (2d wk), neat $12,500.

Buffalo, July 9.

Trade is strong at most spots this

week. "Stolen Life" is pacemaker,

with "Without Reservations" strong

.second-place entry.

E ; timatcs for This Week
Buffalo (Shea.) (3,500; 40-70) —

Stolen. Life" (WB). Great $20,000.

Last week, "Night in Casablanca'

(UA) and "Fear" (Mono), solid $15,-

°"<ircal Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 40-70)

—"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G)
.
(2d

wk). Sturdy :
$13.000. Last week,

giant $20,000. :
.

«i'np (Shea) (2,700: 40-70)—"Hearts
'.rowing Up" (Par) and "Glass Ali-

bi" (Rep). Okay $8,000. Last week,

Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and
Blondic's Lucky Day" (Col), $8,500.

Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Night
in Casablanca" <UA) and "Fear"

(Mono) I m.o.). Okay. $6,000. Last

we?k, "Do You Love Me". (20th)

i m.o:'), sluggish $4,500.

Lafarctte (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
Walls Came Tumbling Down" (Col)

and "Return of Rusty" (Col). Neat
$12,000. Last week, "Young Widow '

(UA) and "Spider Woman Strikes"

(U), about same.
20lh Century (20lh Cent.) (3.000:

40-70 ) — "W i t h o u t Reservations"

(RKO). Potent $16,000. Last week,

'Janie Gets Married" (WB) and

•Isle of Dead" (WB). routine $9,000.

Hub Hotsy; Kid' Wow 34(1% Own

Oke 28G, 'Bascomb' Nice 42G, 2 Spots

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . ..... ... $3,275,400

(Bflsed oil .21' cities, 183 i/re«-

f res, chiefly /'>'st runs, i'lcludinp

N. Y.) .

Total Gross Sams Week
Last Tear .$3,027,500

(Bnsed on 24 cities, 186 theatres)

'HIS OWN' TERRIF AT

$18,000 IN DENVER
:

Denver, July 9.

To Each His Own" is packing the

Denham, and will show a colossal

total.. "The Westerner" is solid, in

three spots.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)—

"Smoky" (20th) and "Junior Prom"
(Mono), after two weeks at Denver
Esquire, Webber. Big $6,500. Last
week, "Diary of Chambermaid"
(UA) and "Man Who Dared" (Col)

(m.o)., fair $3,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,730; 35-70)—
"To Each His Own" (Par). Colossal

$18,000. Holds. Last week, "Well
Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d wk). fair

$9,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—'The
Westerner'

r (FC) (reissue) and
"Shouldn't Happen to a Dog" (20th)

day-date with Esquire, Webber. Solid

$17,500 or near. Last week, "Smoky"
(20th) and "Junior Prom" (Mono)
(2d wk), also Esquire, Webber, fair

$13,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"The
Westerner" (FC) (reissue) and
"Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th)
also Denver, Webber. Good $3,500,

Last week, "Smoky" (20th) and
"Junior Prom" (Mono) (2d wk), also.

Denver, Webber, fair $3,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 35-74)
"Postman Rings Twice"- (M-G) and
"Wanderer of Wasteland" (RKO ) (2d
wk). Fine $14,000. Last week, smash
$23,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)—

"So Goes My Love" (U) and "Ma
donna Seven Moons" (U). Big $11
000. Last week, "Dark Corner
(20th) and "One Exciting Night'
(Rep), fair $8,500.
Blalto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Cat

Creeps" (U) and "She-Wolf of Lbiv
don" (U). Fancy $0,000. Last week,
"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "Phan
torn Thief" (Col), after a week at
Denver, Esquire, Aladdin, poor $3,
000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"The.

Westerner" (FC) (reissue) and
"Shouldn't Happen to a Dog" (20th)
also Denver, Esquire. Fine $3,500
Last "week, "Smoky" (20th) and
"Junior Prom" (Mono) (2d wk), fair

$2,500.

Cincy Soars; W20G,
'Stranger' 19G, 'Music'

16G, Smash; 'Night' 6G
Cincinnati, July 9.

Several above-par films opening

at five houses this stanza will-help.

Cincy this session. Strong hold-

overs also will help take to mid;
winter proportions. "Stolen Life'

has a slight edge on "Stranger" for

front money, yet not too far ahead
of "Make Mine Music," which is

champed by small capacity of tne

grand. "Green Years" is leading the

holdovers. "Some where In Night"

looks ' fancy at the small Keith's.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 44-70)—

"Stranger" (RKO). Socko $19,000.

Last week. "Cluny Brown" (20th ),

fine $15,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000;44-70)—

'Green Years" (M-G)' (2d wk).
Lush $10,500 after big $15,000 teeoft*.

Holds again.
Gwnd (RKO) (l,430;44-70)—
Make Mine Music" (RKO).
Atomic $16,000, theatre's best in

many months. Stays on. Last week,
Boys Ranch" (M-G), hotsy $8,000.

Keith's (United) (l,500;44-70)—
Somewhere in Night" (20th).

Fancy at $6,000. Last week, -'Sus-

pense" (Mono)' (m.o.), okay $4,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1.400;44-70)— "In
Old Sacramento" (Rep) and "Mur-
der in Music Hall" (Rep). Good
$7,500. Last week, "Two Sisters

Boston" (M-G), fifth downtown .-.osh,

swell $5,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600;44-70)—

'Stolen Life" (WB). Terrific

$20,000. Last week, "Night in Casa
blanca" (UA), great $16,500.
Shuberr (RKO) (2,100;44-70)—

"Night in Casablanca" (UA)
(m.o.). Solid $7,000. Last week
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o.),

fairish $4,500.

week, "Badman's Territory" (RKO)
(3d wk). good $3,500.
Wllshire (FWC) (.2,296; 50-$l) —

"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$12,000. Last week, handsome $17,100
Wlltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l) —

"Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk). Fancy
$16,000 after sock $23,600 opener

Tostman Great

30G Tops St. Loo
. St. Louis,. July 9.

"The Postman Rings Twice" is

grabbing the heavy sugar currently.

Next best is "The Virginian." Trade
is on beam all over town.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,i72;44-65)-

'.'Postman Always Rings Twice" (M-
G). Sock $30,000. Last week,
'Green Years" (MG) (2d wk),
$17,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000;44-65)

'•Green Years '
. (MG) Nice $10,000.

Last week, "Seventh Veil" (U) snd
"Charlie' Chang's Dark Alibi"
(Mono), $7,500.

Ambassador (F&M) (3.000:44-05—
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Dressed to

Kill" (U) (2d wk). Big $13,000 after
strong $20,000 first stanza.

Fox: (F&M) (5,0O0;44-65)— "Vir-
ginian" (Par) and "Made Me Killer''

(Par). Fine $24,000. Last week,
"Smoky" (20lh) and "Shouldn't
Happen To Dog" (20th) $26,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,5*00:44-65)—

"Blue- Dahlia" (Par)' and "Cliiny
Brown" (20th). Good $12,500. Last
week, "Somewhere In Night" (20lh

)

and '"Strange Triangle" (20tli),

$10,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000:50-60)—
Truth About Murder" (RKO) «nd
'Undercover Woman". (Rep) Trim
$6,500. Last week, "Little Giant"
(U) and "In Old Sacremcnto" (Rep);
$6,000.

BflSlon, July !).

OPA's «foldo has failed lo slow
pace here. Holiday and heat boosted
totals higher than they have been
in some lime.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l. lb)

"Without Reservations" (RKO), plus
Dick Stabile orch, Anne Trioln and
Mischa Auer on stage. Great $:»«,.

000. Last week, "Runaround" (U)
with Saxie Dowell orch, Gloria Gil-
bert, others, on stage, big $25,000:
Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $2.40) —

"Henry V ,: (UA) (15th wk). Con-
tinues strong at $8,000 after $8,500
last session.
Fenway (M-P) (1,375: 40-80) —

"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2d wk).
Fair $7,000. Last week, same.
' Majestic (Brand Mage) (1,500; 40-

80)
—"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue) (2d

wk). Faint $5,500. . Last week. $(1,000.

Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80) —
•'Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) -and
"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO). Wow $:M>
000. Last week, "Cliiny' Brown"
(20th) ami "Inside Job" (U), $23,000.

Metropolitan (M-P) (3,467; 40-80)

—"To Each His Own" (Par) and
"Hot Cargo" (Par). Okay $28,000.

Last week, "One More Tomorrow"
(WB) and "Strange Triangle"
(20th), $19,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) and "Hood-
lum' Street" (M-G). Good $20,000.

Last week, "Green Years" (M-G) <2d

wk), $19,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—

"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2d wk).
Fair $14,000. Last week, $13,000.

State (Loews) (3,200: 35-80)—"Bad
Bascomb" (M-G) and "Hoodlum
Saint" (M-G). Good $16,000. Last
week. "Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk ),

$11,000:
Translux (Trahslux) (900: .30-74)—
Bedlam" (RKO) and "Gentleman
Misbehaves" (Col). Good $5,000.

Last week. "Perilous Holiday" (Col)

and "Girl Timberlost" (Col), $M,50().

Tremont (Brand Mage) (1.500; 40-

80)—"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue). (2d

wk). Feeble $7,000. Last week,
about same.

L'ville Hot, Biz Ditto;

'SmokyM9G,'2Sis'18G
Louisville, July 9.

Business at theatres and the
weather- are both hot this week
Patrons seem show happy currently
Both big seaters, Rialto with
"Smoky" and Loew's . State with
"Two Sisters from Boston," are
catching strong returns. Strand with
"In Old Sacramento" and "Night
Train for Memphis" looks fine at

$8,000.
Estimates for This Week

Brown (4lh Avc.-Loew's) (40-60)
—"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (m.o). Likely
okc $4,800. Last week, "Heartbeat"
(RKO) (m.o.), $3,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)— "Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G) and

"Blonde Alibi" (U). Nice $1,800,
Last. week, "Little Giant" (U) and
"Miss Susie Slagle's" (Par), about
same.
Loew's Stale (Loew's) (3,300; 40

60)—"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G)
and "Walls Came Tumbling Down 1

(Col). Overcoming heat with strong
$18,000. Last week, "Gilda" (Col)
(2d wk), oke $9,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100:

40-60)—"Janie Gets Married" (WB)
(2d wk). All right $5,000. Initial
weok was solid $9,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; .40-60)
—"Danny Boy" (PRC) and five acts
vaudc split with "I Have Lived
(Indie) and "Thrill of Youth'
(fcidic). Stage show opened Thurs
day (4) and holiday helped biz. Four
days of vaude helped but rest of
week was droopy. Fair $7,000. Last
week. "Murder My Business" (PRC)
and stage show headed by Dinning
Sisters split with "Youth Aflame"
( Indie) and "We Accuse" (Indie)

'$6.000..

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400;
40-60)—"Smoky" (20th) and "Ren

'Smoky' Smash $20,000,

Seattle; 'Life' Wow 19G
„ Seattle, July 9,

"Stolen Life" and "Smoky" are
unning neck and neck this session;

both being smash. "Bad Bascomb"
also is sock.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)—

"Kjtty" (Par) (4th wk).. Slow $4,500
in. 8 days after oftay $5,600 last week,
week.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349 : 45-80J
—"Postman Rings" (M-G) (2d wk)
Big' $11,000. Last week, colossal
$21,000.
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)

"Gilda" (Col) (4th wk). Good $8,000,

Last week, $9,500, great.
Music Box (850; 45-80)—''2 Sisters

Boston" (M-G) (3d wk). Fancy $6,-

500. Last week, "Tarzan Leooard
Woman" (RKO) and "Yank in Lon
don" (20th) (2d wk), slow $3,800 in

6 days.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)-

"Bad Bascomb" (M-G). Great $16
000 or near. Last week, "Come and
Get It" (FC) and "Beloved Enemy"
(FC) (reissues), slow $4,100 in 6
days!
Orpheum

. (H-E) (2,600: 45-80)—
"Stolen Life" (WB). Terrific $19,000
or over. Last week, "One More To
morrow" (WB) (2d wk), good $8,700
in 6 days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—

"My Pal Trigger" (Rep) and "Mexi-
cana" (Rep). Solid $7,000. Last
week. "Swing Parade" (Mono) and
"In Fast Company" (Mono), good
$7,000.

Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
"Smoky" (20th ). Big $20,000 or near
Last week. "Two Sisters" (M rG) and
"Passkey to Danger" (Rep), $11,500
on second week.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80)—

"One More Tomorrow" (WB) (3d
wk). Nice $6,500. Last week. "Hood
lum Saint" (M-G) (2d wk), fair
$4,800.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800: 25-

50)— Sailor Takes Wife" (M-G) and
"Susie Slagle's" (Tar) (3d run).
Sturdy $5,000. Last week, "Senti-
mental Journey'' (20th) . and "Cin-
derella Jones" (WB), split with "Up
Goes Maisie" (M-G) and "Shock"
(20th) (3d runs), light $3,800.

Pitt Soars; 'Life' Lusty

29G, 'Sisters' Great 28G,

f
'Kid' Huge 17G, 'Town' 11G

Pittsburgh, July P.

Biz is on Mie upbeat with the

holiday jamming theatres a f t e r

several doldrum weeks. 'Stolen

Life" at Stanley looks terrific open-
ing, and likely leader. 'Two Sistc.-s

From Boston" is giving the Pcnn its

best session in weeks. Fulton with
"Kid From Brooklyn" is stand-out
with a record week in sight. "Tan-
gier" at Harris is doing okay an'd

"Ablene Town" at Warner opened
big.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—"Kid

From Brooklyn" (RKO). Terrific
$17,000 and possibly a record. Holds.
Last week, "Young Widow" (UA),
$9 000

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70) —
"Tangier" (U). Looks fair $11,000.
Last week. "Cluny Brown" (20t|i),

so-so $13,500.
Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 40.70) —

"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G). Groat
$28,000. and likely holdover. Last
week, "Well Groomed Bride" (Par)
nifty $17,000.
Rile (WB) (800; 40-70) — "Wrll

Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o.) Nice
$4,000. Last week, "Bad Bascomb"
i M-G) (m.o.), $4,200.

. Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70) —
"Cluny Brown" (20th) (m.o.) good
$4,500. Last week, "Somewhere in

Night" (20th), $3,000:
Stanley (WB) (3,750; 40-70) —

"Stolen Life" (WB). Smash $2!).0O0

and sure holdover. Last week " lanie
Gels Married" (WB), mild $13,000. •

Warner (WB) (2.000); 40-70) —
"Abilene Town" (UA). Will top

$11,000, big for this spot. Last week.
"This Day Forward" (RKO) «i»l

Louis-Conn fight short (2d "wk).

snappy $8,500, with fight pictures
doing much of total.

dezvous" (20th). Fast «9,000. Last
week. "Blue Dahlia" (Par), sturdy
$14,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;

40-60)—"In Old Sacramento" (Rep)
and 'Night Train Memphis" (Rep).
Trim $8,000. Last week, "She Wrote
Book" (U) and "French Key" (Rep),
$5,000.

'<

'Casablanca' 8G, Lincoln

. Lincoln, July 9-
.

Moderate weather is helping biz

stand up against outdoor attractions

which include two carnivals and
auto races on July 4. "Night in

Casablanca" at the Varsity is stand-

out. All Lincoln Theatre Corp.
houses upped scale to 60c top.

Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (LTC) (1,500; 44-60) —

"Stolen Life" (WB). Modest $6,000.

Last week, "Outlaw" (UA) (2d wk),
fine $6,500.

Stuart (LTC) (1.800: 9-60)—"Night
in Paradise" (U). Fairish $7,000. Last

week, "Janie Gets Married" (WB),
same.

Varsity (NTC) (1,100; 35-55)-
"Night in Casablanca" (UA). Ex-
cellent $8,000. Last week. "Deadline
At Dawn" (RKO). fair $5,500.

Nebraska (LTC) (1,126; 9-60)—
"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue) and "Hot

Cargo" (Par) (2d wk). Good $2,600.

Last week, $2,800.
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Chi StiO Great Despite Heat RO.'s;

His Own' Fat 27G, Smoky' Sock 25G,

Reservations' 27G, 2d;W 35G, 4th
Chicago, July 9.

•

Grosses lor the holiday week are

Elding up strongly despite the heat.

Smash $27,000 lobms for "To Each

Own" at State-Lake. "Smoky"
5 heading for socko $25,000 at the

Roosevelt: "Her Kind of Man" is

doing strongly at the Garrick at

415 000 "Without Reservations"

is hie $27,000 at Palace second week.

Combo holdovers are "Do You
rove Mc" with Vivian Blaine head-

inu stage show at the Chicago and

••Postman Always Rings Twice" with

Mills Bios, on stage at Oriental are

bedded for $55,000 and $65,000, re-

sneclively. Other big holdovers are

"Gilda" at United Artists, fifth week,

and "Kid from Brooklyn," at Woods,

fourth stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95) —

"CUiny Brown" (20th) (3d wk).

Nice $17,000. Last week, solid

,2
ChR»KO (B&K) (3.900: 65-95) —

"Do You Love Me" (20th) with

Vivian Blaine oh stage (2d wk).

Sweet $55,000. Last week, giant

170.000.

Carrlck (B&K) (900; 65-95) —
"Her Kind Man" (WB). Strong

$15000. Last week, "Dark Corner"
(20th) solid $12,500.

Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-*5)-"Re-
becca" (UA) (reissue) and 'Ding
Dong Williams" (RKO). Potent

$11 000. L?st week, "If I Had My
Wav" (U) and "Shadow of Doubt"
(U) (reissues), moderate $10,000.

Oriental
'' (Essaness) • (65-95) —

"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) with

Mills Bros, on stage (2d wk). Ter-

rific $65,000. Last week, smash
$71,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)

"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
"Inside Job" (U) (2d wk). Strong
$27,000. Last week, socko $30,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 65-95)—
"Smokv" (20th). Socko $25,000. Last
week, "One More Tomorrow" (WB)
(2d wk), sturdy $20,000.

Stale-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 65-95)—
"To Each His Own" (Par). Fat
$27,000. Last week, "Kitty'.' (Par)

. (4lh wk), strong $25,000.

UnUed Artists (Woods) (1,700: 65-

95)—"Gilda" (Col) (5th wk). Rous-
ine $22,000. Last week, great $25,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 65-95)—
"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (4th

wk). Regal $35,000. Last week,
great $36,000.

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

Mpls. Soars; 'Kid' Socko

17G, 'Reservations' Fine

16G, 'Night' Lofty 1HG
Minneapolis, July 9.

Biz has stepped up here current-.
i

ly. being helped by strong faro and
\

holiday week. Getting away to "a

good start with midnight shows
.
the eve of July 4 were "Kid From
Brooklyn." "To Each His Own,"
"Somewhere in the Night" and

.

"Without Reservations." All . but
'

"Each His Own" look strong.

Estimates for This Week <

Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Calmer. :

of Paris" (Rep) and "Valley of Zom-
;

bios" (Rep). In for 5 days, fancy .

$2,200. "I Was a Criminal" (FC> !

(reissue) and "Last Chance" (M-G)
opened today (Tues.). Last week.
"Strange Conquest" (U) and "Hot
Cargo" (Par), dual first-runs, satis-
factory $1,800 in 5 days.
Cenlury (Par) (1,600; 50-70) —

"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) < 3d
wk). Good $6,000 after corking $10.-
000 second week.
Gopher (Par) (44-50) — "Return

Frank James" (20th) (reissue).
Plenty of life left in this oldie. Good
$4,200. Last week. "In Old Sacra-
mento'" (Rep); $3,000.

Lyric (Par). (1,100; 50-70)—Manic
Gets Married" (WB) (m.o.). Here
Ironi one week at Radio City. Fairly

New Philly Tax

Hurts; life 45G
Philadelphia, July 9.

Plenty of brand new product
made its bow during this session
but the long Fourth biz is uneven.
Big draws are "Stolen Life"

. and
"Green Years." Record-breaking
holiday exodus to seashore due to
terrific heat is hurting. Current
week marks first one for new rates
brought, on by increased city tax.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-89)—"Sev-

enth Veil" (U). Fair.$14i500. Last
week, "Hearts Growing Up" (Par),
so-so $10,000. for second sesh.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 42-89)—
'Two Sisters* Boston" (M-G) (2d
run). Husky $8,500. Last week,
"One More Tomorrow" (WB), $8,-

000, second run

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89) —
"Heartbeat" (RKO). Modest $15,-
500. Last

, week, "Janie Gets Mar-
ried" (WB), $18,500 plus $3,500 for
one-day stand at Earle.

Earle (WB) (2,760; 42-89)—"Well
Groomed Bride" (Par). Back on
all-film policy, mediocre $16,500.

Last week, "Devil's Mask" (Col)
plus Bill Robinson heading stage
show, heat $27,500

Fox (20th) (2,250; 42-89)—"Some-
where in Night" (20th) (2d wk) (5

days). Oke $12,000. Last week, nice
$28,000. World preem of "Centen-
nial Summer" (20th) tomorrow
(Wed.).

Karllon (Goldman) (1,000; 42-89)
—"Spiral Staircase" (RKO) (2d
tun). Okay $9,000. Last week, "Re-
becca" (UA) (reissue) (2d wk),
nice $7,000.

r

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200: 42-89)
— Wo You Love Mc" (20th) (2d
run). Opened yesterday . (Mon.).
Last week. "From This Day For-
ward" (RKO), only $2,700 for 4 days
second run.

'

Maslbaum (WB) (4,387: 42-89) —
"Stolen Life" (WB). Solid $45,000.

Last week. "Blue Dahlia" (Par) (3d
wk). fairish $18,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,950: 42-89 >

—
"Green Years" (M-G). Big $32,500.

Lost week, "Renegades" (Col) (2d
wk). fair $16,500.
Slanton (WB) (1.475: 42-89) —
Wife Monte Cristo" (PRO (2d

'Reservations' Terrif 11G,

'Omaha; 'Bascomb' Same
Omaha, July 9.

"Without • Reservations" at the

Brandeis and "Bad Bascomb" at the

Omaha are far out ahead of any.

thing here! "Reservations" is really

terrific.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 10-65)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
"Passkey to Danger" (Rep), Looks to
hit terrific $11,000. Last week," "Sus-
pense" . (Mono) and .,"Joe Palooka,
Champ" (Mono),. $7,200,

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000: 16-65)

—

"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) and "Blonde
Alibi" (U). Tall $11,000 or over.
Last week, "One More Tomorrow"
(WB) (m.o) and "Red Dragon"
(Mono) (1st run). $9,200.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
—"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U). Good $10,000.
Last week, "Walk in Sun" (20th)
and "Hot Cargo" (Par), strong $12,-
000. .

Paramount (Tristates) (3.000; 16-
65)—"Well Groomed Bride" (Par).
Fair $10,000. Last week, "Janie Gets
Married" (WB), $9,800.

Stale (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (3d
run) and "Swing Parade 1946"
(Mono) (2d rim). '.Good $4,000. Last
week, 'Saratoga Trunk". (WB), $4,-
400.

Holidays Tilt B way; 'Bondage Plus

Jones Wow 68G, 'Suspense High 33G,

'Smoky'-Stage 93G, 2d; 'Anna 145G9 3d

wk). Down to $10,000 after bangup
$17,500 opener.

Upswing in Det; 'Kitty'

Giant 44G, 'Bride' Loud

22G, 'Dressed'-Basie 26G
' Detroit, July 9.

Biz is soaring currently even re-
issues doing nicely aided by big holi-
day week crowds. "Kitty" is terrific

at the Michigan and "Bride Wore
Boots," at the small United Artists, is

unusually strong. "Dressed to Kill"
is being upped by Count Basie band
to good session at the Downtown.
"Without Reservations" is solid on
its second stanza at the Palms-State.

Estimates for This Week
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.034;

60-85) — "Kitty" (Par) and "Joe
Palooka, Champ" (Mono). Terrific
$44,000. Last week. "Her Kind of
Man" (WB) with Spike Jones orch
and Ailcen Carlyle on stage, sock
$48,000.

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
(3,000; 60-85)—"Return of . Frank
James" (20th) and "Jesse James"
(20th) (reissues). Lusty $27,000.

Last week. "Heartbeat" (RKO) and
"Game of Death" (RKO), only
$11,000. .

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4.049: 60-85)

—"Night in Paradise" (U) and "In-

side Job" (U). Good $28,000. Last
week. "Do You Love Me" (20th),

wow $38,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; 65-95)

—"Dressed to Kill" (U) with Count
Basie and orch and Son and Sunny
on stage. Okay $26,000. Last week,
"Dark Command" (Rep) (reissue)

with Curloy Bradley and horse Tony.
Sara Ann McCabe and Larry Slorch
on stage. $18,000.

United Artists (United Detroit)
'1.841; 60-85)—"Bride Wore Boots"

1 (Par) and "Hot Cargo" (Par). Loud
j S22.000. Last week. "Two Sisters

! From Boston" (M-G ) and "Letter for

Evic" (M-G) (3d-wk), nice $16,000.

'Reservations' Wham At

$16,000 in K.C.; 'Smoky'

. Tall $20,000 in 3 Spots jfi»

Kansas City. July 9.

Holiday saw three of the five first

-

; run's with new bills and all picking

i

up good trade. Leader is likely to
* be "Smoky" in three houses but
i "Without Reservations" is compara-
lively stronger at the Orphcim.

r "Bad Bascomb" at the Midland aiso
' s solid. .

Palms-Stale (United Detroit) (2.-

976; 60-85 >—"Without Reservations"
j

i RKO) and "Riverboat Rhythm" i

(RKO) (2d wk). Good $17,000. Last
week, solid $25,000. i

Adams (Balaban) (2.863: 60-85)— 1

"Do You Love Me" (20th) (m.o.) and
,

' Rendezvous 24". (20th). Okay $16,-

j

000. Last week. "Deadline for

rder" (20th) and "Gilda" (Col),

.000. I

Madison (United Detroit) (1,853;

40-85)—'.'Bandit' of Sherwood Forest"

(Col) and "George White Scandals"
(RKO). Fair $2,100 for three days.

Last week. "Blue. Dahlia" (Par) arid
• Hollywood Breakfast" (UA): $3,000.

Only a few straight-Aimers failed
to benefit from one of the best July
4 holidays New York has ever had,
aided importantly by the fact it was
a four-day weekend for most people,
Heavy influx from out-of-town be-
gan giving theatres a lift on Wednes-
day night (3), while the. Fourth was
very big, followed' by a Friday-
Saturday-Sunday take which was up
to best expectations. As usual on
holidays the stageshow houses got
the lion's share of business.

Headings new arrivals is "Of Hu-
man Bondage" and the Spike Jones
band at the Strand. On initial week
take should mount to a terrific $68,-
000. "Suspense;" which teed off on
July 4 at the little Victoria, is draw-
ing very heavily and should hit $33,-
000 or near. Only other new picture
is "Avalanche" which won't get the
Rialto more than about $6,500, slen-
der."

State currently is doing strongly
with "Blue Dahlia" on second-run,
plus, oh stage, "Guess Who?" radio
program with Happy Felton,- and
Chucho Martinez. Gross should reach
$31,000 or better.

Gigantic is the $145,000 which the
Music Hall will do this week, the
third, with :"Anna." On Thursday
(4), house hit $25,600, highest day's
gross ever registered here with only
four stageshows, all that could be
squeezed in. At the Paramount, the
holiday weekend helped push the
take on second week, ended last

night (Tues.), to an excellent $88,-

000, as against $87,000 on the first.

Roxy also remains in high gear, with
second week through last night
(Tues.) having brought $93,000 for
"Smoky" and, in person, - Donald
O'Connor. Show goes one more
week.

City Center continues a sellout
with "Henry V'.' on a roadshow run
at $2.40 top. last week (3d ) having
struck $33,600.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1, 300: 70-$1.40)

—"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO)
(12th wk). Big holiday trade had
effect of pushing gross this week to

probable $34,000, beating llth's

$29,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820: 60-$l,10)

—'Two Sisters Boston" (M-G). with
Ritz Bros., Gracie Barrie and Buddy
Morrow orch on stage (5th-final

wk). Goes out with a strong $76,000,

while last week (4th) was $86,800.

"Easy to Wed" (M-G). with George
Paxton orch. Hal LeRoy. Joey
Adams and others in person, opens
tomorrow (Thurs.).

City Center (1,617: $1.20-$2.10>—
"Henry V" (UA) (4th wk). Still

capacity with third week through
Sunday night (7) hittinc $33,600 after

$34,200 on second week.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700 :

60-

$1 25)—"Renegades" (Col). Opens
here today (Wed.) after two l

;ght

weeks with "Hoodlum Saint." iM-G)
second running less than $10,000,

first $13,000.
Globe (Brandt) U.500: 70-$1.20)—

.

'Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) (3d-

final wk ). Off to about $17,000. not .

.-•o hot. while last week ended at
.

$20,000.
;

Gotham (BrandO (.900: 70-51.20)

—"O.S.S." (Par) (,7th wk). Holding]
up exceedingly well at $20,000. near
sixth week's $21,500. I

Hollywood ( WB) (1.409: 80-51.10)

— 'Stolen Life'" (WB) (11th wk).
Picked up pace during past week to

end the 10th last night (Tues.) at

S25.500. Ninth was $23,200.

Palace (RKO) (1 700: 60-$1.20)—

Last week, "Green Years" (M-G)
(2d run) and, on stage, Rochester
(Eddie Anderson), big $33,000.

Strand (WB) 12,756; 75-$1.20> —
"Of Human, Bondage" (WB) and
Spike Jones orch . Oft to a flying

start, with terrif $68,000 sighted.

Last week, third for "Janie Gets
Married" (WB) and Erskine Haw-
kins, slow $33,000.

Vlotorla (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—"Suspense" (Mono). Fast from the
gun, looking big $33,000. Final (5th)

round of "Badman's Territory"
(RKO) was suitable $13,000.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

$1.50)—"Dead of Night" (U) (2d
wk). Looks satisfactory $17,000,

while first was good $23,000. Holds
further.

Frisco Perks Up;

life Fancy 34G
San Francisco, July 9.

Holiday did not help, trade hare

much but biz is slightly better than

last week. Red 'Nichols band and
"Without Reservations" looks strong

and will lead city. "O.S.S." will ba

okay at the vast Fox. "Stolen Life"
is comparatively stronger at the
smaller Warfleld.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (2,844; 60-95) —

"Without Reservations" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by Red Nichols orch.
Big $38,500. Last week, "Truth :

About Murder" (RKO), plus vaude
headed by Ink Spots, second biggest
week in theatre's history at colossal

$46,000:

Fox (FWC) (4,651: 55-85) —
"O.S.S." (Par). Okay $33,000. Last
week, "Well Groomed Bride" (Par),
lukewarm $24,000.

Warfleld (FWC) (2;656; 55-95) —
"Stolen Life" (WB).. Neat $34,000.

Last week, "Cluny Brown" (20th)

(2d wk), only $10,000 in 6 days.

Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)

—"Smoky" (20th) (2d wk). Solid
$20,000. Last week, great $30,000.

St Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)

—"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G)
(4th wk) (m.o.). Oke $9,000. Last
week. $11,000.

State (FWC) (2,133: 55-85)—"Well
Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o.). Mod-
erate $12,000. Last week, "Hood-
lum Saint" (M-G) (2d wk.) (m.o.),

$6,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfcld) (1.207: 55-

85)
—"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA)

(2d wk). Nice $15,000. Last week,
neat $22,000.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1.-

207; 55-85)—"Outlaw" (0th wk).
Fine $14,000. Last week, still solid

at $15,600.

Prov. Great; 'Sisters'

Huge 30G, 'Reservations'

Sock 19G; 'Life' Big 16G
Providence, July 9..

Sky-rocketing biz is hitting all

spots this week with long weekend
• holiday helping. Improvement is

I more apparent after sharp falling
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Paramount (Par) (3,664: 70-S1.20)
Majcsttc:

-"Searching Wind" (Par), with .
Albee (RKO) (2.200;44-63 >—

- - - Pied j
"Without Reservations' (RKO) a:icl

good $5,000 pace. Last week, wen-
; p«iin,ai«.« tnr This weekGroomed Bride" (Par) (3d wk)

tsumaies lor rnis weex
okay $4 800

wa ^wk),
, Esquirt . uptown . Fairway (Fox

Orpheum (RKO) (9 ftftn- sn.70i— i
Midwest) (820, 2,043. 700;45-65)—

"Withouli Rese^v^ions" (RKO.: Fi>le .
"Smoky" (20th). Smash $20,000. and

$16,000 or over. Last week, "Rcne-
-gades" (Col), good $9,500.

,.-
Rad '0 c"y (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
To Each His Own" (Par). Fairly
strong $18,000. Last Week, "Janie
oets Married" (WB), good $15,000.
„*K9"Pan (RKO

-

) (1,600; 50-70)—

ti7n^rom Brooklyn" (RKO). Great
*"'000 in sight. Last week, "Run-
around" (U), light $5,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—

.rf^here in Night" (20th). High
su,500 or near. Last week. "Bad
Bascomb' (M-G) (2d wk), wound
ip at $9,003 after very big $16,000
"iitial canto. .

,.
tptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55)—

^oitrna,, Rlngs Twice- (M-G). First

"n. ^-^Good $4,500. Last week,

vS
Dahl'a" (Par), $4,000.

World (Par-Ster.-s) (250; 50-90)

$2nn»"
ee
?
dcs" (Col) <-m -o Y

- Neat

holdover. Last week. "Jesse James'
|

(20th) and "Return of Frank James"
(20lh> (reissues), stout $15,000.

Midland (Loew's) (3.500:45-65 )—
"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) and "Night
Editor" (Cbl). Pleasant $15,000.

Last week, "Gilda" (Col) (2d >vk),

$10,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900:45-65)

— To Each His Own" (Par) (2d v.'k).

Average $10,000. Last week, nice

$16,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900:45-65)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO) arid

"Truth About Murder" (RKO).
Great $16,000. Last week.' 'Janie

Gets Married" (WB) and "A Game
Of Death" (RKO).. nice $12,000.

Tower (Fox-Joffcc) (2,100:39-60)—
"Rainbow Over Texas" (Rep) and
"Glass Alibi" (Rep) with stage show.

Mild $9,000. Last week, "Joe Pa-
looka. Champ" {Mono) with Jack
Carson heeding >stage- show stent

gross to a new record al $18,000.'

'Postman 13G, Monti
Montreal. July 9.

Biz generally not so hot on^ main
stem. "Postman . Always Rings
Twice" is leader and strong.

Estimates for This Week

.

Palace ( CT) (2.700: 35-62)—"Post-
man Rings Twice" (M-G). Rousing
$13,000. Last week. "Dragonwyck"
(20lh). $11,000.

Capitol (CT) ( 2.700: 35-62) —
'Night in Paradise" (U). Mild $10.-

500. Last week, "Bad Bascomb"
i M-G). $8:200.

Loew's (CT) (2.800: 35-67)—"Road
lo Utopia" (Par) (2d wk). Strong
$11,000 aftrr nice $14,000 first stanza.

Princess (CT) (2,300: 35-53) —
"Cinderella Jones" (WB) and
' Phantom Thief" (WB). So-so $6.-

500. Last week, "Little Giant" (U)
and "Rendezvous 24" (20th). $5,500

for second session.

Imperial (CT) (1.850: 25-45) —
"Yank in London" (20lh> and
"Johnny Comes Flying Home"
(Col). Weak $4,500. Last week.
"Enchanted Forest'' (PRO and
"Romance 61 West" (PRC), $5,000.

Andy Russell. Alan Carney
Pipers and Raymond Scott orch
(3d wk). Hitting a fast pace, sec-
ond frame having ended last night

(Tues.) at $88,000 lo. beat first's

$87,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,945:'70-$1.25)—"Anna" (20th)

and stageshow (3d wk ). Aided by
terrific holiday trade, this week will

reach $145,000. colossal. Last wcek.
giant $141,000.

Rialto (Mayer) (594: 35-85) —
"Avalanche" (PRC). Only about
$6,500 seen, slender. Last week,
"Deadline For Murder" (20lh). $C.-

800.
Rlyoli (UA-Par) (2.092: 60-$1.25)

—'Cluny Brown" (20th). Dropping
to mediocre $17,000. Last wrok holi-

day helped, push take lo $23,000, bet-

ter than expected but still not so

good.
Roxv (20th) (5.886: 90-SI.20)—

"Smokv" (20th) and Donald O'Con-
nor (3d-flnal wk). On second stanza
through last night (Toes.) pushed
to very stronz $93,000. Initial seven
davs topped $100,000.

State (Loew's) (3.450: 43-$l.10)—
"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d run) and
"Ci-;<:s Who? -

' radio program with
Hnrmv Fclton. plus Chucho Martinez.

Prospects, bright for a stout $31,000.

'Bedlam" (RKO). Sock $19,000 or
near. Last week. "She Wrote Book"
(U) and "Madonna of Seven Moons"
(U), $11,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400:44-65—
"Somewhere In', Night" (20th) and
"Shouldn't Happen To Dog" (20lh)
(2d run). Fairly good $5,000. Last
week, "One More 'iomorrow" (WB)
and "Inside Job" (U) (2d run),
good $4,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400:44-65)— "Duf-
fy's Tavern" (Par) and "And Now
Tomorrow" (Par). Strong $6,500.
Last week, "Spanish Main" (RKO),
$4,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200;44-65)—

"Stolen Life" (WB). Hefty $16,000.
Last week, "Somewhere In Night"
(20th) and "Shouldn't Happen To
Dog" (20th). $12,500.

State (Loew) (3,200:44-65)— 'Two
Sisters Boston" (M-G). Knockout
$30,000. Last week "Renegades"
(Col) and "Phantom Thief" (Col),
good $16,000.

. Strand (Silverman ) (2,200:44-65 )• -
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) and
"Hot, Cargo" (Par). Opened Mon-
day (8). Last week. "Bride Wor«
Boots" (Par) and "Made Me A Kil-
ler" (Par) (2d wk), snappy $10,000
after nice $12,000 on opener.
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Metro's Terms for 18 Cinemas (16m)

In the Philippines Are 10% More
Metro International.- following*

through on its 'foreign .16m policies^

or dealing with established 35m ex--

hibs and of charging higher prices 1

lor its 16m films than it docs for the
|

same pictures in 35m. has signed a'

52-week contract with the Southern

Movies Corp. in the Philippines,

which operates a siring of 18 perma-

nent 16m. houses in four of the

largest islands in the archipelago.

Deal, according to Seymour Mayer,

)Bm salesmanager, is the first cir-

cuit contract closed by his depart-

ment and probably the first one

negotiated by any of the American

majors.
Contract was signed by Ramon

Escano.' 35m. exhib and prexy of

Southern Movies, and Leon J. Apple-

stone, Metro 16m rep in the Philip-

pines. While exact ,
terms were not

disclosed, Mayer said the deal was

on a straight percentage basis and

it s believed that Metro is charging

10' b more for the pix than it does

for the same films in 35m. Contract

calls for M-G to provide four

changes monthly, each of which is

to have six weeks' playing time, on

the circuit, which includes houses on

the islands of Leyle, Ceb.u, Negros

snd Bohol.

Policy of seeking higher, percent-

ages on the 16m pix is based on

Metro's claims that houses using

the narrow-gauge product run on a

much lower operating cdst than 35m
houses. Higher percentage, it's

claimed, results. in a more equitable

division of the gross between the ex-

hibitor and distributor.

Commenting on the fact that the

fu st such deal had been concluded in

the Philippines, Mayer pointed put

that the islands offer one of the best

grounds, for 16m operations. Many
islands in the group cannot support

regular '35m theatres, he said, and

the transportation problems affecting

35m prints are not so serious lor the

16m versions. Sales chief declared

that Metro's business there has in-

creased by seven times since the first

16m contract was signed in April.

Metro is currently distributing

J6m prints of its product in the

Philippines, Cuba, France, Panama,
Venezuela, Belgium and South

Africa.

Champs Elysees Ballet

Dickers for U. S. Tour,

Hurok Seeks Francaise
Paris, June 25.

Sol Hurok currently is scouting

for possible talent to import to the

U.S., but has no one signed as yet,

Boris Kochn'o, head of the Champs
Elysees Ballet Company, is dicker

ing with him for a four months
American tour next year. He re

cently reorganized his ballets after

a six years absence from Paris.

Another Hurok plan would be for

the Comedie Francaise to play N.Y-

in about 18 months, bringing over a

number of its rep plays. The deal is

complicated by the current Fran-
caise reorganization. The company,
which used to be the most stable in

France, has suffered many resigna

tions lately, with new talent being
signed in large numbers. Result is

that before any extensive touring ar-

rangements can be made, the Fran
caise first will have to get going i

Paris.

Shubert, Fischer Plan

Paris Musical for N.Y.

Paris,- July 2.

l.ee Shubc'rt and Clifford C.

Fischer are planning .a Broadway
production' of the French musical

comedy. ' Belle de Cadix." Idea is

to '-'build with real production and

talent the show now current at the

Casino de Montparnasse, a nabe

theatre. It has a Spanish locale

and rather tuneful score. Latter is

published by Salabert and is by

Francis Lopez. Lopez is due to go

to America in October.' Jean
Deshays is already working on

designs for -Fischer to sec on his re-

turn from Rcyat.

Show calls for at 'least four stars

and two comedians. IRehewed from

Paris in this issue.]

'Bells' in Dublin, July 18
Dublin, July 2.

Biggest proem in Ireland in years

is predicted for 'Bells of St. Mary's,"

set for a special showing at 3,000-

seat Savoy, July. 18. Preview for

press some months ago gave film a

nice boost. Starts tegular Savoy run

day after the special opening.

Screwy Choice of Pix for 0'seas Paints

U. S. As Race of 'Gangsters, Jitterbugs'

Demand for American films is so

great in. Austria and other Middle

European countries that Army, civil

Don Prince, RKO publicity man is government people have found them-
hcrc to bally the film

Finalizes

For Bi-Ii

Canadian Films
Montreal, July 9.

selves "saddled!
1 with a commercial

venture' which nets better than

$1,000,000 a year.- So reports Josef

Israels II, magazine writer, INS cor-

respondent, and quondam Vamktv
inugg, speaking of the U. S. Army-
run distribution agent for French,

English and American films in Mid-,

die Europe.

Outlining the latest film produc-

tion and distribution developments

in the Austrian area, Israels stresses

the fact that almost anything in

American pictures will outsell the

product of other countries, good, bad

or indifferent. Result is that the

Peron Argent Regime

Closes Musical Revue,

Arrests Juve Hecklers

Montevideo, June 29.

The Peron government in Argen-,

tina obviously intends to brook no

opposition, and several incidents in

the last week highlight the un-

democratic and severe measures it

More Mex. Pix But Few Hits
Mexico City, July 2,

Exhibitors check reveals that- 38

Mexican films were screened up to

June 30 this year, topping the 23

exhibited in the same period last

year.

Of those screened in the first half

of this year, only three rated im
portaht boxofflce.

ABBOTT TJA AUSSIE CHIEF
Sydney, July 2.

Appointment of Clive Arnott as

head of United Artists in Austral
is another promotion from ranks. He
joined company as office boy.
His elevation to local exec was

tipped when Syd Albright moved
from U. A. to 20th-Fox.

$1,«M,*M Singapore Pix House
Manila, June 26

The first big .building to go up
Singapore since, liberation is a $1

000,000 cinema for first- run Ameri
can films.

Seating 1,500, it will be. air-cond

tioncd, and the 45th picture house

the Shaw Bros,, Hongkong circuit,

t . • i i

Plans to shoot the first Quebec
made film are complete except for a Army government has a plum.^on its

rew wrinkles still to be ironed out, hands too rich to hand out at a time

Paul L'Anglais, prexy of the new when internal. conditions £ Austria

Quebec Productions, Inc., has re- are still unsettled At present the

vealed. The setup has been changed only group capable of taking over

somewhat since first reported some film distribution is T(/ien-Film corn-

lime ago, L'Anglais said, in telling pany set up by the Nazis, which is

of plans lo replace "Rendezvous at obviously unqualified under libcra-

Chatcau Frontenac" as the miiialer. Hon rule,

L'Anglais planed to Hollywood Meanwhile, this film unit continues

Sunday (23) and will return in about to build up credits for American

10 jiayj Picture companies. Eight majors have

prepared to take to silence any-

criticism. Film theatre patrons have

been entitled asking the whereabouts

the voters who elected the former

colonel because his appearance on

the screen, even after the pres-

idential take-over, . has. been the

gnal for pronounced bronx cheers.

The cat-calls and stamping of feet

during the newsreel showings are

so pronounced that exhibitors began
leaving the lights on during their

screening. And early this week
plainclothes men tried to locate the

whistlers.

Eventually this form of intimida-

tion was followed up by the arrest

of some teenrage girls at the Am-
bassador theatre. The youngsters

were marched to the police, departr

ment and held for several hours.

Later their, parents were sent for

and . the girls handed over, to them
with a severe reprimand after their

names and professions had been
noted. An atmosphere of Icy silence

now accompanies the screening of

local : newsreels,

This incident wasfollowed on last

Thursday (June 27) by closing of

the "Musical Review" at the El

Nacional theatre. A brighter feature

of the Argentine revues are the

satirical skits on the events of the

day, particularly on the politic angle

The skits were the talk of the town
Before the Nacional folded a gang
of Nazionalista toughs undertook its

own form of rowdy censorship, buy-
ing Up a good proportion of the

house and starting a protest meeting
as soon as the skits began. They
hurled ripe fruit and stones at the

stage, and tried to start a riot. For
tunalely, the management had been
warned of the attack and was
prompt in Tinging down the. safely

curtain. This gave the Entertain

ment Board its chance to close the

theatre on the grounds of "the

necessity to preserve law and order.'

At the' same time, the Casino and
Maipo theatres, with shows of the

same type, were notified that

political satire would not be toleral

ed. El Nacional has arranged to

reopen, but with all offending scenes
yanked put

All of these incidents were men
tioned at the first meeting of the

Chamber of Deputies.

da Productions, Inc;, as first report

ed. Headquarters will be in Moh
treal: The nut is set at approximate-

ly $600,000 entirely supplied by Ca-

nadian financeers, whose names
can't be revealed now. according to , . _ . -

f A .
,

until' the present monetary exchange

mixUp is cleared. Reason cash assets

cannot: be removed at this lime is

U. S. government regulation - of

schilling^dollar exchange. Under law,

no dollar-for-schillings trade can be

TEABLE BACK TO STAGE
London, July 9.

Godfrey Tearle looks set to rclur

to the stage, after a lengthy absence,

in a Shakespearean season. . Reper-
tory would start with "Antony and
Cleopatra."

Edith Evans will co-.slar and Gle
Byam Shaw direct.

Moore, Menuhin for Ireland

Dublin. July 9.

Grace Moore and Yehudi Menuhin
signed for concert appearance here

next fall. Each will make a single

appearance at the Dublin Theatre
Royal.

Booked for Saturday afternoon

concent

setup has not been completed ,

building „ beinj} carried-<m
Company will produce bilingual through Austrian manufacture and

films, with a double shooting sked.
sale . of varjous smau items, distribu-

Both English and French scenes of:
(cd thl

.0Ugh seiv ice PX's and other
the picture will be shot simultane- outjets
ously,' the idea being to get as many .

-. ' ,„„n„ „« m
bilingual players as possible. The I

Schillings are currently^ «t ?0

first film will be "The Stronghold" Jf
«« < ».»".. but

. .

""at^" r^
or "La Fortressc" (in French), based brought about a condition whereby

on "Whispering City," by George free exchange on that^basis would

ZuckermaA and Michael Lennox. The .
«* U. S.^ taxpayers the difference

adaptation to the screen is being **iwen the pegged value and the

handled by George Marlon, who will 'n"atlon
.

hcnce th
? ™W}*Uon -

also be the producer. English, screen- Meanwhile there is a ,>ig cash sur-

play is by Rian James, Hollywood P'"* for future production

scripter, but it's unknown yet who Seven-Man Army Board
will do the French screenplay.

Isracls also reported reason why
Idea for bilingual film is not only Eugene Sharin, films officer, has

to take care, of Canadian consump- been released by the Army under al

tion but also to insure foreign dis- leged violation of policy. Sharin
tribution. L'Anglais feels the French a Yugoslav, long active in selling
flickers will find their 'outside mar- and producing quota pictures
kets in South America, France and throughout Middle Europe, had
other European countries. English been the only man in the Army
films are set for U. S„ Canada and setup with any films experience:
Britain. Final distrib arrangements violation consisted of <a plan put
have not yet been made but nego- mt0 operation under which revenue
nations have been going on with the lrom the exhibition of 300-odd "un
Rank outfit for some time now to tainted" German pix playing
handle the English pictures, while throughout the occupation zone was
it's possible that Pathe may handle used to cover distribution overhead
the French. £or au products, thus making Amer
Marton once had a sizeable inter- I ican film grosses, in that area actu

est in Budapest film production and ally equivalent to a net boxofflce

theatres, and also agented for noted take. Sharin's duties are' now i

writers like Stefan Zweig, Thomas the hands of a seven-man Arlny
Mann and Ferehc Molnar. board

Production is expected lo start In spite of the tremendous demand
sometime between Aug. 1 and Aug. for American product in Austria
10, but these dates are not final Isracls pointed out that the market
since one of the things that is hold- 1 is not being milked nearly to its

ing up the works is finding proper fullest, either economically
studio and location spots. propaganda-wise. From the latter

Most of the technical crew has angle, Israels maintained that "se-

been signed up on the Coast. Cast lection of films by State Department
has not yet been pacted, but, ac- people has been singularly unintel

cording to L'Anglais, actors like l'gent and erratic, Not only do they
Michele Morgan, Ann Dvorak. John present Americans in a bad light

Loder, Erich von Stroheim and Fer- but they are not particularly good
nand Gravel have already shown |

entertainment to begin with. They
perpetuate the already rife impres
sion that Americans are a race of

gangsters and jitterbugs."

Correspondent stated that the big
gest puzzle to film heads overseas :

s

refusal of "whoever makes the se
lections" to release Charlie Chap

Great Dictator," for which
there is the. heaviest demand of all

pictures, In spite of repeated re-
quests from Europe "Dictator" has
not been released for showing there

Of the. 70 American features listed
for release during- the year begin
Ing May 1, few show a true picture
of American life. One of them,'
"Adventure; in Panama," caused a
riot of schoolkids who wanted to get
in during, classes and couldn't. Police
picked the moppets up and put them
on a rockpile for two- weeks. Still
leading all pix at the boxofflce are
two Deanna Durbin dims, "It Starled
With Eve" and "100 Men and a
Girl."

No Grind Policy

From the economic standpoint. II

is incomprehensible to" Americans
that Austrian- exhibitors refuse to
adopt a grind- policy for,'their pix.

Instead, the majority of theatres

play two or three shows a day and
require patrons to come to the house'
beforehand and: purchase reserved
seats, in spite of bull market which
keeps the two or three existing gi'ihd

houses, packed. Prices are fixed and
run between one and four schillings

(10-40c) a seat. Pic companies are

apparently not. affected by inflation,

which has one American cigaret scll-

ng. for three schillings, reason being

that their dollar profits are pegged
to: the fixed rate.

While American films have been'

doing sock biz, those of their co-

occupiers, Russia, are at the bottom
of the list,, topped by both English :

and German product.. Tipoff on the

folly of propaganda pictures in com-
mercial houses, according to Israels,

is the utter • apathy with which the

Russian pictures have been received;

they are almost all straight propa-

ganda for Communism. (This is

contrary to the situation in Ger-
many.)

"00 German Fix

Of the showable' pictures gleaned

from. 700 available German produc-
'

lions, the majority are musicals, and
cry good by American standards,

according to Israels. Tops are "Opcr-
ctle," "Wiener ' Bjut" and "Wiener
Madeln," last in AGFA color.

'Wiener Madeln" is being synchron-

zed and printed in RbscnKugi stu-

dios, with negative in American
hands as a war asset.

Production is under way at Sievcr-

ing Studios, in the.. American zone,

on first postwar picture, "Believe in

Me," produced by Gcza Von Cziffa

and starring Marte Hnrrell, Second,

due to start June 15, will.be pro-

duced by j," A. Hubler-Kahla and
will star Hans Moser, the "German
Charlie Chaplin," and Ilka Windisch,

who is thought to be a good Holly-

wood prospect.

Unique picture plans of Eugen*
Sharin were described by Israels,

who told of the organization of a

company for production of English-
.

German films in Austria with

American (probably United Artists)

distribution. Sharin's idea is lo

.

import a couple of U. S. stars to'

Austria and build a picture around
them with native supports. The pic-,

ture will be filmed in both English

and German for European, British,

and American distribution.

Israels summed up with, "In spite,

of demand, the picture is not so rosy

as it seems. Monetary difficulties

block circulation, as. does the zoning
system, with four occupation areas.

Also; the Russians would obviously
like to monopolize Middle European
film business and will attempt to do
so as soon as they can get enough of

their own product to fill the thea- .

Ires. The only reason they've been
using our films at all is to save face,

since they haven't enough of their

own to keep the houses open. How-
ever, the demand will be there for a
long time. It's up to us to fill it."

more than passing interest:

Dolores del Rio's Mex.
Prod.-Distrib Unit Set

Mexico City. July 2.

Dolores del Rio. . in association
| lin's

with Maurice de la Serna, producer
megger, and Francisco Lopez Figu
eroa,' will distrib and exhibit pix
with headquarters set here.

Cinematografica Pro-Mexico, film
company, has been formed here by
Henry Darazon. Albert. Mochin-
krasscr and Raul Lacarra Montejo.

Hoyts After New Chain
Sydney, June .26.

Reported here that deal for take-
over of the J. K. Capitol Theatres,
run by Jack Kouvelis, by Hoyts
Theatres, , is in the making. This deal
was almost clinched some time ago
but fell through because price was
higher than okayed by Hoyts.
Reported that Hoyts will actually

operate the Kouvelis loop pi 10 top
'country theatres.

Red Tape Snafu

Washington', July 2.

Experienced industry people who
have just returned from Austria and
Middle Europe report American pic-

lure interests there are sharply on
the downgrade as a result of the

Army's botched-up "board of direc-

tors" system of handling film dis-

tribution, exhibition, and production.

Following resignation of Eugene
Sharin as films officer for ISB, Army
substituted a seven-man board, none
of whom has had any picture experi-

ence and. the once-smooth operations

have quickly bogged down under the

weight of Army red tape. Result

has been a sharp loss of influence,

and the Russians are driving hard to

remove ' the American-French-Eng-
lish distribution combine from its

dominant position.

Decisions by the committee, under
Col. Frederick J. Mcintosh, are

made by a majority vote. It is com-
posed of Army officers and .civilians,

experts in law, finance, etc. No one
in the group speaks German and,

since they are using native advice;

must await interpreter's arrival

before they can take any action.
'

Meanwhile, Austrian civilians, .
who

occupy many of the jobs in the film

unit, have lost competent leadersh I p,

with corresponding loss in loyalty

and morale.

Feeling. is that only, a stiff protest

from picture people in the United

Slates to top Army and State De-

partment officers in Washington can

save the situation from .total disin-

tegration.
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France Mulling Coin Freeze, New

License Plan Vs. U.S. Pix, D.C. Hears

INTERNATIONAL IT

Washington, July 9.

The." French- are reported consider

ing imposition of a $3,900,000 annual

transfer fund on American -films for

the next two years. This means the

U S industry could not take niorr

limn $3,000,000 of distribution rev.

emus out of France annually irre

spcctlvc of the earnings by Holly

wood product there, .

In the same connection, it also

appears likely that the French will

introduce an import license system,

although the Motion Picture Export

A-sn. and the State Department are

'strongly' opposed. The trouble with

a formal license system, though it

might initially permit unlimited im-

ports as provided, in the recently-

iniide". treaty, is that it can .be used

Inter to limit the number of Alms

the U. S. can get into the country.

Government officials arc not say-

ing anything now, but are genuinely
'

disturbed. After all, the ink is

hardly dry on the pact that the

American industry applauded so

heartily; While the treaty made no

direct reference to the; amount o£

U.S. dollars that could be remitted

from France, there is a strong feel-

ing in Washington circles that both

prospective regulations certainly

would violate the spirit of the new
accord.

WRat gripes most of all here is

that the French officially declared

the film pact more favorable to them
than the one provided : In the 1936

trade treaty, the terms of which the

French have been violating since

D.Day. Despite this, the U. S. Gov-
ernment continued to give the

French the full benefits or this

treaty.

Paris Summer Show Biz

Nears Pre-War Status;

Seashore Spots Reopen
Paris, July 2.

Despite the difficulty of securing
adequate accommodation and the
greatly increased prices, vacation-
minded Parisians are likely to make
their lirst exodus in years in such a
mass move that the end of the Paris
season will leave all shows with
greatly cut patronage.

Seaside resorts are practically

booked solid, partly due to their

reduced' facilities. Apart from the
Riviera, Normandy is claimin;;

many tourists. The reopening of
Deauville is rated important. Also
Albert, best-known Paris maitre, . is

reopening his Ciro's there. He is

currently running Maxim's res-

taurant here which will remain a
private club until September.

In the meantime, a maximum
number of shows are being crowded
into what is left of the season. Not
only have theatres to stand the ex-
tra work of putting on many re-
vivals for short runs, but they have
to compete with many gala nights,
mostly for charities. :

Many casinos at watering places
have suffered little from the war.
Most include a theatre, so they will

provide seasonal employment for
talent now working in the smaller
theatres and due to close for the
summer.

No more big shows are slated to
open here before the fall. This also
means that, despite available
American pictures, the bigger films
are not likely to be released in the
off season. Picture house receipts
are still good. •

*

Niteries, except for the best es-
tablished ones, are doing a touch
and no business. Many are - chartc-
tag -names. The Angc Bleu. Mont-

.
parnasse spot known to old timers
as the Monocle, is reopening. Across
the road, despite the efforts of

'- Marine- Richard to make the vice-'
shuttering ukase operative, the
Sphinx is not even dimming a light.

U. S. to Talk Double Tax
Pacts With 5 Nations

Washington, July U.

S. j.s sending delegations to
Belgium. Luxemburg a n d the
Netherlands to negotiate double
taxation treaties similar to the one
rccemly concluded with Great Bri-
tain. Tax aim state Department
specialists leave July 22.
Negotiations are under way al-

rt.iay to streamline the tax treaty
* '.»)-. Franco; and on the lir*t such
Pact with South Africa.

'

First 5 U S. Films Hit

Paris Under New Pact
Paris, July 2.

Five American pictures are hitting

French screens this week, the .first

to be shown under the new U. S.-

France agreements opening this

market to new American product.
RKO will release "Citizen Kane"

and "Kitty Foyle," Columbia "Too
Many Husbands," Universal "Be-
tween Us Girls*' and Paramount "No
Time for Love."

Mex Prod Setup

Nearing Normal
Mexico City, July 2.

Depression that the film business
currently is suffering from, is at-

tributed by producers more to over-
reaching in output than sour attitude
of such big private banks as the
National Bank of Mexico and the
Nacional Financiers, the- govern-
ment's fiscal agency. These pro-
ducers aver the trade's own bank,
the Banco Cinematograflco, is sol-

vent and reports that it will, soon
shutter because of heavy losses on
loans are only talk.

Insiders say that the trade has 50
films, said to be worth $25,009,000

(Mex), which coin the private banks
are yowling for, that lack' outlets.

Though the Banco Cinematograflco is

holding the sack on about 15 of
these, this apparently does not im-
peril the bank. Borrowing-producers
must repay the bank from the first

coin garnered by any ulm it fi-

nances.

Producers bave put the brakes on
hard. Much.thought is given before
shooting smarts. This plus efforts to

be made soon' to widen markets in

such countries as Brazil and Spain
are expected to stabilize the busi-

ness.

BALLET THEATRE BIG

HIT IN LONDON BOW
London, July 9..

The Ballet Theatre, which opened
July 4 at the Royal Opera House of

Cbvent Garden, scored a smash hit,

and is certain of a sellout for the

three-month .season. Crix were
unanimous in praise, especially for

Nora Kaye. Andre Eglesky and
Alicia Aonso. <

Society audience packed precm.

Vienna Likes 'Going My Way'
Vienna, July 2.

Paramount's "Going My Way*'

(Germans called it "Road To Hap-
piness"), is playing here at Gar!-.:n-

b'au Kino to capacity houses, each

performance.

Current London Shows
London, July 9.

"Arsenic * Old Lace," Strand.

"Better Late," Garrick.

"Ballet Theatre;" Covent Garden.
"Crime & Punishment," New
"Exercise Bowler," Scala.

"Fifty-Fifty*" Strand.

"Fine Feathers," Wales.

"First Gentleman," Savoy.

"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.

"Frieda," Westminster.
"Gang Show," Stoll..

"Grand National Night." Apollo.

"Guinea Pl«," Criterion.

"Hasty Heart," Aldwych.
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.

"High Time," Palladium.

"Honeymoon," York's.

"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse.

"Make It a Date," Duchess.

"Merrle England," Princes.

"Night and Music," Coliseum.

"No Medals," Vaudeville.

"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.

"Portrait in Black," Piccadilly.'

"Private Lives," Fortune.

"R«d Roses for Me," Wyndhams.
"Shop Sly Corner,"' St. Marlins.

"Song of Norway," Palace.

"Sweetest and Lowest," Anibasi.

"The Kingmaker," St. James. .

"Under the Counter," Phoenix.

"While Sun Shines." Globe. .

"Windermere's Fan." Haymarkct.
"Wlnslow. Boy," Lyric.

"Worm's View," Whitehall.

Despite Mex. Elections,

Theatres, Etc., Stay Open
Mexico City, July 9.

Picture theatres here got a break
when the government lifted the or-
der closing all houses on July 7 be-
cause of presidential election. This
allowed theatres to operate both aft-

ernoon and night but biz was only
fair because of great interest in poli-

tics.

Other entertainment spots, except-
ing cabarets and niteries, as well as
places selling or serving intoxicants,

were also allowed to remain open.

Strike Threat Of

Brit. Pic Workers
London, July 9.

Tom O'Brien, head of the Na-
tional Assn. of Theatrical and Kine
Employees, has ultlmatumed the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn. to
boost workers' - wages or his union
will walk out July 17. Union seeks
tilts of 20-25%,

O'Brien, who is a member of Par-
liament, gave the CEA until July 16
to answer.

Vodkaites Move Into

Rosenhuegel Studios

In the Vienna Zone
Vienna, July 2.

Russian military authorities fi-

nally moved into the Rosenhuegel
motion

.
picture studios, located in

their zone of occupied Vienna, after

more than a year of that studio's

control by the film section of the
American Information ' S e r v i c e
Branch. Up until this action last

week, American' occupation forces
had complete charge of maintaining
and financing all four of Austria's

studios, the Rosenhuegel, Seivering,

Schocnbrunn and a small recording
setup.

Two features wore under way at

the. time of the Russian seizure,

both undertaken by Austrian out-,

fits. Pics were 'The Long Road
Home", produced by Donau Films,

a new local company; and an un-
named comedy featuring a well-
known Austrian comic Hans Moser.
Although the Russians had no

physical control over any of the
Austrian studios before last week,
they had .been wielding indirect
leverage on the whole of European
film production through their op-
eration of the Agfa factory in Ger-
many, until recently the only avail-

able raw stock source on the' conti-

nent.
:
With resumption of aetivlties

at the Gevacrt works in Brussels,
however, the raw stock situation has
been eased to the point where pro-
ducers are relatively independent
of Russian pressure.

Big Fall Forecast for London Legit

Despite Current Dip; OM Vic, Miller,

Dreyfus, Littlers, Tennent Active

Chauvel, Aussie's Vet,

Won't Quit Producing
Sydney, July 2.

Charles Chauvel, Aussie producer
here for a long time, says he's going
to stick in the film biz despite any
opposition from J. Arthur Rank.
Chauvel already is set to go on

"Green Mountain." local yarn, and
has just purchased the rights to Will

Lawson's poem "When Cobb & Co.

Was King." tale of early Aussie days.

Also, on Chauvel's schedule is "My
Love Must Wait," novel by Ernes-
tine Hill, and "Wards of Outer
March," by Glassoh Taylor, local

writer.

Last film Chauvel did was war
opus. "Rats of Tobruk," which, came
in top late to mean much. Hoyls.

RKO ahd Charles Munro were
financially interested in this one.

Rep. to Go Into India
London. July 2.

R. W. Altschuler. head of Repub-
lic Pictures International, here for

three weeks to survey the situation,

said the compan} intends opening
offices in India.

He will visit France. Italy, Bel-

gium. Switzerland and Scandinavian

countries before returning to U.'S.

2 AIRLINES FILM IRELAND
Dublin, July 2.

Two more U. S. film units, headed

by Dr. John Harvey Furbay of. Air

World Education, subsidiary of Trans.

World Airline.-, here to start work on

(Urns .about Ireland.

A Pan-American Airways unit on

similar job arrived here recently.

By HARRY BEGENSBEBG
London, July 9.

London legit biz, consistent mon-
eymaker for years, is finally begin-
ning to slide off. Cause of downward
grade are' (1) lowering of wages
which has been rampant since .end of
war, (2) longer days, which keeps
people outdoors and (3) uncertainly
about pending American loan.

But show people, as always, are
not unduly disturbed. They are now
lining up new attractions for fall.

Most important is the return of the
Old Vic company to the New Thea-
tre Sept. 25. First play is "King
Lear" with Laurence Olivier in title

role. This is for one week, to be fol-
lowed by J. B. Priestley's new play
"An Inspector Calls," opening Oct 1.

Also -interesting is the fact that
LoUis Dreyfus, connected with vir-
tually every play that came here
from.U. S., under cover, is now com-
ing, out in the open to stage plays,
mostly Broadway hits. He starts off

with ''State of the Union," which he
will do in conjunction with Warren
Munsell next September, with oth-
ers to follow.

Generally, assumed that the Drury
Lane, when' ready to revert to. its

owners, (Prince Littler, heads
group), would stage "Oklahoma,"
but that is now out. Littler thought
it best that the . house start off with
an English production, and he has
commissioned Noel Coward to write
an operetta, which he has nearly
completed/This likely will be staged
near the end of the year, with "Ok-
lahoma" following. .

~

Littlcr's brother, Emile. also is ac-
tive. Most important is new show at
Coliseum which is to replace cur-
rent hit, now in second year, ""The
Night and. the Music."

Sherek's Roster

Henry Shcrck has a strong list of
productions on tap. 'One is "Imperi-
al Concubine," from Maurice Col-
lis's best seller, "The Motherly and
Auspicious"; and the new play by
Edward Percy tentatively titled,

"Unusual Comedy," which goes on
road in September for eight weeks,
with West End to follow. He also is

negotiating with Sir Alexander Ker-
da, who has English rights to pro-
duce "Aupres dc ma Blonde," cur-
rent hit in Paris in which Yvonne
Printemps . and Pierre Fresney are
starred. Sherek also intends to stage
Ja'mcs Parish's "Message . for Mar-
garet" at the Westminster theatre
concurrently with "Frieda" in Au-
gust.

H. M. Tennent. Ltd., intend to re-

vive Thornton Wilder's "Skin of Our
Teeth." with Vivien Leigh in the
original role, which will go on tour
before coming, to the Piccadilly in

August. Company also plans to pre-

sent Godfrey Tearle in "Antony and
Cleopatra" when he returns from
Hollywood, to be followed by "Othel-
lo." Other shows lined up arc "Deep
Are the Roots" and "Harvey." They
intend to bring over a Broadway
name for the latter.

Liniiitt & Dunfee's only now one
is -'Poltergeist." starring Gordon
Harkcr. in storage due to theatre

shortage. Comes out July 23 to. re-

place "No Medals" at the Vaude-
ville. Peter Dealing & Anthony
Hawtrey's "Vanity Fair,, starring

Claire Luce, now touring to big biz,

is expected in September, when
Dearing's "Soldier's Wife."

;
Rose

Franken's Broadway hit, comes to.

the Duchess for limited run, re-

tracing "Make it a Date." Firm also

has a new play by Joyce Dennys
and Constance Cox "The Bells

Ring," to be done this fall.

Gilbert Miller is readying "Voice
of the Turtle" for the Lyric the mid-
dle of September. Stephen Mitchell,

back from the Army., already has
clicked with the new show by Ben
Levy. "Clutterbuclc." which is doing
capacity on tour. Expected "in the

West' End next, month.
Tom Arnold has only one new one.

the . American hit "Pick-Up Girl,"

which finally has passed the censor,

a'.id $oes into the Prince of Wales.
July 2:i. replacing "Fine Feathers."
Show is In for short run while Gen-
eral Theatres ready the . new Sid
Field revue.
Estimated Grosses at SJ to Pound
"Better Late.'* Garrick (11th wkV

Capacity Since opening having
dropped this week from $9,600 to

$8,800. very profitable.

''Can Can," Adelplii (7th wk). Ex-
pensive production for Jack Hylton.
Lack oi' names has hurt. Has been
gr:is-ins $10,000 weekly, barely
breaking even. Folded July 6 with
Charles Cochran's "Big Ben." now
to'irina,-' replacing July 18.

"('rime and Punishment," Now
(3d wki. Practically capacity at SO.-.'

fiill).
'

'

. I

"Kxercise Bowler," Scala (3d
j

wk i. Not loo yuod at under. $3,000. •

•Tirty Fifty," Si rand (18th wki.
|

Doiim con.-islcntlv good, averaging
|

.SIUIOU. hut now nearer $0,000, very
prnlitablo.

|

"Fine Feathers," Prince of Wales
(3!ith wki. Moneymaker grossing !

as high as $18,000 for some weeks,
but has slid to $9,000. Skedded to
vacate July 20, with "Pick-Up Girl"
replacing.

"Follow the Girls," His Majesty's

(36th wk). Still In coin at steady

$12,000. Looks to continue indefi-

nitely.

"Frieda," Westminster (10th wk),
Started only fair despite rave
notices by most crix. Picked up to

average $4,900 good for this out-of-

way spot

"Gang Show," Stoll (8th wk). An-
other that had shaky start. Now
up to $10,000. nice.

"Grand National Night," Apollo
(4th wk). Excellent at around $7.-

200.

"Green Laughter," Comedy (4th

wk). Only around $8,000 an even
break. Closed July 6, with "The
Other Side," new Ronald Millar

play in July 30.

"Here Come Boys," Saville (13th

wk). Has done as high as $15,200

but no'w
;
doing about $12,000, not so

good here. '...''• '

:-
'• .

"High Time," Palladium (11th wk).
Virtual capacity from opening, with
$28,000 weekly. Looks assured till

end of year.
"Is Honymoon Necessary," Duke

of York's (3d yr). Up as high as
$8,000 for long time, but with Ralph
Lynn out of lead, has fallen to

around $3,500. To vacate soon.
"Lady From Edinburgh," Play-

house (2d yr). Steady money-
maker at $4,400, now $2,800.
"Lady Windermere's Fain," Hay-

market (45th wk). Still capacity,
never going below $7,000.
"Make It A Date," Duchess (16th

wk). Has made money for. months
at around $3,200, now only $3,200.
Vacating at end of month, with
Rose Franken's "Soldier's Wife" re-
placing,

"Merrle Enrland" Princess (2d yr.).

A gold mine. . Was steady . $14,000
weekly, but now near $9,000, still

.

slight. Holding tlH Firth Shephard
is ready with new revue, More
Shcphard's Pie" in August.
"No Medals," Vaudeville (2dyr.).

Made lots of money at $7,200. Cur-
rently down $3,580. Folding July 20,

with "Poltergeist," replacing July 25.

"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden
(9th wk). Has built up into a big
hit, now averaging $4,800, good
profit.

"Perchance to Dream," Hippo-
drome (2d yr.). Standees at all

shows, never going below $18,000.
"Portrait In Black," Piccadilly

(6th wk). Never got gdin. just
touching $4,000. Marking time till

"Skin of Your Teeth" is ready.
"Private. Lives"- Fortuiie (3d yr.).

Has about shot Its bolt with trans-
fer from Apollo theatre hurting.
Barely $2,000, sad.
"Red Roses For Me" Wyndham's

(2d wk). Doesn't amount to much,
averaging $3,600. Used as stopgap
till "Clutterbuck," new Benn Levy
play, is ready to come in from tour.
"Son* of Norway," Palace (18th

wk). Capacity including matinees.
Never below $10,000, Assured to
complete year and may stay longer.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambas-

sadors (9th wk). Never an empty
seat since opening, with, nothing
available for three months. Steady
$5,600, capacity for this small house.

"First Gentleman," Savoy (2d yr.).
Real coin-getter, going as high as
$10,000 for many months. Now off
to $8,000, but still showing profit.
"Guinea Plf," Criterion '20th

wk). Opened' big with intake aver-
aging $6,400 for months. Now $».-

500, but still profit,
"Hafly Heart," Aldwych (44th

wk). This did strong $10,000 for
months but off to $5,500 currently.
Folding this month:
"Kingmaker," St. James' (8th wk).

Opened stoutly at $0,000 but has
di i/ted to $4,400. Revival of Dryden's
"Marriage a la Mode" will split
with "Kingmaker" starting late, in
July.
"Nlchl and the Music;" Coliseum

(2d yi J. Has done as high as $28,-
000 for months but now doing $20,-
000, still on profit side. Staying till

end of August with '.'Night and the
Lauyhter" following.
"Shop al Sly Corner." St. Mar-

tin's (2d yr.). Doing steady $5,600
per which is real money, but now
near $4,000, expected to fold Soon.
"Wlnslow Boy," Lyric (7th wk>.

Capacity since opening at $9,600.
seems assured of long run.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix

f.33d wk). Standees at all show*.
Never below great $13,800: looks
likely to last al) year.
"While Sun Shines," Globe (Sdivr. '.

Did "as high as $10,400, virtually
capacity, but. how close to SC.OOO,
which still yielding profit.
"Worm's Eye View," Whitehall

(29lh wk). Often topped $7,600, but
now down to $6,800. very profitable.
"Monte Carlo Ballet" and "Li

Bolieme," (allernate performances)
Cambridge (Scl wk;. Doing stead

v

S14.400, plenty of gravy.
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OUTSTANDING favorites of the industry, these four

members of the family of Eastman Films, working
together, make an important contribution to higher

picture quality . . .

Eastman Plus-X Negative—for general produc-

tion work, particularly interiors.

Eastman Fine Grain Duplicating Positive—for

master positives, extremely low graininess and high

resolving power.

Eastman Fine Grain Panchromatic Duplicating

Negative—for tone rendering and printing detail

equal to the original negative.

Eastman Fine Grain Release Positive—for prints

of excellent definition and general quality, and for

highest quality sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, NEW YORK -

J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
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New Pact Granting 25% Wage Hike

Ends Hollywood Walkout in 2 Days
Hollywood, July 9.

Peace stepped in to end the two-

day strike against Hollywood's major

studios, with the producers and the

union leaders agreeing to basic

terms of a new wage scale. Strikers,

who walked out Monday morning,

walked back Wednesday morning in

accordance with an agreement which
•solved several jurisdictional disputes

among the labor chiefs. There was
picketing and a number of physical

clashes during the striking, but no
serious damage.

New agreement provides:.

(1) A 25% Increase In basic wages,

with a provision that special "In-

equities" will be open to negotiation.

(2) Effective date of the wage
agreement will be July IS.

(3) Guarantee of a cumulative 38-

hour week for six-hour daily em-
ployes, with overtime at the rate of

time and a half to start after six

hours of any day; the 36-hour guar-

antee to apply only to workers off

production.

(4) Studios will be free to hire

machinists on the open market while

the machinists' case is pending be-

fore the National Labor Relations

Board, with agreement on the part

of all unions involved that there will

be no work- stoppage and no "hot

sets" as a result of disputes over
machinists' work. Studios to accept

the NLRB decision and', negotiate

with whatever union is certified.

(5) Contracts to be negotiated

within 30 days for the crafts, under
Local 1421 and the Cartoonists and
Story Analysts.

(0) The 25% wage increase to

apply to machinists and publicists

until the bargaining agents for both
groups are determined by the NLRB,
with the

.
understanding that the

certified agents will negotiate con-
tracts on the basis of these wage
rates.

(7) Contracts to be negotiated for

2-year-period, ending, Dec. 31, 1947,

retroactive to Jan. 1, 1946, with the
understanding that the contracts may
be reopened Jan. 1, 1947, solely on
the issue of wages if the cost of

living as determined by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics will have In-

creased 5% or more between July

1, 1946, and Jan. 1, 1947; wage nego-
tiations to be based on the amount
of increase in the cost of living.

Settlement of the strike was ar-

ranged at a three-cornered meeting
at which Herbert Sorrell, head of the
Conference of Studio- Unions, and
Roy M. Brewer, international re-

presentative of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes, agreed to talk it over with
Byron Price, veepee of the Motion
Picture Assn. The trio settled both
wage and jurisdictional disputes.

U-UWP
S Continued from pile I —

yet accept more or less under duress.
Floating entirely on their own, with
the Department of Justice ready to
pounce on any evidence of tie-in or'

combination agreements, English
pix, unless exceptional, can antici-
pate only minor' grosses.
Blumberg, Fox 3c Co. are there-

fore going to England to explain all
this to Rank and talk over possible
revisions of the relationship. U
Prexy said Monday (8) that with the
confusion prevailing on the. decree,
even among attorneys, it was impos-
sible to explain it to Rank via letter

.
or phone and so personal confabs
were in order.
Most Play British Pix In U. S.

,

"
In

.

flny case," Blumberg declared,
British pictures must And a place
pn the American scene. The U. S.
Aim industry can't go on taking $80,-
000,000 a year out of England and
just say 'Thank you.' We must give
the British something in return. As
a matter of fact, we are getting ex-
cellent cooperation on the six Rank
Pictures we are distributing through
Universal. We're getting good flrst-
run dates from the circuits and the
films are doing well at the box-
office."

_ William J. Heineman, UWP v.p.
over sates, and Monroe Greenthal,
v.p. in charge of publicity-advertis-
ing, W ]ll leave for the Coast in about
a week for a 10-day huddle with
William Goetz, prez of International,
°" marketin« and ad campaigns for
.Bella Donna" and "Dark Mirror,"
com of which are completed. "Bella
uonna ' will be UWP's first release,

»r-?
e9

j
e<
L t0 hit theatre screens

aiound Christmas week.

I Col's Meet I

il— Continued from pace 5 ,
ments for their national sales hud-

dles. Had they know i in advance

the legal problems the decree

brought up as to next year's policy,

there undoubtedly would have been
a number of postponements, so that

the "salesmen could have been given

the final word.

Bill Scully, U's distribution chief,

said last week he would have liked

to have pushed back the company's

conclave of two weeks ago, but ar-

rangements had all been set and
there would have been too many
disappointments. As it turned out,

lawyers were still wrangling over
the meaning of the decision at the
time of the convention and the film
peddlers were given no word, ex-
cept that instructions would be
forthcoming later, regarding han-
dling of next season's product. '.

Columbia held its initial get-to-
gether about a week before the de-
cision was handed down. It was
marked by word from sales chief
Abe Montague to the men to sell

nothing, pending another meeting a
few weeks later; Sudden, decision
to call off all selling just , before the
court made its decision public led to
trade speculation that Montague had
a tipoff on the decree. He vehe-
mently denied this, however, stat-
ing it was

. merely coincidence;
Understood at the time to be the
purpose of the suspension of selling
was the pondering by Col of chang-
ing from a season's program in ad-
vance to the blocks-of-five system
enforced on the Big Five by the
original consent decree.

In the interim between the two
Columbia conventions, the court is-

sued its decision and so Montague
was still left without definite word
to give his salesmen. Blocks-of-
flve, if he did decide on that, may
have been made illegal for the Lit-
tle Three as well as the Big Five
under the new decree. So Montague
was forced into still another conven-
tion, with the thought, undoubtedly,
that the lawyers will have the tan-
gle unscrambled by the Aug. 3 date.

Mass Migration
Continued from pace 2

for past few years, goes to Austria

in August to star and direct at

Salzburg Festival. Her late husband
formerly staged this Festival every

season, and Miss Thimig was iden-

tified with project. Plans call for

her to make the annual jaunt to

Europe.

Paulctte Goddard, when she was
in England recently, made deal
with Sir Alexander Korda to' return
in the fall for at least one picture,

arrangement calling for two star

appearances. In deal closed with
Korda's competitor, J. Arthur Rank,
RKO several weeks ago dispatched
to London Adrian Scott, producer,
and Edward Dmytryk, director, to
make "So Well Remembered" in

Rank studios, with British cast
headed by John Mills and Patricia
Roc, latter a recent Hollywood vis-

itor' for . appearance in
.
"Canyon

Passage" for Walter Wanger.

Rene Clair is another who recent-
ly left Hollywood to cross Atlantic,

to direct "Golden Silence" . for
Pathe Studios in Paris, with Raimii
starred. Possibility that he may re-
main for a second picture. Michel
Morgan, who returned from French
appearances Ave months ago, plans
to go back to Paris in the fall for
another French film, and Bill Mar-
shall, her husband, may accompany
her for same film. Still another
Paris traveller will be Fred Press-
burger, son of Arnold, who leaves
shortly for French capital on tour
of inspection for his father. Elder
Pressburger intends to resume
French production with his CIPRA
firm.

Present plans of Enterprise call

for a camera crew to fly to Paris for
week of exteriors for "Arch of Tri-

umph." Hal Wallis, too, will be
Europe-bound in spring, to produce
"For Her to See" for Paramount in

England, If stage space is available,

Wallis will remain to make "When-
ever I Remember" in British cap-
ital

Goodson to Atlanta

As Par Branch Mgr.
Clyde Goodson, branch head for

Paramount in New Orleans, will
succeed Grpver Parsons, recently
resigned to join PRC, as branch
manager at Atlanta. Meantime, a
successor to John Kirby as district
manager at Atlanta is undecided.
Kirby, who resigned, has several of-
fers but is withholding choice until
after- a vacation.
With Paramount since 1925, Good-

son was recently made branch
manager at N.O. He formerly was
sales manager at Atlanta. Gordon
Bradley, now holding latter post,
takes over the New Orleans office.

SPG Fails To

Get Deal in N.Y.
Negotiating committee.' of Screen

Publicists Guild met again with com-
pany representatives yesterday
(Tues.) with no progress reported.
Last week SPG flatly turned down

counter-proposals of the home of-
fices which, in ftddltion to rejecting
demands for any wage increase at.

all, sought to impose conditions on
dismissals. In the opinion of SPG
this would leave the way wide open
for discharges.

'

In their official reply to SPG de-
mands for a new contract, the pro-
ducer-distributors held that "the
right to hire and to maintain order
and efficiency are among functions
reserved by the company and be-
longs solely to the company."
Counter employer proposals listed

as cause for discharges are drunk-
enness, dishonesty, inefficiency, in-
subordination, incapacity, incom-
petency and violation of established
company rules. This is taken by
SPG as. giving the companies every
possible- loophole when it came to
firing anyone in. publicity, advertis-
ing or art departments.
As against demands of the Guild

for severance pay running from one
week's salary for service up to six
months and extending to a total of
one year's salary, the film com-
panies countered with equivalent of
one week each year up to 10 and a
maximum of 12 over that many
years of service.

In addition, the producers want to
reduce the present 70% shop to 51%,
whereas SPG is demanding a 100%
shop same as exists with SPG in the
studios. As previously ' reported,
SPG originally demanded a straight
30% increase.

Rathvon Outlines RKO Coordination

Between Own, Indie Product at Meet

Wikhire Blvd. to Rival

' Downtown LA. Show Map
Hollywood, July 9.

Wilshire Boulevard will rival
downtown Los Angeles as a "Broad-
way" first run house centre if cur-
rent plans for erection of deluxe
film showcases go through. As soon
as materials are available, a top-
drawer theatre will be constructed
at Wilshire and Doheny In Beverly
Hills by Paramount and Fanchon &
Marco. Rodney Pantages is also
talking of another deluxer set for
Wilshire and Fairfax, to be built
and owned in, conjunction with
RKO.
Strong growth of first-run busi-

ness in west end of the Hollywood
area has been indicated for the past
few years, while downtown houses
have dropped off because of park-
ing and transportation difficulties.

Proposed Paramount house will
give that company three day-and-
date. theatres, and will cost in the
neighborhood of $2,500,000, with the
latest developments in theatre
equipment and planning, serving
also as a television outlet for Para-
mount.

. Latter presents possibility of live
stage shows for audience to be tele-
vized to home sets. William Pereira
will design the new house, having
been responsible for reconversion of
the old El Capitan to present Holly-
wood Paramount. .

'Blue Skies' as Special
Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies" will

probably be sold as a special by
Paramount,

Final decision on a special world
premiere in Chicago, as a salute to
Balaban & Katz, is contingent upon
working out plans to have Bing
Crosby, Fred Astaire and Joan Caul-
field attend, together with Berlin,
who stands ready to do so. B&K's
State-Lake is in mind but while no
tentative date for a special precm
has been arrived at, it would be
some time early in September.

DOS, Goldwyn I

mmm̂ Continued from page 3

each area and they will be selected

from the product' Of all companies.

Divvy of the coin will not be on the

basis • of what any particular film

does, but pro-rated on the percent-

age of total domestic income of each,

company last year. On that basis,

indies fear they will get negligible

sums, which they can far exceed if

they get deals on just one or two
of the backlog pix in the restricted

countries. .

Goldwyn and Selznlck claim to be
taking a more altruistic attitude, al-
though the backlog situation ob-
viously enters into their thinking,
too. They maintain that the "steam-
roller policies" ' planned by the
MPEA will wreak more' eventual
harm than good on the American in-

dustry as a whole. "Two wrongs
don't make a right," is the way one
of 'their reps put it.

Indies who decide not to share in

the MPEA distribution are aiming at

flat deals with local distributors in

some of the . countries. There are
quantities of these native business-
men making offers for product in the

U. S: They seem to have ways and
means of delivering dollars in New
York and most distrib reps don't ask
too many questions, as the opera-
tions appear . to be perfectly legal

from the standpoint of the U. S. gov-
ernment and the local governments
involved. The importers obviously
have tieups with local officials,

which makes the deals possible.

Grad Sears, United Artists dis-

tribution chief,, had a series of meet-
ings in Hollywood two weeks ago
with, the producers releasing through
his company, to discuss going along
with the MPEA. Opinion was split

and UA's position in regard to the

Association is now clouded, since it

Is dubious 1 that other majors will

share profits with UA if some of its

top export product is not available.

Newsreels
— Continued from page" 4 s

be used generally by the newsreels

for a year or two (lack of lab facili-

ties), most of the U. S. newsreel*

have been muking plans for. faster

coverage, for on-the-spot camera
work and for getting stories out to

the exhibitor quicker.

Back of this highly competitive

move by newsreels is the threat of

theatre television. Newsreels fully

realize that only better coverage,

exclusive news stories and speedier

delivery of the timely newsreel to

the theatre will enable them to com-
pete with theatre tele. That's why
they are already mapping ways and
means of meeting this new threat

to screen playing time.

The one single way, newsreel eds

admit, that they ran put new life

into the reels is by going out for

stories on a wide-open basts and
forgetting any "Associated Press of

the reels." Quite freely admitted

now that thls>AP idea of joint cov-

erage was a good economy move
but never did the newsreels any
good at the boxoffice. Every facet

of such joint handling of news has

been frowned on by the camera-
men's: union but exchange of news
stories between two and three reels

continued. It became general dur-
ing the war because of roto han-
dling or manpower shortage. Home-
offices, of course, always cottoned

to the AP coverage plan and
frowned on spending real coin to

get the news.

•
' How RKO is striving to maintain
the correct balance between its own
product and that of Its affiliate in-
dependent producers to obtain the
maximum return was highlighted in
N. Peter Rathvon's talk to the corn*
pany's 15th annual sales convention
which wound up last Thursday (4)

at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. Only
regional pow-wows were held
Thursday. Speaking for the first time
as president in charge of production,
Rathvon explained that one of his

problems in the past five months
was to pick pictures, so there would
be no conflict with stories or type
of vehicle being turned out by the
indie units, acknowledging, < his
awareness of the terrific upsurge of
independent' producers in the past
year.

RKO has adjusted itself to this

decentralizing movement, Rathvon
said. He cited that the company
would maintain a policy of achiev-
ing inventory of available pictures
to provide a steady flow' of product

S.
.
Barret McCormick, company's

ad-publicity chief, told the conven-
tion that $6,000,000 would be spent
in a vast pre-selling campaign, in ad-
vertising RKO product. Mag adver-
tising is the spearhead of this cam-
paign but a large amount of news-
paper space also will be used.
Regarding "Sister Kenny," Mc-

Cormick cited Gallup figures to
show that -the picture " would ap-
peal to infrequent theatregoers and
that consequently the company
would spend extra coin in farm
journals and publications concen-
trated in- small cities and towns.
•Phil Reisman, foreign chief, re-

ported that the company's foreign
business had gone up 57.2% over
1945. He detailed how a plan how is

in work for distribution of 16m pro-
grams to millions of potential thea-
tregoers in countries like Brazil,
India and China. He said the com-
pany would sponsor in conjunction
with local Interests the building of
16m theatres in several countries
under plans drawn up by John
Eberson, theatre architect; Robert
Wolff, RKO general manager in
Great Britain, .said figures for the
first six months are highly gratify-
ing although ."Bells of .St. Mary's"*
biz is not included.
' Although dlstribs are spending
five and six times more than they-
spent' a few years ago for advertis-
ing, they are doing it because they
find it

.
pays off at the boxoffice, ac-

cording to Al Slndllnger, executive
veepee of Audience Research (Gal-
lup subsld) , who spoke the final
day. His criticism was that local ex-
hibitors don't always support these
national campaigns at the point of
sale to the public.

Sindlinger said that his organiza-
tion found that the public is eager
to see new players, but they often
do not readily associate faces with
names, and that the local theatre can
help this by reminding the public
about roles these new players had
In previous films. He felt that this
is sure to add to the players' mar-
quee value and. thus benefit the ex-
hib.

UA Must Find Another

N Y. House for 'Henry'
With "Henry V" continuing to

garner heavy grosses at the City
Center, N. Y., United Artists is faced
with problem of finding a suitable

moveover house for the J. Arthur
Rank Technicolor' special in Septem-
ber. City Center is available only
until the end of August, since ballet

season is scheduled .to start Sept. 2.

UA, in its search for a suitable,

moveover house, is seeking a lim-
ited-seater in which to continue the
l\vo-a-('ay roadshow policy.^ There is

no int.. .ion now of going into reg-
ular, runs.

Truman-ATA
Continued from pace 4

thohy Hyde, deputy director of
OWMR; Arch Mercey. OWMR mo-
tion picture chief, and others.
Representing 'ATA, in addition to

Fabian, were Robert Coyne, ATA
exec director; R. B. Wilby, Atlanta
exhib and chairman of the ATA prb-
gram committee; J. Edward Shugrue,
public relations director, and Arthur
L. Mayer, public relations counsel.
Fabian outlined contributions made
during the war by exhibs and told of
the progress of ATA to date.
"ATA's effort," he. said, "repre-

sents an attempt to unite the indus-
try in a continuation. of cooperation
extended to the Government in its

wartime information program."
Wilby laid down the law on the kind
of pix that would be acceptable to
the theatres. He pointed out that
Aim houses are primarily to sell en-
tertainment arid cater to audiences
with all types of viewpoints. There-
fore, he explained, the films must be
non-controversial and must not con-

'

tain any propaganda.
He emphasized the necessity for

brevity if an official film is to get
wide circulation. Cabinet officials

and reps of the other U. S. agencies
and departments stressed the impor-
tance of further assistance from the
film industry in peacetime.
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in the Biggest

Year Ever from Jeanne Grain - Cornel Wilde
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CENTURY-FOX

DIRECTED AND PRODUCED W

Screen Play by Michael Kanin • Based on the N

Music by JEROME KERN • Lyrics: "ALL Tl

"RAILROAD SONG" "IN LOVE IN VAIN" I

"CENTENNIAL" "LONG LIVE OUR FREE AMERlO*

Ifs a FACT: "ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM""
It's a FACT: "SMOKY" in Technic***

It's a FACT: "CLUNY BROWN"-6th week, Rivoli, New York Cfyl
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v«' by Albert E. Idell - Dances Staged by Dorothy Fox

ROUGH THE DAY" by OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II
]

>
"THE RIGHT ROMANCE" • "UP. WITH THI LARK"
Py LEO ROBIN "CINDERELLA SUE" by BY. HARBURG
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...followed by Washington,

Baltimore, Pittsburgh, July 12th

. . . and 100 regional premieres

throughout Pennsylvania!

• • • • • • • ••••••••••••• • •

"MONEY PICTURE!"
—The Exhibitor

"MARQUEE LURE!"
—Variety

"BOXOFFICE SUCCESS!"
—Independent

"TOP GRADE!"
—M. P. Herald

"A BIG ONE!"
—Showmen's Trade Review

"IN BEST 20th TRADITION!"
.—Boxoff/'ce

"BIG GROSSES!"
—Film Daily
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Ktting all-time records at Radio City Music Hall!

-all-time records for 103 dates!

• - "DO YOU LOVE ME" In Technicolor- every boxoffice loves it!
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Johnston Office Laying-off 'Outlaw'

Situation Because of Hughes' Crisis

Crash of Howard Hughes' plane In

Beverly Hills Sunday (7) brought

to a stop expected action by the

Motion Picture Association looking

to revocation of "the Production

Code seal from his film, "The Out-

law", and to oust him as a member

of the MPA.

U. S. District Court in New York

last week okayed the Johnston of-

fice's Intention of pulling the seal

because Hughes refused to abide by

its rules regarding advertising of

"The Outlaw." It was anticipated

that a meeting of the Association's

board would be called this week for

that purpose and to give Hughes the.

heave as a member. Technically, a

meeting previously called to con-

sider such -action is in adjournment,

forced when Hughes originally

went into court and asked an in-

junction. Court has now stated that

the MPA is free to act in any way
it pleases regarding Hughes.

Court battle and the heavy are-

works surrounding "The Outlaw"

are expected by those familiar with

the producer's operations to peter

out if his condition takes a turn fbr

the worse. Hughes is recognized as

the sparkplug and, were it not for

his stubborn attitude, it is antici-

pated that cuts desired in "The Out-

law" by various censor boards would

be made and ads toned down to

come within MPA rules so that the

picture can get Its normal playoff.

Courtroom serial Of Hughes vs. the

MPA went into Its umpteenth chap-

ter last week with the U. S. Circuit

Court in New York okaying MPA's
desire to yank its seal from "The
Outlaw." Justice Learned Hand de-

nied Hughes' request for a temporary

stay pending hearing on an appeal

from previous nix on an injunction,

As in each of the numerous court

actions so far, the Hughes forces

took a judicial drubbing, Hand de

claring that the producer's position

"is so absurd that its mere statement

is its refutation.". What Hughes
wants, lastest decision stated, is "to

force the defendant (MPA) to con

tlnue as his. accomplice in the com
bination (Hughes contends that the

MPA is in restraint of trade) by
falsely representing that he has con-

formed to the conditions which the

defendant 'unlawfully' exacts from
its members." It was this stand Jus-

tice Hand ca'.led "absurd."

If the MPA were prevented by the

court . from revoking its : seal, it

would, in effect, the court stated, be

compelling the MPA to announce

publicly that Hughes has conformed

to all its requirements, which "con-

fessedly it has* not done as to its ad-

vertisements."' Judge pointed out

that all Hughes had to do to avoid

the whole difficulty was to change

its ads. Commenting on this he de-

clared:

"That, the necessary changes will

in any substantial way lessen the

speculation; it is possible that as

many prospective spectators will be

offended by the present advertise-

ments as will be attracted."

receiving end of the pies was some-
thing unusual. Not so unusual to be

noticed by her own directors but

Hughes caught a fleeting glance of

her as she was passing through the

lot. His search was over. Jean

Harlow, dubbed later "The Plati-

num Blonde," and who went on to

staTdom with Metro/ was the girl.

Without real dramatic experience

she was thrust Into a role of such

importance it looked impossible for

her to be successful. Also, she was
to work with a director, Hughes,

who was also in swaddling clothes.

The combination was looked on

as impossible by the Hollywood
professWuids. Hughes was the butt

of all the
- Hollywood gags at the

time and the wise boys sat back

smugly to watch him fall. The re-

sult is history,
.

"Hell's Angels" opened on Broad-

way, not in one theatre but in two,

the Criterion and the Gaiety. The
rental for the two theatres was
over $100,000 a week and neither

house seated much over 1,000. Ad-
mission price was $2. The electric

signs in front of each theatre cost

more than many of the feature pro-

ductions being made at that time.

Hughes' Flight
Continued from page 1

became part of thewhich he
industry;

Hughes came . Into the business as

a sponsor of Marshall (Mickey)

Neilan, the director. Howard's

father, inventor of the Hughes hard

rock drill and owner of the Hughes

Tool Co., of Houston, Texas, spent his

vacations in Southern California.

On these trips he was accompanied

by his son Howard, an engineering

student who fancied the shop more
then his school. On one of these

vacations the senior Hughes met
Neilan, the not over-rserious direc-

tor who worked when it pleased him.

Neilan aoted as guide for Hughes,

Sr., and it is told that they would
lock young Howard in his hotel

room while the elders were seeing

Hollywood. Before one of these ex

cursions Howard had a serious talk

with Neilan and, told him he was
having a rotten time of it. Kindly
Neilan said he would take care of

the matter later that night: Leav-
ing Hughes, Sr., wrapped up in

watching a floorshow at one of the

bistros, Neilan excused himself to

"wash his hands and made a quick
trip back to the hotel to release

Howard. Not having a key, it was
necessary to get him from his room
by ladder. This did not enhance
Neilan's friendship with the elder

Hughes but it certainly boosted his

stock with the son.

Immediately after the death of

Hughes, Sr., Howard went to Holly
wood and renewed his friendship

with Neilan. Latter's fortunes were
at a low ebb at this time and the ar-

rival of young Hughes was a great

break. Neilan had a story on the

back of an envelope and could start

production immediately if he had
some money; about $16-18,000 would
do the job

Young Howard, then a year short

of his majority, came up with the
funds. They made a picture, ar
ranged distribution through one of

the major, outlets, and took in over
$100,000 profit. Although Hughes
income from royalties . on the drill

was enormous he still fancied mak
ing money, particularly as he did
not like the idea of being labled a
"sucker" or "playboy."

Signs Milestone

Bitten by the bug of Hollywood
he then signed up a young Russian
Lewis Milestone, just coming to the
front. They made a com.edy, "Two
Arabian Knights", with Edmund

' Lowe and Louis Wolheim, and re

leased it through United Artists. It

made a lot of money and was fol

lowed by "The Mating Call" and
"The Racket," both released by
Paramount with excellent results

Then came Hughes' major produc
tion. "Hell's Angels

"

' This picture started as a silent

with Greta Nissen, a young Scandi

navian actress playing the role of

the English heroine. Ben Lyon and
James Hall were the male leads.

Hughes was the director. Studio

space was engaged and all the: cam-
era, lighting and. prop equipment
was rented. Before the picture was
completed sufficient rental was paid

to have bought the entire equip-

ment outright several times. Ex-
penses did not bother Hughes and
he was about to conclude a contract

with Sigmund Romberg to ' do a

musical score for the picture at the

"highest" price ever paid a com-
poser, when the industry had to

switch from silent pictures.to talkers,

Hughes, by this time, had over

$1,50.0,000 invested in his silent

version. It was necessary to swing
over to sound and the matter might
have been simple as the dialog and
sound effects were then being
dubbed into pictures that had been
completely or partially finished as

silents. But Hughes' big dilemma
was that his leading lady had not

learned to speak English with
fluency, so it became impossible to

finish the picture with her. That
made it necessary to remake all of

the scenes in which she had ap-
peared.

Then the big search started for

a girl to replace Miss Nissen.

Hollywood was scoured, the legiti-

mate stage was searched for a girl

who would fit Hughes' exacting de-

mands. Thousands and thousands of

feet of test film were. shot. Hughes
made several trips to New York to

cover the current shows then on
Broadway. On : these trips he
ordered tests made of entire chorus
ensembles and every other girl that

came to his attention, including a

Park avenue debutante or two. The
entire facilities of the testing studios

were taken up for months while
Hughes pursued his tests.

.

Other. Stars Born
Fox Films' testing department,

under Joe. Pincus, cooperated with
Hughes, putting aside many of its

own tests to help the young pro
ducer. As it happened, among
the people tested for Hughes and
rejected by him, a number of stars

were born for other companies. Re
jected by Hughes but liked by others

who saw the rushes are a few girls

in the top ranks who have probably
wondered how it all happened,
and do not recall that it was Hughes'
money that financed their beginning.

While the frantic search was go-

ing on and expenses were mounting
the Cinderella he was looking for

worker right on the same lot where
Hughes was making his multi-mil-

lion dollar production.

A comedy company, part of the Hal
Roach outfit, was busy with ' a cus- ,

.

tard pie opus and the girl on the !
would hesitate to take,

'Angels' Lavlshness
'

Hughes set, a standard for lavlsh-

ness with "HolVs Angels." Not only

was it the first' multi-million dollar

production; everything that was
done to present it was also done in

the grand manner. Gold tickets and
programs costing many times the
admission price were used at the
openings. Newspaper' advertising

and electric signs, billboard space
and everything expended to enhance
the picture's value were lavish. The
entourage from Hollywood for the
opening included all of the impor-
tant members of the cast and techni-

cal' crew, costing Hughes a fortune.

Elaborate parties were staged for

the press by Charles Washburn, one
of Broadway's highest paid publi-

cists. London followed the New
York presentation and Hughes sent

his entire staff overseas so that

nothing would go wrong with the
presentation at London's Empire
theatre. Mortimer Norden, who built

most of the huge electric sighs on
Broadway, was engaged to go abroad
to give London the largest electric

display that staid city had ever seen
Trafalgar Square was blazing on the
night of the opening. Hughes had
really lit up London.

Twelve road shows toured the
U. S. and Canada with "Hell's

Angels" and a staff of 15 accompa-
nied each picture. Huge' grosses
were rolled up from roadshowings
and when released' later to the regu-
lar theatres through United Artists
it became only second to "The Birth
of a Nation" in receipts.

Until interrupted by his interest
in aviation, it appeared for a while
Hughes would become the biggest
figure in the motion picture industry.

Might Have Owned Metro

He might have owned the con-

trolling interest in Metro at a cost

of over $50,000,000 but for the tar-

diness of his attorney meeting Wil-

liam Fox at his hotel. Fox, through

a subsidiary, held control of Metro

and, as his company was in serious

financial trouble at the time, he was
willing to dispose of his Metro hold-
ings. Hughes had aiready trans-
ferred more than $20,000,000 to his

broker in New York through his

representative, H. Wayne Pierson.
Cecil B. DeMille and William Ran
dolph Hearst were in the deal with
him and they had also added their
money to that already on deposit by
Hughes. Although about two-thirds
of the money was up Pierson had
learned that it might take another
$10,000,000 or so to complete ne
gotiations. He called Hughes on the
telephone and told him another $10,-

000,000 would be necessary. Hughes'
reply—in his high pitched nervous
voice—to Pierson was: "Ten million
more! Why that's a lot of money
Wayne."

The crackup of Hughes Is not his

first serious plane accident although
the newspaper reports from the
Coast state' it was. While making
"Hell's Angels" he was using
number of English and German war
planes he had bought in England.
Some of these crates were SE Fives
and Fokker D 7's with rotary motors,
Hughes would not let his flyers use
them until he. had tested them him
self. It. was while taking off in a

SE Five' at the Hollywood airport he
made too sharp a turn and crashed
When taken from the wreckage he
was hemorrhaging from the cars and
ruse and was apparently badly.' hurt,

Wl.h. supreme courage he pulled
himself together' and although his

difficulty in hearing was accentuated
by this accident he still proceeded
to take chances that many flyers

hside Stuff—Pictures
Recent statement by James Mulvey, prexy of Samuel Goldwyn Produc-

tions, to the effect that the anti-trust decision is what "exhibitors should
have set up in the first Instance for their own interest and protection" is

looked on by some exhlbs as containing much more than meets the eye.

These exhibs point to the fact that Warners nixed the flrst two Danny
'

Kaye starrers for Goldwyn, reportedly because the producer pegged the
Alms at too high a sales price. When Goldwyn salesmen in some instances

approached an Indie exhib, who was .competing with a Warner house, to

take the pictures, the exhib usually turned down the offer for fear that

Warners might reciprocate by trying to take away some of his product
Several exhibs in such instances had been threatened by Thurman Arnold,

Goldwyn legal counsel, that they were acting in restraint of trade by re-

fusing to play the pictures and thus depriving their town from seeing them.
Now, they say, if the auction-bidding program called for in the anti-trust

decision goes into' effect, such fears will be groundless, since there will be
nothing to prevent either themselves or WB houses from bidding against

each other. All of which, they point out, should considerably benefit

Goldwyn, Mulvey, et al.

Latest zig-zag in the party line In Russia has left. Sergei Eis'ensteln out

in the cold. Second part of the noted director's film trilogy on "Ivan the
.

Terrible,"' dealing with the life and times of the 16th century czar, has

been put under a ban because of its "anti-historic" viewpoint and its failure

to portray contemporary realism: According to the latest party ideological

switch, Ivan must now be "shown as a "progressive statesman" and not as

"a maniac and a scoundrel who behaves in a crazy manner, surrounded by
many young cutthroats." An article in Culture arid Life, Moscow weekly
issued by the omnipotent Central Committee of the Communist Party, con-

tinued with a denunciation of the current trend of film producers to make
pictures around the lives of historical persons, and pictures with "fairy

tale" themes. Films must be used as a sharp party weapon, the.article said.

Producers were warned to emphasize themes on the recent war and the

new five-year plan.

Eiscnstein is in a hospital near Moscow convalescing from a heart attack.

The Rivoli and the -Criterion are the only downtown N. Y. first-runs

affected by the decision In the equity suit. Rivoli is a partnership be-

tween Paramount and the' United Artists Theatre Circuit, while Criterion

.

is partnered between B. S. Moss and Loew's.

Though arbitration machinery as set up under the consent decree of 1940

remains in force it is being utilized only to a negligible extent as. witness

the fact that an appeal decision which came down last week brought the

number of such opinions to a meagre 125. Pointed out, however, that many
a case brought before local tribunals or the appeal board have been with-

drawn following "out-pf-coiirt" settlement. - Fact that there have been only

125 appeal rulings so far is still significant.

The 125th decision in the case of the Fryeburg theatre, Fryeburg, Maine,

against the Big Five, related to clearance, as vast majority before it have.

It represented a victory for the exhibitor. .

Should any of the five pix- that United Artists has scheduled to follow

each other into the Globe, N. Y.,. demonstrate unusual staying power, UA
product will continue to back up in the New York area until late fall or

winter. Current expectations are that the company will have the logjam,

which has delayed the New York playoffs, cleared by mid-September.
UA currently has "Diary of a Chambermaid" (Bogeaus) in the house,

under its pact with the Brandt interests, which control It. Next entry will

be "Breakfast in Hollywood" (Golden), followed by "Young Widow"
(Stromberg), "Night in Casablanca" (Loew) and "Scandal in Paris" (Press-

burger). Each is expected to get two to three weeks of Broadway show-
casing.

The only other UA picture awaiting initial run is Rank's "Caesar and
Cleopatra," which is set for the Winter Garden . Aug. 15.

Scotching reports' that columnist Hedda Hopper had taken her current
trip to England at the invitation and expense of, United World Pictures,

reps of the J. Arthur Rank Organization in.N. Y. declared the syndicated
writer had. gone to England entirely on her own,' with her trip financed by
the Chicago Tribune-N. Y. News Syndicate, her employer.
Rumors arose following a recent press conference at which Malty Fox,

UWP prexy, told the trade press reporters that he hoped to have one cor-

respondent from each paper go to England at UWP'e expense to o.o. the.

Rank setup there, in order to get a better understanding of Rank's pro-,
duction facilities!. Fox declared that the invitation was open also to daily
newspaper columnists, and, when Miss Hopper announced' she was going
over, reports immediately arose that UWP was backing, the trip.

N. Y. Mirror's society editor. Barclay Beekman, gave top play in Mon-
day's (8) edition to a story of Marilyn Silverstone, daughter of Murray
Silverstbne, 20th-Fox International prexy, having received an invitation to

a British royal garden party at Buckingham Palace, London, next Tuesday
(16). Story featured a two-column cut of the 18-year-old girl, along with
a tale of how she'd met the British princesses while living in England
when her father was UA chief there. Silverstone family left yesterday
(Tuesday) for England aboard. the Queen Mary.
Silverstone says he wished the story had never appeared in the Mirror,

since he'd been swamped with congratulatory calls all day Monday. Story
leaked out. he said, when someone phoned Beekman after having seen
the daughter buying a "long dress" in a Fifth avenue shop.

. Insiders were inclined to scoff at newspaper rumors that Mayor William
O'Dwyer. of New York, would succeed Eric Johnston as president ot the
Motion Picture Association. O'Dwyer denied the reports on his. arrival
over the weekend in New York from a visit to the Coast.
Some dissatisfaction with Johnston's administration of the MPA by Hol-

lywood toppers was reported in Variety about a month ago. However,
Johnston has since been in lengthy huddles with Coast execs and it is be-
lieved the • difficulties have been wiped away. In any case, should John-
ston depart, little likelihood is seen that O'Dwyer would be the choice to

succeed him.

Exhibs using Railway Express to get their product from the branch
offices will have a considerable item added to their operating expense
with the decision. of Express execs to raise the rates. Half-rates on return
of the prints to exchanges, in effect for many years, were ruled out; el-

feclive July 1.

New prices will not hit too hard, however, it's believed, since most exhibs
had been relying on independent trucking concerns to transport their prints"

to and from the exchanges. It's probable, also, that those, exhibs using
Railway Express will ask the majors to take the upped antes into consid-
eration when setting prices on their product.

The opening song number in "Night and Day," the Cole Porter bio-
graphical musical being released by Warner Bros, as its 20th Sound Anni-
versary Special, was not written by Cole Porter. The number, sung in a

Yale .campus scene, is •"Sons ' of Eli." It was composed by Stanleigh P.

Friedman, WB v.p. and. attorney who, like Porter, is a Yale alumnus..
Friedman for many years has been both prolific and versatile in his avo-

cation of musical composition. His works, range all the way from college
songs to sacred music.

Goldwyn ad campaign recently, bl.urbing "Kid From Brooklyn" as

"Broadw&y'.s' long run champion," is bringing squawks from Arthur Mayer
and Joe Burstyn, dislribs of the Italian film, "Open City." Danny K:iy*'

starrer is only in its 13th week at the Astor, they moan, while "Ooen pity"

is currently in its sixth month at the 299-seat World theatre on 49th street.
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Par To Make Century Ace Rochester

House After Pool Split; Xchange News
Rechcstor, N. Y.

Paramount is preparing to make
the Century theatre its ace house

here following the split-up of the

five-theatre RKO-Paramount-Com-
erford pool on July 31. It wjll.be

renamed the Paramount and get a

$150,000 remodeling job, including

new seals and front.

James H. Eshclman has been
transferred from. St. Paul, Minn., as

Paramount city manager to take

charge of the Century, Regent and
Capitol, the last-named in associa-

tion with Comerford interests. Par
signed new leases for the Century,
owned by the University of Ro-
chester, and the. Regent, owned by
Bernard Finucane, president of the

Security Trust Co. The Regent will

get a new general lounge and the

Capitol new seats and other im-
provements.
These three houses will gel Para-

mount, 20th-Fox and Warners prod-
uct, but may sell some pictures to

the RKO Palace, 3.500 seatcr. Palace
and Temple will play RKO, Univer-
sal, Monogram and Republic prod:

net. Jay Golden, city manager for

the five theatres, until recently
promoted to RKO district manager
in Brooklyn, will supervise the
Palace and Temple after the splitup
becomes effective.

Sterling Seattle Booker Quits

Seattle,

Bob Clark resigned as booker for

Sterling Chain to go with Saffle

Service. Successor is Ray Lehrman,
moved up from assistant booker,

Booth Quits As Essaness Buyer
Chicago.

Jim Booth, head film buyer and
booker for the Essaness Circuit
since its inception in 1929, resigned
to go into business for himself, fol-

lowing a vacation in California.
Still retaias an interest in Woods
theatre. . Ralph. Smitha, formerly
district manager and Booth's assist-

ant, takes his place.
Old. Cohan's Grand, now RKO-

Grand, on the fringe of the Rialto,
is getting a $75,000 going-over.
House will have capacity boosted to

1,250 and the largest vertical sign
in Loop. There'll also be a mod-

ernistic canopy. Outer lobby and
front of house will be in. red
polished granite. Circuit plans to. go
first-run instead of . current reissues

aiid moveovers from Palace, to go
with the facelift.

' Indies Kick on Free Ducats
Albany,

Upstate Theatres, which Buys and
books for 10' independent theatres
in Albany. Troy and Schenectady,
has registered protests with the
branches of film companies . servic-

ing the new Fabian-Hellman Mo-
hawk drive-in and with Si Fabian
himself, over its new policy of ad-
mitting children free. When the
drive-in opened June 3, youngsters
were charged 10c.

This . and the other Fabian-Hell-
man drive-in at Lathams Comers
recently began plugging "Admission
Free For Children Under 12." Up-
state claimed this was unfair com-
petition. Saratoga Road drive-in,
which Neil Hellman operated inde-
pendently until this year, had for

sometime featured free ducats for

kids.

Harrisburf House to Sam Frank
Harrisburg, Pa.

The 500-seat suburban. Paxtang
theatre purchased by Sam Frank
Theatre Co., which operates a chain
in New Jersey and Delaware. Now
in the .process of renovation, house
will be in charge of R. V. Osman,
former owner.

Claufhtons Open New Fla. Spot
Miami \Beacli

Two successful indie exhibitors
here, Ed and Lilliam Claughton, who
built' and operate the Royal in Mi-
ami, preemed their new Variety
theatre on Miami Beach recently.
Built for $420,000, the house seats
1,500; House boasts the latest fea-
tures, including Indirect lighting and
air conditioning. Al Wheedon
named manager with double-feature
policy and revivals constituting main
bookings.

Tulsa. Legal Suae
Tulsa.-

The city legal department has
opined that construction of two thea-
tres here was In order, under ordi-
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nances which permitted their classifi-

cation under group No. 8 as

miscellaneous assembly halls ana
contractors were authorized to re-

sume work on the structures, which
were recently served with "stop

orders" by Fire Marshal George

Askew
A new development broke in the

theatre construction issue, however,

when the fire marshal intimated that

while construction of. the two then,

tres, one located in suburban Red
Fork and the other oh east 11th

street, was resumed under interpre-

tation of the ordinance by the legal

department, opening of the theatres

might be halted by the fire marshals

office on the contention the buildings

constituted fire hazards. Use of wood
was a major issue in the fire mar-
shal's action in halting work. The
theatres are reportedly using wooden
trusses.

•Promotion' Party

Metro's Kansas City exchange

staff is slated to throw a "promo-
tion" party, next Monday (15) for

Frank C. Hcnsler and Albert Adler.

Hcnsler was recently upped from his

post as branch manager to district

manager, with headquarters in De-
troit. . Adler. K. C. city salesman,

succeeded Hensler.

Beattle 'Joins Goldman
Philadelphia.

George Beattic has resigned as

sales manager of the Paramount ex-

change"to Join the William Goldman
organization as head buyer, and
booker. " '

,.

The Fans, formerly the Fays, will

be reopened shortly with a straight

picture policy. It was formerly a
sepia vaudfllmer.
Ruth Berger, secretary to Everett

Callow, Stanley-Warner publicity

head, resigned last week to join ad-
vertising department of SnellenbUrg
department store.

Fred Sandy, new PRC branch
manager, wa6 feted last week by the
Baltimore Variety club.

New Warner House In W. Virginia
Fairmont, W, Va.

New Warner's Fairmont Theater,
which replaces one destroyed by fire,

is set to open here in August. Wer-
muth, manager of the new house,
expects many Warner officials for

the opening.

Georgia Grid Stad Made Mgr.
Raleigh, N. C.

Howard Ector, recently discharged
from Army air force, has gone in as
house manager of the Carolina
theatre, Greensboro.
Ector Is a graduate of Georgia

Tech, where he was quarterback on
the football team for three years.
Plans made for a new. theatre ' at

Mt. Airy costing $50,000.
Charlotte Drive-In Theatre is now

operating under management of

Dixie Drive-In Theatre of Atlanta
nstead of the Frank Harris Co., as
previously. Change in operation is

because Frank, Ed and George Har-
ris, of Atlanta, sold out their in-

terests.

Change will not affect the opera-
tion of the theatre.

Single Selling
: continued from page 3 ;

the practice prior to the decision.

Most contracts had been written

with a 'minimum-, admission price

included, which was used mostly to

prevent any cut-throat competition

among different exhibs. Price-fix-

ing of any kind is to be abolished

but! with the current boxoft'ice

boom and agitation on the part of

many exhibs to raise prices, it's ex-

pected this move will be felt very

little.

Elimination of formula deals,

master agreements and franchises is

also to become effective on July 25.

This step will hit hardest at Para-
mount and RKO, who have alleged-

ly' entered . into such agreements
with both indie and affiliated cir-

cuits. Move is expected by the Jus-

tice Dept. to help pave the way for

the auction-bidding system, when
and if it becomes effective.

With the date for the handing
down of the final decree shoved
back from June 21 to Oct. 7, Gov-
ernment reps and legal counsel for

the majors are
.
continuing their

huddles on the decision. It's be-
lieved possible that the single-pic-

ture system of
.
selling product may

be changed before then, if it doesn't

prove practicable. .Any appeal must
come after the Anal decree has been
worked out by the plaintiff and the

defendants, and while it's possible

that neither side will, appeal the de-
cision, idea is believed very im-
probable.
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LAMB JOINS 'PARADE'
Hollywood, July 9,

Gil Lamb draws the - comic lead

in the
.
forthcoming "Hit Parade,'

tunefilm, at Republic. -

Picture gets under way August 26

with Robert North producing.

Colo. Jackrabblt Circuit -

Denver. .

Baukman & Fisher are starting a
jackrabblt circuit, a day in each
spot, consisting of Evergreen, Palmer
Lake, Bennett, Parker, Keenesburg,
Georgetown and Lyons, all in Colo-
rado.
Marvin Goldfarb quit as RKO

salesman to start his own business.
He is succeeded by Ed Green, of
N. Y.

Par Legit
Continued from paie 3

put up $60,000 of the $73,000. produc-
tion cost and $100,000 for film rights

against a ceiling of $300,000. All of

the production investment has been
returned and most of the cost of film

rights is expected to be recouped
ti'om profits of the hit legiter, giving

the company the valuable property
virtually for free.

As against this, Par lost a total of
about $20,000 in various small invest-

ments. It had $8,000 split between
"Liite

1

Song" and "The Mermaids
Singing," plus another $12,000 in

"Tiuckline Cafe," all of which failed

to pay off. "Lute Song" angeling
was a gesture to star Mary Martin,
who is tinder an exclusive pact to

Par, while "Mermaids" investment
was a doff to the author, John van
Druten, in prospect of future plays.

Par also made a straight buy of

Aim rights to "State of the Union"
at $300,000, plus an equal split of the
picture profits after production and
distribution costs come out

Mgrs. Joining 1ATSE

Conies Before Union's

Chi Convention July 22
The question of whether the in-

lernntional Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees will extend its al-
ready-large' jurisdictional sphere of

unionism in the picture industry to

take in. film theatre managers will

be brought up
.
before the IA 'con-

vention in Chicago, the week of .Inly

22.
'

Application of the Motion Picture
Theatre Operating Managers & As-
sistant ; Managers' Guild, unaffili-

ated, for an IA charter, has been
officially filed with the IA and will

be mulled at the executive board
sessions of the IA v/hich start in

Chicago next Monday (15) in ad-
vance oX the convention.

RichHi-d F. Walsh, president oC Die

IA, states that the application will

be acted upon by the exec com-
mittee and then brought to the lloor

o( the convention lor a vote in line

with recommendations of the com-
mittee. Meantime, Walsh withholds
his. personal views so far as man-
agers are concerned on the ground
that he doesn't want to go on record
in advance of the exec board, meet-
ing for fear anything he might now
say might be considered as. attempt-
ing to influence action by the board.

The MPTOMAjAMG, organized by
managers and assistants working in

41 Greater New York and West-
chester county theatres of the RKO
circuit, after n lengthy battle, re-

cently won * contract with RKO
and has ambitions to organize man-
agers on a nationwide basis. George
Dunn, manager of RKO's 81st SI.

theatre. N. Y„ is president;
Walsh leaves for Chicago tomor-
ow (.Thursday) in advance of the

exec board meeting.

Interstate Plans 2 In Houston
Houston.

R. J. O'Donnell, general manager
of Interstate Theatres Circuit, an-
nounced 25-year lease for a theatre
to be built in the McCarthy Center
for $30,000. House will be equipped
for television. Interstate recently
bought a four-acre site for nabe
house to cost $20,000 in Richmond
section.

With veterans returning to their
old posts at the local Interstate The-
atres, following changes are an-
nounced. Howard Skelton is new
manager at the Village, replacing
John Ellis. Ellis will be given a.new
post yet not announced. Art Meyer
named new skipper at North Mainj
replacing Cecil Barham who is
transferred to State, Galveston.

H. H. Heigel purchased a half in-
terest in .the new Avon Theatre,
Dallas, buying out holdings of L. M.
and L. N. Childress. Col. F. C. Mer-
rill is other partner. Heigel was
manager of Harlem theatre.

PRC Decides on Nat'l

Sales Conv. After All
Switching over from. original plans

to hold three separate regional meet-
ings, PRC will hold a national sales
convention from Sept. 3-7 at Atlantic
City, according to H. H. Thomas,
company prexy,
• Thomas will preside over the con-
clave of PRC's combined sales and
booking force, assisted by. Lloyd L:
Lind, veepee and assistant general
sales manager. Other h.o. execs at-
tending Include Grover C. Schafer,
Sam Seidelman, Elmer Hollander,
Jack Bellman, Arnold Stolz and
George Flietman. Robert Goodfried,
publicity manager of PRC studios,
will come In from the Coast

Metro's Talent Scouts

Still Check on Play*
With abandonment by Metro re-

cently of its play department, studio

execs are being given coverage on
story possibilities among strawhat
tryouts, as well as Broadway open
ings, by the company's talent reps.

Formerly, scouts of both the play
and talent departments covered
Broadway and the hayloft circuit.

Now the. talent men just expand
somewhat their descriptions and
comments on the vehicles..

PHILLYS NEW 10% TAP

SO FAR NOT AFFECTING
Philadelphia, July 0.

First week of the 10% municipal
amusement tax shows little effect on
film biz—but it's proving a headache
to cashiers.

With old levy , of 4%, prices at

downtown houses ranged from 40 to

85c, which was a comparative cinch

for the gals behind the cage. Cur-
rent levy makes prices start at 42c

and go to top of 89c which means
the ticket-sellers must have plenty

of pennies to make change and it's

getting to be a problem.
There were some squawks from

the customers the first couple of

days of the new tax, which un-
fortunately for the theatre-operators
fell on the same day the OPA ex-
pired. The irate patrons thought,
that the theatres were taking ad-
vantage of the demise of price con-
trol to up their admissions, but after
explanation that it was a city tax
(which the film interests fought bit-

terly) the customers understood
pronto.

16m Officials Exit
Hollywood, July 9,

Arnold Slcnsvorid resigned
president, and Jack Stanfield exited
his secretary post with the Society
of 16m Cinematographers (SSC)
after SSC members protested the
affiliation of the pair with the newly
formed United 16m Society,

Duo hold board positions in. the
the new outfit which is frowned
upon by the SCC.

. Stensvorld. and
Stanfield were subsequently asked to
step out of their SCC posts. .

Comet's 'Iodine' Sneak
Sneak preview was held at Loew's

83d Street theatre, N. Y., last week
of "Little Iodine," Comet Produc-
tions'/initial pic. In the audience
were Mary Pickford and her

. hus-
band. Buddy Rogers, who is part-
nered with Ralph Cohn in Comet.
Miss Pickford and Rogers brought

the print in from the Coast with
them.

FA BUYS IMPERIAL'
Hollywood, July 9.

Producing Artists purchased "Im
perial Venus" as the basis of its next
film production.

Bestseller, by Edgar Maass, deals
with, the life of Napoleon Bona-
parte's sister, Pauline.

MG-Skouras Impasse

On Latest Block-of-5
Inability of Metro and the

Skouras .circuit, operating in i he
Greater -New York area and sin -

rounding territory, to agree on a

deal covering product now available
is holding up a group of five

pictures and, meantime, forcing
Skouras to fill out with reissues.

Pictures involved are "Postman Al-

ways Rings Twice," "Two Sisters
from Boston," "Bad Bascomb."
"Hoodlum Saint" and "Last Chance."'

Last-mentioned picture played *

considerable number of dates, how-
ever, in the area served by the N. Y.

exchange.
Nature of the dispute with the

Skouras chain is reported to hinge
not especially on terms but on
clearance and^ other conditions.

Circuit, of which George Skouras
is president, operates 73 theatres in

Greater N. Y., northern New Jersey,

lower N. Y. State and ori Long
Island. Skouras and Paramount
were on the outs for a long time
formerly. Par also had trouble with

the Brandt circuit but, as with

Skouras, finally made peace.

P.A. Unions' Ballot

Hollywood, July 9.

Film publicists will hold an elec-

tion July 19 to determine which
union shall represent them as bar-

gaining agent.

Two unions up for balloting, are

Screen Publicists Guild and Motion
Picture Studio Publicists, Local 798,

IATSE.
'
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Universal takes great pride in presenting

Walter Wanger's

Technicolor production of Ernest Haycox's Saturday Evening Post story and novel,

nCANYON PASSAGE ii

One of the truly great motion pictures in the American tradition.

The distinguished producer of "Stagecoach", "The Trail of the

Lonesome Pine" and other noteworthy interpretations of our nation's

magnificent heritage, now brings to the screen a sincerely dramatic

saga of the pioneer struggle to conquer the great American Northwest

...a motion picture destined to take its place with such films as

"Cimarron", "The Covered Wagon" and "Union Pacific" in the hearts

and minds of the American people.

WALTER W ANGER presenls

Dana ANDREWS Brian DONLEVY Susan HAYWARD
in

Canyon Passage

introducing Patricia ROC

with HOAGY CARMICHAEL WARD BOND ANDY DEVINE

STANLEY RIDGES FAY HOLDEN VICTOR CUTLER

Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR • Produced by WALTER WANGER
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE • Screenplay by Emeal Pascal

Adapled (rom Ihe Salurday Evening Posl Story "Canyon Passage" by EmeslHaycox
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FCC-Wise D.C Lawyers, Engineers

Edge Into Station Ownership Field

Washington, July 9.

Washington radio lawyers and
»ngineers—the group which unques-

tionably has most savvy in getting

action at FCC—are moving into the

radio station ownership field in in-

creasing numbers. Intimate knowl-

edge of the bulky returns of their

clients- and plushy fees as result of

the rush for new radio outlets since

V-J Day has led -many of' the old-

time radio lawyers and technical

men to hanker after stations of their

own.
Quick check of the law and

engineering firms around town, how-
ever, still shows a few of them with

clear-cut policies to steer clear of

buying up pieces of stations lest they

find themselves in competition with

their clients. Others—a minority-

say frankly they just haven't gotten

around to picking out the spot but

hope eventually to apply for a radio

license in their own names. .'

• For example, Judge Peter Seward,
former FCC attorney, how in prac-

tice for 'himself, recently won FCC
okay for a regional station in Ft.

Worth. Frank Fletcher, another,

local .attorney, last month received

a grant for a one kilowatt AM sta-

tion in nearby Arlington, Va.

Most recent applicants are Andrew
Haley, local radio lawyer, and Tom
Olsen of KGY, Olympia, Wash., who
are teamed up ;

as partners bidding

for a community FM station in

Pasadena, Cah Haley is only mem-
ber of the bar who is willing to go

"all out'' for FM and claims he has

no intention of filing for a corre-

sponding AM affiliate to team with

Ihe FM operation. Haley hopes to

make heavy use on his station of

"scientific'' talent and exploits of

rocket-bomb and other ex-Army and
Navy scientists now living in the

Pasadena area.

Another applicant fs Paul Spear-

man, radio attorney, who is incor-

porated with Earl Cullum, consult-

ing radio engineer, in bid for a

new standard broadcast station in

Rochester, N. Y. Leslie Biffle, clerk

ot the U. S. Senate, is ,the third

member of Spearman's company.
Washington engineer with most ra-

dio station holdings is Grant Wrath-
all of McNary "« Wrathall. Wrath-
all has. a piece of KUTA, Salt Lake
City; reccnty won grants for a local'

waiter, in Boise, Idaho, and a re-

gional outlet in Santa Cruz, Cal. He
has a fourth application pending for

a new standard station in Anaconda,
Mont.
Frank Mcintosh, another D. C.

engineer, went through hearing with

his partner, J. Leonard Reinsch,

radio adviser to the President, in

April on their joint bid for a

new standard outlet in Cincinnati.

Mcintosh relinquished his' holdings

in a Louisville station to prosecute

the Ohio application.

Several other members of the bar

and engineering fraternity are old-

time licensees or part-owner, of radio

stations. In this category is Horace
Lohnes, of- law firm of Dow,- Lohnes
& Alberlson. Lohnes has minority
interests in WTZ, Tuscola, 111. and
KXEL, Waterloo, Iowa.

In the FM field, Everett Dillard,

D. C. radio engineer, is licensee of

FM station KOZY, Kansas City, Mo.
and received a permit in May for a

new FM station in Washington, D. C.

Helen Menken Sliced
Actress Helen Menken, star of

the serialized "Her Second Hus-
band," is in St. Luke's hospital, N.Y.,

recovering from a -mastoid operation.

Though her condition is reported
as ''fail-,'' it will be some time before
she. can receive visitors..

If You're Irritated

Just Light an O.G.
Blowup between Frank . Sinatra

and his Old Gold sponsors and Len-

ner &' Mitchell agency oh the cig-

gie account, over the singer's guest

shot on a show opposite another

O.G. program, has finally been

smoothed over. L'.&M. and the O.G.
people hit the ceiling when Sinatra

appeared in a straight dramatic role

on U. S. Steers "Hour of Mystery"
broadcast two weeks ago (ABC)
directly opposite the ciggic maker's
own "Meet Me at Parky 's show
iNBC-10:30 p.m.).

Agency and O.G. were bitter over
Sinatra's, appearance and the result-

ant, battle is said to have almost
caused the cancellation of plans for

Sinatra's O.G. return In the fall.

Singer is currently in N. Y. doing
scenes for his new M-G film, "It

Happened in Brooklyn."

'Assignment' to Fade,

On Current Reprise;

Mission Completed
After a 10 to 13-weck series re

prising the lop airers of the past

year, "Assignment Home," the .CBS
vet rehabilitation show,' will go off

permanently in the fall. Feeling is

that by that time the show will have
achieved

;
its object, that the vet

problem in general will be identical

with the whole economy of the na-
tion. .

On July 21, "Assignment" moves
from its present Saturday slot into

the Sunday afternoon 2 o'clock pe-
riod being vacated by "Radio Read-
er's Digest" and at that time the re-

peat series will gel under way.
Show, acclaimed by the. industry

and the general public as one of the

top airers of its kind, has been on
for the past two years. Efforts lo

sell the ' program (restricting the

bankroller to institutional plugs)
were unavailing, with result that the
show remained on sustaining, with
the exception of a single broadcast,
when it went into the Chrysler time
last year during illness of the late

Major Bowes.

Spotman (That's Postman

Backwards, Son) Always

Rings Twice for Long Co.
Chicago, July 9.

Unusual device being peddled

around Ihe country to druggists

using radio advertising in local mar-

kets is a series of spot
,
jingles put

oul by El Sperry, of the W. E.Long
Co.. in which the indies pay to plug
nationally advertised toothpastes,,

shaving creams, razor blades and
other drug products, whose virtues,

are sung by the Bennett Sisters.

Based on best-selling drug items,

the idea isn't as one-sided- as it

sounds, inasmuch as 175 stations are
now grinding them out, apparently
to the benefit of the merchants
sponsoring them, so nobody's kick-
ing even though the local yokel is

shelling out' his dough to push a
toothpaste for which Bob Hope beats
his brains out over the networks all

year.

Capsule commercials, which prob-
ably sound silly in print but which
Ihe Bennetts turn into a production
number, use original music and go
like this:

"When you think of toothpaste (or

shaving cream, or toothbrushes, or
blades, or mouthwashes, or what-
have-you) here's the drugstore for
you lo think of (name of store). We
have (here the Bennetts give it the
old con vivuee) Pepsodent. Ipana
Squibbs. Kolynos, Colgate, Pcbeco,"
or (same tune) "Gillette, Gem, Auto-
Strop, Pa). Starr, Marlin."

Where they really go to town,
however, is in the mouthwash dept.
(still same tune), i. e., "Lislerine,
ST-37. Aslringosol, Lavoris."

BROOKS APPT. DIGNIFIES

NBC NEWS-EVENTS POST
NBC has made William F. Brooks,

its . news and special events chief, a
veepee, thus giving him the same
status as the. news-special events
heads ot the other webs—Abe
Schechter. of Mutual; Robert Kint-
ner, of ABC, and Edward R. Mur-
row, of CBS. In his titled post,
Brooks ' will be in charge of news
and international relations. .

Conservative policy adopted by
Brooks along pattern established by
proxy -Niles Trammell, gen. mgr.
Frank Mullen and RCA chief David
Sarnoff, was seen as influencing de?
cision to affix the veepee title lo

Brooks' name.
. Latter has always

taken Ihe position that accuracy and
reliability in reporting the news gets,

priority over the sensational aspects
of coverage. '

Brooks has directed the news di-
vision at NBC since 1942.

KLZ't Keyboard Navigator

NORMAN SORENSON
After four years of navigating a

bomber, ho is bRCk navigating the

keyboards ot the Hammond, piano

and celeste . at KLZ.

KLZ. DENVER.

BBD&O Reflects

New Pattern Of

'Rating Stealers'

Perhaps no agency better reflects

the changing pattern of operation
into an era of dollar-for-dollar value
than BBD&O. v
Time was when, in the .event' thaf

a sponsor was in the. market for aj

symphony show or public relations

programming, BBD&O was at the

top of the heap when agencies were,
considered. And despite its multiple-
million-dollar billings operation (re-

port is that it now has about three-
quarters of the billings of J. Walter
Thompson) BBD & O stood apart
from agencies strictly involved in

commercial programming.

As an illustration of what's been
happening at BBD & O, up until a
month ago the house had never had
a mystery show on its production
books. Today, with the accent on
crime airers as "rating stealers"
giving bankrollers a sure rating pay-
off for a modestly-budgeted opera-
tion, BBD&O has three such shows
on its roster, with a fourth current-
ly in negotiation.

These include' the U. S. Steel
"Hour of Mystery" house-produced
show; the new Wildroot "Sain
Spade" airer, and "Inner Sanctum"
for Bromo-Selfzer (agency inherited
the account when McCa"nn-Erickson
bowed out several months ago).
Fourth is now on the fire.

Affiliates Squawk

Over Pix Credits
From all indications NBC prexy

Niles Trammell has backed up Sid
Slrotz, the web's No. 1 Coast man,
on letting Metro have its way on
picture credits. All of which leaves
programming veepee Clarence Men-
ser in the position of pacifying af-
filiate stations. Menser, for- one.
knows that it steps aren't taken to
rid shows of excessive credits on
pictures that in no way concern the
air show star except that they come
out of . the same studio with which
the star is identified, then the web
will, have to answer lo the affiliate
stations,

It was primarily the squawks from
the affiliates that cued NBC's re-
newed insistence that Metro, and
other studios lay off those extra-cur-
ricular plugs. Local stations have
been beefing that the multiplicity of
cow-catchers, and hitchhikes are'
cluttering up the air and. interfering
with their sale of station-break time
to local advertisers, That adds up to
a lot of coin over a year and they
don't want to put a dent . in :ihe

revenue,

WORTH KRAMER TO WJR
Detroit, July 9.

Leading off a scries of boostings
at WJR,. Detroit CBS affiliate,

Worth Kramer this week took over
program director's spot at the sta-
tion. Kramer, who was recently re-
leased from the Navy, held the pre-
war positions, of general manager of
WGKV, Charleston, and program
director of WGAH.-Cleveland.

The Moral of the Story Is—
Paul F. Peter, formerly associated with the Notional Assn, of Broad-

casters as its research head and now a partner in the radio management
consultant flrhi of Frazier & Peter, has sent out a questionnaire to key
men among the agencies and advertisers in connection with a study
they've been retained to make on the various trade journals in the
radio and advertising fields. Outfit, listing 10 such periodicals, asks
three pointed questions: 1) What trade publications do you read for
broadcasting trade news? 2) What trade publications do you regard as
the most reliable for broadcasting trade hews? 3) In your experience
what trade journal brings radio station advertising most effectively to
your attention?

Letter inviting advertiser-agency, response guarantees that "your
Identity will not be disclosed" and that "your signature isn't necessary."
However, some of the recipients of the questionnaire '(just who it's
being made for is not disclosed in the letter), refuse flatly to answer it

They discovered the existence of a key number under the stamp of the
prepaid reply envelop mailed, to them. •

And in view of the type of questions, they don't like the idea of
going out on a limb.

Rainey Charges on TQN Brushoff

Likely to Evoke Another Blue Book

Y&R'a Overall Check
-Young and Rubicam radio

talent division has set up its

own radio review dept.. as a

further check on all network
sustaining shows, solicitations

and transcribed auditions under'

consideration as potentially
salable to sponsors.

The reviews are written by
Lester Gottlieb, manager of the

program development dept., and
these in, turn are kicked around
by the various members of the
talent division, latter in turn
taking it from there and' chan-
nelling the more worthy to

prospective clients,.

Dyke to Buttress

NBC Comm'l Sag
Appointment of Brig. Gen. Ken R.

Dyke as veepee and director of
broadcast standards and practices at
NBC is seen as an ambitious move
by the network to achieve better
commercials. Dyke steps into his
new post Sept. 2, at which lime the
web's continuity acceptance dept.,

which passes on all commercial copy,
will report lo- him directly.

'

In view of his wide background in

the advertising field as ad director
of Colgate, asst. ad', mgr. of U. S.

Rubber, etc., it's felt that Dyke will
bring to the post a keen appreciation
of what the advertiser, wants in ad-
ministering NBC policies governing
advertising and program presenta-
tions. As such- he'll maintain liaison

with, the program, sales, station re-
lations., research and news depls. of
the network in effecting improve-
ments in broadcasting techniques.

Until recently Gen. Dyke was
«hief of civil information and edu-
cation on Gen. MacArthur's hdqs.
staff in Japan. Until he left NBC in

1942 he was director of sales promo-
tion and research for NBC.

Y&R Ups Les Gottlieb

In Talent Dept. Hypo
Another shift in the radio talent

setup at Young & Rubicam was put
into effect last week by Tom Lewis,
agency's. No. 1 radio man. Switch
ups Lester Gottlieb into the post of
manager of the program develop-
ment department. Gottlieb moved
into the talent-programming end of
radio a couple of months back. Up
lo that time he was head of the radio
publicity dept. for Y & R.

Gottlieb moves into the post held
by "Sandy" Stronach, who in turn
takes on title of program manager.

Decision on Guild Show
Switch Due This Week

Out of agency, network, sponsor
huddles this week will probably
come a. definite decision

. as to

whether the U. S. Steel-sponsored

'Theatre Guild of the Air" 60-miri-

ule show returns to its Sunday eve-
ning period on ABC or moves over
to CBS.

Latter network wants to spot the
show in the 10 to 11 Tuesday night
segment. That's the big hitch, thus
far. For it means the Guild show
will b« bucking the Bob Hope-Red
Skelton NBC parlay.

Washington, July 9..

A capsule-sized FCC Blue Book on
responsibility of broadcasters—par-
ticularly newspaper-radio licensees
—in political campaigns may be
forthcoming as result of commission
action last Wednesday (3) calling a
public hearing on charges of Homer
Rainey, candidate for governor ol

Texas. Rainey claimed that four
Texas Quality. Network stations were
conspiring to limit radio lime (or
discussion of the campaign issues.

Commission, with record-breaking
speed, acted on Rainey's petition two
days after it was filed and set hear-
ing for July 12, in' Dallas. .

According to observers here. FCC
moy use ihe Texas scrap, as spring-
board for a more clear-cut credo on
political use of radio, and hand down
a decision as significant in

. the po-
litical field as was the WHKC-
Unilcd Automobile Workers (CIO)
dictum last .summer, upsetting es-

tablished station practices in hand-
ling controversial public issues.

FCC spokesmen. admitted here that
the commission would not lake the
drastic action of revoking Ihe four
Texas station licenses, even assum-
ing Rniney's charges were proved
in full: At best, stations will rcI
verbal spanking and the industry
as a whole a clearer picture of

FCC's attitude toward radio in

politics.

. First of Its Kind
The Rainoy protest, according to

FCC spokesmen, is the first of its

kind, in that it is not levelled at'

any overt failure to comply with
section H2G of the radio act which
deals with political broadcasts.
Rainey is charging the four sin-

lions—WBAP, WFAA, WOAI and
KPRC—with conspiracy to restrict
radio lime! in violation of. the gen-
eral public interest requirements of
the Communications Act. Since
conspiracy is a difficult charge to
prove, in any event, observers
predict that hearing will be healed
and occasion plenty of name-calling
by the. parlies involved.

• Even more interesting is FCC's
altitude toward Rainey's second
charge. This is that three of the sta-
tions, owned by newspaper publish-
ers (WFAA. Dallas Morning New.-:
WBAP, Ft. Worth Star-Telegram,
and KPRC, Houston Posy have con-
sistently knifed him in' -their 'edi-
torial columns and conspired to
limit lime on their stations only
when they learned of his candidacy.
Responsibility of a newspapcr-riMJio
licensee to maintain balance in

radio-news publicity in political

campaigns will highlight the FCC
finding.

Rainey. storm-center of Texas
politics since his discharge' as prcsy
of Texas U. in 1942, will lake the
stand next Friday. Meanwhile, re-

port here is that another candidate
for state office will backstop
Rainey's charges by claiming know-
ledge of a written agreement
among the four stations lo limit
radio time. At the same time.- the
four TQN outlets are importing their

Washington lawyers to Texas lo do
battle and are reported ready lo

carry the case to the courts, ir

necessary, to discredit Rainrys
charges.

WNEW'S NEGRO OPERA SERIES
Following its American Negro

Theatre venture, WNEW, N. V.

indie, will inaugurate a scries of

operatic programs, presented by a

cast entirely Negro. Performers will

be recruited from American Negro'
Theatre talent, and will do works
in French, German and Italian.

First opera, skedded for next Sun-

day (14) will be "Pagliacci," in the

original Italian.
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MISS THE BOAT ON INTL RADIO
POVERTY OF RICHES

Radio is In a rut. Worse than that, It's not even conscious of

the stultifying effects of this habitat.

From here on in, something has to replace the big money
shows. Lulled into smug satisfaction because of the success of the

audience-producing formula that worked so well during the lush

years, agencies and networks were caught short when the money
bags were tightened. With no courage and no venturesome spirit

of experimentation at all evident during radio's bonanza years,

the outlook Is rather frightening today.

Faced with a programming, cupboard bare of ideas, writers,,

or anything new in performers, all radio Immediately girded its

loins and resurrected from the limbo all the hasbeens that hadn't

clicked or had been milked dry. Show after show repeated, in

slightly varlated editions, the belabored giveaway technique of

audience participation and quiz programs. Yet it becomes In-

creasingly evident that, stripped of names, and the coin to buy

them, no one as yet has come up with a successful, low-budgeted

show.

Of course a switch cannot be made overnight, but it is be-

cause of a lack of foresight in planning and because of the utter

absence of either Imagination or courage to attempt) other than

the. trled-and-true that this serious situation has occurred. For

the networks, agencies and the package operators to be cognizant

of the situation would be the first step. The solution' is some-
thing else again. The groundwork must be relaid to permit for

a welcoming spot for new entrants in each and every phase of

radio.

If the script, and therefore the script writer, has been the weak
spot to date, then the same money that's been lavished on 13-

week cycles to perpetuate the kind of stuff that's being dished

out can be used to better advantage in luring good writing.

An experimental workshop with its $100 payoff surely isn't bait

enough to land anyone worth while. Basically, the fault lies in

the dearth of material, and .until proper value is placed on the
writer, and until radio makes it worth while for able writers

from other media to join up, there is little hope for radio to

emerge from the doldrums. ' «

The CBS programming mill, now in full operation, with already

a background of a score of new. shows under the revamped
regime, is but one illustration of the lack of fecundity in the
present pattern of show-making.

Because NBC has a virtual monopoly on the top-rating shows
and big names, its need is not so desperate. But these names

. can't go on forever and economic conditions may also play havoc
with the network's schedules. Yet NBC has shown a conscious-
ness of the state of things to come by inaugurating an ambitious
talent farm-out system. Properly encouraged, this can do much
toward providing new talent. Of course it makes no provision
for the very much needed encouragement to new writers and
Ideas. -

"It was generally expected that, with the war's end, there would
be a constructive overhauling in the agencies- creative depart-:

merits. Thus far there has been too little evidence that the
think boys have" been at work. There is talk that when the
current summer fatigue ends, the cerebral semester will start.

That remains to be seen.

Radio had banked, on the war's termination releasing idea men
with a new perspective and a fresh slant. Where the snag oc-
curred that sidetracks the supplies is a mystery worth investi-
gating.

One point, however, that needs no investigation is the present
low quality of shows. The average sponsor, now in radio on a
dollar-for-dollar return on his investment, will frown on ex-
perimentation. He'll want to hew to the stand-pat formula. As
such the business end of radio may weil loom as an obstacle
in the path of radio's future. This places the ball in the hancH?
of the showminded leaders In radio. They must look ahead and
not wait until the present inertla.'this all's-well-with-the-status-
quo feeling, boomerangs and stifles radio.

For it is programming that will keep radio alive—not the
advertiser.

CBS' Space Crisis

Easing in Sept.
CBS' current crisis over scarcity

of equipment and office space at its

• «80 Madison ave„ N. -Y.-.
:

hdqs.,
will be alleviated somewhat in
September, when the network
is scheduled to take over the
WNEW premises at 501 Madison
ave. WNEW is moving into its new
quarters at 46th st. and Fifth ave.
at that time.

Present congestion at 485 was
again highlighted last week when
Herschell Williams moved in to co-
ordinate the commercial program-
ming setup. It was necessary to
quarter Williams in the 19th floor
audition room,, and at a time when
CBS is. operating on a Virtual
round-the-clock auditioning basis.
As a result the web programming

joys are using Roy Langham's of-
"ce as an audition room during
«e month of July,

Dinah (Who Wants to Be

Alone) Nixes Sinatra;

May Spark Ford Show
II now looks like Dinah Shore

might go to work for Ford Motor

and step into Hie Bob Crosby

Wednesday night show on CBS with

star billing. Negotiations are being

talked over this week.

For a while it looked like Miss

Shore might . team up with Frank

Sinatra .for the toiler's Old Gold

show on CBS (which immediately

precedes the Ford airer) but despite

all kinds of attractive offers made

to Miss Shore, she nixed the idea

of any duo vocal tciimup.

Sinatra, it's -understood, even ex-

pressed a willingness to let Miss

Shore put in her own band; give

her equal billing on the program,

and permit her In okay every word
in the script. But she prefers going

it solo.

STATE DEPT.

CUES BRUSHQFF
By GEORGE ROSEN

Industry observers, recalling the

general theme that the war's end
would cue an expansion in interna-

tional broadcasting aimed at estab-
lishing new postwar* relations and
cementing friendships among demo-
cratic countries, are now asking:

"What's become of these lofty

plans?"

In appraising the current situation,

they contend that, aside from switch-
ing formats in exchange programs
between the U. S. and Britain, such
as changing "Transatlantic Call" to

"Yours Sincerely," it has added up
to exactly nothing.
Some trace the failure to get go-

ing to the present political pattern
of the State dept., venturing the
opinion that the networks wouldn't
dare inaugurate exchange programs
with non-English-speaking countries
on a non-political level for fear that
it would run counter to State dept.

policy and thinking.

It's felt, for instance, that an ex-
change program with France would
go far toward hypoing U. S.-French
friendship; that it would make a ldt

of sense to take a leaf from the old

"Transatlantic Call" show by send-
ing a French producer to this coun-
try, and interpret America as .he sees
it, with a U.. S. producer doing, a

ditto chore overseas.' Similarly, they
see no reason, except for State dept.
feeling, why a similar exchange
scries shouldn't be inaugurated with
Russia and other countries. Lan-
guage, they contend, is today ho bar-
rier and in cases where the signals

are bad, they could be recorded.
As a result of the brushoff that in-:

lernalional broadcasting has gotten
thus far, the main burden of en-
lightenment for U. S. listeners has
been thrown on the correspondents,
it's argued.

It's pointed out, for example, that
one of the sock shows of the year
under a proper international broad-
casting system, could come from
Yugoslavia. The ^reports that post-

war Belgrade has returned to a stale

of normalcy comparable to N. Y., a

city without black markets, is some-
thing that must be taken as hearsay;
thus it's felt that radio is forced to

bypass one of the most cxcitiiig dra-
matic international programs ex-
tant.

The 'One World" series of shows
that will be projected by CBS out
of Norman Corwin's present round-
the-world trip is regarded as one of

the far-reaching steps aimed at over-
coming the lack of international

friendship exchange shows. But here
again, it's argued, it's a one-man op-

eration, far short of radio achieving-

its potential in international broad-
casting.

Potboilers Simmer for Summer

As 'Fatigue Era Settles Down

With Old Hands. Formats Fdl-In

News Berth Awaits Murrow
Appointment of a permanent suc-

cessor to Paul White as head of the
news division at CBS is being held
off until return of vcepee Ed Mur-
row. Latter, currently touring, the
country, is due back in August.

It's generally expected that Ted
Church, who went in as acting news
director when White resigned, will

get the permanent berth.

ABC-Crosby-Tums

Parlay May Lead

To FCC Onceover
ABC network may find itself in

the middle of a Blue Book dilemma.

If deal finally jells whereby Bing

Crosby lands on ABC via his Gen-

eral Motors disk shows—and right

now it looks like that's where the :

Groaner is headed—the network, it's
|

reported, plans to spot him Thurs-
j

day nights at 9 o'clock. That, of i ,,.
- mulling

course, would continue Crosby in the

same period he's held down for years .

on NBC as the No. 1 performer on

Kraft Music Hall and permit the net-

work to capitalize on audience lis-

tening habit.

In addition, the. web, it's reported,

has offered Turns the privilege of

bracketing its revived "Pol o' Gold 7 '

show with the Crosby-GM program,
giving it the 8:30 Thursday night

peripd in the event that an ABC con-

tract is pacted.

All of which poses the question ot

what happens to "Town Meeting of

the Air," which is heard in the 8:30-

9:30 Thursday night segment and has

a. contract with the web freezing the

60 minutes for the debate show. It's

considered likely that there -would

be two-way reprisals from the FCC,
in view of its Blue Book ukase, rais-

ing the question whether the net-

work would move one of radio's top

public service shows into less desir-

able lime, particularly for the Turns

show, which has been frowned upon
by the FCC in the past because of

its lottery implications and which
may again be subject to the federal

body's scrutiny.

The
. ''fatigue era" has hit radio

with a (hud that's resounding around

the four networks, with thesummer
programming semester heading for
what is probably a new low. Keen
trade observers are of the opinion
that you'll have to go back a long
way to find a comparable situation

where so many half-hours were
sloughed oft' with "fill-ins" to tide

the agency and network boys over
uiitil the fall, paying but as little

coin as they can get away with.

It's already reflected in flock of
network sustainers and commercial
replacement shows that have hit the
air, with consensus to dale that it

adds up to an almost total lack of
imagination or anything of inspira-

tional quality. Aside from the desire

to "cut corners'' on costs, the low
state of the summer programming
season is' also attributed to an in-

evitable postwar fatigue, with the
idea boys anxious- to scram out of

the picture for a rest in prepara-
tion for the new fall season.

That Tired Trot

That there's been little or no at-

tempt to showcase new and untried
talent during the summer period has
been widely deplored in many cir-

cles, the result being that all the old
forma Is and "fill in" personalities
have been trotted out anew.

At least one of the networks was
the idea ot experiment iiifj

during the hot weather period with
a "Dixie Circuit" in which fresh

personalities would be .spotted on a

limited network (similar to the plan
promulgated by NBC); if the ideas
jelled they would go on coast-to-

coast in the fall.

Squawk from this corner, how-
ever, has been that the talent agen-
cies have been a retarding factor;

they demand top coin prices for

their clients which, says the web, is

out of all proportion to the experi-

mental idea.

The one ray of hope is the general

belief that, in the fall, there will be
a resurgence; that as conditions re-

turn to something approximating
normalcy, the agencies, networks,
etc., will be forced to inject new life

into (he programming picture.

Nielsen Radio Index Hits $1,000,000

Billings; Total Operation $6,000,000

The A. C. Nielsen Radio Index op-
eration has reached the $1,000,000

mark in billings, putting it out in

front on coin intake in the radio re-

search field. However, the Radio
Index still runs third in terms of

total Nielsen billings, which now ex-

ceed the $6,000,000 mark. Way out

in. front is the company's Food In-

dex, with the Nielsen Drug Index
in second place.

Putting the NRI over the $1,000,-

000 mark were the new contracts

wrapped . up this . year, including

ABC network, American Meat Insti-

tute and Evcrsharp, - Nielsen now
has a total of 52 accounts, including

(he advertising agencies, and. em-
bracing such top radio spenders as

Colgate, General Foods. Lever Bros.,

Procter & Gamble, Carnation Milk,

General Electric, Sterling Drugs,

DuPont (for "Cavalcade of Amer-
ica''), Carter Products, etc. In ad-

dition it has contracts with NBC and
CBS, as well as ABC. and has ne-

gotiated deals with WLV7, Cino.in-

naii, WOR, N. Y., and WGN, Chi-

CBRO.
Thus far these are the only three

stations that have contracted for the

Nielsen Radio Index, with the or-

ganization now set to embark on a

N. Y. market campaign to enlist

WJZ, WABC and WEAF, key sta-

tions of ABC, CBS and NBC. re-

spectively. With 350 of the Nielsen

audimeters now in operation in the

N. Y. area, Nielsen says with that

type of sample he could service all

the key network stations in N.' Y.

right now.
NRI meanwhile is also planning to

increase the size of its sample on the

Pacific Coast, where it is now pro-

viding service on local programming
on the. basis of its current <l5'o)

total Coast sample.

MBS Auditions 'Dr. Fu'
"Dr. FuManchu," radio mystery 15

years ago, and now labelled "The

Return of Dr. FuManchu,'' was au-

ditioned as a John Gibbs package

last Thursday i4) by Mutual net-

work.
Cast includes Anthony Kemble

CoopeV as Dr. Fu, and Charlotte
Manson. Nate Colwell directs.

Link Blue Book To

Snag in Ford Sale
If NBC fails to land the Ford

symphony hour, which has been
heard during the past year Sunday
nights on NBC, it can be traced di-

rectly to the FCC Blue Book and
the desire of station operators to

make an impressive showing on
public service programming. (As ot

the moment it appears highly ques-
tionable whether NBC will get the
program).

NBC, anxious to cop the additional
billings, has reserved the 4-to-5'

Sunday afternoon time for the Ford
show. That's station time, with the

affiliates reserving the right to pick
up the show and share in the bill-

ings.'

Ford wants the whole network for

the show, but too many stations thus
far have turned it down. To them,
4 to 5 p.m. Sunday represents an
ideal public service segment and
ihey make no bones over the fact
that standing pat in their decision
will unquestionably react favorably
with Ihe FCC.

Similarly, the network has frozen
the 5 to C p.m. time for the NBC
Symphony Orchestra, another ges-

ture that will 'get an approving nod
from the FCC. It anybody wants to

buy the time, they'll have to buy
Ihe symph program with it.

General Motors bows out of the.
sponsorship picture the first Sunday
in August and at that time the or-

chestra reverts back to original title,

>—NBC Symphony,' instead of Gen-
eral Motors Symphony.
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Standard Brands, Teles Top Backer,

To Stick It Out Despite Set Lack
Execs ot Standard Brands, largest

single television advertiser' to date

bolh.ih number o£ shows sponsored

and money spent, are well satisfied

wilh results of their" experimenta-

tions and plan io continue working

in. tele, according to D. By. Slctlei:,

SB's ad director. Company has been

sponsoring "Hour Glass" Thursday

nights and "Face to Face" Sunday

nights over WNBT (NBC, N.'Y.)

and took over sponsorship of same

station's telecast of the national pro

tennis championships Monday (8>.

Reasons for going into television

in such a big way at a time when
most other top-coin advertisers arc

Iving back until a larger quantity

of receiving sets are on the market,

said Stetler, are the same as those

originally stated: to reserve the

cream tele time now when the price

is comparatively low and
:

to get an

idea ot how tele works, both as to

programming; and commercials.

While the programs' and commer-
cials are still not exactly what
would be considered tops. Stetler

sn id. company execs think they've

made considerable progress.' arid

that recent shows are much nearer

to what they want than some of the

early editions.

Although S-B has received a few
letters from customers saying they'd

boon introduced to the company's
products via television it feels it.

would be unfair at. this time to

look to video for increased sales to

justify it as an advertising medium.
Sponsorship of the tennis matches,
Stetler said, is another step in the

company's, move to experiment with
all kinds of programs. It's unlikely,

however, he added, that S-B will

take on any additional live shows
for some time.

Ad chief declined to say whether
all future tele programs would be
concentrated on NBC, declaring the

J. Walter Thompson agency, which
handles the account, would probably
have a say as to which station is

best for each type program.

Young De Mille in Par Tele
Hollywood, June 9.

- Cecil B be Mille's son, Richard

i De Mille, has joined. Paramount's
Televisions Productions Inc., to con-

duct special research.

His joining film firm affiliate is

in line with program to minimize
radio styles . and use of film and go
in for special television programs.

ABC's Five-Station

Deal on Telecasts

N. Y. to LA. Coax

Link by End of '47

Construction of the Bell System's

coaxial cable, which will probably

make possible the first nationwide

television network, is proceeding ac-

cording to schedule, with the pos-

sibility that Los Angeles station will
[

be transmitting programs original- I

ins in New York by the end of

1947.

Laying of the cable during the
rest of . this year will be heaviest
along the main route, which
stretches from N. Y. south to At-
lanta, then west to Dallas and L. A.
Cable is already being used daily
between N. Y. and Washington, and
the next link in the main route,
from Washington to Charlotte. N. C.
is expected to be completed, by the

ABC television becomes the first

broadcasting interest in the industry

to program over five different sta-

tions tonight (Wed.) when the web
starts its production of boxing and
wrestling matches over WBKD
(Balaban and Katz, Chicago): With-
out a station of its own, ABC is now
buying time and producing shows
over WABD. (DuMont, N. : Y.),

WRGB (G. E., Schenectady), WPTZ
(Philco. Philadelphia). W3XWT
(DuMont, Washington) and WBKB.
' As the. first outside interest to £0
into Chicago television, ABC hopes
to start establishing an audience in

Chi for the time when it" will have
its own station there. Application
for the Chi permit is pending with
the FCC. Boxing and wrestling

matches will be carried from 8-10

p.m. each Wednesday '

night, accord
ing to Paul B. Mowrey, chief of the

web's tele' activities, with a good pos

sibility that the shows will be spon-
sored in the near future. Bud
Pearse, ABC tele's director of special

events, will handle tonight's show,
which will be carried by WBKB's
remote equipment.

Web also added two more sponsors
to its growing list of advertisers this

I

week. Gertz department store of

Jamaica, N. Y., has taken over the

"Fitzgeralds," broadcast each Tucs

I

day starting " last night from 8-8: 30

i
p.m. over WABD. Show features Ed
arid Pegcen Fitzgerald, husband and
wife chatter team .whose radio pro-
gram. is aired as an across the board
ayemer by WJZ (ABC, N. Y).

Other new sponsor is the Elks
Brotherhood, which is backing the

special motion pictures that ABC
will take of the Elks' parade in New
York tomorrow (Thursday). Films
will be transmitted over tele stations

in New York, Philly and.Washington
next Tuesday (16) and in Sche-
nectady the following day (17).

Television Reviews

PRO TENNIS MATCHES
With Bob Stanton, announcer
Producer: Gary Simpson
Tech. Director: Jack Burrell

180 Mlns.; Mon. (8), 1:30 p.m.

STANDARD BRANDS
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

(J. Walter Thompson)
NBC television added another

laurel to its long list of special

events telecasts with the national

professional tennis championship
matches from Forest Hills, L, I.

WNBT is carrying the matches sev-

eral /afternoons each week until the

tournanSent winds up, with Stand-

ard Brands tagging along In the

sponsor's post to get the necessary

know-how of plugging its products

in sports events.
Using two Image Orthicon cam-

eras with the new turret lenses, pro-

ducer Gary Simpson was able to

lick the basic problem of scanning a*

tennis court without ." making his

viewers seasick by panning a cam-
era, from one end . of the court to

the other. Cameras were set up be-

hind the baseline at an angle, fur-

nishing an excellent picture of the

overall scene. Simpson also used
the closeup Ions on his

: cameras to

follow the players during the serv-

ice, then cut immediately over to a
medium closeup' to follow the volley

action. '
. ,.-

Since the Forest Hills courts en-

compass a much smaller area than
Yankee Stadium, N. Y., scene of the

recent Conn-Louis fight, the voices

of the audience came in clearly over
the mikes, adding greatly to the
color of the affair. . Voices Of Bill

Tilden and Bob Murray, opponents
at the match caught, also, came in

clearly as they kidded each other
and argued with the umpire, giving
viewers as good an overall picture

as rt they , were sitting in . the um-
pire's chair.
Commercials, plugging Chase .and

Sanborn's iced
.
coffee, were con-

ftnedi to ultra-short spot announce-
ments, with none of the animation,
films, etc.. used by other advertisers.

This was probably the result of a

lack of sufficient preparation time,

however.
Bob Stanton did a fine job on the

announcing, duplicating his past ef-

forts by confining his remarks to

keeping score and explaining the
game's finer points. Stanton dem-
onstrated nice versatility by using a
subdued, polished voice to narrate
the gentlemanly tennis matches, as

opposed to his bantering commen
tary on the Conn-Louis fight.

Slnl. .

Bugs Nip Video Set Installation

Via Ghosts, Landlords, Antenna

Don Lee Rushes W6XA0

Into Full Time Video;

Repairs Now Under Way
Hollywood, July 9.

Likelihood that commercial tele-

vision station licensing— if nothing

else—is approaching this coiner has

Don Lee's experimental visucastcr.

W6XAO. in a full swing campaign

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATF."
With Vinton Hayworth, John Robb
Eva Condon, Vaughn Taylor, Neal
O'Maliey, Patricia Shay, Helen
Jerome, Sydna Scott, W. O. Mc
Waiters, George Mathews, Dick
Midglcy, Dave Herman, Larry
Kerr, Paul Keyes, David' Andrews

Producer: Ernie Colling
Tech. Director: II. Gromberg

.

Set: Bob Wade
90 Mlns.; Sun. (7), 8:45 p. m.
Sustaining
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
"Seven Keys to Baldpate." when

first produced on Broadway in 1913.

had enough of both comedy and sus-

pense ful melodrama to assure U of a

long run. WNBT's televised version
however, lacked both qualities, and
cnieiped as an overlong. ho-hum at-,

rair that smackcel more of the ama-
I lour than anything the station has
' done in many a month.

Producer Ernie Colling, who adapt-
ed the show from the George M.
Cohan play, which in turn was adapt-
ed 'from a novel by Earl Dcrr Big-
ger.-', did little to bring it up to dale,

(Continued on page 34)

More Backsliders
Washington, July 9.

Three more companies backed out
ot black-and-white television during
the week, with no other bidders en-
tering new applications lor video op-
eration. *-'':.

Backsliders were: Nathan Lord's
station WAVE, Louisville; WOW,
Omaha, and Earl Anthony & Sons,

Boston,

Tele Goes Bigtime

At October Meet
Second television conference arid

exhibition of the Television Broad-

casters Assn., slated for the Waldorf-

Astoria, N. Y„ Oct. 10-11, will fea-

ture actual telecasts originating at

thp conference, as- well as video
shows from stations in N. Y., Phil-
adelphia and Washington, which
will be shown on the postwar model
receivers to be exhibited for the
first time to. the industry as a whole.

Live shows' emanating from- the
meet will be staged by WNBT (NBC,
N. Y.) and WABD (DuMont, N. Y.)

,

and will be piped to video stations

in all three cities, according to
Ralph B. Austrian, prexy of RKO
Television and chairman of the
event. Definite; plans for the shows
have not yet been set by the broad-
casters, Austrian said, and will de-
pend, on what, personalities are in

town, what events are' going on, etc.

Individual awards to industry per-
sonnel for contributions to the de-
velopment of video as a scientific

instrument arid a ' commercially
practical utility will also be made
at the meet. Recipients will be so-,

lected by a committee topped by
Paul. Raibourn. prexy of Television
Productions, Inc.

Twenty manufacturers are ex-
pected to demonstrate their trans-
mitting and receiving wares at the
conference. First meet was held in

1944. but had no exhibit, since all

manufacturers at the time were
concentrating on the manufacture Of
war equipment.

Mass of almost insurmountable ob-
stacles confronting television field
engineers in installing the few
demonstration sets that have so far
been produced presages plenty of
trouble, with a consequent damper
on public interest,- once sets start,
rolling out in quantity. Chief dif-

ficulty,- and the one which will prob-
ably hit hardest those living in the
middle of large metropolitan areas,
is the elimination of mult i path, or
ghost images, long considered one of
video's most fearsome bugaboos..
Other difficulties lie in finding an
antenna that will be able to pick up
all seven of the channels' permitted
to each large city, plus the expense
and labor involved in setting up the
antenna. Interference from FM sta-

tions, will also create trouble. And,
what's probably even more impor-
tant in these days of housing short-

ages, a system of romancing the

landlords to permit installation of

the antenna.

end of August. Cable will then be ,
of preparation. Driving for readiness.

stretched from Charlotte to Atlanta
and is expected to reach El Paso.
Texas, by next May.

Other lines, which hook onto the
main cable route subsequently, are
also being laid. . Cable from Chi-
cago to Milwaukee is presently
being built arid a line has already
been stretched from Buffalo to

Cleveland. Most of the cable being
laid is an eight-tube affair, equipped
to transmit 480 telephone messages
simultaneously in both directions, as
well as the tele images. Cost varies
according to the terrain through
which the line runs, with the Buf-
falo-Cleveland link costing approxi-
mately S6.006.000.

For the time being. American
Telephone & Telegraph is throwing
the cable open to. tele broadcasters
gratis on ah experimental basis, with
the WashingtonrN. Y. link available

to each of the three :N. Y. stations

two nights weekly. Other lines

along the route will probably be
used in the same way as tele sta-

tions open, according to A.T.&T.
execs.

A.T.&T. is also constructing a 'mi-

oro-watfe
1

relay aystent;for telephone,'

television and radio*' betweeri N. Y.
and. Boston.

station is taking the dim view of

equipment delivery promises or

manufacturers, and readying old
equipment now on hand to be pre-
pared for the event. Dor tag is

looked for sornclimc in August or
September, according to estimates of

FCC examiners who recently sat

on application hearings here. So,

Don Lee says repaired but workable
stuff on hand is better than a sta-

tion still in the factory.

With an eye to the calendar, the
station is rushing repairs, remodel-
ling and rebuilding of veteran equip-
ment that has ' helped during - 16
years of experimental telecasting, to

preclude being caught.'with its an-
tenna down' when the . FCC ladles
out the coveted -CP's. Stress is being
put into patching instead oif pro-
gramming as technical preparation
lakes precedence over all other ac-

tivities atop' Mt. Lee. Experienced
eyes of Harry Lubcke, director, are
running over everything from cam-
eras to towers, while regular pro-
gramming is' being kept on un-
eventful and even keel. Situation
will hold until his nod is given to
mechanical makeover, and special
everits or other'than ordinary- pro-.
Riamtning Is. being 'avoided during
construction concentration.

EMERSON TO PRODUCE

VIDEO SETS AT $150
Chicago, July 9.

Another television set to fit- the

working man's pockctbook was an r

nounccd in Chi last week by Eriier-

son Radio & Phonograph. Company
said it will have low cost video re-

ceivers pri the market in quantity

j

by September.

I

Sets, which will retail at $150 for

|
a table model and $250 for a chair-

side model, arc in sharp contrast
' to the $600-1,000 priced receivers
now in use. Emerson officials said

that they expected to have 10,000

sets on the market by the end of the

year, with the number to increase

a.s parts and materials become more
readily available.,

Benjamin Abrams, Emerson prexy,
said that contrary to what many
people in the industry believe

—

"Why produce black and white sets
when color video is just around the
corner?"—Emerson is operating on
the theory that the industry "should
be given every opportunity to stem
from the use of black and white
projection, instead of waiting for
the development of color television
which may require several. years of
further research before it . reaches
the efficiency ot black and white."

Color Tele Boosters Cite

FM Set Obsolescence As

Reason to 'Go Upstairs'
Immediate obsolescence of most

of the country's pre-war FM receiv-

ers, brought about by the FCC|s re-

cent edict to FM broadcasters to

move to the higher frequencies as
rapidly as possible, is expected to
be jumped on by CBS and other
color television exponents as a per-
fect example, of their primary argu-
ment for moving video to the ultra-

Any set-owner living in an area

of tall buildings will probably find

himself beset by ghost inmates. With
video waves able to travel only in a

straight line, any building between
the transmitter and antenna will

probably: obstruct the waves. Two

Automatic Antenna
Farnswdrth Corp. recently de-

veloped a motor-driven antenna,
which might solve this problem.
System, similar to the one used
by CBS in its color demonstra-
tions, involves a special attach-

ment to the set that automatic-
ally shifts the rooftop antenna
to the best .. position for each
channel. New system reported-
ly proved highly successful in a

.recent demonstration.

systems available for overcoming
this are either by. building an an-
tenna higher than the intervening

building, which is impractical, or

directing the antenna to pick up the

waves when they're bounced off an-
other building. Latter method is the

one that makes for ghost images:

Remedy has been found through
the use of four or six-pronged an-
tenna, whereby one or more di-polcs

is stacked above the original two-
pronged apparatus. System does not

insure ghost-free reception, however;
and is also too expensive for the

average pocketbook. In N. Y., it's

been found, that residents of Astoria,

L. I., will be best off in this re-

spect, since the transmitters of all

three current broadcasting stations

are directly visible in that area.

Must Pick Faves
Because of the tall buildings, set

owners will undoubtedly be unable
to get good reception on all seven
channels and will be forced to com-
promise, consequently, on two or

three stations. This immediately
opens up wide ramifications. An,
RCA engineer, for example, might,
purposely direct the antenna, when-
installing it, to pick up an NBC sta-

tion, since RCA is the parent com-
pany of NBC. Any broadcaster

high frequencies immediately.
j

lying outside the scope of the an-

Siucc color video is technically
tcmla

.
consequently, would be out ot

feasible only in the "upstairs" por-

I

luck
'

so far as that set was con-

tion of the broadcast band, color ex- I

cerned -

ponents have been fighting to have I
DuMont engineers can be expected

the FCC effect the shift now, rather
j

10 do thc same thing, fixing the an-

than wait until manufacturers' get lenna so that thc DUMont station- in

into full production on receiving lnat city is, received best. If engi-

sets. Delaying the move, which the necrs do this, such companies as

entire industry concedes will come
eventually, will only slick the pub-
lic with" obsolete sets, according to
the color pluggers.

RCA and other companies plug-
ging to delay the move until a
suitable and so-called all-electronic
system of television is developed
argue, however, that there's no simi-
larity between the FM. and video
problems. Tele broadcasters, it's

pointed out. have already changed
from one set of, frequencies to an-
other wilh no damage done, since
the receiving sets in use could be
changed over comparatively easily.
Unless an appreciable jump to the
ultra-high frequencies is made, no
harm to the set-owning public will
result.

Black and white exponents reit-
erate the arguments of David Sar-
noff, RCA prexy, . that an all-elec-
tronic system, probably won't be de-
veloped for another five years. Per-
sons owning sets now will get full
value on' the money they've laid
out, it's said, since cost of the sets
for the five years will average out
to only a few cents an hour.

CBS arid ABC. which arc hot manu-
facturers, wiii.be left out in the cold

.

in most instances.

With DuMont's avowed intention

of sinking all its money now into

equipment, rather than good pro-

gramming, it's possible that new .cus-

tomers' might have, their antenna-

directed to NBC or CBS in N. Y.

Thus, even though -DuMont is a

manufacturer, it might be left put
,

of the picture. It's likely, however,
according to one engineer, that

manufacturers won't take any
chances of having their sets maligned
by favoring one station, over an-

other, ' since they're primarily in-

terested in selling sets, rather than

in seeing that their customers gel

the best programs available. Engi-

neers, consequently, will probably
install the antenna to pick up what-
ever stations come in best.

Central Antenna
With more and more customers

setting up antenna, it's also likely

that the apparatus atop one roof will

obstruct . the video waves from a.

neighboring antenna. Best way. to.

(Continued on page 34)
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ABC'S NEW BIG LEAGUE STATUS?
Playback on an Old Theme

' Chicago, July 9,

Charging that tlle FCC periled the freedom of radio in America,

A D. Willard, exec veepee of the National Assn ; of Broadcasters, said

in Chicago last week that the FCC has put the American system of

broadcasting on trial without authority from the public to do so.

Appearing in a debate over WGN with Clifford1 J. Durv, FCC com-
missioner, Willard further stated that recent FCC Blue Book findings

which ordered broadcasters to air more public service shows and less

commercial programming, with the renewal of licenses dependent upon

these conditions, were made not "to please the listener but the majority

of the seven members of the FCC." He objected to the FCC's March 7

rulings since they require broadcasters to "air quantities of public

service programs becau.se some individual or group of individuals in

Government thinks you should' hear them."

Willard added; that "if the. FCC can require radio to broadcast more
or less of. theses, types, it can require more or less of a lot of kinds of

programs—religious speeches, education and political programs/ cul-

tural or propaganda programs, or anything it might decide you ought to

hear."

Denying these charges, D.urr said the FCC "is not trying to dictate

what programs you hear or shall not hear. It tries to keep the high-

ways of the air free with a diversity of program, material and not com-
pletely dominated by the limited' types which a few advertisers and
advertising agencies And most effective in sale of their wares."

Durr stated that radio channels belong to the public and many broad-
casters have lost sight of that, fact in their quest for profits. Policy

laid down by the FCC "allows plenty of room for popular music, as

well as for classical music, education, and discussion programs," he
said. ;; , . - ;

',-.-.

Anti-Semitism Charges Vs. N. Y.

Daily News Sparks FM Hearing
Attempts to pin charges of anti-

Semitism against the N. Y. Daily

News held the centre of attention

at yesterday's (Tuesday's) session of

FCC hearings on applications for

FM stations in N. Y. Charges were
brought by William Maslow. repre-

senting the American Jewish Con-
gress, as the Daily .News reps held

the stand throughout most of the

day.

AJC ftad filed a petition with FCC
several months ago to be heard in

the FM hearings, in an attempt to

prove its charges. When Maslow at-

tempted to cross-examine Daily News
attorneys yesterday, FCC legal coun-
sel J. Edgar Guest nixed his motion
but declared Maslow could present
his case tomorrow (Thursday) with
witnesses.

People's Radio, another . applicant
and owned by Samuel Brodsky,
then declared they'd hire Maslow as

assistant counsel iii order to give him
a chance to cross-examine the news-
paper's reps. Following objection of
the News to this, reps of the Na-
tional Maritime Union offered to

join with People's Radio to hire

Maslow and the Daily News again
objected. Guest finally decided to

withhold his decision on the case
until today (Wednesday).

Testimony at Monday's hearings
revealed that WBNX, indie station

iii the Bronx, N. Y., has been broad-
casting one 15-minute program
carrying. 15 spot commercials, with
platter. music used to fill in the lapses

between the spots. Station is owned
and operated by A. L. Haskell.

Eighteen applicants have put in

bids for the nine available FM chan-
nels, with hearings being conducted
by Guest, FCC regional director in
N. Y„ and Charles Hubert, FCC
counsel. Four of the channels may

'

:

be withheld for ex-servicemen un-
der a bill now pending in Congress,
which would leave only five stations
open to the bidders.

Charges of over - commercialized
Programming of WBNX were aired
through cross-examination of jthe
station's reps by Marcus CoXen,
counsel for International Ladies'
Garment Workers' Union. Haskell,
on the stand and under tire most of
the afternoon, testified the station
would carry no more than 10 spots
an hour if its application was ap-
proved. Station was also charged
with violating the . FCC's policy
against selling time in blocks to ad
vertisers, When Haskell admitted
that time was being sold in such, a
wav to foreign-language advertis-
ers.

With the station offering pro-
grams in seven different . languages,
« was revealed that only one man
on the staff understood any foreign
language and his knowledge was
confined to French. Haskell stated
the station would eliminate all for
ejKn languages to concentrate on
Relish. William T. Moore, stationmgr, and Frank Johnson, program

director, also testified during the
hearings;
Paul Segal, counsel for Metropoli-

tan Broadcasting Co., owned by the
Ohrbach Stores, testified that Met-
ropolitan would operate its FM
station exactly as it had planned to

operate an AM station, application
for which is still pending with the
FCC. This, according to Segal,

would consist- of running as few-
commercials and as many public
service programs as possible.

O'Dwyer Nixes Rumors

Of WNYC Sale; Wfll Hypo

Public Service Airers
Raft of reports that Mayor Wil-

liam O'Dwyer planned to sell

WNYC, N. Y. municipally - owned
station, which reports the Mayor
squelched over the weekend, arose
from his announcement that the city

would help all FM applicants in

getting their station grants from the

FCC, Outside interests attempting
to buy the station jumped to the

conclusion that if the city fathers

were willing to help commercial
broadcasters, get FM applications

approved, then there was a good
chance they might be willing to sell

WNYC to a commercial operator.

.
O'Dwyer declared, however, that

his policy, announced more than
three months ago, to continue oper-

ations of the station on a municipal
basis, would remain in effect. He's
reportedly very well satisfied with
the way the station is being oper-
ated and it's believed likely that

he'll postpone indefinitely the nam-
ing of a director to replace Morris
S. Novik, who resigned Jan. 1.

Having put a definite quietus on
rumors of selling (he station,

O'Dwyer is reported to be planning
an intensification of its educational
and other public service programs.
First step in the new program is the

decision to broadcast parts of the

second annual Institute of Com-
munity Leadership from Syracuse,

N. Y„ beginning today • (Wed.).
Discussions and forums will be aired

twice daily, 11-11:30 a.m. and 2-2:30

p.m., for duration of the session.

Broadcasts will be subject to

WNYC's coverage of United Na-
tions meetings, which . takes prece-

dence over all other programs.

WHLS 'Polities' Close Up
Washington, July 9.

The FCC will hold hearing to-

morrow (Wed.) on alleged misuse

of radio in politics, in connection

with WHLS. Port Huron, Mich.
It's claimed that station sold time

to a candidate for; the city commis-
sion; It examined his script, then

decided to cancel the broadcast on
grounds script contained libelous,

defamatory material. Then station

cancelled time for all other candi-

dates.

CROSBY DEAL

SEEN CLINCHER
. ABC network has its fingers

crossed. If it lands the.Bing Crosby-

General Motors disk show, as is ex-

pected, it looks as though it would
spark a succession of top talent

moves in which ABC will emerge,
for (he first time, in the big league
on programming and give NBC and
CBS a run for their money.

Although, the Crosby.-G,M show is

being offered to all the webs, it's re-
garded as a certainty that neither
NBC nor CBS will touch it in view
of their transciption ban, and that
the two webs will bypass Crosby to
retain the status quo on disk shows.
.

It's reported that several fop per-
sonalities are only waiting for Cros-
by to become entrenched on the
ABC kilocycles before they, too,
switch over frp'm their current NBC
and CBS spots. It's known that Ed
Noble, ABC's principal stockholder,
has been dangling- large chunks of
stock in the web as the "come-on."
Kay.Kyser, for one, has been prom-
inently mentioned in the jump to
ABC- So has Edgar Bergen, along
with "Information Please."
Right now the Crosby deal might

make the difference between ABC
eventually building up to a "star
network" of comparable stature to
CBS and NBC, or staying put.

NEWSMEN GUILD

READIES RADIO

PLUNGE
Memphis, July 9.

The American Newspaper Guild
is about to follow the Screen Actors
Guild into the field of radio broad-
casting. .

Idea, is to present a weekly spon-
sored broadcast over one of the
major networks dramatizing remark-
able, feats of individual, reporters in
news gathering or in exposing un-
savory situations otherwise unknown
to the public.

Individual newspapermen through-
out the country would be invited
to submit scripts based on actual
incidents and would be paid. $1,000
each for scripts which are used.
ANG treasury would get a like
amount, or perhaps more, for each
broadcast.
Sponsor would pay all costs for

producing show, network, time, etc.,

in addition to paying authors of
winning scripts and ANG. Show
would originate from Hollywood and
would be expected to use hand-
picked casts.

Plan won approval at Guild's re-
cent convention in Scranton on pre-
sentation by the Los Angeles local.

Much of advance preparatory work
has already been done in L. A., with
a complete prospectus submitted to
the convention by G. Kay Williams,
of the L. A. Guild, and Danny
Winkler, Hollywood agent.

Sponsors Biting
Several sponsors are already defi-

nitely interested, bul.no decision on
a sponsorship has been reached as
yet.

Guild convention ordered estab-
lishment of a national radio advisory
committee from within its member-
ship to supervise the program. ANG's
international exec board at a later

meeting named' the following com-
mittee under convention mandate:
Milton Murray, Guild's nat'l. prez;

John T. McMamis, "PM film critic

and prez of N. Y. Guild; G. Kay
Williams; Harry Martin, former ANG
v. p., amusements ed of Memphis
Commercial Appeal and Vaiuktt
mugg in Memphis; George Grim,
Minneapolis; Wade " Franklin, Chi-
cago, and Robert Sibley. Boston.

Williams will serve as chairman.

In approving tentative
.

plans 'for

the program, the Guild's Scranton
convention conditioned approval "on

the following safeguards to insure

protection for the ANG":
. 1. There shall be no cost to the

Guild.

2. Nationwide radio advisory com-
(Conlinucd on page 30)

FCC Probes Inside Stock Sale To

Affiliates as ABC Hearing Opens

On the (CBS) House
CBS is' going in for "house

commercials
-

'- these days, in a big
way, . object being to pull in

summer listeners for the flock

of new sustainers bowing in on
the web.'

Arthur Godfrey, whose "Tal-
ent Scouts" show preemed last
week, inaugurated the "house
plug" technique (in the time
usually allocated on sponsored
shows to the commercial prod-
uct) via a. buildup of CBS as

"Consistently Better Shows" and
sounding the 'easy, listening"

motif which web plans to stress

from here on in.

Farmers, ILGWU,

CIO Vs. Zenith,

NAB in FM Fight
Washington, July 9. .

Requests for oral argument
against^.ihe FCC's proposal to salt

away every fifth FM channel for
later assignment have been filed

here by the NAB and Russell Smith
of the National Farmers Union.
Others later requesting hearing in-

clude Zenith Radio Corp.; Russell
Nixon, legislative rep of CIO's
United Electrical, Radio and Ma-
chinist Workers of America, and
Morris Novik, for the. ILGWU which
is applying for six FM stations.

The NAB is expected to come up
with an alternate proposal for

equitable distribution of FM slots,

and to oppose FCC's present plan

which would save out less than 70

channels throughout the country.

Uncertainties in minds of public,

set manufacturers and broadcasters

themselves as a result of the FCC
proposal will also be hit in the NAB
r'^sentalion.

Smith, on the other hand, is ex-

pected to go all out for reservation

of FM band?, even beyond the pres-

ent scope of the commission's pro-

posal.

Zenith is expected to join NAB in

opposing reservation of every fifth

channel, others to join Smith in its

favor.

LOTS OF CANADA TALENT

ON WORKSHOP SERIES

Washington, July 9:

ABC's plan to bring in over $13,-

.000,000 of new capital through pub-
lic sale of its stock drew the lime-
light today (TueJ as the FCC. opened
hearings on the net's refinancing
deal.

Also up for scrutiny was the net's

proposed purchase of the King-
Trendlc Broadcasting Co! for $3,650,-

000.

Edward Noble, heaviest ABC
stockholder and chairman of the
board; Mark Woods, prez, and
Nicholas Priaulx, v.p., took the stand
to. give details on the stocjc reshuffle
and ABC's proposed expansion in

FM and tele once the FCC gives it.

the green light.

With $13,200,006 expected through
sale of 950,000 shares of common to
the public at $15 a share, ABC plans
to retire $4,000,000 in bang loans;

purchase the King-Trendle stations, .

and to sink $3,200,000 in construction
of five FM and tele stations.

Rest of money would be used to

underwrite the construction of new.
standard radio, stations- and other
miscellany. .

Of the new • stock issue, 100,000
shares are being offered to ABC's
over 200 affiliates at a bonus rate

of Only $14 a share. ABC's witnesses
were quizzed heaviest by FCC mem-

The ABC* of Finance
Washington, July 9.

If you want to learn how to

. triple your money quickly, take
a tip from Ed Noble, ABC board
chairman and principal stock
holder.

Noble bought the ABC net In

1943 for approximately' $8,000,-

000. Half he borrowed from four
banks. He invested another $4,-

000,000 of his own. Today Noble,
with 71% of network stock, has
a paper net worth of over
$6,500,000. And if the FCC okays
the network refinancing plan,

here's what will happen to

Noble's pocketbook:
After sale of stock to the

public, Noble cuts his holdings
in ABC from 71% to 38.5%, but
his stock ownership leaps up
over $2,000,000 to total $7,275,000.

be.rs on this feature, but insisted the
station ownership of ABC stock,

wouldn't affect their decision to con-
tinue affiliation with ABC.
Under the plan each affiliate

may buy stock representing from
five to 10% of value of ABC's net-

work payments during the past year.

No station, not even the largest, will

get more than $42,000 worth of net-
work stock.

ABC told the FCC it has already
negotiated to sell WOOD, Grand
Rapids, Mich, to Liberty Broadcast-
ing Co. for $850,000. Big question

recognition by U S. here was whether FCC could legally

o( Canadian writing
j

«kav ABC's purchase of King-Tren-

Unusual aspect of the Columbia
Workshop series this season has
been the number of scripts coming
out of Canada. That's probably un-
precedented
broadcasters ... „
talent. This Sunday's (14) brand- d)e ir at any point the network con-

cast of •Three is Company" oy i

trolled WENR, Chicago, and WOOD,
Fletcher Mai kel marks the fourth ,

Grand Rapids.

such script poslscripted from Tor- !

Network also asked FCC to relax

on to. ' its rule on Selling stations under

Previously the Workshop has ilso j

AVCO procedure- In order 'to speed

presented Market's "Sometime Every "P deal. Although no sales applica-

Summerlimc." Last Surfday's (7)1 lion has-yet becn fllcd to sel1 WOOD,
presentation .was "The Day That

|

thc Pai"cs ?sked FCC to let them

Baseball Died." also by a Canadian, |

s,ait advertising the sale immcdi-

Irvir. Title. The.Workshop season's ,

attly -

premiere performance was "Home- l

coming" by Norman Williams.

Oddly enough, all four
were sold directly by mail.

scriols
Connee Boswell Dispute

Vs. Biow Goes to AFRA
Dispute between Connee Boswell

and Biow agency over an agreement
pel-Joining to the singer's, run on the :

Schick Razor CBS Monday night
program is due to come up for arbi-

Now it looks like a mother and ;
tration this week before the Ameri-

daughter cycle, aimed at late after-, can Federation of Radio Artists,

noon listeners via chit-chat, vocals, |
Miss Boswell worked two weeks on

etc. . ; the. show, then was forced to bow
Show being auditioned this week out to fulfill a two-week date at the

Tiltons to Tee Off New

Mother-Daughter Chatter

for Hulchins agency will spot Mat>
tha Tilton and her mother in a plat-

ter series; It'll be called "Tea Time,"
Hutchins agency thinks Philco,

among others, will be interested in

latchiiVg on lb sponsorship.
The Tilton-Philco teamup goes

back to "Hall of Fame" show, whose
fall, return at present is in doubt.

Chicago treatre, Chicago, then was
to follow with 'six mora broadcasts.
They never materialized.

In order to fulfill the disputed
final six weeks, Miss Boswell is

claimed to have cancelled $15,000

j
worth of theatre and nltcry dates.

She wasn't able to cancel the .two
weeks in Chicago.' . .

.
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"SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR*
.

With Ed Blgley, Santos Ortega, Pat
' Ryan, Marian Barney, Sandy

Straus Leon Janney; narrator,

Frank 1

.
Brock; announcer, Jack

Barry
Writer: Jack Stanley
Producer-director: Herbert Rice

Music: Chel Kingsbury
15 Miris., Sunday, 8:30 p.m.

COMMERCIAL CREDIT CORP.
WOK, Mutual, N. Y.

(Sliclrtoii, Quick. 'fc McEItou)
t

.Revealing ' the inliacacios of toe

con Rome to. a radio audience in a

quick 15-minutes without disastrous

results calls: for smart tailoring, and

this former sustaincr had it under

the guidance of Herb Rice and the

scripting of. Jack Stanley. Stories

of a "police" nature are usually in-

"THE FIFTH HORSEMAN"
With Henry Fonda, Sidney Miller,
Edward Firestone, Jr.; Sam Ed-

' wards, Eric von Schilling, Russell
Thorsen, Frank Oerstle, Tony Bar-
rett, Howard Culver; Tony Feluso,
music

Writer-Director: Arnold. Marquis
Producer: Jennings Fierce
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

"The Fifth Horseman," riding the
widespread interest in the recent
Bikini atoll experiments, is an
eight-stanza dramatic series -purport-
ing (o define the socio-political im-
plications of atomic energy. Origi-
nating from Hollywood as a summer
replacement for the Rudy Vallcc
show, the series is part Of NBC'S at

vulved, and take time to unravel in
| tempt to boost the United Nations

the telling, but a tightly packed 15-
1 project by giving a one-world slant

minutes served . very well, in . this
'| on vital. public issues. Factual frame-

case, to show how veterans aic I work for the dramaLs has been pre-
flcoced of their war savings. pared in cooperation with atomic

Following a quick intio, Frank
| scientists Dr. Harold Urey. S. K. Al-

Bvock swung into smooth narration

which prefaced dramatization of the

"partnership swindle." Sour .note

was struck as the commercial in-

terrupted the first few line's, leaving

the story in midair. Play continued,

telling of how returned vets an-

swer aii ad in the parjer for a part-

ner in a restaurant. Swindlers, of.

course, have placed the ad and
clean up by taking each vet in as ah
"exclusive" pni'tr.er, hoping to get

all there is before lamming. Mother
of one ct the vets sees the ad re-

pented »nd reports to "Special In-

vestigator" who poses as an c-x-ser-

viecman and catches crooks.
Continuity is sustained throughout,

with the story presented in a scries

of "frames" separated by organ
bridges. . Thesping is high level,

and Chet Kingsbury's" music payoffs
are correspondingly okay. Brock's
voice aiid narration arc excellent,
entire show shaping up to a com-
fortable, quarter hour. . Tomm -

"ST. .LOUIS MUNICIPAL OPERA"
With Evelyn Wyckoff, Bert Gran-

ville: Arthur Hanhs,. announcer
Producer: Blaine Cornwell
Musical director:, Seth Greiner
30 Mins.; Sat., .7 p.m.

,

Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. Y; .

The St. Louis Muny Opera's, pro-
giain. presenting stars of its current
weekly operetta production in a
potpourri of light opera and . pop
airs, is still one of the better pro-
grams in summer fare, pleasant and
very palatable. ' Now. in its fourth
summer (the opera season itself is

in its 20th year), the broadcast series
has a freshness and appeal that is

substantial.
Pail of the reason may be due to

the fact that the operators, instead
or keeping their guests singing airs
from the -..cm-rent week's show
(which might become dull), devote
the half-hour program to music
from general operetta lore, without
reference to the current Forest Park

lison. and Dr. Eugene Rabinowitch,
latter acting as program consultant-

Initial script,' entitled "Rehearsal,'!'

was the story of the A-bomb's- chris-

tening in the Hiroshima holacaust as
seen by a group of captured Ameri-
can soldiers, stationed on the city's

outskirts. Writer Arnold Marquis,
cut himself out a herculean job in

trying to encompass the terrifying
impact of that event, which though
almost a year past, has had the hu-
man mind reeling off base ever since.

Scripting was an adult, workmanlike
job but in last analysis words fail

before the event itself. A sense of
straining for the dramatic punch to

the .solar plexus was overly evident
i in the appalled recitation of the
bomb's havoc. The writing simply
couldn't match the shock value -of

the first-, newspaper headline, hence
the anti-climatic letdown. :

Henry Fonda handled his dual role
as actor-narrator simply and sin-
cerely, hot letting go from the emo-
tional leash even where the lines

were tempting. Background music,
heavily banked on to set an awesome
mood, was a fortissimo cliche, with-
out anything of that "-'new-era"
flavor. Production, otherwise, was
excellent.

Interesting, aspect of the program
was that the material necessitated, a
sympatheic attitude towards . the
Hiroshima victims. They were de
picted as fellow beings and were
called "Japanese." a welcome varia-
tion from the derisive "Jap."

Enduring contribution of the pro
gram was contained in a comment
on the recent.atom bomb test: "What
docs it matter if a few battleships
still remain afloat, if our cities will
be sure to go up in flames?" To be
of serious value, subsequent pro
grains must grapple with central
lirpblem of atomic energy's use and
control, and not merely remind' us
of something we cannot forget.

'LIGHTS OUT"
With Boris Aplbn, John Barclay,
Wilms Herbert; George Stone an-
nouncer

Director: Albert Crews
Writer: Wyllla Cooper
30 Mins.; Sat., 1* p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
NBC's oldlinie thriller, first heard

11 years ago and. a regular feature
for several years thereafter, is back
again us a summer replacement, this

time for Judy Canova. (Last year
it. subbed for "Truth and Conse-
quences.") Opening session of the
eight-week revival Saturday (6).

though interest, wasn't quite suc-
cessful, however.
Show, which was. a sort of mod-

ern version of the "Wandering Jew"
theme, was a little too serious, in
cf>r!(ent for a thriller. Religious
background, philosophical, discussion
and dream diagnosis gave program
a slow, heavy pace from the start,

and
.
the whole thing, though it did

pick up sharply in interest towards
the close, was too talky and action-
less. Sometimes plot . was a little

confusing, and one of the charac-
ter's accent made the play that; much
more difficult to get, It's doubtful
if this stuff suits for- hot-weather
escapist fare. Broil.

MacDOUGAL AND MacDUI F"
bill. Thus Saturday's (6) premiere

;
With Stan Vainrib, Wayne Osborne

Statistic Daffy

"HARMONY HOUSE"
With Irma Glen, Lawrence Salerno,
Greg Donovan

Writer: Patricia Wade
Director: Ed Freckman
15 Mins., Mon. through Thu., 10:15
p.m. ...

MORRIS B. SACHS CO.
WENR, Chicago

(Wode)
Quarter-hour replacement for

Herbie Mintz' "And Not Forgotten"
reminiscences about 'way back when
in show-biz shapes up as a pleasant
summer musical interlude in
WENR's programming, with Morris
B. Sachs' clothing Store staying on to
plug summer wear and storage of
furs.

Organist Irma Glen and baritone
Lawrence Salerno share billing.
Miss Glen came out on top in the
opener,' with an intricate arrange-
ment of "Laura" ' on pipe organ,
switching over later to the Ham-
mond for a fast run-through of "TicO
T.ico." There's none of the sustained
tone or magnificent depth that Jesse
Crawford, Chicago's gift to N. Y.,
achieves, with the instrument! but,
given the drum and orch back-
grounds, that Ethel

.
Smith uses. Miss

Glen could give the latter a run for
her dough—as proved on this stanza
with a steadily increasing velocity
towards the end- of "Tico" that made
exciting listening.

Salerno sang "Stout

The big flow with. New York's baseball announcers, either club is
that they're "statistic crazy." Everyone knows what it means when a
fighter is referred to as "right hand crazy." In relation to a drummer
in a dance band the same expression emphasizes his whanging those
cymbals all the time. It's the way drummers cover up their lack of
rhythmic Ideas or figures. Likewise with guys announcing the diamond
pastime, they cover up their shortage of background color by statistics

It's somebody's seventh triple of the season, the , team's 44th double
play, etc. Who cares unless the particular statistic is approaching a
record?

As ah illustration, take Mel Allen (Yanks): one day when Cleveland
was in town..- The visitors put in a relief pitcher and on his first pass
Allen was rattling off that it was his "12th walk of the season." So

. what? On the other hand, when Cincinnati was here and likewise sent
in a relief hurler, his name was Blackwell, and Red Barber had this to
say about the incident: "This is the' boy the Reds scream to McKcchnic
about when the manager has- him work batting practice.!' So what?
So right away you lcribw this Blackwell is gpiiig to be a tough baby to
beat. And that's color in a broadcast.

Nor is it meant to keep, racking Barber up as the model boy. He's
getting pretty coy, if not downright cute,, in verbally wrapping up
some of those commercials in pink ribbon. And ribbon, pink or blue
doesn't belong oh anything coming out of Ebbets Field over the air or
through the gate. ' ' ':

It used to be "the stretch, the kick, the pitch" time after time from
the. .first to the ninth. The boys finally got over that..' But now it's

statistics, although the.day Harry Wismer described the infield throw-
ing the.-, ball' around after a strikeout topped everything in futility.

Hence, the only hope this paragraph has. is that the announcers will
case off their figures at some point before they start counting the
bounces a ball, takes while, it's in the game.

"TRAVELIN" MAN"
With Bill Adams, Will Geer, Jeanne
Cagney, Les ' Tremayrie, Charlie
Irving

Writers: Sam Locke, Sidney Harmon
Producer-Director: Howard Keegan
30

.
Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.

Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

Summer replacement for "Caval-
cade of America," this series of
dramat shows featuring Bill Adams
as the "TraveliiV Man" teed off with-,
out packing much drive. There was
a conspicuous attempt on the opener
to spread a cozy mood over the
script and to avoid that I-lbve-my-
country mouthing while at the same
time striking, a partiotic note. But
it didn't, quite come off, the mood
ending up as artificial and the
patriotism as a string of platitudes.
Story plot, moreover, took one of
the country's most fundamental
problems, the housing shortage, and
turned it into some wishful-thinking
fluff without logic or dramatic con-
tent.

Excellent cast infused the session
with some vitality and credibility.
Adams, who will play the character
of Sam Winters for the seven
stanzas, emerges as a confident,

Hearted
]
shrewd, and dry-wilted Yankee ped

Men," "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes"- ! dlcr. Initial story had him solving

offered such diverse music as '-Strike
Up The Band." "Over The 'Rain-
bow," "Rosalie." "The Song Is
You." "Thou Swell," -The Man I

Love." '-'Smoke Gets In Your Eyes,

'

and a "Desert Song" medley, either
by orchestra, chorus, or , soloist, or
together, for an attractive program.
Evelyn Wyckoff and Bert Granville
were the opening week's principals,
and an excellent duo. Program . was
shortwaved to. Latin-America.

Broil.

"DEMOCRACY, U. S. A."
With Helen Spaulding, Charles Grif-

fin, Dorothy Van Zandt, Tommy
Irons, Louis Carpenter, Louise
Pruill, Bruce Evans, Marjorie Mc-
Glory, Fred Beck

Writer: Robert Lucas
Producer: Hooper White
Director: Buck Weaver
15 Mins.; Sat., 2:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WBBM, Chicago

Presented by' WBBM's dept. of
education, in cooperation with the
Chicago Defender. Negro daily, in
the interests of racial harmony, "De-
mocracy, U. S. A." is dedicated to
national unity, dramatizing the lives
of outstanding Negroes who have
contributed to America's progress.
And, since it's a local show, weekly,
stanzas are pegged on those whose
work has hod particular significance
for Chicago and the midwest.

Life story heard was that of Mrs.
Emma Clarissa Clement, selected
this year, on Mother's Day as "Amer-
ican Mother of 194G." with Mrs
Clement herself making a pitch for
improved race relations at the fin-
ish. Chicago's Skyloft Players, ama-
teur group, turned in a neat inter-
pretation under the. guidance of
Buck Weaver, WBBM's director of
education, arid producer Hooper
White.- of . writer Robert. Lucas*
script. Nobody .in the cast or on
the production end was tagged as

' to color.
Simple story of Mrs. Clement's

birth, in slavery, 71 years ago was
told without any pulling out of the
stops, yam itself being dramatic
enough without any embellishments.
Fact that she and her seven chil-
dren are all graduates of Living-
stone College, Salisbury, N. C., was
underlined, together with the attain-
ments of her offspring (they're all
professors of physics, philosophy,
theology; English, etc.).

Mikt.

Wriler-produccr-direclor: Vainrib
15 Mins., Mon. through Sal., 6:15 p.m.
ASSOCIATED GOLFERS OK
AMERICA
W.T.ID. Chicago .

New show has. a novel idea back uf

it, but it comes through nerve-
wracking listening because of the
over-abundance of commercials !.ind

the high-geared tempo with which
the two characters involved project
it.

MacDougal, a guy with a rich
Scottish brogue, and MacDuff. who
plays it straight, are avid golfers
who play nine holes every morning
at one of the many Chicago-area
couvses, and then come back in the
afternoon and talk about their game.
Interwoven into it also is a plot, to
give it a day-to-day carryover hooK,
plus plugs for the various courses,
all of which are members of a solf
assn. that gives away coupon books
permitting discounts to listeners.

Stan Vainrib, writer and producer,
also plays MacDuff, plus other char-
acters.. Wayne Osborne is Mac-
Dougal, his straight man. Osborne,
with that name, should have a burr
top, but doesn't. Not., however, that
he should have one like Vainrib,
who reads his lines as if he's afraid
he'll drop

. dead before he gels 'em
across. t ,

Plot currently hinges around a
blighter of a Britisher named
Tweedle, played by Vainrib. who
wants to publish a book MacDuff
is writing on how to play golf in
one easy. lesson. There's much
wrangling about how . much Mac-
Duff will get paid for it. witht the
Scot's thriftincss showing up every
few minutes.

Dialog is . written so that Osborne
can say a few words before Vainrib
changes voices, as a result of which
the listener is constantly

, on the
alert for Vainrib to say something
as a Scot, for Osborne to answer
him, and for Vainrib to come on as
a Britisher, all of which makes it

difficult to follow the plot.
There's, no agency involved, deal

being handled direct between the
golf outfit and statiion. Recorded
music—"Loch Lomond"—is used for
and aft, and theres a cute intro, with
a shout of "Fore!," followed by a
gruht; and "That's MacDougal,". fol-
lowed by another grunt, and 'That's
MacDuff." A lot of the lines arc
bright—Glendale clubhouse, for in-
stance, being referred to as "Blister
yistaV-Tbut the timing is bad and
they'rt lost. ' Mike

and. "Mariana," latter being a pnisan
item that has become something of
a trademark for the -singer. A bari-
tone of no mean ability. Salerno's
expression is nonetheless forced oc-
casionally—as in the crescendo of

i

the Italian song, when lie seemed to

I
be pushing rather than letting the

r melody pour out naturally.

|
The two plugs arc concise, and are

I

handled well by Greg Donovan.
1 Mi Ice.

i town's housing problem by per
suading the townsfolk to build a
project with their own hands. En
route, he patched up a marital
break, arranged tor a $100,000 loan,
sold his window shades, and then
went his way after being hailed. as
the prophet of the "American
dream." Fundamentally, both script
and-, story had. that soap opera
quality of being over-simplified and
over-sentimentalized.

Transcription Reviews

JAMES ROOSEVELT
Producer: John Barnes
IS Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl.
41 Stations
Jimmy Roosevelt, eldest son of

the late President, has broken into

the radio commentator field by
transcription. Records were spotted
in : 41 stations across the country.
First one gave his beliefs and
definitely lined him up as a pro-
gressive after he described what
he meant by one.

First program smacked at builders
who . use vets to get priority

materials and switch stuff to

better paying black market con-
struction work, meanwhile leaving
vet's house with a foundation and
some two-by-fours for months.
Program will go out daily five

times a week and will help fortify
Sam Baiter, John B. . Hughes and
Averill Berman, liberal commenta-
tors. All are . handled by John
Barnes.

Roosevelt's delivery Is good,
much like his father's, with a lower
pitch and a slower tempo. tWLIB is

the New York outlet.

)

'Scully.

"SONG. ROAD"
With Nancy Martin
Producer-Director-Writer: Eugenia
Price

Music: Adele Scott, organ
13 Mins.
FORMFIT CO.

(Music Corp. of America)
Formfit Co. sponsors this new

platter show featuring Nancy. Mar-
tin with show and gal shaping up
as sure winner. It's a 15-minute,
once-a-week program with each eplr
sbfle taking the listener on a tour
of different countries by plugging
tUnes that are peculiar to it. Eu-
genia- Price put the show together
and her smooth script, together with
Miss Martin's friendly delivery,
make It top entertainment.
Miss Martin, soloist on "Breakfast

Club," acts as featured singer, .an-
nouncer, and bra saleswoman. She

is in neat form chirping "Bicycle
Built for Two;" a calypso number,
'All That Glitters Is Not Gold."
"Amor," and "Cool Waters." Her
intime chummy manner in putting
over a song adds to the effective-
ness of the program, as do her con-
fidential "now as I see it'' commer-
cials that are cleverly woven into
the pattern of the package by Miss
Price.
Adele Scott handles the music ac-

companiment at the organ and docs
a slick job of backing Miss Martin.

Foos.

WAYNE KING SHOW
With Wayne King and On-h (18),
Franklyn MacCormack, Nancy
Evans, Larry Douglas

Director: Charles Gaines
Writers: Helga Prlceman and Ralph
.Rosenberg

30 Mins.
Co-op

(Frederic W. Ziu)
Same format used On the Wayne

King summer replacement show for
the Jimmy Durante- Garry Moore
Rexall layout is utilized here by the
Frederic W. Ziv plattery, and that
spells sweet, stringy music as only
King knows how to dish it out.
Proponents of the theory, and they

seem to be growing in number, that
the only pop music that makes sense
is the every-mart-for-himself jam
session will dial it out, no doubt, but
there are still millions of people
who agree heartily with, a remark
that King himself makes in the No. 1
disk of this new scries, re VOut of
Nowhere," i.e., "I believe in arrange-
ments that emphasize the melody."
Whereupon he gives out with "No-
where," as written. No fancy trim-
min s. Just sweet music, with a fine
baritone solo by Larry Douglas. '-.

Theme, but natch, is "Waltz You
Saved For Me." Mellow "Tales From
the Vienna Woods" follows, lading
for local commercial. There's a neat
trick employed here, with narrator
Franklyn MacCormack coming in

' (Continued on page 38)

"STANDARD MELODY PARADE" •

With Luola Thome, Songfcllows
Quartet,. Bill Eustin St Eddie Sco-

:

field, Barry Lake .

Writer: Barry Lake
Producer: Harold Fair -

Director: Stu Steelman
15. Mins.; Mon. thru Frl., 6 p. m.
STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA
WHO, Des Moines

' (McCbmn-Ericlcsoii)

Lightweight show is a thimble
model of Fred Waring's late lament-
ed stint for Chesterfield on NBC,
complete with opening theme and
sports shot intro, composed by di-
rector. Stu Steelman, titled, respec-
tively, "Music for Everyone" . and
"What's the Dope on the Game?"
Which isn't to say that Standard Oil
of Indiana hasn't hit a gusher with
a few singers and a pair of baby
grand pianos.
Lucia Thorne has a smoky pair of

pipes that makes tunes like -"Come
Rain. Come Shine" . and "Can't Help
Lovin' That Man" emerge fine and
mellow. New show had the Song-
fellows Quartet backing the chirp-
stress up in those tunes, and gave
them the solo spot for a soothing
version of "Cindy:" The Austin &
Scpficld piano team also did nice
things with "Dancing Tambourine."
Barry Lake gave- out with a quick'

sports roundup, per the Songfcllows'
singing request—also temperature
reports—and put the proper stress
on giving the old jaloppy a good <iose
of Standard's "10-Star Spring Tonic."
Lake's scripts, incidentally, are right
in the lemouade-on-lhe-front-pnrch
summer groove. Mike.

"IN OUR OriNION"
With George Cushlng, guests
Producer-Director: Cushlng
30 Mins., Sunday, 12:30 p. m.
Sustaining
WJR, Detroit

.
'"Jni

Our Opinion" is an informal
half-hour expression of what's on
the w. k. man-on-thc-street's milid.
Its a program for the people—for
all classes of people regardless of
race, color or creed. Adlibbed, ihe
password that lets any individual or
group with an axe to grind (and
there are plenty of those in Detroit,
as wejl as other large cities) by
gatekeeper-moderator George Cush-
ing. WJR's news editor, is Thomas'
Babington Macaulay's thimble, essay
on free speech, i. e., "Men are never
so liable to think lightly as when
they speak freely."
Show was started shortly after

Pearl Harbor, paying most attention
in its early stages to . the whys and
wherefores of World War II. Then,
however, as now, it dwelt on extra-
martial matters also, bringing out
views of industrialists one Sunday
and on the next those of bus drivers,
coppers, housewives, farmers and
others who asked Cushing for. a scat
at the round table.
Program hasri't been confined to

local participants. On occasion, two-
way lines have been extended to
London, Washington, N. Y. and the
San Francisco Conference, and topics
discussed have ranged from "Should
Prisoners Be Permitted to Join the
Armed Forces?" to- a dissertion on
circus problems in . wartime by of',

flcials of Ringling Bros.
On . one Sunday, "Opinion" pre-

sented Detroit leaders in the manu-
facture of war materials, who talked
with Army heads in London as to
the way Detroit-made war vehicles
had performed on the beaches of
Normandy. On another Sunday,
Merle Evans, kingling bandleader,
debated. music appreciation -with, the
assistant director of the Detroit
Symphony orch and Ozzle Nelson.
Labor and management problems

have also' played important parts in
the discussions, as have race prob-
lems, providing many violent dif-

ferences of viewpoint. Guys who
have sat across the table from each
other include B. E. Hutchinson of

Chrysler, George Romney of the
Automotive Council for War Produc-

(Contlnued on page 34)
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STAnSaRD^ANDS
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

(J. Walter Thompson)

Tommy Dorsey aiid his troupe,

who last year put on one of the

most entertaining of all summer re-

olMement shows, ior Fitch, la back

on the ether this year as a replace-

ment for Fred Allen, who returns

rvt 6 Dorsey's initial show Sun-

day (7), while It displayed a refur-

bished band that provided excellent

Jhythms (he's got strings back in

for the broadcast) was far from the

oar he established last summer
when the scripts were turned out

by Carroll Carroll.

This show made good listening,

granted, but only from the stand-

point of the music involved. How-
ever how many times can an. audi-

ence' be expected to bend a favor-

able ear toward "Opus No. 1," de-

spite its greatness? Dorsey repeats

himself too often. Otherwise, the

only fault to be found was with the

script, or the lack of one. Most of

the dialog seemed ad lib and it

wasn't funny. Dorsey's m.c.'ing,
'

however, was in its usual fluent

Ve
As for the musical angle, Dorsey

spent a fair portion of his time
spotlighting Elggy ! Elman, who'll

have his own band this fall. El-

man's excellent trumpeting was
shown off in "Marie" and "And the
Angels Sing." Then there's the
standout Stuart Foster, who's quite

a mimic as well as a singer ("They
Say It's Wonderful" his lone shot

this show). As for the guest bit be-

tween Freddy Martin (a name
batoneers will guest every show),
the best that can be done is to for-

get it. Martin and Dorsey insulted

each other all over the ether and
when Martin gave' the downbeat to

conduct Dorsey's band in. a per-
formance : of his own hit, "Piano
Concerto," the outfit fanned out in

a lot of discord. Odor of that, gag
. wafted clear across country with-
out benefit of broadcast equipment.
Tune subsequently drew as tasty a
treatment as it's ever gotten. Dor-
sey and Martin then collabbed, on
sax and trombone, on a pop tune
without improving the guest shot.

For the finale Dorsey came up with
. a par-excellence version of Johann
Strauss' "Artist Life."

Commercials for Shefford Cheese
and Tender Leaf Tea, were pleasant
and infrequent enough to draw un

. ruffled attention. Wood.

RADIO REVIEWS 53

SOUND OFF WITH MASK
WABNOW"
With Wamow, Evelyn Knight, Lyn
Mirny Chorus; Bert Parka, an-
nouncer

Prodaeer-dlreetor: Larry Puck
Writer: Allan Sloane
15 Mini.; Than., 8.30 p.m.
V. S. ABMY RECRUITING SER-
VICE

WABC-CBS, N. T.
(IV. W. Aver)

"Sound Off" is a good musical
variety show, with an odd angle.
The commercial is the best thing on
the . show. A plug for Army re-
cruiting, with CBS donating the
time, N. W. Ayer donating its fee,

and the U. S. Army recruiting
service, as sponsor, paying for the
talent, the show starts off, intrudes
in the middle, and ends off, with the
catchiest theme signature in months
—the "Sound Off" or Duckworth
cadence chant,- the sing-song drill

and marching rhythm of GIs.
Conductor Mark Wamow has

dressed' up the chant in swell musi-
cal style, with vocal and instru-
mental effects, sound of marching
feet, sergeants call, etc., for an ex-
citing bit of business, tieing in the
"Make It A Million" recruiting
slogan of the Army in neat fashion;
Show is a smart plug for the

Army, with Wamow and boys,
singer . Evelyn Knight and the Lyn
Murray Chorus, adding a fast, snap-
py program, although combination of
commercials, music and dramatic in-
terlude keep program from being
completely cohesive. Furthermore,
after the exciting start with the
"Sound Off" chant, there's a bit of
a drop in effect as orch swings into
its first number, and show from,
there takes on aspects of just an-
other variety show.
But quality of the show is good,

(as evidenced on Thursday (4)
premiere) whether Wamow is lead-,
ing his orch, assisted by the chorus,
in "Azuzza" or a patriotic pot-
pourri, or When Miss Knight is sing-
ing "My Fickle Eye" or "Do You
Do." The dramatic interlude is

smartly produced,* too. Thursday's
premiere gave a glimpse into the
Army Air Force's test pilot work-
ings at Wright Field,. Dayton, O.

Bron

TALENT

"VANCOUVER JUBILEE"
With Eddie Cantor, Alan Young, Bill

Herbert, John Garrls, Ann Watt,
Gordon Staples, Larry McCance,
Peggy Haasard, Erie Vale, John
Bethune, BUI Buckingham; Marce
Monro, announcer

musical directors: Luclo, Agoatlnl
and John Avbson

.

Produoer-dlrector: John Wlckham
Barnes

Writer: Doug Nixon
60 Mln., Sun., 4 p.m. (PDT)
Sustaining

. CBR, Vancouver: CBC Trans-Can-
ada

Taking second place to the Bikini
atom-bomb test, the CBC came up
with a swell radio slice of Canada's
biggest birthday party. Skedded for
same time as Bikini blast, show
which was staged to tee off Van-
couver's 60th celebration was disked
and moved up one hour, because of
radiomen's fears :of electrical dis-
turbances,

Good advantage was taken by
Wickham Barnes of Eddie Cantor's
presence in city for celebration and
Young's chance to show off before
hometown folks. Irony of show
came when Alan Young got biggest
slice of air time, although it was
Cantor who got the local boy really
going in big-time when he was sum-
mer replacement for Cantor couple
of years ago.

Timing of show's music under
John Avison flattened program's
sparkle, but, Toronto-boy Lucio
Agostmi scored and conducted a
8uPer-deluxe original arrangement

? i

,'TaD00-" Agostini who is cer-
tainly more than a comer, doesn't
want to head for the states although
«e has made a terrific mark in
world of notes north of border.
He is in town along with Cantor
ior pageant-spectacle being staged
by city.

Show got off to slow start with
aisked-greetings from London's Lord
Mayor Sir Charles Davis and reply
worn local Mayor Jack Cornett.
fut Young and Cantor tied show
together because they were held offw the second half. A smooth-run-
ning historical cavalcade - drama
staged by local actors turned a hist-
ory lesson into smart radio

OKLAHOMA ROUNDUP"
With Dick Reinhart, Ann Bond, Mary

' Loot Lem Hawkins; Hiram pilgsby,
emcee; Allan Page, announcer

Producer: Allan Page
30 Mint.; Sat., 10:li p. m.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
This show, originating from CBS'

Oklahoma City outlet. KOMA, is

poured straight out of the cider jug.
For them that likes the stuff that's
stilled in the hills, this is it 200 proof.
Show is a clambake variety of fron-
tier fiddling, yodeling, and rube-
gagging that should appeal to the
country folks who swear by Gene
Autry and the other saddle-swoon-
ers. How it will rub the city clicker
mentality is another matter.
Hiram Higsby, as emcee, calls the

turn In the half-hour jamboree
which, judging from the uninhibited
screeching of the studio .aud, seemed
to be as effective as an old-fashioned
revivalist get-together. Some folsky
humor, in the manner of Bob Burns,
was spun by Lew Hawkins, who also,

ain't, afeared to sing. Most of the
music was of that double-quick time
square dance melodic design which
either sends you to a fare-thee-well
or into a lather. Ann Bond and Mary
Lou yodeled a number apiece with-

out omitting any of the intricate

tonsil riffs, while Dick Reinhart
crooned a couple of oatunes, "Okla-
homa Hills" and "Precious Memory."

"ARTHUR GODFREY'S
scouts"

;

Producer-Director: Irving Mansfield.

Writer: Ken Lyons
Musical Director: Hank Sylvern

30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m!

Sustaining

WABC-CBS, N. Y.
Arthur Godfrey himself best

summed up this one, and right at the
outset of his hew half-hour evening
show, when he tipped off that the
"Talent Scouts" program was going
right back to the beginning of ra-
dio. That's exactly what it does.

In fact, it goes back further than
that, back to the neighborhood
vaude house amateur nights, when
the tyros and even the semi-pros
were brought on, and the audience
was the judge of which one wrapped
up: the top honors. Major Bowes
later snowballed the technique into
a. million-dollar operation and the
top Hooperated air. show 15 years
ago—and that's ' where Godfrey
takes it up.

Only in this instance it all be-
comes part of the CBS program-
ming inflationary- era, with the
"Paley Payoff" system that's char-
acterized so many of the web's new
sustainers making it all very worth
while for the participating tyro.
Some webs : give away prefabri-
cated houses. CBS gives, away $100
bills.

To make it doubly enticing, God-
frey's new show also accents the
role of the amateur talent scout; the
guy who brings on the performer
grabs himself a last $25 and a crack
at the listening audience. - The b:g
surprise, of course, is at the end.
This was no $64 business for the
eight-year-old boogie-woogie key-
board performer who drew the
evening's top kudos. For the grand
payoff (in addition to those hundred
smackers), he did a guest shot-^-wlth
pay—or. the Godfrey morning show
the next day, got a Columbia pix
test and a Lou waiters (Latin Quar-
ter, N. Y. nitery) audition. -

In . addition to the winning mop-
pet, there was a seven-foot imper-
sonator and a couple of singers, male
and femme. With. Godfrey, of
course, carrying the gab ball to tie
it all together in what can best be
described as "characteristic Godfrey
style" and Hank Sylvern holding up
the musical end.

Pre-show reports were that Paley
& Co. were quite excited about this
Irving Mansfield-produced entrant
among the flock of new CBS sus-
tainers currently- hitting the air.

Within its framework, Mansfield
vested the show with a top produc
tlon assist and Godfrey was no
slouch on the gab uptake, but it's

a sad commentary when visionaries
with so much coin at their command
can run a fever over a cold potato.

Rose

"THE WHISTLER"
With Edmund McDonald, Peggy
Webber, Griff Barnet, Bob Lcmond
announcer

Producer-director: George Allen
Composer-conductor: Wilbur Hatch
Writer: Louis Esle
Sustaining
30 Mln. 1 Wed., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
Vet CBS mystery series, heard on

Pacific coast network since 1942,

made a fine impression in its deout

as a coast-to-cbast show Wed. <3).

Stories are simple and direct: on

Wednesday's premiere it was "The
Affair at Stony Ridge," a tale of

primitive love and murder in the

Tennessee hills. Suspense is well

built up arid sustained. Scripting,

acting, production, sound effects and
musical background are good, with

the touch of a finished hand.
Program adds an original, touch,

in its combined dramatization-nar-

ration formula, with its narrator, the

"Whistler," who occasionally

whistles at his task (hence the

name), who alternately tells the

audience what is coming, or reminds

the actor of what is forthcoming or

what is going on in the latter s

mind, and in general injects an in

triguing, original atmosphere into

familiar, proceedings. . .

Wednesday's premiere was a lurid

story of jealousy, cupidity, murder
and terror (in some instances :em-

inisccnt of RKO's recent "The Spiral

Staircase," even to the incident- of

the terrified intended girl-victim
were locking a villain in a cellar).

1 Mountain dialects sounded quaint,

Met star, John Garris, who has
oeen making a hit in Vancouver
musical productions, went over in
his renditions of "Love Walked In''

"J"*l

a duo with local chirper Ann
Watt of "Wanting You." Cantor's
rendition of "Josephine" was up to
^antor par, but his jokes
strictly stock-stuff.

f
„, „... _

Home town folks went for their '. interesting and believable. Dram-
Boiden-haired boy, Young, who be- atization and narration were ilovc-
gan radio career in Vancouver doing 1

tailed nicely for a smooth overall

" dialects on local outlets. Allen 1 effect Bron

"THE VETERANS' SHOW
With Jimmy Shields, Mary Bates,
Bernard Braden, Eric Wild and the
Vela' orch.

Producer-Director: Don Falrbalrn .

Writer: Len Peterson
30 Mlns.; Wed,, 9:30 p. ro.

Sustaining
CBL, Toronto; CBC Trans-Canada

It's a laudable effort to have all

vets in a postwar variety package,
from stars to technical operators,, but
The Veterans' Show" lacks fresh
ness and is totally devoid of sparkle
and pace. It's nice to know they
were all ex-servicemen, that most
were in The Army Show, The Navy
Show or other entertainment units

here or overseas, but it's not enough
to carry—on straight professional
competition.

Len Peterson, the writer, is a first

class dramatist, as shown in recent
U. S. awards for serious scripting,

but this adventure into comedy fall

flat. The weekly comedy-situation
will deal with . ex-G. I. Ulyssei

Wedgewpod, a camp cook who never
went overseas, but is hailed as a hero
by his unsuspecting home-towners
banqueted oh his return and present
ed with a fountain-pen that "will

writer for 150 years." That gag was
passable, but whole home-town ban
quet lacked production and polish—
and could have been a splendid sa

tire oh the flag-wavers.

Most of it was post-monolog In

synopsis style of happenings that

would have :been better in the tell-

ing if production background . had
been stepped up. Bernard Braden
played the Sad Sack in a blatant

imitation of Victor Moore delivery

After a simple announcement of

the program's promise—everybody
in the cast is a vet—Eric Wild and
the orch swung into e "Manana"
opening with considerable, aplomb,

and then Jimmie Shields drawing

"They Say It's Wonderful" and Mary
Bates following with "The Gypsy."

Then a pontifical message from
Maj.-Gen. A. Ernest Walford, a de-

partment/store manager, asking em
ployers to hire veterans, With the

orchestra in again for an outstand

ing arrangement of ::How Deep Is

the Ocean." The Sad Sack sketch

followed, taking up most of the sec

oncl half and crying for more pro

duclion ingenuity. There s nothing

the matter with the basic Idea of the

comedy-situation, but its presenta

tion calls for greater. ease and. com
petence. McStay.

POLICEWOMAN" "

With Betty Garde, Walter Vaughn,
Larry Haines, Alice Relnheart,
Helen Choate; announcer, Dick
Dunham

Writer-producer: Phillips H. Lord
Director: Leonard. Bass
Music: Jesse Crawford
15 Mins., Sunday, 9:45 pjn.
CARTER PRODUCTS
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

(Ted Bates)

Evidence that crime Is no dis-
criminator as to sex, and proof that
femmes in the radio audience are
interested in whodunits. "Police-
woman" is being tossed right to the
ladies from opening commercial to
station identification, by sponsor
Carter Products. And they make
no bones about their intentions, with
plugs telling the gals how to resolve
their troubles with a pill.

Show is based on' distaff ex-eye
Mary Sullivan's file of police rec-
ords. Whether or not, under the
present format, .it can be classed as
a mystery is questionable, since
there is little doubt to the listeners,
as to identity, of the culprit All of
which is understandable, with 15
minutes offering insufficient time
for the introduction of side , char-
acter's.

The
,
Phillips H. Lord script is un-

sensational but adequate, consider-
ing limitations of time. Program
caught told the story of a landlady
who was suffocated and :

left in a
burning room to make the death
appear a result of fire. Boarders
questioned include a wife who said
she was wakened by smoke, but is
still wearing her earrings, tipping
femme copper to the lie. To get
more information, she goes into
woman's prison as a "plant" bunk-
ing with a convict friend of the
boarder, who inadvertently spills
enough to clinch the case.

Dick Dunham's announcing is bet-
ter than average and Jesse Craw-
ford bridges well between the in-
cidents. Tomm.

SHORT STORY PLAYHOUSE"
With Bill Wayne, Dick French, Abe

Vlgoda, Robert Spence, Robert
Davis, Rebecca Johnson, Marvin
Wallman

Director: Dick Howard
15 Mins., FrL, 8:45 p.m.
Sustaining
WNYC, N. Y.
Aims of this program are laudable

inasmuch as It seeks to give returned
servicemen who were' formerly
AFRA performers, a chance to be
heard again and may serve as an
opening wedge toward commercial
employment. There are still many
former GIs camping out In the
network audition rooms talented
enough to be employed, but for
many reasons can't get started again.
Consequently, value of this program,
toward the morale of these return
ees, is of inestimable value.

Program dramatizes classic short
stories with teeoff session devoted to
Edgar Allan Poe's "Hop Frog."

It may have been the wrong
choice as starter as the story uses
too many characters to do justice
within a 15-minute ' shot, and radio
adaptation presented too many prob-
lems to get the Poe flavor. But per-
formances were of healthy calibre,
and. once session sets itself straight
in choice of stories and adaptation,
it should serve as a worthy show
case. Jose.

SWEENEY * MARCH"
With Bob Sweeney, Hal March, Patsy

Bolton, Irving Miller orch.

Producer: Charles .Vanda
Writers: Jerry Brewer, Jack Price
25 Mins.; Frl, 8:30 p. m.
Sustaln'ng
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
Bob Sweeney and Hal March, who

teamed up in San Francisco 'several

years back for. a local morning
waker-upper called "Sweeney's
Neighbors," and later did a number
of guest shots on coast-to-coast
shows, are now spotted by CBS in
their own network program, tabbed
"Sweeney & March," which is filling

in as a Friday night web sustainer
in the time vacated by General
Foods and Kate Smith. Show ema-
nates from Hollywood, with Charles
Vanda at the production helm.
At times it suggests a variation—

with considerably less of a comedy
payoff—of the old Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello routine, without re-
course to the out-and-out A & C
slapstick. Perhaps the slapstick

might serve the team' in good stead,

considering the shortcomings of the
premiere snow (5); 'Sweeney, in this

instance, is the trusting (dumb would
be a better name for it) pal, who al-

ways gets the short end of the stick,

yet gave evidence of future possi-

bilities growing out of the character- .

izations. Sweeney as the gullible .

goofvcan emerge, with proper script-

ing, as a sympathetic fall guy. But
the situation will have to be a bit

more exciting and not so obvious.
The characterizations are definitely

there, but without the assist of good,
live scripting they'll die a-bornlng.
There's a brief midway vocal In-

terlude by 14-year-old Patsy. Bolton,
with Irving Miller and his orchestra
furnishing the background score.

Rose.

CROSS SECTION—NAM"
With Dwlght Cooke, "Commando

Kelly, guest
Producer: Robert Heller
15 Mins., Sat., 3:45 p.m.
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

Having concluded a 13-week cycle
devoted to the CIO and an addi-
tional 13 weeks -to the AFL, CBS is

now letting the National Assn. of
Manufacturers have the final word
in its "Cross Section" Saturday af-
ternoon presentations. And the
NAM, not having an inferiority com-
plex about such matters, started off
its own 13-week semester without
mincing words.

For the initial broadcast. CBS' rov-
ing reporter, Dwight Cooke, went to
Pittsburgh to interview ex-Sgt.
Charles ("Commando") Kelly and
three other vets who are now op-
erating a gas station with what they
term labor-management accord. In-
terview disclosed that all of the vets,'

including
.
Kelly, who ostensibly

owns the station, are getting. $45 a
week. The quartet feels that it has
hit on the economic solution. Each
works 40 hours a week; when over*
time is involved they prefer to waive
the extra stipend. As one of the four
pointed out: he didn't see any rea-
son why this arrangement couldn't
wonk right down the line.

In case some of the points were
elusive, the program brought oh the
regional NAM director to clarify
what the small businessman thinks
should be the pattern for American
initiative and success. His conclu-
sions: excessive Government spend-
ing has stifled such initiative; private
enterprise is the only way.

Cook kept the program moving at
a fast clip, conveying the Impression
that he just stepped into a busy gas
station for an ad lib session. That's
good showmanship. But those
answers came back mighty fast—and
to the point Rose.

VACATION SYMPHONIES"
With Sylvan Levin and orch; Bonny

Liss, commentator; Carlton War-
ren, announcer

Producer: Carlton Warren
Exec-Producer-Writer: Robert Slmen
30 Mins.; Sat, 11:30 a.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Mutual, N. Y. -

WOR's "vacation Symphonies"
brainchild of exec producer Bob Si-
mon and music director Sylvan
Levin, who conducts, is a good pro-
gram with an interesting purpose
behind it. Program also fits snugly
into the Saturday morning youth
segment on the WOR calendar, as
another airer aimed at a growing
juve radio public. Idea behind the
a<rcr, according to its mentor's, is

to present serious as well as the
better pop music (as the audience
will indicate) to a young public,
without the usual labelizatlon or
playing down, or condescendingly
educational tone, of most youth or -

children's concerts. Program even
has a teen-age commentator to dis-

cuss or explain the numbers.
Saturday's (6) premiere offered a

good sample of "cheerful symphonic
melodies in the last movement of
Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony,
the . Scherzo from Mendelssohn's
"Midsummer Night's Dream" and
Strauss' "Fledermaus" Overture.
Levin led a smobth, 40-plece ensem- .

ble through snappy, invigorating
readings of the well-chosen list.

Ronny Llss, young radio actor, had
some fresh, appealing comment on
the music, even if at times the talk
did sound a little condescending in

spite of all precautions. Bron.

"STUMP THE AUTHORS"
With Sidney Mason, Jack Payne,
Dorothy Day, Louis Zara, Wayne
Griffin, announcer

Director-Writer-Producer: Ed Skotch
Music: Dave Bacall, Organ
30 Mlns.; Sunday, 3-3:30 p.m. (CDST)
Sustaining
WENR-ABC, Chicago.
Things were at a point where-

there couldn't possibly be any new
variety of quiz-expert show when
along comes, this summer package
that is both novel and entertaining.
Built on the premise that people in
the writing profession can knock out
a story at a moment's notice; the
show features a panel of three writ-
ers who are called upon to do just
that. .

First airing caught Jack Payne,
short story writer and former New
York Daily News staffer, Dorothy
Day, radio scrlpter, and Louis Zara,
author of the current best-seller
'Ruth Middleton," facing the mike
and heckling Sidney Mason, show
m.c. and editor. Each of the authors
is assigned one of three main sub-
jects—comedy, melodrama, and a
love story. Large sealed box is

placed in front of each one, and
come his turn he or she opens it

up and builds a four-minute story
around tfee subject assigned from
what is found in the box.
Payne drew comedy and did a

heat job with the live duck in his
box. Miss Day with the inevitable
love story to tell, spieled a tear-
jerker when she found a ladies
handkerchief and a dog collar with
bells. Zara's. box contained .a hang-
man's noose, harmonica; and a box
of candy which he put together for
a four-minute melodramma. . After
.each story Mason asks the studio
aud for a title and then lets the
panel decide oh the best. one,
Guesters did ok for spot work and

after the first few seconds hesitation
trying to shape a plot, with the
material on hand, the stories went
off as if read from a script—which
Mason assured the aud wasn't hap-
pening.
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lion and unionists Richard Frank-

ensl'oen and Victor Reuthcr.

OPA heads, neighborhood grocers

and farmers, latter being brought

into it via lines thrown to upstate

Michigan, argued about prices; views

of marines, sailors and coastguards-

mcn were brought trom the deck of

an LST; two soldiers gabbed with

two Jap prisoners of war. Whom. they

had rescued at Cabanatuan; on two
occasions Cushing and internal rev-

enue men dished out advice on fill-

ing out income tax returns; political

leaders of Nprway, Poland, France,

Denmark, Holland, New Zealand,

China,. Britain, Italy and India have
also sat in on discussions.

There's no set format for the show,
which is put on in cooperation with
the Detroit Free Press and ably
monitored by Cushing. Stanza heard
had four new U. S. citizens—

a

Ukranian, Pole, Armenian and Czech
—tell why they came to America
(windup: "America heeds a program
not only to Americanize aliens but
to re-Americanize its own citizens")

and plug Detroit's Community Fund-
supported International Institute,

haven for the city's half-million
foreign born.
WJR has never hesitated to. lay out

coin for lines into any part of the
world and to pay expenses of par-
ticipants from any city. Good ex-
ample is a recently skedded discus-
sion of rationing problems, with a
group in Detroit set to slug it out
with an OPA official from Cleveland.
Few hours before the broadcast the
latter phoned from the , Cleveland
airport that his plane couldn't take
off because of weather, whereupon
he was told to go to WGAR in
Cleveland's Statler hotel. By the
time he got there lines had been
thrown in and five minutes before
airtime he was set for a two-way
conversation with Detroit.

• There's nothing small — ihtellec
tually or financially— about, this
high-minded public service program:
And 12:30 noon Sunday isn't a half
bad time spot. . Mike.

I.ARRY CARR
With John Tillman, Howard Smith

orch.
Producer-Director: Howard S. Barnes
Writer: Johanna De Witt
15 Mlns.; Mon.-Frl., 6:3* p. m.

'

Sustaining
CBS-WABC, N. Y.
Larry Carr, from the nitery cir-

cuits, fills in a pleasant quarter-hour
with some personable baritoning and
affable line of chatter to provide an

engaging, lightweight session. Pip-
ings are easy to. take, and expert mu-
sical backing by a combo under di-
rect ion of T-Ioward Smith makes for
effortless listening,

On session caught (8), Carr delved
into oldies, starting with songs popu-
lar around 20 years ago and going
into later items without hitting cur-
rent numbers. With the expert' ar-
rangements handed him, the oldies
stack up as modern-day entertain-
ment. -

He's assisted in the chatter depart-
ment by announcer John Tillman,-
who similarly gets everything inher-
ent in the script. Rose. .

an "entertainment" to which he took
her—"to hear one of those new-
fangled phonograph machines." That
was in Greenfield, Ind., where she
lived next door to the James Whit-
comb RiIeys,,two years before she
and her new spouse moved to Texas,
where they're lived ever since.

Vocnl crew sang "Old Rugged
Cross," the couple's favorite hymn,
following which Evans gave some
advice to young people getting
spliced ("Married people have to
cooperate: it's a 50/50 proposition").

. Neat, easy-going production that
packs more punch than a hatful of
sermons on marital fidelity. Mike.

Television Reviews
Continued from page 30
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"THIRTY MINUTES BEHIND THE
WALLS"

With Texas Penitentiary Rhythmic
Slrlnfslers (8), Goree Girls in
While (6), Mexican Strlnjsters (7),
Herman Brown and Prison Band
(32), Nelson Davis, Cotton Pickers
Glee Club (10), Freddie McKay,
A. B. Johnson, E. S. Shnmake,
William Harold King, others

Writer: Tommy Whiteside.
Civilian producer-director: S, E. Bar-

nelt
30 Mius.; Wed., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WBAP, Fort Worth, and Texas

Quality Network (WOAI, San
Antonio,' and KPBC, Houston)

'

A more entertaining public service
program than this one would be hard
to imagine.- Produced in its entirety

by. the men and women (white and
Negro) inmates of Texas Peniten-
tiary, Huntsvillc, Tex., under the
supervision of a single civilian em-
ployee, it's like no typical public
.service program that can be called to

mind, being nothing more nor less

than a rousing jamboree of (Texans
being Texans) hillbilly and "Western
swing," with naturally a lot' of raw
talent oh tap. But there's also some
pretty hot talent, and what the tyros

lack in know-how they make up for

with enthusiasm.
Those deserving the credit for as-

suming the responsibility, un-
questionable risk (in view of what a

jail-embittered character might give
out with in an ad lib blast over the

ether), and expense incurred in

broadcasting this unique program
are the Texas State Prison Board and
station WBAP itself, owned by Anion
G. Carter, publisher of the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram. And another
nod is due the prisoners themselves
Tor making the program a medium of
expression ot their hopes for a

brighter and better future in a coun-
try where even those behind the bars
find themselves able to sing arid

kick up.
Large cast, gives an idea of how

popular the show must be with the

inmates themselves, and full evi-

dence that they are awfully, proud of

it is the way they knock themselves
out putting it across. Cast changes
quite often, ot course, what with
reprieves and, in many cases, execu-
tions, but the format remains the

same: music, and more- music—pops,

and standards, and. hymns, and
what-have-you.
Mickey Thomas gave a good ac-

count of himself as emcee on show-

heard, and Tommy Whiteside's script

tied it all up nicely. Direction of

S. E. Barnett. only civilian connected
with it, also rates mention for keep-
ing it moving. Studio audience, ap
parently composed of other prison

ers, seemed to be enjoying it im-
mensely.
Program shapes up as required

listening for station owners who get

a .pained expression when somebody
mentions "public service." Mike.

"GOLDEN CHAIN'S GOLDEN
COUPLE"

With Parker Wlllson, Tee Casper,
Gold Chain Quartet, Three Golden
Noles, Jack Gibson, Gene Baugh
and orch (20), guests

Writer: Patsy Lou Cranston
Producer-director: A. M. Woodford
30 Mins.; Sunday; 2 p. m.
UNIVERSAL MILLS
WBAP, Fori Worth, and Texas Qual

lly Network (WOAI, San Antonio,
and KPRC, Houston) -

(Advertising Business Co.)
Idea of honoring couples who are

celebrating their golden wedding
anniversaries is a good one on which
to hang the old-time tunes. It's as
though somebody said, "Well, seein's
how we can't get Beatrice Kay, let's

hook it on something else." What
they've hooked is a nostalgic, enter-
taining half-hour that's notable,- des
pile the hoke-inviting subject mat
ler, for its good taste.

Couple honored on the show under
review were Daisy and Harlan Evans
of Harlingen, Texas, whose inter-
view sector was preceded by a lively
version of "By the Sea" by the Gold
Chain Quartet (guys) and Three
Golden Notes (gals); orch doing
a "Silvery Moon'VTa-Ra-Ra-Boom-
De-Ay" medley; a short Universal
Enriched Flour institutional plug by
announcer Tee Casper urging con-
servation of food to help the Famine
Emergency Program, and Jack Gib-
son's tenoring of "Leaning on the
Old Top Rail," latter being a con-
cession, apparently, to the Lone Star
State's legion of Western swing
addicts.

Mrs. Evans told how her husband
proposed to her in 1904, following

retaining most of the original dialog,

which sounded antiquated as it came
over the set's speaker. Costumes
were modern, but that failed to com-
pensate for the dated quality of the
affair.

Show also evidenced a lack of suf-
ficient rehearsal, which is surprising
for an NBC presentation. Screams
of the femme players came several
times after their cues, the lights in a
oom came on before the switch was
pulled, etc., all of which served to

slow Up the action ajid confuse the
audience. Colling also used too few
closeups of the actors, which negated
the intimate relationship supposed to

be established between the actors and
the audience.

:

--Performance of most of the cast
was on the credit side. Vinton
Hayworth, already one of the few
established stars in the video'flrma-
ment, did a nice job as the author of

romantic novels, who is harassed by
supposedly real-life melodrama when
trying to write a book in 24 hours at

the isolated Baldpate inn. Vaughn
Taylor lent the right zany touches to

his role of the lunatic hermit. Rest
of the cast was. equally acceptable.

Colling did manage to pull off the
switch ending in good fashion, leav-
ing the audience with the same sur-

prised reaction noted by critics who
reviewed the original stage play.
Show broke for intermission at an
unexpected point in the proceedings,
probably to give the actors a chance
to cool off a little and get their

throats sprayed.
Difficult set for the show, consist-

ing of a two-level room, was well de-
signed by Bob Wade. Stal.

"LET'S DANCE"
With Flower Dance Co., Velma

Smith, Jerry' Farr; Walter Herlihy,
announcer

Producer-director: Harvey Marlowe
30 Mlns.; Tuesday (2); 8 p.m.
CHEVROLET
WABD-ABC, N/Y.

(Campbell-Euiald)
''Let's Dance," fourth and last in

the current series of show.-; spon-
sored by Chevrolet, wasn't uo to the
usual ABC television standards.
Despite the fact that it offered a
fresh and interesting idea in the way
of audience participation programs,
the show dragged too much and pre-
sented too many technical errors for
it to be classified as anything but
fair.

Basic idea was a good one. Par-
ticipants guessed the name of a pop-
ular dance step while, watching it

demonstrated by a team from the
Arthur Murray school. Winner, be-
sides being presented with a free
course of instruction at the Murray
emporium, also had to demonstrate
the dance with the professional.
During this demonstration, the cam-
eras dissolved to another set in
which the Flower company rounded
out the sequence by doing the dance
in a big production number.
Same pattern was followed lor

each of the three steps used, which
might have made it easier for emcee
Walter Herlihy to follow the script
but only made it monotonous for the
viewer. Production routines on the
rhumba and waltz were okay but the
use of prizefighters to demonstrate a
polka was a little too ludicrous.
Producer-director Harvey Marlowe
must have been reading too many of
the stories describing the recent
Conn-Louis fiasco as a "ballet."
Marlowe also had trouble keeping

his dancers centered in the lenses
and the pictures were often fuzzy
and out of focus. Blame for the lat-
ter, as well as for the camera that
went on the blink during the show,
can probably be laid on the DuMont
equipment, which still hasn't been
brought up to par.
Jim Ameche was originally sup-

posed to have emceed the show but
pulled out at the last moment, with-
out giving the staff a chance to
change the credit cards. His replace-
ment, Herlihy, seemed frightened by
his

' audience and missed the light
quality necessary for the job. Dan-
cers, both from the Flower company
and Arthur Murray, were okay. Bob
Brighfs sets were the brightest fea-
ture .of the program.
Chewy commercials. Integrated

into the dialog describing each of
the dance steps, were too close to
the cob and came too often for top
effectiveness. • Stal.

Census Survey of Rado-Poor Areas

Attacked as 'Silly'; New Standards Due
Washington, July 9. .

New engineering standards affect-

ing all U, S. radio stations will be
studied at special meeting here July
15-16, with final decision slated for

consideration by the full FCC bench
August 5.

In preparation for the parley, FCC
last Wednesday (3) outlined top
priority problems to be discussed at

the meetings. These were: (1) new
methods of calculating interference;

(2) new methods of figuring urban
populations served by stations; t3)

revision of adjacent channel ratios

and of techniques of determining
amount of skywave—or nighttime
long-distance — interference which
should- be allowed; (4) study of

noise levels throughout the U. S.,

and (5) consideration of latitude

effects on skywave interference and
service.

Meanwhile, the government took a
heavy casing here last week, as

Victor Sholis, director of the clear
channel . broadcasting service, at-

tacked the results of a survey of

radio listening prepared by the U. S.

Bureau of Census on instructions

from the FCC.
Testifying at the FCC's ' clear-

channel hearing, Sholis scored the
conclusions as "thoroughly invalid."

The Census survey found that rural
dwellers in radio-poor areas gen-
erally, relied, on regional stations for
their signals and preferred programs
as much as and in some cases more
than on the big-time clear-channel
stations.

The Census survey, according to

Sholis. "ignored entirely basic en-
gineering facts." which makes its

findings "utterly silly." The re-

gional stations, he. added, are using
the erroneous findings of this .study
as basis of their opposition to pro-
posed, new standards for radio sta-

tion operation. The new standards,
drafted in preliminary form by FCC
and industry engineers, had previ-
ously received blessing of the clear-
channel, group. Sholis declared that
although his group had assisted in
the paternity of the study and corp"
tiibuted $10,000 to its delivery, the
clears now repudiated the baby as
"illegitimate."

Sholis'. attack on the government
study was reinforced by testimony
of ex-Col. John DeWitt, one of the
Army scientists who experimented
with radar transmissions to the
moon. DeWitt is how consulting
engineer for the Clear Channel
Broadcasters.

Basic Flaws
Basic errors in the FCC-Census

study, as spelled out by clear-chan-
nel witnesses, were:

(1) "The survey virtually sought
the impossible" by asking listeners
who are conditioned only to low-
grade service to appraise the quality
of radio signals.

(2) The survey erred in covering
principally those U. S. areas which
receive less than primary radio ser-
vice. Only a "minor effort' was
made to learn the number and qual-
ity of radio signals within so-called
primary service areas in which most
rural Americans live.

(3) The survey was conducted a
time of the year—June and July—
when it was "virtually impossible"
to get an accurate picture of night-

Memphis WHHM, new station
Herbert Herff expects to open here
soon, has taken on Harry Elred as
production manager and Josephine
McKinnon as head of the script dept.
Both formerly with VfMC.

Bugs Nip Video
— Continued from page It

lick this would be a central an-
tenna, installed on a cooperative
basis, with a master control pro-
viding for individual station selec-
tion. Such an antenna could con-
ceivably cover an entire r fty block,
and it's believed that public demand
might force landlords to finance the
equipment.
FM interference, result of the fact

that television's sound is carried on
the same frequency as FM, has ap-
parently been licked by RCA engi-
neers through the development of a
special attachment for the antenna,
which obliterates the interference.
Attachment is still being manufac-
tured in small quantities, however,
so that only RCA sets are presently
equipped with it.

As for a suitable system ot roi-:

mancing the landlords, that's up to
the individual set owner. Several
manufacturers have tied in an in-
surance policy with the sale of each
set, rendering the landlord unliable
for any damages sustained if the
apparatus is struck by lightning or
topples over onto the head of a
pedestrian underneath.

time, radio reception. In niucli of
the area surveyed, radio sets were
turned off early, and as usual
listening was lowest in these sum^
mer months.

(4) In grouping the countries for
classification purposes, the Census
Bureau showed bias in favor of the
regional outlets.. Counties receiv-
ing stronger signals from regional
rather than clear channel stations
were wrongly given prominence.

(5) Census Bureau poll-takers ig.
nored the "elementary engineering
fact that radio signal strengths de-
crease with distance."

Sholis pointed to a Census Bureau
finding which included in the cate-
gory of stations heard best by rural
dwellers at night, stations such as
WHCU, Ithaca, N. Y. and other day-
time only outlets, which sign off the
air at sundown.

GE GETS UNDER WAY
WITH FM RECEIVERS

FM radio received another boost

last week with the announcement
by General Electric that its Bridge-

port, Conn., plant was starting im-
mediate construction of FM receiv-

ing sets. Receivers are expected to

hit the retail shelves early next

month and will be equipped for both
the lower and upper FM bands.
Sets will be of the console type,

with AM and phonographs included.
Other FM models, including table
sets, will be put .in production in
August.
GE transmitter division In Syra-

cuse, N. Y., is already -in production
on FM transmission equipment and
has more than 125 orders on file,

according to Arthur A. Brandt, gen—
salesmanager. GE already has
shipped FM transmitters to WGN
(Mutual, Chicago); CBC for instal-
lation outside Montreal; KFI (NBC,
Los Angeles), and WGFM (GE,
Schenectady ).

rounding

the halfway

mark Our stations tell us hap-

pily of the plus signs

in their ledgers as they

round the halfway mark

this year. Put Weed and

Company 's staff of seven-

teen men to work and

watch. the plus signs

multiply.
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"There's a great radio show coming into your life ifyou . .

.

toABC
Station time, coverage and such are impor-

tant, but experience-wise advertisers know
"the show's the thing." That's why ABC
offers you program service that can really

deliver when you're casting about for a new
show.

~

< Just look at the record!

ABC has developed a barrel of successful

programs. For example, there's Breakfast in

Hollywood, frequently in first place among
all daytime shows . . . Counterspy, currently

earning a 7.1 Sunday afternoons after show-

ing ah even higher rating in evening periods

. . . Breakfast Club, another morning show
that rarely gets below second place among
all network morning shows . . . My True

Story, currently averaging 4.8 daytime rat-

ing ... Bride and Groom, a new afternoon

show in the ABC technique that Sterling

Drug, bought after a few initial broadcasts

... . and Right Down Your Alley, another

brand-new show which has just been
snapped up by an alert sponsor, Hastings

Manufacturing Company.

Interested in the Future?

What have we got for you right now— this

minute? Just look at these excellent buys

:

FAMOUS JURY TRIALS. Because of its years
of uninterrupted broadcasting, undoubtedly
one of the best known programs on the air. It's

now earning a 7.8 Hooper, or a 25.2 share of
audience! Offers the advertiser a large radio au-
dience without gamble and at a bargain price.

Saturdays, 8:30-9:00 P.M., EDST.

FOREVER TOPS. Paul Whiteman, the biggest

name in modernmusic, at his best. His new show
is already well on the way to building a steady,

loyal audience that spells sales for some sponsor.

Now onABC Mondays, 9:30—9:55P.M.,EDST.

I DEAL IN CRIME. Bill Gargan playing Ross
Dolan, a "private eye," puts over an outstand-

ing job of script writing. Listen in next Monday,
9:00— 9:30 P. M. and see if you don't agree

this is a show that's going places.

SO YOU WANT TO LEAD A BAND. Here's a

chance to make Sammy Kaye your star sales-

man; His great new show combines audience

participation, cash and merchandise prizes from

Sammy Kaye's famous Band Box, swing music,

vocalists, humor and showmanship into sure-fire

entertainment for the whole family. What's

more, you can have this big variety show out on

the road working for you night after night-
giving your dealers a chance to merchandise the

living daylights out of your product. New time

—Tuesdays, 8:30-9:00 P. M., EDST.

THE FAT MAN. This Dashiell Hammett detec-

tive-thriller has already set a record. In just a

few months it has shot up to a 7.3 rating with

a 21.8 share of audience. In the hands of an

advertiser who knows how to smash-promote a

good show, The Fat Man could become one of

the biggest things in radio. Mondays 8:30-9:00

P.M , EDST.

THE COURT OF MISSING HEIRS. Back oh the

air after a war vacation, this is the same program

that proved itself over a period of three years

with an average Hooper of 8.4 and a high of

13.3. Listen Wednesdays at 9:00 P. M., EDST.

ESQUIRE SPORTS REVIEW. A natural for the

manufacturer who wants a male-appeal show.
SaysVariety, "Aired in conjunction with Esquire

magazine, the show has snap, good continuity

and boasts of a very adult job of writing by
Ken Houston. Does not deal with spot news or

gossip, but with little-known facts of sporting

history . . . timing is excellent . . . fast and intel-

ligent script. Outstanding is Paul Barnes, whose
deep quiet pipes add dignity to the show."
Wednesdays, 10:00-10:30 P.M., EDST.

Space prevents a full listing of ABC show

possibilities, but here are a few more now
being readied and soon to hit the air: two

brand new participationers—The Society of

Amateur Chefs, starring Alan Prescott, a

riot of fun in the kitchen; and Meet Me at

the Astor, with Walter Kiernan presiding

as the Tom Breneman of New York.

Looking for Comedy? ABC is bringing

out two new ones! A half-hour show starring

Henry (Here's) Morgan and a new program

built around Ray Wencil
, graduate of night

clubs and vaudeville. Ray has been wowing
the G.I.'s abroad and gives promise of be-

ing that great new comedian sponsors are

praying for.

When you think of radio in terms of a
new show, check with ABC.

American B foadcasting Company
A NETWORK OF 2 0 7 RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMERICA
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Walter Wanger about a series he has in mind and try to arrange studio
space for a move of "Detect/and Collect" here,. ..Rudy Vallee readying an
audition built around himself and Billy House. . . .Just to be different, Radle
Harris was interviewed by Ona Munson instead of vice versa. .. .Charles
Levin left CBS flackery to fend for himself. .. .NBC elated at the record-
ing of Mark Heliinger's "Fourth Estate" and looking to an early sale.

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Louis E. Jackobson appointed station manager of WLIB, with Benjamin

C. Bowker named as commercial 'manager. Jackobson .was radio chief of

J Walter Thompson office in Chi, Bowker recently discharged from the

Army . . . .Irwin Rosten has Joined WLIB as asst. publicity director.

Dave Driscoll, WOR's special events man, now has a plane at his dis-

posal when events warrant overhead coverage Howard Barnes, CBS
staff director, to Hollywood July 14 for two weeks. Meanwhile his wife,

radio actress Joan Allison will holiday in Bermuda... .Wynn Wright, who
recently resigned as NBC production manager, has opened his own radio

production outfit. Associated with him is Charles Granzow. Latter was

asst. program and production manager under Wright at WWJ. Detroit,

some years back.., .Eleanor Wilson McAdoo, daughter of the late Presi-

dent Wilson, takes over the CBS "Woman's Club" cross-the-boarci afternoon

program starting next week. . . Jo Ranson, WHN flack, to Mohegan Island,

Me., for two weeks.
.Dowager Marchioness of Reading, one of the Ave new governors of

BBC, in New York last week. She cllppered back to London on Sunday

(7) ... .Sidney Reznlck back to Coast to cut new half-hour air. show
Song Spinners added to cast of new Danny O'Nell night show which bows
in on CBS July 13 in the 8:30 to 9 period Milton Cross', Gene Hamilton

and Welbourne Kelly transcribing "Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin

St." program for audition purposes. Program as presented will be narrated

by 'Cross, who owns package, with Hamilton directing and Kelly scripting

. . . .ABC television chief Paul Mowrey forced to direct the first video shows
he's handled personally in years last Thursday (4) and Friday because he
gave his entire production staff the long weekend for a holiday. .. .Robert

Merrill, RCA Victor Show baritone lead, mulling offers to sing in Milan
this fall. . . .Ted Seller, formerly with McCann-Erickson, joins William von
Zchle Co. as account exec Dr. Ernest Dichter, consulting psychologist

for CBS for the past four years, has resigned in order to devote full time

to his consultant activities. Before' joining CBS he Was director of psy-

chological research for J. Stirling Getchell ad agency... .Born to Allan

Kerr, WABC sales dept., a son, Jeffrey, weight seven pounds Newspa-
permen continue to get the pinchhltters' spots on John Mason Brown's "Of
Men and Books," CBS program. During his overseas jaunt, July 13, Orville

Prescoti, N. Y. Times book critic, reviews Hesketh Pearson's "Oscar Wilde"
and T. J.. Wilson's "Victorian DQCtor." . Brown is scheduled to return July
27 With Fox Case, ex-CBS Washington, now in Santa Barbara as gnl.

mgr. of .Harry Butcher's KIST, Leon Levihe, asst. CBS education director,

has resumed supervising job on "Columbia's Country Journal." He had
job before Case took it over last September.

Curtis Biever, just returned from overseas service, assigned to "Amer-
ican Portrait" on CBS as composer and conductor. .. .Anne Seymour to

play role of Portia in "Portia Faces Life" for two weeks beginning July 15

while Lucille Wall vacations. .. .Stephen Czufln, account exec on American
Tobacco account (shades of Vic Norman) named a veepee of Foote, Cone &
Belding.

17V HOLLYWOOD ...
Meredith Willson (who doesn't look it) is approaching his 20th year in

radio and to get into the anniversary spirit, he'll conduct Standard Sym-
phony's 1,000th broadcast, marking the 20th birthday on the kilo time
"Corny" Jackson has it all. figured out that Lux Radio Theatre averaged
off a higher Hooperating the past season than any other show of similar

format. He cites these figures to prove his point: Lux, 24.2; Screen Guild
Players, 21.4; Theatre of Romance, 11.5; Academy Award Theatre, 5.3;

Hollywood Star Time, 5, and U. S. Steel theatre Guild, 5 Karl Schul-
llnger checked out of Foote, Cone & Belding in N. Y., to head up Holly-
wood office of Pedlar fit Ryan. . . .Jack Benny drove in after making all the
tourist stops from Colorado to the Coast. Next day he was Derby-lunched
by Bourne Ruthrauff, Merritt "Pete" Barnum, Nate Tufts and Bob Ballln,

all of R&R. . . .Ken Dolanhas discovered a new Beulah character and will

cut a record of similar format to the late Marlin Hurts. If it's sold Hurts'
widow will be cut in for a royalty payoff. .. .Jay Sommers turned out that

first Jack Kirkwood script in 48 hours, furnishing the story line, filling in

the dialog and establishing the character. . . .Hub Robinson around to sit in

on the Bing Crosby-General Motors huddles and case the Coast operation
....Pete Jaeger moved on to Chicago to make a souvenir album of Don
McNeill's flip capers with frolicsome femmes. .. .Herb Lyon joining Stanley
and Kramer agency on move from Balaban & Katz in Chicago, where he
headed television department. .. .Don Lee's "California Melodies," airing
consistently since 1930, gets a full net ride on Mutual. .. .Up. in Connecticut
where he's running a pottery works, Tom Revere is known as "King of the
Thunder Mugs" Bernie Schubert in town to set up an office, gab with

IN CHICAGO ...
Ralph Atlass, general manager of WIND in Chi and owner of WLOL In

Minneapolis, planning to spend most of his time at his new west coast
home which he recently bought. .. .Arthur Holch, radio and newspaper
scribe, skedded to join the NBC central division news 'and special events
staff Tuesday (16) Hitch in present plans have postponed , the move of
the Carl Wester soapers to the Coast to after the first of the year....
George Herro, Mutual central division press head, and Ann Andrews, net-
work chirpstress, plan to wed early in August Herb Futran back on his

feet after a long illness and a major operation. .. .Hugh Studebaker, ' who
plans to move to the Coast in the fall, sold his Lake Shore Drive co-op
apartment for $20,000 last week—Shakeup of production staff of ABC's
central division involving several major changes is wepected shortly.
Following CBS's refusal to sell time, to the Tonl Cold Cream Co. for a

Sunday afternoon spot, J. Walter Thompson gave up the account. Deal
originally called for a $2,500 a week talent bill. Foote, Cone and Belding
took over account. . . .Baby boy added to the household of Robert O. Miller.
Father is manager of WSBC Russ Brown off for a week of fishing in
northern Wis..-. . .Harry Elders recently appointed to the Boys.Court Com-
mittee »f the Chicago Church Federation. .. .Ted Robertson leaving for a
two-week vacation to Thlensville, Wis., after being laid up with the flu . . .

.

Ted Oberfelder, ABC assistant director of advertising and promotion, in
town for a looksee. . . .Irv Kupclnet, Chicago Times columnist,' auditioning
for new radio chatter show James L. Stlrton, second in- command of
ABC's central division, to Minnesota on vacation. , . !Russ Davis sub-
bing for Paul Gibson on WBBM's 59-minute morning "Sunrise Salute"
while Gibson is vacationing. "

-

CLEVELAND'S

Good Medicine for Sales-Planners!

Inside Stuff-Radio
The Commission on .Freedom of the Press, comprised of some of the

top educators* of the country and headed by Dr. Robert M. Hutchlns, of
the Univ. of Chicago, (Commission sponsored the newly-published "Amer-
ican Radio" report on the broadcasting industry by Llewellyn White),
finally got around over the weekend to huddling with broadcasters in
N. Y. It was the first time that the Commission met up with industry heads.
In closed quarters with the Commission were Frank Stanton, CBS prexy;
FCC acting chairman Charles R. Denny, FCC Commissioner Clifford J.

Durr and Wayne Coy, gen. mgr. of WINX, Washington, D. C.

The Commission specifically wanted to And out how radio works. Re-
port is that the Commission displayed such naivete about the radio in-
dustry in general as. to virtually embarrass the practical broadcasters in
attendance. Latter, incidentally, are known to feel that the Commission-
sponsored "American Radio" report (known as Document 105), is biased
and slanted.

China Opens 1st

English Lingo

Shanghai Outlet
.

Shanghai, July 2.

Central Chinese Government has
begun operation of first and, at pres-
ent, sole English language and com-
mercial radio station at Shanghai
under call letters XORA.

Station is a combination bit two
stations, one for English and the i

other for .
Chinese language pro-

grams. The Anglo outlet operates on
590 kilocycles with 500 watts, the
Sino,station is heard on 900 kc band
with 1,000 watts. Both use the same
call letters and operate an average
of 10 hours daily.

'

Broadcast time, along with power,
will be gradually expanded. Chinese
tongue station goes to 10,000 watts
by fall, while the other ups to 2,000

shortly. Other regular Increases in

power are planned. Stations are re-

portedly equipped for remote broad-
casts and are set to handle trans-

criptions, using both 78 and 33 1/3

r.p.m. double turntables for vertical

and lateral platters.

.Strong pitch .will be made for

U. S. advertiser business with em-
phasis being laid on key cities to

be covered, in addition to the great

untapped mass potential of central

and south China that will be ser-

viced by XORA. Howard A. Brown.
Co.,^d£ Hollywood, has been named
U. S. representative of the station,

coverage of which . extends to

Nanking, Hankow, Canton, Hong
Kong and Peiping.

Fred Allen left the air for the season, again leaving behind him a trail

of. direct newspaper quotes from his programs. That "again" is not new
with Allen. It simply once more marks his half hour as radio's most quoted
comedy show.

The past season, for instance, his baseball travesty on "Pinafore" (with
Leo Durocher) not only was quoted in newsprint coast to coast, but caused
so much talk it became a repeat performance by request. Besides which
other Allen programs to be picked by the papers for quotation were the
burlesque on the "Mr. and Mrs." breakfast shows with Tallulah Bankhead,
the "King For a Day" item with Jack Benny, and his spoofing of the
"Bride and Groom" giveaway sessions. Meanwhile, to realize the full score
rolled up by Allen on the season, don't forget he uncovered "Senator
Claghorn" early in the going.

Although Wyllis Cooper is credited as the writer of the new ''Lights Out"
summer replacement show for Judy Canova on Saturday nights over NBC,
he claims he has nothing to do with it. Cooper, presently chief of the
motion picture and television department of the Compton ad agency, asserts
NBC is following the same procedure it used last year by digging up a
batch of his old scripts for the revival.

Cooper is also considerably miffed at reports that he scripted the tele-
vised version of "Lights," which NBC produced over WNBT, its N. Y. tele
outlet, on June 30. Fred Coe, NBC video producer, adapted the script
from one of Cooper's old radio shows, he claims. "I discovered by purest
accident—meeting a guy on the street—that It was to be broadcast," Cooper
said. "It was an adaptation of, as I said, an original radio show I did 12
years ago."

Reason for Cooper's ire at the tele show lies in the fact that, ever since
he's taken over the Compton post, he's been plugging for all-film shows, as
compared to live programming. Film, and its system of retakes to correct
an error, would assure the broadcaster of a perfect program, according to
Cooper.

WCKY, Cincinnati, probably doesn't even know it but it is walking right
into suburban New York and stealing late hour listeners with its nightly
"Music to Read By" program from 1 to 2 a.m. EDT. At that hour this
Ohio station has the soft music niche to itself in the metropolitan district.
Manhattan and Brooklyn likely can't get it but the easy listening session
comes in well in Westchester and that should mean Long and Staten Islands
and sections of New Jersey also get it. They've been talking about drop-
ping the show too.

Appearance of 30-mbnth-old Jerrard Jennings, of Bridgeport, Conn on
Thursday's (4) "Hobby Lobby" show on CBS has elicited considerable
comment in bafflement of kid's multiple talents and wonderment as to his
family. Moppet, despite age, can play piano and sing, read and write, kick
around mathematical problems that would- stagger adults, name all the
U. S. presidents, capitals of the world, etc.

Kid's mother, Francys Jennings, was a featured dancer in the "Great
Waltz" musical. Father is an ex-newspaperman who set up the camera
equipment for the Bikini bomb test.

There may be no news in film studios including video clauses in con-
tracts made with newcomers and1 lesser luminaries. But there should be
some news emanating one. day from the fact that some film interests have
applications in for television—while having under contract personalities
who also work for radio interests, with video ambitions. Couple of cases in
point are Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, tied to Paramount and NBC. Par
owns Television Productions, Inc., of Hollywood/currently competing withNBC and others for video CP's there.

There s another motion to be heard from, says Jesse Levlnson, attorney
for plaintiff Craig Reyholds in the plagiarism suit concerning Ginny Simms'
program against the Blow Co., NBC, and Philip Morris. Fourth and last
motion was withdrawn July 1, but that doesn't mean the case is closed 1

,

says Levinson, who may still avail himself of another move in District
Court (where last heard), Circuit Court of Appeals or U. S. Supreme
Court. Withdrawal of motion to vacate matters heard by Judge Leon
Yankwich in relation to alleged disqualification of Judge J. F. T. O'Connor,
by. virtue of latter owning shares in former KMTR (now KLAC) at the
time of the original trial, was based on the statement of Yankwich on
July 1 that Senior District Judge P. J. McCormick had orally approved
the transfer of the case from O'Connor to Yankwich.

BABBITT'S 'D00WINXLE'
Gil Babbitt has acquired radio

rights to the Satevepost series, ^'Mr.
Doowinkle, Attorney," which has
been running in the mag past eight

years. .Script is being done by Jack
B. Creamer and Babbitt, for half-

hour weekly crime mystery with the
Mr. Tuttish type of character for

central figure.

. Babbitt, formerly of Dave Elman
office, is now out on own as pro-
ducer. Has two. other shows, a quiz
packag
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Wyoming, Los Angeles, Alaska in FCC

Pitch for Gear Channel Relocations

AMO 37

Washington, July 9. +

The FCC yesterday (8) heard the

first argument for relocation of big-

time radio clear .channels when

Wyoming Senator Joseph O'Ma-

honey and Lester Hunt, governor'

of the state, called on the commis-

sion to make available to Wyoming

a wide-coverage station capable of

. reaching all of the stale's 275,000

residents.

Testifying at the commission's

-clear-channel.' hearings, O'Mahoney

said he was now compelled to go

to radio stations in Billings, Mont.,

Denver. Col:, and Salt Lake City,

Utah, in order to reach listeners in

his own state. Wyoming now has

oniy a half-dozen local and regional

ch.mncl stations, with bulk of

slate's inhabitants forced to rely on

KSL. Salt Lake City, and KOA,
Denver—both clears—for their net-

work program fare.

Meanwhile, FCC yesterday (8)

called a recess in ils clear-channel

inquiry, with sessions due to' re-

sume Monday (15), when an en-

gineering parley on new standards

for station operation is also slated.

Still lo be heard from are FCC and
Census Bureau spokesmen who will

attempt to rebut charges levelled at

their radio listening surveys by
clear-channel groups, and James
Shouse. of WLW, Cincinnati, who
will argue for superpower.

These were the developments at

yesterday's hearing:

1. William C. Grove, gen. mgr. of

KFBC. Cheyenne, Wyo., back-
slopped testimony of O'Mahoney
and Gov. Hunt and said his station

would apply for a 50 k'w. clear-

channel outlet the minute FCC re-

vamped its present rules. Grove
told the commission that "contrary

to popular belief," Cheyenne's
30,000 population could support a

powerful radio outlet.

KFBC, he said, is willing to sink

$200,000 into construction of such a

station and would expect—even
with the heavier operating costs

—

to return a profit of $54,000 a year.

Wyoming, according to Grove,

should be able to support a clear-

channel station if KOB, Albuquer-
que, N. M., managed to do it in a

similarly under-populated listening

area.

L. A. Hamstrung
2. A plea for more powerful 50

kw. radio outlets in the Los An^
geles metropolitan district was
made by Royal V. Howard, director

of engineering for KXLA, Pasadena.
Howard told the FCC that while
the L. A. metropolitan district is

the second largest in the country
iii land area and third '.in popula-
tion, it ranks last among the five

largest metropolitan districts in

broadcast facilities.

While L. A. has 19 standard
broadcast stations—second only to

N. Y.'s 23—the bulk of these are

low-powered, share-time stations.

Howard said. He urged the com-
mission to consider improving the

quality of service in. and around
L. A. by assignment of another big-

time clear-channel radio, station.

Although N. Y. has three and Chi-
cago four 1-A channels, KF1 is the

.
only L. A. clear-channel outlet, it

was pointed out. Howard reminded
FCC, too, that recently KFI's chan-
nel was broken down to let a Cuban
station on the wavelength.

'

Alaska's Brushoff
3. August Hiebert, chief engineer

of KFAR, Fairbanks,' Alaska, pres-

sured the FCC to give Alaska a

clear-channel, arguing that the
countrys 80,000 inhabitants were
now denied reliable radio service
during the summer months. At the
Army's insistence, FCC in 1942
okayed KFAR's temporary opera-
tion on 660 kc—a clear channel for

WEAF, N. Y. Hiebert urged the
commission to continue KFAR on
this channel as a permanent nlTair,

in order to provide isolated north-
ern country audiences with a re-

: liable year-round service.

, FCC okay of ' Hieberfs request
would, however, raise complications
on Capitol Hill, for Ed Craney, Sen.
Burton K. Wheeler's protege, has
already signified intention of filing

for the 660 kc; band for a powerful
station in Butte, Mont. Operation
by. both stations on this band would
not be permissible.

That's Where We Came In
Chicago, July 9.

.
Second blast against show business

in the past week for its alleged har-

boring of fire hazards and ils con-

tribution to the spread o( divorce

and adult delinquency, was made
Sunday (30) by Mrs. D. Leigh Col-

vin, prexy of the Women's Christian

Temperance Union at a meeting of

the organization in Evanstpn, 111.

Mrs. Colvin said that drinking
scenes and programs about crime as

portrayed over the air are major
causes of the related and growing
evils of divorce and adult de-

linquency. She. also took radio offi-

cials to task for their policy of ac-

cepting advertising from manufac-
turers of alcoholic beverages and the
fact that radio depicts drinking as

"being smart.'*

In an earlier radio address Mrs.
Colvin charged that recent hotel
flies in Chi and Dubuque, la., were
a result of the presence of liquor in

cocktail lounges where the fires

started, as well . as carelessness on
the part. of patrons who were intoxi-

cated.

W.K. Hush-Hush Brush'
Montreal, July 9.

At least they're honest about
it!

Jabbed by a snooping member
of Parliament a& to the reason
why certain commercial airers

were turned down by the CBC,
the radio commish admitted
Wednesday (4) nixing the pro-
grams but it "would not be in.

the public interest to give details

of the non-acceptance."
Here's the punchline:
These details, CBC said, "might

be embarrassing to advertising
agencies, sponsors, and U; S.

networks, and would impair the
relations of the corporation with
those with whom it has business
dealings and so affect its ability

to serve the listening public."

KFT Hikes Whitney To

Biz, Sales Mgr. Posts
Hollywood, July 9.

George Whitney, sales manager of

station KFI, NBC affiliate here, has
been upped to position of business
manager. In the new capacity he
will assist William F. Ryan, g.m., in

management of the station, while
continuing in his sales job.

Move marks second alteration of

station's exec setup within 10 days.

Last week Charles Brown, former
RCA advertising exec and 16m film

producer (Colonial Films), moved in

lo replace Don McNamara as pro-

gram director

CBC Rates Bows From Pedants, Talent

While Indies Suffer Side Swipes
Montreal, July 9.

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

got somewhat of a respite from the

pounding it's been getting of late at

the Parliamentary Radio Committee,

when two groups Thursday (4) gave

CBC the nod for its achievements.

One pat on the -back came from

the Canadian Assn. of Adult Educa-
tion, but the other kudo, coming from
the Assn. of Canadian Radio Artists
(ACRA) was a .surprise,' considering
the fact that conditions for .radio
spielers in Canada, in pay and other-
wise,- are far from satisfactory.

W. M. Brittain. dean of McGill
Univ.'s Macdonal College, spoke for
the adult education group and of-

fered "unqualified support'' for the
Canadian radio system, so much so,

in fact, that he felt that listeners

were getting their money's worth
from CBC and he wouldn't be at all

adverse if the CBC would hike ils

present license fee from $2.50 to $3.00

per set, in order to make up the

$35,000 deficit.

Earl Grey of Toronto, who spoke
for ACRA. portrayed CBC as a

dauntless "crusader" in the interests

of culture and the arts. To those

who follow CBC activities with more
than passing interest, this view by

Grey presents an anomiilous situa-

tion, since one. of the chief gripes
against CBC is the fact that home
talent receives little encouragement,
and as far as being. a crusader of the

arts is concerned, not too much
"crusading" can be done on the

money spent by the commission.

In his effort to boost CBC slock,

Grey took time out to dissect radio

listeners in two distinct categories,

the "intelligent" listener and the

unintelligent. Painful experience had
convinced him, he said, that the

latter should be abandoned *to'' their

fate as cultural misfits.

He felt it was the duty of the ABC,
|

from now on. to. cater to the artistic

! demand of the minority, "the inlel-

! ligent minority."

I
Grey slammed out at the indies,

j
claiming that they were either un-
willing or unable to afford "cultural

entertainment for the intelligent

minority." These indies should de-
vote themselves entirely to satisfying

! the requirements of the unintelligent

i majority, where he hinted", mediocre
airers could do no harm.

Summing up; Grey said the .indie

position was this: With them it was
a question what was the best play
or song to sell a particular product,
not what was the best play or song.

San Antonio—L. Jerry Spengler
has been named to the post of audi-
ence promotion and merchandise
manager for KABC, replacing W.
Poundslone Jackson. Spengler was
recently released from the Army.

Some two years ago,

the Program Department at WFBR
developed and produced a show "It's Fun to Cook."

It was sponsored by Schluderberg-Kurdle Co. pro-

prietors of Esskay—one of the best known names in

meat on the Atlantic Seaboard.

Originally it was broadcast only three days a week,

but devised as it was to help the young, inexperienced

house wife, popular demand raised it to five a week;

Some weeks the mail count ran over 2,000—to date

the total mail count is 89,125. That mail has come

from every zone in Baltimore and from 18 surrounding

counties.

And all because WFBR proved "It's Fun to Cook."

No cash prizes—no spectacular offers. What's more

Esskay has been able to educate housewives to im-

proved meat buying techniques and to trace definite

sales results.

All of which again proves WFBR delivers the real

Baltimore Listener— the one who listens and buys.

MEMBER— AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE— JOHN BLAIR I CO. WFBR
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Buffalo. — Temporary licenses of

WKBW. and WGR operated by Buf-

falo Broadcasting Corp. have been

extended by FCC from July 1 to

Sept. 30. No. comment was made by

the Commission in announcing its

favorable action an the petition for

extension filed oh behalf of the BBC
by Frank D. Scott, Washington at-

torney, but it is reported that li-

censes were extended to permit fur-

ther negotiation between BRC and

Churchill Tabernacle for acquisition

by latter WKBW.

Denver—Hugh Terry, Manager of

KLZ, has. been named a member of

tlve board of judges, division of Ad-
vertising and Publicity for the State

of Colorado, of the Colorado Civil

Service Commission. The Board will

hear all candidates for the position

or Executive Director of Advertis-

ing and Publicity for Colorado.

Pittsburgh — Milton Kerns, who
was an announcer at WJAS before

going into the service, has returned

to the station following his discharge

from the Army but in a new capa-

city. Kerns has been appointed pro-
duction manager and head of public

service programs and special events.

Buffalo — Wally Nehrling, singer

and emcee from .WIRE, Indianapolis,

has joined WBEN assuming co-

emcee spot with Clint Buehlman on
"Early Date" weekday morning show
from Hengerer's downtown 'depart-

ment store, plus 12:30 noon disk-

jockey shot! Nehrling was nine years
with WIRE from which Van Keel
and Ralph Knox, newscasters, also

came to WBEN. Latter two are now
station's Esso Reporters.

Kansas Clly—F. C. Strawn, pub-
licity director, has Jane Miller .is a

new hand in his department at

KCMO. Miss Miner comes over lo

the ABC outlet from the promotion
department of the Kansas City Life

Insurance Co.

Des Moines—The former Shrine
Temple here will be known as the

KRNT Radio Theatre in the future.

It was recently purchased by the
Cowles Broadcasting Co. for use as

a radio and community center. Main
autditorium will continue to house
all road show legit attractions booked
into the city.

He tka 73rd waak, Evthyn Mttman

and fcar all-aalarad chair wil pf»*nt

• harMiMir of spiritual! and hymiu

naxt Sunday mernlna, aver WKY in

the public interest. Far II waakt,

tha pragranii of rim arfttd, wall-

trainad graua war* fad la »ha NIC
oatwark.

Seattle.—This week's (9) State
primary election has kept all local

radio stations booked to the eaves,

with more radio! time being used
than ever before. Tight schedules
of larger, network stations has also

channeled much political time to

smaller, indie outlets. Radio has
also contributed two candidates to

the hotiy contested race for nomi
nations for Congress from the 1st

District. Radio commentator How
ard Costigan is- a bidder for the

nomination on the Dems slate, and
Cliff Hansen, KOMO announcer, is

in the race for representative on- the

Republican ticket.

Davenport,—Following the cue of
radio newsmen in other areas,'.repre-

sentatives of 11 Iowa outlets have
grouped to form the Iowa Assn. ol

Radio News Editors. Headed by Dick
Hull, of WOI, Ames, president, the

radio reporters adopted a constitu

lion -at a meeting last week on the

campus of Iowa State College, set-

ting-out as their purpose the "ad
vancement of radio as a news
medium."

Similar organizations have been
set up in several cities and states,

Other officers of the Iowa group are

veepee, Dick Burris, KSO, Des
Moines: and secretary-treasurer Bob
Redeem, WOC, Danveport. Mem-
bership is limiated to persons en
gaged, within the state of Iowa, in

reporting, preparation, gathering
and supervision of news material
Meetings will be held annually.

St. Louis.—Headliners of each pro
duction presented by the Municipal
Opera Assn. in its alfresco playhouse
in Forest Park are brought before
the mike at KMOX each Saturday
during the 12-week season to par
ticipate in the station's "St. Louis
Municipal Opera" program. The
program is fed to the whole CBS net
and shortwaved to Latin American
countries. The station's 20-piece

orch, batoned by musical director

Seth Griner, and a 16-voice chorus
directed by Dudley Harder also par
ticipate.

WSYR newscaster and studio exec,

accompanied Charles Wheaton, -win-

ner of WSYR's "New Horizon" essay

contest, ou his prize-winning air trip

to London last week, via American
Airlines.

Cincinnati—Rosemary Bader, vet
woman's voice and writer in Cin-
cinnati radio, succeeds Mrs, Betty
Jean Holland Tiemeyer as mistress

of ceremonies for WCKY's "Today
We Honor." The program series is

heard each Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 2:30 p.m.

LJncoln, Neb.—Officers of the Lin-
coln Broadcasting Corp. announced
Friday (5) that they had applied to

the FCC. for license to operate a
standard broadcasting station - here.
Power requested is one kilowatt and
station frequency desired is 1480
kilocycles. Howard A. Shuman is

president of the -corp. and J. R.

Joynt is secretary.

Reading. — Subject to FCC ap-
proval, the Berks Broadcasting Co.,

owner of WEEU, will transfer its

holdings to the Hawley Broadcasting
Co., headed by Hawley Quier. Lat-
ter is president of the Reading Eagle
Co., owner of the Reading Eagle, and
Reading Times.

Bridgeport.—Bridgeport Herald is

applying to FCC for 20,000-watt FM
station plus facsimile transmitter
with hub in Bridgeport. Operation
would be pioneer facsimile venture
in southern New England. Caro W.
Ray is engineering consultant.

St. Louis.—Jurien "Jerry" Hoek-
stra, for the past 12 years director of

Public Affairs and Public Relations
at KMOX, resigned July 1 to move
to his home in Kalamazoo. Ill health
and a desire to return to his estab-
lished music studios in Grand Rapids
caused the resignation.

Chicago.—Buck Weaver, director
of education for WBBM-CBS, went
back into the Army last week. His
job will be handled for the time be-
ing by Don Kelley, press chief.

Weaver has held the education post
since last December,, when he got put
of the Army, where he ended up as a
colonel after four years service, hav-
ing started as a captain In the OSS.
He's going back with the latter

rating.

NABHoldsChmUp

In Summer Meets
Washington, July 9

Round-robin of NAB committee

meetings, in preparation for first

full-dress postwar convention next

October, are lined up for the sum-
mer months.

Special parley of the NAB's
strategy committee was held here
with prexy Justin Miller yesterday
(8) and today (9) to map overall
campaign against FCC's Blue Book
and discuss ways and means to

streamline FCC forms and pro-
cedures in handing out radio station
permits.

Meanwhile, first get-together of
the newly formed "Freedom of
Radio Committee" is slated for
July 17-18 in New York City, with
reps of films and newspapers to be
on hand along with the broadcasters.
NAB spokesmen explained here
that Miller has recently contacted
Eric Johnston of Motion Pictures
Assn. and Wilbur Forrest, prez of
American Society of Newspaper
Editors, on alleged govt, moves to
limit their freedom of action.

The NAB music advisory commit-
tee will convene in N. Y„ July 15-16
to discuss copyright problems in an-
ticipation of expiration of ASCAP
contracts in 1949.

Other meetings coming up
include: exec session of . the
public relations committee here
July 12; series of board and district
NAB meets first week of August
at Estes Park, Col., and special ses-
sion of newly-formed employee-em-
ployer relations committee, Aug.
12-13 in Washington.

Transcription Reviews
Continued from page 32

with an endorsement of the plug,
An excellent idea,'N he says. "Now

let's get on with 'Out of Nowhere',"
which cues King's quoted remark
about what he considers' real music.

Also do one of those typical King
rhylbm numbers, the maestro's own
bright and catchy "Pretty Penny";
"You'll Never Walk Alone," wilh
Nancy Evans showcasing her three-
octave range effectively and song-
smiths Dick Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein cut in for a plug; a
sentimental recitative by MacCor-
mack, backgrounded by ''Intermez-
zo"; space, for another commercial,
with theme behind; a King arrange-
ment of "Neapolitan Love Song"
(lbtsa sax); leader vocalizing "I'm
Lonesome, I Guess"; sharp change of

mood and tempo to "Jazz a la King,"
which sounds in spots like Duke
Ellington and features a solid bull-
Addle; Miss Evans in "Somebody
Loves Me"; another commercial in-

terlude; a lovely version of "Our
Waltz" that has David Rose's own-
arrangement backed .up against a
wall.
This one should sell like nylons.

Mike.

Texarkana — Texarkana Newspa-
pers. Inc., parent' corporation of

KCMC, has filed application with the
FCC to transfer control of- the sta-
tion to the stockholders of KCMC,
Inc. The newspaper holds 45 shares
of the authorized1 50 shares with the
remaining five shares owned by
members of the board and officers of
the corporation.

Washington—Peter H. Cousins, ra-
dio news reporter for the past 10
years, moved over to the Radio Man-
ufacturers Assn. headquarters here
yesterday to assume new duties as
assistant director of RMA publica-
tions. Cousins was formerly oh the
Washington news staffs of NBC and
the Blue Network, and in 1944 went
to work for U. S. Bureau of Censor-
ship as assistant to the director. At
RMA he will work under James D.
Safest, director of publications.

Auto-to-Home, Office

Service Expected In

Cleveland Late Summer
Cleveland, July 9.

Ohio Bell Telephone Co. will in-
troduce new combined radio-phone
service for autos some time after
Aug. 1, utilizing many wartime de-
velopments in shortwave radio com-
munications, according to transmis-
sion engineer H. J. Dible. The mo-
bile radio-phone service for Cleve-
land is believed to be the first of
its kind to connect with and become
an actual part of the city's general
telephone network.

Initial program will permit a mo-
torist driving within 25 miles of
downtown Cleveland to pick up
phone in his car and call his office
or home. He could also contact the
long distance operator who would
connect him with any point in the
world with telephone service, It
will also be possible for anyone to

]

call a motorist equipped with a I

mobile telephone set, as each car will'
have its own telephone number,>••-..- ...7. t^V J, .

"MUSIC FROM HOLLYWOOD" -
With Jeannie McKeon. Buddy Cole
and Four of a Kind; Jack Bourke,
announcer

Writer: Jack Rourke
Producer-Director: Wally Ramsay
15 Mlns.
BEXALL DRUGS
4 Stations

(BBD & O)

A smooth, relaxing, ' low-budget
package, "Music From Hollywood",
is well-packed wilh tunes and nicely
short on dull patter. Designed to
feature various items on the Rexall
druggists shelf, platters have two
breaks of about a minute and a half
each for live commercials from the
local outlets.

Disk caught opened with Jeannie
McKeon singing "One More Dream"
following up with "I'll Always Be
in Love With You." Numbers are
deliberately shortened to pick up
pace. Buddy Cole's small combo,
consisting of Hammond organ, piano,
electric guitar, and bass, follows the
commercial break with "Exactly
Like You" in nice fashion.
Miss McKeon reprises with "My

Ideal." Closer is regular feature,
"Tops In Rexall's Hollywood and
Vine popularity poll;" this tune be
ing "Day By Day."
Pleasant .quarter-hour to give

housewives' a rest from the daily
grind of emotional crises induced by
the soap operas. Tomm.

"AMERICA'S OWN MUSIC"
With Ken Nordine, Dave Bacal
Producer-director: El Perry
3</j Mini.
Co-Op
25 Stations

(W. E. Long Co.)

Tearing a page from the Wayne
King-Franklyn MacCormack teamup
on "romantic recitatives," El Sperry,
radio director of the W. E. Long Co.,
has dug up 156 standards (public do-
main variety), bringing announcer
Ken Nordine and organist Dave Ba-
cal together to slam 'em over—and
slam 'em over they do. Shorties are
designed for part of a 10-minute
sportscast, new3 show, or what-have-
you.
Guys have a ridiculously simple»»»

{Follow-up Comment}
M «t M » M ta4»»»

"Break The Bank," cash giveaway
quiz program formerly aired over
Mutual-WOR. N.Y., for Vick's,
switched over to ABC-WJZ last
Friday night (5) in the 9-9:30 seg-
ment as summer replacement for
the Alan Young Show. Format re-
mains the same, with contestants
from studio aud invited up to pick
out one of 10 categories listed on
blackboard and attempt to break
the bank with right answers via the
quiz.
On teeoff stanza an Army captain

rode the course for top figure to
break the bank after several pre-
vious contestants fluffed and sat
down with small amounts. Bristol-
Myers, sponsor of Alan . Young
Show, is picking up the tab for this
one, which makes for good listen-
ing. Bert Parks masterminds pro-
ceedings and Bud Collyer does the
commercials for sponsor's product,
Vitalis.

Morton Downey, trotted out one
of his "Big Little American" salutes
fpr N. Y. listeners on his WOR-
MBS program Wednesday (3) pay-
ing tribute to Al and Bess Rappa-
port who run a little lunchroom' on
37th street. Rappaport and his -wife
have been taking care of some of
their old customers (who haven't
been able to And jobs since coming
out of the service) by. decorating
the counter with cuffo meals when
the going is tough. The B. L.A.
feature is heard twice weekly on
Downey's show when similar pa-
triotic and public spirited "little
guys

' are honored for unpublicized
deeds of merit. A smart idea and
well handled,

format to follow—and it's amazingly
effective. Instead of using original
words, written, as in the case of Mac-
Cormack, to be read while back-
grounded by King's music ("None
But the Lonely Heart," for instance)
Bacal plays the tune straight through'
following which Nordine reads the
song's own words with Bacal's or-
ganoodling.

A good sample is "I'll Take You
Homc.Again, Kathleen/' the words of
which emerge, as they never di8
when sung, as a story to rival some
of the more horrendous soap opera
plots. This character, it seems, has
brought poor little Kathleen to this
country from the Ould Sod, and now
that she's deathly ill he's gonna take
her home, across the ocean blue, to
die in her own back yard. What a
tear-jerker—and how peculiar it is

'

that the spoken word should register
so much more effectively than the
song itself.

"Jeannie With the. Light Brown
Hair," which ASCAP detests, . comes
through that way, too. Hackneyed,
true, but presented like this it sounds
new, as do "Long, Long Ago," "Love's
Old Sweet Song," "Drink lo'Me Only.
With Thine Eyes," "My Heart at Thy
Sweet Voice," "Then You'll Remem-
ber Me," "Old Kentucky Home."
"Carry Me Back to Old Virginny,"
"Home, Sweet Home," "Swanee
River," "I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble
Halls," "Believe Me, If All Those En-
dearing Young Charms," etc.. with.
Nordine wringing every ounce of
emotion out of them—but not slop-
pily. It's conceivable that femme lis-

teners will lap the stuff up.

There are some lighter touches, in-

cidentally, in "O Dem Golden Slip-
pers," "Camptown Races," "Aloha
Oe," etc. It's also planned to expand
the deal to encompass some old
American folk tunes, patriotic songs,
and 15 or 20 of the better-known
hymns. Mifce.

irrT

"HIRES TO YA'

'

FOR SICOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ARC. COAST-TO-COAST

"IT'S POSSIBLE" . .

.

. . . I had to laugh whtu I

road whtro the atom bomb
at llkinl didn't ovtR hill

htm cows or tho ships

—

that shows you how tough
tho stoahs aro that wo got
today.

"PHILIP MORRIS FROLICS"
NBC, • p.m., Tuesday

'

Dir.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY

get CasKinan
inHollywood

L
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Advertisers Seek

To Oust B cast

Top Down Under
Hollywood, July 9.

Appeal has been made to the

Prime Minister of New Zealand by

Ihe National Assn. of Advertisers

for the dismissal of Prof. James

Shelley, Director of Broadcasting.

Several subordinates have already

resigned in protest against some of

the policies promulgated by the in-

cumbent, and now the advertisers,

after failing to get action from the

Minister of Broadcasting, have gone

to the top with their appeal.

Prior to the war Shelley was di-

rector of non-commercial stations.

As a war measure lie was put in

charge of all stations, including the

commercial stations. He has since

then tried wherever possible, it's

averred, to censor and otherwise

alter the accepted commercial prac-

tices with an eye to patterning all

stations to the non-commercial type.

An appointee, he is said to be cul-

ture-conscious to the extent that he

would eliminate virtually every as-

pect of. commercial operations. Both

the commercial stations and non
corn's are government owned.

Latest to resign was Stewart J.

Duff, advertising manager of the

commercial stations. His move fol-

lowed when the Minister ignored the

complaints of advertisers and broad-

casters. Then the matter of the pro-

vocative erstwhile English professor

was presented to the Prime Minister,

Peter Frazer, where it now rests.

If the foregoing action is unfruit-

ful it's hoped that the September
elections will effect the desired
change. Anticipation is that a new
national._government will supplant
the present labor government and
such change will result in replace-

ments all the way along the line.

SQUAWK OVER AIB BRUSH
San Antonio, July 9.

Question is being raised by local

radio men, especially sports an-
nouncers and' speciol events men,
as to why radio reps should not be
allowed to various athietic events
to cover it in the same manner as
the newspapers.

AVAILABLE!
Top-Notch Writer

and

Production Man
I lihvc an excellent knowledge of nil
IiIibwb of mdlo, mid have been Con-
tinuity Chlof for the pant 7 yearn for
a top 11,000 watt station, network af-
Bllnte, In a lance Knatrrn city. Iloth
the station and I agree the npirarta-
nlty In n comparable or larger dtntlnn
uh writer and production mini ivoolcl
be'greiiter than they can offer nt thin
Ume. Therefore, 1 ran deliver lilnh-
eat reference*. I'm 48, married, and
have 3 children. I'd like to relocate,
•n » community I ran call home,
with a Job that'll permanent.

Boi 425, Variety, Inc.

1 54 W. 44* St., New York 19. N. Y.

I NEED A 'DAME'
'HI. LO. JACK1

ARE IACK AND NEED

. . . 'THE DAME'

Apply BOB KERR
R.K.O. Ildi>9
N«w York 20

SETS OUTSTRIP 41 PEAK;

OVER MILLION MONTHLY
Washington, July 9.

Radio set production is now mov-
ing along at a faster clip than during
the peak year : of 1941, according to

U. S. Census Bureau figures. During
April, 1,135,000 sets were turned «ut;

this was 23% above March and* 11%
better than the average monthly out-

put in 1941.

Home models, exclusive of battery
sets and radio-phonograph combos,
hit 788,000 in - April. This bettered
March by 24% and was a smooth
48% above 1941 average figures. The
combos produced were almost 36%
over the 1941 average month. How-
ever, battery-operated Bets were
only 58% of the 1941 average and
auto receivers only 81.5% of 1941

averages. By far; the largest chunk
of all the business, of course, was
in table models.

Govt., figures show little produc-
tion of FM and television receivers.

Despite the terrific production, only
990 combinations including FM and
wired for video were produced.

Laat Name: Sells

Combination or Hildegarde's
last name and a radio-tele-

phone quiz show is . currently
driving Variety's switchboard
siren. Sue Morgan, out of her
mind.

Producers of "Tello - Test,"

across the board ayemer on
WOR (Mutual, N, Y.), started it

all two weeks ago when thoy
dreamed up the Hildegarde
stickler. Idea is for the show's
emcees to call random names
selected from ;

the phone direc-

tory. If the recipient of the call

is listening to the show and
knows the answer, then he wins
the jackpot.

Since Hildegarde's last name
has been somewhat of a secret,

known only to a few in the
trade, the show's listeners im-
mediately began swamping
Variety, with calls for info.

Crix' Double-Barrelled

Barrage at 'Hucksters'

Frederic Wakeman will do a
double-take on "Author Meets The
Critics" programs, being set for the
July 17 . Mutual 10:30 p.m. airer, and
the WQXR, N. Y. 9:30 p.m. program
next day (18). "The Hucksters" will

be subject of discussion both times,
with different sets of crix however
on each program. Author was due
to be grilled on the July 4 WQXR
program, but he hasn't been too well
lately. Next week's dates are how-
ever definite.

"Author," carried over 100 Mutual
stations in the U. S. (N. Y.s WOR
is " excluded under the WQXR ar-

rangement), is now heard in Can-
ada as well, going on about 35 CBC
stations last week.

Bowl Bags Big Air Chunk
Hollywood, July 9.

Add Hollywood Bowl to the raft

of pigskin memorials, thanks to ra-

dio, and give it a new handle, "Ra-
dio Bowl." Originally tied up with
NBC-affiliated KFI on young artist

competitions, Bowl is now getting so

much ether coverage as indies rush
culture, that it's literally overflowing
with kilocycles.

Indie KGFJ effected an agreement
to air guest personalities of the see

son in exchange for "previews" of

Bowl's forthcoming programs. Net
to be outdone, KMPC, so-called

"station of the stars," hitched its an-

tenna to the ballyhoo and followed
this week with similar notion.

Cap on the Nose With

Wired Wax Releases
Hollywood, July 9.

HisHl on schedule, Capitol Trans-
criptions hit the market with its

initial releases on July 1 with ship-

ment of platters from its Vine Street
plant to some two dozen subscrib-
ers. For a time it appeared that
material shortages, strikes, - etc.,

would delay the event but extra
pressure all around eliminated ob-
stacles for the preem.
By the end of August Cap expects

to .be servicing some 50 stations.

When contracts with other platteries
come up in the fall Cap anticipates
switches from former libraries . to

its service by stations. Such moves
probably will precipitate open war-
fare among biscuit bakers, unless
stations continue to take more than
one service. Already Cap is begin-
ning to be regarded with some lusty
leers from direction of Standard
and others.

Walter Davidson, general sales

head of Cap Transcriptions, is ex-
pected here today or tomorrow
(Wed.) to open a five-day sales con-
fab and to prepare for sales and
promotion . drive. He arrives from
New York headquarters and will

stay a couple of weeks.
Cap is laying considerable stress

on the fact that exclusive contracts
have been signed with the artists

on its rolls, including Duke Elling-

ton, who signed a transportation
contract for the first time. Practice
is not general and under its terms
Cap talent is not permitted to

record for others.

B. A. Talent's Lush

Fields Abroad
Buenos Aires, July 2.

Argentine radio stars are snagging
top-coin contracts in Central Ameri-
can countries, with opportunities in

Mexico and Cuba particularly invit-

ing.

Juan Carlos Tborry and his musi-
cal comedy co. are currently in

Cuba, where Thorry is doing radio

stints for CMQ Circuit. Company
grossed 213,405 bolivares ($64,300)

in Caracas, Venezuela in 56 days'

performances, playing once week-
days and twice on holidays. Mexico,.
Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, Panama
and Spain are next on list to be
visited.

Thorry rates high in Argentine
radio know-how and his success up
the Pacific Coast and in Central
America is encouraging other Ar-
gentine radio personalities who have
been flirting with Cuban or Mexican
radio bids for some time back,
Comedian Luis Sandrini, who is

making pix in Mexico, is also ready-
ing radio programs for XEW, with
possibility of their being relayed by
Radio Mundo in Buenos Aires,

which has him under contract.

Scripter Silvia Guerrico, formerly
of Radio Splendid, is writing* for

XEW, while she gathers local color

for use in her Argentine.; radio
scripts.

Cuba has been, putting out feelers

for Pepe Iglesias, "El Zorro," Ar-
gentina's top radio comedian, and
Nini Marshall is expected to trek to

Central America this year, now that

it's certain the Peron govt, ban on
her work in Argentine radio won't
be lifted. Miss Marshall was the big-

gest bet in radio, three years ago,

until the govt, refused her an air

license, for reasons never given.

Newsmen GuildhTTI
31

™B Continued from page

mittee shall be established (as listed

above).
3. Guild shall have right to ap-

prove or disapprove of sponsor,

4. All scripts and all material to

be submitted in' advance to the ANG
advisory committee for approval or

disapproval.
5. ANG advisory committee be

empowered to withdraw use of

Guild's name in event the sponsor

becomes involved directly or in-

directly in a labor dispute which
would cause embarrassment to the

Guild.
"

6. Objective of the Guild shall

be stated on each broadcast.

Indications are that program wil}

get under way sometime this fall

or winter.

Aussie Gov't to Build FM'er in Sydney;

Denies Bid for Control Monopoly
Sydney, June 27.

Planning for the future, Senator
Cameron, in charge of all Aussie
radio, will see to it that a very high
frequency station will be erected
in Sydney soon, plan being to slowly
exit the conventional wavelengths
now in operation by. both commer-
cial and governmental-controlled
radio stations. .

Scrapping of all present air set-
ups for FM will lake some time,
but eventually, under governmental
orders, there will be . a chain of
hundreds of FM stations operating
throughout Australia, according to
Cameron.
Sydney FM station will have a

power output of two kilowatts, main
purpose of initial station being to

enable set manufacturers to experi-
ment with them during early pro-
duction stages.

Extension of control of further

AIR SCRIBS SEEK PAY

HIKE FOR NEWSIES
Hollywood, July 9.

Radio Writers Guild has asked
NBC to up the salaries of news
writers at KPO, San Francisco,
from $265 to $300 monthly. Hike
would apply to. all those with a year
or more of service. Letter was sent
to Sid Strotz, western v-p. The new
wage would hold' as. a minimum for

all writer's reaching year's tenure,
and it would also serve as the basic

wage for newcomers after all with
seniority have reached the mark.
A similar demand will be made of

CBS here. The Guild seeks upplng
from present $271 to $300 also for

CBS news, men.

$156,345 Legal Fee In

3-Year WOW Litigation

1 Omaha, July 9.

Fees and expenses totaling $156,-

345 have just been awarded attor-

neys who represented Dr. Homer
H. Johnson, of Lincoln, in the three-
year legal ba'ttle with WOW.
The settlement marks the end of

the bitterly and long-drawn-out
fight which went to the U. S. Su-
preme Court. The money to the at-

torneys will be paid out of funds
recovered by the Woodmen of the
World Insurance Society.

Attorneys' applications revealed
that WOW Inc. hired 14 attorneys
and paid them approximately
$100,000 in its losing battle to retain

the old lease with the society.

Documents in the . case also

showed that James Lawrence Fly,

former chairman of the FCC, and
Peter Shuebruk, both of New York,
had been employed as attorneys by
the station while the case was be-
fore the U. S. Supreme Court.

BILL C0YLE TO WMAL
Washington, July 9.

Bill Coyle, of the Washington Eve-
ning's Star's radio dept., will move
over to the Star-owned WMAL-
ABC as new Director of Special

Events. Coyle will take on the sta-

tion job temporarily in lieu of Bry-
son Rash, who has been given a

leave of absence from WMAL
through November to handle radio

publicity for the Democratic Na-
tional Committee.

radio stations in the commercial
field will be resisted by Senator.
Cameron, who indicated that the
major companies already controlled

enough. "Provided commercials did
not attempt to establish a private

monopoly of control in the interests

of a privileged few, they had noth-
ing to be afraid of from the gov-
ernment."

'Nothing (0 Fear*

Canberra, June 27.

Replying to a question in Parlia-
ment, asked concerning- the . take-
over of commercial radio stations,

Senator Cameron hotly denied that

the Chifley Labor Govt, was con-
templating taking over commercial
radio stations for governmental
operation.
Cameron admitted that individual

ownership or. control of commercial
stations was preferable to private
monopoly. He was opposed to private
monopoly control of commercial
stations, just as he was opposed to

private monopoly control of all

newspapers.
Senator finally repeated that

commercial stations had nothing to

fear provided they did not attempt
to establish a private monopoly.

Adam Hats Buys Half

Of WHN 'Radio Newsreel'
In a time-halving deal with

Household Finance, Adam Hats has
bought seven of the 14 one-hour seg-
ments of WHN's (N. Y.) "Radio
Newsreel" broadcasts heard daily
from 6 to 7 a.m. and from 11 p.m. to

midnight. The two companies are
sharing the sponsorship of the news
shows on alternate days and nights.
Up until July 4, when the 52-week

Old Gold deal went into effect, OG
had been sponsoring the evening
sessions with Household sponsoring
the morning shows for the full week.
Business was placed through La-

Roche and Ellis.

DAVE BACAL
ORGANIST and PIANIST

Now

FREE LANCING
ORIGINAL MUSIC IDEAS

47 EatT DMtloa. CWca*j« 10. III.

Dataware 4249

COUNT IASIE

GEORGIE MUNIS
LES BROWN
NAT 'KING' COLE
OBEY DOYLE
LEONARD FEATHER

TINY GRIMES
JOHN HAMMOND
BilLLIE HOLLIDAY

LOUIS JORDAN
MAX KAMINSKY
MARLOW MORRIS

HOT LIPS PAGE
MEL POWELL
MAXINE SULLIVAN

CHARLIE VENTURA
LESTER YOUNG
MARI WILLIAMS

W0V'S''1280 Club

appeared "IN PERSON" last month on

Has guests of M. G. FBBD BOBBINS

and Da yon know that...

the tame voice heard on the networks selling

FRISH/ IPANA, MOLLE, PABST, VITALIS

is now available fo do on effective selling job tor your

products. Inquire about availabilities today I

Ralph N. Wtll, G*o. Mgr. John t. Pearton Co., Not'l Dtp.
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KEGOMMENDEU RECORDS
(For Jocks and Jukes)

By UAKRV GKAY
iWOR-Mutual's Ail-Night M.C.)

Elliot Ij»wrenc« (vocal by Rosa-

lind Patton and Jack Hunter) "Who
Do You Lovti I Hone"-"I Know"
(Columbia!. This new group, cur-

rently at the- Hotel Pennsylvania

(N. Y.), sounded bet ier on its debut

sides. "Love" doesn't, present as

miich of the excellent piano that the

maestro plays, and depends more
on a sax chorus, and mediocre trum-

pets. Miss Pattoi.s vocai is' ade-

quate, but a few spoken words at

the end of her song corn it up.

Lawrence, who bids strong for f;-me.

will find that it s his kcyb.iard work
combined with horn effects, that pull

the sales at the disk slots. Not rec-

ommended. On the other hand. "I

Know" is all there. The piano., the

French, horn, the well-handled Jack

Hunter vocal are easy to listen to.

different and very commercial. Swell

stuff for dim blubs. Recommended
for this side.

Johnny Mercer (vocal with Pied

Pipers, Paul Weston Orch.) "My
Sugar Is So Refined "-"Ugly Chile"

(Capitol). "My''Sugar" is typical

WwlnctMlny, July 10, 1946
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Mercer, relaxed vocal ; z'n;'. with

words to match. Dov. n-li>-; ; rlh s-uff

that'll peddle. Pied l'!p.:rs '. :u-k the

solo expertly. . and -Paid Weston's

rhythm is excellent. Co- d dance
beat.- "Ugly Chile" is'on l!io other

side, same thins, without I he Pipers.

Both recommended.

Spike Jones (vocal hy Carl Gl'ay:

son and the Barcfoote.i Prniwylvah-
ians> "I Dream of Brownie With the

Lifht Blue .Jearis'V.rnn. s I'. lka"

(Victor). "I Dream" on. .hs like a

Waring classic with a dash of

Spitnlriy which (iocs on for a chorus,

then all Nell breaks loose, only her

name is "Jcannie." It's in the truest

Jones tradition with bells, yazoos,

sandpaper effects, and open-end
horns aimed at the far walls. Natu-
rally it's all familiar sounding, for

it listens like all the prov'pus work
this group has done—a sort of

Hoosier Hot Shots with more sound
effects, and clean linen. Recom-
mended for fans. The "Polka" oh
the reverse is that, with lyrics de-

livered in a pseudo-Yiddish dialect.

It'll bo liked by SJtnc. Anybody
named "Some" here?

Margaret Whiting (vocal with

Jerry Gray Orch) "Along With Me".
-"When You Make Lovo to Me"
(Capitol); The disk opens with Jerry

Gray at his best, and when Miss
Whiting enters tho -turns., it doesn't

change a bit. That gal sings. "Along
With Me" comes to life on this side.

With the exception of pile mildly

harsh phrase as the femme holds a

note, her lyric-reading is excellent.

"When You Make Love to Me" on
the flipped side, although a t'orchicr

tune, will probably not be as com-
mercial as the "A" side. It listens like

Miss Whiting enjoyed making these

turns best, but actually, even to the
most casual listener, it's evident

that she can "sing with feeling."

Talking points: Miss Whiting, in the

east less than a year, soon opens at

the Capitol Theatre (N. Y.) and is

dickering to star on her own radio

show in the tall. Both sides recom-
mended.

Manny Klein (inst.) "At Sun-
dowh"-"Bei Mir Bist Du Shoen"
(Keynote). "Sundown" is riffed

Walter Donaldson, -and the older

version was best. Klein's group is

tempo-wise, however, "and for mu-
sicianship it's good, but the com-
mercial music-lovers won't like it.

"Bei Mir Bist Du Shoen" is muted
evidence of Klein's corking horn
control. Slowly gailed. it's fine

listening. Then the kick rifts take
over, and you lose interest, until

Klein comes back to wind it up.

Recommended for this side.

Tony Martin (vocal with Al Sack's
Orch) "To Each His Own' - Tll See
You in My Dreams" (Mercury). "To
Each His Own," a pic title tune, is

Tony Martin at his best. The Sack
orchestra insinuates a lot of suave
fiddling into the side, and it dresses
the disk well. "I'll Sec You in My
Dreams" is a real opportunity for

Martin to turn it on. This standard
fits him perfectly. It'll peddle
heavily and steadily. The vocal
group in the middle chorus, although
adequate, doesn't help for. following
Martin, they're weak. This side -is

gonna stay in the jukes! Recom
mended!

Betty Reilly (vocal with Delux
Rhumba Orch) "Ich Vill A Cluisin"

British Best Sheet Sellers

(Weclc EiidiiiH Jylu *. IMG)
- London, July 5.

Bless You for- Beiii.'.! Aiveel. .Gay

Can't Begin Toll You. .Chappell

Marv Lou .FD&H
Let Bvjjoncs Be Feldman

Rain Must Fall ........ . ,
.Wood

Oh What It S.-omcd to Be. .Sun

Crusin" Down River . Cinephonic

Money Root of All Evil. Chappell

Land Of Bcp.irmi"" Feldman

I Dieam of. You. . .Macinelodies

Chicker.v Chick . .Connelly

Home Sick...:......-. .Sterling

OVER 75 COPYRIGHTS

FOR SALE
ASCAP writer (IS years) who has averaged 1 Mr In every 3 101191

published, will dltpoie of catalogue of approximately 40 «apiibll«lied

copyrighted tongi; hat told 3 out of 4 'produced play* to movtei and

will dlipoie of rights to 3 copyrighted anpreduced playi II produced

In H ollywood 19351 and to all rights (eicept 1st serial rights I in 4

published novelettes, several radio productions (all performed once on

principal networks) and various other musical, dramatic and radio wciks

suitable Tor recording, broadcast, stage, pictures, television, etc. Musi-

cal catalogue has no ASCAP publisher-rating. All musical copyrights

sub|ect to ASCAP and SPA writer contracts. All other works subject to

Dramatist's Guild contracts. Will accept Vi cash and 50% ownership-

participation, or will sell retaining on'y regular author's participation.

PRICE $7,000
1

Address lox 87, Variety. 154 West 46th Street. New York It. N. Y.

-"Tierra Va Tembla" (Deluxe). Miss

Reilly. a youn;: kidy of Irish descent,

born in 'Mexico, does a vaudeville

act that slamps her a linguist. For

she vocalizes in Spanish. English and

Yiddish. "Ich Vill A Chusin." sung

in Yiddish and English, translated

means "I want a husband." It's her

debut on disks. Although a good

record, probably would be ap-

preciated a shade more if the cus-

tomers got to know that Miss Reilly

is a titian-haircd daughter of Erin

not Aaron. It's a showmanship
'fillip 'that may prove a novelty. The
record points up Miss Hoiliy's stage

experience, for it's delivered in a

Strom; voice calculated to reach the

top" tickets listening in the strato-

sphere. It will prove, commercial

only with u biographical introduc-

tion to Miss Roilly, and that means
only airsUots, not jukeboxes. The
other side, "Tierra." has a more, uni-

versal appeal, but here too the list-

ener must appreciate the femme's
background. Even for a ' Spanish

vocalist it's good. Miss Reilly's sec-

ond set of lyrics smack strongly of

stateside training. Recommended.

Harry James (inst.) "Friar Rock"-
"Easy" (Columbia ). "Friar Rock" is

fine dance miisic. Perfectly paced,

it's gonna dp great at the slots. It's

James' best work in many sides.

The open-end horn is much in evi-

dence, ably abetted by the sidemen.

Pianoing is excellent. Will do heavy
business. "Easy" is certainly a good
running mate, laced tighter for

tempo, hence a good dance record.

Both sides highly recommended.

Andy Russell (vocal with Paul
Weston Orch) "Who Do You Love
I Hope?" - "Pretending" (Capitol).

This disk, released to coincide :
with

Russell's appearance on the '.'Hit

Parade" and at the Paramount
Theatre (N. Y.) attempts to sell

Russell as a rhythm singer. "Who
Do You Love?." although adequate,
is not up to his previous disk work.
Ballads, with a second chorus in

Espanol. are Russell's forte. Rec-
ommended only for fans. "Pretend-
ing" sounds like another male vocal-

ist, it's that much better. Russell, an
excellent balladccr, sells this one for

returns. Weston orchestra does very
well by Capitol's starrer and will

make new fans tor the California!)!

Highly recomtyicnded. Only weak-
ened musical point is when the
group backing Russell on the middle
and final turns overshadow his voice

and lose for the listener all his bass
qualities. Faulty engineering, but
it doesn't mar it heavily.

The Three Suns (vocal wil)i trio)

Album of six sides. Number M-2.
"Star-Dust"-"Twilight Time," "Bar-
carolle" - "Girl of My Dreams,"
"Who's Sorry Now?"-"Oncc in a

While." (Majestic). After almost
seven years at the Hotel Piccadilly

(N. Y.) and three limes that many
remote radio feeds. The Three Suns
have incorporated the. six most
asked-for tunes in a Majestic album.
Highlight of the book of course, is

their theme "Twilight Time." Back-
ing this is "Stardust." superbly
handled for a trio. From these two
sides on, the album begins to sag in

quality, and the turns of "Once
In a While" sound amateurish.
"Girl of My Dreams" gives Artie
Dunn, vocal member of the group,
a chance to exJiibit a too-wide
vibrato for hep buyers, but in

the hinterlands, where the three
have become a hit through airshows,
it'll be favored. Alburn is recom-
mended, for the opening threesome
is excellent to good, and should do
heavy business in the stix. plus a
healthy metropolitan business.

69,000 Keynote Shares

Cleaned Out First Day
Keynote Records; which floated a

1 slock issue a fortnight ago in New
'York through Wall Street under-
writers, had no trouble disposing of
69,000 shares at $3.75 per. Shares
were put up for sale June 28 and
sold out the same day,

Keynote, which concerns itself

mostly with jazz releases, followed
Cosmopolitan Records into , a slock
issue. Previous to that. Capilol, Rec-
ords had worked out such a deal.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Gypsy (.11) (Leeds)

2. Prisoner of Lovo' <H> (Mayfair)...

J. ink Spots

j Dinah -Shore.

( Perry Comp.

.

) Ink Spots . ..

3, I Don't Know Enough About You (4) (C) J fJ
(

:H
P3

'

IJ

Loc"
I
Mills Bros.

.

4. They Say It's Wonderful (7i (Berlin).
t Perry Cotno.

J
Bing Crosby ....

5. All Through the Day (13) (Willi.mson) . !£
on

\ £?
m? '•• •

/ Frank Sinatra

8. In Love In Vain (3).(T. B. Harms) ......
\
";,yn,0 -?-F

?1

,;|"™.t: .-

( Margaret Whiting

7. Sioux City Sue (itli (Morris)

.

I Bing • Crosby
) Tony Pastor

8. DohV What Comes Nalur'lly (3) (Berlin) ! ^""'V.
8^' : '

"

"

. I Jimmy Dorsey..

.

9. Laughing On the Outside til.) (HMD . . Dinuh Shore '.

10. One More Tomorrow ( 2 . (Kemick) ..,}K^'.-
Coining I'p

Dick Ilaymes
. . ..... .... Frccidy Alartin ...

I Lionel Hampton.

.

'"
j Bcnckc-Millcr ...

I
Mills Bros

'

) Tommy Dorsey...

t 'Guy Lombardo. . .

.

'

I
Vaughn Monroe.

.

...... Slim Gaillard ...

\ Dinah Shore. .-. ....

'' " '
I Hiiymos-Forrest ..

4
™

Do You Love 'Mo (P.VC).
Bumble Boogie (Mnrlin).

Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop (Leeds)

There's No One But You (Shapiro)..

Love On Greyhound Bus (Bobbins).

Cement Mixer (Mills) .... .. ......

Come Rain. Come Shine (Crawford)

Dccca
Columbia

• ...Victor
•v. .Dccca

• • .Capitol

....Dccca

• • .Victor
.... Decca— Victor

Columbia

Decca
Capitol

.
. .Decca;

- . Cosmo
Columbia-
.... Dccca
-.Columbia

.Columbia
• .Capitol

.... Dccca

. . . . Victor

Decca
. ... .Victor

.... Decca
... .Victor

.... Dccca
. . . .Victor

, . . . .Cadet

.Columbia
-. i . .Dccca

RAEBURN, AIDE'S MGR.,

IN MILD FISTICUFFS
Hollywood, July 9.

Mild tistfight occurred last week
between, bandleader Boyd Raeburn
and Jerry Breitman, manager of

George Handy, arranger for the
Raeburn crew. Tussle took place In
kitchen of Club -Morocco, nitcry in

which band ' is current, reportedly,
after batonecr accused Breitman of

bleating derogatory remarks about
the orch.

Raeburn invited the manager out-

side, but punches were tossed be-
fore pair had wooded way through
the scullery. Eyewitness asserts

scuffle was more of a pult-and-tug
candy-pull than a slugging, set-le,

and neither bore marks of battle,

after finally they were separated by
Lou Bolton, band manager.

Bolton recently nixed a series of

the most unusual requests ever made
by an orch-ariiiii^cr. shortly before
musicrew opened at Club Morocco.
Handy wanted his name on ads
announcing opening, on outdoor
snipes and seven-sheets, on displays
in front of nitcry. on radio remotes
and even on invitations heralding
opening.

Locally at least, no arranger ever
made such a bid for billing. In
thumbing down request. Bolton told
Handy he will gel 110 touting, with
all buildup henceforth given Rae-
burn. Handy has been grabbing
reams of publicity of late, chiefly
in jazz-fan mags, on strength of his
work for Raeburn. Stillman Pond,
Lake Arrowhead realtor, recently
sank a sockful of coin into the band.

BOURNE. Inc
I<,9 SEVENTH AVI Nr'^' YORK . "

V

Lang-Worth Head East ;

Hollywood. July 9.
|

Winnie O'Keefe, veepee of Lang-
;

Worth Transcriptions, back to N. Y.
after nearly fortnight o.o.'ing talent.

;

She signed no one, but dickers con- !

tinue with . Eddie Heywood orch,
j

Jack Fina's new band and the Page
i

Cavanaugh Jfrio.

Next month Miss O'Keefe will :

oomc again to Coast, when she will I

open Lang-Worth outpost here. Chief
j

design in firm wanting office in
Hollywood is lb peddle talent com-

j

paoy has under pact to pictures.
|

Announcing
The Opening of

A New '

SCHOOL FOR VOICE
Under the Perfoaal

Supervision of

CHARLES
McLEAN
VOICE TEACHER

Voice Coach of

ARTHUR LEE SIMPKINS

StaaMo at

126 East 60th Strttt
New York 32. N. Y.

Bandland's Biggest Draw

LIONEL HAMPTON
And Hj* Famous Orchestra

Concluding 4 Week Engagement July IB

BAND BOX, CHICAGO
roadcaitlng CIS Network—Nightly

Orphtum Thtatre, Omaha, W«tk July 19

DECCA RECORDS

M

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

ME iOOKIN?
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WRITERS' SOLID ASCAP BD. FRONT
MCA Move Against Short-Term Band

Contracts May Kill Off 'Concessions'

Contracts between bandleaders*

and booking agencies, which call for

all sorts of concessions and guaran-

tees by an agency in exchange for a

inaestrb's signature, may be headed

for limbo as a result of a new move

by Music Corp. of America. Either

(hot or MCA will And itself with a

diminishing number of bands to sell.

Lately the contracts MCA dislikes

have become the rule rather than

the exception. In most cases, they

are of a year's duration, though

Americnn Federation of Musicians'

rules state that bands can be signed

for either three or seven years, and

call upon the agency involved to pro-

vide: O) a minimum gross over the

year; (2) a major New York loca-

tion; (3) a major N. Y. theatre, and/

or (4) a radio commercial; a film

contract.. Plus anything else the

agency will bear. Penalty for failure

to meet all stipulated conditions is

the automatic, cancellation of the

agreement.

To put the quietus on the demands

of leaders. MCA chieftains issued

orders last, week that in the future

no embryo orchestras, or those look-

ing MCA-ward from a rival agency,

can be signed for anything less, than

the three or seven years—and with

no strings in the form of concessions.

If the deal is desirable to a leader,

MCA will take him on. If not, there

are other agencies.

Another angle to MCA reasoning

is that frequently a band will move
to another . agency after expiration

of a short contract, following a long

buildup under its own facilities. On
the other hand, MCA was one of the

earliest offenders on management
contracts. It's not so long ago that

the AFM forced the agency to re-

linquish its widely known $1,000,000

deals. These contracts kept a maes-
tro tied to the agency until he had
paid a million in commissions,

Musicraft Moves

InternationaOy
Hollywood, July 9.

Musicraft Records, which already
has nosed into the overseas disk
market with distrib setups in Hawaii
and Cuba, Is girding itself for a
complete international fling, accord-
ing to Oliver Sabin; plattery's sales
director, who left here for N. Y.
headquarters Sun. (7) after five-day
blz-check visit.

Next month, Sabin says he will
open an outlet in Mexico City, thus
prying into the sbuth-of-the-border
market, which at present is serviced
on the scene only by Deccn, Capitol,
Victor, Columbia and Peerless. Lat
ter is American film, headquarters

.
In Mexico City, owned by Charles
Washburn, who also operates Coast
Records here.

In September, Musicraft plans
skein of distribs across Canada; first

outlet now is being opened In Mont
real. Dickers are on with three Euro
Pean outfits to handle product in
British Isles and on the Continent.
When finally an agent abroad is

•elected, Musicraft will ship masters
overseas, and all pressings will be
done there,

Bidding Rivalry On
For 2 Jersey Spots

The Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
N. J., and the Terrace Room, New-
ark, which began hot bidding for

bands following opening of the lat-

ter spot earlier this year, are at it

again for the fall and .winter.

Meadowbrook has its slate filled un-
til the -first of the year, with two
of the six bands involved handled
by Music Corp. of America, two by
General Artists and one by William
Morris. Terrace Room hasn't re-

vealed who it has set.

Former brings in Glen Gray July

23, Louis Prima Aug. 16, Elliott

Lawrence Sept. 3, Sammy Kaye
Oct. 8, Claude Thornhill Oct. 29,

and Jimmy Dorsey Nov. 19.

jeeds Continues

Fight for Boost

In ASCAP Rating
Leeds Music, which last week lost.

second argument with the Ameri-

can Society of Composers, Authors

and Publishers for a boost in avail-

ability-point rating, intends to re-

new its battle immediately.

Leeds, now placed at 750 points,

had been boosted to 1,000 by the

Society's Appeals .Board months

back. Later the decision was re-

versed by the director board. Latest

decision against a boost was deliv-

ered last week by the directors at a

special meeting.
Leeds Intends to present its case

before the Appeals Board a second

time and again fight the issue all

the way to the directors if necessary.

It believes that the various catalogs

grouped under the Leeds name are

worth more than the 750 points al-

lotted, regardless of the Russian mu-
sic it represents and which is not

recognized by ASCAP. since there

is no reciprocal copyright protection

agreement In existence between the

U. S. and the Soviet. Incidentally,

such a reciprocal copyright agree-

ment may be worked put within the

next few months.

SANTLY-JOY SELLS SHG

OUTFIT TO JAY FAGGEN
Santly^Joy has disposed of the

Song Hit Guild, set up some years
*go in New York to judge product
of amateur songwriters. Jay Fag-
gen, Broadway press agent and ball-
room operator, bought out the inter-
ests of George Joy and Lester Sant-
ly for $40,000 and assumes operation
.Pf the organization immediately.
.Temporarily it will remain in its

current quarters in N. Y.
•

Joy and Santly disposed of the
.-Guild mainly because the demands
« their Santly-Joy publishing com-

tixEPJi precluded much, attention to

POINTED UP BY

BERLIN UNITY
Voting among board members of

the American Society of Composers.

Authors and Publishers in the Irving

Berlin dispute over the availability

points: awarded his new publishing

house, again points up the increas-
ingly strong hand the songwriter fac-

tion of the music business is showing
in the administration of ASCAP af-

fairs and the music business in gen-
eral. Berlin's boost from 4,000 avail-

ability points to 4,750, awarded by
the Society's Appeals Board, re-

mained at that figure in the face of

the attempt by the publisher mem-
bers of the board to push it back to

4,000, directly because of the solid

front the writer half of -the 24-man
board presented in his favor.

For years the' publisher members
of the ASCAP board virtually dom-
inated its course. The writers were
a disorganized group that never
pulled in the same direction in any
given argument. Apparently' that has
been rectified, if only at the ASCAP
board. At their own SPA council

table, the tunesmiths still battle

among themselves.

Berlin case is not the only one
wherein the writers have- showed
concentrated strength lately in

ASCAP affairs. It was their unified

opposition several months ago which
forced one of their, number, Irving

Caesar, off the society's board after

20-odd years of service. Again, it was
their solid front in favor of the $25,-

000 annual salary to the ASCAP
presidential chair .which forced

through that measure.

In the Berlin case, only one pub-
lisher of the board voted with the

writers for Berlin. He made a mo-
tion at the meeting to uphold Ber-

lin's then current status (4,750). This

motion was defeated by the op-

tContinued on page 42)

James Poor B O on 1-Niters

Raises Question of Big Guarantees

Mills Music Buys
Out Nicomede Co.

Mills Music has bought out the

catalog of Nicomede Music, pub-
lisher for fretted instruments and
the accordion. The 28-year old Al-

toona, Pa., firm was sold by Mrs.
Joseph W. Nicomede, widow of the

founder.
Included in the catalog roster are

such composers as 'Arcari, Galli-

Rini, Santucci, Charles Magnante,
Joe Bivlano on accordion, and Wil-
liam Morris, Billy . Murray and
Nick Lucas on guitar, banjo, and
mandolin,
Violet Nicomede will join Mills to

handle copyrights from her late

father's collection:

Leeds Co., Stravinsky

Settle 'Firebird' Beef

Out of Court in L A.

Hollywood, July 9.

Out-of-court settlement has been

reached in suit of Igor Stravinsky

versus Leeds Music. Composer has

withdrawn declaratory relief litiga-

tion on payment of $850, amount
originally sought as his share pt re-

turns on revision ot his composi-

tion, "Firebird Ballet Suite." In re-

turn, Stravinsky has agreed to clef

another unspecified work for Leeds,

with settlement coin being regarded

actually as a combination down-

payment on new opus. Trial set for

July 26.

Suit originally complained that

Leeds refused Stravinsky 50% cut

in $1,700 realized on "Firebird."

Leeds had tendered composer $2,-

000, which was claimed to be just

customary advance. Contract called

for 50-50 split on royalties, and

Leeds' contention was that composer

had exceeded this lake when he ac :

cepted the $2,000.

Heidt Deal On

To Dispose Of

Bebe Daniels To Platter

Stories for Youngsters
Hollywood, July 9.

Bebe Daniels, currently producing

comedies for Hal Roach, has signed

with Little Folks Favorites to nar-

rate two sides of tot tales, It will

be Miss Daniels' first whirl on wax.

Little Folks is local plattery which

specializes in kiddie records, oper-

ated by George Batchcller.

T. Dorsey Burns

At Beneke Coin

For N, Y. 400

Tommy Dorsey has taken a

healthy burn at the 400 Club, New
York, over the salary the latter

spot is paying the Tex Beneke-Gienn
Miller orchestra, which goes into

the spot next Dec. 12 for six weeks,

When Dorsey pioneered the 400

in February, 1945, he .drew a salary

deal calling for a $3,500 guarantee,

plus the first $3,000 in covers, with

a 30-50 split of cover income there

after. This deal, according to the

400 operators, was to remain the

highest any band would get in defer

erence to the fact Dorsey took a

chance with the new spot.

However, Beneke's deal is figured

by Dorsey as an improvement over

his own. Beneke is drawing a $4,-

750 guarantee, plus the first $1,200

in covers with a 50-50 split there-

after. Actually, it's tantamount to a

$6,000 guarantee as against a $6,500

guarantee for Dorsey.

On paper, Dorsey's deal looks

better, but it doesn't work out that

way. Dorsey's $3,500 starting point

forces him to draw quite a few

covers before achieving the $6,500,

a point, as a matter of fact, he never

reached. He came to within a 'few

dollars of it several weeks. Beneke's

deal is better since it's practically

assured that he will reach and sur-

pass the first $1,250 worth of covers,

and it's likely that he can go well be.

yond it. The difference lies in the

higher guarantee, which is the cause

of Dorsey's squawk.

Dorsey is said lo be so burned

over the situation, in view of the

400's talk that no band would get a

better deal than he drew that he

has been looking over possible sites

elsewhere, not necessarily, i.owover.

in opposition to the 400. Failing in

that, he is said to have asked a $5.-

000 guarantee from the 400. with

additional percentage privileges.

Hollywood, July 9.
.

Ex-bandleader Horace Heidt, who
has successfully operated the Tri-

anon Ballroom, Southgate, near
here, is currently dickering for a

syndicate of bandleaders to take it

over. It's understood Heidt leans
towards hotel operation these days;

he owns the Biltmore, Las Vegas,
another hostelry in Palm Springs,
and recently is said to have been
dickering for a Los Angeles hotel.

Dope here is that Heidt would like

to turn oyer the spot .and take a per-
centage of the net. Or he may sell

outright. He netted about $170,000
from the last Trianon season. Heidt
culminated a long fight with Music
Corp. of America a couple years ago
by retiring as a maestro, leaving the
agency holding a contract with him
that hasn't earned it a nickel since.

Bandleaders involved in the deal

with Heidt are all top names. Deal
is expected to be ready for signatur-
ing within 10 days. When it's com-
pleted, and the Trianon - is turned
over to the new lessees, or owners,
whichever the case may be-, they
will probably use the spot as a base
of Coast operations similar to the
way the Dorsey brothers use the
Casino Gardens, Ocean Park, Cal.

Loesser, Gilbert, Styne

Named by SPA For

Coast Administration
Agitation among Coast members

for an official representative of the

Songwriters' Protective Assn. in

that area has culminated in the

naming of a committee of three to

administer SPA affairs on behalf
of the home-office in New York.
Frank Loesser, L. Wolfe Gilbert and
Jule Styne were designated as the

Coast committee during a meeting
Monday (8) in N. Y. of the SPA
Council.

Loesser, Gilbert and Styne will be

expected to get together and select

a chairmen of the group. Whether
an office and staff will be set up in

Hollywood will await the recom-
mendation of the trio.

Harry James, who probably has

started more controversy among
bandsmen than any. other leader

since he achieved . the No. 1 b.o.

position, teed off another argument
with the start of his current eastern

tour a fortnight ago.

For some time promoters, and
some booking men have been de-

crying the high gurantees asked by
maeslros, which the promoters as-

sert have forced them to boost ad-

mission prices to prohibitive points.

Since the war's end they have fran-

tically been trying to get leaders to

reduce their demands. To that,

maestros answer thai operating costs

haven't yet come down far enough
from wartime levels.

James broke out the argument
anew by doing a surprising brodie
on the first date bf his 1946 tour.

Demanding and getting the same
$4,000 per night guarantee he asked
last year, when he drew a gross of

over $9,500 at Hershey Park,
Herhey, Pa., James managed to cor-

ral a weak b.o. take of $4,600 at

Hershey two weeks ago;. He fol-

lowed it up with a more surprising
tailspjn at Fernbrook Park, Dallas,

Pa., for Max Kearson. the following
night, drawing approximately $3,600.

At Fernbrook, Kearson took a
hefty loss. At Hershey, promoter J.

B. Solenberger just about broke
ey>en, They had posted prices of

$2.25 and $2.40 per, respectively,
which bandsmen assert was th«
cause of the fiascos. James then
went into Convention Hall, Asbury
Park, played to near capacity (ap-
proximately 4,800) the first night
(a Saturday), but sloped off the
next night to 1,500 people, then
picked, up again as the week pro-
gressed.

Some bandsmen have long pre-
dicted James would topple from his

pedestal due to his predilection for

remaining on the Coast 10 months
of every year. •

Band Agcy. Reps

Confab in N. Y.
Band representatives of various

agencies got together In New York
last week on industry problems for
the first time in a couple of years.
However, before any- matters could
be discussed and settled, the meet-
ing was interrupted for undisclosed
reasons. It will be held again
shortly.

Specifically the problems to be
ironed out are not clear. Nat Kal-
cheim and Bill Burnham, of Ins

William Morris Agency; Larry Bar-
netl, for Music Corp. of America:
Art Weems; General Artists, and
members of Fredericks Bros, were
present.

Simon Eyes New Firm

After Melrose Sellout
• Hollywood, July 9.

George. Simon, selling, out nis

minority interest in Melrose Music
Co. to majority stockholder Buddy
Morris, Will open a new pub firm of

his own, probably, under name of

Simon Music\

Melrose was founded, few .years

back by Simon, with Eli Oberstein,

now Victor veepee, a silent and
small-holdings partner. At the time
Morris grouped together his present

pub combine (Morris, Mayfair and
Melrose), Simon sold control to him.

but till now has remained, as. nomi-
nal Coast chief of company.

CLINTON SIGNS NEW

CONTRACT WITH COSMO
Larry Clinton last week signed a

new contract with Cosmopolitan
Records, the last artist to agree to

a change in his old agreement with
that company Involving the cancel-
lation of a certain clause. Objec-
tionable clause had been inserted in

all contracts, citing the artists as

free if and when Herb Hendler,
head of artists arid repertoire, was to

leave Cosmo. When a recent stock

deal was being worked out, the
underwriting companies demanded
the clauses be eliminated. They
were in all eases except Hal Mc-
Inlyre's, He quit Cosmo.

]
Clinton's new, .agreement is for

one year, with pne;year option. It

allows him complete^ freedom of

material and band' instrumentation,

I and- guarantees a minimum prod uc-

'

lion. . He starts work on it this

month with five recording dates.

Sid Silver* is not only featured in

Benedict Bogeaus' (UA) picture,

"Mr. Ace," with George Raft and
Sylvia Sidney, but also wrote "Now
and Then," . Aim's theme . song, in

collaboration with Fred FinklehofTc.
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NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

(Peatman System)
Following ore the 'Most Pinned songs of the iveek, June 20-Jitlj/ 4. bused

oil the copi/rio/ited survey by Dr. John Pentinnii's Officcof Research, using

the Accurate Reporting Radio Log as basis of in/OTmaiiuTl in N. V.

All Through the Day—f'Centennial Summer''... '. Williamson

As If. I Didn't Haye Enough On My Mind. : Melrose

Cement Mixer . ... V : ....... . . .Mills

Come Rain Come Shine—""St. Louis Woman". ; . . . .Crawford
Cynthia's In Love ABC
Do You Love Me?—t"Do You Love. Me?". BVC
Dbin' What Comes Natur'lly—<""Annie <Jet Your Gun". . . ... .Berlin

Don't Be a Baby, Baby .Triangle

Full Moon and Empty Arms Barton'

Gypsy ..' .Leeds

I Don't Know Enough About You , 4C-P
I Don't Know Why—t'FaithfuI In My Fashion" Feist

I've' Got. Sun In Morning—""Annie Get Your Gun".. ......Berlin

. I'd Be Lost Without You ...Advanced
I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time, : Broadway
In Love In Vain—f'Centennial Summer''..' T. B. Harms
Laughing On the Outside. ... JBMI
Love On a Greyhound Bus—1 "No Leave, No Love". t .\ Robbins
More Than You Know.

;

;
Miller

Night and Day— i"Night arid Day". .
Harms

One More Tomorrow Remjck
Prisoner of Love. — . .Mayfair

Sioux City Sue .Morris

Strange Love;—f'Strange Love of Martha Ivers" .. ....Famous
Surrender .Santly-Joy

There's No One But You , Shapiro

They Say It's Wonderful—""Annie Get Your Gun".,. Berlin

We'll Gather Lilacs . .Chappell

You Are Too Beautiful Harms
You May Not Love Me—<"Road To Utopia". . . , Burke-VH

t Filmiisical. 0 Legil Musical. 3: BMl Licensed.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending July 6)

Gypsy .Leeds

Prisoner of Love Mayfair
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin

Sioux City Sue. Morris
What Comes Naturally. . . .Berlin

Laughing On Outside. . . . , .BMI
All Through Day. ...Williamson

Full Moon, Empty Arms. Barton
Do You Love Me ,....BVC
I Don't Know Enough. .... .C-P

DENNIS DAY, HEIFETZ

PACTED BY VICTOR
Tenor Dennis Day and concert

violinist Jascha Heifetz were signed

by RCA-Victor last week..
. Day, signed to a term contract, re-

cently did a Victor "Shamrock Melo-
dies" album for St. Patrick's Day rcr

lease. Heifetz has recorded -for Vic-

tor before.

Writers-ASCAP
S Continued from page 41 ^=

Always Seaq—All Wayi Popular

MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

MARY LOU

IT MUST BE TRUE
•

STARS FELL ON
ALABAMA

HILLS MUSIC, INC;
1619 Broadway New York If

position publisher faction, whose
negative vote wouldn't allow the
necessary two-thirds majority. When
the publishers motioned to knock
Berlin's 4,750 points back to the
original $4,000, the writers blocked
it

There are those who feel that the
writer action in the Berlin case was
taken because they wanted to get the

dispute over and done with at that

meeting. Such disputes, if not settled

at one meeting, must wait another at

which the identical board members
are present for the disposition, ac-

cording to ASCAP bylaws, regard-
less of how long the interval is.

There are also -those who feel the
writers acted as they did to forestall

possibly a jump in . Berlin's writer

classification to make up for his

lower rating as a publisher. Top
writer classification in ASCAP is AA.
Berlin has that, but he is the writer

Of both words and music to all his

own song's, which many feel entitles

him to double the AA rating, or

twice the highest prevailing rating!

Dorsey Bros. In

Coast Dancery

Booking Snarl
Hollywood, July 9.

The batoncering (and occasionally

bickering) Dorsey freres are at it

again. Present . bicker revolves

around bookings into Casino Gar-
dens ballroom here, in which each
owns a one-third interest.

Site needs a crew to follow. Woody
Herman when the latter thunders off

on Aug. 18, following four-week
stand. At that time the film, "Fabu-
lous Dorscys," will be before lenses.

Tommy Dorsey, who closed at Casino,

as recently as June -23, is willing to

take his crew back into spot, doub-.

ling from the film lot. Jimmy, how-
ever, seems unwilling to double and
equally unwilling : to follow his

brother into ballroom, albeit General
Artists Corp. now has him inked for

a run starting Sept. 17, which would
be directly following four open
weeks which Tommy wants to fill.

. Stalemated situation will probably
obtain -.until- Jimmy returns from
current upstate one-niters and the

brothers start "Dorsey" pic next
Mon. (151, at which time they'll

likely talk it over.

Rumors still persist that Jimmy
wants to get rid of his interest, in

Casino Gardens and that Tommy is

willing to buy him out. Tommy last

week bought the bar concession in

the spot.

Inside Orchestras-Music
Every so often music jobbers will begin getting calls for copies of a tune

that no one ever heard of; when this happens they begin to call the various
publishers in an effort to determine who owns the song. The "publishers,

in turn, gel busy on the song's trail themselves, since such calls to jobbers
usually herald a sneak hit, and if no publisher has title to it there's always
a possibility they can get there first.

Such an event came up recently when jobbers began hunting for the
source of a tune titled "Sentimental Reasons," New York pubs got on
their horses to find it. It turned out that the requests for copies stemmed
from a recording made by the Brown Dots (offspring of the Ink Spots,

formed by Deke Watson, former Ink Spots member) for the Manor label.

Manor itself owned, the tune, written byWatson, Irving Berman and
William Best. Leeds Music beat, the rest of the music business to owner-
ship of the song.

James C. Petrillo has passed theWord to the 185 Negro delegates who
attended last month's convention of American Federation of Musicians
that affair was held in St. Petersburg because no accommodations were
available elsewhere. AFM prexy's explanation constitutes what is almost
an apology. During convention he hit ceiling when hotels turned away
colored, and also bars were up at eateries and nitcrics patronized by
ofays. Petrillo's explanation is that long before convention the country
was scoured before St. Pete was selected as site, and that that town seemed
to be only one with enough sleeping accommodations and meeting-hall
space guaranteed. In other towns conventions were not wanted or could
not>be handled due to prior reservations. As a finality, Petrillo has assured
the colored delegates that union never again will convene in a Jim
Crow city.

Stan Kenton finally has stopped battling against leaving Hollywood and
coming cast to fulfill committed dates. Additional playdates have been
arranged for him to completely fill out the four and a half months lie will

spend in the' east and midwest, starting Aug. 16 at Eastwood Gardens,
Detroit. He follows with a week at Cedar Point, Sandusky, O., Aug. 23,

then five onc.-nighlers; a split week at the Palace theatres, Akron-Youngs-
town: Circle theatre, Indianapolis, week Sept. 12, then the Pennsylvania
hotel, N. Y. (dale indefinite): Capitol theatre, Washington,week of Oct.

17, then the Paramount theatre. N. Y.

Jt hasn't been finally decided whether Bing Crosby's voice will be in-

cluded in the new Frank. Sinatra film, "It Happened In Brooklyn" (Metro). •

It the scene is done, however, this is the way it will be worked in: A
record-buyer will be depicted asking a. retailer for a certain Crosby re-

cording. As is usual in such cases, the disk will be taken to an audition,

machine and played over before the purchase is made. Song Crosby will

be singing will be one of the tunes from the. score by Sammy Cahn and
Jule Slyne. In the same film. Sinatra will do an operatic-style tune, also

by Cahn and Styne, with Kathryn Grayson. It's titled 1 "Bach Influence."

Seeks All-Star Orch for Pic

Tommy Dorsey is endeavoring to

corral an all-star orchestra to work
| in the film he is making with

j
brother Jimmy. Band would be

i composed of leaders available on the

i Coast at the time the film is being

made. Those likely to .be in the

[group, although they are not yet

I signed, are Woody Herman. Stan
Kenton and Duke Ellington among
others.

A Beautiful Hawaiian Medley

SWEET LEILANI

TO YOU SWEETHEART ALOHA

SOUTH SEA ISLAND MAGIC
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'Music for Wounded'
Show Gets Star Layout

Hollywood, July 9.

Musicians Local 47 has lined up
vast talent array for its "Music for

the Wounded" benefit to be held in

Hollywood Bowl, Aug. 2C. Funds
raised will be utilized to furnish

paid entertainment for convalescents
in military hosps throughout South-
ern California.

Jack Haley will, emcee, and other
performers set are Bob Hope,
Mickey Rooney, Bob Burns, Lucille
Ball. Harry James, Phil Harris,

Xavicr Cugat. Freddy Martin, Jim-
my Dorsey and Matty : Malneclt.

Leopold Stokowski will stick-swish

a symph. with Igor Stravinsky on
tap to conduct own composition,
'"Firebird."

Total of 350 local musicians have
agreed to give services free. Boris
Morros will stage thrce-and-halt
hour program.

Anti-Nazi League is currently investigating activities of the so-called

Independent Music Publishers, following publication in the organization's

official bulletin of an article titled "Jewtocracy, the World's Greatest
Menace.''

Bulletin, a conglomeration of typographical errors, song plugs for .in-

significant. .tunes and anti-Semitic drivel, is published quarterly in Aber-
deen, Wash., by one Victor Lindstrom, Sr. Lead editorial in the spring

edition attempts to answer the question of "Are .modern musicians Com-
munists or Jewtocrats'.'" Article on "Jewtocracy," being, run in serialized

form, was written by a Clinton F. Mallin.

The Ira Gershwin-Arthur Schwartz tunes to "'Park Avenue." forthconv
ing Max Gordon stage musical, may be published by Max Dreyfus under
a special deal with the Uincsmiths. Discussions to that end have been
going on.

Actually Gershwin has two indie firms, the one bearing his and George's
names, founded before his brother's death. That's a siibsid of Chappell
(Dreyfus). The other firm. Now World, is a Warner Bros. (Music Publish-
ers Holding Corp i subsid.

The Dinning Sisters have decided temporarily not to retire pending
imminent motherhood of sister Ginny. Latter dropped out of act last week
in Chicago, but another sister from large family was ushered into her spot

in singing turn. However, the stand-in will do no recording for Capitol
Records or Transcriptions, though considered o.k. for personals. Ginny 's

baby is expected in four weeks. Just before she stepped out of act. three-
some waxed 3(i songs for transcription series for Cap, and at least six sides
which have been stashed away for fall release by Cap disks.

Mills Music Co. bought the Nicomcdc' Music catalog, a 28-ycar-old firm
operated out of Altoona. Pa., by Mrs. Joseph W. Nicomede, widow of the
owner. .. .Erwin Berke takes over Chicago territory for Shapiro-Bernstein,
succeeding Paul Salvalori, who went into own music business. . . .Larry
Clinton's first -posi war pop tune placed with Robbins Music; it's titled "If

It's All the Same To You," written with Carl Sigman.

Columbia Records is beginning the actual setup of an exploitation and
press department at its New York offices, after having planned' the arm
for the past several months. Wayne Varnum. who will head the bureau,
has been allotted space and a staff, and equipment is in the process of
being installed.

Maestro Tony Pastor, several weeks ago. came across a vocal duo, the
Cloony Sisters, aged 15 and 17. In order to get them to work with his

band, since they're minors, he's had to hire a tutor for them who travels

with the troupe.

Saturday Evening Post has finally set a date for the start of the fotir-

pa'rl serial on Music Corp. of ' America. StOry will be launched in the Aug.
10 issue. David Wiltels did the yarn;

SM6M6TM7
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kittle Richard"

Savitt Fills Avodon Hole

Left by Auld Conflict

Los Angeles, July 9,

Jan Savilt's new band has been

set for four weeks at Avodoh ball-

room, ppening July 17 at $3,000 per

stanza. Crew will fill spot left blank

when Gcorgic Auld booking, by

Frederick Bros, agency, fell through.

Avodon manager' Barney McDcvitt

discovered that Auld wasn't coming
in, due to haying severed .with

Frederick office, even though Coast

branch of agency had peddled crew

after outfit had signed with Joe.

Glaser.

Now being spotted on (series of

upstate one-niters in a smoothening
process, Savitt's recently grouped

15-piece crew is understood to have

partial backing from Frank Sinatra.

The Swoonster, incidentally, is still

holding on to his approximate

$30,000 piece of the Buddy Rich

band, although he was trying to ped-

dle slice recently.
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s Mood M u.
Cover* Tot ill

WrfVtt l'»m Covers
Week On Date

.. 4 2,675 11,275

4,875 15,350

4 2,975 11,600

... 1 2,150 2,150

... . 23 1,425 47,075

2,225 17,600

... 2 1,450 4,050

ll:iinl lluh'l

Nat Brandwynne*. Biltmore (liOO; a la carte)

Carmen Cavallaro.Astor (850; $1-$1.50>

Leighton Noble... Waldorf (550: $2)

Klliot Lawrence ..Pennsylvania (500: $1-$1.50)...

Johnny Pineapple* Lexington (300: 75c-$.1.50)

Joe Reichmah.,...Roosevelt (400: Sl-Sl.aO)

Chuck Foster ... .New Yorker (400: $1-SI.o0p ....

.

_
• Asterisks indicate a supponino. floor «hou>. New Vorker has ice fhoto,

Lexington; an Hatyniian floor show; Biltmore, Dunmnper.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-S1.S0>. Holiday crowds and influx

or visitors hiked this up to 4,600 covers.

Ituss Morgan (Biltmore: 900: SI-S150). Even over wartime levels with

inighly 4.800 covers.

Chicago
Tex Bcneke (Panther Room. Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.V

Alvir.o Roy closed Thursday (4). Tex Beneke with Glenn Miller's orch in

Fridav (5) to round out average 4.400 week.

llenrv Brandon (Beach Walk and Marine Room. Edgewater Beach hotel:

4 600 combined; $1.25-51.50 admission to Beach Walk; Marine Room, 50c-

75c cover charge, no minimum I. First week of perfect weather for the

outdoor Beach Walk contributed to a record cash take from 13,000 payees.

Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 465: $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Up a bit to 3,100.

Ernie Hechscher (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 nun ).

Sicadv 2,600.

Ted Straeier (Empire Room. Palmer House; 590: $3-$3.50 min.). Down
again to 5.400 after a jump last week.

Orrin Tucker (Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 mm ). Good

ft.liOO.

Shapiro-Bernstein has begun cor-

raling a staff to operate the new
Mood Music Co., set up in partner-

ship with Decca Records to exploit

tunes from Columbia Pictures'

scores. Ralph Smittman has been

taken on to work in N. Y„ with

other contact men not yet desig-

nated: Julie Losch has been hired to

handle Mood's interests in Holly-

wood.
Dick Voltter, S-B exec and presi-

dent of the new firm, will supervise

the Mood staff.

On the Upbeat

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Los Angeles)

I- rankle Carle (Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood. 4th wk.). Doing nicely

with 20,000 admishes. .

Henry Busae (Avodon Ballroom. Los Angeles. 2nd wk.). Encored 11,000

entrants, okay.
Tiny Hill (Trianon Ballroom. South Gate. 4th wk.). Finaled to sad 2,aa0

customers.
Lecuona . Cuban Boys, Eddie Heywood (Trocadero (nitery) Hollywood.

1st and 5th wks., respectively i . Latin show opened late in week, so only

drew 2.000 for both Troc rooms.

Down to a good 5.800

(CTiicaoo)

Gay Claridge (Chez Paree: 650: S3-S3.50 min.)

after two months of record biz.

Del Courtney (Blackhawk: 500: $2-$2.50 min.V A neat 4,100.

Henry King (Aragon; 90c-$l. 15). Down to a fair 13,000.

George Olson (Trianon; 90c-$1.15). George Olsons first week adds up to

a smash 18,000.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700: $3-$3.50 min.). Nifty 4,300.

Olman Explains Big 3

Not Sacrificing Pops

For Motion Pix Songs
New York.

j
Editor.-' Vakikxy:

There have been so many con-

flicting reports concerning the fu-

ture operation ot The Big 3. I Rob-

bins. Feist and Miller] I feci the

following lads should put an er.d to

all rumors.

For one. there is a popular fallacy

that picture song commitments have

limited this organization's scope.

Actually, in the next few months our

three companies have three picture

songs on schedule compared to five

independently 'written songs. Fu-
ture plans indicate that the ratio

will remain on that level and that

we shall always be working with

freelance songs as well as studio

products.

Better liaison in the future be-

tween our publishing firms and the

motion picture studios will help

build good- will among studio writers

and producers and, subsequently,

with freelance writers. Closer co-

ordination between publisher and
studio will prove to be of mutual
advantage.

In the standard and educational

music divisions, we propose to con-

tinue on a widespread scale as here-

tofore. Pruning "waste" production

costs
- for poor-selling items is not

a measure of economy. The funds

saved 'in this manner will be applied

Gene Krupa will one-nit« through New England. July 14-21 .. . .Jimmy
Lunceford heading for Hollywood for a WB musical short. .. .Count Basie
set for Columbia waxing session In August.

Frankie Carle, current at Palladium, Hollywood, has added a quartet,
"Sunrise Serenaders," to combo. ., .Garwood Van band holding forth At
postwar-reopened Arrowhead Springs hotel, Calif ... .Earl' Hines' bund
flipped from Frisco to Hollywood to cut four sides for ARA. . . .Freddy
Mill-tin opening his own music salon in Ambassador hotel, Hollywood, on
July 16. Maestro has been dispensing the music in spot for more than
five years. . . .Eddie Safranskl, bassist with Stan Kenton, awarded plaque
by Perc Herman Jazz Foundation, of San Francisco. . . .Al Donahue set for

three weeks at Plantation, Dallas, starting July 10 Jimmy James' band,
current at Sherman's, San Diego, inked into Rainbow ballroom, Denver,
for three weeks commencing Sept. 6.... Arthur Van orch set for run at

Rio Nido. resort north of San Francisco, starting July 29 Joe Liggins'

Honeydripper orch inked into Los Angeles' vaudfilm Million Dollar for

July 16 stanza, and following week at Lincoln, colored house in same
burg .

Toplining the Lincoln bill week of Aug. 27 will be Duke Ellington.'

Billy Butlerficld orch set for four weeks at Avodon ballroom. Los
Angeres, opening Aug. 14 Eddie Beale combo opens tonight (Wed. j at

Streets of Pairs, Hollywood nitery ... .Ken Carson has joined Spade
Cooley's new brasscd-up western band as singer, replacing Tex Williams,
who has formed own oatuning outfit. . . .Chuy Reyes' Latin layout set for

Mocnmho. Hollywood, for two-month stand. .. .Kermil Beercamp, former
manager of Rainbow ballroom. Chi. has become assistant manager under
Dick Gabbc at Casino Gardens ' ballroom, Hollywood. . . .Freddie Slack
band sol for 'validate at Golden Gate, San Francisco, starting July 17.

Orch. which recently bought release from William Morris office, now man-
aged by Maurice Duke. . . .Dale Pcarcc, Bob Crosby trumpeter, leaves combo
next week and has signed with Boyd Raeburn crew. Also joining latter

is alloman Willie Schwartz Stan Kenton band set for four weeks at

N. Y. Paramount, starting Dec. 2 Crew will topline a package put together

by Carlos Gastcl, Kenton . manager, and will include King Cole Trio an'd

several specialty acts as yet unset. Gastel reportedly will get $13,000 for

the bill.... Bob Crosby set for month at Avodon ballroom, L. A., starting

Oct. 4.. ..Xavicr Cugal will one-nite at Hollywood Bowl Aug. 31, slicking

a session with full symph orch, and then directing own Latin combo in a

couple of specialties. .. .Frankie Carle making a Universal short, doubling
from the Hollywood Palladium.

.

Trumpeter Max Kaminsky joining Eddie Condon's jazz combo in letter's

Greenwich Village nitery.... Chucho Martinez, Mexican tenor, has new
eight-side ARA album release Musicraft signed deal with Arthur Mur-
ray for waxing dance instruction disks to be released bi-monthly....
Ella Fitzgerald to wax album of children's tunes. .. .Erskinc Butterfield

paclcd by De Luxe for minimum of 20 sides per year. . . . Miguel ito Valdcs
waxing 10. sides for Musicraft during current Coast dale at the Club Brazil.

Louis Armstrong orchestra into * '. :

Band Box, Chicago, for four weeks
July 19 Henry "Red" Allen band
heldovcr at Kelly's Stables, N. Y. ...

Bill Turner's International Boys Or-
chestra into Rip Tide Club, Calumet
City. III., tonight (Wed.) Mindy
Carson new vocalist with Harry
Cool orchestra at Glen Island Ca-
sino. N. Y. . John Kirby orchestra

resigned 'with Associated Booking
Corp. and opens at Earle theatre

Top Tunes for Your Books

An All-Time Favorite

DON'T

BLAME

ME
Music by . . .

JIMMY MeUVCH
Published by

BOBBINS

Jack Lawrence Wins

$2,500 ASCAP Boost,

Nick Kenny Nixed

! One songwriter won out and a:i-
1 other was rejected last week in rc-

quests lor classification boosts before

ihe director board of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and

. Publishers.

Jack Lawrence was jumped frorrs

class B lo BB. The dillerence

amounts to about $2,500 a year. He
had aslicd lor an A rating.

Nick Kenny, N. Y. Daily Mirror

i
columnist, was the one nixed.

WW. t

lo increased advertising and promo- I Philadelphia. Friday (12) with Billy

Jtlon. I Kyle back on piano, and Buster
Baih/v (Hi clarinet, two of Kirby's

I members.
Furthermore, we inter u 10 contin-

ual!;, expand a:.c exploit stand-

ard bf.'i tC'JCc , l;o:-:..j f)Ut>:.Ci>ti'/j!.-.

with ov.-r 200 alr'-atiy

xche/.i ..'.<) \-A J y, j'r .'-„-'• Pto-

fes.-io.'.t; act. v. ties di;ec:ed at pro-

mot i:: 2 popular ar*d standard songs
w.!l be heightei.td, not lowered.

Ir. belief we shall continue to:

Piomolc both picture and free-

lance songs. Build up our ed-
ucational and. standard divisions.

Use savings from "waste'' pro-

duction lo increase advertising
and exploitation of old and. new
material.'

Abe Olmuii
I General Mgr. of Big 3

o:

Jiiiunv Joy's, band into Kenny-
v. ood l\rrl:, Pittsburgh, lor couple
ol vec-ks... Jon Walton, formerly
v. ill, Benny Goodman, has quit unit

of his brother. Harry Walton, at

Mcrcur Music Bar in Pittsburgh to

go with Tommy Noll band at a

rival spot. Sonny Miller's Cafe.

Harry Boles is replacing him on
sax and clarinet. .. .Tommy Tucker
orch plays a one-nightcr at Kenny-
wood Park in Pitt on Tuesday (9)

. ...Lee Kelton and his WJAS,
Pittsburgh, stall band go to Pines
for summer weekend dancing ...

"Matinee At Meadowbrook." CBS

7HF. SONG WAT MAVf BANANAS -AM0USH

,{\

hour - show Saturday afternoons
from Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook,
drew a 6.2 Hooper . . . Decca re-

leasing Al Jolson album Aug 1 . . .

Jack Egan leaving Alvino Rcy band
to set up own office on Coast to

handle Dorsey work, et al . Red
Allen-J. C. Higgenbotham band into

Kelly's Stables, N. Y. for four weeks
. . City College, N. Y.. Centennial

Committee posted $100 for an orig-

inal alma mater or marching song
. . Richard Gilbert named musical

i
director of RCA-Vietor Red Seal la-

bel . . Phil Braunstein, N. Y.. ac-

countant for number of name bands,
hospitalized via gall bladder opera-
tion.

Jimmy drier band, current on
Calalina Island. Calif., is forming
pub firm . . . Lionel Hampton set

lor four weeks at Trianon. L. A.,

starting Sept. 3 . . . Bob Fellows'

band set for month at El Cortez,

Las Vegas, Ncv. . . . Ray Baudue
musicrcw signed by Warner Bros,

for spotting in "Stallion Road" . . .

Lawrence Wclk's family moved from
Chi to Hollywood, where maestro has
been playing five months . . . Tecn-
Ager.s band inked into San Diego
Naval Base . . . Gene Rowland re-

joined Stan Kenton as arranger.

Eddie Metcalfe, out of service;

former singing-saxman with Tommy
Tucker, and Jack Walton organized
a combo tor society dates in and
around Pittsburgh Gus Dolfi band
renewed for three months at Oasis,

Pitts. . Rodney Davis, organist-pian-

ist, into Keystone Hotel cocktail

lounge in Pitt for an indefinite run

...Ernie Nefl' had lo quit organist's

berth at Blue Ridge Inn. Pill, after

two weeks due to pressure of stafT

duties at WCAE.

mh A'i/\c:;(,*-'/\'/'! :)AU'i\: /<;0^'f';';.',i;.;:Y (.:,! WIU.lArA VV/SGES
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Band Review

JOE REICHMAN ORCH
Willi Toni Arden, Tommy Mercer
Roosevelt Hotel, New York
Joe Reichman's first trip into a

major New York spot in a number
of years finds the keyboard maestro
with a lot on the ball. His all-

around band seems lo be exactly the

type which consistent visitors to the

Roosevelt's Grill desire, and the re-

sult is one of the best summer lures

the hostelry has experienced in

years.

Re'ichman brought only 12 pieces

with him from his long sojourn at

the Los Angeles Biltmore—four sax,

four rhythm, three trumpets, one
trombone. This combination, bcll-

wcthered by Reichman's excellent

piano interludes, turns out particu-

larly smooth dance music, though it's

immensely satisfying from all view-

points. It works over all tempi
styles, too, doing particularly well

with latin rhythms. Not the least of

the band's click here is Reichman s

ingratiating personality.

Both singers do neatly. :
Toni

Arden rides smoothly through ligl' 1

rhythm and novelties, and Tommy
Mercer is ditto on ballads. Wood.
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Music Notes

June Christy, Stan Kenton vocalist, .set for series of Capitol Transcrip-

tions backed by eight instrumentalists from Kenton krew. . . .Lecuona

Cuban- Boys parted for plotters by Majestic. .. .Jcannie McKcoh has cut

four new .sides for Bluck & White Records, backed by Al Sack orch

ggb Graham and Jewel Records have parted with expiration of one-year

contract. Paul Reiner, prcz of Black & White, in Hollywood from Cleve-

land headquarters. .. .Johnny Green has clett'ed concerto adaptation of

Aaron Copland's
-

'E1 Salon Mexico" for Metro's "Fiesta" and retagged

it "Fantasia Moxicana" Miklos Roz.sa will score "Short, Happy Life

0 C Francis Macombcr" for Benedict Rogeaus' .Productions.. ..Harry

Warren arid Ralph Blanc will score Metro's "Mississippi". .. .Jack Elliott

writing four ditties for Republic Picts. "Hclldorado". . . .Ruby Uslandcr,

C'usino Records exec, on Coast from N. Y. headquarters. Just routine biz

c'\eck. . . Phil Brito, in Hollywood before lenses in Mono's "Sweetheart of

Si-ma Chi." will cut four sides for Musicraft before trudging back to N. Y.

Curt Masscy, who recently parted from Columbia Records, has signed

to disk for Cadet Records Oliver Sabin, national sales panjandrum of

Musicraft, back in N. Y. after five-day huddle of Coast with Bobby Weiss,

v.axcry's Hollywood chief ... .Jan Garber has cut four new sides for Black

^ White. .. -"I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles" copyright renewal has been

sold to Remick, which originally published ditty 28 years ago, by coauthors

Nat Vincent, Jimmy Kcndis and Jim Brockman. To date song has sold

2900.000 sheet 'copies Abe Olman, Robbins-Fcist-Miller boss, in Holly-

wood huddling with Metro execs. . . .Ed Leguno, pres: of Sunset Records,

Hollywood pop-plattery, in N. Y. setting up eastern distrib skein L. O.

Hopkins named national sales manager of Angelas Recordings. , . .Foy Will-

mu, oatuner who long has disked for Decca, has switched to Majestic

] ;,b"c | ARA this week debuted a new sales-promotion mag, "Stardust,"

with prlatlery's p.a., Bruce Altman, editing out of his Coast cubicle

Dave Dexter, editor of Note, the jaxzique journal published in Hollywood,

Is also editing Capitol Records throwaway monthly fcm mag. . . .Los Angeles

County Board of Supervisors has approved allocation of $50,000 to keep
the 45-piecc' County Band intact for another year. Art Babisch again

hps been appointed conductor of outfit which plays civic functions and
public celebrations. .. .Lou Bring and band today (Wed.) cut-; two sides

for ARA. .. .Polly Ellis, chirp, parted by World Wide Records. .. iKelita

Shugart, publicist for Los Angeles' Musicians' Local 47, lecturing before
slimmer classes at U.S.C. . . .Stan Kenton's band, current, at Meadow-
brook, Culver City/will cut four sides for Capitol Fri. (12) Ben Barton,

nominal chief of Barton Music Co., the Frank Sinatra-controlled pub-
lishing firm to Hollywood from N. Y. for three-week stay. Barton will

huddle with Mac Martin, Coast rep of company, on plans to push items the

pub will issue in late summer and fall.

Olman, M-G Huddle
Abe Olman, general manager of

the Metro-owned Robbins,, Feist and
Miller music companies, ' left New
York Sunday (7) by plane for his
first huddle with M-G execs in
Hollywood since taking over the Big

13.

He went west to confab with stu-
dio heads on forthcoming scores.

Billie Holliday Gets 20G
Guarantee From Decca

Singer Billie Holliday Was re-

signed by Decca Records last week

for another two years.

New agreement calls for a $20,000

guarantee annually in cash, among
other items, an improvement over
the former pact.

Let Crane, maestro at the Shera-
ton hotel, N. Y., is off the stand due
to arthritis in his light wrist.

Sinatra's Italo Disk
Frank Sinatra will surprise many

of his fans with his September Co-
lumbia Records release. Lyric of
one tune is done partly In Italian,

the first time the singer has publicly
employed the 'tongue of his fore-
bears. Tune is titled "I Have But
One Heart," lyric by Marty Syrries,

music adapted by Johnny Farrow
from an old Italian folk song. Bar-
ton Music, Sinatra's

,
Arm, will

publish.

Backup will be L.:,nimy Stept's "I

Fall in Love Every Day."

Special Master Will

Decide on Ability Of

Ex-GI to Hold Old Job
Question of whether William Mc-

Lemore, former Erskine Hawkins
orchestra guitarist, has the right to

his old job with the band under the

Selective Service Act was referred
to a special master by Federal Judge
William Bondy yesterday (9) in
New York. McLemore, member of
the orchestra since 1933, - through
the U. S. Attorney's office acting for
discharged GI's, obtained a show
cause order recently which sought
reemployment by Hawkins.- Ex-GI
entered the Army in 1943, was'dis-.
charged last January and applied
for his job, which Hawkins refused.
Appearing for McLemore was As-

sistant U. Si Attorney Arthur C.
Power, who told the Court that Mc-
Lemore was qualified to perform his
duties and that the ex-GI on oc-
casions was used by the orchestra
as a soloist. He produced three re-
cordings of the Hawkins group in

which McLemore was alleged to be
featured. Hawkins, represented by
Andrew D. Weinberger, denied Mc-
Lemore was capable of playing with
the present organization. He pointed
out that the band's present library
was more complicated than before
the war. Weinberger, explained to

the court that in 1942, while Mc-
Lemore was with them, the orches-
tra had used stock arrangements
and since the war the band featured
special arrangements in' a distinctive

style.
Judge Bohdy, in referring the

matter to a referee to take testi-

mony in the dispute, stated that the
whole case depended on the ques-
tion of facts and suggested that both
counsels, invite Eli Bronstcin to act
as a special master.

Robbins Reversing His Field, Back

To 'Starting' Songs in Atlantic City

CBS Builds Doris Day
Doris Day, ex-vocalist with Les

Brown's orchestra, will be the sub-
ject of a concentrated buildup by
CBS. Her initial chore is. a spot on
the new jack Kirkwood show, Mon-
day at 9:30 p.m., originating in
Hollywood.

. Program teed of Mon-
day (8). >

Brown's orchestra, which Miss
Day left before it started" on a string

of one-nighters west toward a July
23 opening at the Palladium Ball-
room, Hollywood, now has Ann Rus-
sell temporarily in the vocal spot.

Miss Day may rejoin the band for
the Palladium run only.

Songpluggers

Reach 5-Year

Low in Jobs
Hollywood, July 9.

With six membera out of work,

Coast songplugger unemployment

situation has reached five-year peak

and is certain to become worse as

publishers continue plan to . chop

staffs here. Off payrolls are Art

Piantadosi and Sig Bosley, Southern

Music; Al Stool, Stanley Music;

Jimmy Campbell, Rudy Vallee Music;
Harry Kessell, Carol Music; Harry
Hume, replaced at Jewel Music by
Danny. Cameron, who came from
N. Y. Up until recently and through
war years none of 117 local mem-
bers of Music Publishers Contact
Employees (songpluggers* union)
was unemployed.

.

Nationally, more pluggers are
without affiliation than in many
years. Pubs are holding up because
sheet sales are off 60%.

.
Atlantic City, July 9.

Veteran music publisher Jack

Robbins is reverting 'to type with

a new tune, "For Thosp In Love",

by Benny Davis and Ted Murray,

which he is "starting" at this resort.

That's how Robbins first started 25

years ago, when he was a Wool-

worth and Kresge song demon-

strator.

A. C., traditionally; was a good

spot to spark a tune into national

hitdom, especially in the pre-radib

days, on the theory that tourists

from all over the country converged

on this "playground of the world".

Robbins wants to see if ^history can

repeat, now that he's back In busi-

ness for himself, as Robbins & Sons,

since selling out to Metro.

Publisher is hibernating here at

the Ritz-Carlton for a month with

his wife. He is setting up subsid

partnership firms for Desi Arnaz,

whose "Havana Moon" Uyric by

Bob Russell) will be the first pub-
lication. Duke Ellington, who has
his own Temple Music,, will likewise
head another subsid, with Robbins'
& .

Sons as selling agents.

Musicraft in Plea

To Victor on Ellington
Hollywood, July 9.

Musicraft legal representatives

will present a plea to Victor this

week In New York to allow former
firm to wax Duke Ellington in three-
day session starting here Aug. 19.

The Duke is under contract to Vic-
tor for 20 more sides, but he also

has inked three-year pact with Mu-
sicraft which gets under way Nov. 1.

Latter is anxious to get Ellington
on wax as soon as possible due to

expected hike of platteries' scale for
musicians in October, Musicraft
promises not to release any Elling-
ton product until mid-winter.
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Holiday Exodus Hits N.Y. Niteries 50%,

Worst Biz Slump Since Pre-War Days
The four- day holiday which >

started Thursday (4) dipped busi-

ness in New York cafes 50%. Last

week's business is said by many op-

erators to be the worst week since

Pearl Harbor, and indicated that

this summer will provide tough"

sledding for many operators.

Basic reason for the drop was the

terrific exodus to summer resorts,

consequently there weren't enough
spenders left in town to provide a

quorum in night spots.

Early part of the week was simi-

larly off because of the. fact that

many were conserving their dough
for the four-day session.

. Some bonifaces declare that week-
end business for the balance of the

season will be below par, and hope
to make up the difference with trade

from out-of-lowners during ; week
days, Convention of the Elks, now
being held in N. Y.. compensates to

some degree for loss of regular

trade, but b.o. loss nevertheless is

considerable.

CONCERTS FOR BARBIZON, N Y.

Dale Wasscrma'n and David Alex
ander arc planning a pop concert
series at the Barbizon Plaza. N. Y.

First recital, Tuesday (1G) will be
topped by Moune, French singer re-

cently at Cafe Society Uptown, N.
Y.. with Gerald Clarke calypso orch
and Smith Kids on same bill.

Held on 'Hot' £eer Rap
. Youngstown, O., July 9.

Sam Parillo, 43, owner oflhe Blue
Crystal nitery in nearby Girard, has

been bound over to grand jury un-
der $2,500 bond after waiving pre-

liminary hearing on charges that he

received 100 cases of bee'r stolen

from a beer truck of the Rosenblum
Co. on April 24.

Parillo is the fifth person whose
case is before the grand jury on
charges 'arising out of the beer hi-

jacking.

New Slapsy Show
Los Angeles, July 9.

New Sammy Lewis production,

"Forever Laughter," will reopen
Slapsy Maxle's nitery late this

month.

Ben Blue, Patti Moore. Ben Lessy
and George and Gene Bernard are

headliners.

PLA-M0R, K.C., PLANS

400G FACELIFT JOB
Kansas City, July 9.

A building expansion program in-

volving. $400,000 planned for Pla-

Mor, ballroom and entertainment
place, by L. E. Guthrie, partner in

the enterprise.

Pla^\ calls for junking o< swim-
ming pool in the center of the

amusement arena. Preference of

swimmers for outdoor poojs has

made il practically obsolete, and it

will be replaced by huge rink for

ice skating, hockey and ice shows.

Pesgy Lee. former singer with
the Benny Goodman band, has been
signed for the Paramount theatre,

N. Y., starting Aug. 21 or 28.

CARLOS
RAMIREZ

CURRENTLY AT THE

HAVANA-MADRID
NEW YORK

Appearing in M.G.M.'s Production

"EASY TO WED"
Warner Bros.

'NIGHT AND DAY"
wTVT\

AGVA Bans Nelson

From Troc Data
At hearing last .week "al. Holly-

wood branch of American Guild of

Variety Artists, vocalist Skip Nel-

son was ordered out of ftporshow at

the Trocadero, Hollywood nitery.

Arthur Kaye, regional chieftain of

AGVA in far west, had visited Troc
on routine check arid found that

Nelson could produce neither mem-
bership, cflrd nor contract covering
appearance in spot.

Nelson's explanation was that he
lost credentials when a suit was
swiped fr»m his dressing-room sev-

eral days prior to Kayo's coming. At
the hearing the singer paid up two
quarters' dues, totaling $24, - in

which he was in arrears, and prom-
ised he would not again perform
sans a contract. . He claimed he had
never been given one by Norman
Stoller, who operated Troc at time
Nelson Opened on June 20. When
the singer revealed at the hearing
that he was getting $75 weekly for

the
.
engagement, AGVA officials

countered that figure was under
union scale for a principal per-

-former.

Nelson's AGVA standing re-

mained unimpaired after the hear-
ing, and he may accept any engage-
ment, provided union rules are
abided by, with exception of an im-
mediate return to the Troc. where
engagement was of dubious duration
because no contract existed.

Hollywood Bonifaces Form Group

To Oppose Guild Bond Demands

Gorman Exits Montreal

To Set Up Ottawa Aud.
Montreal. July 9.

Upset in the administration of the
Montreal Forum (local Madison Sq.
Garden) came Thursday (3) with the
resignation of Tommy Gorman, gen-
eral manager. Gorman joined the
outfit 10 years ago. lie's. moving on
to Ottawa to take over t lie Ottawa
Auditorium, as owner ami general
manager.

Gorman was active |t>e<illy in

sporting and entertainment circles

and he built up the. i:i.5(>i)-.scaler as

the key spot for ice shows, circuses

and other big events.

It's unknown yet . who'll succeed
Gorman, though names mentioned
are Frank Sclkc. ex-Mack for the

Toronto Maple Leaf Gardens, and
Eddie Quinn, promoter.
Gorman plans building up Ottawa

as a road-show centre tor attractions

he'd been bringing to the Forum.

Arnaz'* Vaudert
Desi Arnaz 'will tour his band in

vaude following exit at his current
stand, Copacabana, N, Y., when he
leaves in September. Arnaz figures

on filling in all available time until

his opening at the Paramount thea-

tre, N. Y., around Christmas.

He's booked so far into the Circle,

Indianapolis, Sept.. 19 and the Palace,

Akron, Sept. 26.

PARIS CRACKS DOWN ON

OVERCHARGING CAFES
Paris, June 25.

Besides shuttering his Boeuf sur

le Teit swank nitery for three

months, the Paris court sentenced
Edouard Mcisez to two months in

jail and imposed a $1,000 fine. He
was charged with repeated over-
charging over approved prices, and
serving forbidden pastries. Trouble
came when tax collectors found- that

the returns did not correspond with
estimated grosses.

Within the last few months, the
restaurant situation has changed.
When the town was packed with
troops, civilian niteries did a small
hush-hush, business. The natives
who wanted a real meal and were
ready to pay for it got one from
some place where they had been in-

troduced. This meant that black
market restaurants were operating
with secrecy.

Since Paris got back more to ci-

vilian operation, the ruling was
altered by permitting restaurants to

feature extra dishes ot foods not of-

ficially rationed. This means that in

cheaper restaurants the regular meal
amounts to next to nothing. In the
better places, it merely represents a
cover charge, with the real food con-
sisting of extras.

Except for a few law-abiding
places, the whole town is now on
an open black-market basis, with
nothing said as long as taxes arc
paid and no formal complaint made.
In the cheaper bislros. Hie average
charge is three or four times the
advertised price. In regular res-

taurants, the sky is (he limit. There
is no way for the visiler' who docs
not know the place we'll, to leai n in

advance what he may have to spend
for his meal.

Hollywood, July 9.

In a- group effort to oppose de-
mands made by. American Guild 61
Variety Artists here nine top niterieg

have banded together. Demands ofAGVA include cash bonds for floor-
show salaries as well as a six-day
working week for performers.

Representatives already lined up
are Max Sisenwein, Florentine Gar-
dens; Harry Engel, Earl Carroll's;
Bill Gray, Band Box; Frank Kern,
Tom Brenemah's; Charley Foy of his
own nitery, and other bistros include
Bar of Music, Trocadero, Slapsy
Maxle's and Ciro's.

Group met today (9) to put asso-
ciation in what is believed to be
more than a formative stage. Some
niteries have already agreed to terms
but others plan to combat them even
though Ciro's has posted bond. Lat-
ter spot plans toss floorshows and
install bands for entertainment.

El Brendel making his first per-
sonal appearance tour in many years
with a start at the Little Theatre
Cafe, Minneapolis, July 29.

Selette Takes Over Piping Rock
Max Sclettc. assistant manager of

the Latin Quarter, N. Y., has taken
over operation of the Piping Rock,
Saratoga Springs. Spot plans use of

a Latin Quarter type show with a
12-girl line and is figuring on use of

a name to be changed weekly.
Wally Wangcr will de the staging.

Direction—WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Saranac Lake
By Happy Remvay

Saranac Lake, is'. Y., July 9.

Holiday visitors t4 1 Hooded the
colony, with special celebrations at
William Morris Park and Crescent
Playground.

The Roy E: Carlsons shot in from
Pine City, Minn., to spend 10-day
vacation with their daughter, Helen
who is doing nicely al the Rogers.

Sig Mealy (Welch, Mealy & Mont-
rose) has been given, all-clear
papers, but will remain, here till

Sept.
Joe Collins Orch replaces the Col-

legians at the Swiss Chalet, with
Rosita Rios as vocalist.
Rose Hankcn and Edith Garzkc

(lashing good clinic report*, as a holi-
day gift.

Happy Benway. your correspon-
dent, ordered to spend balance of
summer in bed routine.
Mathea Mcrryflcld, dancer and

former patient of t*<! Will Rogers,
has been willed a c\ •'!> Dresden,
Germany, left by- a iom she
met in Eurooe wh'i • there
some years agq. •

Out of the san ex '<: •,,.' doing
nicely downtown and l>;>.-,hi:-, ; good
reports are: Helen O'R iilv Benny
Reader,. Arthur Alvro/. Pauline
Russell, Ernie Buri,< f ami Carl
Phelps,

(Write to those who arc ill.:

Jack Harris to Cannes;

Allen Set for Ciro's
London. July 2.

Jack Harris finally plans to come
back to Europe. Gino Arbib is clos-

ing deal for the American maestro
to open at the Palm Beach Casino,
Cannes, the middle of July. ' Band
will be made up of English and
French musicians. Harris expects to

stay in Cannes for seven to eight
weeks, after which he probably will

be booked in prominent London
night spot.

Al Jcnning and his colored Carib-
bean orchestra were clue to open in

Italy but the contract was postponed
due to visa, complications. Outfit
now is signed for the Milroy club,
replacing Harry Roy.

Bill- Duffy, formerly drummer with
Don Marino Barreto, who recently
formed own aggregation, has re-
placed Barreto al Embassy club, with
latter off for tour of Belgium. Cocoa-'
nut Grove now has Jose Norman and
his rumballerocs in place of Joe
Deniz and band.
Nat Allen and band finally signed

to open at Ciro's club, July 15, re-
placing Ambrose and band who is

to a play at Cafe dc Paris, Monte
Carlo, for summer season. Edward
Sommerficld and his dance orchestra
is set for the new nitery at the
Palais de Mediterranean, opening the
first week in August for the summer
season,

Hex, City Hotel to Blumenthal
Mexico City, July 2.

Hotel Reforma, frontline local
hostelry, leased by Alfred C.
Blumenthal, operator of Ciro's lo-
cated in hotel building at a reported
annual rental of $1,400,000 (Mex).
Deal is lor an indefinite period.
Blumenthal planned to buy the

Reforma about five years ago, but
the dicker failed. Blumenthal re-
cently opened the Longchamps res-
taurant- which promises to be as big
a gold mine as Ciro's;

•-'

Hal Fisher
"i.iuiKliiiiKly Yours"

LOOKOUT HOUSE, Covington, Ky.
Tlntnk Yon »;inU find Tony Hcnm-H

lUr.: WILLIAM MOKItlS A(ifcN('Y
Mf\v York - CIiIcuko - Hollywood

WALLY BO AG
Currently

GLENN RENDEZVOUS
Newport, Kentucky

Management: MARK J. LEDDY

STEVE EVANS
OfferlBE

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
CI'RHEM'LY

STMJBEN'H CAFE, BOSTON
UOSEN-ANOEB ASSOCIATE

Rapidly Becoaitaa. On of AawHca'i
. Foremott Nlto Club lotertolreri

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
- AI.WAVN WOKKIKti

Now a* STOCK CLUB, Omaha
Din-Wlon: 1VM. HOUIB
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AGVA Seeks Return of Autonomy,

Sets Up National Confab for Oct.-Nov.

American Guild of Variety Artists,*

via Matt Shelvey, its national direc-
1

tor, will petlUon return of full au-

tonomy from Associated Actors and

Artistes of America, which took over

affairs of AGVA in 1942 when that

union was in chaotic state, allegedly

due to incompetence of that admin-

istration and heavy indebtedness to

allied unions. Latter had shelled out

financial assistance to tune of $70,857

and figured it gone with the" wind.

Board of the Four A's stepped in

and took over affairs of the union,

automatically suspending officers

and council of AGVA, and appointed

Shelvey as . national administrator.

During Shelvey's less than three

years of administration the yaude

union has set up branches in all key

cities, tripled its working staff and

withal has paid off handsomely.

Since Shelvey went in in 1943 and

cut many corners to solidify union

and bring itup to its present healthy

financial status, the Four A's have

given him free hand sans any inter-

ference whatsoever and have been

^perfectly satisfied with the herculean

strides AGVA has made under his

. direction and supervision.

Payoff of Debt

AGVA's healthy financial condi-

tion was cued two weeks ago when.
Shelvey, with his chief aide Dave
Fox, head of the N. Y. local, walked
into the meeting of the, Four A's

June 27 and paid off the indebted-

ness encumbered by previous admin-
istration. Breakdown of the $70,857

debt was $40,212 to Screen Actors
Guild; $18,874 to Equity and $11,500

to Chorus Equity.

Shelvey is now seeking return of
autonomy to AGVA upon premise
that past performances have proven
the infant of the. talent unions has
come of age and -is perfectly com-
petent to handle its own affairs from
now on.

With return of autonomy Shelvey
will ask the green light from the
parent union to set up its own offi-

cers and national council such as ob-
tains in other talent unions. All
would be elective offices sans re-
muneration, elected by the member-
ship. Only salaried post would be
that of exec-sec'y, not an elective
office but appointed by the council.

Shelvey May Quit
Upon okay by the Four A's AGVA

plans setting up a national conven-
tion next October or November in
some midwest city, to be determined
later.

Although it's a cinch that Shelvey
would get exec-secy post under new
setup, it's not certain he may remain
with AGVA. He's not in the best of
health and his medico has ordered
him to slow up somewhat and take
things easier. However, when quer-
ied on possible bowout he iold
varietv last week that he will re-
main with union at least long
enough to see new setup function
ing properly.

Vet Clown Drops Dead
At Kiddie Show in St Loo

St. Louis, July 9.

While entertaining crippled chil-

dren at the Shriners' Hospital last

week, Arthur Borella, 72, a clown
who toured Europe, and was fea-

tured on vaude circuits for many
years, succumbed to a heart attack.

He had been a clown in small cir-

cuses in recent years.

Borella was leading the children
in singing "Jingle Bells" when he
suddenly stopped and exclaimed,
"Here I go." He stepped back and
fell dead. The children thought it

was part of the act and didn't re-

alize the clown was dead until a
bicycle act was quickly substituted
and the show continued.

Chucho Martinez Sees

To Enjoin Drummer

From Using Same Tag
Chucho Martinez, singer current

at the State theatre, N. Y., has filed

suit in N. Y. supreme court, asking
a temporary injunction against
Pedro Jesus Martinez, drummer for
Dioso Costello's terp-turn, from
billing himself as Chuchu Martinez.
Miss Costello is being named as co-
defendant in the action.

Temporary injunction is being
asked prior to .a damage suit in

which the singer is asking for
$50,000 damages as unfair competi-
tion and loss of income, plus $5,000
counsel fees. Singer declares that
the drummer's billing of similar
name is causing loss, of his value
as a headliner to theatres and cafes.

Injunction arguments are slated
for July 16.

PROSER, RAFT, CASSARA

IN COAST TR0C DEAL
Los Angeles, July 9.

Monte Proser and Tom Cassara
bought the lease on the Trocadero
nitery at a reported price of $60,-
000. Understood George Raft is one
of a group of names involved in the
deal. Sale was made by Norman
Staller.

Auditors are currently going over
the night spot's stocks to set a
price.

'Aqua Follies' in LA. Date
Los Angeles, July 9.

Helen Clenkovich Morgan, diving
champion, will star in "Aqua Fol-
lies," to be produced by Larry Cros-
by and staff at the Olympic Swim
Stadium, starting tomorrow (Wed.).
Water show will run here for two

weeks under sponsorship of the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce.

Artists Corp. of America char-
tered as theatrical agency with of-
fices in New York.

HopeMedaled byVFW
Kansas City, July 9.

Bob Hope was awarded the
gold citizenship medal, the high-
est award of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, in* a ceremony
during showing here of his

vaude .unit July 4. The award
was made by Lawrence A.

:

(Buck) Rogers, national director
of athletics and recreation for
the VFW. •

It was made in appreciation
of Hope's good work in enter-
taining servicemen overesas.
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50 N.Y. State

Fairs fori
Albany, N. Y., July 9.

New York State fairs, bounding
back from a wartime low of 29 in

1943, Will number 50 this year.
James A. Carey, in charge of fairs

for the State Department of Agri-
culture and Markets and secretary
of the N. Y. State Fairs Association,
announced that fairs are scheduled
for 42 counties and the total the
largest since 1941, when 52 were
held. He« stated that "demand for
and interest in fairs is great through-
out the state." There are a num-
ber who have operated in the
Empire State for more than 100
years.

While manufacture of farm
machinery is only getting into swing
at pre-war levels, many of the com-
panies will display their machines at

county expositions this year. The
outlook for exhibits, rides, midway
entertainment and stage shows is

excellent, according to Carey. The
State reimburses fairs for prizes
awarded, the highest allotment being
$10,000. This is done, to foster the
educatidnal and scientific phases of

fairs.

The first fair will be held at

Lockport, N..- Y., week of July 22.

The week of Aug. 19 will see 10,

the highest number. Last fair will

be that at Trumansburg, N. Y;, week
of Oct. 2.

CARSON'S CUFFO DATE

UPS K.C. TAKE TO 18G
Kansas Cit.y July 9,

Jack Carson, pic and radio comed-
ian, in last week's cuffo date at the

Tower theatre, sent the house to a

new high of $18,000. Previpus high

was a '$16,000 chalked up by Count
Basic two years ago.

Carson began his climb as emcee
for the Tower about 10 years ago,

and Basie started his musical career

in K. C, apparently showing the

home town boys have b.o. draw here.

The 30 performances last week
were, played by Carson at the Tow-
er's regular scale of 39c. to 60c.

Talent Union Okays GI

Shows at Versailles, N.Y.

The Versailles, N. Y., has resumed
its series of GI tryouts, after several

weeks suspension, awaiting decision

of American Guild of Variety Artists

on whether tryouts were in violation

of union's ukase against "Celebrity

Nights."

Nick Prounis, co-owner of spot,

met with and convinced AGVA that

it was a patriotic and not profitable

venture, merely set up to give re-

turning Gl's an opportunity to dis-

play talents before a smart audience

such as the swank nitery gets.

When AGVA gave Prounis green

light to continue the.audition series,

nitery operator of his own volition

agreed to make substantial donation

of the union's Emergency Death
Benefit Fund on all subsequent per-

formances given.

GI tryouts are held Sunday nights

at the Versailles, in addition to reg-

ular show. Winners of the auditions

are given a two-week salaried en-

gagement at the bistro.

Bob Hope's H wood Show Winds Tour

With Boff Gross of 500G on 33 1-Niters

Joe Moss Takes Over
Aquarium, A. C. Nitery

Aquarium, Atlantic City nitery, is

slated to undergo changes in opera-

tion with Joe Moss, formerly with

the 400 Club, N; Y., assuming man-
agement of the spot. First change is

expected to be a shift of name with
Copa tag currently being considered.

Spot will also undergo - some re-
furbishing on the interior with one
change already having been made
on location of the bar. No changes
are contemplated in- talent policy.

Cocktaileries Slump

Cues Talent Cnrb;

Agency Chops Staff
Slump in cocktail lounge business

has started making serious indents
upon talent agency income. Indica-
tive of business slump in that de-
partment is seen by the layoff of two
men in the cocktail Sector of the Moe
Gale agency which last week let out
Al Roth and Lou Bronsteln. Joe
Marsolais and Walter Hyde remain.

While other offices ire still keep-
ing cocktail staffs intact, income has
dwindled appreciably.

Most of the drop comes from the
urban spots, many of which have cut
down on talent budgets, while others
are dispensing with talent for the

summer. However, roadhouses and
resort spots have picked up, but not
enough to offset loss from intown
lounges.

Business drop during hot weather
is normal, according to agency men,
but hick this year is so severe as to

indicate the boff business of war
years is completely out.

Slump in cocktaileries follows

business dip in night clubs, but ef-

fects were later in becoming evident
because of the generally lower price

policy in effect.

As a result of the business dip

many vocalists and musicians are on
the unemployed list, but name must
cal units and chirpers that carry

their salaries at the b.o. are still able

to draw top coin. But lesser salary

bracketed performers are being cut

during current lull.

Tidbits' May Cue

Cycle of Legit-Yanders
Summer revival of the two-a-day

legit vaude revues is indicated for

this summer with opening of tid-
bits of 1946" at the Plymouth thea-

tre, N. Y.,.Monday (8), and contem-
plated production of another by
Paul Small. Small expects to open
at the Alvin theatre, N. Y. some-
time in August.

Talent for the new Small produc-
tion hasn't been set yet.

Kansas City, July 9.

The Bob. Hope vaude unit wound
up its tour July 4 with a matinee
in the Municipal Auditorium here
and a night performance at the
Topeka, Kans., Fair Grounds. Com-
pany covered 33 cities in 29 days.

The local matinee played to

slightly more than 5,000 customers
for a $13,000 gross at $4 top.

Some idea of the contrast be-

tween afternoon and nite trade done
by the troupe can be had from the'

Des Moines, la., date July 3. The
matinee .is reported to have
skimmed through with $3,600, while
the night show jammed them in for.

nearly $30,000, almost a 10-to-l

improvement.
Hope told the press here that the

airborne tour would garner upwards
of $500,000, but final count will not
be available for a few days.

Hope's 20G Take In Memphis
Memphis, July 9.

Bob Hope's vaude unit did $20,000

at Crump Stadium last Tuesday
night (2).

. Believed here crowd would have
been much larger but for threat

of inclement weather throughout
two days preceding the show.
Mayor Chandler designated the

day officially as "Bob Hope Day In

Memphis." As climax to show, the
Mayor presented Hope with a handr
some scroll in behalf pf local Ameri-
can Legion, American Veterans,

Committee, Veterans of Foreign
Wars and Disabled American Veter-
ans chapters, praising Hope's war-
time contribution to GI morale.

CINCY CAFE HOLDOUTS

AGREE TO GUILD TERMS
Four holdout niterles In Cincinnati

area which mutinied some weeks ago
against renewing pacts with Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists when
apprised they'd have to lay cash
bonds on line, capitulated to de-
mands of the union this week.
Spots involved and operating on

Kentucky side of river are Beverly
Hills Country Club, Lookout House,
Glen Rendezvous and Latin Quarter.

After Matt- Shelvey, head of

AGVA, planed out over weekend to

confer, with the operators ' and ex-
plain bond requirement was neces-

sary, and not discriminatory towards
them, ops posted aggregate sum of

$14,000 as salary assurance to per-

formers booked in.

After Shelvey apprised them that

four spots on the Cincy side had al-

ready posted cash bonds everything

was rosy again. Latter spots are

Casa Grande, Cat 'n' Fiddle, .Rink's

Club and Listerman's Nite Spot.

Terp Troupe for Hawaii
First non-service sponsored unit

to appear in Honolulu since Pearl
Harbor will be headed by Veloz and
Yolanda.
Dance team will take its "Dansa-

tion .of 1946" to the Hawaiian Is-

lands in September.

Andrews Sis Set For

20G at Steel Pier, A.C.
!Wlywood, July 9.

Andrews S •'.•" a! '!or Steel Pier,

Atlantic Cil . f .. v .•••'.c of Aug. 11 at

flat $20,001" '' •.!!;( stanza, the top

straight s <-V .-. >. ..ver has received

and one ^ ;igures ever given

a vocal .i

.

The v. c r. •' t-rentl;' are vacation-

ing K- .>.' after recent mop-Up
tour '. slope vaude houses.

i Carol, former Louis

ilist, into, the Steel Pier,

ity, Aug. 25. •
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Night Gub Reviews

l'al> Society Uplowi ,
plenty. Pair give out with every

,v.ir«ir .mil tempo possible and do a sterling
(NEW iubiw w ]

job with delicacy, and charm that
- - 1 fcsv terp teams possess,

Leonard Sues bows as a nitery

maestro with a topflight society

style band. There isn't enough of the
leader's trumpet on display, al-

though, he does give forth nicely in

the show for a pair of numbers.
On the debit side, however, he takes

a fling at. warbling which doesn't

come off so well. Show is nice sum'
me r package and should draw well.

Huts,

Soiniv Tli07iipson, Beruie

David . Brooks, Patricia Bright,. Ed-

mund Hall QrcU y
Dave Martin's 3;

$3.50 minimum.

This is one of Barney Josephson's

better layouts and should do plenty

of Liz. It'-; less on the Harlem side,

save for tiie two bands and boogie-

woogie virtuoso Sonny Thompson,
and likewise less on the concert

side. In short, it's plenty salooncy

with the proper admixture of cafe

ingredients.

Show paces briskly, opening with

Edmund Hall's band doing one of

its orchestral entr'actes, thence into

Sonny Thompson with his Steinway

specialty which suffers (1) from not

properly spotlighting his digit dex-

terity with a mirrored keyboard,

and (2) from a slight surfeiting of

his talents. He's solid in the boogie-
, A-^A

woocic idiom, however. Glenn Miller s orch whreh dished

Bernic West, next, is a promising out so much entertainment tor the

comic Starting at the Downtown G I s in the ETO invaded. Chi Fn
GS he's .equally potent in the Up- 1

day (5) and established

town branch. Now billed as an beachhead at the

Panther Room, Chi
(SHERMAN HOTEL)

Chicago, July 5.

Te.r Benek-e & Glenn Miller Orch
(31) . with Crew Chiefs and Lillian

Lnne; $1.50-$2.50 min.

'•NBC comedy star.": West satirizes

nitery emcees, radio commercials,
pix and a Eroadway ftoorshow rou-

tine. Slightly reminiscent of the

old Billy deWolfe technique, before
that mime graduated into a Para-
mount contract. West none the less

has an. engaging manner all his

own.
David Brooks (New Acts) is a

socko interlude next, and Patricia

Bright. '

last seen at the Hotel. St.

Regis, clicks here in even better
manner with her mimicry. Ah im-
pression of Hepburn, doing "Let It

Snow": a satire on the French,
western, Scotch and English cafe
singers; a particularly devastating
takeoff on Hildegarde ("My Comb,
My Handkerchief and a Pair of

Gloves"): and finally a Stork Club
habitue make for a tiptop routine.
The captious may observe that Miss
Bright, perhaps, doesn't improve on
the things she satirizes, but it's good
floor showmanship all told.

Adding to the appeal of this new
summer show is the Dave Martin
Trio, as rhythmic relief for Hall's
combo. Another plus factor is Al-
fred; ex-Versailles host, as the new
mail re d'. Abel.

I'iro's, H'u'ood
Hollywood, July 5.

Tony & Sally.J)e Marco, Leonard
Sues Orch (16); cover, $2.

Completely redecorated after a 30-

day shuttering period, Ciro's now
lias all the appurtenances of the
average motion picture production's
representation of a Hollywood night-
club. Showy, but in good taste, the
nitery only resembles its former
self in shape and nothing else, be-
cause of the complete facelift.

Tony anfl Sally De Marco com-
prise the 'floor offering and they are

a firm
Sherman hotel's

Panther Room. Packed opening
night house was treated to the same
ultra-danceable music that estab-

lished the orch as the overseas khaki
favorite. . Tex' Beneke. pre-war
Miller standout and ex-Navy man;
fronts orch. and. does a terrific job
of pacing the show
Opener is "In the Mood" with the

orch's 12 Addles blending with the

brass to give a solid rendition of the
old favorite. Beneke follows with
his tenor sax and on vocal of "These
Foolish Things Remind Me of You."
Groaner Artie Malvin pleases with
"Give Me the Simple Life," and
"They Say It's Wonderful."

Orch carries oh with a socko ar
rangement of "The Red Cavalry
March." followed by the Phil Mo
reno Trio with Mareno on the violin

assisted, by a. bass and guitar, in

clever novelty tune, "Pardon Me
Pretty Baby." "It Couldn't Be
True" and the long-time Miller fa

vorite "Chattanooga Choo-Choo" get

a good working over from the Crew
Chiefs with -some expert assistance
from chirpstress Lillian Lane and
Beneke's. homey drawl.

Miss Lane does a solo with "Th
Gypsy' 1 and "Can't Help Lovin' That
Man of Mine." Trumpeter Bobby
Nichols draws raves with "Bobby
Blue" and "Ol' Rockin' Chair." Orch
rounds out the show with Beneke
doing the vocal to "Hey Ba-Ba-Re
Bop."

Carl. Marx winding iip his 10th
year as the Panther Room clown
continues to heckle the payees and
to dispense general nonsense during
shows. Fooj.

Nicholas Bros., who closed last

week in "St. Louis Woman" set for

the Latin Quarter, Newport, Ky.
July 15.

Troeadero, H'w«M»d .

Hollywood, July 6.

Lectiona Cuban Boys Orch (17),

Amaiia Aguilar, De Castro Sisters;

couer, $1.50-$2.

For their first nitery engagement
on the Coast and their second one
h the country, the Lecuona Cuban
Boys are offering some of the great-

est chili bowl entertainment ever
seen locally. Musicrew leaves down
maraccas. ..cloves., and bongos only
once or twice during the. evening,
depending : on the most part for

Latunes to carry show and customer
dancing. On night caught, the brass

was slightly heavy for low-ceilinged
Trocadcro, but promise of modula-
tion is in the offing. Other than
(hat, rhumband cannot be .

touched
for authenticity or showmanship,
even on straightaway rhumba music.
Amaiia Aguilar is now doing a

little vocalizing along with .her tem-
blor lerping. Latter has more move-
ment than a Swiss watch and sells

mightily,' but the thrushing is too
harsh and adds nothing to her turn
De Castro Sisters, a sort of Latin-

American version of the Andrews
sorority, get across to the customers
thro.ugh drive and forcefulness. Trio
"raws encore after encore and looks
like.it will be top-line entertain-
ment of its type, although it's a little

too gringo to mix with 100% Latin
show. Huts.

neglected by most . of the present
day thrushes. Accent is. on the
bounce tunes. Gets over in nice
fashion, Johnny Silvers accomps
are tops, both for the show and
dansapation. Carlos Honez handles
the rhumbaddicts. Lary.

IVoriiiandlc Itoof, Mont'l
Montreal, July 3.

Jane Pickens, Buddy Clarke Orch
(14), Emi Ardi Quintet; $1.50 min.

Klliy DavltiY tyNaml
Miami, June 27.

Tommy DLr, Sharon DeVries, Van
Kirk, Palsy. Shaw, Johnny Silvers
Orch (6), . Carlos Honez Orch (5);

$1.50-$3.50 min.

It takes plenty of talent, show-
manship and. audience know-how
for a performer to keep an audience
nterested for 40 minutes, and Jane
Pickens does it in current, appear-
ance here.

She has natural talent, a voice
that has charm and warmth and is

surprisingly flexible for the variety
items she presents. Despite

largeness of room, Miss Pickens
shows; her sock

,
showmanship by

bringing everybody into the "party"
so to speak.

Teeing off with "This is a Night
for Love," she segues into a deftly
ihrased "Gypsy" and follows with
ier' mirror song, flashing it around
the crowd, ad libbing with ring
sidcrs and building to a sock climax.

She also does nicely with "Doin'
What Comes Natur'lly" and '"Sum-
mertice," doing the pianistics herself
AH her. other items go over big.

Buddy Clarke orch accomps .show
up well, as does Eni Ardi in relief
stint. Lcua

The' Davis boile seems to be run
ning in luck in recent weeks, with
most of the talent booked coming
through for sock reaction from the
payees: Current layout is good il-

lustration. .

Tommy Dix. pint-sized youngster
with the robust voice, fits the inti

mate room' like a glove. Gets them
from opening "Great Day" and boffs
all the way with "Because." " 'Round
The Bend Of The Road" "Eili. Eili"

and the inevitable "Buckle Down
Winsocki."

Comedy end of show is well taken
care of by Sharon DeVries and Van
Kirk. The pixieish gal offers
carefully blended group of routines,
running the gamut from comedy
dance to concert pianist burlesque.
Takeoff on the chantoosy type is

another boffola. Gal is all over the
place, with her singing, dancing and
clowning with the ringsiders and
musickers: Had to beg off after
four encores.

Van Kirk emcees in pleasant fash
ion and in own spot garners hefty
amount of laughs with his British
music hall humor, laden with Aimer
ican overtones. Best bits are the
special, material "What-Not" number,
containing plenty double entendre
and the Bert Lahr "Woodchopper'
imprcsh.

Patsy Shaw sings in the lusty, un
inhibited manner which has been1 - Ml!

"9*tte>matia*tal jbance QaavuteA."

OPENING JULY Is)

LOEWS STATE. New York

HIPPODROME, Baltimore
For 2 Weeks Starting August 1st

' Exclusive Management

PAIL Mil ARTISTS, Ltd. In
201 West 52nd Street ° New York 19, N. Y.

Blackhawk, Chi
Chicago, July 3.

Al Robinson & Alkali Ike, Hudson
& Sharae, Del Courtney Orch (12)
with Dottie

.
Dolsoii, Gil Lester

Johnny Strong; $2-$2.50 min.

Chi favorite Del Courtney re-
turned to the Blackhawk for a long
summer engagement Wednesday
(26) to a packed opening night
house. Rugged train ride the night
before showed its effects, but orch
and acts did well enough to rate
plaudits from the audience.
Courtney crew opens the show

with clever gjee club piece "Ode to a
Tree." Other orch stints, skedde'd
for future shbws, were left out of the
opening because outfit didn't have
enough time between train arrival
and show time for rehearsal. Payees
were disappointed by the cut but
quickly forgot and forgave after
chirpstress Dottie Dot-sou gave with
"Cucaracha" and "What Comes
Natcherly."
Hudson and Sharae, acrobatic

adagio team, get over nicely in two
fast routines. .Blond and shapely
Miss 'Sharae docs most of the team':
heavy work with Hudson lending an
expert hand.
Something new in ventriloquism

acts—dummy with a western accen
—follows, and spends 15 minutes
heckling the aud and giving out with
some sound! cowboy philosophy.
Dressed in outfits that would do jus
lice to the most ambitious dude
rancher. Al Robinson and his "voice'
Alkali Ike make the best out of just
average material!

Courtney's smooth organization is

tops during dance time and consider
ing lack of rehearsal, docs acceptable
job of backing the show. Foos.

Gales stunt provides a half-hour
slick entertaining that puts him
top class of mimics and satirists.

His vocal range from the depths of
"Old Man River" to Bill Kenny's
(Jnk Spots tenor) top note fairly
well encompasses the oral scale and
what he does with it makes a solid
act.

Gale clicks oft Gildersleeve
Charlie McCarthy. Lionel Barry!
more, Kenny, Jack Benny, Andy
Devine, Rochester Babe Heatter
Boyer and Gable. He's better on
some than on others, but all are
i;ood voice likenesses/ Surrounded
l»y comedy chatter and winding
with "Old Man River," its a neat
half hour.
Show gets Latin-American flavor

from Clarita Souviron, a Brazilian
looker, who takes the customers on
a musical tour with her piano inter-
pretations, She doubles in the Bel-
lerive's cocktail bar, the Zephyr
Room.

Bill Snyder, contributes featured
piano work with specialties such as
"Rhumba Rhapsody," . "Voodoo'
Boom" and "Riding the Offbeat,"
his own. His instrumentation of two
violins, accordion, reeds, drums,
string bass and piano lends itself

well to full range, of dansapation the
crew must supply 'for the Casbah.
patronage. Qiiin.

C lover C lub, Mianil
Miami, July 3.

Kay Vernon, Judnita Rios, Eslelie

& LeRoy, MariaM Wiles, Line (6),
Ken Delaney Orch (7); $1.50 min.

A tightly knit 'and sparkling show
has been installed by ops Jack Gold-
man and Henry Neyle. It's balanced
all the way, despite lack of a good,
comic.
Present layout should bring them
. anyway, what with it "being a

predominantly femme unit working
to a predominantly male audience,
well filled with visiting Latinos from
S. A. '

Kay Vernon, lovely looking and
nicely couturiered blonde thrush Is

topliner and rates it. She projects
some nlftily arranged tunes, among
them "They Say It's Wonderful," a
zingy "You Never Say Yes" and
Sunny Side Of The Street." Could

(Continued on page -49)

OrsaliVs , Casino
(SOMERS POINT, N. J.)

Somers Point, N. J., June 29

Max Baer, Maxie Rosenbloom
Dick Stabile's Orch (16). with Jan
Morgan & Russ Emery; $1 -$1.50 aa
mission.

The Orsalti brothers, who operate
a nitery in Philly, have taken oyer
the former Gateway Casino, .three
miles from Ocean City, N. J., for
giant dine-and-dancery. The place
seats 2.500, has a tremendous dance
floor, has been handsomely deco
rated, and will feature • fop name
bands. Admish is $1 week nights
$1.50 Saturdays.
For the first two nights the Or

satti's added Max Baer and Max if

Rosenbloom to the bill and the two
Maxies would have gone over much
better

,
if they hadn't been fighting

the microphone and poor acoustics
When they could be heard, the pa:
scored with plenty of laughs. Best
of their new parodies is one titled
"Our Heads Ring" in which they re-
call their fistic past. Rest includes
the familiar "I Don't Wanna Be
Champ" by Baer, and "Personality
duet.
Dick Stabile's orch backs up the

Baer-Rosenbloom combo, with the
maestro joining up with Baer to
heckle the. hapless Rosenbloom.

.
Jane Morgan, personable blonde,

and Russ Emery,- recently returned
from the service, nicely handle the
vocal chores for Stabile. Shal."

Kl Casbah, K.C

.

(HOTEL BELLERIVE)
Kansas City, June 28.

Lenny Gale, Clarity Souviron, Bill
Snyder's Orch (7); cover $1, Satur-
days $1.50.

The Casbah has been swinging
along many months on Its policy- of
•a name act, a strong supporting act
and a- band with a particular flavor.
In. the current show which is set for
two weeks the standard is more than
upheld with Lenny Gale headlining.

COMEDY
PATTER

Per All raachti. of Theatricals

Fun-Master Gag Files

Net. 1 Thra 13 at $1.05 Each

13 Different Script* for $13.00

A "MUSI" FOR MOUNTAIN AND All

OTHER MSORT ENTCKTAINERS
.

Not. 14 Thra 20 READY SOON!
($2.00 Each—Double Scrlptsl

(Q« Prepaid Advance Order ONLY)

In preparation: . "Fan-MuBtrr Bonk
or lllmkoiits, Skit* ft Win." nlso

"Fun-Moster llumor-dor for J£im-*e»."

$2.00 Deposit on C.O.D. Orders
FOR ALL MATERIAL

PAULA SMITH
200 W. Mill Strrrt

New York City 19, K. T.

fHLATIN-AMERICA
ACTIVE YOUNG EXECU-
TIVE WITH EXTENSIVE
LATIN-AMERICAN CON-
TACTS WILL LEAVE NEXT
MONTH VIA PAN AMERI-
CAN AIRWAYS FOR AN
EXTENDED TRIP
THROUGH EACH OF THE
TWENTY COUNTRIES.
WILL HANDLE YOUR
BOOKINGS OR NEGOTI-
ATE OTHER EXPORT-
IMPORT MATTERS. BOX
952, VARIETY, 154 W. 46TH
ST., NEW YORK 19.

Are You a Com Borer?
Do you Hire ludlenro* sl^Kr filglil? Do JTW»
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Now Specialities
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Service for I

DRIVE-IN THEATRE^

ETHEL ROIG
Information wanted concerning whew*
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Harrison, formerly of New Orleam,

La., or any of her relatives. Leo W.

Seal, P. O. Box 1037, OuKport, Mitt.
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Tidbits of 1916
(PLYMOUTH. N. Y.)

arfhur Klein production in asso-

J^with-'Hfmv Schumer of the

&uth Theatre 'intimate reuue in two
Y
w. Sketches written and directed

fW*Sa» Lock; conductor Phil

&JnT At Plymouth theatre,

5° v July 8. '46: top. ^ .S
Cast' Joev Faye. Muriel Gaines,

i« Trent Josef Marais t Miranda..

ft Rolando, Eddy Manson,

SEJr? Marshall, Joshua Shelley,

Josephine Boyer, Jack Diamond,

Debonair* (5).. f^V Simmons.

t,iKnr Klein's presentation of the

You Theatre's "Tidbits of 1946."

its engaging moments, but^not

•Joiieh to sustain an entire evening.

^generally, lacks sufficient body

in hold up in the summer heat, and

the accumulation of frotlv .in "Tid-

bits" is too light for practical pur-

P
°Snow comes to .the downtown )e-

«;ipr after .a pre-Broadway run at

the Barbiwh Plaza theatre, with, few

of the originals being displayed at

?he Plymouth theatre. The Youth

theatre, itself, consists of graduates

of the bors>iht belt and minor enter-

tainment circuits, and have banged

around for many years, without, ac-

cording to '(Tidbits,'' accumulating a

production effort that could stack up

Hi the legit empona.

Although the cumulative total of

the evening's entertainment is on the

minus side, little can be said against

the earnest band, of entertainers. For

the most part, the vaude and nitery

bits presented here come off ex-

tremely well. The show has its

high spots, which garner a healthy

share of applause. Among them

are Josef Marais and Miranda in

a charming presentation of South

African folk-ballads, the Debonairs'

(5) tap-ballet interpretations, the
:
ro-

bust tenorlng of Robert Marshall*

and the longhair terp rib by Jose-

phine Boyer.

Although show contains comedy,
there's no sustained tieups, and the

single political satire, and the psy-

chiatric rib, are not too contributing

to the. evening's entertainment
Joey Faye and Jack Diamond, vet-

erans of the burley circuits, bring

in some skits that flourished in the

pre-LaGuardia era. Femme foiling

is by Miss Boyer and stately Sherry
Simmons.

' However, Miss Boyer impresses as

an item worth watching. She han-
dles lines neatly and has a good
sense of comedy.

Other factors in the show include

Eddy Manson's virtuoso harmonic^
playing. Muriel Gaines' song-selling,

affable emceeing by Lee Trent, and
meaningless Latin terps by Carmen
and Rolando.

There's sufficient material here for

a couple of vaude or nitery. displays,

but hardly enough for a legit effort.

Jose..

when Kitty Murray walks on the
stage costumed like a broken-clown
slap-happy zany. Pair do a soft-

shoe routine ' which winds lip in

rowdy jitterbug mayhem with
Rochester • on the receiving end.
Fast. finish garners heavy mitting.

Capitol, Wash.
. Washington, July 5.

Hurold Barnes, Dale Belmont,
Bobby Gilbert, Harrison & Fisher,

Sam Jacfc Kaufman's House- Orch;
"Dark Corner" (20th)

.

'Capitol comes up with a solid bill

this week, designed to lure stay-at-

homes into the theatre over the
four-day holiday weekend.

. Headliners of bill are. Harrison
& Fisher, back in vaude after their

tour with Olsen & Johnson. Team
does the two numbers they regis-

tered so solidly with in "Laffin

Room Only'-' — a: comic-pantomine
take off' on the standard classical

adagio, and their version of the
grim, dd-or^die school of tango
teams. They are strictly top drawer
in. this field, and are hit of the bill.

Harold Barnes opens show with a

smooth wire act, dancing on the
wire to various tempos, plus unu-
sual exhibition of aero stunts in the

air. Does jive, rhumba and adagio
with a technique that would click

even on terra firma. In the air, it

stands- out solidly, and is enthusi-

astically received;
Dale Belmont sings four numbers.

Chanteuse performs with her usual
full contralto, arid adds interest

with some comic business with house
orcb. Leads off with"The One I

Love Belongs to Somebody Else,"

follows through with a jive version
of "Come ' Back," introduces a

comedy piece and finishes on a long
hair theme with aria from "Pa-
gliacci." <•

Bobby Gilbert, making his first

vaude. appearance after 4% years on
a USO tour of the world, clicks in

his dialect, zany Addle routine. Gil-

bert", Avho pioneered on the GI cir-

cuit with the first Joe E. Brown unit,

gets kudos he deserves for a- hep
comedy act, thoroughly clean for

the family trade. Comic works
from the orch pit as a gag, with
orch leader Kaufman playing
straight to his clowning. Act goes
ove/ well.

Entire bill is sparked in colorful

fashion by overture of patriotic

melodies, played by house orch, with
United Nations tableau on stage for

finale. Lowe.

Strand. N. Y.
Spike Jones Orch (12) with Dr.

Horatio Q. Birdbath, Red Ingle, Dick
Morgan, Nancy McDonald, Aileen
CoTlwle, Kaye Ballad, George Rock,
Mickey Katr; Helen Greco, Dorese
Midqley. "Of Human . Bondage"
iWB), reviewed -in Variety, July 3,
'46.

Apollo, !V. V.
Rochester (Eddie Anderson) with

Kilty Murray, Johnny Taylor;. Eddie
Mallory Orch (17) with Pnulette
Winbush, Sob Andrews; Mabel Scott,
3 . Steeplechasers, Paul & Paulelle;
"Strange Conquest" (Col).

RKO, Boston
Boston, July 4.

Dick Stabile Orch (14), Anne
TYiolfl, Mlscha Auer, Dunhills, Janie
Morgan; Russ Emer; "Without
Reservations" (RKO).

Apollo this week is cashing in
heavily on Rochester's rep in the
Harlem area. Marquee value of
Jack Benny's gravel-voiced film- and
radio stooge was demonstrated by
the number of standees during the
show despite the July mercury and
lack of air-conditioning. Rest of the
bill adds up to 75 minutes of enter
taining vaude.

. Eddie Mallory "s crew of
.
eight

brass, four reeds, and three rhythm
back up in standard solid style but
without, in this case, prying the
patrons loose from their seats. Mu-
sic is of 'the conventional swing beat
with well-balanced emphasis upon
the brass section. Mallory's trumpet
solos are okay but when he and
band try a vocal-workover of "She's
Got Hips," the song falls flat on its

face. Band also plays "Zanzi" and
Cinderella" and finales with "Andy."
Paulelte Winbush, femme vocjil-

1st with the orch; pipes "Laughing
on Outside" and "You Won't Be Sat-
isfied" in routine manner, while Bob
Andrews croons "Symphony" in a
mellow tenor range.

Three Steeplechasers, In the open-
er, flash some smooth speed terping
and comedy boogie-woogie wriggles
for solid returns. Paul and Pail-
lette, bill's only ofay. act. bounce
through some spectacular tumbles on
the trampoline, fascinating the
patrons with their sinewy triple
twists in the air.

Mable Scott's warbling goes over
with a sock. Femme, handling nov-
elty double-entehdre numbers like

„H0W Come," "Gimme a Man." and
.Do You Know the Game? " puts
herself across via a .'strong bluesy
voice and uninhibited patomime an-
tics to fit the lyrics. Had to beg off.

Rochester comes on twice during
the show, the first time midway, in
a comedy bit with Johnny Taylor.
Pair do a burlesque skit, without
much laughs, and then segue, into a
-'Get-sweeping dance number which

sters. In the closing spot,
"*-?"hester reappears with his fa-
Jl'Har routine ribbing the penny-
Pmcning proclivities of his boss Mr.
"enny. Act really gets underway

' Anne Triola figuratively jumps out
of the screen onto the stage at RKQ
Boston this week. ' Appearing as

"The Beetle" in film attraction, she

also swings her nightclub style in

person as a neat warbler. Her
beetle song gets over well, -and she
also registers with "I Said Who,"
"Laziest Gal in Town" and "Can't
Help Lovin' That Man."
While presenting" popular numbers

with orch, Dick Stabile also displays

his skill .with sax. Janie Morgan is

a cute soloist and the Dunn ills offer

acrobatic dances. Another orch vo
calist is Russ Emeri, who wins flam-

ing youth in audience.
Mischa Auer, the sad-sack funster,

plays a concerto number with what
looks like grapefruit halves and
avoids Hollwyood jokes. All in' all

a light show taxing no imaginations

yet amusing. Dame,

A living definition of corn,. Spike
Jones and his outfit might be a jazz
purist's bad dream, but the clownish
aggregation whips up an hour of
solidly packed entertainment that
leaves the payees, yowling for more.
Dressed in derbies, oversized plaids,
button shoes, and featuring a two-
headed drummer, Jones' rattletrap
band is. just about the whole of a
laugh-surfeited bill.

Mickey Katz opens with "Old
Black Magic," followed by "Clink
Clink, Another Drink." Then Dick
Morgan is spotted in "Hotcha
Kornia." ~

.

Belter costuming than the skin-
tight satin strapless would help
chirpster Helen Greco. Blonde gal
sings and sells, in top fashion, "I ve
Got the Sun in the Morning." En-
cores with "Please Take Me Home
This Moment," with blue payoff, for
closer to fine straight act that prob-
ably could have been spotted better
later in the bill.

Dr. iloratio Q. Birdbath fills in
with, standard animal imitations, in-
terrupting his running gags of pour-
ing a continual stream of water out
of the sousaphone and blowing bub-
ble gum all over his face.

Dancer Dorese Midgley comes on
with a Spanish tap number, then
breaks into a sock swing stint to

"I Think You're Wonderful." Nice
routine is slightly hampered by nar-
row apron of the house stage. She
shows her shapely gams to better
advantage with the second chore.

The band trots out its star per-
formers for an exhausting yock ses-
sion that opens with "You Always
Hurt the One You Love," Ink Spots
fashion, followed by "Sheik of
Araby," Dick Morgan, Red Ingle and
Birdbath are again featured in
"Holiday for Strings" with harpist
Nancy McDonald who does nothing
else in the entire show but sit and
knit Numerous gags in quick suc-
cession bring steady laughter, but
blue tinge shows again with Jones',

toilet seat guitarlet.

High spot. of the bill, for laughs
and boffo entertainment, is new
member of the unit, Kaye Ballad,
who justly garners top returns of
the show. . Opening slowly with
"You . Gotta Have a Beat" comi-
canary croons the Jones version of
My Heart Sings," worded like a
masochist's moan. Housing, shortage
is given unusually clever treatment
in "My Apartment," with music of

My Man." Has to beg off.

Candy Hall and Ingle do "Chloe,"
then spot moves to George Rock and
his trumpet in "My Little Cousin,"
an ill-disguised satire on musical
styles of yarious "name" horn men

Bill's closer is situation built into
singing of "Glow-Worm" by :Aileen
Ca'rlyle, ' who comes out of the and
introduced as a "great soprano."
Show is laugh-packed throughout
but could use the straight acts more
efficiently spaced to avoid overdoing
the slapstick.

, Biz SRO when caught. Tomm.

New Act

Taft Jordan on trumpet and Al
Sears on tenor sax.
Johnny Hodges, alto sax, grabs-

spotlight with a very mellow ren-
dition of "Laughing on the Outside"
and encore. Ellington highlights
the bill with piano work on six of
the tunes he helped make popular.
Gives standout delivery of such songs
as "Three Shades of Blue," "Mood
Indigo," "I'm Beginning to See the
Light," "Hindustan" and "Solitude."
Another socko portion of show is

"Transblucency," featuring vocal
solo by Kay Davis. Her voice is

used sans lyrics to sell the number
big. Encore is "Embraceable. You."
A second orchestra special is driv-
ing arrangement of "Moironome. All
Out," featuring potent instrumental
work.
Al Hibbler, featured male vocal-

ist, had audience begging for more
at show caught after selling "Little
Brown Book," "Summertime," "Fat
and Forty," and "Lucky So and So."
Businessmen of Rhythm, terp team,
click with classy stepping Brog.

Slate, .V. V.
Happy Felton with Joe Ripley;

Chttcho Martinez, 3 Sailors, Pritch-
ard & Lord, Rub]/. Zwerliug's House
Orch; "The Blue Dahlia" (Par).

State's bill, this week, is leisurely
paced but nevertheless offers, a good
shade of variety despite the fact that
only four ' acts, are run off in more
than an hour's' running time. .Bill
has acts that are familiar to this
house with some degree of. b:o. lure
in the "Guess Who" radio turn by
Happy Felton.
Jt's Fclton's contributions that

necessitate cutting down on num-
ber, of acts on display as he does a
30-minute reproduction of the WOR
Sheffield-sponsored session. His op-
erations consist of getting partici-
pants from the audience to guess a
recorded voice with guessee getting
$5 if right, $1 if wrong. Jackpot
question pays out $25. It's amusing
fare for all ^concerned and Felton,
assisted ' by Joe Ripley, keeps the
audience interested throughout the
proceedings. Participants also, get
free milk service from Feltoh's spon-
sors, and with the OPA currently
off, it's a good gimmick for all con
cerned.
Layout is opened by Pritchard

and Lord, who've been away from
vaude - for some time, because of
Lord's Army engagement. .Pair re
turn to do an engaging blend of tap
and ballet for good returns.
Chucho Martinez, the Mex swoon

er who clicked a few years ago in

local niteries, is also a long absentee
from the stem, But a top-notch
singer. His pacing of numbers is

often too slow, but strength of voice
and wise song selection net him hit

mitts.
Completing the lineup are the

Three Sailors in their familiar zany
antics which hit this house nicely.

Ruby Zwerling's house crew backs
acts neatly.
Okay biz when caught. Jo.se.

Night Gob Reviews
Continued from pare 48
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DAVID BROOKS
Songs
15 Mins.
Cafe Society, Uptown, N. Y.

A new cafe star has been born at

Cafe Society Uptow;n. Nothing sen-

sational, mind ipu, but a personality

for the saloons who will be reck-

oned with henceforth. David
Brooks enters the couv.ert circuit at

a time when the niteries can stand

a few fresh, faces.

Recently out of "Bloomer Girl".'

where he was the juvc lead. Brooks
wisely passed up the Hollywood
hegira to go on his own. Hollywood
is apparently no lure (lie has a Para-

mount dear somewhere in the off-

ing) but for the cafe cavorters

Brooks looms as a definite person-

ality.

Opening, with "Evalina." excerpt

from "Bloomer Girl." Brooks does

a slightly in-and-out routine but,

once paced and edited, including a

special song or two. he'll be bono.

As is, his telling impact is unde-

niable. . "Bad Bad Man," "Love Is

Like Red Rose," "Amado Mio.

"Sleepy Time Gal," "There'll Be No
Me to Fall in Love With You make
for a fetching sequencing. More
important is his engaging boyish

quality without being studiously

coy. The more relaxed and informal

the better his impact. On his de-

but, to a rather tough dinner audi-

ence, he was an unquestioned cliek.

. . ' Abel.

Olympia. Miami
Miami, July 5.

The Chords. Lee Davis, Lucienne
& Ashour, Meribeth Olds, Pat Burke
& Sylvia Rhodes, Les Rhode House
Orch; "The Bride Wore Boots" (Par) .

Mildly diverting stage show holds
rostrum at the Olympia for current
week.
Lee Davis emcees and works in

own stint with some _ timeworn
gags. Delivery helps to sell act
and his emceeing is okay.

Pat Burke and Sylvia are okay
with their, song selling, best being
"Falling In Love" and "Embrace-
able You'' by gal.

The Chords contrib their "Spot-
light Bands" chore for good returns.
Solid . mining for Spike Jones and
Henry Busse takeoffs.

Contortionist Meredith Olds gets
by with her acrobatics and Lucienne-
and Ashour's pat Apache stint

brings plenty of salvos.

Les Rhode house orch back-
grounds acts neatly. Biz fair when
caught. Lary..

Million Hollar, L. A.
Los Angeles, July 6.

Duke Ellington' Orch (16), featur-

ing Al Hibbler. Kay Davis, Ray
Wancy, Johnny Hodftes, Marion Cox;
Businessmen of Rhythm. Patterson &
Jackson; "Passkey to Danger'' (Rep)

'

It's a class musical show Million

Dollar is offering patrons this week.
Paced by musical ability of Duke
Ellington, show is a solid hour's of-

fering of the best in pop music.

Orch takes off with "Solid Old Man"
to open for

.
big response. Marion

Cox, vocalist, is next on with "I

Don't Stand a Ghost of a Chance.

Ray Nance then takes It away with

vocal and comedy dancing to. "Riff'

staccato," pleasing mightily. He en

cores\ with "Sittin ; and a-Rockin','

before orch goes Into special ar-

rangement of "Blue Skies," featur-

ing Jimmy Hamilton on „clarjnel,.

have eliminated the trite Calypso
All That Glitters.": OAs to plenty

salvos.

Estelle and LeRoy. holdovers from
last show, click with their terping
Routining is classy, making the spins
and lifts look easy. Go in heavily
for the Latin tempos. Pair are good
looking and neatly costumed. Win
plenty applause.
Juanita Rios is a fiery looking lit-

tle Cubano, who tops many of the
type which have played hereabouts
lately. Doesn't overdo the ciitcnef.s

and socks with her "Bunny. Bunny"
bit in which she utilizes a bald-paled
ringsider for laughs.
Another holdover is Marian Nilcs.

Trim spin-tapster, works in produc-
tion numbers with line and solos in

solid fashion. Line, nifty looking,
have been given some neat routines
by Boots McKenna, producer. Best
staging is the Gershwin number.
Ken Delaney arid his unit do a

nifty job of show backgrounding and
play for the dansapation. Al Fried-
man pianos the interludes. Lury.

Bally Dearth
— Continued front pace 5 —

giving now. Any change will neces-

sarily have to be for the better."

Constant Campaigning

Metro and RKO, in their efforts to

hypo showmanship, have had reps

plugging away at the subject at ex-

hibitor meetings and conventions all

over the country. H. M. Richey,

M-G's exhibitor relations head, has

been unusually blunt' recently in his

speeches at conclaves of theatre-

owners'. He : has told them frankly

that their lack of interest is costing

them and the distribs plenty, in

grosses and instead of being
.
so

pleased with themselves at present

big business, they should get off

their chairs and get back to show-
manship.

Richey has been pointing out to

the exhibs that there are about 80,-

000,000 potential theatregoers in the

country; but that the highest num-
ber, ever to see any picture was the
less than 50,000,000 who turned out
for ''Gone With the Wind." The
average A is seen by only about
18,000,000 patrons, Richey says, in

his plea for a return to showman-
ship to grab off additional patrons
in compensation for th,at anticipated
b.o. decline.

Leon Bamberger, sales promotion
head for RKO, has been visiting
exhib. conventions to make a pitch
along the same lines. Most observers
are pretty much agreed, however,
that neither Richey nor Bamberger
is making much progress. As long as
the wickets keep spinning without
effort, exhibs listen to the exhorta-
tions without even polite interest.

.Saeeess Despite Inertia
Exhib attitude was made pretty

clear in a discussion a Variety mugg
had with a smalltown theatre owner
at a recent convention. Exhib was
speaking of English pictures and it

was pointed out to him that some
of them, with proper exploitation,
could be made to show fairish re-
turns, at the b.o.

"What's the use of troubling my-
self," he said. "I just play them on
Saturdays with a western topping
the bill and fill the house with *ids,
who'd come anyway."

'

Failure of the exhibs to contribute
what the 'distribs think is a fair
share of the cost of cooperative ad-
vertising preceding a first-run open-
ing is also particularly irksome to
the releasing companies. Originally,
the house did the major part of the
advertising, with the distrib con-
tributing a percentage of the cost
if extra large space was used. Ex-
hibs have discovered, however, that
in their anxiety to get good open-
ings, the distribs could be pushed
into bearing more and more of the
cost. Result is that now in most sit-

uations. exhibs won't spend—or very
little—beyond their usual budgets
for small space. If the distrib wants
bigger ads, he's got to carry the
whole brunt.

That's not only the case with
indies, but with affiliated circuits
as well. Loew's, for instance, in
most cities has a rule that it won t

go beyond $50 in support of co-
operative advertising. So the distrib,
if he wants to see any more space
used, has to provide any cost in ad-
dition to that.

United Artists' deal with Harry
Brandt at the Globe, N. Y., is an ex-
treme-example. When UA pix play
tiie house (five of them are slated to
go to in in succession this summer),
Brandt doesn't contribute a cent to
the advertising. The distrib pays for
it all.

EM|iiire, Montreal
Montreal. July 5.

Bud Lewis, Lulu Bates, Then Lind.
Glorin Leroy. Armani Meerle Orch
(12), Line (9); $1.50 win.

Music Hall
Continued from page 3

Top billing for this parlay, goes to

Bud Lewis, one of the top mimics to

hit this town. Lad has a socko floor

personality and gets hefty mitting
for his impreshes of showbiz per-

sonalities. His routine is smooth,
clean and entertaining;

: Lulu Bates.gets nice returns, doing
the best she can with a rasping mike.
She warbles a few oldies and some
special material, one item of which
could stand sapolioing. Her delivery

is her forte,- registering with. "Sugar
Candy." "Come Rain or Come Shine"
and "Coax Me."
Gloria Lcioy clicks in some fancy

footwork along the legmania idea.

Thca Linds' ballet terping in some
Russian and Strauss items is effect-

ive, but she's not on long enough to

be appreciated.
Armand Meerle orch is sharp on

the show cues, but could stand toning

down. Line still among best in town.

JByz, okay,. L«:a.

I'hc --urt and the Department of
Justice for making the decree work
practically in matters such, as' that
cited above. Committee of five has
been named to get the recommenda-
tions in appropriate language for
presentation to the attorneys draw-
ing up the final form of the decree.
Another major point of discus-

sion was the provision that no mini-
mum admission price could be writ-
ten into licensing agreements with
exhibs. .On the other hand, the court
declared itself in favor of a reason-
able clearance system. II was
pointed out by the. indie reps that
this was contradictory, since the
clearance system is based on stipu-

lated minimum b.o. taps. Inability

to include such a provision in the

exhibition contract . was feared by
the indies as likely to upset opera-
tions to the .extent, of seriously hurt-

ing grosses. Most of them felt it

Vital that they be permitted to set

a minimum admission.
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Variety Dills
WEEK OF JULY 1*

Hamerala la mbrmUob with kill* belaw Indicate opeatnt dor at show
. whether full or spUl m*k.

Tetter* la parenthtain Indicate circuit. (I) Independent! (L) Loewj
(»•) Paramount: (K) HKOi (W> Warner

KKH YORK CITV
Capitol (L) 11

Geo. Paxton Ore
Joey Adams
Marl: Plant
Tony Canzoncrl
Hal Lc Rov
Music Hall . (I)
Paul Haakon
Betllna Roaay
Dolbres Anderson
Edward Rcicherl
Jo Andrews .

Ben Dova
Rockettex
Glee Club
l'urwmnnnt (P) 10
Raymond SciiU Dd
Andy Russell
IMeil Pipers
Alan. Carney
Jack Williams

Roir <«0<h) 10
Donald U'fimnur
Polsy O'Connor
S Sivlfis
Buster Shaver Co .

Belle-Mrcs
State (I.) 11

Howard Nichols
2 Wiles
N Roe & Mra Wttl
Josh Whllo

11

' CA.MVKK
toners (I) K-W
The I.ockwells
Jynx 81s
Hobby Long-
Rod Roirers
Nathalie, llros .

CHIC.ICO
Chknijo (1*) 11

Vivian lllalne
I.owe Hlte. &. Stan
Lowery Ilac
Clark Bros
Orientul (II 11

Mills llros
Danny Droyson
Nelson Sis
Ray l.anK Ore
IN'lllANArOI.lS
Circle (I) 11

C Thornlilll Ore
Grace McDonald
Kilille lVa Unity,

The Kcmmyn
KANSAS CITY
Tower <I> 13

Gav 90'* Rev
. .MIAMI

Olynipla (l'l

I'eitKy Taylor
lien nerl
llarrelts
Uernnrils

10
3

Hotel Kdlaoa
Blue Darron Oro

Essex nouse
Pancho Ore

Hotel l>xlnaioa
Moml Kat
Tapu Kaua
Tallma
Made
Moll Ilia na
J Pineapple Ore
Hotel New Ynrkri
Chuck. Foster Ore
Hotel 1'eumHVHnl
B -Lawrence Oro

Hotel Pierre .

Myrus
Consuolo & Artlnl
Los Pnhchos
Stanley Mellia Ore

Hotel I'lata
Paul Wlnchell
Rosarlo & Antonio
rancho Ore.
Mark Monte Ore

lintel Itooareelt
Joe Relchmnn Ore

Hotel 81. BriU.
PoBKy Norman '

Paul Spnrr Ore
Theodora Brooks

Monte Carlo
Dick (Insparre O
Hohcrio
Slhnm-y

Old Bonuinlaa
La?!..- ui-ua
Marcella * KIchTs
Olun . Orlova
Aili-lcnno 1'iiikar.
Joe La Porta Ore

. Hlvlrra
KUa Logan -

Chanilra-Kaly
Rlchnrd Hlrnber O
Huh* Krrtrlima

nianka
Basil Koineen
N Alexamlroff
Sari, C.orbl
Mlscha Uzdanoll
Irene Feoilora
Dara Dlrso
KnrAvnen*

Mtarli rlnb
Morales Ore

Venoillla*
Evelyn Knight
Bob lllalr
Emll Pet II Ore

Village Burn
Billy Kelly

AG IN c

y

"The Outstanding Agency"

Beeklag for Mw
Mett Dlterlialictlag of

fadepetrdea* Tktotra Owim
a '

,

*

1501 readway-Paraaieaat Wdej.

Naw York Myoat •-«352-3-4

Jackie. Gleason
Luclcnne & Ashour

Strand (W) 12
Spike Jones Ore
l,ON(i ISLAND

Jnmiilcu (I) 11-14
2 Jacks
Donna Louise
Jack Lniniint Co
Eve MulLhews

'

.11-14
Jimmy .laiucrson
The Stylists
Kalsei- Co -

The St l/lalrs
rillLABKI.rillA
Carman (I) 11

Milton Douglas
Hoy Davln
ATLANTIC CITY
Steel 1'ler (I) 14
Hurry Jiimcs .Ore
The Mnxellns
Georglc Koye
R ft Myra Sawyer.
J. L He M Caltes
George Prentice

UALTI.MORK
Hippodrome (l>- 15
Hob Whaling Co
Loraloc
-Dick Buckley
Hence Dcmarco

State (I) 11-13
Morgan Sis
p T Greenwood
Sammy Moss
Don Henry 3

14-11
The Toumnns
Norman Bros

Van Kirk
PHILADELPHIA
Curnutn (1) II

Mlllon Douglas
Roy Davis
Grazlono Urns
D WinilKor Dancers

HOCK1 OHl>
Pulliee (1) 14

Harrison. Car'l & 11

Mary Ann Russell
Belli Knrrell
3 Parka
SAN FRANCISCO
(iolilrn Utile (K) 10
Del nios
Jackson & Black'l
Eileen Barton
Morey Anisiei-ilam
lteil Nichols Co
SPRINGFIELD

Court Sq (I) 11-14
Choi & Soniay
Hal Havlland
Tripp & Fall
Gordon Glfford
Seed & White
Zclalne .

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 11

4 Evans
,

Pierre Carller
The Jigsaws
The Willys
Howard (I) 12

L Jordan Tym'y 6

Hot Lips Page Ore
Dusty Fletcher .

Jackie Petky
WILLOW GKOVE
Park (1) 14 Only

Hotel tall
Vincent Lopez On"
Hotel IVnlitnrr-A

Guy Lombardo Ore
Dorothy Shay.
Frakson
Mischa Borr Ore

-Icelund
Ice; Revue

Kelly's Stables
Henry Red- Allen O
Vlckl Zlmmer
Gloria Dale
Peta Terry
C Hlggenbottom

' Ijl Conga
Dlosa Costello
Ray Eberle
Luis Del Campo
Pupl Cumpo Ore

Lntln Oiuriet
Ted Lewis Ore
Gcraldlne Du Bols
Elroy Peace
Murtah Sis
nil & Cora Balnl -
Slrkl De Vysenof
Paul White

"

Leon a rrtdle'e
Eddie Davis
June St Clalro
The Pettys
Phyllis Arnold
4 Del Aires
Susan Dahl
Bob Wayne
Art Woner Ore

HOWARD NICHOLAS
WEEK OF JULY 11

LOEW S STATE
NEW YORK
riaced bj'

EJ>D|E SMITH AGENCY
1M1 Broadway, New York

Texas Tommy Co
(One to nil)

BOSTON
Boston (R) 11

The Dunhllls
Ann Trlola
Mlscha Auer
Dick Stabile Oro

Morgan Sis
'

D & T Greenwood
Sammy Moss
Morey A: Eaton
Don Henry 3
WORCESTER

Plymouth (I) 11
Dr Neft

Cabaret BiDs

NEW T0&S CUT
Aquarium

Guy Granada Ore
Bex Stewart Oro

1 nina angel
Robert Maxwell
Eddie Mayehoft
Ellis Larkln 3
Eddie Mayehoff
James Coppo

Core Bocletj
(Downtown)

tlmmle Rogers
Sarab Vaughn
Cliff Jackson
Pets Johnson
J C Heard Oro .

Cafe Society

(Uptown)
Bcrnlc West
Patricia Bright
Sonny . Thompson
David Bruoks

Carnival
Milton Berle
Hop. Skip, Jump
Elly Ardelty
Stan Fisher
Marlon Colby
Ben Yost Singers
Walter John
Miriam Gwlnn
Miriam LaVellr

Club IB
Jerry Bergen
Marge Hudson
Florla Vestoft
Candl Cortez
Roy Scdley

:Flora Drake
G Andrews Oro

Copucabana
Desl 'Arnaz Oro
Julio Wilson .

Bob Johnston'
Joey Gilbert
Lynns Barrett
Ernie Hoist Bd
Raul & Eva Reyes;

Peter Llnd Hayes
Dlamoud noramnoe
Jos E. Howard
Ross St La Pierre
Watson Sis
Frltzl Scheft
Ann Pennington
Willie Solar
Jacqueline Hurley
Michael Edward
BUI Acorn
Emma Francis .

Jimmy Allison
BUI Moore
Four Rosebuda'-
Vincent Travers Or
Marty Reld Oro

400 Restaurant
J Uothwell Ore

Havana-Madrid
Carlos Ramirez
Sergio Orta Unit
Virginia McGraw
Catallno Ore
Carlos Varela Ore
Hotel Ambansndor
Louis Batancourt O
Jules Lands Oro

Hotel Astor
Carmen Cavallaro

Hotel Belmont
Plaza

Don Costello
Doodles Weaver
Wendy Blsnop
Kathryh Duffy Derf
Eddie Stone. Ore

Hotel Bntnsora
Dunnlngcr.
N Brandwynne Ore
Ralph Font Ore
Hotel Commodore
Hul Milntyro Oro

Hotel Dixie
Lorry Funk Oro
Lou Seller
Roberta Hollywood
Jordan & Paryls

Garlands
Alicia Wallace
Pago Morton
ltcrt Stone
Patsy Lane
Jimmy' Nolo
Tex Fletcher

Village Vanguard
H D hcnncit
Eddy Manson '

Eleanor Dowers
Don Fry
Hank Duncan Trl»

Hlvel
Boh Lee
Gertrude Hlld
Jean AInslle'
Francisco
Bruce Norman
Vlvlun K'lckolson
D'Rlvcro & Belm'te

ZnnzTuar
Cab Calloway Ore
Peart Bailey t

Cl.arloteers
Peters Sis
Miller Bros
Alan Dixon
Pee Wee Marquette
Claude Hopkins Of

Zimmerman's
Gene Kardos Ore
W & J nrown
Wayne Thompson
Adrlcnnb Parker
Beta Zslga i

CHICAGO
Hlackhowk

Del Courtney Ore
Dottle Dodaon
Johnny Strong
Hudson & Sharas
Robinson & Ike

Chez Pnreo
Joe E. Lewis
Kvelyn Brooks
Phyllis Clalce
Consolo & Mclba
Adorables (12)
Luclo Garcia Oro

Coloslmo's
Ada Leonard Ore
Dawn Bros
Virginia Walters
Johnny Knapp
De-icers 6

Mel Cole Ore
Hotel DLimorck

Anita Jakobl
Sherman -Hayes Or
EnrJca & Norello
BUI Burke
Dell. Welcome •

Eddie Fetis Ore
Hotel Blackstone
The De Marios -

Don Richards
E Heckseher Ore
II Edgewater Bch
Henry Brandon Ore
Haag's Elephant
Miss Ruby Dogs
Myrtll & Pleaud
Coco. Steve. Eddy
Dorothy Hlld Dcrs

Hotel Congress
Theodora- .

Gonsalves & Meh'nl
Pancho Ore

Hotel Continental
Robert C'rum
Joe. Vera Ore

Hotel: Sherman
Cnrl Miirx -

Beneke-Mlller Ore
lintel Stevens

Arlecn Llndstrom
Ladd Lyon -

Jeff Lane
Copsoy & Ayres
The Shyrettos
Orrln Tucker Ore

Latin Quarter
Merry Macs
Minevltch Rascals
Jack Carter
Tho Vallets
L Q Lovellea
Buddy Sbaw Oro

Palmer House
Ted Stracter Oro
Gil Malson
Larry Starch
lmogene Coca
Mnurer Sis
Marlfyn Marsh

Rio Cabana
Harvey Stone
Ooorale • Tapps
Rio Rumba Ore
The Lovelies (10)
Ceo Davidson Ore

Vine Oordene
Jessie Rosella
Dick Drake
Bobby Sargent
Evelyn Christian
Doreen Winters
Job Klsh Ore
Grey & Diane

Congress
Continued from page 1

first of next year. The bite is now
20% on both admissions and nitery

tabs. Prewar theatre taxes were
10% and the night club nip was 5%.
According to the best sources on
Capitol Hill, the only chance of any
such cut will depend upon whether
the budget is comfortably In balance
by the early part of 1947. There is

strong pressure in Washington not.

only to balance the budget but also

to shrink the $270,000,000,000 na-
tional debt.

There is also an outside - chance
that Congress might reduce cor.

porate taxes effective with the fiscal

year beginning July 1, 1947. How-
ever, m6st bets are that nothing will

be done to reduce either corporate
or individual incomes until the year
beginning Jan. 1, 1946.

British Chill
Continued from page 1

from their Hollywood . studios, will

make pictures in England starting

this December and the Alms will be
distributed both in America arid in

the 500 theatres of the Associated
British Circuit, part-owned by War-
ners. Among the English producers
Who were slapped down for not get-
ting a move on, despite impressive
production schedules, were Metro
British and British Lion-Korda.

According to local industry critics,

only . British producer who seems
bent on keeping the Union Jack fly-

ing, high in the domestic and. world
film market' still seems to be J.

Arthur Rank. Latter is innovating a
significant new trend, in the studios
by speeding up production schedules.
Setting out to. puncture the standard
alibis of peacetime and wartime dif-

ficulties, Rank wants to end the
chronic condition of British films
taking four times as long to make as
Hollywood's. Result will be an eas-
ing of the production jam-iip
through quicker turnovers in the
studio.

Iron curtain being proposed for.

American producers is not dictated
by crude national feelings, accord-
ing to the proponents of the idea. In
their eyes, such counsel stems from

desire to safeguard hot only the
expansion of a vital national indus-
try but its very existence. It would
be just as if. they^declare, American
newspapers wefe to be permitted to
buy up Britain's scanty newsprint
supply for their own purposes.

The British P:5.-r. Producers' Asso-
ciation has been <ai;ed upon to take
up the matter surf be vested with
power to aKrxsit* space on an all-
British basis.

about personal income taxes earned
during the year 1947. In order to

get them cut, the law would have to

go through by October or Novem
ber of this year, since it takes con-
siderable time for business firms to

rearrange their records under the
withholding tax.

Shifting over to lower rates after

the year has started is not consid-
ered practicable because of the in-

volved bookkeeping and confusion
which would result in trying to

make out tax-return forms.
' There is still a good chance that
the amusement taxes will be
dropped to pre-war rates effective

July 1, 1947. This cduld be done
either through Presidential procla-
mation declaring the official termi-
nation of hostilities, or. by the
passage of a bill some time after the

OBITUARIES
HARRY KOPLAR

Harry Koplar, 63, pioneer St. Louis
theatre owner, died of heart attack

last week. He was formerly asso-

ciated with George and ' Spyros
Skouras In the film business in St.

Louis and later with Fanchon &
Marco. He retired from business, six

years ago. Began career in 1912

when he and brother Sam opened
the Globe theatre.

.Koplar obtained a chain of St.

Louis theatres from O. T. Crawford,
which later was sold to Famous
Players, then repurchased and later

merged with Warner Bros/ interests,

Skouras Interests and Fanchon Si

Marco. He built the St. Louis, a
4,000-seater in midtoWn, in 1924.

Surviving are Sam, Nat and Sol
Koplar, brothers, and Mrs. Sam
Hamburg, Jr., a sister.

ETTA YOUNG
Etta Young Fritz, 73, retired stage

actress known professionally as Etta
Young, succumbed to a heart attack
in N. Y. recently.

She had appeared for many years
in stock companies, including the
old Castle Sq. and Bowdoin Sq.
theatres in Boston, where she was
born. She later married; Prof.
Young, lecturer of Austin &. Stone's
Museum, Boston. After his death
she married Jack Fritz, owner and
manager of the Fritz-Lawler stock
co. . and traveled with that troupe
for many years until Fritz' death.
After that she joined up with Capt.
Billy Bryant's Show Boat.
Survived by- two sons and a

daughter from first marriage, all

of whom had been child actors:

MARRIAGES
Myrtle Mack to Fred Fox, Los

Angeles, July.5. Bride is widow of
Charles Mack, of the Two Black
Crows; groom is a unit production
manager at 20th-Fox.

Anne Baxter to John Hodiak.
Burlingame, Calif., July 7. Both are
film stars.

Mile. Jeanne Bourgeois to Lino
Carenzio, Paris, July 1, Bride is

Mistinguett, perennial Parisian music
hall star; groom is young Italian
tenor.

Rita Koval to Dave. Starling,
Hollywood, June 28. Groom is an
announcer at KFI.

Beth Rennef to Lynn Allen, Chi-
cago, June 27. Bride is Metro con-
tract player; groom is one of the
Merry Macs, singing quartet.

Ilene Woods to Steve Steck, Chi-
cago, July 8. Bride is singer on
"Breakfast Club" radio program;
groom is arranger and trumpeter
with Tex .Benecke and Glenn Miller
Band.
Pat Marshall to Harry B. Pollack,

Chicago, June 17. Bride formerly
was comedienne in the musical,
"Day Before Spring," and now a
Metro contract player.
Candy Jones, to Harry Conover,

Hamilton, Ont„ July 4. Bride is

model and actress; groom is head of
own model agency.

Winifred T. Herman to Dr. Edwawi
W. Friedman, Mt" Vernon, Jf. Y.,
July 7. Groom is son of Stanleigh P.
Friedman, Warner Bros, vee'pee and
attorney.

Cloud Room Okay Again
Cloud Room, Portland,- was re-

moved from AGVA unfair list this
week, after three weeks of operation
sans talent when union ukase pro-
hibited its members from working in
spot.

.
Truce -was effected when nitery

signed new pact and posted cash se-
curity.

Ben Dova forced out of the Radio
City Music

.
Hall, N. Y„ show by a

sprained ankle. Replaced by the
Arnaut Bros.

ESTELLE KLEIN
Estelle Klein, 72, better known as

"Ma" Green, onetime . vaudevillian
who for last 10 years conducted a
talent agency in N. Y., died there
last week.
• With her husband, Ed Klein, and
daughter Hazel, she played vaude-
ville in an act billed as Green,
Miller and Green. When her hus-
band died in 1921 she produced an
act for her daughter known as Hazel
Green and Her Beau Brummels.
She was one of first producers to

encourage theatre chain owners in
booking large vaude units. When
her daughter retired from the stage
in 1933, the two produced many big
Negro acts.

Daughter survives.

WARREN A. ALLEN
Warren A. Allen, 42, of Batavia,

N. Y., member of the Allen pioneer
balloon jumping family,,, died last
week of injuries when attempting to
re-enact a parachute jump after hav-
ing, been in retirement for several
years.

Allen recently sold the family bal-
loon jumping equipment to a young
Batavian and was attempting to
demonstrate the use of the appara-
tus when he was killed. The Allen
family was known for its parachute
jumps before airplanes became pop-
ular and when balloons were filled
solely with air.

Surviving are his widow »M six
children.

MRS. MARY Q. A. DIXON
Mrs. Mary Quincy Allen Dixon

playwright and widow of George
Dallas Dixon, former veepee of
Pennsylvania Railroad, died in
Philadelphia, July 7.

A Shakespearean scholar, Mrs.
Dixon frequently lectured on the
theatre, and a number of her plays
were produced by the Plays and
Players Club, Philadelphia. Her
opera, "The Marriage Tax," produced
in the Academy of Music, Phila-
delphia, is reputed to have given
Nelson Eddy his professional start.
Upon death of her husband in

1937 she was bequeathed his entire
estate of about $350,000.

JOHN BRUFFEY TRENT
John Bruffey Trent, pioneer vaude

and film theatre operator, died at
Lynchburg, Va., July 3. Trent es-
tablished Trenton theatre in one-
time opera house in early picture
days and for years operated with
Keith acts and feature films, He
sold out in early 1930's. to Warner
Brothers.

After abondoning plans for two
other picture houses in recent years
Trent had devoted time to wide real
estate and mining interests.

THEODORE LEVEY
Theodore Levey, 61, legit stage

manager, died in New York, July 5.
Levey was stage manager of the

Broadway play "Dear Ruth" at his

death. ^Other plaVs that he staee-

™4u
age

t.
were "The Cay Divorcee

-

"The Little Show," "No &
Nanette," and other musicals He
was^also a former exploitation man
for United Artists.

n

Survived by two sisters.

KATHRYN ROBERTSON
Kathryn Robertson, 58, died of a

heart attack on the street in Ja.

maica, L, I,; June 29, and was buried
at the Albany Rural Cemetery She
appeared in Winter Garden musicals
and Gus Edwards units.

Survived by her husband, Doc
Wells, who was stage mgr. for Zieg-
feld and Shubert shows.

KATY PEERLESS
Mrs. Kate A. Arden, 81, retired

British actress who had been known
professionally as Katy Peerless, died
July 5 in New Bedford, Mass.
She had appeared for years in

London music halls and in legit pro-
ductions. Two daughters and a sis-
ter survive her. Her husband, Wal-
lace Arden, died in 1903.

JOSEPH EOGENTON
Joseph Eggenton, 76, character

actor, died July 3 in Hollywood
after a long illness. He played legit
in California and oh Broadway be-
fore taking up screen work.
Surviving is his daughter.

DICK ZAHN
Dick Zahn, Marion, p., band-

leader, was killed in a railroad
crossing accident near Mt. Gilead,
O., June 22.

Mrs. Zahn, Ann Youngblood, vo-
calist, and Dick Wolcy, band mem-
ber, were injured..

MARY MAGUIRE ALDEN
Mary Maguirc Aldcn, 03, former '

character actress on the stage and in
silent" films, died July 2 at the Mo-
tion Picture Country Home, near
Hollywood.

EDWARD THORPE
Edward Thorpe, 59, manager of

Orpheum, Galesburg, 111., died at.his
home of a heart attack last week.

Agnes Miriam Wright, 47, Colum-
bus O., concert pianist, who gave
concerts throughout U. S. and later
teamed; with Eldon Howells on a
radio program over CBS, died in

Columbus, June 23. She had taught
music for several years.

Archie Ray Pugb, who as Don
Ross was known as orchestra leader
throughout Indiana, died July 3 of

a heart ailment in an Evansville,
Ind., nightclub where his band was
playing.

Walden C. Carlson, 33, composer
and musician with several well-
known bands, died in Toledo, O.,

June 30, after illness of several
months. Parents, brother and sister
survive.

Fred Hendrlekson, 52, still cam-
eraman for RKO, died of heart at-

tack in Warsaw, Ind., while travel-
ing back to Hollywood from a va-
cation.

Caroline Elizabeth Young, film.'

editor on Columbia lot, died sud-
denly July 4 in Hollywood, follow-
ing a cerebrar hemorrhage.

Mother, 96, of Juliette Nicole, N. Y.

couturier w.k. in show business,

died in the south of France.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs.; Bill Peterson, son,

New York, July 5. Mother is Phyl-

.

lis Clare, former band vocalist;

father .is agent with Consolidated
Radio Artists cocktail department. -

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Winchell,

daughter, New York, July 4.

Father is vaude and radio
.

per-

former.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert- Coleman,
daughter, Burbank, Calif., June 28.

Father is assistant director at Para?

mount.

Mr. arid Mrs. Arthur Vogel, son,

New York, June 24. Father is former
assistant Film-Theatre-Music Con-

trol Officer with American Military

Government in Bavaria.

Mr. and Mrs. Art Moger, Boston,

July 1. Father is ad-pub. dir. of

Warner Bros, eastern division.
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O'Neill's Iceman' toComeAround Eight

Times Weekly; Split Show Idea Nixed

II is virtually definite that Eugene

O'Neill's "The Iceman Cometh" will

be presented eight times weekly

rather than as a bisected perform-

ance starting at five in the afternoon,

which would have precluded mati-

nees. Understood the author is

•working on a more compact script

permitting the show to ring up

around eight o'clock, with matinees

at two. It will start rehearsals early

in September, opening the. following

nionlh at the Martin Beck, N. Y.

"Iceman" is regarded
,
as a prob-

able booking prize, Louis Lotito

contracting for the drama with 'he

Theatre Guild, whose "Jacobowsky

and The Colonel" had a successful

run in the same house. On an

eight - performance - weekly basis

"Iceman" has a.much better- chance

1o prove profitable for- the Guild

and the theatre.. It is a one-set-show,

scene being the interior of a blowsy
downtown hotel but it' requires

around 15 stage hands because the

setting rolls from side to. side be-

..'tween the bar and another portion

of :hc hostelry.

On a six-time basis, as originally

planned, with a 7 p.m. supper m-
termission,'

- .matinee revenue would
have, been eliminated and the cost

of operation increased, stagehands
getting three hours additional pay
per day, for. one item. Ticket scale

has hot been determined.

Local Radio As

Roadshow Hypo
There is a definite trend towards

increased use of local radio in ex-
ploitation of road shows. It started

during the war when newsprint
shortages curtailed the size of ads in

the dailies. That doesn't mean that
the amount of lineage used in the
dailies will be necessarily reduced
but showmen in key cities, who were
hesitant at participating in the cost

of spot programs when suggested by
advance agents, now concede that

radio is well worth while. In New
York radio plugs are . occasional
rather than general.

In some stands during the past
.season theatre ads were limited to a

single inch and so advance men
made radio tieups. In Chicago at

least one deal had been made by an
incoming show whereby the house
will participate' in spot radio up to

$500 weekly, while in St. Louis the
legit house has a. seasonal arrange-
ment with the local station, amount
of participation by visiting shows be-
ing optional. Not all broadcasts are
on a cash basis, microphones being
hooked up in the lobbies and dress-
ing rooms, with members of the
casts going on the air on nn average
of three limes weekly. Those pro-
grams are gratis.

One road press agent reported
learning some odd incidents in con-
nection with the failure of dailies in

reaching a percentage of potential

theatregoers. In one stand a shop-
keeper was unaware that a hit was
coming to town, his explanation be-
ing that he was too tired to read the
papers at night

CPO Balks Albany
Try to Revive Legit

Albany,- July '9.

Malcolm. Atterb'ury's . project to

convert the Capitol theatre into a
smaller house for a fall-winter legit

repertoire has been blocked by re-
fusal of the Civilian Production Of-
fice in Washington to approve re-
modeling plans.

Atlerbury, operator of the Tama-
rack -summer playhouse at Lake
Pleasant, and son of the late W. W.
Atterbury, Pennsylvania Railroad
president, invested $85,000 in pur-
chase of the 25-year-old house from
W, W. Farley, He aimed to revive
legit in Albany.

LEGITIMATE 51

O'Neill Into 'State'

Hollywood, July 9.

Henry O'Neill, currently, under
oontract to Metro, will shift to the
stage temporarily as co-star with
Conrad Nagel and Irene Hervey. in

the Coast version of "State of the
Union," current Broadway hit.

Show is booked for five weeks at

the Bi Itmore, starting Aug. 19.
'

HERBERT'S POSTHUMOUS

OPERETTA TO BE PROD.
Ella Herbert Barllctt,. daughter of

the late Victor Herbert, still plans
producing a posthumous operetta by
her composer-father. Score is said
to contain 22-24 unpublished limes,
and a book is still to be written.

Option on the piece, until recently,
was hckl by Mike Todd.

'Mr. Winkle' Has

Short Holiday
Aquaietla, the marine amphi-

theatre at the former 'World's Fair

grounds', Flushing, N. Y., which
offered "Mr, Winkle's Holiday," a

combination musical comedy and
swim show, folded Saturday (6)
after two weeks and one night: it is

said to have represented an invest-
ment of over $100,000. Performance
was highly regarded, but was played
in a spot hardly accessible to patron-
age except that which came in autos,

so attendance in the 10,000-seat

Aquaretta was generally disappoint-
ing.

Show was presented by 'Elliott
Murphy in association with John
Moses: latter not being related ' to

Robert Moses, commissioner of
parks, who prohibited posting of

outdoor : advertising near the Aqua-
retta nor along the Long Island
parkways, show being entirely de-
pendent on the dailies for publicity.

The real handicap was transporta-
tion, place being serviced by a sin-

gle Brooklyn car line which went
oilt of operation- several days last

week, when the' tracks buckled. An
elevated-line track, used when the
fair was open, was not. operating
either. At that the station is some
distance away. Nor did buses run
near the show's site. "Holiday"
played six nights weekly. Manage-
ment protected it with costly rain
insurance, but weather was not a
factor in the show's failure.

Only other permanent building on
the fairgrounds is the New York
city building, which will be used by
the United Nations. Delegates,
staffs arid reporters will have motor
transportation.

Karlweis, Bromberg
Set for Cahn Legits

Oscar Karlweis, last seen on
Broadway in "I Like It Here." has
been signed by.William Cahn for a
revival of Marcel Pagnol's "Topazfe"
in December. Frank Morgan did
Play originally in 1930.

J. Edward Bromberg, who played
w.-'.h Karlweis- on Broadway in "Ja-
cooowsky and ihe= Colonel," was
s.;;ned by Cahn for- the lead in the
tatter's forthcoming new musical,
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame." This
^viU mark Bromberg's firsi singing
role.

'OBSESSION' TO OPEN

CHI STAY JULY 29
Kansas City, July 9.

"Obsession," the two-people legit

starring Basil Rathbone and Eugenic

Leontovich, has been set to open its

Chi run July 29, following a four-

performance stand here July. 25-27 at

the Music Hall. The Chi engage-

ment is set for the Erlanger, and
plan is to hold the play in Chi until

fall, when it will be taken to Broad-
way, according to Bert Stern, ad-,

vance man.

K. C. date for "Obsession" was set

only after "Merry Wives of Wind-
sor." in a June hot weather stand,

indicated that legit could go. profit-

ably through the summer in the air

conditioned Music Hall. here.

"Obsession" is now being done
with its third ending. Opener on the

Coast saw a happy ending. In re-

buttal. Rathbone turned to killing

of! Miss Leontovich'. That met with

jess public approval,

version has Rathbone killing himself

—with belter boxoltice response.

'Maid' Flits Out

Of Ozarks to Flirt

With B'way DDT
The road's "champ two-for-oner."

"Maid in the Ozarks," billed as "To^
bacco Road' without brakes," is

dated to open at the Bejasco, N. Y..

next Monday (15). The United
Booking Office had ducked booking
the "saga" of Ozark hillbillies, and
New York managers refused to con-
sider the show, but Max J. Jelin.

whose tenancy of the Belasco has
seen a long succession of flops there,

accepted "Maid" through booking by
Consolidated Radio Artists.

"Maid" is presented by Jules
Pfeiffer, Who in extra space ads Sun-
day (7) anticipated its reception by
conceding that "the general critical

consensus will be it's the worst play
that ever hit Broadway:" He then
claimed that the attraction "smashed
boxoffice records in virtually every
key city in the U. S."

After first hearing about "Maid"
in San Francisco, Pfeiffer rented
the. then-shoddy Great Northern,
Chicago, and opened the show there,

with Danny Goldberg interested.

Average take for its 62-week Chi-
cago run was between $8,000 and
$9,000, with New Year's week top-
ping 10G slightly. After that stay

the show's . profits were $88,000,

Pfeiffer also profiting from the the-

atre's end. Literally millions of Iwb-
for-one tickets were dumped into

hundreds of war. plants in the Chi
area, and audiences were largely

from rural areas, many of them re-

putedly never having seen a legit

before.

"Maid" was first presented "at
Frisco's Alcazar, now dark and in

the discard, in January, 1941. Claire
Parrish, who wrote it, evidently set

out to outdo "Tobacco Road," the

play being described as "a comedy
caricature" of that drama. Comment
in. Variety's notice at that time in-

cluded: VThe Ozarkian crowd is pre-

sented as the dirtiest, lousiest (ac-

tually), most bedbug-ridden bunch
of folk ever assembled on a stage."

Reviewer said it was corny "but
made 'em roar" opening night, house
being filled with half-price ticket-

holders. ' H. F. and Charles R.

Woolever, local printers, were then
the presenters.

Show*will play Sundays, the mati-
nee on that day and Saturday tech-

nically have a $4.20 top, while the
night scale will be $3.60 top. Pfeiffer

getting press attention with that

stunt...

Pfeiffer plans spending $20,000 in

advance publicity. Tuesday's papers
carried ads headed "Who's Afraid of

the Big Bad Wolves," and the names
of the drama critics were listed in

the copy.

Vera Allen Takes Over

Theatre Wing Duties

Of Antoinette Perry
Sudden passing of Antoinette

Perry, associate of Brock Perhberlon
and a tireless director of the Amer-
ican Theatre Wing during the war,

has been followed by some shifting

of the . all-fcmmc officers in the

Wing.
Vera Alien of the legit stage, who

is third viccpresident of the Wing.

Sale of Picture Rights a Key Issue

In Huddle This Week of Producers

And Dramatists Guild on Contract

Dave Schooler Set To
Produce B'way Revue

Dave Schooler, producing an inti-

mate revue, plans its Broadway ar-

rival early in the fall.. Show, orig-
inally called "Give Us This Day," is

now titled "Happy Day." .

Formerly a biglime vaudevilliati,

Schooler during the war was pro-
duction head of USO-Camp Shows.

Score for "Happy" is credited to

Hughie Prince, Dick Rogers, Erwin
Drake and Jimmy Shirl, sketches
cording from Matt . Brooks, Charles
Sherman and Alfred Geto.

'Laura,' Geared

Too High, Folds
Closing in Chicago last week of

"Laura,"' drama based on the 20 th-

Fox picture of same name, is traced

to the fact it was too highly geared

and because sharing contracts were
such that it was necessary to gross

$16,500 to break even, a figure far

too much for a one-set show. Play

was presented by Hunt Stroniberg,

Jr., who bounced onto Broadway last

season with "The- Red Mill," teamed
with Paula Stone, revival being cur-

rent and aimed through summer.
Young Slrombfrg, son of the film

producer, has scheduled several at- . .. ,
. ... . ,„;,,„,, ,„

V _ » „,„„ ...u»r the showmen will be permitted to do
tractions for next season, but when

( __ :J._ 4l__ _. û _„,,..„
"Laura" goes on again the operating

By JACK PULASKI:
Negotiations . to revise regulations,

in author contracts covering legit

production and the sale of picture

rights will start this week in Kew
York between the Dramatists Guild

and the managerial League of New
York Theatres. Interest, in the re-

visions by major picture companies-

has been indicated, and film execs

in the east are slated for one or

more conferences with the League
though not with the Guild.

When the expiring pact was nego-

tiated picture rights were, an integral

part of the rewritten provisions. At
that time the fllmites huddled many
times with play producers. Lawyers
for the picture firms found points id

which they objected nnd eventually

advised their principals to walk out,

which they did, Warners and Metro
being the principal dissenters. -Both
outfits were disaffected principally

after they discerned that financing of

plays did not accompany control of

the screen rights. Authors "stood for

open bidding by Hollywood, and that,

will continue to be a pertinent pro-
vision in the basic agreement. Last
week Warners requested that the

.

firm be invited to participate in the

negotiations for new : revisions, and
it's presumed that other majors will

also talk it over with the managers.

Although it's hoped that the points

to be argued will be amicably agreed
upon, there is a feeling among man-
agers that if changes drawn up by
the Guild go through as is, all that

budget must be revised downward
Miriam Hopkins and Otto Kruger.

who headed the cast, were reported

getting approximately $2,000 and
$1,500, respectively, with one or two
others being paid four-figure sal-

aries. Gross of "Laura" last week
was close to $13,000, and ordinarily

takings of that amount for a straight

play would mean profitable opera-

tion, especially in- the summer.
Drama is slated reopen in

Toronto about Sept. 15. by which
lime a -number of cast changes will

have been made.

Chicago, July 9.

Despite ads proclaiming "Laura"

as "The Love Story They Dared Nol
Tell on the Screen," the Hunt
Stroniberg. Jr.-produccd legiler suf-

fered much the same fate as '"Re-

becca," another post-film play, fold-

ing after four weeks at the Harris

Saturday (6).

Leventbal, Shubert Tiff

Producers J. J. Leventhal and Lee

Shubert figured in a dispute over

several matters last week.
Shubert is said to have been an-

gered because Leventhal sent Jane

Cowl to Buffalo in a train coach seat

instead of providing parlor car ac-

commodations. Another argument

arose over McKay Morris, both play-

ers having been engaged for a Buf-

falo stock showing of "Candida.''

Leventhal claimed that, he could not

obtain belter accommodations for

Miss Cowl. Morris, who also ap-

pears to have steamed up Shubert,

was replaced.

Leventhal is presenting stock in

Buffalo and other stands in addition

Ip two New York nabc houses, the

Flalbush, Brooklyn, and- Windsor,

Bronx. While Frank McCoy is his

associate, Shubert is generally in-

terested with them.

Is to provide the cash for produc-
tion, with full control placed- in the

hands of the authors. There's a pos-

sibility that the new contract could
be agreed upon, in one session for

there is a mood' to negotiate rather

than for prolonged argument. How-
ever, there will be lawyers present,

and in the past there were extended
huddles before agreement was
reached. The factions are supposed
to complete their labors by Aug. 1.

Proposed changes of rules per-

taining to musicals appear to be a
principal issue, some producers hav-.

ing strenuously objected. Proposed
changes would strip the manager .pf

all say-so in the selection of com-
plement, according to the inlrepreta-

tibn of the wor.dage, and they

could even involve showmen with

the musicians union, which has no
pact with the Guild. Managers have

not sounded put the authors, since

such clauses are only broached,

awaiting for the negotiation sessions.

It's pointed out that all proposals

first aim at objectives that seerri far-

fetched, then are later- modified. Ex-
pectation is that the authors Will be

|
amenable to waiving the protested

provisions.

Friedlander's Daughter

To Produce Deval Play
Sylvia Friedlander: has purchased

Jacques Deval's "Balhsheba'' for

Broadway production late this sum-
mer or early fall. Exact production

dale depends on casting of two lead

parts.

This is the production deblil of

Miss Friedlander. 'daughter of Emil

Friedlander. chairman of the board

of Dazian's, the costume-fabric

house.

and current and who has been in charge of

shows sent to GI hospitals, will take

over Miss Perry's duties. At a board
meeting of the Wing. Rachel Croth-

crs. its president, paid high tribute

to Miss Perry, saying "I have al-

ways been convinced thai no one

else in the theatre could have done
so much and as well. We owe her a

debt of inexpressible gratitude."

Mrs. Martin. (Louise) Beck, the

Wing's treasurer,, has been made
chairman of the executive commit-

tee. Gertrude Lawrence and Helen

! Hayes are first and second vicc-

! presidents respectively, but are nol

j
always available.

I

It has been suggested by Jake

r Wilk, head of Warners' legit depart-

ment, that a memorial tribute- to

Miss Perry be planned. He has asked
I John Golden to . head a committee

;
for that purpose, the manager hav-

; ing been a leading participant in the

'formation of the Wing. At the re-

I cent dinner given to Golden he

; highly evaluated Miss Perry's war

! service work. Others invited lo par-

1UCASTA' ENDS 44-WK.

RUN AT CHI'S CIVIC
Chicago, July 9.

"Anna Lucasta" ends a 44-wcek
run at the Civic on Saturday (13),

company returning to New York but .

due lo tour in the fall. In anlicipn-

tion of a year's slay the house is un-

der lease to John Wildberg tor on*
! year, presenter of the colored-cast

j
drama having a renewal option for

a similar period. He has entered in-

I

to a deal with United Artists to show

j

"Henry V" at the Civic, English film

[
starling, on two-a-day basis Aug. 5.

• Theatre Guild, which" sponsors
"Henry," is not' a factor in the boOk-

|

ing '

"Anna" is slated to ppen on. the
{ road in Bridgeport, Sept. 30,. lenta-
1 tive bookings

.
extending into next

1
May. probably finaling on the Coast.

! Original "Anna" is still on Broad-
way, aimed through the summer.

licipalc in the memorial include

Marcus Hciman, Dick Rodgers. O:--

! car Hammerslein, 2d, Lee Shubert.

|
Dwighl Deere Wiman and Vincent

Sardi. .

I Miss Perry was to have directed

|
"The Magnificienl Heel," slated by

' Pemberlon early in the fall, but the
' producer now will stage the .play,
: tlso the road "Ilarvcy" with Joe K.

Brown, which resumes soon in Buf-

Eleanor Lynn to Sub
For Holliday in 'Born'

I

Eleanor Lynn is now in rehearsal
lo sub for Judy Holliday in "Born

("Yesterday," ' at. the Lyceum, 'N. Y.,

during a vacation for Miss Holliday

the first two weeks in August. Miss

Lynn is also set to head a second
company lo tour starting early in

September.

Miss Lynn was last seen In New
ralo on one of several dates prior i York in Lindsay and Crousi's pro-

! to a Chicago engagement
J
duclion of "Strip For Action."
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Early Strawhat Harvest Heavy;

Lawrence $9,400 With Tygmalion
Dennis, Mass., July 9.

Gertrude Lawrence's "Pygmalion,"

at Richard Aldrich's 500-seat Cape
Playhouse, last week grossed over

$9,400 for smash biz. Gregory Peek's

"Playboy", sold, out 10 days ago, is

current.

Strawhat prices have caused some
comment in trade, for. their compari-
son with Broadway, legit figures.

Bucks County Boflola

New Hope, Pa., July 9.

Virtual capacity is being regis-

tered : by Bucks County Playhouse
for first four bills in what looks like

a bonanza season for the Delaware
Valley deluxe- strawhattcr. Gross
varies little from $5,500 Xo $6,000

for manager Theron Bamberger
weekly.

Last week Sidney Blackmer in

"You Touched Me," despite usual
holiday shunning of matinees, tal-

!

lied $5,500 . to cpme' in a close'

third, to "Everybody's Wonderful"
("Jason"), which was second stanza
bill the week of June 17. Best b.o.

bill to date was "Kiss and Tell.",

week of June 24, with the Dennis
King, opener, "Blithe Spirit," the
weakest.

Entire nine performances for
Helen Hayes in "Alice-Sitrby-the-
Firf>" opening next Monday (15)
are already sold out. Bamberger
has scheduled an extra Thursday
matinee to absorb some of the over-
flow. Mary MacArthur will make
her debut with her mother in that
bill, with Joshua Logan directing.
Logan will also direct "Happy
Birthday" for Miss Hayes on Broad-
way in fall.

'

This week Sidney Blackmer is

staying over as star of "Chicken
Every Sunday," with another boff
frame indicated. Kitty Carlisle will
follow Helen Hayes July 22 in "To-
night or Never."

,
Strawhat Tryouts

Beginning Tuesday (16), Hemp-
stead (L. I.) theatre will produce
"Carbon Copy," new drama by
George Morris to be staged by Otto
Simetti. Leading roles will be taken
by Richard Barron, Joel Marston
and Joan Copeland.

Saratoga Springs Spa theatre,

state-owned, house managed by
Jewel Steven, has scheduled "Moth-
er, Please Behave!" an original by
Miss Steven. . New play is set for
the week of Aug. 27-Sept. 1.

Heat Wilts Yardley

Yardley, Pa., July 9.

Soaring thermometer and holiday
exodus . at local strawhatter five

miles up the Delaware from Tren-
ton, NJ J., cut gross last week of
"Claudia." with Betsy Drake in title

role, to $1,700: Converted town hall
seats 300, and is under management
of actor Wendell Corey . and William
P. . Dix. Jr., with Warren. Reid as
general, manager.

"Of- Mice and Men," featuring
George Cotton and Lynn Masters,
started strong this Week. "Fair and
Warmer" slated for July 15, "Ber-
keley Square" for. July '22.

Wilder In 'Skin'

Cohasset, Mass., July 9.

South Shore Players production of

"Skin of Our teeth" will star play's

author, Thornton Wilder, in his first

appearance in that play. Wilder will

play the role ol Mr. Antrobus dur-

ing its presentation the week of

Aug. 5.

This • week has Dennis King
starred in "Blithe Spirit." followed

by , Gle.nda Farrell in "Brief Mo-
ment," July 15.

Washburn Comedy Tryout

Long Beach, N. Y., July 9.

"Boys in the Front Room," new
comedy by Charels Washburn, legit

pressagent, will be tried out at the
Crest here week of Aug. 12 by direc-
tor Rowland Edwards.
Strawhat got under way July 2 for

first time in 14 years with "The
Play's the Thing," starring Jose
Ferrer. Sam Jaffe and Zero Mostel
in "The Milky Way" are current.
Edwards ran the theatre, then

known as the Castle when it last of-
fered legit In 1932. House seats 718.

Theatre has a high scale for straw-
hats, week night prices running from
$1.80 to $3.60, Friday through Sun-
day, top being $450. Gus Schirmer
had a $4.80 top for' opening night of
his Greenwich, Conn„ summer sea-
son, ' when Tallulah Bankhead ap-
peared in "Private Lives," but top
for rest of fortnight's engagement
was $3.60, and top since then has
dropped to $3, with $3.60 on Satur-
days.

Louisville's 'Moon'

Louisville, July 9.

"New Moon," Sigmund Romberg
operetta, teed off the six-weeks'
summer music season at Iroquois
Amphitheatre Tuesday (2), arid

drew excellent $23,000 in six per-

formances ending Sunday (7). . Cur-
rent season is the eighth, with last

year's skipped.
Marita Fan'ell

,
sang the femmc

lead, with Walter Cassel playing op-
posite. Supporting were

:
Robert

Pitkin. William Sully. Donald Burr,
Hal Conklin, G. Swayne Gordon
and Nan Shannon.

:
Orchestra was

directed by William A. Parson.
Denie Dufor is production director:

"Girl Crazy," with Willie Howard,
is second week's bill opening to-

night (9).
.

Illinois Haylofts Oft Bis .

Chicago, July 9.

Strawhatters are off with a bang
here, with Elm'hurst Community the-

atre, Elmhurst college, packing 'em

in with "Blithe Spirit" for three days

over the past weekend.
Upcoming are "The Would-Be

Gentleman,'* Wednesday (10)

through the 13th, by the Western
University Summer Theatre in Evan-
ston, and "Post Road" Friday (12)

through the 14th, by the Barnum
Summer : Theatre, near Michigan

City, Ihd.

'Blossom Time' ll'^G, Memphis
Memphis, July 9.

Overcoming terrific weather han-

dicap, "Blossom Time" turned in fair

$1 1,500 for week of July 1-6 as first

attraction of Memphis Open Air The-
atre season, . Shows must do slightly

better than that to break even.

Rain forced cancellation of ' the

opening Monday night performance.
Also cut Thursday's Fourth of July

performance at end of second act.

Boxoffice suffered dally from show-
ers, even on days when weather was
okay at night.

"Blossom Time" starred Ethel Tay-
lor, Edward Roecker, Frank Horna-

,
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day, Elizabeth Houston and Jann
Moore.
'/Bohemian Girl" current this

week; with Rosemaric Brancato,

John Gurncy, Martha Larrimorc,
Frank Hprnaday and Eddie Roecker.

„ Deeter In 'Tragedy'

Moylan, Pa
,
July 9.

Jasper Deeter, director of the

Erwin Piscator version of Theodore
Dreiser's "An American .Tragedy"

when it played at Hedgerow theatre

here in 1935, will play the speaker
in the Hedgerow revival in the fall.

Direction will be by Rose Schulman.
David Metcalf will play the role of

Clyde Griffith.

Hays Abroad

'Strawhat Review

Cup of Fury
New ' Milford, Conn., July 3.

Luu I.s 'i'ownPtMul pnitiuvllun of tlrnnVu" In

llnvu -iii-is (l"uur sevnes) by 'BUI Noblf anil

CruiK" Savngc. St;iy* Dhniche Yurkii.
SliiKi'ri by IIukI» KpHiiwh: trotting by. Kd-
wnrtl'T. i\Mipt»Y. (ipi-nril ;it Tlieiili-fr-hi-ilip-

Dalc- ."New Milfiml. Comi.. July 'W.
top.

'

J:im(\«, the Hutlci-.

<*aryl llrynoliW. . .

Paw \VinlPii*
Martha Winter*. .

.

Chrlytlno Winter.*.
Honor Winlora. ...

.

Wai;rcn Wlim-i*; .

,

Ha i on .

Joan "Winters. ....
Uui'hrl
Juililll Wlnlcrs. . .

.

Crac*. lit*' Maiil. .

.

Clun k's Winters. ..

, ..Ulclmni Snundors
. . . Jriii KUi'i lto l.cwl.s

. . . . . Waller llronhc
. Atlelyn WnndlnKton

Vickie" l»nul
. . Mii-linel l>ennlmm
....... .John Sfo'rny

HimtteIC
..' <:iui-ln --.Willis

. . . . Unrren. McLean
. . Nl:inchc Yiirku
Clorln /Wliltney

, . WilUnm Hobci lyon

$100
FULL COLOR

TEST
IN

16 MM
CALL

CORYN
Circle 7-0575

953 Seventh Aveaue, New York

"Cup of Fury" is a psychopathic
drama that needs considerably more
stirring. Angles that are important
to 'the story are developed insuf-
ficiently, though dialog makes for
easy listening.

Authors have an Interesting,
though not particuarly original,
theme in the story of a spinster who
reigns over Spokane clan whose
former head had made a fortune out
of mining. Through trickery and
subdued terrorism she has a brother
and spinster sister, together with
an assortment of nephews, pretty
much under her thumb.

This situation prevails until youth-
ful Joan marries into the family
and challenges the despotic spin-
ster's right to govern the lives of
the entire flock. As a result, a
mental twist that has been smoul-
dering within the dictator mind
comes to a boil and, after killing off
Joan's favorite . dog as an indirect
warning to the girl, she builds up
to a sequence in which she is about
to polish off the bride herself. The
plot falls through as other mem-
bers of the family realize how they
have been duped for years, and the
play ends with the spinster left
alone! in the family mansion with
a single servant, and her own con-
science.

Play requires a strong central
character, which it finds in Blanche
Yurka. who dominates action ca-
pably as the spinster dictator. Sup-
porting cast as a whole is compe-
tent, the better performances being
turned in by Walter Brooke, as an.
adopted son: Gloria Willis, as Joan;
Adelyn Woodington, the other spin-
ster aunt, and William Robertson,
as a tippling uncle.

Hugh Fellows, on staging, and
Edward T. Cooper, oh set Resigning,
did well in those respective depart-
ments, Bone,

Play Out of Town

1 > ( > »
• Ml /

Two Hearts in % Time
' Hollywood, July 9.

'Two Hearts in Three^Quarter
Time" opened at what bids fair to be
the running mate to the Hollywood
Bowl in the Griffith Park Greek The-
atre. Situated in the hills above
Hollywood, east of the Hollywood
Bowl by two miles, the theatre is

approximately one-fifth the size of
the bowl, seating 4,200 as compared
with the other's 22,000.

The Hollywood Starlight Theatre
Ass'n, headed by Gene Mann, pre-
sents the Robert Stolz musical,
which is pretty slow-moving and has
too little of a tuneful score to be
more than a fair opener for this spot.
However; the production by Barrie
O'Daniel's is rich and James Wester-
ner's staging has a good sense of
showmanship,
Kenny Baker and - Irene Manning

carry the vocal leads well, living up
to star billing. Pair, however, like
others in the cast, are hampered by
a poor public address' system, which
needs proper amplification as well as
control. Dances are neat packages,
with Patricia Bowman as prima bal-
lerina. Alexis Rotov is of star calibre
with his eccentric terp chores, while
Chick Chandler rises lo topflight
form as the comedy lead. Kate Drain
Lawson designed the costumes, and
R. L. Grosh designed nifty sets.

Productions, i£ they escape the fog
which seems to hang around the
summit of that section of hills/should
click and possibly become tradition,
picking up a season as they do from
the tail end of Civic Light Opera's,
yet offering a different type of enter-
tainment from the usual concert bowl
fare.

;
.

;
.'..,.

'»

l'

I Holle Ue Cadi

v

Porta, July 2.
' I.e Kalllcr production of musical comedy
lii - aula (10 weni'H). Directed t>y Muurlrr
1'oirKl.' Utara - .Michel Murono, Hotter
l.aciwt; features Jncky Flint, Henri Xlcl,
France' Auhert. Fubrea'y, slmonc Chuhlllun;
.cliorua or I.V llnok by Marc-Cab and: Itay-
inond Ylncy. >Iujmc by Francis* Lopez.
liyrlt-S by Maurice Vnhdalr. CoHlunii'H by
Marinette. Seta by Velle&rl and l.nmli'ln.

OancON by. Mlsu Dcu'un. At Cn>lnu dc
Muntpnrnnftiip.
CnrloA Medlnn . .

.

>fiinlllon .-

.

,

:

. ......
Top.i , . .

Miu-la T.uKsh

l>uny Clair
llnmlroz
Sliuonnc Cbobilttur
Burmnii
The luiKbnnd '.

Ciitin kiii(r

.toHo

Mnrlo
Mcmlnzn
I.olllit Oo|»cz .......

. . -MlrhM Milrnno
. . . Hvrifr .Lnri>sli>

Jiuky l>'llm

. . .Vrnnrc Anliorl

...... llcnrl Nlfl
Kubrezv
.( Vi llin

...Joec 'Allcci-lnl.

. . J|II*,|UI>!< Viilcpr
. ...1 (ic-quos Dldier
.Kernnril l>einory
.... Miuvel ' Aynre
..Henri lluviMine.
. . . Mlna. l''liurtcni'o

Aside from some fairly good music
by composer Francis Lopez, this

show has interest only because in

the fall it is slated to becoipe a. mu-
sical comedy- produced by ' Lee
Shubert and Clifford C; Fischer for

Broadway. Latter considered that
some catchy tunes, and the' Spanish
locale could be used as basis for. a
musical extravaganza. As is this

show is done at this nabe by an in-

expensive cast and with poor sets.

Play opens in Cannes and intro-

duces the male singing lead ns a big
Him star about to leave for Spain
where he is to make a picture. His
assistant director is the chief come-
dian and the director is his foil.

Next scene shows the company at

a Spanish Inn, were the servant, cast
as comedienne, gels busy with- the
assistant director. A local beauty
(femme singing lead), dissatisfied

with her hometown lover, seeks to
make him jealous by appearing to
fall for the picture star. She is cal-

led upon to substitute for a missing
femme in a picture scene showing
her getting married to the mule star.

But since the man who performs the
ceremony is a real gypsy kinw. and
the girl herself is of Gitan. blood, the
marriage becomes valid. The home-
town beauty and the star find they
are. really married.
Second act has them spending

an unsatisfactory honeymoon, the
bride pining for her Spanish lover
and the groom thinking of an Amer-
ican girl he left in Cannes. He fi-

nally decides to return there, leaving
his film, uncompleted: The Ameri-
can girl arrives in time to find out
about the Spanish beauty, anxious
not to be left behind. The end comes
on the Cannes beach, where the star
arid the Spanish belle, the assistant
director and the comedienne as well
as the American girl and the home-
town lover all are happily matched.
Although not well done here, the

first act offers a happy mixture of
music and comedy. The second halt,

frequently draggy, calls for much
revamping. In its present condition,
show is just a frame in which Broad-
way prbduclional values and dances
may be inserted. The screen value is

entirely contingent on its final treat-
ment. Maxi.

Clullerbaek
' London, June 25.

Stephen Mllehell prescnuilon or nnw i-uui-

edy In tlirow acta by Beuii w. i,evy. di-
rected by the author. At New theatre,
Hull, Yorkshire.
Julittn.. Push * Nnunton Wayne
Arthur Pomtrct. Cnall Xadford
Deborah Pomfret Patricia Burke
Jane l'UKh Conalance CummlnK*
Clulterburk (lordou Hell
Melissa' • LalHKd f.nviit

Waller. Charles Wade

Benn Levy's first play since be-
fore the war (he was in the Royal
Navy) is a slick variation on Noel
Coward's "Private Lives" with a
glance at "Fallen Angels." Strongly
cast,' with a rich role for Constance
Cummings (his wife), it is a play of
characterizations: rather than action.
Its static qualities are a weakness,
but it should get by on the strength
of its wit and its reckless analysis
of wanton wives and straying hus-
bands.
Four people are on a pleasure

cruise. The two wives both have
shared a former lover named Clut-
terbuck. The two husbands have
both shared Clutterbuck's wife be-
fore her marriage. And it just hap-
pens that Mr. arid Mrs. Clutterbuck
are abroad and the two of them,
passing by like Mr. Pym, have a
shattering effect on the emotions of
the crusing quartet.
This scandalous setup, of course,

is told in retrospect. The various
affairs are dragged up from the past
in an

.
atmosphere of cocktails, blue

skies and romantic moons. Author
Levy, a Socialist member of Parlia-
ment, is able to fly into this luxury
atmosphere with the greatest of e4se.
Two clever strokes are the making

of the play. Clutterbuck is drawn as
almost a non-speaking part,, whose
mere presence is a deadly comment
on the erratic .passions. And the au-
thor reminds us that a married
woman in. her 30s is always sigh-
ing for some reckless love- affair like
she had in her youth.

The play is well done by cast, Con-
.stance Cummings and Patricia Burke,
as the romantic wives, and Basil Rad-
ford and Naunton Wayne, as the
sinful husbands: A clever young ac-
tress, Lalage Lewis, adds plenty of

glamor as Melissa. She appears okav
for films. .

1

Show had a cordial reception and
should translate weir into'' picture
form. It is the first post-war ven-
ture of theatre chief Stephen Mitch-
ell, ex-army man, who picked "The
Corn Is Green" for London before
the. war,
"Clutterbuck" stays six weeks on

tour before going into London, prob-
ably at.Wyndham's theatre. Ebct.

. La Monnaie Du l*apc
. _ ,

- Paris. June 'si.
Jean rniiul iiroducilon of (onndv r.«eue») by. .Michelle l.ahaye. Stars

die I.nhuyc, feutures tlcui-RCH Ltrcli',i
Claire Oerurd. Andre Uarnny. Dlrecied In"
llnlierl Dhcry. Seta b) Hayiin,nd
At Thonlrc Oaunou
I'lerro Devnull..
An .old num. ...

Anno Ijifce
llclcne. . . i

Mndaine .Devaull
Yvonne:-
The maid
Mr. Devnult
Kdounnl
*Mrs. Pols.wo.i

The Detfctlve..

l-'jlure.'

tleuise llrehat
Unbelt Illume

Mlrbelle I,:ilin\c
. Janiuellne DesrochVs

Claire Ccrard
.Marcelle Ta^sencian t

.Clni-y Monlb.-il
. Andt-c Camay

lncqiics Snimnei
.Marguerite lM>niane»
. ... .

. , . . .lluy-Ulvicro

This first: writing effort bf nch ess
Michelle Lahayc, was. well received
at the Daunou, and looks like screen,
material. It shows a girl entering :

a home where everything is going
wrong, and vanishing when she has
set things

.
right. Miss Lahaye lias

set the play in a provincial bourgeois
family, treated the matter in a light
vein and injected plenty of comedy.
It is well directed by Robert Dhery,
Miss Lahayc. who plays the hcav-

enrSent girl, first introduces herself
as looking for a job. She interests
Georges Brehat, a young man who
rebels against his family's habits and
has broken off his engagement with
a girl the' family wanted him to
marry. Remainder of the play takes
place in this family's drawing room.
Brehat gets his supposedly invalid
mother, Claire Gerard, to hire Miss
Lahaye as companion. Latter ingra-
tiates herself with everyone, turning
her employer into a lively woman
again and helping Brchat's sister to'
break off her engagement to Jacques
Sommot, a young souse. After she
has performed all those good deeds,
she leaves when -Brehat obtains the
family's approval to marry her.-.The
entire thing is a satire of bourgeois
prejudices.

.

Miss Lahaye, about whom the
whole action centers, gives a nice
performance. Claire Gerard, as Hie
middle-aged woman who at first
fakes being an invalid, turns out an,
energetic pleasure seeker. She sup-
plies a lot of the play's comedy. Jac-
ques Sommct has a good drunk
scene. . Maxi.
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Inside Stuff-Legit
• Memories of Antoinette Perry." by Brock Pemberton, appeared in Sun-

day's ii) -N. V. Times and was written in terms of an affectionate friend-

ship ih;vt spanned 25 years. The producer, who deeply mourned the pass-

ing of the woman who staged most of his : hits, told of a chance meeting

from which ripened into their managerial, association. It started when he was

introduced to her late husband1

, Frank Frueauff, who invited him -to have

a drink. Pembcrlon recalls having phoned his wife, Margaret, who asked

where he was. "I'm with a beautiful blonde," the produces/replied. Mrs.

Pembcrlon then exclaimed: ''You come right home!" But it was the

start of a long friendship between the two families. Wrote Pcmberton:-

"Antoinette Perry had four- true loves—the theatre, New York, figures

and human beings. .. .Figures were her relaxation and her
. accuracy was

the bane of company managers. .. .! heard her say many times she loved

every stone in New York People-^nol stuffed shirts or phonies but

human beings—she loved passionately ... .Probably a third of her lite was
given to our work, the other two-thirds to helping people individually or

through the organizations she headed ... .Money meant nothing to her.

She was born with it, knew she'd always, have it and treated it with con-

tempt. . . she could never pass a derelict without slipping him a bill. .

.

Once she handed me a. promissory note for $25,000, although I had never

lent it to her, with the remark: "If anything should happen to me and you
should be hard up, just present- this to my estate."

Manager said that probably the most exciting
1

night of her life was the

London opening of "Strictly Dishonorable," when, her daughter Margaret:

made her debut at the. age of 16 to a cheering premiere audience. Elaine

Perry, her youngest . daughter, is due to join Pemberton's staff as stage

manager and eventuaJly to direct plays.

Honorary pallbearers at Miss Perry's funeral last week totaled 45, repre-

senting every branch of show business, the number being exceeded only
when George M. Cohan passed away, ' -

Brooks' Atkinson, former N. Y. Times drama critic back from Europe,
has started a scries of articles on Russia for the daily, first having ap-
peared Sunday .(7). He indicates an unfavorable impression of that coun-
try. Drew Middleton, who succeeded him as Moscow correspondent for

the Times, had a yarn in the magazine section on the same day, indicating

he is fascinated by that city.

In Monday's (8) contribution Atkinson wrote: "The general level of

the theatre (in Moscow), art and. music is low—and I suspect that many
writers, actors and musicians realize it On the whole there is no vitality

in the arts;, they are reactionary and moribund. Under the dead weight of
political control there is little opportunity . for individual enterprise and
expedient It seems to me that Soviet art contains just as much
hokum and bathos as ours, without producing occasional works of orig-

inality that compensate for the failures. The combination of isolationism
and totalitarianism has resulted in the death of new ideas."

Atkinson's Russian views will be published in book form.

Orson Welles'' capacity for continuous work has surprised the staff of
"Around the World," and sometimes they arc unable to maintain the pace
he sets for them.

Recently, on his regular Sunday afternoon broadcast, Welles read from
the Bible, without explanation, although the program is supposed to be a
political commentary, After a Saturday night,performance of "World" he
dictated copy for his talk which goes on at 1:15 p.m., but his secretary was
60 exhausted that, instead of typing .'the matter in the morning, he failed

to awake until four o'clock that afternoon. Welles is an apt adlibber on the
stage, but decided that wouldn't do for politics. So he proceeded to read
passages from Genesis.

Arthur Margetson, incidentally, who has been featured in "World," is

now co-starred with Welles, who is thinking of putting on "King Lear" on
off matinee afternoons.

.

Robert Trumbull, foreign correspondent for the N. Y. Times, surprised
Broadwayites. recently by his familiarity, with oldtimers in show business.
Asked how come he explained that his father, the late Oliver Trumbull,
was professionally known as OUic Mack, of Murray and Mack, Irish comics
who starred in "Finnegan's Ball" and "McFa'dden's Flats," among other
musicals. Team also was standard, in bigtime vaudeville.

Some of the team's scripts are still being sold for films, and the reporter
recognizes radio gag he first heard in the Murray and Mack routines.
Trumbull's next assignment for the Times is Singapore. He authored "The
Raft" and "Silversides" novels^

Apparently the pans Charles Coburn and "Merry Wives of Windsor'! got
in Pittsburgh last spring must bo still rankling the veteran actor. Recently

.

all the Smoky City critics got from Coburn a batch of "Wives" reviews
from different cities in the country, star having hand-picked the favor-
able ones, and attached to them a note saying "Somebody must be wrong."
Pitt reviews on the show itself were not only bad, but most of them com-
mented on the ineffectiveness of star's performance, too,

Equity and its chorus branch, which helped bankroll the American
Guild of Variety Artists, hardly expected the loans to be paid back, so
when the legit unions received checks amounting to more than $30,000 it

was. a surprise to the officers of both.'

AGVA was far in the red several years ago but has built up a bankroll
of around $200,000. Total refunded loans amounted to nearly $7.1,000,
largest amount, over $40,000, going to the Screen Actors Guild.

SKIN Slumbers With Good Weather;

Icetime Hot $55,400, Mia.' 30G In

176th Wk/Aimie^G, iister32P

San Francisco, July .9.

"The Fortune Teller," third in the
series of Civic Light Opera produc-
tions, which opened at the Curran,
July 1, looks . a smash hit. Played
to capacity gross last week of $33,-
000. Show, however, is limited to a
three-week run, when it moves on
to Los Angeles.

'Merry Wives of Windsor," star-
ring Charles. Coburn, now in third
week of a four-week run at the
Geary, dipped and chalked up $13,-

000 last week.

CHIGROSSESDIP;

'LUCASTA'lOG,

TARK' 38G
Chicago, July 9.

Large-scale exodus of Chicagoans

from the city for the" four-day July 4

holiday weekend was responsible, for

a slight drop in legit grosses last

week. Biggest slip was registered by
Mike Todd's "Up in Central Park,"
which got around $38,000. "Anna
Lucasta," going into its last , week
of its long Chi run, came up with a

around $10,000. "State of the Union"
continued to top all.

.
"Laura," which closed Saturday

(6) wound up its four-week stay
with $13,000 on the final session.

Estimates for Lut Week ,

"Anna Lucasta," Civic (41st week)
(600; $3.60). Good $10,000, closes
Saturday.
"Laura," Harris (4th week) (1,000;

$3.60). Closed Saturday (6) with
$13,000.
"State of the Union," Blackstone'

(11th week) (1,360; $4.20). Some
drop but still tops for straight plays

Temperatures were better during
the holiday week on Broadway but
biz certainly wasn't. Perfect weather
on the Fourth of July was fashioned
for the outdoors, reaction oii Broad-
way beinfi just so-so for most attrac-
tions, majority having switched reg-
ular matinees to that afternoon.
The several standouts held to form,
protected by advance sales any-
how, but the others dropped as ex-
pected. -i

"Icetime" is doing great business,
but more amazing is that for "Okla-
homa!" longest-run musical, which
again went to virtual capacity. Pop-
ularity of "Annie Get Your Gun"
and "Call Me Mister," the new musi-
cal clicks, is undiminished. "St.
Louis Woman" dived and closed,
while "Dream Girl" has suspended
for two months. Surprise entrant
next week is "Maid of the Ozarks"

with $24,000.
"Up In Central Park."

(12th week) (2,163; $4.80).
to $38,000.

Shubert
Dropped

L A. Hits 10SG

In Wham Week
Los Angeles, July S.

Topping even last week's smash
gross of $107,000 for three houses,

same trio came back over the holi-

day week and scored-again. El Cap?
itan hiked its take to $18,200, thanks

to extra performances of Ken Mur-
ray's "Blackouts of 1946," now in

the 211th week. "Bloomer Girl" en-

cored $52,Q0O for the second stretch

at the Philharmonic. "Oklahoma"
repeated its SRO $38,000 for the
ninth frame at the Biltmore. Take
reached total of $108,200 for the
week.

All three other houses, Mayan,
Musart and Belasco, did an el foldo
within 24 hours of each other last

week, due to weak offerings and
weaker returns.

Fred Spooner, a legit press agent in his spare time, has sold his Massa-
chusetts farm for $10,500. He bought it for $1,500 and spent around 2 Gs
fixing it up.

Warren O'Hara, back with "The Voice of Turtle ' on the road, has
bought in on a San Francisco cafe. He is leaving that show to become
company manager of the Coast "State Of The Union."

The managers last week agreed to wage increases for doormen, tickeU
takers and ushers in legit theatres. Backstage doormen now get $34 per
week, a boost of $7, while ticket takers are now getting $33, $6 more than
previously. Chief Ushers' pay went up $4 to $24, directresses are now
scaled at $20.50 and ushers $18.50, increases of $3.50. New scales arc re-
troactive to last June 1. -

Muriel Dickson, who came to New York 12 years ago with the D'Oyly
Cartes, an English troupe that specializes in Gilbert and Sullivan operettas,
planed back to. London last Sunday (7). Soprano is the only member
of the visiting players known to have remained over here. Miss Dickson
has vocal engagements over there. Columbia Concerts booked her for
recitals on this side.

Geraldine Brooks, daughter of Jimmy and Bianca Slroock and whose
name was changed when she signed recently, with Warners, may appear
in the Ogonquit (Me.) tryout of "Balloon.'' Michael Myerberg, producing
it, has asked the studio to release her for one month to appear in the play.
Young actress. is in Warners' "Cry Wolf," her part having been finished,

and she's likely to come east for the tryout

New Hollywood theatrical group, headed by John Garfield, is reported
organizing to present stage shows and take advantage of film acting talent.
Idea is something on the order of England's Old Vic Co. Understood the
project is in the nature of a workshop, but more elaborate than the
Actors Lab, in which Garfield is currently interested.

.
Stage Relief Fund announces that eight performances were given for

its benefit during the past season, gross having been $27,084, or an average
of $3,498 per show.

'GIRLS' BRIGHT $30,000

IN PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia, July 9.

"Follow the Girls,", re-lighting the
Forrest after two weeks' idleness,

was given uniformly enthusiastic
notices and despite a lagging ad-
vance sale came through with over
$30,000 in its first stanza here.

"Girls," despite heat, should hold
that pace and, given a couple of
weather, breaks, figures to up sev-
eral notches.
Nothing else announced here for

the summer weeks with "Voice of

the Turtle" opening at Locust Sept.
2 as only advance booking.

'Rosalie' 45G, St. Louis;

'Widow' Merry Successor
St. Louis, July 9.

Franz Lehar's "The Merry Wid-
ow." another top coin grabber of

the Municipal Theatre Assn.'s, rep-
ertory, is back for' its seventh' one-
week stand since 1923 at the alfresco
theatre in Forest Park.

Four new faces in the ' lead

roles, plus sweltering temperature
and a swell bally lured out an over-
flow mob of 10,400 last night (Mon-
day). This hung up a new opening
night attendance mark for the cur-

rent season. The gross was an es-

timated $4,500.

"Rosalie" wound up its seven-
night stand Sunday (7) and aided
by good weather copped a profit.

The piece attracted 75,000 customers
who laid approximated $45,000 on
the line.

Current Road Shows
(Period Cowering July 8-20).

"Anna Lucasta"—Civic, Chi. (8-20).

"Blackouts of 1946"—El Capitan,
Hollywood (8-20),

"Bloomer Girl" — Philharmonic,
LA. (8-20).

"Come On Up"—Selwyrt, Chi.
(8-20).

"Follow (he Girls"—Forrest, Phila.

(8-20).

"Merry Wives of Windsor"—Geary,
L. A. (8-13); Met., Seattle (15-20).

"ObaeMlon"— Lyric, Vancouver,
B. C. (8-13); Temple, Tacoma (14);

Pinney, Boise (16); Chief, Pocatello

(17); Capitol, Salt Lake City (16);

and Laramie (20). .

"Oklahoma!"— Biltmore, L. A.
(8-20).

"Pursuit of Happiness"—Shubert-
Lafayette, Det. (8-13).

"State of the Union"—Blackstone,
Chi. (8-20).

"Up In Central Park"—Shubert,
Chi.. (8-20).

"Voice of the Turtle"—Mayfair,
Portland (8-13); Lyric, Vancouver,
B. C. (15-20).

"Voiee of the Turtle"—Nat'l, Wash.
(8-13); Cass, Det. (15-20).

SUMMER STOCK
"Aniel Street"—Playhouse, Say-

yille, L. I. (9-14).

"Apron Strings"—Spa, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y. (9-14).

"Blithe Spirit"—Riverside, Bridg-
ton, Me. (9-14).

. "Brief Moment"—Cape, Cape May,
N. J. (8-13).

"CaniHellfrht"— Chapel, Guilford,

Conn. (B.-13).

"Caprice"—North Shore, Beverly,

Mass. (8-13).

"Chicken Every Sunday"—Bucks
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.

18-13).

"Kiss and Tell"—County, Siiffcrn,

N. Y! <9-13).

"Kiss and Tell"—Cobleighs,- Can-
ton, Conn. (9-13).

"Januarv Thaw"—Elitch, Denver
(8-13).

"Of Mice and Men"—Playhouse,
Yardley, Pa. <8-13).

"Over 21"—Playhouse, Kenne-
buiikporl. Me. (9-13).

"Papa Is AH"—Playhouse, Crags-
moor, N. Y. (8-13).

"Petrified Forest"—Chapel, Great
Neck, L. I. (9-13).

"Port Road" — Playhouse, Bolton

Landing, N. Y. (8-13).

"Soldier'a Wife"— P 1 a y.h o.u s e,

Keene, N. H. (9-14).

"Springtime for Henry"—Play-
house, Greenwich, Conn. (8-13).

"Ten Little Indians"—Elitch, Den-
ver. Col. (8-13).

"The Barker"—Music Hall, Clin-

ton. N. J. (8-13).

"The Bishop MUbehaves"—Play-
hoa>*. Pompton Lakes, N. J. (8-13).

"The Hasty Heart"—Casino, Holy-
oke: Mass. (8-13)..

"The Hasty Heart"—Playhouse,
Slockbridge, Mass. (8-13).

"Ihe Late Georce Apley"—Play-
house. Ogunquit, Me. (8-13).

"The Male Animal"—Playhouse,
Mt. Kifco, N. Y. (8-13).

"The Milky Way" — Crest, Long
Beach. L. I. <8-13).

"The Philadelphia Story"—Play
house! Boylston, Mass. (8-13):

"The Playboy of the Western
World"—Playhouse, Dennis, Mass
(8-13).

"The Vinegar Tree"—Drew, East

Hampton, L. I. (8-13).

"Three Men on a Horse"—Casino,
Newport, R. I. (8-13).

"Wlntersel" — Playhouse, Litch-

field. Conn. (8-13).

"You Can't Take It With You"—
Playhouse, Stamford, Conn, (8-13).

"Young Weodley" —. Playhouse
Westporl, Conn, (8-13).

at the Belasco. A yaude revue, "Tid-
bits of 1946," opened Monday (8) at
the Plymouth.
Keys: C (.Comedy),- D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R tRevuc),
M (Musical), O (.Operetta).

Estimates for Last Week
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (98th

week) (D-1.041; $3. CO). Consider-
ably down with the balance of the
field but intention is to play through
summer; quoted over $6,000.
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial

(8th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). One of
the sock attractions that agencies
depend oh, for the summer: over
$45,000.
' "Around the World," Adclphi (6th
week) (M-1,434: $6): Went off fur-,

ther; house location something of a
handicap; estimated around $23,000
but should do better after next
week.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (23d

week) (C-993; $4.80). Only show to
play an extra matinee, except "Ice-
time," gross for comedy smash, going
close to $23,000.

"Call Me Mister," National (12th
week) (R-1,142; $6). Standees al-
most all performances, takings again
topping $32,500; draws repeaters.

"Carousel," Majestic (84th week)
(M-1,667: $6). Rated around $36,000
last week; at that level crack musi-
cal holdover fared well enough for
this stage of run.
"Dear Buth," Miller (82d week)

(C-940; $4:20). Last three weeks;
dropped to around $5,500; company
due to tour starting late next month.
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (41st

week) (D-968; $3.60). Engagement
planned to continue until a new at-

.

traction, is booked in; approximately
$6,000.
"Harvey," 48th Street (88th week)

(C-925; $4.20). Bit late in selling out
night of the Fourth but capacity and
turnaway the. following night.

"Icetime," Center (3d week) (R-
2,994; $2.40). Played an extra mati-
nee oh the Fourth; business for new
skating revue went to. record $55,400
in 10 times.

"Life With Father," Bijou (344th
week) (C-614; $3.60). Run leader
doing mildly, as expected, with tak-
ings around $7,000, or slightly less.

"Oklahoma!", St. James (176th
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Has proven
strength of draw many times, last

count bettering $30,000; virtual ca-
pacity all times.
"On Whitman Avenue," Cort (9th

week) (D-1,064; $3.60). Mixed-cast
drama getting mild grosses with the
aid of two-for-ones; $7,000 estimated.
"Song of Norway." Broadway (95th

week) (O-1.900; $4.80). Last weeks
announced; down under $19,000 for
first time.

"Slate of the Union," Hudson (34th
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Among the
few shows that sell out consistently;
tops all straight shows with better
than $24,500.
"St Louis Woman," Beck. With-,

drawn last Saturday (6) after busi-
ness dived too much:
"Swan' Song," Booth (8th week)

(CD-712; $4.20). Claimed to have
picked up last week with aid of
two-for-ones; gross around $6,000.
"The Glass Menagerie," Roy ale

(66th week) (CD-1,025; $3.60). First
week in new spot saw better busi-
ness with Laurctte Taylor back;
rated around $11,000.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Moros-

co (118th week) (C-939; $3.60).
Three-person play aimed through
summer; dipped like most others;
$8,000 estimated.
"Three to Make Ready." Broad-

hurst (18th week) (R-1,160; $4.80).
Expected to run well into fall: like
must musicals business eased off
but. pitched up last week; $21,000 ap-
proximated.

REVIVALS
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (26th week)

(M-1,628; $6). Attendance should
pick up for the balance of summer;
slipped down to $35,000 last week.

The Red Mill," 4C(h Street (38th
week) (M- 1,319; $4.80). Slipped to
around $23,500 but is also expected
to improve from now on. .

VAUDE-REVUE
Tidbits of 1946," Plymouth (1.063;

$3.60). Presented by Arthur Klein
and Henry Schumcr; opened Mon-
day (8).

NEIGHBORHOOD
"On the Town," Flatbush, Brook-

lyn.
"The Late George Apley," Wind-

sor, Bronx.
LAYING OFF

"Dream Girl." Coronet (CD-1,037;
$4.80). Played 29 weeks.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire <CD-

1,082: $4.80). Played 22 weeks.

'LADIES' 5G, TORONTO
Toronto, July p.

Booked in for two weeks on a
partnership basis between Frank
McCoy and Ernest Rawley, "Good
Night, Ladies," starring Eddie Nu-
gent and Allen Kearns, ran into the.
heat and holiday competition.
Show had a $5,000 gross at the

Royal Alexandra (1,525), scaled at
$2.40 top.
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Literati
NeUbles U Tom( Shaw

First U. S. showing of (he film

"Caesar and Cleopatra" will be a

feature of the dinner at the Waldorf-

Astoria, July 25, to signalize George

Bernard Shaw's 90th birthday. Din-

ner, sponsored by Saturday Review

of Literature, will be attended by

literati and entertainment world

notables.
:

.Speakers list includes .Maxwell

Anderson, Deems Taylor, Howard
Lewis, proz of Dodd, ' Mead & Co.,

Shaw's U. S. publisher: Leonard

Bacon, of the National Institute of

Arts and Letters, and Henry Seidel

Canby, Sat. Rev. editor. John Mason
Brow/i will fly back to the U. S.

July 20, after a visit with Shaw in

London, to emcee the dinner,

Dinner guests will include Edward
C. Raftery. Gradweli Sears, Frank

Stanton, Edgar Kobak, John F.

Royal, Gene Tunney and
:
Jan

Struther.

Tele On Writers' Ajend* -

Northwest Writers' Conference, to

be held in Seattle July 29-Aug. 9, is

said to be the first writers' confer-

ence to consider television as a me-
dium for writers. Richard, Hubbcll,

tele expert, is slated to speak on the

subject.

Other top names include Arch
Oboler, northwest authors Betty

McDonald of "Egg and I" fame, and
Nard Jone*; - William Wprden and
Robert. Ormond "Case; J. Donald
Adams, N. Y. Times book reviewer;

Margaret Cousins, editor of Good
Housekeeping; Dramatist Guild at-

' torney Edward Colton; George Fred-
ley, and several publishers' deps. in-

cluding Ken McCormack and John
Sclby.

Conference will be held at the

Univ. of Washington.

Wilson's 'Hecate' Confiscated

^A bluenosc raid on four Doubleday
book shops Monday (8) netted 130

copies of Edmund Wilson's book of

short stories, "Memoirs of Hecate
County" which were later entered

on a police station blotter as "sala-

cious and lascivious literature." Ac-
tion was made by four plainclothes-

men. bearing search warrants issued

at the instigation of John S. Sumner,
exec secretary of the Society for the

Suppression of Vice.

Book, written by the New York-
er mag's literary critic, was pub-
lished last March by Doubleday and
has sold over 50,000 copies. Critical

opinion held that it was a serious

piece of fiction. Legal counter-
action by the publishers has not
been disclosed.

tour with visits to Metro and
Warners.
John Mason Brown, Sat. Review of

Lit. drama critic; due back from
Europe July 21. While abroad, he
visited with George Bernard Shaw.
Sum H. Hoffman, "whose play
From Now On" is being mulled

for fall production, has finished a
new novel, "Because I Loved You."
L. B. Fischer reissuing "Beloved

Stranger" by Leonhard Frank under
new title of "Carl and Anna." Metro
recently purchased the story as a
Greer Garson vehicle.

U.S. Acts Nicked
Continued from pace I

"Hobby Lobby" Msg Tie-in

Science Illustrated and "Hobby,
Lobby" (CBS) have worked out a
mag-radio promotional tie-in start-

ing Sept. Mag will run p'ix layout
of most interesting science hobby-
ist selected each month and plug
show in its national newspaper ads.

Program will dramatize, the fea-
ture week after mag hits the stands,
with editor Dr. Gerald Wendt ap-
pearing on the show to give a cer-
tificate to the chosen guest.

Canada and about 90c' payable for a
Canadian dollar in .U. Si - Now the

exchange .will be $1 for .a $1 'straight.

All . the hotels, nitcrics, picture,

houses, restaurants and stores, deal-

ing with the heavy flow of U. S. tour-

ists took a substantial loss due to the

sudden order. Since the order was
effective immediately, all the U. S.

dollars on which they paid 10% ex-
change was just give-away dough,
since they couldn't collect it from
the bank in the morning because the
order; was already in clYed.

Reason for the order without ad-

vance notice was. apparently a two-
fold one:

1) Had there been any advance
hint, a lot of U. S. tourists planning
to spend the holiday hern would
have changed plans of coming to

Canada.
2) Order was timed for the week-

end after banks were closed to pre-

vent a run on the banks where,
people would try to cash in any out-

standing* U. S. money and so take
advantage of the fOSJ exchange still

in effect.

Hits U. S. Performers
Another angle to the whole busi-

ness is the effect it will have on U. S.

performers in Canada. Usual con-
tracts, sighed weeks before for nitery
or theatre dates, provides payment
75% in U. S. funds and 25<;;.. in Ca-
nadian! With the order now effec-

tive, it will mean the performer will

now be getting i0',o less of his 75%
portion of his pay. From a tech-

nical point of view, there's not very
much the performer can do about it,

since the contract provides for him to

be paid in U. S. portion at the ex-
change rate prevailing at the time.
What sparked the sudden move,

ilsley said, was the. scuttling of the
OPA in the U. S. and its consequent
probable effect on Canadian econ-
omy. The parity action was part of

a four-point stabilization program
announced by Ilsley at the same time
which affirmed price controls here
and generally aimed to .stabilize

financial and industrial transactions
between Canada and U. S.

nooMers Elect
Marian Ayers, gen. mgr. of. Shel-

byvllle (Ihd.) newspapers, elected
prez of Hoosier State Press Assn.,
succeeding E. C. Gorrell. Others
are: Edwin C. O'Neel, publisher
Hagerstown Exponent, v.p: C. Wal-
ter McCnrty. Indianapolis News,
treas,; Bcrnice Butler, Indianapolis,
sec.

C.'ffATTF.R
Martin Qujgley, Jr.; in Hollywood

for month 01 business and sightsee-
ing.

Marcis Drake, television consult-
ant, has written a book, "Great
Days."
Howard Fiisl's novel "The Ameri-

can" is Literary Guild's selection for
August.

'

Marion Mayer. American Homes
m. c. due in Hollywood July 19 to

look over the studios.

Michael S. Green, appointed cor-
respondent for Scandinavian news
syndicate.

. Ccntroprcss.' '

.'

Magazine v.'ritcr Jack H. Pollack
spcndit.Jt the summer on a California
date ranch finishing a piny
Spanish govt, notified newspapers

and mags, with vacation season nn,

of its ban on' girls in bathing suit.--.

Joan Lane, formerly with Wom-
an's Home Companion, joined David
O. Sclznick as national magazine
contact.

Jorge Mcndoza Carrasco, Mexi-
can, editor, wound up his Hollywood

PT Wildcatters
Continued from paee 1

and would make good dinner con-
versation."

Initial deal was the purchase of a

race horse—a trotter, to be exact.

It's name was switched from Selby
Hanover to Expendable. At first

there was some objection to the deal,

not because it was considered un-
wise, but because Expendable was a
pretty good horse. He had finished

in the money 19 out of 20 times last

year. Some of the Wildcatters
thought this too sound and solid for
their organization. However, they
cleared their consciences by refus-

ing an offer to sell Expendable for
more than they paid for him 1

.

Since acquired by Wildcat, the hoss
has been running at Roosevelt Race-
way, Long Island, and has won twice
and showed twice, running but of

the money a number of other times.
Total purses '.have amounted to about
S1.000—which L« in keeping with
Wildcat policy, since it has cost con-
siderably more than that to maintain
him.

• Another project being considered
is Hie opening of a saloon in New
York. However, the board of gover-
nors has decided to investigate carc-

|

fully before taking chances bit bo-

j

coming
,
ordinary, successful busi-

i

ncssmcn. "Who 'know*." one cracked,
;
"wc might open the place and have

j

it an instant succors.. You have to be
careful about things like thai."

I

In the meantime, it looks like the
to-be-avoided success is dogging the
Wildcatters. Today (Wednesday),
Paramount is picturing Ihonr for a
newsreel story and either of ihp. cur.-

rent, deals 'cooking with fllin com-

panies will put Into the pot better

than three times the original in-

vested capital. Tom Dcegan . and
Pete McDonnell, of the public rela-

tions staff of the Abbott. Kimball ad
agency in Now Ypi-k, got the :idea

that the group might make the basis

of a screen yarn and arranged, a
party for major company story edi-

tors when Expendable ran ' its

maiden race of the season. Deals
grew out of that.

Long Weekend
Continued^ from pace 1

the b.o. Actually, there was no big
dumping of goods on the market nor
was there any considerable price
mark-up'/ Even with meats the most
drastic increase did not exceed
blackmarkct figures that thousands
have been paying for months.

.
While admitting that holiday week

trade might not give a true picture
as to whether OPA-less buying had
cut into theatre biz, few exhibitors
look for any material dislocation
other than the usual summer slower
trade. Hard-headed economists fail

to see whore film theatre takings
would be hit since even, if there
should be a drastic rise in prices,
assuming that all OPA curbs were
lifted permanently. Also that, these
upped prices would hardly exceed
blackmarket prices paid by the pub-
lic for months. ,

Most , conservative observers dp
not foresee anything more than (ho
usual summer dip as long' as na-
tional income stays up around
present levels. Business at. Aim box-
offices generally is conceded to be
off 5-10% on the average from win-
ter and spring highs. However, that
is about the expected normal sum-
mer season decline, And it is ap-
parent to most exhibitors now that
1948 will be the first, sum'aier since
Warboom spending. for the boxpfflce
to follow' seasonal tendencies, (ie.,

show decline for hot summer days).
Otherwise, exhibs' do not look for
any additional dislocation in Aim
revenue.

'

Strange commentary on price con-
trol, as far as the trade knows It,

has been the way admission' prices
have behaved throughout the OPA's
operation. There never has been a
ceiling on admittance fees, unlike
in some countries, during the war.
Yet the average U. S. admission is

rated as far from inflationary and
in nearly all localities of the country
it's considered we'll in line with'
other prices.

Joe Breen
— Continued from pate 1 s

which have rankled British audi-
ences, such as building up the Amer-
ican share of the work in the Burma
campaign in Alms like Warners' "Ob-
jective Burma."

In advising British producers on
PCA problems and censorship
unique to the U. S.. Breen hopes to

save the British industry thousands
of pounds annually in anticipating
scenes that would be nixed for the
American market. Many of the cen-
sorship problems in the U. S. arise
from the various taboos laid down
by state legislatures, -with many of
which the British producers are
probably not familiar.
Advice he'll hand out does not

signify the intention by producers on
either side of the Atlantic to "dic-
tate the future course of either
country's film production," Breen.
said. "Rather, this visit is evidence
of the progressive and constructive
collaboration bclwen our two in
dustrics." '

Rank's Welcome io Breen

London, July 9.

J; Arthur Rank. ' president, of the
British Film Producers Association,
issued following statement' on
Breen's trip: "As part of the exten-
sion program for the export of
British films, the British Film. Pro-
ducers Association have invited
Breen to come to Britain to con-
sult with us regarding the require-
ments of the American production
code administration. Breen ' has
given us 'great-., pleasure in accept-
ing this invitation.

"During his. slay Breen will con-
fer with our producers, writers and
executives regarding forthcoming
Alms scheduled '.for distribution
wifhin the United. States and 'which,
therefore, are -submitted to the
production code administration be-
fore exhibition "there'. I have re-
quested Major . Reginald. V. Baker,
of Ealing Studios, oh behalf of the
British Film Producers Association,
to arrange Breen's schedule of ac-
tivities while he is on this side."
Breen is slated to arrive in Eng-

land next Monday (15).
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; SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
mmm m MiiMii By Frank Scully '"Mt^

:

.

Murray Hill, July 6.

Some dame who liked anonymity, but didn't like Ken Murray, used to
write to Variety that she'd love to read Scully's Scrapbook but couldn't
stand that Murray's map right next to Scully oh page 2, and therefore
would have to forego reading Scully,-

So whot? You think Variety's editors ore above pressure groups? Maybe
sO, hilt in time I was : moved nearer to. the Obits, and how she doesn't
bother to write to me any more. She got her wish and I lost a reader I

never had.

She's probably now writing to Berle that she can't stand Murray and if

he'll get the "Blackouts" baron's ud off page 2 she'll read Bciie. He may
fall for the pitch. You know actors. Or do you?

But before Scully's little light of the world goes out and lap-dissolves
into Murray's Scrapbook, I want to tell you strangers in remote corners
of show biz that I personally was always friendly to Murray, despite the fact
that .his smoke was always getting in my Ts. His vaude bill has been
going on for Ave years and in all that: time has had eight changes of: bills.

As of this day that adds up to 2,183' continuous performances at the El
Capitan opposite the Daily Variety office on Vine, near Hollywood.

This juxtaposition of Varikty and "Blackouts" us proof that God' top has
a sense of humor, for about the top sour notice "Blackouts" received after

it opened on June 24, 1942, was from this same dogeared Bible of Show Biz,

Wrote One mugg who shall be as' nameless as that anoiuytnbus dam.e who
doesn't like Murray either:

"Looks as though Ken Murray, who has been a graduate from presenta-
tion in film houses, where he did his fly emcee routine, blending himself
in with the other, artists in their efforts as well, figured it would be a good
background' to establish a vaudc formula. 'But the formula that Murray
slipped the cash buyers last night is also in the 'what's become' class. . . .

This is not $1.50 vaude. and too bad, too, because every one in town was
not pulling for it to be."

Lifting a Five-Year Plan

But by 1946.Variety's notices were belter.
. We're getting smart. We

recognize a.hit even after the Bureau of Internal Revenue does.

To show, you how dated Murray's vaude bill is, it is still called "Black-
outs." That tells you it has already survived the. eclipse of burlesque and
World War II; For a while the C.Q.D (Quick, what did that stand for.'

1

threatened to black out Murray as well as Hollywood, But his show goes

on and he with it.

Marl* Wilson, Jack Mulhull and maestro Murray have been with the

show so long that" matters of seniority have become a trifle confused. But
definitely the only one- who has never missed a show is Mile. Wil.,on. Her
record to date is 2.18:; consecutive performances. Did Frankic Frisch or

Lou -Gehrig dp better?

The change of emphasis from Frunkic Bailey's legs fstill on display a

few blocks from Murray's "Blackouts") to Jane Russell's neckline which has

come over patrons of entertainment can definitely be traced to Marie
Wilson. She was away out front in this race before Jane Russell, Pauletle

Goddard, Earl Wilson et al. even knew that curves were not confined to

railroads, racetracks and saucers. Moreover, Marie- has kept her innocence
in this matter as to what makes her more attractive -than an opera singer

to Willie Howard.
"Social" He Calls It

Cast as a cute dumb cluck ever since she played in "Boy Meets Girl"

Mile. Wilson is smart enough to play dumbness bclievably 10 times a week.
That takes a lot of brains. In fact she is alert enough to know even which
side of a picket line to respect. I first saw' her, socially speaking, in. the
picket line of the .first strike of newspapermen in California. That was in

1938 before I became an elder statesman and quit walking around in a

circle.

Sheis one of the nicest people one would ever want to mccl and to. those
who think there are. lots of nice people that covers, for them at least, a

lot of territory. Marie conies from Anaheim of the suburban . firm of

Anaheim, Azusu and Cucamonga. At present she lives on. a bill above, the

El Cepitan and can roll her second-hand car right to the stage door by
simply releasing the brake. That got her to work on time even during
the gas shortage.

By the end of the tax year, Anno 1946, "Blackouts'' will have rung up-

2,436 consecutive performances in one house. Right now its 2,183 per-

formances is surpassed only by New York's long runs of "Tobacco Road"
with' 3,182, "Life With Father" with 2,789, "Abie's Irish Rose" wilh 2,327.

It should pass Abie by the middle of October. This rating is for original

shows and disregards "The Drunkard," which is in its l3lh year, and
similar revivals. -

In Ave war loan drives '"Blackout*" sold more than $9,500,000 in bonds
to its customers. It once sold 55 orchestra seats lor $10,000 apiece. Did
av.y. live show do belter? It has grossed $3,334,000 as its personal take
home pay. It slill averages $16,000 a week.

Toujour* GAI Sans OPA
What is nicer to remember is that Murray, Dave Siege), Sid Crauman,

et al., have never raised prices. The show opened as $1.50 vaude and it

is still $1.50 vaude. The acts change now and then, and even the audiences
have been known to change, but the prices never! Oldest living habituee
is Fred Malatesta. old M-G heavy, closely followed by Herb Price. They
have caught practically every Sunday matinee^Since 1942.

Next to Jack Mulhall. of Mackaill & Mulhall, who has been with the
show next longest to' Murray and Wilson is Robert Middlemass, who au-
thored "The Valiant." Middlemas wrote the piece in 1911. It was first

presented at the Lambs in 1918. Since theii Bert Lytell, Conwav Tearle,
Paul Muni, Lloyd Nolan. Walter Huston, Humphrey Bogart. Robert Tayler,
John Garfield 1 and FranCliOt Tone have all paid royalties to Middlemass.
It has amounted to a tidy sum »ver the years—$150,000 in' fact.

,
Going further back even than Middlemass to prove that' vaudeville is

not dead, Murray has gathered together as lovely a collection of pressed
flowers as ever fell out of a copy of a first edition of "Little Women.". He
calls them the Eldeiiovelies.. There are nine of them and their combined
age would make a beautiful batting average for a pennant-winning Icai",

H Survived Rascoe's Plug
That you do not have to be' old, however, to have a future chez Murray

is indicated in the fact that there is a rapid turnover in the. show's glamoiir-
loyelies, 35 having gone over to pictures. This list does not include Marie
Wilson who, in addition to 10. shows a week, has slipped several pictures
into her repertoire for fear shed go stale from underwork.
The show has been praised by: everybody. Even Burton Rnscoc gave it

two plugs. The second one was spread into a page. ad in the trade, the
next day. as a rebuke for guessing right for a change, he was Arcd by the
World-Telly.

In a world which is trying to mechanize even love. Murray's ' Blackouts"
still tries to keep.alight the small flame of sentiment. For instance, whcii
it preemed. in the summer of 1942, Roy Davis' got a lot of laughs by "sink-
ing" "Oh Johnny" to a. phonograph recording ol Bonnie Baker's'. Bonnie
sartg the oldie so long that one day she ran into a real Johnnv. Capt. John
Holly Morse, of the Signal Corps, who signaled her to the altar. But she
no longer sings "Oh Johnny" via disk.. She sings it in person in tile cur-
rent "Blackouts." If anybody hears the record it's Capt. Johnny Morse
on account he is currently quartered in Berlin.
With the hope of squaring that bad notice of June 25, 1942. l am working

on Drew Pearson to predict that "Blackouts" will surpass '"Tobacco.-Roi«."
by June 8, 1948. And if he ;s afraid to do it I'll make the prediction my-
self. What greater faith in Hie. indestructibility of America can a niusC

'

show than lhat? ..
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Broadway
Mary Young, wife of Waller Grea-

xo. out.ot hospital alter major oper-

aJ
Gcoi-ac McLaW. of United Book-

ing office stall, studying law at

"'Charles Strakosch, manager of

•'Harvey'"- <Joc E. Brown), suffering.

*&$*&i*ri,.tor Rio by

within the next few weeks for

• Iwd' months" vacation. -.

Leonard Spinrad returned to War-

ner Bios, h.o. publicity staff follow-

„g . discharge from Army,
Modiste shop- of actress G>"ice

Menken (Mrs. Bert Lytell): robbed

Kin" ured fur5 valued at $3 000.

-JOe Curtis, v.p. in charge of mo-
tion picture advertising for Weiss &
Gfellcr -. constellation-ed to -Holly-.

^George Brown, chief of Par studio

publicity, and Whitcy Sbafer, his

irt director, in for gladhanding and

homeofflce powwows. . .

Ivan Blnck lost his Ford a week
ago driving- to Woodstock when car

suddenly burst into flames. Black
• got out without injury.

Chelle Ja'nis. formerly of the

Ziegfeld theatre, p u b I i s h i n g a

monthly mag. .
"Opportunities On

Parade." issued in San Francisco,

Nicholas Joy, mentioned for. "The
Temporary Mrs. Smithy is under
contract with the Theatre Guild to

appear in "The Iceman Commoth."
Irving Berlin clippers in from

Bermuda today (Wednesday) for

midnight, preview of Parambunl's
"Blue Skies," for local music bunch.
Bruce Bnlnbah, son of A- J-, hoad-

i man at the Boxy, has turned latent

scout. His first discovery is Tony
Lavelli, accordionist on the current

show.
Jack Minsler, engaged to direct a

revival of "Lady -Windcmere's Fan"
for Homer Curran, Lewis and Young,
in San Francisco, planed in from
London.

Sol Lesser hosted 425 delegates

and guests at RKO convention to

• "State of the Union" and "Three to

Make Ready" last week.. Tab was
about $2,000.

Bill Williams and Barbara Hale,

new RKO stars, who married about
a week. ago. hosted by company at

Waldorf r Astoria Monday noon
luncheon, with N. Y. press as guests.

Laura • Bowman, who co-starred
.•with Bert Williams 40 .'years ago,
stepped into Georgia Burke's role in

. "Anna Lucasta" last night (9). lat-

ter taking a four-week rest after
non-stop 800 performances.

Virginia Gorski, who won atten-
tion . recently when she replaced
Joan McCracken in "Billion Dollar
Baby," now being handled for pix

. and legit by Howard Hoyt, of the
Dick Qorso office. She never had
an agent before.
Joyce Allen, original Fliffy of -the

Broadway legit,-"'Junior Miss" and
making a career of it since repeat-
ing role in stocks and strawhats, has
been signed by Vinton Frecdley for
his. forthcoming "The Temporary
Mrs. Smith."

of Hamid'.s Pier, was. formerly gen-
ral manager of Ring) i rig Bros. .

Two new spots open, with Cama-
otto brothers showing off their re-
furbished . Hialeah in mid-city and
Andrew L. Magazzu opening, cock-
ail lounge on Boardwalk named El
Capitan.

City has licensed "Trillo." cousin
f Bingo, to be played on ocean side

of Boardwalk, first game of that
kind permitted there. Irving Fish-
elberg, prez of new company, which
took out $1,000 license at City Hall.
John Harris' Ice-Capades opened

here Wed. (3) on temporary rink in
Auditorium before a near-capacity
crowd. First- performance was for
benefit of Press club of. Atlantic
City's Boy Scout camp fund: Show
will run 10 weeks.
Most hotels, and cabarets holding

OPA line. Hotclmen say they have
submitted their .schedules- and will
not change them immediately.
Competition keen this year and
cafemen hate to start something that
may cost them business.
Michael Bartlctl opened in "The

Merry Widow" in Auditorium's
theatre yesterday 1 9)!. Supporting
cast includes Robert Field, Mary
Martha Briney, Lloyd Cole. Ran-
dolph Symonette. . Alan- Vaughn,
Joan Curtis, Norman Budd and Har-
old Beahm.

. Robert Jnrvis staging;
Robert Zeller directing the orches-
tra.

Atlantic City
By Joe Walker,

Owen and Parker at Babetles.'
Don Baker at Herman's Con

tincntal.

Elaine Barrett at Clicquot with
Sonny Mars emcee.
Jackie Whalen new emcee at

Jockey club Mon. (8).
Benny Fields held . over for sec-

ond week at Aquarium.
Tony Pastor in Steel Pier ball-

room* for week starting Sunday (7).
Virginia Diehl and Jess Altmiller

band at P.cnn-Allantic's new Riptide
room.
Bob Chester into Orsallis

Somcrs Point, replacing Gone
Krupa.
Bob Garney and Frank X. Silk

new burlesque lops at Globe wilh
Myrna Dean.
.Miniature golf course opened on
beachfront downtown and doing
good business.
Martha Cawley quartet and Ro

sanna Jimenoz rhtimba band a
Chateau Renault.
Boardwalk theatres putting on

feature shows'' to -start' at midnight
to catch late crowds.

Ii'ma Henriques.
.
Morey and

Eaton, Boyd Heath, Joe Arena and
Hal Sands, vaude setup at Hamid's

Northside (colored) hotspots go
lng to. town. Both offering 6 a.m.
weekend shows for those who can

.
take it.

Glen Gray opened for a week _
Hamids Pier (7). Alex Bartha al-
ternating, to provide . continuous
band music.

Little theatre group to put
.
Aquaballel" with Augustine . n.
Hizzo directing: Scheduled for Aug.
14 with local talent.

'Maid of the Oznrks." playing «
Chelsea theatre, dropped its two
shows-a-nigbt policy. Offers
performance at 9 p.m. now.Ray Ebdrlc on Steel Pier vaude
bill starting Sun. (7) with Don
Cummings. Billy Wells, Skal'
Earls and Rich and Gibson.

First musical since war drew

at

L.

ting

lious
, big

_je m Auditorium's ballroom
theatre Tuos. <2)- when Sam H.
• ?

man Presented Everett Marshall
>n ' The Student Prince."

Mrs. Charles Ringlihg, ' of circus
clan, guest pf Mr. and Mrs. Samuel

Gumpertz. Gumpertz, director

Chicagc
Ernie Byficld off for another Visit'

to' his Mexico hotel.

Georgie Auld and orch playing at
he south side El. Grollo.

Henry King's orch at the Aragon,'
and Geortre Olson's al the Trianon.
Abe Montague due in Tor the. Co-'

lumbia Pix sales meeting Wed .1 17).
Everett Crosby in for a Florence

George (his missus) concert in Mil-
waukee.

Rilz Bros. take, starling-' at the
Chicago theatre Aug. 2, will be
$15,000- per. . .

,'

Imogene Coca and Larry St orch
bow at Empire RoOm. Palmer House.
Thurs. (U).

Nicolai Maiko, Carole Stafford, and
Margaret Cree Evans on Grunt Park
concert list.

James Melton and wife here to
discuss adopting a baby from the
Evanston Cradle.
Brock Pcmbcrton due in for the

Joe E. Brown "Harvey" : opening
Aug. 5 at the Harris.

Joe Jackson opens at the Edge-
water Friday ( 12). as do the DeMar-
los. in Ihe Mayfair Room.
Charley Snjvak into ihe Panther

Room July 19, and Tony Pastor to
the Oriental, July 25. for Iwd weeks.
Jimmy Durante passed through, en

route .to Mackinac Island for nut-
door shots of Metro's "This Time
For Keeps."
Louis Armstrong follows Lionel

Hampton into . Bandbox later this
month for his first Loop appearance
in 15 years. :

-
.

Twentieth-Fox branch mgr. Tom
Gilliam back from a . three-week
plane trip to Europe, including an
audience with the Pope.
Studio theatre showing "Life, and

Miracles of Blessed Mother Cabrini."
tying in with Chicago nun's canoni-
zation, in Rome this week.
Joanell Wise, former chirpslress In

Buttery of Ihe Ambassador West,
contracted by 20lh-Fox. and will be
known as Joanell James in films.

Bill McCraw. exec dir. of National
Variety, due in tor Chicago tent's
first summer social next Wed; (.17)

in Congress hotel's Casino Room.-
Signed up for Milwaukee's centen-

nial celebration are Eddie Cantor,
Larry Adler, Jessica Dragonelte,
Dennis Morgan. Jane Froman. Don-
ald O'Connor. VelOz & Yolanda. and
Jack Carson.

London
Hedda Hopper, left tor Paris July

fi, then to Germany.
Italia Conti, trainer of stage chil-

dren, left around $52,000.

Dr. D. C. Watson, husband of Lily
Brayton, left estate, of $56,000:

Ralph Lynn on vacation from "Is
Your Honeymoon Really Necessary"
on doctor's orders.
Stage Door Canteen has received

donation of $2,000 from the Ameri-
can Theatre Wing.
Winston Churchill has made Harry"

Green promise he will ' accompany
him (Churchill) when - lie goes to
Russia,
Brighton. Corp. is turning a tennis

ground, a white elephant for years,
into an open-air theatre at cost of
$400,000.

Aimce Stuart, who wrote success-
ful comedies in collab with her late
husband, Philip, has completed com-
edy, titled "Fair Passenger." '.-".-

Oxford Union Society recently de-
bated a motion "that this house con-
siders Mr. Rank a greater menace
than Hollywood to the . future of
British films."

Victoria Palace abandoning vaude-
ville policy after month : of July due
to lack of vaude stars. Latest deal
which fell through was with
Andrews Sisters. ,

"Troilus and Cressida." rarely,
given on the London stage, had
production at Open air theatre.
Regent's Park,. June 28, with Russell
Thorndike and Ivan Staff.

"

Kenneth Kent, out of "The Shop at
Sly Comer" on vacation, replaced by
Henry Oscar., Jean Colin, from rtiu-

sical. comedy, in. her first straight
role in Joyce Heron's part.
.Princess Elizabeth and Princess

Margaret Rose paid visit to Ealing
Studios to see films in the making.
They saw Cavalcanti directing
"Nicholas Nickleby" and Charles
Crichton megging "Hue. and Cry."
The Henry Wood Memorial Hall,

which is to be erected in Park sq M
Maiylebone rd., wiil have three con-
cert halls in one. Seating capacities
will be 3,000, 1,200 and 600. Fund
now has $184,000, with $2,000,000
needed. .

Hollywood
fast Opera House with the same
play and an all-American company.
Comedian Noel Purcell "leaves

Dublin when run of Sean O'Casey's
"Red Roses for Me" ends for small
part in. film "Hungry Hill" now
shooting at Denham Studios. Eng-
land.

Cecil Ford, here for Two Cities
:

Films (J. Arthur Rank), has signed ;

up Wilfrid Brambell and Albert
|

Sharpe for bit . parts in "Odd Man i T,['"
1

Studios™
P,'°dUCli0n at 0cnham

' 'Jose Iturbi recovering from major

» iSiXWh; fttyfrffl
j v;^W to A.buquerq,C on

leading roles If they clear the film
Aaeatlon

Hal B. Wsllis in from N. Y.

• Loretia Young laid up with laryn-
gitis.

Butclv Jenkins vacationing for 30

days
Phvllis . Gilman divorced Lou.

Hollz.
Walter Seltzer vacationing al Lake

studios in time.
Dublin's Group Theatre opened a

short season. in Belfast with Gerard
Healy's famine play, 'The Black
Stranger," to be followed by Siger-.
son Clifford's "Nano"; also planning

honeymP°_n -

Pe^gy Stewart laid up: with throat
infection. ".'.'..

'

Phil Brito in from New York lor

film work.
Red Doff back to work arte:- his

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Edward Plohn. National's mgr., on
two-week vacation.
Joyte O'Hara. MPA biguie. off to

North Carolina on week's fishing
trip.

Camera crew here shooting back-
ground: scenes for new March of
Time short on atomic energy.
George Canty. Dim specialist for

commercial policy division of State
dept.. upped a grade in status.

.Helen Hamilton's Troika nitery to
be rebuilt' in Sept. alter its mid-
season fire, despite contrary rumors.
Joan Gladding, cxt"Up In Central

Park," checked in al Victory Room,
with Lee Castle's band, over Ihe
weekend.

Sid . Btumenstock. 20th flack, in

from N. Y. to work on D. C. pieem
of "Centennial Sumnicr;" al jvhich
Phil Silvers 'will ciricee.

Jerri Blanchanl. iiilory singer who
just checked out or Club Duel,
guested at the Wliitc Mouse for
members of the. President's staff last

week.
. James L. Miridlebrobk. now NA-B
engineer director. '

awarded Legion
of Mel'it by Sec. Janws Forrrslal for

his work on elccluojiii-s while in the
Navy during the war.
Ferde Grofc aivotlicr 'Library vis-

itor, lo add his autographed... piano-
orch version pf Gershwin's 'Rhap'sn-
dy in Blue" to Library's collection

of musical. Americana.
John LaTouehc. here lo present

original manuscript of ''Ballad for

Americans" to Library of Congress,
talked of plans tor a choral ballet

aimed for Broadway m xt seiison.

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson

Moe Behrmans guests of Martin
Vorhaus 4th weekend.
Film flack Jerry Pickman in New

Hope for gander Sunday.
John .Williams in. from Cape Cod

Mon. (8) for Playhouse stint.

George Cotton and Lynn Masters
at Yardley for "Of Mice and Men"
Mon. (8).

Ted Deglins weekending, at moth-
er-in-law. Mrs. Jules Maslbaum's
Aquetpng estate.
Ezra Stones tossing shindig Sun-

day (14) for radio and stage pals at

Buckstone Farm, Washington. Cross-
ing. .

.

Haila Stoddard to commute to
Playhouse from Springtown home
Aug. 12 week. Bill yet to be se-
lected.
Helen Hayes checked in at Logan

Inn Sun. (7) to start "Alice-Sil-By-
the-Fire" rehearsals under direction
of Josh Logan, who planed in from
Coast.
Sidney Blackmer banged up ankle

following opening of "You Touched
Me" Mon. (1). Treated with new
fluid injection by ex-Army medic in
Doylestown.
New Hope Street Fair scored big-

gest gross in six-year history for
benefit of Recreation Center. Warm,
fair weather brought record throngs
to Logan Inn lot for alfresco ex-
hibits three -nights (4-5-6).

Oscar Haramerstein II back on
Doylestown acreage after junket
with spouse to visit Australian in-
laws. Brought back first draft of
"Allegro'' lyrics, next on' (Richard)
Rodgers-Hammerstein docket.
Mabel Hill Souvaine, Woman's

Day editor, summering in Solcbury.
Recessing of "Dream Girl" freeing

Wendell Corey to concentrate on
Yardley slrawhatter. Set to stage
"Fair and Warmer" for preem (15).-

' Don - Walker's two children in
Mercer hosp. Trenton, following'
serious bike injury Sunday (7) on
Aquetong rd. Parents are on Cont,
where arranger is doing radio work
until Aug. 1. Mrs." Walker rushed
home via Constellation Mon.

lo road tour later.
Kenneth MacDonald has bowed

out of Longford: Productions and' re-
turned. to London;. Maurice O'Brien
has rejoined the company for the
coming season--opening this month
in "Heartbreak House" at the Gate.
Arturo Toscanini is liXted to' re-

turn from Milan
. to N. Y.. through

Shannon Airport July 3, meeting one
of his prima donnas, Margaret Burke
Sheridan, at the airport on the way
through.
Pat, Delahunty took over stage

mgt. for Longford Productions July
8 when company, opened at the Gate
with Shaw's "Heartbreak House."
He follows. John Kelly, who bows
out to act.

Jooss Ballet opened to- good biz at
Gaiety, July 8., to start a three-week
season, their last European date be-
fore leaving for Canada and U. S.
tour. They are first- foreign co. to
play Gaiety since 1940.
Another, bowout at the Theatre

Royal is organist- and former con-
ductor George Rothwell. A; Gordon
Spicer: moves into the organ seat.
Norman

.
Newman, formerly with

British Air Force, has the orchestra.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

Major biz still coming for "Lost
Weekend" (Par) in Sydney in fourth
span.

Metro is bidding for a run Svith
'Last Chance" at Liberty, Sydney.
Dan Casey, Uni'versal's sales mgr.,

getting set for U. S. visit, first in
many years.

,

;

Harold Williams, Aussie singer,
leaves next month for concerts In
England and America.
Todd -Duncan concert preemed In

Sydney at City Hall July 6 for Wil-
liamson-Tait. Top was $3.
Harry

:
Guiness is due back from

N. Y. visit next month. Is in charge
of the local Fox Movietone setup.

Mrs. Charles Munro, wife of
Charles Munro, indie . cinema' Oper-
ator,' is recovering from major oper-
ation,

Shirley Ann Richards air-routed
here from' U. S. to_spend five weeks'
vacation with her mother, first in
four years.

Nifty biz continues for "Seventh
Veil" on sixth stanza in Sydney via
Hoyts on deal with Gaumont-Brit-
ish-20th-Fox.

.

Ross Buchanan on nabe runaround
with "Murder Without Crime," run-
ning it by arrangment with Wil-
liamson-Tait. V

Serge Kotlarsky, Russian-Ameri-
can violinist, bows in for Aussie
concert tour under direction of

Euston Green.
Warners will bring out special

edition of local tradepaper. Film
Weekly, in August, covering 20
years of sound.

Doris Fritton brings in "Hamlel"
for a run bid at the Independent,
North Sydney. Bid is aimed most-
ly at student boxofflce.

Anticipated that Otto Bolle will

look over the Aussie zone again be-
fore year's end. Sydney Albright is

in charge of 20th-Fox affairs here.
E J. Tait, Williamson-Tait, man.

dir., leaves for U. S. in August to.

looksee the legit field for Aussie
buys. W-T now. planning legit cir-

cuit with overseas talent.

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Lecturer Maurice Leahy back in

Ireland after six years in U. S.
Dan and Elsie O'Hcrlihy have new

daughter; father is actor on contract
at Rank's studios in England,
BBC's northern. Ireland regional

station, still without lis promised
palace home, is to get a new studio
within three, weeks.

Eileen Phelan, leader of Moon-
beams, resident dance troupe at

Queen's Theatre. Dublin, bows out
this week to be- married.
Covenl Garden Opera House tenor

Francis Russell got top billing on
Irish Hospitals' Trust sponsored hour
from Radio Eireann, June 30.

Eddie Byrne, now with London
company of "Red Roses for Me,"
has first choice' of the. lead in Scan
O'Cascys "Oak Leaves and Laven
dcr." •

'

who. toured

Las Vegas
By Bea Ratliffe

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pasternak here.

Jean Gillespie at El Rancho. Ve-
gas. ;

'

Hume Cronyn spending a few days
fishing.

Jerry Giesler's hotel to be called

the Flamingo.
The Earl Wilsons weekending be-

fore returning cast.

Jack Marshall heading new show
at the Last Frontier.

Rex Bell opened a drivein cafe on
the Los Angeles highway.
Martha Scott at the Last Frontier

for the divorce treatment.
Barbara Hutton coin rumored in

back of new luxury auto court.

Paul Ralli's book, "Divorce Law-
yer,": reported getting 'film bids.

Frank; Parker headlining at El

Cortez while awaiting- his. divorce.

Edna Best and Nat Wolff building

dude ranch in nearby Paradise Val-

ley. ;
•

. ... ,.

Diana Barrymore received her. di-

vorce from Bramwell Fletcher and

headed east. .

Allied Productions opening filmMike Hutchinson. ----- -— - . . . . r. ,

.

Canada with Alan ThornhilJ'- "The ]
studio in newly vncated bldgs. of

Forgotten Factor," has been in Bel- -Basic Magnesium plant.

Lerpy Prinz's father in - town on
annual visit.

Sid Rogell returned from Mexico
City biz trip.

Sam Marx1

returned from Wash-
ington, D. C.
Esther Wallace moved into Enter-

prise flackery.
Walter' Elliott, hospitalized for

minor surgery;- -

.

Irving Pichel .vacatignihg in Men-
docino County. 1 •

I
Harry Rapt confined to his apdrt-

ment with flu.
. ;

' Lizabeth Scott returned Jrom her
trip to England.
Theodora Lynch out of the Santa

Monica hospital.
Paul Lukas laid up with pto-

maine poisoning.
Phil Regan returned -from appear-

ances in the east.

Allan Jones and Irene Hervey ar-
rived from Dallas.

-

Meme Boyd returned from vaca-
tioning in Hawaii.
Monte Hale to Mangum, Okla., for

rodeo aDDearanees.
Edward G. Robinson sailed for.

Hawaii on vacation.
Anita Ellis back, in town after

Laguna vacationing.
1 C. Maya-Das, political leader from
India, visiting Metro.

.

Dorothy. Claire to San Francisco
for nitery warbling.
Red Skeltoh to Vancouver and

Montana on vacation.
R. B. Shaw, Canadian official,

ganderihg Paramount.
johnny Coy and bride returned,

from their honeymoon.
Donald - Barry vacationing

1
for

month at Santa Catalina.
'

Jack Haley to his Escondido
Ranch for a month's siesta.

O. O. Dull returned to . his Metro
desk after business in N. Y.

Mitchell Leisen :

returned from
location hunting in Oregon.

- Robert Sisk to Florida to scout
locations tor a dog picture.
Charles Arnt shoved off for vaca-

tion in. the Pufet Sound area.
Jean Hersholt Hollywooding again

after seven -weeks on Broadway.
Richard Carlson checked ,nlo

RKO after two years in the Navy.
Charley Foy opened his new Sup-

per Club in San Fernando valley.

. Cornel Wilde and frau returned
from a Mexican fishing expedition.
John J. Jones, chief of Screen

Guild Productions, in town for sales
talks.

Jimmy McHugh elected to the
Beverly Hills chamber of com-
merce. •

Bob Taplinger 'checked in at Para-
mount to assume his new producer
chores.
John Burch succeeded Dewey

Slarkcy. as asst. production manager
at RKO.
Frank Perrett checked in at Eagle-

Lion as asst. to Sam Israel, chief
publicist.

Joseph Hazen in town for hud-
dles with Hal Wallis on autumn
production.
Louis Hyman returned from New

York where he sat in on RKO sales
conferences.
John Hodiak and Ann Baxter will

spend their honeymoon in Colo-
rado Springs.
Betty MacDonald, author of "The

Egg and I," entertained on the In-
ternational lot. '

Gene Autry back from Calgary.
Canada, where . he appeared in a
three-day. Stampede.

•

Florence George and Everett
Crosby trained out for a series of

midwest concert dates..

Mrs. Harold Lloyd, the former
Mildred Davis, recovering from
emergency appendectomy.
Harry M. Popkln in town after,

three weeks in New York on . busi-
ness for Cardinal Pictures!
Robert L. Lippert in from N: Y.

for huddles on distribution of
Screen Guild Productions.

Cecil Humphreys in from Man-
hattan for his film chore in "The
Razor's Edge" at 20th-Fox.
Lionel Barrymore appointed chair-

man of national board of sponsors of

Arthritis Research Foundation. ..

' John Joseph and Edward Mnhl
planed back from Manhattan after

Universale annual sales meet.
William Orr, currently with.

Metro: awarded the Bronze Star for

his wartime work in the Nav'y.

Joan Harrison to Kanab. Utah, to

pick location spots for her RKO pro-

duction, "They Won't Believe Me."
Elsa Maxwell set for "Canyon

Passage" party-throwing talks . on
the Wanger junket to Portland Ore.
..Bing Crosby awarded medal as

hon. prez of-Malig'n'e River Anglers
Club, for catching a fish in Jasper

i Miilional Park.
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Then rinse with warm
water, splash with cold.

As I pat gently with a

soft towel to dry, skin

takes on fresh n>—
beauty!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Sw^—/ax&//^3fB^e//er/
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90 LEGITS FOR BTO IN
B'way to Get Bard

Rep Again With

Hurok Avon Group
The Stratford-on-Avon Festival

Co., W.k. English Shakespearean rep

co„ will visit the U. S. this fall un-

der Sol Hurok's management, for its

first U. S. trip since 1929. Company
will tour the U. S. and Canada, first

offering a four to six weeks' season
in N. Y. in Oct.-Nov. It will present
four seldom-seen plays of the Bard.
"Measure for Measure," "Cymba-
line." "Love's Labor Lost" and an
adaptation of "Macbeth." Director
Sir Barry Jackson will be in charge.

Troupe must be back in England by
next April.

Hurok. who returned to N. Y. last

week- from a three-week plane trip

to Europe, also sewed up several

(Continued on page 38)

ChimiieySweep's Coin

Lores Durocher's Other

Lip to Network Q. & A.
Leo Durocher has been pactcd for

a 15-minute commercial network
show starting next October. It'll be
a once-weekly question-and-answer
program on sports and games, in-
cluding baseball,, swimming, bridge,
etc.

Durocher's sponsor will be Chim-
ney Sweep. He'll go into the 1 p.m.
Sunday segment on ABC. *

Sock reaction to Durocher's team-
up with Fred Allen on the lattcr's
Sunday night NBC show for the
"Brooklyn Pinafore" capsule, which
was reprised later in the season,
was seen as a factor in lining up
for the q and a series.

'ALL NIGHT RECORD'

STAN SHAW TO QUIT
Stan Shaw, first all-night and

early ayom disk jockey in- radio,
around whom the famous ditty re-
volved, with its refrain of "Stan.
Stan the All-Night Record Man." is
giving up his all-night chore nfler
almost 22 years.
The original "Mi'iKmen's Matinee"

man, and now jock Of the all-night
record show (1 to 5 a.m.) on WJZ:
flagship of the ABC net, Shaw . has
peon told by his doctor to slart tak-
ing it easy. He expects to quit
the all-night job in about a month,
and take a daytime staff announcing
job on the station. Eddie Newman
and Bill Crago may be considered

• for the spot.

Honor Jerome Kern
•Hollywood, July 16.

The late Jerome Kern will be
honored Sat. (20) with a "Symphony
Under the Stars" program in Holly-
wood Bowl. Lennie Hay.ton and
Johnny Green will split the con-

ducting chores for Bowl orch,

On a ticup with Metro, group of

pic players from cast of "Till the

Clouds Roll By," will appear, among
them Robert Walker, Kathryn Gray-
son, Johnny Johnston, Tony Mar-
tin, Judy . Garland, Frank Sinatra,

Lena Home, and .Virginia O'Brien.

Is Odium Buying

Paley CBS Chunk?
Reports that William S. Paley.

chairman of the board and principal

stockholder of CBS, is going to un-
load a large chunfc of the network
stock to Floyd B. Odium and his

Atlas Corp. have been circulating in

the trade. during the past week. As
far as web execs are concerned, no-

body's saying anything. Paley . him-
self is on the Coast.

It's recalled that, prior to Palcy's

return eight months ago from over-
seas, where he served as a colonel

under Gen. Eisenhower, there was
talk that he would sell out and not
return to the network. - Instead he
relinquished the presidency, took
over as board chairman, and has

been right on top of the revamped
programming operation ever since.

Cops' Assault on Negro

Musician Stirs Drive

Vs. Anti - Harlemites
Harlem niteries and artists living

in Harlem, long subjected to dis-

crimination by New York taxi
drivers who.se refusal to drive people

to Harlem not only offends the

Negro entertainers but also hurts

Harlem bistro business, have this

week obtained broad show business

backing in their fight against this

practice.

The. drive, aimed against discrimi-

nating cops too. is headed by. the

Civil Rights Congress of New York.
II revolves around the arrest and
beating of a Negro musician, Carl-

ton Powell, a member of the Ghit-

lison Trio and a regular on the

I.anny Ross show on CBS. Heading
the drive are whodunit scrip lei-

Dashiell Hummetl; orch leader
-Charlie. Burnet: and Betty Garrett,

(Continued on page 20 >

Jtooney, Benny Mull
Nation 1-Niter Tour

•
In the wake of Bob Hope!s recent

jour of onc-nighters, which grossed
upwards of 5500,000 in 31 days, other
™P film names are coiisiderins
Similar jaunts. Latest to consider
«ie one-nighty field is Mickey Rooney,
who would head a vaude troupe and

nd> J»<* Benny has been studying
(Continued on page 36)

!
Tribute to Hughes

Paid in the House
Washington. July 1(1.

.Tribute to Howard Hughes was

paid on the floor of the House last

rwcek by Rep. Gordon L. McDon-

!ough (f!. Cal.i who represents the

I Hollywood district,

j

McDonough commemoraled the

|
eighth anniversary of Hushes'

' iiround-the-world flight <ir>:! "'so ex-

i pressed hope for the i
' flyer -

J (Continued on page 38)

WOR to Find Out

What Vet Thinks,

Feels Year After
WOR, N. Y., is going all-out to

build a novel project marking the

first anniversary of end of World
War . II. Under general tag of "One
Year After—the Veteran Reports,"
station is rounding up an impressive
cross-section panel of vets to report
on what's what with the ex-GI's, 12

months after the shooting stopped.
Project centers around the 16 ma-

jor cities (of 100,000 or more popu-
lation) in the basic WOR listening
area, including New York City,
Newark. Paterson, Elizabeth. Cam-

(Continued on page 54)

Pix Leasing Stories

Already a Precedent;

Hope to Make It Genl
Exec council of the Authors' Guild

is slated to meet in N. Y. during the
second week in September to devise
definite plans for obtaining the right
to lease copyrights to film com-
panies, rather than selling them out-
right. Council is topped by Chris-
topher La Farge as prexy. Fanny
Hurst as veepee and Richard Lock-
ridge, secretary.

September meeting will follow a
series of regional membership
meetings throughout the country, at
which the Guild sought reactions of

its members to the proposal and
ideas for best carrying it out. Con-

(Conlinued on page 54)

EDITORIAL ADS' GIVE

PUBLISHERS JITTERS
One of the biggest daily newspa-

per headaches, and one which calls

for drastic action by the publishers
association, is the desire lo refuse

"editorial advertising". The dailies

are in the middle constantly and
they arc urging that if it's news-
worthy tiicy would rather devote free

editorial news space to the issues than

permit factional groups on labor is-

sues. Palestine! etc. to opinionate

! in the form of advertising. This

|

would also affect ex-Mayor F. H.

LaGuardia's paid "editorials" m the

! Sachs Furniture Stores space, al-

though Billy Rose's "advertorials",

so long as they treat with lighter

show biz themes, would probably

j
be exempt.

I The newspaper publishers are on

I
the hot seat that such "editorial ad-

, {Continued on page 36)

Wrong Signal
Chicago, July 16.

First Federal
.
Savings and

Loan Corp., in the Loop, became
the first Chicago bank to use
wired music last week, with
customers making theiv deposits,

withdrawals, etc., to soothing
music.

Somebody got their signals

crossed at the kickoft, however.
The first number sent out over
the wires was "I dot Plenty o'

Nuthin'."

Swoon-Croon

On the Wane
The show biz phenomena that

have created many wartime box-
oftice precedents are at an end. A
number of factors stress this. Here
arc some industry viewpoints:

1. The swoon-croon thing is passe.

If bobbysoxers are as ardent about
their Sinatras, et 'air, fact is that the.

swoon cycle is ovei'. Records not
selling. What's worse: there's noth-

ing new to replace it.

2. Tips getting tighter. Wartime
subjection- of bribing your way into

the class spots is now a hasbcen.
When Britain froze its average table

(Continued on page 23)

Helen Hayes' 'Aet-of-God'

Daughter Makes Debut

With Mother in Strawhat
New Hope. Pa., July 16.

Seventeen years ago Helen Hayes
created a cause celebre when she
dropped out of the Broadway hit,

"Coquette," to have a baby, forcing

show to close at the Maxine Elliott.

Miss Hayes won out on a subsequent
contract violation claim brought by
producer Jed Harris on grounds
her withdrawal wasn't her own —
but was "an act of God."
Last night. Miss Hayes' "Act of

God" baby, Mary MacArthui" (play-

wright Charles MacArtluir being

(Continued on page 52)

OVER PAST YEAR
•By JACK PULASKI

Broadway legit production is all

set for a banner 1946-47 season,

despite the deceptive current lull.

Twenty musicals and 70 straight

plays (comedies and dramas) are

already listed for this fall in a sea-

son that, production-wise, will be
more active and varied than last sea-

son and compare favorably with the

lush war years. Financing is as easy

and available as ever, with produ-
cers in better shape than before on
talent, materials, etc.

' Paucity of new shows has made
the summer of 1946 the dullest on
Broadway in many years, but it's

been simply a case of producers
lazying through the July doldrums.
August will sound the merry note,

with several shows already, in pre-'

rehearsal stage and ready to roll.

Three musicals are scheduled to

(Continued on page 54)

OPA Suspension Hits

Nitery Biz; Owners

Mull Talent Pay Cuts
Temporary suspension - of OPA at

a time when business started' r

seasonal, if not permanent decline,

has put -the nitery industry on a

spot. Industry at large faces one
of its severest crises brought on by a
rising wholesale index which has

reached 25% in the last two weeks
and a decline in sonic spots up to

50'J.

The past weekend is said to be
the worst in many years. Business
over Saturday and Sunday de-
clined approximately 10% under last

weekend when the four-day July 4

holiday brought cafe spending to a

new low.

As a result, boni faces are wear-
ing their longest looks. In face of
rising prices, many feel that in-

creases will have to be passed oh to

(Continued. on page 45).

~

Chevalier Set for Oct.;

j

'Baker's' Legiter Mulled
I Maiiiice Chevalier is definitely due

j
in the U. S. in October, after an ab-

|
sence of many years, for a Broadway

i legit appearance; according to his

I manager Arthur Lesser, just arrived

|
from Paris: Lesser is here to set up
plans f > . Chevplier to...' •"jar in a

one-m; s'-'-w. Bvo; cl<;. • engage-

(.Continued on page 36)
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Plenty of German Films and Coin

Dumped in Lap of New Austrian Gov't

Return of the Austrian film indus-*

try to the government of that coun-

try as trustee, ordered last week by
President Truman, will free some 40

German' language dims to compete

with American and other allied pix

for Austrian theatre playlng-time.

Allied produced films have had it all

their own. way up to the present

under a rule of the Information

Service Branch, Films ' Section,

which banned booking of German
films in a theatre if others were
available.

Order of President Truman which
cut through red tape hampering the

transfer was made under the Pots-

dam Agreement and the Austrian

government was advised of the de-

cision in a letter from General Mark
Clark to Chancellor Leopold Figl.

Austrian film industry assets to be

dropped in 'the lap of the govern-

ment consist of some
.

12,000,000

schillings ($1,200,000) collected from
previous distribution of the German
films; the German pictures, them-;

selves; some 50 tons of modern studio

equipment', and the Sievering studio,

only one of . the four Austrian lots in

the American-controlled division of

Vienna.

All 40 German pictures were pro-

duced under the Nazi regime but

later okayed by the occupation

forces. The Sievering studio, re-

equipped by the American army, was
made available to Austrian pro-

ducers in March, 1946. The Wien-
film, head production office of the

Nazis iii Austria, also in the Ameri-
can sector, will go to the Austrian

government. The monies which will

be turned over and an estimated

future annual income of 500,000

schillings from the distribution of

the German pix will probably be
used by the Austrian government to

help revive its film industry.

Question remains whether the

Austrians will impose a restrictive

quota on American films or' order

compulsory playing-time for native

product. Prior negotiations with the

Austrians for trie transfer of the

industry to them, handled by Eugen
Sharin as State Dept. films officer

attached to the Army, led to a ver-

bally accepted pact which would
have barred those practices. Under-
standing, may go by the boards

should the turnover be made im-

mediately and unconditionally.

All four studios were initially run

by the American Army because of

its control over the Wienfilm. On
June 15, the Russians took over the

Rdsenheugel suffdio, the biggest, in

Vienna, for their own purposes.

Meanwhile, under agreement be-

tween the four occupying forces,

films of all Allied nations circulate

freely in the four zones.

Orson Welles To Play

First Cafe, N. Y. Copa
Orson Welles bows in Sept. 1 us

a nitery performer, opening at the

Copacabana, N. Y., for 30 days at

$3,500 . a week, with, his magic act

and topical chatter. Deal was con-

summated by Monte Proser, Copa's
boniface, with no agency involved.

If Welles continues to confound
the critics by keeping his current
legiter, "Around the World," open
he'll double into the nitery. He'll

rewrite the first act to eliminate
himself, so that he can wont the

Copa. While this is Welles" first

pro cafe engagement, it won't be the

first time he's done such, a turn. He
recently guested at Leon & Eddie's,

N. Y.

Jaffe's Real Estate Deal
Hollywood, July 16.

Sam Jaffe is one percenter who
knows all about real estate.

Some time ago Jaffe sold the
building he now partially occupies
for $30,000. That was when he
thought he'd never need .more space
and wanted out from usual head-
aches of landlording. Recently he
was obliged to lease entire site to

accommodate expansion—and now
he's paying $15,000 annually for the

lease.

Fawcett Publications, Lou Levy
and Henry Rogers, latter a flack,

have been given notices to move
from the 8553 Sunset"- Boulevard
site. Jaffe will consolidate all of his

activities, including the radio de-

partment, now at 8303 Sunset, under
the one roof—or is It ceiling?

Sportt Shorts
Stock of the Madison Square

Garden Corp., quoted around 62,

has been split three - for - one.

After the first of the year struc-

tural changes will be made to

the front of the building, work
to start when most of the pres-

ent leases expire Jan. 1. . Eighth

avenue part of the building was
owned by the Phipps estate and
when the Garde", opened, its

main entrance was a rental.

Recalled that a ticket speculator

rented space on the 50th street

side and was opposition to. the

Garden's own boxoftice but that .

lease was absorbed, and the store

closed. Garden has acquired

the entire property and recon-

struction on the 49th and 50th

streets sides may eliminate the

present main entrance. One
lease held by the tavern opera-

tors, however, extends for an-

other seven years and a deal is

on whereby part of the bar

space wil be turned over lo the

Garden. '

The Tony Zale - Rocky G raz>-

ano fight for the middleweight
title

"
is dated for next week

Thursday (25) at the Yankee
Stadium, $30 top, and, while it .

promises to be a slugging match,

there appears to be little inter-

est in the event, absence of bal-

lyhoo anywhere near that for

the Louis-Conn scrap, being a

factor. Preferred tickets 'are be-

ing offered to members of the

Yankee Stadium club, unique
feature of the ball park. Club
has also circularized members
who are offered tickets for the
Yankee pro football season, also

to be. held at the Stadium.
Yank's pigskin outfit will oppose
the N. Y. Giants at the Polo
grounds and with the Brooklyn
Dodgers at Ebbets Field, there
will be three pro teams in the
metropolis.

Whitey Shafcr, Par studio art

director, rushed back to the
Coast ahead of sked because of

the Constellation trouble. A
former Coast semi-pro player,

never before cast, he was set for

the Yankee game Saturday (13),

his No. 1 Gotham choice, but had .

to - duck that in favor of the

Century. -

Recurrent rumor Hank Green-
berg would buy the Giants ball

club. He's married to Carol
Gimbel, and pa-in-law Bernard
Gimbel, w.k. sportsman, presum-
ably would, back the Tigers' star

in the deal.

Whom is Bob Goldstein, east-

ern rep for International Pic-

tures, representing in the recent
takeover of the Cleveland In-

dians by a new syndicate includ-

ing.Bob Hope?
Guy Lombardo testing his jet-,

propulsion speedboat. Also knee-
deep in Long Island Airlines,

commuters' service he's operat-
ing from northshore points to

Manhattan.
Empire racetrack for sale,

with Disabled War Vets inter-

ested on a 25%-of-the-net shar-
ing arrangement.

213th WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1946"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat

"You'll And few conifdy reviews

anytime that can rival Ken Murray's

Blackouts."

LINDA DARNELL.

CAA's Grounding 0(

Constellations Snarls

NY-LA, Overseas Traffic

Action of the Civil Aeronautics

Authority in grounding all Constella

tions for a 30-day period of invest!

gation into the causes for the recent

crashes of the sky. juggernauts has

thrown a temporary irionkeywrench

into the traveling plans of Aim and1

other show biz execs. - Air service

between N. V: and Ihe' Coast, as well

as overseas clippering, has been, se-

riously curtailed.

CAA action has forced most of

the airlines to throw their Strato-

iiners into the breach to replace the

grounded Constellations. Move ne-

cessitates the rebooking of most
flights, with most lines guaranteeing

service only from N.'Y. to Kansas
City and Chicago. From Chicago to

the Coast it's a hazard.

Pan-American and TWA, two
chief overseas lines, have also found

(Continued on page 36) .

The Berle-ing Point

-By Milton Berle

BETTY GARRETT OF 'MR.'

SIGNS M-G CONTRACT
After much dickering over screen

tests, Betty Garrett, star of "Call Me
Mister," has finally been signed by
Metro sans a test.

Marvin Schenck. Metro veepec and
eastern talent chief, has been in-

terested in Miss Garrett for some
time, but insisted on a screen test

before signing. Miss Garrett, for

some reason, refused to take the test

After the singer scored in "Mister,"

Schenck inked her regardless. Her
husband, Larry Parks, is under Co-
lumbia contract.

Veiled Prophet Annual
To Resume in St. Loo

St. Louis, July 16.

.
The Veiled Prophet parade, pat-

terned after New Orleans' Mardi
,
Gras and' sponsored by civic big-
gies, will be resumed next October
after a lapse of five years due to.

the war. The parade of 20 elec-
trically lighted floats through the
downtown district will be held on
Oct. 8 and will be followed by the
usual ball the following night.

i The Veiled Prophet idea was
launched in 1878, and except for the
five-year lapse and during 1917 and

1

1918, the parade and ball has been
held every year.

Boyington Career For

Sperling-Bosch Fifan

Hollywood, July 16.

Career of Col. Greg (Pappy) Boy-
ington, U. S. Army flying, ace of

World War II will be filmed by Uni-
ted States Pictures.

Milton Sperling and Niven Busch,
who closed a deal with the colonel

for his life story, will write and pro-

duce it.

ICC'S 'DECISION' MEETING
Ben Grauer and Dr. Frank King'

don will be among the principals in

a 60-minute "Decision Meeting"
scheduled to be held next' Tuesday
July 23, at 11:30 p.m., by th«> Inde-

pendent Citizens Committee of the
Arts, Sciences and Professions.

Meeting will be held at the Mans-
field theatre, N. Y., to mobilize peo-
ple from all phases of show business
in the fight against inflation. •

"

Everyone in show business has a favorite hangout where he can lot his
hair down. Guy Kibbee has to stay home Sid Gary .says it voir sit 'jQ
Reuben's long enough, sooner or later you're bound to see your .waiter
A favorite lunchtime hangout of the theatre crowd is the Theatrical

'

Pharmacy. Chico Marx reports that Doc is offering a very good- luncheon
special there this week: a hard salami sandwich and your Crossin^er/a

check cashed for 50c. Of course, most of the celebs prefer Tools Shor's
for luncheon, although the prices are a little higher. But it's in" places 'like

these that the comics love lo discuss theii" routines, In fact, ever since

one theatrical restaurant added a sidewalk "cafe, three traffic cops have
become M.C.'s.

The Great Wit Way
'"Tidbits" opened . and closed faster than Sir Harry Lauder's pocUvibook.

Joe E. Lewis knows an act that s cancelled so often. ,. .they have their

contracts printed on timetables.

Eavesdropped at Lihdy's:

. "He should iborrt/. He's nmonp friends"

"Yeah; too find they're not his."

M;C. referring lo the proprietor of a failing night club: "Gel this. guy.

He walks around as if he did'i't own the place!"

Review of ft strip net: "Sliou's Inclc of vxatefial."

Liked Phil Baker's crack on his show the other eve. He said, "It may
be hot for July, but in Washington, it's very warm for May."

There's No Truth To the Rumor
That Mike Todd will* be Billy. Rose's first guest columnist. . .That a

major studio put out an "A" picture which introduced absolutely ou-one
. . .That when Senator Claghorn eats in Lindy's, he orders nothing but

southern fried herring . . That in her next picture Dorothy McGuirc will

be normal. . .That Errol Flynn will do the screen version of "Maid, in the

Ozarks."
Hangnail Descriptions

Xavier Cugat: Forever Sarhba. . .Cluny Brown: Plumber One Girl ..

Jackie Gleason: Girth of a Nation. . .The Morris Plan. Till the End of

Time. . W. C. Fields: Swig and Sway.

Observation Dept.

Got the surprise of my life. Met a comedian who isn't, writing a book.

Whispered at the Copa Bar:

Drunk: rShav, how shlroiip is lite Army's DDT?" -

Bartender: "You oughta know. We ran out of vow Scotch an hour hoo!"

Len Stern says he saw an English-made movie but could't understand It

; no subtitles.

When George Burns said to Gracie Allen, "A penny for your thoughts."

Solly Violinsky quipped, "Now I know inflation has set in."

When a certain funny may was on the floor too long, then asked what
time it was, Julie Oshins qui pped, "About 45 minutes' past your last joke!"

Understand that 15 extra lifeguards were put on at Long Beach . . .to

revive underwater fountain pen demonstrators.

Berle'd EggB

My birthday was last week. My wife threw a party . . .lucky I didn't

land on my head.
Played on a golf course the other day that was so small you could only

yell "THREE!"
1st ohost turiter: "What that you're chewing?"
2nd ghost writer: "Spirit gum."
Peter Lind Hayes knows a showgirl who's so self-confident she makes

out her diary a week in advance.
First chorine: "I'm (he prettiest pirl in mu house."
Second chorine: "Still living atone?"

The Three Suns know a musician who loves himself so much... he geti

jealous when he takes a girl out.

While watching the picture "Smoky" at the Roxy, a gambler got up from
his seat, walked to the usher and said, "I wanna make a bet. Where's the

$2 window?"
My . brother (the one who -paints signs on top of the Winter Garden)

knows a fellow who rubs Carbona on his radio dial... to remove spot

commercials. .
HORRIBLE THOUGHT: A REVIVAL OF "SPRING IN BRAZIL."

Foreign Observers Saw More BUrini

Tests Than U.S. Film Audiences to Date

Moss Hart Drama Set
New Moss Hurl play, as yet un-

titled, will go into rehearsal Sept.

28, for Oct. 24 opening in New
Haven as a result of the Hart broth-
ers' just-completed casting junket to

the Coast. "
.

.'...'

Legiter is Hiart's first venture . in

the realm of serious drama. Show
will be produced by Bernie Hart
and Joseph Hyman.

Comes the Revolution1

!

The Bucks Country literati set

was plenty stirred over the

weekend by Brooks Atkinson's
series on Russia, and the YJcw
York Times came in for con-
siderable lambasting as "reaction-

ary," etc. The' moneyed com-
mies in the Poconos. who were
strong for Atkinson when he re-,

turned from the Orient with a
laudatory series on the Chinese
Communists—in fact the former
Times dramatic critic was quite
the darling 6f The Daily -Worker
—now is being tsk'd! tsk'd!

Life is reprinting some of the
Atkinson stuff this week.

Tightest censorship since Pearl
Harbor, engineered by a 21-man
service board in Washington, has
stymied newsreel company efforts to

snare the more dramatic shots of

fleet damage in the wake of the
Bikini atom fission. With a record
1,500,000 feet of film exposed to the
historic blast and its results by the
reels and all branches of the armed
services, newsreel officials have that
let-down feeling over the scope ot
the 35,000 feet of clips doled out to

them. Continued attempts by the
reels to obtain further shots, wound
up last week with the release ot
250 additional feet of film and a no-
tice that no further, sequences would
be available.

While tougher censorship restric-

tions than during the war are cred-
ited to. security measures, gripe of
reel execs is that foreign observers
invited to view the blast were per-
mitted to see. more than the Ameri-
can public. "Knowing "'hat we shot
and what we got, we're disappointed
on the deal," one exec put it. Since
all general views of the target fleet,

both before and after the bomb ex-
ploded, were nixed by the censor-
ship, board,, reels complained that
they were unable to get across the
feeling that a flotilla was the subject
of attack.

Strict Censorship

Censorship was so strict that prac-
tically no material taken by the Air
Corps was turned over to the reels.

Most of the footage was waylaid in
Washington, where final" check Was
made by the board of 21. The
specially constituted body, repping
for all branches of the services, is

so set up that each member has the

right of absolute veto over any foot-

age released to the public.

Shots approved on the scene by

Vice-Admiral W. H. P. Blandy were
turned down by the board. In?

eluded among these were clips of.

scientific equipment which had been

Installed to record the varioui

phenomena • developed by the atom

bomb explosion.

FTwood Canteen Sues

To Nix Name for Nitery

Hollywood, July 16,
_

Bette Davis, prexy of Hollywood

Canteen, filed a request ir Superior

Court to restrain a commercial night-

club from using that name. Nitery,

currently occupying the old build-

ing, bears the name "Hollywood

Canteen," accompanied by the wow
"Former" in small letters.

Complaint' declares that the use

of that name would damage tha

prestige of the wartime service can-

teen.

One Man OPA
Hollywood, July 18.

Ray Johnson, newscaster on KxkA '

is also casting stones following «»''.

appointment as a morel OPA. _

Immediately upon dropping of lie

OPA, Johnson started calling copper

on local merchants, hotels, who

lipped prices excessively. 5 -
afa"'"*

listeners were asked to notify him

of retailers and others who look ad-

vantage. On receipt of the into John-

son aired the names, addresses *n°

former and present prices of w
fenders.
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LOAN'S OK BIG BREAK FOR FIX
Insures Prosperous Postwar Trade'

Washington. July 1C.

House approval of the British loan agreement was hailed yesterday.

(15.) by Eric Johnston as "one of the. most advanced steps taken thus

far to ensure a peaceful and prosperous postwar trade,"

-The loan," he said, "will be an excellent thing for the motion pic-

ture industry because of the effect it' will have in stabilizing the

British market for American pictures. But still more important. It

will be a healthy thing for the entire world because it will lay the

foundation for the restoration of international trade on a' normal

basis."

The Motion Picture Assn. pre*, who got in from the Coast Sunday
night, left tonight for New York for a series of industry huddles. He
returns Friday, and the following Monday (22) trains for Chicago,

where he- will address the IATSE convention Tuesday (23).

Large Fifan Backlog Puffs Prod.

Assets If OPA-less Market Inflates

Powerful inflationary undercur-

rents set in motion, by the recent/

Congressional puncture . of OPA
controls isn't causing any overtime

worry in the major pic companies.

With basic costs threatening to soar,

the film industry, having accumu-

lated a substantial product inven-

tory during ,
the war years, finds it-

Belf in a uniquely advantageous spot

to swim with the price tides. What-

ever effect the ballooning costs has

upon future productions, it is guar-

anteed that the dollar value of the

flock of finished pictures will con-

. tinue upwards in the coming months.

At present, due to the longer-run.

policy, the film industry has a col-

lective inventory of completed films

totalling some 150 and costing ap-

proximately $250,000,000. If basic

labor charges and raw material costs

rise, as economists predict, to the

extent of 25 to 50% in the next
year, the value of this finished prod-

uct will be estimated at between
$350,000,000 and $500,000,000. Differ-

ence between actual cost and the

cost, calculated on the inflated level,
'
is so much gravy for the owners of

the backlog.

Warner Bros, has slightly over 20

productions finished, or more than
the equivalent of a season's releas-

ing schedule at the rate of the post

few years. Paramount has over 25

complete pictures. RKO has an in-

ventory of nearly 20 productions.
20th-Fox, Metro and .Universal have!
about, a dozen apiece while Colum-

1

bia pictures has over 15 and United
Artists about 10. Smaller producers,
like Monogram, Republic and PRC
also have several apiece.

In event of n decline setting in

after a sharp boom, flexibility of the
film industry will permit a profit-

able adaptation to lower-price con-
ditions. The film companies will

immediately move to release their
productions in order of their expen-
siveness. Since, according to market
analysts, it takes about six months
before the effects of a general de-
pression hit theatre b.o. receipts, the
film companies will be able to gross
about 7.

r)-90 f
,; of their normal re-

ceipts in this time. .

While releasing their product
,

backlog, the producers can get into !

position to slash production costs on '

their new pictures. In event o[ an
'

economic bust, fewer multi-million i

dollar epics will be turned out and
{sharp reductions will be made in ,

running time. Finally, since crises .

depress costs all along the line, sl'u- ,

dies. figure they will be able to buy i

stories, stars, studio, labor'- and raw
materials at lower prices.

Schwartz-Johnson To

Do 'Park Ave.' as Indie

Despite Par's Bankroll
Hollywood, July Hi;

Arthur -Schwartz and Nunnally
Johnson will film "Park Avenue" as
a" independent venture,,, although
Paramount put up half the coin to

stage the forthcoming musical on
Broadway. Understood that Charles
Emfcld is trying to snag the picture
'or Enterprise.

Failure of Paramount to grab the

i,

m
,

r'ehts on "Park" has a precedent
•' Bloomer Girl," which Metro

snccd but which will be producedW international.

Smaller/One World'
Unusually large film contin-

gent which went over on the
Queen Mary last week cues the
attitude of the industry that
London and Paris today loom as

just another brunch office op-
eration.

The ever smaller "one world"
idea will see N. Y. film execs
crossing the pond with the same
facility and rapidity as they hop
the 3,000 miles the ; Other way
on Hollywood studio visits. In
fact, right now with the foreign

market problems, commuting to

England and the Continent will

become even more frequent.

Constellations grounding by
the Civil Aeronautics Commis-
sions for 30 days, meantime,
has jazzed up show biz travel

from coast to coast, and also

overseas.

EXTENDS FAR
U. S. film industry received a ter-

rific hypo yesterday (Monday) when
President Truman okayed the $3,-

730,000,000 loan ., to Britain. Pas-
sage of the loan is expected to lift

permanently the danger of Parlia-

ment again placing restrictions on
the withdrawal of American earn-
ings from the United Kingdom and
to free billions of dollars in the
Sterling' area, money which can be
spent by other countries to pay for

U. S. films.

With final approval of the loan,

the British government agrees to

abolish at once any controls af-

fecting U. S. exports to . the U.K.,

thereby assuring American export-
ers; of payment in dollars. At pres-

ent, Britain has no restriction be-

yond normal taxes on the transfer

of currency, but there has been an
intensified campaign in the House
of Commons recently to institute

some form of control over film

rental payments to this country.

Earnings of U. S. companies were
ffozen early in the. war, but the

embargo was lifted through the in-

ception of lend-lease.

Under the financial Agreement, an-

nounced last Dec. 8.
.
when the loan

idea was first broached, the British

government agrees "that after the

effective date of this agreement,' it

will not apply exchange controls in

such manner as to restrict (a) pay-
ments or transfers in respect of

products of the U. S. permitted to

be imported into the U.K. or other
(Continued on page 20)

Guild's Henry

Tie Cues Other

Pix-Legit Tours
Various film ^companies have ap-

proached the Theatre Guild recent-

ly, as a result of the Guild's spon-
sorship of the Two Cities (Rank)
Technicolor film "Henry V," to

sponsor other pix. The Guild admit
tcdly is interested, and considering

the idea.

It's known that Sir Alexander
Korda has asked the Guild to look
at one of his films, and that Rank
has several others he'd like to put a

Guild label on. Of several feelers

from U. S. companies. Guild is con-

sidering one pic it likes. Guild is

proceeding slowly in the matter,

feeling it wants to sponsor only
what it calls "masterpieces." It's

interested in the tieup, and won't
restrict itself to foreign-made pix,

but claims the films have to be '"ar-

tistic" and up to the Guild's lcgil-

drama standards.

Such sponsorship may be another
wedge for the Guild into film biz.

Producing organization feels it al-

ready, has a ,
toe. in, through being

associate producers on the forth-

coming RKO filming of Eugene
O'NeiU's "Morning Becomes Elec-

Ira." Plunge marks
.
Guild's . emer-

gence as an overall entertainment
world setup—through its legit pro-

ductions, its radio shows . ("Theatre

Guild of the Air" i. and now, films.

'Henry" Creates Chi Confusion

Chicago. July 1G.

. Boxolfico men at the' Civic .theatre

(Continued on page 22j

Harry Warner Pays

Truman 'Courtesy' Call

Washington. July lfi.

Harry M. Warner was in town last

Wednesday and visited the White
House, where

, he conferred with

President Truman.
Presidential aides said it Was

merely a courtesy call, and Warner
Bros, office here said it was a rou-

tine visit.

Loan May Hurt

British Boxoffice
"'.' London, July 16.

'

The American loan of $3,750,000,-

000 to this country may have a de-

sultory effect upon the British

amusement industry. Some segments
figure that, with the added coin,

Britain will be able to import many
items now being rationed and give

the average Briton a chance to buy
commodities so long denied them.
This spending on necessities, it's

figured, will decline, the boxofflees.

English show business has been at

record peaks because there was lit-

tle else upon which to spend money.
Clothing, foodstuffs, gasoline, etc.,

are severely rationed, and so the

surplus was largely spent on amuse-
ments.

Effect will be more pronounced
during initial stages, unless the gov-
ernment chooses to eliminate import
restrictions by degrees. The English

people have done without many
items since 1039 and have built up a

sizable urge for many commodities.

Rank-U-UWP's Theatre Acquisition

Program in the U. S. Heads Agenda

Of Execs' Current Huddle in London

C.O.D. Scripts
Jake Wilk wasn't having any

that day.
Warners' eastern story head

received an impressive-looking
package via air. express last

week and was all set to sign for

it, when the messenger told him
there were $2,500 C.O.D. charges
on it. Asking what was in the
package. Wilk learned that it was
an unsolicited manuscript, sent

him by some character in Kansas
City. '.-..' v
Wilk decided to deprive him-

self and Warners, of a manu-
script for that day.

Korda, Selznick,

Goldwyn British

Production Tie
Hollywood, July 16.

Use of Alexander Korda's studio

in London forms the basis for talks

between David O. Selznick. and the

British film chief, with the latter

seeking Selznick's stars. Distribu-

tion-production huddles were held

over the weekend on a yacht char-
tered by Selznick with Burgess
Meredith, John Huston, the Warners
director, and several film personali-

ties aboard and entering into the
discussions.

Selznick, who earlier in the year
had talked with Samuel Goldwyn on
deals, was seen in a possible tifup
with both Goldwyn and Korda in a
triumvirate setup. Korda, it also was
learned, has obtained David Niven
on loanout from Goldwyn for the
lead in "Bonnie Prince Charlie."

HARRY COHN IN N.Y. FOR

COL SALES AND MEETING
Harry Conn, Columbia prexy, ar-

rived from the Coast yesterday
fTuesday) for Col's annual board
meeting, scheduled for Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday of this

week.

Abe Montague, general salcsman-
ager, got back to N. Y., Monday (15),

and it's believed that the top sub-

ject for discussion on the directo-

rate's agenda will be the setting of a

definite Col sales-policy.

UA May Lease Legiter or Day-Date 4

Deluxe Nabes for Its Chi Showcase

Theatre acquisition program in the

U. S. of the J. Arthur. Rank-Uni-
versal-Unitcd World Pictures tieup

is up for some heavy going-over as

top executives of the three com-
panies, put their heads together in

London this week. One of the major
questions to be mulled by the hier-

archy is whether to go ahead with
previous plans for UWP to pick up
showcases in key cities or to order
a shift in strategy because of the
forthcoming anti-trust decree. UWP's
dilcmna needs early solution because
the. company has currently in its

hands a number of options to buy
theatres in scattered localities.

Options were quietly culled in a
number of tight situations by UWP
a-s part of its policy to insure against

being left in the cold because of ex-
hibitor committments to major comp-
anies of their entire playihg-time.
New company's move has been con-
fined to first-run houses including,

it is understood, one or more in

New York. Decree's . new auction
sales method plus its ban against

giving the old customer a break
"may call for a change of thinking
on our part," one UWP topper put
it.'

.'.-."

Pointed out that the tight situa-

tion of today may no longer be true
(Continued on page 23)

Film Dividends

Eye New High
Washington, July 16.

Film industry dividends appear
headed for an all-time high. Melon
for May, just announced by the

Commerce Dept., was $1,061,000. As
compared with only $329,000 for

May. 1945.

Dividends for the . three-month
period ending last May. 31 hit a

boff $9,308,000. contrasted with only
$4,692,000 for the same period last

year. Big current figure was
sparked by RKO's first common
stock dividend—almost $900.000—in

May: and by the $1,800,000 Warner
dividend in April.

More Legal Maneuvers

In Schine Divorcement
Buffalo; July 10.

Application for clarification of

Federal Judae John Knight's order

which directed dissolution of the

Schine theatres so as to clear the

way for an appear will be heard on

Monday 122 1 in Federal court here.

Motion papers filed today (Tues.) by

Willard McKay, attorney for the the-

atre chain, said there was doubt as

lo when the time to appeal started

to run. Additionally, question was

raised as to the extent of the stay on

execution of the dissolution order

pending appeal. .)

Affidavits filed with the motion

papers. recited that the Government
considers thai the final order which

would form the basU of an appeal

had been made on July 5. The court

on that date ordered the' divestiture

of.'more than 80 Schine houses.'

Chicago, July 1G.

As with Los Angeles and Frisco,

where United Artists had to carve a

series of theatre outlets for its

backed-up product, the distrib is

doing the same here. Sales manager
Joe Unger. here from New York,

opened negotiations for utilizing

eilher of the two .Shubcrt legit

houses, the Erlangcr or Shubcrt. for

showcasing UA pix. The ' McVickors
is another potentiality.

UA also has ah idea of grouping
four do luxe nabes. day-and-dalo
(approximate combined capacity of

8.000). and .-imulatc for its Chi ex-

hibition lirstruns the same pattern

now in effect in Los Angclc.--. This

comprises four Music Halls, in

widely scattered L. A. zones, all

houses controlled by Joe Blumen-
feld. Latter'.- UA theatre .in San
Frisco likewise is VA'a showcase.

Company's pile-up of product

came about through Eddie Silver-

man lE.-suiie.-s chain) loading- up on
Metro product for the Oriental,

former UA outlet here.
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CIEA Would Act AsMb Agent

Of Gov't Shorts; Gauntlet to ATA
The Conference of Independent

Exhibitor Assns. will ask the Office

of War Mobilization & Rehabilita-

tion in the near future to recognize

It as a distributing agent for Gov-
ernment sponsored films. The bid

which heralds a widening battle for

exhibitor leadership is designed to

head off the American Theatres

Assn. as the current sole distributing

unit handling Government films in

U. S, theatres. The move, disclosed

by a spokesman for the CIEA, will

be made within the next few months
following completion of ratification

by its member associations of the

new CIEA charter. \

Apparently irked by the OWMR
solo huddles with the ATA on Gov-
ernment films, the CIEA topper said

he saw, no reason why Government
officials did not seek other outlets

besides the ATA for its films. "Our
organization with a membership of

6,000 theatre:, should be consulted
on pictures which the Government
wants to distribute'; in American
houses," the CIEA exec declared.

"We intend to ask the Government
to clear its Alms, with us as well as

with other theatre groups."
Referring to ATA's rejection of

"Seeds of Destiny." first postwar
film for which the Government
sought wide distribution, the CIEA
official said that his organization
might well have considered handling
it had the Government made such
a proposal.- No steps had been
heretofore taken by the CIEA for
recognition as a clearing house be-
cause its organizational machinery
had been too loose, he added, but
the new charter now permitted this

course of action.

ATA execs advised of the contem-
plated move said that they would
not oppose it in any manner. "We've
offered to work along with other
theatre groups on Government film

-distribution, and we're still ready to

do so," one exec declared.
Wlndup on CIEA ratification is ex-

pected within the next 60 days. The
National Allied States Assn. and the

Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-
pendent Theatres, two mainstays of

CIEA, have already given the nod,

With 16 other associations also in

the yes column, only three remain
to be heard from.

VJS. Bows to ATA Stand,

Famine Short Cut 13 Mins.
• Possibility of prolonged contro-
versy over the distribution of "Seeds,
of Destiny," Government sponsored
two-reeler, faded last week when
the Office of War Mobilization and
Reconversion bowed to objections
raised by the American Theatres
Assn. and ordered the film shelved in
favor of a shorter treatment. ATA's
brushoff because

,
of length of the

• documentary and .ts "theatrical
grirhness" had touched off a public
controversy including a blast against
the threatre unit by Bosley Crow-
ther, N. Y. Times film critic. Move
by the OWMR lays to rest reports
that the Government would stand
fast on its insistence that the film be
shown as it.

Substituted film which will include
some clips from "Seeds'' will run
four to five minutes as compared
with the 18 minutes playing time of
its pigeonholed predecessor. Pic is

currently being produced by the
Dept. of Agriculture and the U. S.

Army, working in conjunction, and
will be submitted to ATA execs
within the next two weeks for a
going-over.

Switch in
.
Government stand

represents a victory for ATA which
has been urging official agencies to

keep their films as short as- possible
so as not to cut too deeply . into the
playing time of entertainment pix.

ATA officials, meanwhile, maintained
that charges that the theatre unit
had exercised a veto over a Govern-
ment Aim were false. Their conten-
tion is that a short Aim was recom-
mended because wider clislrtbution

could be obtained as a result of

diminished exhibitor resistance.

Flashback treatment in "Seeds"
which depicted famine conditions in

Europe while stressing the more

Feld Draws 'Bloomer'

.
Hollywood, July 16.

MiHon ,H. Feld will produce Inter-

national's film version of "Bloomer
Girl" oh a $2,300,000 budget, with
Aug. 15 slated as the starting date.

Several new tunes will be added
to the stage score written .by Harold
Arlen 'and E.'.'Y. Harburg. •

.

Women's Clubs May Ban

'Bel Ami' Pic; UA Sees

Another 'Outlaw' To-Do
. With the decision by the Asso-
ciated Women's" Clubs to boycott-
"Bel Ami" forthcoming David Loew-
Albert. Lewin production, United
Artists might have another "Outlaw"
case on its handB, in which the re-

sultant publicity can help build up
the. boxoffice.

Technicolor production of "Ami,"
based on Guy de Maupassant's novel
of the same name, is slated for re-

lease by UA at the end of the year,

with George Sanders starring. N. Y.
chapter of the Women's Clubs pro-
tested to the producers last week, re-

questing that the film's "insulting
and offensive attitude toward's wom-
en's position as a public figure and a
homemaker be eliminated." Effect

of the film on juve audiences would
be "deleterious and harmful," ac-

cording to the Clubs. .

Women formally notified Sanders,
Lewin and Loew last week that they,

could "eliminate the necessity", of a
boycott by cutting the protested
scenes but, so far, the producers
have not agreed to change the pic-

ture. Notification of the intent to

boycott has been forwarded to the
Loew-Lewin N. Y. office and to the
Motion Picture Assn. of America.
"As a result of the conference be-

tween our Coast executives and the
producers and star of 'Bel Ami,' we
have no other recourse than to insist

upon pur ' members boycotting the
film and Mr. Sanders," Mrs. J. D.
Cahn, prexy of the Clubs, declared.
"This savage criticism of women
must be stopped and the presentation
of the anti-feminist thoughts of a
disillusioned. French in the sex-dom-
inated book, 'Bel Ami,' will be firmly
boycotted by the members of our
organization."

OVER 12,000 CONTRACTS

FOR WB'S SOUND ANNI
With more than 12,000 theatres

already signed up for Warners' cele-

bration of the 20th Anni of talking
sound1

, a record-breaking figure has
already been established for theatre
participation, in a private industry
event. Indie theatres account for

more than 9,500 of the total to date.

With more exhibitors joining the
fold each day. By the time the cli-

mactic week of Aug. 6 rolls around,
it is expected that the saturation
point in number of theatres partici-

pating will be reached.
' Besides carrying tag lines in their
newspaper advertising and display-
ing lobby posters on the -event, all of
the theatres are set to play Warner
pictures during . the anniversary
week; Demand for press book ma-
terial on Warners' special anniver-
sary feature, "Night and Day," has
been the heaviest in the company's
history.

On July 23, Cole Porter's Yale
class of 1913 is sponsoring a special
preview Pf "Night and Day" at the
Yale Club, N. Y. The Technicolor
musical, scheduled for 250 preems
during the first week in August, has
been booked for advance preems
late this month in six situations.

World premiere is set at the Holly-
wood, N. Y., July 25.

OK For Sound
Hollywood, July 16.

Widest distribution of any War-
ners short subject will be given "Okay
For Sound," a two-reeler tracing the
evolution of the sound process from

gruesome shots was n.g. so far as "Don Juan"' in 1926 to "Night and
ATA execs were concerned because

j
Day" in 1946. Picture will commem-

of claimed "over-theatrical" -tech- - prate '-the first successful public
nique. ' showing of a talking picture, Aug.
New documentary will have light- 6, 20 years ago.

er treatment and a punchier appeal
for cooperation by the public, ATA
officials said. "Seeds" was backed by

Over $1,500,000 From
Pix to United Appeal

Hollywood, July 16.

Film industry's contribution to the
Arst Annual United Appeal amount-
ed to $1,546,080.66, according to Y.
Frank Freeman, chairman . of the
Permanent Charities Committee.
The showing, he declared, was re-

markable, in view of the prolonged-
film strike.

Funds will be donated, on a pro-
portional basis, to the American Red
Cross, the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis and several Vic-
tory Chests"Jn Los Angeles county'.

v
' Skooras' VJA Luncheen

Spyrps Skouras, . 20th-Fox head,
will host a luncheon next Wednes-
day (24.) on the St. Morltz roof for
the Community Committee of New
York on behalf of the United Jew-
ish Appeal. Among guests will be
Nelson A. Rockefeller, Edward M.
Warburg,: Barney Balaban, Billy
Rose, Major Warner and Jack Cohh.
Purpose is to enlist the aid of the

entertainment industry in assisting
the committee to reach its objec-
tives. '

Roz Russell Tops

New Indie Firm
Hollywood, July 16.

New indie corporation, headed by
Rosalind Russell and her husband,
Frederick Brlsson, was organized
here with a program of 10 high-
budget pictures over a period of five
years. Lineup on the financial end
includes Gary Grant and Dudley
Nichols.

Five of the pictures will star Miss
Russell, who will make one picture
per year for a five-year term. Grant
is signed up for one picture, with
options on future films. Nichols is

hooked up with a dual chore as
writer and director. Meanwhile, he
will divide his time on screenplays
between RKO and other commit-
ments.

CURT1SS-WRIGHT BUYS

16N MANUFTURMG CO.
Curtiss-Wright Corp., seeking to

take advantage, of the potentially
large market for 16m equipment,
has bought outright the Victor Ani-
matograph Corp., manufacturers of
16m projectors and cameras. Air-
craft company plans to retain intact
the location, personnel and opera-
tion of Victor.

Alexander F. Victor will continue
as director of engineering activities
and Samuel G. Rose, exec veepee,
continues as chief business admin-
istrator. Victor is the third organ-
ization not directly engaged in air-
craft to be purchased by Curtiss-
Wright, following the company's
policy of taking over manufacturing
units where engineering and addi-
tional developmental resources can
be put to use.

the United Nations Relief & Rehabili
tation Administration as part of its

food conservation campaign.

In addition to distribution in this

country and the British Empire, the
film will be dubbed in French,
Spanish and Italian. It is also being
made on 16m Aim for schools and
colleges.

Par Institutes Tele

Shows to Plug Pix
Hollywood, July 16.

Paramount will plug its films via
its television outlet here. Starting
tonight with "Blue Skies" as guinea
pig picture. Paramount players,
props, materials and production ef-
fects' will be worked into a .special
program tentatively titled "Movie-
own Backstage."

Current releases will be plugged
through use of props and dialog.
Olga San Juan, assisted by Edith
Head, will be televised demonstrat-
ing costumes and other film dress-
ing. Second film to get video treat-
ment, will be "Monsieur Bcaucaire"
with Marjorie Reynolds in tele spot.
Behind the scenes phases of film
production is expected to pull audi-
ences to plugged pictures.

Nebenzal Saved by Boat
Hollywood, July 16.

Resumption of postwar Oriental
Irade saved Seymour Ncbenzal a
lot of trouble and expense in the
filming of "The Chase," which re-
quires numerous Chinese curios.

While the prop men were search-
ing the town - for the necessary
decorations, in came the first ship-
load of same from China, destined
to F. Suie One, importer. Ncben-
zal bought the shipload,

Charities Pan One-a-Year Policy;

Mull Hat-Passing on State Level

Sinclair Moves to 20th
Hollywood, July 16.

Robert Sinclair, currently at Co-

lumbia, shifts to 20th-Fox under a

term director contract.

Pact starts as soon as he finishes

his Columbia chore.

Army Plans $1,000,000

Budget for info Films

In Occupied Countries
Washington, July 16.

Full control of the information

and educational programs for the
civilian populations of U.S.-occupied

countries—including films, theatres,

music and radio—is being taken over
by the Army from the State Depart-
ment's Office of International In-

formation and Cultural Affairs

(OIC). Move has been under way
since February.
Announcement was made by Major

General Oliver P. Echols, chief of

the Civil Affairs Division. -New re-

orientation branch to handle the job,

has been set up under Lt. Col.

Robert B. McRae, who has been in

charge of films in the occupied
countries for the Army. Unit is be-
ing staffed by about 100 civilians

and military personnel and will have
branches in London and New York
where it will use a portion of the
Signal Corps' photographic center at

Astoria.

Pare Lorentz is being sought to
head the Films and Theatres section
under McRae. While a lieutenant
colonel with the Air Transport Com-
mand, Lorentz turned out "Over the
Hump", plus more than 200 briefing
shorts for ATC. If he accepts Lor-
entz will operate but of. the Astoria
studio and will be in charge of the
production of pix ' which would be
made in this country for educational
and cultural use in the occupied
countries. Army is supposed to have
over $1,000,000, earmarked for. such
films. The plan is to work with the
Signal Corps, film industry and
other agencies to procure and pro-
duce the necessary films.

Army explained: "The series of
films contracted for will be supple-
mented by acquisition of documen-
taries and shorts produced by U.S.
governmental and private sources
and covering agricultural, scientific,

industrial and technological subjects
adaptable for use in the educational
program.
"Based on theatre requests, the

film industry will be called upon to
recommend a group of feature films
and short subjects suitable for ex-
hibition in occupied areas. The sec-
tion also will select non-dated ma-
terial for ncwsreels prepared in the
theatres (of operation) and, weekly,
will procure and forward overseas
newsreel material furnished by the
newsreel companies."

It was explained that in the radio
field "which crosses national fron-
tiers and thus includes occupied
areas, OIC will retain worldwide
responsibility and the Civil Affairs
Division will maintain policy liaison
with OIC. In addition to programs
which the theatre radio staffs orig-
inate in the field, the OIC shortwave
program 'Voice of America' is re-
broadcast in occupied areas."

A music "sub-unit" wJS provide
both popular and classical music for
use in the occupied areas.
No explanation was given about

what the new organization in this
country would do in connection with
the live theatres in Germany and
Japan.

L. A. to N. Y.
Robert Alda
Pete Barnum
Joe Bigelow
Richard J. Brenner
Herbert J. Carson
Harry Conn
Xavier Cugat
lack Donnelly
Jean Gillis

Henry Ginsberg
Sir Basil Holdcn
Arthur Rowland-Jones
George McCall
Abe Olman
Sigmund Romberg
David Rose
Bourne Ruthrauff
Frank Seltzer

Jack Will iams
EarlWilson
Len Zissu

Top-ranking charities, heavily de-
pendent on theatre collections for
financial backing, are balking at the
industry decision to limit theatre
collections to one-a-year. With a
protracted undercover struggle to
convince industry leaders that in.

dividual drives were essential now
winding up in failure, the charities
are considering organization of their
own theatre campaigns on a regional
level. Action currently on foot to

sidestep ' exhibitor blackballing of

numerous campaigns is led by
Basil O'Connor, head of both the
American Red Cross and the Na-
tional Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis..

O'Connor's intention to refuse to

permit, the March of Dimes cam-
paign to be lumped with others in

one drive was reportedly indicated

to Nicholas M. Schenck, head of the

film, division of the '46 Dimes cam-
paign, in a recent huddle in which
Schenck told .the charities head that

the one-a-year decision must stand.

Rather than permit this, O'Connor
said he .would appeal to exhibs to

organize drives for the National
Foundation on a state level. Under-
stood that O'Connor is mulling plans

to set up state exhib committees for

the forthcoming Dimes campaign in

January, '47.
'

Should O'Connor undertake the

move successfully for the National
Foundation, it would almost inevi-

tably follow that a similar step

would be taken for the Red Cross,

which launches its campaign several

months later. Success of such action

is also generally regarded, as an
opening wedge for similar action by
other charities, since all regard the

one-a-year limitation as slicing to

the bone future collections from
theatres.

Exhibs Divided
Meanwhile, exhibs continued di-

vided over the question of whether
a solo annual drive would be feasi-

ble at all. Strong pressure to drop
all collections in theatres continues
and the American Theatre Assn.

.

which voted at its St. Louis, conven-
tion in April for one-a-year is split

widely on the question. While ATA
officials continue to confer with
O'Connor and other charity heads,
the theatre unit will make no final

decision until early in' the fall.

Vote by ATA on issue is expected,
probably in September, when its

directors will meet to settle the

question. One of three steps will be
taken, officials indicate. Possibilities

are a solo drive for all charities with
a division of .the coin later; no plate-

passing for any charity but partici-

pation in publicizing the more im-
portant campaigns; or settling on
one charity and giving it both pub-
licity and collection privileges.

Opponents of plate-passing for

lumped charities are maintaining
that a division of the coin would
prove to be an insurmountable
hurdle. They argue that no fair

method-could be devised to distrib-

ute the cash to various organizations,
and that repercussions will follow -

any split of the coin. Understood
that the ATA charities committee
has been unable to, agree upon a

satisfactory method and that the

imposing difficulties faced have
strengthened the hand of hat-passing
foes.

Situation is further complicated
by community chest drives in which
local theatres participate. Commu-
nity chest idea is also a one-a-year
proposition with a division of the

proceeds among local charities. Puz-

zler presents itself whether to syn-

chronize a national solo campaign
with the local drive so as to keep,

down the number of - collections in

any local house to one-per-annum.
In that event, division between na-

tional and local charities grows even

more complex.

E-L's 40G 'CLEMENTINE'
Hollywood, July 16.

Eagle-Lion paid $40,000 for

"Clementine," prize-winning novel

by Peggy Goodin.
Bryan Foy is seeking Barbara

Whiting for the title role.

N. Y. to L. A.
Pal Allen
Kay Campbell
Sol HUrok
Carl Lcsorman
Jack Lloyd _

N. Y. to LONDON-PARIS
Jack Forrester
Leonard Lyons
Paul Talbot
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WARMUP FOR HOT DECREE BOUT
With Exhibs Free to Buy Quality Kx,

Unprecedented Boom for Indies Seen

Indie producers are expected to"

be especially benefited by the auc-

tion bidding system of selling pic-

tures if that proviso goes through

in the final decree in the anti-trust

suit System is expected to build a

terrific demand for indie produc-

tions and to preclude the necessity

for several of the larger indies,

who've contemplated setting up their

own distributing system, from tak-

ing that step..

Exhibs. under the competitive bid-

ding system, won't be tied down via

contracts to taking product of two

or three of the majors, since each

picture will have to be thrown on

the auction block and made avail-

able to all bidders, Most of the indie

producers are. throwing plenty of

money into their Alms and taking

plenty of time shooting them, there-

by indicating that they'll be well

worth bidding for.' Productions,

consequently, . are expected to get

a spirited ride under the new sales

plan.

System will also give the indies a
> chance to sell away from circuits

operated by the company distribut-

ing their product.. Under the pres-

ent, system, a company like RKO,
which distributes for Samuel Gold-
wyn, Walt Disney, etc., had first

crack at the letters' output "for its

affiliated houses. If the company
has only a straight distribution 'deal,

with the producer, and no produc-
tion money involved, it will have
to bid along with everybody else for

the product, with producer naturally
^selling to'whichever .exhib offers the
best terms.

Indies like Goldwyn, therefore,
who's talked of establishing his own
exchange system, will be able to get
along under existing arrangements
and still be assured of getting top
returns for his pix. With the system
expected to hypo the demand for
salesmen and with the current build,

'ing freeze
' making the possibilities

of building physical exchanges al-

most nil at present, it's believed
that the Indies will ride along as
they have been doing, if the com-
petitive sales plan becomes effective,

JOHN WAYNE STARRER

AS HAWKS' FIRST INDIE
Hollywood, July 16.

Howard Hawks, former Warners
director, checked into the Goldwyn
studio yesterday (Mon.) to produce
his first Independent picture for
United Artists release. Film is titled
"Red River," and will start Aug.
19 on location in Arizona, with John
Wayne as male star and Margaret
Sheridan, a . newcomer, as femme
lead. Production manager of the
new outfit is Walter Mayo.
Hawks is understood to be groom

ing Miss Sheridan for important
roles In his future productions. *

Kranze Resigns RKO;

Reportedly Joining UWP
B. G. Kranze, HKO eastern-cen-

tral district salesmariager, has re-
signed to accept another position.
No announcement of his new post
has been given but it's believed
he's joining United World Pictures
assistant to William J. Heineman
veepee over sales.
Milton Cohen, manager of RKO's

Detroit Exchange, has been named
by Robert Mochrie, RKO sales chief,
to succeed Kranze, effective Friday
(19). Cohen started as city salesman
In Detroit eight years ago for RKO
and was upped to branch manager
in 1943. His successor, is expected to
be named in a few days.

Wash. Mobilizes Vs.

10% Theatre Tax
Washington, July 16,

in!/.
l'? aPPears little chance of a

jo lo city' tax on ' admissions going
into operation in Washington. Thea
trical interests are mobilizing

iiJ
he Pr°POsed scheme.

Theatre tax bite was recom
'"ended last week by a special tax
committee of the D. C. Commission-
ers. Committee was named to search
for new sources of municipal rev.
enue.

to

D. J. Won't Play
Washington, July 16.

Department of Justice officials

will refuse to serve as a channel
for passing on to the New York
expediting court any recom-
mendations by exhibitors and
exhibitor associations to amend
the big five decree. Anti-trust

division has taken the stand
despite exhibitor pressure.

The Government claims it does
hot want to be in a position

where the court could assume it

approves . the suggestions.

Auction Selling

May Increase No.

Of Film Xchanges
The sale of pictures singly to 'the

highest bidder and tradeshowings,
following which an account may
cancel any deal made prior to view-
ing a film that has been bought, may
mean an increase .in the number .of

exchanges throughout the country,

it is believed in certain sales circles.;

In some others ' the attitude seems
to be that if an exhibitor cannot
come from miles distant to a branch
point to see pictures when available

for screening, that is his, the buy-
er's, hard luck.

Major distributors at present op-
erate branch offices in 31 different

keys. In former years additional ex-,

changes were located at various

points in faraway areas but since

have been discarded. Prior to the

decision in the U. S. anti-trust trial,

it is reported, as a matter of fact,

that there was talk in some quarters

of further, reducing the number of

offices through which film was sold

and serviced but now the situation is

in reverse.

While few exhibitors have attend*-

ed trade showings inaugurated' in

1940 with the consent decree, the

importance of seeing pictures under
the open-bidding policy and rejec-

tion of deals previously made takes

on new significance."

However, in view of the . large

areas served by some exchanges, it

would be physically impossible for

the average exhibitor to attend

trade showings. The only alterna-

tive would be to maintain a reviewer

at branch points.

Larger territories covered by ex-

changes as now constituted include

Dallas, Boston, Atlanta, Minneapolis,

Chicago, New Orleans, Salt Lake
City and Denver, among others. The
largest number of theatres is served
by Dallas with 1,167, while Chicago
runs second at 1,084, and New York
third at 1,062. Smallest territory is

New Haven, with only 188 theatres.

FREE-FOR-ALL

SURE THIS FULL
A crowded courtroom and a- 'hot

session are promised when the three

federal judges sit down in the fall

to pass on a Anal decree in the
Government anti-trust suit. Every
branch of the film industry will seek
to intervene in the hearing to pre-

sent, their ideas of what the decree
should say. Regardless of whether
the Government and the defendants
named in the suit can get together
over the summer on the decree's
terms, a court battle is assured on
the part of exhibitor organizations

disgruntled over the statutory court's

decision.

Marshalling of forces is now under
way, and the eight majors will likely

be in the minority when it conies to

briefs filed and expressions of oral

arguments, Indications -are that the
chief target of attack by exhibitors

will be the auction method of sell-

ing which is widely feared by them
as a device to skyrocket film rentals.

Intervention in the suit will be defi-

nitely requested by the Conference
of Independent Exhibitor A.ssns.,

National Allied States Assn. and the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Assn. Also, likely to step in is the
Society of independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers currently engaged in

drafting their proposals for a sell-

ing system.

The CIEA will meet in the near
future to mull its proposals for court
consideration, Jesse Stearn, prez,

disclosed last week. Permission to,

file a brief and to be heard on argu-
ment will be asked by that organiza-

tion, Stearn said. . The association

had not yet decided whether to op-
pose auction selling, but a stand
would be - taken at the forthcoming
meet.

Justice Dept. Attitude

The Dep't of Justice has indicated

that it will not oppose intervention

by theatre units or other interested

parties, Stearn said. The CIEA will

fight any sche'me that would permit
a defendant to increase his theatre
holdings, according to Stearn. Con-
sequenty, the brief to be filed by the
CIEA will ask the court to ban the
buying out of a partner by a major
inder the partial divorcement pro-
viso of the decree.

CIEA will also stress the Goverri-

(Continued on page 22)

Army Bans Metro's

'Jim' from Camps
Offended at several sequences in

Metro's "Little Mr. Jim," that al-

legedly cast a bad light on the

Army, the Army has banned the pic-

ture from screenings at all camps
both in this country arid abroad.

General release date for the film,

starring JacKie "Butch" Jenkins,

James Craig and Frances Gifford,

has not been set. Army officials

objected to scenes depicting officers

drinkirigjun their quarters; officers'

wives dictating policy on the posts,

and enlisted men sent out by their

superior officers to hunt for an of-

ficer's lost child, when they should

have been attending to their, own
work.

Big 5, Little 3 and SIMPP (Indies)

All at Cross-Purposes on Decree

Curb on Chiseling
A brake on chiseling exhibi-

tors may be one of the byprod-
ucts of the auction sales feature

Of the anti-trust decree. At least

that's the way a number of sales

toppers see it. Eligibility of a

theatre to bid on a given run for

a film depends,- in part, on the

grosses garnered by the house in

the past, execs point out. Under
the decree, only theatres' of a
comparative standing in the ter-

ritory, can vie for a run and b.o.

figures are part of that standing.

An exhib, anxious to stay, with
the gravy early runs or to crash
into a better spot, will be less

inclined to play down his take in

the interest of keeping that ex-
tra dollar' out of the distribs'

pockets, sales officials aver
hopefully.

Par's Ginsberg

Probes Decree's

Meet on Prod.

Beebe Barks at 'Shep'

Hollywood, July 18.

Golden Gate Pictures signed Ford

Beebe to direct its forthcoming ani-

mal film "My Dog Shan."

Film goes into work on location

July 29.

D.C. Fully Satisfied

With Auction Selling
Washington, July 16.

Trade story (not in Variett)
that Justice Department planned to

seek a change in the "auction sell-

ing" section of the Big Five decree
was branded a complete phoney' by
Justice Department officials. Spokes-
men said they . were well satisfied

with auction selling and were inter-

ested only in details of making it

operate in accordance with the de-

cree.

Assistant Attorney General Wen-
dell Berge, in charge of the Anti-

Trust Division, issued a statement

in which he declared:

"A published report that the De
partmeht of Justice contemplates

requesting changes in the decree

outlined by the N. Y. District Court

in the motion picture case has ab
solutely no foundation.- It would
not be proper procedure at this stage

of the case for the department *"

make such a recommendation.
"The Department will accept any

suggestions from producer, exhibitor

and distributor groups on the sub"

ject of securing compliance with the

decree, according to the outlined

decree, will be left up to the Gov-
ernment."
Last paragraph means merely that

•under Section 8-B of the decree, the

Anti-TrustjDivision must police the

selling plan laid down by the court.

"Hell,, no," was the comment of

another Justice official on whether

the Department would try to have,

the auction selling section changed.

Robert Wright, in charge of mo-
tion picture litigation for the Anti-

Trust Division, meets here Thurs-

day (18; with MPTOA execs to go

over provisions of the court's order.

Wright also expects lo huclclle with

spokesmen for the Allie-l States

exhibitors within a few days,

Effect of the anti-trust ruling on
production will be weighed today
(17) when Henry Ginsberg, Para-
mount production chief, meets with
company's h.o. toppers in the first of

a series of .planned huddles. Gins-
berg trekked eastward to swap ideas

with other Par execs to determine
whether the decision calls for any
switch in Par's production plans.

He'll be east two to three weeks.
While withholding his ideas until

he. had canvassed those of h.o. of-

ficials, Ginsberg indicated that the

decision called for revamped think-

ing on the part of production heads.

Rising production costs are giving

the. producers "plenty of grief,"

Ginsberg said, and it was up to the

exhibitors "to roll up their sleeves

and go to work" to make pictures

profitable for both ends of the In-

dustry. Necessity for exhibs to pitch'

in would be accentuated by the de-

cision's auction sales method, Gins-

berg stated, since hiked costs and

film rentals would follow.

He saw "State of the Union,"

which Par will film, last night

(Tues.).

SEC Mulls Petition

By Lehman to Buy

RKO Stock From Atlas

Philadelphia, July 16.

The Securities, and Exchange Com
mission is mulling a petition filed

by Lehman Bros, for right to pur

chase 650,000 shares of RKO common
from the Atlas Corp.
Representatives of Lehman Bros,

testified at a hearing last week that

the firm was -planning to put up
the stock for public sale if the SEC
okays the deal. Not more, than 25,

000 shares would be sold to an in

dividual buyer, Lehman declared.

The SEC's decision is expected

shortly.

With implications of the five-week

old anti-trust decision already shap-

ing up, producing companies have

split into three groups representing

jarring interests in the final work-

ings of the proposed decree. They
are the Big Five, the Little Three,

and the indies (SIMPP). All three

tactions currently are drafting their

separate ideas on how the decree

shall operate, dictated by the varied

impact of the decision upon them.

Schism has grown/ more pronounced

as the defendants mull the problem

of whether to appeal and from what.

While no official decision is ad-

mitted by -any of the Big Five as to

an .
appeal, certain sales executives

envision perhaps bigger profits from
the new type of auction selling.

It's certain that the five majors

will ask for a review of one feature

of the decision—the partial divorce-

ment ukase. On the other hand the

Government will probably petition

for complete theatre divorcement.

The Big 5 is not sorry- to see pools

and franchises go. Single sales of

pix are nothing new since they have
been a part of company practices

since the inception of the consent

decree. Selling .
'seasons, once as

much a part of the film business as

drumbeating, have almost faded out
along with season product contracts.

Blockbooking
.
nix, therefore, holds

no terrors for the Big Five. Nor
does the ban on minimum admission
prices in lush times such as these
when the' tendency is upwards
rather than the reverse.

Stone Defies Johnston

On 'Bedfellows'Tide
Hollywood,, July 16.

Andrew Stone yesterday (Mon-
day) hurled defiance at the Johnston

office and stated he would Stick with

his title "Strange Bedfellows," de-

spite the fact that the Motion Pic-

ture Association had banned the tag

for the film after six weeks' de-

liberation.

This is the fourth handle Stone has

had on the picture and he has al-

ready put out some advertising, in

addtion to having the film well un-
1 der way "in lensing. Other tags

turned down up to now .
include

"Stripped for Action," "Here We Go
I Again" and "Hot and Bothered."

'Victory' for Exhibs?

Auction sales, execs concede; mean
personal headaches and increased
distribution expenses but one topper
expressed the general view when he

.

said, "It'll cost us more but we'll

more than make it up in increased

Rentals:" Reverse side of the medal,
proving the^ame point, are. the ex-,

nibs' wails over possible hike in

rentals. *One more 'victory' like

this," said a New York exhib after

reading the decision, "and we'll all

be but of business."

The Big Five, therefore, has been
concentrating on their own ideas of

how to sell at auction with little

concern over an affirmance by the
Supreme Court. While they will

fight, tooth and nail, against divorce-

ment, partial or complete, an appeal
from the selling methods is not

.

likely.

Little 3's Stance

Appeal by the Little Three ,from
the tag of illegality fixed to block
booking by the decision and the auc-
tion sales proviso is currently being
mulled, particularly by execs of Co-
'lumbla and Universal. The two com-
panies shied away from an agree-
ment to conform with single sales

provision because it was feared that
they would jeopardize their right to

a review by the high court. Until
the question of an appeal is settled,

one legalitc said, the companies
would make no move towards single

sales.

With a raft of B pix, no theatres

of their own to rely on for surefirf

distribution and no previous experi-
ence in individual film sales, both
Columbia and U have been hardest
hit by the decision. Consequently
their thinking has been along differ-

ent lines than that of the Big Five
and they will probably fight the de-
cision's Implications all' along the
line. The trio's lawyers have .taken
no part in regular Big Five confabs
since the split which followed the
lalter's agreement to put most of the
decision's features into effect during
the summer.

Indie Producers

The indie producers, banded to-

gether under the Society of Inde-
pendent Motion Picture Producers,
with , their own interests to protect

have been mulling the decision

which, in the main,, they regard- as a

break. SIMPP's ideas on how the

decree should work is currently be-

ing%draftcd in the form of a plan for

handling auction sales with Gunther
R. Les'sing, Walt Disney Productions'

veepee as draftsman and Donald M.
Nelson, SIMPP prexy, as sponsor.
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FROM BOSTON TO

SAN FRANCISCO

START THIS WEEK

...TO MATCH THE

RECORD-SETTING ENGAGE

MENT-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

(Tomorrow begins 5th history-making week!)
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AT ROXY, N.Y.C.

ADDING TO THE

SENSATIONAL

PHILADELPHIA

BOXOFFICE STORY!

BIGGER-THAN-EVERYTHING

IN WASHINGTON, PITTSBURGH AND NORFOLK!

kse-pfvs "Smoky "
in Technicolor, "CIany Brown" and Do row love Me" in Technicolor

|
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Sister Kenny
RKO i-pli":is"<s. ot Dudley Xi.-liols produc-

tion, directed by. Nichols, stars Kosaliml.

]tUff--cll, Alexander Knox; IV.iuiri-.s Dean
JnKK'T. Philip Meiivule. ltrnluh llondl.

Charles Dlnsle. Screenplay, Nichols. Knox
• ml Mary McCarlhy. based i.n "Anil 'J'hey

Phiill Walk," by Kllziiiicili Kenny In <ol-

Inlhirallnn with Manila Oyl-'iwo; camera,
Geoi-go names: editor. Holand Gross; score,

«\ Itaknlelnlknft. Tradcshov.u. X. Y.. July
II. Mil. Running time, 1 10 31 INS.

Kliznl'.rlh Kenny.
Dr. McDonnell. . .

,

Krvln Connors...
Brack

Miiry Kenny
.Mike Kenny
Medical Director.
Iiorree
Mis. Mi-lnlyrr
Mr. Molntyre
.Agnes

.Rosalind Russell
Alesnnder Knox

..... Dean Jaggcr
. ..1'hllin Merlvillo

Ilculah lliinill

...Charles Dingle
John l.ltcl

, . .Dnrccn McCnnn
.I''ny Helm

. .'ciiarlrs Kcmner

.Dorothy Peterson

"Sister Kenny" stacks up as one of

those - infrequent biographical films

that does full justice to the subject,

while at the same time providing
sock entertainment. Picture has all

the ingredients of a good cast, story,

production and direction to elicit top
grosses in any situation.

With Elizabeth
.
Kenny known

throughout the world for her fight

to have the medical profession accept
her unorthodox method of treating
infantile paralysis, ,RKO has a good
bet for the international market as
well as the U. S. Rosalind Russell's

name on the marquee will also lure.

Picture will undoubtedly stir up the

same controversy that's revolved
around the Aussie nurse since she
first introduced the Kenny method
some 35 years ago, which is all to
the good of the boxofficb.

Miss Kenny's life story was a nat-
ural, for pictures and. Dudley Nichols
and Alexander Knox, who collabbcd
on . the screenplay, have made the
most of it. Subordinated love story
runs a nice counterpoint throughout
the film to the dramatic events .In

the nurse's life, with the emphasis
placed on Miss. Kenny's scientific

career and work. While the picture
has the stuff that brings emotional
lumps to the throats of the audience
and depicts the juve victims of the
dread polio, it never becomes a
downright tearjerker, for which aU
plaudits to Nichols and Knox.

Miss Russell in the title role comes'
tip with one of the best performances
in her luminous film career and is

given an able assist by Knox, as the
Scotch ' medico who bucks his die-
hard confreres 'to gain recognition
for her work, and' by the late Philip
Merivale as the' most obdurate of her
opponents. Miss Russell, with a role
that's primed for .overacting, shows
remarkable restraint in her difficult
portrayal of the nurse from her
college days in 1909 up, to the pres-
ent. Knox is equally, good in a dif-
ficult role and Merivale's thesping
is a fitting eulogy to the late actor's
ability.

Story picks up Miss Kenny as she
graduates from nursing school at
22 and takes her . through her early
"bush-nursing" work in the Aus-
tralian back country, where she Arst
came into contact with polio and,
through lack of knowledge and
simple inspiration, evolved her cure.
Condemned by the medical profes-
sion because her system isn't in the
books, she forsakes her personal
happiness via marriage to continue
her work and fight against the
medicos, until in 1940, she comes to
the University of Minnesota to set
up the Kenny Institute. Picture
winds up as she gives her first lec-
ture to the more enlightened doctors
who've accepted her, even though an
American medical committee has
just ruled against her treatment

Supporting cast backs up the prin
cipals nicely. Dean Jagger carries
off his part well as the Aussie army
officer who must give up Miss Kenny
to her work. Beulah Bondi and
Charles Dingle make nice parents
for the nurse and Doreen McCann is
fine as the moppet who becomes her
first polio patient.

Nichols, in his triple role as pro
ducer-director-scripter, does' well
with all three. Makeup dept. de-
serves special mention for the make-
up jobs on the stars. System of
showing Miss Russell age in the film
is one of the best seen and the final
scenes, in which she's' an elderly lady
of 60, show her with a face and figure
that's perfectly in keeping with the
age. Stal.

the direction neatly valued to get
the best from the material.

Script is based on a George Seaton
play that had a brief Broadway stay
a couple of seasons ago. Lines and
situations carry enough punch and
spice to flavor fantasy basis.; Lead
role is cut to Frank Morgan's meas-
ure and he troupes it solidly. He's
seen as a Maine shipbuilder whose
wealth is measured in family love
and

.
friendship, inept investments

having dissipated more material
wealth. He dies suddenly of a heart
attack on eve of recouping a little

from his last gamble on fortune,, but
lingers around as a ghost long
enough to see his family assured of
future security.
That idea doesn't seem to have

much humor at first glance, but
nifty scripting by Karen De Wolf
and pointed direction by S. Sylvan
Simon push it home, with honors
evenly divided between chuckles and
tears. Most of the laughs spring
from screwball character played by
Keenan Wynn and Morgan's antics
as a newly-initiated shade. Former
makes his appearance upon Morgan's
death at 62 years of age and- plays
latter's father, who died in his 30's.

Incongruousness of the father being
younger than the son breeds chuck-
les, as does the father's instructions
to his son on how to be a proper
spirit. This father-son team makes
an entertaining pair.
Audrey Totter, heretofore seen

.

mostly as an s.a. menace, is kept
under wraps as Morgan's daughter
except for sequence where the fun-
loving spirits promote her romance
with Richard Quine, young profes-
sor. Sequence adds some spice, al-

though strictly on the Johnston of-
fice side. Gladys Cooper, is fine as
Morgan's wife, who rallies the family
after his death. • Marshall Thompson,
Morgan's son; Cecil Kellaway, a
double-crossing friend who is struck
dead by spirit Wynn's manufactured
lightning; Leon Ames, Morris
Ankrum and others aid the story-
telling.

Ray June's lensing and trick' ef-
fects, and other contributions help
overall excellent results obtained by
Irving Starr's production guidance.

Brop.

H«ne Sweet Homicide
20th-Fox release of I-oula D. Lighten pro-

duction. Stura Randolph Scott, Peggy Ann
Garner, Lynn Harl. Dean Slockwell. Connie
Marshall: featured James Gleaaon. Barbara
Whiting, John Shepperd. Directed bv T.loyil

Bacon. Screenplay. P. Hugh Herbert, bated
on novel by Craig Rice: camera. John
Sellz: editor, L*iul* Loeffler. Traileahown
July 16. '4(1. Running time! 85 MINB.
Dinah Caratalrs. .: Peggy Ann Gnaner
Lt. 1)111 Smith... Randolph Scott
Marian Carstalra. -...Lynn Barl
Archie Carstalra , . .Dean Slockwell
April Caratalrs.... .Connie Marshall
Sergeant O'Hare ....James Gleason
Polly Walker... ; Anabct Shaw
Jo-Ella Holhrook Barbara Whiting
Mr. Banfonl John Shepperd
Mr.-Cherrlngton Stanley Logan
l.uke ..Olln llowlln
Housekeeper , Mai lettn Canty
Policemen Pat Flaherty, Phillip Morris

The Cockeyed Miracle
• Los Angeles, July 11.

Metro release of Irving Starr production.
Features Frank Mot-Kan, Keenan Wynn,
Cecil Kellawny. Audrey Toller. Gladys
Coouer. Mnrshnll Thoinpcon, Richard Quine,
Leon Ames. Directed by s. Hylvan Simon.
Screenplay. Karen l)c Wolf: based on play
by Georse Seatnn: ciinicr.t. liny June: musU
cnl score. David .Snell: editor. Ren l^jwls.
Tradeshown In r.o.q Angeles, July ID, 'I'i

Running time, »t MISS,
fcam Griggs.
lien Griggs
Tom Carter
Jennifer Griggs...
Howard Uaakson.
Amy Griggs
Jim Griggs..
Ralph Humphrey.
Mrs. Lynne:. ; . ; .

.

Dr. Wilton
Amos Spcllmun...

: .Frank Morgan
. . Keenan Wynn
C^oll Kellaway
..Audrey Totter
ItU-hnrd Quine

...... .Gladys Coo|M*r

. .Marshall Tin.mpson
'. Leon Ames
. .-. ..lane Green

Morris Ankrum
\rthur Space

Miniature Reviews
"Sister Kenny" (RKO). Rosa-

lind Russell, Alexander Knox in

a top biographical film of the

Aussie nurse; sure boxofficc.

"The Cockeyed Miracle"
. (M-G). Film fantasy, with
chuckles and tears aplenty for

general audiences.

"Home Sweet Homicide"
(20th). Randolph Scott, Lynn
Bari, Peggy Ann Garner tor-

initial pull; good b.o.

"Lady Lock" (RKO). Strong
cast and gambling theme will

override weak story for OK b.o.

"Smithy" (Col.) (Australian).
Sif-r^Charles Kingsford-Smith's

biog' creates Australian mile-

stone; good b.o. for British Em-
pire.

"The Dark Horse" (One Song)
(U). Satisfying dualer with ex-
GI motif.

"Black Beauty" <20th-Alper-
son). Dawdling horse pic, lack-

ing marquee names,- will have
b.o. trouble.

"Step By Ste*p" (RKO). Melo-
drama as strong secondary fea-

ture.

"Night Train . to Memphis"
(Songs) (Rep). Minor lower-end
dualer.
"Sunset Pass" (RKO) (Songs).

Well-done small budgeted Oat-
tuner for duals.

Metro has taken an engaging fan-
tasy-idea and developed it for audi-
ence entertainment. '.'The Cockeyed
Miracle" doesn't carry enough mar-
quee weight to go it alone in top
situations, but does offer good pos-
sibilities for general situations when
coupled with' a supporting feature.
Cast names are mostly familiar and
dependable, the production good and j

With everything in its favor, in-
cluding simplicity, this film should
bring good grosses everywhere, es-
pecially in neighborhood situations.
"Home Sweet Homicide" is a who-
dunit with a "Junior Miss" slant (in-
cluding Peggy Ann Garner and Bar-
bara Whiting, both featured in the
earlier film), and .fine entertainment
for all age brackets. Moppets will
love it.

Three precocious children of a lady
mystery writer become involved in
a real murder with a thread of black-
mail running through it. In their
attempts to baffle the police so their
mother can solve the crime, for which
she has no desire, the kids almost
catch the murdejir, but in the end
leave that to homicide lieutenant
Randolph Scott who, with mother
Lynn Bari, provides love interest.

Direction throughout is excellent,
with Dean Stockwell, Connie Mar-
shall and Peggy Ann Garner, the
three youngsters, turning in sock
performances as a. result. Story
moves fast and shows wise selection
of unpretentious mountings. Scott
Miss Bari and James Gleason are
more than, competent, and entire
production is thoroughly polished.
Fact that the identity of the killer
can be guessed- with fair certainty
might even help boxoffice. since it

will give payees w.k. "I knew it all
the time" feeling.

. Lady Luck
nKO release, of Warren buff production.

Stars Robert Young, Barbara Hale, Frank
-Morgan: features James Gleason. Harry
Davenport, Teddy Hart. Don nice. Di-
rected by Kdwin L. Marin. Screenplay.
Lynn Root and Frank Kenton.- based ' on
story by Herbert Clyde l.«wls; minera.
Luclen Andlint; editor. Itnlph Dawson.
Tradeshown In N. V., July' 11'. 'It;. Itun-
nlilK time. 07 MIN'S.

could easily be snipped by about 20
minutes.

. Whatever tension there
-might have been is lost in the pedes-
trian direction. Switches in. plot are
telegraphed way - in advance, and
many situations, which should have
been accented for laughs, are de-
railed into deadpan romance. Dia-
log doesn't sparkle either, and the
comic talents of Frank Morgan,
James Gleason and Teddy Hart are
hard put to deliver chuckles.. Pro-
duction is excellently mounted.
Yarn is spun around a femme,

who, as a descendant from a long
line of Ill-fated gamblers, develops a
blue-nose aversion to the species.
While keeping an eye bh her poker-
playing grandfather, she falls for and
marries a professional dice-thrower
who promises to reform. On their
honeymoon, the bride glimpses the
groom innocently rolling the cubes
in behalf of a sucker, but she mis-
understands and leaves him. As a
device to . patch up the break, the
ex-gambler s friends try to infect the
gal with gambling fever. She goes
overboard, breaking the house and
opening a green-felt club of her own.
But how the roles are reversed, With
the husband an advocate of the poor
but honest life. Windup has the
granddad, playing for the girl,
throwing a winning poker hand into
discard in an effort to clean her out
and make her come to her senses.

Robert Young and Barbara . Hale
make an engaging romantic duo al-
though the latter is not convincing
as the high-flying belle of the faro
table. Morgan carries the film as
the incurable poker-playing sharp-
ster while Gleason is effective, as
usual, as an easy-come, easy-go
gambler. Hart gives a sock per-
formance in his brief part as a
dice-struck factory .worker who
winds up with a limousine. Rest of
the cast deliver competently.

Smithy
- (AUSTRALIAN-MADE)

Sydney, June 26.

Columbia release of Nick Pery produc-
tion. Stars Ron Randell; features Muriel
Steinbeck, John Tate, Joy Nlcholls. Di-
rected by Ken G. Hall. Original screen-
play. Alec Coppel and Max Afford; camera,
George Heath; editor, Terry Banks, At
State, Sydney, June 26, '-10. Running lime,
lie suns.
Sir . Charles Klngsfard-Smllh. .Ron Ramlell
I.ndy KlnKEford-Smllb Muriel Steinbeck
Charles Ulm... John Tate
Kay Suitor Joy Nlcholls
Nnn Kingston! Smith Nan Taylor
Copt. Allan Hancock ..Alec Kellaway
Sir Hubert Wllklns ...John Dease
Sirlnger Joe Valll
Arthur Powell .Marshall Crosby
Right Hon. W. M. Hughes. .... .In Person
Capt. P. G. Taylor In Person
John Stannagc ... In Person

Larry Sci-it.

Mary Audrey
William Auiln y.

.

Sacramento -Sam.
Bd.lld
Judge Martin
Little Joe
Little Guy. ...

Happy john.ton. .

.

Dan .MorK»n

. . . -Robert Young
.-. . . .Il.nrbara Hale
....Frank Morgan
. . .-lames Gleason

Don Hire
.ll.-ii-ry D-iveil|iort

. . . Lloyd Corl-lKon
.Ti-ddy Han

. .Joseph Vltalc
. . Douklas Moirow

Parlay of the ever-popular gam-
bling motif, with a strong cast for
marquee lure, should, net "Lady
Luck" good returns at the b.o.. par-
ticularly in the nabea. Intrinsically,
however, the film is only mild en-
tertainment, i

Frail story -loosely rattles around
in an over-sized runrjing time' which

understanding to a most exacting
role. Joy Nicholls is .finely cast as

nn American and is another strong
Hollywood pic possibility. She's
been in vatide for some lime. Rest' of

cast is adequate. .-

Story follows -the career of Kings-
ford-Smilh, minus any flagwaving.

The dialog at limes is a bit stilted

and in spots the pic drags, running
lime needs pruning, both for here
and for overseas. But generally this

film helps, intrench Australian pro-
duction more strongly than ever
before. Rick.

The Dark Horse
(ONE SONG)

Cnl.vci-Mil rvlejim-iif -Howard Welia-h pro-
duction <:i>mh-IiiIh producer.- Wilt Cowan).
Stars rbilllp Terry, Ann SavuKc: features.
Jane Darwi-ll. Allen Jenkins. Donald .Mtlc-

Itrlile. Dlrti/tHl li>' W.III Jasun. Si-rccnpluy,
Charles H. Marion. Leo Solomon:- camera.
Paul Icitnn; simu. Will Jason; editor. Paul'
Lnudri's. Tradesliown In N; .Y. July 10. '411.

kunnliiK lime. A0 M1NS.
George Kelly. . . . .i

Mary JJurinii.

Willis Trillion;....
Aunt Haul*
John ltoonry
Kuatace Kelly

.

Mr. Al.lllih...:...
Mr*. A Id rich.

Mrs. Mahoney . . . .

.

Old Man.
Mr. Hodges
Mallre de.........

. Phillip Terry
: .Ann Savugc

... Allen Jenkins

..- Juno Durwell

. . .Donald MncUrlde
. .

.'.
. Kdward Garknn

. . . Uaymond I^irgny
,

.Hull) Lee
Mary Gordon

^

, SI .lenka
Arthur t). Ilryan

. . . . -Henri De Soto

Relaxing fare for the dualers, "The
Dark Horse" satisfies. It limns the
travails of a returning' vet (Phillip
Terry)- who is pressured by the local

political boss into running for alder-
man. When he rebels and exposes
the phoney setup, he is elected any-
way, on the strength of his honesty.
Terry is not always convincing as

the reluctant candidate. Donald Mac-
Bride, as. the politico, giver better
than average reading to slightly
hoked-up lines, while Jane Darwell
shows her usual competence in the
benevolent aunt role.
' One thing ex-servicemen among
the payees will recognize, and prob-
ably be amused at, is the unctuous
pseudo-sympathy among civilians
who treat every, returned vet as a
psychopathic problem.

Black Beauty
2ulh-Kcx t-elease of Kdward I* Alperson

(Alson) pioducllun. Features Monu-' Free-
man. Jtirhard Denning... Kvelyo Ankers,
Charles .

Kv.mt.. .1. M. Kerrigan,' Moyna
Macglll. Terry Kllbum and Highland Dale
as' IJIack lle.iuly. Directed by - Max ;Nos-
aeck.

.
Screenplay. - I.Kile llayward and

Agnes ChrlsLlne' Johnston, based on nuvel
by Anna' Sewell: music, Dmitri Tlo'mkln.'
TrsdeFhonn N. T-, July 12, '4tL Running
time, 14 MINK.
Anne Wendun . ...'.;... Monn Freeman
Rill Dixon. Hlihai'd Denning
Evelyn t'arrlnklou /Kvelyn' Ankers
Snulre. Wendon Charles Rvnns
John.. i...-. J. M. Kerrlgun
Mrs. ttlakr Moyna Mm-glll
Joe... ...Terry Kllburn
Sk Inner .'I'hnmaa P. Dillon
Terry Arthur Space
Dr. White. John. Burton
Mr. Cordon Olaf Hylten
Auctioneer I.eyland Hodaaon
Veterinary. .Clifford Brooke
"Ulack Heauiy" Highland Dale

"Smithy" may well be the best
Aussie-produced pic to date. It's a
credit to Nick Pery, the producer,
and Ken G. Hall, director, and high
praise goes to Columbia for financing.
The blbg of the late Sir Charles
Kingsford-Smith, the Aussie air ace,
here, indeed, is a milestone in local
film-making. It should do well at
British. Empire boxoffices, and has a
good chance in America.
Ron Randell, who- has been in

Aussie legit and radio for some years,
has the title role,, turning in an ex-
cellent performance. He is good Hol-
lywood limber.

Pic has lots in it for U. S. appeal.
It was an American, Captain Allan
Hancock, who backed Smithy's flight
across the Pacific, and Hall has
brought in several U. S. scenes, with
an eye to the Ajnerican market,
naturally, all well done, carefully
cast an'd acted by genuine Ameri-
cans, something unknown before in
local production when script called
for a U. S. character.

Muriel Steinbeck, vet of local radio
arid legit, makes a good foil for
Randell, bringing sympathy and

"Black Beauty;" another of the
Hollywood equine species, is none
too promising. It lacks marquee
names and adult entertainment
values, though it's the sort of item
that the youngsters would relish.
"Beauty" has been produced inde-
pendently by Edward L. Alperson for
20th-Fox release.
Adapted -from the novel by Anna

Sewell, "Beauty," a standard among
horse yarns,' has been filmed twice
before, once in sound. Dealing with
a young girl's love for a colt that
she rears, the' story, backgrounded
by the English countryside in the late
19th century, mostly concerns the
heartaches that result when the
animal, through circumstances, is

forced into the hands of others and
subsequently encounters the down-
trail as a jobhorse. That finale,
wherein the girl finally finds the
beast amid the starkly melodramatic
aura of a stable fire, fails to achieve
the effect it might have with better
direction and screenplay.
. Mona Freeman plays the girl and
Richard Denning the American with
whom she teams romantically. Miss
Freeman is properly impetuous and
eager, while Denning is bedeviled by
the script, as are. all the others. Di-
rection is frequently poor. Acting by
some lesser characters is unusually
bad.
Coming oh the releasing heels of

"Smoky, another horse pic, pro-
duced at 20th-Fox, "Beauty" suffers
by comparison. There are marked
story similarities between the Sewell'
narrative and "Smoky," Will James'
likewise-standard horse yarn. Kahn,

Step by Step
Los Angeles, July 11.

RKO ivleuye of SKI ltogell production.
I'V-iilu'ics Lawrence Tlerney. Anne Jeffreys,
Lowell Gllmore, George Cleveland. Jason
llobards. Myina Dell. Directed by Thll
Iloseh. Screenplay, Stuart Palmer: baaed
on original story by George Callahan; cam-
era. Krank Kciiniiin: music. Paul Sawlell;
edilor. Ruber! Swink. Tradeshown in Ijis

II. NO. Running lime. 62AncielcH
Ml.NS.
Johnny.

.

Kvelyn.

.

Von Don
Simpson

July

......... . .Lawrence Tlerney

..." Anne Jeffreys
>. l^iwell Gllmore

- • • « . .George Cleveland
nruikncr ; Jai-on Hobards
Grelohen. . . '.

. .Myrnn Dell
Senniar Itenimy Harry Harvey
Tllacklnn Addison Richards
Jnrgenscn.

. .nay Walker
Captain Rdnionds .John Hamilton

Melodrama is' considerably above
general, level of smaller-budgeted
features in, this category. Tight tale
should be a pleaser for meller fans.

It's one of Phil Rosen's best director
credits. Production appuiteiian.es
are also well valued.

Plot opens against a Malibu Beach
locale. Stuart Palmer's sound sciiDt
backgrounds the action, and yam
moves along

. smoothly in depict-
ing the adventures that befttll =,

young couple involved in a plot to
steal valuable government docu-
ments. Shenanigans make it appear
that Lawrence Tierriey, ex-Marine
and Anne Jeffreys, a senator's secre-
tary, are the guilty parties. Couple
is the object of an FBI and police
hunt as well as being sought by the
real crooks/Before it winds up there
are two murders, plenty of chases
and other action sequences. ' .

Tlerney and Miss Jeffreys handle
the leads capably. Lowell Gilmore
Jason Robards and Myrna Dell are
the foreign agents, all good. Harry
Harvey, Addison Richards. Ray
Walker and John Hamilton do well.
George Cleveland contributes sharp
characterization as a motel-keeper
who shelters the leads from the law;
role counting for good lighter mo-
ments.
Lensing, editing and other credits

are satisfactory. Broq.

Night Train to Memphis
(SONGS)
Hollywood, July 13.

Republic release -of Dorrell and 'Stuart
McGuwnn production; screenplay by same.
Stars Roy Acuff: features Allan I .cine.

Adelt Mara. Directed by Lesley Selnnrier.
Camera. William Bradford; editor. Tony
Mnrtlnelll: "music. Morton Scntt. Previewed
July .12, 'M. Running time. M MINK.
Roy.
Dan .Acuff. ....

Constance.
Rainbow
Stevenson. ..

Ma Acuff...'..
Chad Morgan.
Asa. Morgan .

.

WUson.'

. .Roy Acuff
Allan [.hue

....Allele Mara

. .. living Itacnn

..Joseph Crehan
. . . Kmma Dunn .

. . .Koy. Ilnrcrnft
.Kenne Duncan

. ..I.cnny Mason
Porter; Nlcodelllus Sten-ait
Maid.... ...Nina Mae McKlnnev
Doctor .* Francis McDona Id

Bmoky Mountain Boys.

This Roy Acuff starrer, hillbilly-

overtoned, is for those special situ-

ations where star and ridge-runner
music can,outweigh a mawkish, trite

tale in sequences frequently too dull
to arouse much audience interest Pic
obviously -.designed for lower line of
shared marquee.
Slow pace of plot and lack-lustre

lines militate against performances
all around. Acuff is a Tennessee
mountain lad who, between sessions
of caroling in front of his hillbilly

band., strives to untangle strained
situation of the mountain folks hat-
ing the railroad. -His brother alter-

nately leads the fight against the
choo-choos diverting folks' favorite
fishing lake and pitches woo to r.r.

prexy's daughter, whose identity is

unknown to him. There's no novelty
in the plot meanderings, and if the
denouement came as surprise to cast,

it certainly won't to customers who
not only have seen lt all done be-
fore, but infinitely better.

,

Acuff.appears ill-at-ease frequently
and shows enthusiasm only when
musiklng. As his brother, Allan Lane
strives to inject life into part never
clearly delineated by script. Irving
Bacon comes off best as a shiftless

mountain character; the vet thesp
plays down many lines and muggs
his way. Adele Mara is attractive as
the only gal in yarn. Other roles are
bits, . adequately and standardly
niched by such established character-
players as Emma Dunn, Roy Bar-
croft, Joseph Crehan and Francis
McDonald. Nlcodemus Stewart end
Nina Mae McKinney are teamed for
Negro "character humor" that Is de-
cidedly sub-standard. Songs are all

hillbilly standards, and the title time,
while not bad, is reprised to point
of irritability.

No particular production values
point up this low-budgeter, with top
technical credit belonging to camera-
man William Bradford, who finely
framed outdoor sequences.. Director
Lesley Selander should have inject-
ed more spark of life and speeded
the pace.

Sunset Pass
(SONGS)

RKO release of Herman Schlnm produc-
tion. Stars James. Warren; feature* Nan
Leslie. John Lnurenz, Robert Clarke. Di-
rected by William Berke. Screenplay,
Norman Houston: from novel by /.one

Grey: .camera, Frank nedninn: songs,
Paul Sawtell; musical director. C. Iiaka-
lelnlkoff: editor, Samuel K. neelley.
Tradeshown In N. Y., July VI. 'in. Run-
ning time, W MINS.
Rooky.
Jane
Chllo
Helen
Curtis
Cinnabar. ....
Ash
Slagle.
Da.il>....

..'James "Warren

.......Nan Leslie

. . . John: Liimeni
Jane Greer

.: Robert Wsrint
....Harry Woods
...Robert I'laike

Steve Brodlo
...Harry lla'vey

This adaptation of a Zane Grey
novel, lensed in top' fashion by
Frank Redman, has some nice thesp-

ing and. thus adds up to'better-than
average hoss bpry cntertaim if 11 '-

Boxoffice of the cast names is "')!-

ligible, however.
Story tells of a railway ex: "ess

officer's attempts to break oji a

series of robberies,' during whic'i nit

finds that the young brother ot the

girl with whom he's in love - is in-

volved in the crimes. Turns out

youngster, is held by gangleaders
threat to Implicate him in a murder
of which he is innocent.

'

Simply scripted, "Sunset Pass

presents its story in straight fashion,

with a couple of incidental songs.
Tomtit
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Walsh Vs. Bennett Fireworks Spark

Election at Forthcoming IATSE Meet
Chicago, July 16. -f

A fiery session at the Interna-

tional Alliance or Theatrical Stage

Employees convention, starting here

Monday (22) , Is foreseen as .the

union's executive board meets here

this week. The "Chicago Bennett

Committee", which Is pulling for

William Bennett of Washington,

D C to replace Richard F. Walsh

ts president, is circularizing the

1000 delegates with broadsides

charging that gangster pals of George

E Browne and Willie Bioff. con-

victed labor racketeers, stiU, control

IATSE
Walsh, in a statement to Variety,

had no' comment on the Bennett

committee's charges, but did say

that the deal for taking in film thea-

tre managers, as forecast in Variety

July 10. will be discussed later this

week, when representatives of the

N. Y. Motion Picture Theatre Op-

erators and Assistant Mgrs. Guild,

are due to arrive here. He is still

withholding his personal views on

this matter "because anything I say

now might jam up negotiations."

Order of business currently Is dis-

cussion of grievances, fines, etc.

Walsh also said that a simple con-

tract to cover television technicians

will be studied by the executive

board, reiterating that. IATSE in-

tends to organize television workers,

throughout the county.

Something new as far as this con-

fab is concerned, Incidentally* is

the lavish plan for taking care of

the press. Jack Robinson, former

Hearst reporter, has been appointed

public relations manager, and the

theme at the convention, according

to Walsh, will be "no secrets," with

confabs thrown wide open to news-

paper people. Trade and daily rer

porters were inclined to sniff at

the statement but the fact is that

arrangements have been made "fry

a press room; press table in the con-

vention hall' at the Stevens, etc.

Bebb's Blast
Pincers movement to oust Walsh,

meanwhile, is spearheaded by Ora
D. Bebb, former official of Local

110. Chicago Motion Picture Op-
erations union, who sent out the

letter denouncing the present union
administration. This group claims

to represent a majority of the unions

1,300 Chicago .members; and Bebb's
longtime feud with Gene Atkinson,
business manager of the Chicago
local, flared into the open when it

was revealed the letter has been
sent.

Atkinson* and Walsh denied
charges in the letter, claiming that

Browne-Bioff charges fit the op-
position more than they do present
incumbents, pointing to the fact that
Pete Shayne, former union head
under the Browne-Bloff regime, is

lined up with Bebb as proof.
Letter accuses Walsh, who suc-

ceeded Browne; of waiting two years
before he intervened in "the
tangled affairs of Local 110, even

(Continued on page 22)

RICHARD TALMADGE

PREXIES 16M OUTFIT
Hollywood, July 16.

In reorganization of Planet Pic-
tures. lGm producing company,
Richard Talmadge, veteran star, has
been named prexy, replacing Jack
Seaman, who becomes veepee. Har-
vey Parry will be vice " prexy in
charge of production, having moved
up from producer berth. Robert
Boweii is now treasurer and Hal
Potter secretary.
Ray Collings will be In charge of

coordinating all company activities,
as a veepee. Outfit plans releasing
104 feature-length 16m films through
ti.eup with 17 producers, and will
handle its owii distribution.

Midsummer Madness
. From the Long Island home of

John O'Hara, where the author

is working on a scenario for .

Burgess Meredith and Ben
Bogeaus, came a frantic call on a

problem that grew into a short-

lived cause celebre. Phoned for

quick consultation on a particu-

lar sequence were Benny Good-
man; Oscar Levant and various

horn men In the Goodman band.

The problem: does
.
eating a.

lemon in front -of a trombone
player make 'the sliphorn man's

lips pucker? So far, it's still a

moot point.

While Hughes Remains

Critical MPA Holding

Off on 'Outlaw' Affair

With the condition of Howard
Hughes remaining critical, the Mo-?

tion Picture Assn. of America has

again postponed calling a meeting

of its board to decide whether the

Production Code seal should be re-

voked for "The Outlaw" and whether

Hughes should be ousted as a mem-
ber of the MPA.
Despite the fact that the U. S.

District Court in N, Y. has given the

MPA free rein to do whatever it

wants about the situation, the as-

sociation wants to negotiate with

Hughes personally. Producer has

repeatedly stated that, he has set

the advertising policy oh "The Out-

law," which the MPA asserts is a

violation of the Code. It would be

futile, therefore, according to as-

sociation execs, to dicker with any

other members of the Hughes or-

ganization.

"Taking any sort of action now,"

one MPA official declared, "would

be tantamount to kicking a man
when he's down. That's why we
want to wait until Hughes recovers,

at. which time we'll call him in to

explain his advertising."

Roach Wins Again In

Suit Vs. Film Classics

Appeal- of Film Classics in lhe
:

suit

brought against it
.
by Hal Roach

Productions for termination of the.

reissue contract to "Topper" was

turned down yesterday (Tuesday)

by the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

peals. 'Circuit court upheld the

action of the district court in

dismissing the counterclaim filed

against Roach by FC and rescinded

the 1944 contract, which gave FC

exclusive reissue rights to the pic-

ture.

In handing down its decision, the

circuit court said that FC's failure

to pay royalties which concededly had

accrued was "deliberate and with-

out justification." and that Roach,

having complied with the terms of

the contract, was justified in re-

scinding the contract.' Royalties of

$36,967 were paid by FC during the

time elasped between the two court

actions.

Schoenstadt Hearing
Vs. Chains on Nov; 4

Chicago, July 16.

Date for hearing the Piccadilly

Theatre - (Schoenstadt circuit) triple

damage suit, for $6,750,000 against
eight distribs, the. Balaban & Katz
and Warner chains here was set as

Nov. 4 in U. S- District Court last

week by Judge Philip L. Sullivan. .

Damages incurred by the alleged
monopoly that kept them out of the
running, clearance-wise, cOver a
five-year period ending in Septem-
ber, 1943, according to the suit.

Breen to Cue Brit

Prods, on Scripts

London, July 16.

In a London press conference Joe
Breen, veepee of the Motion Pic-

ture Association of .American, hinted
at the possibility of English pro-
ducers submitting their scripts prior

to shooting to an MPAA board.

Move would eliminate the necessity

for extensive cutting of English films

which, the. Britishers allege, has

been going on in: the U. S.

Breen is currently in England to

outline to British producers the re-

quirements of the American producr
tion code administration and to help

their pictures avoid trouble with the

American censor board. The MPAA
veepee strenuously denied reports

that "Henry V," "Rake's Progress,"

"Wicked Lady," and other British

pictures had been extensively cut in

the U. S.

Breen, also gave a general hint

that there might be changes pending

in the current production code.

Theatre Mgrs. Also To

Get in on RKO Bonuses
Resuming theatre department bo-

nuses. RKO has already made a
d'vvy to district managers based
upon business during 1045 and is
Planning to do the same for indi-
vidual theatre managers whose
showing entitles them to a bonus.
Amounts to be paid will be based
upon gross business . done, meritori-
ous performance of duty, exploita-
tion efforts and other points. .

Recently at an RKO circuit get-
'Ofiether, Malcolm Kingsberg, presi-
dent of RKO Theatres, indicated he
was anxious to resume annual pay-
•nent of bonuses to managers and
Strict heads. -

Pressburger, A. W. Kelly,

Harman-Ising's UA Deals
Three new United Artists product

deals, including two feature-length

cartoons, were announced last week

by pre-xy Edward C, Raftcry fol-

lowing meetings of -the. company's

board of directors.

Cartoons, to be turned out by

Harman-Ising productions, will be

titled "King Arthur and His Knights

of the Round Table" and "The Little

Prince." Second deal involves the

production- of "Last Year's Snow" by

Arnold Pressburger. Based on an

original story, the film has been,

budgeted at over $1,500,000 and will

star Hedy Lamarr and George San-

ders.

UA will also distribute two fea-

tures to be turned out by the indie

company recently formed by Arthur

W. Kelly, former UA veepee. First

of these will be based on the

Edmund Goulding play. "The Ryan

Girl" and the second will be adiiplcd

from "Half Caste," .
Eric Baume

novel."

.
Vox-Popping, at Breen

Indicating that some of the thea-

tre-going public may be veering

toward the opinion, already held by
many industry officials, that the

Production Code is "outdated," a

N. Y. Times reader last Sunday (14)

blasted. Joseph I. Breen for going to

England in order to "attempt to stifle

British pictures, too."

In a letter to the Times' film editor,

the reader declared that . "if J.

Arthur Rank of England' thinks his

pictures should conform to Holly-

wood's interpretation of morals,

that's his own affair. But' Mr. Breen
shouldn't- help him in his attempt

to force this belief on competing.

English producers. True, Mr. Breen
is to visit London at Mr. Rank's

invitation, but I'm sure that if I

were a British film producer, I

would very definitely resent even

the mere suggestion of an 'outsider'

attempting to tell me what was
moral and what wasn't."

Before leaving for England July

9, Breen stated emphatically that

any advice he hands out to the

British does not signify the inten-

tion of producers on either side of

the Atlantic to "dictate the future

course Of either country's film pro-

duction."

Jackson Park's Previous Findings

Held Applicable by Court in NewSirit

To Abolish Chicago Release System

Increased Comfort
Chicago, July 16.

Increased comfort for film-

'

' goers is in the bag now. A
noiseless paper bag has. been
developed by the American
Paper Goods Co., which last

week announced it will have its

non • cracking, noii - rustling

candy, peanut and popcorn con?
tainers in mass production in a
few months. Now things will

be easier for screen fans who
prefer their sound effects solely

from the sound track.

Now all somebody has to in-

.vent is a snore muffler, odorless

peanuts and collapsible knees.

Par's Single-Selling

Of Final Block Plus

Previous Other Films

In addition to selling each pic-

lure in its final block of five this sea-

son (1945-46) singly, Paramount will

offer any other releases from prior

blocks where they have not as yet

been sold. In other words, company
will permit accounts to buy solo any

pictures that remain unsold; regard-

less of when they were originally

made available.

No competitive bidding procedure

has been set up pending entry of a

decree but in the interim period Par
will conform to the provisions of, the

recent U. S. anti-trust decision with

respect to eliminating block selling.

In its current package of five,

winding up the current film year,

are "Searching Wind," "Swamp
Fire," "Strange Love of Martha

Ivers," "O. S. S." and "Monsieur

Beaucaire." However, pending re-

cent decision to sell everything sin-

gly, Par was planning to lift

"Beaucaire" out of. this block for

marketing alone.

Kanin-Ruth Gordon
In Int'l Script Deal

Hollywood,. July 16.

William Goetz inked Garson

kanin and Ruth Gordon to turn in

an original screenplay, "The Art of

Murder," for International on a

percentage deal.

Filming starts next January, for

release through United World Pic-

tures.

Post-Jackson Park

Suit Is Louisville

Exhib Vs. All Majors
Further repercussions from the

Jackson Park case and the anti-trust

decision were heard last week when
Albert J. Hoffman, owner, aild Fifth

& Walnut, Inc., lessee and operator

of the National Theatre, Louisville,

Ky.. filed a triple damage action for

$2,100,000 against the major film

companies in N. Y. federal court.

Complaint charges that the defend-

ants illegally conspired to keep all

first run product in Louisville only

in certain designated houses and
have thereby built up a monopoly,

violative of the Sherman Anti-Trust

Act.
'

Named in the complaint were
Metro, Paramount, 20th-Fox, RKO,
Warners, Universal, United Artists,

Columbia, Republic, ' the Marcus
Loew Booking Agency and' UA
Theatre Circuit. Complaint charges

that, although the plaintiffs have re-

quested films on a first run basis

since 1943, they were refused and
that such refusal was the result of

alleged illegal combinations to effect

a monopoly, rather than of sound

business practices.

Defendant distribs book their pic-

tures on a first, run basis in Louis-

ville with, a uniform clearance- of

60 days over second run houses and

30 days over theatres whose
.
pa-

tronage-, is exclusively colored, the

complaint charges. Action seeks a

permanent injunction restraining

each of the defendants from mo-
nopolizing the first run exhibition of

films or from refusing to negotiate

with the National for a chance to

get first run bookings.
,

Action also seeks to restrain the

defendants from entering "contract

combinations," including license
agreements for exhibition of fea-

tures, .
among themselves whereby

features are licensed for exhibition

in any theatre ' associated or affili-

ated, directly or indirectly, With

any of the Louisville first run houses

on terms more favorable to the lat-

ter than' are given other houses, in-

cluding the National.

RKO MAPS PLANS TO

EXPAND IN 16M FIELD
RKO is set to expand in the 16m

field, both domestically and in', the

foreign market. Ned Depinet, RKO
executive veepee, said that on com-
pletion of existing distribution pacts;

RKO will itself release all 16m ver-

sions of its product in the U. S. via

its own facilities. There will be no

change in company policy as to

types of locations it will' service.

This merely points up that RKO will

never permit 16m distribution to

conflict with its regularly established

theatres.

Phil Reisman. foreign sales chief,

also revealed preliminary plans for

16m in the world market. He- did

not stale that RKO would use 16m-

•versions on all features but ex-

plained that RKO would make nar-

row-gauge versions at first of action

and eyc-appcal films. Company's
foreign chief urged regular 35m ex-

hibitors to employ 16m prints in out-

lying and currently unserviced areas

in the foreign field. First picture for

the company with dubbed Spanish

narration- to go. out in 16m will be

"Tarzan and Leopard Woman." Later

it will be done in Chinese.

Reisman also revealed that Robert

C. Maroney now is in charge of

RKO's foreign 16m division.

Chicago, July 16.

Another nail was driven into th«

coffin of the Chi system, of film

release last week, practically seal-

ing the system's fate,, when Judge
Michael L. Igoe in U. S. District

Court here affirmed the Jackson
Park theatre's contention that jury
findings in the original Jackson Park
case in March, 1944, and subsequent
affirmation by Supreme Court in

February, 1945, were applicable in .

theare's current . litigation to have
release system abolished. De-
fendants in case had argued this

was an entirely different case.

Calling the present release system
a direct violation of the Sherman
anti-trust act and Clayton act, Judge
Igoe said "Defendents have each
knowingly entered into a combina-
tion and conspiracy to fix minimum
admission prices in successive runs,

and contracts, licenses and agree-
ments shown in evidence as to

clearance, playing position and
licensing of pictures by. exhibitor
defendents are an integral and in-

separable part of such conspiracy,
and said conspiracy and combina-
tion is evidenced by the so-called
Chicago system of release."

; In entering his conclusions of law
Judge Igoe also said that "license
agreements between the distributor'

defendants and the exhibitor de-
fendants with respect to the exhibi-
tion of motion pictures by the thea-
tres described in the complaint,
owned or operated by exhibitor de-
fendants, and in competition with
the plaintiffs' Jackson Park thea-
tre,, are implements whereby said
illegal monopoly, price - fixing
scheme and restraint of interstate
commerce are perpetuated and pro-
tected, and therefore they violate
the Sher^man anti-trust act and the
Clayton act." '..'.
Under the present system of re-

lease in Chi, houses owned by the
defendants get first call on picts
over the Jackson Park and other
indie houses. Judge Igoe's decision
virtually frees the independent
filmeries from being at the mercy
of the distributors, and circuits,
grants them the privilege of bidding
on any - picture released; to set its

own admission prices, and to do
away with the double-feature pro-
gram if if* wants to.

Thomas C. McConncll, attorney
for the JacksOn Park Corp., hailed
the verdist as having equal import-
ance to the Supreme Court decision,
which awarded the theatre . treble

"

damages of $360,000 and said that it

would mean the eventual death of.
the Chi release system, the elimina-
tion of fixing prices at theatres and
the privileges of buying pictures at
auction.

Judge Igoe requested McConhell
to prepare a final decree, to be pre-
sented in court on Aug. 20, with
defendants given 20 days after that
date to file an' appeal.
Defendants in the case are RKO,

LOew's, Par, 20th-Fox, Vitagraph,
Balaban & Katz. Warner Bros., War-
ner Bros. Circuit Management Corp.,
and Warner Bros. Theatres, Inc.

U's 8 Floors in New

Tishman Park Ave. Bldg.
Twentyone year lease calling for

the payment in aggregate of a rental

of $8,750,000 has been closed by
Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy,

with the
;

Tishman Realty '& Con-
struction Co.. Pact provides for oc-

cupancy on. May 1, 1947 by U of

eight floors of the new 21-story

building, currently under construc-

tion at 445 Park Ave, N. Y., be-

tween 56thr57th Streets. It will be
known as the Universal Pictures

Bids.

TJ, which is now located in the'

RCA building, will occupy 88,000

square feet of space from the third

to tenth floors. .United World Pic-
tures, International Pictures, En-
terprise Productions ' and the J.

Arthur Rank Organization, affiliates

of U, will be' tenanted in the space.

Construction of the new building, so
planned as to eliminate all heavy-

columns on the exterior of the
structure, permits/flexibility in sub-
dividing space with 100% light in

each office, it is. said.
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Holiday BoomsLA. 'Kid' Sock!
$ $ $

Hub Hotsy; 'Kid' Wow!
$ $ $

Pitt Soars;W Huge!
$ $ $

Mpls. Soars; 'Kid' Socko!

Add ATLANTIC CITY. . .and
$ $ $

B'way Up; KM' 12tbWeek Beats 11th

$ $ $ (NOW IN 13th WCEK)

Chi. Great Despite Heat; Kid' Regal!

$ $ $ (NOW IN 5th WEEK)
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Philippine Fix Industry Perks;

New Houses, Production Units Set

Sparked by
Manila, July 10. ,

'
independence '.'.aim

post-war impetus, the Philippine

film industry is moving ahead

rapidly. Production .
:s picking up,

new showcases are under construe-,

tion, and a sure sign of -'development

industry workers a>'e unionizing.

Nevertheless, the islands are still in

need of equipment and technical ad-

vice and, most of all, according to

Luis F. Nolasco.. head of Nolasco

Bros. Pictures and one of the lead?

ing producers, the Philippine filmers

need good Tagalog or English script

writers.

Unique among the new film units

is that backed by Mrs! Manuel
Quezon, widow, of the late Presi-

dent, who is- producing "Prima Don-
na" through A-V Productions, Stars

arc amateur with one exception, and
drawn from the upper brackets- of

Manila society,, purpose being to re-

move the social stigma connected

with films in the island. None of the

performers is being paid.

Pros, however, are becoming high-

ly -industrialized, actors now being

organized .into the Philippine Cine-

ma Artists League. New organiza-

tion, backed by the CIO, has caused
changes, with pay increases already

coming up. Union's president is

Gregorio Fernandez.

On the distribution end, Philip- i

pine pix are returning to the

Malayan market, where they were
becoming increasingly popular be-

fore the war. Pablo Domingo,
prominent Philippine businessman
who is representative of-'the Malayan
Film Exchange, reported the arrival

of the first shipment of films, all

with English dialog and Malayan
subtitles.

Two new houses, the Pacific, op-

crated by Lopez Co., and the Centre,

both equipped with air-condition-

ing, have opened in Manila. This
"partially olfsets recent moves by
city authorities which have resulted

in the closing of 11 older houses.

Eight wcr£ closed for failure to pay
amusement taxes on tickets sold,

while three others were shuttered

by authorities for failure to comply
with health regulations.

'Mex. City Theatre Boom

Sees 27 New Houses Set
Mexico City, July IS.

Mexico City is in a filmhou?e

building boom. Town's 73 theatres

aren't enough to handle biz and

city, has granted permits for 27 hew
houses. . .

Seventeen are already building.

Figured that these houses, with a

total seating capacity, of around
60,000, will be In business before

next summer.

New builders include Theodore
Gildred. American exhibitor, and
Senercr Barbara Richardi de Avila

Camiichb, whose spouse was Gen.
Maxirhirio Avila Camacho, the

President's brother. 'Gildred is

building 'two .
theatres, and Sonora

Camacho one.

Most of the new theatres arc. in

class residential districts. Distribs

I

sec the new houses as opportunity

I for. simultaneous screening of the

same pic in two or more spots, a

system stymied here by lack of

enough first-run theatres.

Man Film Festival,

War Casualty, Resumes

Next Aug. 31 in Venice
Rome, July 1.

The eleventh International Bien-

nial Exhibition of - Cinematographic
Art will be launched in Venice,

Aug. 31. Object of the exhibition is

to put seal of public approval oh

film productions demonstrating real

progress in cinematography as a

means of expression in. the artistic,

intellectual, scientific and ..educa-

tional field.

Each nation participating may be
represented by a delegate of its own
government or by a member of its

own picture industry. The individual

nations participating may enter only

a limited number of features and
shorts'. This number will be fixed

in ratio to the total production of

Fit7(nhrtMK Arthur Sf>t each 'country. Following are maxi
UUglUUUlK, MU1UI i)Cl mum rcgu iEti011s . Nnt j0ns producing

more than 300 films per year may
enter eight features and five shorts;

those producing, metre than 200 films

year, six full features and four
shorts. For those producing more
than 100 films annually, four fea-

tures and three shorts and those
producing more than 50 films per
year, two features and two shorts.

For those with 50 films or less, one
feature and one short.

All films presented must be
prcemed. at the Festival. The head

cellent Order of the British" Em-. !°* »he Exhibition has the right to

pire, J. J. Filzgibbons may now i

exclude any films which in his un-

aflix the coveted C.B.E. after his
disputed judgment do not reach a

name. Jack Arthur was made a :-sufficiently high technical and

Member, and is entitled to use I

al t
Js |

li:
)
cvcl -

M.B.E. after his name^cven when I

Prlzes wlU bc "warded to films

signing checks. i

rat°d 'he best on all points, for the

The decoration was awarded to ;

best t,irector, best writer, best com-
Fitzgibbons for coordinating all

P°scr, best actor, best aclrcss, best

Canadian theatres in selling Victory cameraman and also lop documen-
tary film. "Venice Biennial Medals"

ions, Arthur Set

Canadian Precedent By

Reaching Honors List :
a

Toronto, July 9.'

For the first time in Canadian
history, recognition to theatre ' men
for war services was given in the

King's annual Dominion honors -list i

to John J. Fitzgibboiis, Famous Play-
ers-Canadian Corp. prez,- and Jack
Arthur, Ontario dist. mgr. for FPC.
As a Commander of the Most Ex-

Bonds as national chairman of the
Canadian Motion Picture War. Serv-
ices Committee and national chair-
man of the Motion Picture Section
of the National War Finance Com-
mittee of Canada.
Arthur had been chairman of ';he

Entertainment Section of the Citi-
zens Committee for Troops in

will be awarded to each film con-
sidered best among those presented
by each nation.

It will be recalled that the Amer-
ican film industry decided shortly
before the war stnrlud to boycott
the Festival, because it had become
virtually

. a monopoly of the Axis

Labor Snag May Snarl

new setup the Venice Festival prom-
ises to- be unbiased/

Training which, for six years, pro-'j propaganda ministries^ Under the

vided entertainment i n service
""' .r._,.. - .

camps and hospitals. He was also
loaned to the federal govt, to pror
duce the Army Show .which toured
Canada before going overseas early
in the war.

MAHONEY, GERAGHTY TO

SHUTTER AUSSIE LEGIT

Stockholm, July 11.

Whether Swedish film- houses will
reopen Aug. 1, after closing down
for the summer months, is still a

question. Answer depends on new
union' contract between Cinema
Workers Assn.- and the Cinema
.Owners Assn. which has run into a
snag, with strike ' talk among the
workers.

If the theatres open on time,
Swedish distribs plan a release
schedule of 40 domestic. productions;
several new American films includ-
ing "The Lost Weekend" and "Leave
Her To Heaven," and some 'British

and Russian pix.

. Brisbane. July 4.

Will Mahpney and Bob Gcraghty

Swede Theatre Openings !
the Royal, with biz dropping due to

' the strike situation. Duo swung to
legit last December with revivals i

of popular hits, played, in Sydney
and Melbourne with' w.k stars;

Pair will now continue
. with

vaude-revue at their Cremome in

this city.

Kiss Here to Stay?
Manila, July 10.

The kiss, time-honored in

U.S. .films, has finally been
passed by bluenbses in the Phil-

ippines, and- native stars are

going all out for busses.

LVN's "Victory Joe," Tagalog
version of "GI Joe," features

Rogelio dc la Rosa and Norma
Blancaflor in typicul Hollywood
clinches to SRO audes. in the

Manila Dalisay theatre. One local

critic reported, ' This is the first

really satisfying Tagalog picture

'we have ever seen . . Happiest

event of all was the maturity

of. .the kissing scenes, Kissing

used"5to be barred except, by sug-

gestion. This time :io holds are

barred. Orward Tagalog cine-

ma, onward, romance!"

Prod in Argent

Studios Picks Up
Lumiton's ton director, Carlos

Hugo Chi'istcnsen, is going to Rio dc
Janeiro for film shots for a picture

with a Caripcan background.- Sono
Film's Luis Cesar ' Amadori is near-

ly ready to roll on a new musical,

with. Pedro Lopez Lagar and Sabina
Olmos in the leads. Story is by
poet Pedro Miguel Obligado. Sabina
Olmos was formerly a radio singer,

and Lopez Lagar is a former legit

actor.

San Miguel Studios has shelved
"La Prodiga", the picture . in which
Eva Duartc, now Argentina's first

lady through her marriage to Presi-

dent Peron starred. Artistas Argen-
tines Asociados soon oh next pic-

ture, with Angel Magana starred.

EFA studios is mapping an adap-
tation of Oscar Wilde's "An Ideal

Husband" with Santiago Gomez
Cou, Tilda Thamar <\vhcn she gets

back from U. S.- junket) and Ivonnc
do Lys.

Sono Film appointed its publicity

manager, Don Raul Alejandro
Apold, general manager of com-
pany's newsrcel.

Argentine producers arc scramb-
ling for Jorge Negrcto for a film-

musical "Made in Argentina."

San Miguel Studios bought two or
three Swedish films. So far gimmick
of sub-titling or dubbing into Span-
ish has held up exhibition.

NEW MEX STUDIO RISES

AT T1A JUANA FOR 300G
Hollywood, July 16.

Santiago Martinez, managing di-

rector of Estudios Baja California,

announced the start of construction
on the studio, the first, in Tia Juana,
just across the California border.
Studio will be erected on 1,000-acre

site at cost of $300,000, arid will be
completed in 90 days.

William Rowland will direct the
first picture on the new lot, for re-

lease under banner of International
Films. It will be made in Spanish
and English, with part of cast

rounded up in Hollywood.

That Vodka Orbit
Hclsingfors, July 11.

Since the war's end, Finland has
become the largest foreign market
for Russian films.

About
. 70 features are currently

screening here, with more coming
j
in every month.

Current London Shows
. London,. July 16.

"Arsenic & Old Lace," Strand.
"Better Late," Garrick.
"Ballet Theatre,": Coveht Gardsh.
"Crime Si Punishment," New
"Exercise Bowler," Scala.
''Flfty-Flfty," Strand.
"Fine Feathers," Wales.
"First Gentleman," Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.
"Frieda," Westminster.
"Gane Show," Stol).

"Grand National Night,'' Apollo.
"Guinea tig," Criterion.
"Hasty Heart," Aldwych,
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.

"Illirh Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse.
'.'Make It a Date," Duchess.
"Merrle England," Princes.
-Night and Music," Coliseum.
"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Portrait In Black," . Piccadilly.
"Private' Lives," Fortune.
"Red Roses for Me," Wyndhams,
"Shop Sly: Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Kingmaker," St. James,
'fUnder the Counter." Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines." Globe.
"Windermere's Fan." Haymarket.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

Plays Abroad
David «*l H«»lliN»b«*e .

Paris, July 8.
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This Biblical play is rxKvnuly
strong- and moving in t lie first .three

acts. In the fourth, it shows less

showmanship by author Marcel Ol-

livior, who lias previously scripted

"Sparlakus" and ''Amours de Peron-
nc." Even if it is set in Biblical

times, its theme is timely, showing
King David taking advantage of his

position to steal the wife of a junior
officer serving at' the front.

Obviously produced at very little

cost; with the same set used both for

the king's palace and. after it has
been stripped of the hanging;!, for

the bare house of the poor officer, it

shows big potentialities and, with a
more scenic ending, looks like a sure
bet.

Act one shows' King David brief-

ing. Bothsabec. as her husband Is

about to come back after spending
two years at the front. She is the
king's mistress and is beaving a child.

With considerable difficulty she
agrees to tell her husband nothing
during his short stay. Next set shows
her unable to keep the pact and re-

vealing to her 'husband that she loves
the king.

In the third act, the husband agrees
to say nothing and goes back to the
front, but refuses to free.his wife be-
fore he: returns. The king then ar-

ranges for his death. Last act takes
place much later, after the child, is

born, and the king has married (he
dead soldier's wife. But the curse of

God is on him and though tic con-
fesses his sin to the prophet Nathan,
the sick child dies. This results in

an ending where the husband has
died and the wife is not on stage,
which is better Bible than show biz.

Louis Raymond, as the king who
uses his position for his own pleas-
ure but is afraid of scandal, is very
good. So' is' Jacques Verrieres as I lie

officer torn between his love for his
wife, his shame and his respect for
authority. Maria Mcriko docs well as

.Bi'lhsabce. the woman who does not
want 10 give up her lover, but is
ashamed to make a. fool of . her hus-
band. Moncorbier, as the holy man
and Tierre Merle, as the king's scc-
ctiiry. are very plausible. Elynne
Sainl-Jcan, the servant, is a looker
The whole cast has been - ably di-
rected by Paul Oeltly and Cits acruss
the footlights all there is in the
script. Mfl.Vi.

SiiniHM'r Bt ]>'oll»lll
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This heavy storm in Polish tea-
cups—all the action is in a drawing
room—is a closer approach to the
Frederic Chopin-George Sand love
sto/y than "A Song to Remember,"
but will not be remembered so long.
It had a good reception at the Lyric
theatre. It carries on the experi-
mental policy pursued there with
audacity and success. But as a play
it is scarcely vital enough to gain,

entry to London's theatre-starved
West End.

George Sand, in snappy Cawn
trousers, smoking cigars alid intel-

lectually emoting about her art,' is

drawn as a mother of. ungrateful
children, whose love affairs she is

unable to control or understand.
The

:
play develops into a vast do-

mestic' brawl and only occasionally,
halts to underline the relations be-
tween Mme. Sand and the composer
and to accuse him of base ingrati-
tude.

Her daughter, Solange. viciously
attacks her for foisting an unwel-
come marriage on her. Her son
wheedles and kisses his way- to-

wards various affairs as a reckless
seducer, and the stage is littered
with sighing sweethearts, a sculptor,
an artist, Chopin, the maid— all

(Continued on
.
page 5.2)

DAVE BLUM'S 6-8 WEEK

FOREIGN BALLY TREK
David Blum, Metro International

veepee over ad-publicity, is slated lo
leave on an extended tour of Europe
on Friday (19) for a •concentrated
survey of the reopened foreign' mar-
kets. Blum will huddle with Metro
territorial rcpsre revitalizing ex
ploitation and publicity campaigns
for Metro product abroad.
Itinerary will lake him from N. Y.

to Stockholm, then to Paris. Barce-
lona and London. He's due to meet
David Lewis, Metro's European field

chief, in Stockholm. With the
French market requiring special at-

tention following the signing of the
Franco-American film pact, Blum is

expected to concentrate on France.
He'exp~ecls to be gone about 6-8

weeks.

Polish Pix Prod. Plans
A new indie motion picture, com-

pany, Versatile Film Productions,
has been formed in New York to
produce in foreign countries. Initial

agreement has been worked but
with Film Pplski, state-owned sub-
sidiary of the Polish government, to
make three pictures in their, studios.
Liidwig Landy, outfit's head, leaves
for Poland in a few weeks to map
a shooting schedule in September..
Production schedule includes

three films, "The Life of Koscius-
zko," "Invasion of Poland," and an
untitled picture on the surviving
Jews in Poland. Arrangements are
also being negotiated to make a film
entitled, "Song of Palestine." As-
sociated with Landy are Elias
Marks, a foreign film distributor,
and Jack Levine, Latter two will
be in Yiddish.

Rank's Mexican Moves
Mexico City, July 16.

Eagle-Lion reported readying pro-
duction of pix in English and color,
sans "dubbing" in Spanish. Under-
stood company will use its own staff
of star and secondary players, di-
rectors, etc. but may hire Mexican
small part and bit players and ex-
tras. -

Rank enterprise is also reported
dickering with the two Mexican
film labor unions,. Picture Produc-
tion Workers and National Cine-
matographic Industry Workers, to
assure smooth going.

WARNERS SEEK THEATRE

PERMIT FOR SYDNEY
Sydney. July 4.

Warners' have asked local, authori-
ties for provisional approval ot

plans for a new theatre, seating

1,665, on their own site in Sydney.
Understood that Warners want
showcase for future use. as belief

is it will be five years before any
new house goes up here.
Warners have held the site for

many years, although ?t one lime it

was reported for sale..

Mex. Film Flurries
Mexico City, July

Following film setups i:i\..- j --t

been organized:

Cine Atlas, S. A. Au.-.vr:.^. '.'».

70, by . Elizabeth .i-nimh.--. d. li ghter
of William .O.-T.'i' .Ici.tin:. million-
aire America", film riic.Ml and sugar
mill bper.-"<•; f.uis K&piriosa Iglias.

bigtimc : iiibiUir and Ing. Pascual
Gutieirej, lo i-.uild and run a thea-
tre;.

Financiers Churubusco, S.A.. by
Emilio Azcarraga who operates two
local theatres and radio stations
XEW and XEQ; Mauricio de la

Serna, producer-director: Agustin
Ahumada and Ing. Felix Viliasenor,

with a paid up capital of $10,000.-

000 (Mex), to engage in pic and
other activities, with headquarters
at Paseb de la Reforma, No. 1435.

' Lux Films, S.A., producer, by Er-
nesto Cortazar.

More Footage for Ireland
Dublin, July 11.

-Sharp' rise in footage of pix im-
ported into Ireland during the first

ihree months of the year, is shown in

6 ificial returns from the Dept. of In-,

dustry and Commerce here.
Imports in January-March totalled

1.747,663 feet, valued at $91,760, com-
pared with 1,237,305 feet valued at

$47,204 in corresponding. months last

year. Rise is largely due to raising

of ban on war Alms after VE day.

KEATON'S HEX. PIX
Mexico- City, July 10.

Buster Keaton, originally an-
nounced to come here early in Feb-
ruary to debut in a .Mexican. -'pic,

The Modern Blue Beard," that Ale-
jandro Silkind is to produce, is how .

definitely set to arrive July 18.

.

Production is skedded to sUrl.in
August,
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British Industry Seen Giving W.K.

Brushotf to Plymouth Documentary
London, July 9.

Muzzling of a new British film

of national Importance, "The Way
We Live." in which Lord Astor,

M p Michael Foot, M.P., and most

of' the 208.000 citizens of Plymouth

have taken a keen interest (many

clayed in il>. seta up new records

pf muddle, and caution for: the

British industry,

Film is the story of the famous

Plymouth Plan of 1944, based on

the. work oi leading architect Pa-

trick Abcrcrombie, and is. a. blue-

print, to show how the worst of

Britain's blitzed cities can rise from

the ashes.

Frowned on by film execs, who
thought its price of $200,000 too

costly and its appeal doubtful, it

was finally okayed by Arthur Hank

and went into, production a year ago

under direction of Jill Craigie, young

scenarist and director. .

Pic was finished six months ago.

But dead silence succeeded, with no

premiere, press show or distribu-

tion being fixed. Now, judging by

normal procedure it w'll be launched

in. reverse. Members of the British

Cabinet have seen it and liked it.

The Labor Party approved it at the

recent. Labor Party conference in

Bournemouth. All sorts of people

have liked it, including the best.

And at some future time, not stipu-

lated, the critics, the last to see it,

may like it. Just to clinch the idea

of doing everything In reverse, "The
' Way Wc Live" is being given a

premiere in Plymouth and other

blitzed cities before It is unspcoled

in London. So one of the most seri-

ous British subjects clambers into

view with Marxian somersaults.

Lord Astor, an ex-Lord Mayor of

Plymouth: Foot, M.P. for the adja-

cent Devonport constituency, and
many other celebs are Seen in the

film,, including architect Abercrom-
*bie and 17-year-old Patsy Scantle-

bury, claimed as a discovery and
since given a long-term contract by
Two Cities Films.

''

Fears that Plymouth might rise in

Its wrath at delay In showing the
film apparently led to a premiere
being finally set for July 29, ear-

marked as a gala day for the city.

"The Way We Live" runs for 65

minutes and is sponsored by Two
Cities Films.

Ann Todd Scrams Box
London, July 8.

Ann Todd, who was given her first

big chance by Sydney Box in his hit

film "The Seventh Veil," has clashed

with Box and as result has walked

out of lead in Box's latest pic, "The

Brothers," adaptation from L, G.

Strong's novel.

Patricia Roc took her place.

Hi ERLANGER'S LEGAL

POST IN EXPORT ASS'N
Naming of Herbert J. Erlanger last

week to handle European legal mat-
ters for the Motion Picture Export
Assn. is believed significant in view
of the fact that most of the 15 counr
tries being serviced by the MPEA
are in the Russian sphere. Problem
of forcing a wedge for American
product into those countries and of

getting money out of the countries is

expected to create plenty of work
for a legal rep.

Erlanger; still on terminal leave
from the Army with which lie served
overseas, is on leave of absence from
Warners. He supervised all legal
matters for WB in Europe with
headquarters in Paris for 12 years
prior to entering the service. He'll
operate from MPEA's N. Y. office.

MPEA office, . meanwhile, moves
next week from the offices of the-

Motion Picture Assn. of America,
Into its own headquarters on Fifth
•venue, N. V., where it will have the
added space required for its stead-
ily-expanding activities.

U.S. 16m Farm Films To

Benefit Old Irish Sod
Dublin, July 10.

American 16m farm films are no.w
being offered for screen to farm-
ing societies in Ireland by Irish Na-
tional Farm Institute.

First suggestion from the Insti-
tute; for showing at agricultural
fairs, was nixed by first area to re-
ceive the offer. Claimed films would

/ get better showing in local halls
than at fairs where other- attractions
Jfler. Another member suggested
that farm films should be shown in
olties to counteract townsmen'6 ideas
Inst all farmers are racketeers.

.-
Film Institute, a comparatively

new body, will sponsor a four-day
course in classroom instruction
through 16m films for Irish teach-
ers in Dublin, July 29-Aug. 3. Wil-

• "aiji Fair, formerly of London Cen-
JVal Film Library, will direct the
course.

UNRRA's 'Report'

InSA Via Loews
' Washington, July 16.

Loew's International will distribute

"UNRRA Reports to the Americas''

in Latin-America., according to an-
nouncement yesterday (15) by Wil-

liam Wells, UNRRA film chief.

Wells, on the eve of planning for

Europe, said "Because Warner Bros,

was too slow in making up its mind
about Latin-American . distribution,

Arthur Loew has secured the short
for Loew's International. UNRRA is

supplying the theatrical prints in

Spanish and Portuguese.

'"The fact that 19 of the 48 UNRRA
member countries are in Latin-

America, all of them contributing to

international relief.. Assures audi-

ence interest in the film. Two other
UNRRA shorts, 'Friends of Our
Children' and 'In the Wake of the
Armies,' - are being distributed in

Latin-America by Peliculas Mexl-
canos."

Argent. Authors Would

Cut Number of Foreign

ns
Buenos Aires, July 1.

The Argentine Ministry of Press

and Information, headed by Colonel

Lascalea, is mulling over a. plan sub-

mitted by Argentores, authors and
dramatists society, to' limit the num-
ber of foreign plays or translations

of them when produced in theatres

here. Argentores is upset over- the

number of hits, .currently at Buenos
Aires theatres, which are -adaptations

or translations pf British or Ameri
can plays. These include Agatha
Christie's "10 Little Indians," "Life

With Father," "My Sister Ruth" and
Keith Winter's "Fascination." All

have run over the 100% perform
ances.

Argentores requested that at least

50% of all plays produced should be
of Argentine authorship. Theatre

managers and producers pointed

out that their patriotic efforts are

stymied by the scarcity of good
dramatic material by local authors.

The snafu is that the local drama-
tists prefer working for screen and
radio and are no longer anxious to

risk their reputations by turning out

play* which may flop.

The nationalists, who sponsor the

idea of restricting foreign adapta-

tions, may find it hard to answer the

producer's argument that if State-

subsidized theatres, like the National

Comedy theatre and the Municipal

theatre, find the production of Ar
gen tine plays a risky investment, the

independent producers certainly are

justified in going their own way and
producing translations of foreign

plays more certain of being hits:

What ii'really wrong with the Ar-
gentine legit stage is the shortage of

theatres. Argentores has been study

ing prospects for building a theatre

of its own

ADELAIDE'S VAUDEE
Adelaide, June 26

Fullers switch first-run film policy

at Majestic he.re to vaude-reyue next

September. This spot played Metro,

Columbia, Par and Warners product

for years.

Vienna Takei Over Oroheitra

Vienna, July 2,

City of Vienna' plans .to take over

the Vienna Symphonic. Orchestra,

calling il (he Orchestic of the City of

Vienna.

Director Hans Swarowski is slated

to head the new company.

Russ Fihngoers' Annual

Total Only 525,000,000
Washington, July 16.

Soviet Russia had 15,425 film
houses operating last year which
which played to- a total audience of

525,000,000, according to the U. S.

Dept. of Commerce. This Is in ad-
dition to those who saw films in
clubs, schools, military bases, etc.

Figures, from Soviet sources, dis-

close that Russians turn to pix
very little for entertainment. The
625,000,000 for a full year contrasts
with the estimated 90,000,000 tickets

sold weekly for U. S. film theatres.

Soviet, according, to the report,
now has 16 producing studios in

operation. News and documentary
films are turned out in Moscow,
Leningrad, Kiev, Rostov and .

12

other
.
cities. Studios in Moscow,

Leningrad, Novosibirsk and Kiev
have special facilities for production
of popular science films.

Russians claim that the Red Army
made extensive use of motion pic-

tures during the war. It was re-

ported that about 10,000,000 feet of

film were shot on the different

fronts.

Manila Show Biz

Booms With Pix

Theatres Packed
Manila, June 25.

There's a revival in all branches

of show business in full swing here,

with film theatres in the van and

representing the biggest enterprise

in Manila's amusement field. While
some houses still have old equip-

ment,, they are looking for new
apparatus, and technical aid from
the U. S.' Most cinemas arc financed
by local capital and operated al-

most entirely by native talent, with
local executives managing the spots.

Film houses, vaudeville theatres,

bars, restaurants and night clubs
have sprung, up here like mush-
rooms since the liberation. Some
idea of the entertainment industry
is gleaned- from the fact that a
major portion of the government's
revenue, recently revealed, now . is

coming from show biz taxes, prin-
cipally stemming from picture thea-
tres.

The latest addition to Manila's
downtown picture houses, now num-
bering more than 12 first-run thea-
tres, is Life theatre, a' rehabilitated

pre-war: house which reopened this

month.. Only a few days previously,
Bataan theatre. Manila's first large,

modern one to be built since libera-

tion, was opened. Both opened to

packed houses.

Life's premier picture was Colum-
bia's "A Thousand and One Nights."

City only had nine first-runs before
the war.

'

Native Producer! Active

Filipino picture producers are also

staging a comeback. They have
produced several pictures, mostly
dealing with the resistance move-
ment in the Philippines. In the
fore-front are Sampaguita Pictures,

Palaris Films. LVN, Luz-V-Min,
Santa Maria Pictures and AR-VI
Pictures, Inc. Last named com-
pany's first production "Prima
Donna," featuring Philippines' star,

Miss Jovita Fuentes, is scheduled
for release in July.

Among the latest vernacular pic-

lures "Blood of the Nation", dis-

tributed by Palaris Films. It was
produced and directed by Fernando
Ppe, who was a' guerilla officer in

the war. Another new Tagalog pic-

ture currently making a hit here
is Sampaguita Pictures' "Orphan
Flag", another picture about Fili-

pino guerillas. Lead is played by
Jose Padilla, a former underground
officer. Now having its preem is

LVN's musical. "I Remember You".
Incidentally, the title was derived
from a song written by the wife
of late President of Philippines, Mrs.

Aurora Quezon.

Another LVN production, almost

completed, is "Victory Joe," story

of a GI's experiences in the Philip-

pines, featuring Rogelio de la Rosa
and Norma Blancaflor. Its

.
dialog

will be 75% English instead of all

Tagalog. Luz-V-Min. another new
company, finished a picture filmed

against the background of war and
Jap occupation entitled.' "They Die

to Live." There is an English ver-

sion ot this finished.

Arg. Producers, Feuding Exhibs, Mark

$2,500,000 for 10 Native Picture Houses

Fried Joins Par Int'l

Raymond Fried, , formerly with
Psychological' Warfare Div., U.S.'

Army, has joined Paramount as exec
of the foreign theatre division, un-
der direction of Clement S. Crystal,

George Weltner, prez of Par ' Inter-

national, announced last week.

Practicing law in Chicago prior

to the war, Fried was in service
four and a half years, rising from
private to It. colonel. He will re-

main at the Par homeofflce approxi-
mately a month before being sent
on his first assignment, abroad.

Mexican Rivalry

Still Arg. Bugbear
Buenos Aires, June 27.

Mexican competion continues to

be the chief bugbear of Argentine
studios.' When; Jorge Negrete was
feted by Argentina's pix industry
before returning home to Mexico
after his p.a. tour, l.e stated- that

between them Mexico and Argentina
could wrap up the Latin-American
market, if they could only get to-

gether. But as Argentine produc-
ers see it,' Mexico already has the
package wrapped up.

For one thing, the Mejicanos are
better equipped technically. Their
largest studio has 16 sets, whereas
the . best equipped- Argentine studio

has only three. Then again, through-
out the "neutrality" years of the
war, Argentine studios have been
unable to renew cameras and equip-
ment.
Added to this, the Mexican studios

have been snaffling all the top
Argentine talent, with Argentine
stars contributing in great part to

the Mexican success. Nevertheless,

the grosses benefit the Aztec and not
the Gaucho country. Agitation is on
to prevent top talent,, like Hugo
del Carril, Amanda Ledesma, Fran-
cisco Petrone, Luis Sandrini, Li-

bertad Lamarque and Nini Marshall,

from making their work in Mexico
permanent.

%
Through Cinematografica Inter-

amerlcana, Negrete is expected to

make an Argentine pic some time
next year, and there is likelihood of

Dolores del Rio, Arturo de Cordova
and possibly Cantinflas coming
down to make pix in Buenos Aires,

j

This may offset the scarcity of tal-
;

ent caused by the Mexican exodus.

Buenos Aires, June 27.

During the last two years there

has-been much ill feeling between
Argentina's major studios and ex-
hibitors. Producers complain of ex-

hibs' greediness, while latter ap-
parently want to make profits by
giving patrons good entertainment
—and good entertainment means
foreign pix.

In effort to offset protectionist

measures imposed by che Peron govt,

at instigation of producers, exhibs:

formed a cooperative of their own
and threatened to . enter the pro-
duction field. This scheme fell

through, after much coin went down
the drain.

Now the producers are about to

launch into the exhibiting game.
Lumiton, San Miguel and Argentina
Sono Film have inked a deal which
calls for a capitalization of ten mil-

lion pesos ($2,500,000) for construc-

tion of 10 first-run theatres, which'
are to feature pix turned out by the

three studios. This deal, according
to studio spokesmen, will finally

solve the problem of exploitation of

national product.

British film interests have also

come up again'st distribution diffi-

culties and after investigating the
Argentine market, have come to the
conclusion that it is impossible to
set up their own distribution, as all

the theatre chains are tied up with
Hollywood distributors.

WB Foreign Execs

Rolling In for Int'l

Sales Meet Aug. 5-7

Warner Bros, execs from all- parts

of the globe are beginning to ar-

rive in the U. S. for the company's
international sales convention, being

held Aug. 5-7 in Atlantic City dur-

ing the week of WB's celebration of

the 20th anni of talking pictures.

Among the early arrivals is Max
Milder, managing director for War-
ners in Great Britain, who landed in

New York over last weekend (14).

A. L. Caplan, general manager in

China, arrives on the Coast this

week, and after a short stayover in

Hollywood will head for New York.

Representatives from South America
and other European countries are

due in New York before the end of

the month. Harry M. Warner is

currently in New York, handling

preparations for the convention to-

gether with other h.ol execs.

Units On Irish Location
Dublin, July 11.

Location work on "Black Nar-

cissus" for Archer Films is being

directed by Michael Powell at Kil-

larhey with Joy Rawlins and Shaun
Noble. Stars are Sabu and Deborah
Kerr; studio work is being done at

Pinewood Studios, recently de-

requisitioned by British Army and
returned to Rank organization.

Frank Launder and location unit

from Individual Pix arrives next

week for Philip Rooney's "Captain

Boycott" for work at Ballinrobe,

County Mayo, and Newbrook,
County Weslmealh.
Michael Powell will be in Ireland

again in the fall for location work
in County Donegal on Patrick Gal-

lagher's bio, "Paddy the Cope."

Latest Arg-. Falling-Out
Buenos Aires, July 3.

Tension between producing and
exhib interests continues to snafu
progress in the pix industry. San Mi-
guel Studios has now fallen out with
the Lautaret exhibs, because its

latest pic "Rosa de America" was
withdrawn from the Gran Rex
screen.. San Miguel has now switched
to the. Lococo chain (Gran Opera,
Ideal, Normahdie and Suipacka, ail

first-run houses). As of July 4, the'

San Miguel opus will he released at

the Suipacha, which shows only
Spanish-speaking pix.

Lautaret's complaint was that the
San Miguel "Rosa" was a b.o. flop.

Patrons, they say, look to the Gran
Rex for first-class Hollywood enter-

tainment and "Rosa" was no compe-
tition for "Spellbound" across the
street at the Opera.
The studio shortage has snafued

AAA's schedule to start producing
"Passport ifi Forgetfullness" (Pasaje
al Olvido), starring Angel Magana.
AAA is dickering for the Don Tor-

.

cuato studios. Pic is based on a
story by Gabriela Mistral, Chilean
poetess and Nobel prize-winner,
adapted by Manzi and Petit de
Murat.

' ATICA is putting final touches to

"I'm an Idiot" (Soy un Tnfelizj, with
Aguslo Codeca, directed by B. H.
Hardy. Argentina Sono Film is to

release _l'In Cold Blood" (A Sangre
Fria), a Saslavsky production, fca- .

turing Amelia Bence and Pedro
Lopez Lagar. This is the first pic di-

rected entirely by Daniel Tinayre;
Interamericana will distribute. In-
teramericana is also to distribute
"Cancion Desesperada" (Song of
Despair) a Mexican production star-

ring Hugo del Carril.

Russian, pix are popular in B. A.
houses, and Artkino announces that
"There Once Was a Girl" and "The
Mocker of Bokhara" will be re-

leased simultaneously at six habe
theatres.

French Export Sales Slip

To 30% of Product Cost
Compared to prewar' figures which

Showed export sales covering about
half the negative cost of French
product, current figures make it ap-
pear that French producers can now
depend on exports for only about
30% returns.

This seems due less to lack of de-
mand than to their compulsory cash-
ing of sales made in appreciated cur-
rencies through the official "Office

des Changes," which pays thcrri in

francs at only the official exchange
rate. The incentive seems strong la
declare sales made on a minimum
basis while arranging for an unde-
clared balance, in appreciated cur/
rency to remain abroad to the pro-
ducer's credit.

This may also explain why French
producers, though voicing approval
of official plans to propitiate organ-
izing foreign distribution, are not
implementing them faster. Dialri-

butioh figures would be more easily
1

checked than private; sales,
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'Stranger Record 50G in Okay N.Y.;

/Easy to Wed'-Paxton Smash 107G,

'Renegades' Good 21G, 'Breakfast' 16G
Business is oft in some downtown.*'

New York theatres, but ranges from
strong to immense in others, with the

overall picture generally satisfactory

lor this lime ot year. Warm weather
is believed to have caused some de-

fection but on Monday (15), which
was chilly, the take was above
normal for that day.

Six new shows moved in during
the past week. One' of these, "The
Stranger," is drawing sensationally

at the Palace where it 'finished the

first round last night (Tues.) at a

little over $50,000, new alltime house
high.

Exceptionally big is the Capitol
bill of "Easy to Wed" and, on stage,

George Paxton orch, Hal LeRoy,
Joey Adams, others. Initial week
will strike $107,000. not very far from
record here. State, on secohd-ruh
with "Two Sisters From Boston,"
plus Jackie Glenson and Josh White
in person, is also in the winning
circle at a probable $35,000 or near,
very good.

"Breakfast In Hollywood," which
arrived at the Globe Saturday . (13),

is doing only fairly at $16,000 or

better and gets but one more week.
At the Criterion, "Renegades" looks
on the brighter side at $21,000, while
little Rialto gets by okay currently
at $7,500 with "Catman of Paris."

In the holdover ' column "Anna,"
now in its fourth week at the Music
Hull, is well out front at an Indicated
$140,000, terrific. At the Strand
"Human Bondage" and the Spike
Jones orch retain a fast pace at
$57,000 or better, while the Para-
mount show of "Searching Wind,"
Andy Russell, Alan Carney, Pied
Pipers and Raymond Scott band
likewise remains very strong at $70,-
000 clocked on third round through
last night (.Tues.).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)

—••Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (13th
wk). Continues a smart stride, this
week looking $30,000, while 12th was
$34,000.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$l.t0)—"Easy to Wed". (M-G), with George
Paxton orch, Hal LeRoy, Joey Adams
and others in person. Very fast from
the gun, will hit a terrific $107,000.
Last week, fifth for "Two Sisters
From Boston" (M-G), Ritz Bros.,
Grade Barrie and Buddy Morrow
orch finished potently at $77,800.

Citv Center (1,617; $1.20-$2.40)

—

"Henry V" <UA) (5th wk). Con-
tinues capacity, fourth week through
Sunday night (14) having hit $31,200.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$ 1.25)

—"Renegades" (Col) (2d wk). Good
nt around $21,000 on. first week ended
last night (Tues.). Last week, second
for "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G), very
disappointing at less than $10,000.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
••Breakfast Hollywood" (UA). Only
fair at $16,000 or over and goes just
one more week. In ahead, the third
frame for "Diary of Chambermaid"
(UA) was $15,000.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.20)—
"O. S. S." (Par) (8th wk). Remains
exceptionally consistent on draw
this week appearing fine $20,000,
right behind $20,500 scored on
seventh.

Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 80-$1.10)
—"Stolen Life" (WB) (12th wk). Off
to $20,000 on 11th stanza ended last
night (Tues.) but still good profit.
Last week (10) was $26,000. "Night
and Day" (WB) opens Thursday
(25).

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
"Stranger" (RKO). Whammo at
b.o., with initial seven days through
last night (Tues.) registering a little

over $50,000 to establish new alltime
house high. Concluding five days on
fifth week of "Without Reservations"
(RKO) was fair $15,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.20)
—"Searching Wind" (Par), with
Andy Russell, Alan Carney, Pied
Pipers and Raymond Scott orch oh
stage (4th-final wk). Still very
strong, third week through last night
(Tues.) having hit $70,000. The sec-
ond, with aid of the Fourth of July,
rousing $88,000.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefell-
ers) (5.945: 70-$1.25)—"Anna" (20th)
and slageshow (4th wk). Still iono-
spheric at $140,000, while $146,000
rung up last week (3d).

Riallo (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—"Cat-
man of Paris" (Rep). Will get about
$7,500. okay for this little seater. Last
week "Avalanche" (PRC) was on
light side at $6,500.

Rlvoli (UA^Par) (2,092: 60-$1.25)—
"Cluny Brown" (20th ) (7th wk). Off
to about $14,000,' slow, while last
week i6th) short of $17,000. 'Till

End of Time" <RKO) opens here
next Tuesday (23).

Roxy (20th) (5.886; 90-$1.20)—
"Centennial Summer" (20th), with
Chico Marx and Jane Pickens in per-
son, opens here today (Wed.) fol-

lowing three fine profit-getting weeks
with "Smoky" (20th) and Donald
O'Connor. ; Blowoff was satisfactory

$63,000, the second frame an excel-
lent $93,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"2 Sisters From Boston"' (M-G) (2d
run), With Jackie Gleason and Josh
White on stage. Prospects sanguine
for very good $35,000 or near. Pic-

ture holds. Last week "Blue Dahlia' 1

(Par) (2d .run), with "Guess Who?"
radio program with Happy Felton,

plus Chucho Martinez,, went to

$31,000.

Strand (WB) (2,756: 75-$1.20)—
"Human Bondage" (WB) and Spike
Jones orch (2d wk). Holding up
extremely : Well, with robust $57,000

sighted this week (2d). The first

over the Fourth of July soared to

$69,000, terrific.

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Suspense" (Mono) (2d wk). Re-
tains excellent speed, this week look-

ing big $30,000. The first near to

$34,000.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

$1.50)—"Dead of Night" (U) (3d

wk). Remains suitable at $16,000,

while last' week (2d) was $18,000.

'Summer Big 36G,

Own 19a Wash
Washington, July 16.

Business is holding up better than
expected in the mid-city district.

"Centennial Summer" grabs the
brass ring currently with topflight

trade spurred by the publicity at-

tendant upon personal appearances
of 20th players opening day. "To
Each His Own" also doing a little

bell-ringing.

Estimates for This Week
Keith's (RKO) (1.838: 44-80)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO) (2d

wk). Mild at $14,000. Last week was
smash $26,000.

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)—
"Centennial Summer" (20th) with
vaude. Very strong at $36,000. Last
week, "Dark Corner" (20th) with
vaude, hit nice $28,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Two Sisters from Boston'! (M-G)
(m.o.). Nice at $9,000. Last week,
"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (m.o.), $8,000.

Palace (Loew) (2.370; 44-70)—
"Well Groomefl Bride" (Par). Fine
$18,000 or over in view. Last week,
"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk), sock

$22,000.

Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"To
Each His Own" (Par). Heading for

big $19,000 or better. Last week,
"Janie Gets Married" (WB), $16,000.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,503; 44-70)—
"Our Hearts Were Growing Up"
(Par),
week.
$9,600.

Satisfactory at $9,000^ Last
'Walls Tumbling Down" (Col),

K.C. Booms; 'Smoky'

Fancy 13G, 'Sisters'

18G, 'Rendezvous' 10G
Kansas City, July 16.

Theater row is experiencing good
biz all around, with duo of newcom-
ers being "Two Sisters from Bos-
ton' at Midland and "Bride Wore
Boots" at Newman. "Sisters"- a
probable holdover. Two holdovers
are "Smoky" at Esquire-Uptown-
which ran away with the show last

week, and "Without Reservations" a

holdover after a large week at the
Orpheum. Gay Nineties Review on
stage of Tower has biz up a little

there.
Estimates for This Week

Esqulre-Uptown-Falrway (Fax
Midwest) (820. 2043. 700: 45-65) —
"Smoky" (20lh) (2d wk). Fancy
$13,000. Last week horse film ran
away with biz with preview and
heavy holiday and week-end trade
sending take to mammoth $28,000.

Midland (Loews) (3.500; 45-65)—
"Two Sisters from Boston" (M-G).
The week's leader at $18,000 and
likely to hold. Last week "Bad Bas-
comb" (M-G) and "Night Editor"
(Col) pleasant $14,500.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900: 45-

65)—"The Bride Wore Boots" (Par).
Mild $13,000. Last week "To Each
His Own 1

' (Par) (2d wk) > fair .$9,-

500.

Orpheum (RKO) (1.900: 45-65)—
"Without Reservations'' (RKO) and
"truth About Murder" (RKO) (2d
wk). Nice $10,000. Last week same
films did fine $16,000.

Tower (Fox Joffee) (2.100; 39-60)
— "Rendezvous 24" (20th) and
"Dressed To Kill" (U), with Gay
Nineties Revue on stage. Good $10,-

000 seen. Last, week "Rainbow Over
Texas" (Rep) 'and "The Glass Alibi"
(Rep) with stage bill, average $9,000.

'SISTERS' SMASH 21G,

'OWN' 12G, PAGE DENVER
Denver, July 16.

"Two Sisters from Boston" with
Truth About Murder" for company
packing Orpheum repeatedly for

best gross here and holds. "To Each
His Own" is good enough at Den-
ham to stay a third week.

Estimate! for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)—"The

Westerner" (FC) (reissue) and "It

Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th).

after week at each Denver and
Esquire. Will be fair $4,000. Last
week, "Smoky" (20th) and "Junior
Prom" (Mono) (m.o ), big $6,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
"To-Each His Own" (Par) (2d wk).
Good $12,000- and holds. Last week
smash $18,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
"Night in Casablanca" (UA) and
"Deadline for Murder" (20th), day-
date with Esquire. Stout $16,000.

Last week, "The Westerner" (FC)
(reissue) and "It Shouldn't Happen
to Dog" (20th), same as Denver,
Webber, big $18,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Night
in Casablanca" (UA) and "Deadline

for Murder" (20th), day-date with
Denver. Nice $4,000. Last week.
"The Westerner" (FC) (reissue) and
"It Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th),

same as Denver, Webber, good $3,500,

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) and
"Truth About Murder" (RKO). On
way to smash $21,000 and holds. Last

week, "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G)
and "Wanderer of Wasteland" (RKO)
(2d wk), good $14,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"In Old Sacramento" (Rep) and "The
Glass Alibi" (Rep), day-date with
Webber. Good $9,000. Last week,
"So Goes My Love" (U) and
"Madonna of Seven Moons" (U), big

$11,000, i m
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74 )^"Smoky"

(20th) and "Junior Prom" (Mono),
after two weeks each at Denver,
Esquire, Webber, and one at Aladdin.

Big $6,500 seen. Last week, "Cat

Creeps" (U) and "She Wolf of Lon-
don" (U). $6,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"In

Old Sacramento" (Rep) and "Glass

Alibi" (Rep), day-date with Para-

mount. Okay $3,000. Last week, "The
Westerner" (FC) (reissue) and 'It

Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th),

same as Denver and Esquire, fine

$3,500.

Colbert $16^00

Tops Lush Cincy
Cincinnati. July 16.

Only two stands, as against five last

week, have new bills, yet general

downtown returns are satisfactory.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO).
Speedy $16,500. Last week, "Stranger"

(RKO), sock $18,500.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 44-70)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (3d wk).
Bumper $8,000 trailing big $10,500

second sesh.

Grand (RKO) (1.430: 44-70)—
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) (2d wk)
Lusty $10,000 following terrific $16,-

000 unveiling.
Keith's (United) (1.500: 44-70)—

"Somwhere in Dark" (20th) (2d wk)
Holding to sharp $5,000 after fancy

$6,500 teeoff.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 44-70)—
"Stranger" (RKO) (m.o.). Good $6,

000. Last week, "In Old Sacramento"
(Rep) and 'Murder in Music Hall'

(Rep), moderate $5,500.

Palace (RKO) (2.600; 44-70)—
"Scandal in Paris" (UA). All right

$14,500. Last week, "Stolen Life"

(WB), sock $20,000.

Shuberl (RKO) (2.100; 44-70)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) (m.o.). Great
$10,000. Last week. "Night in Casa-
blanca" (UA) (m.o.), pleasing $6,500

'Ziegfeld' Hot 14G, Mont'I
Montreal, July 16.

"Postman Always.Rings Twice" is

on holdover but is only fairish at

the Palace. "Ziegfeld"' looks strong-

est.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700: 35-62) "Post-

man Always Rings Twice" (M-G)
Only fair $10,000 for second week
after boff $14,000 opener.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35.62) "Devo-

tion" (WB). Mild at $12,000. Last
week "Night in Paradise" (U) weak
$9,500.
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 35-67) "Zieg

fold Follies" (M-G). Hot $14,000 or
over. . Last week "Road to Utopia'
(Par) good $12,000 for second ses

sion.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-53) "The

Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Strange
Conquest" (RKO). Good $7,000. Last
week "Cinderella Jones" (WB) and
"Phantom Thief" (WB) average
$6,800.
Imperial (CT) (1.850: 25-45)—"The

Cat Creeps" (U) and "She Wolf ot
London" (U). Nice $5,000. Last
week- "Yank in London" (20th) and
"Johnny Comes Flying Home'
(CoO so-so $4,700.

Chicago Besting Heat With Door

Wide Open for Postman' Which

Rings Bell at 60G, 3d; To Each' 35G

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence, the estimated
figures are net income.

:

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

H.0.S Clog Hub;

Kid' Big 30G, 2d
Boston/July 16.

RKO Boston, holding over "Run-
around" with stage show, and Keith
Memorial, with "Kid From Brook-
lyn" in second week, are leading the
town. Cool, overcast weather, getting
fair again over weekend, boosted b.o.

takes. "Henry V" bowing out at last
after 15 weeks at Esquire.

Estimates for This Week
.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10>—
"Without Reservation" (RKO), plus
Dick Stabile orch, Anne Triola and
Mischa Auer on stage (2d wk). Great
$28,000 in view. Last week, $36,000.

Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $2.40)—
Henry V" (UA) (15th wk). Accept-

able $7,000. Weekly average for run
was about $8,000.

Fenway (M-P) (1,375: 40-80)—
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par). Fair
$7,000. Last week, "Bride Wore
Boots" (Par), same.
Majestic (Brand Mage) (1,500; 40-

80)—"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue) (3d
wk). Poor $5,000. Last week. $5,500.
Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 40-80)—

"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) arid

"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO) (2d wk).
Hotsy $30,000. Last week. $30,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (3,467; 40-80)

—"To Each His Own" (Par) and
"Hot Cargo" (Par). Fair $22,000.
Last week, $30,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900: 40-80)—

"Two Sisters From Brooklyn" (M-G).
Good $28,000. Last week. "Bad Bas-
comb" (M-G) and "Hoodlum Saint"
(M-G), $26,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1.700: 40-80)—

"Well Groomed Bride" (Par). Mild
$14,000. Last week, "Bride Wore
Boots" (Par), $14,000.

State (Loew. (.3.200; 35-80)—"Two
Sisters" (M-G). Nice $18,000. Last
week, "Bad Bascomb" . (M-G), and
"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G). $16,000.
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)

—"Avalanche" (PRC) and "Voodoo
Man" (Mono). Average $5,000. Last
week, "Bedlam" (RKO) and "Gentle-
man Misbehaves" (Col). $5,000.

Tremont (Brand Mage) (1.500: 40-
80)—"Rebecca" (UA) (3d wk). Poor
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.

Frisco Up; 'Sisters'

Big 33G, Colbert,

Nichols 30G, 2d
San Francisco, July 16.

Business is on the upgrade this
week, headed by the $33,000 which
"Two Sisters From Boston" is ex-
pected to gross at the Fox. All other
pictures are on holdover. Among
these, "Without Reservations," cur-
rently oh second week at the Golden
Gate with the Red Nichols orch on
stage, will attain a strong $30,000.

Estimates for. This Week
Golden Gate (2,844; 60-95)—"With-

out Reservations" (RKO) (2d wk),
plus vaude headed by Red Nichols
orch. Looks strong $30,000. Last
week was sweet $38,500.
Fox (FWC) (2,651; 55-85WTwo

Sisters From Boston" -(•M-G). Pac-
ing for terrific $33,000. Last week
"O.S.S." (Par) same.
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85) -

"Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk). On
way to nice $21,000. Last week, neat
$34,000.
Paramount (FWC) (2.C46; 65-85)

"Smoky" (20th) (3d wk). On final
six days will be oke $13,000. Last
week, a solid $20,000.

St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)
—"O.S.S." (Par) (m.o.). Very fine
$14,000 seen. Last week, "Postman
Rings Twice" (M-G) (m.o.) was
lukewarm $9,000.

Stale (FWC) (2.133: 55-85)—"Well
Groomed Bride" (Par) (3d wk)
(m.o.). Slow at $7,000. Last week,
fair $12,000.' /

:

Orpheum (Blumcnfeld) (1,207: 55-
85)—"Diary of a Chambermaid"
(UA) (3d wk). Suitable lit $12,000,
Last week, okay $15,000.

United Artists (Blumenfcld) (1,-

207; 55-85)—"Outlaw" (UA) (7th
wk). Looks $13,000, stout. Last week,
nice $14,000.

Chicago, July is.

Biz going along surprisingly well,
considering the heat.

Oriental, still doing the town s top
biz with $60,000 for third frame of
"Postman Always Rings Twice,"
with Mills Bros, on stage, but with
all-day admish pegged at 95 cents.
Same is true of "Kid from Brook-
lyn," at the Woods, with $33,000
on tap.

"To Each His Own," is also mop-
ping up to the tune of $35,000, as is

'Renegades" at $23,000, while pair-
ing of "Lover, Come Back" and
She Wrote the Book" will do a

nice $25,000 at the Palace. Other
sweet grosses are being chalked up
by "Smoky" which heads for $25.-

000 at the Roosevelt, and "Do You
Love Me?" with Vivian: Blaine on
stage, at $48,000 on third Chicago
theatre week.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95) —

'Renegades" (Col). Staunch $23,-.
000 seen. Last week, "Cluny
Brown" (20th) (3d wk), disappoint-
ing $14,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900: 05-95) —
"Do You Love Me?" (20th) with
Vivian Blaine on stage (3d wk).
Okay $48,000. Last week, sweet'
$54,000.

Garrlok (B&K) (900: 65-95) —
Her Kind of Man" (WB) (2d wk).
Fair $11,000. Last week, strong

$15,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-95) —
Without Reservations" (RKO) and
Inside Job" (U) (3d Loop week in

m.o. from Palace). Nice $10,000.

Last week, "Rebecca" (UA). (reis-

sue) and "Ding Dong Williams"
(RKO), same.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,240; 95) —

"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) with
Mills Bros, on stage (3d wk). Sock
$60,000. Last week, terrific $64,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,500: 65-95) —
"Lover, Come Back" (U) and "She
Wrote the Book" (U). Fine $25,000.

Last week, "Without Reservations"
(RKO) and "Inside Job" (U> '.2d

wk), excellent $28,500.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)—
"Sjrioky" (20th) (2d wk). Grand
$25,800. First week sockeroo $32,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 65-95}

—"To Each His Own" (Par) (2d

wk). Great $35,000. Initial seven
days was very fine $37,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 65-

95)— "Gilda" (Col) (6th wk).
Sloughing off with $18,000 but okay.

Last week hit satisfactory $20,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95) —
"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (5th

wk). Lofty $33,000 seen. Last week
was sweeping $35,000.

PHILLY SLOW ALBEIT

'CENTENNIAL' BIG 35G
Philadelphia. July 16.

Films on tap here are in the

clutches of midsummer doldrums
this week with only exception being
"Centennial Summer" which is reap-
ing benefit of a great, exploitation
job. "Tarzan and leopard Woman."
getting fair play but. rest of town
is quiet.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 42-89) —

"Seventh Veil" (U) (2d wk). Mild
$8,500. Last week okay $15,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 42-89)—

"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2nd run). Fair
$7,800. Last week . "Two Sisters

Boston" (M-G)' fine $8,500.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89) — "Of

Human Bondage" (WB). Mediocre
at $16,500. Last week•'Heartbeat"
(RKO) . modest $15,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 52-99) —

"Danger Woman" (U) with stage
show including John Kirby orch and
Lew. Parker.- So-so $20,000. Last
week "Well Groomed Bride" (Par)
fairish $16,500.
- Fox (20th) (2,250; 42-89)—"Cen-
tennial Summer" (20th). Ballyhoo
on opening here jacking this one up
to higher brackets at $35,000. Last
week "Somewhere in Night" (20th)
n.'s.h. $10,000 for five days of second
week.
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000: 42-89)—"Postman Rings Twice" cM-G)

(2d run). Oke $9,000. Cast week
"Spiral Staircase'^ (RKO) neat $8,-

500.
Keith's (Goldman)' (2,200; 42-89)-*

"Do You Love Me" (20th) (2d run).
Fair $6,000. Last week "From This
Day Forward" (RKO) poor $2,500
for four days of second run:
Mastbaum (WB) (4,387: 42-89) —

"Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk). Slum-
ping to mere $22,000 after smash
$48,000 for opener last week.

Stanley (WB) (2,950: 42-89)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk). Tak-
ing it on chin for so-so $18,500 after

great $33,000 first week.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; • 42-89) -r

"Tnrzan and Leonard Woman"
(RKO). Fine $15,500. Last- .wok
"Wife of Monte Cristo" (PRC) w<:ik

$9,000 for holdover sesh.
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L. A. Steady Despite Heat; "Widow'

Okay 37G in 4, 'Dark Alibi'-Herman

Sock 35G, Kid' Nice 43^G, 2d Wk., in 2

Los Angeles, July 16. *

It's holdovers for most houses this

week but business remains steady

despite heat. "Young Widow' 1 one

of few new bills, will take out aver-

age $37,000 for first frame in four

houses. "Dark Alibi" looks sock
$35,000 at million dollar "but draw is

all for Woody Herman's orch. on
stage. "Portrait Maria" at four star

is slow $3,500 or slightly better.

"Smokv" combo on final frame sight-

ing forte $34,500. "Kid Brooklyn"
catching handsome $43,500 for sec-

ond frame in two houses, while
"Stolen Life" coming through with
about same for third week in three
spots. Third and final frame for
"Easy Wed" . in three spots looks
Okay $34,000. Second and final week
for "Blue Dahlia" in two houses
will be nice $31,000. "Stranger"
looks like neat $26,500 on second
week for three

,
spots.

Estimates Far This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-SD—

"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (3d-flnal.wk).
Fair $3,500 on blowoff. Last week,
sturdy $6,300.

Beverly Hills Masle Hall (Blumen-
feld-G&S) (824; 65-$l ) — "Young
Widow" (UA). Good $7,000. Last
week, "Diary Chambermaid" (UA)
(3d wk), closed with $4,600.

Cartha? Circle (FWC) (1.518: 50-

$1 )—"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th) (m.o.). Nifty
$6,500. Last week, "Specter of Rose"
• Rep) :14th wk), flnaled with oke
$4,200.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) . (2.648;

50-$l )—"Anna" (20th). Looks neat
$9,000. Last week. "Smoky" (20th)
and "Shouldn't Happen to Dog"
(20th) (2d wk-6 days), good $14,500.

Downtown (WB) (1,800: 50-S1)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) (3d wk). Good
$19,000. Last week, big $23,300.

Downtown Music Hull (Blumen-
feld) (782; . 55-$D—"Young Widow"
i"UA). Average $16,000. Last week,
"Chambermaid" (UA) (3d wk), fair

$10,100.

Egyptian (FWC) (1.538; 50-$D—
"Easv to Wed" (M-G) (3d wk). Okay
$8,500. Last week, good $13,000.

Et Rev (FWC) (861: 50-$D—
"Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk). Good
$7,000. List week, stout $9,700.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 50-85)—
"Portrait of Maria" (M-G). . Slow
$3,500. Last week, "Walk in Sun'
(20th) and "Rendezvous 24" (20th)
(10 days) (m.o.). eood $6,600.

Guild (FWC) (968: 50-$l>—"Hood
lum Saint" (M-G) and "Up Goes
Maisie" (M-G) <2d wk). Bettering
r 4.000. oke. Last week, good $7,200.

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956i
50-$D—"Young Widow" (UA). Neat
$7,000. Last week, "Chambermaid'
(UA) (3d -k). fair; $4,300.

,

Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 50-$»—
"Stolen Life" (WB) (3d wk). Good
$12,000 or over. Last week, smooth
$16,200.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-
feld) (475; 65-85)—"Young Widow"
(UA). Average $7,000. Last week,
"Chambermaid" (UA) (3d wk), stout
$4,300.

I.oew Stole (Loew-WC) (2.404 ; 50-
$1)—"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th) (3d wk).
Looks $14,000, oke, while third
week was $21,900.

Los Anreles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
50-$D—"Easy to Wed" (M-G) 3rd-
flnal wk). Bows out with $15,000 or
over, suitable. Last week, okay $23.-
300.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55-
{£') — "Dark Alibi" (Mono) with
Woodv Herman orch on stage. Sock
$35,000 seen. Last week, "Passkey
to Danger" (Ren) with Duke Elling-
ton orch on stage, socko $43,700.
Orpheum (D'towh-WC) (2.210; 55-

$1) —"Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk).
Dropping to $13,000. Last week, solid
$24,500.

^ Pantares (Pan) (2.812; 50-$l)—
"Kid from Brooklyn'* (RKO) (2d
wk). Sturdy $22,000. Last week,
$37,700.
Paramount (F&M) (3.398: 50-SD—

"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d. wk) and
"One Exciting Night" (Ren). Looks
$18,000. Last week, fine -$32,800.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1 -

451: 50-SD—"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d
wk). Niftv $13,000. Last week, solid
$17,100.

RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2.890: 50-
80)—"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO)
(2d wk). Smooth $21,000. Last week,
fancv $34,700.

Rltx (FWC) (1.370: 50-$])—"Hood-
lum. Saint" (M-G) and "Maisie"
(M-G) (2d wk). Near $7,000, okay.
Last week, strong $9,900.

ITnlUd Artists (UA-WC) ( 2.100-
50-SD—"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and
"Maisie" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay $8,-
000. Last week, oke S13.700.
Uptown (FWC) (1.719: 50-SD—

"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't Hap-
pen lo Oop" (20th) (3'' Wk). Fair
$4,500. Last wok smooth $10,100.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)—

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .... $721,800

(Bnsert on 17 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$648,500

(Based on 15 theatres)

'Summer Smash

21G leads Pitt
Pittsburgh, July 16.

Hefty grosses continue here de-

spite, that heat has forced Mock of

holdovers. Stanley with "Stolen

Life". (2d week) is running neck

and neck with holdover of "Two
Sisters from Boston" at the' Pehn.
Fulton with "Kid from Brooklyn"
in second week will have another
big session after record-grabbing
initial stanza. • Town's leader is

"Centennial Summer" at Harris. A
number

.
of Hollywood names on

stage opening night got pix off to

great start. Warner with "Hood-
lum Saint" is slow paced.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70) —

"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (2d
wk). Looks, like swell $11,000. Last
week a . house record at $18,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70) —

"Centennial Summer" (20th). Smash
at $21,000. Opening night had a

junket of minor Hollywood names
to- dress stage. Last week "Tangier"
(U) off at $9,000.
Penn (Loew) (3,300; 40-70)—"Two

Sisters from Boston" (M-G) (2d
wk). Snappy $16,000 in sight. Last
week great at $28,000.
Rltx (WB) (800; 40-70)—"Abilene

Town" (UA) (m.o.). Slow at mild
$2,500. Last week "Well Groomed
Bride" (Par), also m.o., fair at

$3,750.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—

"Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col) and
"Perilous Holiday" (Col). Okay at-

$4,000. Last week "Cluny Brown"
(20th) mild $3,500.

Stoaley (WB) (3.750; 40-70) —
"Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk). Nifty
at $15,500. Last week sock $26,500.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70) —
"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G). In dol-

drums at maybe $7,000. Last week
"Abilene Town" (UA) fell off after

big start. Even so was good at

$9,500.

'Summer' Leads St L
Strong 25G, 'Own' 21G

St Louis, July 16.

"Centennial Summer," paired with

"Deadline for Murder," is leading

the current b.o. dash with "To Each
His Own," . solo, the runnerup. "The
Postman Always Rings Twice," a h.o.

is still strong after a whammo first

session.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 44-65) —

'The Postman Always Rings Twice"
(M-G). Good $13,000 after sockeroo
$30,000 for the first stanza.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)

—

'The Green Years" (M-G). Hold
over will tack on $7,500 to the $11,-
000 grabbed for the initial stanza,
okay,

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 44-65)
—"To Each His Own" (Par), Hefty
$21,000. Last week "A Stolen Life"
(WB) and "Dressed To Kill" (U)
(2d wk). $17,000.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 44-65)—"Cen-

tennial Summer" (20th) and "Dead-
line For Murder" (20th). Strong
$25,000. Last week "The Virginian"
(Par) and "They Made Me A Killer"
(Par) (10 days), $24,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 44-65) —

"Smoky" (20th) and "It Shouldn't
Happen To A Dog" (20th). Okay at
$12,000. Last week "Blue Dahlia"
(Par) and "Cluny Brown" (20th),
$14,500.

St. Louis (F&M) . (4,000; 50-60)—
"Devotion" (WB) and "So Goes My
Love" (U) See suitable $5,000. Last
week "The Truth About Murder"
(RKO) and "Underworld Womun"
(Rep), $6,000.

"Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk). Neat
$6,500. Last week, big $10,000.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296: 50-SD—
Easy to Wed" i M-G) (3d wk).

Sighting nice $7,000. Last week,
good $12,000.
Wiltern (WB) (2.300; 50-SD—

"Stolen Life" (WB) (3d wk). Nice
$12,500. Last week, hefty $15,800. .

'Smoky' Big 9£G, Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb., July 16.

Biz at the boxofficc holding a

steady high level as outdoor attract
tions folded simultaneously with a

spell of torrid weather and top.

drawer pictures opened. "Smoky" is

bivning brightly at the Lincoln with
capacity crowds at. nearly all show-
ings. "One More Tomorrow- '.is draw-
ing steadily at Varsity.

Estimates for this Week
Lincoln (LTC) (1.500; 44-60)—

"Smoky" (20th). Torrid $9,500, Last
week, "Stolen Life" (WB), weak $6,-

500.

Stuart (LTC) (1,800; 9-60)—"Her
Kind of Man" (WB).: Okay $7,500.

Last week. "Nile in Paradise" (U),

poor '-$6.;000.

Varsity (NTC) (1,800; 35-55)r-"One
More Tomorrow" (WB). Lilting $6,-

500 seen. Last week, "Casablanca"
(UA), bang-up $8,000.

Nebraska (LTC) (1,126; 9-60)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk) and
"They Made Me a Killer" (Par).
Okay $2,500. Last week. "Rebecca"
(UA) (reissue) and "Hot Cargo"
(Par), good $2,800.
State (NTC) (830; 24-35)—"Bells

of St. Mary's" (RKO). Good $2,400.

Last week, "Pardon My Past" (Col)
and "Devil's Mask" (Col), $2,000.

Mpk. in Good Shape;

'Smoky' Terrific 22G,

'Chiny'10Gt 'Kid'14G> 2d
Minneapolis, July 16.

There are only a pair of Important
local newcomers, "Smoky and
"Cluny Brown," tout they're both box-
office in a big way and will help a
lot to build up the downtown take to
an impressive level. Holdovers are
the high-stepping "Kid From Brook-
lyn" and a trio of other good box-
office performers, "Without Reserva-
tions," "To Each His Own" and
"Somewhere in the Night," all in
their second loop weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Don't

Gamble With Strangers" (Mono) and
"French Key" (Rep), dual first-runs,

pulled moderate $1,000 in three days.
"Cowboy Blues" (Col) and "Return
of Rusty" (Col), also dual first-

runs, opened today (16). Last week,
"Catman of Paris" (Rep) and "Valley
of Zombies" (Rep), split with "Last
Chance" (M-G) and "I Was n
Criminal" (FC) (reissue), duals, good
$2,700 in eight days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—"To

Each His Own" (Par) (m.o.). Here
after hefty

1

first week at Radio City.
Good $7,000 indicated. Last week,
"Two Sisters from Boston" (M-G)
(3d wk), neat $6,000, giving this one
very big $39,000 for its loop engage-'
ment.
Gopher (Par) (44-50)—"Sing Your

Way Home" (RKO). Mild response
for this one. Will be lucky to reach
$2,100. Last week, "Return Frank
James" (20th) (reissue), good $4,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"Some-

where in Night" (20th) (m.o.). Moved
from State where it did moderately
well. Fair $4,500 in prospect. Last
week, "Janie Gets Married" (WB)
(2d wk), fairly good $5,000, making
okay $20,000 for loop fortnight.
Ospheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO) (2d
wk). This one has given fine account
of itself and should wind up with
fine $11,000 after sweet $15,000 first
canto.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

"Smoky" (20th). Strong lineup of
cast names, popularity of horse
dramas and film's virtues spell long
boxoffice queus. Going over top to
big $22,000. Last week, "To Each His
Own" (Par), good $17,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (2d
wk). Danny Kaye one of the .ace
magnets here and they like him in
this one. Fine $14,000 in sight after
smash $18,000 first week.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Clunv
Brown" (20th). Boyer-Joncs combo
bringing in oke $10,000 on 6 days.
Heading for very healthy $15,000.
Last week. "Somewhere in Night"
(Par), good $11,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55)—

"Dragonwyck" (20th). First neigh-
borhood showing. Fairly fast $4,000
pace. Last week, "Postman Rings
Twice" (M-G), good $4,200.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 50-90)—

"Madonna; of Seven Moons" (U).
Difference of opinion regarding this
one's merits, plus lack of cast names,
holding down takings to mild $1,800.
Last week, "Renegades" (Col) (2d
wk), light $1,500.

'Cluny' Best Newcomer In

Omaha, llG;'Veil' 10G2d
Omaha. July. 16.

"Cluny Brown" single-featured at
the Paramount is best of the current
crop and will get a fair $11,000. More
exciting is the second week of "With-
out Reservations," at the Brandeis.
where a $11,800 first week will be
followed by a smash $9,000 second
stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) (3.000:, 16-

65)—"Cluny Blown" (20lh). Solid
but not overly heavy $11,000. Last

(Continued on page 22)

Hfldegarde-'Riisty' OK $25,000

In Strong Del; Virginian' Same

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2,872,500

(Based on 21 cities, 184 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, including

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear ; . $2,860,300

(Based .on 22 cities, 177 theatres)

Itesemtions 14G,

Big, in Okay Prov.
Providence, July 16.

Recently here there have been
record breakers one weeV, strag>
glere the next. This week, it's

phenomenal with most houses do-
ing zowie biz on holdovers. Four
main stemmers are in the holdover
column.

.

Estimates for This Week
Albeo (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO). Opened
today (16). "Without Reservations"
(RKO) and "Bedlam" (RKO) (2d
wk) hit a solid $14,000. Same bill

in first sesh was nice $18,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
—"Janie Gets Married" (WB) and
"French Key" (WB). First-run
policy helping to nice $7,000. Last
week "Somewhere in Night" (20th)
and "Shouldn't Happen to Dog"
(20th) (2d run), nice $5,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Leave Her to Hea.en" (20th) and
"House on 92d Street" (20th) re-
peats. Good $6,000. Last week
"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) and "And
Now Tomorrow" (Par), swell $6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
"Stolen Life" tWB) (2d wk). Hep
$13,500 in 'till. Last week same bill

caught flush $17,800.
'

State (Loew) (3.200; 44-65) —
'Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) (2d
wk). Peppy weekend helping to
nice $16,500. Bill in first sesh was
sensash at $29,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 44-65)
—"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) and
"Hot Cargo" (Par) (2d wk). Sock
$13,000 in first sesh ended Sunday
(14). Last week of "Bride Wore
Boots" (Par) and "Hot Cargo"
(Par) (2d wk), healthy $10,000.

Seattle Spotty But

'Chmy' Good $14,000
Seattle, July 16.

Downtown showshops are off at
the b.o. but the opposite is true of
the nabes. Folks seem inclined to
save on transportation and arc tak-
ing their film fare a bit later at
lower admish prices.

Music Hall is holding "Bad Bas-
comb" for 2nd stanza; ditto for
Paramount with "Smoky" and Or-
pheum with "Stolen Life."

Estimates for this Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—

"Postman Rings" (M-G). Hot from
Fifth. Indicated $6,000, swell. Last
week, 5th of "Kitty" (Par), in eight
days, fairish $4,700.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Cluny Brown" (20th). Looks
good $14,000. Last week, 2nd of
"Postman Rings" (M-G), sound
enough at $11,000.
Liberty (J & H) (1,650: 45-80)—

"Walls Tumbling Down" (Col) and
"Perilous Holiday" (Col). Expected
$8,000, moderate. Last week, 4th of
"Gilda" (UA), big $8,800.
Mule Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—

"2 Sisters" (M-G). (4th wk). An-
ticipated $5,000, good. Last week,
garnered oke $6,600.
Masle Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Bad Ba6comb" (M-G) (2nd wk).
Headed for $10,000 or over, big, after
swell $16,000 last session.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
Stolen Life" (WB) (2nd wk).
About $12,000 sighted, great after
getting hotsy $19,700 in opener.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)

—"Joe Palooka, Champ" (Mono)
and "Don't Gamble with Strangers"
.( Mono ). Paced at $6,500 or better,
good. Last week, "Pal Trigger"
(Col) and "Mexicana" (Col), big
with $6,800 in till.

Paramount (H-E) (3,038; 45-80)—
"Smoky" (20th) (2nd wk). Ex-
pected. $11,000 big. Got sensational
$19,400 last week.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

"7th Veil" (U) and "Gang's All
Here" (20th). Indicated $4,500, fair
Last week. "One More Tomorrow"
(WB) (3rd wk) was milked too
much before, so sunk to poor $4 700.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;' 25-

50)—"Rond to Utopia" (Par) and
"Col. Effingham's Raid" (20th) (3rd'
run). Good $4,500. Last week
"Sailor T.-.kes Wife" (M-G) and
'Susie Slagle's" (Par) (3rd run)
week at $4,100.

»-. Detroit, July 16.

Tone of business is currently very
strong, with Hlldegarde, Patsy Kelly
and others in person lifting "Return
of Rusty" at the Downtown to okav
$25,000, Double bill of "Virginian"
and "Bamboo Blonde" will carry the
Palms-State to oh excellent $25,000
while another dualer, "Bride Wore
Boots" and "Hot Cargo," . is pushing
towards a loud $18,000 at the United
Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.034;

60-85) — "Kitty" (Par) and "Joe
Palooka, Champ" (Mono) i2d wk).
Lusty $23,000. Last week was terrific

$44,000.

. Downtown (Balaban) (2,863 ; 70-
95)—"Return of Rusty" (Col) with
Hildegavde, Patsy Kelly, Jan Mui-rav,
Harry Sosnik and Eleanor Tec-man
on stage. Good $25,000, Last week
"Dressed to Kill" (U) with Count
Basie orcji and Son & Sunny on stage
hit $22,000.

United Artists (UD) (1,841; 60-85)
—"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and
"Hot Cargo" (Par) (2d wk). Loud
$18,000. Last week same bill was.
socko $22,000.
Palms-State (UD) (2,076; 60-85)—

"Virginian" (Par) and "Bamboo
Blonde" (PRC). Strong $25,000. Last
week, "W 1 1 h o u t Rescrvat ions;"

(RKO) and "Rlverboat Rhythm"
(RKO ) (2d wk), clocked good
$17 000
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,000; 60-

85)—"Return of Frank James" (20th)

and "Jesse James" (20th) (reissues)

(2d wk). Fair $12,000. Last week the

same program was lusty $27,000.

Fox (Fox) (4,049; 60-85)—"Dark
Corner" (20th) and "Col. Effingham's

Raid" (20th), Okay $24,000. Last

week, "Night in Paradise" (U) and
"Inside Job" (U), good $25,000.

Adams (Balaban) (2,863: 80-85)—
"Night In Paradise" (U) and "Inside

Job" (U) (m.o.). Okay $12,000. Last

week. "Do You Love Mc" (20th)

(mlo.) and "Rendezvous 24" (20th),

good $14,000.

-Madison (UD) (1,858; 40-55)—

"Dragonwyck" (20th) and "Tangier'

(U). Oke $2,300 for 3 days. Last

wnek. "Sherwood Forest" (Col V. and
"White Scandals" (RKO), tepid

$1,900 for 3 days.

'Life' Sturdy $7,500,

'Spirit' 12G, Louisville

Louisville, July 16.

All houses are doing fair to aver-

age business this week, as the

weather dropped from the 90's to a

more temperate figure. While the

weather is cooperating, product is

lacking this week, with nothing out-

standing on the screens. "Whistle

Stop" at the State is doing fairly,

while "Night In Paradise" at the

Rialto, heavily plugged on local sta-

tions, js Just mild. "Stolen Life" at

the Mary Anderson is good, however.
Vaudc bill for three-days at National
is helping the week's total at that

house.
Estimates for This Week

Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) t40-60)
—"Smoky" (20th) and "Rendezvous
124" (20th) (m.o.). Neat twosome
shuttled over from the Rialto and
moving steadily, for excellent $5,000.

Last week "Blue Dahlia" (Par),

(m.o.) fine $4,800.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)—"Dragonwyck" (20th) and "So

Goes My Love" (U). Catching fair-

ish hot weather trade at medium $1.-

700. Last week "Ziegfeld Follies''

(M-G) and "Blonde Alibi" (U). neat
$1,800.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300: 40-

50) — "Blithe Spirit" (U) and
"Whistle Stop" (UA ). Nothing to get

excited about at fairish $12,000. Last
week "Two Sisters from Boston
(M-G) and "Walls Came Tumbling
Down" (Col), splendid $17,000.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;

40-60)—"Stolen Life" (WB). Catch-
ing hefty femme and bobby socks

trade to indicate sturdy $7,500. Last

week "Janie Gets Married" (WB)
(2d wk), satisfactory $5,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)

—"The Shadow" (Mono) and five

acts of vaude, split with "Last

Chance" (M-G).. Nice brisk pace for

three-day vaude show but slacken-
ing up balance of week. "Chance
was previewed for select audience,
but cash customer response is mild.

Likely medium $6,000. Last week
"Danny Bov" (PRC) and vaude,
split with "I Have Lived" (Indie)

and "Thrill of Youth" (Intlic), strong

$7,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40-

60)—"Night in Paradise" (U) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U). Heavily
plugged on radio spots but custom-
ers slow to re.SDOnd. Likely mild

$11,000. Last week "Smoky" '20th)

and "Rendezvous 24" (20th), caught
solid $18,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400:

40-60)—"Dark Corner" (20th) and
"Joe Palooka. Champ" (Mono), nice

(I iiiiler for . the juve trade, medium
$5,000. Last week "In Old Sacra-
mento" (Ren) and "Night. Train for

Memphis" (Rep) sugary $8,000.
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While Los Angeles continues its

record-breaking run of "EASY TO

WED" in 4 theatres, Broadway hails

this new M-G-M record-breaker

at the Capitol, N. Y. Sure the BIG

ON ES come from M-G-M I

«. . .T inuMcnv . PCTHER WILLIAMS • LUCILLE BALL • KEENAN WVNN jn "EASY TO WED" • In Technicolor • Cecil

M-G M presents VAN JOHNSON ' ^J
H^W,

Ŝ ^ ,he organ • Adapted by Dorothy Kingsley • From the Screenplay "Libeled L«dy" by
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Irate Exhibs Sing Don't Blame Me,'

Claim Majors Stifle Exploitation Plans

Willi publicity-exploitation heads*

of the major film companies evi-
1

dciicinp considerable concern over

the lack of showmanship beiiiK dis-

played by exhibs in selling the films

playing their houses, many exhibs

believe that it's another case of Hie

"pot calling the kettle black.

Growing laxity, in the use of bally-

hoo, exhibs claim, is the result ot

the distributors having , taken away

all incentive and they point to the

majors' own affiliated houses as a

prime example of their argument.

Charges that the indie exhibs have

been lulled into a sense of false se-

curity by the tremendous grosses

rung up from 1941 to 1946 is just as

true of the distribs, exhibitors say.

No major circuit, they claim, showed

any eagerness to put on additional

exploitation help during the war

years to show more profit and all

followed thrbugh with the general
featured femrne of "Call Me

sentiment of "let the patrons come
, M j;ter

„ representing the New York
if they want; if not, why worry

|

independent Citizens Com.
. about them?"

j
mittee of the Arts, Sciences and Pro

Now, when It begins to look as
J

fessions.

though the national boxoffice might

Voice From the Field
Editor, Vahiety:

Gripes of distribs about failure

of exhibs to bally pictures which
are already doing okay recalls

the yarn about the old prospec-

tor who was having a little

trouble getting his pack mule to

move up a mountain trail with

any degree' of enthusiasm.

"Why don't you kick in the

rump?" yelled a partner a little,

farther down the trail.

"I'm saving, that for the big

hill!" was the reply.

Point your own moral.

Senn Lawler.

Cops* Assault
- Continued from page 1 ;

English Loans
= Continued front page 3 ;

current transactions between the

two countries; or (b) ' the use of

sterling balances lo the credit of

residents of the U. S. arising out of

current transactions."

$14,000,000,000 Unblocked

With the film- industry's interest

centered on the blocked sterling ac-

cumulations, which how total about

Inside Stuff-Pictures
The formation of Vitaphone Corp. as the Warner Bros, subsidiary to

launch the career of talking pictures, back in 1929, did not strike every,
body concerned as a momentous occasion.

Negotiations between the Warners and Western Electric, which owned
the sound1 patents, had been going on for quite some time, when all of a
sudden the various parties arrived at a complete agreement. This was on
a Monday, and the contracts were to be signed on Wednesday, just two
days later. Then it was realized that the new corporation with which the
contract was lo be signed, meaning Vitaphone, had not yet been char-
tered!

cimnnnnnnnn agreement of British I

Fast was necessary. To save time, Morris Ebensteln, at that timeW Stw * • ^J*""' 1™*" and now the Warners' «W'W»t specialist, was

£..n?rle^n^ to Albany in person with the incorporation papers. All aglowcounlnes in Uie commonweann ana
|^ ^ importariCe Qf hjs errand and deeply convinced that he was on
a mission of destiny, Ebenstein strode into the office of the Secretary of
State, presented the precious papers to a clerk, and, with the most pro-
phetic solemnity' he could muster, announced that the documents related
to a new enterprise destined to revolutionize, the entertainment world

these other poultries w£now *be I

l^^.Ig-^£X£& servant, "that's what they a„ sa,
1 Everybody who takes out incorporation papers for a new proposition has
an idea that he's going to revolutionize the world. They all think they're

another Edison or Bell or Fulton."

Picking up the papers perfunctorily, the clerk concluded, "All right, let's

get it over with. This is a busy office!"

the Sterling Area is also consid-

ered significant. Britain must now
make- convertible into dollars or

other currencies all such sterling
|

balances thus released, meaning that

able lo pay
American goods, including pictures

with dollars.

Sterling Area includes all the

British Dominions except Canada

and Newfoundland, and all British

protectorates or protected states,

such as Egypt, the Anglo-Egyptian

Sudan, Iceland and the Faroe

One of the top prices yet asked for film rights to- a still unpublished
novel is being sought for "Miracle of the Bells," penned by Russell Jan-

sufTer a postwar decline, the bigger

exhibitors have noted that certain

distribs are taking on more help but

that many of the newcomers are out-

siders. Some know nothing aboift

the business and may do more harm

than good. One company seems

partial to ex-Army cronies who have

some knowledge of advertising but,

as yet, don't have the necessary in-

sight into the intricacies of the pic-

ture biz.

Another offender, exhibs claim, is

a company which agrees to put up

$50 per picture on a cooperative ad

basis but then kills any good results

by sending out a field exploitation

man to line up the same type of

stereotyped ads and campaigns that

have been used for years. "It's gotten

to the point where I actually have to

The Powell case, involving police

of the 51st street station in N. Y.—
a station covering much of the center

of show business—started early the

morning of June 12. Powell got

through work and was on his way
home to Harlem. A taxi driver whom
he hailed refused to take him to

Harlem. The law being that a cab

driver has no right to refuse a fare,

Powell asked to be driven to the

nearest police station—and the cab-

bie obliged. Powell entered a com-

plaint. He woke up next day in

Bellevue Hospital with concussion

of the brain, a possible fracture of

the skull, and scalp and face
wounds. Furthermore, he was in the

prison ward, under arrest for "fel

onious assault" against the cops.

A delegation of entertainers, most

of them white but including Negroes,

New York Police Dept., and the fight

they say "has just begun." Hammett.
Miss Garrett and Barnet pointed

out that entertainers who must
travel around late at night, going

home from work or from one enter-

tainment spot to another, are par-

ticularly entitled to protection from
police and from taxi drivers who arc

licensed for the purpose by the
.

po-

lice dept.

Harlem nitery owners have been
aware for some time that N. Y. taxi

drivers often hurt business by re--

fusing to^ drive passengers to their

neighborhood. Recently, the program
director of one of the largest indie

radio stations in N. Y. got into a cab
with a prominent Negro entertainer.

It was daytime, but the driver re-

fused to go to Harlem.

A statement signed by more than

2.000 entertainers and writers for

the stage, film and radio was filed

by the delegation when it went to

see Deputy Chief Mulligan. "What
happened to Powell," the statement
said, "might happen to any of us."

duck everytime this distributor s rep
j kicked vigorously yesterday (Tues

nears my office," one exhib said.
t0 Deputy Chief Mulligan of the

"All he does is take up my lime with

plans for the same old window tie-

ins, lobby displays and a bunch of

stills, all of which my customers are

more tired of than I am."

These field men are sent out to

cover an entire territory and can't

know the individual problems, call-

ing for individual campaigns, in each

town, the exhibs say.

Those Gallup Polls

Growing reliance by distribs on

the Audience Research Institute to

gauge the tastes of the pilblic is also

a dubious idea, since the ARI misses

out too often on the smalltowners.

Those industry execs who cite ARI
figures to show that the industry

should get more grosses, have cre-

ated their own Frankenstein, ac-

cording to the exhibs. How can they

expect mo"re grosses when they've

taken away the exhibitors' incentive?

Major circuits themselves have

curtailed their advertising in most

key cities outside N. Y. on their 'big

pictures, which sets a bad example

for the indie exhibs. Majors have

also allowed their house staffs to de-.

cline and there's an appalling lack of

competent help to cater to the

public. Many of the majors' houses

advertise airconditioning, the exhibs

point out, but this usually means
that the house temperature was set

before the theatre opened in the

morning. If the theatre filled up, re-

quiring an adjustment In the tem-

perature, there was nobody on hand
to take care of it •

.Asked to comment "on these

charges, Paramount's Curtis Mitchell

conceded that many of the exploita 7

tion techniques were time-worn but

declares that the industry needs to

sharpen up these same techniques,

rather than devise new ones. Only
time new techniques are needed, he

said, is when some new medium en-

ters the field, such as radio or tele-

vision. Then the industry must de-

vise means of coordinating its pub-

licity with the new mediums.

Basis of showmanship, Mitchell

said, lies in improving ideas, not

means. New members of Par's ex-

ploitation staff, he said, have all

proven themselves to be top idea

men in their- past work and they'll

undoubtedly add much to Par's ex-
ploitation plans. Company is going

to give its publicity campaigns a

tremendous hypo during the next
six months, Mitchell declared, but
will use ideas that have already been
tested arid found good for bridging

the gap between .the picture and the

public.

T«i«nrti These countries under the nev
'
erstwhile theatrical press agent and co-producer of "Vagabond King."

w^fme "dXr pool " were re- Author's agents are asking $150,000 advance, plus 10% of the gross, for the

quired to turn their ' dollars into book which is slated for September publication by Prentice-Hall. Under-

London in order lo conserve dollars stood - however, that the single definite bid to date has been a straight

and thus were deprivedI of this *50,000 and that the author might be willing to compromise for a straight

money for Ihe purpose of buying $100,000 offer.
, _ .

'

Amer eaiY oioducts Asking price includes only rights to the picture, with the author seeking

Another important factor in the to retain rights lo a legit adaptation Legit producer now on the Coast is

agreement, insofar as show biz is
dickering with a wk. playwright to adapt the book, according to the

concerned is England's agreement agents, who .said .that
:
Janney hopes to have the play on Broaway before

to eliminate not later than Dec. 31, »e picture is released.

1946, any import restrictions which ,. '
. . . .„„.,_, *,.,„, „„,

quantitatively discriminate against I
«'was easy enough, on paper to shift from "Wild Bill Elliott, cowboy,

American exports. While the clause '° William Elliott dramatic sUr but Republic is having . tough time

does not rule out the future setting m
»J
an« hc Public believe it. Western fans are familiar with "Wild Bill.'

of quotas by Britain on the amount a"° don t know who William is. Non-western customers never heard of
M -- 1 "Wild Bill" and think William is a newcomer in the film business. To

of playing time given to American
pix, it's felt in the industry that it

will prevent the British from dis

criminating against American films

in favor of those of some other

foreign country, such as Russia,

which has been virtually "donating"

its films to the international market
in order to get theni screened

Anrlo-U. S. Ties

Danger of the latter course of ac-

tion has been greatly overcome by

correct this impression, Republic has appropriated for an educational,

campaign and has assigned Jim Luntzel to handle it. First step is a four-

week personal tour by Elliott in an effort to link his name with "Wild
Bill." Drive also includes radio lime, tradepaper ads and direct-mail, com-
munication. Elliott is slated for a number of high-budget features, far

from the canyons where Red Ryder rode thataway.

Negotiations in the Scophony anti-trust suit were further delayed this

week when Scophony Ltd. of England received an adjournment until Aug.
13 on answering the counterclaim filed against it by Scophony Corp. of

_ America and SCA prexy Arthur Levey. Answers of the other defendants,

the* establishmenV'of ~co-reieasing I

including Paramount and General Precision, of which 20th-Fox is the larg-

outflts between J. Arthur Rank in- est individual stockholder, were similar]/ extended.
Justice Dept., meanwhile, is receiving the finishing terms of the defend-

ants' offer to negotiate. Govt, reps plan to study the offer a while longer
before deciding on whether to accept it. If the- terms are approved, the

suit will probably wind up in a consent decree.

terests and American producers

such as Universal, International,

etc. These cover only a very small

portion of the films annually ex
ported to Britain, however, so that

the clause is still very welcome to

the American industry.

With both Britain and the coun
tries in the Sterling Area ' thus as-

sured of many more dollars to

spend on American product, it's ex
pected that the annual take of $B7,

Marking a new parley between the film industry and the modern air age,

Enterprise Productions has pacted TWA to fly footage lensed by the Eu
ropeah unit of "Arch of Triumph" daily to the U. S. for screening, in Holly
wood. System, it's claimed, will make it possible for studio execs lo see

rushes 26 hours after actual filming and thus make any required changes
in schedules or locales within two days.

t

New system also works in the opposite direction.. Sketches for the

000,000 by AmericanSlm companies I

Picture, as drawn up by the studio staff, are being flown to Paris, where

from the British market might soon Nate Watt, exec assistant to director Lewis Milestone, can check his camera

be surpassed. Agreement is also ex- I

crew in every detail,

pected to result in the expenditure
of even more money on production With the film industry at loggerheads on policy of running documentary

of American films and to put an shorts in the nation's commercial theatres, the N. Y. Museum of Modern
end to the cautious edicts of studio Art has extended its documentary pix program for two months, to carry

chiefs to cut down on production through Sept. 15.

costs, first broached when it looked Following the end ol the war, the Museum began a series of 54 pro-

as though the loan might be stymied Srams of documentaries, from the first of the year to July 15. While many
in Congress. industry officials have claimed that the public would no longer go for the

fact films, now that the war is over, the museum had SRO signs posted

Film Tension Eased I

throughout most of the series.

Washington, July 16.

Passage of the British loan in the I_ Adoption of the single sale of pictures may mean the reshuffling of

House of Representatives Saturday I
manpower in the various branch territories, wlth ; the more experienced

(13) eased tension throughout the managers, supervisors and salesmen concentrated in areas where the most
U. S. film industry. Britain is the in- competitive bidding will result.

The signers included the follow- jdustry's largest foreign market and Pointed out that if the sale of pictures to the highest bidder, becomes an
it was made clear that without the established trade practice in the near . or distant future,- it will devolve
loan, England would have to up its uPon salesmen and branch managers to choose the best deal, based upon
trade barriers against-' our pix. terms, playing time, grossing possibilities of different theatres, location, etc.

Such industry officials as Eric
Johnston and Donald Nelson have! Reports that the Variety Clubs of America would participate in profits

ing:

|
Legil: Edith Atwater, Ralph Bel-

1 lamy, Georgia Burke, Alvin Childres,

Betty Comden, Roger De Koven,
Paul Feigay, Betty Garrett, Will
Geer, Adolph Green, Gordon Heath,
Frances Hefiin, Judy- Holliday, Earle
Hyman, Ruth Harte, Ruby Hill, Earl
Jones, Leon Janney, Richard Koll-
mar, Canada Lee, Katherine Locke,
Yvonne D. Machen, Myron McCor-
mick, Garry Merrill, Jules Munshin,
Eugene O'Neill, Jr., Hester Sonder-
gaard, Hilda Vaughn, Frances Waller,
Richard Widmark, Perry Wilson,
Martin Wblfson.

Radio: Gertrude Berg, Charles
Cantor, Nelson Case, Kenneth Del-
mar, Irving Mansfield, Minerva
Pious, Alan Reed.
Musicians: Charlie Barnet, Cab

Calloway, Cozy Cole, John Garrt,

Dizzy Gillespie, Al Goodman, Ed-
mond Hall, Coleman Hawkins, Mel
Powell, Herman Chittison, Leonard
G. Moss, Bob Russell, Milton Kaye,
Walter Gross,. Ray Lev.

Singers: Diane Adrian. Thelma
Carpenter, Patti Clayton, Billy. Holli-

day, Susan Reed, Margaret Speaks,
Kenneth Spencer, Maxine Sullivan,

Josh White, Peters Sisters, Mills

Brothers,

Dancers: Beatrice Kraft, Lili Mann,
Pearl Primus.
Writers: Edward Chodorov, Ar-

naud D'Usseau, Nat Hiken, Bucklin
Moon.

worked actively in Washington and from "Variety Girl" are incorrect, according to a statement by Paramount,
elsewhere in support of the loan, which is producing the pic. Company's deal with R. J. O'Donnell, national
Johnston even appeared before Con- chief barker of the Variety Clubs, for exclusive rights to filming a musical
gressional committees to testify in comedy backgrounded by this famous show biz organization, called lor pay-
its favor. ment of $50,000. A check for this amount was turned over to O'Donnell

D. C. reps of the large studios had last week,
their eyes on Capitol Hill 311 last

week while the loan was being de- Paramount is going in for farming with a half-acre wheat field on its

bated in the House, transmitting back lot to correspond with the real wheat fields backgrounding its "The
blow-by-blow reports to home of- Big Haircut." Artificial field will be transported in dirt-field flats from
fices on the progress. the Griffin ranch near Fresno and transplanted under supervision of
The Senate earlier had approved Gordon Messer. technical advisor. When the scenes are completed, the

the loan
Britain's argument was that, with

out the loan, it would have to

tighten its belt and cut off the flow
of foreign exchange leaving that
country in payment for non-essen-
tial services and goods. II listed pix
as non-essential.

wheat will be permitted to grow. Forthcoming studio crop is estimated at

200 bushels.

Space Shortage Sends
Eagle-Lion to Mexico

Hollywood, July 16.

Eagle-Lion will send troupes to

Mexico to film at least two of its

productions this fall because of

shortage of space on its own lot.

Practically all of 'Don Juan
Murietta," starring Arturo de Cor-
dova, will be shot in and around
Mexico City. Company is negotiat-
ing for space in the new Churubusco
studios.

Show biz as a background plays an important part in the 20lh Anni-
versary of Talking Pictures now being celebrated by Warner Bros. The
first all-talking picture, "Lights of New York," was about show biz. and
the production selected by the company to keynote the sound anniver-
sary, "Night and Day," is another saga of the stage.

Protest has been made by the Screen Actors Guild against the use of the
corporate name of the new independent production company, Screen Guild
Productions, Inc. Thesps declare the use of the word "Guild" might create
a misleading impression that the actors union is in the production business.

United 16m Society has been organized on the Coast for the purpose of

bringing together as a group all those who are engaged in the production
and distribution of narrow-gauge films. Purpose will include exchange of

commercial and technical information among its membership which will

cover everyone in the field from cameramen to exhibitors.

For some reason the British release title of Frank Borzage's "Conccrlo
(Republic) is being advertised as "I've Always Loved You." Pic was
tradeshown in London ahead of the U. S. preview.
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NW Buying-Booking Combos Raiding

Distribs for Manpower; Other Briefs

Minneapolis.

Buying and booking combines, five

of which have sprung up here with-

in a year, lire making raids on dis-

tributors to obtain branch managers
saying an erstwhile branch - man-
ager should know how to and be
capable of getting better deals for

members.
Theatre Associates, comprising

owners of five of the biggest ano>

most successful independent circuits

in this territory, has just lured Tom
Burke, veteran film man,, from his

position as Monogram branch man-
ager here to the post of its general

manager. At various times Burke
has been branch manager of United
Artists and other companies here.

Previously, another local combine
had enlisted the services of Frank
Mantzke who quit as Universal

branch manager in Milwaukee to

head the buying and booking group
with Minneapolis headquarters. Be-
fore going to Milwaukee Mantzke
had been Universal branch manager,
here. A third combine, operating

outof Minneapolis, has a veteran and
former successful film salesman as

its general manager.

Newest of the combines here. In-

dependent Theatres Assn., consist-

ing of Minneapolis and St. Paul In-

dependents exclusively, admits dick-

ering for the services of a film ex-
change branch manager and if it's

unable to obtain him it will try to

sign up a veteran film salesman for

the post, it says.

Catlln's WB Bon* Port

Buffalo. .

Eddie Catlln, former salesman in

Warners' Cleveland branch, pro-
moted to Buffalo branch manager by
Ben Kalmehson, WB general sales

manager. He succeeds At Herman,
resigned.

in the Pacific Northwest, with head-
quarters in Seattle.

William Hendricks, former Down-
town manager here, will head ex-
ploitation in division's public rela-

tions office here. Allen Karf moves
Into Hendricks old spot while Leo
Hirshon will manage the Wiltern.

Plmns Reliflous Pictures

Cleveland.

Board of Governors of the Na-
tional Federation of Lutheran Clubs
has voted to sponsor establishment
of a $2,500,000 corporation for the

production of religious pictures.

Prevention and correction of ju

venile delinquency will be a major
aim of the films; it was said.

PEC Dps Upton

PRC has named J. T. Upton branch
manager of the company's Oklahoma
City exchange replacing H. E. Mc-
Kenna and Ed Walker who left PRC
to enter their own business. Upton
formerly was with Metro in its Dal-
las office.

WB C««st Theatre Changes

Los Angeles,

Warners has realigned its Coast
theatre executives and personnel
with John McManus, manager of
Warners' Hollywood,, named super-
viser of circuit's three local first-run

houses, Hollywood, Downtown and
Wiltern. J. R. Rodgers will supervise
neighborhood and out of town thea
tres in California, while Lew Press-
ler will supervise all Warner houses

BebulMIng House That Burned
Hallsville, Tex.

The Corral, which was destroyed
here by fire last week following

three weeks of operation will be re-

built, according to W. T. Clemmons.
Construction will start within 60

days, with Clemmons having had no
difficulty lit obtaining CPA approval

for the job.

Making Drlve-In Indoor House
Dallas.

As a result of a rezoning order is-

sued here last week by the city com-
mission, the present Northwest High-
way Drive-In will be changed into

large indoor house. House was
built by W. G. Underwood, C. C.

Ezell and others, including Eph
Charninsky of San Antonio. The In-

terstate Circuit will also be inter-

ested in the new project.
- The first drive in central east

Texas was opened at Tyler last week
by Horace Douglas and Bennette
DeLay. both war vets. House will

be known as the Rainbow. Duo also

owns a house in Chandler.

rice, Harry and the late L. M. and
Jules J.

Manager of the Fox, Aurora, 111.,

up to his retirement, which post he
held for the past 19 years, Berman
has. been succeeded temporarily by
Willjam T. Longdon, city manager
for the circuit's three theatres
there, until a permanent manager
for the Fox is. named.

Fined For Blocked Exits
. St. Louis.

Failure to provide unobstructed
exits in his Fairy theatre, an indie
nabe here, resulted last week in
Melbourne Sanowski, owner, being
fined $25 arid costs by Police Judge
George J. Grellner who later placed
him on probation for a year.
Sanowski, who pleaded guilty, also
was ''Charged with three additional
violations of the city building code.
They were dismissed for lack of
prosecution as Inspector Edward
Riek of the local Fire Marshal's of
Ace stated Sanowski had cooperated
by correcting the conditions coted.

Hartford Stiawhat Quits

Hartford, July 8.

Grand theatre here is first Con-
necticut casualty of.postwar summer
stock.

House folded Saturday (•) after
two abortive weeks.

Walsh vs. Bennett

WUIisa Devaney lipped
Chicago.

New post of assistant to Walter
E. (Doc) Banford, M-G branch man-
ager here, was assigned last week
to William J. Devaney, who was
recently \ipped to city salesman after
four years in the Army.
Devaney has been with the com-

pany since 1927, starting as a poster
clerk.

Manager Retires After 37 In,
Chicago.

After a 37-year stint as manager
fqr Great States circuit, Ruby Ber-
man retired last week. A brother-
in-law of Claude and Maurice
Rubens, chain's execs, Berman was
co-owner with the Rubens brothers,
including, besides Claude and Mau-

Wannup
,
Continued from page 5

New York Theatres
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Spectacular Stag* ProaucHou

merit policing powers in its plea
to the court, Steam said. To fore-

stall possible double-dealing on the
part of distributors, he added, the

court will be asked to grant the D
of J access to distributor books and
records of all sales at all times.

Punishment for contempt of court
would follow any such violations,

he added.

Exhibs were dissatisfied with the

decision, Steam said, because "in

face of the findings of the court that
the defendants violated the Sherman
act, divorcement should . have been
ordered as a matter of course." The
trend of all recent anti-trust suits

would have warranted that move,
according to the CIEA chief. The
new type Of selling was merely a

''stopgap" which the Supreme Court
would undoubtedly

,
upset, he said.

Allied executive committee, meet-
ing yesterday (16) and today (17),

also set their sights on the forth-
coming court hearing in which Al-
lied will seek to be heard. Tagging
the auction sales method as "legally

unprecendented," exec members are
considering whether Allied should
voice its objections to the court's

proposal. Since other features of the
decision . are regarded as having
precedent to support them, discus-
sions on these phases of the decree
are being limited, in the main, to

suggestions for the court to make
them workable.

CIEA stand for an absolute ban
against . further theatre acquisitions

by the majors will, in all likelihood:

be Joined in by Allied as a member
of that organization. Latter theatre
group is also expected to fight for
the granting of strong policing pow-
ers to the Government.

MPTOA and SLMFF
Intervention on the part of the

MPTOA was determined by an
executive meet of that theatre unit
several weeks ago in New York.
Looking askance at auction selling,

the MPTOA will push a plea that old
customers and standing accounts be
given consideration under the de
cree's terms. While not opposing
under-the-hammer sales . in their
entirety, MPTOA will argue that
other factors besides price should
carry weight

Possibility developed last week
that the SIMPP would also step into
the court picture with its ideas on
the decree. A plan for handling of
pix under the auction sales method
was being drafted for SIMPP by
Guhther R. Lessing, veepee and gen-
eral counsel for Walt Disney Pro-
ductions, it was revealed by Lessing.
Blueprint, still in the formative
stage, would provide for the crea-
tion of regional boards to adminis-
ter the new sales system with the
cost of operations shared by dis-
tribs and exhibs. Five top regional
boards would register all exhibs and
their customary runs without limit-
ing the theatreman's right to file for
a better run; Submission of pix for
bids would be made thhrough the
agency of the boards.
Should the plan be approved by

SIMPP, it would then be submitted
to the majors as a proposed in-
dustrywide system, Lessing said.

Reaction to it has been favorable
generally, he added. Since the
SIMPP is vitally interested in any
proposed sales system, it may inter-
vene in the suit on its own initia-

tive and present the plan to the
court, Lessing stated.

Continued from pais

though he and his executive board

knew at all times that Local 110

was dominated by the same people

who were .responsible for George

E. Browne."

Walsh never did anything about

investigating the aituation, after he

took over' in 1943, according to the

Bebb committee, but let them run for

reelection. Also, he has never done

anything about a 16-page complaint

filed by Bebb last year, in which

it was charged that gag rule reigns

at Loval 110's meetings, along with

penalties against members' without

charges, violation of seniority and

intimidation.

Letter also claims that Walsh

"has never accounted for millions of

dollars taken from' members after

Browne and BioR went to jail on ex-

tortion charges," and that Clarence

Jalas, recently elected secretary-

treasurer of- the local, is a cohort of

the extortionists. Jalas was elected

on a "reform" ticket in 1944, letter

charges, but was "bought oft by
Walsh with a promise he would be
named one of the union's three rep-

resentatives to the American Fede-
ration of Labor," IATSE's parent
organization.

Lucrative jobs have been handed,

out by Atkinson, letter continues, to

"at least 55 mobsters and hoodlums
formerly associated with BioR and
Browne," among them a brother 'of

Bioff and Nick Dean alias Nick Clr-

cella, a brother-in-law of Murray
The Camel" Humphreys.

' Denials to all charges were forth-

coming, of course, from Robinson,

the new press chief. "The union is

entirely clean," he announced. "It

is free of all Browne-BioR and hood-
lum contamination The finances of

both local 110 and the Internationa)

are being audited at this time by
certified public ' accountants. The
union leadership has known for

some time of the letter but consid-
ered it absurd and ignored It."

Robinson pointd out that Atkinson
defeated Bebb in the last local elec-

tion, being victorious by a vote
of 4 to 1, thus giving the lie to

Bebb's claim that he represents a
majority of the members "If the
men mentioned by Bebb as hoodlums
are motion picture operators and
pay their dues, they are entitled to
work — as operators," Robinson
further stated. "But I can state that
these men do not hold lucrative or
any other kind of jobs in the struc-
ture of the union itself."

Philly Filmites Chuckle «

Over 20tb-Fox 'Flight'

To 'Cettteonial' Author
Philadelphia, July 16.

The local film row is ohucklihg
over the manner in which the local
dailies went hook, line and sinker
for 20th-Fox's prtssagent stunt of
"overlooking" the author of "Cen-
tennial Summer" Albert E. Well,
(native-born Philadelphian ), and
then springing him at the last min-
ute as the 'forgotten man" of the
world premiere last Wednesday
night (10).

The Philly Record played the
story on page one; the other papers
also gave the story a good play, but
the payoR came when the Record
published a sarcastic editorial call-

ing the "oversight" a "typical HoU
lywood" stunt. The Record also

printed a story in which it chided
the city administration, Chamber
of Commerce, and business tycoons.,

for "falling for ' press agents" and
going along with the premiere shin-

dig, which included a civic dinner,
parade which was gandered by
500,000, arid all the trimmings.

The Record's cartoonist, Jerry
Doyle, drew a cartoon on the edi-

torial page poking fun at the Mayor
et al. The cartoon was captioned:

"Design for Mural to Commemorate
PhUly's Silly Season.*

Everyone concerned was of the

unanimous opinion, however, that

never in the history of this staid old

city have the City Fathers, police

department, business leaders ever
gone so all out for a picture opening.
For three weeks prior to the open-
ing the newspapers and radio were
giving "Centennial Summer" thous-

ands of dollars of free space ind
time ballyhoolng the opening.

Virtually every department store

and specialty shop had a window
tleup with the picture. The open-
ing had all the earmarks of a civic,

holiday.

IATSE to Hear Dana
Given permission to appear on

Friday (19) . before the executive
board of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees, in
session ' in Chicago, George Dunn,
president of the Motion Picture The
atre Operating Managers & Assistant
Managers Guild, New York, will
strongly urge an IA affiliation. He
flies to Chicago tomorrow (.Thurs

day).

Should the.IA take in film theatre
managers through issuance of a char-
ter to the MPTOMfcAMG, latter, so
far organized' only with RKO in the
Greater N. Y. area, would im-
mediately begin a campaign to line
up managers and assistants on a
national basis. This is its ambition,
regardless, and if IA cold shoulders
the application, the guild will prob-
ably apply for a direct AFL charter.

Following negotiation of a contract
with RKO covering 41 Greater, N. Y.
and Westchester county houses, the
MPTOM&AMG is seeking to organize
the Cinema circuit (Max A. Cohen),
which with subsidiaries operate 11
houses in N. Y. and Brooklyn.

A hearing on unfair labor practice
charges against the Cohen companies
in connection with union activities
will be heard Friday (19) before the
State Labor Relations Board.

Locals Win Pay Boost

Hollywood, July 16.

Ten IATSE studio locals wound up
negotiations for interim agreements
with the major studios, calling for
a general wage raise of 25%, re-
troactive to Jan. 1 of this year. Up-
page went Into-, effect yesterday
(Mon.) and retroactive paychecks
are being figured out by studio ac-
countants.

Following conclusion of the agree-
ments, most of the union delegates
shoved off for Chicago where the
IATSE will hold its 38th biennial
convention at the* Stevens hotel,
starting. July 22,

UA CHARGES BRONX

EXH1B CHISELED B.O.
United Artists filed a fraud action

suit in N. Y. federal court Monday

(15) against Harry A. Harris, Har-

ris Theartical Enterprises, Convent

Theatre Corp. and Dorset Amus;
Corp., owners of the Delmar and
Dorset theatres in The Bronx.
Suit against Harris as an individual

was brought as owner and controller

of the major share of the above
corporations.

UA charges fraudulent reports on
b.o. receipts on flat rental and per-

centage pictures which they li-

censed to the two theatres. Alleged
fraud was said to have begun in

January, 1940, continuing up to the

present day. In relying on the ex-
hibitor's false returns, UA claimed
it was induced to lower rental fees

and percentage rates. Plaintiff

charged that the defendant supplied
an incomplete set of books when
UA asked to examine b.o. records
for 1945.

UA is asking for an injunction to

restrain defendant from destroying,
concealing, or altering its books and
records connected with UA con-
tracts. Plaintiff also filed for a

money judgment in an amount
which the court considers fair.

Guild's 'Henry
1

Continued from page 3

are taking a beating from customers
intent on seeing the Old Vic players,

who recently returned to England.

Reason for the confusion, accord-
ing to the ticket vendors, is the ad
for Laurence Olivler's "Henry V,"

run in the legit sections of dailies

here instead of .film sections, which
makes it appear as though it's a

stage show. "Theatre Guild Pre-

sents" precedes "Laurence Olivier in

William Shakespeare's 'Henry V,'

"

followed "In Technicolor" and "Re-
leased Through United Artists," but

in very small type—the only indica-

tion in the ad that it's a film.

To make matters worse, the Civic

has never played films, having just

wound up a 44-week run of 'Anna
Lucasta";- Olivier . just finished his

much-publicized repertory run on
Broadway, including Shakespeare's
similar titled "Henry IV"; this is

the first film to be roadshown here
in a long time, so the public isn't

accustomed to this form of ballyhoo;

and the ad. stresses mail, orders, iis

"Only Chicago Engagement — Two
Performances Daily," instead of

"Two Showings."
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RKO, 20th Sales Heads

In Panama See Lush

Latin-Am. Mart for 16m
In addition to expansion of the

field through building of new the-

atres, the future for 16m pictures in

Central America fcnd surrounding

countries will be terrific in the opin-

ion of Elliott McManus, sales man-

ager for 20th-Fox at Panama, and

Ned Seckler, who occupies the.same

post there for RKO. Both are In

{Jew York contacting their home-

offices.

All that will be necessary to pene-

trate many towns in the vast area

served out of Panama will .be to

show a prospective exhibitor how

cheaply he can operate with 10m pic-

tures, it's pointed out. In the six

Central American countries, Dutch

West Indies, Jamaica and Ecaudor

there are many towns with a popu-

lation as high as 10,000 which at

present have no theatres at all. They

should represent a fertile field for

16m film, McManus and Seckler

believe.

There are 750 theatres in the ter-

ritory served out of Panama. Proj-

ects for the coming year so far in-

clude building of 15 houses but in

most cases construction is being held

up through inability to get the re-

quired materials.

In Central America *"d surround-

ing countries action films and

heavier dramas still take precedence

over other types of product imported

from the States. In the case of

muSicals they must be of top caliber*

before rating more than ordinary

audience pull.

'Canyon Passage' In

Portland, Ore., Preem
Portland, Ore.. July 16.

Waller Wangcr's Technicolored
"Canyon Passage" preemed at the

Broadway theatre Saturday night

(13) to two sellouts. Film names
- personalcd at both shows.

A Hollywood to Portland junket

of stars was made from the Lock-
heed airport at Burbank via a

United Airlines DC-4 Skymaster,
marking the first commercial non-
stop flight to the northwest city.

A round of special events was
featured on Friday by a banquet,
Western style, honoring Ernest Hay-
cox, author of "Passage."

Among those attending from
.Hollywood were Wahge'r and his

wife, Joan Bennett, Lou Costello,

Hoagy C.-irmichaei, Yvonne DeCarlo,
Peggy Ryan and Jess Barker.

Wanger as Cupid

Chicago, July 16.

Walter Wariger played cupid to
the first 25 Chicago couples who ap
plied for marriage licenses in the
county clerk's office Tuesday (15).
payilig for their passes to wedded
bliss and supplied a wedding cake
containing a diamond ring and wed
ding band, which one lucky couple
won.
By some strange coincidence, pro

ducer'.s "Canyon Passage" opens at
the RKO-Palace tomorrow (17).

LIGHT0N PLUCKS 'BOSE'
Hollywood, July 16.

Next produced chore for Louis D.
Lighlon at 20th-Fox will be "The
Black Rose," based on the best scll-
ing .novel by Thomas Costain.
Talbot Jennings arrived from New

York to write the screenplay.

New Texas Indie
Dallas, July 18.

Wrather Productions, Inc. (16 and
35m), is being organized here by
Jack D, Wrather, Jr., oilman with
headquarters to be here. He Is to be
backed by oil interests hitting $15,-

000,000.

This augments the current Wrath-
er activities, which have been in the
16nv field involving commercial, re-
ligious and entertainment pix.
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FILMERS SPARKPLUG

ARTHRITIS CAMPAIGN
Meeting of the National Arthritis

Research Foundation was held at the
Plaza hotel, N. Y., yesterday (Tues-
day) under co-sponsorship of Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, and Si H.
Fabian, prexy of the American Thea-
tres Assn. Those attending the
luncheon heard Dr. Thomas Parran,
surgeon general of the U. S. Public
Health Service, describe the medical
profession's crusade against arthritis.

Other N: Y. industry officials who
participated in planning for the
luncheon included H. M. Richey,
Metro chief of exhib relations, and
Ted O'Shca, general salesmanager of

Liberty Films. Announcement was
made last week of Lionel Barrymore
as chairman of the national board of
sponsors of the foundation. Jack E.

Flynn, Metro western division sales-

manager, is national chairman of the
amusements division of the founda-
tion's campaign to raise $2,500,000

this year.

New Rebecca West Novel
To Get Top WB Budget

"Hollywood, July 16.

Warners bought the new Rebecca
West novel, "Return of a Soldier,"
as the basis of a top-budget picture.-

Book has been turned over to

Henry Blanke for production.

B0RZAGE PIC STALLED
Hollywood. July 16.

Shortage of Technicolor prints is

holding up the release of Frank
Borzage's Republic picture. "I've

Always Loved You," until Septem-
ber.

Production was completed last

year but distribution has been stalled

by the lack of tinted tilm.

Picture Grosses
Continued from page 18;

OMAHA
week. "Well Groomed Bride" (Par),:
fair $10,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500: 16-65)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
"Passkey to Danger" (Rep) (2d wk).
Big $9,000. First week, smash $11,800.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000: 16-65)

—"The Seventh Veil" (U) and
"Johnny Comes Flying Home" (20th).
Ordinary at $10,000. .Last week..
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U). fair $10,000.
Omaha (Trislatcs) (2,000; 16-65)—

"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o.)
and "Phantom Thief (Col) (1st run).
Fair $10,000. Last week, "Bad Bas-
comb" (M-G) and "Blonde Alibi"
(U), hit surprisingly good $11,200.
State (Goldberg) (865: 15-50)

—

"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Vaca-
tion From Marriage" (M-G) (both
3rd run). Fair $3,500. Last week,
"So Goes My Love" ill) and "Col.
ElTingham's Raid" (20th ), slumped
around $2,000.

Tears' Socko $18,000,

'His Own' 15G, Buffalo
Buffalo. July 16.

Business currently hilling a fast

pace, with "Green Years" topping
list at socko $.18,000. "To Each His
Own" rales bright al $15,000 or near.

Buffalo (Shea) (3.500: 40-70 J—To
Each His Own" (Par). Looks a

bright $15,000 or near. Last week.
"Stolen Life" .(WB) hit rousing
$22,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000: 40-

70)—"Green Years" (M-G). Head-
ing for husky $18,000 or over. Last
week. "Two Sisters Boslon" (M-G)
was $13,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100: 40-70)—

"Stolen Life" (WB) (m.o.). Might
get to stout $10,000. Last week.
"Hearts Were Growing Up" (Par)
and "Glass Alibi" (Rep). $9,000.

Tech (Shea) (1.400; 40-70)—"Two
Sisters Boston" (M-G) (m.o.). Okay
at. $7,000. Last week, "Night in Casa-
blanca" (UA) and "Fear" (Mono)
(m.o.). $6,000.
Lafavetle (Basil) (3.300: 40-70)—

"If I Had My Way" (U) and "Shadow
of Doubt" (U) (reissues). Snu«
$9,500 seen. Lasl week. "Walls Came
Tumbling Down" (Col) and "Return
of Rusty" (Col), nifty $12,000.

20th Century (20lh Cent., Inc.)

(3,000; 40-70)—"Without Reserva-
tions" (RKO) (2d wk). Pacing for

strontf $11,000 after hitting potent

$16,000 on first week.

Hail & Farewell Feeds
For Ted O'Shea, et Al.

Recent realignment of Metro's

sales staff, following the resignation

of E. K. (Ted") O'Shea to join

Liberty Films as general sales man-
ag«r, resulted in a string of fare-

well and introductory luncheons.

William F. Rodgers, Metro veepee
over sales, last Thursday (11) hosted
O'Shea with a farewell luncheon at

the Hotel Astor, N. Y., where he
presented the erstwhile Metro east-
ern salesmanager with a gold ciga-
rette case. Luncheon was attended
by some 25 h.o. execs, who heard
Rodgers praise O'Shea for the lat-
ler's 28 years of service to Metro.-

John P. Byrne, called in from his
post as district salesmanager in De-
troit to succeed O'Shea, was hosted
by the Detroit Variety Club chapter
last Friday (12). Frank C. Hensier,
successor to Byrne, was introduced
to the Detroit trade at a. luncheon
yesterday (Tuesday) and Al Adler,
who succeeded Hensier as Kansas
City branchmanager, was introduced
to the K.C. trade Monday (15) at a
farewell luncheon to his prede-

ssor.

Bert Reichert, secretary to O'Shea
at Metro,, was given a farewell
luncheon at the Astor, N. Y., last

Thursday by her Metro colleagues.

Swoon-Croon
Continued from page 1

;

d'hote- at $1 or $1.25, in certain bet-
ter-grade eateries, the easiest sub-
terfuge was to "tip" the headwaiter
twice that amount, in order to get
accommodations, with the waiters
doubtlessly kicking back to the

owners. This habit was extended to

America, excepting that the waiters
usually kept it all and ofttimes did

better (net) than the management.
Anyway, that gravy train's over too.

3. More new taxis on the street

and more civil cabbies who, like the

waiters, say thanks for their gratui-

ties (The shaming of a nickel tip-

per by giving him—supposedly an
Army man—a $5 bill in return, with
the. snide crack, "Maybe you need
this more than I do," is now charged
off to that "gray market" phase of

Americana that has obtained. (Sup-
posedly happened, in a class 52d

street eatery.)

4. The millennium will come (a)

when the Waldorf and other over-
rushed N. Y. hotels resume a more
normal efficiency with phone mes-
sages; (b) when black markets are

eliminated in hotel, railroad and
similar accommodations. (Indies*

lions being manifest already with
the freer access to rooms, especially

in N. Y.).

4 WB and 6 Par Houses in Okla. Pool

Being Dissolved, Others to Follow

'Messiah' to Be Lensed
Hollywood, July 16.

Pioneertown Corp., a group of
film names, will stage Handel's ora-
torio, "The Messiah," in the com-
pany's natural amphitheatre near
Yucca Valley in San Bernardino
County. Spectacle will also be
filmed in color for distribution in

35 and 16m. Alfred 'Stury, who re-
cently handled the oratorio in Chi-
cago, has been offered the job as
director.

Corporation includes Roy Rogers,
Russel Hayden, Tom Carr, Frank
McDonald, Sons of the Pioneers and
others.

Animal Trainers Form

Union, Seek AFL Charter
Hollywood, July 16.

Educators of four-legged and fea-

thered film thesps have organized
the Animal Trainers and Handlers
union and applied for an autono-
mous charter from the American
Federation of Labor. Group con-
sists of 62 skilled animal and bird
trainers, many of whom own their

actors.

Henry East is president, Carl Spitz

veepee, Loverne Weber executive
secretary, Earl Johnson treasurer
and John Kerr business representa-
tive.

-f One of the larger pools, involving

10 Warner and Paramount houses in

Oklahoma City, will be dissolved as

of Saturday (20) in line with policy

to wash up such cooperative operat-

ing and participating arrangements

at the earliest possible date. Stand-

ard Theatres Corp. has been the op-

erating company covering four War-

ner and six Par theatres there. War-

ner houses, to be operated directly

by WB after Saturday (20), are the

Folly, Liberty, Midwest and Warner.

The other part of the pool, cover-
ing the six Par houses, has been em-
braced in two 50-50 partnerships be-

tween Par and the late Joseph H.
Cooper. They are Regal Theatres,
controlling the Capitol, Ritz and
Victoria, and Criterion Theatres
Corp., holding the Criterion, Plaza

and Tower. These companies will

operate their three houses each
separately.

Another Par pool that ends shortly

is the one which it has'with RKO in

Yonkers. Houses are Par's Strand
there and RKO's Proctor's. The Par
house, embraced in Strand Theatre
Corp. In which Par holds a 50% in-

terest with others, was leased to

RKO under a participating arrange-
ment. Yonkers pool ends July 31.

Dissolution of Par's pool with
Warners in Hammond, Ind., and
with Loew's and others in Buffalo
are in the discussion stage.

1

Rank-U-UWP
Continued from page 3

tomorrow and that ownership of a

house may not be necessary to cinch

the distribution of Alms in any given

locality. Another factor which will

likely keep lo a minimum the num-
ber of houses that the triumvirate

will decide to buy is the inflated ask-

ing price on theatres throughout the

country. On this score, a UWP exec

said that prices were now sky-high,

in line with all other realty. De-
cree's opining of the film market
has pushed theatre values even
higher, it was said.

Conversion of any off the options

into, actual purchases will probably

be preceded by an application to

the Federal court for preliminary

approval, it has been indicated. Legal

action would be taken despite the

fact that UWP is not a defendant in

the suit to forestall Justice Dept.

proceedings to bring the company in

as an affiliate of a major.

Representing U at the confab Will

be Nate J. Blumberg, prexy; Charles

D. Prutzman, veepee and general

counsel; and Joe Seidelman, foreign

chief. J. Chcever Cowdin, U's chair-

man of the board, is also in London
Matty Fox, prexy of UWP; Robert
Benjamin, prez. of J. Arthur Rank
Organization; and Leo Spitz, chair

man of the board of International

which releases and owns part of

UWP, are also slated for the hud-

dles.

William J. Heineman, UWP sales

chief, and Monroe GreenthaJ, head

company flack, took off this week
for the Coast for studio conferences,

Execs will eye Edward Small's

"Bella Donna" and International's
• Dark Mirror" to tag one or the

other as the company's first release.

Leadoff film will hit the theatres

around Christmas week.

<eei
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Labor, liberals in N.Y.-FM Field Day;

Daily News Quiz Granted, Hearst Hit

It was a field day for the liberal

and labor forces who'd like to get

into the FM picture in New York,

or oppose others to whose policies

they object, as the FCC's hearings

into the metropolitan area's FM li-

censing continued in rfs second week
yesterday (Tuesday). The outstand-

ing moves in the second week were
these:

The commission, acting on a re-

quest for a ruling from various

sides, ruled that the American Jew-
ish Congress be allowed to enter

testimony in opposition to the New
York Daily News' application for

an FM license, and to cross-examine

News witnesses.

Bernard . Fein, a veepee of the

Electronics Corp., which once spon-

sored William Gailmor on the ABC
net, asked that William Randolph
Hearst be ordered to appear before

the hearing in person to back the

request of his organization for an

.FM license in N. Y.

Milton Robertson, program direc-

tor for the Peoples Radio Founda-
tion, Inc.; Joseph B. Brodsky, at-

torney and director, for that orgarii-

2ation; and a number of labor lead-

ers made a plea for a license so that

they could run a station "where
labor .'would get a fair shake."

Victory Vs Netvs

The Daily News ruling, coming up
from the commission itself io Wash-
ington, was announced yesterday
morning (Tues.) by J. Alfred -Guest,

FCC regional director in N. Y. who
was presiding at. the. hearing. The
AJC's entry into the picture with
the right, to cross-examine the Daily

News reps was- considered a victory

for the side that claims the

News should be barred from FM
for alleged anti-Semitism.

Fein, who asked that Hearst be
brought in before a ruling is made
on his application for a license,

cross-examined representatives of

WINS, Hearst-owned AM indie in

N. Y. He brought dut the fact that.

Hearst had not been seen in the New
York station for at least eight years,

although he is owner. His inference

was- that Hearst's absentee owner-
ship of WINS does not entitle him
to further entry into radio via FM.

Robertson, formerly with WNEW,
and Brodsky put on a series of wit-

nesses, many of them with CIO
unions,' who endorsed their applica-

tion: An effort to introduce letters

from others was blocked by Leonard
Marks, representing the AFL-affili-

ated International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, which is also one of

the 18 applicants for nine FM spots
• on the N. Y. band.

However, the Peoples Radio Foun-
dation group did introduce its pro-
gram plans, which call for integra-

tion of commercial broadcasting with
opening the air to labor and liberal

groups. The group also listed an ad
visory council which includes Nor-
man Corwin; scripters Millard Lam-
pell and Peter Lyon (eastern veepee
of the Radio Writers Guild); Marc
Blitzstein; orch conductor Harry
Salter; William Feinberg, former
sec of Local 802, AFM; actors Eu-
gene O'Neill, Jr. and Martin Wolf
son, and others.

'American Playhouse' To

Pattern Its Show After

Legit's X-Gronp Theatre
Hollywood, July 16.

"American Playhouse," a radio

show modeled along the lines of the

old legit Group Theatre organiza-

tion, is being readied for early entry

into the air sweepstakes from the

Coast.

Names of participants arc being

kept under wraps, but it's under-

stood a. number of the old Group
Theatre people will be involved on

the cast side, including John, Gar-

field, Morris Carnoysky, J. Edward
Bromberg, Phoebe Brand, and

others.

On the writing, side, Leon Mead-
ows is said to be the spark plug of

the venture, with shows scheduled

on sock social themes including an

expose of the Ku Klux Klan. On
the schedule are an adaptation for

radio of Arthur Miller's novel,

"Focus," and an adaptation by Larry

Menkin and Ai Palca of Clifford

Odets- "Awake and Sing."

Lowell Thomas

P&G CBS Deal

Assistant KLZ News Editor

ERNEST MITCHELL
Brought 19 years of metropolitan

newspaper experience with him
when he came to KLZ two and liulf

years ago. ^ pENyER<

FCC Faces Proof of Own Faith In

AVCO Rule Through ABC-Mich. Deal

Deal has been set whereby Lowell

Thomas,' for years identified ex-

clusively with the NBC chain, also

goes on CBS, under sponsorship of

Procter and Gamble.

CBS deal, however, is on a nbn-

exclusive basis, with Thomas' 6:45

cross-the-board NBC Sunoco pro-

gram having a year to go yet.

Thomas will be carried on CBS re-

peat time at 11 p.m. for the Rocky
Mountain and Coast zones only. He
starts late in August.

Whether Thomas' CBS broadcast
will be a repeat of his earlier NBC
program reportedly hasn't been de-

cided as yet. His NBC hookup is a

limited one, said to involve 31 sta-

tions in the east.

Philco-I?es Deal New

Evidence of Swing From

Live to Platter Shows
Swing from live programming to

transcription, which is expected to

gain momentum during the coming

season, is reflected in the new deal

just wrapped up by Philco. Latter

has decided against reviving the

ABC "Hall of Fame" show this fall,

and instead is picking up the tab for

the "Burl Ives Show," a once-weekly

15-minute platter program featuring

Ives in folk songs and bits of Ameri
cana culled from his experience

while wandering around the country,

Ives series bows in on Oct. l, with

Philco lining up about 500 stations

to hit all the markets. Deal was set

by Dick Dprso of Century Artists.

Biow To Try Again With

Revised Ray Bolger Format

Barry Gray on Carpet

For WNEW Plug on WOR
Barry Gray, WOR-Mutual all-

night emcee, was hauled. on the car-

pet last week by WOR execs' when
he devoted nine minutes of-Wednes

day's (10) program to plugging i

rival N. Y. station's show. Show is

indie WNEW's "This Week in Music,'

which started four weeks ago in the

Sunday 4 p.m. slot v

WOR' - execs strongly resented

plug for a show opposite one of their

own, and made no bones about say-

ing so to Gray. Latter, while prais-

ing the music show, also ribbed It a

bit.
' '

MCA After Barry Gray
Deal is on between Jerry Rosen

and Music Corp.. of America for

purchase of Barry Gray's contract

now held by Rosen. MCA Is said to

have lined up an air show for the

WOR all-night disk-jockey and
desirous of getting complete hold
on the gabber before proceeding
with the airer.

Gray meantime adds Alan Court
ney's Saturday matinee show to his

chores, Courtney • going to Denver
for sinus ailment, This is in addi-

tion to Gray's regular 2-5:45 a.m,

frolic:

135 NBC OUTLETS

SET FOR DENNIS DAY
Because the 7:30Thursday night

period is station time, and because it

wanted assurance (fiat the show
would go full network, Colgate held

up final negotiations on pacting of

Dennis Day for a half-hour show.

Colgate, via the Ted Bates agency,
requested NBC to make a check of

the affiliates to determine how many
would fall in line on picking up
the show.. Result: 135 stations (basic

network is 125) want to carry it It's

now in the bag.

Bob Burns held down the 7:30 time
last season for Lever Bros. He was
carried by 79 stations.

Biow agency has set Aug. 2 as the

second audition date for the skedded

Ray Bolger show, planned as re-

placement for "Philip Morris Fol-

lies." Initial audition several weeks

ago didn't pan out to taste of cig-

gie bankrollers due to unsatisfactory

program idea.

Revised format will build Bolger
as a comic in the role of a press

agent for a traveling variety 6how..

Co-starred with Bolger as songstress

and romantic interest is. Margaret
Whiting, assisted by Ray Middleton
and Minerva Pious. Ray Block orch
and choir furnish the music w.ith

Henry Taylor scripting.

WU's New 'Radio Beam'
Washington, July 16.

Western Union has started con-

struction of a 90-foot radio tower

here for the company's new "radio

beam" transmission system. New
York, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
will also be in the system in its

early stages.

System will also have 21 relay

towers between the cities.

Hausman Nixes UOPWA Premature

Push for CBS Contract Negotiations
The United Office and Profes-

sional Workers of America (CIO),

which is sure that it won the labor
election among CBS white collar-

ites a month ago, got a polite com-
pany turndown last week when it

tried to push the net's personnel di-

rector, Howard Hausman, into col-

lective bargaining negotiations.

Norman Aronson, the union's di-

rector of organization, wrote a letter

to. Hausman suggesting that con-
tract negotiations start now with
agreement to be made retroactive to

the date of the National Labor Re-
lations Board election, June 14.

Hausman said no soap, he'll wait
until the NLRB decides who won the

election. With some 23 ballots under
challenge, the CIO union is fairly

sure of coming off with the victory.

But it ain't official, and Hausman
won't concede defeat. Second
strongest vote was for the company's
stand, i.e. no union affiliation at all.

The International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers came in third,

with the International Alliance of

Theatrical and Stage Employees a.

bad fourth. There may still be a
runoff between IBEW and UOPWA,
however,
Hausman also brushed off another

push started by the CIO union
which claimed CBS had fired 25

white collar workers whose jobs are
being filled by newcomers. Haus
man said a few people had been let

go, but their dismissal was part of a
cleaning out process in jobs like

"inner security" and other posts

which were needed during the war
but no longer necessary.

Meanwhile, the CIO union did win
a straight victory over IBEW at the

N. Y. indie WMCA. There, the IB
EW withdrew from the white col

lar field after a majority of the 55

collarite workers signed UOPWA
membership cartls. The UOPWA
immediately gave notice that it

would be ready to start negotiating

a contract with the WMCA man
agement this week.

Crawford Clothes Garbs

Kingdon With 2 Pairs Of

Antennae (WOR, WMCA)
WOR, N. Y.. has signed commen-

tator Frank Kingdon for a six-day

spot beginning Sept. 2, to fill the

dinner hour segment with newscasts.

Setup will be Kingdon, 6 p.m.; (Bob

Elson's feature interviews, 6.15

p.m.); Fred Vandervanter, 6.30 p.m.;

Stan Lomax. sports news, 6.45 p.m.;

Fulton Lewis, Washington news, 7

p.m.

Kingdon will be on Mondays
through Fridays, 6-6.15 p.m., and

Sundays, 10.15-10.30 p.m., with

Crawford Clothes as sponsors. Pro-

gram will replace "Easy Aces," re-

corded show. Al Paul Lefton is the

agency.-

Move, apparently, will not affect

Kingdoh's appearance on WMCA,
rival N. Y. indie, which now has him
inked in the 10.30 p.m. Monday
through Friday spot, also for Craw-
ford. Station claims term is indefi-

nite; even into the fall.

Tex. Dusl Flies

InRaineyVs.Net
Dallas, July 16.

Dr. Homer Rainey testified here

Friday (12) in a six-hour hearing

before an FCC examiner that the

Texas Quality Network had dis-

criminated against him by an agree-

ment to limit his radio time.

Grover Sellers and Caso March,
two other candidates for governor,

testified that they had been treated

fairly. Still another candidate, Beu-
ford Jester, in a statement said that

he would not stay for- further hear-

ings but "was willing to abide by the

rules." Jester said that he had de-

cided that the Rainey complaint was
designed "to -create sympathy for a

candidate for governor."

The hearing had been granted
Rainey by the FCC after the guber-

natorial candidate petitioned for

such a meeting, charging that the

TQN had sought by agreement
among stations to limit his time on
the air.

He said that Sen. W. Lee O'Dan-
k 1 was allowed to 6tate his political

intentions over the web on May 21,

but the same privilege was denied

him on May 23.

He pointed out that three of the

stations' involved; WFAA, Dallas;

WBAP, Ft. Worth, and KPRC,
Houston, were connected with news-
papers unfavorable to his candidacy.

Fourth, station is WOAI, San An-
tonio.

As - the session drew to a close,

cunsel for the stations offered him
time on the air starting Saturday
(13), but Rainey stated he did not
know whether he could avail him-
self of the offer, since his appropria-
tion for advertising had been set up.

Col. John D. Cunningham, from
Washington, presided over the hear-

ing.

Rainey was accompanied by his
attorney, former Gov. James V. All-
red, and . Maj. J. R. Parten.
.' The meeting was opened by Cun-
ningham with the statement that
evidence presented would not be in-

volved in the pending application
for reissuing licenses to the ' four
stations involved.

Paul M. Ziegel of Washington, an
.attorney for WBAP, said the hear-
ing was "extralegal and of no bene-
fit whatsoever". Cunningham mere-
ly answered that the facts brought
out at the hearing would be entered
in the record. Ziegel added he was
convinced the FCC had no intention
of holding the hearing to give
Rainey campaign publicity.

The four stations
: comprising the

network were given their opportu-
nity Saturday (13) to present their
facts in the case.

Ralph Nimmons of WFAA was
questioned on political time sold to
Sen. O'Daniel in lff?4.

'

Washington, July 1G.

The "Good -Faith" of FCC's an-

nounced concern ovei' inflationary

prices -being, paid for radio stations '

may be questioned here soon by the

same commission members who dis-

sented to the FCC's approval of the

Crosley-AVCO sale almost a year

ago. The issue may be raised, it is

speculated, when the commission

acts on ABC's proposed purchase of

WXYZ, Detroit and related assets

for $2,800,000.

Indications were that the FCC
would act swiftly on the ABC's bid

to acquire the King-Trendlc Broad-
casting Co. properties. With a pro-

viso for resale of WOOD, Grand.
Rapids. The Commission is ex-

pected to act at the same time on
ABC's plan to refinance through a

$13,200,000 public sale of stock, with
prospects good for favorable deci-

sion.

However, whether the FCC should

continue to okay high priced trans-

actions such as the WXYZ purchase

may be brought up again, probably

by Commissioner Cliffard . J. Durr,

In view of FCC's "firm" stand on
prices in the AVCO decision.

Testimony at the ABC hearing

last week was that approximately

$2,000,000 of the WXYZ price repre-

4sented "good will" as a goingLcori?

cern. The point is made that this

ticket for a regional is higher than

the $1,700,000 cash ;now proposed to

be paid for WINS, New York, and

roughly the siim put up for 50kw
clear channel station 'WCAU and

WCAU-FM, Phila.
'

In the AVCO decision, the FCC
majority— then Chairman Porter,

'

Denny, Jett and Wills—said control

over prices was necessary if the

AVCO procedure was to function as

intended. However, they believed

FCC lacked statutory authority, and

indicated they would ask Congress

for the right to set price ceilings.

Since that time, the FCC has con-

sidered several cases under the

AVCO ruling where price was a fac- .

tor, but has never forwarded to

Congress recommendations for price

control legislation.

Ceilings Legal Now?
Two of the AVCO dissenters—

Durr and Walker—argued that the

FCC now had legal right to fix ceil-

ings. All were agreed, however,

that a seller could limit bidding on

his station by an artiflcally high

price and could, in this way, pick

and choose his buyer.

If FCC okays the King-Trcndle
sale, it is speculated that an FCC
minority may suggest that action on'

this and other big money deals be

deferred until the Commission itself

makes 'an active effort to learn

Congress' feelings on radio* price

control. Otherwise, they could

argue the dictum in the AVCO de-

cision is meaningless.

Meanwhile, a plan to speed con-

sideration of the entire King-

Trendle transaction was laid before

the FCC. at the conclusion of the

hearing last week. This would re-

quire King-Trendle stockholders to

form a corporation in escrow, hold-

ing the licensee of WOOD, junta the

Commission okayed its resale to the

Liberty Broadcasting Co, for $850,-

000. In this way, ABC, as licensee of

WENR, Chicago, would at no time

control a station within the WENR
service area in violation of the

'

FCC's rules.

St. Louis—KMOX has switched its

weekly "Land We Live In" program,
sponsored by the Union Electric Co.
of Missouri, from "history-of-our-

day" material to St. Louis early-day
entertainment yarns, during- the
summer months.

OVERSEAS RADIO BUYS

NBC THESAURUS DISKS
Fremahtle Overseas Radio, British

firm representing several European

stations and nets, has bought the

NBC Thesaurus Library for three of

its stations, Andorra, Tangier and

Turin, last-named the key station of

the Italian network.

Library has a basic set of 2,000

music selections, with 70 new tran-

scriptions added each month. Music

is of all kinds, marches, hillbilly,

dance, gypsy, etc., instrumental and

vocal. NBC also provides contin-

uity, etc.; with suggestions for types

of programs to be made up from the

library.

Paul Talbot, Fremantle U. S. rep,

is leaving N. Y. today (Wed.) by

Clipper for a six-week survey trip

of London, Luxembourg, Puns and

Italian stations.
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SPOTS PLAY PROLOG TO GLORY
On a Note of Cheer

There's been an air of optimism pervading the agencies during the

past week. The conclusion is pretty widespread now that the rein?

check on spending is not only temporary, but by the time the new fall

broadcasting season rolls around sponsors will be clamoring for air

time and radio billings will be on the way to hew highs.

Encouraging outlook is based on the prevailing sentiment that there's

going to be just as much easy-moving coin around, if not more, in the

next 12 months, as there has been in the past. Production schedules

are stepping up, too. And agencies report that potential radio bank-

rollers are shopping around with renewed interest these days. The
preference Is for low-budgeted shows, as was expected, but the salet

impact of radio isn't being bypassed, and that's what's cueing the cur.

rent note of cheerfulness.

Here's a capsule picture of how the radio billing situation shapes up;

NBC and CBS have about one hour of nighttime between them to get

out of the way before their respective SRO signs go up again; ABC
and Mutual retort with a "We're-dbing-very-well-thank-you"; the

indies see a new spurt in spot biz for the fall, with possibility of new
record billings.

Serutan Spelled Straight in Suit

For $1,300,000 on Contract Breach
Action in the Appellate Division

of the N. Y. Supreme Court last

week brought the disclosure that

Spector Co. ad agency is suing Seru-

tan Co. for $1,800,000, charging

breach of_ contract Serutan outfit

withdrew its billings from the Spec-

tor agency in May, 1945, switching

over to Grant agency. Oddly enough,

account has since moved again. It's

now with the Roy Durstine agency.

Revelation of suit came when Ap-
Iiellate Division affirmed an order of

ower court denying the motion of

Berutan Co. to dismiss the Spector
complaint. Latter agency claimed
that its contract, pacted in Dec,
1942, was not the usual client-agency
relationship; that agency was acting

exclusively for all advertising of

Serutan, Nutrex and Journal of Liv-
ing (the Serutan Co. accounts) in

consideration of Spector's agreement
to refrain from accepting any new
accounts without client's permission.
At time of abrogation, Serutan

was sponsoring Drew Pearson, Don
Goddard and Victor Llndlahr air

programs, agency claiming to have
placed total of $1,000,000 of contracts
and orders to which it was entitled
to $225,000 in commissions.

Trial is scheduled to come up in
the early fall.

Paul's Arpeggios

Hit 75G Jackpot
There's heavy coin in bridge-

building and not only of the ateel
and concrete variety. Dishing up
the background music for dramat
Programs Is another type that pays
oft In large round figure*. Notable
example is Charles Paul, who's been
Parlaying the arpeggios into a regu-
lar yearly income in excess of $75,000
to become one of the highest paid
musicians in the country.

Airing over the three major nets,
Paul is currently conducting and
composing music for approximately
»0 shows a week. Latter include sev-
eral cross-the-board soapers for
which Paul improvises his organ
accompaniment. Weekly dramat
shows for which Paul composes and
conducts numbers "Mr. and Mrs.
North," "Theatre of Romance,"
House of Mystery," and other p.m.
Programs, besides composing iden-
tifying themes for a flock of others.

In the works for fall production is

legit music-drama, scored by Paul,
entitled "The Star and the Sword."
Priscilla Kent wrote the play and
lyrics.

Two's a Crowd, So

Evelyn Knight Exits
Claiming that a 15-minute pro-

gram was too crowded for two sing-
Ms, Evelyn Knight has bowed out
°f the Lanny Ross show, which re-
sumes on CBS Aug. 19.
Songstress was allotted only one

number per broadcast, which, she
contends, is Insufficient as a show-
case for her talents.

GFs Fall Layout
General Foods has finally decided

what goes where next season. With
"Aldrlch Family" moving over, to

NBC in the Thursday slot vacated
by Dinah Shore, which GF dropped.
Fannie Brice moves into the old
"Aldrich" Friday CBS period.

Kate Smith (unless Ted Collins, as
reported, gets her release from GF)
goes into the Sunday time vacated
by Miss Brice, and "Thin Man"
moves into the old Kate Smith Fri-

day night segment.

Cig Nip Relights

Hill-Kyser Feud
There's been a lot of speculation

around the trade over the past week
as to what repercussions, if any,
will stem from the Kay Kyser show
last Wednesday (10), when the
bandleader went overboard on giv-
ing a free ride to Camel and Ral-
eigh cigarets. Kyser is currently
under lend-lease to Colgate, but he
reverts back to George Washington
Hill and Lucky Strikes on Jan. 1,

1947.

Hill and Kyser have been feuding
recently because the tobacco mag-
nate wants to sign the bandleader
to a five-year deal to replace the
current pact, which has a year to

run from Jan. 1, '47. That Kyser
went out of his way on his show last

year to put the emphasis oh Camels
and Raleighs without so much as a

mention of Luckies was seen as an
attempt to needle Hill.

The plugs were worked in via the

usual Kyser musical quiz routine.

To make doubly sure that the plugs
penetrated, Kyser rubbed It in

when he asked, in both instances,

for a repeat on the answers to his

queries, which concerned the C-a-m-
e-l-s musical signature . and the

Raleigh show signature.

Ford Sunday Blowout

Skids NBC Sked, But

Menser Mends a Spare
Blowup of the Ford show switch

from ABC to NBC, because too

many affiliates were turning the

show down, left NBC with a last-

minute of finding a new show in a

hurry so the net could slip it into

the 4:30 Sunday afternoon slot last

Sunday (14). Time was previously

occupied by. the RCA show, moved
into an earlier afternoon segment.

As result, programming veepee
Clarence Menser whipped together

a program tabbed "Lucky Star" as

part of his talent development plan

in which personalities under exclu-

sive contract to NBC will be show-
cased weekly.

. Unusual angle of the show is that

affiliates, after hearing the talent

on. the coast-to-coast show, can put

in a bid to Menser for individuals

they'd like to spot on their own sta-

tion, with the talent in turn shipped

out under NBC's favmoul system.

s

Interest currently manifest in

surveys- on spot radio business is

seen as the prelude to heightened

spot activity next season among some

of radio's top spenders. That's the

conclusion of many close to the spot

picture.

Resurgence in spots next fall is

seen as a direct offshoot of bankroll-

erg anxious to skirt high program-

ming costs. Thus a reverse tech-

nique shapes up—previously it was

the; spot buyer who was the poten-

tial bankroller of half-hour shows.

Despite the heavy retrenchments

on network commercial shows, spots

held their ground pretty firmly dur-

ing the entire exit period, as re-

flected in the billings of the indie

stations and among the agencies,

particularly at BBDitO, which dom-

inates the spot field.

The recent two-month survey con-

ducted in St. Louis by the Edward

Petry station rep outfit has stirred

up considerable interest among top

spenders in the spot field and among
the agency boys. From all indica-

tions they seem to like the results.

Similarly, spot surveys conducted by
A. C. Nielsen, with emphasis on the

"frequency" angle, are reported as

cuing a re-evaluation of the spot

technique and spiraled budgeting
among some of the heaviest spenders
in radio.

Colgate, which last year budgeted
in excess of $1,000,000 for its Super
Suds spot announcements, is, for one,

reported highly enthused over stud-
ies made by the Nielsen outfit show-
ing overall advantages of the spot
blurbs in the various markets.

Sparring Season

Finds Kate Smith,

Hope inVanguard
The sparring season appears to be

here. Following In the wake of the

Kay Kyser-George Washington Hill

feud over a new contract, both Bob

Hope and Kate Smith are now re-

ported engaged in between-season

sponsor tiffs, with their '46-'47

status, from all accounts, pretty

much up in the air.

Ted Collins is reported squabbling
with General Foods and wants Kate
Smith's release. GF, it's understood,

will let her go if Collins comes
through with a firm offer from an-

other client, subject to its approval,

and within 10 days.

Similarly, it's reported, Bob Hope
would also like to get out of his

Pepsodent . deal. He and Charles

Luckman, Lever Bros. prexy,

haven't gotten along since last sum-
mer when Luckman tried to block
Frances Longford's summer show
after Hope had okayed it.

BC-GM: Chapter 84
Hollywood, July 18.

Bing Crosby-General Motors deal,

variously reported on and off, moved

into final stages Tuesday (18) when

the Groaner and his business coun-

sellor John O'Melveny studied a

contract submitted last weekend by

Attorney Martin Gang on behalf of

Foote, Cone and Belding. Also on

hand for negotiations is Hubbell I

Robinson, radio head of FCB.
J

Everett Crosby is in Detroit to !

keep Paul Garrett, GM exec, posted I

on developments . and to carry
j

through at that end. Agency feels

it has deal with Crosby but also

knows nothing " final without ex-

change of signatures. 1

N. Y. Indies Out-Hooper Flagships

In Summers Major Rating Ripley

.
Heap Big Noise

Tendency of a number of the

new shows hitting the air . this

summer to substitute loudness
for quality and charm is not the
least of the criticisms being
heard within the trade these

days. The grating-on-the-ear

technique, it's argued, is par-
ticularly applicable to the new
comedy and audience participa-

tion shows.

Critics of the "make it good and
loud" formula point in contrast

to the charm evoked by such
programs as the old Bing Crosby
"Kraft Music Hall," achieved
principally because of its soft-

spoken glibness.

For WHOM Pope's

Bell Tolls; But

FCC Has Ears Too
Manner in which Generoso Pope,

owner of H Progresso, largest:

Italian daily in America, has started

to plug station WHOM in his news-

paper, and has made his influence

felt around the station, has oc-

casioned no little surprise in trade

circles, particularly in view of Pope's

previous attitude toward Italian-

language stations as reflected

through the daily.

Although negotiations have been
completed for Pope's purchase of

the Cowles-owned New York sta-

tion for $430,000, the FCC okay of

the sale is far from an actuality.

Regardless, however, the entire at-

mosphere of the. station has re-

portedly already changed, as though
Pope had already taken over the
helm.

Until public announcement of the

ownership transfer transaction,

Pope's II Progresso radio listings

steered clear of any reference to

WOV's Italian slanted programs. And
when Italian advertisers in his news-
paper called attention to their WOV
ailing* via their ads, the daily has
always made it a point to eliminate

the call letters.

Attitude supposedly stems from
Pope's feeling, along with many
publishers, that radio advertising

was hitting his own purse strings,

with the political tone of the paper

as contrasted to WOV's also cited as

a factor.

Tough Going Seen In

W0R Program Skffie;

Erickson Brought In
Reshuffle of the WOR (N. Y.) pro-

gram dept. with Rodney Erickson,

ex-Procter Sc Gamble radio exec,

stepping in as program manager and

Norman S. Livingstone moving over

as director of commercial program

operations is another evidence of

panicky feeling that's been gripping

the N. Y. stations (and the net-

works) over the feeling that the

competition is getting rough.

Livingstone has to his credit such
aims as "Juvenile Jury," which has
been kudosed by the industry, and
"Twenty. Questions," which . has

snared a bankroller. Nevertheless,

the Erickson entry and realignment
of posts is believed to stem from dis-

comfiture over fact that WJZ is rid-

ing the crest of some sock ABC-
built airers.

Meanwhile, there's some specula-

tion as to what happens to Bob
Wood, who has held title of man.
a(!'>r of t

:
• conmiercii'l ' program

.sn'cs It's ;\.,ected that

new poal will be created for Wood.

- One of the major Ripleys of sum-
mertime listening that a lot of radio

people in New York are trying to

figure out is why the listening index
for the N. Y. indies shoots way up
while the key network stations lose

a lot of their audiences. The only

slots they can explain off with any
degree of certainty are those spiraled

figures between 2 and 5 in the after-

noon for WINS, WMCA and WHN.
These are the three stations that

carry baseball, and hence it's not

surprising that the audience pull

during game time helped WINS
achieve a 100% share-of-audience
increase for May and June (as com-
pared with the two previous
months), while WHN went up 81%
and WMCA increased 88%. (Figures
are based on

.
Hooper Listening

Index report for the N. Y. area.)

But even WOV, with no baseball
but emphasis on music, also shot
up 57% in the afternoon. And that
pretty much goes right down the
line for the indies. Yet afternoon
figures for the web stations for . the.

two-month period show WABC off

18%, WEAF off 13%, WJZ off

32%, and WOR off 25%.
Afternoon picture pretty much re-

flects what's been happening mor-
nings and nights, as well. True, the
top air shows have bowed off the
key web stations for the summer,
but the question being posed is:

"What are the indies offering in the
summer .that the major stations' re-
placements don't have?"

Ford Shifts Radio

Gear Into First

Ford Motor is understood to be
reshuffling its whole radio schedule
for next season. At this moment it

looks like the auto bankroller will
have only one show on the air after
Jan. 1, with ad chiefs planning to
toss more and more coin Into news-
papers, mags and outdoors.
Dinah Shore was signatured yest

(Tues.) for the Wednesday night
9:30 CBS show, with Bob Crosby to
be dropped. She starts Sept. 18.

It's planned to give the program a
coin-programming hypo, with Miss
Shore surrounded by weekly top*
flight guestars and a deal currently
being negotiaated for her husband,
George Montgomery, to go on the
show as frequently as pix commit-
ments will Derm it,

'

If Ford holds down to the single
show, it will mean the bowout of
the Sunday night symphony pro-
gram on ABC. Deal to move it over
to NBC Sunday afternoon fell flat
Changing pattern of Ford pro-

gramming from its longtime semi-
classical to the pop idiom is cued to
the ascendancy of Henry Ford II. It

was the senior Ford who through the
years in radio preferred the classi-

cal stint, with the younger Ford
now making a bid for the more
youthful listeners as cued to the
whole Ford biz sales approach.

'Star Spangled TheatreV

Vke 'Bert' for fresta?
Cresta Blanca's "This Is My Best-

Tuesday night show on CBS may
fade out in the fall in favor of the
high-budgeted "Star Spangled Thea-
tre," , MCA package, with the wine
outfit reported all set for signatur-
ing of a deal.

"Theatre" pix adaptation series,

with recourse to scripts from all. the
major studios, has been kicking
around the agencies for some time,
with the approximate $15,000 price
tag as Ihe chief .snag.

Agency on the Cresta account is

BBD&O.

Sanford in Ayer Checkout
Hollywood, July 18.

Herb Sanford resigned as Coast
radio director for N. W. Ayer agency
to return to production and writing.

He was with Ayer for six years and
previously for 13 years with
BBD&O.
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VAUGHN MONROE ORCHESTRA
With Benny Goodman, guest
Director: Don Cope
30 Mlns.; Thurs., 10 p.m.
R. J. REYNOLDS
WEAF-NBC, New York

.
• Win. Esty)

Vaughn Monroe, who boosted his

b.o. rep lo near the top of tlie heap

with a brace of hit RCA-Viclor re-

cordings released (hiring recent

months, stepped '-into this lime as

pinch-hitter for Abbott & Cqstello
' last week and tupped out a neat hit

on his first try. He's being bolstered
each week by the insertion of top-

name guests and a brief audience
participation idea. ''.:."

One of the most impressive' angles
' of this show was the fine production
achieved and the' surprisingly good
handling of lines by Monroe himsell.

He. took the script hurdles at a

smooth, steady pace, and did himself
proud. His band turned in a well-
balanced performance and it, was
smartly supplied with music that

ranged from one of the items that

made.-. Monroe a bigger name ("Let
It Snow"), to the top hit of the mo-
ment ("Gypsy") to a widely known
standard V'Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes") and. a "memory- song" ("Dar-
tlanella").

Monroe had Benny Goodman as'

guest this airing, It doesn't seem
wise to use musical visitors oh 8
band show, but 'since Monroe's band
is in the sweet category, and Good-
man turned out jazz pieces with his

trio, there unquestionably was con-

:

trast. Goodman's performance was
in its usual groove. The other inter-

lude, an audience participation idea,

neatly serves 'at least it did this

show ) to remind listeners that the
time is normally Abbott & Costello's
and that they'll be back in the fall.

It involves the singing of song titles

by Monroe, one of the words in each
adding up to one of the widely
known gag phrases used by the co-
medians.

In only one spot did the show take
on a pale tinge. That was when the
script drooled, over Monroe's s.a. It

labeled him "the Van Johnson of the
airwaves." Ugh.

It seems that R. J.' Reynolds and
the Esty agency picked an able sum-
mer salesman for Camels and Prince.
Albert; the type of listeners Monroe
will draw will be within the. best
age-limits for a pitch on either prod-
uct. Commercials, incidentally, are
acceptable; they stress a "doctors
themselves smoke Camels" angle.

Wood.

"HAWK DURANGO"
With Elliot Lewis, Frank Lovejoy,
Martha Wentworth, Lncien Little-
field, Dorothy Peterson, Barton
YaVborougb, Junius Matthews; an
nouncer, James Matthewst music,
Wilbur Hatch

Writer: Kenneth Perkins
Producer-Director: William N. Rob
. son
30 Mlns.; Fri., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WABS-CBS, X. Y.

While "Maisie" takes a six-week
rest, CBS is filling the Friday night
10:30 spot with a rootin'-tootin'
shootin' gTass-rdoter of the old
Wild West called "Hawk Durango.
Scripted by Kenneth Perkins, cast
well and directed tightly by Bill Rob-
son, the filler is . acceptable fare,
nothing 16 get excited about but
sufficiently exciting once it's placed
in its category.

As heard last week (12). the prin-
cipal character, whose monicker,
gives the show its title, is settled
down to business in his pop's old'
saloon in a town where mellerdrama
hasn't mellowed with age. Char
ncters are- all out strictly out of the
old Western warehouse, including
the red-haired .babe whose tough
exterior hides a real heart arid the
tobacker;droolin' "Gabby" Hayes
type who's true to the boss. It's

sheerest corn, but done to the hilt
and well. There's no doubt that
some listeners would welcome some
of this syrup for a few hot summer
nights. Cars:

"ADVENTURES OF SAM SPADE"
With Howard DulT, Lurene Tuttle,

Jerry llauscner. Lud Gluskin orch,

. Dick Joy, announcer
Producer: William Spier
Writer: Dashlel Hammelt
30 Mlns., Fri. 8 p.m.

v

WILDKOOT
WJZ-ABC. N. Y.

<BBD&0)
. Wildroot has dropped the "Woody
Herman Show" and replaced it with
this Diishiel Hammett series on the
w.k. pic (."Maltese Falcom") and 11c-

tion character, Sam Spade. : That
makes three airers for Hammett.
who's been rirtiug along for General
Foods with his "Thin Man" series

and introed the "Fat Man" on ABC
this past season. The new Spade
show is strictly of pro calibre. And
slotted in the 8 p;m. Friday segment
—preceding' Equitable Life's FBI
show—it seems to make a lot more
sense on program sequencing than,
the Woody- Herman musical chap-
ter.-

Writing, acting and particularly
the production ns handled by . the
vet sleuthsayer. Bill Spier, were of
top quality on . Friday's ' 12) initial

broadcast. The bizarre. Hammett
characterizations end treatment (the
Sydney Greenstreetish , menace,
sleepy molls, the suspense built
around, in this case, a small, treas-
ured coin, etc.) were brought into
sharp focus with realistic treatment!
And even the narration technique as
Spade dictates his case report to his
secy., sandwiched in between the
dramatized episodes, made for slick
treatment as contrasted to the usual
endless succession of fade-ins and
musical bridges.
.Howard Duff appears to be a wise
choice for Spade and the remainder'
of the cast fell in with a proper en-
thusiasm.
Commercials extolling virtues of

Wildroot Cream Oil, including one
at the- midway mark, seemed over-
board. And they've yanked forth
the one about "you-too-can-make-a-
hlt-with-thergirls" through the sim-
ple expedient of using Wildroot.

Rose.

"IT'S a Hit**
With Cpl. Hill Rose, Mason Adams,

Llllyan Astalre, Drlmar Meuti-
man, Ed . Fuller, Ralph Brass

Writer: Arthur Stewart
Director: Jack Groga
30 Mlns., Fri.) 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.

As part of its "Make It a Million"
drive, the Army recruiting service is

Dutting this new show on the N. Y.
indie every Friday night. As heard
on the Drcem last week (12) it

should result in at least listenership
from the youths whom the Army is
trying to get to sign up.

"It's a Hit" dramatizes the* life
stories of .prominent baseball stars.
At the' end. the subject of the stan-
za's dramatization is brought on in
person. While there i.< no particular
subtlety to the manner in which the
A'rmv life is related to success in
sports, the appeal is . nevertheless
straightforward enough.
On the first time at bat. subject

was Dodgers' pitcher Kirby Higby.
He was interviewed- (transcription-
wise) by Red Barber. It s a good,
workmanlike job all the way'
Bround. Cars.

"THE VETERAN SPEAKS"
With Dick Olson, Lawrence J. Fen-

Ion, William E. Keith, iJay H.
Brown, Herman H. Welmer, others

Writers: Claude Higdon, Studs Ter-
kel, others

Producer: Herb Bailey
Director: Pat Murphy

'

15 Mlns.; Saturday, 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WENR, Chicago
Veterans National Radio Forum,

a Chi-born outfit composed of vets
of World War II, had the swell idea
of a program on which the guys who
wear, the ruptured ducks could let
off steam about what thev think of
what's going oh in civilian life, but
it's doubtful if it'll turn out to be as
exciting an affair as they hoped for.
That's because it's not off-the-cuff,
scripts being prepared at the in-
stance of WENR execs, who no like-
urn adlib shows. Anyway, say they,
the roundtable spielers are ama-
teurs, so they'd freeze if they didn't
read it.

Maybe it'll get more exciting, even
with scripts, as time goes on. It cer-
tainly has all the elements for a
listenable stanza, arid its producers
are to be congratulated on recogniz-
ing the need for such a show. As it
was. the opener had American Le-
gion biggies voicing the sentiments
of the Legion on Questions of em-
ployment, all of which was moder-
ately interesting and certainly ex-
pressive of the opinions of anyone
who has any sense of justice. But it
just wasn't anywhere near as lively
as a.goou. rough and tumble round-
table session should be. simply be-
cause of the lack of spontaneity.
Script was punchy enough, going

Into the fact that many vets are be-
ing taken for slcighridcs in various
ways, that there should be com-
munity employment committees, and
5SJfS,^i

h
-
bllt u lflct<ed the old spark;WENR should revise its ruling on

scnptless shows: because this item
has a great potential audience—but
not unless it moves faster. Mike.

"CBC STAR TIME"
With Ken MeAdam, Eileen Dan-
aerau, Nell Cfaotem, Alan Maclver
orch

Announcer: Frank Williams
Producer: M. C. (Rusty) Davis
30 Mlns.; Sun„ 7:30 p.m. .

Sustaining;

"FORD FESTIVAL OF AMERICAN
MUSIC"

With Alfred Drake, emcee; Leigh
. Harllne and orch: gursters Louan
na Hogan and Earl Wild; Knox
Manning, announcer

Producer: George Zuclmry
Writer: George Faulkner
60 Mlns., Sun., 8 p.m.
FORD MOTOR CO.
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

(Keiiyoud Ecklwrdt)

Ford Co,, in Its summer sub for

its symphonic hour, nas set up or

stumbled into a format that com-

pares most favorably with its. more,

sedate (and . a little too stolid by

how) winter counteroart: Show could

very well-carry on into the regular

season on itis own. For, in its presen

tation of the lighter, but still sub

stantial (and very worthwhile)

music that makes up Americana,

the producers have come up with a

distinctive program that has charm

style and originality despite its

makeup of frequently familiar ' in

gredients.

The program has a novel ap-
proach,

.
suggesting care in makeup

and production, to. give to a familiar
pattern of song a very fresh dress,

The show exudes class throughout!
The integrated prouram flows from
one number to another, amiable
emcee Alfred Drake piecing them
together with attractive discourse,
(Drake took an amble through
America's music lane, for instance,
Sunday (14), with a

i
phantom Walt

Whitman, to look over* the good
tunes we have.) He sings a few
songs; in his fine baritone, brake's
narrative style, his introductions,
are very ingratiating, and the key
to the program's appeal

.

Sunday's (14) session had Drake
singing "The Glory Road," while
joining guester Louanna Hogan,
film starlet, in \ some "Centennial
Summer" tunes and a Rodgers-Hart
medley. Another, guest, pianist
Earl Wild, did some virtuoso stuff
with variations on "Turkey In The
Straw." A full-sounding,- well
trained

,
orchestra under Leigh Har-

line gave excellent support, while
shining in such varied orchestral
pieces as "Two Silhouettes." Elling
ton's "Mood Indigo." Gould's "Pa-
vanc" and his "Boogie Woogie
Etude." Orch pianist Clifford Su-
setti sparkled in this last one.

Even the commercial was handled
smartly, Knox Manning discussing
the ancient art of woodworking, in
an interesting discourse on an
American industrial practice that
only incidentally involved Ford
bodies. Commercial may have
been a bit overlong, but it was easy
to take. Broil.

"HUGHIE GREEN SHOW"
With Mary Bates' Rudy Hanson, Erie
Wild and orch

Writers: James Cogblll, Alan Baker
Director: Jack Rae
30 Mlns.: Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining .

CJBC, Toronto; CBC Network
Prior to the war. Hughie Green

was an expatriate Canadian who left
this country because of lack of
theatrical opportunity, at 14 became
a top star in Britain's music halls,
later headed his own BBC show,
played in British pictures on the
side. In 1941, he joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force, participated jn
several operational flights, was
decorated and returned to Canada
So much for background.
But the CBC summer replacement

show he Ticads, beamed across the
Dominion network, is still run-of-
the-mill stuff and another carbon
of the comedy-variety format. And
it still confirms the complaints of
Canadian radio listeners that there
is too much of a sameness in the
deluxe-directed programs of the'
Government-owned CBC. fit is no
reflection on personal talent and
ability that Eric Wild's orchestra
and Singer Mary Bates appeared
on consecutive evenings on both of
the CBC's prize package summer
shows.) -

; . But with Green on the banter
side, doing his utmost lo pilot un-
inspired scripting that merited
little of distinction and was defi-
nitely in the ancient chestnut cate-
gory, he brought an ease and natu-

CBM-CBC, Montreal ralness to his duties r.s emcee and
With a little more punch, this

prmclpal player lhat \v;is often Irus---"
' trated in timing by the. CBC stockcould make for a neat, relaxing Sun

day eve airer. As it stands now,
while the talent leaves nothing to
be desired, and while the perform-
ances are all socko. there is the feel-
ing left that a little smoother an-
nouncing, oilier run -iris from num

company stooges who were striving
hard but lacked professional deliv-
ery. The whole initial stanza seemed
air uphill struggle to Green—and to
the listeners.

. ... - — , ,
T1'e musical opening by the. or.

ber to number, would register the '
chestra was bright, with Mary Bates

program a little better. and Hudy Hanson coming in later
Frank MacAdam, tenor.- is heard ;

for v°cnl solos that were satisfac-
in some ballads, while Eileen Dan- i

tory: but Green had trouble holding
sereau. soprano, takes well to the 1

t
J}
e stanza together in a program

mike in "Estrelita" and -another |Pat 'l»cked warmth of projection,
number. Always a lave, Neil Cho- ' Feeble lines, the English music hall
tern's pianistics come over well es- :

"ePendence on puns and whiskered
pecially. "Hbra Staccato." •

;

Jokes, calls for swift scripting treat-
Perhaps the fault lies in the fact "l

cnt if tnia Government-sponsored
that there's too many artists for a 1

show sha11 continue
. through the

half-hour airer. since hone of them !
summer without a barrage ol con-

are heard enough except to get a damnatory fanmail
taste. Lack of audience also fizzes
things. But with the talent, a little
production perking up should fix
everything.

Maelver's orch is okay. Laza.

_ Greens sign-off was; "Well, folks,
I guess you've put up with enough
for one night." Unintentionally or
not, that was. a perfect summation
ol listener reaction.' McStay.

"CARNIVAL WITH BF.KNIE WEST"
With Lynn Collier, Johnny Morgan,
Art Kohl, Pat Hosley & Flora Mc-
Mlohaels, Billy Greene, Grace Val-
entine, Henry Levlne and orch;
Bob Sherry, announcer

Producer-Director: Kenneth MacGre-
tor

Writer: Jack Wilson, Richard Davis
30 Mlns.; Sat., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
NBC's policy of aiding and abetting

younger talent to the fore promises
to pay off in sock dividends if this

show is any si raw' in the wind. Add-
ing up the natural vitality of youth
with fresh, bright material comes to

an impressive and entertaining total.

Bernie West, who's currently appear-
ing in Cafe Society -Uptown and who
has been knocking around the nets

in lesser voles for a while, emerges
as a comic personality with a fast

ball aitd sharp twister. West carried

the initial session with his fast pat-

ter but received strong support from
the rest of the cast, particularly Irom'
vocalist Lynn Collier arid trumpeter
"Hotlips" Lcvine. Expert production
by Kenneth MacGregor paced the
show smoothly and speedily.

Variety format is built around a
hypothetical carnival with perform-
ers coming on as different acts In a

side show. Playing a fast spieling

barker, West goes through his gag
routines via introducing the other

acts. Musical phase is furnished by
the ultra-solid horn of Levine, backed
up by a small but hep instrumental

combo. Vocal by Lynn Collier, who
has both voice and style, of "I Don t

Know Enough About You" was one

of the program's highspots. Other
comedy bits good for chuckles were
played by Johnny Morgan and the

dumb sister team of Pat Hosley and
Flora McMichaels. Choral finale of

"There's No Business Like Show
Business" made for a rousing wiiidup

AMERICAN NEGRO THEATRE
With Napoleon Reed, Stella Mac-
Pherson, Elwood Smith, Dr. Fred

die Carter, Tony Mitchell, Virgil

Richardson, Ruby Dee; Jay Reed,
organist

Writer: Ira Knaster
Producer: Ted Cott, Jack Grogan
Director: Franklin Fields, Abrem

Hill
30 Mlns.; Sat* 5 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW. N. Y. -

An extension of this indie airers

efforts In behalf of racial equality,

the American Negro Theatre is in-

troducing a novel attempt to tailor

grand opera into a dramatically co-

hesive half-hour session. Starting

with "Pagliacci," the group's reper-

toire ranges over the list of best

known classical works, with the

singing and speaking parts handled
by two separate units. Adaptations

ol the originals, judging; from the

preem, are being made in serious

conformity to the spirit of the pper
atic works, without any boogie-woo-
gie hokery. The group accented this

point in announcing the following

week's program as ''Carmen" not
Carmen Jones." Series is being
shortwaved overseas as a sample of

American democracy in action.
.

Story of "Pagliacci" was conveyed
through a highly stylized combina-
tion of musical arid dramatic ele-

ments. Scrint by Ira Knaster. avoid
ing realism, canturcd something of

an intense poetic flavor proper to

the grand opera stage. Three of the

opera's central arias were sung in

the original Italian bv the two male
leads, Reid and Smith, and the so

prano Stella MacPhcrson. Voices
were top quality and thesping by
rest of the cast was keved in the
general mood of tragic passion and
intrigue. For Sundav afternoon dial-

ers who like good music, this: pro-
gram is a recommended Hem.

DANNY O'NEIL AND HIS
GUESTS"

With -Song Spinners, Janette Davis,
George Guenl, Archie Robbinn,
Archie Bleyer orch; Bill Cullen
announcer

Producer: Larry- Puck
Director; Ace Orbs
Writer: Johnny Graff
25 Mlns.i Sat., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS. N. Y.
Summer replacement lor "Mayor

of the. Town" is a pleasant variety
show, with sufficient change of diet
on a -lavish table to satisfy every-
one. O'Ncil, who continues on his
other CBS program across-the-
board (9.15 a.m.), is- a cheerful
emcee, and a better singer, with an
easy, lazy style of song that is per-
suasive.
Saturday's (13) premierewas an

attractive bit of business all around.
For his guests of the week, O'Neil
offered CBS singer Janette Davis
in the. well-sung "Don't Know
Enough About You"; hot marimba
Ulayer George Guest in "Bumble
3oogie," a fluent manipulation . of
"Flight of the Bumble Bee." and
Archie Robbins, comic from the GI
"Winged- Victory," vvhb was fairly
amusing despite some strained gags
about GIs.
The Song Spinners, program reg-

ulars, harmonized through "Grey-
hound Bus" and helped O'Neil in
'Sioux City Sue." while O'Neil
?dd?E, ??.

viar t« -the program sing-
ing ^'Falling In Love." and a musical
rhapsody on vacations. Archie
Bleyer led a smartly organized or-
chestra in excellent support, Brou.

"LUCKY STARS".
With Jack Kiltie, emcee; Marl.
Kogndahl, Bob Houston, Lvnn Col.

L
,e

fj .

The SpooUi'M. H, Leopold
Spllalny orch.

Producer: James Haupt
Writer: George Lefferts
.10 Mlns., Sun., 4:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
This show, thrown together in a

hurry to fill the vacated 4:30 Sunday
afternoon network segment follow-
ing RCA's exit into choicer time
represents part of NBC's ambitious
plan to. spotlight promising talent in
quest .ol tomorrow's stars. Personali-
ties on the show are under exclusive
NBC contract and, where deemed
advisable, will be shipped out to af-
filiates lor a local buildup. As such
"Lucky Stars" can be chalked up as
an admirable venture. It's unfortu-
nate that the same amount ot enter-
prise wasn't put into the production
itself. .

Spotted on the opener wore Jack
Kiltie, current male . lead of the
Broadway "Oklahoma" smash, who
will emcee- the program permanent-
ly; Marie Rqgridahl. w.k. oii 'coast,
to-cdast shows since copping top
laurels on the General Electric audi-
tions contest; Bob Houston, formerly
with Johnny Long's orch and the
Chesterfield Supper Club show;
Lynn Collier, who knows what to do
with a tune like "Summertime," The .

Smoothies, also heard on network
shows, with H. Leopold Spitalny's
orch supplylne the musical back-
ground and getting the limelight for
a brace of laves. It was an all-vocal
layout, with Miss Rogndahl alone
holding down the classical end. and
all showed evidence ol a maturing
.talent, particularly in the case of
Muss Rogndahl.
But despite the merit of the in-

dividual performances, it didn't jell •

as a half-hour Droduction. The con-
tinuity was bad and the 'show w;is
-overworked.-' Nor is Kiltie a particu-
larly wise choice to' emcee the pro-
gram. While okay on the ''Surrey"
tunc and duetihg with Miss Rogn-
dahl. he's noticeably weak on speak-
ing lines.

.

While all the performers merit a
oio rating, the production itself was
of amateurish quality. Rose.,

"GRAND. MARQUEE"
With Jim Ameche, Beryl Vaughn,
Herbert Butterfield, Ray Suber,
Hope Summers, Charles Eglesion;
announcer, George Stone; Joseph
Galllochio Orch (25)

Writer: Robert Plerron, others
Producer-director: Norman Fellon
Music: Emll ' Soderstrom
30 Mlns., Tuesday, 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N.Y.
Given the necessary mountings',. :

production dramas, like this' iicai--

carbon of "First Nighter," require
only one additional item: a script,

which item was sadly lacking in the
preem program of NBC's sustainer.

replacement for the "Philip Morris
Follies." • Only distinguished charac-
teristics of "Half a Dog is Better
Than None," opening shot play, are
good casting and top. musical back-
ing.-

Play, an original for radio, con-
cerned itself^with the will of a rich

'

old harridan, who bequethed her
pet dalmatian to the 30-day care of
her playboy nephew arid a former
traveling companion. Each was to
take care of the dog on alternate
days, and the one with whom the
dog chose to stay received ihe for-
tune.
Sympathy necessary for the char-

acters in a light comedy was entirely
missing, as both were, written into
grasping, almost avaricious people.
Direction, which stumbled slightly
at first, smoothed the latter half of
the show nicely, while thesping of
Jim Ameche and some of the sup-
ports was excellent. Beryl Vaughn's
voice had a touch too much of the
juvenile , for her part. Ray Suber
and Charles Egleston did top jobs
in the support roles.
Emil Soderstrom's scoring o I

background music as played by
Joseph Gallichio and the Chicago
staff orchestra, was an outstanding
feature of the initial program. With
better dramatic, material, it could
become one of the high spots in

summer replacement programming;
Totinii.

SAJ.UTE TO KENTUCKY'S IN-
DUSTRIES

With Dorcas Ruthenberg, Jim Wal-
ton .

Writer: Ruthenberg
Producer-Director: Jean Clos
30 Mlns.; Thur., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WHAS, Louisville
This stanza, which is a public

service feature, is a followup of the
"Wake Up Kentucky" series, and
will run throughout the .

summer.
Whereas the earlier show empha-
sized the Commonwealth's short-
comings and its good -points, this'
half hour is entirely on the positive
side, brings out the industrial and
agricultural resources, and points tip

the many advantages which .
the

state has to offer lor new business
and capital,

It's a panel discussion, . and at

sho\Xr heard representatives from
manufacturers,

. timber industries,
meatpacking plant, arid agriculture
were given an opportunity lo tell

their stories. Dorcas Ruthenberg .

(Continued on page 38)
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ADMEN SHIFT DOLDRUM BLAME
Canada's Federal Radio Minister

Proposes Splitup of CBC Authority
Toronto, July, 16.

Federal Radio Minister J. J. Mc-

Cann has proposed a reorganization

of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,

which will separate the duties of the

CBC board of governors from the

CBC station operation adminis-

tration. As submitted to the

Canadian government's Radio Com
mitlee, this was his compro

mjse to the urging of the Cana

dian Assn. of Broadcasters, com

prising independent stations, that

the Federal government set up a

special board of appeal to act upon

complaints oi tne indies against the

CBC, the board to have power to

interpret, rescind or amend current

CBC regulations. Dr. McCann was not

specific in defining the duties of the

two proposed CBC groups' splittihg

up of authority, his suggestion com-

ing as a surprise during the last few

minutes of the Parliamentary Radio

Committees session, but it will be

further discussed this. week.

Earlier in the meeting, the CAB
{representing 81 independent Cana-

dian stations) proposed establish-

ment of a commission which would

take over regulatory control of radio

in Canada arid have jurisdiction to

hear complaints involving station

power- increases, frequency alloca-

tion, and applications for new li-

censes in AM channels, FM, fac-

simile or television.

The indies, in a 68-page brief, also

drew attention to the annual un-

certainty as to whether or not estab-

lished stations may renew their li-

censes for their accustomed wave-
lengths when this comes up for

CBC okay.

$78,000 Deficit

The hearing also brought the dis-

closure that the CBC deficit for

the fiscal year will not be $37,000, as

previously reported to the Parlia-

mentary Radio Committee by Au-
gustine Frigon, CBC : g.m., but will

be $78,000, he said, without any. cov-

ering of plant and equipment de-

preciation. Frigon's disclosure came
when CAB- spokesmen: charged that

CBC's deficit this year will be more
than $250,000^ but Frigon stated that,

while the $78,000 figure was ad-
mitted, the CBC board of governors

. had decided not to charge anything
this year against plant and equip-
ment depreciation. He said the CBC
had written down its assets from
$3,184,000 to $980,000 and felt that

this warranted a write-off on de-
preciation which justified its npt
being charged in the current "lean
year." Frigon said this was the first

time the CBC had never charged
a sum against depreciation and ob-
solescence.

Harry Sedgwick, CAB prez. and
managing director of CFRB, Toronto
(whose wavelength the CBC has
expropriated), appeared before the
Parliamentary Radio Committee to

press the independent staitons' case
for regional network which, apart
from the CBC's two national net-
works, might be sold to sponsors.
He said that, while occasional hook-
ups were permitted to indies by
the CBC, this was only on condition
that CBC line facilities be used but
that such were prohibitive in cost.
It was felt that, if private stations,
on a co-operative basis, were al-
lowed to make their Own deals with
communications service on so many
hours' hook-ups a week.they could
obtain a deal whereiby provincial or
district network .would be the out-
let for better commercial programs.

Add R&R to SSC&B
Exodus from the Ruthrauff &

Ryan agency continues with the
resignations of Daniel O'Meara and
Joseph E. Connor. Both are joining
the new Sullivan, Stauffer. Colwell
« Bayles agency as drug and food
account execs respectively.
At R&R. three new veepees were

appointed. Reggie Morgan, the
agency's first woman veepee, was
named head of the radio commer-
cial department. Others are Robert
Ha'hn, associate director of the
•Bency's Hollywood radio office, and
Michael F. Mahony, account exec
and member of the plans board.

In Canada, Too
Montreal, July 16.

The oft-disputed issue as to
how much "domination," if any,
existed over a radio station tied

in with a newspaper came up
Thursday (10) at the Parlia-
mentary Radio Committee when
M. J. Coldwell, leader of the so-

cialist C. C. F., urged that the
committee should consider action

to divorce relationships between
. stations and papers.

It was revealed that about 25

stations in Canada are owned by
newspapers.
Harry Sedgwick, who spoke

for the CAB, said that either

multiple ownership of radio

stations or ownership of a

newspaper was a threat, to free-

dom of speech depended on how
the stations was operated,

"The policy is to stay away
from editorial comment in ra-

dio," he added.
After another bit of small talk

and petty peeving, the matter
was left where it began—up in

the air.

'Queens Gripe On

Royal Runaround
Chicago, July 16.

, Two radio editors on Chi dailies

look hefty punches at the networks
last week, pointing up the increasing

"sic 'em!" attitude of newspapers
here radio-wise.

. How to get readership but how
definitely not to win friends on the

webs was illustrated in his kickoff

column by Ulmer Turner, new
radioed of the Chicago Sun, succeed-

ing Betty Burns. Adele Hoskins of

the News raked Mutual over the

coals' for making it tough for gals

who win the "Queen for a Day" title

to latch on to their prizes.

Under the heading, "New Radio
Heads Urged for Chicago Radio,"

Turner wrote:

"Network tycoons, agency folk and

local talent have all held powwows,
trying to figure why Chicago—once
America's radio capital—no longer

holds that title, and why programs
continue to desert here and traipse

to the East, or West Coasts. . . .

"Remember when 'Empire Build-

ers', and similar extravaganzas

radiated from Chicago studios, when
a newcomer named. Ameche was

helping build up 'First Nighter,* and

when NBC here built a big experi-

mental network show around Thurs-

ton the magician?
"Chicago radio had something

else in those days. It had program
directors like C. L. Menser and Sid

Strotz — men with imagination

enough to design top programs

(Continued on page 32)

PLACE BURDEN

Gabe Heatter in fHr.

Dramat Show Being Set

For Fall Teeoff on MBS
WOR, N. Y., is building a show

around Cabriel Heatter, in a half-

hour program combining the com-
mentator and drama. Program,

given a big production, will be a

sort of inspirational show, dramatiz-

ing achievements of people who've

overcome personal, social Or busi-

ness handicaps to make success

stories of themselves. Heatter will

figure as narrator.

Show will start in the fall, and

will be offered for participating

sponsorship on. the Mutual net.

Bahkroller nibbles are pretty hot,

with several N. Y. sponsors in the

bidding. New show won't affect

Heattcr's present cross-the-board,

sponsored news programs on Mutual.

This will be the first time in years

that Heatter has done a show other

than his newscasts. At one time he

was moderator on the "We, The
People*' .program.

Responding to claims that they

lack courage to attempt a newness
in programming and to project new
acting and writing, talent into the

forefront, ad agencies last week
countered with a two-prong rebut-

tal. Some of them put the onus on

what they term the "evil of the

rating system"; others maintain that
not until sponsors can be convinced
.that shows aren't made overnight,
arid that it. takes nursing and
patience with a show, will the pic-

ture materially change.

It's .the feeling of agency men that
the real task that lies ahead in help-
ing to achieve a healthier radio pro-
gramming setup is in educating the
sponsors to the fact that the Bob
Hopes, the Fibber McGecs, etc.,

weren't overnight sensations, that it

required months and months of dili-

gent reshaping of their shows before
they hit their stride in radio. And
unless sponsors fall out of the habit
of demanding an immediate rating

payoff, they
.
argue, the agencies

themselves are licked.

That's why, it's maintained, the
sole contribution being made today
toward Introducing anything- new in

radio comes from network-built
sustaining shows. All these moves,
particularly on the part of CBS,
which is trying to groom a flock of

new personalities, must be encour-
aged, they point out, regardless of

the initial success or flop of the in-

dividual ventures.

NBC's showcasing of Bernie West
as an upcoming comedian, and its

new Sunday "Lucky Stars", talent

development show, which preemed
last Sunday (14); CBS' venture into

a variety of formats with its "Night
Life," etc., and coast-to-coast spot-

lighting of John Faulk, Larry Carr,

Sweney & March, among others, are

cited as steps in the right direction,

FM Lay-Away Plan Kicked Around

At FCC But Shelving Seems Sure;

AM Almost 100% Vs. Reserve Idea

N. Y.Y Revitalized

Local News Setup;

Inch Up on Dailies

WABC, the CBS flagship in N. Y.,

has joined in the move to revitalize

news programming aimed at giving

new emphasis and top billing to

local coverage. It's the climax to a

succession of recent moves which

changes the pattern of news pres-

entation on New York stations, par-

ticularly among the web flagships.

Most ambitious of all was the recent

tiein effected by WEAF (NBC)

with a group of newspapers for its

new "Metropolitan News Roundup"
series.

Feeling among the stations is that

the newspapers in the past have had
the field pretty much to themselves;

that strictly New York City-slanted

news has been given the brushoff,

and that only N. Y. news items of

national interest were being fed to

New York City listeners, simply be-

cause of the "network conscious-

ness" of the key stations.

In addition to WABC and WEAF.
there are other illustrations of how
the stations are inching up to news-
paper coverage. WQXR, owned by
the N. Y. Times. is

:
now being fed

every hour on the hour direct from
the Times editorial rooms. WOR gets

its last-minute flashes from the N. Y.

Herald-Tribune newsroom. WNEW
gets similar service from the N. Y.

Daily News.

WABC has installed Don O'Flah-

erty as news editor. Four local news
programs are fed to the listeners

daily. In addition. Bill Leonard's

morning cross-the-board show aims

at a "scoop" technique, but along

feature story lines. Leonard has

three leg men working for him on a

24 - hour - a - day - seven - days a

week basis.

Organization Wanted
.
Washington, July 16.

Need for a mouthpiece through
which small time broadcasters

—

particularly the exclusive FM
broadcasters—can get the ear
of the FCC was voiced here last

Friday (12) by Raymond Kohn,
president of the all-vet-owned
FM station in Allentown, Pa. He
told the FCC: "If the large
broadcasters and the NAB spent
half the time in promoting FM
that they do in fighting every
little issue that comes up on
legalistic grounds. FM would
have been in operation six

months ago:"

Kohn, who with his four bud-
dies went after an FM station

immediately on' release from the
armed services, said it was un-
fortunate the commission doesn't

have the opportunity to hear the

little fellow as often and through
the same type of legal talent

that speaks for the big lobby
groups.

.

Morgenthau, 3d

Wants FM in N.Y.
Henry Morgenthau, 3d, son of the

ex-Secy, of the Treasury, plans to

apply for a metropolitan FM chan-

nel. Morgenthau, a veteran of World

War II, sent a letter to the FCC on

behalf of himself "and a group of

New York City resident veterans"
for submission at last Friday's (12)

FM hearing in Washington urging
the setting aside of every fifth chan-
nel in New York for possible future

licensing to veterans, and setting

forth his own plans as a broadcaster.

In anticipation of an FCC query
as to why the. application could not
have been made in time to be con-
sidered at the July 8 hearings of the

Commission in N. Y., Morgenthau
told the commission:

"Like most other recently re-

turned veterans, I have required

some little time to assess the condi-

tions of postwar civilian life, and to

make decisions with regard to my
future activity. It has taken time

for me, and those with whom I am
associated, to inform ourselves fully

as to the opportunities and obstacles

in the FM field and to assure our-
selves that we have had firm finan-

cial and technical foundation on
which to build such an enterprise."

Young Morgenthau's letter to the

Commission points out that his pro-
jected service of the station envis-

ages facsimile as well as sound trans-

mission, "and also another type of

service which to the best of my
knowledge is unprecedented."

It's known that young Morgenthau
has enlisted the aid of some practi-

cal, sound broadcasters in the pro-
jected station to insure well-balanced
programming and, himself coming
from a wealthy family, there is

ample coin behind the venture.

It's considered likely that the Secy,

of the Treasury under President
Roosevelt will figure in the enter-

prise. Latter did a recent series of

sponsored commentaries over a "pri-

vate network" of five stations, in the
east and on the Coast.

$10,000 Radio Giveaway
"Sweepstakes." new audience par-

ticipation quiz show packaged by
ALS Co., making agency rounds,

with several sponsorship' nibbles re-

ported.

Half-hour show will have Bill

Slater as probable emcee. Although
a steady budgeted weekly show, re-

ported angle is that a contestant may
win as high as $5,000 to $10,000 on
the program.

Washington, July 16.

Oral argument here last Friday
(12) on FCC proposal • to lay away
some 100 FM channels throughout
the country for later assignment
found the standard radio broad-
casters almost 100% anti, while in-

dependent FM station operators,
vets, labor unions and co-ops warm-
ly endorsed the reservation plan.

As a result, observers here be-
lieve the commission will adhere
to its original, plan to shelve part
of the FM spectrum tor the time
being. The FCC bench seemed par-
ticularly pleased with testimony of
independents that a. more equitable
distribution of FM channels both
among competing communities and
competing bidders would be possi-
ble a year from now, when every-
body who wanted to get into FM
would presumably have had time
to let FCC know about it.

These were the highlights of the
oral argument:
FM-minded Sen. Glen Taylor

(D., Ida.), of the Senate Small
Business Committee, filed a state-
ment endorsing the reservation plan,
with the proviso that the . Commis-
sion consider extending the one-
year limit if necessary at the end
of that time.
Taylor urged the FCC to push

FM, since, he said. "AM broadcas-
ters who come to FM merely to es-
tablish squatters' rights, are obvi-
ously not going to do this." The
Idaho senator referred to . a state-
ment at an earlier FCC hearing by
James Shouse of the Aviation Corp-.
(Crosley Radio) to the effect that
"FM would never replace AM." He
also recalled testimony by Mark
Woods at the ABC-King Trend le

hearing last week. Taylor said that,
although FM will give better cover-
age and better service than AM in
Detroit, ABC is spending only $33,-
460 on FM and $2,800,000 for AM
station, WXYZ there, (However
$2,000,000 of this figure, represents
good will on WXYZ operations.)
Those who fought the channel

reservation plan by-passed argu-
(Continued on page 34)

Literary Guild Drops

Sponsorship of 'Books'

Despite Court Victory
"Books on Trial," which has had

its real-life court tribulations since
it went on the Metro-owned N. Y.
indie WHN, has now undergone an-
other trial, Having won its court
case, it now has lost its sponsor. One
exec put it this way: "The* operation
was successful, but the anemia is

pernicious."

"Books" preemed May 20, a week
after Martin Stone's old WHN-aired
package, "Author Meets the Critics,"
moved over to the N. Y. Tiroes sta-
tion WQXR for local airing. Stone
sought an injunction against
"Books,* claiming unfair competi-
tion and breach of confidential re-
lationship, After a -three-day trial
in the supreme court in N. Y., Jus-
tice Botein ruled against both of
Stone's claims. The court went out
of its way to commend both shows
for serving "a highly useful and in-
formative public function."
With the court victory in its belt.

"Books" was demed set when sud-
denly the bottom fell out of its cash
register. The Literary Guild, spon-
sor of "Books" (Book of the Month
Club is Stone's bankrollei- on
WQXR) decided it had enough. Rea-
son: "Cost per inquiry" was too hish.WHN people were frankly let
down by the Literary Guild's de-
cision, and the. book outfit's execs
admitted they had had a weekly
mail pull over the two months of
their sponsorship ranging from 100
to 700 letters per week. But the
Guild says it's had enough. .

.
As of this week (15) "Books" be-

came a sustniner. But WHN,
bolstered with judicial recognition
given its show, hopes to snag an-
other coin spender by fall.
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Who are they* They ore America's radio

listeners. They are you and me and the fellow

down the street. A few Tuesdays ago a fresh

gust of night air swept through their loud-

speakers on CBS. They heard a familiar voice

urge them to bring their favorite home-town

performers to Columbiq's microphone for a

coast-to-coast audition.Who are they?They are

Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts scouring the

countryside for the Fannie Brices and Frank

Sinatras of tomorrow.

Columbia's new talent-search program is

only a symptom of a larger search to which the

network is permanently dedicated. A search to

conceive, build and produce radio programs of

new and compelling value for listener, adver-

tiser and broadcaster. Such programs as let's

Pretend, Suspense, Theatre of Romance, each

week testify eloquently to the success of this

search.

The point to remember is that the search

never stops. It can't. Columbia considers its con-

tinuing challenge is to provide new enjoyment

for radio's audience, and thus, an increasingly

useful mouthpiece for radio's sponsors. CBS

Feature Productions are an effort to meet this

challenge.

Columbia Broadcasting System

V v.
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AM Application System Streamlined,

'Belt Lines' to Keep Papers Tabbed
Washington, July 16.

A new "central control" system,

complete with "production lines"

and "line foremen" has been set up
at the FCC to speed handling of ap-

plication for standard broadcast fa-

cilities. Although the new "assem;

blv line" system, worked out in de-

tail by Acting FCC Chairman
Charles R. Denny himself, has been

operating experimentally for over a

month, it was understood the FCC
is withholding public announcement
until all the biigs,have been ironed,

out.

The new procedure has three big

goals: To speed up action on AM
radio bids, assure all applications

uniform handling on a "first come,

first served" basis, and keep the

commission and the applicants them-'

selves informed on the status of

cases inside the FCC.
Not the least of the plan's virtues

is the fact that it should ease pres-

sures on the FCC. from Capitol Hill.,

and give.- the FCC members an easy
answer to Congressional inquiries

about I he status of their constitu-

ents' bids. It may be one way of

insuring against the commission's
becoming a pork barrel for politicos,

according to observers here.

Four Bells

Here's how it will work: There
will be four production lines. The
No. 1 belt will move applications for

local watt, daytime only stations.

Since these are the simplest re-

quests, and come primarily from ra-

dio-poor communities where service
is needed, this line will move more
quickly than the others. No. 2 line

will cover requests for regional big-

time stations. No. 3 will handle sta-

tion sales applications. No. 4 belt

will process applications set for

hearings.

Each line is captained by an en-
gineer, since most delays are en-
countered in passing on the techni-
cal operation of stations. When an
application reaches the commission
it is immediately placed in the ap-
propriate line and given a number
behind the preceding application.

Cases may be temporarily set aside

when unexpected complications
arise. However, they may be taken
out of line only' on direction of the
"captain" or the FCC members them-
selves.

When applicants query the FCC,
they can therefore expect to be told

that their case is No. (x) in line, but
the speed with which the FCC acts

on their bid will, of course, depend
on how tough cases -ahead of it are.

PAR TELE BOUNCES
' OVER 100 MILES

Hollywood, July 18. *

Meeting of Society of Television
Engineers here on July 17 was
highlighted by the report of Klaus
Landsberg, director of Paramount's
Television Productions, Inc., that
their W6XYZ had hit San Diego—
116 miles distant—with clear and
constant signals. The announce
ment precipitated heated discussion
of legitimacy of the claim as Lands-
berg also revealed that he had dis-
closed same info to the Federal
Communications Commission while
back there recently for engineering
hearings on local video, applications.
The report stated that the experi

mental station on Mt. Wilson had
also reached San Bernardino, Santa
Barbara. Riverside and Redlands
all. in the 100 miles distant sur-
rounding halt circle with its signal
Findings were arrived at via field

test measurements, and did nol
cover fact of whether or not image3
were clear and constant.

Men foregathered to hear a re-
sume of the recent Capital hearings,
related by Landsberg and Ed Hayes,
of Howard Hughes interests. An
effort is being made to air local
telecasting problems brought about
by geographical peculiarities, etc.

Problem of blanketing, shaded areas
caused by canyons, ranges, relaying,
inter station interference,' etc. were
discussed. Idea is to establish stand-
ards for the area, i.e., amounts . of
power necessary, most suitable
equipment, and to establish a form-
ula to combat the unusual condi-
tions found here.

SOLON SCRIPTERS
Three scripters have been set by

Louis Cowan for "State Senator,"
which bows on CBS for Lever Bros,
on July 29 as summer replacement
for the Joan Davis show.

Writers are Joe Llss, Larry Men-
kin and Joe Ruscoll.

Plain Talk
Henry Morgan would like to

have his own half-hour show
on the air as a star.' comic. In
fact, he's auditioned for one.

And last week (9) on WJZ'g
(N. Y.) time and air, he discussed
his contract troubles frankly,

saying:

"If you ain't got your own
staff of lawyers and 1your own
private paid chiselers to work
for you, you're lost. Little lamb.

Morgan walking in there think-

ing Til negotiate my own con-

tract.' Little did I know .I'd

run head-on into a foul den of

thieves. Oh, I haven't named
any names yet, so I suppose I'm
still on this side of libel."

Chi s Video Hypo;

B&K Doubles Time
Chicago, July 16.

Chi's position, as a major television

center was strengthened last week
with, the expansion of programming
at Balaban & Katz's WBKB, the

city's only video outlet. Supple?
menting its present II-hour weekly

1

live-talent schedule with films and
remote pickups, the station hopes to

double it's air hours within the next
month.
Handicapped during the war

years by. the .lack of equipment and
the use of most of its studio space as

a Navy electronics school, the sta-

tion is just getting to the point

where it can see clear sailing

ahead. Present plans, as announced
by William C. Eddy, director of tele-

vision for B&K, call for the con-
struction of an additional studio at

its present location,, erection of a

large theatre-studio oh the edge of

the Loop, and the installation of

new transmitting equipment.
Hypoed by the sponsorship of the

wrestling and boxing remotes by
ABC, WBKB plans extensive cov
erage of many of the important
sporting events in the Chi area with
ABC skedded to take an increasing

ly active part in any future remote
program. .

Installation of a 16m projector
"has enabled the station to extend its

daily program with a series of mo-
tion picture short subjects. A night-
ly film telecast is now being aired
Live-talent shows, which have been
the backbone of WBKB's program-
ming will be increased as studio
space becomes available.

Hollywood Flocks Into

Arizona Radio Through

CaldwelUutry.Webb
Washington, July 16.

Three of Hollywood's big names

—

Gene Autry, Erskine Caldwell and
Dell Webb—will be competing for
radio business as officers of a newly-
licensed radio station in sunny Ari-
zona. The FCC Friday (12) okayed
bids of their, three companies for
new standard stations in Tucson.
The action gives the city, with only
37,000 people, five fulltime radio
outlets.

Autry is holder of 460 out of 1,000
shares in the Old Pueblo Broadcast-
ing Co.. one of the three with a new
franchise for a local waiter in Tuc-
son. Autry is already in the radio
ownership field through a 15% in-
terest in KPHO, Phoenix. In addi-
tion, he has a quarter-interest in the
World Champion Rodeo Co., and
100?; control of the Western Music
Publishing Co. of Hollywood.

Caldwell, author- of.. "Tobacco
Road;' and more recenly a Holly-
wood pic writer, is vice president
of the Catalina Broadcasting Co.,

which will be competing with Autry
in Tucson. Other principals in Cata-
lina Co. include several U. of Ari-
zona faculty members and local
Episcopal clergyman.
Sun Country Broadcasting Co., the

third new station operator,, has as
officers: J. R. Heath, presently man-
ager of KTAR, Phoenix; Dell Webb,
who has a 22% interest In Bing
Crosby Productions, Inc., and owns
a third of 'the New York-Yankees.
Both Webb and Charles' Strauss, an-
other director in the Sun Country
Co., are also directors of the Amer-
ican Film Corp.

Tele Beats Newsreels

Showing A-Borab Films
Following the . major newsbeat

scored by WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) In

being the first outlet In the oountry
to present motion pictures of the
atomic bomb tests, tele broadcasters
are continuing to make full use of

the film shot at Bikini by Leroy G.
Phelps, their pool cameraman, and
the Army Signal Corps flint made
available to them.
WNBT gave the first public show

ing of the films on the actual explo
sion of the bomb on July 5, beating
the commercial newsreels to the
punch byv six full days. Last Friday
(12), the station transmitted all foot-

age used thus far over the coaxial
cable to Washington, where the cen-
sorship panel of Joint Task Force
One viewed the pix on receivers
specially installed in the studios of

WRC, the web's D. C. radio outlet.

WCBW (CBS, N. Y.), following its

special live show on the afternoon
of the test, ran its first explosion
pictures oil July 6. The station in-

stituted a 10-week series on the A-
bomb last Thursday (ll). WCBW
also plans another live show for the

next test, in which guest interviews,

Alms and ' animation will be com-
bined to give viewers as graphic a
picture as possible of the event as

it happens.

Tele Preps Title

Defense for Next

Joe Louis Fight
Television's next big blowoff may

be the Joe Louis-Tami Mauriello
heavyweight championship fight,

scheduled for Yankee Stadium, N.

Y., on Sept. 18. And although no
contracts have been inked yet for
video coverage of the event, it's be-
lieved likely that the plum will go
to NB6, whose "coverage of the re-

cent Conn-Louis fight brought tele

to the nation's front pages!
John F. Royal, NBC veepee over

television, declared that the web
hasn't done anything more ' definite

about the fight to date than think
about it. Contract recently signed
by the web's tele department and
Mike Jacobs' 20th Century Sporting
Club, however, covers all fights

staged by Jacobs between June 1,

1945. and June 1, 1946, with Gillette
Safety Razor sponsoring.

It's believed possible that Jacobs
might hold out for a special deal on
the Louis-Mauriello bout, contend-
ing that the contract doesn't hold
for special events but only for the
weekly Friday night matches at

Madison Sq. Garden. It's recalled
that Gillette and NBC paid1 a re-

ported $125,000 for the Conn-Louis
fight alone, with another $100,000
laid on the line for "all other fights!"

Jacobs, therefore, may seek another
similarly heavy tab above the con-
tract arrangement.
Whatever deal is worked out, how-

ever, it's considered almost a cer-
tainty that NBC will cover the fight.

Web is the only tele ' broadcaster
that currently has the equipment
necessary for near-perfect remote
pickups. NBC used five cameras, in-

cluding three Image Orth icons, on
the Conn-Louis fight, and neither
CBS or DuMont. the other two N. Y.
broadcasters, have more than two
remote cameras on hand.

PETRILL0 WALKS HIS

SUPREME COURT ROAD
.Chicago, July 16.

J. C. Petrillo's challenge to the con-
stitutionality of the Lea Act came
through on schedule yesterday (15)
when his attorneys filed a dismissal
motion in the U. S. District Court
to the criminal information . leveled
at him .a month ago by the Govern-
ment.
The American Federation of Mu-

sicians Prcz. charged with violating
the "anti-Petrillo bill" by calling a
strike at WAAF to compel the sta-
tion to hire "unnoeded" musicians,
claims in his countersuit that the
Government's ny>ve constituted vio-
lation of the fifth, :10th and 13th
amendments to the U. S. Constitu-
tion, since it "abridges freedom of
speech, denies liberty of contract,
arid imposes involuntary servitude,"
The motion was filed by David

Katz. and he has until Aug. 9 to file

briefs in support thereof. The Gov-
ernment's reply must be filed by
Sept. 9, when Judge Walter J. Labuy
is expected to set a date for oral
arguments.
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Denny, Jett Catch Dealer With FM

Frequencies Down, Push Set Output

NAB on Bandwagon
Washington, July 16.

NAB, elbowed by some of its

members who are willing to go
all out for FM, is climbing on
the bandwagon . to push fnanu-

facture of a larger .volume
of AM-FM radio combinations.:,.

Ways to pressure setmakers
Into' weighting their production
schedules more, heavily in favor

of FM will be discussed at an
upcoming meeting of NAB top

strategists at Estes Park, Colo.,

August 8-8.

NAB spokesmen admitted that

letters on the subject from mem-
berg and would-be NAB mem-
bers had been reaching Wash-
ington in increasing numbers.

Video Night Owl

To Roam Bistros
NBC television Is slated to take the

first step in bringing viewers the best

of Manhattan's night life on Aug. 1.

Using the supersensitive image orthi
cons, cameramen of WNBT, the
web's N; Y. tele outlet, will .poke
their lenses all over town from the
out-of-town newsstand in Times Sq.
to the 21 Club, interviewing both
big-shots and little-shots wherever
they're found.

Although it's indefinite whether
nitery owners will allow the camera
men to scan their shows, it's possible
that if the NBC staffers go into a

club to interview somebody, they
will also aim their cameras at the
stage. Thus, the program is con
sidered a forerunner to the time
when video cameramen will set up
their equipment in the city's better
niteries, legit theatres, the opera,
etc.,

. to bring viewers the best oi.

the town's entertainment.

Tele broadcasters are of the
opinion that televising such shows
will not hurt the grosses of the the-
atres, niteries, etc. Basing their ar
gument on the same old stand of
what radio did to hypo business at
the baseball stadiums by creating an
interest in the game among people
who'd otherwise pass it up, they
claim that television will react in
much the same way for all enter-
tainment. Television viewers will
merely have their appetitles whetted
for night life by the show, and will
want to get an actual taste of it, with
the color that viedo can't bring.
New NBC show will be a revised

version of "In Town Today," which
WNBT has been featuring as a live
studio presentation for the last sev-
eral months. Ben Grauer will handle
the announcing on the program, in-
terviewing the personalities lined, up
with the same type of beer-mug
transmitter he ' used for between-
rounds interviews at the recent
Conn-Louis fight.

* Washington, July 16.

The FCC this week gave strong
indications it would team up with
FM proponents throughout the coun-
try to censure radio set dealers and
retailers who, anxious to sell the
public their post-war AM models,
are pooh-poohing FM as a superior
radio service ready for commercial
operation,

Similar pressures, it was indicated,
will be pushed to get AM-FM com-
binations on the market in large
volume, so that dealers will stop
misinforming the public on FM and
can demonstrate the two services
simultaneously..

The campaign, begun by the CIO's
United Automobile Workers Union
and by Sen, Glen Taylor (D.. Idaho)
calling on Attorney General Tom
Clark to probe "a conspiracy" among
set-makers to hold back production
of FM sets, was given strong impetus
at FCC's hearing last Friday (12) oii

FM channel reservations.

Acting Chairman Charles R. Den-
ny and Commissioner E. K. Jett

gave personal testimony on their
own experiences with a Washington
radio dealer. Denny described how
he and Jett had queried a dealer,
who was advertising AM models
"for immediate delivery," on the
possibilities of FM; The dealer,
unaware of the identity of the two
FCC men, assured them FM was
still in the experimental stage, and
it would be at least five years before
the bugs had been taken out of the
new service. The retailer had only
one FM-equipped unit in his store, a
Hallicrafter communications receiv-
er. Under persistent quizzing from
Jett and Denny, he tuned in the set;

but way off frequency so that the
signals faded on and off the air.

Denny said the FCC was doing
everything it could to inform the
public about FM, and urged the co-
operation of broadcasters, cooper^
atives, unions, vet groups and others
interested in setting up FM stations.

Maurice Wieting, information di-
rector for the National Council of
Farm Cooperatives, testified at the
FCC hearing that ' his group was
trying to inform rural readers about
FM and to see that dealers in the
small towns know the score on the
new service.

Raymond Kohn; president of the
all-vet Penn-AUen Corp. of Allen-
town, Pa., recited problems he and
his four buddies had encountered in
their town to get sets to tune in
their exclusively-FM station. The
veto won an FCC permit, to begin
construction of their station last
Friday (12).

PW's DX Tests Done,

It Now Seeks Permit
Washington, July 16.

An application for a commercial
shortwave program delivery serv-
ice was filed at the FCC by Press
Wireless, Inc., last Wednesday (10).
The company is seeking a commer-
cial license as result of a 30-day test
period of shortwaving program ma-
terial to 60 stations, 88% of whom
found the material satisfactory for
rebroadcasl. The company asks for
shortwave bands to provide low cost
program source materials to new
FM stations and others without ma-
jor web affiliations.

Walter Craig's Coast Jaunt
Cues 'Manor' Airer as Pic
Walter Craig, v.p. in charge of

radio at Benton & Bowles, planed to
the Coast Saturday (13) to wrap up
Kenny Baker for the "Glamour
Manor'! airer on ABC next fall, and
arrange format ' details. Possibility
is bruited that Craig will set plans
in Hollywood for producing a film
based on the program idea w'ith
Baker starring.

Eddie Dunn is eurrently handling
the Procter & Gamble show as sum-
mer replacement for Cliff Arquette.
Latter is exiting completely from
the program's rosier.

ARTHUR FELDMAN BIDS

FOR FT. WAYNE STATION
Arthur Feldman, who recently re-

signed as head of the London bureau
of ABC, -is going into the broadcast-
ing business, with plans to operate a
station in Ft. Wayne. He Is seeking
the present wavelength and power of
WGL, contingent upon the latter
station's request for a new wave-
length and high power being
granted.

Feldman recently returned to this
country after several years as corre-
spondent for ABC, succeeding
George Hicks as head of the London
office. He also served in an advisory
capacity lor BBC in London during
the early part of the war.

Associated with him in. the new
venture will be his wife, an American
employe of BBC in New York for

several years.

WIP, Philly, Strike Threat
Philadelphia, July 16.

The American Communications
Assn. (CIO) is set to call a strike

at WIP at midnight tonight (Tues.)
unless the management of the station

agrees to its demand for a contract
calling for wage increases for en-
gineers, announcers and office help.

If the walkout is called, it will

mark the first strike of engineers
and announcers at any Philadelphia
station.

William Lamey, business agent of

Local- 1, ACA, said his union was
merely asking for the "prevailing
rate" for announcers and technicians,

and a "living wage" for other, help.

Yesterday (Mon) the union threw
a "practice picket line" around the

station.
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TELE ANTENNA KNOT UNSNARLED
Teles Jurisdictional Showdown

Hollywood, July 16.

A committed has been appointed by the Screen Actors' Guild to

Investigate in full the problems of jurisdiction of talent in television.

Move looms likely as a step towards a battle between the SAG and

other talent unions for control, as well as a hypo to the Four A's;

which Has had the problem under adviaemeht for some time.

SAG announced that its action came In cognizance o£ the fact that

Equity, American Federation of Radio Artists, American Guild of

Variety Artists and American Guild of Musical Artists, had/'nbt yet

acted to organize the television field and establish minimum wage

scales." SAG claims its main interest is in those who appear in video

^'consultation with the heads of other unions will be sought. Those

named to present an elastic committee are Harpo Marx, Dick Powell .

and Tudor Williams.

CBS Nixed in Fancy Play to Get

earing

Washington, July 16.
-

Latest pay by CBS to upset pres-

ent television allocations in the

downstairs radio channels was

blocked here by the FCC last Fri-

day (12). The- commission, in.

hearing on a proposal to hold out

every other filth FM band for as-

signment a year from now, nixed a

move by Columbia to reopen the

question of sweling the FM spec-

trum space by grabbing off televi-

sion channels Nos. 5' and 6.

Acting Chairman Charles R. Den-

ny refused to let the net get testi-

mony on this point into the FM oral

argument, but accepted the state-

ment, of CBS vcepee Joe Ream for'

the record. He later turned down a-

motion by Ream that FCC delay

decision on whether or not to re-

serve FM slots until' an open hear-

ing had been held on the question

of enlarging the FM band.

Ream's statement declared that

taking away only two channels

from low-band video would add 60

channels to the FM band. By re-

ducing the tele spectrum by only

2\i%, he said, opportunities for-

commercial FM would be expanded
by 75%.
Ream argued that if the FCC

waits until many millions of FM sets

are in the hands of the public, pres-

sures against expansion may be so

great, the service will be perma-
nently constricted in its present in-

adequate spectrum space. On the
other haand, he said the commission
has already served notice that tele-

vision's final resting place will be
in the upstairs portion of the spec-
trum, and the impact of the move
will scarcely be felt on the present
television operations.
On hand to do battle with Ream

was Col. William Roberts, on behalf
of the Television Broadcasters
Assn. and Dumont Labs.. Roberts
reminded the FCC that over 70 ap-
plicants and authorized tele station
operators are expending the vast
sums of money on video in the con-
viction that channel assignments will
remain undisturbed. He was assured
by Denny that the commission
would not consider reshuffling any-
body's assignments in this particular
hearing, though Ream was at liberty
to file his proposals for the record.

FCC Approves 3 More

Comm'l Video Stations
Washington, July 16.

FCC shoved up its postwar
awards for commercial video op-

eration to 23 here laiit Friday (12)

with announcement of three new
grants in St. Louis and Detroit. The
Pulitzer Publishing Co. of St. Louis

(KSD); King-Trendle Broadcasting

Corp. (WXYZ), Detroit; and the

Evening News Assn. (WWJ), De-
troit, were handed filial permits for

commercial operation.

The 23 outstanding permits are in

addition to six video, outlets already

on the air with regular program
service. To date, video has been

authorized for 16 U. S. cities. Forty-

one applications are . still awaiting

action at the FCC.

De Forest Begins Test To

Amplify Video Screens
Hollywood, July 18.

Dr, Lee De Forest, pioneer in
sound In motion pictures, leaves for
Chicago today (Tucs.) to begin ex-
periments at the American Tele-
vision Laboratories to perfect ampli-
fication of the size of. current video
screens. Plans and theories are now
on paper and the vet scientist will
spend the next six months develop-
ing theory for presentation to the
television industry. Having suc-
cessfully tackled problems of ampli-
fying telegraphy, telephonies and
sound pictures, in association with
"arneis, he will apply similar
Processes to television.
Vet scientist's answer to present

Diminutive video screen is system of
lenses and reflectors to magnify and
Project pictures as they flash through
top of video tubes. Development of
such system would, improve tele-
vision reception to point of afford-
ing viewers a screen limited only to

Re size of the room in which the
.
'eceiyers are situated. ,

RDG Wins Out In

CBS Tele Balloting

The Radio Directors Guild has

won the recent labor election in the

CBS . television division, but official

certification as a. bargaining unit

will not be forthcoming until the

International Alliance of Theatrical

and Stage Employees has held its

convention.

Both the RDG and IATSE are

members of the AFL, and are com-

peting for labor union jurisdiction

over as mall handful of people

—

13 in all. However, the fight is of

strategic importance to IATSE
which wants to establish itself in

the television field on grounds

claiming that video is more closely

akin to films than it is to radio.

The National Labor Relations

Board had turned down IATSE*s

claim to the kinship between pix

and tele. When the election for

the 13 CBS directors and assistant

directors was held, a first NLRB
count of the ballots showed the vot-

ing Was 6-5 in favor of RDG. At

that point, IATSE challenged the

remaining two ballots and the

NLRB impounded them.

Dope is that IATSE's challenge

was entered for purpose of staving

off announcement of a defeat prior

to its convention, which assembles

in a couple of weeks. The two bal-

lots challenged, it was said, are

those of out-and-out RDG people

and would only have increased the

RDG's majority from one vote to

three.

As soon as the IATSE convention

is over, the union is expected to

relinquish its challenge—whereupon
RDG will get certification as the

bargaining agent for CBS television

directors. RDG already has a con-

tract with CBS for radio directors.

Bendick's CBS Tele Post
Bob Bcndick has been named news

and special events director at

WCBW, CBS' tele outlet in N. Y., ef-

fective Aug. 4. Director of. special

events since early this year, Bendick

will also plan the station's news pro-

gramming, following the resignation

of Leo Hurwitz, who has directed

the department since May, 1944. Hur-

witz is going into motion picture

work.

Most Important step in licking
the problem of television antenna
systems for multi-tenant apartment
houses has been taken by the Telicon
Corp., with the. development of its

"Intra-Video" system. Intra-Video
involves the utilization of a single
installation on the building's roof
that can service indefinite number,
of receiving sets and still provide
each tenant with individual station
selection, free from interaction from-
his neighbor's set.

The system, already successfully
tested , in the Telicon laboratories, is

expected to rule out the necessity
for eacji tenant to set up his own an-
tenna on the roof. With- a set. owner
living in an area surrounded' by
tall buildings, which caused ghost
images on the screen, it has hereto-
fore been thought necessary to in-

stall a separate antenna for each of

the seven channels for top reception.

If each tenant in a 50-apartment

Telewired MP'.
, , London, July 11.

Dolphin Square apartment
house, the largest in Europe,
which houses many members of

Parliament, will be the first

London residential building to

be wired for television.

Expected that every apart-

ment will be fully equipped in

three months.

building installed seven different

antennas,, consequently, the roof
would look like a pin-cushion, with
some 350 di-poles pointing toward
the sky.

The relatively low cost of setting

up the intra-video system can be
borne by the landlord, or can be
shared cooperatively by the tenants.

Total cost, as estimated by Telicon

execs, is in inverse proportion to

the number of tenants. The cost

for a 50-apartment building would
run about $4,500, including the

initial survey conducted by Telicon
engineers, which would make it

about $90 per set. Apartment build-

ing with 150-200 tenants would cast

only $10,000-$12,000. making the cost

per set about $60.

How It Works
In its intra-video system, Telicon

plans to erect on the roof of an
apartment building only as many
separate antenna as there are tele

stations serving that area, which
would make seven the most in any
city. In some cases, it might be

possible to combine the antenha into

a single Christmas-tree arrangement.

On the basis of a thorough survey

in each case, each antenna would be

optically located and made as di-

rectional as would be required for

ghost-free reception of the station to

which it is directed.

Video signals picked up by the

antenna would go through a pre-

amplifier on top of the apartment

house. The unit is encased in a box

less than one cubic foot in area, and

is small enough to be placed at the

top of an elevator shaft. The box

contains one amplifier for each an-

tenna, and- steps the signals up by

10,000 units. Signals are "cleaned

up" in the unit, with all outside

noises eliminated, and are then fed

to a coaxial cable about one-quarter

of an inch in diameter.

The cable runs vertically down the

side. of the building and has an out-

let in each apartment, into which

each tenant will have a special box

to plug in his set. The system

definitely rules out the possibly of

interaction between jets, according

to Telicon engineers. If one set is

shorted, it won't, affect any other

set in the house. With all sets feed-

ing oft a single antenna for each

station, the intra-video system is

also expected to preclude the.- net

cesity for any remote control di-

rectional antenna.

Most top set manufacturers have

already evidenced considerable in-

terest in the system, which is ex-

pected . to solve one of their most

vexing problems. Intra-vidcb will

be demonstrated to the industry

and the public at .he. Television

Broadcasters Assnl in N. Y., next

Oct. 10-11.

The Bitter Tea of Standard Brands'

Points Up Anew Com'l Video Bugs

'Voice of the Turtle'
There was no certainty last

week whether it was a gag
thought up by the flackery boys
or a plan for a show, but it in-

volved unique cooperation be-

tween radio and television in the

broadcasting of an event.

Idea was to stage a turtle race

at . Bronx Park Zoo, N. Y., to

be covered simultaneously by
NBC's local radio' flagship,

WEAF, and the net's local video

outlet, WNBT. Bob Stanton,

who was kudosed for his tele-

coverage of the Louis-Conri fight,

would do the play-by-play on
. the race.

Television Reviews

"PRO WRESTLING MATCHES"
.

With Don Ward, announcer
Producer: Reinald Werrenrath, Jr.

180 M>ns.; Wed. (10), 8:15 p.m.
WBKB, Chi (ABC)
With ABC network sponsoring the

last hour of this three-hour program.
WBKB launched its remote pickup
series, for .which Chi has been wait-
ing a Ion time. - After weeks of
experimenting, WBKB took the
plunge, holding its breath, and sur-
faced with flying colors. Success of
the wrestling matches has encour-
aged the station to go ahead with its

extensive plans to telecast boxing,
baseball, tennis and other sporting
events in the Chi area.

Despite the fact that most .of the
equipment Used was homemade or
of ancient vintage, technical difficul-

ties were few and' the image was
clear throughout the three-hour
show. Lone camera- used was housed
in a specially built booth at the arena.
15 feet from the ring. Harry Birch
and Art Kambs took turns working
the camera, and they did an excelr
lent job Of keeping track of the fast-

moving contestant*. Mikes placed
over and around the ring caught the
grunts and Kroans of the wrestlers
and comments of the spectators, add-
ing color to the event.

.

ABC sport scaster Don Ward did a
nifty iob of announcing from the
ringside. Aided by wrestling pro-
moter Fred Kohler, who interpreted
the rather vague wrestling rules.

Ward kept the and posted as to the,

different types of holds being used,

making it much easier for the video
aud to understand what they were
looking at.

Fifteen mniutcs before the arena
pickup and between bouts. Jack
Gibncy presented background infor-

mation from WBKB's studios. Stills

of the featured wrestlers, stories of

their success in the ring, and a brief

history of the game itself, helped in

the general understanding and en-

joyment of the evening's program.
ABC's commercials were kept to a

minimum and cleverly worked in the

nrogram bv Ward, main pitch being

(act that ABC is the first network to

sponsor video in. Chi. Foos.

«. With the number of sponsored
television shows steadily increasing,

ad :agency producers and copywrit-
ers are discovering more and more
of the problems unique to the new
medium. Latest example of the bugs
that will have to be ironed out
through experimentation is that the
actors and actresses who handle a
dramatized commercial will have' to

be specially-trained for their work.
Producers have learned that regular
dramatic thespers are seldom suited
to give out with the plugs.

Problem was pointed up on the
"Hour, Glass" show over WNBT.
(NBC, N. Y.) last Thursday ill)

night. Two femmes were
,
discussing

the .'merits. Of Tenderleaf Tea. prod-
uct of Standard Brands, the sponsor,
when the younger girl ad libbed
away from, her lines. This imme-
diately threw the other actress, an
older lady, off the beam, mixing her
up to the extent that she . began
plugging Lipton's Tea. Quite an ar-
gument ensued between the two until
the actresses got it straight that Lip-
ton's had nothing to do with the
show.

Incident emphasises the fact, ac-
cording to J.. Walter Thompson pro-
ducers who handle the show, that
just as a regular radio acto,. is sel-
dom capable of handling a commer-
cial, the same "different quality" is

required to an even greater extent
in video, where the actors are seen.
Lady who muffed the lines, they
said, was a competent actress but
her opponent's ad lib gave her a
temporary case of mike fright, so
that all she could think of was.Lip-
ton's, which was probably more
familiar to her personally.

Regular actor, they pointed out,
often rewrites lines in his own
words, which is why the younger
girl ad libbed. Since the effe'etive-

ncss of commercials lie in certain
key. words, which must be read casu-
ally," it's impossible to ad lib. Con-
sequently, they deduced, the actors
who handle the commercials will

have to be competent thespers who
can memorize the exact script and
Mill give the plug the certain touch
required.

"FARE ENOUGH"
With Warren Hull, emcee; Emory
Richardson

Proilucer-directBr: Dick Gogf In

30 Mins., Thursday, 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WABU-ABC N. Y.

In the rash of. zany aud participa-

tion shows on video, since that for-

mat has seemingly been hit. upon as

the nearest'- thing to sure-lire for the

i

medium. "Fare Enough" stands out

as fairly adult quiz-show entertain-

ment. Sparked by the relaxed emcee
iob turned in by Warren Hull, ex-

'Beefstakes' Copyright

Beef vs. Tare Enough'

First of Its Kind in Tele
Marking the first instance of al-

leged copyright infringement in tele-

vision, the Carr & Stark package
agency last week advised ABC tele-

vision that the web's newest video
show, "Fare Enough," "bore, a star-

tling similarity" to "Beefstakes/' pro-
duced by Carr & Stark over WABD
(DuMont, N. Y.) last May 29.

Claiming that their copyright ' on
the script dates back two years, reps M
of the agency claimed that the basic
format of the two shows is the same

.

and arc seeking an injunction re-
straining ABC from repeating . the
show, which preemed last Thursday
<11). Carr & Stark is dickering with
two advertisers to sponsor the show
in the fall and claim that the ABC
program will ruin their chances of
closing the deal,, especially since
both are being produced over
WABD.
ABC reps declared that they'd

been advised by the agency at-

.

torneys via telephone that the simi-Vox Popper, and given a few com-
cdy moments .by Emory Richardson, !

larity exists but will do nothing un-
tod Negro thesner. orogram carries ; til the lawyers make their charges in
off smoothly, and with good pace. I writing, at which time they'll turn
As always on this type of show, lhe matter over to their copyright

attorneys. Show is a package pro-
duction of Warren Hull's who em-
cees the program, and ABC has no

or i

.

contestants chosen can make
break entertainment values. All

okay when - caueht. Conducted off

the' cuff -by Hull, program awards
each winner a railway trip to wher-
,cver he wants to -go. Quizzee states

ibis preference and is then given a
: series of Questions to answer, mov-
ing one station closer to his destina-

tion fo reach correct reply. Progress

I

is followed on a large-scale map of

I

rail lines.

|
Following his stint, each partici-

: Dant is escorted to the desk of a

| New York Central ticket agent and
' there onwntcd with his prize,

Hull handles contestants In an
easy, level manner rather than play-

ing down to Ihcm or over-wagging.
,'i Xoinni.

interest in the basic idea except to
sec that it gets a good production.

DuMont After Navy Plant
• Washington, July 16.

Allen B. Dumont Laboratories it

dickering with the Navy Dept. to

pu-chase the $342,000 plant at Pas-
saic, N. J.

Plant was built by the Navymid
Mcased and operated by Dumont wi-
lder Navy auspices during the war.
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Laugh, Gown, Laugh Motif Hit Show

Mends Broken Hearts on Okinawa
Manila. July 5:

Gelling jilted by your best gal

back home isn't particularly funny

but Cl-gob ex-lovers on Greater

Okinawa are pooling their broken

hearts in a "Dear John Assn." with

the idea ot getting laujrh!-. It's an

exclusive organization sponsored by

Radio Kinawa. WXLH, comprising

men serving on the Jap island who
have received kiss-oft* letters trom
fiancees saying they found somebody
else.

WXLH has built it's "Dear John"
program out of such tragic ro-

mances on the theory that if the

world laughs, you'll laugh too. GI's

in this area, it's unofficially claimed,

are finding more laughs in the sta-

tion's letter-reading sessions than in

Red Skelton. Bob Hope, and Jack
Benny combined.

Here are a few samples: "Dear
John, Remember that cute sailor

you introduced me to when you
both were on leave? Well, he has
been here ever since . . . Mother
thinks he's wonderful and so do I.

A few weeks ago he proposed to

me and mother accepted him. You
know how mother is. Hurry home,
John, the wedding Is in June."

Another one, on a sour note: "Dear
John, 1 have met and married a

fellow who was in the infantry for

31 months. I remember well the

dreams we shared . . .however, I

decided you lacked initiative and
intelligence to get a decent job and
provide for my future^ P. S. I am
keeping the ring and camera for

remembrances."

A girl from Harlan, Ky.. wrote:

"Dear John, Please do not be angry

at me but I have just married. Re-
member your /riend Joe whom you
introduced to me on your last fur-

lough? He is now my husband. Joe

may have to go in the army soon

and I am very worried since he . is

susceptible to colds and nervous . .

.

He often says you are lucky having
traveled around . . . And now that

the war is over, all you have to do
is occupy for a . while and Okinawa
is such a hysterical (crossed out)

historical place."

In the background, while the

notes are being read, are heard the

strains of "O Promise Me," sung
by a GI. And without exception,

the letters end with the equally

ironic, "Your Friend Always."

AH Hobbled Elman, Now

He Rides Old 'Hobby'
Anchor Hocking's bowing out of

sponsorship of Dave Elman's "Hobby
Lobby," with Elman stepping info

major domo the show on .its List

four weeks, has brought, the dis-

closure that the AH sponsorship con-
junct specified that Elman was not
permitted to emcee the program.

! Clause is reported to have created

j
plenty of ill feeling between Elman,

j
who owns the package, and the
[bnnkroller.

;

Anchor Hocking has just boujjht

(
the CBS-built "Crime Photographer"
Uhow' af a replacement. Meanwhile,
|
Elman has moved in on his show

j

feeling that he can give it the

I
necessary hypo to wrap up a new

I client.

Toledo — Miller Associates. Inc.,

Toledo, has asked the FCC for

authority to operate a new stand-

ard radio station in Youngstown, O.

Sony, we'd Ilk* t« hov* ftttty Oarrtt. en-
iwtriirg our teUphorM*, but th*'ft featured

fn th« Broadway thaw "Cad Me MMtr."
Th»blfl radioftfrtvro In Phifad^h'ta H WIT.

Want Hm fearviwt about our 14#M tqvar*
mil* fhtonlna aroa comprising | mHNon
prosporovt pooplo? Call mo « « ,

\\ 1 f f

WCP0*S HOME CHAT
Cincinnati, July 16.

For a warm-weather refresher
WCPQ comes up with a chat series,

"Sunday Evening, at tKe Reillys," a
25-minute stint originating in the
apartment of Arthur Reilly, the sta-
tion's ace news commentator.
Sans commercials, the program

has Reilly and his wife -as hosts to
several ex-GI Joes and Janes who
are selected from mail responses to
aired invitations.

Dick Laser produces.

'Queens'
tsss Continued from pate 21 -^^J
and courage enough to insist that
the New York "home office" give
those shows network tryouts!

"When these men left for bigger
jobs elsewhere, NBC was lucky. It

fell heir to another good program
man. The same was true of a few

—

but not all of the other studios. A
glance at the calibre and number of

broadcasts now originated here
shows some studios could profit from
another kind of audition—a hearing
for a new program manager.
"Such men could bring back part

of Chicago's radio talent."

Those 'Glf(B'

Miss Hoskins' blast was headed
"Radio and Free Gifts," and de-
tailed the "thrills" experienced by
two 'Chi gals chosen as "Queens."
Miss Hopkins wrote:.
"Mrs. Macel Britton was to re-

ceive a new refrigerator. 'But it was
six months ago last Friday,' she re-
lated, 'and I've never heard boo
about it. I have no certificate to

show that it will ever come, and I've

been told by the manufacturers,
whom I called, that they had never
heard of the show.'
"Among other clothing and acces-

sories, Mrs. Britton was also prom-
ised a black suit and dress which
were modeled for her. 'It was won-
derful,' she said, 'because I've al-
ways worn remodeled clothes be-
longing to two sisters. But they
didn't come either.

'"After three months ot corre-
spondence, I received a letter saying
that due to shortages a check to
cover the cost was enclosed. It was
tor $35. But $35 won't buy or.e of
those outfits today.

"'I've been given lesser substitu-
tions in several instances. My only
question is, 'If they couldn't pro-
duce, or shortages preventc ! such,
why were .those things promised?'
"The fact that the program was

recorded here," Miss Hoskins con-
tinued, "when the Mutual staff was
grounded, but not used when they
reached Hollywood in time to put
the show on there, shouldn't have in-
fluenced the gifts, Mrs. Britton rea-
sons. But evidently she would not
the only 'Queen' to have had dif-
ficulty.

"Mrs. Irene Bartholmey, a 'Queen*
on Dec. 27 last, has had copious cor-
respondence with the agency and
Hollywood over her gifts. 'I

wouldn't have cared if they hadn't
shown everything to us on the
stage,' she said, 'but immediately af-
terward we were ignored.

'"I received my perfume six
months later. It , was a one-ounce
substitute for the two-ounce per-
fume retailing for $37.50, which I
had been promised, Yet all the
Chicago department stores had the
perfume on sale. I checked. The
gloves came in the wrong size. So
did the hose. Why did they take all
our sizes and then pay no attention
to them? I didn't get the same
dress and suit I was shown either.'
'Two other 'Queens' reported they

were well satisfied," Miss Hoskins
concluded, "though there had been
minor substitutions for merchandise
and ona still awaited three items.
Their attitude was, 'We got it

through luck; why say anything?'

"

Nets Eye SmaD Fry, As Indies Remain

Beehives of Activity in Genl Slump
Chicago, July 16,

Like the networks/ small stations

throughout the country are going

through a state of turmoil currently

but despite the curtailment of beer

auto and suchlike advertising there

are enough tyro radio bankrollers to

keep them hopping, low budget ad

vertisers being naturally in greater

abundance than the heavy, network
spenders. It's these small spenders

that bear watching, however, be

cause occasionally they grow up to

be network bait.

Activity among the smaller sta-

tions is so lively, in fact, that tran-

scription producers, script offices,

syndicate services and radio produc
tion outfits are hard put to fill or

ders for shows for the newcomers
with which station owners are flood

ing them,
What's happening to two of the

old standby buyers, of time from
these stations—beer and autos—is

the same thing that's happening to

others of their type, and, coinciden

tally, it's responsible in part for new
bankrollers anxious to get. on the

air. As far as beer is concerned
the agencies have retained a sem
blance of their former munificence
in the bigger cities where the brew
eries are located, a typical example
being the Chi agency ,

which is keep
ing its beer account on the air here
apparently for no other reason than
to satisfy its client that his name is

kept before the public in the home
bailiwick, if nowhere else.

Auto dealers, too, are still staying

away—with the exception of Ford
Buick and Plymouth dealers in cer-

tain parts of the country to which
cars are being rushed by manufac
lurers. Latter have economic rea-

sons for favoring one section more
than another, which' won't be gone
into here.

Local Bli Solid

The small station owners squawk-
ed plenty loud about being by-

passed at first—but not now, with
all the other business they have on
hand. In fact, certain types of lo

cat business on small stations arc

becoming so solid that the others

that are off or pulling off may find

themselves in an awful spot trying

to get back on when business con
ditions clear up.

An odd angle, with reference to

wheat products,- is that while na
tional cereal accounts are chopping
all the way down the line, with a
number of cancellations still to

come in daytime .
network program

ming that will surprise the indus-
try, bread accounts are holding on
for dear life.

This may be because in the bread
business there are so many small
accounts nationwide that arc not
handled by large agencies. In. other
words, it only takes one call to a
big agency to cancel one big show,
but the little guys in the business
are out to protect their brand names
come high water or whatnot with
plenty of plugging, despite wheat
shortages. The big guys want that,

too, but they have stockholders more
often than not who can't agree with
their ideas on bigtlme radio opera-
tions at this time, what with taxes
V stuff.

Small-Town Spenders
Here, for what it's worth, is a list

of the current spenders in small

towns who are in there pitching for
all they're worth: bakeries, dept.
stores, public utility outfits, drug
stores, undertakers, theatres, super-
markets, clothing stores, insurance
agencies, tire recappers, florists, res-
taurants, indie flve-and-dime stores,
and used machinery, auto parts and
refrigerator repair outfits.

Some of these are definitely sur-
prising to production guys who get
calls from stations all over the coun-
try for shows' that'll fit in with the
general scheme of things. Those
supermarkets, for instance: how did
they get in there?

Well, maybe they're in the same
boat as the druggists, who never
went out for radio postwar. The re-
tailer,; however, has seen how the
chains (Walgreen, Rexall anc'
Whelan) have cleaned up, and fig-
ures if they can do it he can, too; on
a local basis. This feeling has been
heightened, of course, by the con-
tinued rationing of newsprint, with
druggists and supermarkets alike
finding it difficult to get all the ad
space they want in local papers.
There are also increasing calls for

shows that would prove suitable for
public utility outfits, such as gas.
Tight and trolley companies—also
from undertakers, who want re-

ligious music programs mostly.
That latter dsmand, incidentally, tics

in very well with the fact that sta-
tion ops are getting more and more
calls from the public itself for re-
ligious music on the air, explained
by them as the result of the wave of
religious feeling that always sweeps
a country after a war. Ergo, the
public wants solace; undertakers
want time; church music fills both
needs.

Another peculiar trend in small
towns is the increase in advertising
outlays by clothing stores, which
have, conversely, been cut down in

big cities. That's because the big
city guy opens his stores and the
ex-Crs walk in and buy everything

he has. Not so in the sticks, how-
ever, where the local haberdasher
uses radio to send out his news bul-

letin of the day: "We got a shipment
of white shirts this morning!"

Insuranoe Badto-wise
Like the druggists,

.
insurance

agents in the rural areas are getting

hep radiowise, too, apparently tak-

ing their lead from network oper-

ators like Mutual Benefit, Pruden-
tial, etc. And the tire-recapping

guy, who was forced into the busi-

ness by the war, has now become a

stable business man, his customers
having found out that, recapped
tires wear well; They like 'em—
so much, in fact, that In a short

while it's expected that the big rub-

(Continued on page 37)

JOHN LEWIS presents

A Radio Program
Of the Same Name

WHAT'S NEW?...
IN . .

SCIENCE...

BUSINESS...

MEDICINE . .

.

HOME...

MUSIC . .

.

ART...

THEATRE...

Etc., Etc.

A one-voice, two-voice

or dramatic quickie for-

mat suitable for tingle

or participating spon-

sorship.

C«?yrrfa» 1»4* by

JOHN LEWIS
854 Seventh Ave.
New York, N. Y.

CI. 7-4317 LL 2-1100

WHO NEEDS A WRITER?
El-Marine with aervU-e record ait

writer of mainline and newn re-
leanea. and radio allow.. AIM an
radio producer uhd newaru.ter. Good
radio voice and presence. Frown r

background Included .ornraer Mock,
minor appearance on Broadway, -

year* teaching college drama depart-
ment. Age 30, married, t children.
Top character reference*, now la
Hollywood writing book abort »torlen
at publlahrr'a auggeatlon. Will ac-
cept freelance .lint hnt preferably
permant potIt Ion . . • Writ*

BOX 607, VARIETY
M« N. Michigan, ChlcHgo. III.
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Do you have a product to sell in the Philadelphia market area? To whom will it appeal?

What is the best way to reach and sell those people? How can you get mass distribution f

.

How can you put your product over in America's third largest market?

WCAU can guide you to the most effective, efficient way to do it—WV,AU hnom now. Its

personnel—experienced in planning radio selling that reaches the right audience at the

right time—has directed many advertisers to local sales success. Their invaluable knowl-

edge of the characteristics and potentialities of the Philadelphia market—gained in 22

years of successful operation under the same 4ocal management— is yours at no charge.

50,000 WATTS • CBS AFFILIATE

p || | L AD E I PHI A ' S I E AD 1 NG R A D 10 I N S T ITUTION
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Cincinnati — David E. Partridge

stepped up last week as director of

sales promotion lor WLW, succeed-

ing/Bob Savage, who took leave for

Chicago's radio pastures. Since last

'fall, when rejoining the Crosley

50,000. waiter after three years of

Navy duty, Partridge edited the sta-

i ion's merchandising paper, Buy-
Way, for distributors of WLW-blur-
bed products.

Rochester, N. Y. — WHAM has

added David E. Kessler, former
managing editor of the Rochester

News and newscaster for Planters

Peanuts for nearly five years, as

supervisor of the station's news
broadcasts. Step recognizes changed
status of news following the war,

aims to keep WHAM in the fore-

front in the field and proposes to

emphasize local news. Kessler will

continue his own daily broadcast

while altering current news pro-

grams and creating new ones.

Third Army, was program director

of WFIL before entering service

four years ago. Prior to that he was
program director of WIP.

nadian-American baseball league

games to be played by. the Schenec-

tady Club. It Is the first time a na-

tional advertiser has been a spon-

sor since professional baseball was
revived in Schenectady this spring.

Ed Flynn, program manager, and
Bill Carpenter do the play-by-plays.

Lincoln—Stan Sicvers, studio su-

pervisor at KFOR, was given full

credit for keeping the station oper-

ating nearly normally Tuesday (9)
" when all power in the 10-story

Stuart building which houses the
station's studios and control rooms
failed suddenly and stayed off for

over two hours. Power failure was
caused by a short in elevator wiring
and local power company workers
were two hours 'finding and fixing

the trouble.

KFOR staffers went on the net at

2:30 'p.m., less than three minutes
after being forced off the air.

Charlotte—FCC has granted en-

ginering approval and construction

permit to Southeastern Broadcasting
Co. for a FM station with a radiated
power of lOOkw. Charles H. Crutch-
field, sec'y-trcas. of Southeastern
and general manager of WBT, Char-
lotte, announces, that transmitter

building and tower for the new sta-

tion will be erected on Spencer
Mountain, located in Gaston County,
16 miles from Charlotte and recently

purchased by Southeastern for this

purpose. Antenna will cover a'

listening area of 27,600 square miles.

Des Moines—Richard B. Hull has
been named director of WOI, Iowa
State college, succeeding W. I. Grif-

fith, who had directed the station for

21 years. Hull has been with the

station for seven years, two of them
as program director. He is presi-

dent of- the Iowa Radio News Edi-
tors.

Nashville—WSM's program direc-

tor. Jack Stapp, and manager of the
script dept., Eddie Birnbryer, com-
pose the new production-writing
team on the R. J. Reynolds "Grand
Ole Opry." .-''

Philadelphia—James T. Quirk, re-

cently discharged from the Army,
has been named acting promotion
manager for WFIL, succeeding Art
Schofield, who resigned to join the
staff of FM Business mag in New
York. Quirk, who served as lieu-

tenant-colonel with Gen. Patton's

Kansas City—KCMO, ABC local

outlet, has announced the addition

of announcer. Jim Lantz. ex-para-

trooper. Lantz comes, to KCMO
from Colorado Springs and KVOR.
New announcer at WDAF, NBC

basic, is Al Christy. Former an-
nouncer at KCKN,- Capper-owned
indie, Christy recently returned
from service in the armed forces.

He fills a gap made by departure of

Paul Nesselroad.

San Antonio—New series of wire
recorded program has made its de-

but here over KTSA with Bob Hol-
eron, KTSA director of special

events. Program is titled "Meet
Your Neighbor" and three times

each week, Holleron goes out to

some home, women's club meeting
or civic meeting and interviews the

people regarding current questions

of interest.

Dallas—Ken Lowell is now. m.c.

of the WFAA "Early Birds" program,
replacing Jimmie Jefferies. Lowell
was former general sales manager
here for the Taylqr-Howe-Snowden
radio sales.

Minneapolis. — News staff of

WCCO, Twin City CBS outlet, is

no'w^covcred by a union contract in

accordance with an agreement
signed between the American' News-
paper Guild and the station manage-
ment. Contract, negotiated by A. E.

Joscelyn, WCCO manager, with an
ANG representative, calls for an 8-

hour, 5-day week and new minimum
salaries with graduated increases

based on length of service with
CBS. A three-week vacation is also

provided for in the pact.

Inside Stuff-Radio
.' *

Anent last week's reference to WCKY*s "Music to Read By" stealing late
hour listeners in the suburban New York area, further check points ui>-
some significant facts and supports the argument of the boys -who maintain
that when it comes to through-th'e-night programming via a clear-channel
station you're practically going network and can't think in terms of merely
slanting a show locally.

The Cincinnati 50,000-watter, for example, announced for five nighls on
the air.lhat.it was considering changing its soft music format to jazz.
Actually, it was just to feel out if the people really liked the show. A
breakdown of the 1,068 letters received and states from which the.y came
follows: Ohio. 425; Indiana; 63; Kentucky, 70; Alabama, 37; Canada, two;
Washington' D. C, six; Florida, 40;. Georgia, 28; Illinois, 57; Louisiana, one;
Maryland, seven; Massachusetts, one; Michigan, 43,. Mississippi, four; Mis-
souri, 26; New York, 10; New Jersey, one; N. Carolina, 64; Pennsylvania,
40; S. Carolina, 10; Tennessee, 28; Texas, two; Virginia, 24; W. Virginia, 76;

Wisconsin, three.

Schenectady—Hudson Coal Co.

(D. & H. Anthracite) has picked up
sponsorship, via WSNY,. of 20 Ca-

BUSY! BUSY! BUSY!

VERA MASSEY
Mistress of Ceremonies . . . "Glamour Manor"

Mon.thru Fri.. ABC—12 to 12:30 p.m.

Singing and Acting "Angostura" Program

Every Saturday, WOR—5:45 to 6 p.m., EDT

Singing, Acting Elizabeth woodward's "Teen-Ages"

Every Saturday, ABC—11 to 11:15 a.m., EDT

Featured Singing Star "Vera Massey Songs"

Every Sunday Night. ABC—1 1 :1 5 to 1 1 :30 p.m. EDT

ALSO

. Exclusive Recording Singing Star

Diamond Records

GUEST SINGING STAR July 18th, CBS

"SOUND-OFF" SHOW with MARK WARNOW

Exclusive Management

BEN B. LIPSET
1350 Broadway. New York CHickering 4-2468

FM Lay-Away
= Continued from, page 27

merits on the merits and attacked

the legality of holding back fre-

quencies. NAB; J. Ted Picrson, for

the Yankee Network; Zenith Radio
Corp.; and Hoyt Haddock of the

CIO's National Maritime Union took
this position. Don Petty of NAB
and Pierson' argued that section 307

of the Radio Act required the FCC
to assign frequencies to qualified

.applicants so long as the frequen-
cies were available.

A campaign to enlarge the FM
band was launched by NAB, Zenith
and CBS. Zenith tried to revive the
old fight over a second band for FM
.around the 5p-meg region. CBS,
which wanted to lop off some video-
slots for FM, was stymied when
FCC ruled that any testimony on
reshuffling the present spectrum
assignments would have to be given
at an allocations hearing.

Those who favored the lay-away
plan included: the American Veter-
ans Committee; National Council of
Farm Cooperatives; Potomac Broad-
casting Corp:; Morris Novik, repre-
senting radio applications for the
International Ladies Garment Work-
ers Union; the National Grange; the
National Farmers Union; the Tele-
vision Broadcasters Assn.; Allen B.
Dumont Labs; and ah all-vet FM
company, the Pcnn-Allen Broad-
casting Corp., of Allentown, Pa.

The Novik Plan
Novik, consultant on public serv-

ice programming for the ILGWU's
six FM companies, endorsed the
reservation plan for all. areas of
the country except New York, City.
In the New York areas, he argued,
where there are 18 applicants bidding
for a possible five FM channels, it

is hard to conceive of any group ap-
plying -for a stationw hich directly
or indirectly is not already repre-
sented in one of the applications.
Nine of the N. Y. bidders are AM
licensees; assuming five of them
win FM permits, Novik said, FCC
will have barred all newcomers
from radio. And in New York City,
according to Novik* the vet problem
is unique since few have enough
dough to finance a station in the
big city.

His solution for the Manhattan
area was for FCC to' require the
11 existing licensees of FM stations
to compete with the 18 new appli-
cants for the city's 20 channels. A
similar plea was made by ILGWU
attorney Marcus. Cohn at an FM al-
location hearing here last January.
Henry Mofgenthau, 3d, for the.

New York Veterans and Russell
Nixon of

.
the CIO's United Electri-

cal, Radio and Machine Workers of
America, were slated to appear in
favor of the reservation plan, but
failed to show.

The trend to devote an entire day's (in some cases a week's) program-
ming to one specific public service was given renewed impetus last Sunday
(14) by New York Post-owned WLIB. Station built its entire Sunday
sked around the theme of peace, titling the output as "Operation Peace."

If was a schedule sensibly conceived and well carried out on' the whole.
Some of the pieces, like one in which a prominent N. Y. cleric talked,

were a bit on 'the dull side. A forum on the United Nations, featuring
Asst. UN sec-geril. Ben Cohen, Eli Culbertson and a couple of others, was.
more exciting. There was one show in which Eugene O'Neill, Jr., acted,
as narrator and Sen. Brien McMahon . was brought in by transcription.

Frank Sinatra also came in via the dubbing route for a 15-minute stanza
that was made for good listening. Program director Leonard Carlton was
all over the lot as writer, producer, and general maestro, as was producer
Lee Morrison. Between them, and with the station's entire staff as col-

laborators, they drove the day's point 'home—peace is the . desideratum.
Technically, Carlton showed how a station can use live voicing, and tran-
scriptions sensibly and effectively—a trick he helped develop when he was
with OWI's overseas radio setup.

"Juvenile Jury," WOR-Mutual's new .Sat. 8:30. p.m. moppet show, , will
make eight shorts for Universal. The pix, each a 10-minute one-reeler,
will be filmed exactly like program on the air, with Jack Barry, show's
originator and owner, as emcee, and various' kid guests participating.
Filming will start second week in August, for mid-Sept, distribution.
' William Forrest Crouch, head of Filmcraft Studios. Bronx, N. Y., where
shorts will be Aimed (with Universal releasing), will be exec producer.
Dan Ehrenrcich, show's radio producer, will assist.

One of the unusual students at N. Y. U.'s summer radio- workshop Is

Leopold Szor, 23-year-old ex-newspaperman, who is on the staff of Radio.
Cracow in his native Poland. Szor, who worked in the underground move-
ment during the war, is here for a stay to study radio methods.' After the
six-week summer course, he'll join CBS until the end of the year to learn
the ropes a little more thoroughly, then return to Poland.

The contract which the Radio Directors Guild in Hollywood will seek
from the networks will be uniform, it's stated. The RDG is now working
out the details of the agreement it will seek.. The same standard ticket-

will hold for . CBS, NBC and" ABC the only exception being a special
clause in the CBS contract to cover "contact producers." The nets will
also be dealt with jointly, according to RDG plans.

WNEW. N. Y., is preparing to go all-out in celebration of the tenth anni
of Benny Goodman's band on July 24. Station will plug Goodman on most
of its important musical shows, and has tied in with Compton agency and
Columbia Recording Co. for the promotion. Feature of the day's activi-
ties will be a guest appearance by Dinah Shore who will do her WNEW
spot from her dressing room at the Paramount, N. Y., where she will be
appearing that week.

NAB Mulls Public Relations
Washington, July 16.

NAB public relations executive'

committee met Friday (12) to set up
recommendations to be presented'to

the NAB board on a long range
public, relations policy. Ed M. Kirby,

former NAB publicity chief, has the

program in tow.

The broadcasters plan to improve
the quality of printed publicity ma-
terial and to encourage preparation
of independent magazine and news-
paper articles covering the construc-
tive part played by broadcasting in
U. S. cultural and economic life.

Bella Spewack Turns

ABC Overseas Gabber
Bella Spewack, the playwright, be-

comes- an overseas radio commenta-
tor* beginning tonight (Wed.); with

her first broadcast emanating from
France. She was pacted by Robert
Kintner, ABC's news and special
events boss, to do a three-month
once-weekly series on the acute
hunger situation overseas. She'll tour
France, Czechoslovakia, etc., wind-
ing up at the forthcoming Peace
Conference.

Mrs. Spewack will live with a
French family for several weeks.
She'll turn over to the family what
money she would have normally
spent in the U. S. for food, but
live on their rations, comparing
costs, etc.

Mrs. Spewack will also do a. Life
mag series on her experiences.

everybody knows

WHIG
means good broadcasting

50i» WATTS DAY & NIGHT

colufflbto affiliate

gftemboro, n. c.

repreienltd by Mlingboey

HUCKSTER
Wanri, Soft Job—Big Pay—Why

Should I Be m Exception?

IIOX 121. VAHIKTY
104 W. 4(ltll Mtrrd, Nrw York IP, N. Y.

"Crimson would be State University, blue and white Is Tech.,

and orange and blue . . . why, that's Wheatles!"
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Iowa Univ. Opens

Research Bureau
Davenport, July 16 v

*

A bureau of audience research,

'with Prof. Norman' C. Meier as act-

ing director, 'will be established this

fall under the auspices of the Univ.

of Iowa school of journalism.

The bureau is the outgrowth of

a study of radio news undertaken

last winter by the university in co-

operation with WMT, Cedar Rapids

and Waterloo. WMT has commis-

sioned the news bureau to make a

series of studies of problems impor-

tant to the radio industry.
• "The basic .

question to be an-

swered by this new bureau is the

basic question of all mass communi-
cation," director Wilbur Schramm
of the school of journalism ex-

plained. "Before any editor or sta-

tion manager can do a better job

be has to know what his audience

is, how big, what kind of people are

in it, what and when they read or

hear, what they like and dislike,

what is the effect on them of what
they read and hear."

By establishing such a bureau

here,- it will be possible to. make
available in this part of the coun-

try scientific techniques which here-

tofore have been used chiefly in

large cities and in the industrial

east.

Prof. Meier has been associate

professor of psychology at the uni-

versity since 1929. Associated with
him in the bureau will be several

research assistants.

RWG Pitches for New

Membership by Mail
Hollywood, July 16.

The Radio Writers Guild is solicit-

ing membership by mall from its

New York headquarters. Letters are
being received here—and presum-
ably elsewhere—by radio scripters

not within the fold and whose names
- have been obtained from trade paper
stories and reviews, particularly of

transcription shows.
Comeon points up the advantages

gained by the Guild and highlights

the prospects of even better days to

come—if the. Guild gets an
:
agree-

ment from the American Assn. of

Advertising Agencies.

'Variety' on the Pan
Ed.'lor, Variety:

• Last week (your issue July 10)

you carried an editorial titled "Pov-
erty of Riches." The first sentence
was the tipoff, "Radio is in a rut."

Poor radio. On the toaster again.

Look, you guys. You Variety
muggs. That editorial had lots of

words but said nuthin'. Show you
what I mean. Your pearls of great
price (25c) mentioned that radio
Isn't going to attract . good writers
until the remuneration is upped. But
there's more to it than that. The
good boys just aren't going to sit

down and sweat it out for one-shot
shows. Radio has got to offer a
better proposition for these particu-
lar writers who don't necessarily
need the coin. In other words, radio
has got to get over being allergic
to repeat shows. It's also got to
discard its disdain for network pro-
grams by platter. Both thesa eccen-
tricities will pass. They've got to.

So, muggs, quit fumin' and frettin'.

Only get it down right when you put
It on paper.
Oh, and something else. Stop ex-

pecting sponsors to flnlnce radio's
renaissance. Think they're daffy?
Why should they anyway? Five to

20 grand a week to make a new posy
bloom in radio's garden? Hey, that's
another way of ringing in "Hearts
And Flowers" except business has
no heart, and radio aint a flower.
Long, long ago the networks let the
ad agencies steal program initiative
and they've been content with this
setup ever since... They won't
change, either, while Business is good
But if it's falling off and shows
signs of staying off then look out-^
you're apt to get your new deal
(those horrible, horrible two words).
As you say on Variety's every

Page every week (and I wish you'd
cut it out) this isn't a "pitch" for
anything. I'm merely a guy who
likes to see you guys keep things
straight. Keep 'era straight on radio,
huh?

Signed,
I could be John Royal.

.1 could be Ted Streibert.
I could be Mark Woods.
I could be Bill Paley.
But I'm not.
Just call me

"Chum".

FOUR LEGAUTES QUIT

FCC FOR OWN OFFICE
Washington, July 16.

Four top-ranking members of the
FCC's law department—Nathan H.
David, Jeremiah Courtney, Sey-
mour Krleger and Norman E. Jor-
gensen—are leaving Government lo

start up a new radio law firm in

Washington. New 'firm will be
known as David, Courtney, Krieger
&. Jorgensen.

David, who first came to the com-
mission in 1939 as special counsel to

then chairman James Lawrence Fly,

rose to position of senior assistant
general counsel. He left FCC in No-
vember, 1943, to enlist in the Navy.
He was chief of FCC's war problems
division, and was active in handling
the commission's case before the
House Select Committee to Investi-

gate the FCC in 1942-43. He earlier
held job as chief of license renewals
and of litigation division in the .com-
mission's law department.

Courtney has been assistant gen-
eral counsel in charge of safety . and
special radio services for the past
two years, and has been with FCC
since November, 1942. Capt. -Cy
Krieger, now on Army leave, was
chief of FCC's field: section until

December, 1942; he took a major
role in handling of FCC's hotly-con-
tested chain broadcasting regula-
tions. Before coming to FCC,
Krieger was motion picture expert
for the. Justice Dept's antitrust divi-

sion.

Jorgensen, who returned to FCC

One for the Money
"Hi, Lo, Jack and the Dame"

vocal quartet, returning to the
air after wartime interruption,
but minus the Dame, has come,
up with a

.
unique air stunt to

choose the femme member.
The Hi, Lo and Jack (Bob

Evans, Dave Vogel and Don
McCleod) will do a show this

Saturday night (20) via WHN,
N. Y., presenting four femme
singers, finalists in their search.
The listeners will make the final

decision.

ABC Stations Relations

Division Execs Shuffled
John H. Norton, Jr., in charge of

ABC stations relations, shook up his

dept. yesterday (Tues.). Effective

immediately, he appointed Ernest

Lee Jahncke as stations relations

manager for' the net's eastern dlvi-

.

sion, and Francis H. Conrad to the
same spot in the western division.

As of Oct. 1, Robert B. Jones, Jr.,

will take over the incumbent, James
H. Connelly, shifts to New York for
special assignment work in station
relations.

last March after two years in the
Navy, is presently assistant to the
FCC General Counsel, in charge of
processing all broadcast applications',

and a frequent presiding officer at
[broadcast hearings. He came with
FCC as assistant to Fly.

Lawrence Heller Tabbed in D. C

Fracas as Behy-Scene Promoter
Washington, July 16.

The role of Lawrence Heller, one.

time owner of the Washington Post

Station WINX, as behind-the-scenes

promoter in newly-filed radio sta-

tion applications here was suggested
to FCC this week.

Heller is an officer in the Founda-
tion Co. of Washington, which re-

cently filed application With the
FCC for use of the S80kc wavelength
for a 5kw regional outlet in Wash-
ington. Metropolitan Broadcasting
Co. — a community-owned station

with 75 native Washingtonians as

stockholders—had already received
a construction permit on the S70kc
band. The foundation, however,
boldly asked FCC to set this grant
aside, charging Metropolitan stock-
holders were not qualified to run a
station, and proposed to put up only
a 250-watt part-time outlet on the
frequency.

Metropolitan refused to ."dignify"

the. Foundation request with a for-

mal reply, but forwarded to FCC
correspondence with Lawrence Hel-
ler, of the Foundation Co. That in-

dicated Heller had approached and
been turned down on a proposition
to'buy up 50% of Metropolitan stock.

Heller, who sold WINX, to Eugene
Meyer for $500,000 in one of the
first big money deals for a local

channel station, has been active in

backstage radio fer several years.

Possible* connection between the

Foundation bid and that of the Mid-
Coastal 'Broadcasting Co. for an FM
outlet was hinted with a disclosure

that the Kauffman family of the Kay
Jewelry Stores, here has stockhold-

ings in both companies. Mid-Coastal,
once rejected as ah FM licensee in

Washington, last week pulled out its

application. Concurrently, the Foun-
dation Co. filed; its bid for an AM
station, leading to speculation that

the two companies may have been
affiliated somewhere along ihf line.

Morse Plans Wax Chillers

Hollywood, July 16.

Carleton Morse, creator of "One
Man's Family," is planning expan-
sion into . the biscuit field and is

currently conducting sales experi-

ments among Texas stations with
newly plattered idea, "Mysteries by
Morse."

- Selected Radio Features is hand-
ling the deal for Morse. If success-

ful the plan is to expand further
with the creation of other new
shows. Another of the whodunit
notions is "I Love A Mystery" which
would probably be next if venture
shows promise.

liable, lovable, loony!

"THE CHUCK BARNHART SHOW"
ON "THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS"

Laughter echoes through the mid-Missis-

sippi Valley on weekday nights at 10^15when

KMOX airs "The Chuck Barnhart Show".

Emcee of this merry menagerie is Chuck

Barnhart, supported by his zany stooge,

Howard Dorsey.To allow breath-catching in-

terludes, the program swings from the ridic-

ulous to the sublime when Lorraine Parker
w

warbles ballads to the accompaniment of

the 20-piece KMOX orchestra batoned by-

Music Director Seth Greiner.

"The Chuck Barnhart Show" occupies a'

warm spot in the hearts of listeners through-

out 63 mid-Mississippi Valley counties*. .

.

and offers an ideal spot for your sales mes-

sage. Check Radio Sales or "The Voice of

St. Louis" for further details about this

happy-be-Iucky opportunity.

*KHOX Nighulau Primary Ana, 7thSvUt. 19U

Represented by Radio Safes, The SPOT

KMO
COLUMBIA OWNED
50,000 WATTS

CLEAR CHANNEL

THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS

Broadcasting Division of CBS • New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis, San Francisco, Atlanta
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Frank Waldckor leaving Mutual announcing staff Thursday (18) for

freelance assignments Jim Sheldon, radio diueewr of McFarland Ave-.

yard & Co.. left Friday (12) for two-week business-vacation trip on Coast

....Anne C. Baldwin, ex-N. Y. Herald Trib, new publicity director .of WOV

....Nora Stirling will play the lead in her own script on CBS "American

Portrait" July 20. Script is based on the life of Elizabeth Cady Stanton,

champion of women's rights. .. .Peter Michael, co-author with his sister

Sandra of "Lone Journey." has gone to Montana. He will visit the Spear-T

ranch owned by him and his sister which is the real setting of the serial

....New agency braintrust of Sullivan, StaufTer. Colweli and Bayles look-

ing for a topflight media man who can handle radio, mags and newspapers
Sydney Smith is the new "Richard Lawless" on CBS. AH other cast

members cancelled except Neil Fitzgerald. . . .Frank DeVol replaces Alfred

Newman as music director on "Hollywood Star Time" on CBS. Tom Mc-
Avity.has bowed out as producer of show.

Jim Sautci-'s arm a casualty via the tennis route. But it's helped him
shed 40 pounds, along with dieting. . . .Charles Oppenhetm of WOR, father

of a six-pound girl, Barbara Jo, born last week in Harkness Pavilion hosp.

Mother is the ex-Elaine Kent, radio' actress. .. .Pres. Truman's appearance

on Mutual Sunday (14) in connection with the Bastille Day broadcast (at

request of the French govt.), was first time a U. S. president was heard
exclusively on one network, with the exception of late Pres. Roosevelt's

political campaign speeches. . . .Morf Lewis and Vic Knight, scripters on
"Jonathan Trimble, Esq." (MBS), are writing the routine for Roddy Mc-
Dowell's personal appearance tour this summer. .. ."Under Arrest," new
cops-and-robbers serial, to start on MBS Sun. (28) in the 5 p.m. slot,, re-

placing. "Roger Allen." Wynn Wright produces. .. .Bill Cunningham to

report from Parts on opening of peace conference on Mutual, July 28 and
Aug. 4.... "Tell Your Neighbor," new helpful household hints serial, be-

gins on MBS, Mondays through Fridays, 11:15-11:30 a.m., July 29, replacing

ELsa Maxwell. .. .Earle McGill is producer-director of the new "Sound
Off With Mark Warnow" CBS show, not Larry Puck, as erratumed last

week.... Joe Ruscoll, former editor of the "Radio Reader's Digest" show,
pacted for a similar chore on the new "State Senator" program replacing
Joan Davis on CBS Charles Jackson, who guested on CBS' "Invitation
to Learning" July 7, is coming back for another fling on the same show
July 28, when he teams up with Glenway Wescott and Max Lerner, of

PM, to talk about Thomas Mann's "Magic Mountain."

Joe Franklin, of WNEW's "Record Collector's Exchange," guesting on
Jim Walsh's "Wax- Works," WDBJ, Roanoke, Aug. 3.... Because there are
several other Jack Goldsteins in various branches of show business, the
one who's with the' State Dept. shortwave outfit (formerly w#h Radio
Luxembourg) has had his name changed legally to Gaines. First name's
still Jack. .. .George Carson Putnam, Mutual-WOR newscaster, has nar-
rated a commercial pic for Empire Sound & Film Co ABC concert— +— :

—

V

M|t.: LOU CLAYTON

TOUTED REXALL DRUG CO.
Friday—CBS—U p.m. D8T <

commentator Gene Hamilton did the narration for an Army Signal Corps

film. .. .Bob •Davis' secretary at WEAF flackory is Winnie Schaefer

Cliff Edwards, vacationing In Mexico, made some transcriptions for. WLIB,
reporting the Presidential elections there. , . .Frank Luther, WNEW's di-

rector of children's programs, now has his own kid to sing tunes to. He's

adopted a girl. .-. .WINS' director of continuity and public interest pro-

grams, George S. Carlesco, going out of his >vay to spread kudos for

WNYC's Seymour Sicgel for sending out cuffo public service spots on a

weekly basis. Carlesco also bows to the scriptcr of the series, M. Walter
Stegman.. . .Stand-ins for Fiorello LaGuardia on his WJZ Sunday noon
broadcasts during his current six-week overseas ' trip include Borough
Presidents Jamcs^ J. Lyons of the Bronx, Hugo E. Rogers of Manhattan,
State Housing Commissioner Herman T. Stichman, City Planning Commis-
sioner Newbold Morris and Ira A. Hirschmann. radio exec and oldtime

LaGuardia intimate. .. .Christopher Cross, United Nations liaison man
with the radio industry in the United States, is currently, on a cross-

country swing, lining up coverage for the forthcoming meeting of the

UN General Assembly which is scheduled to convene in N. Y. at the .end of

September. While, Cross is away, his job is carried on by his assistant,

Susan Lusty.

CAA's Grounding
s Continued from page 2 —

their flight bookings snarled up.

TWA is pressing a group of con-

verted C-4 Army transport planes

into service. Shortage of available

planes has made it uncertain

whether many of the film industry,

officials ' now in England will be

able to fly back. Latter include

Matty Fox, Leo Spitz, Nate Blum-

berg, Robert S. Benjamin and Jo-

seph H. Seldelman, all execs of the
Universal-United World Pictures

combine, in England for huddles
with J. Arthur Rank, and Joseph I.

Breen, Production Code adminis-
trator.

Grounding of the Constellations

has given foreign airlines, includ-

ing Air France, Dutch KLM and
British Imperial Airways, a chance
to grab off some of the business.

Most of these, however, are not as

fast or convenient as the Constella-

tions. British Imperial, for instance,

has U. S. headquarters in Baltimore,
meaning that Irving Berlin, who
commutes between N. Y. and his

summer home in Bermuda, has to

get from here to Baltimore first.

George Jean Nathan, slated to fly

to Stockholm this week, postponed
his trip several weeks for the same
reasons.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Morgan Ryan has Milton Biow's eye for headmnnning the Hollywood

office. Hub Robinson also looking around for a Coast manager of the

Footc, Cone & Bclding setup...: Don Lee's Sid Gaynor insists that its

Mutual skein has as good a chance as ABC to land the Bing Crosby-Gen-
eral Motors record deal if it reaches consummation. . . .Myron Kirk around
to wrap Up some talent for another pitch to Texaco. If that one doesn't

jell look for "Mike" to branch out as an account exec....Z. Wayne Grif-

fin "did a friend a favor" by directing the audition of Eddie Bracken's
new show. Bracken and George Hope (Bob's brother) wrote it. .. .Raves
being heard around town on the first plattered version of the Phil Harris-
Alice Faye show (for Fitch). . ..Brown-Williamson moved in fast on "Peo-
ple Are Funny" when word got around that John Guedel had firm offers

from two other clients. Pact had year to go so Raleigh spread the cape
for John Guedel to walk across and thr6\v some ink on a new term deal
..:.Bob Hope has finally been caught up with.' He was heard to say, "I'm
tired.".

. . .ABC insists that Al Pearce will be physically up to his new
Armour series come September. He is said to have recovered from a
slight stroke and is noy/ whipping the streams up north. .. .Lewis Allen
Weiss is taking August off for his first sabbatical in five years and will
take the missus and daughter boating to Hawaii, where he served, during
World War I... Joe Parker finally de-khakied and getting re-oriented
production-wise, j . .Clarence Menser put his stamp of approval on Mark
Hellinger's "Fourth Estate," packaged by NBC and ordered it into RCA
Sunday niche for the summer. If it's not commercial Hcllinger isn't in-
terested. .. .Hank Booraem around for a month to scout talent for
Hutchins agency of which he is radio director... .Bud Edwards back with
ABC production after four months of ranch life. .Peter Donald will be
in "Allen's Alley" next season to calk the voiding Falstaff Lou Levy
turned over the Andrews Sisters to MCA for packaging to two interested
sponsors. . . .Jay Faggan moving his flack headquarters here. . . .Bob For
ward, replaced Bill Randol as Don Lee production supervisor "Corny'
Jackson has a date next month with Stanley Resor to pitch hay on the
Thompson prexy's Wyoming ranch. ..Bill Henry coming home to do his
newscasts from here for a few weeks Kenny Delmar may head up his
own show for Anacin or Kolynos through Dancer, Sample 8c Fitzgerald

.Ed Cashman was invited to Frisco by Alpha Delta Sigma to discuss
"The Hucksters." Being one of the characters in the book (Larson) he
declined with thanks.

. . .Pinch hitters for Kay Kyser during his seven
week layoff will be Art Linkletter (4), Jack Haley (2) and possibly Jack
Benny Joe Qiiillen and Bobby O'Brien, who used to grind out jokes
for Eddie Cantor, will do likewise for Joan Davis next season. Nat Lin

rounds out the battery. ,

CINEMART

offers you-

CINEMART

• OPEN TIME

at your convenience

• Om of tfct lirgjtt sWIos hi New York

• Absolute fidelity studio end off tke-alr

recording!

• Complete disc and filn recording

facHitiM

• Vfnylite Pressings— deliveries 710

days, rush orders la 4

e Highly experienced technical stall

• Electrical transcriptions of NAB ut
. Orthacoostlc Characteristics

• 16mm. notion pictures for television

Phone us today: PLaza 3-9172

RECORDING • MOTION PICTURES • PUBLIC ADDRESS

101 Park Avene • New York 16, N. V.

den

IN CHICAGO
ABC partied press and ad reps Wednesday (10) at video station WBKB

prior to first Chi remote pickup of wrestling matches which network spon-
sored. .. .Nannett.e Sargent off on two weeks' vacation to Clear Lake Ind
....Carolyn Gilbert, NBC chirpstress, and hubby Ed, both victims of
ptomaine poisoning- "Club Matinee" returned to the air Monday (15)
as a two-week replacement for the Al Pearce show while the Pearce gang
takes vacation Kenny Delmar in town on his way to Hollywood and
pics....New baby boy at the Charley Zeller house. Father is m c on
WJJD's "Charlotte and Charley" show... Paul Robeson guested on
WBBM's "Democracy, U.S.A." show Saturday (13)
ABC vacationists' include Robert McKee and Frank O'Connell, sales-

Dick Garner, account exec; John Bryson, announcer; Walt Emerson, legal
head, and James Baxter, press "Meet the Editor" new show" over
WHBF, Rock Island-Moline, bowed Sat. (13).... Bob Venables, WBBM
announcer, and Evelyn MacLaren, freelance writer, married in Chi Sat
(13).... Quiz Kid Marve Fischman in Hollywood to interview screen mop-
pets for the Chi Times was piped in from the coast for Sunday's (14)show WBBM vacationists include Walter Preston, program manager
and Bob Croft, sales service manager Donna Leslie new addition to
the Curtis L. Pierce, household. Father is NBC central division field en-
gineer. .. .Studs Terkel, whose Sunday night "Wax Museum" is a treat
m.c 'd a nabe rally last week which protested the elimination of price
controls....MCA is cooking up a radio package featuring Gov. Jimmy

Are My Sunshine" Davis of Louisiana and Frances Faye Jim

Chevalier
Continued from page 1

ment will be limited, however, de-
clared Lesser, as a tour of key cities
is also contemplated. Chevalier is
currently playing through Belgium
and the Scandinavian countries and
will come to the U. S. after a junket
through Canada.

While here, Lesser is also setting
plans for a U. S. legit production of
the French film hit, "The Baker's
Wife" with Raiinu" starring. Latter'
is now recuperating from a serious
injury to his legs suffered in a re-
cent auto smashup and will not be
ready for work until the end of the
year. Lesser, who also manages
Danielle Darricux, is trying to ne-
gotiate a picture deal here for the
French actress.

Newspaper
Continued from page 1 —

vertising" puts their space In the
hands of the groups with the most
money. The parcel deliverymen
argue that R. H. Macy, in its cur-
rent strife, has the advantage be-
cause o/ the store's large space con-
tracts. Also that the unions can't
afford such expenditures.

The political Action Committee of

the Palestine body (playwright Ben
Hecht heads that one) is a target

there. - (Since then the Treasury
Dept. has ruled that donors to such
groups can no longer take advant-
age

, of the tax-free "donation"
clause, because it is not a charitable
but a political cause). This Palestine
group interposed itself in the Brit-

ish loan to-do because of the politi-

cal strife in the. Holy Land.

'You
Cornell, WBBM research head for the last five years, leaving the station
for a position with the research department of Foot, Cone & Beldine adagency. B

Rooney, Benny
— continued from page 1. ^

the proposition for sometime and is

held waiting for some film deals to

jell before starting out.

Sam Stiefel, Rooney's personal
manager, has been negotiating with
the William Morris agency, and
deals are expected to be set up this

week.

Other major tour this season is

that of Jerry Colonna, who's been on
the road for about a month. Colonna
started in the New England terri-

tory, where b.o. was strong, but
grosses have fallen down for him in

the southern territory.

The Hope' hegira, which netted the
comedian around $200,000, was made
possible by use of two transport
planes which permitted him to play
virtually every part of the country.

It's not yet known whether Rooney
will plane or train.

Canton—Robert G. Clayton has
joined the announcing staff of
WHBC, Canton. He previously was
associated with WKBZ, Muskegan,
Mich. He served 58 months in the
Armed Forces Radio Service.

Memo. Oh!!

OLAN SOULE
SAM RYDER I*

"Iqchtlor'i Children"—Urk Y«or

LEADING MAN la

"FIRST-NIGHTER"

ffu RapretMtotlv**

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

MY SINCERE THANKS4
The WILLIAM ESTY COMPANY for my asso-

cation with them as the VOICE OF PIEL'S and

far 28 consecutive weeks with the EVANS
QUARTETTE for the Bob Hawk Show.

MY HEARTFELT GRATITUDE TO--
FRED WARING for 986 radio appearances

with Honey and the Bees.

Hob CvghI

Now Prosonting the Outstanding Favorites

Hi-Lo-Jack and theDame
Bob Kerr 2116 RKO Bldg.. New York
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Coast Indies, IBEW Agree on Hikes;

Increased Pay Checks Range 18-

Hollywood, July 16. -t

Twelve indie stations have vir-

tually agreed with the IBEW on a

new engineer's rate, and a contract

is probable tomorrow (Wed). The

broadcasters swallowed bitter pill in

accepting the union's terms of -a

30% hike in the top two station

classifications, and 18% on three

lesser stations.

The agreement, which must still

be sold to the entire management

body by the negotiating committee,

resulted from afternoon and evening

panel meetings of opposing sides

Monday. The broadcasters were

notified today (Tues.) by the union

that terms have, been sold to tho

engineers. The management com-

mittee proceeds-Jrom there.

Questions of length of contract,

retroactivity and jurisdiction remain

to be ironed out, but in principle,

however icily received by manage-

ment, the matter is settled after

over two .
months of intermittent

and stalemated negotiations. The
settlement figure is believed to be

'

the highest in the country.

SCHULHNGER TO P&E
Karl W. Schullinger, formerly

with Foote, Cone, & Belding, has

joined the radio department of Ped-

lar & Ryan.

He'll take charge of the Hollywood
office.

Weekly Review on WRL,

Compiled for 4 Years,

Is Historical Document
Philadelphia, July 16.

WF1L is compiling what amounts
to 'a historical record of activities

in Philadelphia in its file of record-
ings of a program now almost four
years old.

The show is called "This Week in

Philadelphia" and airs once a week.
It consists of transcriptions of major
events, speeches fires, disasters, spot
news and interviews with name per-
sonalities who are visiting the city

at. the time. These events are trans-
scribed on a wire recorder, edited
and then Hired each Sunday.

Recordings of these shows are be*
ing made available to civic bodies
and other organization - to be used
in connection with their activities.

Schools also borrow transcription

—

especially those of speeches and in-

terviews—for classroom playbacks,

Among those recently interviewed
for the show are Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, Attorney General Tom
Clark, General H. H. Arnold, Ad-
miral Nimitz, Harold Ickes, Harold
Stassen, General Spaatz, Gov. Ellis

Arnall, Sumner Welles, Drew Pear-
son, Kate Smith and Admiral W. H
P. Blandy.

PopuL

Midwest Net Execs At

Omaha Institute See

Radio Educational Aid
Omaha, July 16.

That radio is a definite aid to

education in general was the con-
sensus of opinion at the opening of

Creighton Univ. Radio Institute on
July 12 fil the university auditorium.
Representatives of three major nets
spoke.

Robert B. White o£ ABC, Chicago,
said that education on the radio is

effective if the program carrying
such education is primarily enter-
tainment with educational materials
inserted in homeopathic doses.

E. M. Ziebarth of CBS, Minneapo-
lis, said that radio educational di-

rectors can help the child establish

standards, judgment and good taste.

As good taste is developed, he said,

programs will improve.
James Mahoney of Chicago, man-

ager of midwest station relations

for Mutual central division, said that

children prefer exciting shows, but
like plain simplified news reports.

He quoted psychologists on the mat-
ter of the effect of such programs
as "Inner Sanctum," "Lone Ranger"
and "Bulldog Drummond" on the

youthful mind.

• of, a radio

station is as perceptible-sus that of an individual. In

Detroit, the estfem in which WWJ is held by the

community clearly reflects us popularity. For over a

quarter of a century, ihjs market of million! has

lauded WWJs progressive policies and public

services, and .applauded WWJs variety of programs

and personalities. Because they like, ihcy hsten^. ..

a fact evidenced' by the results which WWJ

obtains for products advertised on It.

NIC Urn M*»<i

950 KILOCYCLES

/#000 WATTS

AMIItlCA'S'PIONIIt'MOADCASTING STATION- Hill /• D.»r«i»

NrtW»^»..t»»«^«r" ft* MO»C» >. HOtllNCIM* WMMNV

kOWNID AND OMUATID^M^THIitmOU.NIW*

KJR Accused in FCC Complaint

As Unfair in Hot Primary Fight

FCC Realigns Personnel
Washington, July 16.

FCC last Friday (12) announced a

reshuffle of its top personnel to

take care of pending resignations.

W. E. James, now assistant to acting

FCC chairman Charles Denny, was
moved up to post of Assistant to the

General Counsel, replacing Norman
Jorgenson, who resigned to enter

private law practice here.
.

At the same time, FCC announced
appointment of Lester Spellane as

new FCC assistant general counsel in

charge of safety and special radio

services. He will take over post now
held by Jeremiah Courtney, who will

team up with Jorgensen in the prac-

tice of law.

James, recently returned from
Navy service, came with FCC in 1941

as Assistant to Commissioner Clif-

ford J. Durr.
Earl Minderman, former Director

of Information for FCC, will move
into James' old job as Assistant to

the Chairman. Lt. Col. George Gill-

ingham recently returned from
Army duty to resume his pre-war
post as Director of Information.

Seattle, July 16.

A formal protest, charging that

KJR, ABC outlet here, was unfair
and did not allow equal time to op-
posing sides in the recent primary
election (9) has been Pled with the
FCC by the Independent Citizens.

Committee of the Arts, Sciences and
Professions, northwest division.

George Pepper, executive director

of the local ICCASP chapter, charges
in the protest. that KJR sold time to

Mrs. Isabel Costigan, wife of Con-
gressional candidate Howard G. Cos-
tigan, and that she made untrue and
objectionable statements in her
talks. Gist of the complaint is that

Mrs. Costigan asserted that James
Roosevelt, who backed the ICCASP-
supported candidate Hugh De Lacy,
told her that Pepper had been as-

sociated with Communist - backed
organizations in Hollywood and that

other members of . the Northwest
ICCASP had Communist leanings.

Roosevelt, in a letter lo Pepper, de-

nied that he made, such statements
to Mrs. Costigan, and sent along a

notarized statement to that effect,

signed by two witnesses to his talk

with Mrs. Costigan.

The protest alleges that the sta-

tion and its attorney refused to cen-

sor repetitions of Mrs. Costigan's

talk; refused equal time to ICCASP
to refute her "objectionable" state-

ments, and that after selling the

committee two five-minute periods,

at political rates, for refutation, de-

leted words which the committee
says Were necessary to make the ref-

|
ution effective. This action, says

the committee, was contrary to rules

that opposing sides in political cam-
paigns should be allotted equal time.

Costigan, a radio commentator,
was defeated in the July 9 primary
by the Democratic incumbent, De
Lacy. The campaign was marked by
much name calling, with both Demo-
cratic and Republican .candidates

aiming their campaigns at defeating

De Lacy.

Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Boettiger

backed, Costigan; James Roosevelt
backed De Lacy; and the third

Democratic candidate, Joe Roberts,

was okayed by Clare Boothe Iruce.

Thackrey S.F., LA. Air

Outlets Move Together
Hollywood, July 16.

Dorothy Thackrey has tied her
KYA, San Francisco, and KLAC,
here, into a joint operation. Con-
solidation was disclosed when agen-
cies and advertisers were offered

a five % discount with the pur-
chase of time on both stations. Talk
of networking is pooh-poohed for

immediate present, however, it is

I known that such plans linger in the
minds of the management.

Twain have for some time been
working toward coordination under
the able aegis of Don Fedderson,
g.m. and v-p- of Thackrey's Coast

radio and video interests.

Nets Eye
Continued from page 32

ber companies will announce a na-

tional plan for recapping, with

standard rates, inasmuch as it's de-

veloped there are huge profits in the

sale of recap rubber.

Floral outfits— trade associations

and retailers alike—are also hop-

ping on the bandwagon. They never

went for radio much before either.

And neither cid restaurants, which
are urging housewives to forget

food shortages and eat out Indie

flve-and-dime . variety stores are

other big contenders for local lime,

in opposition to Woolworth's, Kres-

ge's, et al. «

There's another trade activity in

rural towns that's not so apparent

in large cities, consisting in gigantic

yards where used machinery, 'appli-

ances, autos, etc., are bought and

sold. They advertise that they'll

pay high prices for used stuff

brought in to them—"plus a pair

of nylons, ladies!" These outfits are

springing up mostly because of the

lusty demand for machinery by"

farmers. Auto wreckers are doing

okay, too, with new parts for cars

difficult to secure—as is the case

with refrigerator repair concerns,

with few new refrigerators avail-

able.

One of the biggest avenues of rev-

enue—and getting bigger— is the

local theatre, which is spending

more on radio than ever before.

They run into newsprint shortages,

too; but the fact that Hollywood is

turning out bigger and better "radio

trailers" — meaning transcriptions

using such top talent as Bing Cros-

by, the Marx Brothers, Danny Kaye,

etc.—to plug their pix, has secured

for them listeners to these enter-

taining disks who would probably

boycott them if they ever quit using

them. The platters, of course, are

obtainable from exchanges, along

with films, posters, etc.

With all that, the question being

asked now is what's going to happen

to the auto dealer in East Cupcake,

Ohio, who's telling. his local station

operator that he's not interested

now, but "figures to come back on

in the fall, sometime after Labor

Day maybe," Maybe.

*

have PAID to
see the original

WIS NATIONAL

BARN DANCE!
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Transcription Reviews

"TREASUBY SALUTE"
With Robert Waldrop, narrator;

Mark Warnow and orch; Ben
Grauer, Milton Cross, announcers

Director: Ruth Glrard
Producer: Brent O. Glints

Music: Mark Warnow
.

Writer: Robert Waldrop
15 Mins.
870 stations

U. S. Treasury's new transcription

scries. inauRuialcd two weeks ago,

is admirably pitched to the new
ueacctime theme—the need to pro-

mote a quiet confidence in the

American future, and its precepts of

Kood living, careful saving, etc. Sub-
titled "The American Notebook," se-

ries is a sentimental, appealing set

o' Americana stories. Told in a com-
bination of narration, dramatized
bits and music, stories run gamut

' from homey talcs of a farm boyhood
io individualized yarns built around
the growth of U. S. industries and
institutions. Variety is large,

sketches dealing with industry, mu-
sic. SDorts, etc. Many deal with epi-

sodes from the boyhood of Callror-
nian Robert WaldroD. who is author
and narrator on the series, with
their homey sentiment frankly
aimed at the average American au-
dience.

Series should do the trick of •sat-

isfying listeners and get them to buy
bonds because of the friendly nature-
of the programs. Waldrop's style
helps, in a . sympathetic, easy mode
of delivery that only occasionally is

a little too sugary and sermonizing.
His clear, simple, distinct speech
fits in well, rating him a double bow
for his writing-narrating double
stint. Better known as commentator,
Waldrop is bowing (effectively) as
scriptor here.
Early platters in the series Include

such reDresentatiye samples af "Mr.

Whistlcbritches." story of the adven-
tures and mishaps of a farm boy;
"From Timbcrline to Skyline," be-
ginnings of the lumboc industry and
how it spread across the country;
"Any Mail Today," a salute to the
RFD carriers, seen through the eyes
of a little kid sitting oh a fence with
his grandad awaiting a. letter, and
"Look Away. Look Away," story of
Dan Emmctt and the writing of
"Dixie," and significance of the song
to America.
Music background and interplay,

composed and conducted by Mark
Warnow, is particularly noteworthy.
Series has an opening-closing theme,
too, that is quite catchy. Production,
the dovetailing of narration, music
and dramatic bits: sound effects, etc.

show the skilled hand, for which pro-
ducer Brent O. Gunts rates credit.

Series, offered- twice a week, will
run .on indefinitely, to aid sale of E
bonds. It's now carried by 870 sta-
tions (11 in N. Y.), with stations au-
thorized to sponsor the 15-minute
series locally if they wish. About
50% do. Show used a 15-piece or-
chestra, occasional guest stars and
radio toppers, and costs $l,800-$2.000
per show for talent, distribution,
etc. Bron.

Addison Pcllcticr is new to radio
but her performance on platter

heard was smooth and confident.

Her- well-modulated voice • and
chummy personal delivery add
much to the 15-minulc show.

Program design colls for Miss
Pcllctier to relate, in the form of a
letter to the listeners, her experi-

ences of many years of prewar
travel and to reveal intimate details

in 'the lives of people she has met
around the world.

Opening show featured a story of

the dowager Empress of Japan and
how she befriended the wife of an
American diplomat in Japan who in

turn was a friend of Miss Pelletier.

Eugenia Price's script built the
story up in a dramatic fashion and
clever organ commentary by Adele
Scott -• throughout Miss Pelletier's

reading 'of her letter helped keep
the show out of the also-ran class.

Show is looking for a sponsor so
no commercials were heard but sell-

ing time was left open with Miss
Pelletier pausing, without a break
in the continuity of the script, to
"advise" the audience to listen to

some "good advice." Foos.

************************

rounding

the halfway

mark Our stations tell us hap-

pily of the plus signs

in their ledgers as they

round the halfway mark
this year. Put Weed and

Company's staff of seven'

teen men to Work and
watch the plus signs

multiply.

"YIDDISH SWING"
With Jan Bart, Barry Sisters, Sam
Medoff and Yiddish Swlngette
orch, Lewis Charles, emcee

Writers: Herbert Rlklcs and Joe
Gabbe

Producer: Herman Younglleb
Director: Paul Berkowltz
15 Mins.
12 Stations
B. MANISCHEWITZ CO.

(A. B. Landau)
Swingy versions of Yiddish folk

songs, as vocaled by the Barry Sis-
ters and Jan Bart, with Sam Medoff 's

Swingtette givint even the gayest of
the tunes' that mournful, Slavic
background necessary for any pre-
sentation of the race's Eastern Euro-
pean music, is tailored strictly to sell
Manischewitz Matzoths. Even so,
the layouts have a light-hearted air
and are very danceable, just as is one
such that once topped the Hit Pa-
rade: i. e., "Bei Mir Bist Du Schon''

It's 90% English, too—surprising,
in view of the title. All of the songs
are done in both languages, but the
text is all English. "Hullie Coptzen

'

and "Reb Dovidl," for instance, are
translated into "Merry Beggar" and
"Little David" by emcee Lewis
Charles prior to renditions by the
girl duo and the orch, and only a
small part of the lyrics is Yiddish.
Quarter-hour items are set for two

local plugs for merchants selling
Manischewitz products, and are cur
rently on the air in N. Y., Chicago,
Philly, Boston, Baltimore, Detroit,
Milwaukee, Frisco, L. A., Washing
ton, Pittsburgh and Denver.
Format is the same throughout. On

show heard, Barry Sisters led off
with "Merry Beggar," Jan Bart
showcased his sweet tenor tellingly
in "Dreaming Shepherd Boy," orch
ripped into thumping version of
"Blue. Plate Special on 14th Street"
and "Reb Dovidlj" and vocalizers and
orch wound up with a jazzy "Vo-
lekhl." Bart and the Barrys vocal
ize well together and on their own.
Makers of other kosher products

—

such as meats, gelatine, wine, soap
and cleanser, etc.—could latch onto
such a routine without the slightest
feeling of pain, it would seem.

Mike.
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tFollow-up Comment;

Mrs. Offden Held, near the con-
clusion of a leisurely but illuminat-
ing interview with Martha Deane
over WOR last week (11) on the
Herald Tribune executive's recent
trip to England, France and Ger-
many, put in a strong ad lib plug
for advertising as a medium for
education and as the sine qua non
for a "free press." She was joined
by Miss Deane, who said she grew
tired of hearing people criticize' ra-
dio commercials, unaware that, "it
is the only way to have a free ra-
dio .'.

. . otherwise there would have
to be government-subsidized radio."
Miss lieane added, "We have heard
radio-subsidized-programs all. over
the world," and they were not too
good.

Radio Reviews
Continued from pace 26

Fletcher Markle, out of Toronto
by CBC, ran the CBS "Workshop"
course last Sunday (14) (his second
this season), having been brought
down to New York to write, produce
and direct a half-hour of his own.
What resulted was something more
than a mild gesture in the direction
of politeness to a Canadian ally.
Markle showed himself a true
craftsman in all three phases of his
triple-play tajent chore.

The Canadian put on three short
plays, all of ther.i tied neatly into
one package entitled "Three's Com-
pany." One theme—broken mar-
riage—ran through the three pieces.
The manner in which each segued
neatly into the other, carrying the
main idea along, was in itself a
tribute to Markle's writing skill.
Add true casting, and direction
which was as well-paced, thorough-
ly integrated and sure as anything
aired over the net's "Workshop,"
and you have the sum-total of high
craftsmanship all around. True there
was no deeD message in what Mar-
kle had to say—but the way he ex-
ecuted his assignment made the half-
hour top radio.

ADDISON PELLETIER
Producer-Director-Writer: Eugenia
Price

Muslo: Adele Scott, organ
15 Mins.

(MCA)
This package, a cross between a

soap opera and a news commentary
should appeal to the daytime house-
jylf^ajjdjenM^c^McljjtMsjie^ged.

SURE THING!
We can deliver

Radio's Fatted

"GOSPEL SINGER"

EDWARD MacHUGH
For Live Show

Or

Transcribed
420 15-Minute Programs

Available

A ItEADY-MADE LOYAL AUDIENCE
AWAITS NATIONAL, REGIONAL

OR LOCAL ,SPONSORS
Write or Wire for AvaUablllitet

WICKERSHAM 2-3338-9

B'way to Get Bard
S^s Continued from page 1

other attractions fof next season.

One is the Paris Light Opera Co.

in a repertory of operettas, featur-

ing Offenbach. Hurok also signed a

young Spanish dancer, Maricmma,
and tf young French pianist, Raoul
Trouard.

In addition, Hurok started plans
for an international dance festival at
N. Y.'s Metropolitan Opera House
next spring, to which 10 foreign
groims have, been invited. The Dan-
ish govt. has. accepted for the Stock-
holm Royal Ballet, and Boris Koch-
no's Champs Elysees Ballet Co.
plans to come. The Sadler's Wells
troupe may represent England.
Hurok hopes a Czech and a Polish
troupe also will come. The festival,
he says, will not only include for-
eign ballet troupes, but' several of
the name U. S. groups as well.

Hughes
s Continued from page 1

producer's ' complete recovery from
his plane crash injuries.

acted 6s interviewer, and tactfully

dropped a quest ion here and there

which brought out the salient facts

about each. The program is con-

structively working to make a bet-

ter state, and improved living and
educational advantages for its citi-

zens. Each speaker gave a number
of pertinent facts anent his subject,

which would lead listeners to be-
lieve that their slate has many
things of which to be proud, and
that it's backward reputation is

rapidly becoming a thing of the past.

Final . five-minutes was capably
filled by Jim Walton, staff an-
nouncer, who as the "Industrial Re-
porter" detailed info about new
industries which are coming into the
/State, and various items which
would indicate that economically,
industrially and in the agricultural
field, good times are ahead.
Stanza indicates a serious attempt

on the part of WHAS to lend its

powerful voice to improvement of
the state economically, and at the
same time to deliver its message
frankly, factually, and without any
propagandizing or glossing over of

tHe less praiseworthy facts which
are as well known to citizens living
in Kentucky.
' Show is straight discussion with
no musical bridges or attempt at
stereotyped production. Hold.

"SO RADIO'S HERE TO STAY?"
With, Bernard Braden, Barbara

Kelly, Tommy Tweed, Don Har-
ron, Hedley Ralnnie, Samuel
Hersenhoren's Orch and Dorothy
Deane, vocalist'

Writer: Hugh Kemp
Producer: Jack Rae
30 Mins.; Frl., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
CJBC-CBC, Toronto
CBC has gotten away from pro-

saic summer fare and has hit the
jackpot, in this instance, with a situ-
ation-comedy idea that is successful
on novelty, wrapped up in solid pro-
duction values, and proof again that
imaginative scripting is the answer
to perpetual complaints of program
similarity.
The new CBC show, sprightly and

expertly tailored, takes the listener
back-stage for eavesdropping on the
breezy but often hearthbreaking con-
ferences in which idea men attempt
to sell their brain-kids to obtuse ra-
dio producers, the logrolling and
jealousies of casting, the behind-
the-scenes intrigue creating bottle-
necks, the excitement of this busi-
ness called radio.

It's written for full comedy values
but ever shrewdly is the undercur-
rent of the big stick, fear, frustrated
hopes and disappointment. It's this
warmth and understanding in the
scripting that should hold adult ap-
peal for listeners who are being
given an unusual picture of what
goes into radio program production
weeks before the half-hour stanza
hits the airwaves.

Series will deal with the vicissi-
tudes of mythical CHLK. the con-
flict between the station owner and
sponsors, the complaints of irate
listeners. Bernard Braden is starred
and there is no fault in the rest of
the casting. Outstanding in the tee-
off is his excellent reading, with
Barbara Kelly, of the quarrel scene
between* Richard and Anne in
Shakespeare's "Richard III," this in-
cidentally getting the nix from the
producer who wants something
lighter, on. the claim that "Shakes-
peare has been done before" and
lightly brushes off the recent suc-
cesses of Olivier and Maurice Evans.
It is such decisions as these which
make Hugh Kemp's scripting par-
ticularly biting in the asides.

McStay.

"RESEARCH FOR BETTER LIV-
ING" P

With Bruce Davis, Fran Maloy, Glen
Elroy, Jim Lanti, Harry Grove,
Jimmy Bunn

Producer-director: Ken Heady'
IS Mins., Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
KCMO, Kansas City
Purpose of this new public service

stanza on KCMO. Kansas City's ABC
flagship, is to show, what's being
done for industry and agriculture in
the midwest. Presented In coopera-
tion with Midwest Research Insti-
tute, a nonprofit KC organization
that's staffed by scientists engaged in
doing research work on a number of
products, it's built bv a remark once
made by Louis Pasteur—"Science

and peace will triumph over ignor-
ance and war"—and it pitches that
message in an illuminating and al-
ways engaging fashion.
Show heard might well serve as a

model on how to take an apparently
dry-as-dust subject and whip it into
shape for popular consumption. It
concerned a weed that grows mostly
in China and India known as "China
grass," or "ramie," and showed how,
through "the continuous, unending
auest by the men of science for bet- -

ter ways of helping industry and
agriculture," our lives are enriched.
Popularization of scientific subjects
have been good copy, of course
much further back than even Sin-
clair Lewis' "Arrowsmith," and the
MRI researchers and writer Sid
Tremble have apparently absorbed a
lot of the tricks.

Thesping was excellent, especially
in the case of Fran Maloy. Direction
was right on the beam, and Tremble's
script sparkled, being devoid of
cliches and never averse to comedy
touches, despite the serious theme—
as in the case of the bridegroom's
crack to the effect that there'd better
not be any cravy spots on that shirt.
Musical bridges, supplied via plat-
ters, were tailormade to the mood.

Mifce.

KPO Newsies Hiked
Hollywood, July 1G.

News room personnel at KPO.
San Francisco, has received a wage
increase" from $205 to $30Q monthly.
Agreement to hike their pay was
concluded by Sid Strotz, western di-

vision v-p of NBC, and reps of
the Radio Writers Guild. Though
the existing contract had to go until

August, 1947, NBC agreed to nego-
tiate the wage increase. The in-
crease is retroactive to July 1.

97% HAVE
RADIOS
«./. of fo»Hl*

Ho"? radio*—"/ *•

Study.

"IT'S POSSIBLE" ...
. . . Looks like the now cars

must bo rollin' off the as-

sembly lines. I passed a
used ear lot yesterday and
the owner and his accom-
plice was changin* the sign

from "USED CARS" to

"JUNK YARD."

"PHILIP MORRIS FROLICS"
NBC, B p.m., Tuesday

Dir.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY

VIVV
get Casliman

iiiHollywood

Hughes Improved

Hollywood, July 10.

Howard Hughes condition is re-

ported improved by his physicians.

Although he reportedly/ will be given

blood, transfusion early today (16).

Bulletin at Good Samaritan hospital

stated that Hughes "had improved
in the last 12. hours and has taken his

first solid food in 72 hours.

PROGRAMMING
PROBLEM Small budget . : . big ideas

WHAT:
to:
DO !

An NBC Cuslom-Built recorded prearam it the

answer to,thi» one. Produced like a network show—

priced to fit your budget-NBC-Recorded pro-

duction! are built to your specifications. Distributed

to as many or as few stations as you desire for

broadcast when local time can be cleared.

If yaur programming problem resembles this . . • «••

Hie nearest office af the NBC Radio-Recording Division.

NBC RADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
Radio Crfy, New York • Chicago • Wathlngfon • ffellyweod • SanFrancbco

- •
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PROMOTERS HITHIGH BAND PRICES
Music Publishers Unworried By

Longest Sales Slump in Years
Despite a sales slump in sheet--

music that as yet shows no sign of

easing off after approximately four

months, publishers of popular music

arc not too worried about the imme-

diate future. Current slump is the

longest the music industry has en-

countered in years, a'nd it has cut

deeply into income without, how-

ever, having much effect on methods

of operation.

So far, few firms have activated •

retrenching plan; those employees

who have been cut adrift in recent

weeks are mostly those who would

have been let go anyhow as others

returned from service. It's pointed

out that almost all of the 200-odd

executives and contact men who
were in uniform have returned and

been absorbed without appreciably

increasing the unemployment prob-

lem.

Publishers feel that the dropoff in

business, which now runs between

SO and 40% generally, and higher

in individual cases, will ease as soon

as the readjustment period, with its

strikes, materials shortages, etc, is

passed. While the above problems

seriously affect the economy of the

entire country, the area in which

they occur most, the midwest, is the

best market for sheet music sales.

One of the arguments used by ma-
jor publishers to prove that the

market is still there serves, they

feel, to highlight two Important

facts concerning current conditions.

These publishers stress the approxi-

mately 850,000:copy sale of Leeds

Husk's ' "Gypsy," which was
launched at abou. the same time the

sales graph ' began to dip sharply.

This sales figure is as good as any
pre-slump mark. The circumstance
also serves to prove to certain pub-
lishers that the songs following
"Gypsy" on the sheet are not too

strong, that if they were there

might not have been as sharp a
dump.

Stricter Observance Of

Disk Release Dates As

Curt to Jumnkig Gun
Due to the eagerness with which

major and minor recording com-
panies alike look for an opportunity
to beat each other to the market
with disked versions of probable hit

tunes, especially those stemming
from film scores, there is a growing
practice among major music pub-
lishers currently to place written re-
lease dates on records. This idea
has been steadily growing the past
six months or so since several bit-

ter scraps were caused by record
companies jumping the gun on com-
petitors.

Insofar as the music companies are
concerned, their interest in placing
definite release dates on recorded
tunes lies not only in a desire to

avoid being placed in the middle
with rival companies !eft at the post

.

by a too-early release of a disk, but
also to protect their interests. It has
often happened that a too-early re-
lease of a disk has rendered a tune
from a Aim useless for- exploitation
purposes due to the fact that it had
hit the market long before the re-
lease of the picture and by the time
of the latter already was a dead
issue with the public. Thi6 occurred
in the case of "Atcheson. Topeka and
Santa Fe" last year, which Capitol
Put on the market long before any
other company, raising a loud
squawk from rivals to Feist. Latter
company could do nothing, since
Johnny Mercer's record caught on
instantly, except to push the tune
for all it was worth. By the time
the "Harvey Girls" (M-G), from
which it'stemmed, was sent into film
houses, the song was a has-been.

If "Atcheson" had been held until
the film -was released, it's held, it

Probably would have done a lot more
to help the film. For this reason
virtually all publishers are now plac-
ing written release dates on licenses
issued for the recordingV certain
Junes, and the practice will probably
become permanent.

Lang Joins Bornstein
Charles Lang, for years associated

with various music publishing com-
panies in New York, joins Saul
Bernstein's Bourne, ABC and Bogat
combine next Monday (22) in a
business capacity. He will handle
synchronization, recordings, writer
contracts and foreign matters. He
will devote little time to

. contact
work.
Lang more or less replaces Fred

Raphael, who severed connections
with" Bornstein several weeks back
and returned to the Coast. - Lang
was last with Harry James' Music
Makers company, recently taken
over by Morris Music.

Martin, Schwartz

Sever Music Pub

Is Amicably»:i 1

1

Hollywood, -July 16.

Orch leader Freddy Martin and
Artie Schwartz, who have been as-'

sociated in operation of .the Martin
and Maestro Music companies since

firms' inception, last week agreed to

split. Pair assert parting is amicable
and that it has been discussed for

months.
.

First rift occurred late last winter
when Martin received offer for the
Arms, but Schwartz argued sale

would leave him out in the cold,

since Martin is actual owner of

firms and Schwartz in on a strictly

profit-sharing arrangement. When
batoneer offerid properties to

Schwartz, latter said price was too

steep.

Probably Schwartz, who actively

has topped operations, will not exit

for at least three months. On his

own he controls the sheet-jobbing

Pacific Music Sales, and in partner-

ship with ex-batoneer Harry Owens
he operates: Royal Music Co., which
specializes in publishing Hawaiian
ditties. Schwartz will continue with

these enterprises and also is known
to be on prowl to purchase a pub
with an ASCAP catalog. Martin also

will continue with, firms after

Schwartz departs, with no intima-

tion to date as to whom he will get

to fill open spot.

AGITATE FOB

CUT GUARANTEES
Nothing has stirred the band busi-

ness in years as the poor results
achieved by Harry James' orchestra

since starting its current one-nighter

and location tour in the east almost

three weeks ago. Reports on the

public reaction to the "no. 1 band"

seem to have finally blown the lid

off a situation that has been simmer-
ing for some time. As a result, it's

likely that prices asked by top
bands will rapidly drop to "more
reasonable" levels.

Since the first inkling of reports
on James business began circulating
among one-night prompters, the
various band agencies and some per-
sona) managers have received nu-
merous communiques from promot-
ers indicating growing apathy
toward continuing to pay prices
which force them to post abnor-
mally high admission rates. Many
agency men, managers and even
some bandleaders are agreed that the
upheaval created by the James
brodies figured to come along sooner
or later, and that It's probably best
for the band business that it ar-

rived now.

How promoters feel is exemplified
by. the action taken last week by
J. B. Solenberger, who played James
on the latter's first date in the east

June 27, at his Hershey Park, Her-
6hey, Pa. Solenberger refused to

sign a contract for a one-nighter by
Sammy Kaye's orchestra ' until the

(Continued on page 54)

Southern, RCA Sued

By Redman, Charges

Violation.of Contracts

Don Redman, songwriter, has en-

tered suit against Southern Music

and RCA-Victor to have them res

cind publishing and recording con

tracts made in 1926 and involving

six tunes. Pre-trial examination is

scheduled for July 21.

According to the complaint, filed

in New York Supreme Court, the

1929 contracts were made with Vic-

tor, which assigned all rights to.

Southern in 1931. Redman further

alleges that his agreement with Vic-

tor called for him to receive 25% on

all mechanical royalties and 2c on

air sheet music sold, with the subse-

quent assignment to Southern sub-

ject to the original, terms.

Claimed that the contract obliged

the defendants to "render produc-

tive" the songs concerned, and that

despite the fact that more than 15

years have elapsed, neither South-

ern nor Victor published the tunes

in orchestrations or sheet music,

thereby violating the contract.

In seeking to rescind the con-

tracts, Redman wants the tunes re-

assigned to him in addition to all

royalties and monies on recordings.

Music involved is "Miss Hannah,"

"Plain Dirt," and "Talk to Me," com-

posed by him alone; and "I'd Love

It," with William Hudson; "Cotton

Pickers' Scat," with William McKiii-

ncy. and "Peggy," with Dave Wil-

1 bourne.

Many Indie Disk Companies Start

To Skid With Day of Reckoning'

Y«a f Verily
Jack Kapp's butler is quite a

Wall Street student, and among
the reasons why the Kepp
menage in New York' runs
smoothly is that the Decca prez
subscribes to two Wall Street
Journals, in order not to inter-
rupt his butler's skull practice
with the financial statistics.

When Kapp was consulted about
Decca stock, the butler wanted
to know if he should wait until

the market reacts 10 points.

"If the market reacts 10 points,

at least so far as Decca stock is

concerned," Kapp told him,
"you'll have to ask your next
employer which investments he
favors."

Mclntyre, Cosmo

May Renew Deal
Hal Mclntyre and Cosmopolitan

Records, who broke up a recording
affiliation a few weeks back, may
be reconciled. Mclntyre and Harry
Banks, head of Cosmo, have been
huddling the past week or more
over a new deal, and it's possible a

new contract with the band may be
closed before the week is out It's

said the new agreement surpasses

the terms of the old one, which
Mclntyre voluntarily cancelled.

Mclntyre walked out of Cosmo
when the company originally failed

to live up to terms of a deal which
called for a guarantee of $52,000

yearly, payable $1,000 weekly. "In-
volved also in the leader's attitude

was his refusal to eliminate a clause

in the old contract dropping Cosmo's
hold on his band in the event Herb
Hendler, head of Cosmo artists and
repertoire, left the company.

Mclntyre was eventually fully

paid the arrears coin over which
he quit Cosmo.

a

'SEEMED TO BE' WRITERS

SIGNED TO COSMO DEAL
Benny, Benjamin and George

Weiss, writers of the recent hit,

"Oh What It: Seemed To Be," have
been signed by Cosmo Records to

work as a vocal-pianist team, ac-

companied by a small instrumental

group. They'll do their first four

sides this week for Cosmo, among
them an arrangement of their own
new tune, "Rumors Are Flying,"

being published by Oxford Music.

Latter is a new Santly-Joy subsidi-

ary "see separate story). They were

signed by Cosmo on the strength

of an audition performance of

•"Rumors"' done for Herb Hendler.

Cosmo artists and rep chief.

Perhaps one of the outstanding

examples of a songwriter becoming

|an entertainer, and sticking at it,

lis Billy Williams, vocalist with
! Sammy Kaye's orchestra. Williams

! joined kaye's band several years

back solely to sing a tune he had

written. Kaye liked it, and since it

j
was not performed to the latter'.s

liking by anyone else in his band
;il the time, lie hired Williams to

icvoid it with him. Williams has

J been with him since.

Witmark Charges

Infringement In

'Atlanta Suit
"Atlanta, Ga", M. Wifmark &

Sons charges in a New York federal

court suit filed last week (12), is an

infringement of its copyrighted

tune, "Under a Strawberry Moon."

Defendant is Stevens Music, pub-

lisher of "Atlanta."

According to the complaint, Wit-

mark charges that "Atlanta," ex-
ploited by Stevens as an original
tune, composed by Sunny Skylar
and Artie Shaftel In 1945, was
copied from "Moon," and. that
"Moon" forms the central theme of

the chorus of "Atlanta."
Witmarks charges that although

Stevens was notified in April, 1946,

of its claims of infringement, Stev-
ens continued to publish "Atlanta."

Witmark asserts that "Moon" was
composed by Al Lewis and Mabel
Wayne prior to August, 1942, and
that on or- about December, 1945,

Stevens published "Atlanta."

Witmark seeks to enjoin Stevens
from publishing "Atlanta" and an
accounting.

Court Roles for N.Y.

Palladium in Nixing

Coast Dancery's Inj.

The name band on tap, rather
than the name of the ballroom,

is the principal item attracting pat-

ronage in danceries, the N. Y. su-

preme court stated last week in

denying an injunction to operators

of the Palladium, Hollywood, in

which they sought to restrain the

Broadway terpery from using- that

tag.

justice Benvenga m. his decision

stated: "In the case of a theatre,

patrons are principally attracted by
the entertainment offered. So, in

the case of a ballroom, its patrons
may, as in the case of the Palladium
in Hollywood, be attracted by a

name band or topflight orchestra,

but hardly by the mere name of a

ballroom or dancehall."

Court also stated that the name, i

Palladium, was not the particular

property of lhe Hollywood spot.

For the first time since they

sprang up during and because of the

war, many of the independent re-

cording companies are
:

reported in

trouble. Several of the list, those

deemed to be just beneath the sec-

ondary group of firms, are said to be

up for sale.

There are several circumstances

contributing to ;
the condition in

which the indies find themselves,

some of which have long been point-

ed out by major company executives

as the causes which would eventu-

ally lead to the elimination of a

good . many of the 200-odd indie

labels. Firstly, recording sales have

slumped. While the percentage is

not too great among major compa-

nies, the new apathy of the public

toward buying records is one that

must hurt indies. During the past

few months, it has been noticed that,

record-buyers are no longer pur-

chasing just "anything" put on the

market. They are being choosey . as
to talent and tunes. This seriously

affects the independent, who cannot
compete with. major company talent

.
Secondly, operating costs have in-

creased. Shellac has just about
doubled per pound in cost, current-
ly nosing up to around 80c. Again,
the hut figures to be increased later

this fall when James C. Petrillo, prez
of the American Federation - of Mu-
sicians, sits down with all disk
manufacturers with a determined
eye toward boosting scales.

Another item affecting small dlsk-
eries is the failure of radio-receiver
manufacturers to put new combina-
tion machines on the market due to

OPA ceilings on prices of component
parts, such as tubes, etc. Had the
manufacturers been able to flood re-,

tail stores with new turntable-
equipped sets, the indies probably
would be today in a fairly secure
position since a new boom in sales

might possibly have resulted.

Another factor is the retail prices

asked by some of the indie labels.

Some are still rated at $1 a copy,
although most that were at that
level have dropped. Others still ask
75c per. Since the majority of the
majors, with the possible exception
of Decca, which sells a substantial

portion of its output at 75c, the
majors (RCA-Victor, Columbia, Cap-
itol) dispose of the best artists at

50c a disk.

Because of the above conditions a
good many retail stores in the east
and midwest, which formerly carri-

ed a fair number of the indie com-
pany product, are eliminating the
latter and stringing along with only
the major labels and the "secondary"
outfits such as Cosmo, Majestic, etc.

Lilyann Carol Warned

To Forego Use of Prima

Name for Ad Purposes
Vocalist Lilyann Carol, who re-

cently left Louis Prima's orchestra

! to go out on her own as a single,

j

has been warned by attorneys for

I

Music Corp. of America that under

j
no circumstances can she use Prima's
name, or her former connection
with the band, in publicity, adver-

i iu^ ^ ui i t iiv viivii(i
Using or billing. This was done on

dting'the PalladlunTl^iton^nusTc- !
Proa's orders.

hall, which has been in existence

many years.

Court, however, conceded that the

operators of the Broadway dancery
knew of the tag on the Coast spot,

and the Hollywood operators may
have contemplated opening a Broad-
way branch with that name. But
Justice Benvenga pointed out that

the Southern California Enterprises,

Inc., Hollywood Palladium operators,

look no steps to protect its name
in the Gotham area by registering

the label. Judge said that he found
no evidence of competition, con-

fusion and deception' in duplication

of names.

Miss Carol is currently at the
Bradford Roof, Boston, where her
billing had read: "Formerly fea-

tured with Louis Prima's Orchestra.''

Singer is committed to dutes at the
Hippodrome theatre/Baltimore, Aug.
1, for two weeks; RKO theatre, Bos-
ton, Aug. 15; Steel Pier, Atlantic
City, Aug. 25; Loew's State, N. Y.,

Sept. 8-15.

Miss Carol, a Brooklynlte, joined

Prima's orchestra a number of years
ago. She never worked with any
other band. .During the war, her
V-disked rendition of "I Walked
Alone" was a heavy favorite with
overseas GI's.
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RECOMMENDED RECORDS
(For Jocks and Jukes)

By BARRY GRAY
(WOR-Mutual's AU-Night

; M.C.)

Jan Garber (vocal by June Ar- 1 been added, and by Hallo, it's still

lluu- and The Foursome with Tommy I commercial! Monroe's disc will be

Traynor) "My Fickle Eve"—"Tl'iis Is snapped - up, (or the tempo is ex-

ai .p '/tii- l. wiii.t on.!. ;« 1 cell*"*. The Moon Maids do well,
Always" Black and White

J,

This.js
d M , , .,. V0Cill in_nnd

fiood. "Angelus will rniR no bells.

The maestro with the M:\icts tackle
a very average lyric, below avcrayc

oniy as an average music. and com predominates. This'
stocks, almost. "My Fickle Eye has

\
. . . .

.

danccability, for it does have terp
'""ie.iow.siqc.

the "new" Garber band. He's had

so many, with regular changes of

style, that this will be recognized

only as an average group playing

tempo, but that's all. The tune, com-
pletely average, will not benefit by
Garbers handling ov as vocalized by
The Foursome. Betty Hutton's y.er-

Teddy Walters (vocal with Man
nie . Klein Oich) "Adventure"—
"Which Way Did My Heart Go"
(Musicraft). "Adventure" is the

sion of this is best so far "This Is latest Nick, and Charles Kenny mil
Always" is better. It has some trace , sical adventure, written with Abner
of the old Garber "Catalina" styl*

;
Silver, and sung by Teddy Walters.

Easier beat is smoother, and fits .; It'll go well; Melodic, and easy to

Tommy Traynor's tenoring nicely

Lad strains occasionally,

overall ' good vocalizing,

mended for this side.

listen to, it's played excellently by
but it's Mannie Klein, and the Walters lad

Recom- makes a good running mate. With
]
a touch of The Voice in his work,
and perhaps a bit more bass, he'll

Danny ONell (vocal with Virg l , m.-j ,„j _ i„n n.i..
• j-. i

v i,T„ t,a„«» • be liked, and a lot! Only fault with

called "Thats My Home . This is ,,,,„_., „„,. „„,' ,.„,,„ „„.j j;..„

the best O'Ncil disc to date, and a
doesn 1 m»V «encially good disc,

great deal is owed to the showcas- i "Which Way" is at least as good,
ing musically. Actually the CBSong-

|
Pretty words, and notes to match,

maker thins out in spots, and unac- Both sides recommended. And so is

companicd by the group would lose ' Teddy Walters. The boy's, gonna be
some of .

the lush" on the wax. Rcc-
]
big.

ornmonded, and Majestic has turned
out unprecedented good cutting.

"Then It's Heaven" has lovely lyrics,

and sung softly is sold, but again
O'Ncil sings harshly on the high ones
and loses some of the disc's appeal.

In the lower register he is excellent.

Song is highly commercial'.

Helen Carroll and The Satisfiers

.(Rusk Case Orch) "Lil Abner, Don't
Marry That Girl!"—"The Boogie-
Woogie Barnyard" (Victor).. ,"Lil

Abner" was written by the creator
of that comic strip, At Capp. It

boasts good handling by Helen Car-
roll and a fine group. It still won't

Vaughn Monroe (vocal, by Betty
i
work. They 'do wonders with what

Norton and The Moon Maids) "Just ! they have, but it's not enough. Medi-
The Other Day"—"When The An- ocre in all departments. "Boogie"
gelus Is Ringing" (Victor). "Just
The Other Day" is the nationally
known commercial E. T. which ad-
vertises Gallo Wine. New lyrics have

has beat, and is fine for terp fans.

Beat is all it has. Recommended for

that. Too bad a group as accom-
plished as this must pick poor ones.

A Beautiful Hawaiian Medley

SWEET LEILANI

TO YOU SWEETHEART ALOHA

SOUTH SEA ISLAND MAGIC

'r " ."i" \

British Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending July 11. 1940)

London, July 12.

Bless You . Gay
Can'1 Begin Tell You . .Chappell

Mary Lou F. D. Sc H.

Oh. What II Seemed Sun
Money Root All Evil . .Chappell

Cruising pnwn River. Cinephonic

Rain Must Fall .... . . . . .
.Wood

Chickcry Chick ......Connelly

Land Beginning Again . .Fcldman

Horn; Sick ... .Sterling

I Dream of 'You . . .Macmelodies

Good, Good, Good . . . .Connelly

-. Klllv Kallen (vocal with Sonny
Burke' Orch) "Ju-st My Luck"—"Why
Docs II Gel So Late So Early" (Mu^
sicraft). Miss Kallen, formerly band
vocalist With Harry James, and now
on the Nash-Kclvihatbr airer from
Hollywood, has a winner with this

one. "Just My Luck" gives the femme
nn opportunity, to stylize, instead, of

singing with a band beat, and the

tunc stylizes fine. Only one small

thing wrong. Miss Kallen, used to

band dates for years, and smi'.ing

at the dancing trade, has' found a

professional smile that has managed

to. slay in the act, even though she

is now a single. It doesn't go with

torch tunes. And the drama of the

pop is lost by the happy nolo 1hiit

conies throilsh. Recommended. "Why
Does'.. -It. Get So Late" has bounce,

and on this one the smile belongs.

But it's not a top tune for Miss Kal-

len. Ballads belong' with her work,

and with them she'll be great. This

side recommended for dancers, not

for listeners.

Tex Beneke (vocal by Beneke)
'Give Me Five Minutes More"

—

'Texas Tex" (Victor). This group
figures to be the band of the year.

Rapidly picking up musical mo-
mentum since their civilian reor-

ganization, they sound better an each

successive date. "Five Minutes" has

the maestro's voice, and a lot of

tempo. The band drives, and the

danceability of this side is completely

evident. Beneke sings like a "Texas"

Mercer. And that's good! "Texas

Tex",., an instrumental, proves the

outfit's newfound clean musician-

ship. Not commercial but will be

liked by the AFM tickctholders. Or
on p.a.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
1 Ink Spots

1. Gypsy (12) (Leeds) .... ........... J Dinah Shore

2. They Say It's Wonderful (8) (Berlin) . .
j B?ii»

y
Crosby'

' ' '

'

3. I Don'I Know Enough About You (5) <C) * m^'b^
4. Doin' What Comes Natur'lly (4) (Berlin) ! ?.

inah S
^
0TC

' . | Jimmy Dorsey.

5. Prisoner of Love (15) (Mayfair) .,
\
Perry Como.

.

| Ink Spots •';..'.

G. In Love In Vain (4) (T. B. Harms). .'. .
i H^mes-Porrest .

.'

.

| Margaret Whiting

•7: All Through the Day (14) (Williamson). |

P^'-V Como. .....

I Prank Sinatra . ..

,

8. Sioux City Sue (11) (Morris)
|
^ Crosby

9. Laughing On the Outride (12) (BMI>

.

ny Pastor .

,

Dinah Shore .

.

10. One More Tomorrow (3 ) (Rem ick )....] '[j'
3" 1"'-

.

C
™iu-'

'

I Margaret Whiting.

Coming Up
Do You Love Me (BVC)....

Bumble Boogie (Martin). .

Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop (Leeds) ..,

There's No One But You (Shapiro)

Love On Greyhound Bus < Robbins). . . .

.

Cement Mixer (Mills) .... . ..........

Come Rain, Come Shine (Crawford)...

Stone Cold Dead (Miller) ... .... ..."

Mabel, Mabel (United). ............

Surrender (Sanlly-Joy >.............-...

South America Take It away (Leeds). .

.

Hayrries-Forri'st ,

Freddy. Martin . .

,

I Lionel Hampton.

.

| Benckc-Millcr

1 Mills Bros.

.

} Tommy Dorsey. ..

J
Guy Lombardo. . .

| Vaughn Monroe..

Slim Gaillard ...

1 Dinah Shore
'

\ Haymes-Forrest .

Fitzgerald-Jordan

Woody Herman .

Perry Como
Andrews Sisters.

• •
. .Dccca

Columbia

• • Victor

.... Dccca

; . .Capitol

. . .Dccca

Columbia
• ...Dccca

.... Victor.

1.. .Dccca

• .
. .Dccca

• .Capitol

•-.Victor:'

Columbia

•
. . -Dccca

•• -Cosmo

.Columbia

Columbia
• .Capitol

. . . - Dccca

• . .
. Victor

;i

. ... .Decca
. .. .Victor

.... Decca
.Victor

. . . .Decca
. . . .Victor

. . . .Cadet

.Columbia
... .Dccca

.... Dccca

.Columbia

V. . .Viclor

. .. .Decca

Gayety Inn, L.A., Gets

AFM OK After Blacklist
.Los Angeles, July 10.

Gayety Inn, blael;-and-tannery,
has been removed, from blacklist of
Negri) Musicians' Local 767 following,
payment of $396 in back salaries
owed Bill Rowland's five-piece orch.
Crew was ordered out of spot two

weeks ago, following complaint of
Rowland that spot wouldn't pay off.

Gayety went musiclcss until money
forth .enmc. Rowland now is back.

S-J Sets Up New Pub

Subsid, Oxford Music
Santly-Joy has set up a new

subsidiary company called Oxford
Music, which will be put into opera-
tion, immediately alongside the other
companies under S-J ownership.
Initial tunc by Oxford will be one by
George Weiss and Benny Benjamin,

titled "Rumors Are Flying."
They're the writers of "Oh What

It Seemed to Be."

Cavallaro May Work
2 N. Y. Hotel Rooms

Carmen Cavallaro, who finished a

run at the Hotel Astor Roof, N. Y.,

Saturday (13), may have two major
hotels as New York bases of opera-

tions—one in the summer, the other

in the winter. Maestro has been

signed for the Biltmore, N. Y., open-

ing Feb. 7, for his second straight

winter run at that spot.

Cavallaro's plans for next sum-
mer, however, are a bit complicated

in that both the' Astor and Biltmore

want him for a summer period. If

he can straighten the latter conflict

out so that he plays the Astor Roof,

which operates only in the summer,
during the latter period, and work
the Biltmore in the winter, he'd

have something unusual.

WHAT GOES?
So we publish "LAZY LULLABY" by LARRY "Navajo
Trail" MARKES mid JUSTIN "Lonely Serenade"
STONE, so JO STAFFORD introduces it, JERRY WALD,
CONNIE HAINES, MAXINE SULLIVAN, "TRUMMY"
YOUNG and THE HOLIDAYS, among others, ask to
record ii. So WARD DONOVAN and the DANNY
O'NElL show feature it. So orders start pouring in and
they tell us we have a real "sleeper." Does that mean
you have to bother us for copies of "LAZY LULLABY"
too?

WHAT GOES?
KANES MUSIC PUBLISHERS
1619 Broadway, Ntw York 19, N. Y.

'THAT LITTLE DREAM GOT NOWHERE'
By Johnny Burko and Jimmy Van Houson from
fht Paramount Picture, "Cross My Htart."

RECORDED IY

BING CROSBY. : ..Dacca
TOMMY DORSEY Victor
DINAH SHORE. Columbia
TONY PASTOR Cosmo
PHIL BRITO Musicraft
RAY McKINLEY Majestic
MARIE GREEN. . Signature
JEAN McKEON . ..... Black and Whitt

'STRANGE LOVE'
By Edward Heyman and Miklos Roisa from the Hal Wallis production,

"The Strange Love of Martha Ivors," a Paramount Picture.
RECORDED IV

ELLIOTT LAWRENCE . . . .Columbia
RANDY BROOKS ... Decca
TEX BENECKE. . . .. . .Victor

(Glenn Miller's Band)
PHIL REGAN. . . .... Majestic

MARIE GREEN .... . Signature

TED MARTIN . . . . . .DeLuxe
In Preparation: 'MY O' DARLIN' MY O'LOVELY MY O'BRIEN'

By PAUL SECON and LOU SINGER

FAMOUS MUSIC CORP.

HI 9 Broadway • New York 19

rubllnhfn to r«r»roount Picture*

'TO EACH HIS OWN'
By Jay Livingston and Ray Evans, Inspired by
the Paramount Picture, "To Each His Own."

RECORDED IY
EDDY HOWARD Majestic
FREDDY MARTIN ...... Victor
MODERNAIRES ... . . Columbia

With Paula Kelly
INK SPOTS. .. ........ Decca
TONY MARTIN ...... .Mercury
DEL COURTNEY . ... . . Musicraft
TRUDY IRWIN. . Four Star Record

(Opie Cotes Orchestra)

'LOVE IS THE OARNDEST THING'
By Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen from
the Paramount Picture, "Cross My Hear 1."

RECORDED IY
TOMMY DORSEY

BETTY HUTTON
TONY PASTOR.

.Victor ^
. . .Capitol

. . . . . .Cosmo

In Preparation: AN OUTSTANDING BALLAD b •

JOHNNY MERGER and ROBERT EMMETT DOLAN

PARAMOUNT MUSIC CORP.

HI 9 Broadway • New York 19

Publisher) to r«ramonnt Picture*
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IRVING BERLIN music corp.

1650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

DAVE DREYER, GEN. PROF. M'G'R.
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NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

(Peatman System)
Fo/lou>i»w are the Most Played songs of the week, July 5-11, based

on tlie eoRvrigliied siimcy by Dr. John Peatman's Ojficc o.f Research, using

the Accurate Reporting Radio Log as basis oj iii/orinniioii in IV, Y.

Adventure , . . .Siarlisht ,

All the Time—v"No Leave. No Love" Robbins
' All Through the Day—fCenlennial Summer" Williamson

Coax Me a Little Bit. Bourne

Conic Rain Come Shine—""St. Louis Woman" .Crawford

Cvnthia's In Love ... ABC
Do You Love Me?—1"Do You Love Me?"... BVC
Doin' What Comes Natur'lly—""Annie Get Your Gun" Berlin

Don't Be a Baby, Baby . . . . ;
Triangle

Full Moon and Empty Arms Barton

Gypsy Leeds

I Don't Know Enough About You iC-P

I Don't Know Why— : "Faithful In My Fashion". .
Feist

I've Got Sun In Morning—*"Annie Cot Your Gun" Berlin

In Love In Vain— I "Centennial Summer" T. B. Harms
More Than You Know Miller

Night and Day— '"Night and Day" T. B. Harms
One More Tomorrow.. Remick

Prisoner ot Love ... Mayfair-

Shoo Fly Pic Capitol

Should I Tell You I Love You'.'—""Around the World" ....T. B. Harms

Sioux City Sue Morris

Strange Love— ; "Strange Love of Martha Ivers" Famous
Surrender Santly-Joy

They Say It's Wonderful—•"Annie Get Your Gun". Berlin

To Each His Own Paramount
Whatta Ya Gonna Do *BMI
Who Told You That Lie. . . . .JStevens

Without Yon— i Make Mine Music ..Southern

You Are Too Beautiful ,. Harms

1 Filmtisicril.
1 Legit Musical, t BMl Licensed.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

Week Ending Jun« 13)

Gypsy Leeds
What Comes Naturally. .. .Berlin

They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin"

I Don't Know Enough ,.C-P
Love in Vain Williamson
Do You Love Me BVC
All Through Day. ,. .Williamson
Prisoner of Love Mnyf?ir
Surrender '. Snnlly-Joy

Come Rain, Shine Crawford

Barnet Joins 'Dorseys'
Hollywood. July 16.

Charlie Barnet was signed over

weekend to portray himself in

Charles R. Rogers' production.
"Fabulous Dorseys", which started

work yesterday (Mon.). Makes third

batoncer set for pic, aside from
starring brothers. Others are Paul
Whiteman and Woody Herman.
Deal now pends lor Stan Kenton,

current here at Meadowbrook ball-

room, to do a shot in the film.

Top Tunes for Your Books

An All-Time Favorite

DON'T

BLAME ME
Music by . . .

JIMMY McHUCH
Published by ROBBINS

Towne Wins Verdict

Over Ray Anthony On

Talk of Town' Priority

Arguments over which band had

prior right to use a standard tune

as a broadcast theme song is a new
twist to the band business. The

new Ray Anthony orchestra, cur-

rently at the Roscland ballroom,

N. Y.. and George Towne, at Pel-

ham Heath Inn, N. Y., tangled in

such a way last week: NBC and
CBS acted as mediators. Both bands
had time on both chains, and each of

the latter ruled that Towne had
prior rights to the song. "Talk of

the Town," since he had been using
it on their facilities before Anthony.

Anthony was using the melody
and title of the tunc in this way:
"It's the Talk of the Town"—Ray An-
thony's orchestra. Towne was using
the tune in a similar way. After
the argument started, both bands
went to Santly-Joy, publisher of the
song, to get priorities straightened
out. S-J ducked the issue by tossing

I
the ball to the networks.

J. Dorsey Gives Up

Hollywood Dancery

To Brother, Others
Hollywood, July 18.

Jimmy Dorsey is no longer a

stockholder in the Casino Gardens
Ballroom, Ocean Park, near here.

J. D. gave up his interest in the spot

to brother Tommy and the other

shareholders in the venture because

he's not interested in business

angles beyond the operation of his

band. Legal details are said to be
cleared for the transfer of his in-

terest, although it is still not official.

It's emphatically denied by the

principals that J.D.'s withdrawal
from the Casino partnership results

from any differences with Tommy
Dorsey or the -other shareholders.

He is still a co-venturer with T.D.

in the Dorsey Bros. Music Co.,

operated out ot New York.
As for the conflict, reported last

week in Variety, over how the

Dorseys bands will be booked into

the Gardens ' nexl month, that re-

mains lo be settled. Here again
there is no hard feelings between
the brothers. Jimmy Dorsey simply
dislikes the ideo of doubling from
the filming of "The Fabulous Dor-
sey." which the brother are making
independently for United Artists

release.

JORDAN 'FIVE' GRANTED

COAST HIATUS FOR N.Y.

: Hollywood. July 16.

j
Louis Jordan's Tympany Five

i
(actually sixl booking into Billy

\
Berg's nitcry has been shunted back

' from original -mid-September date

j
until Jan. 9. General Artists Corp.

• had considerable difficulty getting

Berg to agree lo switch, which was
made to enable Jordan to go into

400 Club. N. Y., in September.
Aside from top coin, another 400

lure was fact the Manhattan site has
nine radio remotes weekly. For the

Berg dale. Jordan will get a fiat

$3,500 per stanza, top money ever
paid by spot to any act or band.

Johnny Mercer autographs his latest hit record of "My Sugar Is So Refined" (or the writers, Sidney
Lippman and Sylvia Dee. Scene took place at the offices of Capitol Songs, where Mercer thanked the
talented, young writers for the privilege of introducing their new hit song on records and over the air.

Thanks to the disc jockeys and juke boxes, tune has assumed hit proportions.

Bands at Hotel B.0. s
.

Covers Toini

Nat Brandwynne*. Biltmore (600; a la carte)..... 5 2,200 13475
Carmen Cavallaro .Astor (850; $l-$1.50j ,/>.. • 4 5,225 20'57'i
Guy Lombardo... Waldorf (650; $2) 0 fl,500 1500
Elliot Lawrence . .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.60) 2 1,850 4'oofl
Johnny Pineapple*Loxington (300; 75c-$1.50)

24

1,400 48475
Joe Reichman Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50) 3 2,250 l&'esn
Chuck Foster ....New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) 3 1,500 5,550

• Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show. New Yorker has ice show
Lexington, an Hawaiian floor show; Biltmore, Dunninger,

'

t 3 days.

• Chicago
Tex Beneke (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.)

Beneke and the Glenn Miller orch catching on in its second week with a
jump to 6,000.

Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 485; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Following the trend with a jump to 3,400.

Ernie Heckscher (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 min).
A good 2,700.'

Ted Straeter (Empire Room, Palmer House; 590; S3-$3.50 min.). Up again
to 5,700.

Orrln Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 850; $3-$3.50 min.). Nifly
5,900.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Hitting a sweet clip with

wartime pace of 4.000 tabs.

Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Mightiest figure ot a long time
still holds at 4,800 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Gay Clarldpe (Chez Parce; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Back to capacity 6,000

after slight drop last week.
Del Courtney (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50"Tnln.). Courtney headed for

Blackhawk record with 4,700.

Henry King (Aragoii; 90c-$1.50). Good 14,000.

Georjfe Olsen (Trianon; 90c-$1.15). Heavy rain on Chi's soulhside
Wednesday (10) held down attendance but still robust 17,000.

Buddy Shaw (Lnlin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Keen 4,300.

(Los Angeles)

.
Frankie Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 5th wk.). Still getting close

to 20.000 aclmishes.

Henry Busse (Avodon. B, Los Angeles, 3d wk.). Took hefty drive up
to 13,000 customers.
Tiny Hill (Trianon. B, South Gate, 5th wk.). Closed out with good in-

crease to 3,758 payolas.

Stan Kenton (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 1st wk.). Going full time
now and did magnificent 8,500 for initial six days.

OLMAN TO VISIT METRO

EVERY 3 M0S. FOR BIG 3
Hollywood, July 16.

Abe Oiman. Robbihs-Feist-Miller
chief, returned to his N. Y. head-
quarters Sun. (14) after one-week
visit, his first siiicc rising lo the top
of ' Metro's The Big Three. Time
with few studio execs, cupping an
here chiefly was spent huddling
ear to tunes

r
which will be tapped

into forthcoming Metro films and
casting around for more local office

space for outpost here, which is

bossed by Eddie McHarg.
Hereafter, Olman will visit Metro

lot every three months lo listen to
composers play their screen tunes
and view rushes of pix in produc-
tion so he can "get a better appre-
ciation of the songs" and decide on
their promplion upon publication.
Robbins - Feist - Miller outfits will,

attempt to bring out ditties about'
four months before films in which
they are featured are released; Ol-
man figures that interval is the time
required to start a buildup which
will bloom coincidentally with pix
reaching public. Too, in the future,
distribution of tunes from Metro
product will be equally shared
among three . films. In past Feist
got the bulk from Metro mill, and
Robbins got none, due lo enduring
feud which existed between Jack
Robbins and almost all the studio
execs right up until Robbins sold
out his holdings in combine for
$500,000 net

31 Months — Every
Wed., Fri., & Sat., at

TOTEM POLE

Alwayt Song—All Ways Popular

MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

MARY LOU

IT MUST BE TRUE
•

MY HONEY'S
LOVIN' ARMS

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway Now York If

Esquire's Ail-American Favorite

MISS BILLIE HOLIDAY
"The Sultry Side of the Seat"

Now-
Downbeat Club, New York, Indefinitely

Current DECCA Releases
#23565-What li Thit Thing Called lov.? • Don't Explain

#13391 -Lover Man • That Old Devil Called Love

#234B3-No More • You Better Go Now

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP
JOE GI.ASER. " ••(>:..

745 Fifth Ave., New York 22 PL. '.



Latest DECCA Release... "It's My Lazy Day" -"My Fickle Eye"

Currently starring... VERSAILLES, N. Y. (Thanks to Nick and Arnold)

lit. me

Evclufive Moftofenunt

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, Inc.

New York - Chicago - Beverly Hill* > London
Pr*M: SIDNIY AJCHIR
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Music Notes
Jack Williams, RCA-Vlctor ad chief, back in N. Y. after brief visit to

Coast outpost of plattery Frank Walker, chief of Metro's waxery subsid,

en route to Hollywood for huddles with studio execs. .. .Chris Courtney,

chief of William Morris' N. Y. band.-bookery, oh Coast vacashing... .Frank

Oberndorfer tabbed assistant ad manager of Musicraft Records Meade
Lux Lewis opened four-week date last night (Tues.) at Streets of Paris,

Hollywood nitery. .. .Orrin Tucker orch last week cut four new sides for

Musicraft. Teddy Wilson and Sarah Vaughn ditto for same label:. . ,Sy

Miller named production head of Souvenair Records. .. .Shelly Manne,
Stan Kenton drummer, being co-featured with tenor saxman Coleman
Hawkins on "52d St," album being readied by Victor. . . .Tex Williams, who
recently cut away from Spade Cooley's western band to form own combo
on Coast, signed to four-year disking pact by Capitol Records. ,. .Howard
Halbert, who recently formed 28-piece strings-and-rhythm orch in Holly-

wood, signed for platters by 4 Star Records .... Alfred1 Newman 'scoring

"Razor's Edge" for 20th-Fox. . . .Werner Richard Heymann scoring "Sin of

Harold Diddlebook" for Preston Sturges. ...Emil Coleman crew this week
disk four for DeLuxe Records "Down the Trail to San Antonio," orig-

inal theme of Deuce Spriggens' western band, bought by Republic Pic-

tures as title for vehicle and theme tune for forthcoming Roy Rogers pic

....Chirp Connie Haines has written her first song, in collaboration with

David Holt, "Don't Treat Me Like That." Mayfair Music will release in

autumn. .. .Lewis Music Co. has sold entire catalog to Ashley Music...
Betty Hutton last week slashed two sides for Victor,, on Coast. .. .Ivie

Anderson back on Coast and into Hollywood's Streets of Paris nitery for

a run. .. .Stan Kenton band cut four sides for. Capitol Fri. (12) ... .Polly

Ellis, oriole, pacted for platters by Wide World. .. .Bernie Wayne and Ben
Raleigh, authors of "Laughing on Outside," which has sold 700,000 copies

for BMI, have switched publishers, spotting next, "Walking With My
Shadow," with Herb Montei's Vanguard Music for fall issue. .. .Kitty

Kallen cut four sides for Musicraft Thurs.. (11), backed' by Sonny Burke
orch Mel Torme and Meltones now managed by Lou Irwin. .. .Freddie
Slack orch cutting four for Capitol Records this week.... Dai* Kapp,
Dacca veepee, on three-week visit to Coast to supe waxlngs, including ses

sions with Ink Spots, Victor Young orch and Russ Morgan combo. ...Phil

Brito cut four disks for Musicraft yesterday (Tues. . . . .Hans Salter-scoring
"The Michigan Kid" for Universal ,.. .Curt Massey sliced six sides for

Cadet Records over weekend in Hollywood. . . .Mort Glickman will score

Republic's "Rio Grande Raidecs". :'. .Grady Johnson, former Frisco news-
paperman, added to ARA publicity-promotion dept. by Bruce Altman, pop-
plattery's chief p.a.

Convention HaD, A. P.,

Drops Band Net Wires
Convention Hall, Asbury Park,

N. J., which was taken over by the

Rediker brothers local Jewelers, for

name band promotion on a full-

week scale, is removing its broad-

cast wires as of next week. Since

Inaugurating the full-week idea

with Harry James two weeks ago

and Gene Krupa last week, the spot

has not done as well as expected

under the weight of the coin the

promoters are paying top bands.

James drew $27,750 for eight days,

Gene Krupa, $8,500, while the cur

rent Vaughn Monroe is collecting

$12,500. • ,'

Hall had broadcast connections

with both Mutual and CBS.

TOP HITS Of

GREAT P0
STANDARDS TODAY

Clinton to ASCAP

After BMI Recant
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers last week
readmitted maestro Larry Clinton to

membership. He is one of the few,

perhaps the only songwriter so far

to shift back to ASCAP from
Broadcast Music, Inc.

Clinton, following the click of a
handful of his own material such
as "Dipsy Doodle," "Study In
Brown" and various adaptations of
the classics, in - 1938-30, became
angry with the slow progress of his
ASCAP rating. As a result, he was
one of the earliest songwriters to
shift to BMI. He took it all back
recently, and henceforth all of his

material will be published by Rob-
bins Music, which has a pop of his
written with Carl Sigman, coming
up. It's titled, "If It's All the Same
to You". .

"

Others admitted to ASCAP, at
the same time Clinton was accepted
back, were: maestro Stan Kenton,
Earl K. Brent, R. . Dale Butts,
Charles Davenport, Maurice de
Packh, Robert E. Dolan, Edward J
Kay, Cyril J. Mpckrldge, Lionel
Newman, Howard Phillips, Hans J.

Salter, Louis E. Shelly, Martin H
Skiles, David L. Snell, and Anna
Sosenko, manager of Hildegarde.
Standard writers taken in include:
Francis H. McKay, C. Albert
Scholin, F. C. Schreiber, Nathan
Van Cleave, Glad R. Youse.

Horn Makers To

Hold OPA Line
Chicago, July 16.

Resolution to hold continuance of

prices of musical instruments at

OPA levels was adopted Monday
(15) by the National Assn. of Music

Merchants at its first postwar con

vention at the Palmer House here.

Resolution also urged that increases

on new merchandise be kept at

minimum.

Approximately 7,000 persons are

attending the convention with 200

manufacturers, importers and whole-
salers exhibiting their wares at the

trade show.

"
ifall KORNHEISER, Manager,

Standard Exptoltalion 06pt.,
k

The Big 3, 1619 Broadway,
' New York 19, Circle

Inside Orchestras-Musk
Jules Levey, producing "New Orleans/' forthcoming film, will slice into

footage flashback Into early Jazz era of the Crescent City. He has en-
listed aid of National Jazz Foundation in helping him uncover any living

members of the legendary Reliable Band. That outfit flourished in N. O.
at turn of century, batoned by Jack "Pappy" Laine, and is credited with
being first white ragtime aggregation to gain any renown.along the Delta,

Levey wants to slip members of combo, who probably now would be in

70's, into h sequence which will be cavalcade of all-time jazz greats. The
Foundation, which has promised help in research, is organization of .Loui-

siana businessmen who take avocatlonal Interest in jam music.

Ray Anthony, who brought his new band into the Roseland ballroom.

N. Y., last week for its first date in the east, stopped music contact men
cold last week with his idea of how to handle their wares. Instead of

following the normal procedure of most maestros in their relations with
the majority of music men, which means personal conversation with them
by either a maestro or his representative, Anthony is boiling it all down to

paper He has had blanks printed which call for complete information

about pop songs, title, source (If from a film), writers, when the publisher

will start work on them, etc. These blanks are filled out by contact men,
and Anthony keeps them on file for consultation each time a batch of new

.

tunes is to be arranged.

Iowa is celebrating its centennial this summer and the state commission
promoting the affair has commented notifying every band booked for lour

through state that the song "Ioway" is a must on every , date. Tune was
defied and worded by Meredith' Willsoh, and move is afoot to name ditty

official song. Bing Crosby's Decca release is due in two weeks, when
centennial capers will be at peak. Miller Music Co., publishing the item,

now is readying huge shipments of sheet copies into Iowa, on tie-in with

state commission, which has promised to push sales.

Record for cover charges has been set by Freddy Martin at Cocoanut
Grove, Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles, with 108,520 tabs registered during
first six months of 1946. Figure almost tops mark for previous year by
10,000. Martin has been at the Grove over four years, topping each year's

preceding record.

Jack Kapp, Decca prexy, has suddenly rediscovered New York is a

great town in the' summer. Normally he and the family sojourn in

Beverly Hills all summer, but this year his trip west will be only-, for a

fortnight, leaving the end of this month.

Cngat, T. Dorsey,

Ellington Slated For

Chi's Opera House
Chicago, July 16.

Pay-offishness of pop concerts has
the 20th North Wacker Corp., which
operates Chicago's Opera House,
hopped up over three definite com-
mitments made last- week with
Music Corp. of America's concert

dept. for this fall.

Sunday matinee and evening per-

formances in the auditorium were
pacted for Xavier Cugat, for Oct.

20; Tommy Dorsey, Nov. 3; and
Duke Ellington, Nov. 10, with nego-
tiations also under way now for

Benny Goodman and others. Guar-
antee deal for the maestro is $3,500,

plus 60% of all over that figure, for

each performance. .

The Norman Granz "Jazz at the

Philharmonic" layout — Coleman
Hawkins. Lester Young, Meade
"Lux" Lewis, etc.—mopped up in the

house two months ago with a $12,000

gross for one performance, but that

was a small outfit, due to overhead.

0X1EY SELLS N.Y. AGENCY
Harold F. Oxley sold his : New

York talent agency last week to

Gerry Gross and Phil Hemingway.
New firm will be known as United

Artists Management.

Oxley, who handled mostly bands,
will continue, to agent on the Coast.

BARNET AND DECCA

TIFF; MAY DIVORCE
Charlie Barnet's . affiliation with

Decca Records is at the straining

point due to the leader's sharp
disagreement with the way his band
has been handled on the label. It's

probable that the contract between
the two will have been cancelled
before much more time elapses.

Bamet Is said to have asked for his

release.

Barnet band is current at the
Aquarium Restaurant, N. Y.

Baddy Morris Gets

Simon's Interest In

No-Cash Transaction
Hollywood, July, 16.

Deal between George Simon and

the Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris

music combine has been completed.

Morris acquired Simon's 10% of the

Morris interests in a very unusual

manner, however. No cash passed

hands except for the amount Morris

paid Simon as the result of an un-
expired contract between, them.

Deal was worked thusly: in lieu

of cash for his 10%. piece' of Morris,

Simon took seven copyrights from
the Melrose catalog he originally

sold Morris. These tunes, among
which are "Some Day, Sweetheart,"
"Muskat Ramble," "Revival Day,"
"I Would Do Anything for You"
and several others including a new
pop titled 'You Can't See. the Sun,"
will be- the foundation of a new
music firm Simon will set up in New
York. "Sun" song was written

Simon for Mohhis. It was never
some lime ago and acquired by
Simon for Morris. It was never
worked on.

J. Dorsey's Opposition

Dates in Jersey Spots
Jimmy Dorsey may play three

days at the Terrace Room, Newark,
N. J., before returning to the oppo-
sition Meadowbrook, at nearby
Cedar Grove, in the late fall or
early winter. His original agree-
ment with the Terrace owners, un
der which he opened the spot for

them last year, called for two two
week dates within a year. He was
shy three days of the full four weeks
on his- first two bookings' at the spot
and he may. have to fill out the
prescribed time;

If that occurs, he will be forced
to set back his playdate at Meadow-
brook from Nov. 19 until the. holiday
period.

R. A. Nelson Back

To Coast Diskers
Hollywood, July 16.

Following protracted series of

Confabs last week, Richard A. Nel-
son again has moved back into the
4 Star and Gilt Edge Record com-
panies and emerged with 50% inter*

est in combine. Two months ago
Nelson sold the firms, of which he
was prexy, to associates Cliff Mc-
Donald and Don Pierce, for a re-

ported $250,000, which covered all

properties, including pressing plants,

biscuit mills and two-thirds' stock of

Consolidated Record Distributors.

Actual cash never exchanged
hands at recent sale, due to mixups
over liabilities incurred during Nel-
son regime and reportedly confused
state of ledgers. Lately .

McDonald
and Pierce realized that in assum-
ing the platteries and paying off

they would not have enough funds
left to carry on sales programs, pro-

motion and waxing operations, hence
door was left ajar for Nelson re-

entry last week,
In new setup Nelson will have no

official say personally in policies of

labels, being pegged only as national

sales chief. However, he will be
represented on board of directors by
Harvey Scribner, one of his attor-

neys and also N. Y. rep of the wax-
eries. Scribner will have a 50%
vote in board, obviously voicing for

Nelson.

1a^l1 records

sw6msmr
*S"£i£CT/ON

'Little Richard"'

Band Review
HAL McINTTBE OBCH. (16)

With Naney Heed, Frankie Lester
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.

Hal Mclntyre has apparently be-

come convinced that the dancing
public wants dancing music. He's

now certain that the day of jazz

concerts — while terpen; stund
around the bandstand with mouths
and ears open—is over.

It all adds up to this: Mclntyre
hasn't a band that's going to bowl
anyone over, but he has one that

provides solid satisfaction for tern-'

inc. However. Mclntyre should
strive for some idea, some personal-

ity, something that would civc the

band a distinctive touch. He him-
self plays alto sax up front; he plays,

well but not enough to be outstand-
ing in the way that Harry James,
Tommy Dorsey. Benny Goodman, et

al., draw attention. A good novcR.v
singer might help, but they're not

easy to come by. and they're in con-

stant demand.
Musically, the Mclntyre outfit,

comprised of four trumpets, three

trombones, five sax (including lead-

er's) and four rhythm, sets up a

good terp beat and .generally does

a neat iob. Its arrangements have a

commercial touch, with good color

(the type that jazz-hounds will fluff

off) schemes that make interesting

listening.

Mclntyre has with him two vocal-

ists; neither is outstanding although

they do a satisfactory job. Nancy
Reed handles rhythm items and

Frankie Lester, ballads.
All In all. Mclntyre's outfit is very

salable which will become more so

as the trend toward dance music be-

comes more pronounced. wood.
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Atlantic City, Saratoga Forego

Name Talent for Their Niteries

m
situation

Saratoga
Although the gambhng

Atlantic' City, and

wrings present different Pictures,
SPrlne?.

y

1J

niteries . at both -'"

ieropt to go through this
Sly niteries . at both will at.

femPt to go through this season

Without benefit of name performers.S City operators feel that with

fhe heavy vacationing crowds aug-

mented by those coming in for the

^ racetrack opening Monday (22)

15 miles outside the town, there'll be

little necessity for name luxes, Sara-

toga bonifaces feel that they can't

afford to splurge this year because

nf the gaming shutdown which cuts

off the most lucrative part of the

operation.

As a result of the uncertainty at

Saratoga, bonifaces are hoping to

»t by with accent on, the menu.

They can't see their way into shell-

ing out heavy talent coin when there

are no casino activities to under-

write dining-room losses. Talent go-

ing into the cafes there will be in

the medium brackets, although Max
Selette, who'll operate Piping Rock,

may take a flier into name perform-

ers. There can be no long-range

program in that area because of the

fact that Saratoga racing runs only

four weeks, thus limiting visitors to

that period.

Atlantic City cafes aren't expect-

ing a free-flow of money because of

curtailment of black-market money

and cutback in mass spending. Con-

sequently most are reluctant to shell

out for name performers.

Curious angle in the Atlantic City

picture is the fact that the sole

nitery with name talent in the area

is the Copa (sans casino), which had

opened recently as the Aquarium.

Spot has used Willie Howard and

Benny Fields, and currently has

Jackie Miles, with Sophie Tucker

slated for the next show. Business

at the Copa is dismal during the

week though okay weekends. They
are hoping ' for additional crowds

coining in for. the bangtail runnings

to get them out of the red,

WANGER PAYING OFF

SALARY CLAIM

Bert Wheeler Tops list

Of Miami Vaude Awards
Miami, July 16.

-Miami columnists balloting in first

annual listing of all-star vaude show
from acts appearing at- the Olympia
theatre, named Bert Wheeler as

leading comic Others voted 'as bests

include John Boles, best male sing-

er; Raul and Eva Reyes In dance
division; Ben fieri, best novelty, act,

and Grade Bar'rie leads femme sing-

ing contingent.

Eligible acts appeared- at the

Olympia. from period between June
of last year to July 1. Winners will

be awarded silver plagues.

$300
' Wally Wanger, producer of shows
at Lou Walter's Latin Quarter, N. Y.

nitcry, has been tagged by American
Guild of Variety Artists for $300 on

a salary claim of Michael Neal, show
girl.

Latter had appeared in line Wan-
ger had at the Macomba. Miami,
'last winter.' When spot closed for

season all performers were paid off

from' cash bond at AGVA. The line,

however, had been booked in as a

package- by Wanger and had not

been included in the bond money.
Consequently ' he was held respon-
sible by AGVA for payoff. He has
since adjusted all claims save Miss
Neat's. He paid off $75 and will

liquidate the remainder due via
weekly payments to the union, which
will be turned over to Miss Neol.

AGVA, L A. Niteries

Clash on Security,

6-Day Week Stance
Hollywood, July 1 6.

Showdown may eventuate here
Fri. (19) in battle between group of

town's top niteries and American
Guild of Variety Artists over union's

demands that spots confine selves to'

six-day week for performers and
post cash bonds covering two-week
salaries for all talent on tap. Ten
niteries, Earl Carroll's, Florentine

Gardens, Band Box, Charley Foy's,

Trocadero, Ciro's, Slapsy Maxie's,

Bar of Music, Tom Brenemans and
Larry Potter's, form

.
the embattled

group, and attorney Max * Sisenwein
has been tabbed to rep the spots in

Friday's discussion with Arthur
Kaye, roving assistant to national
AGVA director Matt Shelvey.

Niteries arc arguing that they are
"financially and morally respon-
sible" businesses and should not be
subjected to putting up bonds. An-
other sore ppint is that AGVA re-

fuses to accept surety bonds. Sisen-
wein will argue with Kaye that all

AGVA. contracts held by niteries in

past contained cash-bond clauses,

but that union always waived stipu-

lation and that the 10 spots which
have grouped have never failed to

pay off an act. Sisenwein's united
front states it thinks AGVA justified

in exacting bonds from unstable or
new spots.

0PA Suspension
Continued from page 1

the customers, but are fearful of do-
ing so, as current level of business
doesn't warrant any price hikes and
menu tilts may set off a wave of

public resentment.
One consequence of the current

dilemma, is the lowering of prices,

at the Zanzibar, N.-YV Toward end
of the week, cafe will advertise
dinners from $1.76 instead of the
usual $2 in an effort to entice more
diner-out trade. Management con-
cedes it's a desperate step, but hopes
to gain in public estimation by ad-
vertising effort as a public service
to compensate for higher living

costs.

It's felt that summer trade cuts

will go even deeper,: and fall may
not see a full-scale comeback. Con-
sequently, operators will attempt to

cut costs elsewhere—namely talent.

Salary slices have already taken
place in several categories of ' acts,

mainly in the middle brackets, but
bonifaces feel that further slices

will be necessary if they're to sur-
vive this precarious period. If acts

are unwilling to cooperate, then
some club owners declare that less

acts will be used per bill.

Ops expect., some relief if Con-
gress puts back controls' on food
prices. Currcat bill exempts many
food -items- and expected veto by
Pres. Truman will subsequently pro-
long OPA suspension, and work
further hardships on the cafe trade.

Wave of Nitery Closings Slicing

Talent Agencies Revenue Plenty

Slapsie Maxie May
> Talent agency revenue has been

| sliced considerably by a wave of

T t n r n k 18 MV "H*ry i,losings
'

degree,

laKe UVer C1UD 10, IN.I.
ioss 0f revenue from urban spots

Permanence of the Club 18, N. Y., nas been compensated for by the
shuttering is still being debated. scasonal work In resorts, but with
Club, which closed the main room i lowel. talent budgets prevailing in
last week, is currently operating the Uhe SQmmer <.afe8 and hotels, in-
bar only, and its held that unless '

come dip to the agencies is consid-
new dough comes in room may not erabie
reopen in September

, rridteatiw of the loss being sus-
Freddie Lamb, spot's operator, Is tained tnl8 summer at ^ -

taient .

currently reported u attempting to- 0(tices is seen in the Philadelphia
sell the spot to Maxle Hosenbloom. situation where all major centre-
No deal has been set. city spots have buttered. Jack

Lyrich's Walton roof, closed last

n e\_ month when the Walton hotel was

(iTOQD UPPOSeS condemned as unsafe, by city au-
™" " thoritles; Coronet is presently closed

and slated for an August reopen-
ing and the Latin . Casino is un-
dergoing repairs. AH used name
talent.

Chicago, July 16.
| The May fair, Boston, is another

A "civic committee and the city 'summer, casualty as is the 21

Frederick Bros. Will

Take Yates Case To

Court of Appeals
Frederick Bros, last week ap-

pealed the decision of the Appellate
division of the N. Y. supreme court
which denied the firm an injunction

preventing Charlie Yates from work-
ing elsewhere. Case is likely to be
heard in the Court of Appeals some-
time in the fall.

Suit is based on Yates walkout of

a 10-year pact with FB after three

years.. FB got the nod in the lower
court on the ground . that he was
•"unique." Appellate division found
Yates possessed of no such attribute

and reversed the decision.

Argentine Casinos Cough

Up Cool $6,572,187.11 Tax
Buenos Aires, June 25.

Final annual figures released for
Argentine casinos of Mar del Plata,
Miramar and Necochea, Atlantic
beach resorts; show a. profit for the
state of $6,572,187.11. Total coin
played by gamblers amounted . to

$53,195,025. Exploitation costs
•mounted to about $1,200,000.

Barber shops, eateries, dance halls,
ttc., which form part of the Casino,
gave a profit of $436;300.
Twenty percent of the year's

profits will be spent on hospital con-
struction. $1,000,000 will go to the
Labor Secretariat for welfare work;
$100,000 will take care of welfare
work among Argentina's few re-
gaining. Indian settlements, . and
balance of coin will go on road
building, hotel construction . and
."With- improvement in Province of
Buenos Aires.
Casino concession was formerly

held by Don Miguel Machinandiarcna
°» San Miguel Film studios, but was
reclaimed by the Peron Govt, two
years ago, after 'dramatic charges of
embezzlement were made by the
Provincial authorities.

Betty Bellly, slated to open at La
wmga, n. Y., last week, Instead
snifted to the Riviera, N. J., where
™e opens tomorrow (Thursdny) on
»'U with Willie Howard and Jack
.wrla' band.

BECKMAN, PRANSKY ON

UNION'S UNFAIR LIST
Beckman and Pransky agency,

N. Y., which books so-called cream
spots of the mountain and resort

circuits, were placed on unfair list,

of American Guild of Variety Artists

and had their AGVA-agency fran-

chise suspended this week (15) for

"conduct unbecoming a franchised
agent and other violations," accord-
ing to Dave Fox, chief aide to Matt
Shelvey, head of AGVA, and head of

N. Y. local.

Action against the agency was
precipitated, according to Fox, by
many complaints from AGVA mem-
bers that agency was not issuing

standard AGVA contracts for the

borscht belt dates and was also at-

tempting short payoffs upon com-
pletion of contracts. Some cases re-

ferred to the union brought out thai

the performers had been given im-
proper contracts.

When no adjustment was forth-

coming from the agency, AGVA
notified the 12 resort hotels that the

agency had been booking, and with
whom AGVA holds closed-shop
pacts, of the unfair listing. Acts and
other agents were similarly notified

lo this effect Monday (15).

Talent Time' Folds
"Talent Time," produced on the

Coast as a vaude unit and which
recently folded after a week in

Wilshire-Ebell theatre, Hollywood,
was paid off last week from cash

bond posted by producer in national

AGVA. Money was forwarded to

Hollywood branch of union for pay-

off.

Although unit worked only one

week performers were paid two
weeks salary under basic contracts.

' Las Vegas Spots Plunging

Las Vegas. Nev., spots are con-

tinuing to shell out heavy coin for

headliners. El Rancho Vegas has

signed Benny Fields to open Aug. 7.

He'll follow run of D>. Giovanni,

opening there July 24.

SEPIA SHOW POLICY SET

FOR CORONET, PHILLY
Coronet

.
Club, Philadelphia, pur-

chased recently by Joe Kravitz and
Joe Fine from Stanley Schwartz and
Bob Wasserman, has booked its first

all-sepia show, to open Aug. 2.

Initial lineup will include Cootie

Williams' orch, Tholma • Carpenter,

and the Brown Dots. Second group-

ing will take in Ella Fitzgerald, Tiny
Bradshaw orch, Son and Sonny and
Bobby Evans. Femme line and re-

lief band will back up.

Coronet had been operated for

some time by Schwartz and Wasser-

man under n white talent policy, at

first using the best acts available and
for a brief period used name bands.

It's the idea of the new owners to

follow policy of the Zanzibar, N. Y.

council arc at odds over the 'fire pre

vention problem in Chicago, with

the committee appointed by Mayor
Edward J. Kelly to investigate the

LaSalle hotel fire urging in a report

on its findings last week strict en-

forcements and institution of more
safety measures and the council

passing an amendment relaxing the

fire code by permitting reopening of

three of five niteries closed for vio-

lations soon ifter the holocaust, one

of the worst in the city's history.

Spots are the Cuban Village, Play-

house, arid McGovern's Liberty Inn,

which have . been operating as tav-

erns since, but without music and
entertainment. New amendment
permits them to accommodate no
more than 250 patrons, however. It's

also explained by Chi building com-
missioner Paui Gerhardt, Jr., that

the. bistros are on the first floors of

fireproof buildings no more than
four stories high, as provided by the

ordinance. Previously such' spots

could operate only in structures no

more than throe stories high.

Committee's reports .on the whys
and wherefores of the fire, incidentr

ally, declared that the construction

in 'the LaSalle's Silver Cocktail

Lounge, where the fire started, was
in violation of Chi's building code,

and that there was "an unexplained
delay" in calling; the fire dept. on
the night of the blaze. It advocated
modern alarm and sprinkler systems
in hotels here, plus frequent fire

drills for hotel employees. •

Guild Puts Tap on Duke

For Extra Performances
Los Angeles, July 16.

American Guild of Variety Ar
tists has demanded that Duke El

ljngton pay three acts, used on his

unit show last week at Million Dol-

lar theatre, for six performances

which exceeded weekly maximum
of 30 permitted by contract between

vaudifilmer and union. Turns are

Patterson and Jackson, singer Al-

bert Hibbler and terp twain of Jesse

and James.

Ellington put on 36 shows during

stanza, and AGVA argues acts

should be paid pro rata added

stipends. Booking was package

deal, with batoneer hiring specialty

acts himself arid being responsible

for salaries. Currently one-niting

upstate, Ellington has not as yet

responded to AGVA demand.

Haymes' Hub Date-
Dick Haymes is set to play the

RKO, Boston, Aug. 22, on an old

contract. Haymes .was to have

played house last season, but was

called back for picture work at

20lh-Fox/

Roxy theatre, N. Y., is hoping to

get Haymes to ploy a date while he's

in the east.

Civic

License Renewals To

Trio of Chi Niteries

club, Baltimore, and Town Casino,
Buffalo. All these spots will reopen
either next month or September.

One of the heaviest dips sustained
was the summer closing of enter-
ta : imvi- it rooms in the. Stutter hotel
chain. Except in New: York where
this firm operates the Pennsylvania
hotel, a band spot, the chain has
folded talent operations In Detroit,
Buffalo and Boston.

Statler hotels bought most of their .

talent from Music Corp. of America,
but other agencies were, able to
break through when name talent
was available.

In addition, agencies are feeling
income dip as result of summer
closings of New York cafes such as
La Martinique, Blue Angel, Club 18,

Greenwich Village Inn, and the Em-
bassy.

PHIL SILVERS, RAGLAND

PACTED FOR COPA, N.Y.

JWonte Proser, operator of the Co-
pacabana, N. Y., has set sufficient

talent to take care of the spot far

into the winter. Phil Silvers and

Rags Ragland well teamed for a

January opening to follow run of

Joe E. Lewis, slated to bow Oct. 3.

Proser has also signed Lecuona
Cuban Boys band for Aug. 15 as re-

placement lor Desl Arnaz, who
leaves to go on a vaude tour.

Sole hitch to the Copa's plans Is

the houldout of Lewis who is seek-

ing $5,000. He worked last year at

$3,500 weekly. The Copa has made
some salary concessions but is hold-

ing put on the 5G figure.

Lombardo, Martin Hotel

Switches Get Nixed

JOAN BARRY TAGGED BY

AGVA IN CONTRACT JUMP
Joan Barry, nitery

. songstress and
former protege of Charlie Chaplin,
was this week

.
suspended from

membership in American Guild of
Variety Artists for "conduct unbe-
coming a member." However, she
was not pulled out of Chez Paree,
Atlantic City, where she's in on con-
tract pacted prior to unign action.

Suspension was meted out to the
chirp for having breached a. con-
tract with Greystone club,. Maris*
field, Ohio, some weeks ago; Song-
stress was ordered by union to pay
damages of $150 to club operators
to: compensate for advance buildup
they had given her before she can-
celled out.

Further disciplinary action of the
union is being held in abeyance un-
til return to N. Y. of Matt Shelvey,
national head of AGVA, later in the
week. At that time she may be cited

as unfair and subjected to additional
penalties.

Hollywood, July 16.

Long-bruited deal definitely is out

through which Guy Lombardo this

coming winter would shift from his

Roosevelt Hotal, N. Y., spot to Am-

bassador^ Cocoanut Grove- here, and

Freddy Martin would switch to the

site Lombardo has played for past

14 winter seasons. It is understood

Music Corp. of America tried to

push the idea, but both maestri

nixed. Definitely Martin, in fifth

year at Cocoanut Grove, shied from

such a shift.

Still possible is a deal whereby
MCA can get Lombardo into the

Grove sometime late this summer,
when <Martin and his crew take an-

nual four-week vacation. No orch

has been set as substitute, and MCA
is interested in trying to Induce

Lombardo. Latter would probably

be. sold for film chore concurrent

with Cocoanut stand, If

agrees lo the booking.

Carnival, N.Y., Slump Nicks

Berle's Take Home Pay
Indicative of the nitery slump

that has hit New York is the fact

, th.it for the first time since he

]

opened at the Carnival, Milton
:Berle last week failed to hit the
' average mark. Comic is booked at a
$7,500 salary with mounting takes
after house gross hits around $42,000.

Berle has made at various/ times
during his term hit more than $10,-

000, but Government got $9,000 for

income tax.

LeRuban Bleu, N.Y., Spots

New Show for Summer
Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y., will preem

its new cooling system simultane-
ously with new floorshow tonight

'Wed.), marking the first time that

spot has run through surhmer since

1937.

Ruby Hill, sepia songstress fea-

tured in the musical, "St. Louis
Woman," which recently folded at

the Martin Beck theatre, N. Y.,

heads the new layout, which in-

cludes Bob Howard, .
Cedric Wallace'

.Trio. Wallace Puppets and- Wally
Blacker.

Chase hotel, St. Louis, will attempt,

a name band policy in the fall,

batoneer I Claude Thornhill goes in for two
i .weeks Sept. 20.
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Night Gob Reviews
Latin <l«nrier, V.
WaUy Wanger Girls, 4 Esquires,

Gflil .Bcnnelf, Sirki de Vvsenof,

francos & Cray,. Geraldiii'e DuBois,

Bit & Cora Bnird, Murtah Sisters (3).,

Paul White A Elroy Peace. Ted
Lewis with his Orch; entire produc-
tion conceived and produced by Lou
U'ntters; Wnlli/ Wanger., production
manager; costumes designed by Bitty

Livingston; Hawaiian and .finale

costumes by Mme. Berthe; dance
director, Mme. Kamerova; orchestra-
tions, M. Kameroff; opening and
military costumes 1>B Broolcs; iimsi-

cnl director, /or Ted Leu'is. Sol
Klein; orch with Buddy Hnrlowe;
$3.50 miti.

As is invariably trie case with Lou
Walters'' opening-night shows at his
Latin Quarter on Broadway, this one,
which he calls. "Manhattan Masquer-
ade" as a framework for Ted Lewis,
was too long. Much, too long. The
opener ran over two hours. And yet.

as Is also invariably the case with
Walters, there is a plenitude of talmit

that within the week will undoubt-
edly be creased and sharpened to.

perhaps, its proper playing time of
00 or 70 minutes.

At the preem performance Sunday
night (14) the defects were' obvious.
The show is otherwise notable for a
parade ol colorful costumes, some of
the most consistently gorgeous beauts
in any collective line, a couple of
colored' lads who almost steal the
show from the headline!', and an ar
ray of lesser performers who are
paced by Lewis' usually expert
fronting.

At the $3.50 minimum, the Latin
Quarter remains one of the greatest

cafe buys , in America. Along with
the Zanzibar and the Diamond
Horseshoe, also on Broadway: Earl

Carroll's theatre-restaurant in Holly-
wood, and some others of that ilk.

it is an exemplary refutation of

Washington's merry-go-round that

nightclubs are gyp joints.

This is mostly a troupe of perform-
er's who have been traveling with
Lewis for some time, with some out-

side acts. The Murtah Sisters (3).

with their special comedy vocals, and
Bil and Cora Baird, marionel manip-
ulators, get the major billing outside

of Lewis.

For Lewis this is a sentimental re-

turn to the site of the Palais Royal,
where 28 years ago he played one
o£ his early dates. With the battered
tophat and the licorice slick that

have come down through the years
as his trademarks, along with his "Is

Everybody Happy," Lewis remains
as corny as ever—and lust as sale-

able. Whether he's foiling with Ger-
nldine Du Bois, a shapely looker who
knows her way around a stage;

working with the colored Paid White
and Elroy Peace, rasping a song or

two, tossing peanuts to the customers,
getting over a hot lick on thc'clarinrl

—or just being plain Ted Lewis—he's

still the master showman, a hark-
back to another.era of show biz whose
standards and showmanship must re-

main as commercial as the American
buck regardless of its age.

The- Murtah Sisters are not espe-

cially effective with their special

songs, though the fault, basically, lies

not in their own innate talents.- It's

mostly the material. And "Old Man
River," done by sister. Kate-Ellen,

should never be attempted by her.

Though her voice is deep for a gal.

she still has to distort her pitch to

achieve effect with a song that was
written essentially for a bass. The
opening-night audience, however,
seemed receptive to the Murtah trio.

The Bairds are still clicko with

(Continued on page 48)

THEY'RE STILL GOING STRONG

BETTER THAN EVER/

FRED LOWERY
AMERICA'S FOREMOST WHISTLING VIRTUOSO

AND

DOROTHY RAE
THE GIRL WITH THE SMILE IN HER VOICE

CLOSING AFTER

3 BIG WEEKS
CHICAGO THEATRE

CHICAGO/ ILLINOIS

WEEK OF JULY 19TH

CENTURAMA
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Columbia Recording Artists

Personal Manager: HAROLD LIE
35 East Wackcr Driva. Chicago. III.

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

Books Himoelf In
Wynn Hammer, purveyor of

sophisticated songs, finding sa-

loon dates too infrequent, decid-

ed agenting was more depend-
able. Aligning with one of the

smaller agencies, he set out to

pact some bookings: for his Arm.
First stop was the Hotel Elben,

Morristown, N: J., for which Ben
Friedman, bp, was seeking some-
thing for his- new Mexican Patio.

Hammer anxious to break the
ice for his boss, auditioned his

own act and booked himself in

for the summer.

BRISSON'S WOR SHOW

K.0/S THEATRE DATES
Because of his Friday night Mu-

tual network sustainer, Carl Brisson
turned down a two-week bid from
the Chicago theatre at $5,000 per.

Clash of time schedules between stage
performances and his airers made it

impossible for the Danish crooner
as when he cut-in from Chi recently
during a nitery booking. Chi theatre's
5-6 shows on opening Fridays how-
ever forfend such pickups.
Dickers for the Brisson show for

early sponsorship decided him to

stay with the radio.

IreDet's Two-Timing

Bookings Baffle Agency
Bookings of Charles Trenet are

still a mystery to the William Mor-
ris agency. French chanteur, who
recently was booked by ,the Morris
office on a Canadian . concert tour,
cancelled the agency-booked tour
and is apparently making his own
bookings while in Canada. He's set
to play a Montreal ..odeo starting
July 23, but handlers in New York
are unaware of his play-dates.

Trenet recently walked out of the
way contracted dates when promo-
ters failed to carry out their promise
to give the Gaul cash In advance.

Meanwhile he's leased a house in
the Montreal -rea where he's vaca-
tioning between dates which he's
setting up himself, and is expected
to linger there for some time, He's
slated to do a film for Bryan Foy,
and may remain in Montreal until
he reports to Hollywood around the
end .of the year.

Tito Guizar Plays Delayed
Waldorf, N.Y., Date Aug. 8
Tito Guizar, whose date at the

Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y., was
twice postponed because of his con-
cert and film work, is slated to open
there Aug. 8. He goes in on the
show with the Griff Williams band,
making its eastern bow.
The Williams orch has achieved

semi-name proportions in Chicago
where he played at the Palmer
House and •Blackstone hotels.

Layout succeeds the run of Guy
Lorabardo band.

Tidbits' Does Tiny Foldo

After Week of Slim Biz
"tidbits of 1946," legit vatider,

folded, last Sunday (14) after a

week of slim biz at the Plymouth,
N. Y, Cast was paid off Monday (151

from cash security posted at Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists. AGVA
had union Jurisdiction since cast

comprised1 several vaude perform-
ers, headed by Joey Faye.

Arthur Klein took it over. for the

Broadway showing and added pro
members to cast. It never had a

chance after the rapping critics gave
it on opening night (10).

Show had probably the smallest

payroll for a revue venture yet to

hit Broadway, with about $2,250

weekly salary nut for performers,

with Faye and others getting major
slice ol the coin.

Guild Wants Another 5G

From the Copa, A. C.,

To Cover Name Acts
American Guild of Variety Artists

is asking uppance of cash security

from the Copa, Atlantic City, due. to

policy switch, under Joe Moss aegis,,

from modestly budgeted shows to

more expensive layouts.

Nitery has $1,500 up under pre-
vious pact, which was sufficient' at

the time to payoff in case of trouble.

Matt Shelvey, head of AGVA, has
notified Moss that an additional $5,-

000 will have to be laid on the line

to cover such names as Jackie Miles
and Sophie Tucker, who have been
contracted to go Into the nitery.

Miles is currently in for a three-
week stint,, with Miss Tucker to
follow.

Drake, Brent Settle Agent

Pact After AGVA Hearing
Allen Drake, comedian, was given

an out on exclusive representation
pact with Harry Brent, agent, this

week after a fact finding board at

American Guild of Variety Artists
had previously decided that agent,
who had brought contract jump
charges against the comic, had no
grounds for complaint. Both parties
have since gotten together on ad-
justment which abrogates necessity
of sending it to arbitration at AGVA.
Drake, who is now agented by Sol

Tepper, has agreed to pay Brent 5%
of his weekly earnings for the year
his three-year pact still has to run
and also further compensate him for
amounts agent spent for special ar-
rangements and material.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y.
Actors colony having summer the-

atre drama festival, Stanley Woolf,
producer, teed off last week with
'The Hasty Heart," directed by
bdward Ludlum, co-starring Robert
Van Hooton and Jane McCloud to
zobb biz.

Elda Benedict in from the Big
Town as a newcomer at the Will
Rogers.
Tootie Emerson, who is doing OK.

cheered by visits from Carman
l
Jetrosino and Glenn Ferretti last
week.
Witeries and; roadhouses in full
swing here are the Fawn Club.
Brown Bear, The Birches, Raybrook
inn, Swiss Chalet, Durgans, Henne-
seys. Hotel Saranac, Alpine Tavern,
Holiday Inn and Major Dawsons Inn.
All doing nifty business.
Mrs. Bernice Downs and daughter

visited Margaret Doughtery, who is
progressing via the rest routine,

Sylvia Cohen, who beat the rap,
spending her summer vacash here.

-

Continental Carnival Shows, in for
a week's stand, did poor biz. Natives
and visitors wouldn't turn out in the
heated spell.
Mrs. F. Grupp will spend two

weeks vacash here to be near her
daughter, Helen Grupp, who improv-
ing nicely at the Will Rogers,
Send birthday greetings to Dick

Moore, Joe Kelleher, Helen Grupp,
Margie Regan, Helen Morris and
Mrs. William Garzke, all at the Will

! Rogers.

(Write to those who are 111.)

The Blue Angel, N. Y. nitery,

closed for summer last week (13).

Spot will reopen in Sept.

Colonna Set for Roxy N.Y
Jerry Colonna is set for the Roxy

theatre, N. Y„ in mid-August. Hell

be assisted by Tony Romano, who's

now with Colonna on current

tour of one-night stands. Others on
the bill will include Lou Wills, Jr.,

recenty with "Are You With It,"

and Roily Rolls.

Pic will be "Claudia and David"
(20th-Fox).

Vaude Union Cites

Vet Joe E. Howard

As 'Outstanding'
Joa I, Howard, veteran song-

writer-performer, has been awarded
honorary life membership in Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists. Ha
will be presented with a silver mem-
bership card by Matt Shelvey, head
of AGVAv later this month. It's un.
decided whether presentation will ba
of ceremonial nature at Billy Rose's
Diamond Horseshoe, N. Y., where
Howard is currently appearing or
elsewhere.

Award is for Howard's outstand-
ing accomplishments as an enter-
tainer in. the vaude field and for his
cooperation in the early days of
AGVA.
This is second such award made by

AGVA. Similar honors were be-
stowed upon Bill Robinson, Negro
dancer, some months ago in conjunc-
tion with his 80th anni in showbiz
while appearing at the Zanzibar,
N. Y. Latter was kudoed as the out-
standing performer of his race, also
for his- untiring efforts in further-
ing progress of the union among
Negro performers.

COMEDY
PATTER

For All VroackM of Theatricals

Fen-Master Gag Files

Mm. 1 Tan -13 at $1.OS be*
1 J Mfferort Script* for $13.00

A "MUST" KM MOUNTAIN AND All

OfWW USOM INKWAJNW '

Not. 14 Tfcra 20 RIADY SOON!
($2.00 lack—DmM* Scripts)

(Ob PwpoM Atrmca Order ONIT)

Iu preparation ''Fmn-Xutar Bank
aC Bln<«oa(v. Sktta a Bit.," alaa
"Faa-Master Haaiar iir far Kmrta."

$2.00 DcpotH m C.O.D. Oram
FOR ALL MATERIAL

PAULA SMITH
to* W. Mth Stmt'

New York. CHy U, N. S.

HAL FISHER
COMIC

Dlr.i WILLIAM MOHBJ9 AGENCY
New Tark • ChVasa - BaUrwaa*
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their standard marioncting. Wham-
ming 'cm in this show is the colored

White and Peace duo, the former

serving as the Lewis "Shadow" in

his by-now standard "Mc and My
Shadow" number, which for years

had been done by the -maestro with

Charlie "Snowball" Whittier, now in

the Army. When White and Peace,

especially the latter, go it on their

own with their varied comedy, they

wrap up this show tighter than Miss

Du Bois' bra.

Among others in and out of the

show are Frances and Gray, with

their interpretative dancing; and the

4 Esquires, in the production num-
bers. Knhn.

Starlight Roof, S. V.
(FOLLOWUP)

Any review of the Lombardos
should be kept in type. They've

been going on and on, in the same
standard manner. Like Old Man
River they keep rollin' along, in the

same standard pattern of whipping
up rhythmic dansapation of a cali-

bre wnich belies the late great

Larry Hart's lyric about "I can't

recognize the tune." With the Lom-
bardos the melodies are dominant,
graceful, suave and appealing and
if. mayhaps, their billing about "the

sweetest music this side of heaven"
is a shade too blurby and press-

STEVE EVANS
Offering

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
.Cl'KKESTLY

. 8TKI ;BKVS CAFE. BOSTON
ROSES-ANOEK ASSOCIATES

agenty, there's no gainsaying its

standard appeal through the years.
The Lombardos, like the few greats
who have survived through the
years—Ted Lewis, Paul Whiteman
and a .couple of others—are now
second-generation attractions. But
there's nothing a.k. about Guy.
Carmen, Liebert and Rosemarie, of
the clan; Don Rodney's vocals; the
twin pianology; the Lombardo Trio,
etc. Rosemarie, the kid sister, most
recent addition, evidences her' two
years' seasoning quite audibly and
well.

The aggregation has proved its
b.o. rating year after year. Be-
tween ' the marathon run at the
Roosevelt hotel its only alternate
Gotham hostelry has been the Wal-
dorf-Astoria Starlight Roof and
this marks its sixth date, which
certainly is. a milestone of some:
sort. Alternating is Mischa Borr's
rhumba-tango combo during the
supper sessions and. on his own,
plenty OK for sound and hoof.

Abel.

Persian Room, Hi. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

Rosario & Antonio have a yeoman
job holding the floor solo as the new
specialty with the crack Pancho or-

chestra at the Hotel Plaza's Persian

Room, but the "kids from Seville"

manage a tiptop job with a varie-

gated concert of authentic Spanish
dancing that's in a class by itself.

Splitting up their routines, by alter-

nate specialties, and featuring their

own guitarist, J. Villarino, and
their special musical conductor,
Silvio Masciarelli, with his piano
soloing, they unfold a highly ap-
pealing Espagnol terp routine. All

of it bespeaks extraordinary authen-
ticity and painstaking preparation.

Pancho has a crack dance band of

liV 'per usual, and seems to be in
.
a

Central Park South groove, shuttling

here from the Essex House a block
west of the park-side, and due back
there again Oct. 1, before shifting to

I he Waldorf. Mark Mohte's alternat-

ing unit is a corking relief combo,
getting plenty out of four .pieces.

Abel.

H>»eh Walk, iiii

(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL
Chicago, July 12.

Joe Jackson, Jr., Nirska, Rennld &
Rudy, Henry Grant, Song Stylists (C),

Line (l(i), Henry Brandon Orch (18)
with Donna Lane & Jack Millon;
$1.50-$1.80 cover.

Picturesque setting of this huge
outdoor nitery is perfect background
for the elaborate and perfectly

executed Dorothy Hild production.
Standout is the line, featured in two
nicely costumed numbers, "Story of
Perfume" and "Butterfly Fantasy."
Decked but in nifty gowns, line
parades around the large floor in a
Greek legend routine portraying the
nine Muses of poetry—art. science,
etc.—with one shapely femme pinch-
hitting for the modern Muse of Per
fume. Mc. Henry Grant gives with
a running commentary while the
girls do their stuff and the Song
Stylists back the number with
vocalizing.

Second line number features
dancer Nirska as the queen butterfly
Waving two large pieces of silk cloth
that are attached to her arms by
wires, to resemble wings, Nirska docs
her act with grace with girls assist

ing as court attendants.

Renald and Rudy continue with the
mythological theme of the produce
tion as Venus' boy friends in a nifty
hand balancing act: Team is sure
fire with the payees executing .difft

cult balancing routines with an ease
that amazed the aud.

Joe Jackson, Jr., draws plenty
laughs with his tramp cycling act.

Jackson in his beat-up garb and
open-toe shoes gets 'cm from walkon
and his succeeding pants.-vgools 'cm
for top returns. Foos.

Empire Room, CM
(PALMER HOUSE)

Chicago, July 11.

Imogene Coca, Larry Storch, Gil

Maison, Ted Straeier Orch (15)

uiith Kittw Crawford, Merriel Abbolt
JDoncers U2) with Four Maurer Sis.

& Marilyn Marsh; $3-$3.50 minimum.

Sole concession made in the Em-
pire Room to the commercial spirit

of the times by Connie Hilton, who
recently acquired the Palmer House,

is the steady pop of the photoflash

bulbs. Otherwise, payees are blinded

by this^show no less now than in

the past by one of those glittering

production jobs that have made Mer-
riel Abbott internationally lamous.
And the impressive Chicago debuts
of Imogene Coca and Larry Storch

must also, of course, be listed for

encomiums.
Trailing . her motheaten wraps.

Miss Coca easily walks oft with the

show, despite a little '
difficulty ex-

perienced at first in projecting to

the bleachers those tenuous im-

preshes of early film heroines. She
really gets with it, and with a venge-

ance, however, in. an insane parody
of a torcheuse doing "Jim." em-
broidered with "Mystery of Life

and "Wild About Harry," builds with
the trombone bit lampooning Phil

Spitalny's charmers, and whoops off

like a beaten-up but still defiant

Bernhardt, dragging her misbegotten
chinchilla behind her. Anybody
with almost any kind of a revue in

mind certainly can't overlook Miss
Coca.
Another kind of impressionist, and

one who'd show up better if he didn't

have the Cocavortings to cope' with,

is Larry Storch, whose Churchill and
Bogart takeoffs impress most in a

long line of unusual items includ-

ing also Cary Grant, Gary Cooper,
Victor Moore, Ed. Gardner. Garbiel
Heatter and Jimmy Casney, to list

the least-imitated. His Colman,
Lorre. Gable and Morean stuff is

only ordinary, but the rest of It stirs

up plenty of enthusiasm.
Gil Maison, hampered by poor

visibility because of the low floor,

nonetheless gets a lotta laughs with
his ticklish monkey, semi-Great Dane
and two pipsqueak terries, who don't

always understand his.oniers. Guy's
chatter is pat, and the constant ref-

erences to "Frank Buck," which
drive the zoot-suited simian into a
frenzy, is a heat touch. Withal, it

takes the Abbott Dancers, all of

whom manage to look like they just

stepped out of a debutante line

despite routines that many another
line of chorines would balk at, to

polish it oft.

Gals' big number is a sparkling
interpretation of "Bumble Boogie-,"

with Hessie Smith, Miss Abbott's
arranger, shining at the keyboard as

substitute for maestro Ted Straeter,

who's out because of illness. Marilyn
Marsh, one of the Abbotteers, is

soloed as the queen bee, pacing as

neat a bit of terping as they've ever
done. Other offering is "Summer-
time," with Miss Marsh in the lead
again as James Whitcomb Riley's

"Barefoot Boy" and the Four Maurer
sisters on vocals ot the Gershwin
tune. Latter don't get much chance
to display their wares, but make a

crisp looking crew.
At the helm is Lou Diamond, show-

ing up okay in Straeter's spot.

Three brass, four reed, four fiddle,

three rhythm outfit cuts the show
neatly, and the interim dance seshes
please the customers no end, with
Kitty Crawford's smooth chirping a

big factor. Mike.

Cafe Society Dowatown
(NEW YORK)

Pete Johnson, Sarah Vauohan,
Tiinmie Rogers, J. C. Heard Orch
ttSJ ; $2.50 minimum.

"ANGELS OF THE TRAPEZE"
THE MOST UNUSUAL. BREATH-TAKING ACT OF OUR TIME

NELSON SISTERS
in their 4th SMASH WEEK

At the ORIENTAL THEATRE, Chicago

OPENING AUGUST 9TH AT THE

BOULEVARD ROOM
STEVENS HOTEL

CHICAGO

MANAGEMENT—MCA

In keeping; With the dog-day
slump. Barney Josephson has come
up with a light and brief midsum-
mer edition at his downtown bistro.

Show features only three acts, two
of them holdovers. Entire proceed-
ings lake less than 45 minutes. It's

a well-paced sesh of music and com-
edy, however, and the customers en-
joyed it, judging from the applause
at dinner show caught (10).

Maestro J. C. Heard, whose band
backs up the acts, makes . with the
intros. Orch breaks the ice with an
original, "Bouncing with Barney,"
in which the boys take solo rides on
themes from several famous jump
tunes. Band then segues into "Some-
body Loves Me," with its trio em-
phasizing the lyrics for good re-
turns,.

Sarah Vaughan, one of Joseph-
son's more recent embryonic vocal-
ists, offers, a good selection of tunes,
well-suited to her phrasing and sell-
in? techniques. Her mid-register,
wispy voice, embodying plenty of
s.a.. make ballads like "I Cried For
You." "Come Rain or Come Shine"
and "Embraceable You" sound, the
way their composers must have
thought they should be sung. A so
Dhislicated stylist, .Miss Vaughan
was tabbed by the Esquire iazz poll,
same outfit that pegged Billie Holli-
day as one of the tops In her field.
Gets plenty of bows for her. work
here.

Pete Johnson, another holdover,
olucks some .fine boogie from the
keyboard in unique style. Opening
with his own "Yancey Special," the
rotund pianist follows with latest
recording, titled "1946 Stomp." a
ragtime-boogie combo played at a
16-to-the-bar beat that has the au
dience beating their silverware in
rhythm. With.heavy applause from
all sides, Johnson returns for an
amusing version of "12th Street
Rag" and has to beg off.
Timmio Rogers winds up the

works with some, good comics. A
Dersonable young comedian with,
some, fine SDeclal material. Rogers
establishes the necessary intimacy
with his audience almost as soon as
he steps to the mike. Carrying a
banjo as his only sidearm, he opens
with "Fla-Ga-La-Pa," then follows
through with "Good Whiskey and a
Bad Woman" and "Going Up," a
t 'm

.
e 'v P'cce on the* demise of the

OPA. stal

Sapphire Rm., Las Vegas
(HOTEL EL COBTEZ)

e. , ,
La£ Vegas, Juty .8. _,Frank Parker, Stone & Barton

4

Joyce de Liso, Bob Feller's Orch (5)
no min.

El Morocco, Monl'l
Montreal, July 13

Yuette, Marc Ballero, Lorraine
Kasfc, Hal Hartley Orch (13), Line
(6), Continental Trio; $1.50 min.

Yvette, seen locally many monlhs
ago, still impresses as being one ot
the best song stylists to appear here
She's got a selling-knack that's'
tops, gets to know her listeners and
gives them what they want—and
maybe a little more.
Her "Annie Get Your Guns"

items—"They Say it's Wonderful"
and "Doin' What Comes Natur'lly"
—are boffo as was her Cockney bit
about the tot that's gone down the
drainpipe. She's also socko with
the French songs—"J'ai Ta Main"
and ''J'Attendrai." Yvette's knowl-
edge ot the lingo add to her sales-
manship which is tops.
Marc Ballero is clicko in a wide

range of showbiz personality take-
offs. Guy has an ingratiating per-
sonality that makes the crowd take
to him from the start. His - Slavic
drunk routine is standout and his
baseball routine displays nifty panto
talent.

Lorraine Kask, ballet and aero
terper parlays nifty looks with
talent in her modiste routine,
Garners hefty mitting.

Hartley's Qrch plays show smooth-
ly and handles customer dansapa-
tion. Line routines held over from
last show, still clicko. Biz good.

Laza.

Gypsy Roie Lee tapped for the
Latin Quarter, Newport, Ky., start.

ing Aug. 9.

Jack Shea
"The Mad Auctioneer"

Wlthet to thoak lay Rappaport,

art (platter and Mickey Aldrldot

for a vary pleataat oagagomoat at

th« Hippodrome, iarrfeioro.

looked back for aa oorly rotora

•agofomoot for two week*.

WEEK OF JULY II

OLYMPIA, Miami, Fla.

Thanki to Harry LeWao, Mr. Fraaktl

and Al WoIm

Direction

JACK KALCHEIM
1650 Broadway. Now York City

The El Cortez has brought in tenor
Frank Parker to head its new show.
Joyce de Liso opens the show.

She's a sexy looking gal who shakes
a mean hip through a Cuban dance.
Stone and Barton click with their

puppels. Couple work unobtrusively
behind a black .velvet curtain, and
show a great deal of skill in the
smooth handling of the puppets.
Dolls include a colored hep cat,
skeleton, pianist, and torch singer.
Parker takes over next and Is

greeted with a healthy round of ap-
plause. His opener is "If I Loved
You." Follows with "You Are Too
Beautiful." "Summertime" and "They
Called It Ireland" to garner solid
applause.
Show Is closed by Miss' de Liso,

this time offering a modified Russian'
striptease, ' 1

Bob Feller's orch backs the show
neatly, and does okay for customer
dansapation. Bea.

WALLY B O AG
Carrontly

GLENN RENDEZVOUS
Newport, Keatacky

MARK J. LEODY

COMIC-SATIRIST

Management i H.CJ.

ALWAYS WORKING

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
"Now td wk. Siorlt ('lab, Council Bluffs

Slatfln» Jiilj xeili, IJ»tln QuRrler

Newport, Kj.
T>lr. WM. MOKRIS

European Representative

Detirei to ettobliih arrangement for

importation ta U. S. of desirable Conti-

nental talent. Swceiifiil rocord.

Contact MRTON SEAMAN, attorney

n w. 4s<i m„ si. v., ru. e-raoo
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Capitol* N« V.
George Paxton Orch (17) with Lee

^..lor Rosemary Caimn, John

ISk^Joey Aaams. Mark Plant, Tony

reviewed in Variety,
ST»d" (M-C)
April 10. 46. ___
The Capitol show is expected to

• . .hp cashiers a healthy workout.

«&• Sta W to Wed- getting

„ve reviews and stager containing

Senty entertainment vitamins, lay-

out provides one of the best all-

S^und shows It's had in a long Urae

oSnfne day show, however, had

,h?*Wed shilling of Lucille Ball

who'f appearing in the film, and

«ith little else- to do while in New
York, made- personal appearances

during the evening shows. Shes able

''intranstate her picture comedy flair

'to the -stage and although, there's

little to her turn other than a brief

nterview with bandleader George

Paxton,- her fast ad-libs top per-

sonality and looks abetted by a sexy

mwn. bowled over the mob. She

Save the Copacabana a few plugs

natch—since that's where her hus-

band. Desi Arnaz, is working. Also

answered a few questions from the

audience. Her stint here suggests

that she could work the vauders at

four -figures anytime she cares to,

Metro permitting.

Otherwise the layout contains ex-

cellent balance with solid offerings

in the musical, dance and comedy
departments. ,

Comedies by Joey Adams are a

little more restrained than when he
last appeared here. Probably he'll

wind up roughhousing the band , as

soon as he's on familiar enough
terms with the sidemen. but at the
moment he's sticking pretty close

to his act Adams' contrib has been
tailored with some new material and
Is punched across with maximum ef-

fectiveness. His likable fresh manner
scores with the crowd.
Again he clowns with the big bary

Mark Plant, who docs himself much
good with a Gershwin medley fol-

lowed by the inevitable takeoff of

"Sonny Boy" with Adams. Comedian
also, scores laugh in the interview
with former lightweight champ Tony
Canzcneri. In all a boff turn in this

house.

Hal LeRoy with stress on nimble
tapping, has a likeable routine in
the straight terp line, although his
comedy tops are often too repetitious
for top effect. But he makes an
overall good impression.
Paxton has progressed consider-,

ably since he first appeared on
Broadway at the Roseland in 1944
when orch was taking a ,$900 weekly
loss for privilege of playing on the
Stem.. With a solid musical organiza-
tion, he's able to experiment, as is

evident by use of French horn in
the brass-section. Right now its

function isn't too evident, since
arrangements give it too little prom-
inence and any roundness it might
impart to- the trumpet corps is too

.
subdued for full audience apprecia-
tion. But aside .from that single
defect, arrangements are groovey
and^ Paxton can do ride or rest
music in an applause getting man-
ner. His medley of pops culled from
classic shows some excellent musi-
cianship, but individual numbers in
that turn are too brief.
The vocal crew carries Lee Taylor,

,
a well-built bary with good pipes
whose single number "Falling in
Love is Wonderful" nets him a

?t
arl

7, exit
- Rosemary Calvin is a

likeable item whose ' offering is
JUmaxed with "South America, Taken Away which gives her a chanceW show off ability for sexy inter-
pretation. Band also carries a com-
edy vocalist, Johnny Bond of the
Mass department, who dons a blond
mght-wig and rolls up his trousers
«> do "I'm A Big Boy Now." Tune
nas enough comedy verbiage so thatw
%.props aren't necessary.
5RO when caught. Jose.

Steel Pier, A. C.
Atlantic City, July 12.

/Roy Eberle, Billy Wells <fe Four
«W. Skating Earls (4). Rich & Gib-
'#??!. <Ml Cumminos; "Abilene Toum"
WA). .

Stale. i\. 1

.

Jackie
. Gleason. Josh White,

Howard Nichols, The' 3 Wiles, Wan
Rae & Mrs. Waterfall, Lucienne &V
Ashour, Ruby Ztoerlino's House
Orch; "Two Sisters from Boston"
(M-G). .... ..

Plenty diversity in stageshow at
the State for current stanza, with
Jackie Gleason, rotund comic, top-
lining and doubling as emcee in his
customary click fashion to set things
neatly for the layout.
Howard Nichols opens with his

clever, hoop juggling, . interspersed
with an essence of comedy', that
points up his expert manipulation of
the hoops. Gleason takes over
emcee chore and. after a few throw-
away gags brings on the Three Wiles,
two fellows and gal, for nifty hoof-
ing sesh, of which their "Wooden
Soldiers" precision dance is stand-
out am' garners healthy emitting.
Nan ..ay and Mrs. Waterfall fol-

low and offer mildly amusing re-
partee, wherein the former inter-
views the latter for what laughs
there are in act. Mostly, off the cob,
but some commercial.
Josh White, Negro folksong ballad-

ist, duplicates his nltery success with
a quartet of folksongs, which have
been identified with him via nitery
stints and recordings. Handling own
accomp on guitar, . he opens . with
'Evil Hearted Man," segues into
Lass With ' the Delicate Air" and
The House I Live In" for splendid
results. Of course, they bring him
back for "One Meat Ball" to sew
things up.
Gleason takes over in own stanza

for additional funstering via his rib
on radio commercials and caricature
Impreshes of Laughton, Boyer,
Barrymore, et al, interlarded with
some slick chatter that rolls them.
Walks off a solid hit
Lucienne and Ashour. mixed team,

score solidly with their standard
Apache routine. They start off legiti-

mately, with gal on receiving end of
wild acrobatics, and then go into
reverse with male member taking
the tossaround. Duo remain tops in

their line and win plenty salvos.

Ruby Zwerling's House orch con-
trib^ nifty overture and provides
usual expert backgrounding for acts.

Edba.

Ray Eberle and his songs headline
snow here this week, with Don Cum
JWngs emceeing and tying stanfle to
gtther neatly..
Skating Earls open with roller

'eats which click as they "induce"wp small boys on stage and give

I u spins and Ai7zy whirls, which
aiMs to merriment.
Rich and Gibson follow with clever

nqoflng and xylophone playing. Open
with nifty tapstering and take over
on xylophone for "Whispering" and
All .ine World Is Waiting for the

Sunrise.", Off to nice response.
•-iim.minp takes over for own stuntma gets plenty laughs; Does radio

announcer rib and girdle gags, also

happy
r°^e tricka tnat keep 'eir

.JF^erle follows with song stanza
Jforing especially with "Tempta-
"on and "Wight and Day."
_Billy Wells and Four Fays arc as
jocko as ever in their clever t>>mb-
UnS act. Walk.

Million Bellar, l~ »A.

.

Los Anodes, July 11.

Woody Herman Orch (17), with
Lynne Stevens, Red Norvo, Blue
Notes (5): Pat Hennino, Jeanne
Blanche; "Dork Alibi" (Mono).

Sharp mixture of swing, blues and
comedy makes this week's Million
Dollar stage bill solid entertain-
ment. Woody Herman, his orchestra
and Red Norvo take care of the very
solid sending and the sweet and
mellow work, while Pat Henhing
watches over the laughs expertly.
Orch tees off with punchy rendi-

tion of "Caldbnia," then changes
pace with "Sorrento," featuring sax
and trombone with Herman on
vocals. Next out is "E-Baba-Le-
Ba," also sung by Herman and
strong on brass. Herman joins with
the Blue Notes, new singing group,
on "Surrender." Quintet (four
males, one femme) are listenableon
"Who Do You Love" and "Don't
Stand a Ghost of a Chance."
Red Norvo does sock xylophoning

on "The Man I "Love," making it a
real jazz treat for listening. He'!

also key man with Herman's Wood
choppers, small combo made up of
orch sidemen, on "Steps" and "Wan
It." 'Lynne Stevens, band vocalist,

gave standout treatment to "Try a
Little Tenderness" and "Where Can
You Be," with smooth backing by
orch. Another change of pace has
Herman's crew blaring out driving
rhythm of "Northwest Passage" and
finale tune, "Wild Root."
Pat Henning punches through for

big laughs with tom-foolery con-
cerning Army life and sundry other
things, including hilarious, "oral"
impersonations of ft 1 m names.
Rounding out the bill is Jeanne
Blanche, nimble tap dancer. Brog.

Routines are intelligently worked

!

out for top returns.
]

Peggy Ann- Taylor Trio offer

!

standard adagio stint. Heaviest mit-
ting comes for gal's splits and bends
atop partners shoulders.
Lou and Lllyan Bernard purvey

effective harmonica arrangements of .

pops and classics, aided no little by
gal's work on oversized mouth-organ
to Jend. virtuoso flavor to their
stint.

!

Les Rhode house orch backs show
in nice style: Biz fair when caught.

Lary.

Apollo, IV. 1.
Lit Green Orch (16) with Howard

Calender; Musical Madcaps (7),
Valaida Snow, Pxgmeax, with Sybil
Lewis, John Bonn; Tables Davis,
Peck & Peck; "They Made Me a
Killer" (Par)'.

With little marquee draw, the
Apollo nevertheless manages to

come up with a show that smartly
accentuates the high spots While
playing down the lesser acts. As is

the custom with this - house, bill

leans heavily toward comedy song
and dance routines.

Billed as leader of the band, Lil
Green doesn't put in an appearance
until the end of the show when she
does the closing act, singing "Blow.
Her Top Blues," "In the Dark,"
and one original that was better left

unsung, "Bad With My Man and
Me." Loud blues pipes go Well here,
although sounding off too close to
the mike for payees' comfort

. .Show's best stint, is tossed off by
the Musical Madcaps under Al Cow-
an. Seven guys comprise a rhythm
band, using all the ordinary rhythm
instruments, plus a washboard and
a pair, of maracas, for' a sock comedy
routine. While they ' pound out
"Rhythm of the Band" and "Oo Bob
A She Bam" Cowan leads in laven-
der suit plaid porkpio hat, and high
jab-toed shoes, doing a continuous
loose-jointed soft-shoe. Mixed up
'Old Man River" stint is overdone.
Cutsomers shout for more but don't
eyen get a begoff.

Vocals are overemphasized with
both Lil Green and Valaida Show,
on the same bill, but latter handles
her end in nice fashion, opening
with "I Don't Know Enough About
You" and "Gypsy." She has good
smoky, voice when under control but
tends

. to give Impression of a re-
formed shouter at times. Closer is

"St. Louis Blues," with gal doubling
on voice and trumpet for fancy re-
turns.

Pigmeat, with Sybil Lewis and
John Bonn, are featured in a pair
of well-spaced blackouts, both with
the usual deep blue taint but good
laugh-getters.

.

Tables Davis dances a little,

wiggles a lot, and pays off his act
by lifting three' large tables and two
chairs by his teeth.

Peck and Peck have the usual
two-man song and dance potpourri,
picked up from the Nicholas Broth-
ers, with the -addition of a slow-mo-
tion fight stanza that is not unsusual.
As opening act they get a nice mitt.
Band, under the leadership of

Howard. Callender most of the show
does not impress, except occasion-
ally. Callender takes too many solo
spots with an n.s.g. trumpet but
"Concerto for Two Saxes" is okay.

Tomm,

Variety Bills
WEEK OF JULY 17

Numerals la eonacefle* wllta bill* belowslaalcat* oneamr **» at anew,

whither till or split week.

.

Ullni la parent****) Indicate circuit. (I) Independent; (I) Leew;
(P) Paramount; (R> KKO; <W) Warner

NKW VOKK CITY
Anolle (I) 1»

Chili-leu Hinmi
Capitol (I.) Ill

Geo Phxioii Ore
Joey Adams
Murk Plant
Tony I'anjionerl
HrI Le Roy '

Musi* Hull (I) I*
I'uul Hankon
ill-Ulna, FlOMiy
Dolore*' AnderDttn
Edward Krlchert
Jo .'Andre.*,-*
Arnaut Bros -

-

Riickel <es'

Glee <'lub
Parunwunt 11') 17
Raymond. Scott Bd
Andy Russell'
Pied riper*
Al:i'i Carney
.luck William*

Rosy (I) 17
Chlco Marx
Jane V [(.-kens

Debonalrs
Harold Harries
John Guells

Hilly Gilbert
Tim Her.be.rl
.Shep r'irldn Ore

CAMDEN
Tower* (I) Ii-il

.1 & E Hayden
The Youman*
Flov-o Snyder Co
Hoy jjavln
Texas Tommy

t'HICAtiO
Chk-acn (P) IS

The' 'Harrys
''

Ben Berl
Oharlo'leera
Nip. Nelaon .

Oriental (I) IS.

Mill Bros
Danny Drayton
Nelson SIh
Ray I.atiK Ore

Beaal (I1
) 1*

Ell* Fitzgerald
'

U Gillespie Ore
nalph -Brown
Freddy * Flo
1NDIANAPOLIR.
Circle (1) 1«

Tony PaMnr Ore
Dolly Dawn

Kathr'yh Dully Den
EJilte stone Oro

Hotel Bntnaam
Dunntnger
N Brandftynna Ore
ftnlnh Font Ore
Hotel Cammodore
Hul .Mirlntyre Ore

Hotel Dlxte
Larry Funk Ore
l.ou Seller
Roberta Hollywood
Jordan & Parvia

HalfI EdlaM
Blue Barron Ore

-Ekaei IImm
Panche Ore

Hotel l^ilaUM
Moml Kal
Tapu rTaun
lallma
Mall*
MoHlharia
1 Pineapple Ore
Hotel Xea> Inrke*
Chuck. Fester Oro
Hotel IVtin*vl%-HHl

Splnnlna; 2

Susan Dahl
Bob Wayne
Art Waner Ore

Mente Carle>
Dick Gaeaarre O
Roberto
.Slboner '

.

OM Komnnlan
Leslie bros
Morcella at NR-h'l's
Ol«a Oi-leva;
Adrlenne Parker
Joe La Pert* Or*

UlTlera
Willie Howard
Jack Harris Ore
Betty Rellly

Rohan Bleu
Ruby Hill
Bob Howard
Cedrlc Wallace I
Wally Blacker
Hose Kretchnut

Blanka
Basil Fomeen
N AlexandreaT

'

Sari Oorbl

AC IN C

T

"The Outstanding Agency"

1t24WH44

Most SlKri»>4BaatHrf •#

1101

New Ywfc

Jea* R'enha
Vai-Mlly 8

State (I.) IS
The Willys
Vh-Klnla Austin
Jack Leonard
Jerry Wityne
II Wells * t Fay*
Carter a; Moreland

Strand («) 1» .

Spike Jonen Ore
Kay Ballad
Dorcse MldKley
Helen Greco
Alleph Carlyle

: LONti ISLAND
Jninake. (I) 1S-M
GraKlano Bros.
Kath >lcLou«lln
Benny Meroff Co
Bernle ' Georne
l>on Henry .1

IB-1*
Jinx SI*
Danny Dennis
I lo mi

. Sl-48
Alan Slitile

P»KBy Taylor 3
The St (Mali's
.lo :9t .Joey Mack
Georo-e'Dunn
ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier (I) 21

R Ail* Ir Dane
Van Kirk
Bobby Whallne. Co
Trc t:hord*

BALTIMORE
HlntHHlmme (I)
3 Rosa SI*

,
noy Benson

I Chris, Cross
Hugh Fora-ln C«>

Royal (1) 10
nenny ('arler
S Wlllliitns i Dad

n

Bob Evans
jChos -DWiy' Smith
KANSAS CITY
Tewer (I) !•

Atlas 3
Schloss ec Matthews
e>ldy Koaak
Blllee. Byers
MINMKAPOM6

Maslc HaU (P) I*
Phil Spllalny Ore

OMAHA
Ornheaai (P) I*

Lionel Hampton O
Red. &- Curley
Rluim'c'r Sis
PHILADHT.rillA
Earle (W) 1*

C Cavallaro' Ore
Lenny Gale
P Franks A -Tanyce
Carman (I) IS

Johnny Duagan
Al A Con Faiuon
Don .Cunimlnss
3 Welle*

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) IS

LeRoy nros
Vera Love
.Tony DeMarco
Ted Smllh
Nee "Wonif
1 to nil

KAN FRANCISCO
tietden «ate <R) 17
Don ft Beverly
Fred Sanborn
Ella Mae Morse
Freddie Slack Ore
8PRINUKIEI.D

Court He. (I) 18-81
Michael Maley '.

Windsor Dancers
Belle Aire*
Palermnn Oil nines
The Jansleya .

Tower, K. €.
Kansas City, July 12.

"Gay Nineties Revue," with Delia
Ray, Margie Coates, Warren Bros.
12), James C. Quinn, Jean Bedim &
Co. (2), Jouce Chandler, Tower Orch
(9) with Don Tiff; "Rendezvous 25"

(20th) and "Dressed to Kill" (U).

Olympla. Mlaiul
Miami, July 12.

Ben Bert, Van Kirk, The Barrets
(2), Peggy Ann Taylor Trio, Lou &

:

Lilyan Bernard, Les Rhode House
Orch 13 "Cinderella Jones" <WB).

Well blended bill here this week
offers a, diverting hour of nicely

paced variety.:

Topliner Ben Beri (selected by

local .amusement cds and Paramount
execs as one of best five. acts ^o play

house in past year) cliks. with his

pantojuggling, garnering plenty
giggles and gasps. Pantoantics with
Indian clubs, balls, tambourine had
'em all the way. Had to beg off.

Van Kirk paces show with some
smooth emceeing. In own spot his

type humor and special material

gets healthy laughs. His takeoff on

Bert Lahr's "Woodchopper" song
sews things up.
The Barrets, nice looking team,

open bill with some neat tapology.

Stage show this week harks back
to the yesteryear motif. Billed as

"Gay Nineties Revue," it comprises
six acts with Margie Coates dou-
bling as emcee.
* Opener is James C. Quinn, 76, who
taps out a good clog and features

cane tapping in his- routine. He's
back later for an imitation of Eddie
Leonard. Nicely received.

. Delia Ray has a standard bell-

ringing turn and winds a quartet of

numbers with a vocal. Jean Bedinl
follows with some fun with comedy
magic and follows through with fa-

miliar plate and bottle juggling rou-
tine.

Warren Brothers, costumed as a

couple of nifties, warble a quartet
of old-time tunes for hearty approv-
al.

Joyce Chandler wins applause
with her neat- work on the trumpet
and a sweet version of "Stardust."

Miss Coates has her own inning for

a brace of stories in song that gar-
ner good apDlausc. Qttin.

AGVA Switches Nucci
. Tony Nucci, who had been sent

to Montreal by American Guild of

Variety ATlists to organize Canadian

branch of union, has been transfer-

red by Matt Shelvey, national head

of AGVA, to Seattle, branch of

union. .Eric Withers succeeds him
in Montreal.
Switch was precipitated by mush-

rooming of niteries in Seattle area,

which requires additional supervi-

sion of staff in that territory.

TIP, TAP AND TOE
IN

SOUTH AMERICA

NOW
Peritonei MnnnaTement

Eddie Smith Accaey. 1001 Ifway, X.V.

Peck & Peck
June Richmond

Stale (I) )"-ie
The Lockwelli
Will Mahoney
Grandma Perkins
Pansy, i he Horse

Zl-i4
Gloria Thomas
Jack Parker
The Oakle*
Eddie. Jack A B

BOSTON
Bocton (R) 1ft

Crude McDonald

Prof Fabian
WASHINGTON
Capitol <L> IS

^ - Mack*
Al Cordon
Herinon Hyde
Kolt Danllo

WILLOW GROVE
Pnrh (1) tl only
The Lockwelte
Will Mnhoney
Pansy, the IIor*e
(irandmH Perkins
Dobas 'I

Cabaret Bil

E Lawrence Oro
Hotel Plena ,Myrus *

Consuele ft Artlnl
J^oe Fanebos
Stanley Melba Ore

HeteJ Puna
Rosarlo ft Aatonle
Pancho Oro
Mark Monte Ore

Hotel minat
Joe Refchmaa Ore

Hotel 6t. Reala
Pessy Norman
Paul Sparr Ore
Theodora Brooke

Uetal Tart
Vincent Lope? Of*
Hotel Wala-erf-A .

Guy Lomkarae Ore
MIscha'Borr Ore-

leetaoe]
Ice Revue

Relly a Stable*
Henry Red Allen O
Vlckl Zlmmer .

Olnrla Dale
Peta Terry .

J C Hlifenbottom
La Coag*

Dlosa Costelle
Luis Del Campo
Machlto Ore
Pupl Campo Oro

Ijttln Qnarter
Ted Lewis Ore
Geraldlne Du Bola
Rlroy Peace
Murtah Sla
nil ft Cora Balrd
Gay Hess
Gall Bennett
Slrkl De Vysenof.
Paul While

Leon ft Kddle'e
Eddie Davla
June St Claire
Gloria. Wallls
plana Cralff

Ulacha DadaneS
Irene Feeder*
Dura Bin*

,

Karavaefl
Mas* Cleft

Moralee Ore
. Veranm**

Evelyn Knlaht
Bon Blair
Emll rettl Ore

VBIace Ban
BUIy Kelly
Garlanda
Alicia -Wallace)
Pace Mertoa
Bert Eton*
Patey Lane
Jimmy Nela \'

Tea Fletcher

VlUace Tanaaarft
H D Bennett
Eddy Kaneon
Eleanor Bowere
Don Fry
Bank Duncan Trie

wlvel
Bob Lee
Gertrude HII4
Jean Alnelle
Frendseo -

Bruce Nennan '

Vivian Nicholson
D'RIvero ft Belm'te

Zaaudaar
Oak Calloway Ore
Pearl Bailey
C'l.arloteere -

Peters Sis
Miller Broe
Alan DJaon
Pee Wee Marquette
Claude Hopkins Or*

Zlanmemaan'e
Oene Kardoe Or*
W ft J Brown
Wayne Thompson
Adrlenne Parker
Bela Zslia

CHICAGO

NEW . I0BK CITY

AqUnrlum
Guy tlrnnuflH Ore
Rex Stewart Oro

Ulue Angel
r.obert Mii*vvell
Kililie Mnyehxtt
tills Lurkln 3

Uddle MayehoR
James Copps

fare Society
(OonrnloMta)

Tlmmle '. RnK*rs
Sarah Vauahn
CHIT Jacksou
1*610' Johnson
J C Heard Oro

Care Society

(Uptown)
DaM-nif.. West
I'Htrk'lH HliKhl
Sonny Thomp^tin
David HruoNs

Carnlvnl
M lltoil Berle
Ho|i, .Skip. -Tump
Eliy Ardel.ty
Stan KlFhrr
.Marion diilhy
Hon Yost Singers
Walter John '

Miriam G\rlnn
Miriam LaVelle

CopucHDana
DeM Arnai Oro
Julio 'Wllann
Joey Gilbert
Lynne Barrett

Ernie Hoist Bd
Haul ft Eva Reyes
Peter Llnd Hayes
Diamond Horwcahoe
Jos E Howard
Roe* A Lh 1'lerre
Watson Sis
Fi-IUI SclicfT

Ann PennlnKtoe
Willie Solar
Jaciuellne Hurley
Allehael Edwurd
BUI Acorn
Emma Francla
Jimmy Allison'
Bill Moore
Four Rosebuds
Vincent Travers Or
Morly Reld Ore

400 Restanrant
J Uothirell Ore
* llavana-Madrid'
Carlo* Ramirez
-Sergio Orta' Vn)t
.Virginia McGraw
f*alallno Ore
('ai-Ioh Vari;la Oro

.

Hotel Anihasaadot
l^>uls Betancourt O
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Antor
Tommy Tucker Ore

Hotel Belmont
Pint*

Don Contfllo .

Doodle* Weaver
Wendy Bishop

Blackhawk
Del Courtney Ore
Dottle Dodson
Johnny Strong .

Hudson ft Sharae
noblnson ft Ike

Ches Pare*
Joe E. . Lewis

.

Kvelyn- Brooke
Phyllis Claire
Consolo ft Melba
Adorable* (12)
Gay Clarldge Ore
Luclo Garcia Ore

roloslme'e
Mas Rosenbloom
Max Baer
I'ronftth Dcrs
Mel Cole Ord
Helel BUmarek

Anita Jakobl
.Sherman Hayes Or
Enrlca ft Nevello -

Dill Burke
Hell Welcome
The Martinis
Hildle Fens Ore
Hotel Blackslon*
The Do Mnrloe
Don Richards
E lleckscbcr Ore
H Edgewater Beh
Henry Brandon Ore
Joe Jackson, Jr
Nerska
nenald ft Ruby
Henry Grant-
Sonic Styllnts
Dorothy Hlld Dcrs

Hotel Cengree*
Theodora
CnnNalven ft Men'nl
I'ancho Oro

Hotel Continental
Robert Crura
Joe Vera Oro

Hotel eiicrmaa
Carl Marx
Beneke-Mlller Ore
. Betel Stevena
Arleen Llndstrem
Ladd Lyon
Jeff Lane
Copsey ft Ayrea
The Shyrettos
Boulevar-Deara
Orrln Tucker Ore

Latin Qaartea-
Merry Macs-
Minevltch Rascal*
Jack Carter
The Vallate
I< Q Lovellaa
Buddy Shaw Ore

Palmer House
Ted Straeter Ore
Gil Malnon
Larry Storrh
ImoKone- Coca
Xtaurer Sin
Abbott Dcrs
Marilyn Marsh

Bio Cabana
Harvey Stone
Georale Tappe
Rio Rumba Ore
Marilyn Rons'

''

The Lovellea (10)
Cee Davidson Ore

Viae Gardens
Jessie Rosella
Dick Drake
Bohby Sarcent
Evelyn Christian
Grey ft Diane'
Joe Kieh Ore
Grey ft Diane

Former Ops Repossess

G'wich Village, N.Y., Nitery
Little Club, Greenwich Village,

N. V-.-j nitery folded last week and
will revert to former operators,
Walter Barry and Frank Farrell.

Latter operate a trio of niteries in .

Brooklyn.
,

Former owners had disposed of

Village spot several months ago to

Carl Pedersbn, who reportedly had
made down payment and was to

have paid remainder in monthly in-

stallments. Pedersen having missed
out on payments, . former bonifacen
are reclaiming and will reopen, with
band and' floorshow in September.
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Cincy Summer Stock Bid Melts in Heat

After Brief Try; Other Strawhats Big
Cincinnati, July 16.

J. J. Leventhal's bid with travelr

Jng summer stock at the 1,300-seat

Cox is. sweating it out. at quite a loss

in the Eauity minimum two-week
period. The try started last week
with Jane Cowl in a "Candida" re-

vival, which didn't draw rent money
for the house, and folds Saturday,

July 20, after six nights and two
matinees of Mary' Boland in "Meet
the Wife." Scale is 60c to $2.40.

To those in the know here the

venture was a surprise, but the- out-

come not unexpected. Even Lee Shu?
bert, during a visit the middle of the-

past regular season, pointed. out that

Cincy was a poor town lor. legit.

Summer heat makes it worse. What's
more, Cincy's summer opera; now in

its 25th season, has- to struggle to let

guarantors down lightly while pre-

sented in a pavilion at the Zoo for

six weeks.
The Cox isn't air conditioned. The

Shuberts expended $10,000 on re-

decorations for it since last season's

end, and large electric fans make the

theatre reasonably' comfortable.

Added to the management's "nut"

is $600 weekly cost for a pit orches-
tra, through a local working agree-
ment between stagehands and mii-.

sicians.

dies" to Town Hall Monday (15) In-

stead of Freddie Bartholomew in

Pursuit of Happiness." This will be
the third and last week of Toledo's

summer season of legit theatre at

pop prices.

Joe E. Brown's company of "Har-
vey" is slated to open July 29, but
isn't part of the summer bookings.

* Hayes' 10 For Bucks Record

, New Hope,. Pa., July 16.

Sidney Blackrher in "Chicken
Every Sunday" rang, the gong last

week to the tune of $6,000 to set

new record for Bucks County Play
house.

Helen Hayes, with daughter Mary
MacArthur, in J. M. Barrie's "Alice
SftTBy-The-Fire," will top it as ten

SRO performances this frame al

ready clean. Thereon Bamberger
scheduled extra mats. Thursday and
Friday to bolster regular eight show-
ings. Unprecedented advance for

subsequent weeks indicates banner
season.

Kitty Carlisle in "Tonight- Or
Never" follows week of July 22
Other bills set include Diana Barry-
more in "Rebecca," July 29; Freddie
Bartholomew in "The Pursuit of

Happiness," Aug. 5, and Haila Stod-
dard in Tom Robertson's "Caste,"

Aug. 12.

Pitt Operettas Solid

Indications are that summer op-

eretta in the open air will be pre-

sented annually in Pittsburgh on the

basis of this year's season at the Pitt

stadium. For future seasons Coun-
cilman A. L. Work plans a theatre

in one of the city parks as a war
memorial. Pitt schedule has one
more week to go, completing an
eight-week season. Last week's
quoted gross of "New Moon" was
$42,000 despite Thursday (11) night's

performance being cancelled because
of rain.

"Roberta" is the current musical
and if weather does not interfere;

takings should approach $50,000.

Finale show starting Monday (22)

will be "The Vagabond King," with
virtual capacity attendance antici*

pated. Civic Light Opera Assn. was
sponsored by Kaufman's dept. store

in conneotion with the 75th anniver-
sary of that enterprise.

Toledo to Toast Old

Gang Member Joe L Brown
Toledo*; July 16.

Joe E. Brown will be honored by
his Toledo friends on July 30, fol-

lowing opening of "Harvey," in

which he is starred, at Town Hall

theatre , the previous evening. Ac-
quaintances of Brown from his base-

ball, bowling, and vaude days here,

organized as the "Old Qang of To-
ledo," plan a celebration beginning

with a stage luncheon in the Com-
modore Perry hotel.

' Brock Pemberton, producer of
>l
'fiarvey," will appear* at the lunch-
eon and be.' initiated into the "Old
Gang." Activities will be concluded
with presentation of. gifts to the

actor. Group will attend the per-

formance, that evening. •

Yardley Inches Ahead
Yardley, Pa., July 16,

Local strawhatter. puller up a bit

last week with "Of Mice and Men"
to register $1,800 in seven showings.
This week, with cool weather; looks
better with Avery Hopwopd farce,

"Fair and Warmer;" Wendell. Corey,
co-producer at Yardley, to star next
week (22) in "Goodbye Again," with
Elizabeth . Eustis featured. Corey's
radio spot, "McGarry and His
Mouse," Wednesday nigKts via NBC,
will cause house to darken that
night and play extra Sat, mat. in-

stead. "Berkeley Square" slated

July 29.

Record Four Tryouts

New.. Haven, July 16.

Record for tryouts this summer
apparently will be held by Mont-
owese Playhouse; in nearby Bran-
ford, which will alternate its revivals

by presenting four new plays, all

looked on as likely Broadway ma-
terial.. One is lyricist John La
Touche's first full length play, "Fig-
aro," a costume comedy freely

adapted from the Beaumarchais
original play on. which Mozart's
"Marriage of Figaro" and Rossini's
"Barber of Seville" are based. Play-

will be preemed July 30. ,

'The Personal Touch," comedy by
Wayne Arnold, is being tried out
tonight (16). William Whiting's
"Spring's So Short," with Eleanora
von Mendelssohn, will preem mid'
August, and Anita Grannl's "Full
Hduse." end of that month. Miss
Grannis, stage director, and Whiting,
set designer, are co-managers with
Al Tamarin, Broadway p.a., Of
Montowese, which reopened this

season after being shut down since
the war.

WhUefleld** 'Village Green*

Whltefleld, N.H., July 16.

"Village Green," a play about
WhUefleld, written by Carl Aliens
worth, original founder and man
ager of the "Forty-Niners," will be
the third production of that com-
pany at Chase Barn Playhouse,
Whitefleld, opening July 23.

Plot revolve around the incident
of the, painting of murals in the
Town ,Hall, with a romance . and
political campaign for added in-

terest.

Lenox Group's Bow
Lenox, Mass., July 16. .

Lenox theatre will' open its first

strawhat season ' here, on July 19

with a new American version of

Gerhart Hauptmann's "The Assump-
tion of Hannele." Titled "Hannele
on Journey,", the version will run
through July 27.

Second • production will be "The
Dream," comedy adapted from
Shakespeare, with music by Henry
Purcell. "Dream" will play Aug.
9-17. "Berkeley Square" revival, will

follow Sept. 2-7. Plays will be
staged by Dr. John Reich, formerly
of the Salzburg Festival and CBS
television. Ingeborg Torrup will

stage the dances and Nicholas Gold-
schmidt, former director of Colum-
bia Univ.'s opera dept., will con-
duct.

Travelers Society

To Aid on Rooms
Considerable progress in easing

the problem of hotel accommoda-

tions for road show players next

season is reported, the Travelers
Aid Society having agreed to use
its complement in obtaining reser-

vations for actors.

Society's board okayed a request
for co-operation made some weeks
ago and local house managers will

also participate. It's expected that

hotel quarters for colored profes-

sionals may not be available in

some stands and the Society will

aim to- place them in private homes
of colored local citizens.

Method of procedure was out-

lined when showmen conferred with
Bertha McCall, field secretary for

the Society. She will furnish show-
men with the names of local secre-

taries who are scattered in 33 cities

outside N. Y. Advance men will

advise those representatives as to

the room requirements and the

rates expected to.be paid.

Last year there were many com-
plaints of difficulties in obtaining
sleeping quarters, especially by
colored professionals. The Urban
League, a Negro organization, is

also expected to aid them.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Pravda, Russia's Communist Party official newspaper, struck back at

Brooks Atkinson for his recent £1. Y. Times articles, bluntly critical of the
Soviet. Former" drama critic was called names, such as "unlalented
calumniator" and "gangster of the pen," which seemed strange to those
who know the scholarly scribe, reticent by nature. He has been resting -

in Connecticut before starting on another- Times -assignment which den-
nltely won't be Moscow.

Atkinson's articles attracted the attention of President Truman and the
writer was invited to a chat in the White House late last week. Nature
of the session was not disclosed,

. Saturday (13) Izvestla, Russia.'s government paper, printed a letter from
A. D. Popov, art director of the Red Army theatre, answering statements
made by Atkinson, principally: "The general level of the theatre, art and
music is low. . . .reactionary and moribund and lacking . vitality." Russian
director then quoted the Times man as writing about "She Stoops to Con-
quer" earlier, in Moscow: "It is a fresh, merry spectacle, full of imagina-
tion and internal dynamic's. It gave us great pleasure." Popov opined
that Atkinson was "two-faced," especially after the latter rated the play
the best presentation of it he had ever seen.

Atkinson conceded his praise of "Conquer," it "being an exception to
the general mediocrity of the Soviet theatre" but later in the article he
said: "The Moscow theatre generally seems to be living in the past. It is

conservative in style and taste which is surprising, in a country that is

constantly bcatiVig its chest over its progressiyeness; and it lacks artistic

vitality. . . .in' New York I Used to think the theatre needed the. discipline,

of the classics: . . .but now I know that too much discipline of the classics

puts the theatre in bond to the past and peoples .the stage with a high
proportion of dead souls."

A distinct error of omission appears to have attended the ceremonies
early last week, marking the folding of the N; Y. Civilian Defense Recrea-
tion Committee. No one from show business was invited to speak on: the
broadcast of the exercises, although along. Broadway it was felt that had
not millions of free tickets been given the committee for distribution
among soldiers and sailors, the 99 Park ave. center might not have done
so well during the war. .

Only Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt spoke of the generosity of showmen In
making ducats available and she was thanked by Mrs. Louise Beck of the
American Theatre Wing, who was present along with others from Broad-
way. Wing's ticket service at boxoffice prices at the Commodore hotel is

available to officers and to the complement of the United Nations,

Shirley Booth In Tryoat
"Lady By Name," play by Harry

Shale adapted for summer experi-
mental showhg by Arthur J. Beck-
hard, will be tried out at latter's

strawhatter, at Martha's Vineyard,
Mass., week of Aug. 5, with Shirley
Booth as the lead.

Play, bought for fall N. Y. produc-
tion by William. Rolland, was tried
put last year as "Kitten" by the
Vagabond Players.

Strawhat Tryouts Due
Boothbay . (Me.) Playhouse will

try out two new shows this sum-
mer, Margaret' Melcher's "Private
Practice," Aug. 7-10, and Richard
Barry's "Out Of The Woods,"' Aug.
21-24.

Sunna Cooper's "Just Another
Day" will be tested at Clinton Hol-
low, N. Y., Aug. 1, and David Lat-
ner's "Welcome Home" at Mllford
(Pa.) Playhouse, July 22.

. 'Ladles' Vamps Toledo

Toledo, July 16.

Sudden switch in bookings brought
Benny Baker in "Good Night, La-

Cooper-MacArtbnr Offspring Debate
Dennis, Mass., July 16.

Coincidental with the opening of
Helen Hayes and daughter Mary
MacArthur in "Alice-Slt-By-the-
Fire" at the Bucks County Play-
house, New Hope," Pa., Monday (15),

Gladys Copper and her daughter,
Sally, will open in the same show at

the Cape Playhouse here one week
later. Appearances will be legit de-
buts for both offspring.

Cape Playhouse's most successful
season in years was highlighted last

week by a $9,505 gross for "Playboy
of the Western World," starring
Gregory Peck. It broke the previous
house record, set two weeks ago by
Gertrude Lawrence In "Pygmalion,"
by $74. Capacity was upped as re-
sult of added folding chairs.

'God's Island' Preem
Westborj,; Mass., 1 July 16,

As first new play production of
the season, Rod Barn Theatre here
will open "God's Island" Monday
(22) for one week's run. Some
Broadway nibbles, are reported.
Drama was written by Otis Bigelow,
ex-Navy officer, and Broadway
actor.

MUSICAL 'UNCLE TOM'

SLATED FOR FRISCO
San Francisco, July 16.

The Sah Francisco Theatre Group,
under direction of Harry Breeden,,

will present a new musical version
of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," under the
name of "Topsy, Eva and Tom," .'at

the Bush St. Music Hall, July 18.

Show will tour tank towns as far

east as Denver, after Frisco opening.

Breeden, whose tourlng^companies
of 'The Drunkard" have set records
in the northwest, one of which was
an eight months' run in Denver, is

manager-producer of the Theatre
Group. As an added attraction

Breeden will offer a "Showboat
Olio." Direction is by Ross Von
Nibroc, with musical arrangements
under direction of Dr. Robert
Heger-Goetzl.

Paramount Takes Oyer

Coast House for Hayloft
Hollywood, July 16.

Phoenix theatre In nearby West-
wood has been taken oyer by. Para-
mount for a summer stock company,
opening in mid-August with Shaw's
"Aims and the Man."

Project is designed to - develop
talent, with Paramount directors
tutoring young players.

radio actor David Marshall.

Cast will include author; Vega
Keane, niece of Doris Keane, and Lof Edward S. Stephenson, formerly

Nips Finally See /Mikado'
Tokyo, July 16.

For the first time in the history

of Japan, Gilbert and Sullivan's "The
Mikado" will be presented for public
consumption. Previously banned be
cause of its lampoon on the Emperor,
the comic opera will appear, under
Army sponsorship July 22 at. the
Ernie Pyle theatre in the largest
production ever attempted there.

Because of the ban, there were no
scores or recordings of "The Mikado"
to be found in the Islands, so. that
music had' to be sent from the U. S.

Cast for the show will be augmented
by a Japanese girls' ensemble. Entire
production will be ' under direction

of the Pasadena Playhouse.

Scenic designer Jo Mlelziner in a Sunday (14) N. Y. Times article said

that property owners have finally realized that building new legitimate

theatres, if intelligently designed, can pay off as handsomely os' any. other
form of realty. He contends that short-sightedness in the failure to pro-
vide necessary space and equipment have limited the uses of present
houses and thereby cut off sources of increased revenue.
Miclziner says that present skimpy backstage space permits but one

show to be operated but that stages of greater depth would properly ac-
commodate repertory and permit rentals to other attractions at different

hours during the; day, mentioning morning performances for children,,

with experimental shows or revivals in the afternoon, among other po-
tential usage.

'

Only a few summer stocks are using union press agents and managers,
although there are no scale pay requirements except in- a few instances
and then modified rates apply. Houses booking rpad attractions during
the regular season then switching to summer stock may engage agents at
$105 weekly and $125 for managers but are not compelled to use either.

Ticket sellers' union indicates no .interest in placing members in such
boxoffices. Treasurers and assistants not in theatre are working at the
tracks, ball parks and, other outdoor places of admission.

'

John Golden promptly accepted chairmanship of a committee suggested
by Jacob Wilk to devise a memorial for the late Antoinette Perry, who
gave her untiring efforts to handling the American Theatre Wing.. Com-
mittee is open for suggestions as to form of-the memorial, preferably a
visible, permanent reminder which would be placed in Times Square,
rather than a proposed scholarship. '

*

Financing of the memorial is hardly a factor and the cost may be as-
sumed by the Wing, said, to have around $400,000 in its treasury.

Fred Irving Lewis of the original "Harvey" company takes a bow July
27 and so does his wife, it being their 25th wedding anniversary. Actor
says his marriage (to a non-professional) refutes the idea that marriages
in show business don't stick. Since they were wed in Rochester where
Lewis appeared in "Up In Mabel's Room," the couple has never been sep-
arated whether actor was on tour' or on Broadway. .

Lewis claims to have appeared in 22 successes. There are two children.

Plan to give "King Lear" at the Adelphi, N. Y., on off-matinee after-
noons of "Around the World" has been dropped because of tough Equity
requirements. In addition to rehearsal allowances, full salaries would be
payable weekly whether one or more "Lear" matinees were given.
Same conditions did' not apparently apply when "Candida" was revived

last season to supplement "Antigone," but players in the latter play who
did not appear in the revival received full pay.

Jack Yorke thinks it more dignified to use his baptismal name of John
as general manager of the American Repertory Co., headed by Margaret
Webster, Eva Le GalUenne and Cheryl Crawford. He was manager with
the film "Henry V" at the City

.
Center, but resigned and James (Jim)

Miller replaced.
Yorke will also be house manager of the Columbus Circle, which hai

been rented for a year by the rep outfit

Ann Corio, former stripper, is enhancing her rep as an actress in "Sailor
Beware" and is listed

. fpr six weeks with summer stocks. Playing the
part originated by Audrey Christie she was referred to by a Boston re-
viewer as "the Bernhardt of the old Howard," latter being the name of
the Hub burlesque house.
The Howard is operating this summer for the first time in years.

Tick Up Girl' Finally

On London's West End
London, July 16.

Legit production of "Pick-up
Girl," „ authored by Elsa Shelley,
opens July 23 in the West End at
the Prince of Wales theatre, dis-
placing the Jack Buchanan -show,
"Fine Feathers." Manager Tom Arn-
old is presenting the show in asso-
ciation with Cotes fit Piffard, orig-
inal producers of the play at the
New Lindsey theatre. Reports that
Mike Todd had a share in the deal
believed unfounded.
Play initially caused a flurry ln

the censor's office but some anti-

bluenose
. pressure enabled - the

script to pass Into the West End
without a single line changed or
deleted.

A.C/s Chelsea Shutters

As 'Ozarks Maid' Scrams
Atlantic City, July 16.

"Maid of the Ozarks" bowed out

of the Chelsea Sunday (14) after a

two week run. Theatre, with BOO

seating capacity, will be closed, ac-

cording to present announcement.

Closing leaves Sam H. Grisman
-

summer musical comedjes only, live

show ln town, excepting the Harris

Ice-Capades and the up'-town Globe

burlesque, both of which have sur-

vived summer competition here, be-

fore the war years. Grisman brought

in the "Merry Widow" with Michael

Bartlett last week, and opens to-

night (16) with "Blossom Time

starring Everett Marshall.
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Upped Equity Fees No Bar to Tyros;

Oldtimers Also Gravitating Back
Before the war, when a majority

. of rank and filers in Equity feared

there- were too many actors for the

number of jobs available, the in-

itiation fee was jumped to $100;

doubling the former requirement.

That has not resulted in limiting

the number of neW memberships to

any appreciable extent,- as shown by

the steady influx of embryos join-

ing the legit talent union, a jump

being particularly noticed during

1945-46.

Drama schools and amateur thea-

tricals in many communities account

for the apparently unceasing urge to

go upon the stage. A leading agent,

who estimates that an average of

500 would-be actors come to his.of-

fice daily, thinks the large majority

-'should vgo back where they came
from because they have no talent.

He says that the desire to become
an actor is a sort of sickness among
youngsters with an excess of ego,

adding: "We do them and their

. families an injustice in not being

bluntly brutal."

Judging from the number of old

timers aiming to come 'back into

show business, there should be an
excess of character players to be

had. Noticed lately that a number of

aging actresses have come out of

retirement, rejoining Equity in the

hope of getting engagements. For

the most part their homes are

somewhat distant from N. Y. and
they*! explain that their husbands

died, leaving modest estates, so they

decided to try the stage again.

Garden Pier Sale

To O&J Nixed
Atlantic City, July 16.

Neither Olsen. and Johnson, nor

any other N. Y. producer, will be

permitted to purchase the idle Gar-

den Pier for the purpose of using its

theatre for shows, reopening its

large ballroom, and generally bring-

ing the spot back to life.

The pier was taken over by the

city months ago through tax fore-

closure proceedings.' Shortly there-

after the city made a. move to sell

it. Move was immediately blocked
when former State Sen. Emerson L.

Richards, large boardwalk landown-
er, went into court arid obtained an
Injunction.

Last Thursday (11) the matter
again came to a head when Charles

Hart, who said he was representing

Olsen and Johnson, appeared before

a conference of city commissioners
and said that his clients were inter-

ested in the pier's purchase.
Mayor Altman pointed out that

the sale; or rental of the pier was
blocked because of the Richards' in-

junction, and. that if i.t should be
withdrawn, some action might be
taken. Richards immediately said

that he had no intention of with-
drawing his injunction.
"When the city became the owner

of the pier by taking title under
foreclosure, the property became
part of the park (all but a few small
areas of the Atlantic City beach-
front have been deeded to the city

and comprise a public park) and it

cannot be sold or rented for any
purpose in violation of the park
deed," Richards declared. (Under
the easement deed which conveyed
the land to the city is a provision
that it can't be sold, rented, or used
as a site for the sale of merchan-
dise.)

"I am acting for myself in the
litigation and will not withdraw the
Injunction," Richards added.

JOOSS BALLET IN DUTCH

FOR IRISH OPENING
Dublin, July 10.

Dock troubles tied up the Jooss
Ballet Co. after its Amsterdam show
and delayed its opening at the
Gaiety, here by two days. Costumes
and props were moved around until
a direct boat for Ireland was lo-

cated. Baggage was then put ashore
at Waterford, 100 miles south of
Dublin, and trucked up again.
Show got under way tonight with

"The Big City," "Ball in Old Vien-
na." "Company at the Manor" and
'The Green Table," but house man-
ner Hamlyn Benson still has a

headache from angry balletomanes
switching bookings from the two
blank, nights.

New Orleans Tix Law
New Orleans, July 16.

Scalpers who offer tickets to the-
atres, football games or other amuse-
ments at higher prices than those
printed on the tickets will now do
so. at their own risk.

Signed into law Thursday (11) by
Governor Davis is a bill which calls

for a fine of from $1,000 to $500 and
imprisonment of from 30 to 90 days
for conviction.

Jobs A-Plenty

Despite GIs Back
There are plenty of jobs for ac-

tors this summer and very little

complaint about unemployment if

any. For a short time it was felt

that engagements would be scarce

what with the steadily Increasing
number of players coming out of
uniforms during the past year but
mushrooming of summer stock was
beyond expectations and there are
still a fair number of USO shows
operating on this side and overseas.
As of this week 950 Equltyites are

appearing in stocks. Included are
principals in open-air operetta re-

vivals . including such spots as St
Louis, Pittsburgh, Dallas and Louis-
ville, where choruses are recruited
locally: At Atlantic City where the
shows are indoors, the choruses for
the musicals were engaged in N. Y.
USO units currently find 1,200 ac-

tors employed and while the major-
ity are vaudeville artists, there are
approximately 150 players in the
dozen legiters routed.

Theatre Guild's Film

Tie Causes Legit PAY
To Contract With UA

In a move which sets a precedent
for future film roadshowing, the

Assn. of Theatrical Agents & Man-
agers, union . of legit pressagents

company managers, has completed
negotiations for a contract with
United Artists on the roadshowing
of the British-made film, "Henry
V,!' which UA is releasing in the

U. S. This marks the first time the
ATAM has made a contract with a

film company.

Agreement states that wherever
"Henry V" is shown in a legit house
which has the usual contract with
ATAM, UA will put in an ATAM
p.a. and co. mgr. The p a. will be
put on three weeks before the open-
ing, with the co. mgr. put on the

night of the opening. In those cities

where a pix house and facilities

will be used, the deal is non-opera-
tive.

What gave the ATAM the cue to

solicit such a contract, was the tieup.

of the Theatre Guild, legit produc-
ers, with "Henry V," even if only in

the tenuous sponsorship way. Also
the fact that an ATAM man, Leo
Freedmai^ was called in when film

had its first U. S. showing, in Boston.

Freedmah went up ahead and did

some prelim work, but left before
the pic opened. There has been
no ATAM replacement, and pic

closed its Boston run Sat. (13).

,
In N. Y. Al Tamarin, former, thea-

tre Guild p.a., has been on the job,

since six weeks before the opening,

with Jack Yorke as co. mgr. Yorke,
who. is also gen. mgr. for the Amer-
ican Repertory theatre, stepped out

of the "Henry" setup Friday! (12),

Jim Miller replacing.

Pic is due to open in Baltimore,
July 19; Chicago, Aug. 5; and in

Los Angeles. Balto. and L. A. will

use film houses, so don't need an
ATAM' duo. Jim Keefe is already

set as p.a. for the Chicago run.

UA wants Tamarin to 6tay with
them beyond the N. Y. run, and set

up operations similar to that at

N. Y.'s City center in other cities.

He's already visited Baltimore and
Chicago for this purpose. The
Screen Publicists Guild, which
hasn't a strong setup outside of

N. Y., has a general working ar-

rangement with ATAM -in this

situation, so. there is no danger of

a jurisdictional fight. Jeff Living-

ston, of SPG. is also working for UA
on "Henry," coming in to aid the

various p.a. setups.

Freedley Not to File On

Malua Contract Breach;

Going Ahead on 'Smith'
Vinton Freedley plans placing

"The Temporary Mrs. Smith" in re-

hearsal next month, depending upon
whether he. can engage another

femme lead in place of Luba Malina

Manager decided not to file charges

of contract breach against the ae
tress, and it appears that she out
smarted Freedley with a stipula
tion in the contract, which was
regularly signatured and was not a
verbal agreement as claimed. Her
refusal to play "Mrs. Smith", was
registered with Equity along with
the contract by Freedley, just in

case. i

The contract provision, at her in-

sistence, gave Miss Malina the right
to approve the stager and when the
manager told her that he had lured
Thomas Mitchell from the Coast to
handle the assignment, 6he ex-
claimed: "He's . an actor, not a di-
rector." Freedley believes that Miss
Maliha's friends in Hollywood talked
her out of appearing as "Mrs. Smith,"
supposed to be' the mother of a 17-

year-old daughter.
'

Mrs. Rosenberg

Emcees 1st ATAM,

Producers Sesh
Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, sitting as

mediator, held the first huddle be-

tween the Association of Theatrical

Agents and Managers with a com-
mittee representing the League of
New York Theatres last week, ob-
jective being to adjust a demand for
much higher pay by ' the union.
Showmen declare that before they
will consider any boosts, ATAM
must first provide for new member-
ship, the so-called new blood over
which the union membership has
been somewhat at odds.
At the meeting ATAM insisted

that the salary matter be decided
first, while the League people were
adament that their counter demand
receive initial consideration; It is

up to the mediator to rule which is-

sue is to have priority. She will

listen to .both sides separately during
the: week before making a decision.

Mrs. Rosenberg's findings are not
necessarily binding on either faction

but should count in revising the
present basic agreement pay clauses.

'GIRLS' CAST ESCAPES IN

PHILLY CURTAIN CRASH
Philadelphia, July 16.

At the finale of last' midweek's
matinee performance of "Follow the
Girls" at the Forrest, while star

Gertrude Niesen and rest of cast

and chorus were on stage taking
their bows, a heavy curtain, and its

wheels, weighing more than a ton,

broke loose in some manner and
crashed, narrowly missing them.
Rusty Roads, chorus gal, was

bruised on the fight arm and taken
to hospital for treatment but was
back in show at night. Audience,
about a two-thirds house and natur-

ally prominently femme, was mo-
mentarily on the panicky verge, but
Miss. Niesen and others' took a sec-

ond bow. in unruffled composure,
and audience gave them a big salvo.

Mgrs.-Authors Huddle Still a Muddle;

New Musicals Rules Chief Bugaboo

Todd's Country
Chicago, July 18.

With legit grosses almost as
low as they can possibly get in

Chicago, what with the current
heat wave, the special new
stage money printed -for use of
the Boss Tweed gang in "Up in

Central Park" has taken on a
new significance.

In place of Lincoln's picture,
:

there's one Of Mike Todd, pro-
ducer of the musical, on the
bills, together with, the inscrip-
tion, "In Todd We Trust."

Bloomfield Ties With
Vargas on Model School

Chicago, July 16.

New enterprise is on tap for Harry
Bloomfield, producer of the much-
litigated "Polonaise," who huddled
here last week with Alberto Vargas,
who's also had a plethora of law-
suits with Esquire mag recently

over coin due . him on his Varga
Girl drawings in the publication.

Duo plans to opening a model
school.

Pair also discussed making a

Broadway musical or film centered
on the artist's pin-up paintings.

'Firefly' in Greek Bowl
Los Angeles, July 16.

.

Allan Jones and Irene Manning
will co-star, with Isabel Randolph
as featured comedy lead, in "The
Firefly." which ' opens a two-week
stand in the outdoor Greek theatre

here July 22.

James Westerfield is directing.

Equity Hears Rap

Vs. McK. Morris
Charges against McKay' Morris

have been filed with Equity by other

players In the road presentation of

Candida" after he. walked out on

the show without any word to the

management at the end of a week's

engagement in Buffalo recently.

Equity regards such behavior as m

serious offense because it jeopardizes

employment of other actors. Latter

aver that he further affected the

performance by refusal to rehearse

and failure to remember lines, al-

though he has appeared in the

Shavian play many times.

Morris claimed that he was in-

sulted during the rehearsals he. did

attend; just how was not indicated.

Jane Cowl, Martha Hodge. Richard
Newton and Victor Beecroft signed
the complaint to - Equity, and al-

though J. J. Leventhal, who pre-

sented "Candida" with Frank Mc-
Coy, has been hesitant about charg-
ing Morris with breach of contract,

the actor has been notified to ap-

pear before the council on Aug. 6

whether the manager formally files

a complaint or not.

During the final portion of "Lute
Song's" engagement last spring,

players in the cast were upset by
certain of Morris', "eccentricities"

and temperament.

"Candida" moved from Buffalo to

Toledo, when it was discovered that

Morris had returned to New York,
but performances were given re-

gardless, Newton taking over the
part of Dr. Morrell, which Morris
was to have' played. Maurice Mor-
ris, a veteran legiter who lives in

that .city, stepped into the show,
both replacements reading from the
script. Situation was explained to

the audience and refunds were of-

fered. Local reviewers
.
who cov-

ered the show were sympathetic to

the actors, and the notices were
distinctly favorable, cast expressing
appreciation in letters sent from
Toledo. Ralph Kcllard was subse-
quently engaged to replace the dis-

affected player, joining the show in

Cincinnati last week.

Leventhal denied reported train

accommodation difficulty when '

Candida" went to Buffalo, saying
that Miss Cowl traveled in a draw-
ng room on the Lehigh Valley rail-

road. He was unable to get a sim- I

Iar reservation on the New York
j

Central, which carried the others.

Morris is said to be rehearsing in
1

Beloved," a new. play to be tried
j

out in summer stock at Martha's ,

Little progress was made in the

first negotiation session between,

managers and authors held last

week. Most of the time was used in

discussing tentative regulations per-

taining to the production of musicals,

those revisions in the basic agree-

ment being objected to by some
showmen. Those specializing . in

comedies and dramas were not par-
ticularly active during the meeting,
there being no special complaint
against changes

;
covering that type

of attraction.

Producers of musicals appear to be
jittery because they feel that their
rights and prerogatives are being
whittled away by the authors. One
veteran manager declared that he
woud not produce any more musicals
under the proposed restrictions.

.

He protested the right of the author
to select the music arranger, stager,
dance director and orchestra con-
tractor. Authors will probably not
insist on the" latter appointee as it

is a matter of contract between the
theatre operation and the musicans
union. .

Dramatist Guild people present
were conciliatory as had been ex-
pected and explained the reasons
for the new musical show rules..

Stated that the composers threatened
to withdraw from the Guild and
form their own organization unless
the revisions were made. Probably
pertinent is the fact that Richard
Rodgers is president of the Guild
and fully cognizant of how some
managements have ordered interpo-
lations heretofore. He is both com-
poser ("Oklahoma" and "Carousel,"
with Oscar H?"i—or tci". r"d a
producer, so it's, indicated that the
Guild will not withdraw its pro-
posal for the right to select the. ar-
ranger; .

Managers were told that they were
over-stressing the point that their
rights may be dissipated. Guild
people saying that because compos-
ers and authors have the privilege
of approving' directors and others,

it doesn't mean that they will be
insistent on making their own selec-
tions.

Matter of picture rights is not in-

volved in the negotiations. So far

there are no proposed changes in

Ihe regulations that have covered
the film rights for years, nor any
change in the 60-40 sharing of such
revenue. Picture execs asked to

participate in the negotiations,

doubtless with the idea that points
they previously objected to, might
also be revised, but no action has
been taken on the suggestion that

they sit in on negotiation sessions.

Vineyard, Mass.. by
Beckhardt, July 22.

Arthur J.

LA. OPERETTAS IN

DAY-DATE COMPETISH
Los Angeles, July 16.

Operetta addicts in (his town are

up against the ancient quandary:

"How happy could I be with either,

were the other fair charmer away."
Problem ' arises July 22 with the

simultaneous openings of "The Fire-
|

fly" in the great open spaces of the

Hollywood Starlight theatre and
"The Fortune Teller" indoors, under
sponsorship of the Los Angeles Civic

Light Opera Association.

It's a musical double-header,
played in separate spots, one in

downtown Los Angeles and the

other in the Hollywood hills. Bat-
teries: Victor Herbert and John \

Tyers for Civic: Rudolf Friml and '

Allan Jones for Starlight. 1

New Ballet for America

Troupe Headed for The

One-Niters and Byways
Ballet for. America, newest of

the classical ballet troupes that will

lour the countryside next season,

plans to avoid the usual ballet cir-

cuit routes, aiming for virgin ter-

ritory. Handled by CRA Artists,

troupe will be booked as bands are,

in one-night stands and away from
large cities, to points where a large
louring company usually can't reach.

New company will open a trans-
continental tour in Bridgeport Sept.
IS. Company, which roughly 're-

places the Leonide Massine Ballet
Russe Highlights - of last season, is

smaller in personnel than the big
troupes. Members will be Nana
Gollnerj Kathryn Lee, Tatiana.
Grantzeva, Betlina Rosay, Haiina
Razoumova, Virginia Barnes, Yurek
Shabelevski, Yurek Lazowski, : Paul
Petroff, James Lyons and Shaun
O'Brien. Most are former Ballet
Russe and Ballet Theatre principals.
Miss Lee was also on Broadway,
dancing in "Helen Goes to Troy" and
"Are You With It?" Her father,
wealthy second-hand auto dealer, is

reputed to be a strong backer of the
new troupe.

Massine, Ruth Page, Edward
Caton, Boris Romanoff, Shabelevski
and Lazowski are writing ballets for
the troupe.

'BUDS' ON AGAIN
Hollywood, July 16.

Jack Kirkland is refloating' "Slid*
In Your Eye" across the footlights

in Los Angeles, starting Aug. 1.

Road tour opens in Portland, Ore.,

Aug. 29, with bookings also set in
Detroit and Pittsbureh
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Strawhat Reviews
Drums of Pca«c
Woodstock, N. Y., July 12.

WooiIhiocI; riaVliouse production of play

In ihivi- ails (nv<- ai-enes) liy Kiln-aril

!,-> miiiI Leonard Mlns: directed by Mary
Munis: sellings by Albert Heath. Ai Wood-
si. vk, N. Y.. July 11, '10.

SuiiliiK von Uulzkow
Ti iirtl... .:.

FIlHabelh JaeKCI' . .

.

iliiK'i Honckendorff
Theodorp Itruce
Krlrli Jaeger • ••
Richard Woodruff. . . . .

.

« id. Tom Hulchlnaon.

.

H»lnrlili l.lnitau .
'.

.

S»l.. Kilwnnl (Si-een..,..

l.i. James Harris
Capl. Cieors l'allvoc

l.i. Prank Daniels.....

...Virginia Downing
. ..Naomi UcschtinK.

Irtla flair

, ..Clnrenco Dei-went
.

.

'. Houston Richard*
...... ..'..Robert 0111.

..Stephen Klltott
Michael Sivy

,
.'.Alexander "Ivo.

Arthur Owens
..Robert Carlisle

:ll6bert Alvln
...Keith Thomas

Helen and Mary
Continued from pare 1

Written by two men who met in

the line of duty during the war, and

who seemingly shared the same mis-

givings about 'the peace, this new
drama sounds an earnest warning

against the dangers facing American

occupation' authorities - in Germany.

Unlike the average summer-tested
- script,' "Drums of Peace" is far from
being the theatrical equivalent • of

hammock reading. It is a product of

intelligence and thought, and re-

quires an. audience willing to hear
hard truths for the good of its own
soul.

Woodstock Playhouse patrons show
a disposition to tag along with the
authors; too, the production and act-

ing command respect. If "Drums"
fails in achieving full dramatic im-
pact, it may be because its message

—

however important—is not exactly
novel, nor are. its Nazis, Nazi sym-
pathizers, anti-fascist and business-
as-usual Americans a particularly

fresh set of characters. In addition,

the thwarted romance between a

State Department man and an essen-

tially decent German woman is

touched on perhaps' too casually for

real poignance.

To judge by reports from the oc-

cupation zones; conditions are prob-
ably even worse than portrayed here,

with such right-thinking guys as the
hero, Richard Woodruff, all too

scarce and carrying less, weight than
the playwrights indicate. This need
not, of itself, ' invalidate the show's
theme, for the exhortation that we
wage the peace as efficiently as the
war is the important thing. Whether
quite enough theatrical excitement
shines through the sober talk is a

more pertinent question in trying to

gauge this material's chances for

Broadway.
Cast, headed by Clarence Derwent

as a plausible German industrialist,

is generally good, and Mary Morris,
in her direction, has pointed up
speech differences between Germans
and non-Germans without resorting

to phony device of making- krauts
use accents in conversing among
themselves. Stephen Elliott is pleas-
antly forthright as Woodruff, Vir-

ginia Downing etches a Prussian
aristocrat sharply, .Lois Clair carries
conviction, as the\ womani once en-
gaged to Woodruff and now unhap-
pily married to a Nazi; Robert Gill

Is persuasive as her fanatical hus-
band, Houston Richards combines
cupidity and stupidity as a cartel-

minded Chicagoan, and there are
okay contributions by Alexander Ivo,
Robert Alvin, Michael Sivy, Arthur
Owens, Robert Carlisle, Keith
Thomas and Naomi Heschong. Al-
bert Heschong's settings are above
the usual strawhat level

Built up as a kind of latter day
•Watch on the Rhine," "Drums"
might not be without possibilities for
pix, though, being so highly topical,

it would seem to call for Immediate
attention. Paul.

the father), cast to type as the

mother's 16-year-bld daughter, made
a promising footlight debut with her
mania in a revival of J. M. Barrie's

comedy, "Alice Sit-By-The-Fire,"- at

the Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope. As be,fits any play; in which
Miss; Hayes appears, it was the star's

night, but. daughter wasn't far be-

hind. '''..
Starting a five-week strawhat

junket, "Alice" is Miss Hayes' first

new role since "Harriet." Although
the part of a flirtatious, gay wife,

who leaves three kids home in Lon-
don while she stays with her colonel

spouse in India, is hot tailor-made
for Miss Hayos. she brings to it all

her usual skill and charm. Her per-

formance is easily the outstanding

distaff acting job on the summer cir-

cuit, and it worthy addition to her
Barrie - repertoire of "What Every
Woman Knows" and "Dear Brutus."
Miss MaeArlhur. a charming blonde

with lucid eyes and an expressive
face, is a head taller than her illus-

trious mother. She gives the role of

hypnosis. Claire Carlton turns In a

lusty bit as a loud blonde.
Jack Hayes, as a minister, and Gcr-

ild Oliver Smith, as an English fop,

turn in good supporting parts as do
Lynnc Lvolis, Virginia Belmont,
Kathleen McGuire and Frank E. Bris-

tow. "Mary Had a Little" has little

enough, but It will get by as lighter

fare if competition isn't too keen.
Ted.

Allee Slt-hy-the-Flre
Theion Bamberger- .prcnents rcvlvnl of

"Allri'-Slt-by-llH-Klrc." comedy in 'three

nets by James M. -Karric. with Helen llayc9
slnrrril, .lulin YViMlamy featured. Singed
by Joshua.' l.ox»n: sohIuks by .Herbert llrod-

klii; costume* by l.u'-tndn Jtallnrd. Opened
in Hacks I'onnty I'liiyhouye. New Hoi»e,

Ph.. July -IS. AG: top.

Tho l'laywrliilu ...Russell Collins
Amy t,;n-y '. ...Maty MucArthur
t'osino t.;iey....: Charles Nevlt
Fanny , ... I ............... . .Mary Itear

Glnevra Dunbar. .'. rtethel Leslie
Nmne. : .

.

'.
Viola Roachc

,Mis. Clrey Helen Hayes
l ol. Cray. . .John Williams
Stephen Holla Donald Murphy
lib hnnlMin Patricia Klrkland

the romantic, theatre-struck young-
ster an authentic ring, exhibiting a

noteworthy lack of stage-fright. Miss
MacArlnur's sense of timing will no
doubt improve with subsequent per-

formances.
Possessed of a high-pitched, yet

pleasant voice, she Is we'll cast as the

moonstruck daughter, who imagines
her parents are involved in "the
eternal triangle" she has witnessed
in five West End plays, in one week.
The novitiate , is at her best in her
third-act scenes with her mother.
The mock-heroics of the bemused
kid are nicely balanced by her real-

istic finale when she "reunites" her
devoted parents. •

.
Production is out of the top drawer.

Joshua Logan's direction is expert;

although present pace is far from
uniform, it will no doubt smooth out
John Williams, as the understanding
father, and Patricia Kirkland, as a
slavey, are notable in a cast which
includes Donald Murphy, Bethel
Leslie, Charles Ncvil, Mary Bear and
Viola. R'oache.

Principals will troupe with Miss
Hayes at future stands. Logan added
Barrie's charming stage direction to

the production via the role of a com-
mentator, played with quiet, excel-
lence by Russell Collins. Lucinda
Ballard's colorful and imaginative
costumes, . plus . Herbert Brodkln's
two atmospheric

.
settings give the

presentation physical quality.

Jake.

Satan's In the Pantry
Clinton, N. J., July 15.

Hunterdon Hills Playhouse production of
comedy in three acta- (four scenes) by Ted
Tiller: presented by Tiller and Peter Harris.
Kluxeil by Day Tuttle; sotting*. Marshall
Kalhnn. At Hunterdon Hills' Playhouse.
(.'Ilnton, N. J., opening July. 9, '-10; $2.-10

top.
Airs. Splppln. . . . ,'Reta Shaw
JtlossenKer Boy Handcll Henderson
Mr. Splppln.:. Maurice Fitzgerald
Bob Splppln. Pryor McFadderi
Esme. .......... ...... . . .Anne Ives.

Taxi -Driver....... Leonard .Lesser
Mrs. C^eorge P. Morrison. ... ..Natalie Core
Belhle' Morrison , .Janet Durlls
Brenda Murdock Trevn Fra7.ee
Mi-. Cummins James MacOulre
Klr» Chief. .-'-.' .Leonard Canst
Kxprefl.vmen. Postmen, etc.: Leonard Lesser.

Gordon Rlgsby, Fi-Ancls Olds.

"Satan's in the Pantry," comedy
by Ted Tiller, co-manager of the lo-

cal Playhouse,, which deals with the
American /.domestic scene, has no
chance for Broadway.:

On the style of "You Can't Take
It With You," but with none of the
artistry of the Kaufman-Hart' hit,

"Pantry" is a polyglot of characters
and situations. Basic story deals
with the uproar that, ensues when a
mother and her spinster daughter
guest at the home of relations who
are in the throes of their own do-
mestic difficulties, no less of which
Is the fact that their two. spare mat-
tresses had been sent away for re-
stuffing. That gives an idea of the
whole clambake. '

James MacGuire, Anne Ives, Reta
Shaw and Natalie Gore get the ma-
jor laughs.

Play Out of Town

Mary Had a Little
San Francisco, July 15!

Al Rouen j>i
;

(Hlii'-lii>n uC fxrce-comeGy In
<wn urts (ilv»» yC4>neH) liy Muriel Herman,
Arthur I J eizuk >"() Honen. Features Ed-
mund I .owe. .Mnry Hrlun, Claire Carlton
Kred Shet-mnti nud "Oerntd Oliver Smith
Slatted by J.tnn Eirol. At Geary. San
FtHnclHco. July l.\ Mtt: $3 lop.
UoHitvh McQuHde.
Ahiry While,
Thymns Oaniun. .

Dr. .lamca jVlmnltloii .

,

Ksiher S.uiRi L. . . . .

Heiiy ; . .

.

.Mih. UniMey .liiiie^..

. .-.'.Claire- Carlton
. . -. Mary Brian
. . ; . . Kdmund Lowe

Fred Sherman
...... .Lynne Lyons
.Kathleen MaRulre
.Virginia Be^mon

,Mrn, Ifwy liell....... ..Jean Dean
PrlnooHH Olfffl Komanot. Lori Irving.
HfiMil Bollomlcy . . . .Orald Oliver Smith
MlnlPier. •. . . . . John Hayes
Max, a Waller. ......... .Frank E. Brlstow

Play on Broadway

Maid In Ihe Ozarks
priKluctliiii of |>1»>- 111 lliifi"

1 )> I'IrIiv l'm-j-lsli. -uiisiied

July 1.1. 'Jtl: (S.Wi t«ii.

Krvll'Hiiri
......... i . . I Mvvy Slipi-nmn

.Jnck >f ullilo^n
^ ..Julin I>ntld

.^hiipe -NVJllhima
i.;' .Jon Dhu'mou

CUoi-Ih Humt»hroy.s
.niii-mnn ltoilcl

Kvi-lyn Wellii l-'ni-Kn

.l-ectlp ile lan-:i.H

......... . .Mait clle Oltmlcl

JulM l'telffor

net. tone Hi-cne

HelniK-o. N. \.,

Oiiint ('Bllionii.

'rh:iir'f'»lhoun.
.Molmwlf'. I . . ...

Urirl Calvm.

.

yOlii Tolllwr.
Tcnttile t'nlltiui

lancos Ti'lllvi-

"yl'rrii* yoKHK-
\my, Tount;
Uiiliy-llelle .'.-.-.

>thit I'IccUlt. '.

An inkling of how low in stage

fare "Mn'id in the Ozar.ks." rates was
jjlcaned through Ben Fielding, license

commissioner, sitting in at the. open-

ing. A friend murmured : to him:

"This doesn't concern your office:

it calls for the Dept. of Sanitation."

That about rates the smelly turkey
that has been tramping through the

hinterland on and off for five years.

Play was brazenly heralded and
critics defied in advance, manage-
ment bcuig confident that the show
would draw customers who go for

bargain "entertainment." A carload

of tWo-for-ones was scattered around
the metropolitan area before "Maid"
opened. It was claimed that out-of-

town audiences roared with laughter

but that certainly didn't happen at

the Bclasco Monday. There have
been many mediocrities in the house
during past seasons, but nothing

more distasteful than the. current

3
"Maid" is ah exhibition of hillbilly

filth. Locale is the Ozark mountains
of Arkansas. Leads are two boys,

lazying in a shack, proud of their

grimy bare feel and lice in their hair.

The granny who tends to this oafish

brood is as much . a character who
occasionally combats bedbugs and
the Ku Klux Klan.

'

Eldest of the hillbilly boys has the

fancy label of Temple Calhoun, a

moonshiner who picks up Lydia, a

comely waitress, at Little Rock and
offers marriage. The femme and her

sister Frances, an attractive redhead,

supply the romance. Lydia- has been
mixed up slightly in bigamy and
other extra-curricular events and in

the end goes for an artist who paints

her in the nude—offstage.
Comedy stew scene is carried by

Burman Bodel, only one of the cast

when "Maid" was two-, three- or

four-for-oned in Chicago, he then

being billed with handle of Boots.

Most of the players appear to have
emanated from nondescript stocks.

Johnee Williams and Gloria Humph-
reys, who look alright in shorts, did

some modeling. Evelyn Wells Fargo,

as a shrewish, skinny hillbilly wife,

could develop as an eccentric come-
dienne.
Understood the play was known as

'Blue Mountain" \vhen done in Hol-
lywood at the little Footlight theatre

around 1940, where it ran for more
than a year. No stager Is credited

but the play is given by arrangement
with C. B. and H. R. Woolever, a

couple of San Francisco printers who
bequeathed it to Pfeiffer. Ibee.

MARRIAGES
Judith Anderson to Luther Green,

New York, July 11. Bride is legit

and film star; groom is legit pro-
ducer.

Nancy TCenyon to Henry J. Zaflan,

New York. July 14.. Bride has role

in "Show Boat."

Vilma. Kurrer to Richard Barron,
Chicago, June 30. Groom was in

"Laura" there, bride having been in

"Wallflower." Both now In sum-
mer stock.

June Boyle to Bill R. Riggs, Se-
attle, June 30. Bride is secretary to

Bill Hamrlck, supervisor for Ster-
ling Theatres in that city.

Madeline Carroll to Henri Lavorel,
Paris, July 12. Bride is screen star.

Siobhan McKcnna to Denis O'Dea,
Galway, Ireland, July 7. Couple are
Abbey Theatre and film players.

OBITUARIES
VERNON "BUD" OBEY

Vernon "Bud" Grey, 53, veteran
press agent, died in Birmingham,
Ala., July 9.

Long affiliated with show biz,

Grey began his career at the Metro-
politan Theatre, Boston during the

Publix regime. For several years he
agented Major Bowes units, later

joining the exploitation staff of

RKO in Dallas: He .spent two years
with Paramount working out o( At-
lanta after which he went out ahead
Of a skating production.

MICHAEL RUSSELL
Michael Russell, 65, former stat-

in Dion B.oucicault metiers at Dub-
lin's Queen's theatre, died In Dub-
lin, July .4.

'

In later years he turned to script-

ing shows, promoting amateur in-

terest in theatre and stage- manage-
ment. Funeral was attended by
Eamon de Valera, Irish Prime Min-
ister. •

Survived. by his widow, son and
two daughters.

'

BURT TATLOR
Burt Taylor, 57, former legit and

circus advance agent, died July, li

in Corpus Christi, Tex.
He had done press work for Ring-

ling Bros, and Hagenbeck-Wallace
circuses arid also for many touring
legit companies. He also produced
and managed "Frisco Follies" some
years ago.
Survived by widow and two

daughters.

HARRY GOTTLIEB
Harry Gottlieb, 52, film salesman,

died in Des Moines; July 5. He was
senior salesman for 20th Fox ex-
change in that city for 20 years and
was former president, of the Iowa
Film Salesmen. "

\

Survived by his widow, Dorothy
Day, adv. manager of Central Slates
Theatre Corp., and a son.

FLORENCE SHORT
Florence Short, 57, former stage

and silent screen actress, died July
10 at her home in Hollywood,
On the screen Miss Short played

opposite Lew Cody, John Ince and
other stars of a bygone generation.
On Broadway she appeared in
"Everyman" and other productions
of Henry W. Savage.

Surviving is her sister. Gertrude
Short. .

BILLY BLEACH
Billy Bleach, 58,. vaude booker

died in London, July 11.

For many years he was booker
for Stoll Circuit, and before the war
was manager for Tom Arnold re-
vues in Australia.
Survived by widow and two sons.

MARGARET MORAN
Margaret Moran, 58, singer.' 'and

mother of actor Jackie Moran, died
of a heart attack July 15 in Holly-
wood.
Husband, son, and daughter sur-

vive.

;
Mother, 87, of Arthur Leplante,

St. Louis city salesmen for Columbia
Pictures, died recently .in. Man-
chester,- Mb., from injuries suffered
in a fall. :

Mother, 72, of Louis de Rochemont,
20th-Fox producer, and Richard de
Rochemont, producer of Marcff of

Time; - died at Cambridge, Mass.,

July 15.

Mother, 70, of Johnny J. Hughes,
of former vaude dance team of

Adelaide and Hughes, died in Brook-
lyn, N. Y., July 5.

William R. Potter, 58, former stilt

photographer, for Paramount Pic-

tures died last week in Washington,

'

D. C.

Plays Abroad
: Continued from page 12

;

Summer In Nohant
clashing inextricably In futile

amours.
Chopin himself, except for one

brijf entry in act two, does hot ap-
pear at all until act three, but Don-
ald Eccles,. an ex-Fleet Air Arm
officer making his comeback, to the
theatre, shows fine perception in the
role. Laurence. Payne, the son, has
a. profile and dash which should
make him a good bet for films, and
Lally Bowers as George Sand gives
a performance of cool, masterful
competence that takes every line of
a clever script and sets it quietly
blazing. . Ebet.

in touch with a big banker, played by
Duvaleix, thus making her lover,
acted by Paul Derenne, very jealous.
Latter finally gets back his mate, the
banker pairing off with another ac-
tress (Maria Hotine).

. Louisard, as the chief of police,
stands out in a cast that has little to
do in the way of comedy but vocal-,
izes chiefly to music batoned by
Pierre Pagliano. The score is okay
but the policemen's tune is the only
catchy one. Nice production is likely
to give the show a fair summer run.

' Moxi.

This potpourri of corn and bed-
room claptrap is more akin to bur-
lesque than to drama, but it should
dp at the boxo'ffice. ' "Mary Had a
Little" is about as subtle, as a red
light but opening night customers
howled at the - inept though risque
situations which among other clumsy
things involved the use of hypnosis
by a doctor to perfect a painless
childbirth.

.
Mary Brian, taking the 'part of a

naive dame, and Edmund Lowe, play-
ing the rake who's mixed up in the
lives of all the femmes in the pro-
duction, turn in earnest if loose jobs,
both being handicapped by poor dia-
log and dehydrated gags. Fred Sher-
map 'as doctor is effective, and Lori
Irving provides a hilarious striptease
while, under what is supposed to be

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mrs. Andy .' Frain, son,

Chicago, July 6. Father is head of
Frain Usher Service. ;

Mr. and Mrs. . Harold Weinberg,
daughter,. Montreal, in June. Father
is general manager of El Morocco,
Montreal nitery.

Mr. and Mrs.- Hal Hartley/ son,

Montreal, July- 9. Father is. orches-
tra leader at El Morocco, Montreal
nitery.

Mr. -and Mrs. Van Heftin, daughter,
Hollywood, July 14. Father is Metro
star.

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kanter, daugh-
ter, New York, July . 12. Father is

radio writer.

Virginle Dajazet
Paris, July 8.

Van Farys production ot operetta In three
scenea. Book by Jean Marsan and Ruy-
mond Vogel; music by Gcorgea van Fary-t.
Dlreotod by Jacques Henry Duval. . Sets
and roatumcs by Blanche van 1'arya. Star*
Panely Revoll: features Duvaleix. Gabriel
Couret. Francois Richard, I^ulsard; Hub-
ert Hominet. J. J. Lecot, l'aul Derenne.
At Theatre des Champs Elysees. Jnlv ll.

Vlrxnle Dejazet ....fanclv ltevoll
Jules Clnmand.: i.DuvHlelx
Ludnvlc Hurlcbols ...tiabrlel Cnuiel
I'eralKny. Francois Hlcliurd
Raniadou I.oulwird
I.otlls N'apnleon Bonaparte. . Uoberl llonimcl
Almond de Monsller..! :J. J. l.ecol
Arthur Bcrtroud Puui Deronnp
I'OUl" .....Alain 'I'hety
I.lselte. Jacqueline .lcbnniiniir
l-'rotillon , . .Mnrlna Hnllnp
rollcomvn: rti.hind Iri-licrl. ItoKer C'arcll.

Jlentl Silent, Maurice Delalaudre.

Two things stand out in this show.
First is a very catchy tune sung by
Louisard, as chief of police, at the
beginning of the second act; which
with the support of his policemen
winds, up in' a quintet that is sure to
find its way on wax and air. Second
is Marina Hotine. who plays a sup-
porting role to the star and steals
the sliow. She can sing, act, and Is a
looker.
Show has been well produced, at

a reported cost of $30,000, said to
have been partly financed by- picture
dealer Georges Hermann, who han-
dles the paintings of Mrs. van Parys,
designer of. the sets and costumes,
and wife of the tunesmith. Music is
published by latter's firm, Editions
Philippp Pares.
Costumes and sets, of the 1940 pe-

riod are very good and in sharp con-
trast with most- of the current shabby
productions.: First set is a private
dining .room In the then fashionable
Maison Doree: second is a terrace on
top of Montmartre somewhat similar
to the w.k. "Louise" operatic set,
with Paris seen below, and the third
shows tMe inside of the Theatre des
Varjetes.
Play Is built around Fanely Revoil,

as the popular Varietes star Virfiinic
Dejazet. helping Prince Napoleon,
then exiled, to tool the Louis Philippe
politfe. She arranges for him to get

Fatigue
Paris, June 25.

Jacques Valola production of three-act
comedy by Ferny Besaon. Features (.'ecllla

Jnffray and C'hrlailan Delaunay. Directed
by Christian Delaunay. At Theatre de
ritumotir.
t'hrlailane .' .Cecilia Jaffray
I'leiTc. Christian Delaunay
nosiave ; .Xavler Renault
Olaa Yvonne Bermont
Mih. l->ubi-pull Cierninlne Sal7.y
( 'ol. Dobi-euil. Dcllgny
Alain : rierre Fntitnlne
Uabctte Frauclne Darlots

The play is noteworthy in that it

introduces physical exhaustion due
to overwork as a factor interfering
with the sentimental happiness of an
otherwise loving couple. However, it

is inexpertly written and is slow.

Cecilia Jaffray is the loving wife

of a professional man. She Is, a

doctor, too, and devotes so much
energy to her work that Christian
Delaunay, her husband, finds her

rather unresponsive to his loyemak-
ing. More trouble is caused by^a
woman friend, who is interested in

her husband, and by her mother-in-
law who can't sec her son married
to a career girl. The pair misunder-
stand each other and get a divorce,

Two years later they make up,

when they better understand each
other. It's as simple as that.

Production, in one set, is simple.

Ev4n the finest talent could not do

much with such a script. Yvonne
Bermont, as a moid, is. given a

chance to Inject some comedy. Cecilia

Jaffray. as the physically tired wife,

is okay, but Christian Delaunay
overacts. Mart.

,

'Heart' to Hit Coast
Los Angeles, July 16.

Russell Lewis and Howard Young
will produce last year's Broadway
hit, "The Hasty Heart." on the Coast,

openfng Aug. 16 in Santa Barbara.

Cast will be headed by Erin

O'Brien-Moore, Dean Heron, Whit-

ner Bissell, Gilbert Frye, Michael

Garrison. Charles Waldron and.

Vernon Steele.
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-State SRO 25V2G
Chicago, July 16.

Influx of thousands of convention-

eers to Chi last week failed to boost

boxofftces, with only two of the four

shows turning in good takes.

•'State of the Union" jumped to

$25 500, and is again doing capacity

biz' after a slight drop last week.

"Anna Lucasta." which closed Sat-

urday (13) after 42 weeks in Chi, had

a last-minute rush of ticket buyers to

register a good $14,000. "Up in Cen-

tral Park" slipped to fair $33,000,

while Mae West's "Come. On Up"
pocketed a fair $15,000 during its first

week*
Estimates for Last Week

"Anna Loessta," Civic <42d week)
(900; $3.60). Closed Saturday (13)

with good $14,000.

"Come On l)a," Selwyn (1.000;

$3.60); $15,000 for 'fair first week.
"State «f the Union," Blackslone

(12lh week) (1,360; $4.20). Best b«
in town, with capacity $25,500.

"Up In Central Park," Shubert
(13th week) (1,163; $4.80). Down to

so-so $33.000.

IVidow' Merry 45G, St L;

'Wakz' Cflireot Repeater
St. -Louis. .July 15.

"The Last Walts," which received
its American preem in the Municipal
Opera. Assn.'s alfresco theatre in

Forest Park in 1038, and repeated for

another one-week stand the follow-
ing year, is being presented for the
third time by the local enterprise.

Piece teed off on another . seven-
night stand last night (Monday) be-
fore a sweltering mob of 10,000 that
laid approximately $4,600 on the line.

Top rolcn were taken by Wilma
Spenee; Mario Bell, former native
and now a Metro starlet, and Joseph
Sullivan.
Franz Lehar's '"The Merry Widow"

wound up its week's engagement
Sunday (14) with a' swell b.o. score.

A drop In the temperature for most
of the run and posies tossed with
lavish hand by the crix contributed
to luring out 75,000 customers for an
estimated gross of $45,000.

'Lire' 16»/2G, Mont'l
Montreal, July 16.

"Private Lives," starring Tallulah
Bankhead, ' supported by Donald
Cook, raked up hefty $16,500 for
five-day run (two matinees) at 1-750-

seater His Majesty's.
Opened Tuesday (8) and closed

Saturday^l3L^isl£^itte^^avjed^

If my favorite columnist will

forgive me for lifting his

format, I'd like to use up
this white space to kiss

goodbyes to Paul Beteman
in St. Louis, Bob Boda in

Columbus, Bob Royer in

Roanoke, and some of the

other theater managers out

in the wild blue yonder. It's

been most enchantin' seein5
you gentlemen on my tours

in advance of Miss Bank-
head, Miss Barrymore and
Miss Cornell, but I must say

that I don't expect to be
meeting you this season. Put-

ting lanterns in the windows
will avail you naught, my
hearties. I'm transferring to

the New York Chapter of the

ATAM and Fm seeking a
producer or two with a good
disposition, normal digestion,

respiration and blood pres-

sure, and a soft spot in his

heart for a hardworking .press

agent. Dean Dick Maney has
been good enough to lend
me a cranny in his office lor

the nonce (spell that with an
"o", printer) and over the

weekends I may be found #
m puttering around the garden A|

n in Connecticut. Telephone
"'

Redding 292. Hello Broad
way! v,

OR. S. A. DANITS
OPTOMETRIST

P»aiada»l« Eve Enalaatlont

CONTACT LENSES
1 W«rt Mndiwn S».. t'hiraiw

J'ruHldJii Wl

Current Road Shows
(Period Covering July 15-27)

"Anns Lucasta."—Civic, Chi. (15-

27).

"Blackouts of 1946"—El Capitan,

Hollywood (15-27).

"Bloomer Girl" — Philharmonic,
L. A. (15-20); Curran, Frisco (22-27).

"Come On Up" — Selwyn, Chi.

(15-27).

"Follow the Girls"—Forrest, Phila.

(15-27).

"Harvey"—Erlanger, Buff. (22-27).

"Mary Had » Little" — Geary,
Frisco (22-27).

"Meet Ine Wife"—Natl, Wash.
(22-27).

"Merry Wives of Windsor"—Met.,
Seattle (15-20); Mayfair, Portland

(22-24); Aud., Oakland (26); Aud.,

Sacramento (27).

"Otreetston"- Pinney, Boise (16);

Chief, PocateUo (17); Capitol, Salt

Lake City (18); Laramie (20); Aud.,

Denver (22-23); Music Hall, K. City
• 25-27).

"Oklahoma!" — BUtmore, L. A.
(15-27).

"State of the Union"—Blackstone,
Chi. (15-27).'

"Up In Central Park"—Shubert.
Chi. (15-27).

-Volee of the, TBrtle"—Lyric, Van-
couver, B. C. (15-20); Met., Seattle

(22-27).

"Voice of the Tartle"—Cass, Det.

(15-27).

SUMMER STOCK
"A Chorea Mease"—Casino, New-

port, R. I. (15-20).

"A Gomc for Uw Gander"—Play-
house, Cape May, N. J. (15-20).

"A Wise Child" — Playhouse,
Bridgeport. N. Y. (17-21).

"An, Wilderness* — Playhouse,
Lakewood. N. J. (15-20).

"Alice Sit - By - The - Fire"—Play-
house, New Hope, Pa. (15-20).

"Ansel Street"—Playhouse, Booth-
bay, Me. (17-21).

"Aneet Street"—Starlight, Pawl-
ing. N. Y. (16-21).

"Blind Alley"—Playhouse, Boyl-
ston. Mass. (15-20).

"Blithe Spirit"—Playhouse, Keene,
N; H. (16-21).

"Brief MameBt"—Town Hal), Co-
hasset, Mass. (15-20).

"Captain Applejack" — Playhouse,

Mt Kisco, N. Y. (15-20).

"Clsaate"—Old Town, Smithtown.
L. I. H6-21).
"Claaaia" — Playhouse, Marion,

Mass. (15-20).

"Daaaask Cheek" — Playhouse,
Woodstock, N. Y. (15-20).

"Design far tArlag-—Playhouse,
Westport, Conn. (15-20).

"Fair and Warner"—Playhouse.
Yardley, Pa. (15-20).

"Goodbye Again"— Playhouse,
Cragsmoor, N. Y. (15-20).

"Kiss Theai far Me"—Playhouse.
FishkiU, NY, (16-21).

"Lost Colony"—Waterside, Roan-
oke Is., N. C. (15-20).

"New Moon"—Playhouse. Mill-

bum. N. J. (16-21).

"Nlrht Mast Fall" — Playhouse.
Greenwich, Conn. (15-20).

"Oar Town"—Chapel, Ridgewood.
N. J. (15-20).

"Over 11"—Playhouse, Sayvillc,

L. I. (16-21).

"Personal Appearance"—Province-

town, Clinton Hollow, N. Y. (18-28).

"Peat Road" — Playhouse, Lake
Pleasant, N. Y. (19-22).

"fcebeeea" — Playhouse, Stock

-

bridge, Mass. (15-20).

"Jag Araand Elisabeth"—Play-

house, New London, N. H. (17-20).

"•tone" — Playhouse, Stamford.

Conn. (15-20).

"Salome" — Theatre-in-the-Dale.

New Milford, Conn. (17-21).

"Snsfa" — Green Bush, Blauvelt.

N. Y. (16-21).

"Ten Little Indians"—Casino, Hol-

yoke, Mass. ( 15-20).

"The Bad Man"—Playhouse, Mt.

Gretna. Pa. (18-24).

"The Circle" — John Drew, East

Hampton, L. I. (15-20).

"The Enchanted Cottage"—Hilltop.
Lutherville, Md. (16-20).

"The Late George Apley"—Play-
house, Dennis, Mass. (15-20).

"The Little Foxes" — Riverside.

Bridgeton. Me. (16-21).

"The Little Foxes" — Playhouse.

Litchfield, Conn. (16-20).

"The Male Animal" — Playhouse.

Milford, Pa. (16-20).

"The Male Animal"—Playhouse.
Bennington. Vt. H5-20).

"The riiiladelphla Story"—Play-
house. Guilford, Conn. <15 :

20).

"The Walrus and the Carpenter"—
Playhouse, Bridgchampton, N. Y
( 1(5-20).

"Three's a Family"—Playhouse
Bolton Landing, N. Y. (16-20).

•Tonight at 8:30" — Playhouse
Ogunquit, Mc. (15-20).

"Twelfth Night" — Chapel, G(

I
Neck, L. 1. (16-23).

]
"Young Woodley" — Playhouse

i Beverly, Mass. (15-20).

'Bohemian GrIY 15G

Puts Memphis in Black
Memphis, July 16.

' Bohemian Girl" pulled $15,000 to
the Memphis Open Air Theatre box-
office the past week to put the Mid-
South Summer musical organization
back in the black after a first week
made shaky by rain. Alfresco
operation needs about $12,000 weekly
to break even, and didn't quite get
that with the previous week's "Bios-,
som Time."

Crix went overboard for "Bohe-
mian Girl" singing, declaring vocal
setup was finest town has ever heard
in anything from musical comedy to
grand opera, Principals included
Rosemarie Brancato, Frank Horna-
day, Edward Roecker, John Gurney,
Martha Larrimore and Charles
Hamilton.

B way Static and Biz SHO Blah;

50% of Shows Just Scraping Almg;

Annie' 45G; Icetime' 47G Tops All

Business on Broadway last week
was a shade better than during the
previous holiday week. But 50%
of. the 22 attractions on the list are
scraping along and presumably some
of that contingent is operating in the
red, figuring on an upturn from now
on. The agencies say they are doing
more business selling tickets for the
baseball games than for the theatres
and fine weekend weather sends a
majority of the citizenry to open-air
diversion. However, theatres can de-
pend on liberal percentage of con-
ventionites.

"Tidbits of 1946," a vaude revue,
was thumbed down and disappeared
after one week. "Maid in the Ozarks"
opened Monday; panned as expected.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drnma),

CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (Retme),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"Anna Lnessta," Mansfield (99th
week) (D-1,041; $3.60). Very little

difference in long run colored-cast
drama; evidently getting by: around
$aooo.

"Annie Get Taar Gan," Imperial
<9lh week) (M-1,427; $6-60). Stand-
ees at all performances; so strong
that it's a cinch through next sea-
son: more than $45,000.

"Aronnd the World," Adelpbi (7th
week) (M-1.434; $6). Might fare bet-
ter in more favorable location,- but
no intention to move; rated around
321.500. no better than even break.

"Bora Yesterday," Lyceum (24th
week) (C-983; $4J»). Advance sale
so staunch that nothing can effect
the capacity pace of laugh show,
which tops $21,000.
"Call Me Mister," National (13th

week) (R-1,142; $6). Another stand-
out that continues to sell out all

times with the gross quoted over
£32 500.
"Carcase!," Majestic (65th week)

<M-1,667: $6). Second summer natu-
rally not as strong but this is still

among the top grossers; rated around
$36,000.
"Dear Ruth," Miller (83d week)

(C-940). Down around the $5,000
level and will depart after another
week.
"Deep Are the Boots," Fulton (42d

week) (D-968; $3.60). Eased off fur-
ther and using some cut r.-tes

Philly's toner
Philadelphia, July 16.

Length of stay here for "Follow
the Girls," town's one legiter, is in

doubt. Musical, starring Gertrude
Niescn, has been doing nicely at the
Forrest but well under a capacity
pace. Gross for last week, its third
stanza, was $28,500,

City is plastered with paper of a
fall opening already, something of a
novelty. Show is "Voice of the
Turtle," due in return engagement
Labor Day. Only other fall booking
officially announced is the newly -

formed American Repertory The-
atre, which opens a two weeks' stand
at the Shubert Sept 23. Outfit will
give two performances of their pro-
jected repertory—''Henry VIET and
"What Every Woman Knows." Eva
Le Gallienne, Walter Hampden, Vic-
tor Jory. Ernest Truex and Mar-
garet Webster are a nucleus.

HOT WEATHER SHOW BIZ

GOOD FOR 135G IN LA.
Los Angeles, July 16.

Midsummer show business is go-

ing . along at a mighty clip here
with four major attractions holding
down permanent spots and the

Hollywood Bowl drawing its thou-

sands four nights weekly. Still top-

ping the gross peak is "Bloomer _
Girl," which wavered only slightly 'around $7 ,5CK). Revival "oi "The Front
to $51,000 for1 the third week at the Page" may follow, but not due until

Philharmonic Aud. "Oklahoma!" car-

ried through its 10th. week at the

Biltmore with sold out $38,000.

Advent of Hollywood Starlight

Theatre Assn. on the local scene: at

the Greek theatre in Griffith Park
had "Two Hearts in Three-Quarter
Time" bowing as the first attrac-

tion to tune of $27,500. This is not :
last

up to nut figures, but points way I
,as

to future profits, when the public

gets outdoor conscious for operet

September.
"Barvey," 48th Street (89th week)

(C-925: $4.20). Strongest among
straight play holdovers with .the sec-
ond summer seeing laugh snow still

selling out: over $19,000 quoted.
"kctfate." Center (4th week) (R-

2.994; $2.40). A natural in the Radio
City sector: running much ahead of

summer's skating ' show with
week quoted around $47,000:

tons all.

"Life With Father," Bijou (345th
week) <C-614: $3.60). Claimed to

ance advocates helps somewhat; $7,-

000 estimated.
"Seng of Norway," Broadway

(9Cth week) (0-1,900; $4.80). Among
the stayers doubtful Of profitable
operation recently; rated around
$19,000. •

"State of the Union," Hudson (35th
week) (CD-1,057; $4£0). One of the
standouts for w h i c h attendance
doesn't vary; more than $24,000: ca-
pacity.
"Swan Song," Booth (9th week)

(CD-712; $4.20). Another show not
figured to have bettered operating
outlay since opening; $5,000.
"The Glass Menagerie," Royale

(67th week) (CD-1,025; $3.60). Pace
little better than even break; rated
under $10,000.

'

"The Voice of the Turtle," Mo-
rosco (119th week) (C-939; $3.60).
Somewhat better here with takings
indicated around $9,500; should be
okay at this time.
"Three to Make Beady," Broad-

hurst (19th week; (R-1,160: $4JO).
Revue .started off to great business
in much larger house but tapered
here. Around $21,000; still indefinite.

REVIVALS
"Show Beat," Ziegfleld (27th

week) (M-1.628: $6). Getting goodly
share of visitor trade but has been
o/f recently; rated around $35,000.
"The Bed Mill," 46th Street (39th

week) (M-1.319: $4.80). Picked up
last week to around $25,000 and ex-
pectation is for continuance well in-
to autumn.

VAUDE-REVUE
"Tidbits of 1946," Plymouth.

Vaudeville mostly of small-time
brand:nanned and stooped after one
week.

NEIGHBORHOOD
"On the Town," Windsor. Bronx.
"Snds In Soar

,
Eye," Flatbush.

Brooklvn.
LAYING OFF.

"Dream Girl." Coronet (CD-1.037;
$4.80). Plaved 29 weeks: will relight.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (CD-

1,082: $4.80). Played 22 weeks: will
resume.

'LADIES' 46 FLOP, T0R0IT0
Toronto, July 16.

"Good Night, Ladies," starring Ed-
die Nugent and Alien Kearns, nose-
dived to $4,000 at the Royal Alex-
andra, with 1.525-seater scaled at
S2 40 ton.

Ken Murray's ''Blackouts of
j
havc fared better in past season thanlas.

1946'' went past the 212th stretch '

oreviously" but count" down around
with standard $17,000. S6.500.

! "Maid In the Ozarks, Belasco (C-
1.077: $3.60). Presented by Jules

IPfcifTer: written by Claire Parrish;
i originally shown Uti the Coast five

rears aeo: opened Monday (15).

"Oklahoma," St James (177th
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Management
doesn't attempt to explain the record
run but the agencies predicted it;

close to capacity; approximately
$30,000.
"On Whitman Avenae," Cort (10th

week) (D-1.064: $3.60). Gratuitous
ourchase of tickets bv racial toler-

Tortnne' Bright 33G,

'Wives' Blah !f& S. F.

San Francisco. July 16.

"The Fortune Teller," third in the
series of Civic Light Opera produc-
tions, now in second week of its

three-week engagement at the Cur-
ran. played to sellout $33,000 last

week.

"Merry Wives of "Windsor" con-
eluded its four-week run at the

Geary' Saturday (13), dropping in

final stanza to $9,500.

"Mary Had A Little." Al Rosen
;

show starring Edmund Lowe and
;

Mary Brian, opened at the Geary 1

Monday (15).
j

TurtleV 18G D.C. Finale i

Washington, July' 16. 1

National did mild $18,000 last week i

(or the fourth and final stanza of -

Voice of the Turtle." Considering I

run and the heat, return was better

than expected.
Mary Bol;ind. in "Meet the Wife." •

meeting with good mail-order ad- !

vancc for its week here starting

July 22. This is one of show's few
big-time stands on its summer stock ;

tour. "Dear Ruth" skedded for a run I

starting July 29..

GEEEK NIXES SABBATH
Hollywood, July 16.

1

Hollywood Starlight Theatre

Assn. changed its policy with the 1

adoption of a six-night week, wiping •'

Sunday off the schedule at the

Greek Theatre in Griffith Park.

Gene Mann, managing director. .

i explained that the players arc so
'

>>i>.«y with •.
performances and re-

.s>rsals that they need at least one
i

I day of rest per week.
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Literati
Kober's 'Agent' In Book

_

"That Man's Here Again" is the

final title of Random House's No-

vember ' publication of 'Arthur

Kober's "Benny Greenspan, the

Hollywood Agent" stories. Five

still upcoming New Yorker pieces

will round out the 19 items in the

anthology.
'

Hollywood columnist Sidney Skol-

sky told Kober that if he felt

strongly- on it he'd OK a previ-

ously suggested title, but he (Skol-

sky) felt he would like to retain

his catchphrase; "But Don't Get Me
Wrong, I Love Hollywood", and

probably Use it on his own book

some time.

It's Now Minneapolis Star

Following a series of "public

choice" surveys, the Minneapolis

Star-Journal, changed its name Mon-
day (15) to the Minneapolis Star.

No, staff, forinat, or policy changes

are being considered.. .

Questionnaires s h o w e d former

name was tob long for most readers.

Tribune is the morning sheet, owned
by the same company.

Josef Israels, Jrs. Divorced

After 13 years, Aileen Piatt got her
Reno decree from publicist-war

correspondent Josef Israels, Jr. Miss
Piatt is now doing fashion, publicity

In Hollywood and he returns next
week for a

: sixmonth to a year's

stretch in Vienna and the Balkans a;

correspondent for This "Week (N. Y.

!

Herald Tribune), Satevepost and !

Colliers.

the Mountain." August issue re-

printed his Variety column on "Till

The End of Time."
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has. writ-

ten the foreword to son Elliott's

book about FDR, "As He Saw It,"

slated for October publication by
Diiell, Sloan & Pearce.

Mildred Gordon, who authored

'the Little Man Who Wasn't

There" for Doubleday, is lecturing

on strangulations, poisonings and
shootings along the west coast. :

Hank Levy was appo'ined publi-

city-advertising director for' The
Gagnon Co,, Inc., publishers of the

Robert St. Clair novel, "Sheila,"

which Cardinal Pictures will film.

. Jack Gaines has sold an article,

titled "My 36 Rounds with Joe

Louis," to Truth, Aussie publication.

Piece is based on story of A I Hbos-
man, ox-GI and Australian heavy-
weight champ.

.

Kiplinger Is shopping around New.
York for a staff for a new 48-page
monthly mag to star! in the fall.

Charles M. Stevenson, former m.o.

on Washington News, will hold

same title on the 'mag.
Ruth Gruber, the N, Y. Post's ex-

pert on' Palestine, to London, at

tached to President Truman's special

cabinet committee studying the

Anglo-Palestine problem. Formerly
Secretary Ickes' Alaskan expert, she
may go' to Jerusalem for the. Post if

the action shifts there from London

James' sole reason for the squawk,
apparently, was that he was being

sold too cheaply.

Argument was dissipated, how-
ever, when Gill simply offered to

let James out of his contract,

WOR to Find Out
Continued from page I

. Curious Parlay '

Wolcott Gibbs'' authoring that

Ethel Merman profile for Life has
the literati bunch wondering if the

New Yorker staffer is harkening to a

Luce bid. Recalled that The New
Yorker did that vitriolic profile on
Henry R. Luce.
At that time this was deduced as

being the result of Fortune's series

on F-R.Pub. Co. (Raoul Fleischman-
Harold Ross), publishing company of

The New' Yorker, wherein was listed

salaries, etc. . To this Ross replied in

a two-line "Talk of the Town" item
that "the editors of Fortune get

$27.30 a week and their carfare."

Band Prices
: Continued .from pace 39

,

CHATTER
David Brown new exec , editor of

Liberty, succeeding Jim Bishop.

John Herscy is in North Carolina
writing .a new .novel for Knopf.

Bert R. Ferris has sold new. novel
to Houghton Mifflin. Called "Rest-

less Road.".

Larry Lawrence, Milwaukee Jour-
nal's 1 amusement ed, gandering
Hollywood.

All
. Rooseveits now writing:

Jimmy does his own scripts as a

commentator.

Roy Chanslor in Reno inspecting
backgrounds for a forthcoming
mystery novel.

Walter Davenport appointed edi-

tor of "Collier's last week, when
Henry La Cossitt resigned.

Ernie Rogers returned to his

post as Sunday mag ed of Atlanta
Journal, after gandering Hollywood.

Doubleday Doran experimenting
with new format $1 reprints via
"Black Rose," being distributed by
Fawcett.

Dee Lowrance, of Metro's h.o. pub-
licity staff, hit last week's Collier's

with a story tilled "Wardrobe for
Waiting."
Ralph B. Jordan, Metro publicity

exec, hits the bookstores with "Born
to Fight," the story of Adm. Wil-
liam F. Halsey.

Martin Field's

Nothing?" in current Screen. -Writer-,
j

is slowing down producers who ex
peCt writers to.

|

First anthology of poets of the
;

Pacific coming- -out' as "Sunrise on
;

the Pacific." Hebbard of Santa
Barbara publishing.

"Gone Tomorrow;" new short play

leader's $2,500 guarantee was low-
ered and a clause in the agreement
demanding a certain admission

charge was eliminated. Solcnberger
will henceforth decide himself on
how much his patrons will pay at

the b.o. and is said to have retorted

when advised that Kaye's. operating

costs were too high to permit a
lowering of the guarantee, that such
problems were Kaye's and not his,

the guarantee would be cut, or else

Many bandsmen are looking at the
bright side of what seems to others

to be a foreboding of a dark future
for the band business. They feel

that James did the industry a favor
by providing the straw that prom
ises to break the' back of the high
price situation. They point out that

young bands, which up to now
haven't had much chance for sue
cess in the postwar scheme of things,

will get a new lease on life. The
asking prices of even these combos
have, been a bit high due to the sal
ary-thinking. among musicians gen
erated by the top bands. As a result

promoters frequently rejected' dates
on them on the theory that if they
(the promoters) had to pay a wad of

dough for 1 a band they might as

well bow to the demands of the
best names and be reasonably sur
of making money. They couldn't be
even reasonably sure of doing

ftttft*** ******** A *y *** *****tftttttt i tun i ng

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK>« By Frank Scully mmh > m *++^

den, Jersey City, Philadelphia, Wil-

mington, Allentown, Reading, Yonk-

ers, Waterbury, Hartford, New
Haven, Bridgeport, and Trenton.

Station's prexy Theodore C. Slrei-

bert has invited each of the 15 cities

outside of N. Y. to select an out-

standing veteran to act as spokes-

man for his community. Vets will

each report, on what their respective

communities, local industries and
organizations have done in field of

vet's welfare "one year after."

They'll also report on their personal

experiences in meeting problems - of

return to civilian life, and their

slants on the future.

During two-day stay, in' New York
City as guests of WOR, the vets will

be given a whirl around town, and
will take part in special broadcasts

with WOR's Martha Deane and oh
Ted Granik's "American Forum of

the Air" which is moving to N. Y.
for the occasion. Dates set are Aug.
13 and 14th.

Participating with WOR in the
project are Paterson Evening News,
Newark Sunday Call, Wilmington
News-Journal. Bridgeport. Sunday
Call, Philadelphia Evening. Bulletin/
Hartford Courant, Yonkers Tercen-
tennial Commission and various
Chambers of Commerce. •

The 16th veteran— representing
N. Y—will be chosen by WOR lis-

teners, via the Martha Deane show.
Station believes that 'opinions of

the 16 ex-GI's, each an outstanding
rep of a major eastern city, will fur-
nish a significant sampling of vet-
erans' thinking generally.

with a comparatively unknown
band, even at the lighter price tap-

Poor business done by James in
his first few dates was continued
by him after he left Convention Hall
Asbury Park, N. J. He played
Lake Compounce, Bristol. Conn.,
week ago Sunday (7) and lured a
$3,000 gross (he's -getting $4,000
guarantees on all one-nightcrs); at
Lincoln Park, New Bedford, Mass.,
next night (8), he drew 2,150 people
at $2 plus tax; at Sun Valley. Wor-
cester. Mass.. Wednesday (9) he
worked to 2,300 at same price; at
Rhodes - on - the - Pawtuckct. Provi-
dence. Thursday (11) he drew 2,200

i at $2 plus tax. In between, on

Wl. iit„Pv, p„,. !

Wednesday (10). James scored the
vyno worxs *» l

-. 0nly success he 'has -.encountered' to

| date. Going into Old Orchard
Beach, Old Orchard. Me., which he
did not work last year, he played to

3.082 at $2.50 per net ($3 including

i
tax i. James is now al" the Steel

j
I'icr. Atlantic City, after which he

: heads up into New England again.

Fix Leasing
Continued from pace I .

—
census of the members was that,

while the leasing plan wasn't neces-
sary for top authors, who can usu-
ally hold out for their own terms on
bestsellers, it would definitely bene
fit tyro writers and the oldtimers
who've slipped off the bestseller lists

and are trying to fight their way up
again.

Guild- execs pointed out that at

least 10 authors had obtained leased
copyrights on sales to film com
panics so that, instead of the leas
ing plan being a revolutionary idea,
they were merely trying to make
more widespread a system that's al-

ready been in use. "While definite
plans are still in the works, it's be
lieved.that the Guild will, demand
that the length of a copyright sale
be limited to seven years, with the
author retaining all rights outside
the immediate picture field.

Film companies, according to sev-
eral story editors, will in all prob
ability give in to the idea. Pro
posed' competitive bidding for each
picture individually under the anti-
trust decision will probably result
in a hypoed use of bestsellers as
screen fare, since the exhibs will
probably bid more for a picture if

they can be shown that it's been
presold as a novel. Producers, con
scquently, are expected to turn
more and more to the bestseller
lists and, with concerted action by
the Guild, will probably be forced to
comply with its demands.

by Richard harrity, of Ducll. Sloan.

Pearce staff, in. August Theatre Arts
Monthly, due July 20.

A Thyra Samtcr Winslow to London
'to do a series of short stories for
King Features. Good Housekeeping.
Miss America and Travel mugs.

Fascination, femme mag, has
added J. Walter Flynn as art direc-

tor and Claire Glassburg, formerly
with Hillman Publications, as asso-
ciate editor.

Inez Robb, recently back from
Germany, to South America for

INS. "And also to break in my conga-
rhumba course from, Arthur Mur-
ray," she adds;

July Catholic Digest carries

Frank Scully feature, "Retreat to

90 Legits
Continued from page !

Hospital Rock, Calif., July 15.

This one will hurt all over. For tears, it's a bedsheet picture. Hospital
sire. OPA or no OPA-off, ceiling or no celling, am giving this one every,
thing. Among the first one to throw everything toward "Going My Way.t
and certainly am not going to be the last to throw the book of raves- to
"Sister Kenny."
As a general in the great army of pain, a guinea pig who has made

good, I know a little of what this one is about. and certainly Rosalind
Russell, Alexander Knox, Philip Morlvale, Dudley Nichols, Mary Mc-
Carthy and the late and, at this point, more lamented than ever, Charlie
Koerner, have done everything they possibly could to clarify this issue

between the people's troubles and our medical systems of control and
authority. ','.-'

Sister Elizabeth Kenny's 30 years' war against the medical profession's

nfantlle attitude toward infantile paralysis was doubled in no-trump by
the Waterbury glam. girl when she laid out her five-year plan to get the
Australian nurse's life work, on the screen, Roz and Liz were certainly

sisters under, the skin and the magnificence of this, picture proves that

two heads are better than one, especially if one of them is pretty.

The Short That Failed

Sister Kenny's story has been told in books by herself and in a short
which Roz Russell spent $36,000 to produce. It was hoped that the short
could demonstrate the Kenny Method to doctors who refused to be awed
by a nurse from the Australian bush but might be fetched by the magic
of pictures. But the story never was told right until RKO sunk $1,100,000

into it, got Dudley Nichols to write and rewrite' the script and gave the

industry's glamorous girl Friday her way.
You are not spared the major disappointments that Sister Kenny suf-

fered herself iri getting this biographical bofforoo before the public, but
what Roz Russell went through to get the subject okayed for release

emains, in the main, a trade secret. If seems she has always wanted to

do something like this.

When she was part of the Pigtail Set in Waterbury, her father, James E.

Rpssell, a lawyer, slapped fines on his seven kids for pranks. The pranks .

went into. their banks. .When a bank was filled the child was permitted to

name a charity where the "bad money" would go. Rozc chose to give

hers to crippled children. ^

They All Said No
Well,, here it is years later and she is still giving her bad money to

crippled children. The fact that she wanted others to do the same was .

what made her a pest to practically every major producer in. Hollywood.

Louis B. Mayer, Eddie Mannix, David O. Selznick, Darryl Zanuck and

Jack Warner will tell you they said jio so often to making this picture that

they began to feel like heavies. One. woman's fight to change the treat-

ment of polio' just couldn't make a picture. It couldn't even make a

commercial short.

Even Charlie' Koerner, who obviously had a weak heart, said yes only

because the righteous Roz owed him a picture and this .looked like the

only way he could get off the hook. He threw the crippled stepchild

to Dudley Nichols who. finally found himself too worn down, by this Fuller

brush gal of show biz to say no any longer.

He trekked to the Sister Kenny Foundation in. Minneapolis and found so

much good and bad that he almost wished he were back on the old World
writing- about fast trains. The black and white of this magnificent char-

acter got into the script. Fortunately it wasn't polished till all character

was polished right out of it again. It is the first picture to my knowledge
about a living character that pulls no punches but shows moles and all.

I once tried writing about living persons as if they were dead a hundred
years and know it is a very difficult thing to do. But in writing you have
a whole tradition of literature to fall back on when it comes to handling

adults as adults. But in pictures you have, so many people's feeling to

assuage that it has become practically impossible to portray them with

anything less potent than treacle.

Yet here is a living woman who wants to be portrayed as she is and is

perfectly willing to have the worst things a whole profession has said about

her put down in black and white, provided of course that she .can tell

them off with six-inch body punches in return.

But Koerner and Minnesota Said Yes
That this nagging Nightingale finally found doctors who understood her

in Minnesota is not an accident. They even understood Harold Stassens

up there and long before Sister Kenny they understood the Mayo Brothers

in the same highly civilized state. Australia, London and even our own
A.M.A. might give her the brush, and even Warm Springs might prefer

its braces and baths to her simpler techniques of treating polio, but those

Scandinavian skljumpers around the Twin Cities were not going to wait

till the last doctor died of polio before trying something now to cure it

Sister Kenny is due back in the United States from Australia soon. An
old and tired health of other people's pains, shie probably will take this

crowning recognition with modified delight. . But certainly a picture that

is destined to gross millions and will keep her out of financial difficulties

for the rest of her life will not be hailed ,with anything less than unquali-

fied raves by showmen, most of whom have children over whom the

shadow of this dreadful plague throws a cold and almost perpetual' fear.

The tears this picture draws from the audience are nothing to be
ashamed of. Surely people who can cry at prizefights needn't mind weep-
ing when crippled children go around, with braces and crutches under
one system of treatment and can dance their way back to health under
another.
One of the saddest things about the passing of F. D. R. is that he could

not haye lived to have seen this picture. He would have given it the sort

Of plug that would soon run its gross up to 10 million. But even by mouth-
to-mouth it will reward all those who had the least faith in this marriage
of' propaganda and entertainment.

It is almost sure to get into the Academy sweepstakes and if it results

in finally catching and isolating that polio bug, it may inspire some other

star to make even a greater picture about the No. 1 Killer of Them All.

That's not war, kiddies, but cancer.

Totem Pole Holds Down James
Boston. June 10.

Totem Pole, ballroom of Auburn-
dole, near here, apparently . taking
a lesson from the n.s.g. b.o. reac-
tion elsewhere to Harry James at

prices of $2 per person, and up. is

holding its admission, scale to the
same $1 per asked for even local

bands when James opens here next
Tuesday (23). There is said lb have
been an argument -between James
and Totem's operator, Roy Gill,

when the maestro learned of Gill's

holding the price -line for his five-

day run, despite the fact that James
is drawing a flat $17,500 for the five

days, with no percentage privilege.

go into rehearsal next month, the
shovys- being "Park Avenue" (Max
Gordon), "Sweet Bye and Bye" (Nat
Kaison) and "Tdplitzky of Notre
Dame" (William Cahnj.

Autumn Harvest

Named to follow in the autumn or
later arc: "Street Scene" (Dwighl
Deere Wiman and the Playwrights
Co.): "The Little Show" (Wiman and
Tom WeatHerly/: "Autumn Song"
(Mike Todd.).; "Dream Boat" (A. L.
Bormani; "Missouri Compromise"
(George Abbott); "Finian's Rainbow"
(Lbc Sabinsou and Albert K. Katz-
ell);"Look Ma', I'm Dancing" (Oliver
Smith and Richard Dorso); "Carioca
Purple" (Torrey McKcnny and
James Smith); "One Weakness of
Juahita" (Edwaj'd Gross); "May and
December" (A. P: Waxman) ; "Happy
Days" (Dave Schooler); "I'll Tell the
World" (Alex Yokel); "Yours Is My
Heart" (Arthur Spitz) ; "Street Mu-
sic" (Dale Wasserman and Perry

Walkins),. and "Meet Me at Duffy's"
(Ed Gardner).
There are a half-dozen straight

plays due to start in August and the
number of comedies and dramas al-
ready

. listed for next season ap-
proximates 70, indicating that 194G-
47 will be more active productively
than last season. One play broker
has "sold" 26 scripts, all comedies,
having received the first advance on
royullics. How many, of that contin-
gent will reach the boards is prob-
lematic but the expectation is that
between six and eight' will be pro-
duced.
There is speculation about the cost

of coming musicals and expectation
is that production budgets will be
sliced from, those of the past several
seasons. •• It's argued that an invest-
ment of around $300,000 for a musi-
cal is

1

economically unsound because
it requires at least a year to liqui-
date the production nut. By that
time, if the show has a star, she or
he is tired, reducing the chances of

turning a
.
profit. It's . been proven

definitely that musicals .don't, have,

to present stars to achieve success,

an outstanding current instance be-

ing "Oklahoma!" Contended loo that

musicals sans costly stage investiture

provide a much belter chance for

talent to come forward. Certain il is

that elaborate productions don't fig-

ure importantly in enhancing a

musical's click .
chances. That was

emphasized last season, as well as in.,

preceding ones, when too many tunc

shows ended in the red. Perhaps

there has been a tendency to emu-

late Hollywood, and Broadway

doesn't' shape up '.too well in produc-

tion comparison.
How much activity is still, to come

may be judged by the meagre list-

ing of opening dates. Between Labor

Day and New. Year's there arc hilt

12 new shows with approximate defi-

nite premieres set but that is hardly

an index of the new season, os

shown by the managerial plans sn"

formulating.
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Broadway
Marcus Heiman planed to the

Coast.

Ole Olsen hopped to the Coast

jast week.

Moss And Bernie Hart back from

the Coast
Walter Gould, UA foreign man-

ager, to the Coast.

Mrs. Arthur i Maggie) Kober ail-

ing in Medical Center.

Henry Ginsberg flew here in John

Hertz, Sr 's private plane.

Romols Robb has replaced Tdni

Favor as the nurse In "Harvey."

Ozzie Gaines and Hanns H. Kol-

mar teamed up in new publicity

outfit.

Norman Probstein assisting Sammy
Rauch in booking of Roxy>.theatre,

nv-y. ;

Paul Dullzell had all remaining
upper teeth extracted without anes-

thetic. .

Charles Washburn agenting Long
Beach summer stock and "Holiday

on Ice."
: David Gould. UA manager iii Porto
Rico; back to his territory after six

weeks at the h.o.

Joe Flynn says he is making one-

night stands Jn N. Y. hotels, by room
clerks' insistance.

Paul Douglas, on vacation this

week, Barry Kelly subbing for him
in "Born Yesterday."

Marvin Schenck, Metro-veepee and
eastern talent chief, slated to fly to

the Coast Sunday (21).:

Mel Rydell of RKO home office

recuperating at Parkchester hospital

following appendectomy.

Charles Burke has joined staff of

Consolidated Radio Artists, handling
contracts for legit and concert. ..

Jean-Pierre Aumont, Metro star

now appearing in eastern . summer -

stock, back to the Coast on July 28.

Margaret Perry who planed in
from her Idaho ranch for her moth-
er's funeral will remain, in the east.

Joe Shea, ahead of "Harvey" (Joe

E. Brown), was married to Janise
Wilson last month but kept it secret

Kay Buckley, ingenue lead of the

Green Bush Players. Blauvelt. N. Y„
bows out the end of this week, hay-
ine other offers;

Spyros Skouras and family back'
In New York today (Tuesday) after

a week in Mexico. Charles. Skouras
returning shortly.
To make a "silver book" refers to

the cheap bookmakers who take
S-lO-25-SOc bets. "Silver book" is Joe
Laurie. Jr. 's creation.
The Bill Fields have applied to the

Cradle, Chicago, for their second
child from that adoption institution.

First, a girl, is now four.
Lawrence Langncr, Theatre Guild

co-head, recovering from hurt
shoulder ip fall, down stairs of his

Wilton, Conn., home last- week.
Morric Seamon and Jimmy Mur-

phy wil attend IATSE convention in

Chicago next week representing
Treasurers and Ticket Sellers Union.
Leonard and. Sylvia Lyons clip-

pering to London today (Wed.) for

five weeks, which will take them to
France, Germany, Austria and the
Balkans.
Jack Torrester, former film pro-

ducer, now head of'Amfra Trading
Corp., French-American import-ex-
port syndicate, clippered back to
Paris on business.
Walter Winchell offered daughter

Ton! Eden a quick plane flight to
Europe this week, which his 18-year-:
bid actress-daughter nixed. Win-
chell, incidentally, has never been
abroad. .-,

Music Corp. of America toppers
sent a memo to the staff instructing
them to be nice to reporters. That's
one of the consequences of the Dave
Wittels forthcoming MCA article in
the Satevepost. ••

. Tom McKnight. Universal writer-
director, east with his bride, Mar-
jprie Davies, former Metro contrac-
ted en. route to a Cape Cod vacation,
had to detour to visit McTCnight's
mother who recently fractured a leg
In Washington.
' Marc Connelly says he thought
they were hollering bravo, bravo for
him In Jed Harris' London produc-
tion of "Our Town," but now con-
cludes they might have been holler-
ing "Bovril" instead. (That's an
English bouillon broth);

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway

Paddock club shut down and re-
opened, all in one week.
Colonial Inn's Mert Wertheimcr

reported planning to step out next
season,
Ben Gaines planning to rebuild his

Blackamoor room to include dancing
next, season.

Charlie Block, Park Ave. club
partner; planed to Coast Wed. (10)
to look over talent.
Tommy Dix interrupted honey-

moon to return to Kitty Davis' for
limited engagement.
Jennie Grossinger consulting archi-

tects anent new terrace-ocean bar-
patio in her Pancoast hotel.
WQAM, owned by Miami Herald,nd south. Florida outlet for CBS,

granted FM license by FCC.
Chez Paces, which operated last

««ason on .cite of. old Casanova in
mid-Miami Beach, up for sale.
Beachcomber shuttered for sum-

mer, with op Ned Schuyler plan-
ning trip to. Europe to sign acts.

Tom Ferris associates setting up
publicity and promotion office for
new indie radio station in Holly-
wood, Fla.
Beachcomber bidding for Sophie

Tucker and Rilz Bros., (hough
they're supposedly committed to

Copacabaria..
Ben Slutsky planed back to N. : Y.

after looking over situation here
with Copacabana partner Murray
Weinger,- and will keep club closed
for summer.
Five O'Clock Club, which re-

opened as a bar two weeks ago, in-

stalling dance music weekends to

hypo biz. Entertainment features
pianist Mel Henke.

.

Nina Wilcox- Putnam back in

town after N. Y. trip to see pub-
lishers on new book. Will spend all

her time here and is looking for apt!

or house to . settle in.

;

Several swank spots building In

Broward county near Hollywood
beach.. Rooms plan on using one or
two "names'! and society type orch,

to buttress chance-room's!
Chinese eatery being planned for

early construction by four ex-
Chinese GIs oh site next to Five
0'Clodk club. Building' permits
granted by city. '-Saturday (13).

Local gendarmerie cracking down
on hotels which operate dance patios

and rooms beyond midnight, in viola-

tion of city ordinance, after heavy
beefs- by Florida Supper Club assn.

Bill Jordan, currently involved in

dispute with AFM- local, will shutter
his Bar. of Music at end of month,
although closing was planned before
argument arose. Will reopen in

October.
Jewel Box. newest- nil cry in area

(opened in March and. shuttered last

month after license troubles), on
block for $100,000. with no bidders
in sight. Ops in trouble with, Treas-
ury dept. officials on debts incurred
iii' Tampa operation Sale price in-

cludes what is nwe"d. i

'

Fletcher Henderson at the Club
DeLisa. .

Bill Thompson and Don Quinn
visiting here.

. Dennis Day in town after a Mil-

waukee concert.

Arthur Lee $impkins into the

Latin Quarter Aug. 16.

Ed Wynn chinning in. the Pump
Room with Frank Bering.

Harry James inked for one-nighter

at Aragon ballroom Aug. T. -

Roy Rogers
.
brings his rodeo to'

the Chi Stadium iii October.

Gracie Alien and Maggie Ettinger
left Friday. (12) for the Coast.

Frank Sinatra here for some
speedboating on Lake Michigan.

'

Maestro Ted Straeter out of Em-
pire Room show with strep throat.

Katharine Hepburn at the Ambas-
sador, stopping over enioute to N. Y.

Native Chicagoan Bill Tabbert.
just out- qf "Billion Dollar Baby,"
here for a visit.

Virginia Marsh was headline chirp
in'the all-Gershwin concert in Grant
Park Sunday (14).

Carl Brisson had to cancel his

Minneapolis dale i Hotel Raddispn)
due to N. Y. radio commitments.

Max Baer and Slapsie Maxie
Rosenbldom cocktailed at the Mor-.
risori prior lo their Colosimo's open-
ing.

Theatre Guild put the "Okla-
homa!" return engagement- back
from Sept. 9 to 16. It's set for 12

more weeks here.

.

Sylvia Field will replace Dorothy
GiSh opposite Louis Calhern in "The
Magnificent Yankee" when it makes
its Chi bow next February.

Neil Hamilton, in "State of the
Union."

.
playing host to his daugh-

ter, Patricia, and his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Alexander Hamilton.

Estelle Taylor making the rounds
with' Willard : Rulzen of the Mor-
rison, and due in Frisco soon to start-

in the lcgiter, "Legend of Lou."

DcMarlos. at the May fair Room, go
to Hollywood soon Ip do a dance
sequence in "Honeymoon." starring
Shirley -Temple and Franchol Tone.

Conrad Thibaull Will be guest star-

of the first Rock River Valley music
festival, to be held Aug. 2 in Sterling
High School stadium. Rock Falls, 111.

"Audax II," sloop part-owned by

Jim:' 'Merrick. Santa Fe flack/ beat

two other classes of lighter and
faster boats in'the Coast Guard: Re-
gatta.

Esther Williams. Marie McDonald.
Laurilz Mclch'ior. Sharon McMarius,
and- Joe Pasternak enrouU' to Macki-
nac Island for .mining- of - "This -Time
for Keeps."

Joe Louis. Paul Robeson. W- C.

Handy, Frankie -"Sugar Chile" Rob-
inson and Eddie Smith appeared at

the American' Music Festival in

White Sox Park.

Ole Olsen off to California lo bring
his family back to Chi for a two
weeks' visit and to huddle .with Ar-
thur Wirtz of the Stadium on prp^
duclhg a "Laugh'-a-Cade."

Irv Kupcinet gave a parly at

B&K's Apollo theatre: in a lie-in

with Columbia exchange on' "Rene-
gades," with customers binding
habits admitted free. by>the column-
ist

London
The Tom Arnolds to Switzerland

July 15 for fortnieht.

Gilbert Miller off to Paris, whence
Jack Hylton has just returned.

Ballet • Negres booked oh entire
Howard and Wyndhams circuit.

Harry Lowe, local agent, engaged
to Jean Caplan of Liverpool; weds
Aug. 25.

J. Arthur Rank promised to at-
tend British Film Festival in Prague,
this autumn. ...
Ada Reeve carrying on in her role

in "The Shop at Sly Corner". despite
a fractured wrist-

Joe Loss first to inaugurate band
policv. at Villa Marina. Isle of. Man;
is in for Iti weeks.

-James Sidney . Jones, composer of
"The Geisha," "San Toy" arid other
musicals, left $59,000.

Mrs. Muriel E. A. Rankine (Muriel
Pratt, actress and British Broadcast-
ing Corp producer J left $44,000. .'

After seven years Theatre Royal,
Dublin, resuming booking of acts
policy, with Fosters agency lo hanr
die bookings.

Sam Eckman. orexy of Film Ren-
ters' ; Table Tennis League, an-,
iioun'ces that club resumes activities
after six years.

After eight months at Odeon,
Marble Arch. "Caesar and Cleopat-
ra" starts second West End run at
Tatler theatre. Aug. 4.

Leslie Macdonncll (Fosters' agen-
cy) off to Scandinavia July 17»to set
Duke Ellington. Joe Loss, Ted Heath,
Edmundo Ros and Anglo-Polish.
Ballet, for tour.
- Alec Clunes, director of the Arts
Theatre Club Group of Actors; to
tour Scandinavia with •"Othello,''
"Hamlet" and- "Candida." Fay Coriip-
ton. will be. his co-star.
Al. Jennings and his all-colored

West : Indies orchestra open Palm
Beach Casino. Cannes. July 27 for
season till Oct. 5. after which they
go to Italy for eight weeks. --

"White Cargo." touring England
since acquired by Ida Molesworth in
1924 reputed to have cleaned up
$400,000 profit to actress and hus-
band Captain Templer-Powell.-
Gabriel Pascal in huddle with Ber-

nard Shaw to decide whether to
screen "The' Applecart." "Arms and
the Man," or "The Doctor's Dilem-
ma" before the scheduled "St. Joan."
"Whai's On.", popular amusement

guide weekly, is to publish its first

annual at end of vear. titled The
Londoner Year Book. Will comprise
articles, short stories, cartoons and
pictures.

"Huis-Clos," Jean-Paul Sartre
Pan's hit; banned for English pro-
duction, by the Lord Chamberlain,
will be produced at Private Arts
Theatre Club under English title. of
"Vicious Circle."' '.

Olive March, who carried on her
tiny Actors Theatre , all through
blitzes, has a collection of playlets
in her latest "production. . One "of

them. "Brother." by Maureen
Blatchlev. has be/n acquired by the
BBC.

Atlantic City
By Joe Walker

Boyd Heath and Proud family
Hamids vaudeville headliners.
Buddy Rich and. orchestra in

Orsaltis at Somers Point, replacing
Bob Chester.
Jayne Manners opened new show

al 500 Club Friday (12). Featured
with her is Jerry Lewis.
Alex Bartha solos it in Hamids

Pier ball room this week; Glen Gray
out- Saturday (13) after a week's
engagement.
Eddy Walpert, Bob Walters, Nel-

son Roberts and their "Meet Your
Neighbor Show," into El Capitan
Saturday (13).

Steel Pier vaude currently featur-

ing Maxellos, George Prentice
George Kaye. Ronnie and Myra
Sawyer, and Joe, Lou and Marilyn
Caites.
Paradise opened new show Friday

(12), featuring Billy Daniels. Son
and Sonny. Pete Nugent. Connie
Harris, Evelyn White, Canflcld and
Lewis, Grace Allen and Claudia
Oliver.
Harry James into Ihe Steel Pier'

ballroom Sunday (14). Tony Pastor
going out Ginme Powell. Buddy Di
Vilo, Corky Corcoran, Willie Smith
Juan Tizol, Jimmy Campbell. Arnold
Ross and Lou Fromm in the array.

James to play through July 20.

Washington

of Metropolitan; one of company's
two main stem houses.

Mrs. Richard Eaton, wife of radio
commentator, off to France to . visit
her mother and join husband, cur-
rently on ;a Eurpocan -junket.

Jean (Mrs. Waller) Kerr's drama-
tization of "Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay." prcemed at Catholic U.
this week, to be published by Dra-
matic Pub. -Co. in the fall.

Lanny- Ross guest at ' Waierj»ale
July 26 for final concert in the Na-
tional Symphony's outdoor series,
at which- Hans Kindler, back from
Latin America , tour, will wield ba-
ton.

Howard theatre, showca s e of
town's Negro chain, held a midnight
benefit for Children's Hospital, fea-
turing Vaude with . top Negro per-,
formers, including Louis Jordan,
Hot Lips' Page, "and Dusty Fletcher.

. Eugene Lemer, one of the origi-
nal "Dead End" kids, who stepped
out of character when he Won a
scholarship to George Washington
U, has joined Merchant Marine.
Lemer recently had a fling at play-
writing.

Security Panel of Task Force 1',

composed of too-ranking Army and
Navy personnel, were guests of
WRC-NBC arid Claude Collins, vi-

deo coordinator for the Bikini tests,

at special telecast of the net's atom
bomb programs, piped ip frojn N. Y.
via coaxial cable; .

-

Hollywood

Bucks County, Pa.
. By Sol Jacobson

'Judy. Abbott guest of Theron Bam-
"bergers.
Jimmy Stroocks weekend guests

of Monte' Proser.
Moss and. Bernie Hart back home

from Hollywood junket.
Life covered Helen Hayes and

daughter . Mary MacArthur's prcem
Tues. (16). .

Ralph Alswang. currently design-
ing "Barnaby," and spouse regular
weekenders.
Farmer Ezra Stone harvesting

wheat on 240-acre Washington
Crossing/homestead.
Sidney Blackmer celebrated birth-

day Sat. . (13) by breaking season's
Playhouse b.o. record.
Bert Freed, last seen in. "Day Be-

fore Spring," addition to Yardley
theatre- acting company.
Sneak thief rifled Playhouse dress-

ing rooms Sat. eve (13). Margaret
Mullens and Sara Secgcr chief vic-

tims.
Gertrude Aoplebaum, Lindsay &

Crouse production asst., weekending
with Margaret Linlcy at Raven
Rock.
Bernard Hariighcn in Fri. (12). for

confab with Josh Logan and Dick'

Skinner on possible-musical for next
season.
Wendell Corey subbed for Bill Lee

in bit at Yardley theatre Thurs.
mat (11), in "Of . Mice and Men;" Lcc
had radio shot in town.
Nancy Carroll down to gander

daughter Pat Kirkland in "Chicken
Every Sunday." Ditto Edward Gross,
who originally produced comedy.
Mary MacArlhiir. Donald Murphy.

Pat Kirkland leaving Playhouse
troupe to make circuit with -Helen
Hayes in "Alice Sit-Bv-The-Fire."

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

.
Fanny Ward here.
Richard Mealand due in from the

Coast.
Jean Dixon visiting the Juddie

Creens.
Lily Pons and Andre Kostelanelz

due here Saturday (20).

Tom.Wenning vacationing from
his drama chores on "Newsweek.

Charlie "Eagle" Siegel to Chicago
to play for Don Richards in the
Blackstone's Mayfair Room.

Edith Bchrens now handling pre?s
for. masterworks div. of Columbia
Records out of N. Y. office.

Don Cook and Anne Burr signed
for leads in Theatre Guild tvyqut of
Reginald Lawrence's "Dream of Fair
Womeri" at Country Playhouse in

August.

Bv Florence S. Lowe I

Station WWDC throwing fancy I

oai lv August 2 lo weed out D. C
\

entrants in "Miss America Contest"' i

Bert Tinker. Soph's buy. resigned
;

as manager of Club Duel after
j

month's tenure, with illwss giyen as
;

reason. ;

1

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower celc-
'

Ibrated 30th wedding arini with Mrs. ,

Eisenhower and' frien.ds at "Voice of I

the Turtle."
j

Raymond Gram Swine testified i

Friday (12) before the Stale dept. I

on compulsory jurisdiction of the
j

World Court I

George Fishman. of Warner Bros'

Philadelphia' office, in lo. huddle
with Frank La Falcc on plans for

20lh anni of sound.
Jack Smith UDDcd from asst mgr.

of Kennedy. WB nabe. to asst.' mgr.

Dublin-
By Maxwell Sweeney

. Equity Players opened eight-week
straw hat season at Bangor, County
Down. July 8.

Barry Fitzgerald guest of honour
at Abby Theatre directors' dinner,:
Shelbourne • Hotel, Sunday (14).

Shclah Richards.
.
directing dialog

for Rank production of "Hungry
Hill." back for thrco-week rest frorri

Den ha m.
Isobel Cogcn. talent scouting for

RKO European office, talking biz
with Irish players and hunting
sl'rios for scripting.
Constant Lambert, musical di-

rector of Sadler's Wells Ballet, here
from London, hosted by Michael
Eowlcs, musical director,. Radio
Eirnuin.

Lilian and Dorothy Gish planed
in from. New York, N. Y., caught
two plays, Abbey's "Professor Tim"
and "Red Roses for Me.", arid Jcfl

for London July 11.

After a Jook around Ireland for
tourist article material for Reader's
Digest, J! P. McAvoy and his wife.

Peggy, planed to Paris last week to
start their extended European lour.
Don't plan to return to N. Y. until

fall.

Walter Davison in from N. Y.
Harry Poppe laid up with flu. .

. Lcland Hayward in from N. Y.
William Dover to Canada on vaca-

tion.

Brian Aherne left to his ranch at

Iridic .

George Pal to San Francisco on
business.

John Loder returned frorri Salt

Lake. City. .

Frank Vincent on siesta at Lake
j
Arrowhead. '

,

• Joseph Kane to Wyoming on a lo-

cation hunt.

Harry Rapf recovering, from, a
heart attack.

Al Jarvis to San Francisco on mu-
sic business. "„

James Wilkinson to Mexico City
on RKO, biz.

Jane Ashwbrth to wed Bob Gillen
this weekend.
Bob Graham to Wisconsin for

summer stock.
Samuel J. Briskin returned from

N. Y. huddles.
Dolores Moran iri town after a

month in N. Y.
George Bagnall vacationing in

Bvi: . Co'umbia.
Robert Stillman out of Army and

into Eagle-Lion.
Kay Johnson filed suit to divorce

John Cromwell.
Milton DeLugg joins Slapsy Maxie

show this week.
Six Goldwyn Girls back from

16.000 mile tour.
Arthur LUbin back from New.

Mexico vacation.'
Ann Richards planing back to her

Australian home. .

John Sutherland returned' from
N. Y. biz confabs.
Bob Goodfrled to Kansas City on

ad chore for- PRC.
Whitey Schafer in town after

gandering Broadway.
Arthur S. Lyons taking rest cure

tinder doctor's orders. •

George Burns returned frorn
swing around the east;
Joseph H. Blowite, Pittsburgh

exhib, visiting Warners.
. Gloria De Haven under penicillin
treatment for skin rash. '

Paul Parry to Chicago oh business
for J. Walter Thompson.
Kolma Flake checked into pub-

licity dept. at Enterprise.
Fritz Lang vacationing on Martin

Gang's ranch at Palomar.
'

Bernie Kamins relected prexy of
Hollywood Harvard Club.
Marcia . Drake recuperating at'

home after hospital session.
Edward Arnold to San Francisco

fOr Bohemian Club blowout.
Lpretta Young bedded with flu

for second time in two weeks.
Louis Lighton back after three

months on his Arizona ranch.
N. Peter Rathvori plane.-* in from

N. Y. after RKO sales huddles.
Dr. Eugene Cziikdr

. recovering
from emergency appendectomy.
Leon Errol to San Francisco for

opening of "Mary Had a Little."
Ann Miller and spouse, Reese:

Milner to Mexico City on vacation.'
Ron Tonkins in from New Zealand

on biz for British Empire Films.
Sig Neufeld moved into offices at

Sutherland studio for the summer.
:

Louis de Rochemont -in from Bos-
ton for production huddles at 20lh-
Fox.
Dorothy Lamour checked In at

Paramount for first time in over a
year.

F. Hugh Herbert moved to Bel-Air
after 20 years in one house in Holly-
wood.
Ole Olsen in Santa Monica for

summer vacation, his first in 10
years. »

Francis Gifford checked in at
Metro for her role in "The Arnello
Affair."

Saul Elkiris to Akron, St. Paul
and Minneapolis to film shorts for
Warners.
Herbert Mendelson, out of Army,

joined Charles R. Rogers as asst.
director.
Mikhail Chekhov, of the Moscow

Art Theatre, lectured at Univ. of
California.

Irene Dunne and Rex Harrison
footpnnted in cement at Grauman's
Chinese theatre.
Bob Hope checked in at Para-

mount for first time since his out-
door .vaude tour,.

.
Betty MacDonald, author of "The

Egg and I." addressed the Hollywood
!
Women's Press Club,

j
Lieut. Michael Burke, technical

adviser on "Cloak and Dagger

"

! awarded Navy Cross.
I John Miehle, with David O. Selz-
nick 16 years, appointed chief of
still photography staff.

Louis B. -Mayer in San Francisco
visiting Lawrence Weingarten who
recently had an eye operation.
Jack Wrather in from Dallas to

: regime work on his forthcoming film
production about Texas oil wells.

' Grc-sfi Toland is first Hollywood
cameraman admitted to Mexiro's

.' Union of Motion Picture Workincn.
I

Dr. Sam Herzikoff named tceh-
nical advisor on Samuel Goldwyri's

i "The Secret Life of Walter, Milly."

|
Elizabeth Moritgomery, costume

I
designer for Old Vic troupe, in town

j
to clothe "Little Women" for David
O. Sclznick:

|

Claire Windsor won reduction of

i taxes on her real estate after tilt

with the L.' A. County Board • of
I Supervisor's.
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TELE BRINGS 'EM BACK ALIVE
OLD VAUDE, STOCK

IN VIDEO

GERMAN CIVVIES

TO ENTERTAIN

U.S. FORCES
The Army occupation forces in

Europe will hire German civilian

talent to entertain U. S.. troops. The
United States Forces European The-
atre headquarters has recently pro-
mulgated a get of regulations which
empowers USFET special services

to hire German entertainers under
supervision of General Alexander R.
Boiling, USFET chief of Specie)
Services. This will mark the first

we of. enemy personnel for enter-
tainment purposes.

... New decree was made necessary
by reduction of units sent to Eu-
rope by USO-Camp Shows. Cur-
rently Camp Shows has 19 units in
the ET and expects to withdraw all

by Dec. 31, to concentrate all talent
in the Pacific areas, where entertain-
ment is needed most. This program
will continue through 1947, after
which time Camp Shows is slated to
•dissolve.

Because of this gradual USO with-
drawal, Army feels it necessary to

augment Camp' Shows with talent

(Continued on page 56)

Raymond Scott Wage

Ideas for His Band

Explode in His Face
Raymond Scott fashioned- a new

idea in rating the salaries of mu-
sicians in his band when he formed
the outfit some months ago, but his

ideas exploded in his face last week
during the final week of his Para-
mount theatre, N. Y., run.
When he formed the band. Scott

devised the idea of paying each man
. the same salary; in this way he
hoped to eliminate star-friction, etc.

For a while it worked fine. How-
ever, Scott last week found oul that

While his men were all drawing sim-

(Continued on page 57)

Allen's 'White Paper'
Fred Allen .has stuffed his

brief case full of notes and
memos and has gone to Orchard
Beach, Maine, where he'll write
a White Paper on Radio for the
Saturday Evening Post.

All of which will probably
cue a lot of fidgeting in anti-

cipation of Allen telling all,

naming names, etc., as, for ex-
ample, the censor who elim-
inated "segue" from the script

because he thought it was a dirty
word.

Ford to Televise

Gardens Sports
Ford Motor Co., in a deal with

CBS television and the Madison Sq.
Garden Corp., N. Y., has signed to.

sponsor telecasts of all major sports
events originating in the Garden
during the coming fall and winter
with the exception of Mike Jacobs'
boxing matches, which have already
been sewed up by .Gillette Safety
Razor. J. Walter Thompson is the
agency.
Deal marks the entry of Ford into

the television field, following the ex-
ample of other top-coin advertisers
who have decided to take advantage
of the present comparatively low
cost of video by. taking over both the
cream time and cream events.
Agency is currently working out a
schedule, with the sponsor slated to
take a minimum of 20 events. These
will include hockey and basketball
games and track meets, with the
possibility that the deal may also

(Continued on page 56)

Theatre Guild Pays Tribute

To G. B. Shaw—SOOG Worth
By LAWRENCE LANGNER

The co-director of the Theatre
Guild, which has produced most of
George Bernard Shaw's plays in this

country, looks at GBS at the age of
90 and sees a multitude. Shaw is 90
Friday (26).

Twentyfive. years ago, George
Bernard Shaw wrote a play called

"Back to Methuselah," one of the
themes of which was that human be-
ings could, if they wanted to, live

not just for hundreds of years but
even thousands. "Do you seriously
believe that?" I asked Shaw, when
I was visiting with him in London.
"Yes," he replied, "there are prob-
ably people living right now who
are hundreds of years old." "Then
why don|}. we know about them?"
I asked. "Oh," he replied, "they
keep it quiet—disappear or pretend

THOSE IDLE RICH TAKE

OVER ON THE RIVIERA
Cannes, July 23.

The Riviera is seeing an influx of
that moneyed, obnoxious type who
"occupied" the U. S. during the war
years. Well-heeled, with apparently
no strings, on their pocketbooks,
they're strutting their stuff all over
the Cote d'Azur.

Result is that the average well-
to-do-British and American tourist
is having u tough look-in for hotel
reservations and the like, because of
the dominant group of South Ameri-
cans and Europeans who have re-

sumed "traveling with the seasons."
It's figured to be even worse this
coming winter, both here and in
Biarritz, when traveling eases. But
ftyen now this group seems to have
the know-how of getting space on
Pianos, boats, hotels, restaurants and
anything that money can buy.

THE RUNWAY, GYPOLA

DUE BACK ON B'WAY
The runway is due back on Broad-

way next season, but this time in a
night spot rather than a theatre. It

will feature the floor show slated to

be headed by Gypsy Rose Lee,
planned for the Edison hotel's cafe

adjunct on 47th street, which has not
been in use for sometime. Present
act by Miss Lee in various out-of-

town night clubs is to be expanded,
the former stripper to be supported
by an elaborately costumed en-

semble.
Runway, which originated in Paris,

(Continued on page 29)

Legion of Merit to Wyler
Washington, July 23.

Legion of Merit has been awarded
to Lt. Col. William Wyler for his

work while in the Army Air Force.

Citation reads: 1

"As motion picture technical di-

rector with the 8th Air Force in

Europe and at headquarters AAF,
•he performed outstanding services

from June, 1942, to August. 1945.

He conceived, directed, edited and
produced the motion picture

"Memphis Belle," a portrayal of

the career, of a heavy bomber; and
later he completed a second film

depicting activities of American
fighter-bomber groups."

to be dead. They, know the rest of
humanity w.ould be frightfully jeal-
ous of them so they hush it up."
Now if GBS is one of these hu-

mans who is going to live for hun-
dreds of years, he will soon have
to begin hushing himself up, which,
I am quite sure, he will never be
able to do. For most of his 90 years
of life, he has been accustomed to
attracting attention .to'" himself with
loud, startling, and stimulating
noises.

During the many years I have
known GBS, I have learned that he
lives in six different phases, each
of which is almost complete in itself.

Here they are:

(1) Shaw the Publicist: GBS
specialized for years in getting his

name in the papers by sane, silly,

or sensational utterances. His pur-

continued on page 62)

Urges New Homes

Built for Special

Music Equipment
Chicago, July 23.

The position of this country as

music- center, of the world, achieved

during the war, won't be surrendered

to any other nation if members of

the National Assn. of Music Mer-
chants can help it, according to the

trade group's retiring prexy, E. R.

McDuff of Detroit. McDuff told mem-
bers attending their first postwar
confab last week that the big news
in the industry today centers in the

building of new homes able to ac-

comodate special new musical equip-

ment.
"New homes must be built and old

ones re-designed to accommodate
such musical devices as television

and FM" he said. "They must be
arranged so that the entire family,

can enjoy telecasts and so that the

home Will have a musical center and
adequate storage space for all mu-
sical instruments, as well as for the

albums of recordings which are be-

(Corilmued on page 57)

What's in a Name?
Hollywood, July 33.

New odd-label waxery has
been established here, Super-
entertainment Records, by

r C.

Sharpe Minor.

Name is actual, Minor being a

fairly well-known organist who
plans to disk his own keyboard
intonations.

Killed in Freak Accident

Of Boat Piloted by Libuse
Chicago, July 23.

A woman was drowned last week
in a freak accident in the Fox River,

near here, when thrown from a

speedboat piloted by Frank Libuse,

the prank-playing usher-waiter of.

vaude, niteries and musicals.

A lifelong friend of Libuse's, the

woman, Mrs. Susie Majewski, wife

of B. L. Majewski, veepee of the,

Chi Board of Education and of the

Deep Rock Oil Co.. fell out v/hen

the boat turned suddenly, and was
struck by the propeller;

Her husband and four children

witnessed the tragedy- from the river

bank. Another /woman passenger,

Mrs. Keith Fanshier, was also

thrown out. but was rescued.

Libuse. who owns a summer cot-

|
tage next to the Maiewsici's, was

1

exonerated of blamcat the inquest.

CBC Film Board

Smeared as 'Red'
Montreal, July 23.

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
and National Film Board came un-
der the most terrific lambasting yet

in Parliament last week (IB) when
Norman Jacques, member of a Sas-

katchewan district, hurled charges

that the two bodies help to breed
Communism, and that the CBC was
the "red network" of Canada.

Anti-communist stew has been
simmering for months in the House,
with charges being heard every now
and again, but things finally boiled

over with the release of the final

Royal Commission report on Soviet

espionage in Canada. Former mem-
bers of the CBC, NFB and Canadian
Information Service have been

(Continued on page 57)

Indpls. Opera Excursion

Indianapolis, July 23.

Opera was put on a par with fool-

ball -and Legion conventions here

last week when more than 375

Hoosiers boarded a special New-
York Central train here Saturday

(20) to attend an "Indianapolis

night" performance of "Rigoletto"

at the Cincinnati summer opera:

It was first lime such a junket had
been organized here for anything as

refined as opera. About 250 more
loeaiites made the trip .by auto
mobile.

By BOB STAHX
Television will - turn back the

clock for a large share of its pro-

gramming material by -reviving both
the oldtime vaudeville circuits and
the traveling legit stock "companies.

Many vet vaude and stock perform-
ers, who have been relatively inac-

tive since the rise of talking pix and
radio took a fall out of their once- -

lucrative activities, have for some
time now been casting anticipatory

glances toward the tele studios.

NBC video staff, sparked by John
F. Royal, the net's exec- veepee over
television, and production chief

Warren Wade—both former vaude
and stock company execs—is cur-

rently setting up ambitious plans to

further the 'project already estab-

lished via variety shows, such as the
"Hour Glass" program,

.
currently

aired on Thursday nights over
(Continued on page 56)

British Loan Grant

May Cue Flow Of

Yank Acts Abroad
Talent agencies expect American

talent imports to Great Britain, to

increase considerably now that lhe
$3,750,000,000 loan to Britain was
Anally signed by Pres. Truman. With
passage of the loan, American per-

formers will be extremely popular-

in that country, and the English

legit theatres and music halls are

likely to use the full quota permitted
them under Variety Artists Federa-
tion regulations which last year
decreed that 50% of bills in London
theatres may consist of alien per-

formers, while houses in the prov-
inces may use up to 25%.

So far, British theatres have not
used up allowable quotas, and only
a small portion of programs consist

of Americans. Many houses are now
(Continued on page 61

)

BERGEN SKEDDED FOR

SPONSORED TELE SHOW
Edgar Bergen may be the first big--

time radio star to appear in a spon-
sored television show, under plans

currently being formulated by the
J. Walter Thompson agency.

Bergen is slated to do four radio

broadcasts from . N. Y. in October
and the agency hopes to get him lor

at least one tele shot during that
time.

.
Since the same firm. Stand-

ard Brands," sponsors both Bergen's
radio show and the ' tele "Hour
Glass" program, aired on Thursday
nights over WNBT (NBC, N. Y.),

it's believed possible that the come-
dian will consent.

Possibility of his appearance ii

pointed up by. the increased interest

he's shown in video during, the last

several months, via his setting tip of
a film studio in Hollywood to pro-
duce pix for television.
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The Biggest little City in the World'

— By Bill HaUigan
Reno, July 20.

This little met of. the West—Keno
—was always a nice spot to stay up

all night In. Runyon and Grauman.

Ihe midnight patrol champs, would

love it. The bars, the gambling halls

and the cabarets run 24 hours. You

win some money, you lose some, you

have a drink or two and it's 6 ayem.

Well enough , is enough, so you go

looking .for a nice quiet room with

the Beauty Rests. Alas, unless you

haye a pup tent or a bed roll .to.

pilch in the park along the tranquil

banks of the fruckee, you are

strictly out of luck. There is not a

room in the town. The shills and

the dealers have .'them all tied up—
1,500 shills, ekcing out $5 net a day

for an 8-hour shift and waiting for

something to happen—divorce, mar-

riage, anything. Dealers, get $15 a

day and tips and wish they were

back in the East or wherever they

came from. No tips, no nothing.

The big player arrives, sleeps in

bis car for. want of a better spot and

then, hies himself to Las Vegas 400

miles to Ihe South.

The bank club is the solid spot of

the town. Back of the faro bank

table there is a. sign that reads, "If

you don't squawk after losing your

dough at this game you are either

crazy or stole the money."
One lad who played all the games

and lost at all of them dryly re

marked, "I am. beginning to think

that the only sport that's on the

level is .fishing."' No high play here

but a few puffed up phoney winners

who are in with the house and angl

ing for publicity. One' kid, Edd»%

Moss, who runs the wheel at the

Riverside bar sauntered- into Sul-

livan & Fitzgerald's swell spot on
Virginia avenue the other, morning
and won $40,000 at ihe dice tabic.

His' companion was a hanger-on who
started with $7 and walked out with

$6,700. Moss is a Detroit iad who
likes to roll them high, wide and
handsome but always cornea back

and blows it all.

Champ* Get a Break
Five new spots have opened and

wish they hadn't. Harold's club is

thronged. They have changed the

entire setup in Reno at Harold's,

run by the Smith Bros. In Harold's

they have taken off the lemons in

the first reel of the slot machines

thus giving the player a better per-

centage. They have raised the pay-

off on the field in the dice game,

paying three to. one for two sixes

and two to one for two aces, even'

money for the 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11.

This takes the bite out of what was
once the best money-getter in the

house. They have- also put up pre-

miums in the blackjack game. Three
sevens gets the player a $5 bonus
even if he is only playing a quartet-.

The ace and jack of spades ditto,

and any seven cards drawn without
busting. So every other spot in town
had to follow suit.

Cal-Neva, the beautiful Lake
Tahoe spot, is open and liable to

bust out with a big name band any
minute. Gracie Fields is the current
attraction. Handsome Jack Richards
runs the horse room at the Palace
Club and takes all comers, win, lose

or draw. He bet 100 grand that

Louis would belt Conn out. Every-
one else in Nevada bet on Conn.
You can bet on the ball games in

the East and the horses. You can
make a 10-horse show parlay and
throw in the ball game. You can
shoot dice for a- dime or $500.

Double odds back of . the line.

The weather is beautiful and
everything is high-de-ho. . All a man
needs is plenty of money, and that

goes for every place I know. Don't
come out here unless you have a

trailer, a private pullman car, or
unless you are like Nick Dandolas
who sleeps in a chair one hour and
is refreshed. He explains why an
hour is enough. He says he sleeps

fast.

Sportr Shorts
Anyone paying attention to

.

Lou O'Neill, one of the N. Y.

Mirror's race selectors, could

have gotten rich last week. On
two different days he picked five

winners on cards of seven races

and they weren't favorites by
a long shot.

: Last Thursday . 118)

for instance his quintet of good
.

things included the winner of

the first race which paid. $20

plus,' and the nag he named
for the

1

finale scampered across

paying over $40. Around the

tab's office most of the staff ap-

peared to have been, looking out

the window, however. .
O'Neill,

who is also sports editor of the

Stai>Joumal, Long Island City

had his own. special winner re-

cently when becoming the

father. of a boy.

Attendance at Monmouth Park,

one of Jersey's - tracks which is

Close to the sea, improved con-

siderably during the finale of the

meeting which terminated Sat-

urday (22). Next year it should

draw many . more New Yorkers

because the plant, when com-
pleted, will have more conven-

iences than offered at the local

tracks. There will be elevators

to the clubhouse bar and cafe,

and 'escalators in the. grand stand.

Only Saratoga and , Belmont',

have elevators in N. Y., and use

at the latter track is restricted.

Atlantic City's new racing plant

is now operating, being located

at McKee City, back of Pleas-

antville, about 12 miles inland
.

from the shore resort itself. That
track is similarly equipped.

Early this week the Tony'

Zale-Rockey Graziano ' fight for

the middleweight (160 pounds)
' title, was abrutly postponed and
instead of the "Yankee Stadium,'

the event is likely to be staged

in Madison Square Garden. Ex-
plained that ' Zale strained his

back but it was known that the

ticket sale was close to a record

low.. Fans just wouldn't go for

$30 top which is the probable

reaction to the Loiiis-Cohn bust

for which Mike Jacobs exacted

$100 top with the result that the

gross was about half what he
expected. The postponed Ray
Robinson-Marty Servo match for

the welterweight (147 pounds)
title has been set for out of

doors on Sept. 6. at $12 top.

Should weather interfere or the

ticket sale is light, it too is

likely to switch to the garden.

The Berle-ing Point

.By Milton Berle.

214th WEEK

!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1946"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

"Kxtremely fast and funny
comedy.'

MARK HELLINGER.

Gin-Rummy Sharp

Mulcted Pix Execs

Mex. Bans Legit Satires

On President Camacho
Mexico City, July 23.

Latest stage censorship ban here
is that on impersonations and imita-

tions of President Manuel Avila
Camacho. No explanation is given
of this nixing, which was a forte of

some topflight comics. Writers and
players of revues must now proceed
with extraordinary caution on po
iitical satires. Political situation has
become tenser since presidential

elections (7).

Political situation has provoked
some disturbances in local film

grinds. Cops saved two men who
were chased out of the Cine Avenida
here. Reported the men irked the
audience by over-applauding a Mex-
ican newsreel sequence • that was
publicity for the Party of Revolu
tionary Institutions (PRI), which
supports the present government.

Ent. Buys Insurance

For All Employees
Hollywood, July 23.

Group insurance, including life,

dismemberment and illness, has been _ . . 9R
instituted by Enterprise Productions

tnai,v uo '

for all its employees, with the com-
pany defraying the total cost for the

first year.

David L. Loew, chairman of the

board, and Charles Einfeld, presi-

dent of the company, announced' that

Katina's Quickie East
Katina Paxinou planes in from

the Coast today (Wednesday) for

huddles with Dudley Nichols, vaca
tionihg on his New Milford, Conn
farm, on plans for a role in Eugene
d'NeiU's "Mourning Becomes Elcc
tra:" Nichols has been conferring

Hollywood, July 23.

L. A. Examiner and other papers
here, front-paged story Monday (22)

morning of cheating at gin-rummy
which has gone on for. some time

to the tune of $3,000,000 in top

Hollywood social circles, and named
Samuel Goldwyn as one of reported

victims for $40,000 in one game at

his own home. Another victim was
Col. Leon Mandel, Chicago depart-

ment store biggie, who is. under-
stood to have dropped $115,000 to a

trio of card sharpers,; said to be
wealthy Los Angeles men.

Although the papers couldn't get

the facts into sharp light, because
of a desire 16 keep the whole mat-
ter hush-hush, two top film pro-

ducer's are said to have been re-

sponsible for hiring of .Michael
MacDougall and Ray Schindler
private detectives, who have been
here for several weeks mingling at

top parties and club gatherings with
an eye to spotting the card sharks.

Now the finger is understood to

have been set on the sharpies.

Losers are said not to be inter-

ested in taking police action but
rather barring offenders from social

contacts. However, the Bureau of

Internal Revenue agents are under-
stood moving in to investigate these
camouflaged business men as cover
up .

to evade income tax payments;
Samuel Goldwyn denied having

been connected with gin rummy
losses accredited to him by papers
yesterday. He said: "The statement
in this morning's papers to the effect

that I am reported to have lost a
large sum of money to card sharps
is a shocking falsehood made out of

the whole cloth. I cannot understand
why my name should have been
used in such a false and untrue
manner. I wish to state categorically
and emphatically that there is not
a single grain of truth or accuracy
in this story as it relates to me."
However, the Los Angeles Exam-

iner in a second day story reported
Hollywood had clamped down on
high stakes games and that Beverly
Hills police chief Charles H. Ander-
son would break up any heavy coin
games providing losers would file

charges.

What with the summer half over, most of the playwrights and pr

are getting set for the fall. One playwright has written a play wl.

twist. , .'the juvenile walks on carrying golf clubs—instead of a ^
racket. Rodgers & Hammerstein are only going to do 12 shows this sea",

son. ..13 is unlucky.. A funny thing about all these shows that break in
out-of-town. There's always somebody to say, "It's a little rough." in
fact, one show was so rough the contracts were printed on sandpaper. But
if shows keep folding as fast as they have been at the Belasco the N. y,'

Central trains will be stopping at 42d St., 44th St, and 125th St.

The Great Wit Way
Because of the scarcity of. network time, Joyce .Jordan (Girl Interne) jg

now working for Dr. Christian.

Eavesdropped at Ciro's:

'.'Darling, you know it makes no difference what you give me for my
birthday... as long as you make it out to 'Cash.'"

Benny Meroff says, he's ready to be booked for Florida next season . . .

his wife just bought a cocktail ring.
.

Just learned. that so many cuts were made In a recent movie., it had
to be re-filmed on Band-Aids.
A moth called up Emily Post the other day,, .wanted to know if it was

proper to eat a tuxedo before 8 p.m.

Would, you. say Barry Gray is the most disc-liked guy in show biz?
Observation Dept.

Joey Adams has the right idea. .'. instead of using a "Plant" in the
audience he uses one on-stage.

Leon & Eddie have, been partners so long they're beginning to trust each
other. '..'-.'..
Dictophoned at the Carnival bar:

"One more drink and I won't know what time it is."

"Drunk?"
"Nope. Have to hock my. watch."
An architect friend of. mine isn't sure whether or not his wife is an ex-

striptease dancer. , .but she just made him build her the only boudoir
with a runway,.
Lip-quipped at Lindy's:

"The way those two fight, Mike Jacobs must have Introduced them.
-
'.

Kaiser-Frazer his a great innovation for its 1947 car: an automatic choke
for back-seat drivers. .

. "Girls, here's a reporter, to interview us. Now isn't ours a genuine
sister act?"

"Yes, mother."
Berled Eggs

If any more, shows like some of those around town- are produced on a
shoestring. . .it's bound to bring back button shoes.
'Marquee of the Eltinge theatre: "No-one seated during the last five

pictures."

Bunked into a comic who's really angry .. .someone stole the only two'

clean gags in his routine.

Henny Youngnian. claims he turned down an offer from the Copa be-
cause of the newspaper advertising. He said he'd look ugiler with a
turban on his head.
My baby, Vicki, heard I'm writing for Variety,- and spoke her first

words: "Stlx Nix Hlx Pix."
With all the columnists away on vacation, the only one left lo cover

New York is Billy Rose.

My brother (the one who receives, threatening letters from children)
has written a sequel to "Forever Amber." He's calling It "Temporarily
Blonde."

There's No Truth to the Buaor
That if you walk into "21" and breathe. . .you've used up your minimum.
That Greta Garbo's hobby is table-hopping.
That Helen Hayes is Peter Liod Hayes' daughter.
That. Monte Proser stenciled on each of his show girls' foreheads:

"Stolen from the Copacabana." ''..'.

That Oscar Hammerstein gets his lyric ideas from Burma Shave, signs.

That Superman has started a crusade against B. S. Pully.
That Tom Howard's scripts are so corny...when he wants to cut out a

gag he has to apply Freezone.
That Lauritz Melchior will replace Andy Russell on the Hit Parade.

Hang-Nail Descriptions
Drew Pearson: Blood and Guts...Fred Allen: Hooper-Man. . .Henny

Youngman: Thanks for the Memory. . .Henry Morgan: Shoe-Fly Guy...
Gov. Talmadge: The Searching Wind...Ted Williams: The Batter Halt.

Time on Their Hands
Chicago, July 23.

Unusual request from a state

prison in southern Michigan
was received by a music arrang-
ers outfit here last week.
Among the orchestrations so-

licited for the prison band were
"Till the End of Time" and
"When I Grow Too Old to

Dream."

Palestine Singer, 60, Gets

Year for Nixed Songs
". Haifa, July 10.

For singing satirical songs on cur-
rent topics in Hebrew and Yiddish
at the Panorama Garden on Mt.
Carmel, Haifa, Hilda Dulitzkaya,
cafe singer, has been sentenced to

one year's detention. She has al-

ready been sent to Bethlehem Prison.
Two C.I.D. men and an Army

officer walked up to the stage in

the Panorama Garden and waited
until she had finished her act. She
was allowed to change to her street

dress and was then taken away

NEY PLAY Ft* B'WAY
Hollyuc <!. July n.

Arthur Trcadnian bo inht Richaid
Ney's comedy drama, "Double Dale,''

for winter presentation on the

the participating firms in the deal : Broadway stage,

are the Connecticut General Life In-
|

Ney was offered the male lead but

surance Co. and the Liberty Mutual
|

had to turn it down because of film

Insurance Co. ' 'commitments.

with' O'Neill oh adaptation of the . .,
Theatre Guild play for filmi/.ation 'without being given any explanation

by RKO. He. will produce, write ' of her arrest.

and direct it I

Her husband, who went to Jerusa-

Actress returns o Hollywood on
' lem next

,

(lay to nnd ol,t whcre shc
was, could get no information, and
only learned from the newspapers
that his wife had been sent to Beth-
lehem. <•

Mme. Dulitzkaya, who is 60, has
been singing the same songs for
quit" some time; some of them have
also u.-cii broadcast by the P.B.S.
Shc -arrived in Palestine in 1040 as
a refugee from' Europe, where she
!.od difficulties with political censor-
ship.

Manager Toms Banker
;

Friends Only Need Apply
Dublin, July 17.

With business in northern Ireland
lied in knots with a shutdown of
banks in six counties by clerks going
on strike, the manager of Belfast's
Classic Cinema, T. H, MacDcrmott,
is now a strictly unofficial banker

—

and he's got to know you before he
takes your check!
To save carrying too much loose

cash in the theatre's safe, and lo help
known business associates, he is cash-
ing their checks to provide them with
ready money for wage payments dur-.

ing the bank shutdown. He holds
their checks for . cashing when the
strike ends.

GROUCHO PLANS B'WAY

SOLO IN 'MIDDLE AGES'
Hollywood, July 23.

For the first time in his career

Groucho Marx is breaking away,
from his brothers for a solo starring

role in a Broadway show, "The
Middle Ages," slated for fall presen-

tation.

Comedian collaborated with Nor-
man Krasna on the play. Under-
stood the legit piece will, be pro-

duced either by George S. Kaufman
and Max Gordon or the Russel

Crouse-Howard Lindsay combine.

Martha Scott to London
Reno, - July 23.

With h v divorce made, final today

(Tucsda,- i, Marth,. Scott -left im-
mediately for N< v ' York, from
where ihe clippers to London on
Friday l2fi) .for 'filming of "So Well
Remem'bd iil." Adi inn Scott will

produce ti:;.; om- foi RKO, Edward
Dmytryk din.-cUrii;.

Miss Scott's ox >.:'.-band Is Carlton
Alsop, now Metro pi uducer, former-
ly a radio 'producer.

Olivia DeHavilland's

Strawhat Bow in 'Woman'
Westport, Conn., July 23.

Olivia' De Havilland will make her

summer theatre- bow here week of

Aug. 26 in J, M. Barrie's "What

Every Woman Knows." Both Law-
rence Langner and John C. Wilson

discussed engagement with lilin star

on Coast visits this spring.

Phyllis Laughton, who is wilh

Paramount, will come east 16 stage-

"Woman." Martin ManuliS, director

of Country Playhouse, is talking '.-to

Wendell Cory about male lead.

.

GOP Names Kelland
Washington, July 2:).

Clarence Budinglon Kelland i--

been appointed, campaign cons>i'U:-i-

to the National Republican Omrv-.s

sional Committee, which works !
the election of Republican's to '"'

House.
Kelland, some of whose si"'. - 1

have been filmed for the scree
executive director of the '' v^oii'.

--

National .Committee in tlx. Juj4i
<' 1"-

grcssional campaign.
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EXHIBS GIRD VS. AUCTION-BIDDING
Col's Montague Fears Upped Costs;

Connors Reviews Sales Problems

Expressing genuine fear of large-

costs increases as a result of the '

recent anti-trust decision, Abe Mon-

taeue Columbia v.p. and sales boss,

eaid Monday (22) that Columbia

had already worked out a new con-

tractual arrangement under which

they could operate on a single-sell-

ing basis. Tims Columbia joined

20th-Fox as the only distribs to

formulate a new sales policy in ac-

cordance with the court, opinion.

New sales contracts, which have

actually been in effect for two

weeks, list the year's product of 27

specials, four action musicals, and

10 westerns, upon which exhibs bid

individually on a "one or all" basis.

Under the contract terms, the ex-

. hibitor may accept or. reject any or

all pi the items, but agreements on

sales terms must 'be made for each

picture separately.

Also provided for are .
whatever

cancellation terms which may be

denoted by the Government in its

final decree, so that the percentage

of cancellation the Government de-

cides can be allowed in a contract

will be immediately put into effect.

Montague said that short subjects

and serials would be treated on the

same terms as feature-length pro-

ductions. He added that trade

screenings will be handled as they

have been under the original con-

sent decree, with option on attend-

ance in the hands of the Individual

exhibitor. Blind selling (or buying)

is not affected as long as the sale

ot one picture is not made contin-

gent upon the sale of any other.

Sales head said that Col. wasn't

entirely certain what was intended

by the decision's statements on
clearances, except that they were
held to be legal, and that vagueness

on this point was a feeling shared

by «h" entire industry. He added
that while Columbia might have to

change, the present system in the

future, it would continue to operate

tinder' its own interpretation of what
was meant by the court.

Slows Film Turnover
Regarding increased costs, Mon-

tague said they would have to be

passed on, in part, to the exhibitor,

Slow-up in turnover of product

wherein a picture would not begin

to bring returns as quickly as it has

up to now, will constitute the major
factor in 'the cost rise, together with

the necessity for increased sales

forces. Regarding the latter point,

Montague said that Columbia has

not decided as yet upon policies re-

garding additional sales people, but

that in all likelihood more person-

nel will be necessary. Expenses of

individual salesmen will also climb,

since they will probably have to up
the number of trips in their terri-

tories in order to contact accounts
on individual pictures;

Montague repeated the already
w.k. fact that the majority of exhibs
don't like the implications of the de-

cision as it pertains to them, since
it appears obvious that their film

costs will rise. Montague said,

"They've been yelling for more pic-

tures all along and now they've got
them. It's riot our intention to over-
price the market, but it is our in-

tention to make this thing a profit-

able business."

The "stop sales" order issued by
Montague June 11, date of the de-
cision, had nothing to do with the
termination of the case, the Colum-
bia sales, head averred. He said
that at the time the company's sales
costs were exceeding the budget and
that he wanted to slop all sales un-
til a now formula could be devel-
oped. The date was mere coinci
deuce.

Rather than lay down definite ar-

bitrary sales rulings to its staffers

Columbia will continue to hold peri-

odic meetings of district heads in

order to stay abreast of develop-
• ments. Company's next meet will
be held in Chicago Aug. 3 for three
days at the Drake hotel. .

USE POLLS IN

Persistent rumors that the majors
were planning to inaugurate soon
the >uction-bidding system of sell-

ing pictures, as called for in the
anti - trust decision, have been
scotched by Tom Connors, 20th-Fox
veepee over sales.

Following the disclosure of

20th's newly-formulated sales policy,

which was sent out last week to the
company's entire sales staff, Connors
said that any decision on the auction
system at this time would be prema-
ture. "We .cannot make any plans
for auction-selling," the 20th saites

chief said, "until we understand
more fully the intent of the' court.

There have been no expressions so

far from the Department of Justice
regarding the safeguards Jhey want
to put "around the so-called auction
system. Any plans we make must
await a clarification of the court's
policy."

Whatever decisions are made,
Connors said, ; 20th will "comply
fully with the intent of the opinion."
As far as the competitive bidding
system is concerned, he said that
most distributors have always tried
to sell their product to the exhib
who could afford to pay the most
money. System is certain, however,
to force the majors to forego any
practice of protecting their old cus-
tomers, since the decision calls for
each picture to be sold individually
to the highest bidder.
Connors echoed other company

(Continued on page 11)

Up in arms over the court-decreed
auction sales system generally deem-,
ed by exhibitors as a surefire move
towards increased film rentals, exhib
organizations are mobilizing theatre
men in an effort to force the Gov-
ernment to back down on its sup-
port of the new method. • Though
differing on almost any other ques-
tion, exhib uniis in concerted action
are polling their members on their

attitude towards auction selling.

Latest development finds even affili-

ates of the American Theatres Assn.,

which has officially washed its hands
of trade practices, turning to polls.

With little doubt as. to the senti-

ment of their members, polling

maneouver is considered tactical

rather than statistical in nature.
Officials of exhib organizations hope
to confront the Dept. of Justice with
a solid expression of opposition from
theatre operators. Should move fail

to convince the Government, ex-
pressed intent of officials is to pre-
sent the statistical canvass to the

(Continued on page 26)

20TH AND COL

ALONE SET UP

SALES PLANS

Standard & Poor s Financial Forecast

Augurs New Peaks for Fix Biz in '46

Joan Crawford Seeks

To Make British Pic
Hollywood, July 23.

Joan Crawford, currently starring
in the Jerry Wald production, "Pos-
sessed," at Warners, has asked the
studio's permission to make her next
picture in England.
Understood the actress is asking

for Wald as producer with an all-

English supporting cast and tech-
nical crew. Idea is to film the pic-

ture on Warners' British lot early
in 1947.

U. S. LENIENCY

TOUANDCOL

SURPRISING

Albert Checks In at Col.
Hollywood, July 23.

Arnold Albert, • former Warner
producer, checks into the Columbia
lot Monday (29) from New York,
where he has been on property hunt.

Albert leaves from New York on
Friday (26).

With 20th-Fox and Columbia hav-
ing announced their .new sales poli-

cies in accordance with the anti-trust
decision this week, definite plans of
the other distribs are still in the for-
mative stages. It's expected that
most of them.- will take full advan?
tage of the two months remaining
.before the final decree is handed
down on Oct. 7 to ' study .

fully the
ramifications of the aulion-bidding
system.
Metro h.o. execs declare they are-

taking their time in setting forth any
definite policy in an effort to do
things right so that nobody gets hurt.

Company's sales and legal staffs have
been in constant huddles on the situ-

ation and have come up with many
potential problems that the competi-
tive bidding system may call forth,

all of which they want to study be-
fore announcing their policy.

Included among the problems are
how to comply with the seven fac-

tors (or determining clearance as set

forth in the decision, how to ration

out their prints to the different ex-

changes, etc. it's pointed out that

many territories now have 50 to 80

subsequent-run situations that open
their pictures simultaneously on a

day-and-date basis. Problem now
arises as to' whether the company
would be better off in continuing that

situation or- whether, under the auc-

tion-bidding plan, it could gross more
by accepting bids from only a few of

the houses at a time, thereby deriv-

ing more revenue from the first of

the subsequent-runs booked.
Another problem on which the

Metro chiefs are working involves

those subsequent-run houses playing

double features, which require six or

eight pictures a week, depending on

the number of changes. If any exhib

has to come to the exchange to enter

a bid for each picture singly, it

would mean that he would almost

have to move to the exchange center

to conduct his business and operate

his house by remote control. System
whereby the. field sales staff can ac-

cept bids might be worked out. but

the system will have to be decided

on by the h.o. execs.

According to one Metro chief, the

only thing definitely settled so far is

what "we can 'do' as. far as our own
theatres are concerned,"

White Denies Guilt

In Auto Deaths;

Out Under 2G Bail

Hollywood, July 23.

George White, film and stage pro-

ducer, denied responsibility in

deaths of two newlyweds, Claude
and Ann Lee, in Solano Beach,
Calif., auto accident.

White, who is out on $2,000 bail

after being charged with negligent

homicide and felonious failure to

stop and give aid in traffic deaths,

said accident was caused by some-
one 'who took his car from the

Hollywood race track Saturday (20)

without his permission, and that first

he knew of the deaths was at time
of his arrest in San Diego, just on
outskirts of town.
Couple, who had been married

just a few hours, was crossing the
highway when struck by car. When
White was picked up by officers, his

auto had a damaged fender and
headlight, which officers say showed
where

.
couple hit.

White appeared In Court Monday
(22) for arraignment and setting of

July 31 as date for preliminary hear-
ing: He had no attorney with him
and asked for time to get one and
to prepare his defense.

Taking a surprisingly lenient
stand, the Dept. of Justice last week
advised attorneys for Universal and
Columbia that, if necessity was
shown, it would permit . extended
delays to the two companies in

launching the new sales policy dic-

tated by the anti-trust decision.
While setting a ' tentative deadline
of Jan. 1 for the Little Three to

start auction sales for single pictures,

attorneys were informed that the
Government would not stand fast

on the date if a changeover was not
then feasible.

With the Big Five committed to

a switch in policy on July 25, at-

torneys for Columbia and U were
pleased with the D of J's concilia-

tory attitude. Delay of one year was
asked by the attorneys for the two
majors in a Washington huddle in

which the formidable difficulties of
a revamped selling technique were
pointed up. Both Columbia and U
are currently mulling the important
puzzler: to appeal or not to appeal.

Adding its voice to the general

chorus of predictions that ' 1946 will

be. the -banner year for the film in-

dustry, Standard fit Poor's latest In-

dustry survey forecasts profits of

more than double last year's peak
business for most of the majors and
a resulting hike, in dividend pay-
ments. In an analysis of the current

scene, the S & P report lists the dip

in Federal taxes; burgeoning foreign

business; continued high level of

consumer income; and a- public will-

ingness to lay out for entertainment
as supporting phenomenal profits for

the year.

While the summer slump might
be sharper this year because of in-

creased forms of entertainment
available, grosses would' continue
buoyed by the fat consumer in-

comes and an amusement-hungry
public, S & P opines, Consequently,
theatre attendance will at least

equal the 100,000,000 weekly figure

for '45, it says. Noting minor scat-

tered increases in admission scales of
large metropolitan houses, analysis

discounts possibility .of the boosts
becoming widespread because of an
upswing in patron discrimination of

its choice of pix. The threat that
(Continued on page 26)

JOHNSTON PLANS HIS

EUROPEAN 0.0. IN SEPT.
Washington, July 23.

Eric Johnston plans to leave for

Europe late in September, he told

Secretary of State James F. Byrnes
yesterday (22). Johnston will study
the foreign trade situation with par-
ticular emphasis on pix. Byrnes
appeared much interested in the

trip.

Johnston lunched yesterday with
the British ambassador, Sir Archi-

bald Clark Kerr, discussing aspects

of the British loan, which is ex-
pected to help preserve this coun-
try's film market in Britain.

E-L Boosts Budget
Hollywood, July 23.

Original estimate? of $20,000,000

budget for 22 features on the Eagle-

Lion slate likely to be hiked to

$25,000,000, it was learned over

weekend, with vcepec Bryan Foy
planning not to skimp on costs.

Company rolls its initial film next

week to be followed shortly by a

block of live, and with seven others

in early preparation stages.

Hike is likely to come throuch

costly lineup 61 talent, especially

tor foreign stars.. Initial foreign

inker is Charles Trenet, who will

debut in "Of Thee I Dream."
Other increases in coin outlay will

be in reconversion and increased

building on lot, putting original es-

timate of $50.0,000, set for spending

on the studio, to an even higher

figure.

Mannix, Kahane Join

Johnston and Price As

Producers' Exec Comm.
Hollywood, July 23

E. J. 'Mannix and B. B, Kahane
were elected yesterday to serve with

Eric Johnston and Byron Price as

the executive committee of the Asso-

ciation of Motion Picture Producers.

AMPP board also elected Warren
Doane to replace Hal Roach on the

board and to represent the Roach
studio.

Kahane, chairman of the pro-

ducers' labor committee, asked for

his replacement on the Writers Con-
ciliation Committee with Marvin
Ezzell.

LOEW'S $12,579,245 NET

FOR 40 WEEKS TOPS 1445
Continuing the advance over 1945

profits scored all along the line by
the majors, Loew's this week re-

ported a net of $12,579,245, after pay-
ment of taxes, for ' the 40 weeks
ended June 6; 1946, subject to year-
end audit, Figure compares, with
$9,312,243 Income of the company
for the equivalent period of '45 and
earns $2.47 per share of common
stock outstanding as against $1.84

last year. Gross sales and operating
revenues for the 12 weeks ended
June 6 were estimated at $45,754,000
compared with $41,460,000 for the
corresponding period of '45.

Audit for 40-week period dis-

closed a gross profit of $20,936,245

after deducting $3,800,000 for con-
tingencies and $2,754,590 reserve for

depreciation. Gross in '45 was. $16,-

962,620. Reserve for Federal taxes,

deducted from the gross, is $8,357,-

000 as against a payment of $7,650,-

377 for the same period in the past
year.

SMITH AND AMHERST

ADDING PIX COURSES
Pauletlc Goddard. and Burgess

Meredith are reported endowing

courses in motion pictures at Smith

and Amherst colleges through the

Motion Picture Assn. of Colleges

and Universities.

Indications are that the endow-
ment will consist of $10,000 yearly

for each school. Assn. is headed by
Prof. Robert Cessner ot New York
University, who is presently lining

up financial backing to introduce

pix courses during the coming year,

in approximately 20 different col-

leges throuflhout the country.
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Ophuls Runs 'Vendetta'

Hollywood, July 23.

Max Ophuls, French film director,

will pilot the Preston Sturges pro-

duction, "Vendetta," slated to start

Aug. 7. ,

Picture will be filmed on the

Goldwyn lot for United Artists re-

lease.
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Who Sez Distribs, Exhibs Fight

Over Bally Campaigns? Relations

Never Better, Sez Terry Turner

DAVEL0EW-RANK1N

MEET ON BRIT. PROD.
Hollywood, July 23.

David L. Loew leaves for Eng-
land about Sept. 15 to huddle with

By TERRY TURNER
i Exploitation Director, HKO)

Waterford, Ont.. 'July 23.

Sitting here under the shade of

the old apple tree in front of what I

laughingly call my summer resi-

dence I have 'been, reading- Variety's.

last few issues' wherein exhibitors

and distributors are taking verbal

pokes at each other through the me-
dium of the field exploitation men.

What's all the shooting about? And
who's shooting at whom and what
for?

Either I am daffy or have been

fooling a lot of the people all of the

time, or somebody else must have

the wrong slant on ballyhoo and ex-

ploitation, and its relative value to

the exhibitor and the distributor as

well.

Of course I can only speak for

RKO and its field exploitation staff,

which by the way now numbers 38

folks and is the largest of its kind

in the industry. I would also odd
"most effective" but that Bill Fer-

guson over at Metro is liable to

come back and knock my brains

out.

Anyhow over a period of eight

years we have drawn these . men
from every

1

phpie of the business.

Some were exhibitors 'themselves,

some came from radio, some have
been in the exploitation business for

years, others came from the circus

and recently we have had a few
new hands from the armed forces as

well as newspapers and magazines
These men and women collec-

tively spend into the millions each
year for radio and cooperative ad
v«gtising and stunts to help put over
RKO pictures . for the exhibitors

Now I use the word help advisedly
because they cannot do it alone and
must have the help and active as

sistance of the exhibitor to accom-
plish anything.

Frixample
Let's name a few pictures, and

the results should prove that there

is nothing really wrong with exhi
bitor distribution relations—at least

as far as RKO is concerned—that a

little understanding will not cure
Let's start with "Hitler's Children
which did pretty- well, and launched
what is now known as "area
premieres." Let's go on to the re

issue of "Snow White and you have
a concrete example of what the
combination of radio, exhibitors
and field exploitation from a dis-

tributor can accomplish. Now I am
talking about pictures that cost

peanuts but ran into grosses that
topped several millions, so you can-
not lay it to production or star
value. This was bally in the raw.
Now let's take a more recent

one, "Bad Man's Territory" when
more . than 250 exhibitors joined
with HKO in nine area premieres
and whipped this western into a big
time grosser. These are just a few
instances and let me tell you that
it all could not have been accom-
plished without the exacting coop-
eration of the exhibitors. In the lat-

ter instance practically every cir-
cuit was involved but our own.
That takes in Warners. Minnesota
Amus.Co. (Par) Great States, Fox-
Midwest and many others. All of
these brought their managers to a
central point where I could tell

them of our plans and ask their
advice and cooperation—and they
gave with a will and not for a prize

I could name a dozen circuits
where they give you every bit of
cooperation providing you have a
real idea and know what you want
yourself. If a field man goes into a
town with the idea of telling a the-
atre manager what to do it generally
ends with the theatre manager tell-
ing him where to go.

Different Techniques
The field of bally is restricted.

You cannot handle two pictures
alike and . where one needs sensa-
tionalism, the. same technique would
kill another picture. You cannot
take a deep serious subject and treat
it as a circus parade, and by the
same token when you appry . maga-
zine treatment to a bawdy rowdy
picture that needs sensational local
handling you are pouring money
down the drain. This is a home-
©fTice problem and not of the field.

Oh sure there are ineffective field

men and there are ineffective ex-
hibitors but I assure you they are
in the minority. I have found that

(Continued on page 15)

WAC Sends War Reports

To 1,000 U. S. Libraries
Hollywood, July 23.

One thousand bound copies of re-

ports on the film industry's War
Activities Committee have been sent

to 1,000 libraries throughout the

country by the Motion Picture Assn.

Volumes, covering the 1942-45

period, detail the services to the war
cause by the picture industry.

'Outlaw' Set for B'way

Globe While MPA Moves

To Act on Hughes Pic

With the board of directors of the

J. Arthur Rank on production for

Enterprise in Great Britain. Tenta-
tively the project calls for Enter-

prise stars to co-star in English-

made pictures with British name
players.

Loew and Rank will also confer

on foreign distribution of six Enter-
prise films which Universal will re-

lease ....in the British Isles in 1947,

starting with "Ramrod."

First Scenes for Film

On Palestine Scenario

Shot on Refugee Boat
Haifa, July 10.

Scenes for the Palestine story now
being produced by World View
Films, Inc., of America were shot in

! Haifa Port recently, when 103 refu-

gees arrived on board the Palestinian
S.S. Cairo from Marseilles. Central
character of the pic is a refugee
child in search of his family. Role

U. S. and British Filmers May Follow

Rank's Move Into Continental Studios

Motion Picture Assn. of America
j

will be played by Yosef (Ronnie)
Cohen, pupil of the Maaleh school.

Chief femme character is a sur-
slated to meet in N. Y. tomorrow

(Thursday) to decide on whether

the Production Code seal should be
revoked on "The Outlaw," the pic-

ture has been pencilled in for its

Broadway preem at the Globe
within two or three months.

N. Y. federal court, meanwhile,
yesterday (Tuesday) extended the

time within which Howard Hughes
may file an appeal from Judge John
Bright's denial of his injunction to

restrain the MPA from revoking the
Production Code seal on the picture

to Sept. 25. Extension was agreed
to by attorneys for both sides.

N. Y. state censor board licensed

the film recently after producer
Howard Hughes had made the re-

visions asked for. Second Jane
Russell starrer for United Artists,

"Young Widow," opens at the Globe
this Saturday (27), to be followed

by "Night in Casablanca," "Scandal
in Paris," and then "The Outlaw."

Consideration of the film is ex-

pected to top the MPA directorate's

agenda tomorrow, with Eric John-
ston, association's prexy, ipresiding.

Under a recent ruling of -the N. Y.
federal Court, the MPA was. given
full authority to do whatever it de-

sired in the Hughes case. Since
the producer had assumed full jre

sponsibility for the ads used on the
picture, subject of most of the con
troversy, MPA officials had deferred
action while his condition, following
his' recent plane crash, remained
critical.

Despite the fact that the anti-

trust decision currently holds the

lop point of interest in the indus-
try, the MPA will take no stand
on the matter. According' to one
organization spokesman, even though
the MPA is comprised of both pro-
ducers and distributors, the inter-

ests of the distribs. represented are
at variance, since some operate af-

filiated circuits while the others do
not. Any attempts to line up a uni-
form policy, consequently, would
only result in operating at cross-

purposes.

vivor of Auschwitz, played by Irene
Broza of Tel Aviv. Yitzhak. Dan-
ziger, sculptor, also of Tel Aviv, will

have role of a kibbutz (i.e. settle-

ment) member who is concerned-
with problems of the boy and the
young woman in their adjustment
to their new life in Palestine.

Joseph Jacovsky, Avram Ben-
Joseph, and Carl Gutman Bar-To

v

of the Chamber Theatre will play
leading roles in the film, as will

R. Klatzkin of Habimah, Zalman
Levyush of Ohel, Miriam Lazarson
of the New Theatre, and Hermann
Heuser. Herta Ohrbach, of Haifa,

Ycmima Pacovsky and Esther Mar-
golith of Tel Aviv are among the

younger players cast' in the film.

Scenario is by Meyer Levin,
American novelist and ex-war cor-

respondent; picture is being directed

by Herbert Kline, who produced
and directed "Crisis," "The Forgot-
ten Village'! and other documentary
and story films. Floyd Crosby, win-
ner of the Motion Picture Academy
Award, is director of photography.

D.C.-N.Y. FETES FOR WB'S

20TH ANNI OF SOUND
Special ceremonies are being held

today (Wednesday) in the Library

of Congress, Washington, in connec-

tion with Warner Bros, celebration

of the 20th Anni of talking pictures.

Major Albert Warner is presenting

a print of the first all-talking pic-

ture, 'Lights of New York," to Dr.

Luther H. Evans, Librarian of Con-

gress, and at the same time deliver-

ing parts of the original sound

equipment to Dr. Alexander E. Wet-

more, director of the Smithsonian

Institute.

In New York, an exploitation stunt
is being unveiled Thursday (25) in

Columbus Circle, where Manhattan
Borough President Hugo Rogers
launches a mammoth 20th anni
''birthday cake" topped by a plat-

form on which daily shows will be
g-'ven until Aug. 6. Among celebri-

ties to be present at the opening
ceremonies will be Ray Bolger, Jane
Pickens, Montey Woolley, Robert
Merrill and Robert Alda. Maggi Mc-
Neills will broadcast the proceedings
over the NBC net

KORDA EXAMINED IN N Y.

CHAPUN-SELZNICK SUIT
Pre-trial examination of Sir

Alexander' Korda was set for late

yesterday (Tuesday) by a court or-

der of N. Y. supreme court Justice

Samuel Null in the stockholder ac-

tion brought by Charles Chaplin
against David O. Selznick. 20th-Fox
and United Artists. Chaplin is ask-
ing for $2,000,000 damages and ac-

counting of the profits made by
Selznick from a deal that the latter

entered into with 20th-Fox for sale

of three literary properties. "The
Keys of the Kingdom," "Claudia"
and "Jane Eyre." Chaplin charges
that Selznick borrowed $300,000
from the UA treasury with which to

buy the properties and profits from
the deal belong to UA stockholders.

Chaplin is asking $1,000,000 apiece
from Selznick and 20th-Fox, with
UA made a defendant for refusing
to join with Chaplin as plaintiff

party. Attorneys for Selznick ap-
plied for the court examination of
Korda, svhb before 1944, was one of
the owners of UA.

Dantine Pacted Fcr

Canadian Bilingual

Montreal, July 23. /
Helmut Dantine has been pacted

for the lead in Quebec Productions'
first flicker. Flicker, first of bilin-

gual planned by the new firm, will

be shot simultaneously in English
and French, and is tentatively titled,

"The Fortress." Story has Quebec
City as background and was orig-
inally called "The Whispering City."
George Marlon will produce and
Fedor Ozct will direct. »

Paul L'Anglais, exec director of
company, said he's completed ar-

rangements "with Queensway Studios
in Toronto, Canadian, production
unit of the Rank outfit, for the use
of the facilities.

Rolling should start by September,
but distrib arrangements will be
made before shooting starts. It was
previously reported that Rank will

handle English distribution
Pathe the French.

American and British proa«»vrs.

hampered by cramped studio .i'-u- li-

lies and production costs balloi»:u'iii
\

with the current inflationary trend,,

are eveing chfice European lots as

a possible but to their dilemma. The

studios, brought to a peak of techni-

cal efficiency by Nazi thoroughness

in Germany and German-occupied

countries, are available for use by

outside producers, informed foreign

sources say. Move to continental

studios, initiated by J. Arthur Rank,

will gain momentum, it is said, with

the realization that a highly favor-

able currency, exchange in most

European countries would bring

down production costs to a fraction

of the domestic nut.

European lots, once far inferior to

those of Hollywood, were one of the

few things that emerged from the

Nazi wave on the credit side of the

ledger. The- Teutons to further

their film propaganda drives, greatly

expanded facilities, installed excel-

lent sound equipment and substi-

tuted the highly touted German
cameras for less perfect equipment.

While some of these studios have

been casualties of war and others

occupied by the Russians, most were
left in working shape.

Rank, first to see the advantages

of the continental studios, has al

ready completed one English lan

guagc picture, "Teheran," ion the

Scalera lot in Rome. Film was pro

duced by Steven Pallos, formerly

Sir Alexander korda's general man
ager and now employed by Rank.

British producer imported thespians

and key personnel from England for

the film while drawing upon local

talent for minor jobs.

Sievering In Vienna -

Eugen Sharin, onetime 20th-Fom
production head in Germany and
more recently films officer with the

U. S. Army in Austria, shapes up, as

the next producer to turn to Euro
pean studios. Sharin has reserved

space in the Sievering lot in Vienna
which was turned over by the U. S.

Army to the Austrian government
last week,- for the lensing of two
pix in December and January.

While' Hollywood shooting costs

range from $7,500 to $10,000 daily,

per diem expenses in Vienna would
be little more than 10% that, Sharin
declares. Story and stars will cost

as much since both are American,
but rentals and labor costs are

"fantastically cheap," according to

Sharin. Producer' points out that

the Sievering studio, equipped by
the Nazis, is completely modern and
in perfect working' order. Both films

will be English language vehicles

aimed for the American market, 'he

added.
Sharin expects to import no more

than 10 key persons for the job.

Rawstock will also be imported and
the U. S. State dep't has assured
the producer that food and housing
will be made available to him,
Sharin said.

Pascal to Borne
Third producer with announced

plans to shoot English-language pix
in Europe is Gabriel Pascal. Adap-
tations of Bernard Shaw's plays will

be lensed by him in Rome, Pascal
recently said. Italian locale was
chosen by the producer because
labor costs would be at a minimum
and cooperation at a maximum, ac-
cording to Pascal. Latter is sour on
English production because of
weather and labor difficulties ex-
perienced in filming "Caesar and
Cleopatra."

Influx of British and American
producers is bound to increase, it is

said, because of inviting situation
in a number of countries. Barandov
jtudio in Prague is cited as an ex-
ample of what is templing Holly-
wood and London. Studio was left

in tiptop shape when the Nazis
raised the white flag. Equipped for
color as well as black-and-white
photography by the Germans, the
lot is currently being used for Rus-
sian and native Czech films. Czech
government is anxious for a flow of
foreign capital into the country and
would welcome outside production,
foreign dept. execs say. Added ad-
vantage is the availability of tech-
nical personnel .and a favorable cur-
rency exchange.
Bavaria studio in Munich, now

idle except for the production of an
Anglo-American newsreel series, is

also noted as a potential plum. Un-
damaged by the war and fully
equipped, the studio could be readily
converted for feature production, it

and
]
is said. The lot now is in the hards

J
of the Army but arrangements could

itl>i- ;).)<>
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Tcmpelhof and Neubabelsberg, u,c

Cine-Cilta lot in Rome, and any
number of French studios which
could be obtained if the greenback
inducement was tempting enough.

Cine-Citta, largest studio in Italy,

is presently being used to house dis-

placed persons but will probably be

clear for action in the near future.

Chief drawback is the hurdle of

food and housing. Producers, how-
ever, can overcome the obstacle, it

is said, by keeping to a minimum
the number of personnel imported

and making necessary arrangements

with the ; foreign government for

supplies and buildings.

Goldwyn-Korda Merger

Still Conversation In

The Main, Says Helprin

Possibility that Samuel Goldwyn
and Sir Alexander Korda micht

combine interests in a production-

distribution tieup, as reported from

the Coast, is still in the barest talk-

ing stages, according to Morris Hc-l-

prhij veepee of Korda's London

Films and in charge of all the Brit-

ish chief's interests in the U. S.

Discounting the Coast rumors,

Helprin said that Korda went to the

Coast only to discuss routine busi-

ness matters and any kind of com-

bine setup with Goldwyn is very far

in the future. Rumors originated,

he said, with Korda's moving into

an office on the Goldwyn lot to con-

duct his business. Helprin pointed

out that Korda, unable, to obtain

reservations at his favorite Holly-

wood hotel, moved in with Cary
Grant during his stay on the Coast.

Grant,, it seems, hasn't been able yet

to get a personal phone, which left

Korda up in the air, so when Gold-

wyn offered the use of an office and
a secretary, he jumped at the

i-hu.. !"-.-..

Wijilc on 'ho C<M:.: :s.i>i I •

ClteM'd ^U>.y j
• i'tvi ':(•>. . <: .

and r>wl«-
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makt pitinici, fo. hin. in J.

He also huddled with Thomas Mann
regarding the filming of the author's

"Magic Mountain."
Korda arrived in N. Y. Saturday

<20) from the Coast. He's slated to

wind up his affairs at his N. Y. of-

fice and will return to England next

Saturday <27).

MARTHA RAYE SET FOR

CHAPLIN'S 'VERDOUX'
Hollywood, July 23.

Charles Chaplin inked Martha
Raye as femme lead in his forthcom- •

ing production, "Monsieur Verdoux.'
1

Picture will be Miss Raye's first

in several years.

400,000 CIO's See

Educ'l Pix in 16m
Washington, July 23.

More than 400,000 members of the

CIO are now regularly seeing edu-

cational films in their local union

halls, the labor organization reports.

Pix are all 16m and are rented at

low rates through Brandon Films,

College Film Center',' UAW Film Li-

bary and Visual Education, Inc.

L. A. to N. Y.
Charles H. Clark
Louis de Rochemont
Fred Finklehoffe
Henry Hull
William Loss
Diana Lynn
Robert Mead
Lucy Monroe
William S. Paley
Alexis Rotov
Hclene Thiniig
Curtis J. Wilbur
Robert Dyler

N. Y. to L. A.
George Brown
Henry Ginsberg
E. T. Gom'crsall

N. Y. to London-P.
Rene Clair

Roy O. Disney
R. Wallace Feignoux
Kay Kamen
Sir Alex"'":"r.r Korda
Jacl.-'rn V '-^hter

Martha Scott
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The ho-ho-homicide-splitting

best-seller by America's top mystery writer!

Craig Rice's

* PEGGY ANN GARNER • RANDOLPH SCOTT

LYNN BARI • DEAN STOCKWELL • CONNIE MARSHALL

and James Gleason • Anabel Shaw • Barbara Whiting • John Shepperd

Directed by LLOYD BACON • Produced by LOUIS D.LIGHTON

Screen Play by F. Hugh Herbert • Based on the Novel by Craig Rice

Rousing, carousing spectacle!

Gun-loaded, . . music-packed. . . record-certain!

Darryl F. Zanuck Presents

JOHN FORD'S

* * Starring

Henry FONDA • Linda DARNELL • VictorMATURE
„iu, CATHY DOWNS • WALTER BRENNAN • TIM HOLT
Ward Bond • Alan Mowbray • John Ireland • Roy Roberts

Jane Darwell • Grant Withers • J. Farrell MacDonald • Russell Simpson

Directed by JOHN FORD • Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL

with

All the songs... all the romance

of the fabulous, terrific Twenties!

Darryl F. Zanuck Presents

JEANNE CRAIN

in Technicolor

GlennLANGAN hmMM •AlanYOUNG
and

anaughBarbara Lawrence • Conrad Janis • Esther Dai ^ A

Ann Todd • Hattie McDaniel • Directed by HENRI ,;.

Produced bj> WALTER N0R0SC0 • Screen Ptay by F. Hugh Herbert • Buetvi SUries by Rilh Mcr.-nKv: • " ;,; ird BrandM
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Wonderful NEW adventures of

those wonderful boxoffice sweethearts!

Dorothy MCGUIRE • Robert YOUNG
in

CLAW* *"<> 9AW"

with Mary Astor • John Sutton • Gail Patrick • Rose Hobart * Harry Davenport

Florence Bates • Jerome Cowan • Else Janssen • Frank Twedell • Anthony Sydes

Directed byWALTER LANG • Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG
Screw Play by Rose Fruken ud Williaa Brown Moloney • Maputo* by Vera Cupuy • Fre* SUrki by Rom Fmkei

J

I
IL
1

w —

*•••;•>••.

Top marquee-names

in a top-notch musical hit!

starring

VIVIAN PERRY HARRY CARMEN

BLAINE • COMO • JAMES MIRANDA
with Phil Silvers • Edgar Buchanan • Reed Hadley

and Harry James' Music Makers

Directed by LEWIS SEILER • Produced by BRYAN FOY
Screen Play by Snag Werris, Robert Ellis, Helen Logan and George Bricker • Music

and Lyrics by Josef Myrow and Edgar De Lange • Dances Staged by Kenny Williams

Vs for the money . . . 2's for the show. .

.

3's to get ready for records to go!

utrttonusw* w in Technicolor

June HAVER • George MONTGOMERY-Vivian BLAINE

Celeste HOLM •Vera-ELLEN • Frank LATIMORE
Directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE • Produced by MACK GORDON

Screen Play by Valentine Davies • Adapted by Brown Holmes, Lynn Starling and Robert Ellis and

Helen Logan • From a Play by Stephen Powya • Lyrics by Mack Gordon • Music by Joseph Myrow

"/ Like Mike" • "On /he Board Walk"(in Atlantic City)" • A Farmer's Life Is A Very Merry Life" * "Three

Littte Girls In Blue" • "Somewhere In The Night" • "You Make Me Feel So Young" '"A/ways A Lady"

Music by Harry Warren '.'This Is Always" • Dances Staged by Seymour Felix • Ballets by Babe Pearcej
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TYRONE POWER GENE TIERNEY JOHN PAYNE ANNE BAXTER

CLIFTON WEBB HERBERT MARSHALL in DARRYL F ZANUOCS
Production of W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S "THE RAZOR'S EDGE

Directed by EDMUND GOULDING Screen Play by LAMAR TROTTI
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DECREE'S 11 COMMANDMENTS
Walsh's Gauntlet to Bill Hutcheson

At IA Conclave; Deny Bioff Hangover
Chicago,' July 23.

Peg on whjch RichBrd F. Walsh,

IATSE president, hung his bid lor

reelection Tuesday (23) was a chal-

lenge, enthusiastically received by

delegates, to William L. Hutcheson,

International president of the Car-

penters and Joiners union, to get

out ol the way and let IATSE take

. over the studios and thus "bring in-

dustrial peace to Hollywood".

Speech, almost two hours long,

was ad libbed and sandwiched in

between a 32-page president's re-

port. Walsh traced the history ot the

fisht between IA and the Carpenters

for jurisdiction over studio workers,

slating his intentions firmly with

the remark, "I request power of the

convention to further protect the

source of supply (meaning more

union members) from our Holly-

wood studios".

He then made the claim that

Hutcheson has proved a stumbling

block to negotiations on the Coast

by refusing to accept the decision

handed down by the AFL's three-

man board appointed last year by
AFL President William Green. IA
has abided by the board's decision,'

he said. Taking over jurisdiction

where it was indicated it should, but

the Carpenters have completely

ignored it. At the end of the speech

all delegates gave him a tremendous

ovation.
Walnh-fUonl vi Bennelt-Shnff

With an agenda packed solid with

high explosive subjects—subjects of

tremendous importance to the entire

show biz—the 38th biennial conven-

tion of the International Alliance of

Theatrical Stage Employes got un-

der way at the Stevens hotel Mon-
day (22).

High spot in the week-long meet-

ing is the expected election battle

between the incumbent Richard F.

Walsh-William P. Raoul forces and

the ambitious faction headed by
William Bennett, of Washington,

D. C. Bennett, with John A. Shuft

as his running mate for the secre-

tary-treasurer post, said "it is now
or never" for his forces to oust

Walsh and Raoul but emphatically

denied any prior knowledge or ap-

proval of action taken by the over-

night "Chicago Bennett Committee"
which circulated a letter to the 1,000

(Continued on page 15)

Former Boothmen's Prez

To

Fight to IA Chi Meet
Philadelphia, July 23.

Philip Trainer, former president

of the Chester, Pa., local ot the Mo
tion Picture Operators Union, an

nounced last week that he would
bring his fight for reinstatement

into the union to the national con-

vention of the International Alliance

ot Theatrical Stage Employees in

Chicago next week.
Trainer, who has been battling

the present leadership ot the local

for the past year in the Delaware
county courts, said that he has been
out of work for a year because of

his failure to get back into the un-

icm He claimed that the local re-

f 'cd to accept his dues because he
had called for an accounting of ex
p~nditures.

As a preliminary to the fight at

Chicago, Trainer withdrew his suit

in the Delaware county court.

The first step at Chicago, Trainer
said, would be a petition to Richard
F. Walsh, International president,

asking that he be heard. If Walsh
refuses, Trainer will then appeal to

the executive board. If the board
turns him down, Trainer said, he
would carry his fight to the floor of

the convention.
* "rl '

,e Delaware county court re

fused to grant Trainer an injunction

against his ouster because the court
claimed he had not yet exhausted
appeal procedure under the union's

constitution. The court, however,
upheld Trainer in his contention that

his Constitutional—rights had been
invaded when he was forced to sign
a naper stating that he would ab
*' ,,! n <v-> -i voting or speaking at un
ion meetings as the price of rein

statement.

Pic-at-a-Time Gets

Lightman. Rap in Buff
Buffalo, July 23.

Provisions in the decision of the

special court in the Paramount anti-

trust case calling for the purchase

of one film at a time were described

as "unfair" by M. A. Lightman, Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of

America vice-president, in an ad-

dress to over 100 members of the

local MPTOA at Hotel Lafayette

here.

Declaring that only producers

would benefit, Lightman said that ex-

hibitors, will have no security under

the plan. MPTOA President Merritt

A. Kyser stated that petitions will be

circulated in upper New York State

asking for a return to block-booking.

HIKE PROD. TO

IIP WAGES SEZ

JOHNSTON
Chicago, July 23..

Film industry, along with every

other industry in the country, is

looking ahead to higher wages and

steady employment but both are pos-

sible only through increased produc-

tion. Eric Johnston, prexy of the

Motion Picture Assn. of America,

told members of the International

Alliance of Theatrical and Stage

Employees here today. Calling on

labor and management to boost pro-"

duction, Johnston declared that any

labor union today that does not be-

lieve in that "is doomed to oblivion

as something anti-social."

Speaking at the annual IATSE
convention, Johnston pulled no

punches in charging American labor

on the whole with conducting itself

in a manner prejudicial to the best

interests of the public. Unless the

labor unions change their tactics,

he said, they're headed for the same
kind of downfall that befell business

in the 1920s. "Just as surely as an

outraged public twisted industry's

arm until it cried for mercy, it will

twist yours if you persist in those

practices," he said.

Citing the fact that the progres-

sive viewpoint today is one that

"puts production paramount and

condemns the creed of scarcity as

something to be dropped down a

sinkhole." Johnston said he'd like

to see IATSE and every other un-

ion adopt that thought. "I say this

union particularly," he added, "be-

cause you and I are partners in the

same industry. It is a great industry.

It's a unique industry. It has drawn
together enlightened, imaginative,

adventurous men in all its various

branches. This motion picture in-

dustry of ours pays the highest

wages in all industry. It wants to

pay even higher wages. It looks

ahead to steady employment—to

two things— higher wages and

steady employment."

-Johnston declared that the film

industry could obtain the full pro-

duction necessary to boost wages

and maintain steady employment

only through maintaining good re-

lations between labor and industry.

"They ought to be better than good,"

he said. "They ought to be the best

of all industries. If we make the

best pictures in the world and if

we pay the best wages in all the

world, then we ought to have the

best internal relations of any in-

dustry. And there's no reason why
we can't.

Lauds Arbitration

"We have already made a slop

forward. I was delighted to note in

the recent Hollywood strike settle-

ment the adoption of a provision by

all parties to the effect that 'all new
contracts shall pledge the local un-

ions to settle disputes among unions

by arbitration.' Strict adherence to

this provision can do more than any-

i
(.Continued o:i page 29)

OTHER FACTORS

BESIDES TERMS
Washington, July 23.

Award of a picture to a bidder
under auction sales method ordered
by the anti-trust decision would be
determined by 10 other factors in

addition to the actual rental terms
under

. proposals tentatively offered
to the Dept. of Justice by the Big
Five. Preliminary reaction of the
D of J, it is understood, has been
favorable but considerable huddling
lies ahead before full details are set.

The Big Five proposals, if approved
in full by Government attorneys,
would give the majors a wide flexi-

bility in determining successful bid-
ders with an arbitration system
created as a brake on possible dis-

crimination.

Novel feature of the arbitration
setup as suggested by attorneys for
the majors, it is reported, would
grant the arbitrator the power to

order restitution to an exhib by
either a cash fine, a fixing of actual
damages or the award of a subse-
quent film of the same distributor
to the protesting exhib. As to the
third method, an arbitrator, should
he find that an exhib had been dis-

criminated against on a previous
offer, could direct a distrib to turn
over the next picture of comparative
merit to the exhib on the same
terms as offered for the preceding
Aim.
While film rental or percentage

offered on bid would still be the
No. 1 factor, the plan would give
distribs the right to consider many
other features before making a de-
cision one way or another. One con-
sideration would be the film rev-

enues received from the theatre on
previous showings of Alms by the

exhib. Past performances would
count with the exhib whose house
had been highly profitable in the
past at the inside post.

Flaylnr-Time
Actual playing-time offered by

theatre owner on any particular film

would also carry weight. The longer
the playing-time made available,

the more favorable would the bid
be rated. The type of house and its

location compared with other thea
t*s competing for the same run is

another factor itemized by the Big
Five.

Fourth consideration would be the
policy of the theatre. Here, the de-
termining points are whether the

theatre is a single or double feature
house; whether it has bank or gift

nights or throwaways to lure the
customers. Admission price scales of

theatres- would also bti a factor with
the higher priced houses getting the

break.
Comparative suitability of the

competing houses for the exhibition

of a distrib's film would be a de-
termining factor in rating the bids.

This proviso is generally understood
to mean that a company, aware that

certain type pix go best in a par-
ticular theatre, will be permitted to

spot their picture where other fac-

tors are close.

More Considerations

Effect that exhibition involved

would have on the distrib's total film

revenue in the competing area of

the theatres bidding for a Aim may
be weighed, should the proposals be
accepted. Anticipated Aim revenue
from the exhibition of any one Aim
is listed as a factor which the dis-

tribs are seeking for the proposed
decree.

Exhibitor's character ana ability

would also play a part. Tenth factor

would permit a distrib to take into

consideration the exhib's general

reputation for honesty, showmanship
and fair dealing. Cooperation of the

exhib in exploitation plans of a Aim

company and evidence oi initiative

on his own part to push the pic

locally could be weighed.

Eleventh consideration proposed

is the financial responsibility of the

exhibitor. Straddling the 10th and

11th factors would be the honesty

of the exhib in reporting grosses

upon which percentage payments
are fixed. Exhibs tagged as chiselers

would find themselves in a weak
competing position should the Big

Five proposals stick.

Norden (Bombsight) Has Improved

Projector Adaptable for 50m Film

16m (Army) Test Pix To
Be Released Generally

A set of 16m test Alms, prepared

by the Society of Motion Picture En-
gineers as part of its wartime stand-

ardization work, is now being re-

leased to civilian industry in this

country and abroad. Test Alms, un-

til recently supplied only for Gov-
ernment requirement, embody rigid

specifications to meet fundamental
performance requirements of the
armed forces. The Research Coun-
cil of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts & Sciences cooperated with the
SMPE in the war standards project.

Set includes Sound Focussing Test
Film for sound projection equipment;
3,000-cycle Flutter test fim; Multi-
frequency Test Eilm for field equip-
ment; 400-cycle Signal Level Test
Film; Resolving Power Test Target
for determining power of projector
lenses; Travel Ghost Test Film; Se-
lected Sample Test Film; Scanning
Beam 'Illumination Test Film; and
Burr- Track Test Film.

DECREE ENDING

DEFINITE-RUN

POLICY?
With most of the industry devot-

ing its lime to consideration of what

changes the anti-trust decision will

conjure up, latest angle under specu-

lation is the possibility that the auc-

tion-bidding system may mean the

end of a definite run situation for

individual houses.

Theatres may become both first

and second-run houses, at the same
time, depending on their ability to

buy. Until now, it's pointed out,

most second-run nouses were forced

to remain in their huts, since the

majors would never consider book-
ing a Arst-run picture into a second-

run house. With the distribs now
forced to accept the highest bid for

a picture, it's believed possible that

many of the subsequent run houses

will be able to scrape together

enough money to put in a bid for a

flrstrrun film.

Chief advantage to be derived

from such a step would be the pos-

sibility of the subsequent-run exhib

eventually elevating himself into a

straight first-run position. System is

seen, however, as a gradual process

in which the exhib would be able to

buy only two or three initial-run

films at first. With the added pres-

tige and added revenue, it's consid-

ered possible that he might be able,

through smart showmanship, to

eventually oust his first-run com-
petitor and replace him.

System might give rise to a house

booking first-run product from one

company, while remaining as a sec-

ond-run outlet for a second distrib's

product. Whatever occurs, however,

it's believed that the smart exhib

who knows how to make the best of

what he has to sell will emerge in

the top position.

SPG WINS BALLOT TO

REPRESENT FLACKS
Hollywood, July 23.

Screen Publicists Guild won the

right to represent the press agents

in the motion picture industry by a

vote of 144 to 112. defeating Publi-

cists Local 798. IATSE, in a ballot at

the Hollywood Athletic Club. Ballat

ing was held under supervision ot

Martin Zimring. field examiner of

the National Labor Relations Board
Eligible to vote were 275 flacks from

|

major and indie studios.

|
Breakdown shows 144 for SPG, 112

for IATSE: challenges, 8; no union

1 1, eligible but not voting, 10.

Development of a new type 35m
motion picture projector has been
completed in the labs of Manufac-
turers Machine. & Tool Co., principal

subcontractors of Carl L. Norden,
Inc., designers of the precision

bombsight. Commercial manufac-
ture is expected some time in Sep-
tember.
Claims for the new projector are

that, it will totally eliminate all

screen flickering while projecting

steady pictures with a screen bril-

liance several times that possible

with present-day equipment Op-
erating on either direct or alternat-

ing current, the projector will also

eliminate, need for rectifiers and
transformers used today. New pro-
jector has been designed for adap-
tation to 50m film which, according

to reports, Eastman-Kodak is de-

veloping for use by Aim producers.

Schnitzer Up, Goldhar

Aad Applegate Resign,

Confirm Kranze at UWP
Changes in top sale.- personnel of

three different majors was an-

nounced this .veek, as the c'

c "--ue clearing the decks in an-

f " "-n of the changes that will

take place under the anti-trust de-

cision.

Jack Goldhar, eastern salesir._n-

a— •• "-r United Artists, has resigned

to go into private b- ss in De-

troit. Edward M. Vinitzer, current

UA western division sales manager,
has been named by J. J. Unger, gen-
eral — manager, to succeed Gold-
har — will henceforth double in

)-"*<i posts, as well- as retain, his su-

pervisory hand in Canadian sales

matters for the c-mpany.

Resignation of -Salem Applegate
as Universal district sales manager
working out of the Philadelphia ter-

ritory was also - jnced this week.
Applegate steps out on Aug. 2, with
no successor yet named to. the post.

Confirmation of Bernard G. Kranze
as eastern sales manager for United
World Pictures .was made by Wil-
liam J. Heineman, UWP sales chief,

as his Arst step In filling the top
posts in the new company's sales

force. Newly tapped exec, who was
formerly eastern central district

manager for RKO, took over his post

Monday (22). Milton Cohen, mana-
ger of RKO's Detroit ex-'.iange, was
n * to succeed Kranze.

NLRB NAMES 10 FILM CO.

ON UNFAIR' PRACTICES
Hollywood, July 23.

Ten major film companies were

named defendants in a complaint

issued by the National Labor Rela-

tions Board Monday (22) charging

unfair labor practices. Charges re-

sult from companies alleged refusal

to reinstate employees discharged
for refusing to cross picket lines

during the March 12, 1945-Oct. 31,

1945, studio strike.

Violations of the NLR Act was
charged against Columbia, Republic,
Warners, Loew's, RKO. Paramount,
Universal. Goldwyn, 20th-Fox and
Hal Roach for assertedly "interfer-

ing with, restraining and coercing
their employees in the exercise of
rights guaranteed them" under the
NLRB act. Complaint was issued by
Stewart Meacham, director of the
21st region of NLRB and also names
the Assn^ of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers as " defendant.

.Ginsberg Back West Sat.
Henry Ginsberg, v.p. and general

manager of production for Para-
mount, leaves for the Coast Satur-

day (27 ). He came cast to huddle
on possible effecls Of the anti-trust

decision on picture-making.

George Brown, in charge of pub-
licity-advertising at the Par studio,

returns west, Sunday (28 J.
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20th Leads Way Iir Placing Film

Seasons on Calendar Year Basis

By Jan. 1 the so-called seasons for

the film industry, traditionally com-

mencing Iron Sept. 1, will probably

become a thing of the past. Twelve

months of picture output will be

computed on a calendar year's basis

which will, among ..other things,

it's pointed put simplify bookkeep-

jnt;. budgeting, etc.

While, in effect, Metro has been

automatically getting away from

.seasons since decree selling
.
came

into existence by scheduling one

block after another all
.
along in-

stead of starting out with group

No. 1 each September, the first com-

pany to place its seasons on a calen-

der basis is 20th-Fox.

; This company has always started

its seasons Aug. 1. Instead of doing

that again, it will continue deliver-

ing pictures through to the first of

the year and then go on a 12-month

schedule. in connection with its

annual sales drives, one which be-

gins Aug.: 1 next will continue

through all' of 1947, with the next

one back to the 12-month basis

Jan. 1, 1948.

Film seasons have ranged from
Aug. 1, as in the case of 20th, or

from Sept. 1 lit accordance with old-

time show business tradition, with

slow summer months given over to

selling an entire coming year's

product, but with the consent de-

cree for the Big Five selling took

on a different complexion. Though
its seasons run for 12 months from
Sept. 1, Metro has been selling one
block after another until at present

: it is marketing what it calls its 17th

block. Warner Bros, which hasn't

been scheduling blocks, merely of-

fering one or two pictures at a time
as they were scheduled for sale

however, has, remained on a Sept.

to Sept. season's'.- basis so far as

bookkeeping, budgeting, etc. are

concerned.
Paramount and RKO have ad-

hered to a policy of numbering
blocks anew with the beginning of

*ach season on Sept. 1 while, of

course, all companies outside of the

decree have remained on the same
seasonal basis which has prevailed
through the years. Advent of single-

selling now changes thai for them,
also.

DUKE BANKROLL FOR

BRISSON-ROZ-CARY UNIT
Hollywood, July 23.

Independent Artists, Inc., newly-
formed indie production company
composed of. Frederick Brisson, Dud-
ley Nichols, Rosalind Russell - (Mrs.
Brisson), Gary Grant and Frank
Vincent will be financed by Duke
family coin, through the financial

firm of Duke & Co Deal is first tap

ever made by Hollywood on money
of Duke family. Conclusion of details

is expected tomorrow (24) when
Louis J. Kurlan, v. p. of Duke & Co.,

and representative of prexy Angier
Biddlc Duke,' arrives to meet with
Brisson and the law firm of Simon
& Garbus to diav) up final papers. .

Duke and J. M. Carr are expected
later in the week when they will

carefully go over proposed slate of

10 films scheduled by new firm: An'-

Jthony Drexel Duke, member of the
Wall Street firm's board,- is also due
in the near future.

Lost Appealing Award
Three-judge statutory court, which

recently handed down the anti-trust
decision, was asked to upset a ruling
of the Motion Picture Arbitration
System Appeals Board in the first

plea to be made to the court by an
exhibitor. Sidney Lust, operator of
the Kaywood Gardens . theatre,
Washington. D. C, is asking the
statutory court to uphold the arbi-
trator's award, reversed by the Ap-
peals Board, which set clearance for
his theatre at 21 days, the same as
the Village theatre, operated by
Louis Bernheim Theatre Corp.
Appeals Board dismissed the ar-

bitrator's decision after an appeal
by Bcwheiroer and each of the five
major distributors.

DOS Cuts Duel'
Hollywood. July 28.

David O. Selznick, doing his own
cutting on "Duel In the Sun," lopped
it down to 12,000 feet.

Object is to whittle the picture

down to two hours and 20 minutes.

Montague-Connors
Continued from page3

sales chiefs in declaring that the

single-picture sales policy, which is

to be inaugurated by all. the majors
tomorrow (Thursday), will not cause
much change, since most companies
had been practically selling their

films singly before this. Twentieth,
he said,- has been selling its product
in blocks of two or three since the

consent decree became effective in

1940, which is "practically equiva-
lent" to selling films one at a time.

New 20th sales policy calls ,
for

existing deals on pictures released
before Sept. 1 to be carried out, but
deals oh all product hot released be-
fore that date must be renegotiated
on an individual theatre by theatre
basis. Policy also calls for the sales

staff to analyze carefully any re-
quests for clearance from exhibs,
with instructions to. make no
changes in clearance or runs until

the recommendation has beon ap-
proved by the salesmanager.

In an apparent effort to. keep a
very close tab on what goes on in
the field, Connors has ordered all

problems of any significance, such
as booking 20th product into new
houses, to be referred directly to
hini. Branch manager is requested
to survey personally the new house,
then confer with the district man-
ager regarding booking it. Decision
of the two is then to go to Connors
for final approval.
In accordance with other provisos
of the decision, new contracts soon
to be issued by 20th omit any refer-
ence to admission charges by the
exhib. Contracts will also emphasize
to the exhib that - the buying of no
20th picture is contingent on the
buying of a second picture. Con-
nors is presently planning to hold a

HirOman's 16m Outfit

Files Delaying Action

Under Bankruptcy Act
International Theatrical & Tele-

vision Corp., largest indie 16m pro-
duction and distribution outfit* and
FHm-Tel, Inc., its . wholly-owned
subsidiary, both of which filed for
an arrangement under Chapter . 11

of the Bankruptcy Act last Wednes-
day (17), are not going but of busi-
ness, according to George A. Hirli-
man, prexy of the two companies.
Outfits, with, their assets frozen in
the form of finished pictures; have
been pressed by their creditors and
have taken the step in order to gain
titne to meet debts, Hirliman said.

I. T. & T. prexy
. pointed out that

the companies are backed by two
different banking interests, both
claiming the same considerations
and working at opposing interests.
Two companies, he said, have assets
of $1,672,900 and liabilities of $806,-
000, not all of which are due imme-
diately. Assets are thus almost dou-
ble

1

liabilities, he said, : but it will
take about two years to liquidate
them.
Company got into its present situ-

ation, according to Hirliman, through
buying up as much product from
the majors as possible in anticipa-
tion of the time when the majors
would go into domestic 16m distri-

bution themselves. Recent an-
nouncements that RKO planned to
set up its own narrow-gauge distri-
bution setup in the U. S.. has borne
out this contention, he said. In buy-
ing up other 16m indie firms, the
company had to buy the entire busi-
ness, since the sellers wanted to
profit by the capital, gains setup.
Hirliman said that film rentals on

the 35 "Hppalong Cassidy" westerns
that he bought from Harry Sherman
and Paramount would be enough to
pay off all creditors. But, he point-
ed out, it's only possible to release
one of these a month, meaning that
it would take about 35 months to
reap the full returns.

U. S. District Court is to decide
by next Monday (29) whether to ad-
mit the bankruptcy arrangement or
permit the creditors to take over.
Ten largest creditors, including sev-
eral, of the majors and film trade
papers, will be heard in court.

Morros-LeBaron's One

Pic in the East, Then 3

More Produced on Coast
Shooting schedule for "Carnegie

Hall," first picture to be produced

by a Hollywood outfit, entirely in

N. Y., has been, set at 55 days by
Boris Morros and William LeBaron,
co-producers, and partners in' Fed-
eral Films. Actual tensing will be-
gin at Carnegie Hall on Aug. 5, with
the cast moving into the Fox-Movie-
tone studios about Sept. 15. .

It was decided, to make the pic-

ture in N. Y., according, to LeBaron
and Morros, in order to provide as
much authenticity as possible and to
escape the pver-glamorization that
would have' resulted on the Coast.
Film is . budgeted at $1,700,000 and
the costs would have run just about
the same in Hollywood, the pro-
ducers said. All craftsmen and tech-
nicians have been recruited from lo-

cals of the N. Y. unions. Film will
be directed by Edgar G. Ulmer.
Following '•Hall," LeBaron • and

Morros will produce three more pic-
tures under the Federal banner, all

for release, through United Artists.

These include "Carmen From Keno-
sha." a satire on the opera; a remake
of "Babes in Toyland" in Techni-
color, and "My Immortal Beloved,"
story of the life of Beethoven.

Indies Warn Against Overuse Of

Commercial Plugs In Features
By CORBIN PATRICK

Indianapolis, July 23.

Commercial advertising as exem-
plified in "Whistle Stop" may boom-
erang, the Associated Theatre Own-
ers of Indiana warn Hollywood
producers via their current bulletin

to members. ATOI also observes that

the exhibitor "receives nothing" for

this type of advertising.

Attention of Hoosier showmen is

called to fact, that direct plugs for

Stanley Kramer on cast, etc.. for ; Schiitz beer and Bromo-Seltzer are

the film, with the duo slated to worked into continuity of "Whistle

HORNE-DEUTSCH SET

TO ROLL THEIR 1ST
• Hal Horne, Story Productions, co-

chief, is now on the Coast to wind
up pre-production work on the com-
pany's first film,"This Side of Inno-
cence." Home will huddle with
Armand Deutsch, his partner, and

Stop." In addition to pictorial dis-

]

play, ATOI complains, actor Victor
negotiate for studio space and
release outlet for their product.

Story Production chiefs will be McLaglen gives Schiitz product a

starting from scratch in seeking to verbal boost by stating, "That's a

line up a studio and company to dis- ' sood beer."

tribute their pictures. Deal had "It is obvious producers have real-

been pending to work on the Inter- ized themselves a large chunk 6t

national lot. with United World, change through this type of advertis

slated to release, but that recently
:— " <—"-'••• J—1 •-•>«"

fell through. Deutsch and Kramer
have been negotiating recently for

shooting space at the Goldwyn and
Chaplin studios.

COLLARITE-PROD. WAGE
HIKE DEALING STYMIED

Hollywood July 23.

Negotiations between Office Em-
ployees International Union and
seven producing firms have' been
stymied until Aug. 1. Producers re-

jected union's demands for a 25%
interim pay hike pending outcome of

original demands for 33 Vb boost. In
nixing the offer, the producers also

turned down demands for a 40-hour
five-day week, as well as a demand
for a closed shop.

The Producers have stated they
will make a counter offer on Aug. 1

in which all. of the preceding terms
will be ignored. The union leaders

will take the matter before the gen-
eral membership on Aug. 6. follow
ing receipt of producer terms.

-Solne 3,000 worker* are concerned
series of district sales meetings to

i

in deal being haggled with RKO.
sludy the decision and its relation ! Columbia. Republic. Metro. 20lh
l» the 20th policy. Fox, Universal and Technicolor.

U AND UWP'S FOUR L A.

SHOWCASES, 5,100 SEATS
Los Angeles, July 23.

Universal and United World are

setting up a four-theatre first-run

unit for their exclusive use as a Los

Angeles outlet. Group consist of the
Vogue, Ritz, Apollo and United Art-
ists theatres, making a total of 5,100

first-run seats. ,

Universal takes oyer the theatre
quartet late next month with the lo-

cal opening of "Canyon Passage."
After Jan. 1, the company will share
playing time with United World.

SCHNEEE MAKES 'MARK'
Hollywood, July 23.

First chore for Charles Schneer
under his new ticket as associate

producer at Universal will be "Mark
of the Rajah," a mystery tale.

Erie Kenton will direct the film,

which rolls in three weeks.

N. Y. Probes Tend To

Hypo Theatre Managers

On Sanitation, Exits, Etc.

Not only the N.' Y! License De-
partment, headed by Commissioner
Ben Fielding, but the Sanitation De-
partment of the City, which is con-
ducting an investigation of its own
into conditions in restaurants and
elsewhere, has gotten theatre op-
erators in the Greater N. Y. area
worried to -the extent that they are
beginning to correct various condi-

tions they fear might get them into

trouble. .

•

Orders have gone out among varl?

ous independent circuits in the

metropolitan N. Y. sector to check
booths, all fire exits, maintenance
conditions, etc., so that there may
be no chance of a violation found on
a sudden investigation or a com-
plaint. This also includes sanitation

conditions.

One of the larger' major circuits

has made it a habit throughout the

years to secretly check its own the-

atres from the washrooms up to the

booth to determine whether any
laxity exists. So far as the former
is concerned, this includes whether
or not- the manager of the theatre is

maintaining cleanliness, providing
soap, toilet paper, towels, . etc.,

.
plus

the proper porter service.

Mary Hatcher Titled

For 'Variety Girl'

Hollywood, July 23.

Paramount inked Mary Hatcher
as ' title roler . in "Variety Girl,"

forthcoming musical slated for

autumn production.

Actress is currently playing the

femme lead in' "Oklahoma" on the

stage at the Biltmore theatre and
will be free for film work when the

show washes up its Los Angeles run
July 27.

Canadian Film Biz in Slight Slump;

1945 s Grosses Dipped to $52,618,000

Montreal. July 23.

Grosses throughout Canada for

1945 took a slight drop for the first

time in years.

According to the Ottawa statistics

bureau, Canadian houses
.
grossed

$52,618,000 . during 1945 exclusive of

$13,961,000 amusement tax. During
1944 the gross was $53,173,325—

which shows a drop of $455,353 for

1945. ' Amusement tax in 1944 to-

talled $13,557,300.

Film rentals achieved a slight

boost to $16,293,000 but this figure

includes $346,636 from ad sales

depts. and $95,765 from other

sources. When deducted from the to-

tal the film rentals figure is fixed at

$15.850,599—$301,705 higher than that

of .1944, which was $15,548,894..

Gains may be' decreased or wiped
out entirely when complete report is

issued in about a month.
Apparently a number of factors

may be causing a slump in Canadian
film biz. Most common fact is that

war plants are closed down, and the

Canadian public, never a wildly

spending people, is watching its pen-

nies careTully. Return of service-

men from overseas wasn't complete

enough in 1945 to cause any notice-

able, change in film grosses, and in

any case, they woudn't have much
effect on a country, whose total-

population is 12,000,000.

There is no evidence as yet that

theatre ops are getting worried as

to ' their b.o. potential during the

coming months. Instead, plans call

for a big building program in pix
houses right across the country.

-Other aspects of the post-war film

industry, both in production and dis-

tribution, can. be seen in the J. Ar-
thur Rank program in Canada for

building of new houses through the

Odeon outlet, and the formation of

two new Canadian production com-
panies. Dominion Productions Ltd.,

In Toronto,
.
and Quebec Produc-

tions Ltd., in Montreal. Odeon also

distribs the Rank pix here!

Return of the Canadian dollar to

par with U.S. means a substantial

gain to distribs, that portion of ren-
tals returnable Ip'U.S. now being
worth 10% more. One. effect of the
parity action is that distribs will pay
the; govt, more money than in the

past, the extra funds being natural-

ly subject to excess profits tax.

ing," bulletin declares, ''and now
that., more merchandise is reaching
the market and competitive selling

soon will be in effect, more manu-
facturers will seek to take advan-
tage of placing brand names on the

subconscious mind of a prospective
customer without resorting to direct

advertising.

"Producers can kill the goose that

laid the golden egg, as some may go;

further than good taste will allow

—

the public will resent being sold V
commercial product in the middle of

a feature picture, for it destroys the
illusion and the picture is no longer
entertainment."
Other pictures recently have

plugged soft drinks, automobiles,
perfume and other commercial prod-
ucts, the bulletin charges. It advises

ATOI members that few of the Alex-
ander and United Film type of com-
mercial shorts, for which exhibitors
are paid, will be used if the practice

grows.

MIDWEEK BIZ SOMETIMES

BETTER THAN WEEKENDS
Instances are cropping up where a

.

weekday's business, usually an open-
ing day, is actually stronger than

that grossed on either Saturday or
Sunday.. If weather is good they're

away -weekending.
Gradual upturn in opening day's

take'for many pictures is the result

with local "reviews ah Important fac-

tor in what is scored beyond that.

Pointed out'" that there are some
cases where a picture has a. strong

teeoff, only to slip after poor reviews

have gotten out, injuring it for Sat-

urday and Sunday as well as other

days. These instances are very
much the. exception rather than the

rule, however. -.,''

Distribution sources say -that In

various resort towns where weather
is an important factor, some pictures

are grossing more on weekdays
than on Saturday or Sunday. In

one case recently a chilly, rainy

Monday brought in a bigger gross

for. a top film than It got on either

of the weekend days.

The RKO and LoeW circuits in the

Greater. New York area two weeks
ago shifted from Thursday to

Wednesday openings but while find-

ing the Wednesdays to be very good,

there have been no cases so far

where Saturday, or Sunday figures

have been topped. Pointed out,

however, that increased admission
prices over the weekend is a factor

to be considered, plus late Saturday
night shows.

CoL Hits Peak With

Sight Fibs Shooting
Hollywood, July 23.

Production on the Columbia lot Is

hitting an all-time summer high
with eight features in work, another
slated to start this week and three
completed but not released.

Before the lenses are "Down to

Earth," "Dead Reckoning," "My
Empty Heart," "johnny O'clock,"
"The Return of Monte Cristo," "The
Secret of the Whistler," "Son of the
Guardsman" and "Ghost Town."
Getting away this week will be
"Mr. District Attorney." Editing are
"The Jolson Story,'" Gallant Jour-
ney" and "Thrill of Brazil." .

'Valentino' Double Talk
' Hollywood, July 23.

Edward Small will produce his

forthcoming "Life of Rudolph Val-
entino" in the Spanish as well aa

.

the English language.

Producer .shoves off for Mexico
'City Aug-. 10 to seek a native thesp
for the title role.
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Notorious
UKO' release uf Alfred Hitchcock prodiuv

tlon. siiiw rnry (Inml and liisTid HrrK-
Iilan; ri';iVili*4*lH Clntlde JtaihS. l.i'Uis I'alhern,

>|c.ihmio Kniislnnlln, Helhhiildt SVIninxiil,

JMnmnl Ol-iii. lvnn Trlosiiull and Alex
Sljni'lls. Dlreeled l.y Alfred HKolicock.
Simy nnd nVinptaiton. lien Ueohi: -fllmr.
•I'Iiipiii W.irill: rnniern, Ted Tetitaff. I're-

» ^ ^ i« --a;. KunnliiKvii « < il In X. V., July I".

linn.. 1111 M1NS.
Jt. vlln ...

A lii-hl lllilii-i'inan ........

Alexander Si-l.n^lii:ii. . .

.

J':i||| i'l'iMfiill..

Ainu'. SrbaMlnii

cnry Ornnl
. . . : .lnn'iil Ileiiiliiali

Claude H..I11S

I.uius Calhri'ii

M-Mi,:-ii;iii Mnilamc Konslal.lln

I n- Aii.Ii-i »iiH" .... . Ilolnliolil Sihuiizcl

Hi ar.lsloy. Minimi Olson;

Ivan Trlesnlilt

..Mi's .Mlnolls

Wnily la-own
Sir Charles Meil'll

, ;
.Klcerdn Cosln

Kbi-l'lnil'il KrliiHsohnlldt
-'.

: Kay llakor

VV..I1

K:ic Malli
.l..si I'll.

Mv. MliI'Mll
i ". iniliniO>rc

It. Il:nl.,.<a

1 1 II | ill ii

Kllii-l.

.

'.

.

Production and directorial: skill of

A) fled Hitchcock combine with a

suspenscful story and excellent per-

formances to make "Notorious

force entertainment.'. It's a romantic
drama of topnolch caliber that will

pay oft big. •-'.'.-

The Ben Hecht scenario carries

punchy- dialog but it's much more
the action and mariner, in .

which
Hitchcock projects it on the screen

that counts heaviest.- Of course the

line performances by Cary Grant, I.n-

grid Bergman and Claude Rains also

figure. The terrific suspense main-
tained. to the very last is also an. im-
poriant asset.

Story deals with espionage: the

picture opening in Miami in the

spring of 1940. Miss .
Bergman's

father has been convicted as a

German spy. Yarn shifts quickly to

Rio de Janeiro, w.-.ere Miss Berg-
man, known to be a loyal American,
unlike her father, is pressed into

the American intelligence service
with a view to getting the- goods on
a local group of German exiles

under suspicion.
Inducted into espionage through

Cary Grant, an American agent with
whom she -is i'.ssi"nM t-> work. Miss
Bergman, because she loves' Grant,
doesn't want to go . through with an
assignment to

.
feign love for Claude

Rains, head of the Brazilian Nazi
group. She finally does so under the
mistaken notion Grant docs not love
her. She even, goes so far as to
marry Rains that she may get the,

desired information, which '.revolves
around iranium ore deposits which
have been discovered by Rains' gang
in Brazil. When Raws and his
mother discover that they have a
spy under their roof, they go about
poisoning her, but in a very dramatic
final scene Grant fescues her.

This is Miss Bergman's best job
to date. Opposite

. her Grant gives
an excellent account of himself,
while Rains is also tops. His mother
is played very effectively by Madame
Konstantin. Among members of the
Rains ring, all of whom arc well
cast, are Reinhold Schunzel,' Ivan
Triesault and Alex Minbtis. Louis
Calhern acquits himself creditably
as boss, of the U. S. Intelligence force
in Brazil. .

Impressive sets and colorful back
grounds, as well as the music, give
the picture outstanding production
value. Photography, including spe-
cial effects. Is of the best. Char.

Holiday In Mexico
(COLOB—SONGS)

M(-lio i-Mrn« of Joe Pasternak proilurllon.Sain \\ Mi or PldK«im.- June .hurlil. Dona
»«»»•>•: features noddy M.lWall. Jano
1 owoll, Nuvlnr CuKat. Diivi lcil l,y CoikoM.lnoy .Sereinplliy. Isolwl l.ennarl, r,,,„,
nlKlmil !))• .William- Ko;:lenk in,en.Hurry Mi-uiIIIiik: editor. Aclrlennc Kazair
iniisi.-. (,io,Kie sioil: wnc liy .muu ,.. (

. r<.t..i.Al i.ilinni and rtulph Freed, l.-nri-os-Skylir1 "tor Hubert, fthcr*. Trudc.-hnwn. N Y.
-

'* ,!
- Hunnlng time. \t1 MINH

guided Dennna Durbin up through
the ranks; will be of definite asset.
Although her soprano pipes current-
ly lack the warmth and richness of
Miss Durbin's, she's an outstanding
songstress and does well with her
numbers, including Victor Herbert's
''Italian Street Song," "Gounod's
"Ave Maria," and Delibes' "Lcs Filles

dc Cadiz."- She's also an ingratiating
actress arid handles her role capably.
Music is the best part of the pic-

ture. Besides Miss Powell, Miss Mas-
sey does capitally with two ballads.
"And Dreams Remain" and "Some-
one to Love." Xavior Cugat arid his
orch are . in for several Latin tunes/
Iturbi renders Chopin's "Polonaise"
and Rachmaninoff's Second Piano
Concerto and surprises, as usual,. with
a straight jive rendition of some
boogie-woogie, at . which he pairs
with his sister, Amparo; also a rec--

ognized concert pianist, at the sec-

ond piano. .'..''
Yarn has a unique and amusing in-

troduction involving the use of ani-

mated cartoon characters to sot the
stage. As soon as it segues into the
live cast, however, the trouble starts.

Miss Powell, feeling herself losing
the affections of her widowed father
to Miss Massey, builds -up her com-
pensatory romance with Iturbi, while
shunning the natural puppy-love of

Roddy MacDowall, scion of the : Brit-

ish ambassador. When Pidgeon. and
Iturbi conspire to reveal the pianist's

grandchildren to her to break up the
"affair," the dialog and situation are
so trite that the audience will prob-
ably be just as embarrassed as Miss
Powell .was supposed

;
to feci in the

picture.
Cast is uniformly good. Pidgeon

is his usual suave self, credible as
the father and playing his romance
scenes with Miss Massey in a -man-
ner to make the femmes'. hearts Hut-

.

ter. Miss Massey is competent and
McDowall does well as a voice-
changing adolescent. , Iturbi and Cu-
gat again prove themselves excellent
with the repartee and comedy. Cork-
ing comedy bit is provided by Mik-
hail Rasumny as. a vociferous French
diplomat.
Pasternak's production mountings

are lush as in any top-coin Metro
musical. Sets and costumes are eye-
openers and the musical production
numbers are easy to take. Color pho-
tography by Harry Stradling is some
of the best seen on the screen. Some
of the shots, especially the angle ef-
fects on Iturbi's piano, look almost
like paintings and the shading of
hues in the Technicolor process is

excellent.
Cast is guided through Its paces as

well as is possible with the story by
director George Sidney. Withal, the
picture would have been much, easier
to take if editor Adrienne Fazan had
left about 30 minutes of it on the
cutting-room floor. -Faltering con-
tinuity evidences that she sheared
plenty as it is. : Stal.

Claudia and David
Hollywood, July 20.

2fHh-Fox release of -William Pcrllicns pro-
ilui'llon. Slnrs Dorothy McGllIro ami Unu-
"it Yiiuhk: frnturcs Mnry Aslw. .lolin Kill-
Urn. (lull l'.llrlck. Itoac llobarl. Harry llnv.
cii|nil*t. Florenc-e Balos. .Tpromo Clownn. VA*v
Jan.xHcn. Frank Twodoll, Anthony Syilo.a.

Diwied by Wnltc'r I.nnB. ScrcMiplny. Hose
Finiken nnd Wllllnm Broun Moloney;
mlnptnilon. Vern Canpory: fi-oin Hinrlen by
'.li«> Frftnken: enmern. Jo.ienh r.a Klielk';
?iiei-lnl phoioRra'plilc effeclJ*. l^rert Sci-sen:
iiinslc. Cyril J. Mockrliljtr; eiilior. Jloberl
simpKon. 'rrntlOHhown In I^o* AiiKclp.s.'.Tuly
Hi. '•in. nunnlnif time. <8 MINS-
•"Imidln
I>uvl.l

Kllznbeth van Doren. .

.

I'hil Dexter

V
June 2.

Jrlfrpy Kvnnu. .

.

Jowi lluibl
Manky tuvi'ii. .

.

T..II1 Klirpatby. .

Aavlor CiiKHt...
triirisllne llvan.s.
AiiKiix
Hiiran^u.

;

Vve.llc llarnnK.l
Sain
Ampiiro Miirlil..../.'
Tmihi ll.'i-o

Ti'i-«»a Hero
-Mu'linn HaruiiKa
AllHel
Miii-k.'uvI ;

Sir Kilwnnl Owen...'
<'u-iy Mlll.cont Owen
Jfarln ...

Waller I'ldh'eon
Mimiicir

Ilwl'ly .Mi ln.wiill
• • - ll"Ha Mimsey

• Hlinnelf
..lane I'liwcll

Hiiko liana
.Mikhail Itasumiiy— .....Ib-lenn sianley

...Win. ")!i||" I'hlllipH

Ncrseir
Uerneir
Herself

Marinn Koshetz
- ..Mmla Clllisllnn

• ••• .Ann t'oiled'

Paul Slanton
Uorls Lloyd

.Itositu Mm-nlln

.Tulln Nnu^blon
Kdlih Dexter .'.

Dr. Harry
Nancy lllddle
Hrlnn O'Toole
Pertbn
Frllit :

Hobby
Ifnrtley X.iughtoh..
llr. Itidille

Mb, Harry
nuller
(.'horllo

Dorothy Mi-Gulro
, . . . Hobert Youni;

Mavy Aslin'
.John Sudiin
fiall l'atrlik

.... .Hose 1 [obnrt
. Ilnriy Dnvnport
. . . Klorenre BntOH

lei-'»ine cowan
. . . . J'Mse .Tanftsen
...l''rank Tweilell
. . .Anthony Sy.lon
...I'ifrre Watkln
. .Hi-nry Mowbray
. ..Olara rilanillck

.Brie Wilton
. . . .Wank Durien

Strong .entertainment for femme
theatregoers has been developed

Holiday in Mexico" offers ample
proof that Metro producers have not
yet adopted Louis B. Mayer's cost-
slashing edict; Judging from the os-
tentatious

. sets, high-salaried cast,
color photography arid big produc
won. numbers, producer Joe Paster-
nak must have sunk quite a hefty
bankroll into his latest Opus. And
despite a weak, trite story and a poor
job of editing, the picture will prob-
ably draw top grosses in all situa-
tions. Film was caught at a sneak
preview at one of Loew's N.-Y. nabes,
where audience reaction evidenced
immense enjoyment.
Film revolves around Jane Powell

as the sub-deb daughter of Walter
Pidgeon, American ambassador to
Mexico, and carries through her tra-
vails as she imagines herself in love
with Jose: Iturbi, in reality old
*nough to be her grandfather. Situ-
ation is ludicruous to the extreme
and certainly doesn't hold enough
water to maintain Interest for. more
than two hours. Yarn is broken lip
by some good musical numbers and

side love-story between Pidgeon
and Ilona Massey.

Youthful Miss Powell, despite the
part given her, shows evidence of
becoming another Metro star, and
her association with Pasternak, who

Teamwork' OK Short
Bilbo and Talmad.se won't like

this one. Produced by the U. S.
Army Signal Corps for GI con-
sumption and . now. released to
the public, "Teamwork" is a
free-swinging assault on race
prejudice, ' in this instance
against the Negroes. Slanted to
show the Negro's part in the
recent fracas, the 15-minute
brevity depicts black-and-white
teamwork in the armed forces
which wound' up in the Nazis'
hard tumble, theories and all.

Film lauds the Negro answer to
Nazi attempts at disaffecting col-
ored loyalty, exemplified by the
Joe Louis crack: "There's noth-
ing wrong with this country that
Mr. Hitler can fix." .

On-the-spot combat shots play
up exploits of the "Redball
Highway," Negro unit that haul-
ed supplies under fire from
Cherbourg to the front/ Vivid
and dramatic sequences spotlight
Negro participation, in hostil-
ities as orie out of every 10 in
the " infantry, artillery. Signal
Corps etc. Public will get its

•squint at "Teamwork" in August
with Mayer-Burslyn handling
distribution.

Mature Reviews
"Notorious" (RKO). Alfred

Hitchcock production, starring

C6ry Grant and Irigrid Berg-
man, is assured of high b.o.

V "Holiday In Mexico" (Color

Songs) tM-G), Walter Pidgeon,

Jose Iturbi, Ilona Massey, Jane
Powell in lush musical; big b.o;

"Claudia and David" (20th).

Sturdy "Claudia" sequel.
.

/•The Unknown? (Col); Stand-

ard horror fare for the dualcrs.

Jj'Canyon Passage'! (Wariger-U)
(Cplbr-Sprigs). Beautifully Tech-

.

nicolored high-budget western
geared for good boxofflcc.

"Sicih Of Two Worlds" (Color)
(GFjRank). Costly British pic
on tropical disease is. honest but
dull. Dubious. U. S. boxpffice..

"Cuban Pete" (U). Program,
musical with scant entertain-

ment values.

"Frenzy" (British). Spotty
horror mellcr not up to usual
English mystery standard, only
fair b.o.

"Bowery Bombshell" (Mono).
Okay Bowery Boys comedy-
drama for supporting positions.

"Prairie Badmen" (PRC). Rou-
tine buckskin opera': built for),

south end. of a double-bill.

"Ghost of Hidden Valley"
(PRC). Meagre boxoffice for
this poor western meller.

"In Fast Company" (Mono).
Leo Gorcey and The Bowery
Boys in some nice clowning;
solid dual fare.

from adventures of the Rose Fran-
ken . magazine characters. Claudia
and David. Film is jammed with
tears and chuckles, played and di-
rected to realize fully on. all values.
It has been given smooth production
supervision by William Pcrlberg to
shape it as excellent entry for all
situations, and payoff will be good.
Dorothy McGuire makes the scat-

terbrained Claudia belicveable, and
Robert Young backs her up with ari
equally good performance as her
longsuffering husband, David. Miss
Franken and William Brown Melo-
ney scripted, cramming plot with
drama, pathos and easy laughs to
sustain interest. Walter Lang's di-
rection gets the best from the ma-
terial.

Plot generally concerns Claudia's
susceptibility and strong love for
her young son. Trouble starts when
a phoney mindrcader warns her
husband he will have an accident
if he takes a trip to California.
Sudden illness of the son, which
Claudia builds into a serious tragedy
only to find out it's measles; her
jealousy, of her husband's profes-
sional attention to an attractive
widow seeking his architectural
advice; the attentions paid her by an
attractive married man; and a seri-
ous auto accident in which David is
injured are some of the more dra-
tnatic moments that are leavened
with smart, earthy chuckles.
Mary Astor Is the widow who

gives Claudia- concern, and John
Sutton is the married man whose
interest in Claudia makes David
twinge with jealousy. Both are good,
as are others in the cast. Anthony
Sydes does a believeable moppet role
as the couple's young son. Others
showing well include Gail Patrick,
Rose Hobart, Harry Davehport,
Florence Bates, Jerome Cowan, Else
Janssen and Frank Twedell.

Film has been given topnotch
mounting, and Joseph La Shelle's
camera takes full advantage of the
settings. Editing has given picture
sl fast 78 minutes' running time.
Other credits are in keeping with
good standard set. Brog.

The Unknown
Columbia release ol Wallai.e Mni'Dunnlil

priidiii'lloii. 1'entnres Korea Alorby, Mini
Ujii. a.m. Jen* Doniiell, Hubert Sruit. Di-
rected by Henry Uevln. Screenplay. Mai-
i.liii smart HoylHii and Julian llnrnion
based on orliilnnl siory by Oilrltini K. Morse;
adapted by (.'hin-les O'Ncul.' Dwlujii Hab-
eoek; camera. Henry Kreulleh: oftllor. Ar-
thur Seld. At Hinlto. week July 10. 'W.
lliiniilnK.ilhie. ?0 MIK8
Itaohel Martin..
Jack J'a'-kurd. .

.

.Nina Arnold.,..
Itei'l (.'awlliorne
Itieh.ird Arnold.
Di e I.otic
Kilv.-ard Mn i'l In

.

ltalph .MaiLln
Phoebe .Marilii '..

J«:<)iun

Oapi. Selby ilurlln..

Karen Morley
.Jim nrinimn
left Dotiiiell

Hubert. Seott
: HoberU Wilcox

. . ; . Knrton YnrlinrtiuKh
Jiiniea "toll

Wilton Urart
1 lelen l-Ycoinnn

. . . .J. Louis Johnson
.. ....lloyd Davis

Based on the "T Love a Mystery"
radio program, this film shapes up
as effective spine-tingling fare for
the horror hounds. < All the usual
scarifying gimmicks are thrown into
the works including an antique man-
sion with subterranean passageways,
elemented inmates, a hooded shadow,
and a couple of stabbings. Accent
in the pic is less on -the whodunit
elements than on an out-and-out at-
tempt to shock the patrons into
frightened squeals.- Background
music fits the general mood okay but
the photography is underlit making
it tough at many points to see the
action. Direction is well-paced and
suspenseful while the thesping is
uniformly competent.

Strictly formula story revolves
around, a . contested will left by a
tyrannical matriarch. With a grand-
daughter arriving on the scene to
claim her share, attempts are made

'

to put her out of the way. F.xcept
(or the .young girl, all .the other
heirs are twisted and deranged
characters mailing :foul play some-
thing to be expected. Identity ol' the
unknown assailant at the end doesn't
.cause

.
any. surprise, •

Marquee weight of the pic is frail

with Karen Morley the only name,
She handles her difficult psychotic
role as credibly as the plot situation
permits. Jcir Donncll. Jim Bannon
and Robert Scott in the other fca
turcd.. roles "back up in acceptable
fashion.

Canyon, Passage
(COLOR—SONGS)

^
Vnlvi?rs:il release of Walter - Wander Inn.

unci inn. -'Inr.'i Dana .Andrews. Itrian limi-
rcv>, Susan ' lliiywal-'l.' I'alricin Hoc: loa-
lims Ward llonil. Ainly Dovliir. Iloar.y
l*arin[cha"|. Dire'cied liy Jaeipies Totirm'iir.
Screenplay, Krucst .Vasl-ill.- from nnvcl by
.Krnest ll.-i.vco\': Slinks. 11nas*y t'arinb-hacl
illlil Jack Mrd- fts: cnniera, I'Mwaril rinii-
JiiKcr: iniiMc. .l-'rnnk Skinner: cilll.n-. .Mil-
ieu I'ariulli. Previewed In N. V.. .Inl> 1"J.

10. Ituniiiiitf ' I >•-. Ul Ml.VS.
,1-iKan suiai
tlciifKe t':liiii-»i>e

I.ncy I Ive-.nir''

.

Caroline .Mar>li.
II. nicy ni'.iuk'..

,

Hen Dance
.Maria I.est race

-

iMeiiclilii Id

Johnny Slccle. .

.

Jclias dv-'i-iiilre

Mrs. pance
Vane Itla^ler. .

.

Mrs. Ovorniire...
Asa Dance. .

.'
.

,

Miishrnil Daiu-c..
I.iunet

...... liana Ainlrews

....... Di-lan Doiilcvy
Susan llaywni-il

Paliicia 1

C

War. I lloinl

Andy IVvlne
;il<iso lltibmi

...llalliwcll llobbcs
I.loyd l:i-lilk'cs

. . . .Siandlcy .Hi.lKcs
. . .Dorothy 'I*cicrsen

. ; Vii: i 'uller
I;'ay lliilden

.Tnd Deviiio
Df-uiils Di'Vino

. .lluiiKy Cavmieliael

Technicolor aiid Waltfcr Wangcv
have combined for. the major respon-
sibility in turning out a teeming,
sprawling tale of pioneering Oregon
a Century ago, and "Canyon Passage"
is the result. "Passage" has the more
important ingredients of good box-
office, including such marquee names
as Dana Andrew;, Brian DonleVy,
Susan Hayward and the British new-
comer to Hollywood. Patricia Roc,
and the. grosses should be commen-
surate.
The Ernest Haycox original novel

has riot l>ecii treated especially well
in the Ernest Pascal adaptation to
the screen, bu.t there are enough,
other standard factors to warrant a
consistently - maintained interest, for
this Technicolored. western. Speak-
ing of Technicolor, it doesn't seem
possible that Oregon could have been
pioneered without benefit- of Natalie
Kalmus. The story of the northwest
state has been helped immeasurably
by the color camera.
"Passage' is a familiar, story of

conflicting loves an,d idealogies, weav-
ing its web around one Logan Stuart
(Dana Andrews), an adventurer,,
Donlevy plays the manager - of the
local express office with a weakness
for other men's gold; Miss Hayward
is Donlcvy's affianced though in love
with Andrews, and Miss Roc, obvi-
ously to take care of her British ac-
cent, plays a Briton to- whom An-
drews is linked romantically until
the script conveniently . disposes of
Donlevy and Miss Roc, leaving the
way

:
open for Andrews and - Miss

Hayward.
It is basically the story of blood

and lust, with hardly a twist in

stories, of this type. Donlevy steals
depositors' gold to pay off gambling
debts; Andrews, his friend, helps him
pay off. When the former, becomes
involved in. the murder of one of his
depositors, whose claim he's unable
to pay when he asks for his gold, the
story becomes involved, tying in
with an Indian uprising whose firing

of the settlers' homes, etc., must
surely draw the ohs and ahs for its

beautiful color emphasis rather than
for the horror of the killings. And
th^Vs^n^^f^hc^fajiltsojMhejic^

'They Were Sisters'
"They Were Sisters," latest J.

Arthur Rank film to be released
domestically by Universal, ran
155 minutes in its original Eng-
lish form but was 'cut to 115
minutes for its U. S. run. Re-
viewing the picture from Lon-
don in Vabiety on May 30, 1945,
Toib declared that the . "picture
could do with a little . judicious
cutting but is well-produced."
"Film is a good adaptation

of the Elizabeth Whipple book,"
Tnlb said; "but whether the
ultra-English accents will be
palatable to XT. S. patrons is an-
other story." James Mason, who
co-stars with Phyllis Calvert, is

"thoroughly at home as the
brutish,- persecuting husband."
Rank is miscueing badly, how-

ever, in letting Mason be seen
in such a role at this time. After

• the latter's success in "Seventh>
Veil", possibility was opened'
for a strohg buildup of Mason
as' a romantic lead with selling
power at the U. S. boxoffice.
With Mason appearing in the
wholly unsympathetic role as a
bullying sadist, his personality
has become blurred arid his fu-
ture appeal considerably dam-
pened. It's to Mason's credit as
an actor that he resists being
typed. But the technique of star,
making, as perfected by Holly-
wood, demands appearing on
the screen in consistent roles.
Film opened yesterday (Tues-

day) at the Winter Garden,
N. Y.

the color too frequently, by w-iv n t
backgrounds, et al., is made to cii-aw
the .yidieiKc interest rather than the

The cast is excellent, linlalil" An.
drews in a role that he unde'.-plavs
adroitly to make the lead chararirr
assume a conviction that miyju easily
have been lost in what, without 'i|m
and the other- names, might well have
been just another western. Donlcvy's
character doesn't always ring i, ,,e

'

though he plays.it competently, while
Miss Hayward is photographed neat-
ly. The same can't be said for Miss
Roc. who is making her American
debut in this pic after havi-ig
achieved str>.rdom in England. j|,5'
latter is a competent, performer, but'
lu-r British accent in the pioneering
Pacific northwest is certainly an odd-
ity, as is that of Halliwcll Hobbr-s
in one of the'lesscr roles.

. Hoatjy Carmichael has coniprisod
four praii'ie ballads for the pic <one
with Jack Brooks), and he 'saunters
through the pic singing them all as
the typically vagrant character he's
been playing in pix of late. "Butter-
milk Sky" is the catchiest.
Ward Bond plays a wrong guy in

'

1 lie usually glowering fashion, Andy
Dcvine, Rose Hobart, Dorothy' Peter-
sen-. Lloyd Bridges and Stanley
Ridges play lesser parts adequately.
Devine's two' young sons, incident-
ally, have bit parts.
The production is grade A al) the

way, but as far as the story itself

is concerned, there is more the
thought of impending action in this

pic than the actual action, itself

.

Knliit,

Men of Two Worlds
(Color)

(BRITISH-MADE)
London,. July 16.

' Oeneral Film blKtvlbutoi-H' release ot Two
Cities 'Kilni. Slars Phyllis falvcrl. l-.'r'm

Poriniaii. . Dli-ei-ied' by 'i'horold liici.-|nson.

Sci-oenphiy .by l)ii-klnson mid H'erbcrl W.
\'li-|or. from orlcinal story by. J,»>ce. Pai-y,..

basid oh an Idea by 13; Arnol Itolierison.'

MusK' . l.y AVlliur flllss, some based <»n

themes from 'I'anijiiiiylkii : colledeil by H.
t'liry: eniuera (Technicolor), llayniitiid Suir-

ncss, l.uurle Frleiliniin. At tliniMioiil. l.cn-

don. IHinnliiK (line. 10* AIINM.
Ilirlrlcl roillinis.sioner. Klir Porlnian
llr. t'nlh-'rliie Munro. Phyllis l'alvia-t

Prof, ibiltnci*..: .....Arnold Mario
Mrs. .Vpj.dlll. ..Oalhlvcn Nc.^bltt

(lrchesl ra i 'ondiU'lor

.

tNmeert A^ent..
Kilmation Ofllcei*. . .

.

I\ IsonKft . .
.'

,

M.'iKole.. ,

I -Met It.-ifl..

Klsciifni's V^niher....
Klscn^a's .Mother....
aburl.

. , . . . .tieornv runim
, David Homo
....Cyril Itavmond
.. . .llobcrl AilaniH
..Orlamlo Mail Ins

Sanr nlal.-e..

..Napoleon Klori'nt

...Vloln Thompson
. ...Ksezn .Makiiinbl

'

All... TllliJI Williams
A brain.'. .llnndolph Kvann

This ambitious Two Cities pro-
duction, which enters the $4,000,000

class of the Rank organization, is

honest, dull 'and in Technicolor.
With the best of intentions, it states

the case for a scientific treatment
of sleeping sickness among the Af-
rican tribes, as opposed to witch-
craft and superstition. But it is a
statement of the obvious.
Film was three years in produc-

tion with delays that appear to have
badly dented the screenplay. It be-

'

gan in 1943.
.
Eght months were

spent in Tanganyika choosing loca-
tions. On. the way out a U-boat sank
cameras and stock. Film unit .was
put ashore 1,000 miles from Lagos,
where its only still camera was im-
pounded. Slow convoys, bad weath-
er, a. strike of lab men in Holly-
wood, delays waiting for. Techni-
color equipment, all brought costly

handicaps to the enterprise. Direc-
tor Thorold Dickinson has done his

best, but the result is a long stretch
of mumbo-jumbo, unrelieved by im-
aginative treatment or pictorial

thrills.

It's nearly two hours before the
district commissioner (Eric Port-
man) bashfully calls Dr. Munro
i Phyllis Calvert) "Catherine," and
nothing comes of that either.

Randall,, the district commissioner,
plans to evacuate an African village .

to save the Inhabitants from the
man-killing tsc-tse fly. His assistant
is Kisenga, a noble savage who has
risen from ancestral swamps, found
culture ir> England and gone back to

his tribe as a musician and composer.
He

. takes Randall's side in the fight

against sleeping sickness, but the
power of black magic in the hands
of the local witch doctor, Magole
(played with remarkable force by
Orlando Martins),, is too much for

him. Kisenga Injects his dying father
with serum In defiance of the whole
tri'je. The father dies, and strength-
ens the hatred of the natives and
the. cause of superstition. Magole,
accepting a challenge, plunges a

knife into Kisenga's blood and
swears he will die. u

It is the challenge of magic
against science. Doctor and district

commissioner, with all their instru-
ments and serums, can do nothing.
But Kisenga's music, sung by the.

children, brings him back to life..-

Art, rather than medicine, brings
the final victory.

It is a strange story dipped in

rather watery propaganda. A case
is made out for leaving the natives
alone and letting them live or die
as they please. Equally, Western'
culture is snubbed by an interfering
woman on a visit, who has no faith
in beautiful . English doctors and ro-
mantic district commissioners. Dick-
inson, in his anxiety to be just to

two worlds, has fallen between
them. He leaves his case suspended
in mid-air.
The effect is to weaken bolh

(Continued on page 26>
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Several Years of Peak Prosperity

For Equipment Mfrs., Sez N. D. Golden
Washington; July 23.

Several years of ;peak prosperity

Bie ahead for the motion picture

equipment manufacturers, according

to a »ew -survey by Nathan D.

Golden, motion picture expert for

the U. S. Department of Commerce.
In addition to extensive heeds for

replacement in the U. S., there is a

tremendous market overseas, Golden

finds. He warns the American manu-
facturers not to fill all needs in this

country before starting after the for*

eifin biz. Golden urges that a portion

of present production be allocated

for export as an "entering wedge" to

make it easier to go' after the world

market .when domestic business be-

gins lo fall off.

"American manufacturers (of mo-
tion picture equipment) have just

gone through five of the most lucra-

tive years in their history," Golden

writes in next Saturday's (27) issue

of "Foreign Commerce- Weekly."
"Their source of profits, however,

has been largely the Government.
Abnormal amounts of equipment

have been required to meet the needs

of our armed forces. Today, how-
ever. Uncle Sam's needs are steadily

declining. But manufacturers of mo-
tion picture cameras, sound record-

ing and reproducing equipment, pro-

jectors, screens, carbons, arc lamps,

generators, and studio equipment
are being besieged with orders from
private business. Theatres from
Maine to California anxiously await
replacements'.

"As a result, it is safe to say that

equipment manufacturers will enjoy
their wartime type of prosperity at

least for the next few years. But
they will want to', maintain their

same high production and employ-
ment levels when the home demand
inevitably slackens. What then?
"The obvious answer is to turn to

world markets. But to realize fully

on future possibilities, it is necessary
to lay the groundwork today. In

comparison with domestic needs,

those of foreign theatres are far more
critical; In the majority of cases, the
equipment is of foreign make and
generally not up to American stand-
ards."

SPG and NY Film Cos.

Meet Again Thors. (25)
So far having failed to reach

agreement on any point, the Screen
Publicists Guild, New York, and
representatives of the homeoffiees
will meet again, tomorrow (Thurs-
day) in the board room at Warner
Bros, to further wrestle over de-
mands for a new contract.' x
This will be the fifth session to

be held since SPG presented its de-
mands for a 30% increase, a 100%
Guild shop and increase in sever-
ance pay provisions. To date noth-
ing has been conceded by either
side but one of the big hitches
seems to be the 100% shop. Under
the bid contract it was 70% but
the picture companies are not sat-

isfied to renew at that figure, want-
ing it cut to 51%.

All that has been agreed to by
the producers is that any deal
reached will be retroactive to May 3
last when the old, two-year contract
expired. Roger Lewis, of 20th-

; Fox's advertising department, presi-
dent of SPG, states there has been
no discussion as to length of any
new contract negotiated.

S west to Be lined Up

For 16m Distribution
Hollywood, July 23.

Jack Stanfield, v-p of new United
8ixteenmillimeter Society, has

v
left

on a missionary junket through the
south and southwest spading for or-
ganization of minnle film exhibitors,
distributors and producers.
.He will motor through a portion

of Texas, and through keys of Ari-
zona, New Mexico, Tennessee, and
Kentucky lining up membership in
the miniature Hays office.

IATSE

Doug, Jr., Preps
'Exile/ His 1st Prod.

Hollywood, July 23.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., becomes a
producer for the first time in his
aim career with the start o! prepa-
rations for the filming of "The Ex-
ile" at, International.
Fairbanks checked into his office-

bungalow,
to. ready the script for ah

°ct. 1 start,- He will also star.

— Continued from page 9 —
delegates charging that gangster pals
of George E. Browne and Willie
Biofi", convicted ' labor racketeers,
still control IATSE.
At a unique press conference

Wednesday (17) during the union's
exec board meetings which met at

the Stevens all of last week, Walsh
emphatically denied the "Bennett
Committee" charges and challenged
anyone attending the convention to

"prove that there are any racketeers
left in the union. No friends of
Willie BiofT or George E. Browne
are in this organization, I wouldn't
tolerate any racketeers in the union,"
he said.

2-Factlon Affair

Election, which will be held
Thursday (25), has developed into a
strictly two-party affgir, with the
Bennett-Snuff combine going so far
as to announce their opposition
slate. In addition to Bennett and
Shun". ' IA members selected . for
veepee posts are Louis Clendenning,
Atlantic City; William Kemp, At-
lanta; George Schaffer, Los Angeles;
Harold V. Smith, Hollywood, and
Herbert Slater, Providence.

Subject of IA organization of mo-
tion picture theatre managers was
expected to get a big play on the
convention floor; With George Dunn,
of the N.. Y. Motion Picture Man-
agers & Assistant Managers Guild,
appearing before the delegates to re-
quest the IA to grant his union a
charter which will permit him to
start managers unionization on a na-
tional scale. Dunn presented his
case to the executive board Satur-
day (20) with board skedded to re-
lay its findings and recommenda-
tions to the convention for final ac-
tion,

Walsh said that the union was
working on a deal to admit the the-
atre managers but that nothing defi-

nite could be done until the matter
came before the delegates who have
the last word in saying yes or ho.
Opinion of early arrivals to the con-
vention is that the matter will be
favorably considered with Dunn get-
ting the green light late in the week.

Television

Television, on the march toward
definite expansion and ripe for.

plucking, will get a large share of
the delegates attention. At the press
conference Wednesday (17) Walsh
was very emphatic in stating that
all television belongs to IA and that
the union plans to organize the in-
dustry, on a nationwide basis.

Walsh's statement started specula-
tion on the possibility of a jurisdic-
tional dispute between IA and the
International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers. IBEW claims juris-
diction over men who operate video
cameras with IA on the other hand
claiming to represent "everyone in
the studio" at television broadcasts.
IA now has exclusive contracts with
B&IC television station WBKB In
Chi and with DuMont in N. Y. for
all employees, and limited' pacts
with CBS and NBC for certain key
employees.

Walsh made it clear at the press
conference that - any attempt by
Communist elements to gain influ-

ence in the IA would be fought vig-
orously at the convention. He said
"we will not tolerate communism in
any form. If there are such ele-

ments who aim to bring destruction,
into our ranks, we will do our best
to dispose of them. If the theories
of Lenin and Stalin appeal so much
to them, let them go to the land of
the Soviets and practice them there.
We shall fight them here."

Chi India Advanced
After Run Complaint

Chicago, July 23.

Playing position of the Monroe
theatre. Loop indie operated by
James Jovan, was advanced on War-
ners' "Saratoga Trunk" last week
as a result of a . run-and-clearance
complaint made to Warners.
House, which has an arbitration

case pending, is playing the pic in

sixth week after Loop first-run,

along - with many Balaban & Katz
neighborhood houses, instead of in

its usual seventh week.

Greater Leeway

For Exploiteers

Under the Decree

ROSS TAKING HIS 'ROBE'

TO RANK AND ENGLAND
Hollywood, July 23.

Negotiations have . been put in

motion by Frank Ross to produce
"The Robe" In England with J.

Arthur Rank in on the deal. Pro-
ducer-writer scripted the Lloyd C.

Douglas novel and owns the film

rights.. Ross also announced that

talks have begun with' several major
studios here but added "there is also'

a possibility that RKO will still re-

lease the picture." Ross denied that

any dickering was going on with

Metro'.

Ross and Mervyn LeRoy originally

incepted ."The Robe" '• but encoun-
tered script trouble.

Combination of the. proposed auc-
tion-bidding system for selling pic-

tures and the envisaged national

boxoffice declipe may force the
majors to completely revamp their

current field merchandising plans,

according to several industry chiefs.

Spokesmen point out that under
the competitive bidding system, dis-.

tribs will be forced to pre-sell their

product to exhibitors if they hope to

elicit the bids they think the pic-

ture is worth. This means also pre-
selling a picture to the public, since
the exhib can be expected to bid
more if he knows there will be a de-
mand for the film. Field exploita-

tion man, consequently, upon whom
most of this pre-selling work will

fall, may become so important as to

be comparable with a branch man-
ager.

As outlined by Curtis Mitchell,

Paramount's advertising - publicity

chief, the field exploiteer may also

act as a barometer for and
.
even a

brake on the branch manager. Work-
ing closer, .to the exhib, he'll know
more of the showman's problems
and can thus tell how much money
an . exhib can afford to pay for a
picture: If the branch manager
wants to hold out for a larger bid
from an exhibitor, consequently, the
exploiteer may be able to show that
the exhib can't afford to do so.

Need for pre-selling product may
prove highly beneficial to the en-
tire industry, Mitchell thinks, since it

will force both the distributors and
exhibs to stir their brain cells in

thinking up new methods, of selling
the pictures. "All rules of the in-

dustry, as far as exploitation is con-
cerned, will probably go by the
boards." according to the Par chief.

"All separate credos will have to be
reconciled with each individual
situation and this should result in a
revitalization of the old type of
showmanship." "

New plan of merchandising Is cur-
rently being mapped by Mitchell
and ex-Lt. Col. Gordon S. Swarthout,
recently named as assistant to
Mitchell on special assignments.
Other majors are expected to follow
the same format. Mitchell plans
taking a swing around all Par ex-
change centres to appraise directly
the merchandising problems related
to each territory and will announce
his definite plans upon his return
to the h.o.

Trade Press Impact
In line with the pre-selling policy,

Mitchell made It clear that, contrary
to reports, he has not decided to

eliminate the post of publicity de-
partment tradepaper contact. Delay
in naming a successor to Sid Mesl-
bov, who was recently upped to the
position of assistant exploitation di-

rector, is the result of Par's belief

that the auction bidding plan will

force a change in the work of the
tradepaper contacts.

Par. consequently, Is waiting to

study further the decision and as-

certain what such a position will en-
tall in the future. Under auction-
bidding, Mitchell pointed out, the
majors will have to concentrate

more than ever on tradepapers to

pre-sell their product to exhibs. It's

possible, he added, that the decision

might result in the necessity for five !

or six tradepapers contacts, rather .

than the one formerly handling the
j

job. I

Lou Pcllegrine. Film Daily re-

viewer-reporter, is reported^ joining ,

;
Par as tradepaper contact., Pelle- :

;
grin'e was in tradepaper work on the

Coast prior to N. Y.

|
Problems to be faced by the field

exploitation men will be many and i

! varied, Mitchell thinks. Chief prob- •

i lem, and one that will require im-
'

mediate solution, is the establish-

ment of cooperation between exhibs

and the field men. Need for pre-

selling will probably force the

majors to take on more exploiteers

Shift of Pk Ad Coin to Key-City

Dailies on Upswing; Less Via Radio

Terry Turner
Continued from page 4

even they too, with a little coaching,
can come along and be of material
help.

I have thought in- reading the
stories in Vaiuf-ty that maybe the
spielers who are giving out with all

these, so-called complaints- are tak-
ing their lessons and text from hear-
say rather than from actual experi-
ence. Maybe they do not know
whereof they are speaking. It is

true that some exhibitors spend as
little as possible to get the most out
of it. In a way that is business but
it also qan be said that distributors

sometimes want to spend' more than
the ' traffic will bear. I know that

to be a fact. The exhibitor is in-

terested only in his immediate lo-

cality, where the distributor must
take a national outlook. However,
the exhibitor should not be asked to

pay for that. It is true that there
are exhibitors who will not go along
on a plan because it is different.

Well, those are the babies we in the
field are paid to show by actual ex-
perience that they are wrong. We
have plenty of those and. I want to

say that in showing them, they have
become the best co-workers we
have'.

Words are cheap but proving
those words eats up a lot of expense
and leg work as well as money but
it is worth it. At least we of RKO
have found it so.

This business, of cooperation be-
tween exhibitor and distributor will
never be perfect, but I know of no
time in the industry when it has
been Working as harmoniously as it

is now. That is with RKO and I am
hot disputing any other company's
representative on the subject. We
all have a right. to our opinions and
facts.

The one glaring fault I find with
field exploitation is that we have no
proving ground to break in new
men, and the expense of breaking a
man in, who will not be worth a
lead dime to his company for a year
or more, is really expensive. I de-
test window-dressers and eyewash
merchants within our ranks as much
as anyone else but they always man-
age to creep in. I think the thought
of getting their muggs in a trade
paper standing beside a window dis-
play has a lot to do with that but
if there was ever a waste of man
hours. this is it. There is also a fact
that there are some executives who
do not know the difference between
eyewash and ticket-selling exploita-
tion, and they are to blame for some
of these "industrial bums" who get
into our business.

No doubt we have a few among
our own ranks but I promise you
as I find them so shall they weep,
but on the whole field exploitation
and exhibitor relations has. im-
proved and has not gone back. The
war did stymie a lot of action what
with drives, etc.; but I have found
and know that exhibitors are just
as anxious to make a profit as the
distributor, and the plan of just how
to accomplish that will always pre-
sent its problems, all of which can
and will be solved with intelligent
thinking by both parties.

and the exhib will have to' be shown
that the new man can be of help
to him. Exploiteer will have to be-
come thoroughly acquainted with
his. territory before the exhib will
cooperate.

Possibility that current exploita-
tion ideas that have- been accepted
for years will have to be revamped
is pointed up by the situation re-
cently found by Par during the Seat-
tle

. newspaper- strike. Turning to
spot radio commercials during the
time the newspaper plants were
closed down, Par " found that its

business increased considerably dur-
ing that time. Study of situations in
individual territories may result in
the discovery that accepted forms of
advertising there can also be im-
proved. Mitchell thinks.

Any policy of supporting exhib-
itors with field advertising must be
highly elastic in order to meet all

situations, according to the Par chief.

Easily-changed policy will probably
cost the distributor more in the long
run, he thinks, but by the same
token, he'll be getting more returns
via hypoed grosses. And' the greater
returns will not come at the ex-
pense of the exhib. Who in this case,

will share in them.

, Return to. Jhe pre-war stress on
sock newspaper campaigns in key-
cities, predicted by top flackmen in

the past few months, received new
impetus last week With the dis-

closure that International Pictures
was earmarking a substantial part oi
its $3,500,000 ad and promotion
budget for '47 to. that type campaign.
Pre-selling to the exhibitor, himself,

foreshadowed by the anti-trust de-
cision's auction sales will also re-
ceive major attention by the Will-
iam Goetz-Leo Spitz outfit which
will emphasize trade paper ads di-

rected at the exhib.
Swing to key-city gazeteeruig

aimed at spending exploitation coin
where the potential returns are
greatest will be the policy of many
film companies, a recent canvass in-
dicated. Universal, for one, has re-

analyzed its ad costs with that in

mind. Other majors are- whittling
down outlays to radio and other
media with a return in full force to

the newspapers in mind. Exploita-
tion via the radio is completely out
so far as 20th-Fox.is concerned.
Newspapers' upgrade as the back-

bone of pix ads has been spurred by
the recent postwar loosening of
space restrictions. A newsprint
drought war-born and continuing
after V-J day, drove plenty of the
companies', coin out of the dailies
and into other media with radio and
magazines on the receiving end.
Switchback to the newspapers is

now a strong trend because pub-
.

licity chiefs feel that it is the most
effective form of drumbeating.

Importance of Trade Papers
International's intention to stress

the trade papers as an Important
medium is a forerunner of similar
moves by other companies, it is said.
Since each picture, under the future
decree, will set its own rental by
competitive exhib bidding, prelim-
inary touting of a film's merits gains
tremendously in importance. The
trades as the best medium to reach
the exhibs are due for a heavy play,
pub-chiefs think.

Budget of $3,500,000 was set for
International's 8-10 pix at a Coast
confab Friday (19) attended by
Goetz, William Dozier, John Beck,
Jr., and Les Kaufman, of : Interna-
tional, and William J. Helneman and
Monroe W. Greenthal, of United
World Pictures, distributor for In-
ternational. -Estimated averaft |k-
penditure for each Aim will be $350.-
000. it was announced, with national
and fan mags, radio, billboards and .

national exploitation receiving some
attention. *
Promotional campaigns for Inter-

national's "The Egg and I." and
"Bloomer Girl" have already been
given the gun under the company's
new policy. Kaufman and Green-
thai met with Paul Radin and Saul
Bass of Buchanan & Co. over the
weekend to work out a schedule for
"The Dark Mirror" and "Bella
Donna,'" with one of these pix slated
as opener of UWP's distribution ac-
tivities.

Small Sets $10,000,000

Badget for Six Fihf
Hollywood, July 33.

Six high-budget pictures on an
overall bankroll of $10,000,000 is

the production program mapped out
by Edward Small for a' two-year
period starting Jan. 1, 1947. On
that date, Small will move into the
Hal Roach studio under his recently
signed contract for shooting space.
Understood he is negotiating to re-
new his releasing deal with United
Artists.

First feature on the Small program
will be 'The Life of Rudolph Valen-
tino," to be followed by "The
O'Flynn," "Lorna Doone," "Kate
Fennigate" and two others still un-
titled.

Seek Fed. Court Verdict

In Dallas Clearance
Dallas, July 23.

Forrest White and K. M. Mc-
Danlel, owners of the Maple theatre,
have withdrawn t their arbitration
complaint against , the Big Five dis-
tributors asking for 45 days availa-
bility, and say they ' will go into
federal court. Copies of their letters
of withdrawal were sent to Para-
mount, Warners, 20th-Fox, Metro
and RKO. B. R. McLendon of Tri-
States Theatres, who asked for 45
days from Paramount and Merto
for his Casa Linda, has also with-
drawn his case.
Both groups pointed out that too

numerous delays have come up, and
that the higher court would be tried
to come to some agreement.
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LA Spotty; 'Anna' Mighty $80,000

In 4 Stands, to Each' Good 45G in 2,

Paradise' 33^G» 'Bondage' 47G in 3

Los Angeles, July 23.
'<

Of four new film bills only ,
one

is in the big money. "Anna" teeing

oft' to great $80,000 or better in three

spots. "To Each His- Own" stout in

par's Hollywood showcase but
slower downtown, shaping to. .good
$45,000 . in two spots, however.
"Human Bondage" is way off at $47,-

000 ia three Warner houses. "Night
Paradise" and "Dressed to Kill"

looks good $33,500 ' in three spots.

Among holdovers "Kid Brooklyn"
third week, two, spots, shaping up
to forte $36,000 or near. "Young
Widow" okay $28,500 in four houses.

.Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l) —

•Easy to Wed" (M-G) (4th final
wki. Fair $2,500. Last week; oke
$3,600. .

Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen-
feld-G&S) (824; 65-$l) "Young
Widow" (UA) (2d wk). Near good
$5,000. Last week, nice $6,300.

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1.518; 50-
$1)—"Smoky" (20th) and "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th) (2d wk) .(m.
o.l. Picking up pace for $6,000. Last
week, good $5,800.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;

50-$U—"Anna" (20th). Big $26,000.
Last week, "Smoky" (20th) and
"Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th)
t3d wk-6 days), sturdy $10,100.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—

''Human Bondage" (WB). Fine $20,-
000. Last week, "Stolen Life" (WB)
i3d wk), flnaled with stout $18,500.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

feld) (872; 55-$D—"Young Widow"
(UA) (2d wk). Okay $14,000. Last
week, about average at $15,800;

,
.Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l) —

*Easy to Wed" (M-G) (4th wk).
Nice $6,500 for six days. Last week,
neat $8,500.

El Bey (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—
'Stranger" (RKO) (3d wk). Okay
$6,000. Last week, good $7,200.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)

^"P
2
rtS iLJIaria " (M'G > <2d wk).Weak $1,000 on lour days. Last

week, slow $3,200.

.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$«—"Nightm
-,£

ar
?
d
,
ise" <U). and "Dressed to

\ U)
' 5eftv W.OOO. Last week,

Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Up
Goes

; Maisie" (M-G) (2d wk), okay

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956:
50-S1 )—"Young Widow*' <UA) (2d
wk). Fair $5,000. Last week ' Just
okay at $6,500.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-$D—
"Human Bondage" (WB). Light $14.
000. Last week, "Stolen Life" (WB
i3d wk), healthy $11,500.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen

feld) (475; 65-85)—"Young Widow
(UA) (2d wk). Oke $4,500.
Loew's SUte (Loew-WC) (2,404

50-$D—"Anna" (20th). Socko $39-
?2?u Lfjt week,.''Smoky" (20th) and
Shouldn't Happen, to Dog" (20th)
(3d wk), sturdy $16,500 on blowoff.

Angeles (D*town-WC) (2,097
50-$l)-"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (4th
final wk). Suitable $12,000. Last
week, oke $15,700.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,42055-85)—"Avalanche (PRC), with
Joe Liggins Honeydrlppers, Inter
national Sweethearts Rhythm and
^?^dirful Smlth on s^ge. Good
VvL°-9?

over week, "Dark
Alibi' (Mono) with Woody Herman
orch on stage, socko $35,200

e^^.yi" (D'town-WC) (2,210
55-$D— 'Stranger" (RKO) (3d-flnalW
J°' &ok

£,
$9,500

-
*air

- Last week
okay $12,700.

uJ.*
nt**1 <£an> (2,812; 50-$l) —

Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (3d
wk). and "Gentleman Misbehaves"
(Co ). Neat $18,000 or better. Last
week, with "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO)
supporting, fancy $24,800.
Paramount (FitM) (3,398; 50-$l

--'To Each His Own" (Par) and
L^Ao 011"

1 and D°6" (FC). Good
$26,000 or over, Last week, "Blue
Dahlia" (Par) (2d wk) and "One

fiiwa
6 N 'eht

"
(Rep)

'
flnal«< with

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1
451; 50-$D—"To Each His Own
(Par). Stout $19,000. Last week
"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d wk), closed
with $11,900.
RKO Hillstreel (RKO) (2,890; 5080)—"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO

1 3d wk) and "Gentleman Misbe
hayes" (Col). Good $18,000. Last
week, with "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO
supporting, sturdy $22,000.
KHz iFWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Night

Paradise" (U) and "Dressed to Kill"
<U). Smart $9,500. Last week
"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Mai
sie" (M-G) (2d wk), $6,800.

United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100-
50-S1)—"Night Paradise" (U) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U). Strong $10,-
000. Last week, "Hoodlum Saint"
(M-G) and "Maisie" (M-G) (2d
wk), closed with $8,000.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719: 50-$l) —

"Anna" (20th). Fine $15,000. Last
week. "Smoky" (20th) and
"Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th)
(3d wk), good. $8,300. .

Vorue '(FWC) f885; 50-85) —
"Stranger" (RKO) (3d wk). Near

Wed' Wow 3QG In

DC; lover' 13^G
Washington, July 23..

.

Business has begun to ease off a
little in the downtown sector but still

holds up better than expected , for
this time of the year. Sensation of
the week is "Easy to Wed," which
may hit a tremendous $30J000, one of
the highest figures ever attained by
the Palace. Despite a weak stage-
show, "Centennial Summer" is doing
very well at $24,000 on its second
week at the Capital.

Estimate* for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 44-80)—
Centennial Summer" (20th) (2d
wk), with vaude. Doing very well at

$24,000. Last week, terrific $38,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,370; '44-70)—
Easy to Wed 1 ' (M-G). Sensational

$30,000 and holds. Last week, "Well-
Groomed Bride" (Par), nice $18,500.

Columtfia (Loew) (1,263 ;
44-70)—

Green Years" (M-G) (m.o.). Stout
$11,500 seen. Last week, "Two Sis-
ters from Boston" (M-G) (m.o.), $8,-

800, oke.
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Lover Come Back" (U). Solid $13,-

500. Last .week, "Without Reserva-
tions" (RKO) (2d wk), $14,500.

Earle (WB) (2.154; 44-85)—"To
Each His Own" (Par) (2d wk). Fair
$15,000. Last week. $19,000.
MetropollUn (WB) (1.503; 44-70)—
Janie Gets Married" (WB) (m.o.).

Modest $7,000. Last week, "Our
Hearts Growing Up" (Par), good
$9,000..

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gron

.

This Week $683,601

(Based on 17 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear . . $674,W«

(Based on 13 theatres)

W-'Bamboo Blonde*

Strong 16G in Quiet

K.C.; Boots' 10G, 2d
Kansas City, July 23.

New bills current in four of the
five first runs but week appears a
fairly quiet one. "Stolen Life" and
"Bamboo Blonde," at the Orpheum,
makes this house the leader and
cinch for a holdover. Esquire, Up-
town and Fairway combo switched
to a Saturday opening to give
"Smoky" couple days of extendecL
playing time last week. . Wild BilP
Elliott in a two-day p.a. with "In
Old Sacramento," at ' the Tower,
helped things there.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire - Uptown -fairway (Fox

Midwest) (820. 2,043, 700; 45-85)—
"Lover Come Back" (U) opened
Saturday (20). Mild $12,000. Last
week, "Smoky" (20th) (2nd wk)
showed unusual strength on nine
days at fine $18,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Whistle Stop" (UA) and "Phantom
Thief" (Col), dualed. Trade mild at
$12,000. Last week, "Two Sisters'
(M-G), played solo for big $17,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45'

65)—"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2nd
wk). Average $10,000. First week
got stout $14,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Bamboo
Blonde" (RKO). dualed. Bette
Davis proving strong draw, with big
$16,000 cinching holdover. Last week,
"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
"Truth About Murder" (RKO) (2nd
wk), garnered nice $10,000.
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)—"In Old Sacramento" (Rep) and

"Throw Saddle on Star" (Col) with
stageshow and Friday and Saturday
p.a. of Wild Bill Elliott. Combo
upping figures to nice $11,000. Last
week. "Rendezvous 24" (20th) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U) with Gay
Nineties Revue on stage,, okay
$10,000.

Tears' Solid 9G, Lincoln
Lincoln, July 23.

' Sweltering summer weather seems

to be having little effect on boxofflces

here. "Smoky," which grossed $14,-

200 at the Lincoln to set a record for

a regular run film there, has moved

to Nebraska, where it is expected to

hold up for another week, "Green

Years," at Stuart, Is drawing well,

as is "Badman's Territory," at Var-

sity.

Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (LTC) (1,500; 44-60)—"So

Goes My Love" (U). Fair $7,000.

Last week, "Smoky" (20th), record-
breaking- $14,200.

Stuart (LTC) (1.800; 9-60)—"Green
Years" (M-G). Solid $9,000. Last
week, "Her Kind Man" (WB), okay
$7,500.
Varsity (NTC) (1,800; 35-56)—

"Badman's Territory" (RKO). Good
$7,000. Last week, "One More To
morrow" (WB), oke $7,500..

Nebraska: (LTC) (1,126; 9-60)—
"Smoky" (20th) and "Strange Con-
quest" (U). Good $3,000. Last week,
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "They Made
Me Killer" (Par), $2,300.

State (NTC) (830; 24-35)—"Return
of Rusty" (Col) and "Phantom Thief"
(Col), split with "Gentleman Misber
haves" (Col) and "Sherwood Forest"
(Col). Nice $2,200. Last week, "Bells

St. Mary's" (RKO), $2,400.

'Wed' Atomic 20G

h Zooming Cincy
Cincinnati, July 23.

Four fresh shows, each a winner,
plus stout holdovers, have down-
town biz soaring high above summer
par. Of the newcomers, "Easy to
Wed" has the edge on "Centennial
Summer" for front money. Both
are in the . high brackets. 1 "Rene-
gades" is giving Keith's its best
round for some time, and "Of
Human Bondage" is velvety at the
Albee.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)—"Of

Human Bondage" (WB). Pleasing
$14,000. Last week, "Without Res-
ervations" (RKO), whizzed in last
half to pile up a . terrific $21,000
round. :

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 44-70) —
"Easy to Wed" (M-G). Atomic $20,-
000. Holds. Last week, "Green
Years" (M-G) (3d wk), swell $7,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 44-70) —
Make Mine Music" (RKO). Hefty

$6,500. Last week, great $9,500.
Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70)—

"Renegades" (Col). Socko $12,000
for theatre's best sesh in quite a
spell. Last week, "Somewhere in
Dark" (20th) (2d wk). fairish $4,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 44-70) —
"Stolen Life" (WB). Second m.o.
for third downtown sesh, Dandy
$6,000. Last week, "Stranger" (RKO)
(m.o.), good $6,000.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 44-70) —

"Centennial Summer" (20th). Socko
$18,000. Last week. "Scandal in
Paris" (UA), favorable $12,000.

Shnbert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70) —
"Without Reservations" (RKO)
(m.o.). Stout $8,000. Last week,
"Stolen Life" (WB) (m.o.), all right
$7,500.

Sphalny Pishing 'Hearts' to Record

$45,000 in Mpk; Tears' Virile 18G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ... . . $W»o,M«
(Based on 21 cities, 180 thea-

tres, chiefly /Irst runs, tncludino

N. Y.)

Total Gross Bane Week
Last Tear ......... .$t,791,M«

(Based on 22 cities, 178 theatres)

ill i k /17GIn

Pitt; 'Samiiier 12G
Pittsburgh, July 23;

Business here is good despite
weather. Stanley, with "Of Human
Bondage," is town's leader, while
Perm looks good with "Bride Wore
Boots," but Warner only fair with
"Our Hearts Growing Up." Hold-
overs of "Centennial Summer," at
Harris, "Kid From Brooklyn," at
Fulton, and "Two Sisters," at Ritz,

are all okay.

Estimates tor This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—"Kid

From Brooklyn" (RKO) (3rd wk).
Still holding up nicely at $9,000. Last
week, good $13,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—

"Centennial Summer" (20th) (2nd
wk). Healthy at $12,000. Initial

stanza was great $20,000.
Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 40-7Q)—

"Bride Wore Boots" (Par). Good
at $16,500. Last week, second for
"Two Sisters" (M-G), $16,500.
Bits (WB) (800; 40-70)—"Two Sis-

ters" (M-G) (m.o.). Fair at $2,500.

Last week, "Abilene Town" (UA)
(m.o.), ditto.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Rendezvous 24" (20th) and "Johnny
Comes Flying Home" (20th), mild
$2,500.. Last week, "Blondie's Lucky
Day" (Col) and "Perilous Holiday"
(CoO. $2,800.
Stanley (WB) (3,750; 40-70)—"Of

Human Bondage" (WB). Fine at
$17,000. Last week (2nd), "Stolen
Life," $16,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—"Our

Hearts Growing Up" (Par). Slow
$7,500. Last week, "Hoodlum Saint"
(M-G), $7,000.

good $6,000. Last week, steady $6,-
900.
" Wilshlre (FWC) (2.296; 50-$l) —
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) <4th-flnal
wk). BlowofT okay $4,000. Last
week, nice S6.900.
Wlltern (WB) (2.300; S0-S1 >

—

"Human Bondage" (WB). Light
$13,000. Last week, "Stolen - Life"
(WB) (3d wk), closed with snappy
$12,500.
Laurel (Rosener) (835: $1.80-2.40)—"Henry. V <UA) > 6th wk). Road-

show run clocked $15,400 on fifth

frame after totaling $71,000 on first

four weeks. , ^|

'Anna' Terrif $38,000,

Leads S.F.; 'Stranger'

27G, 'Stolen' 15G, 3d
San Francisco, July 23.

Despite opposition from some di-
rections, shows are drawing heavily
this week. "Without Reservations,"
with the Freddie Slack orch and EUa
Mae Morse in person, is on the way
to a hefty $31,000, while "Anna"
should account for a terrific $38,000.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)

—'Without Reservations" (RKO) (3d
wk), plus vaude headed by Freddie
Slack orch and Ella Mae Morse.
Looks a hefty $31,000. Last week,
with vaude headed by Red Nichols
orch, strong $30,000.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; 55-85)—"Anna"

(20th). Handsome $38,000. Last week.
"Two Sisters" (M-G), husky $33,500.

Warfleld (FWC) (2.656; 55-85)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) (3d wk). Okay
$15,000. Last week. neat. $21,500
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—

"The Stranger" (RKO). Neat $27,000.
Last week, "Smoky" (20th) (3d wk).
(6 days), okay $13,000.

St. Francis (FWC) (1.400: 55-85)—
"O.S.S:" (Par) (3d wk). Fair $8,000.
Last week, fine $14,000.

Stale (FWC) (2,133: 55-85)—"Two
Sisters" (M-G ) (2d wk). Oke $13,000.
Last week. "Well Groomed Bride"
(Par) (3d wk). sad $7,000.
Orpheum (Blumcnfcld) (2.448: 55-

85)—"Lover Come Back" (U). Looks
$12,000 .or over. mild. Last

. week,
"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) (3d
wk), $12,500.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) <1.-

207; 55-85)—"Outlaw" ' (UA) (8th
wk). Smooth $14,000. Last week,
smooth $12,000.

'Dog'-Tony Pastor

Smash 22G, Tears'

Dual 18G, Indpls.
•

' Indianapolis, July 23.

Film biz is improved in spots heTe
this week despite heat and torrential
rains, but it's still palsied in others.
"It Shouldn't Happen to a Dog,"
paced by Tony Pastor's band on the
stage at the Circle, is extra strong,
while "Green Years" at Loew's looks
big enough for a holdover. "Cluny
Brown" is below average at the In-
diana. "Stolen Life" holding up well
in moveover week at Lyric.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 46-74)

—"It Shouldn't Happen to a Dog"
(20th), with Tony Pastor band on
stage. Excellent $22,000. Last week,
"Bamboo Blonde" (RKO), with
Claude Thornhill band on stage, oke
$19,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300: 40-60)

—"Cluny Brown" (20th). Thin $£&,.
500. Last week, "Stolen Kiss" (WB),
hefty $17,000.
Loew'B (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)

—

"Green Years" (M-G) and "Walls
Tumbling Down" (Col). Sock $18,-
000. Last week, "Whistle Stop"
(UA) and "Phantom Thief" (Col),
sturdy $14,000.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600: 40-60)

—"Stolen Life" (WB), Dandy $7,000
on moveover from Indiana. Last
week, "Seventh Veil" (U) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U), fair $7,500.

BETTE BIG $19,000,

'SISTERS' 14G, DENV.
,

Denver, July 23.

Business generally strong this
semester. "Stolen Life" is on the
way for first money, with "Two Sis-
ters" setting fast pace for place.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1;400; 35-74)—

"Night in Casablanca" (UA) and
"Deadline for Murder" (20th), after
week at each Denver, Esquire. Big
$5,500 seen. Last week. "Westerner"
(FC) (reissue) and "It Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th) (m.o.),. fair
$4,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

—"To Each His Own" (Par) (2d
wk), Good $10,000. Last week,
nice $12,000.
Denver. (Fox) -.(2.525: . 35-74)—

"Stolen Life" (WB). and "Dressed to
(.Continued oh page. 31}

Minneapolis, July 23.

Despite powerful Aqualcnnial,
summer mardi gras, counter attrac-

tions, including elaborate afternoon
and evening parades that are pulling

as many as 300,000 people, Phil
Spitalny's Hour of Charm orch,

good screen support which is jam-
ming 'em In at Radio City and
breaking the. house record under
the present operation by a consid- .

erable margin. Picture is "Hearts
Growing Up." Otherwise, also, an
exceptionally strong lineup of shows
has grosses soarlngi with "Green
Years" and "The Stranger," among
newcomers, setting on especially,
fast pace. It's the third week for
the high-stepping "Kid From Brook-
lyn" which remains virile.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900) 30-44)—"Return

Rusty" (Col) and "Cowboy Blues"
(Col). Hit good $1,800 in five days.
"Dangerous Business" (Col) and
"Freddie Steps Out" (Mono) open
today (23). Last week, "Don't
Gamble With Strangers" (Mono)
and "French Key" (Rep), mild $1,.
200 in three days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Smoky" (20th) (m.o.). Moved here
after smash first week at Radio City.
Fine $8,000 in prospect. Last week,
"To Each His Own" (Par) (2d wk).
good $7,000.
Gopher (Par) (44-5d)—"Home on

Range" (Rep). Well-liked western
but lacking in cast names. Okay $4,-
000 in eight days looks about all.

Last week, "Sing Your Way Home"
(RKO), yanked after six days at
light $2,600.

Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70) —
"Cluny Brown" (20th). Moved here
following fairly good SUte first
week. Moderate $5,000 indicated.
Last week, "Somewhere in Night"
(20th) (2d wk), mild $4,500, giving
it around $15,000 for downtown fort-
night. •

•Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)— 'The Stranger" (RKO,). Well-
publicized picture with good cast
names being favorably received.

* 1COO0 in prospect. Last week,
"Without Reservations" (RKO) (2d
wk), fine $10,000 after hefty $15,000
first week.
Badlo City (Par) (4,000: 50-65-85)

—"Our Hearts Were Growing Up"
(Par) and Phil Spitalny's Hour of
Charm orch on stage. With latter
largely responsible for record-break-
ing attendance from, very opening,
skyrocketing to enormous $40,000.

M^'Sk "Smoky'' (20th ), immense
$21,500 (50-70).

' BKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600; 50-70>—
Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (3d
wk). Still sweet at $9,000. Last week
great $13,000 after herculean $18,000
first canto.

v sut* (?"), <2j300; 50-70)-"Green
Years' (M-G). Fulsome praise for
this one. Very big $18,000 in sight
Last week, "Cluny Brown" (20th),
fairly good $10,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55)—"Do

You Love Me?" (20th). First neigh-
borhood showing. Moderate $3,000
in prospect. Last week, "Dracon-
wyck" (20th), good $4,500.

,„
w

i
'!rId (Par-Stefles) (350; 50-90)—

Without Reservations" (RKO) (m.
o.). Third week downtown for this
one, it having been moved here
after good Orpheum fortnight. Looks
like fair $2,000. Last week, "Madon-
na Seven Moons" (U), light $1,600.

'Smoky' Tall $20,000,

'Stranger' 18G
f
Buff.

Buffalo, July 23.
Business Is on the upbeat here,

with "Smoky" and "Freddie Steps
Out," dual bill at the Buffalo, lead-
ing the town. Also well out front
is "Stranger" and "Bamboo Blonde'1

at the 20th Century, while "Green
Years" continues a fast pace oh
holdover for the Great Lakes.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70) —

"Smoky" (20th) and "Freddie Steps
Out" (Mono). Heading for tall

$20,000. Last week, "To Each His
Own" (Par) cheery $15,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)

.

—"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk).
Remains strorig at $13,000. Last
week, rosy $21,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70) —

"Stolen Life" (WB). (3d wk). Nice
$9,000. Last week, husky $12,000. .

Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"To
Each His Own" (Par) (m.o.). Mild
$6,000. Last week. "Two Sisters"

(M-G) (m:o.), $5,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300: 40-70^—

"Lover Come Back" (U) and "House
of Horrors" (U). Looks neat $0,(100.

Last week, "If I Had My Way" iU)

and "Shadow of Doubt 1

' (U) (re-

issues), same.
20th Century (20th Cent., Inc.).

(3.000; 40-70) — "The Stranger"
(RKO) and "Bamboo Blonde'
(RKO). Will hit dandy $18,000 or

over. Last week, "Without Reser-
vations" (RKO) (2d wk), bettered
$10,000.
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New Pix Fertilize Chi; ?assag«

Plump 40G, O.S.S.-Vamk Rich 70G,'

Years Green 35C, His Own' 38G, 2d
Chicago, July 23. -t-

Flock of. new plx brought in to

buck blistering prairie heat blasts

are doing okay, with the much-
touted : "Canyon Passage/' .paired

with "Danger Woman!' at the Palace,

heading for a .thumping $40,000,

while
RO.S.S." with the Charioteers

and Fred & Elaine Barry on stage at

the Chicago looks a tremendous

$70,000.

Also in the groove are "Green
Years." United Artists, $35,000;

•Tlicv Made Me Killer," Garrick,

$12 000; and "She Wolf London"

-

"Cat Creeps," Grand, $10,000.

H.o.'s show speed, too, especially

"To Each His Own," at a surpris-

ingly potent $38,000 at State-Lake;

"Postman Rings Twice," with Mills

Bios, heading stage bill, $50,000,

Oriental; "Kid from Brooklyn,"

$28,000, Woods; and Smoky," $23,000,

Roosevelt.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)^

"Renegades" (Col) (2d wk). Okay
$10,000. Last week, good $19,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"O.S.S." (Par), with Charioteers,

Fred-' and Elaine Barry on stage.

Opulent $70,000. Last week, "Do
You Love Me?" (20th). with Vivian
Blaine heading stage bill (3d wk),
average $48,000;

Garrick (B&K) (900; 65-95)—
"They Made Me Killer" (Par). Nice
$12,000. Last week, "Her' Kind of
Man" (WB) (2d wk). same.
Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-95)—"She

Wolf London'^ (U) and "Cat Creeps"
(U). Standard $10,000. Last week;
"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
"Inside Job" (U) (3d Loop week in

m.o. from Palace), middlin' $8,500.

Oriental (Essaness). (3,240; 65-95)

—"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G)
with Mills Bros, on stage (4th wk).
Strong $50,000. Last week, robust
$55,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)—
' "Canyon Passage" (U) and "Danger
Woman" (U). Whammo near-record
$40,000. Last week, "Lover Come
Back" (U) and "She Wrote Book"
(UVduTl $19,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)—

"Smoky" (20th) (3d wk). Staunch
$23,000. Last week, solid $25,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 05-95)—
"Each His Own' (Par) '(3d wk).
Tcrrif $38,000. Last week, sensa-
tional $46,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 65-
15)—"Green Years" (M-G): Giant
J35.OO0. Last week, "Gilda" (Col)
(6th wk), steady $21,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 65-95)—

"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (6th

wk). Slick $28,000. Last week, very
satisfying $31,000.

(

Prov. Zooms; "Years'

Terrific 23G, 'Cluny'

Peppy 17G, 'Music' 19G
Providence, July 23.

Temperatures are zooming here
abouts but. strangely enough, so arc
grosses. State's "Green Years''^ is

standing them in the aisles. Majcs
tic's "Cluny Brown" also hot.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO) (2d wk).
First week ended last night (22), hit

$19,000, big. "Without Reservations"
(RKO) and "Bedlam" (RKO) (2d
wk), good 14,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)—"Janie Gets Married" (WB) and
"French Key" (WB) (2d wk). Nifly
$5,000 after first stanza's swell $7,500.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-05)—"Stolen
Lire" (WB) (3d downtown wk).
Switched from Majestic for added
downtown run. Promising $.7,000.

Last week, "Leave Her to -Heaven"
(20th) and "House 92nd Street"
(201 h)' (repeats), fair $6,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200: 44-65)—

"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "Strange
Triangle" (20th). Peppy $17,000.
Last week, "Stolen Life" (WB) (2d
wk), nice $13,500.

Stale (Loew) (3.200; 44-65)—
"Green Years" (M-G) and "Sing
While You Dance" (M-G). Solid
$23,000. Last week, "Two Sisters"
(M-G) (2d wk). snappy $17,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)

—"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and
'Return Rusty" (Col). Opened
yesterday (22). "Well Groomed
Bride" (Par) and "Hot Cargo"
(Par) (2d wk), only fair $8,500, fol-
lowing, first week's sock $15,000.

From Poet to Painter
Hollywood, July 23.

RKO handed Michel Kraike pro-
duction reins on "Flowers of Evil."

based on the life of Toulouse-Lau-
trec.

Harry Essex will direct, as well
as cbllabornie with Leo Mittler on
the screenplay.

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities', are net, i.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated

figures arc net Income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however,, as Indicated, in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

'Stranger -Fields

Loud $40,000 In

Spicy Beantown
Boston, July 23.

Hub refused to let "Henry V"
leave the Esquire as scheduled last

week, Hefty business at $7,300 on
15th week -which was advertised as
finale sent British flicker into 16th
frame with end now in doubt. Warm
weather not hurting b.o.'s a bit.

"Anna" at Metropolitan, "Two Sis-

ters'- at State and Orpheum, and
"Stranger" at RKO. all strong.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—

"Stranger" (RKO). with Shep Fields
orch, Grace McDonald, Billy Gil-
bert, Tim Herbert, others, on stage.

Sharp $40,000. Last week, "Without
Reservations" (RKO). plus Dick
Stabile orch, Anne Trlola, Mischa
Auer, others, $28,000.

Esqnlre (M-P) (1,200; $2.40) —
"Henry V" (UA) (16th wk). Nice
$8,000. The 15th was $7,500.

. Fenway (M-P) (1,375; 40-80) —
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d
wk). Good $5,000. Last week, $7,000.

Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40-
80)—"Spectre . of Rose" (Rep) and
"Gay Cavalier" (Mono). Okay $8,000.
Last week. "Rebecca"' (UA) (re-
issue), $4,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-80)—

"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) and
"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO) (3d wk ).

Good $25,000. Last week. $30,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (3,467: 40-80)

— "Anna" (20th) ' and "Deadline
Murder" (20th). Fine $30,000. Last
week, "To Each His Own'' (Par) and
"Hot Cargo," $22,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900: 40-80)—

"Two Sisters" (M-G) (2d wk). Nice
$19,000. Last week. $28,000.
Paramount (M-P; (1.700: 40-80)—

"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d
wk). Fair $9,000. Last week. $13,000.

State (Loew) (3.200: 35-80) —
"Two Sisters'" (M-G) (2d wk). Ac-
ceptable $12,000. Last week. $1B.000.

Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)
— "Strange Impersonation" (Rep)
and " "Neath Brooklyn Bridge"
(Mono) (reissue). Average $5,000.

Last week. "Avalanche"' (PRC) and
"'Voodoo Man" (Mono). $5,000. •

Tremont (Brand-Mage) (1.500; 40-
80)—"Spectre of Rose" (Rep) and
"Gay Cavalier" (Mono i. Good $8,000.
Last week. "Rebecca" (UA> (.re-

issue), $5,000.

Colbert Strong 17G,

Tops in Louisville

Louisville. July 23.

"Without Reservations", is leading
the field a! the Rialto, with biz. at
other houses reflecting the summer
heat. In second place, "Green Years,"'

at State, i> doing fairly, although the
lengthy show is holding down the
gross. John Calvert's Magic Show
at the National boosted the figure

at that hoiixe for the first three days.
Elsewhere business is on. the sluggish
side.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (4th Avo.-Loew's > (1,000;

40-60)—"Whistle Stop" (UA) and
"Blithe Spirit" CU) (m.o.). Looks
like mild $3,000. Last week. •"Smoky

1 '

(20tn) and '-Rendezvous 24" (20th)

(m.o.). swell $5,000.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40)

—"Virginian" (Par) and "Seventh
Veil" (U). Holding up well. in spite

of heat at $1,700. Last week. "Diaeon-
wyck" (20th) and "So Goes My Love"'

(U),. about same.
Loew's Stale (Loew's) 13.300: 40-

60)—"Green Years" (M-G ) and
"Blondiej Lucky Day" (Col). Giv-
ing patrons a 3'.2-hbur show, but

lengthy running tiny no help to the

gross. Looks like pretty good $16,000

anyway. Last week. "Whistle Stop

(UA) and "Blithe Spirit" (U>, fair-

ish $12,000. ,„ -, ; „ ,„„
Mary Anderson <p*Qj&e.

*\
40-60)—"Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk>.

Keeping steady pace to indicate

'RESERVATIONS/ '0.S.S/

BOTH BIG 15G, SEATTLE
Seattle, July 23.

More hot weather, with summer
really here- at last, is having its ef-

fect at the downtown showsnops.
"Cluny Brown" is on moveover at

the Blue Mouse, while "Bascomb"
has landed at Music Box for ex-
tended run, after two dandy, weeks
at the Music Hall. "Stolen Life" is

at Roosevelt on second run after
two big weeks at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Bine Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—

"Cliiny Brown" (20th) (m.o.). Hot
from Fifth. On six days $3,800, slow.
Last week, 3rd of '.'Postman" (M-G);
okay $6,700 on nine days.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Without . Reservations" (RKO).
Headed for $15,000, great. Last week,
''Cluny Brown" (20th), '$14,200.
great,

.

Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Renegades" (Col) and "Blondie's
Luoky Day" (Col). Paced at $9,000,
good. Last week, "Walls Tumbling"
(Col) and "Perilous Holiday" (Col),
no dice at. poor. $7,600.
Music Box (H-B) (850; 45-80)—

"Bascomb" (M-G) and "Ding Dong
Williams" (RKO). Moved from M,
H. Likely $5,500, fair. Last week,
4th of "Two Sisters" (M-G). fair
$4,900 -

Musio Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"O.S.S." (Par) and "Strange Tri-
angle" (20th). Immense $15,000.
Last week, "Bad Bascomb" (M-G)
and "Ding Dong Williams" (RKO),
$10,800, big for 2nd week.
Orpheum (2,600; 45-80)—"Lover

Come Back" (U) and "Inner Circle"
(Rep). Indicated $9,000 for nine
days, poor, Last, week, 2n'd of
"Stolen Life" (WB), great $12,300.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)

—"Smoky" (20th) (3rd wk) and
"Club Havana" (PRC). Expected
$6,000, Okay. Last week, "Palooka,
Champ" (Mono) and "Don't Gamble
with Strangers" (Mono), oke $6,400.
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 45-80)—

"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) and
"Devil's Mark" (Col). Anticipated
$11,000 or over, good. Last week.
2nd of "Smoky" (20th), swell $11,700.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

"Stolen Life" (WB). Moved from
Orpheum. Getting around $6,000.
big. Last week, "Seventh Veil" (U)
and "Gang's All Here" (20th), weak
$4,000.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (BOO; 25-

50)—"Dark Corner'' (20th) and
"Little Giant" (U) (3rd run). En-
route to only $4,000. slow. Last week,
"Utopia" (Par) and "Effingham's
Raid" (20th) (3rd run), fair $4,300.

ST. L HEAT BREAKS;

'SISTERS' SMART 24G
St. Louis, July 23T

With the blessings of local crix,.

"Two Sisters Boston," plus "Man
Who Dared," got away to a rollick-
ing start at Loew's, and should grab
heavy sugar currently. Break in the
hot weather helping the b.o. at other
houses.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (2,172; 44-65)—

"Two Sisters" (M-G) and "Man Who
Dared" (Col). Swell $24,000. Last
week "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G)
(2d wk), $16,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)—

"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G). $7,-

500. Last week. ' Green Years" (M-
G) (2d wk). $7,500.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000: 44-65)

—"To Each His Own" (Par) (2d wk).
Neat $15,000 after strong $21,000
grabbed initial stanza
Fox (F&M) (5.600; 44-85)—"With-

out Reservations" (RKO). and "One
Exciting Week" (Rep). Sock $22,000.
Last week. "Centennial Summer"
(20th)- and "Headline for Murder"
(20th), $27,000. terrific.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 44-65)

—

'Virginian" (Par) and "Smoky"
(20th). Swell $16,000. Last week,
"Smoky" (20Jh) and. "It Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th), $14,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
"Dark Corner" (20th) and "Tarzan
Leopard Woman" (RKO). Slow $6.-

500. Last week. "Devotion" (WB)
and "So Goes My Love" (U), $7,000.

strong $5,000. Last week, same pic

managed sturdy $7,500.

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)

—"How Do You Do" (PRC) and
John Calvert Magic Show. Pulled

'em in for solid three-days' biz, but

not helped much by the pic, nor the

film which occupied the final four

days, "Last Chance" (M-G). How-
ever, wi»h the strong stage show, tee-

off final result should be oke $9,000.

Last week. "Shadow" (Mono) and
five acts vaudc, split with "Virgins

of Bali" (Indie) and "Jungle Man"
(Indie), medium 56,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400: 40-

.60)—"Without Reservations" (RKO).
Marquee names are pulling 'em in.

Strong $17,000. Last week. "Night m
Paradise" <U) and "Dressed to Kill"

(U). mild $11,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 40-

80)—"Strange Triangle" (20th > and
"Yank in London" (20th). Slow $3.-

000. Last week, "Dark Cornjr" (20th)

and "Joe Palooka, Champ" (Mono)
pulled hefty juve trade for neat

$5,000.

'Centennial
9

-Marx-Pickens

Variable N. Y. at Enormous 113G;

TilfecT-Stage 94G, 'Stranger
9

40G, 2d
Broadway is quite variable but the

top shows are getting top money for
this time of the year. Total is held
down considerably as result of the.
large number of shows that are on
extended run, Heat toward the end
of last week, followed by a rainy
weekend, with still more rain on
Monday-Tuesday (22-23), has , not
seemingly caused much trouble.'
Only three new shows ventured in

during the past week, headed by
Roxy's "Centennial Summer," with
Chico . Marx and Jane Pickens on
stage. Very big from the opening,
first week ended last night (Tues.) at

a gigantic $113,000. State has "Two
Sisters" on second run and second
week, with Jerry Wayne, Ben Car-
ter and Mnnton Moreland inperson
constituting new stnge bill. The go-
ing is just fair at no more than about
$26,000. New to the Rialto is "The
Unknown," which looks to get a good
$8,500 but won't hold.
"Anna" continues to well outdis-

tance other holdovers, current (5th)
week being on way to another' ter-

rific . $138,000 and remains further.
Runner-up in the holdover column is

the Capitol bill of "Easy to Wed,"
George Paxton orch, Hal LeRoy, Joey
Adams and others, which this frame
(2d) will hit an exceptionally strong
$94,000.
Strand is tapering off to about $44,-

000 but okay this week, its third and
last, with "Human Bondage" and the
Spike Jones orch,' while Paramount
closed but "Searching Wind," Andy
Russell, Alan Carney, Pied Pipers
and Raymond Scott orch last , night
(Tues.) at an excellent $65,000. Four-
week, run highly profitable.

Among straight-fllmers, leagues
ahead is "Stranger," which brought
the Palace an extremely .fine $40,000
on ' the second week through last

night (Tiies.). .

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)

—"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO)
(14th wk). Holding to good $28,000,

while last Week (13th) reached $30,-

000. Length of run still indefinite.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 00-$1.10)

"Easy to Wed" (M-G), with George
Paxton orch, Hal LeRoy, Joey Adams
and others on stage (2d wk). Con-
tinues to pull heavily with very big

$94,000 sighted this week (2d). The
first mounted to $106,600, sensational.

City Center (1,617; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (Btn wk>. Remains
very steady and big at $30,000 regis-

tered for fifth week ended Sunday
night (21).

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60 $1.25)

—"Courage of Lassie" (M-G) bows in

today (Wed.) after two mildish weeks
with 'Renegades" (Col), second be-

ing $13,000. the first $21,000.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—

"Breakfast Hollywood" (UA) (2d-

fiiial wk)'. Off sharply to $9,000, slim.

Initial seven days not any better at

$12,500.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—

"O.S.S." "(Par) (9lh wk). Still very

good profit-getter at $17,000, same as

garnered eighth frame. Goes one

more week, with "Our Hearts Were
Growing Up" (Par) to follow.

Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 70-$1.10)

-V'Stolen Life" (WB) (12th-final

wk). On concluding eight days

through today (Wed.) will be good

$17,000, while last wcek -nith) nice

$20,000. Very good profit shown on

run. "Night and Day" (WB) opens

tomorrow (Thurs.).

Palace (RKO) (1.700: 60-$1.20)—

"Stranger" (RKO) (3dwk). Dropped
somewhat on second round ended

last night (Tues.) at $40,000 but

still exceptionally fine. Initial week
hit $50,300 to establish new house

high for all time.
. Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.20)

—"Martha Ivors" (Par), with Dinah
Shore. Gil Lamb. Acromaniacs and
Dick Stabile orch on stage, opens

here today (Wed.)- after four sock-

ful weeks with "Searching Wind"
(Par), Andy Russell. Alan Carney.
Pied Pipers and Raymond Scott

orch. Finale was strong $65,000, the

third stanza $70,000.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5.945; 70-S1.25)—"Arina" (20th)

and stageshow (5th wk). Still doing
sensationally, with $138,000 in view
this week (5th), while fourth was
S140.000. "Notorious" (RKO) next
here but no date as yet.

Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85) —
"Unknown" (Col). Doing well at

$8,500' but won't be held; Last week
"Caiman of Paris" (Rep) finished

better than expected at $8,000.

Rlvoll (UA-Par) (2.092; 60-$1.25)

—"Till End of Time" (RKO) opened
at this stand yesterday (Tues.)

after very disappointing run with
"Cluny Brown'1 (20(h): Washup
three days was a washout at less

than $5,000. Last week (7th) ended
at only $14,000, slender.

Roxy '20th) (5,886; 90-$1.20)^-

"Centennial Summer" (20th), with
Chico Marx and Jane Pickens in

person (2d wk). Hard-hitting show,
first week having finished last, night
(Tues.) at sensational $113,000.

Concluding (3d) chapter for

"Smoky" (20th) and Donald O'Con-
nor dipped -to $63,000 but okay. Suit
totaled high.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Two Sisters" (M-G) (2d run) (2d
wk) with Jerry Wayne, Ben Carter
and Manton Moreland on stage. Will
be only about $26,000, fair. Last
week ' Sisters," with Jackie Gleason
and Josh White on stage reached
particularly' virile $35,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-S1.20)— :

"Human Bondage" (WB) and Spike
Jones orch (3d-flnal wk). Down to
$44,000 on blowoff but satisfactory.
Second week topped $50,000, strong.
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB), with
Buddy Rich orch and, Robert Alda
in person, opens Friday (26).

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Suspense" (Mono) (3d wk). Holds
to a smart pace at -indicated $28,000
or over, while last week (2d) was
speedy $31,000.
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60-

$1.20)—"They Were Sisters" (U)
moved in yesterday (Tues.). Final
four days for "Dead of Night" (U>
was slight $7,500. Last week (3d)
petered in stretch to finish at only
$13,000, mild.

'Book'-CavaOaro

Gigantic 33G In

Sopping PhiDy
Philadelphia, July 23.

Rainstorms over weekend put a
damper on what otherwise may havfe
been a good week. Most of the
midtown deluxers are holding over.
High spot is the Earle with "She
Wrote Book" and Carmen Cavallaro
orch.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 42-89)—

"Night in Paradise" (U). Fair $13,-
000. One day stand at Earle Sunday
brought- so-so $2,000. Last Week,
"Seventh Veil" (U) poor $9,000 for
second sesh.
Areadia (Sablosky) (700; 42-89)—

"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d
run). Fine $7,000. Last week,
"Blue Dahlia" (Par), good $7,500 for
second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89)—

"Human Bondage" (WB ) (2d wk).
Sour $15,000. Opener fair $21,000.
Earle (WB) (2;760; 52-99)—"She

Wrote Book" (U) with Carmen
Cavallaro orch on stage. Great
$33,000. Last week, "Danger- Wo-
man" (U) with stage show headed
by John Kirby orch, fair $17,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 42-89)—"Cen-

tennial Summer" (20th) (2d wk).
Holding up nicely with $28,000 in-
dicated. Opener nailed boff $35,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 42-89)

—"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d
run) (2d wk). Mild $6,800. Last
week, great $9,000.

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 42-89)—
"Heartbeat" (RKO) (2d run). Open-
ed yesterday (22) in midst of an-
other 'downpour. Last week, "Rene-
gades" (Col), fairish $6,000 for sec-
ond run. Prior week, "Save Me"
(20lh). same.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,387; 42-89)—

"Stolen Life" (WB) (3d wk). Nice
$22,500. Second sesh, trim $28,500.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 42-89)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (3d wk).
Falling off badly to $16,000. Last
week, good $22,500.
Stanton (WB) (1,475 : 42r89)—

"Tarzan Leopard Woman" (RKO)
(2d wk). Offish $8,000. Opener neat
$15,500 last week.

'Sisters' Sock 15G, Mont'l
Montreal, July 23.

"Ziegfeld," at Loew's on second
week, getting hefty competition from
"Two Sisters Boston." newcomer at
Palace. .Biz okay all around.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—"Two

Sisters" (M-G). Rousing $15,000.
Last week, "Postman Rings Twice"
(M-G), okay $11,000 for second
week.
Capitol (CT) (2,700: 35-62)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO).
Okay $13,000 or over. Last week,
"Devotion" (WB). okav $12,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800: 35-67)—

"Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G). Good
$13,000 or better for second week
after opening at hefty $15,500 with
weekend spurt.
Princess (CT) (2.300; 35-53)—

"Wife" Monte Cristo" (PRC) and
"Junior Prom" (Mono). Nice $8,000.

Last week, "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G)
and "Strange Conquest" (RKO),
strong $7,200.
Imperial (CT) (1,850; 25-45)—

"Walls Tumbling Down" (Col) and
"Talk About Lady" (Col). Fair
$4,500. Last week, "Cat Creeps"
(U) und "She Wolf London" (U),
good $5,000.
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Producer Charles Brackett's

has taken its place with the Paramount "Greats" of '46 (and

they were the greatest in the industry, says "Box Office Digest )

in first nation-wide release dates! "Variety" reports this "smash",

"hefty", "bell-ringer" is "mopping up" in four outstand-

ing keys* And ask Duluth — ask St. Paul— ask Lowell, Mass.

how far it outgrossed "Kitty", and other biggies in the sensa-

tional stream of hits that just keeps rollirT along

From Paramount...mThe Blue

Dahlia
1
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ITtVINS
Coveted Parents' Magnzmc
Medal as -July Picture of;

the Month!

Olivia DeHav i 11and

"TO EACH
HIS OWN

a MITCHELL LEISEN Produc,;™

With Mary Anderson * Roland Culver •Virginia

Welles' ' Phillip Terry • Bill Goodwin
And Introducing; John Lund

Produced In Charles Brackett

Directed -by Mitchell Leisen

Screen Play by Charles Brackett and Jacques Tilery

'Our

Hea.ts Were

"rowin?

Up"'

^ "Mnnrinur
monsieur

Beaucaire

r

-The
1

Strange Love

Of Martha

Ivers
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Columbia Sets European Longhair

Web for U S. Artists; 25 Date Guarantee
A concert network in nine Euro- +

pi-iin countries, in a loose amalga- .

mation of leading managers in

Talis. Zurich; Hague and Amster-
dam. Brussels. London. Stockholm,

j

Rome and -Milan. Prague, and Vien-

,

na. as well as including the military

govts, ill Vienna aiid Berlin, has

just been set up by Columbia Con-
:

certs.

Setup was arranged by Andre
Mortens, .head of Columbia's foreign :

dept.. who returned last week from '

a three-month survey of conditions
,

abroad. Trip was to open a new rhar-

kel tor U. S. talent, especially the '.

younger group that has never been
abroad, to give them a chance to

absorb European culture and be-

come really international, as well as

to let European audiences get ac-
.

quainted with U. S. product. . <

Network of managers will coor-.

:

dinate plans, so that U. S. artists'

will be guaranteed a minimum of .

25 concerts over a period, of two to
.

three months, following consecutive- I

Jy in various cities for a
:
European

loop. Circuit will get under way ac-
;

lively next spring.
j

Europe will be a tremendous mar- i

kcl in the future for U. S. musical
|

talent, according to Mertens. There

Mex. Oscars Revamp
Mexico City, July 20.

Tlic Mexican version of the Cine-
matographic Arts and Sciences
Academy, main function of which
was to award annual Oscars for

busts of various kinds of pic accom-
plishments, has been revamped and
makes its headquarters' at Roma, No.
37 here.

Academy is made up of. .'govt,

reps, the Ministries of the Interior

and National Economy; the National
Univ., Feminine Univ:, Science and
Arts Athehum, and the Picture Pro-
duction Workers Union, which Can-
tinflas (Mario Moreno) and Jorge
Negrcte head.

Anglo-Danish Pact

Cues U S. Pix Entry

Arg. Govt Sets Priority

On Raw Film Imports
Washington, July 23!

Argentine government has ordered

its importers of raw motion picture

film to give priority on as much as

10% of their imports to orders from

government agencies there, Depart-

ment of Commerce ' reports,

In aUdition, these importers must
notify the Bureau of Public Per-

formances periodically as to their

total imports, buyers, quantities .sold

and prices obtained. The same de-

cree removed imported raw motion
picture ,film from rationing and price

control.
'<"*

50-Year Film Cavalcade, at 25c

A Head, Is London's Newest Hit

Copenhagen, July 23.

, Among the speculative
1 points

is a dearth of European lop talent,
raised ,n England reg9rding the

especially among instrumentalists: -

, _ . . .. „. , _ .

U. S. talent is so outstanding, that i". S. loan and its ultimate effect on

Europe can't compete with us. And film business, has been a question

they want to hear our artists.
i concerning the projected Anglo-

Mertens, who two years ago de- Danish trade agreement which calls
veloped a South American market for bunt purchases of Danish butter
for Columbia artists, says that the . w , ___. . „ . .

;

U. S. has become an inl'l. rii,trib
i

and bacon En8land -
Feared here

center for talent, with lines mov- • that it will conflict with conditions

ing out from America to all points iof the American loan and involve
of the world. He found people in lhe Bl.

itisn m discrimination,
occupied countries so interested in „ ... l h » j '

-it t»

U. S. news, that he was forced to
i ^

r,1,sh
. 1?,

,m
TT
trade *'th Denmar

4

k

give lectures in Prague, Vienna and jf
nd - 'A £'CtUre i

m ?°-rtS

Rome on artistic conditions and de-
j

nerVn11 be affected by any decision

vclopments in the U. S. during the !°
n

,

the
. ^^i^J^^l^

war years.
"""

Europe, which finds music as

much a part of life as clothing or
bread, will pay artists good fees,

says Mertens, enough anyway to pay
all living and" travel expenses while
abroad, with a little to bring back.
Countries like Sweden, Switzerland.
England, etc., are so eager for.U. S.

talent that they will permit money
to go out.

.
In Italy, says' Mertens,

there is no tax; all fees are net.

Other countries have taxes commen-
surate with ours, but artists can de-
duct these from U. S. taxes.

lent no U. S. pictures are allowed in

Denmark except for 40 OWI re-
leases, because of Danish govern-
mental fear of creating obligations
in scarce dollar exchange. At same
time, British pix can .play here since
there is a trade reciprocity and
favorable sterling balance created
by English bulk purchases of Danish
foodstuffs.

If the Anglo-Danish pact is ap-
proved, it would not only assure
'England of a continued market for
its films, but could very well open
the country for American product

Travel- and living conditions are since the. food purchases under dis-

still a problem, Mertens. admits, but
by next spring, when the circuit

starts, conditions should be easier.

cussion would probably be made
with dollar exchange. When and if

this occurs a decided sore point in
Columbia, he says, doesn't consider the Scandinavian 'territory of U. S
the venture a commercial enter- ; exhibitors would be eliminated. On
prise as yet, the expenses involved

j

the other hand, if the pact is not ap
in setting up an organization being proved, England's film market here
much more than they can recoup. I will likely be removed by govern-
In five years, thinks Mertens. if a ment restrictions and the possibility
real market has been created, it will of Denmark opening to American

Order of Brit. Empire

Honor to George Wood

A Minor London To-Do
London, July 18.

British entertainment circles have

been experiencing a minor sensation

because of recent awards of the an-

nual king's honors. In some' quar-

ters it was felt that other performers

also deserved the award1 of Order, of

the British Empire which was pre-

sented to Wee Georgie Wood, the

comedian.

Fuel was added to the discontent

by the erroneous listing of Wood as

chairman of the Variety Artists Fed-
eration. Performers felt that the

VAF-...should, have been consulted

before honors were dispensed. At
any rate, since receiving the award,
it's agreed Wood has done his share

in the war effort.

Some of the sting in connection
with the annual honors was elim-

inated when such noted British

show people Were invited to the

King's Garden party last July 9.

Among those at the gathering were
George Formby, Elsie and Doris

Walters, Will Hay. Bud Flanagan,

Bobby Howes, Jack Hulbert, Ches-
ney Allen, Val Parnell, C. B. Coch-
ran and several others. -

Sweden's French Pix
Stockholm, July 10. ;

France, which, before the war
competed strongly with U. S. for

the Swedish film market, with about
50 French pix shown yearly, seems
back in its stride again. Twelve
new French pix are already show-
ing here.

First Belgian pic seen here, "For-
cals d'Honneur," was shown in

Stockholm recently. Also a Mexican
film, : VSeda Sangre V Sol," which
the crix didn't like. An Australian
film. "40,000 Horsemen," produced
by Charles Chauvels and distributed
in other European countries by Uni-
versal, has also been shown. Oscar
Rosenberg Filmbureau distributes

jn Sweden.

pay off in dividends.

Franco-German Civilian

Group Takes Over Fdm

Distrihs in Germany

films would be indefinitely post-
poned.

Meanwhile, Russia and Denmark
have concluded a food agreement
similar to that being considered in
England. This means that the ex

MEX. PRODUCERS GAG

MEMBERS ON FILM GAB
Mexico City, July 23.

Die to admitted tension in the

producing end of pix, the Assn. of

Producers and Distributors of Mexi-
can Motion Pictures has circularized

its members to abstain from "ex-
pressing for publication opinions,

criticisms or comments upon the
general situation in the film indus-
try." Warning added that state-

ments regarding the situation and
those, the assn. desires to issue will

be made by its public relations com-
mittee, chairman of which is Rene
Capistran Garza, who, said the cir-

cular, "has charge of giving con-
crete information so that a genera!
opinion can be formed that will re-
dound to the collective benefit."

Shutting off of credits by the pri-
vate banks, which has snagged pro-
duction, has prompted a group of

panding market for Russian films producers to start organizing a pro-
has found a new customer,

QUEENSBERRY CLUB

SLATED FOR THEATRE

Paris, July 18.

,

Distribution of French product in

German occupied territories, hither-
to under military control, will now
be done through Internationa) Film
Alliance,' a Franco-German civilian

organization with head office in i _ ,
London, July 23.

Baden-Baden, later to be transferred! M^psberry club, purchased last

to Mayence. |

week bv P"nce Littler and Tom
Apart from a 16% interest held by '

^nve^Intfa TEtZ"% "i"

est is held , by French producers i,,w hwn •!»»« ~,™,L .. i V
through a French holding company.\%Z$?S™JZ?

VaWn *° mak6

The balance is held by the German
Rex Films,. Berlin. Capt. Marcel
Colin-Reval, who organized French
military distribution, is running the
company.

Though only a' limited number of

French producers are stockholders,

distribution facilities are available to

all French producers. The company
is currently servicing 425 theatres in

occupied territory with 70 pictures.

Dubbing is done in Berlin, Munich
and Remagen. Besides French dub-
bing, Rex Film through its subsid-

iary REVA is also doing dubbing for

Russian product.

They'll spend
$160,000 on the renovations.

Queensbury club .was formerly
known as the London Casino, housing
Clifford C, Fischer's "Folies Ber
geres" revue.

Tiajuana; Studios Started
Mexico City. July 23.

Work has been started on pix stu-

dios at Tiajuana, south of San Diego,

by William Rowland and Santiago

Martinez, latter prominent Mexican
film man. Cost is said to be $300,-

J
tr00 • (U.

:

'S.-) arid plant ' will cover

1,000 acres.
•'" '

PRC's Seidehnan Abroad

On London-Paris Survey
Sam L. Seidelman, PRC's foreign

sales head, emplaned yesterday (23)'

for London on a four-to-six week
tour of the company's continental
offices. Seidelman is expected to
size' up the possibilities of PRC tak-
ing over a. number of its European
franchises. Company has been
weighing the feasibility of the move
along with a similar course of action
in South America.

While- in London, Seidelman will
confab with British sales manager
Lou Kalker. First leg of his Con-

' tinental survey will be Paris.

duction financing company, the Gen-
eral Financlera, which, it is re-
ported, will have government coin
aid. Company, reported capital of
which will be $40,000,000 (Mex.), is

scheduled to get going soon.

Current London Shows
London, July 23.

"Arsenic & Old Lace," Strand.
"Better Late." Garrick.
"Ballet Theatre," Covent Garden.
"Crime & Punishment," New
"Exercise Bowler," Scala.
"Flfty-Flfly," Strand,
"First Gentleman,'* Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.
"Frieda," Westminster.
"Gang Show," Stoll.

"Grand National Night," Apollo.
"Guinea Fig," Criterion.
"Hasty Heart," Aldwych,
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.
"High Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse. .

"Night and Music," Coliseum.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Portrait In Black," Piccadilly.
"Red Hoses for Me," Wyndhams.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Kingmaker," St. James. i

"Under the Counter." Phoenix,
"While Sun Shines." Globe.
"Windermere'* Fan," Haymarket,
"Winslow Boy/' Lyric.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

Loew's Int'l Host

To Employees
Loew's International will honor its

20-year employees, scattered all over
the. globe, this week. Seventy-five
men and women are slated to re-
ceive diamond-studded rings and en-
graved certificates attesting to mem-
bership in Loew's "Twenty-Year
Club," according, to prexy Arthur M.
Loew. At same time, more, than 400
employees who have been with the
company for 10 years will receive
gold llapel pins and certificates.

Fourteen h.o. members of the "20-

Year Club" and 23 h.o. employees
with the company for 10 years- will,

receive their awards from Loew
personally. Remainder will go out
by' air mail to Loew's territorial of-
fices throughout the world. H.o.
employees slated to receive the 20-
year award include Dave Blum,
Richard J. Brenner, Sam N. Burger,
Paul H. Crane. Morris Franlz, Mar-
garet Hill, H. C. Kleindienst, Henry
F. Krecke, David Lewis, Arthur M.
Loew, Annette M. Miller, Lillian
Reiss. Kate Seidman and Morton A.
Spring.

Due for the 10-year awards are.L.
Algrant, Sylvia Coiiey. Mary Wright,
Alfred do Oro. Joseph de Santo.
Pearl Fox, Sylvia Goldfluss, Harold
Goldgraben. Charles Goldsmith,
Wade Hulings, Sylvia Hyde, Rose B.
Isaacs, Helen Jones. Rosa Lewis,
Louis Lober. Seymour R. Mayer.
William Melinker, Norman Ogilvie,
Joseph Seely and M. Silverstein.

UA'S 7 RANK PIX IN

SO. AM. WITH TITLES
United Artists, with full distribu-

tion rights in Latin America for all
J. Arthur Rank films it's releasing
in the U. S., has started the So.
American program off with a list of
seven of the British-made films.
These include "Colonel Blimp,"
"Blithe Spirit." "Caesar and Cleo-
patra." "The Man in Grey,"' "Fanny
by Gaslight." "2,000 Women" and
"Adventure for Two."
With the U. S. indie producers

who release through UA still at odds
over whether their pix should be
dubbed or have super-imposed titles
for the Latin American market, the
company has decided to forego dub-
bing on the British productions and
will release the entire slate, conse-
quently, with titles.

Aussie U'itesm U. S.
Dan Casey, Universale sales man-

ager for Australia, arrives here
today (24) for a series of huddles
with foreign execs on forthcoming
company product. Casey, who will
stay for about a month, will seek a
first-hand report on U's new dis-
tribution tieup with Enterprise Pic-
tures, the Charles Einfcld-David
Loew combo.
The sales official was accompanied

by Ray Groves, branch manager for
western Australia, who' won the
current junket as top man in "the
1945 Joseph H. Seidelman sales
drive."

Viennese Actress Back
Vienna, July 10.

Anna Hartmann, former member
of the Burg theatre, returned to
Vienna after almost eight years' ab-
sence. She had, to leave the Aus-
trian capital in March 1938 and went
to N. Y.

London!. July 14.

In midst of London showbiz, old

films have started trading again at

a "Fifty Years of Films" exhibition

opened at Dorland Hall, Piccadilly

Circus. Charles Chaplin and Char-
lie Peace masterpieces dating back
to the gas-lamp age threaten Alan
Ladd at the -Plaza, 10 yards away,
and are exhibited daily- at an old-
time Electric Palace rigged up in the
main hall with piano and hard
benches.
Threat from the past is one of lhe

main exhibits in a serious historical

pageant describing what films have
done from their birth in 1806 to the
present day. Show opened infor-

mally to a score of film stars and 700

guests from the film trade and was
followed by gratis publicity, when
the Gish sisters turned, up a day or

two. later during their London visit.

Exhibition, is a cunning admixture
"'of period research and modern
showmanship aimed to hit a double
target of longhair patrons and film

fans. It opens with the plonrcr
work of Muybridge ' and Lumiere,
the former represented by his clas-

sic study of horses in movement,
basis for all subsequent experimen-
tation, the latter by the original pro-

jection apparatus used at the Lon-
don Polytechnic in 1896. first cinema
to venture into the field.

Models and gadgets from the wax
museums of the past, most of them
working, cover every process in the

creation of pictures from the. old

penny-a-foot newsreel to the $2.-

000,000 production from Denham. In

half an hour you travel half a cen-

tury from the windy sets of Fatty

Arbuckle's day, past a D. W. Griffith

"iris," to the study of optics and the

Technicolor.
The femmes glue - their eyes lo

make-up secrets or the spacious

model of "Great Expectations" from
the film just completed by Cine-

guild..

Hit of the show, which is spoil-,

sored by the London Daily Express,

is the series of shorts in the old-

time theatre, an infallible wow. Ex-
hibition is set for a limited .season

at 25c admission, with a ceiling of

roughly 6,000 customers per diem.

'London Town' Marks

New High in Co-op Of

Anglo-Yank Pic Talents
By BOB MUSEL

London. July 23.

A team of Anglo-Yank talents has
just completed the musical "London

'

Town," thus marking what may well

be a new high in British-U. S. coop-
eration in film-making. It's being
considered by J. Arthur Rank as an
important prestige showcase in the

world markets.
The Americans In this interna-

tional team are producer Wesley
Ruggles, associate producer Buster
Collier, Tootie Camarata, who did the

scoring, and songwriting duo. of

Jimmy Van Heusen and Johnny
Burke. For England there are

comedian Sid Fields, Greta Gynt
and a find named Kay Kendall who
is only 18, plus some singing-dancing

beauts from over here.

This first British Technicolor mu-
sical has run into' difficulties never
dreamed of these days in Hollywood.
Power cables, worn out because, of

inability to replace them during the

war, used to pop or short-circuit

daily. Even under extreme effort

there were times when the cables

couldn't carry enough juice to light

a scene. One day the scene-painters

had to be called in to paint sunlight

on furniture. • An effort to screen

exteriors at Windsor ran into three

solid weeks of impossible weather.

Ruggles recalled that one time some-
one left a set' door open, and so

much fog poured in shooting had to

be suspended for the day.

Camarata found to his astonish-

ment that there wasn't even a soiuhI-

mixing board in the country, and
that the studio used for recording
had more echoes than a haunted
castle. Camarata's visit here has

had some intriguing Influences on

British band-arranging because, he
is the best-known American ar-

ranger to reach here since the war,
Ruggles and Collier have ambi-

tious plans for future work in this

country but Ruggles hasn't been too

well lately, partly, due to the strain

of filming. 'He will rest for a time

before making any -new decisions.
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Dutch Showbiz on Rebound After

Occupation, But the Stage Lags
Holland Is on an entertainment

rebound since the Nazi occupation,

according to Cees Leseur, promi-

nent Amsterdam actor-director, with

legit coming in lor' special attention.

The govt, is how trying to foster a

national theatre, using pre-war and

wartime community stock companies

as nucleus. Groups have been sub-

sidized in Amsterdam, The Hague

and Rotterdam, with a Hague com-
pany in operation, ' and a Rotterdam
group ready to go in November
when its new house will be built.

The Dutch, according to Leseur,

who arrived in N. Y. last week, are

much less- legit-minded than either'

music or film-minded. The Dutch
had only a small film industry be-
fore the war, and none now. Exhibs
showed mostly U. 'S. pix before the

war; with Dutch subtitles. Holland
now has a lot of British film; a snag
with U. S. producers over royalties

keeping American pix out. No new
U. S, film has been seen since the
war, says Leseur, other than what
the Army (SHAEF) showed. French
pix were popular, in Holland before

the war, and are now. A few Rus-
sian pix have been popular lately,

but for artistic reasons, Says Leseur,

not for their political slant.

As for. legit, says Leseur, who for

. the last 14 years was director of the
Theatre Centraal, second largest le-

giter in Amsterdam, it hasn't become
a part of Dutch life, as music or
films, because the Dutch look on
theatre-going as a state occasion,

and are usually too busy or too

tired to dress up for an occasion.

During the war there were Ave le-

giters going in Amsterdam. The
Germans okayed use of scripts, but
otherwise didn't bother the Dutch
much.

Shakespeare and G. B. S.

Leseur generally used foreign
scripts, many of which he himself
adapted. He did French plays, and
American ones, until the U. S. en
tered the war. The Germans per-
mitted Shakespeare, says Leseur,
because he was a classic, and Ber-
nard Shaw, because he was Irish,

Leseur staged, a few Dutch plays,

and some German, and usually got

in three French- scripts -to one Teu-
tonic. Where, before the war, a
three to four-week run wasrionsjd
ered a success, during the war a pro-
duction ran two to three months.
Leseur staged two U. S. plays

since the war's end, "You Can't Take
It With You" and "Jacobowsky and
the Colonel." Last play he staged,

during the war was "They . Knew
What They Wanted." Other U. S.

plays done elsewhere in Amsterdam
and The Hague, he said, included
"Arsenic and Old Lace" and "Skin
of Our Teeth."

Leseur, who was last in N. Y. in

1939, decided to revisit the U. S. for

a while, as a refresher after seven
years under the Nazis. He would
like to act in, and direct, a Broad
way play, and has an ear open for a
film bid. He also brought with him
a Dutch script, H. M. Planten's
"Rembrandt," which he'd like to do
here, and in which the Shuberts and
John Golden are interested. The
Wm. Morris agency is handling him

RKOV Swiss Meet
Geneva, Switzerland, will be the

site of RKO's Central European
sales convention scheduled for July
3Q-31. Original date had been
changed to Aug. 27 because of ac-
commodation shortage, but was
moved up to the earlier date when
RKO manager. Armand Palivoda
wired that the situation had cased,
In attendance at the meeting will

be Vladimir Lissim and Michael
Havas', European and Near Eastern
manager and sales, manager respec-
tively.

Wally's Swedish Plans
Gustave "Wally. Swedish legit pro

ducer recently arrived in N. Y., re-
ports that showbiz in the Scandi-
navian countries has been booming
since the war's end. Sweden, neu
tral center for diplomats, news
papermen, and espionage agents,

garnered record b.o. receipts even'

during the war years when sur-

rounding countries were Nazi oc
cupied.

In N. Y. to look over current
Broadway plays for possible produc
tlon in Sweden, Wally said his next
musical comedy, to go on the Stock
holm boards would be "Escapade.

1

Play is a three-nation project with
Louis Lajtaj, an Australian, doing
the lyrics; Steffan Tjerneld,
Swede, writing the book, and Wil-
liam Molllson, an Englishman, di

recting. Wally will star as actor
dancer in the show.

Gets Irish Razz
Dublin, July 18.

"Beloved Enemy," made in Holly
wood 10 years ago with Brian

Aherne and Merle Oberon starred in

romantic story of Irish "troubles, 1

has caught up with trouble , during a

swing of the countryside in a reissue

handled by Egan Film Services from
here.

When shown at Rock Cinema,

Cashel (County Tipperary), the town
council held a meeting to protest the

"offensive stage-Irishman ' produc-

tion." The chairman, F. Phillips, de
clared it to be "trlrlng with the na"

tional gospel of the Irish people" and
the council passed a demand -to the
Minister for Justice to have the pic
withdrawn from circulation imme-
diately.

Production aroused no big storm
when originally shown here in 1937,

or in recent reissue showing at Astor,
Dublin, for three weeks. Reception
was lukewarm with plenty of razzes
from people Who knew the Irish

"troubles."

Cashel protest is considered futile

as Minister for Justice is hot em-
powered to order withdrawal of film,

except under emergency conditions.

Films can only be banned in Ireland

by censor Richard J. Hayes on moral
grounds. It's said here that Hayes'
predecessor in censorship office, the

late James Montgomery, disliked the
picture, but had no power to with-
hold a certificate for showing.

Col/s Pery US.-Bonnd
Sydney, July 18.

Nick Pery, Columbia's Aussie-Far
East chief, leaving for U. S. home-
office visit this week. Pery, who
produced "Smithy," home-made pic
for Col. at Cinesound, had planned
U. S. trip some months ago, but
postponed it until after pic's Aussie
premiere.
Understood there's possibility of

Col making another pic here.

Irish Hotheads

Toss Bucket At

Tktory Screen
Dublin, July 17.

Self-admitted young members of
the illegal Irish Republican. Army
threw a Are bucket through the
screen at the Grafton here last night
(16), after shouting protests against
showing of Gen. Film Distributors*
newsreel of the Victory March
through London. Demonstration was
obviously planned by about two
dozen youths who shouted at inter-
vals, but left the theatre within IS
minutes.
Film is also running at Carlton

here, but there was no protest,

although- police took precautions'
against recurrent demonstrations
during balance of pic's run.

The Victory March got a generally
good reception here, with audience
approval for shots of Irish-born Field
Marshal Montgomery and for wo-
men's units.

Canadian Film, Price

Controls Unlikely to Be

Eased in Near Future
Montreal, July 23.

Small chance ' that price ceilings

and theatre and film controls gen-
erally will be lifted or even eased
within the near future, is voiced by
officials close to the Wartime Prices

& Trade Board (Canada's OPA).
Due to living cost boosts, various

Canadian film bodies have been in

contact with the Prices Board for a

revision in the regulations, but it

was made known last week that

the changes were not going to be
forthcoming.

Theatre and film controls have
operated smoothly for several years

except for the occasional beefs to

Ottawa from the Nat'l Council of

Independents. Indies claim that

the controls are not effective enough
and even put up a stiffer fight

against their removal.
The controls, except for the in

frequent exception, have remained
almost unchanged since their incep

tion in 1941.

STAGE GUILDS HAY UNITE
Dublin/July 17.

A message from the Irish Catholic
Stage Guild to its U. S. counterpart,
suggesting a link-up of Stage Guilds
of TJ. S„ Britain (Interval Club) and
Ireland, is being taken back to

America by Father E. J. Flnnagan,
of Boys Town, here on a visit.

He planes back to N. Y. soon.

Franco Sets Up New Pix

Censorship Board
Madrid, July 23.

Franco government created a new
board (or film censorship last week,

with 12 members to be appointed by
government decree. Censor group

will consist of one priest, nominated
by the Catholic Church, reps of the

Education Ministry, and a group of

producers and exhibitors.

Under the setup, the new board

will make its decisions by a majority

vote, subject to the veto power of

the Church .
representative. De-

cisions of the old censorship organi-

zation will be reviewed and made
subject to new recommendations.

Ulerrie England
1

Fades,

Princes Shuttering;

Delfont's New <Noose'
London, July 19.

Jack Waller's "Merrle England,"
failing to hold up at the Princes the-
atre, is closing July 20, and with
Firth Shephard's revue "More
Shephard's Pie" not yet ready, Ber-
nard Delfont goes into Princes with
revival of "Gay Rosalinda," opening
Aug. 8 for six weeks.

Delfont, incidental, has secured
English rights to Richard Llewellyn's
new play, tentatively titled "Noose,"
which he intends to produce at the
Garrick theatre in conjunction with
Reunion theatre, new company com-
prising ex-service actors for' whom
Llewellyn has written this play. '

Garrick, which is currently run-
ning "Better Late," revue starring

Beatrice Lillie, is expected to come
off around late September, with the-
atre taken over for short season by
Henry Sherek who will present se-

ries of new plays there by unknown
authors early October for six months,
after which "Noose" will be staged.

Swedish Labor Strike for 100% Wage

Tilt Keeping 2,000 Theatres Dark

Granville's Chile Spot
Douglas John Granville has been

appointed Warner Bros, manager In

Chile^and takes over his duties Aug.

1 with headquarters in Santiago.

Succeeds Isidor Rosenfeld, resigned.

Granville was formerly connected

with Metro in Venezuela and Trini-

dad and had been in England re-

cently. He left last for Buenos Aires

to confer with Arthur Abeles, Jr.,

WB supervisor for the territory.

MIntlUps

British Staffers

London, July 23.

In a realignment of top person-
nel effected by Murray Silverstone,

20th-Fox International prexy, soon
after his arrival Jiere last week, Ar-
thur Silverstone and Kenneth Har-
graves were named joint assistant

managing directors to Otto Bolle,

recently-named 20th chief in Britain.

Silverstone, brother of Murray and
Emanuel, was formerly circuit sales

manager. Hargraves is secretary of

the company.
Silverstone and James F. Pattin-

sori, former assistant sales manager,
were named to the board of direc-

tors, with Hargraves already on the

directorate. 20th International prexy
also announced the appointment of

Pattlhson to succeed Sutton Dawes
as sales director. Dawes has resign-

ed after 30 years with the company,
owing to' ill health.

Bolle, meanwhile, was introduced
to the British staff at the 20th In-

ternational convention held here
over the weekend, with Murray
Silverstone presiding. Meet was at-

tended by h.o. execs, branch man-
agers, supervisors and the entire

sales force, who welcomed Bolle and
heard a farewell

,
speech from his

predecessor, Francis L. Harley. Har-
ley takes over; as the company's
managing director in Europe.

'BELLS' RINGS BELL IN

SWANK DUBLIN PREEM
Dublin, July 18.

With no film star available, RKO
flacker Don Prince did a hangup job
for the Irish premiere of Leo
McCarey's "The Bells of St. Mary's"
with the President of Ireland, Sean
T. O'Kelly, as chief guest for the

opening at the Savoy here to-night.

Other guests included the Chief Jus-

tice, His Honor Conor A. Maguire,
Archbishop Mulligan,' and members
of the

.
govt, and diplomatic corps.

Seats for the preem set a record

for this country by selling out with-

in two hours of b.c. opening. Pic is

booked at Savoy for unlimited pe-

riod, with moveover to another first-

run house of the J. Arthur Rank
chain, the Metropole, later.

Robert S. Wolfe', RKO manager in

Great Britain, and Louis Elliman,

man.-dir. of Metropole and Allied

Cinemas, hosted the guests at a

party in the nearby swank Gresham
Hotel after the screening.

James J. Mulvey, gen. mgr. for

Sam Goldwyn; Col. Jack Votion,

RKO European rep, and David E.

Griffith, European rep of Interna-

tional Pix,- planed to Dublin for the

opening and were met by RKO Irish

manager Hubert McNally.

XEATON IN MEXICO
Mexico City, July 23.

Buster Keaton planed in Thursday
(18) from Los Angeles to work in

his first Mexican pic, "The Modern
Bluebeard," that Alejandro Silkind

will produce.
Comic was accompanied by his

wife.

Tivoli Loop Biz Good

Despite Strike Status;

Bid for U.S. Talent Seen
Sydney, July 18.

Biz is okay with the Tivoli loop,

despite fact that Sydney is passing

through ' a tough postwar industrial

period due to strikes. For past two
weeks Sydney has had no street

cars from £ p.m. Saturday to 5 a.m.

Monday morning, making it tough
for all amusement setups. Fortu-

nately, Tivoli is situated close
;
to the

R.R. station, thus copping trade

from train travelers. Will "Mahoney
show played to eight weeks here

on two-a-day.
Dave Martin and his backers. In-

cluding some pix toppers, expect

to land a lot of overseas talent here
before year's end, to hypo vaude-
revue presentations. Most of the

talent is expected to come from the

U.S.
Satisfactory lease-lend arrange-

ment by Aussie govt, with U.S. is

seen as means of unfreezing dollars

for U. S. buys, backed too by the

U. S. loan to Britain.

Strike of Swedish Business Em-
ployees Assn. which has shuttered
all 2,000 Swedish theatres since

July 1, will take a healthy slice out
of European film rentals should it

drag out beyond the summer dol-

drums, foreign dept. execs said last

week. With the union demanding a

100% wage hike and cut of work
week from 6lx to Ave days, the
Swedish Business It Industry Assn.,

repping for exhibs, are taking a
strong stand and a protracted labor
struggle is probable,- it was said.

Sweden, currently in the top bracket
of continental money-makers for the.

majors, plays almost all Yank films

with the top pix good for 10-week
runs in key houses.

Swedish exhibs can afford to wait
out the summer because business
then is almost at a standstill, ac-
cording' to Carl A. Nelson, Swedish
circuit operator and producer here
on a four-week visit. Theatre em-
ployees in that country put in a six-

day, 30-hour week, since the houses'
policy is to play two shows nightly
of two hours each and. no matinees.
Nelson said.

Attempt of American Aim compa-
'

nles to bring in 16m Alms has em-
broiled the Swedish Theatre Owners
Assn; in a dispute with' them, Nel-
son disclosed. STOA has nixed the
idea, voicing the objection aired
elsewhere, that the narrow-gauge
pix would hurt the 35m business.

Exhibrdistrib contracts ban 16m ex-
hibition without consent of theatre-
men and American distribs have
been stymied to date in their ef-

forts to win over local exhibs.
British films in Sweden take a

back seat because they can't stand
up in competition with ' American
pix, Nelson said. Chief foreign rival
of the Yanks are the French whose
films are widely played in Sweden,
according to Nelson. Swedish pro-
ducers have been turning out some
50 films annually, he added, with
the average ; cost per pic ranging
between $80,000 and $100,000.

Aussie Pix Duo Due In

London for Rank Huddle
Sydney, July 18.

A. Ben Fuller, son of Sir Ben
Fuller, head of Fuller loop, and
Lyal Grant, director of the Fuller

setup, will fly to London soon for

huddles with J. Arthur Rank on the
Aussie pic situation.

It's known that' the Fullers want
to return to live, vaude-revue en-

tertainment and quit the pic field.

Rank, via GUT deal with Norman
Rydge, now has 50% interest in the

GUT loop, but is known to be look-

ing for more theatres, hence the
possibility of a deal With the: Fullers
covering certain zones.

It's recalled that the FullcVj; sold

their New Zealand interests to the
Robert Kerridge loop some time
ago. Fuller and Grant had charge
of that loop. Presently, the duo is

on the Kerridge board. Rank now
holds 50% interest in the Kerridge
setup.

RKO's Sandia Mgr. Sez

Biz Easing to Normal
Pix biz in the Scandinavian ter-

ritory is on the slide, according to
Carl Gerhard-Wallman, RKO "MBrr
ger for the territory currently in
New York, but the dropoff is only a.

return to normal after the wartime
boom, hypoed by the influx of 500,-

000 outsiders who are now leaving
with the advent of peace. Wallman
reported a 27% bite into Swedish
house grosses alone, while the other
northern countries are suffering
similarly, with one exceptldn, Den-
mark, where U. S. films are barred.

Danish situation . is a result of
fear there of creating dollar obliga-
tions. British' pictures are okayed
because of trade reciprocity created
through purchase of Danish food-
stuffs. Wallman said that the loan .to

Britain might remedy the condition,

since it will enable Danish govern-
ment to collect war-Incurred debts
from England in dollars. Houses in
Denmark show Swedish product, in
addition to 40 OWI features, five

from each of the eight majors.

Finland, with only 220 theatres, -

was hardest hit by the war. Mean-
while, Sweden is undergoing a
studio strike, which Wallman tended
to deprecate on basis of the fact
that all film theatres close during
the. summer months, with the ex-
ception of the Aye largest Stock-
holm houses. Because of the un-
stable monetary situation, all pic-
tures (about 80 per year from the
U, S.) are distributed against frozen
credits.

16m Doubtful

Possibilities of 16m distribution is

Scandinavia don't look promising at

present, with government restric-

tions in Denmark designed to pro?
tect exhibitors and Sweden thor-
oughly covered by 2,200 regular 35m
houses. Only areas where there is

noticeable understating are north-
ern Norway and Finland. As is the
case with most other territories,

Russsian pictures are shown but are
not well received because of their

straight propaganda line.
.

Norway theatres,
.
community

owned and operated by an elected

board, will continue to operate as
they have in the past, without con-
tracts, with pictures booked on a

.

sliding scale of rentals of between
25% and 35%. Entire Scandinavian
territory has 3,060 houses.
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Oh Keenanl Oh Lucillel Oh Leol

OH THOSE REVIEWS!
"EASY TO WED IS A SENSATION IN LOS

ANGELES EXTENDED-RUN AND NOW
BROADWAY ACCLAIMS M-G-M HIT!

"Box-office sock... will rock audiences with laughter ... real warm-weather special ... don't

dare to miss it . .
." —Lee Mortimer, DAILY MIRROR

"Fine hot weather entertainment. . .on par with big Metro musicals..."

-Wanda Hale, DAILY NEWS

"Tall, cool and sparkling ... effervescent screen entertainment..."

—Otis L Guernsey, Jr., HERALD TRIBUNE

"One of those colossal entertainments for which M-G -M is most superbly equipped . . . it's

for the big public . . . sure-fire for popularity . .
." —Archer Winston, POST

"Laughs, loud and happy . . . merry musical comedy treat ..." —Eileen Creelman, SUN

"Decidedly easy to enjoy . .
." —Bos/ey Crowiher, TIMES

"M-G-M with remarkable talent for deft handsome musical comedies has broken out with

another one . . . you ought to have a very nice time seeing it all ..."

—John Maynard, JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"The Capitol added another hit to its list when 'Easy To Wed* replaced 'Two Sisters From

Boston' which followed 'Postman Always Rings Twice* and 'Ziegfeld Follies of 1946'.

Four in a row is a lofty average." —Herbert Cohn, BROOKLYN EAGLE

M-G-M presents VAN JOHNSON • ESTHER WILLIAMS • LUCILLE BALL • K.EENAN WYNN in "EASY TO WED"

»

In Technicolor • Cecil

Kellawav . Carlos Ramirez • Ben Blue • Eihel Smith at the Organ • Adapted by Dorothy Kingsley • From the Screenplay "Libeled Lady" by

M.urine Watkins, Howard Emmett Rogers and George Oppenheimer • Directed by EDWARD BUZZELL • Produced by JACK CUMMLNGS

TBOCFMGM ^—

(

The Big Ones Come From M-G-M)
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Continued from pace 14

Men of Two Worlds
drama and entertainment, and the
characters themselves, flat and un-
inspired,, aren't sufficiently exciting

to justify '100 -minutes on the screen.

Tribal dances; burning of a dis-

pensary by a maddened crowd,
blood-letting and puncturing of bod-
ies, swamps and rivers, • beating of

tom-toms, and all the paraphernalia
of the jungle are conventional ad-
juncts to a story that doesn't begin
to live, but is throughout animated
by good intentions.

Prospects for America arc doubt-
ful, notwithstanding capable per-

formances bv Eric Portman, Phyllis

Calvcrti Cathleen Nesbi.tt and Rob-
ert Adams. Ebet..

Cuban Pete
(MUSICAL)
Hollywood, July 18.

Universal release ill Will Cowuu prn'tluc-

tlnn. -Features Dcsl Arnnz. Joilri FuH.ni.

lteverly Simmons. Don l'uiicr. Jacqueline
De Wit. King Sisters (I). Klhel Smith. Di-

rected by .lean Yarbrmtgh,. Screenplay.
Itoliri't l'rempll. Sr.. M. 'routes Webster:
original story. lloraard Feins; camera.
Maury derlsinnn: Cilimr. Olio Ludwlg:
songs, Jack llrnolts and Milton Scliwar/.-

w.ihl. Doli liy Collazo. Hafaol Hernandez.
11111 Driggs. Jose Norninn.'.AI Sllllni:in unit

Krnesl l.ecuona: musical director. Milton
Iloscn. Previewed .In Hollywood. July IS.

'4ti. llunnlng limp.
Dtsi Arnnz
Ann . .

.' '.

.

nrownlo. . .

Robert*
J.lndrny
King Sisters
Elhcl Smith
Teroz
Dance Specially....
Danco Spcclnlly .

.

MINS.
.'...Deal Amnz

........ . Jonn l-'ullon'

, . . . ncverly Simmons
Don Porter

. . ,'Jaenucllne tip Wit
King Sisters

; .'.Ether Smith
. . . . Pedro dp Qnrdoha
....Igor de Nnvrntzkl
. . . . Yvc.lle. von Korls

with Lily Kami as the concierge do-
ing a. particularly good job; De
Marney and Joan Seton, as the
model, underplay well. As with
most- European' Alms, supporting
roles are skillfully handled, and fre-

quently, dull lines are given nice life.

Production, however, has riot the
necessary finesse for good b.o., with
suspense often being lost. by dwell-
ing loo long on interim sequences.
Photography Is done with sock effect

in some scenes, but blurs out to a

pale wash in others, evidently due to'

plain clumsy handling. Sound track
suffers occasional'bumps, too.

Bowery BoniliNliell
Hollywood, July 20.

Sfonograni release of Jim Grl|.p.>-i.hulNley

Parsons production. Slurs J.eo lioiy-y; fea-

tures Hunt'/. Hull, nobby .Ionian. -Hilly

ltpnoitii-l. David Oorcey. Tcala l.itrlng.

ShPltlon Leonard. James Iturkp. Yiuce llnr-

iu'II. Directed by Phil Karlsnii: Original
screenplay. Kdnwnvl Seward; added dialog,

Thn llyan; suggested by slory, by Victor

Hammond: c;:mern, William .Slekner: Pdi-

tur. William Austin. Previewed in llolly-

i'immI, July 111. 'Ji;. llunnlim I line, fill MINS.
I.r- "

Sill

Sa.h
I lobby
Whltey.
flunk
Cathy Smith
Ace Deuce.
Malzle. . : .

y'Mullpy
Street Cleaner. . . .

Moose MvCnll
nift... . . .

Mr. Johnson
lx)ule'. . . . m .

....... . .Hunt!! Hull
Hubby Jordan
Hilly T.Pneiil'-l

Davl.l i;onc\-

. .. . ; ..Tenia ].oilng

. . . .Sheldon Leonard

.....Dawn Kennedy
....... Juincs flurke
...... Vlnrc Darnell
.Wee Vlllio Davis

William nuhl
Kmmeit Vogun

. .Tlprnnrd GorceyIjOUle. ...» nvrimru \joi>-,j

Professor SchracUenberger. .Milton Parsons
Koalhei-Flngcrs. ..'..; l.estcr Dorr
Diigun. . . • William Newell

O'llnra. .... ...Kd.liP Dunn

This lightrbuclgeted musical pro-
grammer from Universal is also

lightweight entertainment. It hangs
eight tunes on implausible plotting,

features dull pace and few chuckles
in 61 minutes running time;. Produc-
tion values are better than the yarn
but dressing can't carry, off light

plot.
Title number is reprised twice by

Desi Arnaz, who also has three other
typical Latin tunes. King Sisters sing
two numbers and Ethel Smith does
an organ solo for her only appear-
ance. Arnaz tries' hard, and his songs
and music are an aid. He's seen as
a Cuban orchestra leader, lured to

New York to head a commercial
radio show. Joan Fulton plays the
blonde lure used to bait him away,
from his native heath. She's in the
employ of advertising agency run
by Don Porter, who must obtain
Arnaz to keep Jacqueline de Wit's
perfume account. Scripting is trite

in dialog and situations, and Jean
YarbroUgh's diection doesn't give It

a lift.

Little Beverly Simmons is given
plot emphasis as niece of Arnaz. She
works with a trained parrot in try

for what few chuckles are present in

the haphazard affair. Singing of King
Sisters is good, as is Miss Smith's
turn at the organ on. "The Breeze
and I." Other performances lensing
and editing are standard for budget
expenditure. • Bros.

Frenzy
(BRITISH-MADE)

Four Continents Films release of Lnult
JiiekKun-Dprrlek de Mnrnpy prmluetlon
Stars de Mnrney. Frederick Valk. Jbnn
iireemvoad; features Joan Selon. Deresford
EKnn. Directed by Vernon Sewell. Screeu-
pluy. Sewell. from Ihe. piny ,,L,

An(colse,
,r

by Pierre MillH nlul C. Vylnrs: eamern.
At Ambassndor. N. Y.. week July 19. ••«].

Running lime. 1.1 MINS.
Chnrles Ylnrrie ..Derrlpk dp Marney
Dr. KrnHiicr.... Frederick Vnlk
Christine. . Joan Greenwood
l.uellle .Joan Seton
Mlnelll .DereBford RKan
Mnrln I.lly Knnn
Pretcet o( 1'ollie Valentine Dyall
Morgue Keeper Martin Miller
Dfillet Master Esplnoan
Ballet Mistress Mni'Kiiret Clarke

and those, few will probably con-
stitute the major portion of this

film's boxofflce. In twin bill team-
ing, ."Ghost of Hidden Valley" might
barely pull . its weight. Slapstick
antics of former keystone cop Al
"Fuzzy" St. John provide the Key-
note for the pic's production values,
which: belong to another era. Story,
thesping, even settings, which are
ordinarily a cinch for a passable rat-

ing in oaters, are all strictly second-
rate. -

-

Scenario tells of a young English-
man who comes to. the wild west to

take over his father's ranch, and of
the- attempts of cattle rustlers who
have been using the land to move
their stolen goods. Buster Craftbe,
providing some marquee lure, and
Si. John's take the newcomer under
their collective wing and defeat the
criminals,;

Film was evidently meant to have
some sort of period setting, with a
stagecoach in evidence, but even
that's shattered when Jean Carlin,
the lbve interest, cracks, "Boy, you
sure missed the boat on that one."
John Meredith, ;the young English-
man, is given only a few lines in
which to sound off an accent that, is

cither palpably phony or lost in

inept thesping. Gr'abbe is okay with
some, pretty dull lines and- St. John
presents an over-hoked perform-
ance, with Jimmy Aubrey as the
butler.

Support roles are not well-
handled, and backgrounds look like
they were filmed partly in a back-
yard and partly on someone's well-
kept estate. Of the fights that oc-
cur, two are completely without
motivation.

Yrjue Tuumlnen. Svreenplny by Tolnl Anl-
toiien. t'limerii. . Armas lllrvunen; music,
Harry ' lleiKslrurin. Hevlewed In HelslHK-
foiv. ItunnliiK lime, lit MINK,

War-stories seem to be all that
interests the Finnish public and pro-
ducers today. This sentimental film

with the war as back-ground, is

built on. a "Crime doesn't pay"
Motif, although very wellrdone in

acting and production, isn't likely to
interest anyone out of the country.

Standard entry in
.
Monogram's

"Bowery . Boys" series will sell in

its intended market. Stock plot is

sparked by Leo Gorcey's mugging
antics. Directorial pace, is good and
production values give suitable

framework for. comedy-melodrama.
Rowdy action stems from fact that

one ol the boys' is mistaken for a

bankrobber and bunch sets but to

trap real crooks so Huritz Hall can
be cleared. Mixup comes when 'joys

are trying to sell their old auto to

aid a friend, attempted sale taking
ilace in front, of bank while robbery
s going on.
Comedy gangsters dot the plot to

give Bowcryites a chance at the kind
of rough-housing their fans like.

Phil Karlson's direction keeps it all

moving towards slambang finish.

Bobby Jordan, Billy Benedict and
David Gorcey are the other Bowery.
Boys. . Sheldon Leonard makes, a
good gangster,, aided in his. dirty
work by Vince Barnett, Wee Willie

Davis and William Ruhl. Teala
Loring .lends femme touch as a
photographer:
Lindsley Parons served with Jan

Grippo on production end, team
work achieving neat effect for
money spent. Lensing by William
Sickner and William Austin's edit-
ing are good. Broo.

.r
'

Prairie Dadmeii
P.RC.relmse of Slgmuml Xeufcld produc-

tion. Stars Uuster Crnbbe. Al (Fur.2y) St.
John. Directed by Sam Newdeld. Screen-
play; Fred Mylon; camera, jtotert Cllne:
editor, Holbio.ik X. Todd. Previewed In
N. Y., July IS, '40. HunnlnK lime. 55 MINS.
Hilly Carson Uuster Crnbbe
Fuzzy Jones Al (Fuzzy) St. John
Linda Laitlmcr, Patricia Knox
Col '.Charles Klnif
Doc Lnttlmer. Kd Cnsslily
I*on ...Kermit Maynnrd
Stove John I.. Cnsoii
SherlfT Steve Clark
Thompson Frank Kills
Don LntUmci- John L. Dueler

In Fast Company
Monogram ivlenso of 1,'lndsley. Parsons

nnd Jan Orlppy production. Stars l.eo (,ur-
cey; features llunlz. Hiill; . June Randolph.
Judy Clark, Hobby Jonbin. billy Benedict.
David Uorcey, DoukIos Fowley, Marjurlc
W'oodworih. Directed by Del Lord. Si-reen-
play, Kdnmnd Seward. Tim llyan. Victor.
Hammond, based on original story 'by. Mar-
tin Mouney: camera, William Sickner; edi-
tor. Richard Currier. Al llrooklyn Strand,

'

dual, July 1W. Mi:. Running time. 113 MINS.
Slip , .l.eo Oorcey
Snch Huntz l|nl|.

Marian McCormlck. .June Handolph
^iubel Dumbrowskl .-.Judy. Clark
Hobby Hobby Jordan
Whlley Hilly Benedict
Chuck ..'.....'. ;

'. David Gorcey
Steve Trcnl DuuRlaa Fowley
Sally Turner Marjorio Woodworth
Father Donovan Charlea D. Brown
Patrick MoCormlck ..Paul llnrvey
Tony ..Luis Allwrni
Mrs.; Cassldy '. -.Mnry ' Gordon
Louis Bernard Ciorcey
Of liber Geornc Bldredge
Gus ....William Ruhl
Pete.'. Dick Wcssel
Tony . .John ' lndrlsano

Evidently a bid for the growing
boxofflce of English films, and espe-
cially those of the horror variety,
"Frenzy" does not come up to the
standard of the more recent British

product, in spite of some top quality
thesping, occasional tense moments
and unusual photography, Film has
ho marquee names although Freder-
ick Valk mieht be recognized from
his stint in "Dead of Night," but it

should be able to hold up well on
the "different" angle, especially in

arty houses. Also good dual mate-
rial.

Chief fault of the Aim lies in its

inconsistency, with sharp contrasts
between periods of suspense and
long, dragging sequences that are
seemingly ' non-stop. Following the
European penchant for presentation
of a story, via . straight narration,
"Frenzy" is unrolled in a series of
flashbacks which become slightly
confusing toward the : end but
straighten out satisfactorily. Story
centers around a sculptor, . Derrick
de Marney. in the Paris Latin Quar-
ter toward the end of the 10th Cen-
tury. He falls in love with the w ; fe
of another sculptor, who is in. the
advanced stages of paranoia. The
madman learns of their plans to run
away, kills, his wife by plastering
her up in a statue, and subsequently
is arrested for the murder of his
mistress. In an effort, to learn the
fate of the wife,' de Marney becomes
the victim of occult manifestation's,
which provide the pic's eerie qual-
ity.

.
Acting by all hands is .excellent,

This prairie potboiler is a routine
affair to give the Saturday matinee
trade a modicum of excitement.
Situations, generally; are hokey, and
story doesn't stand too much scru-
tiny. Fortunately, film doesn't have
too much dialog, to burden the un-
gifted cast, and Sam NewAeld's
well-oiled pacing hides a lot of basic
deficiencies.
Story concerns , the travails of. a

traveling medicine show which is set
upon by a group of bad men who
learn of the proprietor's possession
of a treasure-map. Fortunately Bus-
ter Crabbe and Al (Fuzzy) St. John
hook up with the outfit to ultimately
outwit the baddies. .

Bright spot in the cast is Knight's
comedies. He brings in some *6od
bits of business to perk up the pic-
ture when the routine script bogs
the proceedings down too heavily.
Crabbe does an adequate job and
Patricia Knox manages to stay out
of - the camera's way for long
stretches, which is all to the good.

Jose.

Ghost of Hidden Valley
PRC release of Slgmund Xeufeld produc-

tion. Slnrs Uuslor Crabbe, Al SI. John;
features Jean Cnrlln,- John Mcrodlih. Di-
rected by Sam Xowllcld. Screenplay. Kllen
Coyle; camera. Art Koed: ' .ussl. director
Stanley Xeufeld; editor, llnllimnk X. Todd.
At Xew York theatre. X. Y.. July }H. 'K.
Ilunnlng lime, AO MINK.
Hilly Carson rtusler . Crabbe
Fuzzy Joiies. \| si. John
*«>'< • Jinn Ciirlln
Henry , J ( ,|, n Memllt

h

D"W! ( ,n Charlea -King
Twcpdlp 'Jimmy Aubrey
J*"1 ' .Karl Darken
Sweeney:

; ...John L. fason
Stage Guard. . Silver llurr
Arnold. %i,n Murray

There are some flicker fans who
will go anywhere to see a western,

Cavortings of Leo Gorcey and his
Bowery Boys leaning but lightly on
an unimportant and slight story
feature Monogram's VIn Fast Com-
pany." When viewed at the. Brook-
lyn Strand, this comic-action opus
garnered plenty of customer
chuckles and knee-slapping. While
not strong enough to carry on its

own, as obligato to a bigger pic sol-
id fare for the nabes.

Plot serves its purpose by setting
up comic situations which Gorcey
arid the boys exploit with gusto and
copious corn. The story, centers
about the racketeering efforts of the
manager of a large cab company to
drive independents out of business.
Gorcey, et al pinch hit for an indie
cabbie rendered hors de. combat in
an accident maneouvred by the ma-
rauding mobsters. Windup neatly
ties the package via free-for-all
fisticuffs . in which the cab., com-
pany's minious are routed and de-
posited in the clink.

But it's not as serious as it sounds.
The situations are clowned consist-
ently and the story comes in for
more ribbing than respect. There's
no scarcity of stock gags but, some-
how, the verve and dash which Gor-
cey and his gang inject into their
efforts take the curse off the vener-
able lines. And Gorcey's lingo-
mangling js 1 still good for audience
response.
Judy Clark, Jane Randolph and

Marjorie Wood worth, trio of
femmes assisting the proceedings,
are* surprisingly

. effective in their
roles. Balance of cast does nicely to
keep the pic moving at a sharp clip.
Del Lord's directing, aimed at a
fast and light treatment, is skillful
and satisfying.

New Foreign Films
(Uwltfcelv for Anglo-U. S. Market)

"Mennelsyden Vurjo" ("The Shadow
from the. Past" (FINNISH). Vallo Fllml
release nnd production, directed by Villa
Salmlnen. Slurs Tauno ralo. Rllvn Arvelo;
features .Tanvo Jucnnea, Jormii Xnrllmo.
Terllu Solnlvlrta, Kalsu I.eppnnen, Tauno
Majurl, ku Knrhonen. Music. Jinny Herg-
slniem. Reviewed In llelslngfors. Run-
ning lime. U* MINS.
Finnish public will go for this

sentimental story, but no one .out-
side.

:
The Aim is a comeback for

Tauno Palo and Ritya Arvelo, and
features. Aku Korhohen in a small
role in one of his usual types.

' The music, by Harry Bergstroem.
is a. standout. Excellent story, di-
rection and acting.

"On Tit Meurt T»* Comme C»" ( "One
Does Not Die That Way") (FRENCH).
Vug release, of Astra )>roductlon. Directed
by Jean Hoyer. '. Screenplay by Krnesl Is'cu-

lia'cli; dialog. Andre . Tahet. ' Music, Jobo
llnjos. siars Krlc v'on Stroliolm; features
Anne Marie Hlanc,' Denlse .Vernac, Temer-
snn, .Georges Tahet, Georges. LAnnes. Syl-
vle, Slnoel. M.ircel Vnllee. Numee Flls. Re-
viewed In Paris. Itumilng time, 9S MINS,

Spots catering to French patron-
age are likely to be the only ones to

show this whodunit because the com-
plicated plot requires full under-
standing of the dialog. Only special
point of interest is good acting by
Eris von Stroheim, who does a mo-
tion. picture director. When directing

a sequence showing the death of a

character, who has really been poi-

soned, he claims the thesping is not
realistic, hence the title. There . is

no outdoor shot, the whole thing tak-

ing place in. a motion picture studio.

Film holds no femme interest.

Financial Forecast
Continued from page 3

"N'uoriiiis NuiniiHMi" f"I.o«t Young.
alei'S." (UNNIS1I). Suoinen Fllinlleolls.
•uus production and release, illrpcied by
Tolvn Sarkkn. Stars l.elf Wager, Topi
Ruulh; ff-alures Hannen llnyrinen. Oluvl
Saailnen. Marjatla fskl, Tolnl Varllalnpu.
Klrsll Ilurmc, Assl Xurllu, Uuno Laakso,

higher prices would hit films which
lack b.o. pull will probably anchor

average prices close to the prevail-

ing level, the report avers.

Referring to the tax drop, S St P
points up the gain by stating that

taxes took only a 42% slice of the

melon in the first quarter of '46

compared with 61% in '45. Tax dip

plus operating income gains boosted

the net of . these, three companies

168% in the same period. Because

of a tapering off of earnings, full-

year gain would likely be not so

sharp, according to the report.

Foreign Take

Foreign take, due for gradual ex-
pansion, will probably offset any
drop in domestic business during
the year, S & P thinks. With quota
restrictions generally easing and a
broadening of distribution tieups be-
tween British and American com-
panies, outlook in the foreign field

is favorable, report states.

Despite higher production costs,

pre - tax earnings of Paramount,
20th-Fox and RKO rose an average
57% for the quarter ended March,
1946, the survey says, while War-
ners and Metro's boost was 30% for
the six months ended in February.
Reversal of this trend is now In-

dicated, it ' continues, because of
hiked wages and salaries, increased
production costs and . stepped - up
production schedules. Full impact of
upped costs would wait the .release

of productions currently under way,
the report points out

Par, 20tb, WB, M-G 1-2-3-4

Sizing up the speculative attrac-
tion of the majors, survey's guess
is that Paramount, 20th-Fox and
Warners are the best current stock
buys for the investor, with Metro
as the fourth best bet. Par has
"above average appeal" despite
present advance prices and the com-
pany should be good for better than
$2.39 a split share earnings of .1945,

report says. Earnings of 20th-Fox
should exceed "by ,a good margin"
last year's $5.30 per share net after
allowing for further preferred con-
versions.

A slash of more than 50% ' in
funded debt of Warners in the past
10 years and elimination of prefer-
red stock plus "excellent cost con-
trol" brings WB into a favorable
spot .for investment, survey con-
tinues. Breakdown of Metro pros-
pects in which long-term prospects
are tagged "satisfactory" results in
the survey stating that "the com-
mon slock has a good measure of
attraction."

RKO as a buy is also rated above
average with a substantial advance
over the $1.80 share earnings of '45

predicted. Attraction of Universal
stock is "moderate," the survey
states, after commenting favorably
on the new U tieup with J. Arthur
Rank and International Pictures.
Common, stock of Columbia is called
"speculative" though, with improved
earnings prospects the stock has at-
traction, S it P stales. Columbia's
conservative cash dividend policy is
likely to continue, the survey de-'
clares.

Touching on the anti-trust suit
decision, the report states that the
final outcome is not expected ' to
work hardship on the industry. Be-
lief is expressed that the majors
will appeal from the decree when
entered in. court.

Auction-Bidding
Continued ftoni page l

court as argument for a revamping
of its decision.

Latest to Join In the drive against
auction selling^is the Southern Call-
fornia Theatre Owners Assn., an
ATA affiliate, with a general meet
slated for today (24).

. Members of
the SCTOA will be asked to vote oh
the auction method with little doubt
as to the results. Motion Picture
Theatre Owners Assn. of the Tri-
States, another ATA member, has
also inaugurated a poll of its mem-
bers. Additionally, the MPTOA of
the Tri-States has drawn up a pe-
tition both to the court and the U. S.

Attorney General asking that indie
exhibs be given a hearing before a
Anal decree is inked.

Both Sides Squawk .

Both the MPTOA and Allied
States Exhibitors in huddles last

week with Assistant Attorney, Gen-
eral Robert L. Wright aired their

beefs against the hew selling tech-

nique. With Wright standing fast.

Allied has declared its intention of
polling its members to support the
battle , over auction sales. The
MPTOA expressed; concern over not
only the selling phase but also be-
cause the decision lacked any safe-

guard against overbuying.
The Government was urged by

MPTOA officials to include a guar-
antee of "some run" to every ex-
hibitor in the decree and that the
highest bid should not be the only
major factor considered in. granting
licenses to exhibs. Selection of arbi-

trators versed in the complexities of
the business was also suggested.

Polling of all exhibs regardless of

affiliations was asked last week by
Fred H. Wchrenherg; MPTOA prcxy,
who expressed concern over possible
dire result's from the court decision.

Questionnaire was. currently being
prepared by Herman M. Levy,
MPTOA general counsel.
Last organization to move will be

the Conference of Independent Ex-
hibitor Assns."" which will meet in
late August to mull the decree. The
CIEA board, is expected to order a
counting of noses on the auction
question, according to a CIEA offi-

cial. .. Expression of opposition to
auction selling is not shared by
Jesse Stern, CIEA prexy. Stern,
who represents the Unaffiliated In-
dependent Exhibitors of New York,
declared his support for the court
ruling this week. .

The Unaffiliated, Stern said, rep-
resents last-run -operators who. have
nothing to lose by the new inethod
and everything to gain. With the
last-runs' interest differing from
that of other exhibs, possibility of
a split in the CIEA on the question
shapes up. The last-run operators,
to date, have been the only exhibs
with a kind word for the auction
method.

D. of J. Firm en Bidding
Washington, July 23.

Indie exhibitors who regarded the
Sherman anti-trust law as a cure-
all for their troubles with producer-
owned theatre chains are beginning
to discover that the law is a two-
way street.

Spokesmen for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and the
Allied States Assn* brought their
beefs against the auction selling
provision of the decree to Robert
Wright, motion picture specialist for
the Justice Department anti-trust di-
vision, last week. They learned that
when the Justice Department de-
clared for competitive selling more
than six years ago, it meant then,
and means now, competitive selling.

Justice,Department officials are of
the opinion that the single-picture
auction selling proviso of the New
York decision is good, sound pro-
cedure within the boundaries of the
Sherman Act; and they see no rea-
son to change it unless the Supreme
Court should go. far further toward
divorcement, for the Big Five than
the New York expediting court did,
and otherwise increase competition.

Justice Department does not ex-
pect .to shape up its appeals plans
until after the Anal Judgment is en-
tered by the New York court, prob-
ably in late October. Then it will de-
cide on whatever form of appeal
w ; " produce the greatest degree of
reasonable competition. 'There is

little expectation here that the New
York court will reverse itself on
auction selling despite the briefs

which will be filed by the indies.
.Feeling in Justice Department-

circles is that the. Indies arc being
a little unreasonable in that they
want all the benefit they can squeeze
out of the Sherman Act in easing

competition from the majbrs'. thea-

tres—but object to going into com-

F' "tion with each other.
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

The- $237,000 arbitration award given. 20th-Fox on pictures played on
percentage by Brandt Theatres, of which Harry Brandt is president, is

pcing paid off in installments but, meantime, no 20th product has started

flowing back into some 80-odd Brandt houses which this company formerly

serviced. Under the deal made with 20th to wipe off the £237,000 indebt-

edness. Brandt has paid $37,0QO down and will liquidate the balance at

$4,000 weekly over a period of 50 weeks.
'

With 20th having been out of the Brandt circuit since last September,

a large number of pictures' for subsequent run exhibition have accumu-

latea, Some were sold away when 20th broke with Brandt but only in

isolated instances. In what appears to be tantamount to an altitude of

trying to be hard to get, 20th has not approached Brandt to discuss a new
deal nor has the Brandt interests gone to 20th with a view, to renewing

relations. However, as expressed in: one quarter in 20th, there is no

reason why amicable dealings cannot be resumed.

M. M. Rubens, of the. Great States Circuit in Illinois, one of the exhibs

who was not immediately sold, on talking, pictures when Warners brought

them forth 20 years ago, now relates how he was brought into the fold.

Rubens was running the Rialto in Jollet when "The Jazz Singer" came
along with much ballyhoo about its singing and talking. Having no sound
equipment in his theatre, and hot wanting to disappoint his customers

who had read or heard about the new talking picture, Rubens hired a
professional singer to stand; on the stage and give with the songs and
dialog where it was called for. What's more, for the big scene where Al
Jolson sang "Eili Etti'-* in the synagogue, Rubens hired a genuine Hebrew
cantor. The audience reaction was so vociferous that Rubens was con-

vinced talking pictures had arrived.

9*e

Hike
Continued

Production
led from page 9 I

Despite statements from many exhibs that the installation of , candy
stands to replace their automatic machines has increased the gross sales,

many exhibs still possessing the stands are thinking twice about the

change over. Chief reason is that the candy service companies, including

American Best Candy, probably the largest, allows only 25% to the exhibs

on a stand, while giving 30% _of the gross back on a machine.
Some exhibs in the smaller towns have decided to stick to the machines,

regardless. Venders are installed by the service company, which provides

the candy. All the exhib has to do is keep the machine filled and then
empty out the nickels as they roll in.

On the heels of the Variety story of July 7, the N. Y. Times yesterday
(Tuesday) carried a wire from correspondent Dana Adams Schmidt in

Germany reporting the effect, culturally and psychologically, of American
pix in that country.

According to Schmidt, the 35 American Alms shown there by informa-
tion-control offices have "with only a few exceptions had no observable
effect in the political and psychological reeducation of Germans and have,

on the contrary, reduced American cultural prestige and probably dam-
aged the future market for American films in Germany." (Variety
reported that American films now going to Germany and Austria painted
the U. S. os a race of gangsters and jitterbugs.)

Visitors on the motion picture lots are hampering production more se-

riously than at any time since Pearl Harbor. At the RKO studio recently
a total of 212 tourists invaded the sound stages in one day. These casual

guests not only Interfere with the actual filming but devour the food in

the studio cafes, causing players to go off the lot for luncheon, thereby
losing more time. Producers would like to bar the callers, but most of

same are regarded as "important people," such as exhibitors, or relatives

of studio execs, accompanied usually by their wives, families and friends.

Income tax situation may force major Aim studios to follow the example
set by the indies and extend participation deals to stars, producers, direc-

tors and writers. Recently top talent in all departments have been leaving
the major lots on expiration of their contracts to accept profit-sharing
deals; thereby reducing the marquee strength of the majors' pictures. One
alternative is to develop new talent, but that is a long and eostly process.

Film production in France is going full'blast with every studio in the
country occupied and a program of 65 pictures promised for completion
by Dec. 31. French government is backing the construction of a new studio

on the Riviera, destined to be the largest in France and capable of serv-

icing three film companies.

thing else I know to bring industrial

peace in our industry."

Johnston declared that every pro-

ducer in the industry was fully in

favor of collective bargaining, term-
ing that an "industry condition of

which I'm very proud." He ex-
pressed the opinion that labor was
just as anxious to avoid strikes as

the producers, and maintained that

if a firm determination existed on
both sides to avoid strike's, they
wouldn't happen.
"We can't be too' hidebound in

sticking to our rights," he said.

"Management has. the right , to the
lockout but it rarely , uses it; labor

has the right to strike, but it should
rarely use it. There are times when
rights can mean ruin."

Calling on the entire industry to

work together for the betterment
of the world, Johnston said:

"It is no exaggeration to »ay that

the motion picture industry sets the.

styles for half the world. There isn't

one of us who isn't aware that the
motion picture is the most powerful
medium for influencing people that
man has ever built. But it's not
enough to say just that and be smug
in such success. We can set- hew
styles in thinking! We can set new
styles in living. And two hew styles

need setting now.

"The doctrine of production must
be made completely popular. It

must become the style. The doctrine
of arbitration—give and take—must
be accepted as the natural, normal
thing to do. It must become the
style. These two things lead to se-
curity; they lead to higher living
standards; they lead to higher moral
standards. These things spell Utopia
as you and I conceive Utopia, to be."

Pointing out that throughout his-

tory, whenever Socialists won their

way to power, they always told the
workers that the way to have the
good things, of life was through pro-
duction,' Johnston concluded:

•''You- want security? I'm for that:

You want higher living standards?
I'm for that. You want a Btrikeless

industry . and steady employment?
I'm for that. You want to feel that
you belong to this industry and that
you share in it? Tm for that
"We can have all these things.

Production- will give us all these
things'. But they- are impossible
without production. We must make
things before we can have them. No
Aladdin's lamp will bring them to
us; ho fairy godmother will wave
her magic wand -ahcTctump them in

our laps; there's no rabbit in the
hat. We've got to make what we
want before we cart'have it."

Cincy's Buying-Bookmg Combine

Starts Aug. 1; Other X'change Briefs

Start of booking and buying serv-
ice by the newiv formed. Theatre
Owners, Inc., a group of .five exhibi-
tors who operate 32 houses, about
one third of the nabes in Greater
Cincy, is set for August 1. The com-
bine of indies has engaged Irving
Sochin as general .manager. He re-
sinned last week as assistant mana-
ger of the 20th-Fox office in Indian-
apolis, which he . assumed several
months ago when transferred from
20th's ,Cincy exchange.
Exhibs in the new pool are Frank

W. "Wes" . Huss, Jr., Willis Vance,
Ralph Kihsler representing the. El-
mer Shard estate, Maurice Chase
and Louis Wiethe.

Winnipeg strike Settled
.-..' Winnipeg.

A new technique in labor rela-
tions, believed to be unique in Ca-
nadian film circles, has been worked
out here between the. Manitoba Ex-
hibitors' Assn. and Local 299 of the
IA.
And in its first test, it was able

to solve a dispute between' the union
and Western Theatres Ltd. and Al-
lied Amusements Ltd., which threat-
ened to shut down houses belonging
to both companies. It also paved the
way for peaceful renewal of con-
tracts between the union and all in-
dependents here. The technique '

is

simply a round-table discussion.

Houses Reopen In Pitt Area
Pittsburgh.

Many theatres in this territory,
shuttered for years,- are reopening;
One is at Star Junction, Pa., closed
since 1939.

Lou Gilbert, veteran manager of
Warner

.
theatre, ordered' by medico

to take a long rest following recent
illness. As a result. John Reilly,
moving from WB's Strand in Oak-
land, fills in for him at downtown
house. ^

Dushore, Pa., opened its first mo-
tion picture house last - week. Eu-
gene C. Mlnier, who also operates
houses in Laceyville and Wyaluslng,
is operating it.

Lyric theatre In Erie, leased by
Paul Bronder, Pittsburgh exhib, who
owns the Avenue and Karen here.
Removal of box-seat sections, and

the stage at a later date, will make
room for 400 additional.. seats at
Shea's Fulton theatre, increasing
capacity to around 2,100. Modern-
ization program will be carried on
without any. loss of playing time.
Mark

.
Servanti, district exhib.

turned over management of his
theatre at Petrolia to his two ex-GI
sons, Mark and Lewis Serventl. ..

Christ!, whioh he sold to . ArriuKo
Gonzales.
Although the San Antonio police

department will hot' enforce the
polio ban until the outcome of a test

case here, local Interstate Theatres
will continue to enforce the ban
against those under 14 years .of age.
Ban has been in effect sjnee May 10.

According to George Watson, city

manager for Interstate, ban will be
enforced at all local houses.

D. C. Theatre Project
Washington.

Permit has\been Issued here to

erect a large office building, film
theatre, garage and shopping center
on Temple Heights, wooded tract, a
little outside of the mid-city district.

While the D. C. Zoning Commis-
sion gave its stamp of approval last

week, there is no indication whetner
the theatre and remainder of the
project will be immediately allowed
construction materials by the Civil-
ian Production Administration.

Griffith Bid*.. Plans
Hugo, Okla.

Griffith circuit announces plans
are. under way for construction of a
hew theatre here as well as extensive
reconditioning on the present circuit

theatres.

Trio of indie production units has signed non-member title registration

agreements with the Motion Picture Association, whioh
"

participate in the title registration service of the Ml*A.
permits tnem to

Indies are Diana Productions, releasing through Universal; Alson Pro-
ductions, headed by Edward Alperson, and Sol M. Wurtzel Productions.
Latter two both distribute via 20th-Fox.

v In the event pictures are to be sold singly to the highest bjdder in com-
petitive situations, one theatre at a time, of outstanding importance will

the caliber of the men manning the branch offices, it is stressed in sales

circles.

Arnold Albert's deal with Columbia as a producer is a two-picture
proposition. Option for continuance rests with him. Albert Just left

Warner Bros, where he was a producer.

PRESTIGE PIX SEEKING

SCHOOL AUD OUTLETS
Prestige Pictures, unit of the J.

Arthur Rank organization, will seek

tieups with a number of universities

and colleges for 35m exhibition of

its films in school auditoriums, Law-
rence J. McGinley, Prestige sales

head, disclosed this week. Stocked
with a number of Rank pix aimed
over the heads of the . average audi-

ence, unit has already received some
feelers from schools and is expected
to enter negotiations in the near fu

ture, it was said.

Company guns Its sales campaign
a week before Labor Day, when its

first film, "Brief Encounter," opens
in New York at the Little Carnegie.
Deal for the 460-seat house was
closed- this week. Prestige officials

are currently dickering for a theatre

.
in Boston,- with windup of the deal,

expected, shortly.

Additionally to Noel Coward's
"Brief Encounter," Prestige has se-

lected Coward's "This Happy Breed,"

which follows "Encounter" in the

N. Y. house; "I Know Where I'm Go-
ing," starring Wendy Hiller; "John-
ny Frenchman," with Patricia Roc
and Francoise Rosay; "Love Story,"

Henry' to Continue Ron

After Exhmg N.Y. Center
With "Henry V" forced to bow out

of the N.Y. City Center during the

first week in September because of

the advent of the fall ballet season,

other houses around Manhattan are

vieing to get the picture on a move-
over. Definite deal has not been set

yet by United Artists, but it's under-

stood that, the Plaza, deluxe nabe
and the Little Carnegie, an art

house, have both put in bids.

UA plans to continue screening

"Henry" on a two-a-day, roadshow
policy, wherever it goes from the

City Center. It's -also possible that

one of the Shubcrt legiters might be

rented, in order to keep the picture

in the Broadway district.

Film, under the Theatre Guild's

sponsorship, is continuing to draw
top grosses Under the UA policy of

showcasing it iii only a few cities at

a time. Now in its sixth week at the

City Center, "Henry", is playing its

18th week in Boston and continues

big in Los Angeles. Film opened its

fourth run at the Little theatre. Bal-

timore, last Friday (19) and is

slated to go into the Civic theatre

Chicago, on Aug. 5.

Redgrave., Plans call for the: distri

Wion cj^e^jx-duj-in? tlje. A>t
year. .

'

, .

The Runway
Continued from page 1

was a sensation upon its introduc-

tion at the Winter Garden, N. Y.,

when that house was tenanted , with
Shubert -revues. It was also a fea-

ture with the "Folies Bergere,"

opened in N. Y. by Jesse L. Lasky
and the late Henry B. Harris

n the theatre now known as the

Fulton, but after burlesque adopted

the idea, it was discarded by major
musicals.

Walter Bachelor, back from the

Coast, is said, to have attracted a

bankroll to finance the Edison floor

show, and Paul Feigay is expected

to stage the attraction.

Rep Keeps Shearsmen

Busy on 13 Films
Hollywood, July 23.

Editing staff at Republic is work-

ing overtime with eight completed

films under the shears and five more
getting daily treatments while still

before the lenses.

Completed films are "The. Plains-

man and the Lady," "Angel and the

Outlaw," "That Brennan_ Girl,"

"Home in Oklahoma," "Sioofc City

Sue." "Last Frontier Uprising,"

"Winter Wonderland," and "The

Crimson Ghost." In work are "Son

of Zorro," "Homesteaders of Para-

dise Valley," "Heldorado," "The
Magnificent Rogue" and "Calendar

Girl."

New Drive-In For Upstate N.Y.
Albany, N. Y.

Harry Lamont, who operates a
drive-in at Leeds in the CatskiUs
and indoor theatres at Philmont,
Greenville and.Woodstok, has a 140-
car affair under construction on the
Glens Falls-Lake George Road. This
is in one of the most widely traveled,
sections of the Adirondacks. Drive-
in. the first projected for Northern
New York, was scheduled for open-
ing on July 4, but delays in obtain-
ing equipment forced a postpon-
ment.

Julius Perlmutter Is new operator
of the Rivoli in Schenectady, having
taken it over when David Willig's
lease expired. Willig will continue
to operate the Autovision theatre in
East Greenbush on the Albany-New
York Road.
John C. Buliwlnkle, former sales

manager for Columbia Pictures in
Buffalo, is new branch manager
here. He succeeds Holbrook C. Bis-
sell, who resigned last week. Bis-
sell was promoted from salesman in
Pittsburgh to Albany manager of
Columbia last . year, when Joseph
Miller quit to go with PRC as dis-
trict manager for Albany, Buffalo,
Cleveland and. Cincinnati. He has
been a salesman for the company
here before.

Fellows In Armour
Hollywood, July 23.

Robert Fellows was assigned by

Paramount to produce "The Black

Knight" in Technicolor..

Picture will be a free adaptation

of Sir. Walter. Scott's novel, "Ivan-

hoe."

Squawk vs. Memphis Schools
> • Memphis.

Local nabe exhibitors registered
a squawk the oast week with the
City Board of Education against the
showing of non-educational films in

the city schools.
In a letter over signature of Ed P.

Saplnsley. secretary, the Memphis
Neighborhood Theater Assn. asked
that the schools "put an end to the
commercial showing of non-educa-
tional pictures."
School board turned a cold shoul-

der to the rcauest, however, declar-
ing that foreign language and- other
films are sJipwn only twice a month
to raise money to meet incidental
expenses of various schoor projects.

O. C. Variety Club Donates S31.2W
. Washington.

rVariety Club here turned over a
.

check for $31,200 "to Children's Hos-
pital building fund. Hospital needs
SI,300,000. Presentation was made
by A. E.- Uefctmaarraafanan. of the
welfare commlSfee; J. E. Fontaine,
chief barker, and Carter Barron and
Frank La Falce, of local club's
board of governors.

.

" Kemar WB Mgr. at St. John.
Mickey Komar, salesman .in War-

ners' St. John. Newfoundland, ex-
change, named branch: manager
there. Succeeds. L. McKenzie, who
resigned. .

"'''_.

Dennis Sells, One
V -,vBishop, Tex.

L. C. Dennis . of Gainsville sold
his Rib' here to William Morgan,
former captain in Air Corps.

$l,«M,tM S. C. Plant Looms
Spartanburg, S. C.

A $1,000.000 '5,000-seat theatre for

concerts, films and -ether stage bills .

Is planned here, with construction to

start as soon, as materials unthaw.
It likely will be a big time indie

house, first in city, long exclusive
territory of Wilby-Kincey chain ex-
cept for Rltz, sepia bouse.

Des Moines House Pretested
. Des Moines.

/Plans to erect a $150,000 commun-
ity theatre building here are under
fire by property owners in the vicin-

ity who allege, the house would
cause serious traffic congestion and
hazards. A decision has not yet been
made: by the city zoning committee.

- E*ii» In On Airport
''

St. Louis.
Torn Edwards,, owner of Ozark,.

Eldon, Mo., head citizens' committee
that control 'new $25,000 airport In

the town. .

Glen Lentz. newcomer in picture

exhibition, opens new 400-seater in

Hardin, Mo.
The Basin, new 450-seater, Os-

ceola, Mo., lighted last week, has
stage for road shows. Charles Borg
owner-operator.

Molohon Joins Par In N.W.
Minneapolis.

James Molohon, back from the

armed services, has been appointed
by the Minnesota Amusement Com-
pany (Paramount circuit) as man-
ager of the Egyptian, Sioux Falls,

S. D., replacing Harold Stone who
will be transferred elsewhere.
Darwood Thompson, another re-

turned veteran, has been transferred

from the Mora, Moorhead, Minn., to

the post of manager of the*Orpheum,
Sioux Falls, S. D., succeeding Harvey
Horlin, resigned. Stanley Wheeler,
who has been assistant manager of

the State, Sious Falls, shifts to the
Mora to replace Thompson.

Isley'a Takeover
Dallas.

Phil Islcy has taken over opera-
tion of the Rita. Dallas nabe. on
lease-purchase, with the, former
owner. C. V. Caver.
The new Colonial to be opened in

Laredo. Texas, by T. Z. Sales; a

building, remodeled, new equipment
installed. , Sales ffinwr^. fiKWPd

Brake a Siate Rtghter
Seattle.

'Al Brake, former theatre man-
ager here with Evergreen Theatres,
has opened Special Attraction Ex-
change to slate rights pictures in

this territory.

Dwight Spraeher. salesman with
Paramount, has resigned to operate,
theatres in Raymond and South
Bend, he and a partner having
bought the A. G. Basil houses there.

Keith Beckwith, Columbia film

.

salesman, has quit to devote alt his

time to his own theatres, including
the North Bend here.

Loew's N. Y. Shifts
Eugene Picker, g.m. of Loew's N.Y.

circuit operations, announced trans-
fer of Murray Lenekofl' from Loew's
116th St. to the Victoria, replacing
Larry Samuel.-;, resigned, mum

.

Ncustein. assistant of Loew's Sftte,
a^paujlj^ ac^^!j»*was^^»lMtn
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Theatre Equipment-Supplies Hold

The OPA Line. Lamps Only Up 10-15%
Resisting a general advance In the t

commodities market touched off by

the three-week-old lifting of OPA
controls, prices on theatre equip-

ment and supplies held fast with one

exception, a canvass of amusement

supply houses discloses. Sole boost

reported was a hike of 10-15% for

lUioresccnt and incandescent lamps

ordered by General Electric, West-

. inghbu.se and. Sylvania on July 1,

dale of expiration of the OPA.
Steadiness of market has been a

.surprise to dealers who expected

c;uiy price boosts and describe the

OPA-loss period as akin "to sitting

on a powder kcfl-"

Tremendous demand for theatre

equipment created by exhibs anxious

to (ix up their houses after a four-

year war lull', is considered by. deal-

ers as a potent inflationary force.

Pressure is greater, it was said, be-

cause most exhibs made money
during the. war and are ready to

pay liberally for scarce equipment.

Uiilboked for stability was met with

crossed fingers by vendors who daily

"were afraid to open their mail."

Indication of how far demand has

outstripped supply is the current

backlog of orders which have piled

up since the war began. Deliveries

on GE motors, used for projectors

and cooling systems, are now 155

weeks behind, dealers' say. Both
carpeting and chairs are lagging by
six months in deliveries, it is point-

ed put.

General price rise, since Pearl

Harbor has been considerable, deal-

ers declare, with cotton goods far

ahead of other theatre supplies.

Black market in coverings, curtains

and draperies has flourished since

OPA was initiated and fantastic

prices three times higher than before

the war arc being paid, according

to the dealers.

Asking price for rugs is 100%
higher than in pre-war days, it is

said. Chairs were upped some 40%
about six months ago with the ap-

proval of the OPA. Projector and
parts prices which held firm for five

years were recently boosted, with

OPA consent, some 20°/,

.

SMPE's 30th Coincides

With Sound's 20th Anni
The Society of Motion Picture En.

gineers celebrates its 13th anniver-

sary today (Wednesday.) with a re-

view of the organization's expanded
activities over the last three decades.

Coining on the eve of the 20lh anni

of talking pictures, SMPE president

Don E. Hyndman declared that the.

launching of sound was the most

far-reaching accomplishment of the

scientists and technicians in behalf

of the entertainment world.

Starting out in 1916 with only a

handful of engineers, the SMPE now
has a membership of over 2,500 com-
prising the top engineering figures

in the film industry. The society's

chief wartime contribution was the

supplying of precision test-film

standards for the Army and Navy.

Covering all phases of film indus-

try engineering, the SMPE has set

up 16 active bodies for research into

the following technical problems:

cinematography, color, exchange
practice, film projection practice,

laboratory practice, preservation of

films, process photography, screen

brightness, 16m and 8m motion pic-

tures, sound, standards, studio light-

ing, television, television projection

practice, test film quality, and the-

atre engineering, construction, and
operation.

Payne In 'Boomerang'
Hollywood,. July 23.

John Payne draws the male star
role in "Boomerang," 20th-Fox pic-
ture based on the Anthony Abbott
yarn, "The Perfect Case." Most- of
the filming will be done in Bridge-
port.

Louis de Rochemont will produce,
with Elia Kazan as director.

0'Keefe Stars in Uight'
Hollywood, July 23.

Dennis O'Keefe draws the male
lead in "His Wedding Night." tale of

foreign war brides in the U. S. A.,

recently purchased by Eagle Lion.

Company is negotiating with J. Ar-
thur Rank for the services of Ann
Todd as femme topper.

Picture goes into work in Sep-
tember with Joe Fields and Lee
Marcus as co-producers.

BRONX SPANISH HOUSE

USING DUBBED U.S.PIX
Marking the first instance of an

American-made picture being
dubbed into a foreign language for
screening in a foreign populated
section of N. Y.. the Rex theatre in

the Bronx today (Wednesday) be-
gan the Spanish version of Metro's
"Gaslight." Picture has already'

played throughout Latin America
in its dubbed version but this is the
first time it's been attempted in N. Y.

Policy is .in line with a recent
statement of William F. Rodgers,
Metro veepee over sales, that all

the pictures dubbed by Metro into

Spanish would be released in towns
along the U. S.-Mexican: border.
Use of dubbed versions, Rodgers
pointed out, should boost grosses.

Rex. 524-seat house, has recently
been taken over by Frank: Moscato,
head of the Island Theatre Circuit,

which numbers around 50 theatres,
including various indies for whom
it does the buying-bookiiig. Two
other M-G Spanish-dubbed pictures.

"Mrs. Parkington" and "Picture of

Dorian Gray" are slated to follow
"Gaslight."

Boris. Kostelanetz Into

Private Law Practice
Resignation of Boris Kostelanetz

as chief of the War Frauds Section
of the Criminal Division, Dept. of

Justice, was announced this week.
Kostelanetz, brother of music maes-
tro Andre, played a prominent role

as chief assistant to U. S. Attorney
Mathias F. Correa in the Federal
prosecution of former labor leaders
ecution of former labor leaders
George E. Browne and Willie. Bioff

for extortion of $1,000,000 from the
film industry. He is generally cred-
ited with doing much of the spade
work which led to the conviction and
jailing of the two IATSE officials.

Kostelanetz is heading for private

practice with Howard F. Corcoran,
former U. S. Attorney in New York.
His most recent victory for the Gov-
ernment was in the successful pros-

ecution of Henry Lustig for- tax eva-

sion.

Jurow Aides Einfeld
Martin Jiirow. former exec assist-

ant to Hal B. Wallis, has joined En-
terprise Productions as production
aide to Charles Einfeld and David
Locw. At Enterprise, Jurow will

coordinate production activities on

the lot, working with David Hopkins,

exec assistant to Einfeld. He's also

slated to act as clearing agent for

front office 'for the activities of

Marion A. Doran, story editor, and
Billy Selwyn, talent chief.

Before joining Wallis, Jurow had
been exec assistant to J. L. Warner
and Steve Trilling. He established

the legit department of MCA and
also helped set up the motion pic-

ture section of that- agency.

Golden Gate's Quintet
Hollywood, July 23.

William B. David, executive pro-

ducer of Golden Gate Pictures, an-

nounced a program of five films to

be made before the end of this year.

Pictures are "My Dog Shop."

"Yosemito," "Desert Princess," "An-

gel's Flight" and "Swindler's Har-

vest."

WB's Trailer for Col.
Warner Bros.' 20th anniversary

of sound, with its emphasis on Al
Jolson's 'The Jazz Singer," auto-
matically becomes a fortuitous
builder-upper for Columbia Pic-
tures' upcoming "Story of Jol-
son," fllmusical biog of the
mammy-singer.

Col. exploitation will ride the
crest, of the WB trailer.

BERGER INDIE GROUP

NIXES SHOWMANSHIP
Minneapolis, July 23.

North Central Allied, independent
exhibitors body, has thrown down
the gauntlet to distributors and de-
clared that its members will refuse
to use showmanship in the operation
of their theatres, as far as making
any effort to do a complete selling

job on pictures is concerned, until

percentage is abolished.

"We'd rather play to a smaller
gross under percentage than do the
proper exploitation and publicity
jobs," declares Bonnie Berger, North
Central Allied president.. "There's
no incentive for showmanship now.
The. more business we do on per-
centage the worse, we're off. It isn't

only that the distributor takes a big-

ger slice of the gross, but, worse still,

he uses the receipts on these per-
centage pictures as the basis for his

Hat rental charges."

'ROSE' FOR ALEXIS SMITH
Hollywood. July 23.

Warners assigned Alexis Smith to

costar with Dennis Morgan in "My
Wild Irish Rose," based on the life

of Chauncey Olcott.

Actress previously appeared as

femme inspiration for George
Gershwin in "Rhapsody in Blue"
and Cole Porter in 'Night and Day."

Picture Grosses
Continued from page 18,

DENVER
Kill" (U), day-date with Esquire,
Webber. Big $19,000. Last week,
"Night in Casablanca" (UA) and
"Deadline for Murder" (20th), also
at Esquire, good $16,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—.
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Dressed to
Kill" (U), day-date with Denver,
Webber. Fine $3,500. Last week,
"Night in Casablanca" (UA) and
"Deadline for Murder" (20th), also
at Denver, nice $4,000.
Orpheom (RKO) (2,600; .35-74)—

"Two Sisters" (M-G) and "Truth
About Murder" (RKO). (2d wk).
Stout $14,000. Last week, smash
$21,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"Her Kind Man" (WB) and '^Return
of Rusty" (Col). Fine $10,000. Last
week, "In Old Sacramento" (Rep)
and "Glass Alibi" (Rep), also at
Webber, good $9,000. .

Blalto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"West-
erner" (FC) (reissue) and "It
Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th),
after week at each Denver, Esquire,
Webber, Aladdin. Looks, good $4,500.
Last week. "Smoky" (20th) and
"Junior Prom" (Mono) (m.o.), big
$6,500.
Webber (Fox) (750: 35-74)—

"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Dressed to
Kill" (U). day-date with Denver,
Esquire. Nice $3,500. Last week,
"In Old Sacramento" (Rep) • and
"Glass Alibi" (Rep), also at Para-
mount, $3,000.

Single-Selling Dictates Quality

Production As A Must Henceforth

'Razor' Put Away
Hollywood, July 23.

Darryl F. Zanuck washed up
filming on "The Razor's Edge" after
the. longest shooting in the history
of 20th-Fox.
Lensing required 100 days for the

Somerset Maugham hovel.

RKO PLANS SERIES OF

'THIS IS ENG/ SHORTS
RKO-Pathe, following the general

industry trend of hypoing production
in. England, will make a series of
shorts in England this year similar
to . its "This Is America'' scries!

Writer Phil Reisman, Jr., and direc-
tor Gene Milford are slated to leave
for England early in August for an
indefinite' stay, to lay the ground-
work and select possible subjects for

the pictures.

Shorts will probably be shot at the
RKO studios in London, according
to Jay Bonaficld, Pathe production
manager. While the company plans
to shoot only two as a starter, Bona-
field said, it hopes that this will mark
the beginning of a^ series produced
abroad./ Pictures will be released by
RKO both in England and the U S,

probably under a "This Is England"
title

Despite the fact that the shorts
will tell the story of the British peo-
ple to Americans, Pathe has no tie-

up with the British government,
Bonafleld said! Latter may go over
some time later to o.o. the situation,

but is planning no trip for the
present.

ENT. TOPPER TRIO
Hollywood, July 23.

Three new department heads were
announced by Enterprise starting
with Blowitz as publicity topper.
Others are Fred E. Haney, police

chief, and Forrest H. Day, fire chief.

Every effort will be extended. by
Paramount to turn out the finest

quality of product possible, following

the anti-trust decision which im-

poses single-selling, according to

Barney Balaban, president, who
adds that all other companies will

no doubt strive for the same. The.

number of pictures to be produced

annually is not so important as

quality but whether or not, there

will be a curtailment in production

schedules remains to be decided, in

opinion of the Par prcz.

While Henry Ginsberg, v.p. and
general manager of production at

the Par studio, came east to discuss

possible effect of single selling and

competitive bidding on pictures,

Balaban stated that no definite con-

clusions have been reached. He
pointed out that this was mulled at

the recent semi-annual studio meet-

ing but that "we know no more now
than we knew then." Ginsberg
trains back next Tuesday (30).

It is expected that the sales de-
partments of the various major com-
panies will figure more importantly
in production plans since selling in

the future will revolve to a greater
extent around'-th* value of the
merchandlse^turhed out in Holly-
wood. • -

"

William F. Rodgers, v.p. in charge
of distribution for Metro, stated that
while there have been no discussions
relating to production in the face of
the anti-trust decision) it is very
probable some will be held in the
near future.

It is very likely that the sales de-
partments' of the smaller companies-
will be dictating to. the

- studios more
than in the past, urging the best in

production, spending of more money,
careful selection of scripts and.

talent, etc.

New York Theatres

DtRBii MORGAN • Jock CAISON
In Wanker Mroa. Bit

"TWO GUYS FROM
MILWAUKEE"

In Person

•«Mv RICH
Aa4 HU Orctorr*

.SuerbU.AMractloB Direct From H'waed
Robert ALDA

Star of "Bliapaodr In Blue"

-

Alr-t'ondlttoned

STRAND. B'woy at 47* St.

LUND'S FIRST STARRER
Hollywood, July 23.

John Lund's first starring venture

under his contract with Paramount
will be "The Wayfarers."

Harry Tugend will produce the

picture, based on a novel by Dan
Wiqkendcn. .

FISHERMAN'S WHARF PIC
Hollywood, July 23.

William Penzner, Universal pro-

ducer, will make a picture back-

grounded on Fisherman's Wharf,

San Francisco.
Story, written by Penzner, goes

before the lenses late in August.

'Sbock'-Hampton Orch

Sockfol 26G, Omaha
Omaha, July 23.

Crowds jammed the Orpheum the
minute the doors opened with the
Lionel Hampton band show and
"Shock" oh the screen. Estimated
gross would hit smash $26,000. First
day drew $3,200, which is almost a
record itself. "Green Years," at the
Paramount, is best of the others.

Estimates for Thli Week
Orpbenm (Tristates) (3.000; 22-80)

—"Shock" (20th) and Lionel Hamp-
ton orch on stage. Terrific 926,000,
indicated. Last week, "Seventh Veil'

T
(U) and "Johnny Comes Flying
Home" (20th) at 16-25 was light

$10,000. .

. Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16-
65)—"Green Years" (M-G). Strong
$13,000. Last week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th), $11,000. .

Brandels (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)

—"Green Years" (M-G). Strong
$13,000. Last week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th). $11,000. .•

.

'

Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-65)—
"Renegades" (Col) and "Partners in

Time" (RKO). Light $7,000. Last
week. "Without Reservations" (RKO)
and "Passkey to Danger" (Rep) (2d

wk), nice $7,500.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-85)—
"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "Strange
Conquest" (U). Fair *9.000. Last

week, "Well Groomed Bride" (Par>

(m.o.) and "Phantom Thief" (Col)

,
(1st run), good f 10,500.
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COL. BOLLS 'SON' SERIAL
Hollywood, July 23.

Columbia's new cliffhanger, "Son
of. the Guardsman," went into pro-
duction on CorMgan's Ranch with
Sam Katzman as producer.

Serial has two director!, Derwin
Abrahams arid Harry Fraser,
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With Wheeler Out Johnson of Colo.

Is In Line for Chairmanship of ICC;

\ He's Vs. Liquor, Petri), Britain

f
Washington, July 23.

Defeat of Sen, Burton K. Wheeler

In the Montana Democratic primar-

ies last week may have a big im-

pact on both broadcasters and the

FCC. His defeat at the polls, ac-

cording to reports here, may- throw

out of the window . White .
House

coinir-itments to elevate J. Burke

Cl.-^>fnts, head of the Montana State

I'll Accidents Commission and

strung political ally of Wheeler, to

the democratic vacancy on the FCC.

At the same time, his defeat

means the all-powerful chairman-

ship of the Seriate Interstate Com-
nifiic Committee, which controls

n.ilio legislation, will go to Senator

l'.<'vv:.i C. Johnson (D., Colo.).

.'.ceording to reliable spokesmen,

Cii- nots was to have been named
v ilie FCC at the same time that

Prcsiiient Truman elevated acting

FCC Chairman Charles R; Denny to

title of full..FCC chairman.
Whether or not Clements still gets

tiie post, it was understood, de-

pends on the nature of Mr.'. Tru-
man's commitment to Wheeler. His

nomination, would be strenuously

opposed by Montana's . Sen. James
Murray and other Capitol Mill mem-
bvif «ho would like to see a New
York Slater or New Englander get

the politically important FCC job.

Senate Majority Leader Alben
Barklcy is next in line for Wheeler's
old job as head of the I.C.C., but
will rule himself out because of

his more important floor duties. Sen.

Johnson is second in line for the

job and has indicated he will ac-

cept the post.

This Is Johnson

Johnson and Wheeler are close

in their isolationist, foreign policies

and both are experts in railway
labor. Unlike Wheeler, however,
Johnson has shown little interest

in radio, other than his most re-

cent committee assignment as head
of the Senate subcommittee which
stcoreji the anti-Petrillo legislation
through the joint House - Senate
Conference Committee. Like Con-
gressman John Rankin of Mississip-
pi on the House side, Johnson has
introduced several bills to outlaw
tht advertising of alcoholic bever-
»•:«••; on the air.

Colorado Senator has taken
• i ctive role in foreign policy

< .~rs, having led the fight against
' British loan. He is also co

r of the May-Johnson bill call-

. for military control of the
. . i nb; and, as a spokesman for

• '.rmy in the Senate, has strong
• -dorsed a merger of the armed

:es.

' 'inson, a former governor of
•ado, was first elected to the

. le in 1936. His present term ex-
Jan. 1, 1949.

the unlikely event of a Repub-
> majority in the Senate next
. minority leader Wallace White

(R., Maine) would be next in line
for Wheeler's job, -tv.r»igh he would
probably pass the chOi* on to Re-
publican Sen. Charles Tobey of
New Hampshire.

Markle Hits Mark
Top radio success, story of the

year has projected a youthful

Canadian—Fletcher Markle—into

the forefront, exciting consider-

able comment.in New York trade

circles.

Markle, 26-yeai-oTo: writer-
producer — actor, came down
from Toronto several weeks ago
to put on one of his shows for

the Columbia Workshop. He re-

prised the visit two weeks ago
for another Workshop presenta-

tion. Orson Welles popped in

on the program, heard about

Markle's Canadian "Stage '46"

performance of a Welles satire

"Life With Adams," which Welles
:

put on his Mercury theatre

CBS show last Friday.

Now Markle has been pacted,

despite efforts of CBS to ink him
to a contract, to go overseas with

,

Welles on pix . commitments
when latter teams up with Alex-

ander Korda.

li.

1

Phi Bet* Kappa Announcer

LEE JONES
Recent graduate of Denver U. and

nntlonal debate champion, Phi Beta
Kappa Jones has teen announcing
at KLZ for two and a half years.

KLZ,. DENVER.

CBS Spreads Net

Tor H wood Stars
William S. Paley, chairman of the

CBS board, has been shopping for

new talent on the Coast and, before

he gets through, may snag some of

Hollywood's top stars for one of

adio's biggest talent hypos to date.

Paley is understood to be trying

to line up some of Hollywood's most
luminous names on a regular basis,

so that their appearance will be
scheduled in advance instead of on
a catch-as-catch-can guesting basis.

He's back in New York now. But
he's known to have told his friends

before his trip to the Coast that he
won't be satisfied unless he gets some
of that film talent, no matter what
the cost.

Paley's idea is said to be to use
the Hollywood people regardless Of

their picture tleins. In this plan,

he's expected to find opposition from
some of the big producers who don't

want their stars on the air unless

their products are tied. in.

But Paley is reportedly holding
out enough money as bait to interest

a number of the stars so that they'll

flock to the CBS banner regardless.

If he lines up the Hollywood peo
pie he wants, the result is likely to

be an expansion of CBS originations

from the Coast, with consequent
shifting of some personnel from the

New York office.

Slide-Rule Magk
One of the network executives last week took time out to disprove,

statistically, the contention of critics of daytime radio that serials

predominate throughout the day. When the exec refuted one such
dritlo by stating that, In the overall American radio picture, the soap
opera formula represented less than 6% of daytime programming, the
guy thought that the exec would have to resort to black magic to prove
his point.

However, simple figures and not sorcery established the claim, Com-
Eutation goes like this: Taking the hours of 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., NBC and
IBS, who monopolize the suds saga field, devote .30% of their quarter-

hour segments to the soapers. Each network feeds the shows to 100

stations. These 200 stations represent one-fifth of the 1,000 outlets

in the country. . Thus, through the simple expedient of taking one-
fifth of the 30% network time devoted to the serials, you have the 6%
figure.

Any other questions?
.

Religious Hot Potato Dropped In

FCC Double-Talk After 18 Months

Gray in Doghouse Again,

BankroUer So Unhappy

Over Happy Felton Rap
Looks like Barry Gray, WOR's all-

night disk jockey, has gone and
done is again; Right on top of being
hauled on the carpet for plugging
WNEW's 'This Week in Music" show,
Gray again stepped out o£ bounds
last Tuesday night (18) in com-
menting on Happy Felton, with re-
sult that Felton isn't so happy,
neither is WOR hor (and this is

what hurts) is Felton's- sponsor,
Sheffield Farms.

it appears that Gray took time out
to comment on a trade paper's re-
view of Happy Felton appearing at
Iioev/s State, N.Y. Review was a
pan, and Gray backed up the re-
viewer's opinion. All of which was
within his domain, except that
Felton's sponsored show is also
carried by WOR, and Sheffield is

burning plenty over the fact that

a WOR personality should go out Of
his way to rap another WOR per-
sonality.

Sunkist Lemon Contract

Appears Juicy (75G)

Melon for Keystone Net
Sunkist lemons are going to try to

squeeze the last drop of coin juice
out of 205 single-station, "beyond
metropolitan" • radio markets
throughout the U.S. for 13 weeks be
ginning Aug. 12.

California fruit growers, who find

themselves this year with a bumper
crop of lemons on their hands, have
placed a 13-week one-minute an
nouncement campaign on stations of
the Keystone Broadcasting System
Foote, Cone & Belding's Los Angeles
office handled the account. -

While. KBS officials wouldn't dis
close the figures involved, reference
to their rate card shows that the
campaign including 15 one-minute
announcements on each station

—

stacks up a total of about $75,000 for
time alone.

Announcements, all pre-tran-
scribed will be played on each of the.

stations at specific times agreed on
by the agency, net and KBS affili-

ates, and there will be no guesswork
about the airings... The Sunkist peo-
ple expect to sell a heap of lefnons
to make up -for the costs.

Meeker Buys Baymer Outfit

Ownership of Radio Advertising
Co., station reps, has switched hands,
with Robert D. C. Meeker buying
out the Paul H. Raymer Go.

Outfit's headquarters are in New
York.

KH, NBC Come To

Grips in Battle

For Customers
Hollywood, July 23.

It was such a happy affair, that

went on for the years, or that's what
it seemed to be .That's

the saga of NBC and its Coast affili-

ate in a knotty and never too happy
nutshell.

From here on in, it's polite war
between the twain that have never,
known true love, as witness the re-

cent video gambol here. Now both
are hitting with gloves off as a pro-
motion battle augurs between
mother and step-child. It may even
develop into a little throat-cUtting
sales war between KFI and other,
nearby NBC affiliates.

On the basis of recent surveys, the
network is attempting to show losses

to KFI of the letter's primary area
of coverage. Such unfavorable fame,
occasioned by net now having its

obstreperous affiliate surrounded
with a crescent of three other sta-

tions, will be combatted by KFI
with high pressure promotional
campaign, and trade and customer
relations cultivation. NBC has
slowly encircled KFI with stations
at San Diego (KSFD), BakersAeld
(KERO). and Harry Butcher's KIST,
Santa Barbara, all as affiliates. That
puts KFI virtually in the inside of a
half moon facing the Pacific.

The order of the day at KFI is

that the alcyon days are over. This
coming season (and fall will be 'the
go sign) will be one of salesmen.
Gone are the days when acceptance
of sponsors was on the basis of
pressure, desirability or priority.
Overall strategy is being mapped by
station's top bras whereby time
buyers will be wooed.
NBC, it's thought, will continue to

fill considerable amounts of time on-
KFI, but no time will be lost by KFI
in its efforts to keep old accounts
and in encouraging new ones, de-
spite the competition presented in
the prestige being given surround-
ing latecomer net affiliates.

The net's dependency on KFI les-
sens with the new contracts. The
testy situation is certain to increase.
KMPC, G. A. Richards' indie, is on

(Continued on page 42)

Temporary Visitors' Hang

From Rafters of Writing

Division at CBS in N. Y.
Typical of the office space con-

gestion at CBS hdqs. in New York
is the present crowding of tem-
porary "visitors" in the Program
Writing Division suite. Four em-
ployes, including Bessie Mack, who
are engaged on CBS audience par-
ticipation programs, are bunched in
the corner office. A director, Clint
Johnson, a returned GI, is tem-
porarily parked in one cubicle and
Cabell Greet, CBS authority on
pronunciation, -has another. Secre-
taries of both men also swell the
congestion.

Irving Tunick, who has a special
writing assignment on the atom
bomb series, being supervised by
Guy della Cioppa, also hangs his
chapeau in the Program Writing
Division.

Relief from the congestion to

promised in September. . .

Suds In Your Eyes
Soap won't mix with soap on

the air, and that's why Howard
Teichman isn't scripting for

"State Senator" although he did.

the writing job on the show's

presentation and was scheduled

to do the writing if as and when
sold.

Now the show's been sold, it

turns out Lever Bros, is the

sponsor. Teichman happens to

be the writer, for Procter &
Gamble's "Road of Life," and
would jeopardize one contract if

he took the other.. Scripting for

"Senator," instead, are Joe Rus-
coll, Joe Liss and Larry Menkin,
with latter scheduled for the

opener (29).

'State Senator

No Phony Politico

One of the most unusual jobs of

preparing for a radio show has been

completed by Louis G. Cowan, Inc.,

in preparation for "State Senator"

which bows next week (29) on CBS
for Lever Bros.

A high-priced expert on Ameri-

can politics—M. R. Werner, author
of books on Tammany and on other
phenomena of the American political

scene, and contributor to the New
Yorker—had been engaged to pre-
pare a 1-page book on "State Sena-
tors and the Government of the
State." That book, which discusses
the State Senates in every state in

the Union, gives the writers of the
show, and others on the talent side,

authentic original material of a gen-
eral nature for a study of the char-
acter of the generic state senator in

the United States.

-Before the show was sold, a half-
hour platter was waxed giving the
biography of the "senator" whose
story will be told on the show from
week to week. This platter traces
the mythical Senator's biography
and background. He's 34 years old,

practiced law before he entered the
Army, and won a Congressional
Medal of Honor in . Italy. When he
came home, he was propelled into
politics.

Howard Teichman wrote the half-
hourer for the presentation, and it

was directed by George Zachary be-
fore he left for the Coast to d6 his
present Ford Sunday Evening Hour
show on ABC. Lynn Murray con-
ducted the music.

! Altogether, Cowan, who owns the
['Senator' package, spent an cslimat-

Jcd $5,000 for the preliminary de-
l

lineation of the character of the
State Senator.

Maynard to Leave CBS,

'Portrait' to Hoffman
George Maynard and CBS are

parting company next month. May-
nard, ex-NBC producer, was brought
into the network a few months back
to produce the Saturday night

"American Portrait" show. . .

"Portrait" series will be reorgan-
ized, with Robert Hudson, educa-
tional director, continuing as super-
visor. Interesting angle is that for
the first time CBS will have an ed-
itor as producer, with Elwood Hoff-
man taking over. Move projects
web's program writing division into
a more prominent position.

Washington, July 23.

The FCC, in one of the most un-

usual opinions ever handed down by
a Government agency, took time out

here last week (19) to deliver a

five-page sermon on the rights of

atheists and agnostics to get time

on the air. The commission warned

radio licensees that too narrow a

view of the rightness of religious or

irreligious beliefs might find such

leaders as Thomas Jefferson, An-

drew Jackson, and Abraham Lincoln

barred from expressing their re-

ligious philosophies through a mike.

Occasion for the decision, was the

long-delayed FCC action on a peti-

tion of Robert Harold Scott of Palo

Alto, Calif. Scott, over a year and
a half ago, made the first of several

pleas to the FCC to revoke the
licenses of KQW, San Jose, and KPO
and KFRC, San Francisco, because
they had refused to make time avail-

able for discussions of atheism, al-

though they gave lime freely to

various religious sects. The issue,

the FCC said, was of too wide a

scope to be invoked here against

three stations alone.

Scott, a retired court reporter, had
argued that the existence of a Divine
Being was certainly controversial

and that stations, under the Com-
munications Act, are obliged to

present all sides of important con-
troversial issues. Managers of the.

three stations; however, took the
position that it was hot in "the pub-
lic interest" to air such unpopular
views, that belief in God was not
controversial, or that time was not
warranted to air the .views of the
small minority which chose to deny
His existence.

Advises Stations

The FCC, which had been nursing
the "hot potato" petition for over
18 months, stopped short of recom-
mending that stations give time to

atheists, but dipped deeply into

Constitutional guarantees on free-
dom of religion in advising stations

how to handle such requests.

Said the FCC opinion: "Freedom
of aeligious belief necessarily carries

with it freedom to disbelieve, and
freedom of speech means freedom
to express disbeliefs as well as

beliefs. If freedom of speech is to

have meaning, it cannot be predicat-
ed on the mere popularity or public

acceptance of the ideas sought to be
advanced."

The commission added that while
an "overwhelming majority" of peo-
ple profess belief in a Divine Being,

"so diverse are these conceptions
that it may be fairly said, even as to

professed believers, that the God of

one man does not exist for another."
The Romans, FCC went on, called

the early Christians "atheists" be-

cause they denied the existence of

Rome's pagan gods.

The FCC agreed that every idea

does "not rise to the dignity of a

public controversy, and every or-

ganization, regardless of member-
ship or the seriousness of its pur-
poses, is not per se entitled to time
on the air," but the holders of a
belief should not be denied the' right

to answer attacks upon them or their

belief solely because they are few
in number.

The FCC warned against any
"rigid policy that time shall be

denied for the presentation of views
which may have a high degree of

unpopularity" and concluded:

"The criterion of the public in-

terest in broadcasting clearly pre-

cludes a policy of making radio

wholly unavailable as a medium for

the expression of any .view which
falls within the scope, of the con-
stitutional guarantee of freedom of

speech,"
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NAB Fight Shaping Up for Confab;

Itll Be Stix Vs. Gty Slickers With

United Front a Forgotten Issue

PIPE DREAMS vs. REALISM
Much publicity has been given in the press to the "reservation"

of FM wavelengths for returning soldiers. Nobody will object to

the "sood intentions" behind such a policy, but more and more

realistic observers are wondering if these "promises" aren't more

dannerous than helpful. Where—it is being asked with increas-

irie polntedness—is the average GI or even a group of them

fioing to get the $26,000 to erect antenna and studios, and after

that the $25,000 a year (or make your own guess) necessary to

moeram and operate an FM station for an unknown number

of years until the station may—accent may—start paying off.

Invitation to take out an FM license may sound like a generr

ous rememberance ot the "draftee now back in civilian garb. But

Is It really doing him a favor, assuming he has limited knowl-

edge of radio competition, limited financial resources, and ideas

which may be more romantic than down to cases?

Maybe this is the sort of question that cannot be categorically

answered. But still there are broadcasters around who are won-

dering out loud whether the GI who is lightly, encouraged to

dream of a place In radio isn't being handed an opium pipe.

Schwerin ^6810^-^6-11^^

Signed by NBC Starting Samplings

On Mass Production Basis at WEAF
Horace Schwerin's pretesting-*

while-you-wait 'system, detailed in

several installments of Variety back

in January, '46, has been signed up

by NBC, Schwerin's new organiza-

tion, bearing the title, of Schwerin

Research Corp., is already testing

New York City audiences of about

800 a night, two evenings each week.

NBC's current mass production

sampling, making the venture prob-

ably the largest-scale regular testing

operation yet tried in the broadcast-

ing field, is being done on an experi-

mental basis over a six-month pe-

riod to determine its overall ef-

fectiveness, audience reaction, etc.,

- with results to be correlated at a

later date prior to its commercial

client inauguration.

Audiences are being attracted by

regular announcements over WEAF,
NBC's N. Y. flagship station, with

"
tickets for the NBC-gulded tour be-

ing offered in return for participa-

tion. ... ,

Schwerin's Reactocaster, described

in the Variety series, is not yet be-

ing used, but is how in production.

At the present WEAF sessions, reac-

tions are checked on scorecards' at

various intervals in each program.

Town Hall type discussions follow

the programs, the floor being thrown

wide open for criticism and com-

ments and votes being taken on the

points raised by the audience. Bob

Berkin has been emceeing the tests.

Among the programs tested thus

far have been the Jimmy Edmund-

son Show, "Honeymoon in New
York," the RCA-Victor summer

show, Bernie West's Carnival and

some syndicates.

Present series of audience reaction

sessions is among the new activities

of NBC's Research Dept. encouraged

by Hugh M. Beville since latter's re-

turn to the post of Research Director

for the web. Among those associated

with Schwerin in his research organ-

ization are Paul Schwerin, his father,

who developed the Reactocaster, and

Leonard Kudisch.

SPITAIaNY VICE EDDY

FOR ELECTRIC COS.

Phil Spitalny and his All-Girl

Orch, Sunday night NBC program,

which General Electric Is dropping

in September, moves over to the

4:30 Sunday afternoon period on

CBS in October. The combined

electric light and power companies,

sponsors of "The Electric Hour," are

dropping Nelson Eddy to throw the

switch on the Spitalny program.

Plan is to tour the Spitalny show
through the season.

,

Eddy has' been on for the past

two seasons. Power companies have

put in a replacement show for the

summer headed by Anne Jamison
and Robert Shanley, with Robert

Avmbruster orch staying on, and it's

planned to continue the present

layout until Spitalny moves in.

Charles Herbert, producer of the

Eddy show for N. W. Ayer, has been
offered the Spitalny Job, but he
doesn't want to leave Hollywood.

Martin Wants Bourjois

Out for New Texaco Show
Tony Martin, It's reported, has

asked for his release from Bourjois

so that, he can be free to team up

with Frances Langford for the new
Texaoo show in the fall. There have

been a number of talks but no

decision yet.

Practically everybody, incidental-

ly, is pitching at Texaco.

CBS-ITiomasDeal

AWarningtoNBC
Procter and Gamble's pacting of

Lowell Thomas for an 11 p.m. "re-

peat" broadcast to the Rocky Moun-

tain and Pacific zones via CBS
starting next month bids fair to

precipitate one of radio's most ex-

citing tug-of-wars between that" net-

work and NBC.
NBC, under whose banner Thomas

has been broadcasting for many

years, doesn't want to lose Thomas.

Although his 6:45 p.m. cro6s-the-

board program for Sunoco, which

still has a year to go, is only heard

on a limited eastern hookup, the

network is all too aware of his

strong audience pull. Thomas him-

self would like to go coast-to-coast

CBS is more than willing to give

him what he wants, once he's free

of his current commercial commit-

ment. However, beyond the pres-

ent "repeat" broadcast contract for

the western zones, CBS has no fur-

ther guarantee of getting him.

Thomas' present contract with

Sunoco is, in some respects, an odd

one, permitting him, for instance, to

use a,s many subs as he wants, as

often as he wants. Many are won-

dering whether the recent extended

use of a substitute and the sloughed-

bff. manner in which the programs

came off, wasn't a deliberate attempt

on Thomas' part to irritate his spon

sor to obtain a release.

It's also reported the network was

embarrassed no end by Thomas'

Monday (22) airer on standards of

living.
" The next move, it's believed, will

be NBC's, the feeling being that this

network, in order to hold Thomas,

may even go so far as to open a

heart-of-the-evening segment for

his news broadcast, much in the

manner as CBS was obliged to do

to wrap up the Bill Henry five-

minute eross-the-board spotting for

Johns Manville.

GEN. MILLS MOPS TWO
"Light of the World" and "Valiant

Lady" are being dropped by General

Mills. -

Daytime cross-the-board shows are

heard on CBS and ire scheduled for

dropping latter part of August.'

LEGIT-

THESPS CUE BEEF
By GEORGE ROSEN

While one set of radio actors

around New York are grumbling at

what they consider a "sudden pro-
duction slump," another set of radio

actors, is playing hard to get, to the

mounting annoyance of executives

and directors. This seems like a

contradiction of facts—jobs going

begging while at the same time jobs

are supposed to be scarce. But those

familiar with casting problems de-

clare that the paradox is entirely

accurate, given the two sets of ac-

tors:

First, those who are well-heeled,

in demand, or eager to play summer
theatre dates.

Second, those who are less well-

heeled, less in demand and radio-

genic but not established.

The first war-free summer in

some years has brought the straw-

hat theatres back in numbers, and
they've looked to the ranks of radio

for recruits. After a lapse, of years

from footlight experience, more
than a few of the microphoners are

yessing the barnyard impresarios,

even though salaries are smallish

and ah actor may in practice give

up two weeks of travel and rehear-

sal time for every week of paid

employment on the boards. The fact

that actors ' play the summer cir-

cuit at less-than-radio compensation
irks some casting execs. It only

points up the fact that the actors,

despite financial success in, radio,

still dream of a fat part on Broad-
way or being caught at the Old
Barn by a Hollywood talent scout.

v

Serial
:
Players' Hiatus

Producers of daytime serials in

particular are grumbling at the

number of requests made by actors

In the last few weeks to be "written

out" so they can take a flyer in the

sticks. The regular half-hour dra-

matic broadcasts have the same sort

of request. While a good many re-

quests have been granted, others

have been flatly turned down and
the actor told to decide on an "or

else" basis. Irritation among radio
.

showmen is reported quite strong.

Summer theatres alone do not

provide the full measure of irrita-

tion. Actors who won't take week-

end assignments "because it breaks

up my golfing" have also been con-

spicuous, while other radio actors

are described as sidestepping shows
with split rehearsals, or rehearsals

that are—as the actors decide
—

"too

prolonged."
That so much high-hatting of job

offers should exist coincidentally

with patient and disappointed job

hunting by other radio actors who.
complain of summer cancellations is

simply more evidence of the un-

balanced casting setup, in the

opinion of some observers. As one

put it: "The directors spoil the chosen

few by accepting them on a part-

time basis, with the result that the

very actors who enjoy the most

favors often are the least ready to

help out a director who's in a jam

for the right type."

Paley Sez Tain't So
CBS board chairman William S.

Paley, back in N. Y. from a Coast
jaunt, has caught up with rumors
that: had him selling a chunk of his

CBS stock to Floyd Odium of the
Atlas Corp. He says it's without
foundation.
"I am not considering selling any

of my CBS holdings or lessening my
activities and interest in CBS,"
Paley stated.

Carol Irwin To

Produce Guilder
Carol Irwin, in charge of talent in

the ABC programming operation
and one of the last vestiges of the

ex-Chet LaRoche-Hubbell Robinson
regime at the network, has resigned.

She'll take over the production helm
on the U. S. Steel-Theatre Guild
airer when it returns in the fall. In

addition to producing, it's reported
she'll be liaison between agency,

Guild and network.

Miss Irwin is currently on the

Coast and after a vacation will move
into the Steel-Guild operation. She
was part of the Robinson-LaRochc
etc.. Y & R-tp-ABC (then Blue) mi-
gration, being brought over to the

web by Robinson, who was ABC
programming chief.

CBS is still trying to cop the

Guild-Steel show for the Tuesday
night 10 to 11 slot, but expectations

are that it will return to its last

season's Sunday night berth on ABC.

Pay My Scripters,

111 Get By: Hayes
Hollywood, July 23.

Peter Lind Hayes, regarded as a

potentially sock radio comedian and

sought by Dinah Shore, Ginny

Simms and Dick Haymes, among
others, to bolster their weekly half-

hour air shows, has set unusual

terms for any deal that's negotiated.

It's one of the first instances in

which an' air personality; recogniz-

ing that the scripters can either

make or break his show, is subordi-

nating his own asking price to that

of the writers. Hayes wants $1,000

to $1,500 a week for his own conlrib,

but specifies that $3,000 a week be

earmarked for top writing talent.

Demands probably stem from

Hayes' recent abortive air debut,

when he was spotted as a regular on

the Beatrice Kay show on Mutual,

but took a walk after a few weeks,

reportedly because of the scripting

bruahoff the show was getting.

Fortissimo Platters *

Draw Deaf Ears From

Pnnch-DnintOperators
Chicago, July 23;

•A number of station operators

have been complaining lately that

spot recordings are getting "louder,

shriekier and screechler" than they

ever have been.

Ad agencies and spot waxers are

resorting to the "shock treatment"

in going after the listener's atten-

tion, but are defeating their purpose

with their loudness, station people

complain.

It's known that within the last

couple of weeks, several spots have

been thrown back at the agencies

with request to either tone them

down or break them.

Complaint has been particularly

loud against spots put out in behalf

of films, some of the pix being high-

budget whodunits, plugged by lead-

ing producers. The air trailers for

these are louder than they've ever

been, purpose apparently- being to

frighten the listeners.

"All they'll do if they keep this

up," said one station manager," is

to scare the listener away from the

radio. I'm tired of this noise, and

I'm not the only one."

CBS STILL SEARCHING

FOR PROMOTION CHIEF
CBS is still in the market for a

promotion director to succeed Paul

Hollister, who checked out of the

network several months ago, but

thus far the search has been fruit-

less. William Glttinger, veepee in

charge of sales, has meanwhile been

doubling into overseeing the promo-

tion dept. on a pro tern basis.

Network wants a promotion op-

erator of top calibre; the standard

it's setting is a throwback to the

promotion technique wrapped up by
Paul Kesten, who set the pace.

Washington, July 23.

Resentment over conflicting phil-

osophies which has been smoulder-
ing over a long period within the
ranks of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters is expected to crystall-

ize itself at the forthcoming NAB
convention in Chicago, when the
network representatives on the

board of directors of the NAB may
get the merry heavo-ho via the un-
seating route. Nobody's talking put
loud about such an eventuality, but
it's known that the NAB is currently
sitting oh the idea and may bring
the matter to a head at the Chi con-
vention.

At the time when there appears
to be a crying need for a united
front within the industry's ranks in

the- -wake of the FCC Blue Book
programming ukases and what the
NAB charges is Governmental en-
croachment on private enterprise,
the anti-network feeling continues
to grow among the predominant
"grass . roots" representatives on
the NAB board; They've had their
guard up for a long time and, from
all indications, they want to do
something about it at the October
sessions.

It would appear that the NAB
wants to transform the directorate
into 100% grass roots thinking.

Some say that the desire to. unseat
the network reps on the board stems
from the usual grass, roots resent-
ment against cosmopolites with
their money and skills and their
ability to get things done.
Current network representation

on the board of directors consists of
Frank Stanton, CBS president, who
succeeded Paul Kesten two years
ago (prior to Kesten, Ed Klauber
was on the board), and Frank Rus-
sell, of NBC, who has sat on the
board for th« past 14 years.

'

During the past season, Mutual
accepted ah invitation to come into

NAB; ABC thus far has not ac-
cepted.

Industry . strategy for following
year will be blueprinted at Aug. 0-

8 Estes Park, Colo., meeting of NAB
board.

Army Buying ABC

Gridcasts in Fall

Philadelphia, July 23.

ABC Is completing negotiations
to air all of West Point's football
games this fall, with N. W. Ayer
the agency involved. Ted Husing,
now a freelancer,' is reported being
strongly considered by the Army
for announcing chores.
Army's battl^eoiiwith Navy and

with Noire D^mr* were aired by
NBC last fall, sponsored by Sateve-
post, but nothing's been discussed
for this fall. It isn't likely ABC
would take the Point without these
two crucial games, its contract
otherwise bejng a dud.
Meantime, the U. S. Army Re-

cruiting Service, which is currently
.sponsoring "Spotlight Bands," will

follow this up in the fall by spon-
soring the "Game of the Week" over
Mutual, feeling it will appeal to some
audiences. Starting Sept. 21, this will

be an 11-week series, with the out-

standing football game of the week,
as selected from the season's rec-

ords, being aired. Ayer agency also

involved here. Harry Wismer to an-

nounce cost involved in Recruiting's

budget is said to be $500,000.

Peter Paul Drops News,

Collingwood A Sdstanwr
The "Charlie Collingwood and the

News." CBS program, is losing its

sponsor, after the Aug. 3 broad-

cast. Peter Paul's Mounds has been
footing the bill, but Bugar shortage

has curtailed the product output,

with resultant decision to drop
airer.

After commercial ladtput, pro-

gram goes sustaining.
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FCC Backs on WINS Sales Nix, But

Walker & Dorr Still Don't like It

Washington. July 2S.

The FCC last week 07 1. by :

4-10-'' vote, reversed an earlier, pro

posed decision and pave final okay

to Hie sMc of Hearst's New

indie. WINS, to the Crosley Raj .0

Corp.-n.ow wholly-owned V> the

Aviation. Corp. . ..

'

Four members-Aclmu chairman

Charles B. Denny and -Commission-

er* E K. Jell. Ray Wakefield, and

•Rosel Hyde-agrccd the sale was

now in. '"the public inlcivst as re-

sult' of a June 19-20 oral -argument

which revealed tho parties h-Kl

blacked out, a contract -provision -to

give Hearst's Daily Mirror $400 000

worth or news broadcast* on WINS

over a 10-year period. At the same

hearing. James Shouse, Crosley

veopee had also met earlier FCC pb^

of

jections to the sale, by givinf

details on AVCO's proposed, opera

tion of WINS, including a commit

merit to sell no more than 80^

the program time.

The new contract also gives

Hearst a S400.000 credit on FM and

television transmitting equipment, it

AVCO goes, into the manufacture of

these items on a commercial basis

within the next ten years.

The two dissenters—Commission-

ers Clifford J. Diirr and Paul Walk-

er—objected on the same grounds

thev gave for nixing the sale of the

Crosley Corp. to AVCO last Septem-

ber The two said the price being

paid for WINS is also out of line.

Both objected specifically to a clause

still in the WINS, sales contract call-

ing for "local news co-operation"

between the radio station and

Hearst's Daily Mirror. They de-

clared that they were not satisfied

with this clause, purporting to elim-

inate the provision of the original

agreement under which Crosley was

to furnish radio time to Hearst in'

the amount of $400,000.

According to testimony at the

June argument. Shouse and WLW
general manager Robert E. Dunville

will alternate running- the New York

station, though Willard Schrocder is

slated to remain on at WINS as sta-

tion manager. WINS will be con-

nected by wireline with. WLW, Cin-

cinnati, and its program format will

be revamped to include a larger

proportion of news, farm, and other

live-talent shows. .

Chi Alcoholics Kick,

WCFL Draw Too Heavy
Chicago, July 23.

Chicago office of Alcoholics

Anonymous has refused to allow

its name to be used on the air in

connection with the AA transcribed

show produced by WWJ. Detroit,

and aired over WCFL here—but not

because AA disapprove of the pres

-dilation cooked up by the Detroit

branch of ex-drinkers.

Purpose of the show, of course,

is to help cure inveterate drunks—
but onlv if they themselves want to

be cured. Local AA'crs. however,

have thumbed down co-sponsorship

full lot the public service layout with

WCFL because they don't want too

much publicity.

And their standoffish attitude is

cued by the past experience, from

which they've learned that practi-

cally every Chi housewife whose

spouse goes out on only an occa-

sional tear feels she has to call AA
every lime it happens. AA just

hasn't got the funds to hire that

many switchboard operators.

Air Service
Hollywood, July 23.

With but one air mention Tom
Hotchkiss, newscaster on KGER,
Long Beach, sleuthed out an old

man amnesia victim who had
been sought by police for three

days since disappearing from his

home. The frantic family of.

Robert D. Chamberlain called

the station to ask for an an-

nouncement. Five minutes after

Hotchkiss aired the 80-year old

man's description . a woman
shopper in a San Diego market

spotted hint and called the cop?

pers.

. He had wandered some 90

miles from home.

New- Corporate Setup
Cincinnati, July 23.

A separate corporate setup, the

Crosley Broadcasting Corp.. will

control WINS and WLW and other

broadcasting activities of the Cros-

ley Corp.. of which the new organi-

zation will be a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary.

Official structure of the new corp.,

under FCC okay, has James D
Shouse as president. He had been

v'-e-president in charge of broad-

casting of the Crosley Corp., the

former parent company.. Other of-

ficers are Irving B. Babcock, chair-

man; Robert E. Dunville. Shouse's

right-hand man, continuing as vice-

president and general manager; El-

mer J. Boss, vice-president and
treasurer; R. James Rockwell, vice-

president in charge of engineering;

Harry M. Smith, vice-president in

charge of sales; and Raymond S.

Pruitt, New York, secretary. Pruitt

also holds as secretary of the Cros-
ley Corp., which manufactures ra-

dios, refrigerators and other appli-

ances.
Directors of the new company are

Powei Crosley, Jr., who headed the

Crosley Corp. until last September
when it was sold to the Aviation

Corp.; R. C. Cosg'rove, Victor Eman
uel. : Walter A. Morgenson. and
Shouse, Dunville, Pruitt and Bab-
cock.

Besides 50,000-watt WLW and
WINS, which is to jump its power
from 10,000 to 50,000 watts, the
C'osley Broadcasting Corp. controls

more than a dozen relay, shortwave,
International, experimental and de-
velopment stations. It likewise has
r - Hons pending before the FCC
to nr»»-^te FM and television sta-

tions in Cincinnati, Dayton and
Columbus, O.. and a FM station in

Washington, D. C. ,

UOPWA Turns

Guns on NBC
The United Office and Profes

sional Works of America (CIO), or

ionization of white collarites which
won the largest vote (although not

yet officially certified ) in a National

Labor Relations Board election at

CBS.- is now engaged in a fight with

the NBC net.

According to UOPWA officials

NBC has fired 11 members of the I

Guest .
Relations Dept., and has also

fired one of the union's leaders in

the attempts to organize the net's

collarites. Latter is Richard
Niederstein. formerly supervisor of

the International Dcpt.'s news Toom.
According to NBC officials, who

say they'll dp their talking formally
to the NLRB or any other respon-
sible agency, the charges arc "apple-

sauce and baloney."
UOPWA, however, is not taking

the issue lying down and has already
petitioned the FCC, members, of
Congress from New York, as well
as the NLRB for an investigation of
the charges.
The union filed a couple of months

ago for certification as collective
bargaining agent for NBC employees
in the Guest Relations Dept.. in-

cluding pages, messengers, guides,
ticket-takers, etc. According to the
union, 11 women were fired May 24.
several days after the NLRB had
held its second hearing into the ap-
plication.

Meanwhile, however, the union
has withdrawn its application for
recognition in Guest Relations. Some
NBC execs interpret that with-
drawal as lack of strength.
Aaron Schneider, N. Y. regional

director, complained in a letter to

Niles Trammell, NBC. prexy, that
the asst. manager of the Interna
tional Dept. had leptured employees
against joining the union. The
union claims also that it has been
-unable "to secure assurances of
good faith" from Ernest de. la Ossa,
network personnel manager.

Jones' New Jaw Show
Spike Jones has been doing some

huddling with Kenyon & Eckhardt
agency execs on building an air

show slanted for the kids. It would
be either a half-hour weekly show
or a 15-minute cross-thc-board
atrip.

' Jones has done several albums
similarly aimed for the Juve trade.

COAST TALENT WANTS

H'WOOD AM STATION
Washington, July 23.

. The Hollywood Community Radio
Group, - whose stockholders are all

talent men in the radio and pix
fields,. last week (18) filed an appli-
cation, with the FCC. for a new
standard broadcast station in Gar-
dena, Calif.

.
Proxy of the company Is Alvin

Wilder, news analyst for the Pacific

Coast Network. Other officers in-

clude Emil Corwin, screen writer
and active pamphleteer for the Po-
litical Action Committee, who is

also brother of CBS' 'Norman Cor-
win; Paul Stewart and Abe Polon-
sky, Paramount Pictures writers;
Cal Kuhl, director of West Coast
recordings for RCA; Sam Moore,
writer for NBC's "The Great Gilder-
sleeve" program, and prexy of the
Radio Writers Guild; Pauline Lauber,
secretary of the Radio Writers
Guild; and William Pomerance, di-

rector of the Screen Writers' Guild
The group already has a bid In foi

an FM outlet in Hollywood.

RWG, 4A's Snafu

Over One-Shot

Scripter Pact
The long-drawn out negotiations-

for a freelance writers' contract be-

tween the American Assn. of Ad-
vertising Agencies and the Radio

Writers Guild has struck the tough-

est snag to date, and no one is par-

ticularly happy about it.

.-.What's happened is this: The ne-

gotiating committees representing

the 4A's and the RWO had agreed

on a contract for one-shot shows, as

distinct from serials and series. But
then they disagreed on whether or

not to promulgate that contract now.
Reps of the 4A's insisted that,

while they had agreed to the 15

clauses protecting one-shot script-

ers, they would make those provi-

sions part of whatever overall con-

tract eventually develops between
the admen' and the writers. The
RWG group insisted: Let's jointly

recommend this much now, and go

on from here. Thai's where the

matter stands how. The 4A's nego-

tiators, headed by Abbott K. Spen-

|
cer and J. Walter Thompson agency

said they couldn't agree to promul-

gate what they call a partial con-

tract without polling their full com-
mittee. They arc in. process of mak
ing such a poll now.
The Guild people, saying nothing

pending completion of the 4A's com-
mittee poll, nevertheless are clearly

perturbed. Hints have been made
by some influential Guild members
who are not members of the RWG
negotiating committee that they will

insist that their negotiators break off

contact with the 4A's if the poll

results in the negative.

"We've come to an agreement, but
these people won't announce it. and
we think our negotiators should tell

them they're not acting in good
faith." is the way one

.

prominent
Guildsinan summarized the situa

tion. *

The" one-shot provisions, fpr the

first time, give the writer of that

type of show a good many rights

that he never possessed ' before.

While no money scale is set in the

agreement, it permits one-shot rights

to revert to the writer, giving him
the right to sell his show again for

rebroadcast, for films, the legit

stage, or any other medium. ' The
contract defines trial scripts and au
dition scripts and, in general, sets

down the rule that all negotiations

with a writer be in writing so that

there can be no argument as to what
was ordered. The contract also spec
fles the time limitations in which
writer is to be paid.

If the 4A"s finally agree to pro
mulgate these provisions, the Guild
will expect that at least 90% of the
agencies should abide by the terms
of the new contract. The two ne
gotiating committees would then go
on batting around the terms of

on setting the terms of a contract
tor writers of series and . serials.

Love Those Hucksters Any Froth

Carlos Franco, Frederic Wakeman Square Off on
WQXR, But Radio's Still Baloney to Maloney

"Author Meefs the Critics" IWQXR, N, Y.) tost toeefc (18) tackled

Frederic Wakemaris -The Hucksters." Emcee John K. M, McCaffrey

brought Carlos Franco, veepee" of Young & Rubicam agency, to (he mike

as Wakeman's attacker. Russell Maloney defended Wakeman,- by' and Itfrye.

The discussion touched upon advertising, upon the American radio t-s. the

BBC system, etc. Here are some excerpts from the show.

About the Book

Franco: I think it is an interesting fiction book/Indifferently written,

which loses a point halfway through. . . .. Kimberly 8i Mogg is. . . . just

about as much of a phoney as any writer can ever write, about Vic

Norman was a dishonest person . . . the book is neither, typical of adver-

tising' or advertising people. ...

Malonev: It is the first grown-up book written about the radio. . . :. I

don't doubt Mr. Norman and his $35 tie. I believe in his adventures, and

I believe in that wonderful theatrical agency with the wonderful name of

Talent. Ltd. I believe in them all—the people on the Superchicf. and the

agents, and so on. They are all real.

About Evan Llewellyn Evans

Franco: I never met such a person ..- . . I have found, advertising men to

be full of rich humor, humor that doesn't stain Or sting, and Evans in the

book 'doesn't represent that .,...1 have never met such. ah individual.-'

Maloney: Evans is a man with terrific lust for power, and no particular

object for it. All he can do is persuade people to buy soap. He victim-

izes these people . . . will sacrifice anything to this lust.

About Radio & Advertising

Wakeman: Mr. Franco and I have apparently moved in different, circles

£ advertising . . . All I have tried to do is show what it was. Is "love that

soap" any more penetrating or irritating and nauseating than a combi-

nation of foghorns, jingle bells, whistles, toots and so on that you hear over

the radio practically 20 hours a day? It seems to me that this book took
.

hold . . . not because it's profound literature—I make no pretensions to that

—but because there! has right now come to- the surface of the American

public a feeling that radio has not realized, It has not delivered what it

might have delivered, and there, is a dissatisfaction.

Franco: I don't think that radio has realized its possibilities, and I he

American public couldn't possibly be satisfied with radio as it exists today.

One point Mr. Wakeman made—that the book deals with radio advertising.

I don't think it has a great deal to do with it not as much as he would

like me to believe it did, and others share my opinion.

Maloney: I am concerned with the fact that Mr. Wakeman, here on ihe

air and in the book, has criticized radio several times and you (Franco)

haven't given' me yet any ways in which the book is. inaccurate.

Franco: Well, Mr. Wakeman criticizes radio in general terms. I must

agree there are certain advertisers and advertising agencies that K<i be-

yond good taste; but in the business you find a. great many advertisers—,

the majority of them ... do an honest, sincere: job of it.
x

What About BBC?
McCaffrey: Let me make a pitch here in favor of our present radio ad-

vertising. What about the situation which occurs when you have no; ad-

vertising whatsoever, as on the, BBC'
Maloney: Isn't it a little more soothing and sedative, at least?

Wakeman: I am in favor of commercial radio over the BBC kind of

radio ... I think that radio advertisers had better starl changing some of

the sounds that come out of the loudspeakers, or the American public, is

going to rise up in protest against it, and we might get a BBC type of

radio.

Franco: Our radio represents a freedom! a freedom we should all be

happy with. We have no . controls over it as they have in England: and

anybody who wishes to. control radio as they have it in England, possibly

should go to England.

Maloney: There is one thing that freedom of the radio results' in—a man "

buying a little segment of time and ignoring what has gone before and

what will come after.

Wakeman: I don't think we should compare two fairly lousy types ot

radio systems. I think we should try to improve ours over the premise of

BBC . . . it is long and dreary and, although sans commercial, I don't

think it would go with the American public. But the point I would like

to make is that radio presently being so commercial is over-commercial-

.

ized to the point where all radio is planned on a mass entertainment basis

and I believe radio is a 'medium Of communication amongst all kinds of

people so that if there are 5,000 people here in this country interested in

some esoteric subject, that radio should be in a position to give it to them.

That means changing programming and commercial concepts, but not de-

stroying commercial concepts entirely. -But don't keep radio a continuous

vaudeville show which, because of the dearth of talent, has about four

good shows of that kind a week and all the rest -simply stink to high
heaven.
. I don't say throw the rascals out. I sny ' :

-

. : A one tiny

little segment of life that the American people know little about, yet

where money is expended day after day and it is time they learned about
how the segment operated and I hope that that segment of life, namely
the advertising world, might take a look at itself and do a better job with
radio.

Franco: Mr. Maloney. I am highly surprised at you for taking a highly
'

imaginative, a highly fictional book, as an instruction book on radio, as

something that' would teach you something about it. There are other

sources from which all of us might learn something about it, namely in

the present advertising agencies, over the radio stations, over the nation.

MEREDITH SET FOR

AMERICANA PACKAGE
New half-hour dramatic show

starring Burgess Meredith is being
packaged on the Coast by Robert
Maxwell Associates, aimed for fall

network airing.

Show is tabbed "Native Land,
with Ben Lucien Burman, the au-

thor, as scripter in his first radio
venture. "Land" will deal with
sagas of America, leaning heavily
on native foJk lore and folk music
Olga Diuce, producer-director of

Mutual's "House of Mystery," planed
to the Coast Sunday (21) for huddles
with Meredith on behalf of Maxwell
office. At the. same time she'll also

sit in on the pic version of the Max
well-packaged "Superman" air show
now shooting on the Columbia lot

CBS Flowchart Places

Program Supervisors,

Shows Plan's Workings
Under instructions from CBS vice

president Davidson Taylor, there has
been a recent clarification of execu-
tive jurisdiction affecting the various
CBS house programs. A list pre-
pared by William Fineshriber gives
a quick-glance summation of the
operation ot the CBS "supervisor
system" revealing the considerably
increased number of programs which
now come under a supervisor, while
at the same time clearly suggesting
that a great many programs still

operate outside the supervisory plan
which is now about two years old.

The list does more than illustrate

the distribution of tasks within the

CBS program department. It also

reveals the extent of summer pro-
gramming at the network. Between
20 »n4-30 new programs of various
kinds have been or art 'being
launched.

May Backs Golf Again,

Books Femme for Voice
GeOrge S. May, the industrialist,

has again bought time on NBC for a

coast-to-coast airing next Sunday
(28) of the May-financed All-Amer-
ican Golf Tournament at Tam-O-
Shanter Country Club, Chicago.

Aside from the unusual aspect of

the commercial auspices, it'll prob-

ably mark the first time that a

femme Bportscaster has handled a

golf tournament. Kay Byrne,

women's N. Y. State golf champ, has

been pacted for the job. She'll

work with Bill Stern.

Glen Taylor to Ayer
Hollywood, July 23.

Glenhall Taylor has resigned at

veepee and supervisor of Pacific

Coast radio activities for Young &
Rubicam and on. Aug. 15 he moves
to N. W. Ayer as manager of the

agency's Hollywood radio division.

Taylor Succeeds Herbert C. San-

ford.
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O&O ERS KEEP WEBS OUT OF RED
ABCs Stock Issue, Purchase Of

King-Trendle Stations, O.K. Now
Washington, July 23.

The competitive position of the

ABC net as a big league operator

was hypoed here last week (17)

when the FCC okayed the net's plan

to bring in $13,200,000 of new capi-

tal through a public sale of stock.

At the same time, the commission,

in a lour-lo-two vote, okayed ABC's
purchase o£ the King-Trendle

Broadcasting Co., which adds a fifth,

wholly-owned station in a major
market to American's station operar

tions.
.

. In the King-Trendle deal, ABC ac-

quires WXYZ, Detroit, key station

of the Michigan Radio Network,

which includes eight Michigan out-

lets, seven of them already. ABC
affiliates. Also part of the King-

Trendle package are FM and tele-

vision permits in Detroit. ABC al-

ready is licensee of WJZ, N. Y.';

WENR, Chicago; KGO, San Fran-

cisco, and KECA, Los Angeles. The
net has applied for corresponding

FM and television stations in all four

cities.

Through the stock issue, ABC
hopes to almost double its existing

capital, pay off bank loans, plow
capital into its FM and television

operations/and get additional money
for operating revenues in the stand-

ard broadcast field.

Durr, Walker Dissent

Although four FCC members put
their stamp of approval on the King-
Trendle deal, Commissioners Clif-

ford J. Durr and Paul Walker dis-

sented, on the ground the price be-

ing paid for WXYZ—$2,800,000—ap-

peared out of line. The two also

took the position that ABC could

adequately cover the Detroit area at

a fraction of the cost with an FM
station. King-Trendle already has a

conditional grant for an FM opera-
tion there.

The FCC okay of the King-
Trendle purchase was conditioned on
ABC's holding in trust the assets and
future profits of a second King-
Trendle station, WOOD, Grand
Rapids, pending its resale to a third

party. Under FCC's multiple-own-
ership rule, ABC cannot control sta-

tions in both Detroit and Grand
Rapids. Net has begun, negotiations

to turn over WOOD to the Liberty
Broadcasting Co. of Michigan for

$850,000; but the sale, FCC ruled,

must be subjected to the AVCO pro-
cedure.

ABC's 200-plus affiliates also get
a break in first call on the net's new
slock issue. A total of 100,000 shares
of the new stock will be offered first

to affiliates on a pro rata basis at

a bonus price of $14 a share; the

public will pay $15 a share, which
includes a $1 broker's fee.

Marshall Field

BuysKJR for 700G
Seattle, July 23.

Station KJR, local ABC outlet, has
been sold to Field Enterprises, Inc.

(Marshall Field) for $700,000 by
Birt Fisher, owner. Sale details
have been concluded and now
await approval of the FCC, In-:

eluded in the sale are all the real
and personal properties of the sta.

tion. Fisher said he believed the
outlet would continue to operate as
Totem Broadcasters, and that Field
would serve as president.

Purchase gives Field a second sta
tion in the Pacific northwest,, as he
recently purchased KOIN in Port-
land. There were many rumors
flying around here when Field
visited the northwest some months
ago, with various groups urging
him to buy or . start a new daily
paper and/or a radio station.

KJR was separated from its sis-
ter station, KOMO (NBC) in Nov.,
1645, and at that time Birt Fisher,
who had been manager, bought the
property from the Fisher Flouring
Mills;. Birt is no relation of O. D.
and Wallace Fisher, owners of
KOMO.

NBC's Trailerizing
NBC is going to put on a big

showcasing campaign for next sea-
son's shows, teeing off with at least

one, maybe two big trailerizing

shows in October.

Promotion
.
campaign for the new

season has already started, unusu-
ally early, and indicates that thor-.

ough preparations are being made
for extra-heavy ballyhoo.

Luncheon to announce showcasing
plans is skedded at the Waldorf-
Astoria, N. Y., today. (Wed.). Nlles
Trammell, NBC prexy, will go on a
closed circuit tomorrow (Thurs.)
to explain the new plans to affiliates.

CIO-PAC Bridging

Two-Year Gap On

Radio Handbook
Despite the sudden death of Sid-

ney Hillman, the CIO Political Act
on Committee is planning a vigor-
ous campaign in the 1946 elections,
and radio is expected to play a big
part in that campaign.

That became evident last week
when it was disclosed- that a. special
committee, including among its

members some prominent scripters,

radio producers and directors, has
already started drafting a revision
of CIO PAC's 1944 Radio Hand-
book.

The committee held its first meet-
ing in New York two weeks

,
ago.

Joseph Gaer, author of "the First
Round," which was a summary of

PAC's promotion efforts during the

1944 campaign, was put in charge
of the revision for the 1948 Radio
Handbook.

While specific plans for the PAC
radio campaign are as yet to be
worked out under the new adminis-
tration which has been named to

run PAC for this year's election

campaigns in the states,, the commit-
tee is proceeding with suggested
revisions. -

Stress this year will be laid on
the fact that the. NAB has changed
its code, so that stations can now ac-

cept payment for airing 1 controver-

sial issues. The new Hand Book is

expected also to lean heavily on the

new FCC dicta re-broadcasting as

defined in the Blue Book. All of

the various labor victories in fights

with radio stations in the last couple

of years will be pointed up in the

Hand Book.

It's believed that more sample
scripts will be included this, year,

with PAC drawing on some of the

better examples of radio showman-
ship aired during the last year by
CBS on "Cross Section CIO" and by
ABC on its Saturday night labor

show. A stock of spot announce-
ments, jingles used in the automobile
and steel strikes, and transcriptions

being currently used in the CIO's
drive to organize . the South will

also probably be included among the

sample scripts.

There is a possibility, too, that

CIO PAC may set up its own tran-

scription service this year, actually

recording open-end platters for air-

ing by local organizations over the

country.

NYU Workshop Chief

Upped to Full Dean
Paul McGhee, under whose juris-

diction the New York University

Summer Radio Workshop .
is con-

ducted, has been named full dean of

the Division of General Education.

Promotion is credited in part to

success of various radio courses and

the summer workshops,

McGhe'e's bailiwick is entirely

separate from the N. Y. U. School of

Education wherein Charles Seip

mann has recently been appointed

professor of communications.

THEIR IMPORT
A couple weeks- back when he was

appearing in Washington before the
FCC in ABC's bid to acquire
the King-Trendle properties, Mark
Woods, network prexy, made a signi-

ficant statement that pretty much
reflects. Jme financial standing not
only or ABC, but of all the webs,
and just how important a financial

role the owned-and-operated sta-

tions play.

Said Woods: "We know today that
we are operating ABC at a loss and'
we have lost money on the operation
of the network ever since we were
organized as a separate company in

1942." The Commission failed to

take him up on the point and the
brief, revealing statement wasn't
elaborated upon. Later on, Woods
made the equally revealing state-

ment that, with only three and a

half o. & o. stations to its credit, the

earning power of ABC was being
seriously curtailed.

Now that the FCC has okayed the

sale (see separate story), best guess
is that WXYZ in Detroit will earn
for Ed Noble & Co. somewhere ber

tween $750,000 and $1,000,000 a year,

before taxes.

Just how important those o. & o.

stations are to the webs in. the over-
all financial picture is also revealed

in a statement Woods is known to

have made, though not publicly, to

the effect that WJZ, the web's N. Y.
flagship station, was responsible for

70% of the web's earnings last year.

It's more than likely that WABC,
the CBS key station in N. Y., pro-

vides an equally important financial

backbone in the Columbia network
operation. One has only to recall

the testimony of several weeks back
before the FCC, when CBS was put-
ting up a desperate but futile fight

to add a San Francisco station to

its o. & o. properties. It was pretty

much an acknowledgment that pos-

session 'of the Frisco property would
be the difference between the net-

work showing a loss or a profit on
its operation.

While statements and figures are

lacking to indicate the financial

status of NBC as a network, the as-

sumption is that the web can thank
its lucky stars for WEAF and its

other lucrative o. & o. stations.

Pearson's Subs Set
Eric Johnston, head of the Motion

Picture Assn. of America, has been
added to the list of speakers to

pinch-hit for Drew Pearson while
the latter goes on a six weeks' trip

to Paris to cover the peace confer-

ence.

Starting next Sunday (27), the

summer subs will include Harold
Ickes, Frank Sinatra, Orson Welles,

Johnston, and Gen. Omar Bradley.

Jimmy Cannon is practically set as

the sixth name. Lee Hats bankrolls

session.

Labor Unions Seen Out of N. Y. FM

RunningAs Result of Reservoir Rule

MBS Up 47% for 6 Mos.
Mutual's network gross billings for

first six months of 1946 increased
47.2% over same period last year,
according to Jess Barnes, v.p. in

charge of sales.

Advertisers spent $13,556,944.16 in
'46 as against $9,209,353.10 same pe-
riod in '45.

, ,

ABC. Up 0.58%

The ABC network, also, went up
in its billings for the Arst six months
of this year, as compared with the

same period in 1945.

On this net, total billings Jan.-
June 1946 amounted to $20,923,761,

up 0.58% over last year's $20,803,000.

FM Reservoir Set

By FCC, Only five

For N. Y. in 1946
Washington, July 23.

.

The FCC last wek served notice

on the radio industry that it would

withhold one out of every five

metropolitan FM channels for as-

signment- at some date after June,

1947. At the same time, the com-

mission indicated it would study the

wisdom of holding out some Class A,
or community-type FM slots, as

well.

The commission order came hot
on the heels of oral argument on the

FM reservation plan here July 12,

in. which the AM industry opposed
the plan to a. man, while FM inde-

pendents, cooperatives and unions
gave it their blessing, The plan, as

suggested, will hold put some 92
channels throughout the country.

No slots will be reserved in a

town which has been allocated no
more than four metropolitan chan-
nels, Cities with from five to nine
channels allocated will have one
held out for use after June, 1947;

two channels will be withheld if

10-14 channels are listed; three if

15-19 are listed, and four if 20 are

allocated.

The reservation plan did not ex-

cept New. York City, as requested by
Morris Novik, ILGWU representa-

tive, and Hoyt Haddock of the Na-
tional Maritime Union, at FCC hear-

ing July 12. This means only^ five

of New York City's nine remaining
channels will be assigned this year.

Applicants for the reserved chan-
nels may file at any time, and FCC
will consider their bids after July 1,

1947.

Cancelled $10,000,000 Going Back

Into Radio, But Through Back Door
At least half of the $10,000,000 of

radio cancellations marked off in

past few months by big-coin bank-

rollers is going back into radio

again through different channels,

and before the year the entire $10,-

000,000 may be in kilocycle circula-

tion again.

That became apparent last week
when consumer-goods manufactur-
ers who've been ostensibly pulling

in their radio horns were discovered

getting back into radio again—but
through the "small market" back
door. '"

.

The bankrollcrs include auto-

motive firms, food, drug and soap
manufacturers, makers of electrical

appliances and refrigerators, and
auto accessory people among others.

Recent figures published by the

U. S. Dept. of Commerce, showing
that average agricultural employ-

ees' earnings had risen 331% by
comparison with pre-war years, are

in part responsible, for this deflec-

tion of money from the metropoli-

tan markets to the grass roots areas.

Manufacturers who already have
goods to sell, or expect to Have con-

sumer articles very ' soon, have
awakened to the -importance of this

market — prodded by advertising

agencies, station reps and grass-root

networks like Keystone Broadcast-
ing System who have not been slow
in calling their markets to the at-

tention of the money people.

Sixty percent of the retail trade In

the country is spent in the cities and
towns of 50,000 population and over.

And the advertisers budgeting their

radio dollars' are. beginning to go
after those .heavy markets.
KBS itself—which last week in-

creased the number of its affiliates

from 205 to 216—has made another
survey which is also garnering at-

tention. Contrary to expectations
that the war would cut the bottom

(Continued on page 40)

.
By SAUL CARSON

While the FCC hearings for FM
applicants - in the New York City
area dragged on into the third week,
two important developments
cropped up, one in Washington and
the other in N. Y. They wet*:

1 ) The FCC ruling in Washing-
ton for withholding every fifth FM
license. That means that of the. 18
license applicants in N. Y. now, only
five can get licenses. In turn that
means that every one of 'the would-
be newcomers to the radio field via
the FM route, including three power-
ful labor unions, will probably find
themselves out in the cold.

2) J. Alfred Guest, FCC regional
director, conducting the N. Y. hear-
ings, ruled after a hot fight that
he would accept into the record on
the N. Y. Daily News' application
an analysis of editorial contents of
the News. Guest said he had the
support of the full commission on
that decision. That step leaves the
FCC open to charges by the Daily
News that the commission is en-
gaging in censorship of editorial
content of a newspaper. That fight
may be carried to the U. S. Supreme
Court.

Victory for AJC
The admissability of the News'

editorial content, as material having
a bearing on the character of the
applicant for an FM license, was a
victory for Will Maslow, director
of the Commission on Law and
Social Action of the American Jew-
ish Congress. It was Maslow's second
victory in a week, since he received
a ruling the week, before permitting
him to cross-examine the Daily News
FM reps.
' As a result of Guest's editorial*

content ruling the Daily News,
Maslow entered into evidence 20
News editorials and columns, in-,

eluding some by John O'DonnelL
Maslow claimed this material showed
the News was anti-Semitic and
should, therefore, noi be entrusted
with a radio station. He also put on

.

(Continued oh page 48)

U.N. Mapping Air

Buildup for Sept
With Asst. Sec. General Benjamin

A. Cohen, of the United Nations, off

for South America, and radio liai-

son m;ir: Christopher Ooss, In

chsrjic of relations with U. S. broad-

ca.iUTS on the coast-to-coast tour,

woid has spread that something big

Ly vjj uL i-auiu expansion may be
expected from the UN by September.
Cohen left last Saturday (20) for

a six-week trip that will take him
at least to Brazil, Uruguay, Para-
guay, Argentina, Chile, Peru, and
Panama. He will return at the end
of August. Cross left a week earlier,

flying to Seattle and is now making
his way back by criss-crossing the
country.

While Cross is lining up U. S. ra-

dio coverage for the opening of the

UN General Assembly in September,
Cohen is understood to be lining up
South American Interest in his over-
all plans for a permanent UN radio
setup in this country.

Steps taken recently by Mayor
William O'Dwyer of New York, to

woo the UN into making N. Y. its

permanent home, are reported to

include plans for aiding the UN to

establish its own international broad-
casting center.

One U. S. firm long in the business

of international broadcasting had al-

ready offered its facilities to the

UN. Members of the UN communi-
cations division, however, had
frowned on this .proposal, pointing

out that the UN would tie itself up
with one broadcaster who'd profit

by letting the UN use his transmit-

ters part of the time.

There are several powerful trans-,

mitters available in the shortwave
market, however, and It is believed

that if the UN goes in for interna-

tional broadcasting it will be at

least one of these outlets in the

cast, and maybe one more on the

Coast.
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•SPOTLIGHT ON AMERICA"
Villi George Carson Putnam; Mau-

rice Tarplln, Wendell Holmes.
,

George Tiplady, John Stanley,
I Barbara Anderson, Ethel Wilson,

"JERGEN'S JOURNAll"
(Summer Edition)
With Ben Grauer, Florence

rrltchctt, Queiitln Reynolds; an-
nouncer, Cart Frank; others. - - . - , . . ,».!,, 1 , | IllfUllkk I , V^U, * w»kl«», a

Haskell Coffin, Mel Burlell; Guy; Producers: John Lovcton, Don Mar
C. Uccker; Bob Martin, Ted Brown tin

announcers i 15 Mins., Sun., 9 p.m.
Producer-director: Herbert Rice ANDREW JERGENS CO.
Writers: Paul Milton, P a I m e r WJZ-ABC, N. Y
Thompson

40 Mins.; Frl., 10 p.m.
AMERICAN TRANSIT ASSN.
WOR-MUTUAL, N.Y.

(picpii & ClmpiK'lh

"Spotlight On America" is an in-

teresting program, with its brief,
varied vignettes of Americana
picked up from the news, and fea-
ture pages of the nation's week. II

is also a clever program, hi the
way the excerpts tie up so. well with
the sponsors' services. This is ad-
vertising with a flair.

Program, sponsored variously, by
local transit or bus companies, (in
N.Y, they arc the Third Ave. Tran-
sit Co. and Fifth Ave. Coach Co.),
all members of the American Tran-
sit Assn.. picks up some vivid ma-
terial—dramatic, humorous, but all
effective—in its . wanderings. Locale
shifts swiftly from one city to an-

- other, (as it did on Friday's (19)
premiere), to a one-armed coffee-
pot in Chicago , and two expectant
fathers, whose wives turn out to be
long-separated sisters; to a Wash-
ington, D. C. trolley and a disabled
G); to a Tennessee hillside, and the
railroad crew that subscribed for a
sick girl's medication. The brief
stories are sentimental and' old-
fashioned, but rather appealing.
They are all well-scripted and

acted, while the interpolated music
of Harry Salter and orch is in keep-
ing, to help point up each drama -

let. Overall production is most
commendable.
Program has added, feature of

narrator George Carson Putnam
adding last-minute news at 27 min-
utes past the hour, hot off the wires,
which is another good stunt. Mid-
commercial Friday by Guy C
Hccker, exec sec'y, of ATA. was
a plug for local bus and trolley serv-
ice and in good taste. ATA is re-
ported to have authorized expendi-
ture

.
of $25,000 for car card posters

to promote the new show, flron.

RADIO REPERTORY
("Marry Them Both")
With Robert Goodler, Luclenne

Lelondal, Betty Taylor, Rupert
Caplan.

Writer: Cleely Howland
Producer-director: Rupert Caplan
30 mins., Thnrs. g pjn.
Sustaining
CBC-Canada.

Here's neat summer fare that
.somehow fails to make the best use
of a topical subject in Canada—con-
stant tiffing between English and
jrench Canada. Comedy scripting
by Miss Howland. was clever and
8?,°; PIenty,. o£ yoeks, except
that the sock quality was completely

Sf.'u
6, A,r

,
er reached certain lev-

els, then would fizz off in a welter ofwordy cross talk.

Story concerns a Milquetoastish

A
h
i?
r
!S

te
,
r (with the corny name ofAlfred Jones) who is advised by theUnknown Stranger to marry twowomen English and French, in the

interests of Canadian, unity. Com-
plications that result are obviouswith even a gag about Canada's hew
Snnrt^n
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•VOICES DOWN THE WIND"
With John Seagle, Helen Spahn: Ed-ward A. Bice's Silver Strings; an-nouneer, Howard tapper
Producer: Earle Pudney

lusted3' *•-•

WGY-NBC, SchenecUdy
An easy way to wake up of a Sun-

w£j.
m0

.

rn,ng
'

Voi"s Down theWind stands well in comparison toany program of its type fed to thenetwork by a local outlet. ' Featur-
ing tunes from popular operettasana musicals, show gives every evi-dence of careful rehearsal and me-
ticulous production by Earle Pud-

WGY
aSSIStant pr0{fram director of

Instrumentally, the program has
finesse without heft, as Edward
Rices string group sounds under-manned at times. John Seagle, son
of the late Oscar Seagle, Met starhas a long professional background
which shows well in a stirring banTAFIA hv\» »

(Leimeii & Mitchell) I

While Walter Winchell takos his
summer vacation, thcJergens people
fill the vacancy : this year with a
three-way parlay made up of an-
nouncer Ben Grauer, glamor - ped-
dler Florence Pritchett, and com-
mentator Queritin Reynolds. It's . an
excellent team; for anybody's list-

ening, any time.
Grauer, who regularly does the

commercials on Winchell's show, has
a relatively simple assignment read-
ing newscasts, but he does it with
the authority of the trained, mature
radipite that he is. The Pritchett
gab is strictly for the dames who
are impressed with oblique but un-
subtle mention of names in fullfacc
caps. The lady is the kind who
never meets people outside 21 or
the Stork Club, , and knows no one
who doesn't wear rocks from Car-
tier's. Incidentally, she throws
around, free plugs worth good com-
mercial dough as if they were pea-
nuts. But there's no doubt that her
four-minute session is palatable to
a goodly number of 'hose who like
to Live by Proxy.
Then comes Reynolds. .And: for

sock commentary oh meaty stuff,

there's no one better on the air right
how. He spent his entire session
ripping Sen. Robert Taffs galluses
right off that Solon's back, with ' a
sideslash' at Winston Churchill's lat-
ter-day conservatism and a plea for
"good, healthy anger toward law-
makers who've failed us." He was
superb.
Carl Frank superintended the

Jergens commercials, and no doubt
sold some of that stuff at 39c.

Cars.

JOHNNY MORGAN SHOW
With Hope Emerson, Gloria Mann,
Norman Brokenshlre, Jack Arthur,
BUI Keene, Walter Klnsella, The
Smoothies; Jack Costello, an-
nouncer

Producer-Director: Kenneth Mac-
Gregor

Writers: Seaman Jacobs, George
Sumner, jack Houston

30 Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y. *

Johnny Morgan, who was fea-
tured on the Ballantine show last
year, is sparking this lightweight
summer session with a familiar
brand Of mild comedy. Show is
easy-to-take entertainment, nicely
paced by Kenneth MacGregor and
played for maximum laughs by a
sturdy cast. But whether it's strong
enough to pull in this important p.m.
spot is doubtful.

Script for the series builds a fra-
gile story framework for Morgan's
gagging. As heard in the second
stanza (18), Morgan plays an un-
heroic, limpish sort of guy who
wants his sleep badly. . Rest of the
cast plays an assortment of cracker-
barrel characters who give an ami-
able, if not hilarious air to the pro-
ceedings. The Smoothies quartet,
who also are heard on the Saturday
afternoon Bernle West show, har-
monized brightly on "Doin' What
Comes Naturilly'j and "I Don't Know
Why' 1

as a between-the-acts refresh-
ment.

t»
ifollowup Comment}» « +.{•»»;
Fletcher Markle, Canadian Broad-

casting Corp.'s lend-lease gift to

CBS «ind the U. S. kilocycles in 'gen-

eral, did his "Life With Adam"
satire on Orson Welles last Friday
night (19). He did it, with Welles'
connivance, on Welles' own CBS
Pabst show. And it was a lallapa-
l0OS£.

It was a scream, literally, from
start to finish as "Adam," the 27-

ycar-old produccr-writer-director-
actor - lecturer -pianist-painter-lover
hammed through scene after hammy
scene. Markle

.
played-

.
','Adam"

(Welles), and elicited the last smear
of schmaltz from the rich role. Grace
Matthews, who did the femnie lead
when Markle first produced the
Welles saga on CBC's "Stage 46,"
came down from Canada to do jus-
tice to the lady who's about as
fabulously cynical as the Great Man
himself. For the rest, a group of
CBC people were cast in supporting
roles, with Mercedes McCambridge,
of Welles'. oWn Mercury Theatre
group and a few other refugees, from
Blue Ribbon beer managing to . get
within shouting distance of the CBS
mike. The whole thing shaped up.
into an evening of mad radio

—

deliberate madness done with great
skill by everyone concerned.
Hugh Kemp,' scripter of "Life."

might be asked to do some more
radio satires, judging by this one.
And Markle, of course, has made
his mark on this side of the border.
As for Welles—he deserves a bow,
in his own "obediently yours" man-
ner, for giving his show to this pro-
duction. He told the audience the
show's "less than a compliment,
more than a commentary." It was

—

and his understanding underscores'
the commentary.
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tone. For this origination he is
paired with soprano Helen Spahn. a
C
?
mb° which has been heard in

other local originations. Gal has a
pleasantly toned, rangy voice, al-
though somewhat lacking in warmth.
More change of pace and variety

might be in order, together with an
occasional violin solo by Rice, who
has been, with testation since ' it

JgeMjA-r ift>j;922.i/.' JQefflrd. ->u»Afc

"MIDWEST PUBIJC FORUM"
With Monte Randall, Dr. George
Watson, Dr. Charles Orr, others

Producer: Monk Randall
25 Mins.; Sunday, 8:05 p.m.
Sustaining
WIND, Chicago

Illustrative of a profound analysis
of human foibles alleged to have
been originated by one Prof. James
Durante—i.e., "Everybody wants to
get into the act"—this forum (the
only one of its kind aired in Chi-
cago) has. as its admirable purpose
the stimulation of public .under-
standing on various questions of the
day, always presenting both sides of
those questions and giving . the stu-
dio audience a chance to participate
too. Latter device is where Du-
rante's observation comes in handy
in this review, because the bystand-
ers really come in swinging in their
allotted 10 minutes.
Question discussed on the pro-

gram heard was "Are We Headed
Towards An Orgy, of Inflation?",
with Dr. George Watson, head of the
political science dept. at Chi's Roose-
velt College and former director of
the Federation of Tax Administra-
tors, taking the affirmative, and Dr.
Charles Orr, professor of economics
at the same college and former sta-
tistician for the League of Nations,
upholding- the opposing contention
that inflation can—and is—toeing
avoided.

Pail- had seven minutes to explain
themselves, whereupon . moderator
Monte Randall invited members of
the audience to join the fray, which
they did, and with a will. One got
all excited about his landlord hav-
ing him by the neck rent-wise; an-
other, obviously more mature in nis
thinking, went into the question of
immediate adoption of the interna-
tional dollar, as proposed at Bretton
Woods; another blasted away about
our loaning Great Britain S3 r750,-
OOChOnQ, when they, already owe the
u-A «o much;etc.
Koboay -wins, •exceirt- In" the mind

Drew Pearson's invasion of the
KKK's own bailiwick in the heart of
Georgia last Sunday (21). after a
challenge from that outfit, was more
than merely a piece of brilliant
showmanship.

. Airing on the ABC
net from the steps of the state capi-
tol in Georgia, Pearson was hitting
home hard and courageously for the
cause of human decency. It was a
job well done. Pearson poured
vitriol on the Klan for its bullying
methods and his plea for fairplay
towards America's multi -minority
groups was delivered with inspired
passion.
The mike caught the full drama1

of
the scene. Originating outdoors in
the rain, the session had the aspect
of a Columbus Circle (N. Y.) rally-
only this one was loaded. Partisan
tempers were high and Pearson had
to override the racket stirred up by
the cat-calling hecklers, obviously
Klan members or sympathizers. An-
other wing of the crowd cheered
ea
ui

S(
i.
n

,
each tune he slammed the

nightshirts. Pearson tackled the
Talmadge issue directly and re-
vealed that the gubernatorial pri-
mary winner was turning over the
solution^of the race problem to the
pir

nd
A
Cy$°J>s °f the KKK. Gov.

Ellis Arnall briefly introduced Pear-
f°n. r

.
e
,

marking that the fight for
goodwill and tolerance in Georaia
was given a big lift by his decision
to appear.

Interest In broadcast was height-
ened by full-page ads in metropoli-

ifSn"
8?"3

'
a.?t weekend wherein

ivS^w?
dvlS€d U had taken out $1,-

000,000 insurance on Pearson's safe-
ty for the 15-min. session.

Tommy Dorsey's "Dorsey Drive"summer replacement for Fred Allen
didn t take long to round into shape.He put on a highly gratifying half-
hour Sunday (21) (NBC-8:30 p.m)
with Rudy Vallee as guest. From all
angles the show was far superior to
the initial broadcasts; this year, Dor-
sey is not putting too much emphasis
on comedy scripting as he did last
summer for the same sponsor (Tender
Leaf Tea), although the shows go off
the air in a light mood due to the
cross-fire between T.D. and the guest
batoneer.

T.D.'s crack band (and it is that
aSain) did a swell job oh the past
weeks show. It covered the stand-
ard, pop and original Held smoothly
and with eclat. Vallee's part, in ad-
dition to nicely delivered lines, in-
cluded participation with Dorsey in
a sax-trombone duet and the con-
ducting of the orchestra in a vari-
tempi arrangement of the U. of
Maine "Stein Song," which he made
a national institution. It capped a
uniformly listeiiable show.

of the listener, and that's an admir-
able twist, considering that the
stanza is only 25 minutes arid that
a lot of the interesting discussion
would have to be sacrificed to a
summing-up of the score. Nonethe-
less, it would have been a pertina-
cious individual who would agree
with Dr. Watson after hearing Dr.
Orr's masterly presentation of the
thesis that what's happening in Eu-
rope, can't happen here because of
our productive capacity; that buyer
strikes can hold prices down better
than OPA ever could, and in a more
democratic manner;, and so dn.
As pointed out, show is unlike

others here—"University of Chicago
Roundtable," for instance—because
of the audience participation angle.
AlscyJt keeps fresh' and interesting
by taking in a wide variety of sub-
jects. . Mifce,

"HARVEST OF STABS"
With Raymond Massey, Tlvis Wicker*
Howard Barlow Orch, Don Han-
cock, announcer
Writer: Sam Taylor

Producer-Director: Glun llcisch
30 Mins., Sun. 2:30 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
WEAF-NBC, N.Y.

(McCami-Eric/csOJi)

Without turning in anything n-
nique in the way of programming,
"Harvest of Stars" in its Summer
Edition adds up to a highly lis-

tennblu. session of light music
spangled by Raymond Massey.
Brightness of this early Sunday
aftcrnbbh show may be dimmed
somewhat by the fact that it follows
the RCA Victor musical session
which is keyed in a precisely iden
tical mood. Pattern Tollows. in the
groove, of accenting semi-classical
orchestrations and established pop
tunes. Massey, piping in from a
Hollywood hookup, contributes the
prefatory patter for the numbers
together with a dramatic bit on some
item of Americana. .

Preem. summer session (2) opened
with Howard Barlow's orch giving
a sturdy symphonic buildup to a
collection of marches from the
American Revolutionary War. Orch
also played a medley of Johann
Strauss waltzes and closed with a
trio of Friml pieces, "Only a Rose,"
"Some Day" and "Song of the
Vagabonds." Baritone soloist
Tnvis Wicker guested oh the show
with vibrant renditions of "Song of
the Open Road" and Jerome Kern's
You Are Loved."
Massey was standout in his brief

characterization of Patrick Henry.
Excellent script gave a credible
version of that incident in the
colonial rebel's fight against British
r,u

,
le

.
which ended in the memorable;

if this be treason, make the most
of it. Plugs for International
Harvester were brief and dignified.

THE ARTHUR MURRAY SHOWM Mr Ted Grizzard, Gerald Brown,
Audrey Craft, Louise King, BUI
Seymour, Ford Canfield and orch,
guests .

Writer: Wally Olsen
Producer-Director: Ted Robertson
30 Mins.; Wednesday, 7 p.m.

st"dSos
MI,RBAV DANC,NO

WBBM, Chicago
(Huber, Hoge)

Commercial layout tailored for"
that guy who teaches dancing in ahurry is so obviously a natural for
television that the listener is bound
to wonder sooner or later what it'sdoing on radio. Withal; if stacks up
!5.JPJ**Ji

y audio fare, what with
Ford

1
Canfleld's orch supplying lis-

enable music during dance lessons
in the studio and Louise King chirp-
ing pop tunes betweentimes.
Theme, of course, is "Arthur .Mur-ray Taught Me Dancing in a Hurrv "

sung by Miss King. Ted Grizza?d.who impresses as another Bob Hawk
rh»1?

ly d
Sf

s he keeP thl"es moving!
chats with contestants (there are
five .chosen from the audience inWBBM's Studio 10) about romances
that start on dance floors, whether awoman should apologize if she stepspn her partner's toes, and other
trivial but entertaining (thanfoTtoGnzzard) subjects. *

Contestants take turns terping
Murray teachers Gerald Browfi

S»
d
„r K"

dre
?:

Craft
-

with Grizzard
describing how they're doing andM

ff
K.">« giving out with musical

fh=f
s„intern» tently, to the effect

Jm5-
M"r

r
ay students "have a lot of

nf ^2d
-

two can dance *or the price

offeHni ,

mean,nS they're currently£ '2 «"t cut rates. Bill

skYwuUy
hand,es announcing chores

.
Canfleld and the orch do a goodjob of providing the brief snatchesof dansapation (show would be ,noriistenable, incidentally, if these werelonger), and Miss King sines twosongs The two teachefsf BrSwn and

Gri^i;?"' 1
ri okav «dlib^

W
s

n
butGrizzard contribs the job that reallvkeeps it moving, being

J

able to makea production number out of the most

We^ee?
1""11 dr0Pped ^ thS tateSVlewees

- Afifce.

RUSSELL DAVILLE
Producer: Lee MorrUon

-ffei'"Ftl '' ,:Mpnl '

WLIB. N. Y,
WLIB's program dept. has comeup with a juicy plum Its just astraight session of folksinirinB hi.t

and
S?

fil!

Dav»lc>.simplici?i^?i"ccrUyand fine voice lifts it into a topshelf

f
,as

u
s

- DavilJe belongs right upTherew '

*

h Burl Ives, Richard Dyer-Bin
nett and John Jacob NUw in hismastery of the minstrel form
Daville has a limpid, melancholy

tenor mgde to order for this style of-songs. Accomping himself with aguitar, he obviously has a wide rep-
ertory ranging from native tunes offoreign lands to contemporary songs
of social

' significance. •

6

On his debut (22), Daville oneneri
with "I Was Bom'when the DayWas Long and followed through
with two West Indian ballads and anumber called "On the Highway

"

Closing number was a touching piece
in memory of two Negroes recently
killed in a Long Island police fracas,
entitled: "Trouble, Trouble, When
the Land Ain't Free." Daville fur-
nishes the In-between gab in aatis-
factory manner. ' v<

"MYSTERIOUS TRAVELLER "

WUh Manrlce Tarplln, Ian Martin,
Frank Behrens, Anna Karens, RovVan Rooten, John Gibson

Writers - Producers - Directors: Bob
Arthur, David Kogan

Music: Doc Whipple
30 Mins,; Sun., 4 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Mutual
Spook stories on a lazy summer Sun-

day afternoon meet with nn audience
reluctant to gel their chlUs via vailio
With strmmer ratings down in any
case, and the Sabbath potential prctl v
thoroughly kayoed by the luro of
local swimming holes, it's doubtful
that "Mysterious Traveller" can ex-
pect stoiit listenership. Nevertheless
the. show provides steady entertain-
ment and, given a more propitious
time slot, could better live up to its
present promise.
Program format follows the ac-

cepted formula for spinetinglers, in-
troed by a velvet-voiced creep who
as the "Traveller," warns the audi-
ence to keep a hypo handy for com-
ing emotional emergencies. Drammer
of Sunday (21) was called "It Might
Be You," and told of a man who was
almost killed by people he didn't
know and for reasons he couldn't
fathom, until his cousin and supposed
best friend turned out to be the cm.
ployer of the hired killers in an at-
tempt to cinch a 'dead uncle's for-
tune. Nightmarish quality of repeat-
ed escapes from something incom-
prehensible built suspense well, al-
though constant reprise of certain
cliches was. annoying.
Introduction is followed by narra-

tion, which segues': into straight
drama, with story told via flashbacks.
Mood payoffs by Doc Whipple at the
organ set the program's tone in nice
fashion, Fundamentally this story
was weak, and leads one to wonder
if perhaps Bob Arthur and David
Kogan haven't tackled too much in
the combined producer-writer-direc-
tor burden. Motivation was missing
throughout the. piece and, when it

was provided at the climax, proved
too weak to carry the rest of the
play.
Thesping by the cast was compe-

tent, though unsensational. Entire
program will have to pack much
more sock before it can make hay
while the Suiiday sun shines.

Tomm.

IS THE ATOM ALREADY OUT OF
HAND?"

With Roy Britten, Dexter Masters,
Daniel Melcher, Dr. Edward Wic-
kers; Setden Menefee, moderator

Producer: Ed Breeker
30 Mins., Tue. (IT) 7 p.m.
Sustaining
WOV, N. Y.
This program is another instance

of wide-awake policy on part of.
WOV and its program director,
Arnold Hartley. AWare of the recent
two-day Institute on World Control
of Atomic Energy being held in
Washington, and general interest in
the subject, Hartley arranged for a
round " table discussion of atomic
issues by four experts, and had
Metropolitan. Broadcasting, D. C.
make a platter for him. Half-hour
program was aired exclusively by
WOV Tues. (17).
Program wasn't' particularly, dra-

matic or hypoed, (except for its

title), but it was honest, and to the
point, and therefore just as effective.
The panel, more scientists than com-
mentators, sometimes sounded a
little timid, but on the whole carried
themselves off well. Board included
Roy Britten, scientist who worked
on the atom bomb in Oak Ridge;
Dexter Masters, editor of the sym-
posium, "One World Or None,? and
a promising radio talent; Daniel
Melcher, director of Nat'l. Comm.
of Atomic Information, and Dr. Ed-
ward Wickers, of Nat'l. Bureau of
Standards. Selden Menefee, Chris-
tian Science Monitor correspondent,
who was moderator, was quietly
efficient, throwing questions back
and forth, keeping the atomic ball
moving to avoid any longwindedncss
on the part of any one speaker.

It was a good discussion, away
from the academic, discussing such
mundane matters as whether the
press did a good or bad job in hand-
ling the Bikini test story (consensus
was bad): opinions on Bikini's sig-
nificance; the "secret" of the bomb;
defense against a bomb (argument
being, there isn't any); international
control and peaceful use of atomic
energy; reconciliation of U. S. and
Russian points of view on atomic
control. All good stuff, and very,
very timely, Bron,

"CLUB MATINEE"
With Bill Packham, Elmlra Roessler,
Lola Ameche, Boyce Smith, Four
Vagabonds, Harry Kogen and Rex
Maupln orcbj, Fred Kasper

Writer: BUI Packham
Producer-director: Phil Patton
30 Mins., Mon thro Frl., 2 p.m.
Sustaining .

WCFL-ABC, Chicago
Revived by ABC as a replacement

for the Al Pearce show, this Chi-
originating network layout is light-
weight stuff that's remarkable
mainly for the manner in which
writer Bill Packham contributes to
butchering his own gags, many of
which arc very good Indeed. As on
the late-lamented "Packham Inn."
he emcees the doings on this revival
of a variety show that was popular
with daytime audiences for, many
ypars, As on the former, the' timing

(Continued on pa^e 40)
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FCC Prying Into

Permits to See If

FMs in Woodpile
Washington, July 23.

The FCC is readying questionaires

to holders of FM station permits on
conditional grants,

, to see whether
they are actually, moving ahead to

get their stations on the air.

Move is part of FCC's campaign
to see that FM gets under way faster

and that standard broadcasters

aren't .using FM franchises as long-

. term insurance against the day that

AM starts becoming a drug on the

market,
Spot check among broadcasters

showed that even with FM grants

in their pocket, a lot of licensees

haven't exercised ordinary ingenuity

in getting approval of the Civilian

Production Board to put up FM.
affiliates. Commission records show
there are 160 companies with FM
construction permits: 174 : others

have received FCC okays to order
equipment, and 460 other companies
have conditional grants which re-

quire more information.

Pratt Vice foil

In Petrillo Suit

Washington, July 23.

Attorney General Tom. Clark will

announce this week appointment of
John S. Pratt to replace J. Matthew
Woll as Government prosecutor in

the Dept. of Justice's pending suit

against Petrillo and his AFL musi-
cians' union.

Clark acted, it was understood, to

free the department's- suit against

Petrillo fr«m any criticism of "preju-

dice or favor" up on Capitol Hill.

Rep. Clarence Lea of California,

author of the. bill under which
Petrillo is being prosecuted, had
called on Clark to replace Woll. who
is son of AFL's second v.p. Although
Woll earlier insisted he would stay

on the job, and the National Assn.

of Broadcasters informally told the

Justice
.
Dept. they were satisfied

with his appointment, Clark, it was
revealed, wanted to make his peace
with Capitol Hill.

Pratt, who will take over Wbll's

job. is a. trial specialist in Justice's

Criminal Division. At the same
time, the 1 Department' is naming two
co-counsels to work with him on the

case. They are: Irvin Goldstein, an
attorney in . the criminal division

specializing in FCC violations, and
Robert Sterne, of the Solicitor Gen-
eral's office and an expert in con-
stitutional proceedings.

. Petrilio's counsel filed a motion to

dismiss the Government's criminal
information against him in Chicago
last. Monday, but has until Aug. 5

to file a supporting brief; The Gov-
ernment's reply brief must be sub-
mitted by Sept 9.

KQW'sSaletoCBS,

FM Grants in D.C., Set

For Argument July 30
Washington, July 23.

FCC last week called for oral ar-
gument here July 30 on FM station
grants for Washington, D. C, and
the proposed purchase of Station
KQW, San Francisco, by CBS.
Commission earlier issued pro-

posed findings denying CBS the right
to buy KQW on the ground it might
create "undue concentration of con-
trol" of standard broadcast facilities.

Net already owns outright six clear-
channel stations and 'regional outlet
WEEI, Boston. Both CBS and Ralph,
Mott and Sherwood Brunton, present
owners of KQW, asked FCC for oral
argument in an effort, to win final

approval for the sale.

At the same time, WWDC, local
station, here, sought oral argument
on FM grants in. Washington in at-

tempt to reverse the Commission's

BMB SEMINARS TIE

RESEARCHES DOWN
Broadcast Measurement Bureau

Inc.; having amassed data at a cost,

of ' $1,230,000 to its subscribers, is

now ready to tell its customers what
to do With the mass of material
which BMB will start releasing come
next October.

. In order to tie the research down
to practical matters,. BMB will start

a series of seminars at its N. Y. h.q.

today (Wed.). Advertisers and
agencies have been invited to the

sessions as well as retailers, stations,

networks, and station reps.

Philip Frank, executive secretary
of BMB, will discuss practical appli-

cation of the BMB data with those

who attend. Sessions will be held
every Wednesday afternoon through
Aug. 28.

The seminars will take up specific

problems of application of the data
to be published in Station' Audience
Report which is being distributed to

individuals stations in October; as

well as the materials to be included
in the forthcoming U. S. Area re

port and network book.

Philadelphia—Horace Wade, for

mer Mutual sports gabber, has been
signed by WFIL to handle . broad-
casts from New Jersey's three horse
racetracks. He started yesterday
•Mon.) airing races from the new
track near Atlantic City.

CBS' Hooper Hurrah
With 3.5 the mid-July median

for all commercial, programming,
on all networks,. according to the
latest Hooper tallies, CBS is cur-
rently engaged in some mild
handsprings over the. 6,0 and
better ratings registered by some
of the new "house built" sus-
tainers.

Network points with pride to
Milton Berle's 6.7; Arthur God-
frey's ("Talent Scout" show) 6.2,

and Jack Kirkwood's 6.0.

earlier ruling barring it from FM
operation here. FCC has awarded
permits to eight bidders—WMAL,
WOL,. WINX, WRC, Commercial
Radio Equipment Co., Ted Granik,
Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. and
Potomac Broadcasting Co. Commis-
sion proposed to refuse permits to
WWDC and the Chesapeake Broad-
casting Co.

_
The commission refused CBS the

right to come in on the oral argu-
ment,

Arm tfrth Discusses Swiss Radio,

Reports AU-Around Need for Hypo
By ARTHUR BRONSON

Demands for reorganization of the

Swiss radio service are increasing,

now that the govt, is jacking up the

tax on receiving sets from 15 Swiss
francs, (f3.75) to 24 fr. (6) a year.

Although all European countries
are having their radio problems now,
the case of Switzerland—according
to Dr. Arno Huth, authority on in-

ternational radio, who recently ar-
rived in the U. S. after six. years in

Geneva—is unique. The country has
a problem nio other nation has. It

has three languages, and three cul-

tures, with
.
different tastes, tradi-

tions, etc., necessitating different

types of programs for
.
its various

language groups.
Switzerland has three transmitters,

one at Beromunster for the German

language, one at Sottens for French,
and at Monte Ceneri for Italian.

The country has six studios, pro-

grams, originating in Berne, Basle
aijd Zurich in German, in Lausanne
and Geneva, in French, and in

Lugano in Italian, In addition there

is a shortwave transmitter at

Schwartzenburg. A central organi-

zation, the Societe Suisse de Radio-
diffusion, operates the entire service,

being a semi-official organization, un-
der govt, control'.

There is a strong • attack now in

Switzerland, according to Huth,
against govt control (as elsewhere
in Europe), listeners demanding less

control and more varied programs.
As is now, each language group gets

just one. program,- and lias no other

(Continued on page 44)
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with Our

President?

Yesterday, Our President lunched with

a top agency executive who knows his

networks.

To theconsternation of O.P. ,hediscovered

that his friend's conception of Mutual

dated way back to 1945! So what else

could O.P. do but tell the story of today's

Mutual (today being July 23). Among
other things O.P. pointed out that . .

.

* Mutual added 46 stations in important

markets in the past year.

* Many Mutual outlets in major markets

(such as Washington, Minneapolis, Jack-

sonville, Pittsburgh and Canton) are

going to more power and will enter more

homes. WLW, KOB and WNAX are

now carrying Mutual programs. .

* Further improvements are around the*

bend, in about 1 5 major markets.

* The increasing popularity of Mutual's

more than 200 single-station markets has

revised old coverage ideas.

* Mutual is continuing to sell tested pro-

grams to alert sponsors. Typical of these

are: Queen For A Day, Special Investiga-

tor,Twenty Questions, HouseOf Mystery,

Real Stories, True Detective Mysteries,

Mystery Is My Hobby and Nick Carter.

* We have many other low-cost sponsor-

able shows, such as "Married For Life,"

"True Confessions," "Leave It To The
Girls," "Alexander's Mediation Board."

* In the past year, 19 advertisers increased

to Full Network— including, a few who.

are taking a summer vacation,, but will

come back full blast.

There was much more that O.P. told his

friend. For instance, he pointed.out thai

the World's Largest Network is the

Nation's Least Expensive network buy—
an important consideration in these days

of rising distribution costs. He empha-

sized that your problems are Mutual's

problems because our success depends on

your success on our network.

As Our President can only eat one lunch-

eon a day, he is deputizing our 25 sales-

men to take some of you to luncheon and

to feed you these and other statistics along

with meat and potatoes. These salesmen

will try and get the point over to you that

in these "new model" days, it is the"new
model" Mutual which will give you

more for your money.

Bn System
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When you're deoling them off the top of the

deck seven nights o week to over 28,000,000

radio homes, Columbia** new "Jock Kirkwood

Show" is a pretty good! card to have up your

sleeve. Hollywood Variety call* it "as solidly

laugh-latching as anything heard on the air

"

But there if more than just a show up our

There's the persistent determination and

effort by Columbia to produce programs inject-

ing new entertainment and vitality into radio

listening. The Kirkwood show is just a recent

example. The network's J$tory reveals many

others doting back to th^S^br years of the

last decade. "
"
' \> > '

;^ ^^ .

Out of this effort hove emerged some of

radio's greatest names-names like Kate Smith,

Guy Lombardo, Frank Slnatro, Bing Crosby-

names of writers, producers and performers

who have added luster to the radio art.

We readily admit to trying to stack the cards

by loading our kilocycles 18 hours a day with

the best entertainment and information within

our power. We're stacking them in the interests

of radio's listeners which is another way of

saying radio's sponsors. The adjacent list of CBS

feature Productions* gives you an idea.

Columbia Broadcasting System
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Der Singles Wired Wax lights Way

For Talent Takeover on Platters
Hollywood, July 23.

Like some televisionaircs— tran-

scription companies are looking at

their promised new world through
rose-colored crystals. And ' in the

glass globule they see a beaming
Bing Crosby haloed with a battery
biscuit, and the platter's label spells

out Halcyon—for the days visualized

when the Groaner serves his air fare

on a platter.

Where the Groaner goes, so goes
the industry, it's figured. So, when
Crosby returns to the air—as he will;

and on a platter, as he definitely

will, according to intimates—an un-
precedented boom is anticipated by
wax works. They see the flock fol-

lowing bellweather Bing.

The pitch for the Crosby account
will be heavy. Though it's likely

that NBC's recording division will,

for reason of filial feeling and ex-
cellence, get the deal, many will be
in there trying to cut the mustard
of cutting the prime prastige ac-
count. Then, of course, there's the
lucrative and certain weekly income
it presents. Tried and true pressing'

of RCA will be the logical windup.
Crosby has revealed his positive

intention to wax his words and
music. He wants time off, long
stretches of it, to indulge personal
desires. Therefore, his show — no
matter for whom—will be largely

transcribed in bunches to permit
freedom. He may do a couple of

live shows just for variety or on
special occasions, but the disc is the
main thing, says Bing.

Desmond Groomed For

Junior Miss MBS Show
Horowitz and Duberman, manu-

facturers of the "Judy 'h' Jill" jun-

ior miss dress line,, are auditioning,

their first network show, for. Satur-
day mornings starting in the fall.

Show, highlighting Johnny Des-
mond, and featuring top-name bands,
will be heard on Mutual network.
Desmond was formerly heard on
two shows, NBC's "Teentimers" and
the Philip Morris show, but is off

both now. Believed his "Teentim-
ers" draw will aid his appeal on new
show.

TIME BROKERAGE STILL

ANATHEMA TO THE FCC
Washington,. July 23.

The FCC last week gave warning
it is still on the lookout for "time
brokerage" contracts which . may
prevent radio licensees from exercis-
ing full control over their program
formats. The commission refused to

renew the license of WJOL, Joliet,

III., because the. licensee had signed
away, to a 'former owner of the sta-

tion, the right to a daily 45-minute
broadcast period. Under the con-
tract, M. A.' Felman, former owner,
is given the time free to use himself
or to sell .to other sponsors. The
contract also provides that any fu-
ture owner of WJOL will continue
th- same arrangement.
The FCC said it was extending the

license of WJOL for a three-month
period, providing that within 30
days the station files a statement
showing that the contract is no
longer in effect.

Philadelphia—Erva Giles, one of

radio's real pioneers, will retire next
month from her job as WFIL music
librarian, ending 22 active years in

radio. She started her ether career,

as a singer on WJZ, New York, on
the old "Royal Typewriter Hour."
After 10 years on WJZ she came to

Philadelphia as staff singer, on WFIL.

Set Production at Peak,

Over 1,100,000 in Jane
Washington, July 23.

Radio receiver production during

June may have hit an all-time high

for a single month. On the basis of

figures announced Sunday (21) by

the Radio Manufacturers Assn., the

month's output bettered the average

monthly record of 1,100,000 sets

turned out during 1941, the peak

year.

Despite this, however, the indus-

trys' production is still far short of

the war-swollen capacity.

RMA said that its member compa-

ni s produced a total of 1,052,597

sets of all types in June, but pointed

out that there are a number of new-
comers in the industry which are

not members, whose -production fig-

ures were not available.

. FM production, still low, never-

theless hit a. total of 17,273 sets in

June, with the shortage of wooden
cabinets for consoles blamed for

holding back production of combo
AM-FM models.

RMA estimates that approximately

5.500,000 sets of all types were pro-

duced during the first six months of

the year.
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Old Hand Hired

For A-Bomb Show
In a move to provide radio list-

eners with more than just a bunch
Of static .for the second atom bomb
test, scheduled for today (Wednes-
day)i the Navy has borrowed Mar-
vin F. Royston, former chief Naval
radio engineer in the Pacific dur-
ing the war, to supervise broadcast
facilities. Royston was discharged
from the Navy about 10 months
ago, and is presently 'working as a
research engineer with Frederick
Hart St Co.

Navy officers first approached the
networks in an attempt to borrow
some of the individual engineers
who had worked for the Navy dur-
ing the wa>°. Nets nixed the Idea,
declaring, they couldn't spare their
own men, and' suggested others.
Navy, however, turned thumbs down,
on the latter in the belief that, even
though they were competent tech-
nicians, they would have been green
hands in the Pacific.

Adm. H. B. Miller, -hlef of public
information' for •• Operation Cross-
roads, .then remembered Royston
and flew immediately to the Hart
plant in Poughkeepsie to negotiate
for the engineer's lend-lease. Roy-
ston was put on a plane for the
Coast Friday (19) afternoon and
left for Bikini atoll and the A-bomD
tests the following morning.

Cancelled
Continued from page 35

from under the small-market areas,

KBS has come up with these figures:

In 37 KBS . markets', every one of

them having a single - radio station

affiliated with KBS, the population

totalled 797,881 before the war and
has risen now to a total of 996,406.

In the same 37 communities, the

number of non-retail establishments

(industrial plants, wholesalers, job-

bers, etc.) have increased by 14%,
from 316 pre-war to 360 currently.

These figures, among others, are
Inducements to money spending by
manufacturers who've spent money
in radio previously and know the
value of radio advertising. >-

Some advertising people feel, in

fact, that all of the $10,000,000 can-
celled off the air will find its way
back into various branches of the
industry. They point out that al-

ready the major nets are showing no
signs of being hard up for pay for

vacated time'. Ad agencies will be
handling the smalltown radio busi-

ness, whether it's placed through sta-

tion reps or on regional nets or on
KBS—and the agency , business willf,

still stack up to the same commis-
sions. Actually, the small stations,

which previously got only the leav-
ings from the major network sales,

will get more money directly than
they got before the so-called slump.
And transcription companies, who
will be doing the platters for the
small markets, will bring the old
totals back to the "lost" $10,000,000.

Radio Reviews
Continued from pace Jt

;

is so bad that most of the laughs
die a-boring.
Sample is the running gag on

show caught, in which Boyce Smith
kept warning that he was going- to

"steal the show," fulfilling his threat

by running away with the script

shortly before signbff, supposedly
leaving the rest of the cast to adlib

the rest of it. It was a good idea but
was choked off by amateurish read-
ing, and of course, by the afore-
mentioned weak timing, What an
Allen or Benny could have done
with it is something that won't be
gone into here.
Studio audience seemed to be en-

joying it, however/ what with Pack-
ham's cornfed chatter with Elmira
Rocssler, who does comedy dames
well, and announcer Fred Kasper;
the Harry Kogcn and Rex Maupin
orchs, who alternate every other
day; short comedy sketches detailing
the joys of getting back to civilian

life and how conditions have
changed on trains since the war
ended; parodies on mystery dramas;
Lola Amech's chirping of "Cement
Mixer" and kindred items, and
Smith's tenorings. Highlight of the
stanza under review, however, was
"I Don't Know Enough About You,"
as sung by the Vagabonds, a fine

sepia quartet. Mike.

Cincinnati — On from Chicago's
nitery- belt, the Lucky Penny Trio
has Joined WLW's talent staff and
is being featured on the station's

Midwestern Hayride Saturday night

series.
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From the Production Centres J>*«« I

«

M 4

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Stephen Fry of BBC off to Birmingham, Ala., to wax a salute to

Birmingham, England. Radio actor Karl Weber doing radio writing on

side Murray Dyer in from Virginia last week for conference ,with pro-

gram producers Joyce' Grenfell, British stage and radio comedienne,

after holiday in North Carolina, sailed back to London. .. .Mrs. Johanna

Dewitt is new member of CBS Program Writing Division Millard

Lampell' finished Act 2 of the play that's keeping him out of sight....

Rocco Tito directing "Crime Photographer" and "Clmmarron Tavern"

for CBS while John Dietz vacations. '.. .Harry Ackerman, Young 4c Rubi-

cam radio veepee, "broke in" 'as a guest lecturer last Thursday at NYU
Summer Workshop course. .. .Steve Carlin, ex-Thesaurus, now .a program

supervisor with- Phillips Lord office Dario Soria now directing "Sing

Along" aiid participation program over CBS, cross-the-board, 2:30 p.m.

NBC's "Mr. and Mrs. North" will be just "Mr. North" for the next

two weeks, while Alice Frost, vacations in Wisconsin with husband Bill

Tuttle B. S. Bercovlci, former MBS commentator, who has just re-

turned from a diplomatic mission to Europe, is collaborating with Mort
Nusbaum on a dramatic show called "My Dad's a Hero." Package is being

peddled to agencies and nets as weekly dramatic show. .. .Edgar Kobak,
Mutual prez, due back today (Wed.) from three-week vacation in Conn,

and takes off for Coast within fortnight. . . .Tom Slater, MBS special events

and sports director, in South America on 10-day pleasure jaunt, and Jim
O'Bryan, publicity head, left Frl. (19) on 10-day tour of northeastern

states Curley Bradley, Mutual's "Tom Mix," on tour of personal ap-

pearances, and scheduled for Cincinnati -amusement park July 26-Aug. 1.

Gardner ad agency arranging tour. . . .Sam ("Schlepperman") Hearn, now
a cast member of Mutual's "Jonathan Trimble, Esq." in rube character, of

Dr. Barnes. . . .CBS serial, "The Romance of Helen Trent," starts 14th year

on airwaves today (24) Mora Martin and Audrey Egan added to "Barry
Cameron."

Bill Lewis still pretty, excited about that 300-pound marlin he caught
while vacationing down in Bimini Island with Philip Wylie. ., .Before

going overseas to cover the Paris peace conference for CBS, Larry LeSeur
got hitched in Washington. She's Priscilla Sayre, an English girl, who
had been engaged in war activity for the OSS in this country. .. .Sandra
Michael. "Lonely Journey" co-author, hunted high, and low for a.couple of

actors who could speak a few words of Japanese, found them in the
building where her office is, working as Nipponese interpreters for Time
mag. They are Kay Nishlmura and Douglas Mltsuhashl Chester V.
Cheek, formerly with Radio Consultants, Inc., now on WNEW sales staff

. . . .Elaine Carrington, producer of Mutual's "Carrlngton Playhouse," got
two marriage proposals last week as result of her emceelng of that show.
She's passing them on to her daughter . .. .WNYC's Al Anderson kudosed1

by American Progressive Youth Union as "the disk jockey who had done
most to promote racial and religious tolcrai.ee on the radio."

UNITED BEXALL DHUG CO.
Friday—CBS—!• p.m. DSX

IN CHICAGO ...
Announcer Paul Barnes heads the radio speech department at the Radio

Institute of Chicago. . . .Ralph Atlass, WIND boss, at Little Current, On-
tario, for a weekend of fishing Philip Le'sly, director of public relations

for Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., elected manager of the education dept. of

the American Public Relations Assn.. . . ."Yiddish Swing," e.t. show, signed
for 2 p.m. Sunday slot on WSBC. . . .New baby boy at the Vic Voss house-
hold. Father is WIND engineer. . . .Ralph Patt joined the Chi office of

the Paul Raymer agency after three years as a Navy lieutenant ... .Hal
Lansing subbing for vacationing Bill Evans on WGN's "Record Reveille"
. ...Baskett Mosse, of the NBC central division news and special events
dept., resigns Aug. 15 to accept position as -assistant prof at the Medill,
School of Journalism at Northwestern Univ.
Clark Dennis and Johnny Thompson will pinch hit for crooner jack

Owens on ABC's "Breakfast Club," while Owens takes two-week vacation
John Fahey, NBC news and special events dept., on his way to Har-

vard for his tloctqr's' degree. .. .Keith Kiggins, ABC veepee in charge of

programs, in town for a looksee. .. .Ed Cooper, WGN announcer, has been
named quizmaster on station's "Hirsch Telephone Quiz". . . .Kathy is the
new addition to the John Jacobs house. Father is announcer on Mutual's
"Those Websters"? . ..Ad in local paper for "prospective announcers" drew
over, 100 answers for WHBF, Rock Island. All 100 were auditioned,...
George Herro, Mutual midwest press head, partied by staff prior to his

marriage Aug, 4.... Mary Afflick now producing "Tom Mix and His
Straight Shooters" for Mutual Judith Waller, NBC central division
public service director, off to Denver to address four sessions of Univ. of
Denver's Radio Workshop. . . .Oscar Chausow, formerly with the Chicago
Symphony orch and recently out of the Navy, joins the Chi ABC music
staff... .Bill Thompson, "Old Timer" on the Fibber McGee and Molly
show, in Chi vacationing,

Teegarden Joins Standard
Hollywood, July 23.

Lewis Teegarden has joined

Standard Radio in an executive ca-

pacity . to assist transcription firm's

prexy, Jerry King. He will also act

as general counsel.

He resigned post of chief com-
plaint deputy attorney in city attor-

ney's office of Los Angeles to accept

new job. '. Prior to that position he
was associated with Jerry King as a

producer when latter managed War-
ner Bros.' KFWB here, from 1930

until 1936.

JJV HOLLYWOOD ...
Jack Van Nostrand will head up the Hollywood operation for Sullivan,

Stauffer, Colwell it Bayles. He has turned in his notice to Ruthrauff St

Ryan and opens up shop by Sept. 6 when the new agency launches its

first Hollywood show, Lionel Barrymore's "Big Town" for .Noxema.
David Schwartz and Norman Paul, who used to write for Alan Young, join

forces with Johnny Rapp and Izzy Elllnson to form the battery for Eddie
Cantor next fall Bob Stevens subs for Dick Haymes on the summer.
shift. .. .Western show built around Roy Rogers, Dale Evans and Sons of
Pioneers looks "in" on the new season. Packager Art Rush is juggling two
firm offers and makes u|S*his mind next week.. ..Don Qulnn shed 40
pounds via a scientific diet and has 20 more to lop off before he starts raid-

ing the icebox again Ted Lloyd in town with his client, Ted Malone
Some people have all the luck. Walter. Craig bounced into town with two
hotel reservations. .. .Al and Sherwood Schwartz will dish up the gags
for the Alan Young show, which goes on the books at Young Sc Rubicam
Another Bristol-Myers product will be moved over to Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfleld. .. .Arch Morton now permanent sales manager at CBS, with
Wayne Steffner, *manager of the CBS office in Frisco, adding the duties
of Columbia Pacific Network sales head. . . .Dinah Shore's choice for music
director on her Ford .show is Bobby Nolan, so that takes care of that
William S. Paley ended his program huddles at KNX and headed back
home. .'. .James Carmine, v.p. of Philcb, Pierson Mapes and Hank Booraem
of the Hutchins agency around "just looking," but it might be in the direc-

tion of B. Crosby. .. .Jack Melvin named publicity director of Foote, Cone
Ac Belding, replacing Jack Burnett. .. .Harmon Nelson resigned as Coast
head for Roche, Williams Ac Cunningham Art Daly now with Peck
agency. .. .Toni Cold Wave account moved from J. Walter Thompson to

Foote, Cone Ac Belding. =»

TOPS IN LISTENER POPULARITY AMONG NEW YORK
INDEPENDENT EVENING PROGRAMS . .

.

WOVS "1280 CLUB" program «J»»» on* of Ik. Urgnt mrlra>

poillMi ereolpg mdlracc Ibttola* to Mr New York lmb|>»o>at

.UtkM brtwrm Ibe Hooperdmklaj boar, of 7 :30 .nil IOiOOp.m.

And «h*l ii more . . . IkU recorded «How. mt'd by Fred RobUu,

Profenor of Tbcnbodrnuiln, deliver* »U Urge* average mdt.

cm* al the lowed coil per Ibleaer. A few parilelpallag period*

are available, three or tin olgbu a week.

tAim N, WEIL 6*M»I M«M*M
JOrfN t KA1SON CO. M.I1 too.

KFI-NBC
Continued from page 32

j

Educational ABC

Spelled for CBC
Montreal, July 23.

What CBC can do in the way
, of

playing a bigger part in Canadian
education was presented in a 38-page
brief before the Parliamentary
Radio Committee last week (19) by
C. E. Phillips, Toronto, sec.-treas. of
the Canada Ac Newfoundland Edu-
cational Assn. Chief recommenda-
tions were:
Exchange school programs be-

tween Canada and U. S. ("School of
the Air") are okay, but should be
guarded against offending national
susceptibilities in either country.

Sufficient time ' is now given by
CBC for school broadcast, but should
more time be needed it should take
priority over claims of commerce.
School coverage is satisfactory

|

but CBC should study possibility of
making all affiliated stations carry
school programs.

CBC should provide all province
with facilities for originating own
broadcasts.

High rates by AFM for "delayed"
alrers hamper use of live music tal-

ent in school broadcasts. CBC
should try and reach accord with
musicians for lower rates.

Teachers should be given, more
instruction on preparing broadcasts.

Receiving' equipment shortage is

severe: CBC should rectify.

.

Teachers should get better train-
ing for utilization of broadcasts.
Introduction of FM in school

alrers should be studied.
More "radio school workshops"

are needed.

FCC file for 50,000 and reportedly

flirting like mad with NBC—which
has taken much guff from KFI.

(Richards' WJR, Detroit, andWGAR,
Cleveland, are both net-affiliates,

with CBS). With 50,000 KMPC
would be the virtual equal of KFI,
although the latter would have an
edge with its excellent signal and
experience. Strategic satellites may
take up the slack—and NBC's, got

'em. Situation improves NBC's bar-
gaining position when the contract's

up next year. A hint may be gleaned

Som fact that of late KFI has been
ore inclined to glorify itself with

frequent mentions of its net connec-
tions. Heretofore KFI was more
reluctant.

Another bogey enters the scene in

the shape of KFVD. J. Frank
Burke, owner, recently received
FCC okay to boost his wattage to

5,000 from 1,000. He Is said to be
about ready to retire and Is known
to be network-conscious. A solid
berth for his son, active station head,
would be desirable. And his station
is one of few in the area that is so
situated as to be able to request
added power—up to amount of 50.,-

000. In addition, he could operate
full time. Idea is not too celestial,
since'Los Angeles, in general^ is get-
ting very power-conscious. Burke's
known "in" with the administration
would be an assist. NBC would un-
doubtedly be willing to pay any-
thing to buy out KFVD or buy in,
depending on FCC sale and coin
okay.

AIR MEGGERS ELECT
Hollywood, July 23.

Thomas Freebairn -Smith was
elected president of the Radio Di-
rectors Guild here, July 14. Also
elected to office in RDG were, Rob-
ert Dwan, vrp; Joseph L. Allabough,
Jr., secretary, and Owen Vinson,
treasurer.

Newly elected council includes
Charles Vanda, William Johnson.
Ezra Mcintosh, Leonard Recg and
Phil Cohan. I

rounding

the halfway

morlr Our stations tell us hap-
mai n

pily of the plu9 si8n9

in their ledgers as they

round the halfway mark

this year. Put Weed and

Company's staff of seven-

teen men to work and
watch the plus signs

multiply.

Iklll STATI8N REPRESENTATIVES

Nm Tirt • iMtH • CMcit* • Mtatt

Dttntt • Sm FrsKitt* •

"IT'S POSSIBLE" . .

.

. . . Things arc so peaceful

out in Indiana, whoro I eomt

from, that if anyone was to

drop an atom bomb I'll bot

tho darn thing would just

lay thtrt and grow.

HERB SHRINER
Dir.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY

ViVV
get Cashman
inHollywood

J
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TIME BUYERS
DO YOU KNOW WHAT IS

HAPPENING IN BOSTON?

WEEKDAY MORNING AUDIENCE

up 80
(Participations avail-

able in the "Carnival

of Music" with Fred

B. Cole);

WEEKDAY AFTERNOON AUDIENCE

up 23
WEEKDAY I,

"16

'(Choice spots open

for participations in

"Back Bay Matinee")

WEEKDAY EVENING AUDIENCE

%

1.2

(Newt, Sports and

Musical programs

open for sponsorship)

OVIRALl AVOItHCi up30.7

Comparison of May-June over MarcfcApril Hooper Station

Listening Index—Share of Audience Reports.

on March 18th of this year, the

Herald-Traveler Corporation took

over the . active management of

WHDH. A complete new schedule

of programs went into effect on

April 29th.

Figures shown here give the first

indication of the pulling power of

these new programs.

is is only the start. The new
WHDH is really taking hold in

the Boston Area. The increases in

listeners are the result of well

thought out programming, built

to attract audiences and produce

sales.

In planning your fall schedule of

advertising, remember choice spots

are still available.

WHDH
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

850 on the dial

NEW YORK

Represented nationally by John Blair St Company

DETROIT CHICAGO ST. LOUIS LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Chicago—First of National Safety

Council's annual awards of merit to

be given a radio personality will go

to farm commentator Everett Mit-

chell Saturday (27), when it'll be

presented to him by Ned H. Dear-

born, NSC prez. Mitchell served as

chairman of the council's farm

radio committee for the past two
years, coordinating efforts of farm

radio directors in the promotion of

Farm Safety Week, and turning out

a series of farm safety transcrip-

tions.

San Francisco — Station KGQ,
ABC, will increase its power from

7500 watts to 50,000 with completion

of - a new transmitter about Jan. 1,

FCC has granted an okay. Approx-
imately $250,000 will be invested in

KGO's new transmitter to be located

near Newark on the East Bay side

of the Dumbarton Bridge.

Schenectady—Transcribed package
announcements, running to 1 min-
ute, 50 seconds with Clem McCarthy
featured, arc being broadcast over

a string of stations to plug the Sar-

atoga racing meet. The first por-

tion of it got under way Monday
(22) at Jamaica, this ending August
3. On August 5, the horses will re-

turn to the Spa for the first time
since the war. forced transfer of the

August session to Long Island. Out-
lets turntabling the platters are:

WHN, New York; WGY and WSNY,
Schenectady; WTRY, Troy; WABY
and WOKO, Albany; WENT,
Gloversville.

department stores and other pub-
lic places . where receiving sets

will be installed. KSD. is the first

SI. LouLs station to announce tele-

vision broadcasting.

Dallas.—Caso March,, candiatc for

governor, has announced that he
will speak over the Texas Quality
Network with money provided him
by the Rev. Sam Morris, Baptist

prohibition missionary. The last

lime March spoke over TQN he had
lo mortgage his car to pay the radio

time costs.

hour. Stookey, who has a pilot's

private license owns his own air-

plane.

Blnghamlon — David Carpenter,
former gnl. mgr. of WKNE, Kecne,
N. H., has been named gnl. mgr. of
WINR, Binghamton, N. Y., NBC af-
filiate.

Washington — Novel stunt was
tried out last week by WINX local

waiter. Jerry Strong, the G-9 a.m.

morning man, who handles the pro-
gram, "Wake Up With WINX,"
played Ralph Slater's well publi-

cized "go-to-sleep" recording at in-

tervals during the program. Only
trouble, there was no way of check-
ing whether Strong was waking 'em

up faster than Slater was putting

them to sleep.

Denver. — KFEL, 24-hour-a-day
station, is planning a $300,000 broad-
casting transmitter to be built if the

FCC allows its request for 50,000

watts on 770 kilocycles. The station

is to be built north of Denver' with
three towers, each 684 feet high,

and will be directional.

SI. Louis.— KSD has received a

television license from FCC and
broadcasts of black and white
images is expected to start before
March, 1947. Limited demonstra-
tions will be conducted next fall in

Chicago—Back with NBC central

division after two years of Army
service, Bill Brewer was named as-

sistant to the division's continuity

acceptance editor, Robert Guilbert,

last week. Brewer was in the net's

Chi guest relations dept. prior to

entering Ihe service.

. Cleveland.— Tommy Tarbox, ex-

newspaper columnist and spieler

over WW now in charge of press

at WTAM. ~

Elmer Krause, assistant treasurer,

WGAR. awarded Army Commenda-
tion Ribbon for initiating and in-

stalling a plan for computing com-
bat tables of supply while serving in

air forces. He was a major.

Kansas City—John Battison has
been appointed to post of develop-
mental engineer at KMBC. He'll

devote his time to future technical

planning, including television, fac-

simile, and the present AM and FM
facilities.

Syracuse — Lansing B. Lindquist,
just back from the Army, has been
named manager of Syracuse's first

FM station—WSYR-FM. He served
as field producer of "Army Hour" in

1944-45, and since August. '45, when
he was transferred to Tokyo, was
General MacArlhur's radio and com-
munications officer. ,

;

Chicago — New package agency
headed by Carl F. Kraalz's, Chi ac-
count exec, will be set up in Holly-
wood Aug. 15, following Kraatz's
resignation from Schwimmcr &
Scott. Outfit, Teleways Radio Pro-
ductions, Inc., with Kraatz as prexy,
will have its own sales organization
to peddle live and transcribed radio
programs.

Arno Huth
Continued from pace J7

Memo. On ! !

PAUL BARNES
Actor-Announcer-Narrator

"Esquire Sports Rexiew"
_ • _

Prtu RtpreMitarlvM

DUTTON-UPPOLD

Fori Worth.—A new weekly pro-

gram broadcast directly from a new
Dallas restaurant will be heard each
Tuesday for a quarter hour over
KGKO titled '"Chef of the Air."

Airings will feature George Young,
managing chef who will interview

diners, relate interesting facts on
the backgrounds and origins of food
and give his own special recipes for

foods.

St. Louis.— The first peaches to

move via air from the Southern Il-

linois fruit belt to St. Louis were
flown out of Carbondale by Charles

Stookey, Farm Editor of KXOK.
Five baskets of the fancy fruit were
loaded into Stookey's own plane and
delivered to St. Louis within an

ALL GAME THE SAME
TO CLEVELAND'S STATION

Big or small, WJW consistently brings in the gam*
that counts in the Cleveland billion dollar market.
Local programming that hits home gets more day-
time dialers per dollar than any other regional

station.

choice. German programs broad-
cast about nine hours a day; French,
eight. News is broadcast by a semi-
official agency four times a day, for

about six minutes each. There are

dramatic programs, talks, lectures,

educational programs (although no
political or campaign speeches or
discussions). There is much classi-

cal music, some modern, and a little

jazz.

No Commercials

There are no commercial
.
programs

in Switzerland, these being forbid-

den by law. Listeners are request-
ing commercial programs, feeling the

added revenue would give better and
more varied service. The govt, is

bending an ear to some extent, not

to commercials, but to the need of

reorganizing its service.

With over 800,000 setsiin Switzer-
land (high percentage per capita),

budget for program service and ad-
ministration is roughly $2,000,000 a

year, balance of the tax revenue go
ing to the postal service, etc., radio
not getting it all. With three dif-

ferent sets of programs in three lan-

guages, says Huth, it's obvious how
meager the budget is. Govt, admits
it can't give good programs on pres-

ent budget, or pay proper wages, but
promises some changes, somehow.
Foreign broadcasts are_ hearc'. in

Switzerland, Lyon and Luxembourg
in French, Luxembourg and Stutt-

gart in German, some Austrian sta^

tions in German, and Milano in

Italian. Luxembourg, principal
commercial station in Europe, is pip-
ing in commercials, but effect is

limited.

Huth, who has written several his-

tories of radio, in French, German
and English, has been writing a col-

umn on international' radio once a

month for a Zurich daily, Die Tat.

Sheet has a radio page once a week
and, as far as . Huth knows, is the

only paper in central Europe that

has a radio page. ,.

Blueprint to Break Down Gears

Pushed at FCC by Regional Rep
Washington, July 23.

A blueprint to break down the ex-

clusive clear channels and provide

the bulk of U. S. listeners with a va-

riety of four network programs,, was
the target of attack as the FCC re-

sumed hearings here yesterday (22)

on the fate of the clears.

The plan was submitted here last

week (18) by Paul- Godley, consult-

ing engineer for the regional broad-

casters,- to take care of present un-

derserved areas, which Godley said,

now receive only nighttime service

from- NBC and CBS transmitters.
'

The regional* balked earlier argu-

ments of James Shouse, vice-presi-

dent of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,

CAP WIREWAX IS OUT

BUT ONLY IN DRIBBLES
Hollywood, July 23.

Capitol Transcriptions hit the
market with its new product on the
promised date of July 1—but they
didn't hit it with the promised
amounts. Transcribery has been un-
able to furnish sufficient platters to

subscribing stations due - to RCA,
which is pressing for them, failing

to come through in style scheduled.
In consequence, Cap is on the de-

fensive and trying to hypo jobbing
plant to greater effort. Stations are
beefing because they are still unable
to set up regular scheduled pro-
gramming, although making no com-
plaints about quality of material so
far received.

Cap is also stressing the angle that
its ."Music From Hollywood" that's

being served. That twist may be
played up even more if plans for its

own local plant go tftrough. Par
ent company, Capitol Records, has
a small shop here and may add or
build to suit.

TuthiU NCAC

Exit Cues Pop

Div. Shakeup
Departure of Daniel S. Tuthill,

vice-prez of National Concert and
Artists Corp. and head of its popu-
lar division,' from the NCAC scene
this week, cues several important
changes in the corporation's setup..

Alfred H. Morton, NCAC prez and
non-operating head, will now. join

Marks Lcvine, head of the concert
division, and O. O. Bottorf, head
of Civic Concerts division, in active
management, taking over headship
of the pop division.

As such, Morton Is expected to

coordinate the radio activities of

NCAC, hitherto separated, with the

pop and longhair divisions each
heretofore handling radio affairs of

their respective artists, so that all

NCAC radio activities will be un-
der his charge. Salesmen of radio in

both departments will work under
him.

Tuthill, who was one of NCAC's
founders five years ago, and a di-

rector, apparently was more inter

ested in the promotional aspects' of
handling artisls, and reportedly
didn't see eye to eye with the other
directors oii policies. Resignation,
however, was reported amicable.
He owned 24% of NCAC slock,

which he released for a cash set-

tlement.
Tuthill is now going into personal

management for" himself. He al-

ready has Dunninger, the mentalist,
released to him by NCAC as part of

his deal. He expects to sign Isabel
Leighton, writer, and has a couple
of radio package shows in mind.

Tuthill was assistant managing di-

rector of NBC Artists Service, and
with NBC 18 years before NCAC
was formed. NCAC pop division,

which he headed, brought in $200.-

000 in commissions annually. Tut-
hill- brought to his department a
lecture business which brought in

$75,000 annually in commissions.
He's credited with developing Dun-
ninger as radio and nitery attrac-

tion and Garry Moore for radio, as
well as arranging John Raitt's re-
cent Metro contract. At NBC he de-
veloped for radio Vivian del la
Chiesa, Earl Wrightson, Thomas L.
Thomas and others.

D.C.'S RADIO WORKSHOP
Washington, July 23:

More than 100 applicants have al-

ready signed up for the 10-day ses-

sion of Washington's second annual
radio workshop. Course is jointly

sponsored by WTOP, the CBS sta-

tion and the D. C. public school sys-

tem and will begin Sept 10.

and WLW, Cincinnati, who asked
FCC to give all clear channel sta-

tions, including WLW, higher power.
The regionals maintained that givingWLW and other clears Ihe hike in .

power to 500kw they are after, would
still leave large areas in the moun-
tain states without radio service.

Even if all dominant clears were
upped to 500kw, Godley told the
FCC, over 900,000 persons in 10 dif-
ferent stales would still hear only
two network programs, while the
entire West Coast area would get
reliable signals from only three ma-
jor webs.

The regionals' No. 1 proposal called
for a breakdown of a few clears to
require the dominant stations to op-
erate with directional antenna sys-
tems. In this way, nine additional
1-B stations, capable of using up to
50kw power, would be able to go on
the air.

Breakdowns Sought

By directionalizing WJZ, the ABC
flagship station in New York City,
Godley said new stations could be
added in Phoenix, Omaha, San An-
tonio and Shreveport, La.

This /egionals also wanted the
breakdown of four CBS clears now
used exclusively by WCAU, Phila-
delphia; KSL, Salt Lake City;

KMOX, St. Louis, and WWL, New
Orleans. By dividing up these chan-
nels, the regionals suggested that new
stations with Mutual network affili-

ations could then be added in Salt

Lake City, Denver, Tulsa and Bir-
mingham. All of these areas are
now without MBS primary service.

Five NBC clear channels were also
sliced up in the regionals' proposal.
They wanted operation of NBC-
owned WSM, Nashville: WMAQ.
Chicago; WHO, Des Moines; WTAM,
Cleveland, and WHAM. Rochester,
directionalized, and a new NBC-af-
filiate ' put on the air in Helena,
Mont.

If FCC adopts these suggest ioi' .

the regional licensees maintained
practically everyone in the U. S.

would be able to time to at least

throe network services. Only ex-
ception would be for persons living

in a -narrow strip along the northern
Montana-North Dakota borders, the
Mojave desert in southern Califor-

nia, a small piece of southern Ari-
zona', the southern tip of Florida, and
a small area around Dallas-Ft..

Worth

./.*// ...
.
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Inside Stuff-Radio
«.

The payola racket, sometimes stemming from advertisers who arc well

known for reputable brands and actually spend a lot of money to bankroll

shows plugging their stuff legitimately, is being used by some ovcrzealous

press agents, and advertising agencies arc beginning to look Into the situa-

tion.

One prominent disk jockey on a local N. Y. station was approached by
a press agent last week and asked if he would like a couple of cases of a

certain beverage every week. All he'd have to do would be to sneak in

the name of the beverage a stated number of times. As far as this jock is

concerned, it was no soap.

Inquiry showed, however, that this beverage flack was not the only
one who'd been propositioning various people on the air. Some of the
propositions, furthermore, have been taken up, according to some ad
agency people. These say they're checking up and, if the practice isn't

stopped voluntarily they'll try to And some legal means of halting it.

In his WINS box-score broadcast, following the' Yankee-Browns game
Thursday (18), Bill Slater took an oblique poke at a couple of New York's
top sport columnists for' remarks they both made about Branch Rickey,
the'Dodgers' impresario. Slater led off with Dan Parker, taking the scribe
to task for stories about Rickey's alleged raids on the Negro ball clubs,

which supposedly cause the sepia stars to jump their original contracts,

but softened the blow by finishing with, "Dan is a great guy and was
probably the victim of misinformation/'

Sportscaster was not so kind with Jimmy Powers, who has been calling

Rickey "El Cheapo" in his Powerhouse column. Slater said, "I just

don't believe that's true, as is the case with so many of the things Jimmy
prints."

Bicck added that "Programs like 'Gangbusters' and 'Mr, District Attorney'
had a marked fascination for him. Radio crime programs of this nature
are shown to have an effect on juvenile delinquency."

. Heirens admitted during questioning that he still liked the bang-bang
alrers.

Radio Writers Guild has issued a statement on its policy regulating
participation of members in radio script writing contests. Guild holds
that contests must conform to the practice of licensing scripts for but one
use only; that full payment must be made 10 days after the final days of

contests—and not 10 days after the broadcast of material; full name credit

arc to be given; that writers must have the right to use the prestige of

awards to their own advantage, and that there must be no stipulation in

agreements permitting later purchase of non prize-winning scripts at lower
rates.

Two Canadian radio actors, John Drainie and Hedlcy Haianie came
down from Tqronto with writer-director Fletcher Markle to appear in

the cast, of, "Three's Company" on the Columbia Workshop broadcast of

July 14. AFRA granted them clearances for the one performance only.

Another former Canadian actress. Patricia Joudry, was in the lineup of

"Three's Company." Miss Joudry, an AFRA -member, has done relatively

little acting of late, being preponderantly engaged in writing every other
script for the commercial "Aldrich Family" at Young and Rubtcam.

The first issue of the Canadian Radio Year Book,- including a Who's
Who in Canadian Radio, is off the press—and it's an extremely valuable
volume. For the first time there is included in one book just about every-
thing one wants to know about radio in Canada.

Edited by Hugh S. Newton (Jack Boothe was production manager, and
M. R. Mallory, business manager), it includes everything and everyone in

the field, from the official government setup of CBC to the privately-
owned stations, agencies, writers, producers, directors, musicians and com-
posers, engineers, salesmen, etc.

The Year Book shapes up as an invaluable source of information, of and
about Canadian broadcasting.

Radio crime programs were partially blamed for the criminal career of
William Heirens, University of Chi; student currently held on 28 charges
of assault, robbery, burglary and murder, by Judge Frank Bicek of the
Chi juvenile court.

Remarking that Heirens had been arraigned before him in 1942, Judge
if : :

:
;
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FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ARC. COAST-TO-COAST

DISC JOCKEY, ttrow) oa conanr-
cloli, promotions, clever, original,

highest rtftrncH, seeks aaw setup.

ROX lot

Varlaty, IS4 Wait 46* Street

Naw York If. N. Y.

AIR SCRIBES, M'GREGOR

FALL OUT ON PACT
Hollywood, July 23.

Radio Writers Guild and C. P,

MacGregor have failed to come to

an agreement on new minimum con
tract for scripts. New ticket, which
was to have raised minimum from
four-year old figure of $45 per to

$100, was virtually set for signature
when blow-up came. MacGregor
learned all he could purchase was
transcription rights.

Producer was surprised that his
rights were limited, according to
Guild rules. The troublesome angle
is the same one over which the
RWG is now haggling with the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies. The union's position is

that literary, film, video and other
subsidiary rights should be retained
by the writer and that radio buyers,
in any form, have no further inter
est in works beside their broadcast
purchase.

MacGregor is being dropped from
the RWG's Market List, it's stated
And if the situation remains un-
changed it is possible that he will
be listed as unfair and members
will not be permitted to submit
scripts to him.

KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
• ••Ic A»C forMID-AMlKICA

NAtlONAl RIPRIMMf ATIVI...iOHN I. PIAIION CO.

Forced experiment, on CBS' "Surprise Party" whereby commercials were
dropped because of time shortage may develop into program policy. Due
to away-from-statioh activities of participants, show threatened to gq over
time. Producer dropped all but one, the opening, commercial. Reaction
has been such that producers and agency are seriously considering per-
manent lopping, letting continuity, which lends itself readily, take up
slack. Initial show carried customary three plugs, one on each end and
midster, coupled with raft of running mentions which saturated.

Jurisdictional fight over CBS television directors isn't over until the
National Labor Relations Board says so, and officials of the International
Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employees are resentful over claims that
the Radio Directors Guild has won the election held June 14. IATSE
spokesmen point out they challenged those two ballots being held up on
the date of the election, not on June 27 as reported. They also point to
fact that they, too, were on the ballot—and not only RDG or no union at
all—which is true.

IBEW, COAST INDIES

SIGN FOR TECHNICIANS
Hollywood, July 23.

Ending a three-month battle that

twice verged on strike, the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers and indie stations have
arrived at terms on a new tech-

nicians' contract acceptable to b;'.h

sides. The only station holding out
is KRKD, which seeks further un-
ion clarification of "jurisdiction" of
engineers, but is expected to join
the fold before the end of the week,
when signatures will be placed on
t

1•» dotted line.

The terms call for wage hikes
ranging from 18% to 41%, and rc
establishment of the 40-hour five-

day week. Other terms call for 1 5 •:<>

ev'"- for supervisors.

Th? contract will be for two ; . .s,

but permits reopening of vagc pro-
viso If the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics reports a five-point increase
in living costs.

George Hicks', commercials for U. S. Steel, voiced during the "Theatre
Guild on the Air" hour-long shows on ABC last season, have been brought
together .in a brochure being put out as Steel . .Corp. promotion by trie

firm's assistant to the chairman, J. Carlisle Ma'cDonald. Booklet illus-
trates various phases of Steel's work, each locale tied in with Hicks'
broadcast of a given date, and in most cases, there are photographs of the
stage, screen and radio stars who appeared on the broadcasts.

Meredith Willson's new show for General Foods got a terrific plug, and
Willson himself got a big build-up, in an editorial in the Amarillo (Tex.)
Daily News. The editor of the paper, Wesley S. Izzard, devoted a fulsome
edit to Willson after his recent bow with his own show. Wrote Izzard:
"If we were a sponsor looking for a radio network show (which is a fine
way for a newspaperman to be talking) we'd consider this fellow Mere-
dith Willson He has a fresh sort of humor which radio needs."

FCC has licensed for operation some 39 new radio stations in the western
area of the U. S. since Jan. 1 this year. Of the total, 16 were okayed for
California. Oregon got two and three went to Washington. Remainder
were split between Arizona, 3; Colorado, 4; Nevada, 3; Ncsv Mexico, 3;
Texas, 4, and Utah, 1.

CBS 'School of Air' Adult-Slanted

One-World Series on Curriculum
Rolling into its 17th years as CBS'

prize prestige sustainer, "American
School of the Air", has mapped a
new curriculum for its 1946-47 se-

ries with a stronger bent toward
adult listeners. Although still pri-
marily geared for the junior high
school bracket, , two of the five
weekly sessions will have a topical
postwar-world accent on interna-
tionalism and problems facing cx-
GI's.

Partial shift in the program's
slanting was cued by d.ata garnered
from a recent audience poll which
revealed a 200% increase in adult
listeners since the series switched
last year from a 9 a.m. to a 5.m
spot. The research further disclosed
the fact that more kids were also
tuning in at the new time. Original
early morning time was designed
for classroom usage of the series
but with few schools as yet suffi
cient air - minded, the program
reached, only a small fraction of its

intended audience.
Starting Sept. 30, when the

'School" resumes, Monday segment
will be filled by a dramat series
titled "World Neighbors". Accord-
ing to CBS Director of Education
Robert B. Hudson, the scries will
express no point of view of the
United Nations as a specific organi-
zational entity since the issue is

still controversial. Purpose of the
series, however, will be to encour-
age one-world thinking through
glimpses of life in other countries.
Friday sessions will be devoted

to topical problems under heading of
"Opinion, Please". Format will have
two prominent authorities counter-
ing views on a debated issue with
ensuing discussion being picked up
from various colleges where vets
are schooling. Remaining sessions
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day/will be pitched to the kids, con~-

tinuing the series on music, science
and literature.

Program, budgeted at approxi-
mately $250,000 exclusive of time
costs, is produced by Leon Levine.
William Paley Initiated the program
in 1930 as a commercial airer but
the net took over goon after and
ever since has been carrying it as

ah untouchable sustainer. Out of
the CBS' 158 outlets, over 100 carry
the series, an unusually high pro-
portion for a rion-commcrcial broad-
cast.

Al Jarvis Hits the Road
Hollywood, July 23.

Personalizing its sales pitch on
Coast's top platter pilot, KLAC will

shortly launch Al Jarvis on national
introduction

.
tour to cultivate na-

tional accounts for the Thackiey
radio interests. He Journeys East to

connect with Dave Lundy, general
sales manager of KLAC, here, and
KYA, San Francisco. Together pair
will handshake buyers, agency men
and station reps.

"Original Make Beljevc Ballroom,"
his disc marathon on KLAC. will

continue with a substitute while he's

gladhanding.

Cott, in Weekly Fireside

Chat, to Bare WNEW's Soul
Cued to the FCC's Blue Book

suggestion that stations establish
closer liaison with their audiences,
WNEW, N. Y., will start a new show
in the fall on which program di-

rector Ted Cott will report to the
listeners and invite them to submit
their gripes and kicks in return.

.
Show, to be tabbed "Report to the

Listener," will be given 15 minutes
of nighttime air weekly. Cott will
report on plans for programs, ' dis-
cuss Current shows and explain
why they were handled in a cer-
tain manner, and answer letters of
criticism from the listeners.

The station,, in other words, plans
deliberately to put itself on the spot
before the listeners on the theory it

owes them an accounting for stew-
ardship of the air.

KMBC'c 10G Promotional

Hoopla Between Covers
Kansas City, July 23.

KMBC's "First Quarter Century
of American Broadcasting," book
compiled in celebration of the sta-
tion's 25 years of continuous broad-
casting is

.
ready for the (trade)

public.

The book of 16 chapters and 300-
pages has been in the. making for
19 months. E. P. J. Shurick, promo-,
tion director, has corresponded with
most of the American broadcasting
stations in running down the list of
about 1,000 "firsts" of radio and 40
photos regarded almost as collectors
items. .

Over 300 stations, networks and
individuals sent in material for the
historical record of broadcasting for
which Shurick is acting editor, and
which is now in the hands of the
publishers being readied for fall de-
livery.

for NATIONAL
COMMISSION CO.

Per Hit tilth rim* daring the

pert M* weeks. A. W. "Ace"

Lucas will Make Ml livestock

market report at 12:45 today

direct from the Oklahoma City

Steckyardi. "Natloaal Report!

the Market!" Ii eae of the pro-

gremi tarried by WKY which

makei thli station the favorite

»f farm Htteners In Oklahoma.
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To ke in tke know ifuick on wkat is kappening in tke

field to new products' of our clients and their

competition, is one of tke aims of tkis agency. You

kave to cover plenty of ground to judge accurately

wketker a. new product is receiving a good

reception in tke So.utk Bends, Manckesters, Itkacas

and otker test markets. And so field investigators of

Skerman & Marquette, Ine, will 1 fly in tkis sleek,

new Stinson plane to markets we are interested in,

so we and our clients may know wkat goes on, and in

time to do sometking akout it. Tkis streamlined

field researck is part of tke agency service

we are rendering to tke following client companies!

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PEET COMPANY

w. f: McLaughlin s company

THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY

STERLING DRUG,
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ABC Sked Expanded to Cover Five

Stations; Golf Televised at Chi

Wednesday, July 24, 1946

ABC television, taking advantage*
of its recently-inaugurated five-sta-

tion operation, has scheduled its

fullest session of programming to

dale this week. Starting yesterday

(Tuesday'', the web will telecast

over the five stations, on all of which
it buys air time, dally through Sun-
day (28>, with a total time of 13Vi

hours.
Chief .item on the slate will be

the televising of the Tarn O'Shanter

golf tourney over WBKB (Balaban

& Katz, Chicago) starting tomor-

row (Thursday). Slated to be aired

daily through Sunday, the broadcast,

sponsored by the U. S. Rubber Co.,

will mark the first time a golf tour-

nament has been televised, and also

the first time an image orthicon

camera has been used in the middle
west. ABC has borrowed the super-

sensitive I.C\ for the event from
RCA. and will also use it in cover-

ing the boxing and wrestling

matches over WBKB tonight
(Wednesday) and tomorrow night.

ABC will also send a motion pic-

ture camera crew out to film the
golf tourney. Film, r.lso sponsored
by U.S. Rubber, will be televised

sometime next week over the web's
other four tele outlets: WABD (Du-
Mont, N. Y.), WRGB, (G.E.. Sche-
nectady), WPTZ (Philco. Philadel-

phia) and W3XWT (DuMont. Wash-
ington).

ABC has also obtained exclusive

television rights to film the Aqui-
tgnnia), annual water festival at

Minneapolis, next week in coopera-
tion with WCTN, the web's AM af-

filiate in that city, and the animal
Gold Cup motor boat races, slated

for Labor Day in Detroit. Paul
Mowrey, ABC television chief, is

currently dickering* for a sponsor
for both films, which will be trans-

mitted over all five stations.

Hughes Still in Fight
Washington, July 23.

Indications 'that Howard Hughes
expects to be up and around in the

near ' future wa"s given yesterday

(22) when he asked the FCC to post-

pone his video hearing until Aug.
9, at which time he expects to be
able to testify.

Hughes and Tommy Lee, owner of

the Don Lee network, were slated

to testify in Los Angeles tomorrow
(Wed.) in connection with their ap-
plications for television channels
there. Lee, it is understood, will go
through with his hearing.

~»4^ the Worcester oreo,

Inside Tele
NBC television department is

taking all steps necessary to

make certain that none of the
performers appearing before the
video cameras throws in an un-
conscious plug for color tele.

In a memo recently circulated

to the' entire staff of "Radio City
Matinee," a show which spots

many outsiders who might not
know the intricacies of the In-

dustry squabble over color tele,

the department pointed Out that

it was NBC's "policy" to "avoid
specific mention of color in de-

scribing articles which we are
exhibiting in black End white."

"The very fact that our au-
dience cannot differentiate be-

tween colors in the black and
white picture;" the memo says,

"and the fact that colors are re-

produced in such a way as to ap-
pear opposite, in value, makes
the specific mention of color an
absurdity. It is suggested, there-

fore, that rather than use the

names of the colors, that you
suggest contrasting tones, and
if color must be mentioned,

.

mention it in ' a general way,
such as: 'If you use a bright

color here, then contrast it with

a dark color here,' but don't

name the colors."

WBKB Shows Press How

Video Does Ball Game
Chicago, July 23.

WBKB made sure that press reps,

invited to view the first remote tele-

cast of baseball games In Chi last

week, were provided with all the

ingredients that contribute to the

enjoyment of America's favorite

pastime. Sitting in comfortable

"box seats" in WBKB's studios, the

Chi radio press was supplied with

pop, cokes and peanuts by station

flack Herb Lyon who acted as re-

freshment barker throughout the

broadcast.

Telecast Is another step in

WBKB's growing program • of re-

mote pickups, with wrestling and
boxing already on the station's

weekly schedule.

Lack of equipment has forced the
station to telecast baseball on Mon-
day, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday
only; with single camera moved to

the Rainbow Arena on Wednesday
and Thursday for the wrestling and
boxing pickups. Remote program is

under the direction of Reinald Wer-
renrath, Jr., head of WBKB's special

events division.

WCBW'S 'PIN TIP GUI/
Model impresario Walter Thorn-

ton is going to show New York
women who happen to have televi-

sion sets how to walk, talk, dress,

and posture.

It will be done via a newWCBW
(CBS-NY) show tabbed "Pin Up
Girl," preeming tomorrow (Thur.).

Thornton models, will illustrate

the lectures—in black and white.

SURE THING!
We can deliver

Radio's Faped
"GOSPEL SINGER"

EDWARD MacHUGH
For Live Show

Or

Transcribed
420 15-Minut* Programs

Available

A READY-MADE LOYAL AUDIENCE
AWAITS NATIONAL, REGIONAL

OR LOCAL SPONSORS
Wrif* or Wire for AvailablMIti

WICKEtSHAM 2-J33M

ALL EYES ON GIMBEL'S"
Willi Wayne Cody (Uncle WIP), May

Coppola, Joan KovaUuskas, Bucky
Clark, Dorothy Lee, Doreen Lane,
Jackie Williams

Producer: Ethel May
Announcer: Jane Klnf
Wed.; 8 p.m.
GIMBEL BROS.
WPTZ, Philadelphia

.WPTZ. the Philco station, has
found at least one type of show
which can be televised -without ex-
pensive soilings. or extensive rehear-
sal which is pleasing to the eye as
well as the car—tfie kiddie program
For it's still the same old story, as
far as moppets are concerned, that
if a kid fluff:; his line, it's slill cute
Running the show is Wayne Cody,

who has been in charge of kid pro
grams at WIP for almost a decade.
Theme of the video show is a differ
ent vacation trip each week, with the
kids singing numbers appropriate to
the spot, "visited." .Kids are vets .of

Cody's Uncle WIP show, with Bucky
Clark, Jackie Williams and Doreen
Lane showing especial talent. Musi
cal accompaniment was a bit rough,
due to fact that WPTZ has yet to get
okay from Musicians Union. for bona
fide union musicians. Sole accom-
paniment is pianist (non-uniou).
Commercials are well-handled,

showing vacation equipment as setup
in a camp site, with the voice of Jane
King describing use of various Items
as demonstrated by husky "camper."

Sliol.

"HOME LIFE OF A BUFFALO"
With John McQuaBe, Virginia Smith,
Mickey Carroll, Enid Markey,
Percy Helton

Producer: Fred Coe
Writer: Richard Harrlty
Tech. Director: Bill States
Set: Bob Wade
35 Mlns.; Sun. (21). 8:50 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

"Home Life of a Buffalo" could be
regarded as the first major step in
NBC television's plans to revive
vaudeville viii video. Story of an
old-time vaudc family, the show was
a good way of building, up audience
sympathy for the oldtimers that NBC
hopes to spot before its tele cameras.
Now, rega'rdless of what kind of per-
formances the former vaudevillians
turn in, the audience will at least
know what they go through in hang-
ing on to the lust straw of an almost
extinct art.

Show, marked by excellent acting
and direction, made fine television
fare but it's doubtful whether the
legit producers, who reportedly were
watching it with an idea of expand-
ing it into, a three-act play for
Broadway next season, found much
in it to meet their demands. While
it was very easy to take in its pres-
ent short form, the idea has been
done several times before on both
stage and screen and it's unlikely
that an audience would go for two-
and-a-half hours of it on the stage.
Regardless of that, author Dick

Harrity merits a nice bow for turn-
ing out a good video script. His char-
acters were imbued with the right
touches of comedy, poignancy and
hnmminess.. and the dialog, though
not all that could be hoped for in
several instances, was bright enough
to hold audience interest. Thesping
ability of the small cast put across
in fine form the comparison of the
vaude family to the buffalo, both of
which are gradually becoming ex-
tinct and from which idea the unique
title was derived.

John McQuadc did a good reading
as the song and dance man. Already
established as both a fine tragedian
and comedian for his roles in such
former tele shows as "Winterset" and
"Petticoat Fever," he showed re-
markable versatility with his terp-
ing and songs. Virginia Smith looked
and acted very prettily as his wife,
and Mickey Carroll, as the son, dem-
onstrated the kind of acting and
dancing that should merit him a bid
from Hollywood. Enid Markey and
Percy Helton, as the couple who sold
the goats from their act and took
mundane jobs.' in order to pay the
rent, were equally good.
Handling of Fred Cbe's production-

direction efforts was tops all the way
He got the most out of Bob Wade's
well-designed set by panning his
cameras continually around the room,
thereby getting the illusion of much
more space than the small NBC stu
dio has. System of moving in and
out of the window frame to open and
close the show was also well done.

Stnl.

WCBW Gets Delayed Pitch

In for Baseball Friday
WCBW (CBS, N.Y.), which got it-

self nipped earlier in the season
when it had to cancel, plans to
broadcast baseball because its re-
mote equipment had gone, haywire,
is ready now for sportcasting. Preem
effort for CBS', baseball pickup will
be done Friday (26) from Ebbets
Field, Brooklyn, where the Dodgers
meet the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Bob Edge will call the plays on

the baseball game.

Phflly, Qeve., S. E,

Dailies Get TeleOK
• Washington, July 23.

Three metropolitan newspaper in-

terests moved into television last

week when FCC awarded construc-

tion permits to the Philadelphia In-

quirer, Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.

in Cleveland; and The Chronicle

Publishing Co., San Francisco.

All the grants were conditioned

on approval of the Civil Aeronau-
tics Administration on location of

tower and antenna sites. FCC's ac-

tion bring up to 25 total" of new
video stations authorized since V-J
day.

Simultaneously, the FCC . re-

shuffled : allocations in the ultra-

high
.
wavelengths to provide for

specific assignments for all: tele-

vision pickups and studio-transmit-

ter links, to be licensed to opera-

tors of video station. The following
bands were assigned: 1295-1425 meg-
acycles for tv pickups; and the

6800-7058 mc and 12500-13000 mc
bands for pickups and studio-trans-

mitter links.

ACA Strike at WIP In

Status Quo; Gimbel,

Execs, Run Programs
Philadelphia, July 23.

A strike of announcers, engineers
and office help called last Tuesday
midnight (16) by the American
Communications Assn. (CIO)) at

WIP goes into its second week to-

night with both sides still far apart.

A meeting with the U. S. Con-
ciliation Service last night (Mon.)
failed to break the deadlock between
management and the union. Benedict
Gimbel, Jr., WIP prexy, told the
conciliators, thai he would submit
the wage demands of the ACA to

arbitration, but thus far the union
h- • "pfuscd to go along with arbi-

tration on wage scales. The union is

seeking to bring WIP scales up to

the level of stations in other large

cities. WIP management has agreed
to up announced scale, but has re-

fused the ante for engineers.

William A. Lamey, business agent
for Local 1. ACA, said that the de-
mands at WIP were a "prelude" to

a campaign to raise scales at other

Philly stations, which the union
claims are far below those in com-
parable outlets elsewhere. Most of

the contracts at 'other stations l.ere

expire in the early fall.

Meanwhile. WIP is being run by
Gimbel and other execs who are
not members of the union. A
kitchen has been set up at the

studios to feed the men who are on
duty around the clock. Gimbel' has
been pressed into service in the

newsroom, and is in charge of filing

transcriptions and records ' in the

music library.

The announcing chore is being
split between Murray Arnold, pro-
gram chief; Ed Wallis. assistant pro-
gram director; San Serota, educa-
tional director: and Lee Neal, a
salesman. Ralph Minion, promotion
boss, has taken over the "Dawn Pa-
trol." all-night platter show.
Gimbel said that no programs

have been cancelled due to the
walkout. "In fact," he said, "we've
even added new shows."

TELE NEWSREEL FIRM

STARTED IN CHICAGO
Chicago, July 23.

New outfit set up to furnish tele-

vision stations throughout the coun-
try with news subjects for televising

shortly after the events occur was
incorporated here last week, with
Jack Lieb, "News of Ihe Day" mid-
west manager for the past 10 years,
leaving Metro's central . division
newsreel setup to become one of the
incorporators. Lieb started

. with
Metro in N, Y. in 1625, coming to
Chi in 1036.

Lieb's partners include Clarence
L. Coleman, of Coleman & Felsen-
thal, Chi real estate outfit, and his
brother, John Coleman. Besides
the tele angle,

. they'll produce . in-
dustrial, educational, sales promo-
tional and management-labor rela-
tions films, both 16m and 35m, Lieb
said.

CBS' difficulties with the Inter-
national Alliance of Theatrical and
Stage Employees union last spring
over filming the Kentucky Derby
for telecasting in N. Y. is one of the
samples of snafued situations that
warrant setting up such an opera-
tion.

N. Y. FM
Continued from pace IS =

the stand Dr. Alexander Pckeles
and Lila Sussman, who made a
quantitative analysis of news as
used by the Daily News and all
other standard ayem papers in N. Y.
over period of three months in 1945
and three months in 1946. A total of
48,000 items were' analyzed.

Maslow lost put when he tried lo
present a petition bearing 50,000
names protesting against granting a
license to the Daily News. But he
did enter into the record the fact
that these petitions were circulated
not only by the AJC but also by the
National Assn. for the Advancement
of Colored People, N. Y, State Citi-
zens Political Action Committee,
Committee of Catholics for Human
Rights, Methodist Federation for
Social Agencies, and N. Y. Citywide
Committee on Harlem.

The Daily News issue will be .con-
tinued, Guest ruling that is was hot
fair to take up the time of the other
applicants who had already sat by
for two whole days while this mat-
ter was being fought.

All Unions Out
Meanwhile, Guest started on . the

labor union applicants, hearing from
the National Maritime Union (CIO),
with the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America (CIO), and the
International Ladies Garment
Workers Union scheduled to pre-
sent their cases before the hearings
come to a close at the end of this
week.

However, wijh the FCC's new
withholding rule In effect, it was
generally felt that the labor unions,
like all other newcomers, stood no
chance to get licenses.

It was predicted that of the 18
applicants for N. Y. licenses, those
who led the field in likelihood of
favorable action are WJZ (ABC)
and indie WMCA. Next in line will
probably come WLIB, WPAT and
WEVD. That would freeze out all

the labor groups as well as such
outfits as Peoples Radio Founda-
tion, Inc.

There won't be a chance for those
groups to apply again until July,
1947. But by that time, it's fairly
certain, two other applicants who
have withdrawn — WHOM and
WNEW—will be back in the running.

WCHS
CHARLOTTE. WEST VA.

FOR

MORRISON

DEPARTMENT
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BANDS SCRAMBLE FOR SURVIVAL
Cosmo Eyes Buy of ARA, National

Mercury Disk Cos. With Stock Coin
Chicago, July 23.

Cosmopolitan Records, New York

indie label which recently floated a

$375,000 stock issue through Wall

street underwriters, is negotiating

for the purchase of two, and possibly

three, rival platter firms, it became
known here during' the convention

last week of the National' Assn. of

Music Merchants. Cosmo is on . the

verge, according to the dope, of

closing deals whereby the ARA and
National labels will be merged with

its own. Third firm mentioned in

the talk is Chi's own Mercury out-

fit.

If Cosmo acquires ARA, a Holly-

wobd-born and operated outfit, and
National, which has its plant at

Phillipsburg, Pa., it's probable the

fwo labels will be discarded. Cosmo
seeks to purchase them mainly to

. acquire' the production facilities of

each. National is said to have the

better setup. Artists tied to each
i 'rl be a great help, too; National

h;i> Billy Eckstine, among others,

and ARA several good names.

Talk about the Cosmo purchase of

ARA and National, and possibly

Mercury, was not the only conver-

sation relative to sales of indie Arms
at the merchants* meeting. At va-
rious times, a goodly number of the

long list of independent firms were
offered to representatives of the va-
rious major and secondary firms

here for the meet. Capitol's
.
rep,

Glenn Wallichs, who came on from
the Coast for the shindig, is said to

have 'entertained several offers of a

deal. He look none.

Where Cosmo will acquire the
money for the purchase of ARA
and National, if the deals jell, is not

known here although there have
been talks of a second stock issue

now in the works.

Hammond Leaves CoL
John Hammond, who returned to

Columbia Records several months
ago after hia discharge from the
Army, will sever connections with
that outfit in another fortnight. His
plans are indefinite.

Cause of Hammond's split among
Columbia lies in the production
problems which still beset Columbia
and the other majors. While there
is sufficient materials, there is still

a shortage of manpower to devote
to anything but major talent. And
there is no room for the develop-
ment of new talent,. which normally
is Hammond's course.

SDI-ANC Racks

On Block Again?
Song Distributors, Inc., music rack

operation set up a year ago in N. Y.
by the. late Saul Immerman, may
change ownership within the next
few weeks. A bid has been made
for the outfit by an undisclosed New
Yorker, current owners including
Moe Gale, attorney. Andrew Wein-
berger and. American News.

American News, which distributes
SDI music to racks In opposition to
the International News setup, the
only major rack operation in the
field prior to the advent of SPI, will
continue to handle that end of the
business. Only change in the setup
would be on the governing end.
Identity of the bidder for the .

firm
is being kept under cover.

_
Some time ago, the Ashley music-

jobbing outfit had a deal in the
works for the purchase of SDI, but
nothing ever came of it.

Jordan, Adams

Sued by Leeds

Over Xaldonia
Leeds Music Corp. finally began

action in tfew York supreme court
last week against publisher Edwin
H. (Buddy) Morris, Berle Adams,
Preview Music Co. and Louis Jor-
dan over the song, "Caldonia." Suit

lists six causes of action and seeks
judgments totaling $300,000 in addi-

tion to injunctions.

Leeds' action over "Caldonia" has
beeivhanging fire for some time.' It

hinges on (1) an agreement Leeds
claims it had with Berle Adams, Jor-

dan's manager, to publish the tune,

and (2) an agreement with Jordan
to publish all his works. In this case,

the writer of "Caldonia" is listed as

Fleeoie Moore, name of Jordan's
wife, but it's claimed by Leeds that

Jordan himself actually penned the
number.

Cause against Morris music com-
pany is for $100,000 on the charge
that the latter induced Adams and
Jordan to turn over publication

rights of the song to Morris Music.

Leeds seeks an injunction against

Morris and Preview (firm owned by
Adams) to restrain further publica-

tion of the tune and to have it turned
over to its own company. It's also

asked that all profits derived from
the song be accounted for and turned
over to Leeds.

All defendants made a general de-

nial of the charges.

TOO MANY OF 'EM,

NOTIN UF DATES
Various major band agencies are

already beginning to' experience a
few headaches in contemplation of
the fall and winter season and the
folding of the many summer opera-
tions which have helped them to

keep so many bands working. Most
agency execs aren't too happy about
the picture they see—a mad scramble
for survival among the dozens of
outfits that have been formed by
maestros returned from service and
the comparatively fewer new ones
organized in recent months by for-
mer siderr.en. Few have any sort of
a reputation at the b.o. which might
make them easier sales, and the go-
ing figures to be plenty tough.
Many, unquestionably, will, fall by
the wayside.

One of the major agencies feels

so strongly about the future of new
bands at the present time that it will

not take on a single new property.
That attitude can be momentarily
changed only in the event a prospec-
tive leader with some unusual talent

hoves into sight. The other agencies
feel much the same way.

It's pointed out, however, that the

current recession is no different than
that experienced by most industries

rind by the entertainment field spe-

cifically.

A factor largely contributing to the

n.s.g. situation surrounding new
bands is the inability of recording
companies to take on ne_w properties

as yet. This prevents proper devel-

opment of b.o. names and resultant

resistance in selling comparative un-
knowns.

Dreyfus, Others Reported Aiming

For Higher ASCAP Increases On

Basis of Boost to Irving Berlin

Diamond Off Decca Board
Milton A. Diamond, attorney for

Decca Records and for some time a

member of the company's board of

directors, '-is no longer a member of

the latter body.

He dropped off the board a fort-

night or so ago following a series

of internal Decca executive moves
made for undisclosed reasons.

MUSIC TOPS LAND

IN HEAP ON COAST
Hollywood, July 23.

Flock of music-world biggies are
either on the local scene currently
-?r due in.

Frank Walker, chief of Metro's rec-
ord company subsid, is here con-
ferring with studio lights, accom-
panied by his musical director, Mack-
lin Morrow. Jack Kapp, Decca prexy,
leaves N. Y. July 23 for a three-
week sit-in, which will be his first

j" a year. Georgie Joy, partner in
Santly-Joy, due today (Tues.) for
huddles with Coast rep, Dave Bernic,
«nd Bill Coty, local handler of Ox-
ford Music, recently formed S-J sub-
sid.

Herman Starr, prez of Music Pub-
lishers Holding Corp., blew in over
weekend for annual three weeks.
Ben Barton, who" is chief of Frank
Sinatra-controlled pub firm bearing
former's name, is winding up visit.
Eric Bernay, prexy of Keynote Rec-
ords, is establishing Coast office ami
'wording setup.

LARRY ADLER RAPS AFM

IN HARMONICA DEFENSE
Chicago, July. 23.

Larry Adler. here last week to en-

tertain at the National Assn. of

Music Merchants' convention, took
a healthy sock at the American
Federation of Musicians for failing

to recognize himself or other har-

monicists as musicians.
Adler pointed out that such com-

posers as Villa-Lobos, Darius Mil-

maud and; Ernesto' Lecuona have
written, special compositions for the

mouth organ. Also, Robert Russell

Bennett is working on a special har-
monica orchestration of Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" for him, which
will eliminate the piano passages.

And the 1946-47 "Who's Who" lists

Adler—the first harmonicist, inci-

dentally, to be so honored.
He's not particularly anxious to

join the union, Adler told Vaiiiftt

after his talk; he was merely harp-

ing on the subject for the principle

involved. Added he understood

AFM's stance is prompted by the

thought that every ham in the coun-
try would be swamping them for

admittance if Borrah Mlnevitch's

Rascals, himself, etc., were let in.

Aussie's Hit Tunes
Sydney, July 11.

Hit tunes here are: "Atchison,

Topekn, Santa Fe;" "June Comes
Around Every Year," "The Gypsy,"

"I'm Beginning to See the Light"

and "Just a Prayer Away."

SCA MEETING TO HEAR

ZISSU ON ASCAP DEAL
Hollywood, July 23.

General membership meeting of

Screen Composers' Assn. will be
held (Tues.) at which) Leonard
Zissu, counsel of organization, will

give detailed report on progress he
has made in getting American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers to grant more recogni-

tion, and hence royalty payments,
to film scorers. There are now 107

members"in SCA, representing just

about all the active scorers working
here for pictures.

Zissu arrived 10 days ago from his

N. Y. law office and since has had
many closeted sessions with 13 board
members of SCA, during which was
plotted a plan, as yet unrevealed

whereby ASCAP will be asked to

segregate scorers from the. system

which applies to regular songwriters

in the Society's classification system

Obviously, Zissu has obtained faint

nod from ASCAP toppers that such

a pitch will at least receive some
consideration from ASCAP exec

council.

Last month screen scorers made
greatest gain yet in ASCAP ranks,

nine achieving membership out of

17 names submitted. Enmembered
were Bobby Dolan, DHle Butts,

Maurice de Packh, Marlin Skiles,

Dave Shell. Hans Salter, Eddie Kay,

Cyril Mockridge and Nathan Van
Cleve. It is known that Zissu per-

sonally pushes each application made
to ASCAP in N. Y. and that all

turndowns of tilted classifications are

appealed.

'AMUS. BOATS' SCALE

UPS RATES TO $125
Hollywood,. July 23.

Following queries from obviously

interested parties, Musicians Local

47 last week finally arrived at a

scale for "amusement boats." Rate

is $125 per week per man for four

hours nightly, six days per- week

leader, $187.50.

Scale is absolute tops for any

nitery or ballroom or location site

hereabouts. While union execs' dis-

cussion of matter always confined

references to vague term "amuse-

ment boats," it is known that what

actually, whs bruited was scale for

gambling ships, which have been

spasmodically propping for opera

tions off California coast.

M-G Flattery Inks

Top Stars, Keeps

Names Shrouded
Hollywood, July 23,

' Metro's record company subsid

already has secretly signed up at

least half-a-dozen names, it's be-

come known with arrival here over
weekend of Frank Walker, waxery's
chief. Outfit is keeping identity of

those, pacted completely under
wrrps on premise firm can make
bigger'splash by revealing lengthy

string of cohtractees at later date.

Walker will spend three weeks
here, getting acquainted with studio

execs and listening to talent audi-

tions. He revealed that only reason
news leaked recently that Kate
Smith had been, signatured was that

chirp told.it herself. It is understood
that other names obtained on dotted

lines were tipped not to spill fact

until Metro gave the high-sign.

The M-G-M subsid probably will

avail itself of recording facilities in

studio at Culver City, as Walker has
made extensive survey of same im-
mediately upon arrival. He. also

stated that plattery will open out-

post here in autumn, but no reps

have been selected.

Among other Walker revelations

are that platters probably will, not

hit sales stalls until early 1947, that

outfit is planning to add pressing
plants one by one as adjuncts to spot

acquired recently in Bloomfleld,
N. J., and that the working-label of

M-G-M for the platters is merely
tentative and likely will be changed.
As a label name, Lion definitely is

out, now.

Shortly the. 6ubsid will commence
lining up distributors, on system
patterned after Victor and Colum-
bia, which use indies, unlike Decca
and Capitol, which operate own of

flees in strategic spots across the

hinterland.

MONROE MAY SHIFT N.Y.

DATE TO 400 CLUB
Vaughn Monroe, whose usual New

York location haunt while with the

William Morris agency was the

Commodore hotel, may shift the

scene of his N. Y. activity this fall.

Negotiations are underway which
may put his band, which went up
the b.o. ladder fast last spring via

hit RCA-Victor disks, into the 400

Club, N; Y. Sammy Kaye, whose
only N Y. stopover the past couple

of years has been the Astor Roof,

where he opens next month, is also

dickering for a 400 Club booking.

Latter is unusual in that it would
put a so-called "sweet" band into

t - 400 for the first time.

The 400, closed for the summer
because of the lack of air-condi-

tioning equipment, reopens Sept. 0

with Randy Brooks' and Louis Jor-

dan's orchestras, plus the Latin com-
bination of Monchito, which has

been a fixture at Grossinger's, Fern,
dale, N. Y„ hotel resort. Latter is

an added starter in ah endeavor to

snare some of the Greselnger trade,

living In the N. Y. area.

Disposition of Irving Berlin's fight

With the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers for

ah increased availability point rat-

ing has not ended the upheaval it

caused in ASCAP.
Berlin succeeded in securing a

730-point jump from the 4,000 rating

he was handed only after a sharp
tussle with the publisher faction of
the Society's board. His success;

though he himself is still dissatisfied

with it the wanted 5,500 points),

has given other publishers ideas of
their own.

During the past week, there have
been several well-founded rumors
that firms owned by publisher-mem-
bers of the Society's board, who bit-

terly opposed Berlin's boost, would
themselves seek increases on the
basis of the boos*. Berlin got.

Among those expected to ask for
more points is Max Dreyfus, who
feels his T. B. Harms catalog, now
rated at 4,000 points, is the equal of
Berlin's and should be on the same
levels. These two had been the only-
ones rated at 4,000. Since T. B.
Harms is composed mostly of Je-
rome Kern songs, Dreyfus' article

is understandable.

Another said to have filed for a
boost, or about to do so, is Saul
BOrnstein, Berlin's partner for 25
years, who drew a 2,750-point rating
for the Bourne, Inc., catalog. Latter
is composed of those songs originally
in the old Berlin company which
Berlin did not write (those he did
went to form the basis of the new
Berlin firm). Other firms also have
ideas of seeking increased, ratings.

Incidentally, Berlin will probably
still seek to equal the 12 or so firms
stationed at 5,500 points.

Mclntyre Pegs

1-Niter Top at $1
Hal Mclntyre has advised the

William Morris agency, which books
his band, that hereafter all contract*
written for his band covering one-
nighter dates must carry a clause
that admission prices be restricted

to $1 per person, plus state and fed-
eral taxes. This move will probably
be followed by the lowering of guar-
antees he asks from, one-night pro*
moters. Currently he's asking any-
where from ^1,000 to $1,500 per date
guarantees, and higher in some in-

stances. Private parties and college

dates, which, of course, call for flat

;

salaries, are different

Mclntyre's, ideas stem from the re-

cent beefs from one-night promoters
over high guarantees

'. and resultant
high admission prices to the" public.

While he is not yet in the class of

Harry James, Benny- Goodman, et al,

whose n.s.g. b.o. in the east recently
started the hullaballoo over asking
prices, etc., Mclntyre was neverthe-
less being sold to the public by cer-

tain promoters at prices up to $2
per in some instances. He's believed
this to be top high.

MORRIS AGENCY HYPOS

ITS BAND DEPARTMENT
A. series, of shifts designed to

strengthen the .band department is

expected to be announced by the
William Morris ' agency late this

week..

Jack Archer, of the WM one-night
unit, will probably go to the Coast
office, with Phil Brown, currently

with Don Haynes, replacing. Other
shifts and addition of new personnel
may also be announced.
WM band business has been cut

considerably since WiUard. Alexan-
der took hli orch stable from the
organization, and Morris agency
heads will probably attempt to ex-
pand activities, in an effort to entice

more orchestras.
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RECOMMENDED RECORDS
(For Jocks and Jukes)

By BARRY GRAY
iWOR-Mutuals All-Night M.C.)

SUn Kenton (vocal' by June
Christy and orch) "Rika Jika Jack"

-•-'Artistry In Boogie" (Capitol. V,

-Rika Jika" has great rhythm'. June
Christy, backed by the boys, turns

in a vocal that- will remain a spc-

nally with her for her style will

defy copying on this turn. A bit

wild in spots, the Kenton crew still

pounds with great finesse, and

definitely shapes this disk as a real

bid for heavy plugs. It'll go great

ai the jukes and on the request air-

shots. "Artistry. .In Boogie" features

the macstro's piano' at the entree and
secuics to full brass, and. solo sax

sending. It's truly fine musicianship.

ever, it's still good listening. It'll

sell and get, radio request mail!

"This Thing" proves warmer, and
the Dant arrangement can't be
topped as a vocal accompaniment!
This is the best side, and Will do a
Jot tor Miss Rhodes' professional

position. • With a warmer approach
to the music and a: "feel" for the
lyrics she could be excellent. Rec-
ommended.

Sam'. Donahue (vocal by Mynell
Allen) "Just The Other Day'"

—
"I

Left My- Heart In Mississippi" (Capi-

tol ). ."Just The Other Day" is

handled' test by Sam Donahue. If

the buyers can be sold on the idea

but it will only be appreciated . by ! that this new maestro is good mer
iho hepsleis. It's splendid exhibi- j chandise to pack home, this disc will

tion ot talent for all the crew. I get heavy action at Ihe counters,

nolablv that great bass man! .As a
j
Rhythm is fine, and will call for

two-side buy. its a powerful show- tcrps. Miss Allen's vocal "just fair.

ease of Kenton's talent

Xavler Cu^al ' (Vocal by Buddy
Clark ) "South America, Take It

Away" — "Chiquita Banana" (Co-

lumbia). "South America", from the

score of the Broadway smash, "C;rll

Mo Mister," is sung, in the show by
Betty Garrett, and the femme sets a

pace (on Decca) that's hard to fol-

low. No one has. that is until this

disk which features' the top drawer
work of Buddy Clark. With tricky

tempo and lyrics to match, it's a

tough one to master, but Clark shows
his experience, and turns in a win-

ner. Cugat is better here than he
has been in many a side, with cork:

fiddles and top backing for Claris.

The. chorus is adequate. Very coirir

mcrcial disk. Talking- points: Buddy
Clark, always a top vocalist, was
out of action professionally for

years, while in action with Uncle
Sam. Famous in the late '30s for a

great voice-dub job jh'.a Jack Haley
film, he's back at the same old

Her sustained notes grate, and at

times get loudly rough. More coach-
ing needed. Good side though, in

toto. and recommended. Donahue is

gonna be big. but big.
.
"Mississippi"

is the tune that was purchased by
Martin Block, for a reputed IOC.
but this side sounds as though he
overpaid. Not recommended.

Phil Harris (vocal with Orch)
"Woodman Sparc That. Tree"—
"Bump On -The - Head Brown"
(ARA). "Woodman" is real Harris
delivery. The- band play the melody,
and Harris just talks his way
through three choruses ol comedy
and southern patter. His work is a
modern, slightly, happier version of

the great Bert Williams who wrote
the tune. Harris. . although a top

sight performer; will sell sides with
this one. "Bump" is • mediocre and
doesn't afford the maestro an op-
portunity to let the personality , shine
through. Recommended only for the

'A" side.

Cab Calloway (vocal with Oreh)

British Best Sheet Sellers

i Week Ending July 18, 1946)
London, July 19.

Bless You . . .Gay
Mary Lou .... .F. D. 8c H.

: Can't Begin Tell You. .Chappell
Money Root All Evil. . .Chappell

Oh. What Seems Be. .... . . .Sun.

Home Sick. Sterling

Bygones Be Bygones'. . .Feldman
Laughing On Outside. .Connelly
Cruising Down River. Cinephonic
Rain Must Fall Wood
Chickcry Chick. . . . . .. .Connelly

Land Beginning Again. Feldman

straight is adept and lends much.
The musical effects by' the Dale ag-

gregation are a good showcase; This
is great Durante, and will prove that

even Durante works for nickels. The
other side is good, but. not up to the

plug side. Actually it's reminiscing
with Durante and Jackson, for

the tunc calls for a straw sailor

on a rubber string, a bit of soft-

shoe, and waving malacca sticks.

Both excerpts from Durante's latest

pic, "Two Sisters From .Boston."

stand doing a film with Mark : ,.Blue Sel.gc Suit witn a Belt In
Stevens and June Havoc at 20th-

! The Back"-'Afternoon Moon" (Co-.
Fox; and does a weekly commercial
radioshot. On- his new sides will be
compared to Jolson. "Chiquita". on

lumbia). "Blue Serge" is pure Callo-

way, bright, rhythmic and a lot of

ad-libs by Cab. It's good dance
reverse, is^still in the Cugat tradi- lempo and for tne fan tnere>s the
lion, sounds rehearsed and again voca ,

..Aflernoon Moon" has the
terrifically commercial Clark s vocal

j maestro leamng into the milte . and
is good, but not up to the other

| exudjn swobn It
.

s adcquate , but
side, primarily, because the tunc lhe $ales tflerks will fill orders tot
doesn t have enough to get his teeth

into. This boy's a balladeer primar-
ily. Recommended! '

Betty Rhodes (vocal with Charles
Dant orch) "What Is This Thing
Called Love"—'-I've Got You Under
My Skin" (Victor). Simultaneous
with the release of Warners'. "Night
And Day" the diskeries are releasing
Cole Porter tunes by the score,

i oh, what a pun). Miss Rhodes,
billed as "First Lady of Television",
formerly a mediocre femme vocalist,

has done her best work to date with
'"Under My Skin". Expertly backed
by Dant' & Co., it's one. of the few
sides around, that is a pure vocal
arrangement, meant for listening,

and.dancing. The femme sounds well
rehearsed but not too relaxed; how-

thc "A" side.

Jimmy Durante with Eddie Jack-
son (with Ted Dale Orch) "G'Wah
Home, Your Mudder's Callin''

—

"There are Two Sides To Every
Girl" (Majestic). This is two-thirds,

of the original Clayton. Jackson &
Durante, and with it Majestic have
wrapped up what will prove to be
one of the biggest juke draws the

sawdust spots nave ever had in the

box! Du/anle is Durante. There are

suqh priceless lines by the Schnoz
as "I live in a neighborhood so

tough that anyone that had ears was
a cocker-spaniel", followed by a dis-

ertation on his linguistic abilities.

This is one to demonstrate show-
manship to the newer school. Jack-
son's tenor trilling and playing

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Gypsy (13) (Leeds).....

2. They Say It's Wonderful (9) (Berlin). .

3. Doin' What Comes Natur'lly (5) (Berlin)

4. I Don't Know Enough About You (6) (C)

5. Prisoner of Love (16i (Mayfair).......

6. In Love in Vein (5) (T. B. Harms) .'.:.;

7. Sioux City. Sue (12) (Morris)...........

8. One More Tomorrow (4) (Remick)

9. Surrender (I) (Santly -Joy ),...;..;

10. Laughing On the Outside (13) (BMI> . .

.

Ink Spots .Decca
Dinah Shore; Columbia
Perry Como. ......... Victor
Bing Crosby .......... Decca

Dinah Shore. . ... .Columbia
Jimmy Dorsey Decca
Peggy Lee. .Capitol

Mills [ Bros .' Decca

Perry Como
Ink Spots .......

Haymes-Forrest
Margaret Whiting. . .Capitol

Bing . Crosby . . . . . . . , Decca
Tony Pastor Cosmo
Frankie Carle Columbia
Margaret Whiting. . .Capitol

Perry Como . -.Victor

Diuah Shore . . , . . .Columbia

Victor

Decca
.Decca

Coming Up

Stone Cold Dead (Miller) .

Love On Greyhound Bus
.
(Robbing) . . .

.

Do You Love Me (BVe).,,.. .. ...... .

There's No."One But You (Shapiro),

Come Rain, Come Shine (Crawford). .

.

Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop (Leeds)

Bumble Boogie (Martin).

Cement Miier (Mills)

Mabel, Mabel (United )........

fiftuAiAmwUca, Take. ft.way (Leeds). . ...

Fitzgerald-Jordan

j Guy Lombardo. .

.

'

( Vaughn Monroe .
-,

Haymes-Forrest .

!! Mills Bros. . ......

Tommy Dorsey.

.

Dinah Shore. . . ...

Haymes-Forrest'

.

Lionel Hampton.

.

Beneke-Miller ..

Freddy Martin ...

Slim GaiUard ...

Woody Herman.

.

Andrews.S.isters.

... .Decca

.-.Decca

..'..Victor

Decca

. . . . .Decca
... . Victor
ColumWa

. . . . .Detsa
. ... .Decca
....Victor

.-. ..Victor

.....Cadet

.Columbia

Decca

Buddy Morris Adds

To Rating Protests

With B-VH Gripe
The E. H. . (Buddy) Morris pub-

lishing combine, which has been bat-

tling the American Society of Com-
posers, authors and Publishers for the

past year or more for better, avail-,

ability ratings for its Morris, Mel-
rose and Mayfair catalogs, added
fuel to its fire by adding a protest

on the Morris company's Burke-Van
Heusen availability assignment.

B-VH. a comparatively new firm
set up by Morris to handle the
works of Johnny Burke and Jimmy
Van Heusen. was recently assigned
a 20-point rating by -the Society.
Morris and his attorneys instantly

appealed the assignment to the So-
ciety's appeals board on the theory
that there are many other firms
with lesser catalogs that have higher
ratings. They will fight the case

through.

,

GPS BANNED FROM BAND

DATES BY PETRILLOMEN
Hollywood. July 23.

The American Federation of Mu-
sicians' campaign, waged since V-J
Day, to. gel U. S. Army to rule

against uniformed bands playing
gratis dates has borne fruit. New
Army Regulations amendment ex-
pressly forbids any enlisted man
playing a musical engagement of any
description which otherwise a
civilian could All.

All commands have been notified

rule stands regardless, of whether
servicemen would play for free a
certain date., which automatically
civilian musikers would accept only
with emolument. Reading of the

lengthy amendment plainly indicates

Army personnel must confine selves

hereafter purely to military music-
making. Fact, that Army narrowed
restriction to enlisted . men only
doesn't worry, professional musicians,
since average khaki-clad band has
but one commissioned officer, the

batoneer.

Nidorf to Limit Self

To Stafford, Kaye Orch
Mike Nidorf, manager of Jo Staf-

ford and associate of Jim Peppe in

the direction of Sammy Kayo's or-

chestra and interests, will hence-
forth restrict his activities to just

those two artists. ' He has given up
Randy Brooks' orchestra and
dropped any idea of handling the
new Elliot Lawrence orchestra,
which has created a lot of comment
in the band business since its debut
at the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y., sev-r

eral weeks ago.

Brooks has switched personal
management affiliation to Lou Mind-
ling, who set up an office of. his

own some months ago after his dis-

charge fro mthe Navy.
. Brooks joins

singer. Martha Tilto'n. maestro Buddy
Rich, singers Buddy Clark, Dorothy
Shea;, ct al., under Miudling's di-

rection. ':. •

Inside Orchestras—Music
Musicraft Records has abandoned try to Induce Victor to let it wax Duke

Ellington before batoneer's pact with latter expires and new paper with
Musicraft starts on Nov. 1. Musicraft wanted consideration so flock of
Ellington disks could be made- before American Federation of Musicians
tills recording scale in October; Deft overtures made to Victor by Musi-
craft are -reported.--to have received Tathcr a brusque brush. Victor still

has 12 Ellington sides to cut, discounting the eight he made last week on
Coast, before pact dissolves. It is known that Ellington isn't too happy
over situation, and trade teems with talk because Victor, with huge backlog
of Ellington wax, hasn't released a platter of it in more than six months.
Rumors now have arisen that Victor may never issue the stuff, but will
exact full measure from contract, thus freezing a host of prime tunes,
since Ellington can't record a selection for Musicraft which he has done,
for Victor for at least five years.

Meeting of representatives of various major band, agencies, which was
to have taken place in New. York during the past week or so. probably
will ; not be held. Idea behind the projected meeting was similar to last

year's, when the agencies got together -to iron out certain 'annoyances. At
that; time an agreement was made that one agency would not attempt to.

lure' away indiscriminately either talent or personnel of a rival agency a

pact, incidentally, that never, w.as; completely adhered to. ' Jusi why the
1946; get-together is not being held, after the false start of a few weeks
ago. when reps convened and broke up without doing anything concrete,
is uncertain. All sorts of vague answers greet queries.

Elliot Lawrence.'-whose band at the Pennsylvania holel. N. Y.. has stirred
up more trade coihmcnt than any outfit in years, ,is the object of an un-
usually concentrated buildup by General Artists. He's been slipped into
as many commercial radio guest shots as possible as a means of quicken-
ing' recognition of his name. Lawrence's next gucster is. the "We the
People" show (CBS) Sunday (28), a shot on Camels (Vaughn Monroe) in
September, "Teen-Timers" program (NBC) Saturday (27). These follow
a long list of shots in the past couple weeks on Margaret Aulen show.
(CBS), Horn & Hardart commercial (NSC), Chesterfield program (Hist
time an entire band guested on that show), and numerous disk shows.

Cycle of nostalgic musicals Is a windfall for the recording companies,
which find that they don't have to do much beyond reassembling some ot
their standard waxings and issue them in album form. For instance Irene
Dunne did a series of Jerome Kern excerpts and seven of the eight -sides

she waxed will be part of 'Metro's forthcoming "Till the Clouds Roll By,",
biog of the late composer. These will be rcedited and reissued as an album
by Decca. to lie in with ihe film. Same was done for the current Cole
Porter "Night and Day" musical (WB) to tie up with that film.

Incidentally, dearth of sales in pops on the current wax works, ascribed
to undistinguished song material, liasn't affected the standards. These are
selling better lhan ever. .

Although Jimmie Rogers died in 1933. ditties he: composed continually
have been published posthumously at the rate of 30 or 40 a year. Southern
Music Co., to which Rogers was under pact, already has issued more tliiiu '.

800 of his compositions, and approximately 200 manuscripts still are in the
flies for future feeding to public. There's little doubt Rogers was the most
prolific of all professional hillbilly-song writers. During his lifetime he
worked on straight royalty basis of lc.-per-sheet copy, and this figure,
still is paid his widow. Another distinction enjoyed by Rogers during
lifetime was having each of his tunes recorded in one' .or more versions by
Victor: since his demise the plattery has continued practice.

.Jay Faggen. who recently bought Song Hits Guild from Santly-
Joy. intends eventually to set Up a publishing house to market the tunes
stemming from the organization. Idea of a publishing venture to go hand
in hand with the SHG will not be put into practice, however, until at least
the coming fall.

Meanwhile. Faggen will operate SHG similarly to S-J's methods. He
applied to the Songwriters Protective Assn. for permission' to continue
to use professional songwriters in collaboration with either melody or
lyrics submitted to SHG by amateur tlincsmiths. This was the original
idea behind the Guild.

Second-quarter .ASCAP divvy, issued to members.'last week, was about
$400,000 less than anticipated due to U. S. Alien Property Custodian stop-
ping in and tapping ASCAP for monies owed European countries which
had been hostile during the war. Since Pearl Harbor ASCAP knew it
would have to face such a payoff eventually, but no funds accumulatively
were put aside and matter just drifted until Government called for funds
which were owed on reciprocal deals with performing rights societies in
Germany, Italy and Austria:

Swiss Dlsker Opens In Vienna
Vienna, July 10.

The Swiss- gramophone company,
Elite, has opened studios here.

Its local branch company,. Austro-
phone. however, must leave fabrica-

tion of the disks to Swiss, factories

in Berne, mainly due to the lack of
raw material here. . .

Prod, of Instruments

Will Reach Pre-War

Level by '47-NAMM
Chicago, July 23.

Production of musical instruments

will be right up to the 1941 rate by
the end of this year, according -to

manufacturer members of the Na-
tional Assn. of Music Merchants, at-

tending their four-day convention
at the Palmer House last week/Con-
sensus, was that increased produc-
tion is a certamly, despite short-
ages of labor, as well as metals for
instruments, with advancers of this
theory pointing to the fact that cur-
rent production Is already at 50%
of the 1941 rale.

Expected sales in 1947 for pianos
alone look from here like 300,000, as
against 159,000 in 1941. Platter sales
are going to boom too. it was pre-
dicted. Now at an all-time high,
they'll go even higher, inasmuch as
buyers are snapping up turntable
sets as soon as they hit the end of
the assembly line, / V,

One out of every eight homes In
the U. S. has a turnable now. If pro-
duction meets demand (and there's
no question about the latter, while
there is of the former), there'll be
one in every two-and-arhalf homes
by the end of this year. -It's also
predicted that more than 75% of
the radios sold in the future will be
radio-phonograph combinations-

'

Gloria Wallls, vocalist in summer
show at Leon it Eddie's, introducing

Art Waner's latest song "Atomic
Joe from Mexico." Waher is orch
leader at spot.

FLOCK OF BAND NAMES
INTO DORSEY BROS. PIC
"Fabulous Dorseys," Charles R.

Rogers' production for United Art-

ists release, will probably have more
top name maestros in the cast than
have been seen in any other film.

In addition to Tommy and Jimmy
Dorsey, whose life story forms the
subject of the film, it will feature
Paul Whiteman, Henry Busse, Chnr-

'

lie Barnet, Woody Herman, Gene
Krupa, Lionel Hampton and Bob
Crosby. Janet Blair, featured vocal-
ist with the late Hal Kemp's combo
before entering pictures, will be co-
starred in the film, and Helen O'Con-
nell. Bob Eberle and Mike Pingitore,
Whiteman's banjoist, arc also slated
to appear.

As a pre-release exploitation gim-
mick, the 'Tommy Dorsey Play-
shop," aired Monday nights over the

Mutual web, will be broadcast from
the General Service studios during
the shooting of the Aim. For an-
other gimmick, the femme vocalist

currently -being selected for T. Dor-
sey's band will be tested for a part

in the picture, Committee selecting

the vocalist via .'recordings includes

Dorsey, Dick Haymes, Marie Mc-
Donald, Dorothy Lamour and Vivian

Bla'ine.

Charlie Barnet will ^disband, his

band prior, to leaving for the Coast

Aug. 11. Barnet will finale with

present orch. at Convention hall,

Asbtiry Park.
He'll probably organize a new

band in the fall.
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Covers Total

'Weeks, runt Covers
Wind Hotel l'liiyed \Ye< U On Pate

Nat Brandwynne* . Biltmore (600; a la carte) 6 1,900 15,375

Iqr/imy Tucker . .Astor (850; $1-$1.50) 1 3,200 3,200

Guy Lombardo. .. Waldorf (550; $2) 1 3,100 4 ;600

Elliot Lawrence . .Pennsylvania (500; Sl-$1.50) 3 2,050 6,050

Johnny Pineapple" Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50) .. 25 1,375 49,850

Joe Reichmart Roosevelt (400;,$1-$1.50). ........... 4 2,225 22,075

Chuck Foster New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) 4 1,475 7,025

• Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show. New Yorker has let show,
Lexington; an Hawaiian floor show; Biltmore, Dunninger.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). The beautiful biz flows on;

4,100 covers.

Kuss Morgan (Biltmore; $1-$1.50). Slightly off from whopping previous

stanza, but still bounteous at 4,300 tabs.

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Chicago
Henry Brandon (Beach Walk and Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel;

4.G0O combined; $1.50-$1.80 admission to Beach Walk; Marine Room, 75c-$l

cover charge, no minimum). Hot wcatlier sent a socko 13,500 payees to this

outdoor nitery. '

Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Down to 3,100 but still good1 biz.

Ernie Heckscher (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

De Marios and Don Richards head new show for a fair first week 2,100.

Charley Splvak (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Tex Beneke-Glen Miller orch closed Thursday (18), Spivak opened Friday
(19) to round out nifty 6,500 week.
Ted Stroeter (Empire Room, Palmer House; 590; $3-$3.50 min.). Took

a fall to still good 5,300. .
.

Orrin Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens' hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). A
w:.-.l S 300.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicaoo)

Gay Clarldge (Chez Parce; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Joe E. Lewis continues

to pack them in. Near capacity 5,800 last week.
Del Courtney (Blackhawk, 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Up again as Courtney

heads for a Blackhawk record.

Henry King (Aragon; 90c-$1.15). A steady 14,000.

George Olsen (Trianon; 90c-$1.15). Terrific 17,500.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Show headed by Lind
Bros., Minevitch Rascals, and Jack Carter drew a keen 4,100.

(Los Angeles)
Frankle Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 6th wk.). Windup stanza

tapered to 16,000 admishes.
Jan Savltt (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 1st wk.). Pawky pace, with

8,000 payees.
Jimmy James (Trianon, B, South Gate, 1st wk.). Wicket-take anemic

2,450 stubs.

Eddie Heywood, Lecuona Cuban Boys (Trocadero, N, Hollywood, 3d
wk.). Band keeping biz fair at 2,500 tabs.

Leonard Sues (Ciro's, N, Hollywood, 2d wk.). Ledgers still black at

2,100 covers.

Stan Kenton (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 2d wk.). tloing the most
profitable ballroom biz hereabouts, with gold-lined 8,900 admishes.

Former Recording Artist

Jutt rebated from Navy, anxloui

to latch en' at Italured vocaliit with

full dance band new at N. Y. location

or traveling in Eatt. Romantic bal-

ladi, bluet, pop, teat.

BOX 789

.
VARIETY, 1M W. 4«th St., N. Y. 19

Always $«—All Ways Popular

MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

MARY LOU

IT MUST BE TRUE
•

MY HONEY'S
LOVIN' ARMS

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Ult roadway New York 1«

Ventura's Roseland Date
Stymied by Anthony Hun
Charlie Ventura's date with his

new band . at Roseland Ballroom,
New York, is being partly stymied
by the run of another new band,

Ray Anthony, brought in from the

midwest by Music Corp. of America
for a buildup. Ventura was due into

Roseland Aug. 5 for a four-week
and possibly longer run. Now he
will open on that date for one week
only, to be followed again by An-
thony for another, seven weeks
(first run is four)

.

Ventura, saxist formerly with

Gene Krupa and now being backed

by the latter in the embryo band,

is currently at Post Lodge, Larch-

mont, N. Y. He is not affiliated with

any booking office.

ASCAP to Skip Usual
s

Board Meet in July
American Society of Composers,

Authors and • Publishers will skip
its usual director board meeting this

month. Confab usually takes place
on the last Thursday of each month,
but because of vacations, etc., there
will not be a sufficient number of
board members on hand for the
July meet to reach a quorum. ..

Clincher was the fact that there
are no pressing problems on hand..

Hwood Air Time

Buy-In May Cause

Jockey Bonanza
Hollywood, July 23.

Diskeries here are sizzling over
Aladdin Records, odd-label operated
by Eddie and Leo Messner, buying
series of 15-min. programs on Al
Jarvis' disk jockey sessions on
KLAC. While platteries are agreed
that such radio shows are their
best form of promotion, in past they
unofficially grouped together in
tacit. understanding that none would
buy advertising on ozone but get
broadcasting breaks through wooing
jocks socially and dishing them free
vinylite disks.

Jarvis is known to be soliciting
other record company biz, includ-
ing majors headquartered in N. Y.,
now that he has nailed first time-
buying 'waxery. With ice cracked, a
rush of rivals may eventuate, all

bent on underwriting ether time.
Such a situation long has been an-
ticipated in many quarters of the
recording industry.

BRETON NAMES BMI

AS ITS REP IN U. S.
Broadcast Music, Inc., takes over

representation in this country of
Raoul Breton's France-Music Co.
catalog, which recently was with-
drawn by Breton from SACEM, the
French performance rights society.
Leeds Music formerly represented

Breton's interests in the U. S., but
gave up the affiliation since Breton's
withdrawal from SACEM pulled his
music out of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers, which is affiliated with SACEM
in a reciprocal performance rights
deal. Leeds is an ASCAP member.
Under the deal, BMI Is also the

selling agent for Breton's
. material

in this country.

On Ik Upbeat
' Henry Bussc added to cast of "Fabulous Dorseys" Aim.... Stan Kenton
making Universal short this week, "Artistry in fthythm". . .Eddie Oliver's
orch will back Hlldegarde during chirp's four-week date at San Francisco's
Mark Hopkins hotel, opening Tues. (30). . . .Jack Fina (ex-Freddy Martin'
pianist) and 1 new band will play Claremont hotel, Berkeley, Calif., for id
stanzas starting Aug. 6. .. Harry James' first Coast date when he zooms
west again after current eastern ballroom tour will be one-niter at Ren-
dezvous, Balboa, Calif ., Aug: 22 Jimmy Grier combo set for fortnight
at Pacific Square, San Diego, starting Aug. 6. . . .Isabelita, former Xavier
Cugat thrush, has joined Lecuona Cuban Boys.. ..Ada Leonard's all-gal
orch commences eight-week stand at Sherman's, San Diego, on Fri. (261
. .. .Alvino Rey and crew taking this week off from one-nite trek in mid-
west to fish Wisconsin lakes. . . .Woody Herman and the herd will take
late-summer three-week vacash in Hollywood, resuming again with string
of interstate vau'de. stands in Texas, starting with Oct. 17 week in Dallas
. . . .Red Nichols started four-weeker Mon. (22) at Music Box, Frisco. ...
Lawrence Welk set for six-day date at Pheasant Festival, Aberdeen, S. D#
starting Sept. 18 Eames Bishop, chief of MCA's Hollywood bandw
bookery, in Frisco digging dates for his string of combos. .. .Jack Barrow
orch set for stand at Salt-Air Beach, Salt Lake, extending from Fri. (26)
until Sept. 2 Jerry Brent's 19-piece aggregation, a Coast outfit, inked to
management contract by MCA .... International Sweethearts of Rhythm,
all-gal group, wending way back east after two months on Coast, via Aug.
6 date at Oakland, Aug. 7 at Reno, Aug. 9-10 at Salt Lake City and Aug. 12
at Denver. . . .Ray Noble and wife nixed on passport applications to vacash
in England. British-born batoneer was told papers will be issued only
to those going aUroad on biz Tommy Tucker set for Nov. 19-Dec. 25
stretch at Hollywood's Palladium.
Henry Wells, former trombonist with Andy Kirk and Jimmie Lunceford

bands, organizing his own small unit of four or five pieces. David Stein-
berg will be outfit's personal manager.
Freddy Martin, who owns the Martin Music Co., in- addition to operating

his orchestra, has opened a retail music store in Los Angeles' Ambassador
hotel, where his band has been a fixture for years.
Art Mooney orchestra, at Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J., virtually since

start of season, holds over for the remainder of the summer, first time
Palisades has used one band in such a way. .. .Jimmy Palmer orchestra
replaces Charlie Ventura at Post .Lodge, Larchmont, N. Y., July 20, for six
weeks Tommy Tucker into the Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood, Nov.
19 for five weeks, two days .... Billy Butterfield's new band into Avodon
Ballroom, Los Angeles, Aug. 14, for four weeks Commodore Records,
jazz outfit, bought General Record Co., producer of General, Gamut and
Timely labels.

Filipino Musical Upbeat
Manila, July 16.

Cultural reconversion of the

Philippines is keeping pace with

that of industry, as the islanders

have picked up, musically, where
the outbreak of the war left them.

In the government-sponsored mu-
sic contest for Philippine Indepen-

dence Day, a first prize of S1.000 was
awarded to Captain Antonio Buena-

ventura, conductor of the Philip-

pine Army Band, for the best sym-
phonic poem. Winning effort, titled

"Youth," is the second prize-winner

written by the composer, the first,

"By the Hillside," having, won first

prize for the most original compo-
sition in a national contest in 1941.

RECORDING STUDIOS
FOR SALE

On* of the finest ••tups In the out, complete with now

1946 Presto equipment and modern studios, is offered

for tale, loi 3537. VARIETY, 154 West 46th Street, New

York If, N. Y.

Lunceford Eyes Oxley

As Morris Pact Winds
Hollywood, July 23.

.

It is known that Jimmy Lunce-
ford is flirting, with Harold F. Ox-
ley's agency and may return to that
banner for representation when con-
tract with William Morris agency
expires at end of the month. The
bandwas handled by Oxley on per-

sonal-management basis for 12 years
before severing last January.

Lunceford, who closed week at

vaudfllm Lincoln last night (Mon.),
has been dissatisfied with Morris'
handling, especially in the securance
of theatre dates. Contract with pres-

ent agency calls for spotting in

N. Y. location spot and as yet Mor-
ris' bookers have not delivered:

Oxley, who fortnight ago sold out
his N. Y. office and henceforth will

concentrate here, is due in today
(Tues.) and will see Lunceford be-
fore band blows town.

N. Y. COPS FINGERPRINT

NAME BANDS IN HOTELS
New York Police Department has

extended its rule requiring all

nightclub entertainers and operators

to be fingerprinted, enlarging it to

include all hotej rooms which em-
ploy only name bands.

Cops are currently In the process

of sampling the whorls of major
maestros and their musicians.

$5,000 K. C. Holdup
Kansas City, July 23.

Frank W. Murray and Edward J.

Nettle, co-owners of the Music Serv-
ice Co., which operates a string of

jukeboxes in taverns and restau-

rants, were held up in their place of

business by two masked bandits and
robbed of about $3,770.

. Money taken from the employees
brought the loot to about $5,000.

Andy Russclf wafcfies his manager, George "Bullets" Durgom, eat his latest Capitol record of "Pre-

tending" to pay off a bet. Russell claimed that "Pretending" would be his biggest telling record.

Durgom claimed otherwise. Russell holds Capitol statement .'showing over '/j. of. a million records

shipped in the first month since its release. Publisher Criterion Music Corp. also reports heavy sheet

sales.
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NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

(Peatman System)
f'ollon'iiig arc (lie Most Played songs of (Me week. July 12-18. based

on the -copyrighted survey by Dr. John Peatman's Office of Research, tisiup

the Accurate Reporting Radio Log as basis of information in N, Y.

All Through the Day— t"Centcnnial Summer" .Williamson

Azusi. • ••• ^
ccds

, .

Come Rain Come Shine— c "St. Louis Woman",.. Crawford

Cynthia's In Love
Do You Love Me?—i"Do You Love. Me?".,

Doin' What Comes Natur'lly—'"Annie Get Your Gun
Don't Be a Baby, Baby •'•'•

Full Moon and Empty Arms.
Gypsy . •• •

1 Don't Know Enough About You...,.

I Don't Know Why—i'Taithful In My Fashion".

.

I've Got Sun In Morning—•"Annie Get Your Gun".

I'd Be Lost Without You
If You Were the Only Girl

I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time.
In Love In Vain—t"Ccntennial Summer" . .

Laughing On the Outside

Love On a Greyhound Bus—t"No Leave, No Love".....

More Than You Know
Night and Day—v"Night and Day" ....

One More Tomorrow
Prisoner of Love •

Should I Tell You I Love You'.'—""Around the World"
Sioux City' Sue Morns

Strange Love— t "Strange Love of Martha Ivers" Famous

Surrender -.Sanlly-Joy

There's No One But You. Shapiro

They Say It's Wonderful—""Annie Get Your Gun".... ..Berlin

Too Many Irons In the Fire. ... 4Marks
Whatta Ya Gonna Do 4BMI
Who Do You Love I Hope—'"Annie Get Your Gun ".. Berlin

You May Not Love Me— i "Road To Utopia" Burke-VH

...ABC
,
..BVC

,. .Berlin

. , .Triangle

. Barton
. . .Leeds
.4C-P
'.. .Feist

...Berlin

. . .Advanced

. . .Mutual

. . .Broadway
, . . .T. B. Harms
. 1BMI
. , .Robbins

...Miller

. . .Harms
„ .Remiek
. . .Maylair

.. .T. B. Harms

t Filmusicol. Legit Musical. tBMI Licensed.

TOP HITS 0F VESTCfcUAY

$TA«»*ft»S TODAY

HARRY JAMES ADDS 3D

NEGRO TO HIS ORCH
Harry James added another Negro

to his orchestra last week when
Jimmy Crawford, drummer former-
ly with Edmund Hall's orchestra at

Cafe Society, N. Y.. joined the out-

fit. He came in for the Coca-Cola
broadcast Friday (19).

James has had two colored men
with the outfit for seme time, the
light-skinned Juan Tizol and Willie
Smith, outstanding trombonist and
sax, respectively.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending, July 20)

Gypsy — .Leeds

They Say It's Wonderful . .Berlin

What Comes Naturally. . . .Berlin

Surrender Sanlly-Joy

I Don't Know Enough .
.'.

. . .C-P
To Each His Own. ,. .Paramount
Prisoner of Love. Mayfair .

One More Tomorrow ... .Reinick

Sioux City Sue. ...Morris
Got Sun in Morning. Berlin

Guy

Music Notes

Frances Langford Inks

With Mercury Records
Hollywood. July 23.

Frances Langford has been
pacted for platters by Mercury
Records. Chirp last March cut away
from . ARA in dissatisfaction over
not getting as many releases on sales

stalls as she thought her contract

warranted.
First disking by Miss Langford

for new label will be achieved
shortly after Jimmy Hilliard, Mer-
cury wax chief, arrives here from
Chicago headquarters on Sun. (21).

In addition to sessioning Miss Lang-
ford for four sides, Hilliard also

will record Tony Martin. Anita El-

lis and the first sides made for Mer-
cury by Jack Fina's recently formed
band.

•Sweethearts' Orch Ain't

In Rhythm With FB
"Sweethearts of Rhythm" orches-

tra, Negro femme outfit which Fred-
erick Bros.: has been handling the

past few years, is in a contractual
hassle with that agency which may
result in the securing of a release.

Dan Gary, who headquarters in

Washington, handles the band's af-

fairs.

Band Reviews
RAY VENTURA ORCH (21)

With Billy Held, Max Ellov,

Piqulnet, Billy Toffel
Adelphl, London
Trying hard to get permission from

the. Ministry of Labor to bring Ray
Ventura and his band over to. play

vaudeville dates in England, and fail-

ing, Jack Hylton managed permis-
sion for French macstro's appear-
ances at three special concerts and
two televisions and two broadcasts
for the British Broadcasting Corp.
Ventura was due here in 1939 but
was compelled to cancel when nearly
his entire band was called to the
French colors-

Orchestra now has been re-formed
and has since played Lyons, and
Marseilles in France, Monte Carlo
and Switzerland. Also appeared in

Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina and Chile.

Outfit comprises three trumpets,
three trombones, five reeds, three vio-

lins, seven rhythm and vocalist and
vocal quartet. Outfit started with
Paul Misraki's "Insensiblemcnl" to

nice response, following with "Cal-
donia." Then Raymond Bernard,
pianist, gave out with "Polonaise,"
with Billy Toffel supplying vocals.

Billy Reid, author of "Gypsy,"
popular in America, has a new one
in "It's a Pity to say Good-Night."
which was given sendoff by Toffel
with vocal quartet of Bob 'Jacqo-
main, Mary Jane, Johnny Mcstag
and 'Harry Breyrc supporting.
Henry Salvador, West Indian wilh

an infectious grin, gave a couple of

impressions. "Popeyc," one of them
which has been done to death, was
refreshingly handled. Toffel again
took the stand to sing "Symphony."
Max Elloy, comic of outfit and
ringer for French ace comedian Fer-
nandel, clowned with his effort to

sing "Pepita".

Second half teed oft with South
American swing. melody. "Chiu-Chiu"
with full band in action and with

Toffel and the quartet vocalizing.

Followed by Paul Misraki's "That
Was a Night" and then a semi-com-
edy number describing GI's mash
troubles with French dames, titled

"Hello Baby Mademoiselle". Inevita-.

ble Sinatra takeoff in "Nancy with
the Laughing Face" caused no
swoons. Another number that clicked
was "Me Do It," written by Noble
Sissle specially for this band when
they met in Belgium while Sissle

was touring for USO-Camp Shows.
Guy Plquinet gave out with

"Smoke Gets in Your .Eyes" to

strong returns. Instrumental quartet
from band scored with,"My Guy's
Come Back," being forced to encore
with "Crazy Rhythm." Closing num-
ber was medley of "pops".

Show went over big. Outfit is re-

freshing and brings something that's

lacking in most local aggregations,

with biggest novelty being Ray Ven-
tura's refusal to accept "plug" money
offered by most of local publishers,

and something almost unheard of

among local bands. Rege.

Stan Kenton band culs four more sides for Gapilol Records Thurs. (25

»

on Coast. . . .Spinu-Green Music Co. has made deal with London firm of

Campbell-Connelly to handle distribution of songs In Great Britain...,

Jack Fina's recently formed orch will do first waxing under new pact with

Mercury Records today (Wed.) in Holly wood. .. .Diana Lynn disking a

pianology album for Cupilol. .-. .M. K. Jerome and Jack Scholl signed to

clef ditties for Warners' "Love and Learn" pic. . . .Xavier Cu'gat arid Dinah

Shore had disk dates with Columbia Records on Coast last week.
. . .F.lla

Mae Morse signed by Capilol Transcriptions. .. .Igor Stravinsky left Holly-

wood .for Mexico City last week for guest batoning fortnight. .. .Dick

Jurgens' band will wax ten tunes for Standard Transcriptions on Aug. 12

Pied Pipers inked into El Cortez, Las Vegas, for two weeks commenc-

ing Aug. 24.... Johnny Mercer and' Glenn Wallichs, prez and vecpee re-

spectively of Capitol Records, arrived in Hollywood yesterday. (Tues.).

Kitty Kallcn cut four more sides for Musicraft last week, backed, by
Sonny Burke orch. .Sammy Friedman named Hollywood dep of Peter
Maurice, Ltd., British pub firm which has working agreement in U. S.

with Lou Levy's Leeds Music. Friedman , formerly Was a Coast contact

man. for Frank Sinatra-owned Stanwood Music. .. .Joan Barton will disk
first four sides under her new 4 Star Records pact end of this week....
Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen turned out three tunes last week
for Paramount pic, "Emperor Walt/.". .. .Phil Brito will cut four sides for

Musicraft in Hollywood on Fri. (26) and bring it back to N. Y. following
day Irving Mills back in Coast cubicle after month-long huddle in N. Y.
with brother Jack, during which time former revised Mills Music's copy-
right dept. .. .Eddie Marmdr, prez of Left-Marmor Music, back on Coast
aften ten-day junket to Manhattan. .. .Lou Busch has joined Capitol Tran-
scriptions as arranger-conductor Tex Ritter- back in Hollywood after

coast-to-coast personal trek. While in N. Y. he opened eastern oflice of
rustic-rhythm pub firm he has been operating on Coast. . . .While U. S.

Senator W. Lee (Pappy) O'Danicl is still under contract to Southern
Music as a songwriter, lie hasn't submitted a ditty since, he was Te\ns'
governor, back in 1935. Last known tunc the statesman authored was
"If There Ain't No Cows. in Texas. Then I Don't Love You" .

".
. .Ben Ellison,

who quit as gen. mgr. of Exclusive Records last month, now fronting new
odd-label, Hollywood International Records. ... Eric Bernay, proxy of

Keynote Records, in Hollywood for a month, setting up Coast office

Teddy Stauffcr orch waxing album for Roger Records.

ROSENBERG STRICKEN

WITH HEART ATTACK
Jack Rosenberg, president of New

York Local 802, American Federa-

tion of Musicians, is in Polyclinic

Hospital, N. Y„ after suffering a

serjous heart attack last week. He
has been in an oxygen tent since be-

ing removed to the institution.

Rosenberg suffered the attack in

the street, and for a while after be-

ing taken to Polyclinic his identity

was unknoum.

First pressings for Cosmo by Sher-
man Hayes' orch, currently at the
Bismarck hotel, Chicago, made in

that city last week ...

A Beautiful Hawaiian Medley

SWEET LEILANI

TO YOU SWEETHEART ALOHA

SOUTH SEA ISLAND MAGIC

REX STEWART ORCH (7)
With Henry Wells, Robert Williams
Aquarium, New York
Booked into the' Aquarjum as

second band after playing some of

the 52d street boites, Duke Elling-

ton's former first 'trumpet man,
fronts a fine medium-sized combo as

speller for Charlie Barnet, currently
headlining the spot! Although billed

as headliner and relief, the two out-
fits share playing time almost
equally until midnight concert, and
the smaller Stewart aggregation
more than holds its own with the
payees.

With two reed, two brass and three
rhythm, the blue-mood arrange-
ments come up as a reminder of the
Duke, which is natural, since Ste-
wart's been away from his former
mentor only seven months. Vocally,
bassist Robert Williams handles scat
stuff, while Henry Wells, trombone,
takes the swoon tunes, both ade-
quately. Maestro still plays a fine
open horn.

Alto saxist George Johnson is

featured for good returns in several
arrangements, standout being "Cher-
okee." Combo does very well with
"Mood Indigo" (composed by Ell-

ington), marked by reed-brass be-
hind Rufiis Webster's piano melody.
Floor stays crowded throughout.

Tonint

Jordan 111, Forced

Out of Harlem Apollo
Louis Jordan, opening at the

Apollo theatre, N. Y., wilh his

Tympany Five last Friday (19). de-

veloped laryngitis just before going

on and has been out of the show
since the second performance. Bill

Robinson was brought iti after Jor-

dan was forced out and has : been
conducting Jordan's combo and
hoofing ever since.

Jordan went to Chicago lo con
suit his own doctor. Whether he
will be back in time to do any shows
before the week is finished tomor-
row (Thurs.) night, is uncertain.

Raebarn Inks With GAC
Hollywood, July 23.

Boyd Raeburn band, current at

Club Morocco, over weekend signed

for representation with General
Artists Corp. Musicrew in recent

weeks also had a feeler extended by
Music Corp. of America.

Last winter Raeburn severed from
William Morris agency, after long
period of mutual dissatisfaction. In
the interim, date-getting for band
has been done by Lou Bolton, com
bo's manager. .

BOURNE I n c

Top Tunes for Yoflr Books

An All-Time Favorite

DON'T

BLAME ME
Music by...
JIMMY McHUGH
Published by ROBBINS

Wally Downey, foreign consultant

to ASCAP, operating a new Cuban
publishing house, Melodies Cubanos,
and placing .Latin . song material
with U. S. publishers.

America'*
Greatest Youthful Entertainers

BILL TURNER
And Hit International Boys

Featuring Den Santera

Now 5th Week—Rip Tide Club
Calumet City, III.
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Indie Agents in Mounting Beefs

Vs. Big Agencies Denial of 5%
Although the question of commis-

sion splits was supposed to have

been ironed , out by action of the

American Guild of Variety Artists

in allowing a 15% slice on nitery

bookings where an exclusive .booker

was involved, beefs on that score

me mounting considerably. •

The complaints are mainly direct-

ed against the major talent agencies

by independent bookers who declare

that the big offices are unwilling

10 give the customary 5% cut to

indies having exclusive franchises on

cafes. Situation also applies to

vaudeville where the major offices

frequently insist
' that their name

Iricnt go into vauders on a net basis,

which eliminates the usual 5% book-

ing fee. However, the indies maintain,

when the big agencies handle a spot

they insist on their booking fee.

Example of extreme agency tactics

recently came to light when a major

New York cafe booked a $5,000 act

after a rep of the agency involved

«?reed to the 5% split. The agent

making the sale gave a memo that

11 would «split commissions, but ex-

ecutives in that organization were

unwilling to recognize the memo,
staling the agent who made the deal

would have to shell out the $250

weekly out of his own pocket. The

tale booker relented when he didn't

want the agent to suffer by his own
act. of good faith. .

Another example is seen in the

case of a nitery just outside New
York which is assigned exclusively.

'Xhe spot's booker has been told by

the two of the major offices that

they'll put the headliners in direct,

or else they don't go. Since the

nitery needs attractions desperately,

names are being booked net.

In. the case of vaude bookers, the

5% fee is often dispensed with where
headliners are concerned. This has

been going on for some time.

Some agents point out that these

tactics will eventually give AGVA
enough ammunition to eliminate Hhc

S'/o fee when the union negotiates

a new contract with agency organi-

zations. The Guild had originally

consented to hike allowable commis-

sions up to 15% on the ground it

would increase acts' employment.

Margaret Whiting's Hub Dale

Margaret Whiting is slated to play

the RKO, Boston, on bill topped

by Dick Haymes. Aug. 22.

Miss Whiting will play six days of

that date because of her Philip

Morris broadcast Tuesday. She'll

be replaced for that day by Maurice
Rocco.

COMEDY
PATTER

For All raicfc** of Theatrical*

Fan-Master Gag Files

Noi. 1 Thra 13 at 91 .OS Each
13 Different Script* far $13.00

A "MUST" fO* MOUNTAIN AND AU
OTHfK BfSORT ENTERTAINERS

Hot. 14 Thra 20 READY SOON!
($2.00 Each—Double Script*)

(Q« Prapald AfWawe Order ONLY)

In preparation: "Fnn-Mn»t*r Book
of Blurkoutu, SklU & Bit*," aim
"Fnn-Maater Humor-dor for Kni««M."

$2.00 Dtpoilt ea C.O.D. Orders
FOR ALL MATERIAL

PAULA SMITH
200 W. Mth Strn-t

New -fork City 19.

D'Carlo Out as Rep. For
'Miss Pa,' Contests in A.C.

Atlantic City, July 23.

Franchise for the "Miss Pennsyl-
vania" contest in the Atlantic City
beauty pageant has lifted from. Don
D'Carlo, Pittsburgh agent, who has
sponsored contests since 1939, and
has been given to the Wellsborbugh
(Pa.) Chamber of Commerce.

Lenore Slaughter, Pageant direc-

tress, in announcing revocation of

franchise (20), declared that she and
Pageant officials are hot satisfied

with the calibre of girls sent here

to represent the Keystone state

through the medium of D'Carlo.

Soph's May

Cue Spa Gaining
Situation at Saratoga Springs, N.

Y., is still in state of flux, but op-

erators are showing optimism by in-

quiring about names. So far only
one top performer has been booked.
Sophie Tucker has been set at $4,500

weekly at the Piping Rock, operated
by Max Sellette, assistant manager
of the Latin Quarter, N. Y. She'll

work for nine days starting Aug. 23.

Feeling here is that even if gamb-
ling isn't okay for this season, spot

has a bigger chance of snagging the

racetrack crowd with a marquee
lure^ Spot is going after other names
and dicker is on for Willie Howard
for one of the dates.

Other spots in the area will run
this season without heavy talent

budgets if gaining okay isn't forth-

coming.

Chi Dip Lifts $600

'RascalV Payroll From

Pint-Size Johnny Poleo
. Chicago. July 23.

Johnny Puleo, 4-foot 5-inch midget
hannonicist featured with the Bor-
rali Minevitch Rascals at the Latin

Quarter here, had a $600 payroll

lifted out of his hip pocket last

week, as a result of which Chi police

are combing the brush for a pick-

pocket about Puleo's size. They
can't figure out how a normal-sized
dip could get away with it.

Puleo told the cops he and his

wife picked up the troupe's weekly
wages, wired him by Minevitch from
Hollywood;, at a Western Union of-

fice in the Loop, and he gave her his

salary, putting the remaining $600 in

his wallet. Then they went to an
ice cream parlor,, but it was crowd-
ed, so they settled for iced tea in a

Thompson's restaurant. It was there

that he missed the wallet.

Pair retraced their steps, finally

winding up at the Western Union
office to check if it had a record of

the serial numbers of the bills, then
reporting the loss (o the cops. Also,

called Minevitch, who sent on an-

other $600 to pay the six guys who
support Puleo in the act. Guys, in-

cidentally, organized a searching
party in the Loop that afternoon, but

to no avail, and Puleo is out the

$600.
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Joan Roberts' Nitery

Bow at Plaza, N. Y.
Joan Roberts, recently in the

legiter "Are You With It?" will make
her nitery bow at the Persian room
of the Plaza hotel, N. Y.. July 31,
succeeding current run of Rosario
and Antonia.

She's slated to receive $1,750
weekly, plus 20% of the gross be-
yond $16,000.

Jackie Miles set for the Riocabana,

Chicago. Sept. 6.

*»-! IP» tt»«»»»»
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PANTOMIMIC COMEDIAN

JESS RENNA
Currently at

ROXY, New York

SEASONS 1 942-M3 and '44

OLSEN and JOHNSON
SEASON 1945-'4i

"SKATING VANITIES"
M » » M•« < M » i M
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Copa Starts Ball

Rolling to Slice

Lesser Act Coin
Nitery salaries are expected to

lake a terrific tumble if action of
Monte Proser, operator of the Copa-
cabana, N.Y., is any criterion. Proser
last week notified agencies that he's
limiting salaries of supporting acts
and will not pay more than $350
for dance-teams and $125-$150 will
be tops for song arid/or dance
singles.

,

His wage-limit edict applies only
to turns oh the lower end of the
bill, since headliners will still be
able to demand and get top coin.

Proser's edict is, as yet, an indi-
vidual action, but there's little

doubt that his lead will be followed
by other bonifaces throughout the
country. The cafe owners declare
that the industry today cannot sup-
port wartime salaries on present day
takes which in many cases, are 50%
below wartime peaks.

Proser, along with other cafe own-
ers, declares that the type turns
that he's limiting salaries cannot
carry higher coin because of the fact

that they have no box-office draught.
Consequently he feels that $350
should be enough for a dance team
whose sole function is to round out
a show. His ukase wouldn't apply
to top terp twains such as the De
Marcos, Veloz^and Yolanda, Raye
and Naldi, and others, since their
rep draws a certain amount of trade,

but only to the run of the mill
dancers.

As for production singers and
dancers, he feels that $150 is ample
compensation.

Proser's action is indicative of the
feeling among most bonifaces. Most
striking example is evidenced in Flor-
ida where majority of operators next
season, will attempt ^to buy one
headlincr. and pay short dough for

surrounding acts. Another example
is to be seen in Philadelphia where
the Latin Casino, which last season
used names, will attempt 'the run
with middle-priced talent.

Need for lower salaries has been
evident to operators since business

started to dip several months 'ago.

However, talent prices have been
buoyed up by competition and
shortage of usable talent.

TERP TWAIN'S BOFF

210G ON CONCERT TOUR
Veloz and Yolanda in a recently

completed conceit tour grossed

$210,000 in 74 performances. High-
est takes were registered on dates at

Ihe Civic Opera House, Chicago,

which took $14,600 in two shows;
two displays at the Philharmonic
Auditorium, Los Angeles, which
registered with $13,350. and a show
at the San Francisco War Memorial
Opera House for $5,990. <

As a result of profitable take,

terp-leam will make two tours next

season. They'll play a 12-week sea-

son starting Jan. 6 in Portland, Ore.,

playing north and middlewest, and a

second jaunt through the east and
south opening Oct. 6.

Artists Reps Assn. Set

Meet in Sand Trap
. New York agents will inaugurate

an annual golf tourney next month
under auspices of the Artists Rep-
resentatives Assn. So far. all that's

definite is that il will be run off at

the Hampshire Country Club in

Mamaroneck, N. Y;

Bill Kent, who is the ARA prez

when he isn't hooking a ball out

of the traps at Hampshire, his home
club, heads the committee in charge

of arrangements, along with Meyer
North, Nat Kalcheinv and Charlie

Yates. They will meet this week,

CAROLE LAHDIS' VAUDERS
Carole Landis is set for the Earle,

Philadelphia, Aug. 16, with other

vaude dates to follow.

little Chance for Added Vaude This

Fall, Say Bookers, for Many Reasons

Roxy Dickers Hildegarde

And 'Can You Top This?'
The Roxy, N. Y., is dickering

with two radio names for late-sum-
mer or early fall, dates. One is the
"Can You Top This?" package
owned by "Senator" Ed Ford,
comprising himself, Joe Laurie, Jr.,

Harry Hershfield, Peter Donald,
Roger Bower, etc. . The other is Hil-

degarde and her Penguin Room
troupe (Patsy Kelly, 'Jan Murray.
Harry Sosnik, et al.)

Hildegarde has shifted to the

Mark Hopkins hotel, San Francisco,
for four ' weeks opening July 30.

Originally booked for two weeks .the

hostelry found pre-opening demands
so big it doubled the minimum stay.

Only If Known Can

U Roll 'Em in A C.

Atlantic City, July 23.

Atlantic City cafe operators who
are operating the back rooms with
the green-felt tables, will play it

safe for majority of the season by
admitting only those who are known
to the management.
Decision followed a visit by the

county prosecutor to the offices of

Supreme Court Justice William A.

Wachenfield in Newark, and as soon
as word of the confab became
known, nine spots jn operation since
July 4, admitted"familiar faces only.

Since Monday's (22) opening of

the Atlantic City track, crowds ask-

ing for admission to the casinos have
been considerable.

Although police visited some
joints, gaming equipment was not
destroyed. Operators were warned
to get rid of the playthings. Fact
that equipment wasn't seized indi-

cates that operation will be okay if

it's quiet.

7* Despite nationwide b.o. slump,
booking offices see no prospect of
opening new vaude time this fall,

because of the persistent shortage
of attractions that will mean any-
thing at the cashiers' wickets. There
are, however, possibilities that some
new houses may buy live shows on
a spot basis, but there will be no
appreciable increase in consistent
full week houses unless more talent
becomes available by that time.

Bookers declare that most bands
and names offered today have
passed their b.o. peaks in previous
appearances, and consequently most
operators prefer not to take a chance
on opening vaude time. «

Under present price setup, the
chance is too hazardous, they de-.

clare. With most top orchs offered
at guarantee and overages, house
chances taking a financial beating.

Example of bookers' feelings on
'

this matter is seen more by the fact

that until now, no plans have been
made for weekly shows at the Pal-
ace theatres in Cleveland and Co-
lumbus.' On many band packages,
these houses have taken huge losses,

and currently RKO, which operates
these houses, prefers to book the
spots only when worthwhile attrac-
tions present themselves.

Feeling of holding back on vaude
persists despite the fact that grosses
have dropped all over the country,
and house operators 'need some form
of b.o. hypo. Many are still reluc-
tant to start up stage shows because
it's often a risky proposition, and
others are reluctant to start because
of high initial overhead demanded
by the various unions.

Dan Healy's Own Nitery

On Site of Old Healy's

(No Relative) Glades
Deal was finally set this week

whereby Dan Healy,_ vaude and
nitery comedian, takes over north-

west corner of 66th St. and Columbus
ave., N. Y., former site of the late

Thomas Healy's Golden Glades, for a

new nitery lo be known as Dan
Healy's Coiner. Lease is for five

years with renewal option.

Associated with Healy in . the

venture are L'loyd Ganger, Harry
Rabinovich and Jerry Baker, nitery

singer. Place will undergo complete
facelifting and is expected to be
ready for opening in October, if not

sooner. Healy will head his own
floorshow. which will be intimate

type entertainment.

AMA Reelects Allenberg
Hollywood, July 23.

Artists Managers Guild at its an-
nual meeting elected Bert • Allen-
berg to succeed himself as president.
Other officers are Frank Vincent,

first vecpee; Danny Winkler, second
veepee; Alan J. Miller, secretary;
and Harry Friedman, treasurer.

^^^^
^
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Trenet, Promoter Palsy-Walsy Again,

Swooner Will Play Tour After AD
Montreal. July 23. =-

—

r—;

; :

—
Since Charles Trcnel, French _' _

SwoSn sinner, came here few weeks i USU-Camp OhOWS lTOlipe
8 «o. he has gotten himself into one

j Teeg Qff in Alagkaentanglement after another. The
,

latest is that he has signed again I

with Lucien Mcloche, Montreal pro- I

moter. to do a p.a. tour in Quebec
and Ontario centres. Some weeks

am) he walked out on the same guy
when $5.000 .

guarantee tour for .

Montreal date didn't come off.

And that's not all! Larry Sun-
biock's rodeo, which is playing a

live-day engagement at the Montreal
stadium July 23-28, has also signed

;

Trenet for two p.a.s daily at a flat

sum of $5,000. Trent's deal with
Melodic allowed (or. rodeo dates.

According to the Meloche con-

tract, which calls for a $500 guar-

antee to Trenet and a 50r50 split

on the grosses, the singer's itinerary

is as follows:
Opens tour July 22 at Joliette,

Que.: Rodeo. July 23-28: St. Jerome,
Que.. July 29: July 30, Monument
Natfonal. Montreal; Sorel, Que., July
31; Three Rivers, Que., Aug. 1;

Thetford Mines, Que., Aug. 2;

Shawinigan Falls, Que., Aug. 3;

Sherbrooke, Que.. Aug. 4

Los Angeles, July 23.

Roy Mack. Coast director of USO-
Camp Shows, is sending a six-act

vaudc troupe on a six-month tour

of far-flung military outposts, starl-

ing with two months in Alaska and
then heading south.

Troupers, all vets of the overseas
circuit, are Betty Yeaton, Francinc
Faye, Murray Parker, Chcsney and
Lola. Sterling and Silver, and Dick
and Dinah.

MAZZEI JOINS COAST UNION
Hollywood, July 23.

Irving Mazzei has joined local of-

fice of American Guild Of Variety

Artists' staff of field reps, switch-

ing from same post in Louisville,

which now is being handled by ^Pal

Patlon out of AGVA's Cincinnati

office.

Another new field rep here is Jay
Perrin, recently out of khaki.

Que., Aug. 5; St. Hyacinthe, Que
Aug. fi; Ottawa, Aug. 7; Quebec,
Que., Aug. 8. 9, 10: Drummondville,
Que., Aug. 11 and Cornwall, Ont.,
Aug. 12.

Trenet is scheduled to leave for
N. Y. immediately after he ends his
tour Aug, 12. from where he will
leave for the Coast. He says he has
a picture deal and must show up
by Aug. 15. •

~

AUSSIE ACTORS' EQUITY

OKAYS GERMAN JUGGLER
Sydney. July 18.

Special meeting of Aussie Actors'

Equity—called as an emergency
measure—finally agreed, after some

. huddling, to okay membership of

Beauco, | Elimar Buschmann, German juggler,

Tax Bureau Would Compute Tips In

Setting Up Unemployment Insurance

declaring there was no basis for

suspicions that he was a Nazi. Vot-

ing was 197 to 14.

Equity members had declared

earlier that unless the juggler was
«iven a clearance, a ban would be
imposed on the Tivoli loop, despite

fact thai the German had appeared
for several weeks in . Melbourne
without hindrance.

It was also agreed to ask the govt,

to issue satisfactory clearances to

non-Nazis and non-fascists interned

under national security regulations,

now released, so that in the future

Willie Howard's fall date at the .
trade unions would Know the status

Latin Quarter. N. Y.. has been post-
,

of enemy aliens requesting admit-

poned indefinitely because of How- ' lance to Australian unions,

aid's commitment to go to the . Latin Equity execs stated it was their

Quarter. Chicago, for 12 weeks start- "Vm opinion that at no time was

ing Sept. 27. Howard was 'originally
j

Elimar a Nazi sympathizer.

slated to open at the New York spot ' :

early October following run of Ted Ray Eberle has been booked for

Lewis orch. i Loew's State, N. Y.,', Aug. 15.

Howard's Chi Pact

Snarls N.Y. L-Q Date

Shelvey Planing To

vCoast to Set AGVA

Deal With Niteries

Malt Shelvey, national head of

American Guild of Variety Artists,

will plane to Hollywood next week

to meet with representatives of' 10

top i\ileries ithere which have balked

at AGVA's ukase that they post cash

security to cover talent budgets of

acls employed in their niteries.

Decision was made last week after

Max Sissenweih, attorney repre-

senting the Florentine Gardens,

Hollywood, and handling legal mat-
ters for several others of the group,

planed into New York to huddle

with Shelvey on the matter of ah

adjustment. Outcome of confabs

was that Shelvey told him the union
does not recognize the newly organ-

ized Cafe Operators Guild of Holly-

wood and that each of the- 10 spots

involved would have to negotiate in-

dividually, rather than collectively,

for basic agreements and cash bond
posting with AGVA.
Among other things Shelvey clari-

fied the six-day work week situation

by stating union was processing for

choristers only, which is effective all

over the country, and not for princi-

pals. There had been some misun-
derstanding on this ruling, Shelvey
is sanguine that when the matter is

properly presented to the ops they'll

come in with bonds.

Spots involved are, in addition to

Florentine . Gardens, Earl Carroll's,

Band Box. Charley Foy's. Trocadero,
Ciro's, Slapsy Maxie's, Bar of Mu-
sic, Tom Brcneman's and Larry
Potter's.

I want to take this opportunity

to thank the Roxy Theatre Management

and Personnel for the fine courtesy

extended me during my 3 weeks engagement

at the Roxy Theatre, in New York.

Hope to be back soon to play for you again.

DONALD O'CONNOR

Managemtnt:

COLTON CRONIN

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

'Aqua' Only 14G in L A.
Los Angeles, July 23.

"Aqua Follies;"- which opened here

a week ago, didn't give its producer,

Larry Cnosby, any too much satis-

faction,, with a disappointing gross

of $14,325 for six nights.

Water show, which may close this

week, has heavy nut with a troupe

of 75.

BECKMAN-PRANSKY

GET NEW GUILD OK
Beckman & Pransky agency, N. Y.,

cited, as unfair recently by Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists, was re-

stored to good standing by the tal-

ent union last week upon condition

the agency, will issue only AGVA
contracts as required under its

AGVA-agent franchise.
|

Agency had been listed unfair. be-
(

cause of complaints from performers
that B & P had not been issuing

regulation AGVA contracts for some
of its resort and hotel bookings.

After union had taken action, agency
appealed to Malt Shelvey, national

head of AGVA for a hearing and pro-

duced a number of AGVA contracts

for acts booked on the resort circuits

which it had originally not filed with
AGVA as required.-

Johnny Pransky. of the agency,

appeared before Shelvey last week
(18) with the AGVA contracts

which, he. said, through error, had
not been forwarded to the union.

However, a $30 settlement was made
on claim- filed against agency by
Beverly Page, singer, and another
claim by the Crawtords, dance
team,, was settled for $100. Team
had originally asked for $120 but
agreed on latter rather than go to

what it figured would be a drawn-
;

out arbitration.

Pransky told Variety that both
claims were due to a misunderstand-
ing. He said that Miss Page had
been booked on-the-spot in the lo T

cality where she was to have played
but that show, had been too long
and she did not have to go on. He
offered her $20, which she refused,

vocalist filing a claim for $35
against the agency at AGVA. As for

the other claim, Pransky says he
was stuck for an act to replace Bud
and: Jane Ross, dance team who
dropped out, and he enlisted the
Crawfords as substitutes for $60.

Team' claims that was okay for one
spot but when booked into two spots
they demanded double tariff of $120.
Dates involved were one-nighters.

Shelvey maintains that trio of in-

cidents were in violation of agency's
signed agreement with union under
which AGVA franchise was issued.

New York state will attempt to

find out Just how much waiters, cab

drivers and other classes of em-
ployees whose earnings depend on
lips, make throughout the year. The
N. Y. division of Unemployment In-

surance is interested in the figures

and will hold hearings in New York
City and Albany for three days,
starting July 30, in an effort to de-
termine takes.

The Slate is making an effort to
determine rate of 'inemploymenl
compensation, but there's little doubt
that the Federal and State bureaus
of internal revenue would be like a

look-see into actual earnings to

learn just how much was undeclared
in tax returns. .

It's an open secret that during Ihc

lush war . years, some headwaiteis
knocked off an average . of $40,000

annually with eager patronage dis-

pensing various sums from $5 and
up to get seated in the crowded
spots. Captains and waiters took in

a proportionate take. In sorrffc cafes,

extra waiters were hired for week-
ends. These part-time. workers are

reported to have earned enough dur-
ing those two days to take care of

themselves and families in style.

However, those days are only a

memory to many nitery waiters, in-

asmuch as the business slump lias

knocked down their takes to a frac-

tion of the lush tips of the booiti

days. In some spots, waiters' earn-

ings have diminished to one-third

or less of the same time two years

ago.

Cab drivers, however, are still

knocking oft an approximate $100-

$150 weekly. Shortage of hacks is

keeping their basic- wage high, but

amount of tips have diminished

somewhat.

In previous studies made by the

State, it's been found that cabbies'

tips .approximate 12 of their

bookings; barbers get around 25% of

their book, manicurists 25%, and 5%
for the barbershop bootblack. In the.

hotel categories, chambermaids av-

erage $1 daily; waiters, bellhops,

doormen, $2; busboys, $1.

While earnings from tips have de-

clined considerably since end of the

war, takes are expected to come
down further.

Saranac Lake
By Happyi Benway

Saranac Lake. N! Y., July 23.

Jordie McLean, Rufus Weathers,
Eddie Rehberg, Marthea Merryfield,
Alice Van Ness and Muriel Sheedel,
who beat the rap here, have re-
turned to work in respective home-
towns.

Earl Hart, comedian, has shifted
from Trudeau sanatorium to the Will
Rogers to continue rest routine.
Laura Sloane all pepped up by

surprise visit from Martha and Peggy
Franko, who shot in from Cleveland.

Cliff Farmer who cured here leav-
ing for Stockton, Calif. .

Sol Grant and George Fischer,
NBC musicians, took time out to
visit Charlie Golden at the Will
Rogers.
Jean Kessler back from Hamilton;

Ont., and will take up residence here
to be near her husband, "The Amaz-
ing Mr. Ballatine," who Is perting up
nicely at the Rogers.
Harry "Slipfoot" Clifton, who suf-

fered a relapse after leaving here,
got his all clear papers from Onon-
dago sanatorium last week.
Write to those who are 111

"II HI'
I

Itiiiim run mil
m sw

STEVE EVANS
Off«rl»* .

HAPPY TIMES ft JOLLY MOMENTS

ORIENTA |„ J'HIOAGO
ROSEN-ANGER ASSOCIATES

HAROLD BARNES
DANCING BOOGIE TO BALLET ON THE WIRE

Currently ROXY N«w York
Diractioa: SAM RAUCH
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Night Gub Reviews

Le Unban Bleu, N. Y.
Wally Blacker, Wallace Puppets,

Bob Howard, Ruby Hill, Woro Rauel;

J3.50 minimum.

Redecorated (good), air-condition-

ed (over-strongly) and with a new
show (not so strong)., Le Ruban
Bleu is none the less a sturdy re-

entry into the N. Y. nitery scene.

The shows at this East 56th street

"continental" bistro are invariably of

good quality and, were it not for the

high standard usually obtaining, the
captiousness herewith would not be
accented. Incidentally, with its most
immediate competition eliminated,

meaning the summer closing of the

Blue Angel, the Ruban Bleu has a

clear field.

Show on paper looks good but
Ruby Hill, glam alumna of "St. Louis
Woman," still hasn't the makings for

the class cafe circuit (see New Acts)

.

Bob Howard steals the show. This
jive bomber of the WHN radio' is a
graduate of the 52d Street swing
joints and knows how to whip up
his own rhythmic pops in his own
undeniable technique and pianology.

A. fetching personality, the slightly

burly, Harlem-happy Steinwayist
plays familiar pops with a' 1946 at-

tack,, interspersing ultra-modern
touches to such yesteryear s .idards

as "Gonna Write Myself a Letter,"
"Me and My Gal," "One Meat Ball,"

"My Blue Heaven," "Same Old
Shillelagh," "Old Gang of Mine" and
"Hey Baba-Re-Bop." His asides are
funny, slightly saucy and once or
twice bordering on the rough, per-
haps a reflex from the straightlaced
style of radio. As a standard with
the WHN marathon Gloom Dodgers
program, and his own evening stints,

Howard is a seasoned songologist
and. in this rather uppity bistro, he
has 'em hollering for more.

Ruby Hill and Nora Ravel, both
New Acts, follow, in itself now good
sequencing. Both single women
should be split up, either by How
ard or Wallace's Puppets, standard
act seen here' before. Wally Blacker
emcees, with piano interludes to fur-
ther break it up. Carlo is back at
the door, an efficient maitre d', and
Tony Mele, who operates the down
stairs Theodore's restaurant, also
o.o.'s his upstairs,supper club which
runs from 9:30 with continuous pol-
icy. Incidentally, a longtime cry
that New ,York could use a Theatre
Dix Heures, as in Paris, when folks
look for some interlude around 10
p.m., following dinner, because it's

too early for a supper club, And their

answer here in the policies such as
obtain at Le Ruban Bleu and tho
Blue Angel. This also probably will
be the policy of Billy Reed's forth-
coming Little Club on East 55th
street. Abel.

Riviera, Fort Lee, X. .1.
Chandra Kaly Dancers, Betty

Reilly, Willie Howard with Al Kelly,
Jack Harris and Noro Morales
Orchs; $3.50 minimum weekdays,
$4.50 Saturdays, Sundays and holi-
days.

PffitiEfY <Ju|y 10>
8AVS:

"BUDDY LEWIS
—Hot aotfco floor prionolity. 0«»»

hefty mining fer hit Imprest)** of

(Kewbli p*r*onallrl*>. Hi* roirtln* I*

tmooth, clean and enUrtalnlrtg."

.—Laza.
Al rh* Etquir*, Montreal.

JUST COMPLETED . . .

*%„J Rctarn RnmfirRirBt

Old ESQUIRE (Montreal) s

CURRENTLY . .

^kfMfl Return Enftugrmtnt
«eVlU GIRO'S (Philadelphia)

New York:-
STEVE ALLISON
Pr.llad.lpWa:-

I. ROTHBARD - t. SUEZ

COMIC-SATIRIST

BELLERIVE HOTEL
Far 2 Waaht l«flluiaej Aa*]. 2*4

Management: M.CJL

There is that indefinable artistry
of the veteran trouper that must
surely have its effect on the newer
generation of performer, and that's
where, such standards as Ted Lewis,
Georgie Jessel, Cantor, Jolson and
the like, come in. Oh, yes—and
Willie Howard. '

Howard is not punching as fast as
he did, , say, a few years ago, but
there's no doubt th^it he remains^one
of the great comics of this or a by-
gone day. Taylor Holmes, himself a.

great trouper, once put it aptly when
he said that Willie Howard is the
greatest exponent of timing that
there is in the business.
At the Riviera, Howard, who has

barely changed a line or a manner-
ism over the years, exemplifies the
best contradiction to the Victor
Moore and Emma Littlefleld axiom
of "Change Your Act or Go Back to
the Woods." Howard, with his
standard French professor routine,
the double-talk with his longtime
stooge, Al Kelly, or the soapbox
spiel, can still rely on these though
there are some items that he could
eliminate.
Howard, as usual, is still doing too

much Yiddish for popular under-
standing. And some of his mate-
rial—the kind that can more easily
be understood—is far too blue for
even a nitery, where the standards
are presumed to be a little more
elastic than in vaudeville.
Otherwise, this bill has two other

acts, Betty Reilly, the Irish jiver of
Spanish songs, and the holdover
Chandra Kaly dancers, both of
whom get over.
Jack Harris is pacing the band for

the show, and . also for the straight
customer hoofing, the veteran Lon-
don and New York maestro mani-
festing, as always, a keen insight
into conducting for this type of lay-
out. For the Latin dancing there is

Noro Morales with what is still one
of the top bands for the rhumba-
samba stuff.

The Riviera continues to do the
sock biz that started with its re-

opening a couple of months ago fol-

lowing a wartime shutdown. Kahn.

Panther Room, Chi
(HOTEL SHERMAN)

Chicago, July 19.

Charlie Spivak Orch (18), uitth

Stardreamers (4), Jimmy Saunders,
Rossie Nichols; $1.50-$2.50 minimum.

Maestro Charlie Spivak's tasteful

trumpeting paces a layout that be-

tides a pleasing four weeks for the

customers who like it sweet, dance-
able and not-too-brassy.

Outfit (9 brass-5 reed-4 rhythm)
gets plenty of opportunity to display

its versatility in that section of Spi-

vak's library dedicated to the prop-
osition that the kids who come to

the Panther Room mainly to shake
a leg will hold still for a floorshow,
which tees off with "Flat Feet," one
of their latest recordings. There's
good ensemble and small unit work
in this solid jump item, with a

pleasing switch of tempo in the en-
suing sugary arrangement of Mas-
senet's "Elegie," sparked, of course,

by the leader's horn.
Stardreamers, crisp-looking femme

quartet, sing "Coax Me" and "Broth-

er Bill," and orch takes over with
another standard, their soothing

"Clair de Lune," again soloing Spi-

vak. Trombonist Rossie Nichols

clicks with a novelty vocal, "Shortie's

Gotta Go," and is Joined by the gals

in "It's My Lazy Day." Jimmy

I

Latin trade through bis recordings,
and who makes a favorable impres-
sion here. Also on vocal duty is

Lorraine De Wood, a sultry looking
gal who's a good vocal techni-
cian with excellent sense of delivery
which hides some of her vocal de-
ficiencies. Tunes are in the torrid
Latin vein, and customers take to
her.
An act for the aftconados is

Roberto and Alicia, a fast flamenco
team further discussed in New Acts.
The Machito and Pupi Campo

bands handle dansapation. Jose.

Copacabana, Frisco
San Francisco, July 17.

Joaquin Garay, Lou Holtz, Jean
Devlyn Revue (8), Noel De Setva
Orch (8); $3 min.

San Francisco, July 17.

Following Jerry Lester at the
Copa was no cinch but Lou Holtz
took it in easy stride and turned in
a sock opening winning plenty ap-
plause on his dialect yarns and
bunstering to keep them happy and
appreciative. He gives them his
standard bag of comedie yarns on a
solid hit. If opening stanza is any
criterion the Holtz engagement
should pay off in spades.
Show opens with Jean Devlyn re-

vue, "Going Latin," which is light
in costuming as well as substance
but which is an adequate girlesque
framing' for ' Holtz and Joaqum
Garay who are the main items. Ga-
ray follows the line's opening rou-
tine and contribs his standard song
sesh to good response. These in-
clude "The Gypsy," "I'm in the
Mood For Love," and his split-
personality parody of "Rum and
Coca-cola" which is surefire with
regulars. Line returns for "Oriental
Fantasy," which accentuates Bala-
ncse dancing.
House filled opening night for

dinner with many turnaways. Ted.

Leon & Eddie s. >. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

Although majority of the cafes are
in the midst of a business slump,
there's no paucity of trade here.
Spot

, is still the tourist haven of 52d
street getting top returns with the
same entertainment formula ' consist-
ing of Eddie Davis—with the other
acts as incidentals.
More important than the bill is

the hosting of Leon Enken and
Eddie Davis, who collectively have
done more table hopping than any
other known pair of bonifaces. Con-
sequently they're repeating on the
tourist trade with Davis ditties be-
ing a greater magnet for rustics than
a three-legged chicken.
Singer brings out a summer reper-

toire containing some new items
which hit the crowd in boffo man-
ner. His new medley, and a couple
of special material pieces have the
usual high quota of laughs. Although
he's on for about a half-hour, that's
only a start as far as the patronage
is concerned. y

Rest of the current bill has Bob
Wayne, «inger - emcee; June St
Claire, stripteuse, holding over; also
Odette St. John, Gloria Wallis, the
Marcos and the Spinning Two, all
under New Acts. Sidney Sprague
line (12) are nicely costumed and
have a decorative set of routines.

Jose.

WALLY BO AG
Currently

GLENN RENDEZVOUS
Newport, Kentucky

Management: MARK J. LEDDY

Mayfair Room, Chi
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)

Chicago, July 19.
The DeMarlos (2), un'th Bonito

Montez; Don Richards, with Charlie
Sieqel: Ernie Heckscher Orch (10);
$1.50-$2.50 minimum.

Double-headers are anything but
rare in the Mayfair Room betwixt
the Brissons, Hartmans, Regans,
Sablons and, they hope, Trenets:
withal, the summer doldrums will
be somewhat more dolorous than
usual with layouts like this, acts on
tap being nil as far as pulling 'em
in is concerned. Not that the De-
Marlos and Don Richards don't
knock themselves out to please; it's

merely a case of a ballroom team
and a baritone being incommunicado
marquee-wise.
Late of "Winged Victory," Rich,

ards displays his high-pitched bari
Saunders holds down the male chirp tone in an undistinguished lineup

, ...nil "OricAnar rtf T.AUP ' 1 pnncictincr nf "Whft Pflr«9 1 ' "Or, rfinspot very-well in "Prisoner of Love,

'

and mildly so in "It's Wonderful,"
but his "Wagon Wheels" is too

dragged out and hardly worth the

effort. Distaff aggregation joins

with him, too, in a medley of "I Sur-
render, Dear," "Story of a Starry

Night" and "This Is No Laughing
Matter," which proves a nice closer

for a sleek, summery session.

o Mike,

La Conga, N. Y.
Bobby Capo, Lorraine De Wood,

Roberta & Alicia; Machito Orch (13);

Pupi Campo Orch (12); $2.50 mini-

mum.

Monte Gardner, La Conga's opera-

tor, is eschewing expensive talent

for this layout, figuring that the two
rhumba bands will entice sufficient

patronage to continue profitable op-
eration. On the basis of current at-

tendance, he's cased the situation

properly, although the show con-

tains sufficient entertainment to pro-

vide further appeal to the Latin ele-

ments,
Spot introduces a promising new-

comer, Bobby Capo (New Acts), a
. ,.„.,. . „„,,•„„,

capable singer, who's known to the ringiider in rebuttal.

consisting of "Who Cares?," "Begin
the Beguine," "Whip Song," Gersh-
win and "Annie, Get Your Gun"

—

"Carousel" medleys, "Whiffenpoof
Song" as doctored by Moss Hart,
and "Glory Road." Young guy
handles himself well but needs
something special in the way of ma-
terial to warrant going that far
overboard. Charlie - Siegel's piano
assists are heartily acknowledged by
Richards, and rightfully so.
The DeMarlos got off at the

opener to one of the worst starts
of the sagging season with a waltz
to a badly scratched recording of
"Liebestraum." Ensuing jive to
Gershwin tunes reprised from
Richards' stint didn't help much
either, but things picked up with
Bonita Montez' smoky vocalizing of
Rafael Audinot's "Rhumba Rhap-
sody" while the team flipped them-
selves and their derricres around
Also sock over a speed number to
"Carnival" and tango to "Espanol,"
latter being a plotty item involving
Miss Montez' voice vs. Miss De
Mario's shape, with the former
walking oil with Ihe male half of
the duo and the latter snagging a

Thanks Bob Dana lor se-

lecting me the top woman enter-

tainer on your list of the season's

ten best.

JANE PICKENS

FINESSE A LA PICKENS

"Jane Pickens . . . gave one of the most del-

icately shaded performances I have ever seen.

Such finessel Such dramatic understanding

and utilization of the showcase!"

Robert W. Dana

New York World-Telegram

June 24th, 1946

Jane
Pickens
CURRENTLY APPEARING AT THE

ROXY THEATRE
NEW YORK

Personal Management: HARK HANNA

Booking*: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Bob Crosby Ore

.
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J- Une tk Lovebirds
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Tov Sis
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Jan Latin
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Mark Momt Ore
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Joo nekhman Ore
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Theodora Brooks

Hotel T»ri
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Ice Revue
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H^nry Ued Allen O
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N AlexnndrotT
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Ve.mn Inet
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P<»nny Itanciort
Kin 1 1 Peitl Ore

Village Barb
Billy K<»lly
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Allrla AVnllac*
Mert Slonv
J'alsy l.Hne
J linihy Nola
Tex l-'le(cher
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n .1) Hennet
Kddy Miidhoi\
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I Jon l*Vy
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. WUel
Rob I.eo
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l*-*jirl Jinilf*y
Cl.nrloii'ord
r«li*r.s Sis
Miller Bros
Al:in Olxiui
I'pr Wee V-'ii-quetlt
Clnurtfl Hopkins Or

CHICAGO

& M

2S

Sally. Jack
i i» mi

BOSTON
Anion (H)

Bi.h' lluiinnl
PlPd I'Iiipvk

llprb. Scltrhtpr
Johlini' l>r.vntond

CAMDION .

TowrrK (I) S8-2S
Al i- C Kanlon
Jark Parker
Tlw Oaklei.
Tlon 1'uniniliiKa
Kilille. Jark .* II

Helrne & Hoirard.
Yvetle
Benny Meroff
Howard (I) SO

Benny. Carter Ore
Thelma Carpenier
Hn'rdeen Jr
WIIhoik & Frenchy
.1 Area
wii.i,ow <;rove
l'ark (II t* only
I^ou & Evelyn
Beth ford
Kiln Yen Son
flreene * Honley
The Belle-alra

Cabaret BiDs

NEW TOBK CITY

Aquiirlum
Count llaslf Ore
Hex yicivart Ore

V-Ht* ton-let!
(H»oivnl6'vn)

Tim rule Jt«»Kera
6a rail . Vnuplui
Clitt Jacl.son
Pel a Jrtlmson
J C Heard Oro

Cafe Society

(Uptovtii)

B^rnlf West
T'riiririn l(rli;)lt

Mniiny Thomprion
I»«vid Bruoks

Carnival
filllton Bprle
Hop. Skip: Jump
Klly Anlelty
fclan KIsIipi

Warfon Colby
Ben Yosl Sincere
\VaKer John
Miriam OwJnn
allrlmp LnVelle

Copuuilianw
I>e?l Arn«*/ Oro
Julia Wllaon
Joey Gilbert
L> nne nai rclt
Krnle Hoist Brl
Raul St Kvo. Reyee
l'eiec i-lnd Hayes
IMamntHl lloraralioc
Joe E Hofvard
Boss & La Pierre

Wataon Sis
r'rllz! SchefT
Ann PennlnffloB
Willie Solar
Jacfiuellne Hurley
Michael Edwurd
Bill Acorn
Kmma Franels
Jhniny Allison
Bill Mooro
Four Rosebuds
Vincent Travera Or
Mor.ly Reld Ore

Hnvann-r^ndnd
Carlos RamireK
Sergio Oria Vnlt
Virginia McCraw
Catnllno Ore
Carlos Yarela Ore
Hotel Antrasaadot
r.oule Betancourt O
Jules Lande Ore'

Hotel Aafer
Tommy Tucker Ore

Hotel Belmont
Plnvn

Don Costelio
Doodles . Weaver
Wendy Bls.iop
Kathryh Duffy Der»
tddlor.Stone Ore

Hotel Billmore
Duhnlnrer
N Brandrrynne Ore
Rulnh Font Ore
Mett- C—e»e4ow
Hal MclDlyre Ore

. Blarblinwk
Del Cuonni-y Oro
Doltlo Dodson
Johnny Stronff
Jluilsou Hi Sli.irna
Iloblnyon & Jke

Cliea I'nree
Joe E. Lewis
Kvelyn HrooUs
Phyllis Claire
Consolo iV M'^lba
Adorables <~\'lt

Cay Clarldfre Ore
Lueio (Jarcla Oro

Coloslmo's
Max Rosenbloom
Mhk Bner
Pronnlh Dcrs
Mel Cole Ore
Hotel Bismarck

Anita .taknbl
Sherman Hayes Or
Rnrlca ft Novello
Kill lturko
Dell Welr-ome
The Martinis
Bddle Fens Ore .

Tlotel RlnckHlone
The Do Marios
l>on Ulclwirrts
K Heckseher Ore
II Edcewuler IUh
Henry Briindon ,Ore
Joe Jacksuii. jf
NfrskM
Rcnnld * Ruby
Henry d-Hiit
Sonir Sivlisis
Dorothy Hlld Dors.

Hotel Congress
Theodora
ComhhIvch A .Men'nl
Panrlio Ore '

Ore

Hotel Cotilliientt.1
Ilnberi t'rimi
Joe Vi* i a Ore

Hotel Slierimin
Carl Marx
Charley SnlvwU O

Hntel Sloven*
Arleen Lindsirom
Ijidd Lyon
Je.AT Lane
Copaey .t Ayrcs
The Shyrottoft
Boulevar-Desrs
Orrln Tuol;or r»rc

Latin Quarter
FJnd Bros
Minevltch Ras-ala
Jack Curler
Uari'ancos
Paul Csrlelon
F. Q Lovelies
Buddy Shaw

Pnlmer -House
Ted Slraeloi- Oro
'it Mh Isnn
l.arry Sinn h
lltHlKOtM* ('(Mil
Mauror Sin
AbboU D.th
Marilyn Marsh

Klo Cubans
Harvey Slomt
Choi'uIv Tnpfis
Rio Ktimbii Oro
Marilyn Ross
The Lovelies CIO)
Cert Davidson Ore

Vine Gnnlens
Jessie Ttos^lla
Dirk Drake
Hubby Siit«ent
Kvelyn- (Mirisllan
Crov & . I>lh ne
Jo- Klsh On:
tir.-y «x-. Diano

Tele Brings 'Em
Continued from page 1

WNBT.'the web's N. Y. tele outlet.

Television in its present staye of de-
velopment is well suited to both
stock and vaude circuits, according
to Wade.

Present plans call for the estab-
lishment of one repertory company
at each of the net's five tele stations,

when the latter go into operation.
Actors would have a repertoire of at
least 13 different plays and would
do one performance a week over
each station, then travel on to the
next station in the network to re-
peat. Vaude performers would be
required to have several acts so
that they, too, could play several
weeks on one station before, moving
on to The next station in the circuit.
With the few stations currently ln

operation, Video today. Is in much
the same situation as the oldtime
vaude Circuits, when travel difficul-

ties made it at least partially neces-
sary for performers to stay in one
spot for a number of weeks. Es-

tablishment of the circuits will be
beneficial to tele, Wade thinks, since

(he system will cut down the neces-
sity for the many hours of camera
rehearsal now required. Actors will

know their roles and also their

camera, positions and, once the show
is set. they'll ;be able to swing
around the circuit with only oc-

casional, brushing up in their lines.

"The 'Smart' Performer «

Besides the standard vaudeville

acts that would enter the video
Held. Wade also envisages the break-
ing in of a special type of- "smart"
performer, who could specialize in

commercials. Magicians, for in-

stance, might have a number of dif-

ferent tricks that could be integrated

into a soap commercial, using each
one on a different program in the

series, to show how the soap "works
magic" in taking dirt out of clothes.

Although establishment of the

vaude circuits and stock companies
will probably have to wait until the

network can begin its full five-

station operation, Wade is .already

laying the groundwork for the idea

by priming some of the oldtime stars

tor feature television roles.

Next step in the program will be
the spotting of Mae Murray, star of

silent pix, in a brief adaptation of

"The Merry Widow" over WNBT
Sunday (28) night. "Widow," in

which Miss Murray co-starred on
the screen with the late John Gilbert

in 1925, was probably her best-

known role, and use of this show to

spotlight her talents is in line with
the NBC execs' plans to give the
vets a chance to shine in a role

familiar to them. Backing up Miss
Murray on the Sunday night 'show
will be Larry Brooks, currently
featured on Broadway in "Song of

Norway," and Lillian Cornel), young
vocalist, who first made her mark on
NBC television.

Evidence of the breaks the "NBC
project has already given the old-
timers is illustrated by the case of

Lillian Foster, another former stage
star. Miss Foster did a bit on a
video dramatic skit several weeks
ago and the NBC chiefs are now
planning to build her up again via
video: She'll be featured in a couple
of weeks in one of the web's full-

length plays as another step towards
grooming her for a possible lead in

one of the stock companies.

New Acts
RUBY mix
Sons*
13 Mlna.
I,e Ruban Bleo, N. Y.

A winsome and personable wench
Indeed is Ruby Hill, who came to

attention in "St. Louis Woman."
shortlived colored musical on Broad-

i way. But on her nitery debut she

doesn't come off as expected. The

!
disappointment is heightened further

i bv l;nowlcd»e (also announced) that

( vet producer-arranger Al Siegel is

sponsoring her.

: Miss Hill's, routine, as debuted
, last week, makes for a stilted and

:
betimes banal, unfolding.

For one thing her stuff is too

static. Songs arc of like pattern.

"There's No Business Like Show
Business" tees off as a very promis-
ing cue to her nitery songalog, but
it bogs down thereafter. Culling,

from Irving Berlin's "Annie Get
Your Gun. the "Show Business"
number could be made the frame-
work for something special, with its

asides and pseudo-sophisticated bits

of comment. Instead she only gets
in a not so sotto voce crack about
the Nicholas Bros. — refering to a
backstage contretemps within "St.

Louis Woman" — and thereafter, es-
says pops of undistinguished order.'

Nothing from the show which cata-
pulted her. to attention (at least not
at the performance reviewed), but in-
stead she got flustered with "I Need
Soft Lights" for this or that number;
a heedless albeit nervous, repeat of
the old Ted Lewis slogan; "Is Every-
body Happy?" as she goes into "We
Were So Happy Together," followed
by another pop ballad of like style,

"I Was There." This is completely
snafued by one of those Tin Pan
Alley "pomes" of unrequited love,
maudlin in this day and

.
age,

even for average consumption; and,
for a class spot like the Ruban Bleu,
almost unconscious comedy; "Put
the Blame on Mamc." "IS Minutes a
Day" (unfunny risque ditty), "Come
Rain, Come Shine" and "When
You're Smilinc" round it out. That
she was manifestly nervous is but
one of the minor issues.

Miss Hill is a personable ingenue
who can sing a song well, and looms
as a potential for the better grade
bistros, but needs not only song
editing but coaching. Siegel's the
one to do it, but his past prowess in
that field is not evidenced in Miss
Hill's present repertoire. Abet.

THE MARCOS. (2)
Aero
9 Mlns.
Leon <t Eddie's, N. T.

Leon & Eddie's frequently show-
cases an act that's ripe enough for
the bigtime. The Marcos, mixed
ac.ro duo, fit In that category, hav-
ing

.
perfected a routine that's-

knocked oft in clicko manner. Their
aero work has professional polish
and both .possess • a set of novel
routines that gainer increasingly

I

greater applause as «he turn pro-
gresses.

]

They do rlsley tricks along with
I some excellent hand-to-hand work
1 They're handicapped by the low
celling so that the male cannot dis-
play to full advantage his lifting
prowess. They put in neat hu-
morous touches effectively.
Act could stand a brighter ward-

robe. They can play vaudeville as
well as cafes. ' Jose.

ROBERTO * ALICIA
Flamenco
8 Mlns.
La Conga, N. Y.
Flamenco terp teams, can virtually

guarantee a b.o. draft in towns with
sizable Latin populations. There are
comparatively few. folk-dance prac-
titioners of this type and those cur-
rent in the trade entice a lot of
Latin elements.
Roberto and Alicia, a pair of seri-

ous youngsters, still have to achieve
the polish characteristic of top
teams, but their work is spirited,
agile and picturesque. They do two
turns, both of- which excite -interest
with their heel-clicking and Cas-
tanet work.

. .
' Jose

GLORIA WAI.MS
Songs
8 Mlns.
Leon * Eddie's, N. Y.
Gloria Wallis fits into the usual

run of cafe singers showcasing here.
A newcomer to New York, she has
good visual values, but lacks vocal
savvy and experience to fit her for
.the plush spots. Voice is compara-

I tively thin, has rough edges in the
higher registers, and she has- yet lo
master projection.

:
Some knocking about for tricks of

the trade will put her in the work-
1 able single class. ' Jose.

German Civvies
— Continued from page 1 ~

to be obtained from the German
population. It's expected that en-
tertainers will be screened to elim-
inate Nazi party members and sym-
pathizers, and performers will work
under rigid military discipline.

Performances by these civilian

entertainers will be held exclusive-

ly in Special Services theatres, with
shows elsewhere to be made possible

by permission of the special services

officer in charge. Billets and lodg-

ing will be provided by the Army,
and when swinging around Army
theatres, transportation will be fur-

nished. Entertainers will have to

be cleared before getting permission
lo cross borders* of the various oc-

cupation zones.

Shows' attendance will be author-
ized to all U. S. and. Allied military
personnel, U. S. citizens employed by
Government agencies, and families
of military personnel, as well as
Allied civilian personnel working
for the U. S. However, civilians

will be admitted after military per-
sonnel are provided' for.

USFET will also supplement its

recreational program by greater use
of soldier-shows, a wider sports pro-
gram, and excursion trips. Army
educational program as well as films
are expected to fill in the gap.
USO-Camp Shows, in its domestic

program, is concentrating on hos-
pital shows. However, Lawrence
Phillips, Camp Shows executive
veepee, points out that special quali-
fications are needed for work on this
circuit. Since CS. charter was
amended to permit entertaining in

Veterans Administration hospitals,
performers must make provision for
a different type audience than that
previously encountered. Vets of
World War I have different tastes
than the troops of the war just com-
pleted. The older vets like their
music sweet and nostalgic, while the
World War II survivors want hotter
music and faster acts. Currently
Camp Shows has 23 hospital units in

the field routed so that each VA
installation will see a live profes-
sional show at least once every two
weeks. ..

NORA RAVEL,
Songs
10 Minn.
Le Ruban Bleu. N. Y.
This is Miss Ravel's U. S. debut.

Supposedly discovered at the Na-
cional hotel; Havana, she opens with
one of those Elsie Houstonesque

I

Brazilian numbers (in Portuguese),
' and thence into familiar Latin dit-

,
ties like" Amado Mio," "Tico Tico."
"Amor," "Bcsame Mucho" and the
like, proving a pleasant if not socko
interlude.
Handicapped a bit by the show's

slow, routining. Miss Ravel also suf-
fers from a not sufficient change of
pace. Otherwise a nice looking song-
stress, interestingly coiffed and
smartly accoutred, she should make
the grade with perking of her
routine. Abel.

SPARKLING SPINNERS (?)
i Skating
{
7 Mlns.

;
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Sparkling Spinners, mixed team,

show the usual run of roller skating
I tricks in an okay manner, but need
some distinguishing tricks to dif-
ferentiate them from most acts of
this kind. They do the usual quota
of soins and climax with iron-jaw
twirls.

Once they acquire the precision of
the more experienced teams, they'll
do okay on the vaude circuits also.

Jose.

BOBBY CAPO
Songs
8 Mlns.
La Conga, N. Y.
Bobby Capo, who's a familiar item

to Latins because of his recordings,
can hit the top brackets once his
stage deportment matches the excel-
lence of his pipes. His Espagnol
pickings are of the top drawer, hav-
ing powerfully developed chords,
that can shift from robust to the
pashy registers. with ease. He knows,
his phrasing, and infuses color into
his selections. Unfortunately he
hasn't fully developed a personality
that will project.

In his stage demeanor, he has
much to learn. His hands too openly
show the nervous tension under
which he works, and he seems em-
barrassed during the migratory mike
stints when he table-hops for benefit
of the ringsiders.. Jose.

ODETTE ST. JOHN
Dance
5 Mlns.
Leon * Eddie's, N. Y.
Odette St. John,,petite blonde and

nicely costumed, has fairish lerpa-
bility but lacks routines that can
show her oft to best advantage. Stuff
she's doing here is a mixture
of ballet and struts which depends
upon: her spins to put her over
With added experience and ac-

quisition of routines, she can work
up to a useable cafe single. Jose.

JACK E. LEONARD
Comedy
9 Mlns.
Slate, N. Y.
Jack E. LeonarcLJias been about

for some time, but isn't listed in
Variety's files. He's a portly chap,
and consequently starts with a lead
in the sight section of his act, but
verbiage shows appalling lack of
material. Much of the stuff is un-
funny. However, he knows his de-
livery, and once he gets an author
he should be worth, a spot in any
vauder. j0$e.

Ford to Televise
Continued from page l

give Ford prior rights on the Bar-
num & Bailey circus, which hit- the
Garden annually in March or April.

Decision of CBS to go in on the
deal has caused some surprise in the
industry. Entrance of Ford into
television at this, time is considered
a tremendous boost to black and
white video, and industry chiefs are
finding it difficult to tie this factor
up with the CBS fight to get color
television established on a commer-
cial basis. Consensus is that CBS
did not want to pass up such a
major plum as the Ford account. As
the initiator of Ford-sponsored
shows, CBS will reap the profits
from the account now and also have
a good background established for
the time when color video appears.

Decision of Ford to take over the
Garden events, it's believed, is an-
other indication of the progressive
policy of Henry Ford II in attempt-
ing to point his advertising to the
younger, sports-minded audience.
Break-away from the customary
long-hair diet offered radio listeners

has already been indicated with the
announcement that Ford- would
sponsor Dinah Shore on the air this

fall, and it's expected the company
will go into sponsorship of sports

events to an ever greater extent in

television. Thompson agency, it's

understood, is presently lining up a
series of college and pro football

games this fall for possible backing
by Ford.

New deal puts the Thompson
agency in television into a compara-
tively better position than it now
has in radio. In 'addition to the

Ford show, the agency also handles
the two shows currently being spon-

sored over NBC television by Stand-

ard Brands, these include "Hour
Glass," broadcast on Thursday nights,

and "Face to Face," 13-minute Sun-

day night program.
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Rexy, N. Y.
Chico Marx. Jane Pickens, Debon-

•

irj ,5), Harold Barnes. John Guelis,

Jess Renna. Varsity 8, Roxyettes,

Paul Ash House Orch; "Centennial

Summer" i20th), Teoieuied in

'VJHiwvM'ii1/i»1

,«.

Well-blended mixture of music,

terDing and comedy makes the bill

here Hi is scsh a pleasant enough

midsummer divertissement, but one

tlial has nothing the customers will

<o mil and talk about. Standard

house ads show the usual top-

drawer staging of Gae Foster but

the headliners—and Chico Marx in

navicular — look as though they

made up their routines driving Over

to the Roxy in a taxi. •
.

•

Roxyel,tes and the Varsity Eight

start the proceedings on a nautical

theme with a hicdly-prcsented pro-

duction number . built around the

old sea chanties. Number provides

solo spotlight for John Guelis, danc-

er, and comic Jess Renna. Guelis
demonstrates some eye - catching

leaps' and turns in his ballet routine

but features nothing spectacular.

Renna gets only a very short turn

and, from the mitting, could have
done more. Attired in a burlesqued
version of an admiral's uniform, he
drives onto the stage in a midget
auto, goes through a gagged -up
magic trick with his pooch and then
runs off. Gaod act and gets good
returns..

Debonairs take over next, with a
clever precision terping routine
that continues' the nautical note.

Dancers, representing four sailors

and their C.P.O., tap .'Ut
;
the dialog

as the chief puts his men through a
close-order drill. Nice comedy note
is added by one of the sailors doing
a sad sack misfit. Harold Barnes

. duplicates the tight-rope success he
established before joining . the' Coast
Guard three years ago with spec-
tacular dancing on ' the wire. Gets
plenty of applause as he jumps over
a walking stick, skips rope, etc., and
bows off nicely with a well-executed
double back flip on the wire.
Jane Pickens again- demonstrates

that she has the stuff to sell in a
large house, same as. in the intimate
niteries, her usual stamping grounds.
Her contralto sounds nice as ever on
"Full Moon and Empty Arms." from
which she segues into the old mirr
ror trick, playing the reflected spot-
light beam around the audience
while giving out with little side
remarks that draw plenty laughs.
She winds up with a jive version of.
"Dixie," featuring pianistics in ad-
dition to her pipes.
Marx does well with his ,zany

piano work but his act disappoints-,
probably because there's none of the
comedy associated with him and his
two brothers. He tries hard to pull
off some gags but most of them fall
flat.. He's dressed in his Italian' cos-
tume and, naturally, plugs his ac-
cent all the way.
Teeing off with his standard "Beer

Barrel Polka." he devotes the rest
of the time he's on to kidding with

'the band.. Violinist he brings down
from the orch to do an assist on
"Gypsy Love Call" steals his thun-
der.

. Marx doubles with the band
pianist on a burlesqued version 6f
the 'Mexican Hat Song," with the
two of them running around, the
stool as they switch parts.

'

Paul Ash's house orch is on the
stage this sesh and the maestro does
a nice job ofemceeing, as well as
backing up the acts. Marx and Miss
Pickens lead the audience in the
usual group singing before the final
curtain. SRO when caught U7)

SMI.

Tower, K.
Kansas City, July 19.

Atlas Trio, Schloss & Matheuw,
Eddy Kozak, Billee Byers, Jacque-
line Foley, Totuer Orch (9) toith
Don Tiff and Beverly Cassady; Wild
Bill Elliott; "In Old Sacramento"
(Rep) and "Throto a Saddle on a
Star" (Col).

to the boxoffice and got a wow re-
ception from 'the kids. He. just told
them about making the picture,
about how good it is to be back in

the hometown,. answered a few ques-
tions, and they swamped him after
each show for. autographs. His ap-
pearances here was on crutches: due
to a fractured leg. Quin.

Apollo. \. V.
Loitis Jordan's Tympany 5 (7) . Hot

Lips Page orch (13) , Mitchell & Gib-
son, Orlando Roberson; Charles Ri-.

ano, Spider Bruce, Vigal & Taylor,
Line (4); "The Cat Creeps" At/)..

The Apollo looks set for another
bdff week with parlay of Louis Jor-
dan's Tympany Five and Hot Lips
Page's orch destined to keep the
wickets turning merrily at this Har-
lem vaudery. Despite, sultry weath-
er, and lack of air-conditioning, the
brace of topliners stood 'em up six
deep on all floors opening day (19).

Jordan and. crew, comprising four
rhythm, two saxes and trumpet,
steal the show in closing spot with
the same torrid numbers and vocals
that made them a standout else-

where in vauders and via their re-
cordings. Jordan fronts, handles vo-
cals and injects comedy at a lively

pace throughout. Teeing off with
"Salt Pork,"' he and band follow
with "Sadie," '"Beware" and "Cal-
donia" to bring down the house.
Solid all the' way..

. Page and band also give good ac-
count of themselves with sizzling

numbers as well as doing a neat job
of backing other acts. This one con-
sists of three rhythm, five reeds and
five brasses, in addition to Page's
own licks on the trumpet. They
teeoff with sizzlling iammer, "Let's
Go," and Between other specialties

spot "Joshua" and "Sheik of Araby,"
snbtlighting maestro on trumpet ana
vocal for solid applause. .

Sandwiched between band num-
bers are Mitchell' and Gibson; male
team that clicks with comedy an-
tics and eccentric acrb hoofing; Or-
lando Roberson, personable, .bari-

tone who registers with "The Gyp-
sy" and: "Marie"; and Charles Riano,
only ofay act on bill, who contrib-

utes a nifty juggling routine for ap-
preciation. Spider Bruce. Vigal and
Taylor grab plenty of laughs with
their comedy skit, a throwback
from burlesque.
Both bands combine in finale,

flanked by quartet of gal dancers,
for a torrid finish. Edba.

State. N. V.
Jerry Wayne, Carter It Moreland,

5 Willys, jack £. Leoanrd, Virginia
Austin, Billy Wells & 4 Fays, Ruby
Zwerling House Orch; "Tiuo Sisters
from Boston" iM-G).

with the Clooney Sisters on "Love
on a Greyhound But." The Clooneys
turn on surprisingly big voices for
their size in warbling "Hallelujah"
and "Patty Cake" to general satis-

faction. Henry Riggs, drummer,
beats a solid rhythm in his version

. „. . L „ ... , of "Paradiddle Joe."
Current State bill isn t one of the _ . r,,„„. „,i,««.' v, un

house's best inasmuch as the layout th
B^„5
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has difficulty in maintaining pace

1 the show w,ln h,s smart line of ven "

wilh uneven . tenor of acts even triloquist tricks, including amusing

Mlllloa Hollar, „ A.
Los Angeles, July 20.

Joe Ligglnt lc Honeydrippers (5),

international Sweethearts of Rhyilim
(17) with Jimmy Lewis. Vi .Burn-
side, Coleen. Ray, Pauline Brady,
Mildred Mcluer, Wonderful Smith;
"Avalanche" (PRC).

Teeoff of. Joe :Liggins and the
Honeydrippers ' at this vaudftlm spot

though the half-dozen turns contain
sufficient variety. Majority of the
performers at show caught worked
like the terrific heat caught up with
them, consequently the lackadaisical
tempo of proceedings..

In the headline department, Carter

material as well as sharp technique
. shapes up to a sharp bill , for music

with the voice. Dolly Dawn is well
received and registers best in her
novelty and jump tunes,-' including
"Sunny Side of the Street," "They
Say It's Wonderful" and "Doin'
What Comes Naturally." Charles

and Moreland toeether with Jerrv i"Di"J" Smith clicks in a series of
. ..

W?yne hold ud thet^Sd idmirablv imperspnatiohs -of- film stars with ! "Tanya," "Caravan." "I've Got
.
a

Th ^ Newo JHm corned ans st U use thom he has worked
'

'"eluding I Right to Cry" and "The Honeydrip-
A."

e
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s
' „J!."!? 1 Jimmy Stewart. Lionel Barrymore ! pcrs." All please mightily. Combi-

fans. Further musical emphasis to

the bill comes from '"International
Sweethearts of Rhythm," a topnotch.
all-fame combo that beats out solid

tunes.
Honeydrippers are on in closing

spet with "The Drippers Boogie,'

and James Cagney. Biz okay.
Corb.

Radio tMy. Mpls.
Minneapolis, July 20.

Phil Spitahiy'i. "Hour of Charm"

the familiar incomplete sentence
routine, plus song and dance - work,
but make the mistake of remaining
on too long. Could have used sharp
editing of their work at show caught.
Wayne's chirping shows consider-
able savvy in tune selection and
delivery. With a parlay including
"Blue Skies" ;and "They Say It's

Wonderful" . hfr could have stayed
on to do a second encore.

Rest of the .layout has some mo-
ments: with a strong, opener held
down by the Five Willys with a It's seven years since Phil Spital-
good juggling exhibit of clubs and' ny's "Hour of Charm" last played
hoops, with a few balancing ses- " .. . 1 —
sions . added. Billy Wells and the
Four Fays, at the tail end of the
show, similarly get across .with their
usual assortment of clowning and
tumbling plus the rubber torso work
of one of the femmes.
Pace isn't held up in the deuce

spot with Virginia Austin's puppets.

nation, with Liggins at piano, fea-
tures two potent saxaphones, drums,
guitar and bass.

.

All-girl crew opens show with
"Don't Get it Twisted" then spot-
light is turned over to various side
members. Mildred Mclver sings

Orch (32) with Evelyn, Frances ! "Day by Day" and "Mr. Postman
Jeanie and Comedy Trio, Jonn Lor- Blues." Pauline. Brady sells "Drum
raine; "Our Hearts Were Growing Sticks" as a. skin-beating specialty.

Up" (.Par).

M^^A^'fJ- ?Vm\ ,

manip
"J !

Charm" is tops in its field. The. typeTSls
,

h r
,u
d0^ w,tl

3 of better grade music and song in

Coleen Ray, guitarist,, vocals "Temp-
tation" and Vi Burnside, sax, does

,
snappy noodling chore on "After
You've Gone" and "I Cover the

here How the all-girl choral or- Waterfront." Jimmy Lewis, guitar-

chestra has skyrocketed in prestige 'st-vocalist wraps up good selling

and popularity here in absentia • of I Ain t Mad at You and then

was amply demonstrated. On a hot
J

works with crch.cn "The Thing/'

midsummer day it filled this 4.000-
|

™n5 w fronted by Ann Mae Win^,

seat theatre to capacity at first stage,

show, (19).

For class and popular, appeal.,

there's no question that "Hour 6f

personality, appeal of the turn at
this show was limited. Seemed to
overstress the cuteness of the act to
the extreme and walked off to a
fairish hand, despite her. excellent
Anale of manipulation of three pup-
pets.

Jack E. Leonard, completing the
bill, is tinder New Acts. Jose:

Cbieago, Chi
Chicago, July 19.

Charioteers (4), Fred & Elaine
Barry, Nip Nelson, Ben Beri, Lou
Breese Orch (18), urith Joe Masek &
Earl Gaines; "O. S. S." (Par).

Olympia, Miami
Miami, July 19.

Pro/. Konyot & Howe, Diana
Berry, Jimmy Leeds, Jack DeLeon,
Raye & Pedro, Les Rhode House
Orch (13) ; "Without Reservations"

(RKO).

Famed on both coasts but com-
paratively new to Chi audiences, the
Charioteers top new bill at the Chi-
cago theatre. If enthusiastic Friday

It's an offish layout at the Tower
this week. Best of acts are the Atlas
Trio and Eddy Kozak. The trio of
two men and a gal score in neat
balancing and acrobatics.
_For a youngster on the marimba,
Kozak's offering is smooth. His
pounding dut of the "Second Hun-
garian Rhapsody" and 'Tico Tico"
are first rate, and the lad adds much
with personality.

Billee Byers' vocalling is some-
what lacking. Her medley of old
songs and "Wailing for the Robert
E. Lee" get across fairly well, but a
novelty number and "Curse of an
Aching Heart" come up short. .Jac-
queline Foley, amateur selection.

Current layout here a spotty one,

with little in way of marquee lure.

Odd booking brought in Prof.

Konyot and his educated horse as

topliners, along with type pic hot

designed, to attract juve trade which
would go for the act. Overall re-

action to Konyot's stint was apa-

thetic at best, with nothing out-

standing to pull it through.
. Jimmy Leeds, personable lad

emcees pleasantly enough but in

own spot had to work hard to get

house. Offers tricks on yo-yo's

while purveying a series of worn
gags. Stint picks up when he gets

into harmonicaing.
Long, lean Diana Barry, Charlotte

Greenwoodish looking tapster clicks

with her groovy hoofing and comedy.
Looks a good bet for intimate niter-

ies. some . of ad-libs getting yocks
from down-frontcrs who could hear
her. .

Mimic Jack DeLeon contribs take-

offs on pic celebs, among them Cag-
ney. Lorrc. Grecrtstreet and Colman
Gets healthiest milting of the ses-

sion.
Raye & Pedro open with comedy

balancing for fair hand. Les Rhode
and house, orch back show smoothly.
Biz fair when caught. Lary.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington. July 18.

Al Gordon. 4 Euans. Ralph Danilo,

Herman Hyde uiith Roberta Light,

"Centennial Summer" (20th),

Capitol accompanies second week
of feature with a decidedly second

rate show. With run of mill acts,

show gets . o n 1 y mild response

throughout.
Best of layout is the Four Evans

dance group composed of seniors

., v 4. v.„. .„„««„.- -»«.,««.«., and juniors pf;the family. Held over

has a mrtoprtoZftexFlFZuZ from last week R^oup clicks again

'in a lively, .skillful hoofing act.

Opening number, Al Gordon and
his comic dog act; is well liked here,

but follows former pattern without

Chick Schloss emcees, and with
his partner, does a burlesque on
Army induction routine. Schloss'

I

monologue and the duo's "comedy-! V»ytt»nfi new added. Animals and

manual-of-arms routine hit a me- '

*"

mum register with the patrons, but
their closing hoofing is okay.
Don Tiff and the Tower band

background throughout', and feature
Coax Me a Little Bit" with Bev-

erly Cassady on the vocal.
Wild Bill .Elliott, Republic star,

appeared at all shows Friday and i

Saturday in connection with the
showing of film "In Old Sacra-
mento." It's a combo of a home
town visit and a brief p.a. tour for
Elliott. Doing a strictly informal 10 .

volubly in a stanza of

minutes, Elliott added considerably - ballads.

L UCllCl -giauc mifcai,. aiiw awui, ji, i i_

™hlch it specializes leans mainly to «ugns.

symphonic overtones, but with suf-

|

flcient brass trimmings and distinc-

tive arrangements tb bring: them,
apparently, within the popularity
range of all music lovers.

Tot this engagement Spitalny
brings the usual aggregation com-

:

prising eight brass, seven violins,

two basses, two pianos, cello, flute,

harp, five saxes and drums in' addi-
tion to three, extra vocalists to sup-
plement the choir, a violin soloist

and ah outside act. With' one or
two exceptions, his numbers are
perennial favorites with which the
orchestra has become identified on
the radio and records. It all makes
for 60 delightful minutes of enter'
tainmept.
Throughout, of course, there is in-

dividual and group solo work to
lend added values. A medley of

burn.

Wonderful Smith, radio comic,
takes care of the chuckles on the
bill, using his telephone call to the
president and pointed quips on OPA
and_^ other topical matters to get

Brog.

.

Can. Net, Films
Continued from page

ilms
;e 1 —J|

aud is any indication, this sepia " ,"™"' "*

quartet can hold its own in future
|

son6? of_ the armed forces follows

Chi engagements
Standouts in a well-balanced show,

the quartet clicks from the
start with "Gaucho Serenade," fol-
lowing with "All I Need Is You,"
and "Ride, Red, Ride." Highlight
of. act is sock rendition of Earl Rob-
inson number, "The House I Live
In," with all four of the boys—Wil-
liam Williams, first tenor; Edward
Jackson, second tenor; Ira Williams,
baritone; Howard Daniel, bass—tak-
ing turns in the solo spot. James
Sherman gives neat keyboard assist.
Nip Nelson gets salvos' with his

imitations of w.k. orch themes in-
cluding those 6f Kyser, Lombardo—
with a quivering Carman vocal

—

Dorsey, and Clyde McCoy's' "Sugar
Blues." Well worn Crosby-Sinatra
takeoff is still popular with the
payees, as Nelson's version is well
received.
Youthful Fred & Elaine Barry

score with clever interpretations of
a "Viennese Waltz," pasadoble, and
a short snappy piece called "Eccen-
tric Number." Faking tiredness,
team encores with "Sleepy Dance"
with Fred carrying Elaine off the

the familiar theme number and en
lists the- choir's services to good ad-
vantage. "Amour" features the
string section and scores. A jungle
chant calls, for some madcap drum-
ming and. leads to a hot swing finish
with a pair of trumpet players
sharing the spotlight. Fronting is

Francine, personable singer, the.
choir does its finest with "Ave Ma-
ria." There's exceptional piano per-
formance by Eleanor in "Rhapsody
in Blue." Again Francine and the
choir tickle the ears with "Roger
Young" followed by "Onward Chris-
tian Soldiers."
Comedy singing trio do an amus-

ing "Stage Door Canteen' number
that narrates their experiences with
servicemen while performing host-
ess duties. Three numbers by the
glamorous Evelyn on her "magic
violin."

. "Zigeunegweisen," "Begin
the Beguine," and "Holiday for
Strings, with arrangements notable
for their new intruiguing twists, are
socko. The string section plays an
important part in making "Holiday
for Strings" effective.

|

There's a novelty band number on
the scales, something new and dif-
ferent;- and then Joan Lorraine

named in the report as involved in
the spy network.

Jacques himself has often been
charged with being. anti-Semitic, and
his charges against Communism are
nothing new.
He

. charged there were- -700-odd
people on the NFB whose sole pur-,

pose was
. to put out propaganda.

Canadians, he said, sought amuse-
ment from government-owned radio
and films, and resented the presump-
tion of the film board and CBC in

the- attempts to "teach" and "in-
struct"

"I believe that for years the Film
Board and CBC have' been- the
means of spreading Communism, and
it is very largely owing to their

propaganda that we have the cur-
rent espionage situation."

' Jacques also raised a beef that

the Labor Progressive party was
given free time on the CBC on the
same basis as other Canadian politi-

cal parties. Under '. the CBC system,
all political parties froin left to

right, are given free broadcast pe-
riods with the allocated lime based
on their representation in the House
of Commons.
Jacques even slammed Prime

Minister Mackenzie King for having
assisted ' the Communist "propa-
ganda line" in his sponsorship of the
film, "Mission to Moscow." The film

was a "lie" from start to finish, said

Jacques.

stage apparently fast asleep in his
arms. Aud wasn't however, with duo
getting socko applause. !

muggs and gesticulates to stir laugh
Ben Beri in white tie and tails I

ter during her clever mimicry,
contribs some sophisticated juggling Jeanie vocalizes a selection from
routines ' aided by his two small i

"The Merry Widow" for solid re-
sons—John. 13 and Scott, 11—who i

sponse. Finale is a stirring salute to
heckle and do solo stints themselves, the armed forces with appropriate
John takes over the ivories for a ] colored shots flashed cri a scrim and
brief solo with Scott acting as gen- 1 'he customers whipped up to a pa-
eral handy man.
Lou Breese's orch backs the show

well, doing, the show opener ".When
Uba Plays the Rhumba on the Tuba"
with Joe Masek on flute and Earl
Gaines, tuba, in the spot. Foos.

Circle, Indpls.
Indianapolis, July 20.

Tony Pastor . Orch, with Bob
Evans, Clooney Sisters, Tommy
Lynn, Dolly Daion, Charles "Dizzy"
Smith: "It Shouldn't Happen to a
Poo" (20th).

triotic fervor. Rees.

moppets always do OK with this

type- audience, so Gordon gets good
returns.'

Herman Hyde, assisted by Roberta
Light, eye-filling, but inanimate, has

a comic-mosical routine dependent
on a collection of whacky instru-

ments. He rattles around with' trick

guitar, a cello that has a snake head
that can double as a rifle.

Ralnh Danilo. billed as "Singing
Sheriff from Texas," has a strong
tenor voice which he uses a bit too

romantic
Lowe,

. Tony Pastor takes the bandstand
at the Circle this stanza with a

musical program that clicks solidly

with the jump fans, in a show that

features ah unusually strong array of
supporting acts. Pastor's music, loud
and groovey, offers specialty num-
bers exclusively, with nary a.straight

tune on the bill. Instrumental stand-

outs are a pair of trumpet solos,

"Body and Soul" and "I Can't Give
You Anything 'but Love, Baby," by
the leader's brother Stubby Pastor.

Tony himself comes up to expecta-
tions with his vocals of "Surrender"
and "Makin' W.hoopee."
Tommy Lynn* band's new tenor,

makes a nice impression with his

handling of "I'm in the Mood for

Love," "There's No One But You'
-

"The Gypsy," and harmonizes r tally

RKO, Boston
Boston, July 18.

Shep Fields Orch (14) uiith Carol
Norman, Jack Prince; Grace McDon-
ald, Billy Gilbert, Tim Herbert;
"The Stranger" (RKO).

Exceptionally classy stage show at

RKO Boston- this week. Fast step-

ping, good singing and plenty of

woodwind music from Shep Fields'

variety-laden band.

Opener is "Cement Mixer" by
musicians. Pert-warbling Carol Nor-
man clicks with "Exactly Like You"
and: "Big Girl Now." Band follows
with a classical medley and "Thanks
for the Memory," with rippling
rhythm throughout.

Jack-' Prince, large in figure and
voice, scores with "Old Man River"
and "Chloc." Encores with "Forr
ever Blowing Bubbles."

Grace McDonald contribs neat
tapstering and a comedy song,
"Place to Hang My Hat." Billy Gil-
bert specializes in gagS) including a
hurricane of sneezes and a torrent of
doubletalk. Before the band finale,

"Flying Home." Tim Herbert wows
'em .u ith Gabriel Healler takeoff - and
oilier" comedy antics. Dame.

Urges New Homes
Continued from page 1

coming an integral part of home fur-

nishings."

To this end, manufacturers and
merchants in the industry must co-
operate with builders, architects, in-

terior decorators, teachers of music,
educators and the. press, he stressed.

McDuff also pointed out that

American music manufacturers are
building such fine musical instru-

ments today that an established trend
is being reversed, with European
buyers coming to America for their

.

music and musical instruments. He
pointed to the large number of buy-
ers from England, France, Italy,

England, Puerto Rico, Port of Spain,
Honolulu, etc., attending the confab
as proof of this.-'

Raymond Scott
Continued from page I

ilar salaries, they all got around to

thinking in
: the same direction—all

together. They' wanted a raise.

Accordingly, his sax section ap-
proached him in' a body for a boost
Turned down, it went to another
leader in a body (o audition, for his

band and, in addition, said it was
spokesmen for any complete section

of - Scott's ' band the leader wanted.
Unit topped that by offering the

,

entire Scott band, section by section.

. As it worked out, only Scott end
his sax' section parted. He replaced

•hem 'iminrdjau'y.-' - Remainder, of

tho band stuck with Him.
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Strawhats Booming in Rural Byways

But Urban Centers Can't Take It

Good business is reported for quite t
a number of summer stocks, but

there have been sizable casualties.

Particularly in urban sectors. Hart-

ford, for instance, folded after going

$12,000 in the red for its first two

weeks. First week takings of

"Pursuit of Happiness" were re-

liably reported to have been $299.

"On the Town," a musical, was able

to get $2,440 on its week but It cost

$4,000 to operate the show.

J. J. Leventhal had shows, includ-

ing "Candida" on a so-called rotary

stock basis, no stagehatids being car-

ried • as the shows used house set-

tings. Stands played were Buffalo,

Toledo and Cincinnati, which he has

discontinued. That would indicate

that summer stocks in cities this sea-

son cannot draw as they previously

did. Neighborhood attractions book-

ed by Leventhal are in Brooklyn and

the Bronx, and are said, to be "satis-

factory except for matinees.

Alfresco Ann. Formed
Louisville, July 23.

National Civic Operetta Assn. was
formed here Saturday (20) by reps

of summer theatres In Louisville,

Grand Rapids, St. Louis, Memphis,

Toledo and Cleveland. Meeting was
pp"-* by James W. Henning, prez of

Louisville Park Theatrical Assn.

which operates Iroquois Amphithea-
tre, now in midst of a six-week sea

si <.. Plans were set for an exchange
of ideas for all phases of summer
theatre operation,, including man-

agement, casting, costuming and
business aspects. Several meetings

will be held each year.

St. Louis Municipal Opera Co.

was represented by M. E. Holder
riess, treas.; Paul Beisman, gen., mgr.

and W. E. Sitton, asst. treas. Others

were Harry J. Brown, Grand Rapids
Municipal Opera Co.; HlUsman Tay-
lor, prez, arid Galvin Hudson, Mem
phis Open Air Theatre; Paul Spor,

Toledo Civic Amusement Guild and
•William R. Winters, Cleveland
Heights Cain Park Theatre. Denis
Dufor, Iroquois Amphitheatre pro-

ducer, also attended meeting, . to-

gether with several local directors.

Theatre Production

Guild Bows on Coast
Hollywood, July. 23.

First legit play by the Theatre
Production Guild will be 'The Gen-
tle Approach," a farce by John
O'Dea- with Robert Mitchum, Isobel

Jewell and Jacqueline de Wit. Show
will be produced by Clancy Cooper
and Josef Montaigue and directed by
Harold Daniels.

Company opens at the Avalon
theatre on Catallna Island, Aug.' 2,

with Aug. 6-7 dates at Long Beach
and a mid-August opening in Los
Angeles. For' the run of the play,

Mitchum is on' loanout from RKO
and Miss De Wit from Universal.

Barter Theatre

Plans for Tour

Strawhat Reviews

Carbon .Copy
Hempstead, L. I., July 17.

Dr. William K Dunn preaentullon of com-
edy In three not* (four scenes) by Cieome
Morris. Sinned by otto Slmeltl; netting by
HlchnrJ Curbln. Preaenled Bt Hompaleiid
Summer Theatre. HampBteftd. 1*- I., July
HI. •*«.

Ijinco 1'ayne...- Duncan Munsey
Penelope Payne. ......... Jonn Oupelanil

Una Qrnyaon.. . ..Arlene C. Dorn
Hurry. Grayson Itlrhnnl lluxrnn

Karen Bann Inter. .-. . v . -. .

.

Ellen .....

. Kvclyn'n Kuton
....Kathleen Clnypool

Governor to Barter

.
Abingdon, Va„ July 23.

Gov. William Tuck, accompanied
by state dignitaries, will visit Bar-
ter Theatre here tomorrow (Wed.)
and Thurs., for first visit to the
state theatre since the Assembly
gave, it a $10,000 grant last summer.
Theatre will put on three shows

for the visitors; "Arms and the Man,"
"My Sister Eileen" and "Virginia
Overture." Guests will be hosted for

lunches, dinners and a special party.

. Musical Tryout
Provincetown Playhouse, N. Y.,

will present a two-week tryout of
"It's Your Move,", new musical com
edy with book, music and lyrics by
Jerry Stevens, starting tonight (24).

Fall Broadway tryout is expected.

Paul Benard and Don Briody are
staging, with Alan Banks as choreog-
rapher. Dean Goodman is presenting,

Lahr 'Burlesque' 8%G, Hub
Boston, July 23.

Wowing capacity audiences with
an outstanding performance in
"Burlesque," Bert Lahr boosted the
Boston Summer theatre to a record
take of $8,500 this week. Got rave
notices at opening with Eileen
Hechart as "Bonny" and talk here is

that "Burlesque" might be revived
on Broadway with Lahr starring
next season.

At Cambridge Summer theatre,
"Angel Street," starring Francis
Lederer

.
and ' Bramwell • Fletcher,

grossed $3,500 this week.

Priestley's 'Inspector*

On Golden's Fall List
"An Inspector Calls," by J.. B.

Priestley, is definitely on John Gold-

en's production schedule for next
season, being due in November.. For
some months the producer contacted

the British author by mail and
cablegram In reference to script re-

visions he suggested for the Ameri-
can showing. "Inspector" is also to

be presented In London by Old Vic
during the fall, it being the only
new drama on the repertory outfit's

listing.

Leo G. Carroll, who will be
tarred by Golden in the Priestley

play, is currently at Ogunquit, Me.,

In a summer stock showing of
"Angel Street."

Abingdon, Va., July 23,

Virginia should have some inter-

esting theatre this fall, when the

Barter Theatre moves from its

headquarters here ' to become the
official theatre of Virginia. Already
three plays and. one revue have
been presented, and three more
shows are now in rehearsal. Before
the season is over, 12 plays will

have been presented in Abingdon,
and vicinity, and from . these a

touring repertory of .four or six

will be 'selected.

The State Conservation Commis-
sion has made an initial grant of

$10,000 to the Barter Theatre.

Under present plans the Barter

Theatre' will open its tour in Fred-
ericksburg Sept. 23, where it will

play that section until Nov. 1, when
it moves to Charlottesville. After

playing in Richmond tne first two
weeks . in December, the company
will head south for a' three-week
out-of-state tour that will take it

to Florida. It. will then return to

complete the' Virginia tour.

leer Comes Off Skates

In Variety - Musical

Combo for H'wood Bow
Hollywood, July 23.

Live show ranks here will be aug-

mented Aug. 6 .when new El Patio

theatre (Hollywood blvd. and La
Brea) opens with George Arnold's

reconstructed ice-show-gone-musical

comedy, "Nevada, U. S. A."

Former white-elephant house was
also reconstructed and refurnished

recently by Harold Woolever, orig-

inal producer of "Maid in Ozarks,"

who bought the property. A 900*seat

house, it is now equipped' for films,

legit, vaude or radio shows, being
complete with booth, etc. For past

few weeks it has been housing
Mutual programs.

Scale for Arnold show, which, in

lesser form, played Iridium Room,
St. Regis hotel, N. Y., last year, will

be $3.30, $2.40 and $1.80. Company
of 25; including small chorus, and
pit band of 16 musicians have been
gathered. Jack Cathcart will direct

music. Show is described as a com-
bination variety show and musical,

with a running story. Will be laid in

24 sets on two stages, an additional

small stage being constructed- to

handle blackouts, etc., to insure con-
tinuous action.

Difficulties of making a go of a

second marriage are chiefly touched

on M this comedy. Perhaps one

trouble is that the particular .diffi-

culties chosen to illustrate the theme
are rather special.

The husband keeps a photograph
of his first wife in a wall safe, just

so he can take it out every now and
then and laugh at it, and of course

the picture falls under the eagle eye

of the second wife and is misunder-.

Aobd. Then, too, the husband seems
more than ordinarily irascible, be-

ing given to fits of temper when his

second wife does the irritating

things his first wife used to do-
like slipping her hand in his pocket
while they are dancing.

In spite of its fllmsiness, "Carbon
Copy" turns up a couple of amusing
moments once it gets under way.
and when the author isn't ' writing

smart ; dialog so elliptical and epi-

grammatic: that you can't under-
stand it, he tosses off an occasional

apt line.

Cast of six, well directed by, Otto
Simetti, acquits itself creditably.

Arlene Carroll Dorn, local, girl mak-
ing her stage debut, shows promise,
while Evelynn Eaton, niece of the
Ziegfeld star Mary Eaton, scores as

a catty would-be' homewrecker.
Joan Copeland and Duncan Munsey
are attractive as the battling newly-
weds, with Richard Barron and Miss
Dorn providing effective support as
helpful friends. Kathleen Claypool
handles a maid bit nicely.
Script itself suggests no possibili-

ties beyond present engagement.
Paul.

The Personal Toueh
Branford, Conn., July 18.

William Whiting uml Anita Grunnls (In

aasn. Willi Alfred H. Tnmnrln) produi-tlon

nt- comedy In three acta by Wayne Arnold.,
Directed by Anltn Ornnnla: Hotline l»- Wil-
liam Whltlnic Opened at Mnntowcsc Play-
house, Braritord, Conn.. July 1U, '40;

top.
Kate Drowea Adele nuschmnn
Mra. Drowea.. Gertrude Diillns

I.uella BIuks Dorothy Pntten
Bliss Curpenier Kaihryn Kumea
Sophie. Sophia Merrill
Calvin Calloway Sotner Albert;

DouKlne Drewea Clark Wlliluma
Max Barker ..William Dixon
Mr. Atkins .Arvo Wlrln
Mr. Wilson John Cerelll

Met Theatre Booked

Into Broadway Oct 1
Ballet Theatre Will open a five-

week engagement at the Broadway,
N. Y, Oct. 1, prior to its eighth, an-
nual cross-country tour. Booking
into a legit house, instead of usual
Metropolitan Opera House, is in line

with troupe's hew policy, to book
into legit playhouses all oyer .the

country instead of concert halls or
auditoriums, and accentuate stage

instead of music side of ballet.

Troupe, .now playing successfully
in London, is due back mid-Septem-
ber. U. S. tour, following N, Y.
date, starts Nov, 4,' ending May 10.

Music Corp. of America is booking
this season, replacing Sol Hurok.

"Personal Touch" gets by as fair

strawhat entertainment, but as fall

and winter millinery for Broadway
—that's something out. of a different

hatbox. Play has one good scene in

which a stage-struck lass tells off an
egotistical actor-author. But just as

one swallow doesn't make a sum,
mer, one scene doesn't make a sum-
mer play suitable for the more criti-

cal ganderers of . the snow-and-
icicle season.
There's a basically interesting

idea here but click potentialities are
far off.

Author, a prof at Washington U,
in St. Louis, has located his play in

a mid-western town and peopled It

with characters affiliated with the
local educational system. Into this

setup he drops a successful play
wright and his producer and the re,

suit is a combination of something
the sophomore class might be doing
for commencement plus some inter
mlttent okay diversion.
Story centers around Bliss Car-

penter, attractive girl who, after an
abortive fling at the stage, settles

down to teaching in a small town,
meanwhile keeping her "past" as an
actress a secret from the natives,
When Douglas Drews, former local
boy who has clicked on Broadway,
returns to the village for some
hometown background for a: pic
mag sketch, Bliss goes for him and
he returns the romance. Complica-
tions pob ud when Drews, learning
of her acting ambitions, thinks she
is merely working him for a part in
his new play. From there on it's a
typical case of now-you-love-me-
now-you-don't, with the curtain
hinting at a "Bliss"ful ending.

Exigencies of summer stock don't
Bive the script its best possible try,

Casting merely provides a perform-
er for every role and lets it go at
that. Adele Buschman, as a flip-

cracking schoolmarm, contributes
most of the cast authenticity, with
Kathryn Eames a runner-up. Thea
tre itself is cracker-box size with
little leeway for expansive produc
tion. Single setting of a lving room
Is adequate but obviously budget-
conscious. Staging is coherent.

• Bone.

"Alfred's" Strawhat Preem
"Alfred," new comedy by Ronald

Mitchell, will be given strawhat
prcem by Irwin Piscator's Workshop
Players at Great Neck, L. I., 'July
30. Author is asst. prof of drama
and spepch at University . of Wis-
consin. Dr. Saul Colin will direct,

Inside Stuff-Legit
Perhaps the most amusing commentary on summer stocks, written by

Tallulah Bankhead, who alludes to strawhats as the "cltronella circuit"
appeared in the N. Y. Times' Sunday magazine (21). Starting off "with 'a'
jigger of candor," Miss Bankhead said she is in the summer theatre be-
cause of economic necessity. She needs the money and so do the other
name players appearing in the sticks, she avers. Star alluded to the
stocks as being amid "the sumac (poison Ivy) and cedars" and declared
that "an actress isn't at her best when she has her mind on her welts
rather than her words." Accompanying illustration pictured her with a
squirt gun aimed at a large mosquito while on stage.

.

Miss
.
Bankhead thinks that while the strawhats were conceived as In-

cubators for aspiring talent, young authors, promising scene designers- and
directors, that theory has been lost in the shuffle. "Sunburned impresarios"
have their eyes on the boxoffice, the same as Broadway showmen. She
says summer theatre audiences "are more generous, less bronchial and
better-mannered than their winter duplications. When they are pleased
their applause is unrestrained, since they know they won't have to suffer
any critical rebuttal in the morning. They ignore mechanical flaws and
technical omissions . . . they come to clap, not. to carp,"

At Equity's annual meeting June 7, several members asked how come
the deadline for nominations had been set at 30 days by. the council in-

stead of 20 days, without such information being set forth in -the union's
house organ. July issue of the mag apparently clarifies the matter, it be-
ing contended that there isn't enough time between a 20-day deadline

and the required two weeks prior to election for mailing ballots to mem-
bers, monthly already having been printed. Stated that had Independent
nominations been filed sooner than 30 days before election, they would
have been accepted,' also that trade papers carried items about the exten-

sion. Fact remained that no indie nominations were made, nor did opposi-
tion to the regular ticket materialize.

Pointed put that' between 1913, when Equity, was formed, and 1935 there

was only one contested election,' and since the latter date there were
several Independent tickets. It was not the first time; to extend the nomi-
nation deadline to 30 days or earlier, the same interval, having occured
five times being '36 and '45.

Recent criticism by Brooks Atkinson of the Russian . theatre has ap-

parently been corroborated by Moscow's top art mag, "Culture and Life."

In a recent article criticizing all performing arts, the ' weekly called "a

significant number"' of plays" regretably mediocre and primitive," blaming
the playwrights and deploring the switch in stories from the pragmatic
propaganda approach. Story revealed that the committee on. art had also

banned showings of foreign plays like Somerset Maugham's "The Circle,"

Plnero's "The Dangerous Age," and Molnar's. "One, Two, Three," as being

"bedroom drama." Also barred were Maugham's "Penelope," and Ber-

nard's "My Cafe." All of them tagged "dubious plays of bourgeois play-

wrights soaked through with an ideology alien to Soviet society."

Russian playwrights were criticized for "failing to meet the require-

ments of Soviet audiences." Other cracks, were taken at opera and music,

with literature alone escaping unscathed. .

Phil Dunning, whose nightclub melodrama of prohibition times, "Broad-
way;" started Jed Harris on the way to a bankroll (most of which he
dropped during the stock market'erash of '29), has sold half of his property
at Westport, Conn. New owner took over the expensive log cabin house
on the banks of the Naugatuck river that was built by the Fairfield Hunt
club. For quite some time after the play opened Dunning continued to be
stage manager of "Sunny." After purchasing the Westport place,, he built

a swimming pool near the house. It was fed by spring water but silt

seeped in and friends nicknamed the pool "Muddy Waters." So many
professionals visited the Dunnings that he erected a sign near the house

reading: "42nd and Broadway."

Dunning still possesses the guest house up the hill and around 30 acres,

half of which fronts on the river, and plans to dispose of more ground.

His daughter Virginia (Ginny), who grew up at Westport, is on the stage.

Richards Vldmer, former spprts columnist for the N. Y. Herald Tribune)
\

covered the premiere of "Big Ben" in London at the Adelphi last Wednes-
day. (17). Vldmer, former officer in the Army, who is with the Trlb's

London bureau, sent a story to the N. Y. daily printed Friday (19), which
mentioned that the home of A. P. Herbert, who wrote the libretto of the

operetta, was robbed during, the performance. Story is a political satire

and the play, regarded as the highlight Of the. London stage in the past

eight years, drew a' fine press. But Vldmer thought the book lacked
"clarity, pace and appeal," though he thought the music by Vivian Ellis

excellent.

"Ben" was produced by Charles B. Cochran, 73-year-old showman re-

ferred to as the "Ziegfeld of London." "Cocky" wasn't- present on opening
night of his 125th attraction due to illness. He was on hand for the

dress rehearsal until 1 a.m., when his doctor ordered him to bed.

Production of "Alice-Sit-By-the-Fire," in which Helen Hayes is making
brief tour of the strawhat theatres, contains innovation never before used
in any Barrle play. Theron Bamberger; who launched the production at

his Bucks County playhouse, New Hope, Pa., was impressed by Barrle's

stage directions and conceived the idea of incorporating some of the

words into the production itself. New character called "The Playwright"
was introduced, who read from the stage directions and walked around
the stage pointing out various props and introducing some of the char-

acters. Russell Collins, member of permanent company at New Hope,;

played the playwright there, with Neil Fitzgerald taking over assignment
this week at Suffern. General- consensus was that Idea was huge success

and gave special flllup to production.

It seems that the matter of billing is just as important on, the cowshed
circuit as oh Broadway. Two recent instances point this up markedly.
First concerned a film star of another era who, although not playing the

lead in a certain strawhat show, insisted that she be billed above the play's

title. It meant a hurried change in a flock of newspaper ads. Second in-

stance involved a distaff thesp who noted, shortly before the premiere of

a tryout, that her name was hot listed ,on the program cover although the

play's title was. Frantic resorting to a typewriter and some gummed stick-

ers made art artistic botch of the program but soothed the star's ruffled

nerves.
t. ____
Russell Janney's book, "Miracle of the Bells," appears destined for the

best seller class, with the first edition again being upped, total now sched-

uled by Prentice-Hall being 250,000 copies. It's the former producer's first

attempt-at novel writing. Janhey attracted attention with his presentation

of "The Vagabond King" In 1925 at the original Casino (razed) N. Y.(

which was a click.

Vet showman offered a pretentious revival of the operetta. at the Shu-

bert three years ago but it failed; Janney told friends that he expects to

clear up any obligations entailed by the revival from the book's royalties.

Contrary to earlier reports, Michael Meyerberg will not produce Harry
Wagstaff Cribble's mixed-cast "Romeo and Juliet," having pulled out

within the last two weeks. Date of show's opening is still not set, but it

will preem in Chicago in the fall. Rehearsal plans have been held up,

with Earl .Hyma.n. slated for the "Paris" role, currently in N. Y. in the

"Anna Lucaxta" lead, while Fred O'Nell and Hilda SlmmS, mentioned for

other roles, are in the middle west.
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Royalty Question on Foreign Works,

Bonds, Newest Mgr.-Author Problems
After last week's negotiation hud--f

die between tr.catre managers and

the Dramatist Guild, the authors

went back to their offices to con-

sider objections set forth anent some

of the proposed revisions in the basic

agreement which will cover the next

five years. Points at issue which

arose concerned foreign works and

a changed regulation whereby pro-

ducers could be required to post

bond guaranteeing the payment of

royalties.

Present regulations are that adapt-

ers ol all foreign plays must receive

at least one-third of the royalties.

Guild now wants all such plays and

musicals .to be presented under

standard contract terms. Heretofore

managers made their own deals with

foreign dramatists, often making out-

right purchase deals instead of royal-

ties, and the proposed change is evi-

dently jntended to set the definite

percentage payable to adapters.

Guild, too, is looking toward an

expected increase in imported mate-

rial in coming seasons, although the

number of plays from European

sources', has been
.

negligible since

even before the war. From the. time

hostilities started very few imports

were made. siich plays principally

coming from England, but the num-
ber of hew attractions has been

steadily increasing, as indicated by

reviews of "Plays Abroad," almost

weekly appearing in Vaiuety.

Defaults On Royalties

During the J>ast year or so there

have been' several 'defaults in the

payment of royalties and because of

that the Guild has rewritten the

regulation covering such obligation.

Revision gives the author the right

to. insist on a bond of $5,000 for

straight plays and $10,000 for music-

als to guarantee royalty payments.

In the present contract there is a

similar clause, without the denom-

ination of the bonds being set forth.

Few producers have been asked for

such guarantee, and well-knowns

seem to have been somewhat miffed

at the provision. .

Some years ago the courts ruled

that royalties shall be deemed to be

money held in trust by the manager
'

until paid the author and anji show-

man in default would be subject to

prosecution. Authors feel however

that they should not be compelled

to go into, court to force payment.

They say, however, that dramatists

may only use the bond prerogative

occasionally during the season if at

all..

Paris B.O. Slumps, Legits

Shattering Wholesale
• Paris, July, 18.

. Legit B.O. here is in a bad slump
and many houses are closing for the

summer.
Leg iters already dark are Comedie

Francaise, Gaite Lyrique, Gramont,
Oeuvre, Palace, Renaissance, Arri-

bassadeurs, Bouffes du Nord, Iena,

Math'urine, Landry, Humbur, Mont-
parnasse, Potiniere, Sarah Bern-

hardt, Porte Saint Martin, Saint

Georges, Atelier, Capucines, Studio

des Champs-Eiysees and Gymnase.

Despite advent of U. S. product,

pix houses are also feeling summer
dent in grosses.

Kurtz Estate Sues To
Retain 1/3 of "Mill' Profits
Nathan Kurtz, administrator for

the estate of Jerome L. Kurtz, sued
Paula Stone and Hunt Stromberg,
Jr., listed producers of the Broad-
way hit musical, "The Red Mill," in
federal court, N. Y., yesterday
(Tues.), for one-third^past and. fu-
ture profits.

Claimed Jerome L. Kurtz, who
died Aug. 7, 1045, Was third pro-
ducer of the Victor Herbert revival;
and that after his death, other two
transferred show's assets to a limited
partnership. Red Mill & Co., ignor-
ing the. estate. /

Swim Show Finds

Resumption Tough
"Aquaretta," new name for the

open-air attraction ' on the former
site of the N. Y. World's Fair which
closed as "Mr. Winkle's Holiday"'

recently, resumed last Friday (19)

in an attempt to recapture some of

the red on a revised routine. It's no
longer classed as legit,.- show being

made up of swimming numbers,
diving, vaude turns and fireworks.

Management ran into fresh diffi-

culties and Sunday night's (21) per-

formance was rained, out American
Federation of Variety Artists, which
took over jurisdiction, demanded a

$5,000 bond to guarantee two weeks
salaries but only part of that amount
was forthcoming, union attempting

to obtain the balance early this

week. Amphitheatre may eventually

develop into a profitable attraction

but at present transportation facili-

ties are so limited that it's difficult

to reach the spot without autos.

Pool is used in daytime for swim-
ming and a fee is charged but tak-

ings go to the city.

Forrest Fire Shutters

'Follow the Girls' Ron

Temporarily in Philly

Philadelphia, July 23.

"Philadelphia's expected summer

season of legit came, to a sudden

half—at least temporarily—Friday

night 119),- when a fire of still-un-

determined origin, but believed to

be due to faulty wiring, closed run

of "Follow the Girls" at the Forrest

theatre.

Blaze occurred at 11:40 p.m., after

duced late in the fall by Al Borde, audience had left the Walnut st.

probably bowing here. Bor'de, made i

p)avnou ,.c Manv members of the

the announcement last wec:^ .'companv and chorus were still in
Producer, whose Follow the, lt

Girls" is skedded to replace

BORDE TO STAGE FARCE

WITH NITERY COMIC
Chicago, July 23.

"Extra Girl," farce-comedy by

Beth Brown and starring Willie

Shore, Chi nilery comic, will be pro-

Iheir dressing rooms, however, and

.,„, „. „, . .. . . ,-,„, some did volunteer jobs in rescuing
-Bloomer G.rl" at theJShuberl OcU

, £ d lher properUeS ,

7, following a six-week run of the , „ , ,

'
... . „

latter musical, advised he's also se- Saturday a.m. da. .es carrying

cured rights to stage others of Miss! story of fire, sa.d that management

Brown s novels, among them
Men Only, ' "Wedding Ring," "Ri— .

.
- „„h

side Drive" and "All Good Dogs Go Saturday evening performance and

to Heaven" |
perhaps even for matinee. However,

'

Plans for the Chi teeoft of "Extra !
a later investigation by Fire Mar-

Girl," which concerns the- experi- jfhal- George J. Gallagher resulted

c--cs of Shore and three ex-Miss !
his order that the house be closed

Americas while on call by Holly- .
» , »„„ „„,

wood's Central Casting Office, are famage w«« done to two front cur-

promoted bv Shore's oooularity in «>»" and the proscenium although

for at least two weeks. Principal

! seats in front two rows of orchestra
prompted by Shore's popularity

his home town, Borde said. Miss
, . .

.

Brown is finishing up the stage ver- «™ also partially charred,

sion how. and casting will start in a ! Biz was ort last week but its be-

few weeks. [licved it would have passed $20,000

Choice of Shore for the lead is, In- Fire was second mishap. "Girls" had

cidcntally, a continuance of Bbrde's
format picking nitery performers
f< .' his legit ventures, last sample
being - Gertrude Nicscn, star of

"Girls."

loo' Auditions in L A.
Los Angeles. July 23.

Arthur Grossman,, producer, and
Ralph Murphy, director, of "Legend
of Lou." legit play authored by
Steven Gross.vare holding auditions
to complete the cast for the drama
which opens here late August, with
a Broadway showing slated for Oc-
tober,

here, the fall of a two-ton curtain

during second week slightly injur-

ing a chorus girl.

With "Girls" probably relighting

early August it's given a chance to

hold until regular Labor Day open-

ing of local legilers. which will in-

clude "Voice of the Turtle" at the

' Locust.

Menagerie' Folds

Tent After 70Wk
"The Glass Menagerie" is winding

up on Broadway, closing on Satur-

day (3), next week at which time it

will have played 70 weeks. It is

announced to tour starting Oct. 14

with Laurette Taylor and Eddie

Dowling again co-starred, by which

time "The Iceman Cometh" which
Dowling will stage for the Theatre
Guild, is expected to have opened at

the Beck. However it's understood
that Miss Taylor's contract calls for

her appearance in only a limited
number of stands out of town. There
will be another "Menagerie" star-

ring Pauline Lord, slated for Pitts-

burgh Sept. 2.

"Menagerie" did virtual capacity
for approximately one year, then
started to taper. Grosses dropped
sharply When Miss Taylor vacationed
during June and although she is

back, business failed to improve.
Show had moved from the ' Play-
house to the Royale where, it was
scheduled to play into the new sea-

son. Tour of the original company
is slated to include Chicago *where
it proved a surprise

1

click at the

Civic, prior to Broadway.

Producer Bill Harris

Critically 111 in N. Y.
William Harris, Jr., is in the

French hospital, N. Y., reported

critically ill, although his condition

was described as "fair" yesterday
(Tues.). Producer, who has been
inactive for years, planned a Coast
trip to try out a play by Vincent
Lawrence, who delivered a number
of scripts for Harris, including "Sour
Grapes."

Harris attained managerial atten-

tion with the presentation in 1919 of

"East Is West," a comedy drama that

established Fay Bainter. It had a

long run at the Astor, N. Y., now
used for film's. Among his other
clicks was "The Thirteenth Chair,"
a mystery drama.

SAtEpty Help Oust Dual US-Brit.

Income Taxes for Half-Year Period

Critic Turns Producer

For One Abbey Show
Dublin, July 18.

Gabriel Fallon, former Abbey actor

and now drama critic of the Stand-

ard, will produce Sean 'O'Casey's
"Trie Shadow of a Gunman" for the
Gaiety theatre here" July 29.

Fallon, who played in the original
Abbey production of 'Shadow,' has
no intention of returning to the stage.

Move is emergency measure because
theatre's producing staff is all lied

up for the period.

Road Hands Get

B'way Pay Break

Dual income taxes that applied on
British and American actors have
discontinued, a reciprocal agree-
ment having been entered into be-
tween the respective countries. The
double levy was one factor keeping
English, players from coming here
and. Americans" from appearing over
there, and when the new arrange-
ment was made it paved the way
for Old Vic to visit Broadway.
Understood that had the Londoners
been required to pay taxes to the
Internal Revenue dept. and the
British treasury, the spectacular
repertory engagement would -not

have come off.

According to the new deal, earn-
ings of American players appearing
in England are hot taxable over
there for a period of 183 days, or
half a year, the same applying when
Britishers are over here: Beyond
that period the double taxation docs
apply, but only on the earnings after
the half year, and it is expected that
eventually that requirement will be
dropped also.

Previously a business man could
go from N. Y. to London, 'there

Legit managers have finally con-

ceded that road stagehands, retained
after shows reach Broadway, are

j
making a profitable deal and if it

took less than 183 days, he would
not be required to pay taxes to
England. Then it was discerned
that that provision did not apply
to "the enumeration of public, en-
tertainers, such as actors, musicians
and athletes" and presumably play-
wrights. That stipulation lias now
been deleted.

Bea Llllle's Costly Cut
Recalled that when Beatrice Lillie

entitled to pro rata additional' pay
for extra matinees. Matter has been'

hanging fire for more than a year
and a half, but the issue was retro-

active to Dec. 1944 and the coin in-

volved, which was approximately
$1,200, was held in escrow; There
are comparatively - few deckhands
involved, the extra coin going to 21

men, according to the records.

,
It is optional for managers to re-

tain roadmen after shows come to
j
came from London to co-star in

town and those kept on the staff are
J

"Seven Lively Arts,", she discovered
usually electricians, operators of that while her earnings approxi-
porlable light boards. Such deck- mated $5,000 weekly, so much was
hands are known as "I. A. Men,"
belonging to the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employes,
parent union of stagehands, and not
necessarily members of local No. 1.

They are to get one-sixth more for

extra matinees, instead of one ejght.

Additional pay applies to others

backstage for extra performances
also to actors.

Legit for Bethlehem
Easton, Pa., July 23.

A charter is being sought in the
Lehigh county courts by the Penn-
sylvania Playhouse, Inc., w^hich

plans to put .on a number of legit j only a few highly paid' stars would
plays 'during the year in a theatre be affected. Stated however that

withheld for the tax collector, plus
the percentage due Britain, that she
was actually getting small money.
She had a suite in the N. Y. Wal-
dorf - Astoria but said she couldn't
afford it and moved to less expensive
quarters Just how much the star
netted was not stated, but under the
new reciprocal tax rule her "Arts"
engagement would have been much
more renumerative. .

*'

Equity and the Screen Actors
Guild were principally credited with
knocking out the restriction, parlic :

cularly. the latter. It was contended
that the regulation was chiefly de-
signed because it was then felt that

near here.

Petition: says the group plans to

train and instruct persons in the art

of writing, directing, managing,
producing and performance in stage

presentations, in making and pre-

paring scenery and other stage

equipment and to produce and pres-

ent plays. A number of Bethlehem
residents are listed as directors.

B way Is Hillbilly Canyon, 'Ozarks

Proves; Freak Show's OK Gross

caught in the double hick were
hundreds of. American actors in cat-
egories below stardom who play en-
gagements in England, such as
screen players, night club artists,

legit and vaudevilllans.

ALL-AROUND AUDIENCE

FOR NEBRASKA LEGIT
Lincoln; Neb., July 23.

Revival of Shakespeare and his

three-sided audiences as in Henry
V" has been topped by Circlet the-

atre here which has audience on four
sides of the stage. Cast walks on

i and off like boxers. Sets are struck
Audiences to "Maid in the Ozarks"

|
that performance was profitable al- : j„ fu n v jew 0j audience' who are

after the opening night at the , though the cast collected two-eighths
. kept jlom sitting on their hands

Belasco. N. Y., may principally have extra pay, the Equity requirement
j
by gals in formal attire who serve

been curiosity seekers wanting to see for shows given beyond midnight.
[ Russian tea between the acts

whether the hillbilly "epic." was as There was additional pay for the!
front of the house and back and if

any actual profit was netted, it's be-

cause of the show's low nut. Box- i

Lincoln Journal followed up re-

view of first production with long
editorial praising the project, adding

„. . . ., .. ... . . . , that "films, sound tracks, color, and
office reported the midnight trick

j lelevjsion are wonderful rilven .

sold out in advance and Pfeiffer fig- -

tion , „ t„ as th but no comV
ures on tilting the scale for that binalion of could ever

'

. uhe
-'

bad as critics, first nighters, and
even the management, had. admitted

it to be. Anyway, the show did busi-

ness the first week. Takings were
claimed to have bettered $11,000—

most of which was garnered at the

bbxoffice at full price* only a small

percentage of Iwo-for-ories turn-

ing up.

At that level, "Maid" can make
plenty of coin because the total pay- ! cony being $4.20 as against $3.60 al.

roll doesn't exceed $2,300. That fig- ! night. Latter rate goes for the first

ure includes company mgr.. press- row in the gallery at the matinees,

agent and three road-crew deck- "Maid" has no stop limit in the con- i .

hands, all of whom get more than tract for the balance of summer, it ! ^.„*s trooping support

any of the actor, with one excep- I being.set at $.0,000 starting Septem-
; "^SSStSVprS^

show
Other prices strange to Broadway

apply at the matinees Saturday and
Sunday, scale for first floor and bal-

the place of flcsh-and-blood thea-
tre."

Circlet Is pushed mainly by Mrs.
Elmer Lindholm, socialite, and di-

rected by Don Carter, with George
Randol, Don Johannes. Tom Stimp-

. fig, Jean Racine and Dorothea Dux-

'GirlK' In Australia

"Follow The Girls" has been

bought for Sept. production in

Australia by Dorothy Stewart, N. Y.

agent for JV C. Williamson theatres.

Musical, - which ran two years on

Broadway and Is now on tour, will

be cast in London, with Lois Green

lion. Top salary is $150. which goes 1 ber, should the engagement continue

to Burman iBoots) Bodel, show's that long.

hillbilly comic. Most of the others
j

The two-for-oncs are printed in!

get more than the Equity minimum ' Chicago and sent to business and

($60), it's claimed. ; industrial plants in the metropolitan
.

Jules Pfeiffer. the Chicago "boy" area. Whether the bargain tickets

manager, pulled publicity stunts in will show up in quantity won't beA
form of extra-space ads, which were I evident for several weeks but that!

limited to the News, Mirror and
|
type of audience was relied on be-

Journal-Amcrican. because the. read- ! fore the show was brought in

"Those Endearing Young Charms."

Munsell Back to B way

With Some English Plays

. Jane Darwell, Lyle Talbot and I as lead in the Gertrude Nieseh role

Eslelle Taylor are slated for top
|

Freddie Carpenter will go out frorr

roles.
| London lb produce the show.

Warren P. Munsell,.. Sr. has re-

igned from the London staff of

ers of the other' dailies "are not our
j

"Art work" in the-form of colored Louis Dreyfus' productions to ' re-

I kind of customers," according ' to blowup photos turned
_
up on enter legit production in the United

Pfeiffer. He got a laugh by adver- I easels outside the theatre, after be- i States. He has some English prop-

osing tickets on sale "eight years in
j

ing absent the first night. ' The pdses , erties which he'll <io on Broadway.
I advance" immediately after opening.

;
are supposed to be sexy and have

|

Munsell, at one time. general man-
I Nine -performance." were played, i little to do with situations on the agci for the Theatre Guild, will not

'one at midnight Saturday < 20) when ' stage, at least n,ot as displayed at the go back to that organization- when
! all tickets were $1-20. Claimed that ''debut -he returns to this country.'
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B way Simmers in Summer Doldrums;

'Ozarks' Surprise 11G; Leaders Hold

To Big Coin; 'Menagerie' Leaving
Variance in grosses last week was

a matter of a couple of hundred dol-
lars . from the previous week al-

though some favorites fared better.

Fine weather through the week, un-
til Saturday's high heat, saw box-
offices having difficulty selling gal-

lery tickets. A visitor influx indi-

cated by the hotels has hardly
increased .takings. There are two
closings but other weaklings are
liable to fold any Saturday, though
some will try to stick through
August.
"Maid in the Ozarks" fared much

better than expected after hitting
the nadir in notices. Perhaps the
patronage came from those curious
to sec whether the hillbilly play was
as substandard as reported. "Dear
Ruth" exits Saturday (27) and "The
Glass Menagerie" has one week
more.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D< (.Drama'),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Afusical), O (Operetta).
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield MOOth

week). (D-1,041; $3.60). Slated to
continue well into fall period with
a pickup anticipated before end of
summer; $8,000. .

-

• "Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(10th week) (M-1,427: $6.60). Run-
ning true to form; figured to sell
out' for an indefinite period; betters
$45,000 every week. .':

.

"Around the World," Adelphi (8th
week* (M-1,434; $6). Orson Welles
kids about the crimped attendance,
telling. audiences it seems there arc
more people on stage than out front;

around $21,000 which is not good
enough for musical.

"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (25th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Gallery is

only part of house that is slow in

selling' out and the gross approxi-
mates $21,000.

"Call Me Mister," National (14th
week) (R-1,142; $6). Carbon copy
of revue, slated for Chicago in fall,

original pointed through new sea-
son: $32,500 is capacity.

"Carousel," Majestic (66th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Picked up, count be-
ing around $37,500. Regarded as
very good in midst. of second sum-
mer.
"Dear Ruth," Miller (C-940; $4.20).

Final and 85th week; had been con-
sistently profitable until start of

summer; around $5,000.

"Deep Are the Rools," Fulton (43d
week) (D-968; $3.60). Drama was
not expected to hold over; around
$7,500 and evidently netting some
profit.

"Harvey," 48th Street (90th week)
(C-925; $4.20). A few seats not oc-
cupied now and then but the quoted
gross : is oyer $19,000; virtual ca-
pacity.

"Icetlme," Center (5th week) (R-
2,994; $2.40). Has its own draw from
Radio City crowds and standees at

most performances; around $47,000.
"Life With Father," Bijou (346th

week) (C-614; $3.60). : Road com-
pajiy with Edwin Maxwell and
Betty Alden as leads starts rehearsal
this week; around $6,300.
"Maid In the Oiarks," Belasco (1st

week) (C-1,077; $3.60). Played nine

With deepest regrets and the
most tearful apologies to

VARIETY, we ruefully announce
that MAID IN THE OZARKS grossed

$12,114.84
last week at the Belasco the-
atre in the most sensational
publicity campaign in the

history of legitimate theatre
show business.

The man responsible for the

publicity, promotion, production

and execution of all ideas was

JULES PFEIFFER
JULES PFEIFFER

JULES PFEIFFER

.sr
Assisted by JAMES M. McKECHNIE

OPEN FOR ANY PROPOSITION
FOR LEGITIMATE PLAYS. MOTION PICTURES.
RADIO, TELEVISION, RODEO, CIRCUSES, ETC.

Nobody's barred

The betting ain't hard

Contact JULES PFEIFFER
tfcra CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA PHONE COL 5-3580

MAID " OZARK*

performances and the gross claimed
to have topped $11,000, which is real
coin for low-cost show.

"Oklahoma," St. James (178th
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Excellence
of performance one reason for con-
tinued virtual sellout business;
around $30,000.

"On Whitman Avenue," Cort (Uth
week) (D-1,064; -$3.60). Another
drama that was not expected to
stick; approaches an even break;
$7,500.

"Sons;' of Norway," Broadway
(97th week) (0-1,900; $4.80). Last
weeks advertised and may go to Bosr
ton prior to Chicago; $19,000 esti-
mated; Ballot Theatre booked here
Oct.. 1.

"State of the Union." Hudson
(36th week) (CD-1.057; $4.80), Just
as strong now as in mid-season, with
average of 20 standees (the limit)
at all performances; well over $24,-
500.

"Swan Sons," Booth (10th week)
(CD-712; $4.20). Dipped under $5,000
but claimed to have gotten another
$1,000 last week with cutrate tickets.

"The Glass Menagerie," Royale
(69th week) (CD-1,025; $3.60). Goes
off after another week; takings esti-
mated Jess than $9,000.

,"Volce of the Turtle," Morosco
(120th week) (C-939: $3.60). Slightly
better, at $10,000. which is probably
profitable for three-person play at
this time.

"Three to Make Ready," Broad-
hurst (20th week) (R-1,160; $4.80).
Aimed into new .season but another
musical mentioned for this spot in
fall; around $20,000.

REVIVALS
''Show Boat," Ziegfeld (28th week)

(M-1,628; $6). With gross around
$34,000, high cost musical around
even break, but should improve.
"The Red Mill," 46th Street (40th

week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Getting
around $25,000 but run revival also
expected to pick up.

NEIGHBORHOOD
."Are You With It," Flatbush,
Brooklyn.
"Suds in Your Eye," Windsor.

Bronx.
LAYING OFF

"Dream Girl," Coronet (CD-1,037-
$4.80). Played 29 weeks; due to re-
light next month.

'O Mistress Mine," Empire (CD-
1,082; $4.80). Played 22 weeks; due
to relight next month.

Chi Biz Steady ;

?ark'36G Topper
• Chicago, July 23.

Chicagoans took advantage of air-
conditioning in the only three legit
houses remaining open to escape the
terrific heat of last week, with b.o.

take remaining at a steady keel in-
stead of taking the anticipated dip.
"Slate of the Union," only legiter do-
ing anywhere near top biz, registered
near-capacity $26,000.

Estimates for Last Week
"Come On Up," Selwyn (2d week)

(1,000; $3.60). Holding its own with
good $15,000.

"State of the Union," Blackstone
(13th week) (1,360; $4.20). Near-ca-
pacity $26,000.
"Up in Central Park," Shubert

(14th week) (2,163; $4.80). Up to fair
$36,000.

L.A. Gross at Peak With

135G; 'Girl' Ends 205G
Los Angeles, July 23.

Gross figure for the four attrac-

tions on the boards here last week
reached " $135,000. . Highest score
again went to "Bloomer Girl," which
finaled with $50,000 on the fourth
stanza at the Philharmonic and an
unprecedented, $205,000 for the stand
here. "Oklahoma!" encored $38,000
for the 11th stretch at the Biltmore
with s.r.o. still the order of the day.
'Two Hearts in Three-Quarter

Time" picked up nicely at the Greek
theatre and cornered $30,000 for the
second and final week, taking $57,-
500 for the fortnight. Ken Murray's
"Blackouts of. 1946" stayed in at
$17,000 for the 213th frame at El
Capitan.

Hays Abroad
VIHeus « lrel>

London. July 17.
flroftt Newport TheHir* Cormnlliaa (In

ft san. with AH* Oounrll) pre»ontnllon of
play In fmfc act by Jeun-l*aui Sarlt'o; t»«nH-
luloil by Marjorl* CJubMn nn<1 John SwJii-
.iteAtl. Directed by Teler Brook. Al Aria
Thenlr* Club, I,oiulon.
tlnvrlB Alt>c- OulnnpHi
AttPiitlrthl Doimht , PkMinanc*
Ineti RefUrU l^linirinh

Kslelli*. Holly Ann Ditvlca

After running two years in Paris,
this sex-ridden play by a former

Current Road Shows
(Period Cowering July 22-Alig. 3)

"Anna Lucasta,"—Civic, Chi. (22-

3).
'

"Blackouts of 1946"—El Capitan,

Hollywood (22-3).

"Bloomer Girl"—Curran, Frisco

(22-3).

"Come On Up"—Selwyn, Chi
(22-3).

"Dear Ruth"—Natl.. Wash (29-3).

"Deep are the Roots"— Shubert-
Lafayette, Det. (29-3).

"

"Fortune Teller"— Philharmonic,

L: A. (29-3).

"Green Goddess" — Royal Alex,

Toronto (29-3).

"Harvey"—Erlanger. Buff. (22-27);

Town Hall, Toledo (29-3).

"Mary Had a Little"— Geavy,
Frisco (22-3).

"Meet the Wife"—Nat'l, Wash.
(22-27).

"Merry Wives of Windsor"—May-
fair, Portland (22-24); Aud., Oak-
land (26); Aud.. Sacramento (27);

Biltmore, L. A. (29-3).

"Obsession"—Aud., Denver (22-

23); Music Halli K. City (25-27); Er-
langer, Chi. (29r3).

"Oklahoma!"—Biltmore. L. A. (22-

27); Aud.. Portland (29-3).

"Pursuit of Happiness" — Cox,
Cine. (29-3).

"SUte of the Union"—Blackstone,
Chi. (22-3).

"Up In Central Park"—Shubert,
Chi. (22-3).

"Voice of the Turtle"—L. Met.,

Seattle (22-3).

"Voice of the Turtle"—Cass. Det.

(22-3).

Summer Slock
"Alice Sil-by-the-FIre" — Play-

house, Dennis, Mass. (22-28).

''Alice Sit-by-lhe-FIre" — Play-
house. Suftern, N. Y. (23-28).

"Americana"—Playhouse, Kennc-
bunkport, Me. (22-26).

"Amphytrlon 38"—Hilltop, Luth-
erville. Md. (23-27).

"Angel Street"—Chapel, Gt. Neck,
L. I. (23-27).

*

"Angel Street"—Playhouse, Peter-
borough, . N. H. (24-31).

"Arsenic and Old Lace"—Play-
house, Marion, Mass. (22-27).

"Arsenic and Old Lace"— Play-
house, Stamford, Conn. (22-29).

"Autumn Crocus" — Playhouse,
Branford, Conn. (23-28).

"Berkeley Square" — Playhouse,
Yardley, Pa. (22-27).

"Blithe Spirit"—John Drew, East
Hampton, L.I. (22-27).

"Blithe Spirit"—Playhouse, Wind-
ham, N. H. (23-27).

"Candida" — Playhouse, Beverly,
Mass. (22-27).

"Caprice"—Playhouse, Cape May,
N.J. (22-27).

"Goodbye Again"—Casino, New-
port, R. I. (22-27).

"Guest In the House"—Playhouse,
Mt. Gretna, Pa. (25-31).

"Guest in the House"—Playhouse,
Cragsmbor, N. Y. (22-27).

"Kiss and Tell"—Playhouse, Ben-
nington, Vt. (22^27).

"Kiss and Tell".— Playhouse,
Weston, Vt. (26-28).

"New Moon"— Playhouse, Mill-
burn, N. J. (22-29).

"Over 21"— Playhouse, Keene,

'Fortune' 33G, Frisco;

'Mary Had' $15,500
San Francisco, July 23.

"Mary Had a Little." an Al Rosen
show starring Edmund Lowe and
Mary Brian, which opened at the
1,550-seat Geary Monday (15),
showed a first week gross of $15,500,
after being firmly trounced by local
critics.

"The Fortune Teller,'^ third in the
series of Civic Light Opera produc-
tions, concluded its third and final
week at the 1,770-scat Curran, chalk-
ing up gross of $33,000, same as last
week.
"Bloomer Girl" moved into the

Curran Monday (22).

|
N.H. (23-28).

"Penny Wise"—Playhouse, Booth-
bay, Me. (24-27).

"Separate Rooms"— Playhouse,
Litchfield, Conn. (23-27). .
"The Constant Wife"—Playhouse,

Greenwich, Connl (22-28).

"The First Year"— Playhouse,
Lake Pleasant, N.Y. (26-29).
"The Hasty Heart"—Playhouse,

Cohasset, N.Y. (22-27). .

"The Lost Colony"—Waterside,
Roanoke Is., N. C. (22-29).
"The Milky Way" — Oldtown,

Smithtown, L. L (23-28).
"The Perfect Alibi"—Playhouse,

East Hampton, L.I. (23-27).
"The Philadelphia Story"—Bolton

Landing, N.Y. (23-27 ),

"The Royal Family"—Crest, Long
Beach, L.I. (23-29).

"The Vinegar Tree"—Playhouse,
Sayville, L.I. (23-28).
"Tonight Or Never"—Playhouse,

New Hope, Pa. (22-27).

"Wallflower"—Playhouse, Worces-
ter, Mass. (22-28),

"Welcome Home"—Playhouse, Mil-
ford, Pa. (23-25).

"What A Life 1'—Casino, Holyoke,
Mass. (22-27).

member of the French Resistant,
tries itself out at the only theaire
in London which honored Bernard
Shaw's 90th birthday ("Don j^m Hell" extract from "Man andSuperman" runs concurrently here \
"Vicious Circle," set in a supposed

hotel in Hell attempts to describe
the Jste. of three people launched
into eternity after a murderous and
sadistic career on earth.
One is a man who tortured his

wife menially and was subsequently
shot for cowardice as an alleged
pacifist. Another is a woman who'
has corrupted a wife away from her
husband. Third is a woman who
killed her unwanted baby. What
will happen to. them in Hell, repre-
sented as a circular. room with no
windows and no way out, is Ihe
query.
The author declares that (hey will

all be involved with each other in a
hopeless, triple love affair and ex-
hibits them on the stage in continu-
ous states of mental anguish, with
a good deal of amorous sidelight.
Woman and man roll on the floor

in a public exhibition of sex emo-
tion, and the Other Woman gleefully
looks on with the understanding,
that she will always be there as an
observer. And that is Hell.
The play, in a single act ot 75

minutes, is cleverly staged by 21-
year-old Peter Brook, and brilliantly
acted. Alec TSuinness (from the Old
Vie), Beatrix Lehmann and Betty
Ann Davies go through the mental
and physical contortions with gal-
lantry. But in the end all the au-
thor seems to say is that sinners will
be punished and there is no escape.
The writing is oh a high intellect-

ual plane. But it's unlikely to .draw
an audience beyond the intellectual
confines of the Arts Theatre. Club.
Hell, frankly, is not good enough. •

Eoet.

Big Ben
London, July 19:

f'liiii-IeH R. C'orhrfin lircHCmiilion of n,-\v

.

llgli'l ii|>i'v:i in lw» nrlM ..JO prtMics) l,y A.
I\ I If. '..-I I : iniiali' !>> Yivlnii Kllis. IHwli-il
liy WVmlv .Tiiye. At Adrlnhl Ihrnlrc, I .«>•—

ilnn. July 17, '411.

Ci'.'ir,* Crt'f'll. . f":irtil<* Lynn*
.lu ni pOi- .lity ' 'Xtlil'vu'lle I'niiiii

MiMii-y 1 1 ,| io Trcftir .hint-*

NVil I'llilkH Cmii'ki' llltilllll'Ml

Miillil MjiiTiiwfiil Vvimiiio ltiiltln.«.>ii

Him. Cl-nij»e Hinm1 ..' Kl'ly PjiIiiht

Col. Mt* "(imu'lilt' l.om-o l.iMi'i*

I. I,:i\viiiIit Kl'iC I'm'l

Mlns SylVfuIPl-.- l.i'/.lidh AVolili

I tonJ:i mlu' CrM'it ,...l>:ivlil Duvii's

AMci-iniin iUiny limn Ymijiii;

Ituriiuilil: i'. . . Klsie Ky:in

l\y : !•»>• A<I:iiiim

Mi. Juries. M l" llorhrri ]l:iiimv»rlli

C. B. Cochran's 125th production
was a front page sensation such as

London has not seen since "Caval-
cade" or the greatest days of Ihe

London Pavilion. There was a big-

ger show in the stalls than on the

stage. Princess Elizabeth. Duchess
of Kent;, the Prime Minister and
Field Marshal Lord Montgomery
were there backed up by half the
British- Cabinet.
Headlines were added when, at

curtain fall, author Sir Alan Her-
bert. M.P. announced that Charles
B. Cochran was not in the house. A

(Continued on page 62)

last Waltz' 42G, St. Loo;

'East Wind' Current
St. Louis," July 23.

Sigmund Romberg's "East Wnid"
teed off at Forest Park last night
122), starring Wilma Spence, Edward
Roecker and Earl Cbbert. Cooling
breezes after a week of tepid weather
lured out an opening night mob of
10.000 for estimated gross of $4,200.

Despite the weather, "The Last
Waltz," presented twice before since ,

1932, wound up its seven-night en-
gagement Sunday (21), with gross of

$42,000. Crix blow hot and ':old on
the piece. •

La Bankhead Terrif 18G
Repeat in Toronto 'Lives'

Toronto, July 23.

Topping her opening here three

weeks ago in "Private Lives." Tal-

lulah Bankhead, with Donald Cook, .

:

smashed through in repeat engage-
ment to a terrific gross of $18,000,

with Royal Alexandra (1.525) scaled

at $3 top. Despite unusual beat-
wave, every performance was a vir-

tual sell-out.
.Current is Jose Ferrer, with

Nance O'Neil, In "Richard III," with
a $6,000 advance in the till at $2.40

top.

ANGELS
The backers of Broadway ihowt.

Names, addresses, amounts they in-

vested In previous plays. The first

complete research in this field. Indis-

pensable to producers.

DR. S. A. DANITS
oproMFTRisr

Dopondable Ey« Examinations

ALSO
CONTACT LENSES

7 Wmt Mmllmn Ht.. (hlcnsn
Kninklln 2(Hlt

.
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Kendall's Memoirs

The first book,.now on the presses,

to be published (Sept. 16) by Farrar

Straus will be "Never Let Weather

Interfere," by Messmore Kendall,

owner of the Capitol theatre. The
Biilhoi j

since, the cowpunching days

of his youth, has enjoyed a kaleido-

scopic career, as theatrical producer

(Katharine Cornell in "The Letter,"

1927);. lawyer for the DuPont inter-

ests, financier behind the Robert Mil-

ton productions. (1924),. reorgahizer

of Goldwyn . Film Corp. and founder

of the George H. Doran Pub. Co.

His book of personal reminiscences

brushes off the dust covering people

and. events which have stirred the

civic consciousness" since the 1900s

and before. Chapters detailing many
hitherto undisclosed revelations

range from an intimate o.c. of "520%"

Miller and his gct-rich-quick asso-

ciate, Col Robert F. -Amnions, to

one on the Vanderbilt Cup races.

Muck's Geneology
'

At least one Variety mugg has a

distinguished geneology. Harold M.
Bone, New Haven correspondent,

' has three cousins of. prominence in

England. Sir Muirhead Bone is the

official artist of the British Royal
Navy, Sir. David Bone is comrrfodore

of the Anchor Line, and James Bone
is London editor of the Manchester
Guardian.

Bono's 93-year , old mother is pr.c

of the founders of the Daughters of

Scotia, an organization of Scottish

women with chapters . throughout
U. S. and Canada, and his late

brother, George, Jr., was a noted
baseball player and sportsman.

Best German. Dallies Today.

. Josef Israels, Jr., war corre-
spondent, due to . return to the Bal-
kans the end of this week, reports
that Germany today has the best
German-language dailies ever in

history. Reason for this is that un-
der American' Military Govt, direc-

tion the German ' press plays .its

news like the U. S. dailies instead

of the formerly stilted technique of

political and economic essays on
the front page.

Morehouse's 14>gO-Mile Trek

Ward Morehouse, N. Y. Sun's
drama editor and critic when he is

not junketing all over the country-

surveying the American scene, re-

turns Aug. 1 from 14,000 miles, of

U. S. coverage. Of this, 4.500 miles
were done by plane, ail in Alaska,
the remaining 9.500 miles, within

the borders of the U. S. A., by
motor, via which means Morehouse
has produced a daily scries Of

closeups on America today.
The vet theatrical scrivener re-

sumes his column some lime in Au-
gust and his play reviewing "when-
ever the parade begins," as he
puts it.

'

climate, Buffalonians are mostly un-
intellectual, unappreciative, artless,

eultureless, illiterate, provincial,

parochial, proletarian and pusillani-

mbusly petty, and that there was a

ban by Buffalo newspapers against

the mention of. her and her books
and of other famous sons and daugh-
ters of the city which she blamed on
general local lack of appreciation for

art and culture.

Confronted on her arrival home by
a: News reported, she was described
to hive tossed her hair and screamed
that the World-Telly interview was
"a pack of lies" and that it was
New York which was- "provincial"

and which made her "distraught."

The News then took the trouble to

question Miss Gledhill Cameron.
World-Telly reporter who wrote the
original interview, who stated posi-

tively that "the quotes are absolutely

correct" and that her*story was even
"diluted" compared with some of

Miss Caldwell's
.
choice

.
boh 'mots

about her home town.

For a final fiillip, the News pointed

out that the authoress had selected

Buffalo as a locale for some of her
best sellers, and that she might be
wise not to complain about Buffalo's

renders' illiteracy when a check of

local' book stores disclosed her lat-

est bestseller "This Side of Inno-
cence" to be a top item.

World's $1 Library

Backed by a $25,000 advertising

appropriation, World Publishing Co.-

of Cleveland, will launch a new
$1 library series this Fall.

Known as the "Living Library,'
Carl Van Doren is general editor

of the series with 20 titles prepared
to date among works of standard
authors.

Zevln's Book

B. D. Zevin, prez p£ the World
Publishing Co., has authored a new
book. "Nothing to Fear," which
Houghton. Mifflin is publishing
Aug. 29. .'

.

. Tome, contains selected speeches
of the late F. D. R , some 22.000

words by Zevin and an introduction

by the late Harry Hopkins.

Runyon, Orson Welles, Jimmy Can-
non and Ed Wiener.

.''Ruth' Morris White, sister, of Wil-
liam Morris, Jr., head of the William
Morris agency and wife of William
C, White, author of the recently
published "The Pale Blonde of Sands
Street" has signed to do a juve. pic-

lure book "Ollie the Ostrich" to be
published in the fall by Thomas
Nelson it Sons,

John Mason Brown, who's been
pandering London for the Saturday
Review of Literature, will get in just

i)i time to attend SRL's celebration
of George Bernard Shaw's 90th anni
slated for tomorrow (Thursday). Al-
though scheduled to arrive at La
Guardia Airport, N. Y;, Saturday
(20). he was grounded/ in Eire iiiK

til Tuesday. \

Press ..agent Dave Stanley and
U.P. Broadway columnist Jack-
Gaver, who. collaborated on a book
of best radio scripts, are currently,
engaged in . writing a book -as . yet
untitled, about Brooklyn, to be pub-
lished by Random House. Gaver's
wife, Jessyca Russell, New York
editor of Magazine Digest. (Canada)

l is working oh her first novel, which
is about the .magazine business:

Bcnratt Cerf stcrts today (Wed.)
on a - - ith^s vacation in Maine. En-
route lie'llstop o" at Williarnstown,
Mass., to confer with Sinclair Lewi-:
whose next novel, as yet untitled,
will, be published by "errs Random
House,, which of course, brought out
his bestselling. "Cass Tlmberlahc."

Random House is getting the next
Martha Allebrandt novel. Her last,

work. 'No Surrender" was! pub-
lished by Little, Prown.

. Rene McEvoy, having trouble with
his comic strip. "Johnnie Hollyr
wood," went to the . Johnston office

to get : finger off continuity. Office
•denied any was on. Fidlef cracked
it. L. A. Times dropped it.' Holly-
wood Cit-News held firm. Later
McEvby's sister, Dorothy Russell,
went to Hays office for data for a
Sunday feature for S. F. Chronicle.
Johnston's bunch figured that collu-
sion was here if not in their office.

All proved to be series of coinci-
dences.' Gal wrote

.
her : piece and

Haysites promised to track down
rumor that they were fingering the
strip. .

'

| SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
J

>«>« fly Frank Scully *****

25c Books to Tilt to 35c?
The 25c book reprint field is due

to undergo some radical changes, not
the least of which is a possible tilt

to 35c. Currently, nearly all firms
in the miniature field are taking
losses because of higher manufac-
turing costs and reduced sales. Even
in good times, the small book field

operated on a small margin of profit.

. Publishers feel that eventually
they'll have to hike prices to 35
cents, but are continuing under the
current rate as long as possible.

In line with crisis in the line,

Pocket Books, owned jointly by
Simon & Schuster and Marshall
Field, is . slated to. go into a reor-

ganization, mainly because of Field's

impatience, with present setup.

Change in. some of . the top person-
nel is expected.

:

The Jimmy Gleasons' Memoirs
Random House will publish the

Jimmy ithd. Lucille Gloason memoirs,
which will contain an introduction
by Russcl Crouse, RH also bringing
put an anthology of Wolcott Gibbs'
Kesv Yorker pieces, under title of
"A Season in the' Sun," but it will
also include his recent Ethel Mer-
man profile in Life; Louis Sobol's
"Those Happy Days," also autobio-
graphical, is set for spring publica-
tion by RH,

Winds Over Buffalo
Buffalo's best seller author, Taylor

Caldwell, in a current ideological
L-.:'Hc with the influential Buffalo;
- oning News, is learning something
> t in the books about the bitter uses
•'-' publicity. On a recent trip to New
York Miss Caldwell was quoted in an
interview in the World-Telegram as
saying that, while Buffalo had a fine

. N. Y. News Seoop
Scoop photos and expose series on

the Congressman Andrew Jackson
May-Murray W. Garrson war prof-

iteering story were cinched by two
N. Y. Daily Newsmen digging up
the pictures, of the Hotel Pierre
<N. Y.)' wedding party of Garrson's
daughter. Raymond K. Martin took
the pictures. The News' newshawks,
David Charnay and Ncal Patterson,

meantime had. the story since July 4

when they started working on the

expose and by fortuitous circum-
stance the photos rolled as they
started the first of the series. They
had heard through grapevine that

here were some telltale pictures of

the fashionable wedding in exist-

ence.

Scripps-Howard's Acme photo
service since made a deal to service

its own clients with the News'
photos, latter however retaining first

crack for itself and the Chi Trib-

N. Y. News syndicate's clients.

British Loan
Continued from page 1

expected to take full advantage, of

VAF quotas.

Previous to Congressional action

on the loan; the British treasury
department paved the way to make
English attractions more attractive

to American performers. In a letter

to the Entertainments Protection

Assn., organization of British talent

managers, a spokesman for the Ex-
chequer declared that a performer
can send out of the country an
amount "equal to his total salary

here less the normal and unavoidable
expenses which he will have in-

curred here."

!
Consequently American acts will

i
be able to send money out of the
country if he keeps sufficient money

! to pay normal living expenses and
'the necessary tax cut.

CIIATTFR
Mrs. Travis Banton appointed edi-

tor of fashions on Photoplay mag.
Edith Jackson, daughter of Billy

Jackson, old-line vaude booker, now
on the Daily Press, Newport
News, Va.

"

Harry Revel, the songw.riter, has
completed a book on musical appre-
ciation, "Meet the Musikids," to be
published by Duell; Sloane & Pcarce
iii the fall.

While Jack Lalt Is doing Win-
chcll's stint until Sept. 1 oh a six

cols, per week basis, Leonard. Lyons
<N. Y. Post) is having guest col-

umnists while he's on European va-

cation with his wife.

Forthcoming release of Warners*
Bogart-Bacall starrer, "The Big
Sleep," has pepped up interest in

Raymond Chandler's mystery of the

same name. World Publishing of

Cleveland has already, ordered two
large printings. .

Louis J. Valentine, former Police

Commissioner of New York City,

who left that post to go on the

"Gangbusters" airshow, has joined

the editorial staff of Fawccit
Publications to select stories for

Fawcctt's' forthcoming True Police

Cases.

Walter, WincheU's nocturnal habit

of cops-and-robbers chasing of po-

lice signals now includes such other

journalistic and show biz boy scouts

in search of adventure as Damon

Local Effects Seen
London, July 23.

Further indications that the $3,750.-

000.000 loan from the United States

to Great Britain will decimate
amusement grosses is seen by last

week's announcement by Emmanuel
Shihwell, Minister of ' Fuel and
Power, declaring, that gasoline ra-

tions will be increased, starting Aug.
1. so that the average motorist' will

be able to travel 300 miles per month.
Since motoring is a luxury that the

average' Briton hasn't been able to

enjoy since the start Of the war in

Europe, theatres are expected to feci

the effects of the new edict.

Many ascribe the record amuse-
ment takes in Britain to the fact that,

.because of severe rationing, the av-
! erage wage-earner in this country,

not being able to buy necessary
goods, was therefore able to spend
a greater amount in theatres and
other forms of amusements. The
loan will enable Britain to purchase,

needed items and many luxury lines

from abroad, and consequently it's

seen that British spending will go in

new directions. : .

Britain, however, Is still under se-
' vere rationing wraps. For the first-

lime in its history, the. government
has started rationing bread. How-
ever, many feel that this won't last

long, because of popular resentment,

and the fact that the loan will enable

the import of wheat.
. Once sufficient goods are on the

shelves of British shops, it's likely

that theatres will go back to pre-war
normalcy.

Witch Creek, July 20.
• Having stopped reading McNulty's "Third Avenue, New York" to take
up the July 3 issue of -Variety, I finally came to a dead stop on this:

"MATTEWAN SET. BY EL" .

This, I thought, is crazier than 'McNult'y/ Noises .in the head cured by
noises overhead; Why should Mattewan be moved to the only elevated
line New York has left? DO the dopes now think they can cure dopes
by

. counter-irritation? .-':

Then I read, the squib. The "El" stood for Eagle-Lion, which had as-
signed Albert J. Cohen .to

.
produce a picture of Mattewan, New York's

upstate hospital for the insane. "Screenplay." 'the squib added, "will be
handled by Polk Lenoir, psychologist, formerly with the State of California
department of institutions."

"

Polk Lenoir'?' Psychologist? Department of Institutions? Why, I had
been secretary ot that department for one tumultoas year! About 4,500
hjred hands,' 27,000 patients and a state administration fought it out to

determine whether they, the psychiatrists, or I were the craziest.

Crackpots Curing Crackups
Actually, the governor was crazier .-than .any -of us. He had assumed

• that because I had[ graduated from 30 hospitals in seven countries I wOuld
be the ideal man to head up such a department. But state hospitals: were-
not what he or I thought they were. They were all strictly for huts. They
were not run like hospitals at all but like prisons. People were sentenced
to. them by judges and released on parole.

,. And all because they were
mentally ill. It. was the only kind of illness that was treated by the
criminal code.

Despite the fact that this had been going, on for centuries old Don
Quixote Scully calmly announced that this administration was going to

institute a "new dear for dopes." Brother, that did it. Nobody minded
the mentally ill .

being treated , like throe-time losers but calling them
"dopes" was . too much; It brought the'Svhole entrenched/ bureaucratic
setup dbwn On my aching head.

.
We also had charge of reform schools for juvenile delinquents and homes

for. the blind. The hired hands moved in and out of these divisions all

too freely. As a result psychiatrists were lousing up the wayward kids by
treating them as nuts, and specialists in penology were handling the blind
as if they were in a reform school. Quelle mess.

I
52 Lost Weekends Yet

|
Then we had habitual drunks. These were sentenced and housed with

the mentally ill. They were supposed to be cured or cleared in from a'

few-- months to a year. But most drunks are very amiable fellows when
oh the wagon and many of them arc highly competent craftsmen as Well.
As a result doctors would find reasons for holding on to them, making
them build fine furniture for moochers On the state payrolls and .otherwise
reducing the drunks to the status of highly skilled slave labor.

But even at their worst, the drunks' .were not treated as badly as the
mentally ill, few of whom were, really insane. I had hardly started to

humanize this setup when two bankers came to see me to prevent the
release of an . outstanding dentist. They were perfectly willing to bribe
hie. but I told them I was 20% off in my hearing and couldn't hear bribes.

On checking back I found they had been using this routine with every
change of administration- for nearly 20 years.- —It seems they had once
.clipped the dentist of 100,000 bucks in a real estate-deal and, temporarily

-

crazed by the loss, he had shot one of them in a superficial sort of way.
Fearing that some day he would complete the job they had him convicted
as criminally insane and had been successfully holding him in a state

hospital ever since. Each change' of administration nearly drove them
crazy. .-'.'...

All the doctors had agreed that the dentist had got over his loss years
ago and was . as sane as Hoover, a man the bankers greatly admired.
The bankers insisted to me, however, that if the dentist returned1 to his

old environment his old urge to liquidate them would return.

Leu Agent's Coramtsh
I asked them how a change of scenery might affect him? They wanted

to know how far. I suggested Miami instead of Pasadena. They thought
that would be okay. "Fine," I said, "you dig. up 10% of the dough and
I'll give it to him on condition that he moves to Florida." -

They didn't like that at all, so we released him on the routine parole to

be discharged as cured in a year. To dale I haven't observed .that he
bumped the bankers off.

Soon after this incident a beautifully dressed woman came to sec me
(0 thank me for what I had done for the dentist. She, too, was from
Pasadena and knew the whole story. Except foe some very bad scars on
her face,' she was a beautiful woman as well as. being beautifully, dressed.

She explained that she was an ex-patient and that the scars .were from
beatings she had taken in institutions. She urged, that I spend my ener- .

gies cleaning up private institutions, which were much worse, she in-

sisted, than the state hospitals. She had been shanghaied, into one of

these swank hellholes by a dame-chasing drunk, who happened to be her.

husband, "for a rest." Once in, she .couldn't get out unless he signed her
out. Instead' when any friend got on her trail he moved her from one
crazy clippery to another. There were at least 80 of them in the state

and -the "best" were hard to find.

After three years she finally established contact with her family, io the

south. They got her transferred by court order to a state hospital, the

best they could do, because by then, she was doped and obviously nuts.

As horrible as these state hospitals were, they were palaces of comfort,
and repose, she told me, as compared to the private institutions. In a few
months o£ being let alone, her synthetically-induced insanity disappeared
and she was released "on parole." In a year she was discharged from
parole as cured. Thus she came to mo as one of a select circle of Cali-

foinians who had legal proof that they were not crazy.

She had worked up a book about her experiences and knowing I was of

the literati, asked me if I would be good enough to read it. It was by-
lined "Polk Lenoir." This is where you kids came in, remember?

It was a terrific story but so full of dynamite I doubted if any publisher
would touch it. Studios at the time had . not. got up to drOnks and dopes
as likely Academy award winners, so .there was no point at the time of

suggesting. Hollywood as an outlet.

I also expressed' doubt as to some Of the material, suggesting that she
wasn't quite herself when she put the notes down. She offered in re-

buttal, to gO on inspections with me to point out ways, possibly hidden
from me, whereby these institutions kept good people like herself in

peonage.
Wc toured all around the state.

The Mugg Is Aired
I incorporated much of these bits of bedlam into my first annual report.

It turned out to be my last. The report got me the Ickes Award of 1040."

In brief. I was fired.

So I went back to putting words together which were getting awful
lonely off there by themselves ancfr Polk Lenoir went back to landscape
gardening.

In time she got a job reading scripts for Metro and there fell in with
many screwballs of letters. Natch. In a year- or, two she mastered the

craft' sufficiently to collaborate as a freelance writer with people like

Fritz Lang, Harry Langdon; Monte Brice, Bill Cunningham; arid .the like:

So now after' eight years she finds herself elevated to a filler at the

bottom of a Variety column. She will cash in on the popularity of "The
Snake Pit" by. writing an original around Mattewan, a place she has never

seen.
Well, judging from that' Life layout a while back, the eastern strait-

jackets can scarcely be more humane than the western models. If her

producers don't level Off her script too much it should be a great picture.

It might even reform reformatories arid humanize hospitals ell over the

country, for I'm the zany who believes that pictures can do anything; they

bet their minds to. do. V" '
"' *
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OBITUARIES
M. LEWS GOODKIND

M. Lewis Goodkind, 41, veepoe

and treasurer of Goodkind, .Joice &
Morgan, Chicago ad agency, died at

his home in Northfleld, 111., July 21,

following a heart attack.

A partner of Ray Morgan, head of

the Ray Morgan Agency, Holly- :

wood, who created "Breakfast in

Hollywood" and "Queen for a Day"
for radio, and' of Clyde M. Joice,

Chicago, Goodkind was one of Chi's

outstanding . radio - figures, having
organized the radio dept. of the Lord
& Thomas Agency (now Fbote,

Cone Si Belding), where he was as-

sistant radio director from 1928 to

193.5, handling time buying and net-

work, contracts. '.',''

In 1935 he was named publicity

director for L&T, and then' became"
manager of the agency's radio
service, leaving the outfit in 1937 to

join Burnet-Kuhn for a year. He
opened the M. Lewis Goodkind
Agency in 1938, Later it was oper-
ated as Goodkind & Morgan,
and when Joice joined forces

with them in 1940 took its

present name.
. R a d i o accounts

handled by the agency are Planters
Nut and Chocolate, Goldenrod Ice

Cream, Glover Manufacturing, Jewel
Foods, Hooker Glass & Paint, and
others.

Goodkind was one of the charter
members. of Chi Radio. Management
Club, member of the board of gov-
ernors, of the Chi Federated Ad-
vertising Club, and treasurer of the
central council of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

Survived by widow, son, daughter
and sister.

WILLIAM B. McCALLVM .

William B. McCallum, 79, former
actor and theatrical executive, died
July 21 in the Southside

:
hospital,

Bay Shore, Long Island. He had
been a guest at the Percy Williams
Home at East Islip since 1935.

He was born in Glasgow, Scot-
land,, and came to America in 1885,

He appeared in midwestern stock
companies and became associated
with Bobby Gaylor and the late

Charles E. Blaney before' assuming
the management of the Cook Opera
house,- Rochester, N. Y.. and the
Broadway theatre, Camden, N. J.

WILLIAM H. STEIN
William H. Stein,. 58, former mem-

ber of the dance team of Hill and
Stein, died last week at Episcopal
"hospital; Philadelphia, after a long
illness.

.

The team appeared oh the old
Keith circuit and was one of the
featured acts at the Dumont Min-
strels, Philly. Up to a few years
ago they appeared at local niteries.

WILLIAM HABTGENBVSH -

William Hartgenbush, 64, air

conditioning engineer of NBC' cen-
tral division, Chicago, died in Chi
July 17, a day after celebrating his
16th anniversary with the midwest
office.

Survived by wife, two daughters.

WILFBED BUCKLAND, SR.
Wilfred Buckland, Sr., 80, first art

director in Hollywood and originator

of much of the modern technique! of

lighting in film making, died by a
self-inflicted bullet wound, July 18,

at his home in Hollywood after kill-

ing his son, 35, a former patient of
the Camarillo State Hospital for the
Insane."

Realizing that his own end was ap-
proaching, Buckland shot his son,

rather . than leave him alone in a
mentally helpless condition, and then
turned the gun on himself. - In a sui-

cide note be named William. deMille
as executor of his estate.

.

Buckland was the first to. intro-

duce Klieg lights on interior and ex-
terior motion picture sets. Before
he moved to Hollywood in the early
days of filming he was stage director
for David Belasco.

MRS. MARJOBIE M. DE MOTT
' Mrs.'Marjorie Malsbury De Mptt.-

51, head of the radio division of
Badger, Browning & Hersey ad
agency,- died at her home in Bronx
ville, N. Y.. July 20.

Survived by husband and two sons.

EVELYN EAGAN
Evelyn Eagan, 38, former film

actress and more recently an offI
cer of Screen Actors Guild, was
found dead July 17 at her home in
Hollywood.

HERBERT BANKIN
Herbert Rankin, 70, screen actor,

died July. 16 iii Hollywood after a
long Illness.

Wife, 31, of Irving Blumberg, asst.

publicity
.
director of the Stanley-

Warner theatre circuit, Philadel-
phia, died July 20. in that city.

of Socialism. His personal charm
and Dublin^ voice were great assets.

Hie informed me once with a twinkle
in his eye that after hearing him
speak over the radio, a woman had
written him: "Listening to your
voice is like listening to tne. voice

of God."
(5) Shaw the Saint: This Is a

lesser-known facet of .GBS. His
vegetarianism is based on a senti-

mental unwillingness to hurt ani-

mals. In "Man and Superman," he
wrote: "The strongest passions are
the passions of the mind." Mrs. Pat
Campbell once remarked: "If Shaw
ever ate a beefsteak, God help all

women.",,, Shaw replied, "A. bull Is

the: most-.sexual of animals, and lives

entirely . on vegetables," Shaw is a

thoroughgoing vegetarian, although

Mrs; Shaw, once informed r.ie that,

while traveling, he did not inquire

too closely into the origin of the
soup: His kindness to those who
helped him in his early days is

proverbial. He pretends, however,
to be extremely unkind, a very dif-

ficult pose. Writing to me about an
article I recently wrote in which I

referred to his kindness, he made
the following statement: "I implore
you not to describe me as 'a lovable
human being.' It will bring a million
begging letters on me by the- next
post. Rather present me as detest-"

able, avaricious, ' merciless, con-
temptuous, • and everything else

odious enough to discourage people
from writing to me. Otherwise you
may hasten my already imminent
death." .

(6) Shaw the Businessman: No
playwright has ever made more
money than Shaw. The Theatre
Guild lost $250,000 producing his

plays, while he made' over $250,000
in royalties. I showed him the bal-
ance sheet. "You can prove any-
thing by figures," he replied. When
we lost $20,000 on "Back to Methu-
selah," he told us we had made a
profit of $10,000 because we ex-
pected to lose $30,000. Shaw roy-
alties are on a sliding scale; but as
a practical matter, they are 15%,
the highest in the profession. Last
Saturday, I received . a letter from
Shaw stating: "I am now a classic,
except, for the royalties."

Finally, the six Bernard Shaws
added together have given the mod-
ern theatre its greatest importance
and excitement. Without the six
Shews all workings together, our
theatre .would have been a very dull
place indeed. May he live 1,000
years—and continue to shout his
head off.

JAMES H. LITTLEFIELD. JB.
James H. Littlefield, Jr.,' 38, lyric-

ist, composer and brother of Cath-
erine ' Littlefield, internationally
known ^dancer, died Saturday (20) of

heat exhaustion at his farm, Catham
plantation, near Zacata, Pa.
Born in Philadelphia, he was the

son of Caroline Littlefield, prominent
Philadelphia dancing instructor, and
had written music and lyrics for such
Ice shows as "It Happens on Ice"
and "Stars on Ice" produced, a few
seasons ago at the Center theatre,

N. Y.
Surviving in addition to his sister,

mother and son, are a sister, Dorothy
and a borther Carl, dancers in "Song
of Norway" on Broadway.

LEW BUSH
Lew Bush, 60, former Keith agent

died in N. Y., July 21: Funeral ser-

vices will be held at 1.30 p.m. today
(Wed.) at the Park West Funeral
Chapel, N. Y.
Bush had been an agent for past

30 years, operating an agency in as-

sociation With his brother, Phil, in

N. Y. He had worked for Keith
Albee for many years and when
latter sold out to RKO he continued
business with his brother, agenting
for indie vaude houses and club
bookings.-

In addition to brother, he is sur-

vived by his widow and a sister.

EMMA PRICE
Emma Price, 66, former musi-

comedy star, died. last week in Phila-

delphia after a long illness.

. Born in South Philly, she played
vaudeville witli the Weber and
Fields units; understudied Lillian

Russell and Bessie Clayton, and
starred with Eddie. Foy, Sr., and
also appeared in "Over the River,"
and "Time, Place and the Girl." In

recent years she conducted a danc-
ing school in Philadelphia. Her first

husband, Samuel Victor Barr, noted
Jockey, was killed while racing in.

Mother, 63, of Lenny Kent, vaude
and. nitery comedian, died of a
cerebral hemorrhage July 17 at the
Beth David Hospital, N. Y.

Mother of Elmira Sessions, stage
and screen actress, died July 16 in
Hollywood,

Sam Manton, trombonist with the
Duke Ellington orch, died July 20
in Los Angeles.

Mother, 50, of film actress Ann
Blythe, died July 22 at St. John's
Hospital, Santa Monica.

Wife, 49, of talent agent Hyman
Schallmahn, died in Chicago July 21

Theatre Guild
; Continued from page~l ;

pose was publicity, and. he was, and
still is, the best press agent in the
world for himself.

(2) Shaw the Dramatist: GBS
has written some of the greatest
plays in the English language. "St
Joan," "Heartbreak House," "Caesar
and Cleopatra," "The Doctor's Di
lemma," "Pygmalion." "Arms and
the. Man," "The Devil's Disciple,

1

and "Man and Superman" are clas-

sics. Shaw would have been
greater dramatist had he been less

of a propagandist. Many of his plays
are now obsolete because the social

abuses at which he aimed his shafts
of satire have now been almost
completely abolished by his success
ful attacks on them.

(3) Shaw the. Social Philosopher:
No rhan has done more for his era
in showing up social hypocrisy, cant,

and humbug. His iconoclasm, how-
ever, has always been his strong
point. His "Intelligent Woman's
Guide to Socialism" is a bewildering
mixture of common sense and non-
sense.

"Voice of God"
(4) Shaw the Public Speaker: In

MARRIAGES
Jeanne Knipper to William Webb,

Hollywood, July 14. Groom is a
film editor at Metro.

Glorya Holzman to Harold Silver,
Chicago, July 11. Bride is secretary
to AI Raymer, head booker for the
Manta & Rose theatre circuit.

James Clemens to Kathleen Hult-
gren, Davenport, la., July 18.

Groom manages Spencer theatre,
Rock island,. 111.

Ruth "Dusty" Anderson to Jean
Negulesco, Hollywood, July 21.

Bride is a screen actress; groom a
film director.

Kay Hurrell to Ralph Dietrick,
July 19, Santa Barbara. Bride for-
merly was married to George Hur-
rell, photographer; groom is film
producer.

Evelyn Keyes to John Huston,
Las Vegas, July 23. Bride is the film
actress; he's film writer and son of
Walter Huston.

Big Ben
gasp of surprise went up, for the old
showman is 73 and it was known
that this was a comeback intended
to :

break the record and reestablish

the impresario on his former ped-
estal. Cochran had a collapse at the
dress rehearsal—his second break-
down in recent weeks— and was
forbidden by his doctors to leave
his apartment. Cast wasn't informed
of this decision, only a few Insiders
being warned. '

Though lacking in big names,
show is a honey for brilliance of
showmanship and a fine, swinging
score that's Veen compared with the
saucier moments of Gilbert and Sul-
livan: Herbert, tuning up from Westw
minster, has put Parliament and the.

House of Lords on the stage, has
punctured the follies of both and
given , a light, but telling upperctlt
to the national killjoys.

Behind the. political burlesque he
sets a big dept. store stacked with
typical Cochran ladles and lasses,

a Thamesslde tavern reeking with
beer and ribaldry, a superb parade
of the King's Waterman in scarlet
uniform and ceremonial splendor,
the Terrace, of the House of Com-
mons, and a final scene of Big Ben
itself which calls forth a burst of
patriotic applause.
•The theme is a bit of Old England
laughing at her traditions but re-
specting them, and a bit of Young
England throwng off the chains of
economic slavery and determined to
salvage some' of the old fun and
games. As such, It's exactly in the
mood.

Carole Lynne, pretty young red-
head, takes her first top role as the
.shopgirl M.P., putting commerce
into Parliament, and comes out of
it creditably although she 'lacks
force. She Is well served with num-
bers and has one song, "I Want to
See the People Happy/' which easily
registers as a national hit. Next to
this is an old piece of nostalgia.
"Let Us Go Down, to the River,"
showing the happiest partnership of
author and composer. Musically,
the show whips out tune after tune
bearing the hallmark of the best-
seller. Keynote of the political gag-
ging is Joan Young's slick and pretty
number, "Let's Stop Somebody Do-
ing Something," a shot right on the
target of current revolt.
Trefor Jones, who has most of

the chesty singing; Eric Fort, as the
poltical juvenile; . Lizbeth Webb,
young newcomer, and Gabrielle
Brune, representing glamor and
cheek, carry the show through at a
brisk pace. Though there are one
two slow patches, these will doubt-
less be tightened up in the cutting
stage,

Clothes and decor are on a scale
of pre-war extravagance and the
old Cochran artistry, with never a
false note, is conspicuous by its
presence. First night press was nev-
ertheless critical, claiming there
were too many things of several
kinds instead of an overall unity.
But bookings are strong and the
terrific sendoff for the premiere is
likely to keep SRO notices up " for
many months. Show is 100% Brit-
ish, mainly confined to local poli
tics, and with American chances rem°te- Euet.

Plays Abroad
ES Continued from page M

G.I. Brides at Sea
A. A.. Slicnburn presentation or nlnv in

line* aols by Lionel Birch, Hans Itvhliw, I.
Directed by "John Hnnnu. '

At'"''Cr'Hn!•Vl'^,

n
n 1

1

J•
utro, London.

.!
r,x '4 ->

•. Joan Whit.
Toni.. ...Mary iw?
Wqndy Brown Peggy Korbcs.RolwrtsnS
Mrs Mruwii... Sydnoy Thornier!
.mils Morgan.- Joiln Mu£

l.t. Harry - Iloopet-
f.tna
Negro Steward. . .

,

Mnrcla.
Angela. .. ... ..... .',

"lannuh
mil)..

Mllen.

This, is an amusing but' slightly,

constructed comedy whose title -is

self-explanatory. It's designed to de.
pict the different types, fear and
hopes of those bound for a new
world. It dabbles in mild.propaganda,
a dash of sentiment, love at first
sight and jangled nerves, but' all
told doesn't amount to much. With
some of the dramatic possibilities in-
tensified, it could be turned into
l!OOd screen material, but as a play
it has scant chance of achieving.
West End production or presentation
even further West;
John Allen wins sympathy with

his portrayal of a newspaper re-
porter who meets his ideal

,
girl in

one of the brides, Toni. A fake cable
engineered by Trixie, a spiteful
slut, leads to the girl's belief her
husband has started divorce pro-
ceedings, ana* sEe plans a new life

with the scribe. The shock of dis-
appointment— particularly to the
man—gives the play its most moving
movements.
Joan White adds, full measure of in-
solent pertness as Trixie, and Mary
Horn provides calm, classy contrast
as Toni. Production commendable,
and supporting cast good. Clem.

1902. She later married Charles the U. S. A., this phase of GBS Is

M. Swearer, unknown, but for decades Shaw
Survived by son. > stumped all over England on behalf

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. William Creamer,

son, July 12, Hollywood. Father is

ah assistant cameraman at Metro.

Mr. and Mrs, William Lively, son,
Hollywood. July 13. • Father Is

screen writer at Universal.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Corrigan,
daughter, Hollywood, July 17

Father is film actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Russom,
son, Hollywood, July 13. Mother
was a Warners' contract player;
father is a composer.

Mr. "and Mrs. Charles Dingle, Jr.,

son, Hollywood, July 16. Child is

grandson of Charles Dingle, screen
actor.

Mr. & Mrs. Angus Duncan, son,

New York, July 22. Father is a rep
on Equity's staff.

Mr.' and Mrs. Robert Miller, son,
Cincinnati, July 16. Father is asso
ciate farm program director of
WLW.
Mr. and Mrs. Ge—ge Temple, son,

July 18. Maywood, Calif. Father Is

brother of Shirley Temple; mother
is former Florence Bruce, ballet
dancer and daughter of Howard
Bruce/Detroit talent agent

Orion Le Tueur
("Orion the Killer")

' Paris, July 8.
Agnes Capri presentation uf musical skit

In six scenes by Jean Pierre Gren lor ond
Maurice Kombeure. Music by Pierre Phi-
llppe. Sets and costumes by Raymond Pcy-
nct. Acted by the Clrcnicr-Husscnot com-
pany. At Theatre Agnes Capri. July 7. '40.

""r:"'e Joan Pierre Grenlcr
* 00

• ..Olga Ken
;,
u">c

-, Madeleine Burbulee
Eugenie Mario Mersey
Oregolrc. . . . M rfhc , Bouleftu
Plerro de Rochcmnlle Yvc» Ilobcrt
Jean de Itochcmolle Reno Roymbnd
Jusslou. .Olivier Hussenot
o.

Cf"v Marcel Chevalier
Stagehand Jacques Hilling
Chorus. ...Tlirco Jacnuea Bros

This evidences conditions currently
prevailing

, in Paris, where many
young actors are getting together in
small companies in an effort to get
their name on a bill even if there is
practically nothing else in it for
them. Agnes Capri is housing in her
theatre what can hardly be called
a production, with sets left more to
the imagination of the audience than
actually built, except for a few bits
of material and. some drops.
For their company, Jean Pierre

Grenier and Olivier Hussenot have
tailored to order a kind of farce
which is a skit on a meller. The
theme shows Yves Robert, as the
killer, kidnapping a girl, done by
Olga Ken, who after a hot pursuit is
finally rescued and can marry Michel
Bouleau. The whole thing is bur
lesqued with most of the fun pro
vided by Hussenot in the role of the
detective. It's meant to be accepted
as a joke by the good-natured audi
ence.
Before showing "6rlon" the same

actors do a curtain raiser titled "Pa
rade." This is a pantomime done on
a set by Jean Denis Malcle* to look
like a caravan, with the various
characters rehearsing the act they
would perform if they were an ltln
erant company.

.Norman Wlllinnu,
. .Roiiamond Burnt

Uriel Porter
...Viola Johnstons
.....Helen Volento
. ...Sylvia Caslmlr
. . ... Judith Fellows
. . . . . .Jean Hunter

Play Out of Town

Topsy, Eva and Tom
San Francisco, July 18.

Barry Hrcdon production ot muslcnl mchr
Iranm billed on Harriet Bcechcr Btowc's
"l : nclo Tom's Calilh," In two acts and nlnu
scenes, supplemented by Magnolia Blossom
Show olio In six acts. Play adaptation by
Van Nlbrni: and AkHoil. Lighting und pro-
duction by James McMillan. Musical ar-
rangements -written and directed by Dr.
Robert lleger-Uoctssl. Staged by Ross Van
•Nllnoc.

Undo Tom ' .Marsdcn Argnll
<'hl"e .Betty McDonald
Kl' 51" ;...Jcan Ixingslrcct
Simon l^givo. Joseph Alston
Widow Wilson.: Marlon McDonald
Alexander Fudcriteld. ...... .lOdgor lverscn
T.awyor Marks Hobs Van Nlbroo
Aunt. Ooh-ll.i. Virginia Hlalr
Nhiinmy Ixin Betty McDonald
Augiisllne St. Clair .Joseph Alston
I.lttlo Kva Jean T^ngsireel
Topsy... ....Judy Roe

This is "The Drunkard" half so-

bered up but now taking dope by
way of diversion. No good will come
from this doubtful contribution to

the dramatic art, in spite of the will-

ingness, of audiences to hiss at the
right moments, and of several earnest
performers to give of their talents in
an inappropriate setting. Such things
are funny just once. The corn of an-
other era is not so pat in this atomic
age and one doesn't have to hark
back to Simon Legree and his boll
weevil pals to run smack Into an ob-
ject lesson of the frailty of man's
humanity when there are Bilbos,
Rahkins and Talmadges in the wings.

Consisting of equal parts of high
school histrionics, little theatre mean-
derings a"nd professional awkward-
ness, "Topsy, Eva and Tom" is poor
fare. It can neither be cried with or
laughed at sufficiently to warrant the
Sunday to Friday setback, of $3.30 for
adults and $2.20 for children, with
$3.30 straight oh Saturdays and $2.20
and $1.20 Sunday matinees.

The play is a series of scenes de-
picting the woes of Uncle Tom, the
villainy of Simon Legree, the chisel-
ling of Lawyer Marx, the tomboy-
ishness of Topsy, the heroics of Liza,
the. sex-starvation of Ophelia, and
the general all around sappincss of

Little Eva, who -would have done the
audience a real favor by dropping
dead and ascending to the prosce-
nium in the very first scene instead
of the last.

The costuming is the best part of

the performance with the stage drops
interesting and colorful.. All except
the ice-laden river scene, which
leaves one cold.

The olio Is not altogether a waste

"

of time chiefly because it has the
fine voice' of Virginia Blair, who has
done time with the San Carlo Opera
Co. and the Savoy Opera Co. Eclg;ir

Iverson also turns in an appreciated
singing job. Both the Two Black
Crows and Sam Moore, who plays

fiddle on a saw, have nostalgic values
though they also, bring back mc

-

ories of the ghastly days when nv -

one who did things that most pec-.

didn't do was vaudeville timber. 1- '

dance by Leo Leonard is Unlnspinn

:

and the sister act by the-McDonfl'i
Sisters is badly dated without being

funny. Tei.
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Kay Kenney in Hollywood writing

lor Hal Koach studio.

Margaret Perry Fanning at Doc-

tars hospital for rest.

Harriet Kaplan now on William

Calm's staff as play editor.

Lilian C. Dalzell going out thu

week in advance of "Life With

fcama Pierpoht to. Coast for "State

of the Union ' road company, in re-

he
RKO flackery chief Rutgers Niel-

son back on the job after a week's

vacation. .

Dennis Day moved parents from
their home in the Bronx to the Coast

Tuesday (23). .
'. Two - way telephone equipment
available for, motor cars late this

summer or early fall.

Ruth O'Neill, treasurer Of Colum-
bia Concerts, flying this weekend to

Ireland on pleasure trip. :

Sam H. Harris memorial services

in chapel of Jewish Theatrical Guild

next Tuesday (30) at 5:30 p.m.
Sheila Barrett recovering from

third attack of virus pneumonia, due
out of Gotham hospital this week.
Haidee Blumenstock. daughter of

Mort Blumenstock, WB pub-ad di-

rector, engaged to. Fred Fox Auer-
bach.

, ,
.

George Upton, of "Annie Get
Your Gun" cast, to produce waxed
kid programs for

.

International Rec-
ord Co.
Warner Bros, exploitation dept.

has affected a literal tleup.. Sulka's

are now featuring "Night and Day"
cravats. ,. ,

Penny Bancroft, who auditioned

into a Versailles club date, was with
the first all-girl USO unit in China
and India.
Maurice Conn off for Coast yester-

'

day (Tuesday ) after huddling with
Aslor Pix's Bob Savini on new pro-
duction deal.
American Negro Theatre Is play-

ing "Angel Street" this week. To be
followed by "You Can't Take It With
You." in Harlem.
Concert manager Charles L. Wag-

ner broke his right wrist in a fall

last week, and will carry his arm In

sling for several weeks.
Steve Harihegan to. Sun Valley

preparatory to reopening the resort
which has been closed, since 1941 be-

cause of wartime pleasure travel re-

strictions.

. Manning Gurin, back 'after four
years in Pacific, named company
manager of "On Whitman Avenue."
replacing Lester' Al Smith who is

going into own legit production this
fall. -

Eddie. Cantor, who completed a
12-day date at the Vancouver, B. C,
Diamond Jubilee, vacationing with
Ida in Banff and Lake Louise until
he starts at Milwaukee's Centurama
celebration next week.
Billy B. Van, Broadway comedian,

who retired from show business 20
years ago, spoke al the Sales Execu-
tive Club, N. Y., on Tuesday, and
leaves for Chicago, where he speaks
to the Small Business Men of Ameri-
ca. His talks are "Application of
Showmanship to Industry." Mean-
while-boosting his Pine Tree Soap
and his state , of New Hampshire.

ft
r the . National Assn.
erchants pcAvwow.

of Music

Mark Hellinger and Sonny Tufts
"1 to bring in

for. preview ii

Room, Pearson hotel.

run
skedded to bring in print Of 'Th'
Killer" for. preview in New English

Music Merchants confatbers en-
tertained by local Republic exchange
with cocktails and preview of "I've.

Always Loved You'.
'

James Coston, Warner Bros, cir-

cuit zone manager, and Tom Flan-
nery, White Way Signs chieftain,

back from Eagle River, Wis., fishing,

jaunt.
Shubert supervisor Sam Gerson

taking it easy in. Atlantic. City, and
midwest Decca recording chief Mike
Conner doing likewise in Jenkins,
Minn.
Walter Wagner and Lucien' Self

stopped to see "State of the Union"
enroute to L. A. to take over as gen.
stage mgr. and 'backstage mgr., re-
spectively, of the third company.

Darnell Howard, Lee Collins,
Preston Jackson, John Lindsay, Cliff

"Snags" Jones, Chink' Hester and
Bertha Hill put on their "New Or-
leans Stampers" , stint for the Hot
Club of Chi.;

Times' Doris Arden and Sun's
Harry Murdock and Dale Harrison
are among the town's fourth-estaters
enjoying Metro's munificence at the
Grand hotel, Mackinac Island, 'dur-
ing filming of "This Time for Keeps."

Dublin

Chicago
Ella Fitzgerald at the Regal.

Al Borde to 'N. Y. on business..

Harry Cohn in town enroute to

N.Y.
'

. Kay Armen in town visiting her
brother.

Singapore closing for repairs Aug.
19-Sepf. 3.

Ashton Stevens vacationing at
Winona, Minn.

Joan and Frank Bering celebrated
14th wedding anni.

. Carlos Chavez conducted-a couple
of Ravinia concerts.
Mike Todd in, giving his "Up in

Central Park" the o.o.

Claude Morris flew in, beating the
drums for "Duel in the Sun."

Julie Chez, Latin Quarter chorine,
slightly injured in auto accident.
Joan Bering to N. Y. to see the

Freddie Friedlobs off for England.
Jack Leonard off to Atlantic City

in support of Jane Russell at Steel
Pier.
Pump Room magician Bert Aller-

ton seriously ill and confined to his
home.
Lou Abrahamsoh, Allied office

secretary, catching fish again ..- in
Michigan.
Desi Arnaz follows the Ritz Bros,

into the Chicago theatre Aug. 16 for
two weeks
Mischa Auer inked to follow Slap-

.
sie Maxic Rosenbloom and Max
Baor into Colosimo's.

.

; Howard Marx,
. formerly with Na-

tional Theatre
.
Supply, now asst.

sales manager for Ampro Corp.
Jesus Maria Sanroma, Israel

Baker, Dorothy Kay and Vivian
Delia Chiesa soloed at Grant Park.

Vivian Blnine~ solved autograph
problem by entertaining 200 bobby-
soxers backstage at the Chicago
Theatre.
Bob Hope gave $1,705 to Variety

Club, part of proceeds from his
recent on-nighter, for LaRabida
Sanitarium.
willard Rutzen,- Morrison hotel

asst. mgr.. . reappointed
membership director of
GrecterspX America

By Maxwell Sweeney
Sir Alexander Korda reportedly

dickering for film rights of George
Shiels's Abbey comedy "Professor
Tim."
Thornton Wilder's "Our Town"

gets an Irish presentation at Dublin
Gate by Longford Productions next
month.
Abbey Theatre.: after- long series

of revivals, gets a new play in pro-
duction soon, Frank Carney^s "The
Righteous Are Bold."

: Welsh cellist Peers Coetmore;
wife of Irish composer E. J.-Moerui,
in Dublin for symphony , concert
with Radio Eireann today (24).
Jooss Ballet terper Michael

Charnley hospitalized for a tbnsll-

ectomy; actor Arthur O'Sullivan
down with recurrence of knee trou-
ble.

Thomas M. ' Sheeny, director of
Hollywood ,Studio of Dancing, back
in Ireland for a long vacation, his

first visit since he emigrated 44
years back.
Abbey players May Craig and

Fred Johnson, with Bernard Mc-
Ginn secretary of Irish Equity, were
judges of a beauty contest at FoUr
Provinces House tevpery. July 13.

.

New translation of "The Marriage
of Figaro" from the French of Beau-
marchais has been made . by the
Earl "of Longford. It's on the Gate
schedule for production next month.
Actor Michael Lawrence, who co-

stars with Anna Neagle in "Picca-
dilly Incident/' has signed five-year
contract with Herbert Willcox cov-
ering 15 films for a reported $960,-

000.
Scottish exhibs visiting Ireland to

enjoy un'rationed steaks include
Harry Kemp, West of Scotland
chain, and Bill Hunter and Jack
Taylor, guests of Gen. Film' Distrib-

utors' Dublin manager, R. C. Mc-
Kew.

CHATTER 63

London
Joe Breen off to Paris July 25 for

a week, after which he returns to
U. S.

R. H. Gillespie, chairman of Moss
Empires, celebrates his Golden ju-
bilee in Showbiz.

Clifford Whitley intends to take
over revue with entire English, cast
to Broadway this fall.

"Better Late," Garrick theatre re-
vue, is first West End show to be
televised by British Broadcasting
Corp.
Ronald Howard, son of late Leslie

Howard, gets his first film role in
Terence Rattigan's "While the Sun
Shines."
Edgar Howard Tripp. 43, blind

composer and brother of June/ the
actress, now. residing in Hollywood,
died last week.
Latest to back Stage Door Can-

teen is J. Arthur Rank who has put
up enough money for spot to oper-
ate till end of October.
Norman Glnsbury to Deyonshire

for two weeks after having finished
scripting "Bonnie Prince Charlie"
for Sir Alexander Korda.
Michael - Balcon's daughter. Jill,

making her pix debut in her. father's
film "Nicholas

,
Nickleby" which

Cavalanti is directing at Ealing stu-
dios.
Flanagan and Allen invested' $.1,200

in Henry Sherek's "The First Gen-
tlertian," the. Savoy theatre current
hit, and have been drawing $400 per
month in last 16 .months.
Yehudl Menuhin to make his first

appearance at the Royal Albert Hall
Promenade concerts, which starts
eight-week season July 27, with
London Symphony Orchestra and
British Broadcasting Corp. orches-
tra.

- "A Night In Casablanca," after
running concurrently in West End
at Gaumont and Marble Arch Pa-
vilion, goes into London Pavilion
for second run, making first time
this house has entertained such a
policy.
Harry Foster talked Cecilia. Col-

ledge, amateur: ice-skating ' champ,
into turning pro, and has her booked
with new Tom Arnold ice show be-
ing

. staged 'in the West End, prob-
ably at Stolls' theatre, Kingway, in
the fall.

George King has postponed his
film, "A Lady Was to Die," and will
instead produce "The Shop at Sly
Corner," based on hit play of same
name currently at St. Martin's, with
Oscar Homolka returning from Hol-
lywood to star. Shooting starts at
Worton Hall studios Aug. 6. and
will be made for British Lion Films
distrib.

Australia
By Erie Gorrick

Cas Marshall, formerly with Hoyts
joining United Artists in charge of

publicity.
Charles Munro increasing his film

loop in Queensland via deals , with
indie exhibs.

Sir Ben Fuller recovering from
ear infection caught • during recent
visit to Adelaide.
Dan Casey. Universal salesman

ager, left by Malson liner Monterey
for U. S. His first trip abroad in

many years.
George and Joy Nicholls have left

for a run in British revue at Prince
of Wales, London, to be followed
later by a continental trip.

Whitehall Productions is present-
ing "Youth at the Helm" at Minerva,
Sydney. Ron Randell, starred In
Columbia's ' film "Smithy." heads cast,

Hoyts bringing out house mag in

Melbourne under George Griffith,

southern gen. mgr. Lifting of news-
print restriction sees big boost in

homebrew publications.
Alexander Gray is visiting Sydney

with Aussie-born wife, former model
Joy Flower. Duo plan to slay here
several weeks then returning to
N. Y: for "Blossom Time."
Dave Martin's next vaude-rovue

unit into Sydney Tivoii includes
Elimar, Ma Sui Lin. Chung Doo. Lee
Pak Fa, Kwams, Bobby Le Brun.
Ronnie Shand. Les Ritchie. It's

titled "Forbidden City
Eric Williams. Ealing Studios

(London) sound engineer, here for

six weeks working on the Harry
Watt pic "Overl.mdcrs,'' has been
made a member of the British Em-
pire by the King for his contribution

to sound .advancement- ,n British pix.

Kelroy, acrobat with the Will
playing

working in "Berkeley Sq." next week
at Yardley theatre.
Mary Lea'therby, . Joshua Logan's

sister, supervised Helen Hayes' pic-
lure for Life at Playhouse.
Westport Variety mugg Humphrey

Doulens in Thurs. (18) for visit with
Dick Skinner, now proud possessor
of an apt.
Alexander Kirkland and spouse at

Logan Inn for week. - Kirkland fea-

tured this week with Kitty Carlisle
in "Tonight or Never."
Broadwayites in to gander Helen

Hayes and, daughter at New Hope
last week included Richard Rodgers,
Oscar Hammerstein > II, Bretaigne
Windust, Samson Raphaelson, Mary
Martin, George Kaufman, Moss Hart,
Haila Stoddard, Marc Connelly, Jean
Dalrymple, Eddie Duchin, Nancy
Carroll/ Paul Whiteman, Nedda Har-
rigan, Kitty Carlisle and Berriie

Hart.

Atlantic City
By Joe W. Walker

Gracie Barrie in at the Bath and
Turf (18).

Maurice Rocco booked into Club:
Narlem Aug. 16:

Alex Bartha again, playing for
dancers at Hamids.
Sophie Tucker booked in at Copa

Cabana Friday (26). Replaces Jackie
Miles.

Andy Arcari, accordionist, in the
Submarine grill from Joe Moss's
Copa Cabana.

Steel pier vaude. features Herzogs,
the Chords, Richard Adair dancers,
Bobby Whaling and Co. and Van
Kirk.

Pedro Marcano's Rumbers started
in EI Capitan, Walk hotspot. tonight
(23). Replaces Sherry's Marimba
band.

Jack Teagarden in at OrsalU's Ca-
sino in Somers Point until tomorrow
(Thurs. ). Carmen Cavallaro in Fri-
day (26) for the weekend.

Hialeah, refurbished Atlantic ave.
nitery, now boasting air-conditioning.
New spot offers Patricia Lane, Holly-
wood Trio and Al Small's band.
Donna Atwood, Francine Benolt

and Edythe Walley, from Ice-Ca-
pades, at the' local Kiwanis club
luncheon last Thursday (18) to
brighten up session.

John Conlon, who organized the
Newark Police Band before he re-
tired in 1938, in town singing and
distributing his composition. "The
•Policeman's Safety Song." Condon,
now 84, says he has sold 26.000 copies
since 1924, when he composed the
number.
Harry James and band made re-

cording on a piece of German equip-
ment captured during the war and
now a part of the display «t the U. S.

Army exhibit on the Boardwalk. The
equipment, developed in 1938 to re-
place the disk type of recording, is

known as a* magnetic-type recorder

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

National theatre dark, last week
for the first time this season.
Nancy Hartung, local gal,, here lo

drum up interest in "Caesar and
Cleopatra."

' Jerry arid Turk currently click-

ing at Delmonicos, which, is the old
Club Duet with a new tag.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke feted In (he
House restaurant by Rep. Harless
(D.r Ariz.) during visit here last

week. • -

Pat Powers, Ross Federal exec,
spoke before meeting of government
film workers on use of industrial
films by Jerry Fairbanks Studio.
Teen-age delegates, to National

Youth Conference here- voted to pe-
tition ATA to reverse its decision on
"Seeds of Destiny" arid release the
film.

Joseph Borkin. Dept. of Justice
trust-buster, who is

.
handling the

Technicolor case, sending pix post-
cards from Lake Placid, Where he is

vacationing.
Local 20th-Fox exchange . feted

drama desks at a "Siamese Dinner"
at the Mayflower last night (23). to
beat the drums, for "Anna and the
King of Siam."
Jay Royen, WRC news and spe-

cial events editor, has been upped
to station publicity .manager, suc-
ceeding Mary Cavanaugh, who re-
signed to get married. '

.

Virginia's Gov. Tuck up to Philly-
last week to dedicate monument on
grave of James A. Bland, (Negro
composer of "Carry Me Back) to Old
Virginriy," official state song.-.

Eric Johnston, MPA prexy, plans
vacation with his family in 'Spokane.
Wash., soon after IATSE meet. Will
return here from Chicago, then"make
quickie to N. Y., and leave around
July 29.

Local theatre owners cooperating
with Warner's. John Payette in 20th
anniversary of sound, with lobby
displays of congratulations, personal
messages, etc. Bell Telephone also
going all out in publicizing the cele-
bration.

Hollywood

Westport
By Hamphrey Doulem

Carry Wharton taking first flying
lessons.
Mary Martin has bought house

near Norwalk.
Lily Pons' sister Kiki here for

first U. S. visit.

Eddy Duchin a .regular Arstnighter
at Country Playhouse this season.
Matinee biz picked up this week

at
.
Country Playhouse with Jean-

Pierre Aumont credited. Nights al-

ways a sellout.

John Golden huddling with. Law-
rence Langner and will probably try'

out Hagar ' Wilde's "It's a Man's
World" Labor Day week.
Francesca Braggiotti played "De-

sign for Living" here all week de-
spite injuries received attempting to

halt a runaway pony at village fair.

Clifton Webb arrivfng from Coast
Aug. 1, a couple of weeks before
rehearsals of Noel Coward's "Pres-
ent Laughter," to be presented by
John C. Wilson.

Beverly Roberts, Mrs. David Selz-
nck,' Maynard Morris. Odette Myr-
til, Eva LeGallienne, Roger Adams,
Joe McGee, John. Fearnlev. Gladys
Swarthout, Frank Chapman, Wil-.

liam Layton, Edna Ferber,' Paul
Draper. William Gaxton, Madeline
Cameron among theatregoers this

week.

Mahoney vaude troupe
Tivoii loop for Dave Martin, had his

national I
truck containing props worth $2,000

Hotel! stolen from outside Tivoii. Sydney.
.1 Found truck next day with stuff in-

HCA-Vlct'or veepec (in charge of ! tact; crooks left' note saying acrd-
' 'd -activities) J. W. Murray 'in ; batic props had no' value.

Bucks County, Pa.
. By Sol Jacobfon

Diana Barrymore 'in. for "Rebecca"
rehearsals.
John Byram. back from London,

weekending in Solebury. '

Emile Gauvreau batting out new
tome at Pt. Pleasant home.
Marie SermOlino. Life fashion cd,

weekending with Theron Bainber-
gcrs.
Kathcrinc Cowanova. Philly terp

teacher, weekending at Ben Snyder's
Tanglewood farm.
Don Walker's youngsters out of

hospital, after bike crash which ne-
cessitated surgery.
Sara Seegcr (Mrs. Ezra Stone)

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Woody Herman here.

Elsa Maxwell in; broadcasting
from KFRC.
Harry Mandel and family in for

vacation from N. Y.

Don Searle in town for confer-

ences wth Gayle Grubb.

Pat Russo off July 29 to join Del
Courtney orch in Chicago.

Ella Mae Morse, victim of' hotel-

room shortage, sleeping on cot in

St. Francis kitchen.

Tom Breneman in for p.a. and. 15-

minule radio program from new
Sherman and Clay disk dept.

Bob Corbin, Golden Gate mana-
ger, celebrating birthday and signr

i
ing apartment lease same day, July
Id.

Sol Lesser to Alaska on vacation.
Ben Freedmans on siesta at Lake

Tahoe.
Louis Hyman. vacationing at Lake

Tahoe.

'

Helen Forrest recovering from ear
surgery.

Bert Granet to Mexico City on
vacation.
Barabara .

Stanwyck celebrated a .

birthday.
Carolina Cotton divorced Deuce

Spriggens.
Linda Darnell and Peverel Marley

living apart.
Loyce Whiteman and Harry Bar-

ris unhitched.
Edward Hyans joined Richard

Wiley agency.
Ellen Drew divorced Sidney S.

"Sy" Bartlett;
Helene Thimig leaving

.
for Salz-

burg, Germany.
Eddie Stinson in from Detroit for

huddles at Metro.
Frank Daugherty moved . into

Columbia's flackery.
Gene Kelly, back in civvies,

checked in at Metro.
Steven Geray bicycling between

two films at Columbia.
Reed Hadley- commuting between

pix on two 20th-Fox lots.

Paul Reichardt, Danish actor, gan-
dering Hollywood studios.
Tony Martin . recovering from

emergency appendectomy.
Adrian Booth returned from bi-

cycle trip to Santa Barbara.
George Hershberger joined Sam-

uel Goldwyn's publicity staff.

Jean Gilman, publicist, divorced
Page H. Gilman, radio actor.
Warren Low, . film editor, cele-

brating his 25th anni in films.
Thomas Gomez back at "Jniversal

after five months on the stage.
Lou Page entered California

Lutheran hosp for observation.
Paul Kohner to Mexico City on

combined biz and vacation trip.
Boy Rogers going on rodeo tour,

starting Sept. 17 in Philadelphia.
Pat Michaels to Australia to play

the male lead in a Clnesound pic.
Alex Evelove to San Francisco for

the 20th anni' of scund celebration.
Tony

. Hanze elected Commander
of 20th-Fox American Legion Post.
Eddie Gordon, trick .bicyclist, left

on six-month tour, of South America.
Harry Rapf returned to Metro fol-

lowing recovery from heart attack.
Harold A. Scheib new chief of

special effects dept. at telefilm Stu-
dios. ».

Harry Stern to Salt Lake Ctt.v to
start tour as western div. mgr. X\rtr •.

PRC.
Walter Lantz reopened his studio

after two-week vacation for whole
staff.

David Mathews out of Army- and
back as - chief of 20th-Fox's story
dept.

Busby Berkeley hospitalized after
slashing throat and wrist with - a
razor,
Runrun Shaw, film exhlb from

Singapore, gandering production at
Metro.

:

Peter Godfrey 'to guestar at annual
show of the Coast Assn. -of Ma-
gicians.-

Mary Sheffield Dawe ' divorced
film-actor husband, Robert Dawe
Shayne.

'

Carl Leserman In from N. Y. for
exploitation huddles with ' Benedict
Bogeaus.
Raoul Roullen, Brazilian pro-

•'

ducer, in from Rio to huddle with
Lou Brock.
Lionel Kaye to Las Vegas to open

at Last Frontier In his daffy auc-
tioneer act. '

**

Jose G. Salago, top exhlb in
Puerto Rico, gandering production
at Warners.

Hal. Roach studio golf tournament
will be held Aug. 25 at Brentwood
Country Club.

Hillcrest Country Club, hone of
Aim- industry goiters, celebrated
25th birthday.
Jane Withers booked for week at

the Golden' Gate, San Francisco,
starting Aug. 28.

Alice Joyce filed suit for $100,000,
charging her eyesight was damaged
in an auto crash.

Sister Elizabeth Kenny trains in

from Minneapolis this week to meet
Rosalind. Russell.

Otto Preminger returned frqm
Philadelphia where "Centennial
Summer", was preemed.
' Michel Dumoht and Sacha de
Manziarly, French govt, officials,

visiting Charles Boyer.
William Boyd and his horse, Top-

per, will perform at Boys* Sport
Carnival at Long Beach.
.Clinton Duffy, warden of Sah

Quentin, checked into Paramount lo
advise on prison scene's for "My
Favorite Brunette."

Jean Ruth drew leave of absence
from Paramount to appear in the

.

Chicago "I Remember Mama" co.

Mort Goodman returned to his
chores as publicity chief at Rcpubr
lie after two weeks touring ihe mid-
west. _
Jack Kirkland started costing for

hjs legit play, "Suds in Your. Eye.'"

which opens road tour July 29 in

Portland, Ore.

William- Elliott returned to Repub-
lic after swing around the circuit to

convince his public that he. is no
longer Wild Bill.

Col. Jack L. Warner became dircc-
"tor of newly organized Army- Air
Forces Assn. of which . Lt.: Gen.
James Doolittlc iij-.nat'l pre?i '?
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Square Dance Click in the Heart Of

N. Y. Cues New National Terp Vogue

American Authors Authority Looms,

Ala ASCAP, to Embrace All Scribes
Hollywood, July 30.

Most drastic change of recent

years in the film industry format is

the proposed' establishment of the

American Authors Authority, which
would alter the status of every
.screen writer in Hollywood. Con-
templated project, currently under
discussion by the Screen Writers

Guild, is something like the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, except that the pub-"

lishers would be ruled out.

Under the proposed setup, the

AAA would copyright the works of

dramatists, screen writers and radio
writers who belong to accepted
guilds. Operation costs would be
paid by buyers of the writers' prod-
ucts.

Creation of the AAA idea is

credited by James M. Cain, in an
article in the Screen Writer maga-
zine, to Morris Conn, counsel for the
Screen Writers Guild, and Ring
Lardner, Jr., chairman of the Guild's
original material committee.
Other outstanding Hollywood fig-

ures mentioned as helping the idea

along are F. Hugh Herbert, George
S. Kaufman, Russel Crouse, Howard
Lindsay, Samuel Moore, Herman J..

(Continued on page 54)

Jokesters Crimp WOR
On False 'Winners'

As result of some cruel jokes be-
ing played by various pranksters,
WOH, N, Y., has found it necessary
to make announcements over the air

that "winners" of money prizes

check with the station before com-
ing for their "prize;"

Seems that jokesters have been
picking names at random from phone
books, and calling people to say their

names were mentioned as winners
of money on WOR. Victims are told

to go to the station for their check,
and bring along six neighbors as

identification, or be accompanied by
a blind or crippled person, or some
other far-fetched story.

Opening

Paris Peace Conference

Televised Via

Films 36 Hours After
Once again demonstrating tele-

vision's speed as a communications
medium, NBC television last night
(Tuesday) transmitted motion pic-

tures of the opening day of the
Paris Peace Conference. less

/
than

38 hours after the conference got

under way at the French capital

Monday (29).

Films were taken under the direct

supervision of John F. Royal, NBC
exec ve'epee over television, who
flew from N. Y. to Paris last Satur-
day (27). Films arrived in N. Y.
by plane yesterday, were imme-
diately processed, and edited, and
were put on the air last night for

their first public showing in this

country.

Royal, who was accompanied on
his trip bv. William F. Brooks, NBC
vecpee over news and international

relations, expects to visit all coun-
tries on the Continent, exploring
video and film facilities there.

Runyon s 100G Pic

For Korda-Crosby
A $100,000 deal \vith Damon.

Runyon to do a screen play for him

was set by Sir Alexander Korda

before his return to England last

Saturday (27). Script will be fash-

ioned from an idea by Korda and
will be for the picture Bing Crosby
is committed to make for the

producer in England next year.

Runyon will do all the work on
it in New York and is slated to have
it finished in about six months. He
received a $25,000 down payment,
with the rest due at various stages
of completion of the story. This
chore kayoes Runyon going to the
Coast for a 20th-Fox committment.
Besides he wants to remain near his

(Continued on page 54)

Becomes Ice Impresario

Via GI Bill of Rights
Bob White, a former skater at

the Hotel St. Regis ice show, has
become an ice show producer
through the GI Bill of Rights. On
a. loan guaranteed by the bill, White
purchased a portable ice-tank and
produced a show "Serenade on
Blades" which will open at the

Berkeley-Carteret, Asbury Park,
N. J., Saturday (3).

Show includes Peggy White, Chris-
tina, Billy Peterson. Jack Raffloer
and a four-girl line.

F

STOCK TALENT NSG
Tramping through the sticks in

their annual talent search, Aim com-
pany talent departments are current-
ly

.
about two-thirds of the way

through the hunting season with
their usual small catch. Strawhats
blooming in the summer evenings
have yielded little in .the way of
promising screen thesps, according
to the majority of pic firm talent
heads, who add that they still have
until Labor Day to make some sort
of strike.

At 20th-Fox, Joe Pincus and staff-

ers Joe Holder and Frank Gregory
report that they've come up with
nothing, but that this .situation is

not: unusual, since the entire bag
of the past several years has been
inconsequential. Sn far the Fox
scouts have covered the entire New
England States, and will spend the
next month in New York and sur-
rounding area. Pincus said, "The
good actors are still the old sub-
stantial Broadway people. The be-
ginners we've seen just aren't ready."
Paramount, and Metro talent de-

partments have virtually the same
report to make, although they seem
to think they can uncover something
before the Labor Day deadline is up.
Latest communiques from people in

(Continued on page 54)

Those 40 Seconds
Chicago, Jitfy 30.

It took only 40 seconds for
Herman Barron to drop the Anal
putt that meant the decision in

the Ail-American Golf Tourna-
ment, aired over NBC 'Sunday
(2B) by Bill Stern from Tarn
o' Shantev country club here,
but the network time had run
out—so, millions of anxious lis-

teners never did learn from the
radio who won the tourney.
Victory over Ellsworth Vines,

the former tennis champ, was
Barron's if he sank his pitch
shot, but the ball landed four
feet from the cup oh the 18th
green. It was almost 6 p.m.
(Central time), however — time
for the Frank Morgan show to
come on.

"Please don't cut me off the
air," listeners heard Stern beg.

"Just give me a few seconds."
Barron was measuring his

distance. Stern kept pleading

—

but suddenly it was 6 p.m., the
tournament went off the air, and
the Morgan show was on.

Barron then dropped the shot,

to win the tourney by one stroke
and the $10,500 prize, golfs

richest purse.

Radio Forums To

Train Axed Axis
Radio Stuttgart, central station of

the U. S. radio network in Ger
many, is making arrangements to

broadcast a weekly discussion pro-
gram to German civilians, based on
America's "Town Meeting of the

Air"- program. Deputy chief Stuart

L. Hannon, in charge of Stuttgart
programs, wrote George V. Denny,
Jr., "Town Meeting" moderator, re

(Continued on page 48)

Biow Eyes Al Jolson

For Tuesday Series
Hollywood, July 30.

Al Jolson is to confer in New
York this week with Milton Biow
on a radio series for . Philip Morris.

If deal jells he will move into the

Tuesday night spot now tenanted by
Margaret Whiting.
Al Levy, of Century Artists, pro-

posed the new-type format to Jol-

son, which the comic liked, Biow
feels, the impending release of the

Columbia film, "Story of Al Jolson,"

will revive him in public favor.

Vet Bowes Ams

ited for Tour
Some of the original Major Bowes'

vauders will hit the road again this

fall under the directorship of Lou
Goldberg, longtime manager of the
late amateurs impresario's shows.
Units will retain the Bowes name
under special deal with the executor
of the estate, appearing as Major
Bowes'. All-Star Graduates. First

unit, set up by Jesse Kaye and GeDe
Ford, is booked into Loew's Capitol,

Washington, D. C, Sept. 12, at a
reported $3,500 weekly.

If successful, the group will do a

full-time tour. Most of the members
are either ex-GI's or were overseas
with Camp Shows units, and will be
presented on a "10-years-afler" basis.

Also expected to give some of the

vets a chance to get back into cir-

culation. Salaries, of course, are

upped over those of "amateur" days.

Goldberg also holds screen right*

to the Major Bowes film biography
and is currently in a dicker for the

lensing of Bowes' career. Deal has
been turned over to Abe Lastfogcl,

William Morris agency g.ni., for

completion.

A revolution in America's dance
tastes, incorporating the lowly
square dance as it was terped by
the covered wagon gentry over 100

j£ars ago, may be in the offlng. Al-
ready the rage throughout Texas,
the midwest and on the' Coast, the

craze is now making a tremendous
impact on sophisticated mid-Man-
hattan where more than 20,000 peo-
ple, by conservative estimate, gather
each Monday night at Riverside-
Park, at 103d St. and Riverside
Drive, to join in the fun.

B. A. Rolfe, vet showman who
pioneered in vaudeville, motion pic-

tures and radio, believes square
'

dancing will make its mark during
the coming fall and winter season,
and recently gave up lifetime job
as director of the Long Beach, Calif.,

Municipal Orchestra td come east
in order to get in on the ground
floor. Rolfe incorporated some
square dancing music into the songs
played by his new name band, with
a "caller" and all the accoutre-
ments, and recently introduced it

into the Grand Ballroom of the Wal-
dorf-Astoria where it met with
great success.

. As Rolfe puts it, the renaissance

(Continued on page 48)

'OkbJ- on Way to Setting

Replacement Record
Before it finally terminates on

Broadway, "Oklahoma!" may set a
record for the number of replace-

ments, if it hasn't already.

Paris of Laurey and Curly, the
leads, have changed seven times
while there have been four differ-

ent comediennes in the role of Ado
Annie.
Joseph Buloff, show's original

comic, left recently. Owen Martin,
understudy, took over but Dave
Burns is due into the part next
month. Latter appeared in the part
in the road "Oklahomu!" but with-
drew to appear in "Billion Dollar
Baby," ciosed.

I OH TELEVISION
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Cantor, Adler, Other Top Names

Headline Talent at Milwaukee Fete
'''.. Milwaukee, July 30. *

Milwaukee is celebrating its cen-

tennial with a -series of outdoor

shows extending over 31 days. The
Centuvama. as the event, has been
named officially, is being held in

Juneau park, on the shove of Lake
Michigan.
A giant stage and an amphitheatre

of !),000 scats have been erected, and

numerous big name stars are ap-

pearing. Although the start was
slow, business has picked up stead-

ily, and capacity or near capacity

audiences are now thfc rule, es-

pecially as the current stars, are

Veto?. & Y.olanda.

The stars of the first -week, July

12-18, were Jane-fTbman and Larry

Adler. Second week had Donald
O'Connor and Jessica Dragonette as

headliiiers. After the Veloz-Yolanda

week, Eddie Cantor will • take' over

for the Aug. 2-8 period. Alec Tem-
pleton, playing with an orchestra

led by Milton Rusch of Milwaukee,
will be heard one night, Aug. 9;

a chorus of 1,000 voices directed by
Milwaukeean John Anello will sing

Aug. 10; and on Aug. 11 the star

will be Jan Peerce, appearing with

an orchestra tinder Jerry Bojanow-
ski's baton.

Besides the stars/ the dally stage

show is rounded put by 24 Roxy-
ctte dancers of New York; the Sam
Snyder water follies, and numerous
variety acts. The shows, which have
been highly praised by the press

and visitors, are produced by Ed
J. Weisfeldt, veteran Milwaukee
showman, in . association with
Michael Todd. Todd has visited Mil-

waukee several times to supervise.

He has refused to accept remunera-
tion. After the Centurama, Weis-
feldt will join the Todd organization.

Cantor arrived in Milwaukee
Saturday (27), six days ahead of his

opening, to brush up on Milwaukee
history for his show and to confer

with his new radio sponsor, the

Pabst Brewing Co.
Besides the central amphitheatre

show, the centennial has the Johnny
J. Jones midway attractions and nu

. merous military, naval, industrial

and historical exhibits.

Macho Coin Poured

Into ET0 DP Coffers

By Molly Picon, Kalich
Amsterdam, July 12

Molly Picon and Jacob Kalich
sent to Europe by various Jewish
organizations to entertain displaced

persons, have netted over 1,000,000

francs through paid concerts given

in France. Proceeds were turned
over to institutions caring for war
orphans and deportees.

Duo will work through Belgium
and Holland- before proceeding to

Poland, where majority of concerts
will be given. Miss Picon and Kalich
took over a considerable amount of

toys, food and personal necessities

for distribution to DPs. They are
contributing their time and talent

gratis.

Dorothy Dalton Willed

Dad's $118,015 Estate
Entire estate of her father, John

H. Dalton, who died June 11 at the

age of 82, has been willed

Dalton Hammerstein, retired star

of silent Alms, a will filed in Pro
bate Court here disclosed last week.
Total is $118,015.

Will also stipulates that Mrs.
Hammerstein, who lives with her
husband, 70-year-old ex-producer
Arthur Hammerstein, on a 275-acre

farm on Route 1, Palatine,. 111., is

to care for Dalton's widow, Lillian.

Dalton was a real estate investment
broker.

Sport Short*
Remember Martin, Barton and

Fish? . The '46 version is Har-
ris, Ferris and Hughson. (Look
out, Bums—if you make it.)

William Bendix, Paramount
star who was a bat-boy for the
Giants when a kid, is squeezing
in as much sports as possible be-

fore returning to the Coast next

Monday . (5 ). Program so far in-

cludes the races, fights and the

Giants-Pitt ballgaine Saturday
13). ...
Atlantic. City hotelmen appear

to have quickly developed a

peeve at the namesake race-

track down that region of

Jersey. Known that not a few
guests who blew their vacation

bankrolls . at tlje races, checked

out fast after returning to the

resort and an attempt will .-be

made to switch the meeting's

date next year, instead of hold-

ing it at the height of the season.

The meeting at the new Mon-
mouth: track also was dated at

the wrong time and it's figured

that a midsummer session there

would get better support, There
are- comparatively few hotels

in that part of Jersey, most of

the summer population having '

their own homes.

Race addicts from Philadel-

phia going to the Atlantic City

course must stand for incon-

veniences to reach the spot un-

less going by iriolor car. Special

extra fare trains. using the Dela-

ware river R. R. bridge, dump
the fans off at Pomona, which
is some distance from the races,

so busses traversing a dusty,

dirt road
,
complete the journey

.

to the track at McKee City lo-

cated back in the pines, more
than a dozen miles from the

Boardwalk, bus fare being an
extra nick. When it rains the

road and ' the track approaches
become quagmires: Plant is far .

from being completed, but like

Monmouth there will be large

elevators and escalators and a
railroad spur will be run to the

stands at both courses. Rail-

road spur to Garden State near
Camden and closest to the Philly

has been completed and appears
to have the best chance among
the three Jersey tracks.

Postponement of the Tony -

Zale-Roeky . Graziano middle-
weight fight means that three
major title events are scheduled
for the Yankee Stadium during
September, the other bouts
being Joe Louis-Tami Mauriello
and Ray Robinson-Marty Servo
for the heavy and welterweight

- crowns respectively. As the first

two named fights have a $30
tap, attendance chances look
dubious. Possible that two of

the shows will move indoors at

Madison Square Garden but
whether the prices will be low-
ered has not been indicated.

Show biz won and placed Sat-

urday (27) at Inglewood, Calif.,

When Fred Astaire's Triplicate

won the $114,900 Hollywood
Gold Cup Handicap, nosing out
Louis B. Mayer's highly favored
filly, Honeymoon.

215th WEEK!
KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1946"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

"It's the fun spot of Los Angles.
Really a permanent lilugh Insti-

tution.
RANDOLPH SCOTT.

Bernard Shaw Dinner

'Promotion' Turns Into

Gala Literati Affair
What was, on the surface, just a

big promotion stunt from several

standpoints evolved into an enter-

taining, literati affair punctuating
celebration of the 90th birthday an-
niversary of George Bernard Shaw
last week (25) at New York's Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria. Tied into the set-

up were the Irish playwright's
American publisher, Dodd, Mead;
United Artists; which is releasing
Shaw's "Caesar arid Cleopatra," and
the Saturday Review of Literature,

under whose auspices the dinner
celebration was held in New York.

Similar functions were held under
different auspices in London.

John Mason Brown, associate edi-

tor .of the SRL, . returned to N. Y.
from London by plane to emcee.

Capping the dinner was radio's

'Information, Please," with its

questions dealing entirely with
Shaw and his works. The "Informa
Hon" regulars, Clifton Fadiman, the
moderator, and Franklin P. Adams
were present on the special in-view
program, ' and they were supple
mented by actress-director Margaret
Webster, critic ' Louis Kronenberger
and' Metro ad-publicity chief How
ard Dietz. A screening of "Caesar'
followed the Wedgwood Room din-

ner, the former being held in the
Sert Room. Shaw's wit was evident
in a five-year old short that .pre

ceded the feature, in which he had
something to tell Americans. A re-

cently made short was also shown
indicating the still-remarkable agil-

ity of the author.

Tipoff on the whole affair, which
was featured by brief talks from the
ultra of the. literati

. set; was that
WNYC's Seymour Sicgel hurriedly
ordered all other programs cancelled
to 10:40, 80 minutes beyond the/ori-
ginally scheduled 9-9:30 broadcast of
the celebration. He had become that
enthused.

The festivities included readings
by Maurice Evans and Cornelia Otis
Skinner, each solo, of Shavian works
and verbal reflections, or dissec

(Continued on page 53)

The Berle-ing Point

J3y Milton Berlc

Whenever you see a new face on the screen you can thank a talent scout

.or the Westmores. Some talent scouts discover talent in the most
unlikely places: in penny arcades, Turkish baths, Willie Weber's waiting''

room.. Some years ago a scout walked into an opticians, picked up a
monocle. . ,and\ presto! there was Charles Coburn. Vera Vague was dis-

covered in a flve-and-ten. . .but, then, she does all her shopping there.

Each movie .studio has. its regular talent sources: Columbia combs model
agencies. Republic combs merry-go-rounds. . .and Walt Disney combs dogs.
During the war Bob Hope covered so many countries.., he got a job
doubling as talent scout for Filzpatrick. Joe Pincus of 20th. has tipped off

that a certain showgirl was photogenic. He said, "I'll sign her, no matter
what her nationality is!"

Great Wit Way
So. many mystery programs on the air now. ..that when I'm through

I catch myself wiping my fingerprints off the dial.

A Paramount theatre act has just been signed by Eugene O'Neill, lfs
gone from Ave shows a day to Ave days a show.
Dialogue at Leon & Eddie's:

"My. husband's d /our-letter man"
"Yeah ... , and it cost him 10 grand to get them back."

.

Understand they're grooming an Argentine cowboy to be a nut comic. .

.

sort of a gaucho Marx.
Bert Wheeler says. he played in such a swank summer theatre last month
.that' the mosquitoes only dined to blue blood.

Still haven't heard who won that baseball game between Bob Hope's
and Ed Gardner's writers.

Danny Rogers reports they're using tall jockeys at the new Atlantic City

racetrack. . so they can double as lifeguards.

Things are so tough with a certain act. . .his mother-in-law Is only. doing
a split week at his apartment.

Observation Dept.

Caught a preview of "The Outlaw" last week. In one scene the sheriff

says to Jane Russell, "I've got you covered!" That's when I lost interest.

Housing shortage reminds me of that line from Hamlet: "Tepee or hot
tepee, that is the question,"

Wolf eyeing chorus girl: "I'm placing her on my 'mussed' list."

Met a new comic who doesn't go on the air for two weeks/, .and already
he's received three magazine awards.

Horrible thought: What if Lionel Kaye should get over-enthusiastic and
sell the theatre he's working in?

Eavesdropping at the Carnival: "Boy, if she's a show girl, what must
the one look like who finished Ant?"

~ '
m . Berled Efga

Peter Lind Hayes knows a comedy writing team who call themselves
the pallbearer gagsters. . .They lift material bodily. .

Understand Horace Heidt was just offered a radio contract by a hayfever
remedy concern, on one condition. . .that he change his name to Gesunrf
Heidt.

One new play was so bad that a wife was overheard bawling put her
husband for not leaving the tickets on the piano before they left home.
Woman: The smoke. in here is thick enough to cut. .

Bartender: Lady, I'm busy enough milh the liquor.

I don't mind my wife taking me to the cleaners...but It takes three

weeks to get me back.
Caught a movie on 42d street last night. Never saw Clara Kimball

Young look better.

Whispered at Colbee's: "He's an unemployed radio producer: no hits,

no runs, no airers,"

Billy Rose's Titchin' Horseshoes
(Songtortter-shoumian-nitery prop, does a paid "advertorial" column in-

(he JV. Y. Daily News, but has given 15 V. S. dailies the cupo reprint rights,

starting urith PM, in New York. After six months Rose intends charging

/or his "syndication." He also offered Variety (he exclusive show biz

rights, and this paper may reprint certain columns from time to time.)

Col. Sighs Margie Knapp,
Eth Merman's Understudy
Marjorie Knapp, understudy to

Ethel Merman in "Annie Get Your
Gun," top Broadway musical hit, has
been inked by Columbia to a stand-
ard six-months option pact with a'

seven-year term. She has a run-of-
the-play contract with, producers
Rodgers & Hammerstein and will
leave for the Coast as soon as they
can locate a satisfactory replace-
ment and release her.
Miss Knapp was formerly in

.
"Star

arid Garter" and othey Broadway
musicals. .-"

'

Show Biz Helping

CaL Get Over Its

First 100 Years
Hollywood, July 30.

California Centennial, celebration

marking the 100th anniversary of

the . raising of the U, S. flag over

Los Angeles, will be heavily hypoed

via show biz cooperation. Meeting
was held in the office of and pre-
sided over by Mayor Fletcher Bow-
ron, in which full cooperation and
hefty participation was promised by
show busi ness leaders.- " *

I Mike Todd was named to super-
vise all activities, Frank McCarthy,
of Byron Price office was named
liaison, and 20th-Fox producer Bill

Bacher .was nominated to build a
one-hour m.c. airer that will high-
light and lead-off event on Aug. 13

from, the steps of City Hall. Tyrone
Power will m.c. and Meredith Will-

son will conduct.

Networks, at this writing, are still

undecided, 'as tp which .will carry,,

the celebration's klcfcoff,
;
. -

'.-

NORA BAYES FINALLY

BURIED AFTER 18 YRS.
The body of Nora Bayes, vaude-

ville and musical comedy star, was
buried Monday (29) after being in
a receiving vault at Woodlawn ceme-
tery, N.Y., for more than 18 years.
Miss Bayes died March 19, 1928,
was buried simultaneously with her
fifth husband, Benjamin L. Fried-
land, a Long Island builder, who died
March 29. .

Cause of the delay In burial is

said to have been Friedland's desire
to be interred simultaneously with
Miss Bayes. Cemetery fees had been
paid by Friedland since her death.

First newspaper stories on Miss
Bayes' body broke In 1930. Conse-
quently, admirers in London raised
a subscription to bury her, but burial
could not be done without Fried-
land's permission.

Friedland, who was Miss Bayes'
fifth husband, married the star in

1925 aboard the Leviathan when she
sailed to play London engagements.
She at one time -Was married to Jack
Norworth, the songwriter who was
her accompanist at one time. That's
when their "Shine on Harvest Moon,"
written and sung by them, became
famous.
. One of- her adopted, children, Peter

iO. Bayes, was present .at the -burial.

Not all the homicide committed in this town makes the front page. The
fat black scare headline is reserved for the tommy-gun from the limousine
window, the concrete overcoat under the East River, the. Florentine dagger
in the breadbasket, the straightforward leadpipe to the noggin, and inci-

dental small arms practice. But the real massacre and mayhem is gen*
erally buried a page away from the sports section. If murder is your dish,

put on your rubber boots and wade through the blood which is spilled oh
the theatre page.

The Lord High Executioner is an old friend of mine, George Jean
Nathan. When told that showman Morris Gest, angered by one of his

notices, had called him a pinhead. George wittied, "It Is impossible that

Mr. Gest could have said such a thing. Pinhead is a two-syllable word.",

Dorothy Parker, the lady with the lance, once had Katherine Hepburn
walking into lampposts. Dorothy purred that Kitty's performance in a
schnitzel called "The Lake,'' "ran the gamut of emotions from A to B."

Two-gun George S. Kaufman used to write for the "Times" before he
wrote for the Pulitzer Prize committee. Many the bad performance he
nipped in the blood. He once torpedoed the debut of an actor named
Guido Nadzo with the observation thai he was Nadzo Guldo.

A charter member of Typewriter, Inc., was the velvet hammer "Tribune"
critic, Percy Hammond. Percy is gone now, but he took a lot of actors

with him when he went "Venom from contented rattlesnakes" was his

description of the writings of the aisle-seat assassins. Once the Brothers
Shubert barred him from their theatres—then relented for just one opening
night.. His once-over-heavily of their new musical concluded, "Upon
looking oyer this report I find that I have knocked everything but the

chorus girls' legs—but nature has anticipated me there." .

Sometimes the corpus refuses to stay . delicti. Early this season play-
smith Maxwell Anderson had the critics biting chunks out of their desks
when he took ads in their own papers and labeled them "The Jukes Family
of Journalism."
Around London they'd rather tangie with Jack the Ripper than- Noel

Coward. This Mayfalr murderer, once crossed walking sticks with Michael
Arlen, and jolly well belted his brains out with the line, "Arlen is every
other inch a gentleman.' 1

Of course, Coward is just a road company of the daddy of the death-
dealers, Oscar Wilde. At broken-field running among the teacups; old

Hankie-in-the-Sleeve had no peers. He once looked up from a cucumber
sandwich and erased Frank Harris with the mot, "He gets Invited to all

the best homes In England—once." There was a year when tallyho coats

fed the moths in closets and grooms walked the country lanes In search of

employment. That was after Wilde had- dismissed the English fox-hunting
squires as "the unspeakable in pursuit of the uneatable."

All this is good clean sport until they start using you as the back end of

the shooting gallery. I took my meals at home for a week after Ben
Hecht death-rayed me with the characterization, "Billy Is. as wistful as a

meataxe." But that was a caress compared to some others that I ' can't

print, now that these pieces are appearing in several family newspapers.

The next time we meet, ask me to shofw you the scars I still carry after

twenty years from the Philadelphia headline that greeted my first show,

"The Rose that does not smell so sweet."
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PIES JOIN TO CUT DISTRIB FEES
Dave Rose Rating Par, England, To

Produce; James Mason Associated

David E. Rose, Paramount's man-*

aging director and chairman in

Great Britain, is leaving the corpora-

tion to go. into independent produc-

tion in England and also likely in

the U. S. No successor has been

picked but one will be named before

Hose leaves his present position in

September.
Rose, who has returned to Eng-

land, had been in the U. S. diAussIng

details of his production setup with

Par executives for several weeks.

Understood that one stipulation of

his production arrangement provides

for Paramount to have first call on

any picture he completes. Reported

that Rose plans to make two fea-

tures per. year, one in London and

the other in Hollywood.
Originally Rose went to England

for Par to assume charge of com-
pany's British production. In such

capacity he produced several pic-

tures, outstanding being "Stolen

Life," starring Elizabeth Bergner,

and "French Without Tears," co-

starring Ray . Mllland and Ellen

Drew. Despite the war blitz. Rose
also made "Hatter's Castle", and
"Quiet Wedding" for Par, both pic-

tures giving impetus to the careers

of James Mason, Deborah Kerr and
Margaret Lockwood.

Later, Rose was named managing
director by Paramount because the

company wanted an active official

there and feeling that the. ill healffi

of John Cecil Graham, then m.d,,

prevented this. That was eight years
ago. Graham since has gone to

Hollywood, where he's reported still

In poor health.

Paramount officials ' stated they

are grateful for the fine representa-

tion Rose gave Par interests in

Britain, especially during the war
years, the managing director staying

on throughout the worst blitz

periods.

Rose always had reported directly

(Continued on page 54)

Smart GOP Move to Cot

Amos. Taxes Catches

Demos Fiat-Footed
Washington, July 30.

Smart Republican political move,
beating the drums for a 20% tax
cut next year, has* caught the
Democrats flat - footed here and
may prove the opening wedge to

reducing the admissions tax in the
next session of Congress.
While nothing more can be done

this- session, since the 79th Con-
gress .adjourns sine die this week-
end, the Republicans indicated that
they would make tax reduction one
of their major campaign Issues this
fall.

If they get control of the House
in November, it is a foregone con-
clusion that the Ways and - Means
Committee, under Republican con-
trol for the first time since 1930,
will probably meet in January to
consider, tax reduction legislation.

Chairman of the committee would
then be Rep. Harold Knutson (R.,

Minn.) who, for months, has been
calling for a return of the excise
levies to their prewar levels. This,
of course, would reduce 'the boxof-
flce bite from 20% to 10%. Tax
on nitery tabs would fall from 30%
to 5%. The issue would then go to
the Senate, which is expected to
remain under Democratic control
no matter what happens in the
House. Senate is hardly expected
to resist tax reduction legislation
if it has passed the House.

President Truman has declared
for a retention of the present high
tax rates through calendar 1947, on
the ground that they are necessary
to balance the budget and take a
chunk out of the $268,000,000,000 na-
tional debt. Whether he would
sign or veto the bill is anybody's
guess.

Newest and Biggest
Hollywood, July SO.

Brynie Foy, a smart cookie,

.
rang in this week with a funnier

B than he ever put on the

screen. He threw out a press

line and caught not only the

AP but also Senator Bilbo.
' Reference, of course, is to

producer Foy's ' offer of $500

a week to Mis-sis-slppi's Bilbo

to appear in a "Senator Clag-
.

' horn" (Kenny Delmar) picture.

No doubt Foy was on the

level, and would have had a

circus if the offer had gone
through, but the eldest of the

Foys happens to know what
publicity is all about. And Bilbo

not only went for it but issued

a prepared and formal statement
in reply.

Hallelujah, boys!
Meet The New Chump!

Pars Releases

Slowed Despite

Stern-PRC Apart
Hollywood, July 30.

Alexander Stern Productions* will
make new

. distribution affiliation'
after severing ties with PRC.
Production outfit has been linked

with latter firm for five years.

Notwithstanding the existence of

a large backlog . of product, with
the advent of single-selling Para-
mount intends to slow up releases,

it is reported, while at the same
time probable that the wheels of
production at the studio will be
tuned down.

Company at present has 29 pic-

tures completed but yet to be re-

leased, a greater number than will

be delivered with the end of the
current season (1945-46), when a

total " of 26 will have been made,
available.

Through August, when the 1945-46

season washes up. Par will supply
five pictures, "O.S.S.," "Searching
Wind," "Martha Ivers," 'Swamp
Fire" and "Monsieur Beaucaire," all

of w'hich have already been sold in

many situations but after that noth-
ing is set excepting "Blue Skies"
which tees off the 1946-47 semester.
While setting up no specific sales

plan in the face of single-selling

which began last week, Par issued
lengthy instructions to its sales

force which, among other things,

advised that auction-biddiing be
disregarded for the present.

Instructions, running 16-pages, for
most part were made up of an anal-
ysis of the recent U. S. anti-trust de-
cision, pointing out the "dori'ts,"

such as elimination of formula deals,

moveovers, price" minimums, etc.

HAL ROACH TALKS

DISTRIB VIA COL.
Deal is being talked by Hal Roach

for distribution of his new product
via Columbia. Frank Seltzer, Roach
aide, was. in New York last week for
huddles with Jack Cohn, Col v.p.,

and other h.o. toppers. He returned
to the Coast over the weekend.
Roach distributed through United

Artists before he went into the
Army

,
and ceased production early

in the war. He is now embarked on
making comedy features, although
they no longer will be the 30-min-
ute affairs which he labeled "stream-
liners" when he was making them
about Ave years ago. Three of the
new pix are nearing completion.

SMALL, BUCHMAN

HAWKS, SP MOVE
Hollywood, July 30.

Quartet of indies is reported join-

ing forces here to use their com-

bined producing power to seek im-
proved releasing terms and put their

operations on a more economic basis

via central offices and common dis-

tribution representation. Their pro-

duction also will be financed by a

common source. Combine, which
tags Itself 'The Quality Group," is

reported to include Edward Small,

Howard Hawks, Sidney Buchman
and Armand Deutsch's and Hal
Home's Story Productions. More
names may be added to it later.

Financing will come from Motion
Picture Investors, lending agency
which Small operates in association

with Daniel O'Shea and Maury
Cohen. Combine is planning a mini-

mum of one and maximum of two
pictures yearly from each of its

members.

Releasing deal is now being talked

with a number of majors and con-
siderable interest has been generated,

since the average budget.wlll be $1.-

500,000 per picture and grosses of

$5,000,000 are being talked.: Group
will be in the class of Enterprise as

a top indie unit.

Small had released until recently

via United Artists and had been
talking . a new deal with the com-
pany. UA was demanding consid-

erably higher terms, however, than
under Small's old pact, which

—

along with the financing angle—pos-
sibly influenced his decision to

strengthen his bargaining power.

Although release will be through
a common channel and there will be
many facilities, each member will be
completely autonomous in produc-
tion and there's no plan at the mo-
ment of even using the same studio.

Each producer will be an entity, al-

though efforts will be made to op-
erate economically by having a com-
mon music department and other

(Continued pn page 16)

20th-Fox to Eye

NT Share Deal
Special 20th -Fox stockholders'

meet has been set for Aug. 20 to

act on a proposal which calls for

the purchase by National Theatres
of all its Class B stock currently in

the hands of Charles Skouras, Elmer
J. Rhoden, H. J. Fitzgerald and
F. H. Ricketson, Jr. A 58% interest

in National. Theatres is held by 20th.

The B stock was sold to the four

National Theatres managers in 1944

for $565,000 with the right to con-
vert it into A stock representing a

20% interest in National Theatres
upon payment of a premium of $5,-

085,000.

Managers have received an offer

by Transamerica Corp. to buy the

B stock for $7,415,000. Under exist-

ing contract. National Theatres has
the right to meet the offer and buy
the stock at the same price.. With
$43,560,000 cash and bonds in the

theatre company's coffers no financ-

ing would be necessary.

RKO Execs to Coast
Dudley Nichols is slated to return

to the Coast next Monday (5), fol-

lowing weeks of huddles in N.Y.
with Eugene O'Neill on ftlmization

of the latter's "Mourning Becomes
Electra." Nichols will do the picture
under his writer-producer-director
contract with RKO.
Ned E. Depihet, RKO prez, and

Phil Relsman, RKO International

veepee, flew to the Coast Monday
(29) for huddles with studio execs.

ENT. PLANS WORLDWIDE

SALES, DISTRIB SETUP
Hollywood, July 30.

Enterprise is mapping its own
worldwide sales program, in addi-

tion to its Universal distribution

agreement, following discussions

here between E. P. Gomcrsall,' Uni-
versal sales manager for Enterprise,'

and the Charles Einfeld-David Loew
setup. Company will establish four

offices of its own in as many key
cities, with district managers in

New York, Chicago, Atlanta and
Los Angeles.

Loew shoves oft for London in

September to huddle with J. Arthur
Rank on the appointment of, a for-

eign sales chief for Enterprise, after

which sales offices will be set up in

key cities of Europe,

U and htl Merge as Production Co.;

Universal (Parent) To Distribute

Sokly; Recendy-FornwdUWPDropped

That It Is
Chicago, July 30.

Nomination for the dizziest

picture stunt of the year in

Chicago:

. A two-column spread of Mae
West in the sports section of the
Chi Dally News Friday (26), in

elevator shoes and wearing a
black cape over a white street

dress, surrounded by "Mr. Amer-
ica" (Alan Stephan of Cicero,

111.) and "Mr. Chicago" (John

.
Farbotnik of Chi). Both Adon-
ises are clad only in trunks.

Occasion was the crowning of

Farbotnik as the most perfect
male specimen in Chi at a Cen-
tral Athletic Assn. weight-lift-

ing meet.

Dimes-Red Cross

Spurn Theatres

1-a-Yr. CoDection
The March of Dimes and the Red

Cross, two top national charities,

have flatly refused to participate in

a lumped one-a-year collections

drive and have so advised film in-

dustry leaders.
. Coupled with the

nix on the solo theatre campaign,
M of D officials are asserting that a
substantial part of the industry, op-
posed to separate drives, is violating

the industry, pledge to. President
Roosevelt made prior to the 1945 M
of D campaign. Pledge made by in-

dustry reps to the President prom-
ised "continued efforts in the fight

against infantile paralysis until final

victory is won and American chil-

dren are freed from the fear of this

menacing disease."

Blanket drive would be disastrous
for all participants since it would
lack the dramatic appeal that can be
tied to either the Red Cross or the
fight against paralysis, charities of-
ficials maintain. Consequently, the
Red Cross has definitely decided to
go on its own while conducting its

theatre hat-passing on a local basis.

M of D, still hopeful that exhlbs will
agree to authorize a nationally spon-

(Continued on page 22)

JACK WARNER EAST

FOR WB'S AX. CONY.
With opening date of Warners'

three-day international sales con-
vention at Atlantic City set for Aug.
5, a flock of company execs, headed
by Jack Warner, are converging on
New York from all global points in

time to attend the sessions, jack
Warner, accompanied by his wife, is

due to arrive in N. Y. on Saturday
(3) preparatory to leaving for the
convention city. :

Other arrivals expected during
the week include Arthur Abeles, Jr.,

from- Buenos Aires, and Ary Lima,
from Rio de Janeiro. Others are
Peter Colli, frem Havana; .Michael
Sokol, Mexico City, and Armando
Trucios. Lima, Peru. All are man-
agers of their respective territories.

Max Milder, g.m. of the United
Kingdom territories, and Al Caplan,
from China, landed in New York
several weeks ago.

Agenda for the convention will

cover an outline of the company's
product for the 1946-47 season and
discussion of a revised sales policy

to meet new conditions created by
the recent anti-trust decree. As a

welcome gesture to the delegates,

numbering over 100. Warners' ex-
ploitation department is launching a
baby blimp from the Ambassador
hotel, in Atlantic City, with

. large
letters, on the side reading, "Salute
to 20th Anniversary of Talking Pic^
tures Convention."

Major reorganization of the Uni-
versale. Arthur Rank worldwide
film empire was announced yester-

day (Tuesday) in New York, follow-
ing three weeks of huddles by the
U-Rank hierarchy ' in London.
Changes include:

1. Universal Pictures itself, as of
Oct. 1, will become solely a dis-

tributing organization, turning over
its production activities to a new,
wholly-owned subsid which will be
formed by merging its production
interests with those of International.

New outfit, to be known as Universal
International Productions, will be
headed, by Leo Spitz as board chair-

,

man and William Goetz as president.

Spitz and Goetz are present heads of
International. '

.

Universal Pictures is the overall

parent company with N. J. Blum-
berg, prez; J. Cheever Cowdin, board
chairman, et al., as is.

2. United World Pictures, formed
only six mopths agof and yet to re-

lease its first picture, will be dis-

solved. The eight Rank British-made
pictures and eight International Pic-
tures per year scheduled to be re-
leased Via UWP (which was owned
half by U and half by Rank) will be
distributed by Universal.

. 3. Westerns, serials and low-
budgeters made by U will be elimi-

nated and in their place U will dis-

tribute 25 A features made by the
new UIP, 12 pictures from Rank
affiliates and five films from Enter-
prise. In all, 42 pix.

4. Matty Fox, UWP "prez and

(Continued on page 21)

Bob Benjamin Commuted
N.Y.-London Twice in Wk.
Attorney Robert S. Benjamin, who

serves as an official of United World
Pictures, the J. Arthur Rank organ-
ization in the United States, and
Eagle-Lion, was virtually a New
York to London commuter last week
in connection with the U-Inter-
national merger and death of UWP.
Benjamin, In London with other

officials of the companies involved
for huddles with Rank, flew into New
York in midweek and back to Eng-
land over the weekend, crossing the
pond twice in a matter of five days.
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dies Qaim Govt. Tax Crackdown

Will 'Strangle Small Biz Competition

Vs. Majors; Supreme Ct Fight Seen
Hollywood, July SO,

,

Federal government's move lo col-

lect from $18,000,000 to $25,000,000

in asserted "back income taxes"

from independent film companies,

operating - under; capital gains, was

Interpreted over the weekend by a
(pokesmah- for some of the leading

indie producers as an action which
"would strangle attempts of little

business to create new film compan-
ies. Most of the independent pro-

ducers, who have been attempting to

develop new film companies in face

. of strong competition from the

financially entrenched major studios,

have long expected this Government
action," a legal rep for some of the

industry's leading indies told

Varictt.

"The Bureau of Internal Revenue's
move will afford the independents a

federal court action to prove the

authenticity of their aims to develop
new film companies," the attorney

and tax authority, who asked not to

be identified "at this time," declared.

He continued it would have been
impossible for "new, little film com-
panies to get going in the three years
prior to Jan. I. 1946 because of the

then existing excess profits tax."

A check several months ago by
Variety covering corporate setups

of the nearly 150 independent pro-

ductions units, which have mush-
roomed in past three years, revealed
that practically all of them intended
to "stay permanently in the busi-

ness of making pictures." Among
those contacted at that time were
Jules Levey, Jerry Geisler, Mark
Hellinger, Bruce Manning/ Jack
Skirball, Walter Wanger, Frank
Borzage, Preston Sturges, Frank
Ross, Leslie Fenton, Bo Roos, Fred
MacMurray, Seymour' Nebenzal and
others.

Majority of indie producers flatly

disclaimed that taxes nursed the

long forecast indie growth. Although
a few thought some individual stars

and other talent may have had
taxes, or reduction of them, in mind
when they started indie production,
contention was that practically- all

the loner setups were using the

only practical and legal procedure
ensuring them a "half-way chance"
of "competing with big business"

in the form of the major studios.

It was strongly indicated that de>

spite the current Federal income
tax action the growth of the inde-
pendents will continue unabated
With the excess profits tax elimi-

nated, the indies, operating under
straight corporate taxes, currently

pay little more than the 25'i capL
tal gains tax take. New and ex
paneled, indies like the Charles Ein
feld-David Loew combo, Enterprise:

Milton Sperling-Joseph . Bernhard's,
United States Pictures; William
Goetz-Leo Spitz, International Pic-
tures; Walter Wanger-Fritz Lang
Productions; Hal Wallis Produc
tions; Frank Capra-William Wyler
George Stevens-Samuel Briskin's
Liberty Films, and others, indicated
over the weekend a long-range pol-
icy of 'expansion in production and
distribution.

Independent producers who indi

cated aim of remaining in lower
ranks included .Hunt Stromberg,
William Cagney, Benedict Bogeaus,
Edward Small, Sol Lesser, Charles
R. Rogers, Andrew. Stone, Seymour
Nebenzal, Jules Levey, Lester Cow-
an, Preston Sturges, Howard
Hughes, Frank Ross, Howard
Hawks, Buddy Rogers-Ralph Conn's
Comet Productions, Jesse Lasky and
others..

Among the many film stars who
have formed single-picture compa-
nies are Bing Crosby, John Wayne,
Constance Bennett, Bette Davis,

Errol Flynn, Gary Cooper, Joan
Bennett, Joan Fontaine, John Gar-
field, Paulette Goddard, Pot O'Brien,
Ginger Rogers and Burgess Mere-
dith.

Col's Aug. Octet
'

Hollywood; July 30.

. August will be a hot month for

production at Columbia with
.
eight

films slated to roll, starting this

week with "Mr. District Attorney"
and "Lone Star Moonlight."

Six others going before the lenses
during the month are "Quicker Than
the Eye," "Blondie's Holiday." "I

Don't Like to Die," "Over the Santa
Fe Trail," "Chant of the Voodoo"
and "Betty Co-Ed."

ave

Because of U. S.

Tax Drive Seen
Washington, July 30.

Possibility of a string of Holly-
wood bankruptcies is seen here if

the Internal Revenue department
wins in the courts in its drive to

collect back taxes on the single pic-

ture corporations.

While a few who have made big

money through independent produc-
tion salted away a large chunk, just

in case the Government ruled them
wrong on paying only the 25% capi-

tal gains tax, large bulk of the pro-

ducers, directors, stars and writers

spent it as fast as they made it, it's

understood here. With them it was
easy come, easy go, end nothing was
held back for taxes if the corpora-

tions were ruled illegal for tax pur-

poses.

Result is that bulk of the one-pic

people do not have the cash to pay
up the difference between the 25%
capital gains tax and the 80 to 90%
personal Income tax, plus 6% inter-

est charged by the. Revenue Bureau.
Estimates here are that it may

take a year or more before these

cases reach .final decision In the Su-
preme Court.

.
By then, some of

those who made big bucks during
the war period through one-picture
corporations, are* likely to be. earn-
ing considerably less and unable to

meet Uncle Sam's delinquency bite.

Tax claims, like private debts, are

wiped out through bankruptcy al-

though taxes are first lien on the

assets of the person goint, through
the wringer. Thus, the easiest way
out for . some of the biggest names
in fllmdom is seen as bankruptcy

—

and some are expected to take ad-
vantage of it.

SMPE Eats Cake
Hollywood, July SO.

Thirtieth birthday was celebrated

here by the Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers, a group organized

July 24, 1916, to solve technical

problems in the production and ex-

hibition of motion pictures.

Don E. Hyndman, prexy, declared

that .
international standardization,

television development and a -broad
instruction program are the major
projects of the near future.'

On 22 Scripts

Hollywood, July 30.

With Philip Dunne assigned to re-

vise the "Forever Amber" screen-

play, the writing mill at 20th-Fox
is grinding at full capacity on '22

scripts in various stages of com-
pletion.

Lamar Trotti is working on "Cap-
tain from Castile"; Talbot Jennings
on "The Black Rose," Jerome Cady,
"The Foxes of Harrow"; Ring Lard-
ner, Ji\, "The Dark Wood"; F. Hugh
Herbert, "Scudda Hoo-Scudda Hay";
Samuel Hoffenstein and Elizabeth

Reinhardt, "Honeyfpgling Time";
Richard Murphy, "Boomerang"; Eu-
gene Ling, untitled FBI story; Har-

ry Kleiner, "Stranger on the High-
way"; Leonard Hoffman, "The Life

of Lily Langtry"; Gene Markey,
"The Night the World Shook," "Ma-
rion Turk" and "Missouri Waltz";

Mary McCall, Jr., "The Band-
wagon"; .Robert Hill, "Brooklyn
Bridge"; Art Arthur and Robert
Harari, "Christmas in Havana"; Si

Bartlett, a whaling story, still un-
titled; Dorothy Bennett, "Party

Line"; Martin Berkeley, "Green
Grass of Wyoming"; and Valentine

Davis and Ira Wolfert on "Ballad of

Furnace Creek." .

Other Industries Graver Than Pix
Washington, July 30.

Formation of corporation* and other stunts for tax-dodging purposes
is not confined' to Hollywood, Government source* say. Some of this

bobbed up in war industries and is how under investigation. Some of
the schemes are considered far more grave from the Government's
viewpoint than the Hollywood development.

One angle In the single-picture corporation, as pointed out by in.

dustry sources here, Is that it will enable the major studios to regain

control of.the stars and directors who have (lipped away in the past'
few years to go Into independent production.

That, in turn, means that the annual salary lists of $75,000 a year and
over people will fatten up again. Many of Hollywood's top earners

have gone off the lists in the past couple of years via the independent

production route.

Revenooers Goldwyn (5 Corps.) Case

A Test for All Capital-Gains Indies

Lonsdale H'wood Bound
Hollywood, July 30.

Frederick Lonsdale, signed to an.

RKO writer contract last May, is

leaving England for Hollywood
shortly to take up his new job.

Playwright stayed In England to

await the opening, of his new legit

drama, "But For the Grace of God."

Eagle-Lion Cuts Scribes

Into Pix-Profits Pie
Hollywood, July -30.

Eagle-Lion is offering participa-
tion contracts to scripters in a
move to corral top Hollywood writ-
ing talent.

First contractee under this kind of

deal is Agnes - Christine Johnson,
who is screenplaying "Clementine"
lor a percentage of the profits.

2 MORE INDIE UNITS

DESPITE TAX PROBE
Hollywood, July 30.

New indie production outfits con-

tinue, despite the Internal Revenue
crackdown on the capital-gains set-

ups.

Tay Garnett, Paramount director,

has announced that he would go in

for indie production as soon as he
had finished his current chores on
"The Big Haircut"' for Par. His first

indie venture will be "The Legend of

Timmy OTlourke," based on his own
story.

First starrer for Rosalind Russell

under the .banner of Independent
Artists, in which the' star is associat-

ed with her
.
husband, Frederick

Brisson, and Cary Grant and Dudley
Nichols, will be "Happiness of Pur-
suit, a comedy. True Boardman is

writing the screenplay for an early

autumn start.

25% MORE ENTRIES IN

MG'S $125,000 CONTEST
Metro got an increase of 25% in

the number of entries this year in

its' annual $125,000 contest for best

novel to be published in the fall.

Contest, which closed two weeks
ago, drew 1 IT books, compared with

90 last year and 60 the year before,

when the award gimmick was
started. Current winner is expected

to be announced in a few weeks.

Topper in the contest^-which was
only for Hovels which had already

been set with publishers—will get a

minimum of $125,000 from M-G for

the screen rights, with an additional

bonus for each copy sold until a

ceiling of $175,000 is reached. In

additlop, the publisher gets $25,000.

Latter sum is his to do' with as he
pleases, although Metro's purpose in

awarding it is to provide additional

promotional coin for the book se-

lected.

Company's aim in offering the

coin is to tie up the cream of the

novels on the fall lists until studio

has a chance to determine which of

them it wants. Although most of

the books entered in the contest are

also seen by other studios in ad-

vance of publication, entrants obli-

gate themselves not to sell to any-
one else until Metro announces its

winner.

Tax Rule Protects

Majors Stake In

Top Name Talent
Decision of the Federal Bureau of

Internal Revenue to investigate the

film production outfits established to

produce one picture only under the

capital gains tax setup has brought

a sigh of relief to many Industry
chiefs. Until the Government de-
cree came through last week, many
had long worried that the entry of

their stars, directors and other name
talent - into indie production . outfits

would only hurt the latter in: the
long run.

Claiming that too many top Holly-
wood names had gone "capital gains
happy,"' N. Y. industry chiefs de-
clared that the desire to be' able to

"make and keep a buck" not only
had the stars haywire on produc-
tion setups but was a virus that

|

contaminated every aspect of the
industry. As one h.o. chief pointed
out: "Forget the fact that we. think
our stars may be dissipating their
future values and minimizing their
professional longevity. I can only
cite the instance of Fenime Star
Who Shall Be Nameless Here and

i Continued on page 44)

20th'slo?eMe'-'tarner'

Dno Sets RKO Record
Against unfavorable weather, in

the first group . of 25 RKO houses
in the Greater New York area the

dual bill of 20th-Fox's "Do . You
Love Me?" and "Dark Corner" last

week ran up a record gross for the
summer of $241,000. Two additional
groups of RKO theatres remain to

be played.
Twentieth also holds the alltime

high for any picture playing the
RKO Greater N. Y. chain, when
"Leave Her fo Heaven" grossed
$525,000 last winter.

CoL's Arnold Albert

Dickers 'Mistress' Play
Preliminary negotiations for pur-

chase of screen rights to "O Mistress

Mine," Broadway legit hit starring

Lunt and Fontanne, were entered
into last week by Arnold Albert,

Columbia producer. Col reps are

continuing talks this week with the

producers, Theatre Guild ~nd John
C. Wilson.
Albert is seeking the play as his

initial picture at Col, where, he re-

ported Monday (29) after a stretch

at Warner' Bros. He returned to

the Coast over the weekend follow-

ing a sojourn in New York.
Number of studios have at verious

times
.
expressed interest in {"Mis-

tress," particularly in a combination
deal with the Lunts starred. Lunts
have indicated that they would be
willing to appear in a film version.

.

UNA MEBKEL'S PIC COMEBACK
Una Merkel will make her first

film in many years with a part in

the Eagle-Lion picture, "It's, a Joke,

Son" starring Kenny Delmar (Sena-
tor Claghorn).
Deal* was completed last week

through the Coast office of Frederick
Bros.

L A. to N. Y.
William Bendix
Joseph Bernhard
Richard J. Brenner
Phil Brito

Kay Campbell '

Homer Canfield
Bryan Foy
E. P. Gomersall
Jascha ' Heife.tz

Harry Houser.
Marsha Hunt
Arthur Rowland Jones
Col. Jason Joy
Charles Laughton
Ely Levy
Lou Levy
Anita Loos
Dave Lundy
David Niven
Katina Paxinou
ZaSu Pitts

Robert Presnell
Howard Strickling
Sidney Strotz
Clifton Webb

N. Y. to L A.
Pal Allen
Ben Bloom'
George Brown

.
Ned Dcpinet
Henry Ginsberg
Dudley Nichols
Milton Pickman
Monte Proser
Phil Rcisman
Dorothy Stewart
Orson Weiles-

N. Y. to LONDON
Sir Alexander Korda
Marcel Achard

Washington, July 30.

'Following up on the Samuel Gold-
wyn case which broke last week,
Bureau of Internal Revenue has
given its Los Angeles office the
green light to start action against
the rest of Hollywood's one-picture
corporations.

The step technically involved
sending to the Coast a copy of the
new ruling by Commissioner Joseph .'

D. Nunan, Jr., which states in effect

that such corporations are phoney
and for the purpose of tax-dodging..

Procedure is for the Revenue
agerrts on the Coast to figure who
owes what, and to send deficiency

assessment bills for collection. These
bills Include 8% Interest for the

time .that the alleged tax deficiencies

are due.

Despite some reports that, the Bu-
reau might take it easy in handling

the matters because the ruling has

just come out, Revenue officials

made clear here that they are' going
after all the money which they claim

is due. Under the Statute of Limita-

tions in such cases, they can go back

for a full three years—or to the

middle of 1943.

Under the law the . 6% interest

claim cannot be waived. However,
no effort will be made to levy any
charges of fraud, it is understood,

since the single picture corporation

operation was aboveboard and the

rule that it is wrong is only a week
old.

Goldwyn, the first to be notified,

was informed directly from Wash-
ington that five one-picture corpora-

tions he set up were not recognized

for tax purposes and that he must

pay taxes on the regular, personal

income tax basis, rather than on a

capital gains basis. The capital gains

tax on . properties held for six

months or more is only 25%. .Under
the income tax rates, many of the

big figures in Hollywood will be

called upon to pay up from 80 to

90% of their take realized from the

so-called "phoney" corporations.

The crackdown by the Govern-
ment follows two years pf orelimi-

nary investigation. During that

time Nunan went to the Coast with

John P. Wienchel, chief counsel for

Internal Revenue, to make a first-

hand study of the situation.

Scores of leading figures in the

film capital will receive deficiency

assessment bills, and Internal Rev-

enue confidently expects to collect

several million dollars. Goldwyn,
himself, is understood to have re-

quested the ruling in his case.

In the majority of the cases-there

will probably be a long time lag

between presentation of the bills

and payment—if ever.

Revenue rulings are subject to

court review and a test case will

probably be taken up to the Su-

preme Court. The Goldwyn case

may be the guinea pig on this.

However, since no publicity will

be given to cases in which payment

is made, some the industry people

Will probably pay "under protest"

tojuck the limelight while await-

ing final determination.

Nelson Asks Labor Peace
Los Angeles, July 30.

Plea for labor peace, as a means

of keeping, this country's economy

going at full speed, was voiced by

Donald M. Nelson, prexy of the So-

ciety of Independent Motion Picture

Producers at a meeting of Town

Hall here. .

Nelson proposed the establishment

of peace panels, consisting of five

members each representing labor,

management and the general public, 1

to settle problems of industry.
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The kind of photoplay that glues you to your seat

with suspense . ... The waiting queue will extend

around the block." —N. Y. Mirror

'A blue-ribbon feature of the year destined for big

grosses... Audiences will be held spellbound...

A

triumph for all." —Film Daily

"All the suspense and infinitely more reality than

the popular psychiatric subjects which have become

so familiar." N. Y. JVorldrTelegram

"One of the really fine productions of this or any

season." • Shoiwnens Trade Review

"Holds one in its vise-like grip from beginning to

end ... It is top-notch entertainment, not to be

missed." —Brooklyn Citizen Another
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IING IN HISTORY!
'EVERY NON-HOLIDAY OPENING-DAY RECORD -INCLUDING "ROAD TO

UTOPIA'S" -TOPPED AT N. Y. PARAMOUNT^ AMERICAN PREMIERE OF

From ^ramount Say the Critics!
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M-G and RKO Like the Idea of WB,

Possibly 20th and Col, Into 16m
Announced plans this week of-*'

Warner International on its foreign

16m distribution plans, and rumors
that 20th-Fox and Columbia Interna-

tional are also going ahead with
their plans, are being looked on with
appreciative eyes by Metro and
RKO, Arst two companies in the

field. Despite the fact that: the other

majors will offer more competition

to the pioneers, Metro and RKO
execs believe that the new offspring

of the 35m industry will need all

the product it can get after the next
four or five years. •

Latter two companies have been
pressing their efforts to line up as

many accounts as possible overseas.

Considerable interest in the new
venture has been evidenced by es-

tablished 35m exhibs in most for-

eign territories. As reps of the two
companies pointed out, however,
backlog of their product would fill

the 16m void only for four or five

years and, when the oldies have been
exhausted, current product of the

two companies would not be enough
to keep the 16m houses running on
a continuous basis. Entry of new
producj, consequently, is welcomed.
Wolfe Cohen. WB International

vecpee, announced the appointment
of Al C. Braumnger, vet sales dept
exec, as pro-tem manager of all for-

eign 16m activities. Warners is al-

ready servicing the Philippines with
narrow-gauge product, Cohen said,

and expects soon to be ready in

China, India, Burma, and Central

and South America.
Convention of WB International

sales execs, slated for Atlantic City

next Monday, Tuesday and, Wednes-
day, is expected to emphasize 16m
plans and Brauninger declared more
detailed information on the com-
pany's sales policy would be forth-

coming then. WB will sell its 16m
product under the same arrange-
ments as 35m films, he said, and will

probably charge higher rentals for

the narrow-gauge Alms, since 16m
exhibs operate at a lower cost An-
nouncing a slate of both dubbed and
titled pix available on 16m stock,

Cohen said that if ' the Spanish
dubbed versions find a large market,
Warners may reopen their dubbing
unit at the studio and continue to

make these versions available on fu-

ture product.
Columbia, which announced sev-

eral months ago it planned to enter

the Aeld, has made no definite state-

ment since that time. It's rumored,
however, that James DodcV present-

ly with the foreign sales staff, would
be put in charge of 16m operations

and that the company would begin,

to roll on its program in the near
future. 20th-Fox has also announced
entry into the 16m Aeld and it's

believed that a definite policy will

be announced by prexy Murray Sit

verstone upon his return from Eu
rope sometime in September.
With Universal, Metro and RKO

already in the field. Paramount and
United Artists remain the only two
majors who are still holding out. UA
is holding back, it's believed, since

the company chiefs can't get all its

indie producers to agree on the

move. Par execs have repeatedly
stated they have no plans yet

Alio the Pic Biz
Hollywood, July 30.

Eric Johnston's edict against
the use of the film title, "Strange
Bedfellows," drew a protest
from Andrew Stone, producer.
To support the validity of the

title, Stone quoted Shakespeare's
"Poverty makes strange bed-
fellows" • and Chauncey M.
Depew's" paraphrase, "Politics

makes strange bedfellows."

DOS Inks Ethel Barrymore
Hollywood, July 30.

Ethel Barrymore is deserting the

stage for a seven-year film contract

with David O. SeUnick's Vanguard
Films.

First role under the new pact will

be in "The Paradine Case," starting

next month with Alfred Hitchcock

as director.

GoldwynandDOS

Seek London VPs
London, July 30.

James Mulvey, president of Sam-
uel Goldwyn Productions, has been
searching here for a prominent film

personality to become a v.p. of the

Goldwyn organization and take

charge of sales in England and the

Continent, He is currently visiting

Paris and while there will discuss

with Laudy Lawrence possibility of

his taking the post
Mulvey has also been huddling

with Gabriel Pascal on a deal by
which Pascal* would produce here

under . the Goldwyn banner, to take

care of any future quota situation.

While in Paris he is seeking a .
simi-

lar contact for French production.

.

Dan O'Shea, prexy of David O.

Selznick Productions, is expected

here any day in an effort to locate

a sales exec for Britain and the

Continent

New Goldwyn Rep In S. A.

Emphasizing the recent expansion

of Goldwyn's own sales personnel,

both in the U. S. and abroad, foreign

chief Alfred Crown announced yes-

terday (Tuesday) the appointment
of Alfred Muruzeta as Goldwyn's
special rep in Argentina, Chile and
Uruguay. He'll work there in con-

junction with RKO, which handles
Goldwyn distribution.

Muruzeta has -represented Colum-
bia Pictures in Chile and the Argen-
tine for the past 15 years and will

continue to headquarter in Buenos
Aires.

2 Guys From Milwaukee

Get Real Home Welcome
Milwaukee, Wis., July 30.

Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson,

two Milwaukee boys who have made
good in Hollywood, attended the

world premiere of Warner Bros.'

"Two Guys from Milwaukee," and
the town gave them the most tumul-
tuous reception in memory. So
much so that the two actors declared:

'This is ridiculous, this is silly. We
feel as if we'd invented the atomic
bomb, or discovered penicillin, or

done something else worthwhile."
Morgan and Carson came, to Mil-

waukee by water, .on the yacht of

Vice-Admiral G. D. Murray of

Great Lakes naval station.

Milwaukee had two other film

stars as guests during the weekend
—Tyrone Power ^and Cesar Romero
—who flow here from Hollywood to

attend a conference of private fliers.

All four were guests at the city's

centennial festivities. -

RIVKIN GETS 'QUICKSAND'
.

Hollywood, July 30.

Allen Rivkin's first producer chore
on the Columbia lot will be "Quick-
sand," based on a story by Frank
Fenton and Roland Brown,

In addition to his producer chore,

Rivkin is writing the screenplay.

PRCS SALES POLICY

WATTS ON BENJAMIN
Decision as to whether the anti'

trust case ruling compels PRC to

sell its films singly will be made
by Robert S. Benjamin, company's

general counsel, Immediately fol

lowing his return from England,

Lloyd J. Lind, PRC veepee, said this

week. Company is marking tin' on

any move which would make its

seeing policy conform with the

cc'.rt's opinion pending determina-

tion by Benjamin of the legal ques

tion, -ed currency by all indie

distrlbs, as to the application of the

decision to companies which were

not made parties to the suit.

Benjamin hopped to New Yirk

from London last week for several

days and then replaned for the Brit'

ish capital to continue attendance

at huddles with officials of the J,

Rank organization along'' wit'- top

execs . of Universal, United World
Pictures and Eagle-Lion Films,

While here he was elected member
of the board of directors of Pathe
Industries in place of K. A. Browne,
who resigned. His new office is- th<>

latest addition to a number , of key
spots currently held by . him in

eluding president of J. Arthur Rank
Organization; veepee and general

coun-el to UWP; and general coun
sr' of Pathe and Ear' "-Lion as well

as PRC).

. l ikelihood is, according to Lind,

that PRC will follow the lead of

Columbia and sell to exhibs on the

basis of either one or more pix

Company feels that it can operate
legally as long as it does not make
the sale of one Aim conditional on
that of another, thus recognizing
the Federal court ban on block

booking. Auction selling will prob
ably not be carried out by the com
pany, Lind said, unless Benjamin
concludes that it would be legally

necessary.

A.C.-Censor Ban

Ups 'Outlaw' B.O.
Atlantic City, July 30.

"The Outlaw" and its star, Jane

Russell, are attracting capacity audi-

ences to both theatres at the Steel

Pier here after resort newspapers
had given it front-page publicity fol-

lowing its ban by city officials last

Thursday. 125). George Hamld, Sr.,

operator of the Pier, neatly got
around the city authorities Saturday,

afternoon (27) when counsel repre-

senting the Pier went before vice-

chancellor .Albeit S. Woodruff in

Camden and obtained an injunction

which restrained the city from in-"'

terfering with {he projection of the

film.

The injunction, returnable Aug. 10,

possibly after the picture' com-
pletes its run here, providing it is

not held over (now an excellent

possibility), was served on William
S. Cuthbert, director of public safe-

ty, city solicitor Leon Leonard, and
police chief Harry Saunders. .

Controversy over the picture start-

ed on Thursday afternoon (25) when
Cuthbert declared after a City Com-
mission meeting that it would not be
allowed to be shown here. The di-

rector declared that he was taking

this stand after representatives of

the Ministerial Union of Absecon
Island and the Catholic Legion of

Decency had made protests in his

office. Subsequently Mayor Joseph
Aitman said that the city would ''re-

sort to the full authority of the law"
to stop the showing of the picture.

Aitman had been injected into the
picture earlier when a proclamation
signed by him had. been printed in

the local papers. It declared last

Friday (26) a. "Day of Festivity" in

honor of Miss Russell upon her ar-

rival here by air to appear on the
Steel Pier. . The mayor later denied
that he had issued the proclamation
and the blame for it was shifted to

Mall Dodson, head of the City Pub-
licity Bureau here, who framed it

with the publicity representative
sent here with Miss Russell.

Despite the action of both Cuth-
bert and Mayor Aitman, Hamid con-
tinued to advertise in -local news-
papers that the film would be shown
and that Miss Russell would appear.

'Outlaw' Cues N. J. Censorship Move
Just what was feared by a large part of the Industry as a result of

the publicity on "The Outlaw" cropped up in Atlantic City over the
weekend—a move for additional political censorship. The .Rt Rev.
Msgr. Maurice J. Spillane, vicar-general of the Diocese of Camden,'
demanded that the state of New Jersey create a board of censors to
pass on all films before they are exhibited. Until the advent of "The
Outlaw" and some other similar product which brought a bluenose
onslaught this past winter and spring, move waa being mulled by
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association prexy, to fight city and1

state
censorship to the Supreme court. That's all been shelved now, as
result of demands for more rather than' less censorship from civic
and religious organizations. .

Msgr. Splllane has. the word passed from pulpits throughout the
Atlantic City area Sunday (2B) during masses that Catholics should
stay away from Steel Pier, where "The Outlaw" Is being shown.

MPTOA'S 4-PLY POLL

ON DECREE VIA TRADES
Poll of all indie exhibs on con-

troversial points raised by the anti-

trust decision was launched last

week by the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners Assn. through the trade
press. Intent on obtaining "yes" or
"no" answers on auction-selling, di-

vorcement - and arbitration, the
MTTC ' posed four questions which
it asked exhibs to vote on. Strongjy
against the bid system of selling
ordered by the court, the MPTOA
it e is generally regarded as a
step towards bolstering the exhib
t ' > to throw out the new system.
MPTOA asked that all replies be

in by Sept 15, shortly before the
proposed decree comes up for court
argument Poll is "strictly impar-
tial," the MPTOA said, and should
have exhib attention regardless of
organizational affiliation. Box-score
oh exhib answers would be pub-
lished weekly in the trade papers, it

was said,
•p— 'estlons put to exhibs ^ra:

1: "Do you . approve of the method
of competitive bid<" £ proposed by
the Court whereby pictures are to
br sold theatre by theatre, picture
by picture, to the highest respon-
sible bidi-'cr haying a theatre of the
size and equipment adequate to
show »hc pictures upon the terms
o/Iered by the distributor?" 2. "Do
you approve of the Court's- recom-
mendation for arbitration covering
dispute.- as to bids, clearances, runs,

whether the bidd;,- has a theatre
at''-;uate for the run for which he
bids, and similar matters?" 3. "Do
you approve of non-induslry arbi-

trators?" and 4. "Are you in favor
of the distributors being complete-
ly divorced from their holdings?"

Disney Letting Out 450 of 1,060

Personnel Following 25% SCG Tilt

Distaff Power
Hollywood, July 30.

Warners switched sexes on the
forthcoming picture qriginally

tagged "A Very Rich Man." New
title is "That Way With Women."

Fetes Set For

WB s 20th Anni
Washington, July 30.

The 20th anniversary of sound
Alms was marked here last Wednes-
day (24) by a presentation, by
Major Albert Warner, of a print of
Lights of- New York," first Warner
all-talking feature, to the Library
of Congress. Warner also turned
over to the Smithsonian Institute

an original Vitaphone turntable on
which the sound records of that
period were played. Ceremony took
place at the Library, with Alex-
ander Wetmore, secretary of Smith-
sonian, and Dr. Luther

.
H. Evans,

Librarian of Congress, serving as

hosts at a reception.
' "The movies have come a long
way in half a century," Warner
said in his presentation speech.

"But .the past 20 years have been
the most phenomenal growth of all.

With the birth of soundfilm in

1926, the motion picture gained a
new maturity.

"I think you will agree with me
that with the advent of the talking

film a great new influence in world
affairs came into its own. The most
potent American ambassador —
showing American humor, Ameri-
can thought the American way of

life—turned out to be a can of film.

And when war came, this same can
of film turned put to be our best
teacher. Today as we mark the

20th anniversary of talking pic-

tures, millions around the world
are learning and deriving inspira-

tion from the magic educational

medium."

Albany Dinner Aug. 6.

Albany, July 30.

A dinner commemorating the 20th-

anniversary of Warner Bros.' sound
will be given under auspices of the
Chamber of Commerce Aug 8, at the
be Witt Clinton Hotel.

Distinguished educators, clergy-
men, industrialists, civic leaders,

merchants, newspaper and radio
men and theatre technicians who
staged the first screening of "talk-
ies"" in Albany, will attend* a spe.
cial presentation of "Night and
Day."
Monty Wooley, Saratoga's acting

gift to the screen, will be one of
the speakers. The public is invited
to the dinner. It will start at 6 p.m.
and will be followed by a premiere
of "Night and Day" at the Strand.

Speakers At WB Annl t
Hollywood, July 30.

Warner Bros, added Donald Nel-
son, Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers prexy, and Byron
Price, executive veepee of the Mo-
tion Picture Association, to the long
list of Aim biggies who will appear
at the ceremonies marking the 20th
birthday of sound pictures.
Nelson will emcee and Price will

be a featured speaker at Warners'
Hollywood theatre Aug. 6.

WOOD TO GROW 'IVY'

Hollywood, July 30.
.

Sam Wood was handed producer
reins on "Ivy," slated by Interna-
tional iis a midwinter starter.:

Picture will be based on "The
Story of Ivy," authored by Marie

Hollywood, Jiiiy 30.

Approximately 450 employees will

go off the Walt Disney Productions

payroll at the close of work Aug. 1.

This represents almost half the total

1,060 Disney people, in one of the

most drastic
.
economy steps ever

taken by a film studio. Move was
blamed by Disney Productions on

increased wage demands by unions

and continuing contract negotiations
with crafts, which prevents the
studio from long range planning.
John F. Reeder, veepee and general
manager, signed the' notice which
was posted yesterday (29) at the
studio.

During the layoff only those em-
ployees needed to complete four fea-
ture productions now in work as
well as regular business functions,
studio maintenance and future pro-
duction planning/ will be kept at
their posts.

"Last week," said Reeder's notice,

"we accepted the demands of the
Screen Cartoonists Guild for a 25%
increase in base minimum wages.
This was imposed upon us as a con-
dition for the continuance of nego-
tiations on other clauses in the con-
tract all of which have an impor-
tant bearing on our production costs.

"This Increase, in addition to simi-
lar increases granted numerous
other' union crafts employed by the
studio, many of which were retro-
active to Jan. 1, make it imperative
to sharply curtail our operating ex-
penses at once and to. completely re-
vise our plans for future pictures."

R*eeder stated" that, production
would be stopped on all features ex-
cept "Song of the South," slated for

premiere showings in November;
"Fun and Fancy Free," a next sum-
mer release; "How Dear to My
Heart," going into release in thelall
of 1947, and "All in Fun," scheduled
for early 1948 release. Stories will
continue to be developed from which
Disney will select future produc-
tions when necessary adjustments
have been made. Among these are
"Peter- Pan," "Alice in Wonderland,"
"Cinderella," "Lady and the Tramp,"
"The Little People," "Destino," and
a story on American folklore.

Just what will happen to the
shorts program is speculative. It is

known that the. costs of shorts have
gone beyond the point where a profit
can be shown. Reeder's announce-
ment of the layoff stated that
"Mickey Mouse,' Donald Duck, and.

other famous Disney characters will
continue to furnish their quota of en-
tertainment throughout the world,"
but it 'is believed that unless costs
can greatly be curtailed, the shorts
program will be drastically trimmed.

Studio.has about 15 shorts on hand
in various stages of completion,
which means approximately a year's
supply,. Educational projects will go
ahead in both research and produc-
tion, Reeder stated, and the company
will continue to make every effort
to expand its world market. There
will be no halt in the making of for-

eign versions at the studio and in

such places as Rome, Stockholm,
Paris, Bombay and Rio de Janeiro.

Mgr. Lams With $1,152
Minneapolis, July 30.

.Police here are seeking John
Beatty, 22, manager of the Arion.
local Paramount nabe, who has dis-

appeared with $1,152, of the' thea-
tre's funds. Beatty had been em-
ployed by the circuit for three years

and his services had; been satisfac-

tory, it was stated by C. B. Stiff,

district manager.

Recently, however, according to

Stiff, Beatty had taken- to leaving

IOU's in the cash dra.wcr.
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MULL DITCHING OF AUCTION PLAN
Mpls. Distribs Greatly Conceraed

Over Big Buying-Booking Move
Minneapolis/July 30.

Distributors here are greatly con-

cerned over a move afoot to bring

together two of the territory's big-

gest buying and booking combines.

Theatre Associates and Independent

Theatres Assn., to do their buying

jointly in order to wield more,

power. The distributors fear that-

it's the forerunner of a combination

that may include the three other

buying and booking combines that

also have sprung up within the past

year.

Members of Theatre Associates

and Independent Theatres held an

unpubllcizcd meeting recently to

discuss the partial merger. Heads

of the combines declined to mike
any statements to the press.

The present trend throughout the

territory, toward buying and booking
combinations has been viewed with

much concern, as well as disap-

proval, by local exchange managers.
The fear, has been expressed that

the groups might try to gang up on
the distributors and attempt to dic-

tate sales policies and deals.

Afraid of running afoul of the

anti-trust laws, the film companies
have refrained' from presenting a

united front to the combines. None
has refused to sell any of the com-
bines, as far as can be learned.

Branch managers claim that the

combos are not buying any more
advantageously for their, members
than the latter were able to do when
doing their own buying, but the in-

dependent exhibitors assert other-

wise.

Theatre Associates comprises the

territory's Ave largest Independent
circuits, and last week employed
Tom Burke as Its buyer, the latter

having resigned from his post as

Monogram branch here to tak.e the
assignment. Independent Theatres
Includes practically all of the Twin
City independent exhibitors who are

not members of Theatre Associates.

Tax Pic a Big Aid
Albany, July 30.

A' film made by the State De-
partment of Commerce's Motion
Picture Bureau, which formed
the basis of animated explana-
tion by. major newsreel com-

. panics in theatres throughout
the State as to the method of

deducting the 50% personal

State income tax this spring, Is

credited by Department of Tax-
ation and Finance with cutting

the number of tax refunds to

25,000. Last year the total num-
ber of refunds was 60,000.

Not only did taxpayers gen-
erally take advantage of the re-

duction, as per suggestions in

the newsreels, but fewer of

them made, errors in calculating

the deduction. The Aim, which
cost $3,800, "paid for itself sev-
eral times over," Department of-

Aicals claim.

MONO TILTS ITS

CREDITS BY

$1,000,000

Balaban Would Move

Par's Star Roster To

Chi for 'Skies' Preem
Chicago, July 30.

"Super - spectacle," including one
of those gaudy, star-spangled Stat*
Street parades and the world pre-
miere of Paramount's "Blue Skies,"

is being planned by the Balaban &
Katz circuit to celebrate the Chi-
cago Theatre's 25th anni in Septem-
ber.

Nothing definite, outside of the
parade and preem, has as yet been
laid out for the week-long celebra-
tion, with John Balaban, in charge,
of the affair, holding off any an-
nouncement of the Par stars and
studio execs , who'll be present till

studio schedules are dovetailed with
his plans.

Circuit chief, Incidentally, is "ask-
ing for the moon' as far as talent
is concerned—and that means

.
Bing

Crosby, Bob Hope, Betty Hutton,
Dorothy Lamour, Alan Ladd, Ray
Milland, Olivia DeHavllland, Sonny
Tufts, Veronica Lake, Joan Caul-
Acid, Joan Fontaine, Diana Lynn,
Gail Russell, Robert Cummlngs;
Brian Donlevy, William Bendix, etc.,

idea being to make It the top
"hegira from Hollywood" of the
year.

Efforts are being made by Mono-
gram to increase by about $1,000,000

the revolving credit it established
with four banks, two in New York
and two on the Coast, six months
ago. Company aims to push up coin
available to it for production from
the $2,000,000 figure set last winter
to $3,000,000.

George Burrows, Mono veepee and
treasurer, who was east last week
arranging the New York end of the
deal, said the increase was desired
because of a combination of gener-
ally increased costs in' Hollywood
and Mono's desire to up the quality
of casts and production. Burrows
returned to the Coast over the week-
end.

Tilt in Mono's credit is looked on
favorably by the bankers and is ex-
pected to go through with little dif-

ficulty, since Mono is in best finan-
cial shape in its history. Statement
to . be issued shortly for fiscal year
ending last June 30 will reveal a
net of better than $400,000, which is

more than double the previous 12
months' earnings. Financial status
has been still further hypoed re-
cently by a rearrangement of com-
pany's structure 'for tax purposes.
This

' was acknowledged poor be-
fore and the improvement will be
reflected in net earnings.
Banks which are being asked to

increase credit available are Guar-
anty and Bank of Manhattan, in New
York, and California and Security,
on the Coast. Burrows, until he
joined Mono in 1942, was v.p. of
Guaranty in charge of motion pic-
ture loans.

EVEN 0. OF J.

IT

With auction-selling of pictures

apparently a proposition that nobody
loves—not even the Department *of

Justice—speculation was growing
last week on the likelihood of the
scheme's being dropped by common
consent from the Federal court anti-

trust; decree as finally written.

Two significant developments gave
strength to the speculation:

1. From all over the country pro-
tests rose in growing number against

auction selling from the very men
whom it was designed to aid—the in-

die exhibs.
2. Robert L. Wright, special assist-

ant U. S. attorney-general, who ar-

gued the anti-trust case, took pains:

to stress that the auction-seHing
scheme had not been suggested by
the Government, but had been de-
vised and written In by the court.

Thus, with apparently no support
for the principle from any quarter,

attorneys for the film companies
-were mulling the possibility of hud-
dling with judges of the special sta-

tutory court which handed down the
outlines of the degree and asking
whether, if Wright agrees, the auc-
tion selling point could be forgotten.

Difficulties of administration of the
system of accepting bids and deter-

mining the best without being sub-
ject to continuous legal action from
unsuccessful -bidders is one of their

strong arguments.
-Headaches Galore

Exhibs see in the bidding plan
nothing but a myriad of detail and
trouble for themselves without im-
provement of their economic posi-

(Continued on page IS)

Par Division Sales

Heads Move in Field;

Kirby to Selznick?
Under a policy which has Para-

mount's four division sales managers
constantly on the go in the field, re-

ported that there may not be a suc-
cessor to John Kirby as southeastern
district manager, but whether or not
other districts may be eliminated is

not indicated.

Kirby, whose district included At-
lanta, New"- Orleans and Charlotte,

resigned several weeks . ago, but be-

fore deciding on two offers reported
made him will first take a prolonged
vacation, Understood one offer is to

join Vanguard (Selznick) where ex-
Parite Neil Agnew Is sales boss.

Par's four div heads, Hugh Owen,
Earle Sweigart, George Smith and
Jim Donohue, are reversing former
custom by spending a large propor-
tion of (heir time in the field.

Proser Setting Up Film

Version of 'Copatabana'
Monte Proser trained to the Coast

yesterday (Tuesday) tip .consummate
pre-production work ' on "Copaca-
bana," fllmization of his N. Y. nitery,

which Sam Coslowi. in conjunction
with the Hersh Bros, and agent
George Frank, is producing. Film,
skedded to roll Oct. 1, will be re-

And 16m Under OPA Rule leased thr°ueh united' Artists. -coPa
„, , . . „„ ; Girl' will be a sequel.
Wastnngton. July 30, I • A iready set f0r , he cast ara. ear-

In the motion picture field only men Miranda and Gloria Jean, and
theatre carpeting and some 16m Proser. while on the Coast, will
equipment continue under price ^dicker with Metro for the loan of
control of the revised OPA which

, Xavier Cugat and Jimmy Durante,
got a new lease on life last Friday.

|
Coslow, basically a songwriter, will

Only Theatre Carpeting

Metro-Skouras Accord

Flows Pix Again in N.Y.
Metro product, which was held up

in the Greater New York territory

and surrounding areas in which
Skouras operates, has been freed as

result of a deal reached during the

past week, with immediate playing

time assigned to "Green Years,"
among Metro pictures that were
beached due to haggling over terms.

In some cases Skouras houses re-

sorted to reissues or repeats' while

having trouble getting together with
Metro. Circuit, operating in Greater
N. Y.. on Long Island, in northern
New Jersey and lower N. Y. state,

also picked up some rather old Par
pictures which hadn't been played
during the lengthy tussle which
Skouras had with this company.

MPA Expresses Vote of Confidence

In Johnston, Extending Pact to 1952

The Right Answer
When Boris Morros was sign-

ing up various longhair artists

.for his forthcoming pic, "Car-
negie Hall," Columbia Concerts'
Dorle Jarmel suggested Gregor
Piatigorsky, the cellist.

"Ask him who was his first,

teacher," Morros told Miss Jar-
mel. "If he gives you the right
answer, I'll sign him."
"Who," asked Miss Jarmel of

Piatigorsky, "was your first cel-

lo teacher?"
"Boris Morros," replied the

cellist promptly, "In Ekaterino-
slav, Russia, When I was seven."

AUCTION BIDS

DUE TO STICK

SEZ MYERS
Washington, July 30.

Abram F. Myers today slammed
at a number of exhib groups as

"silly" for their attempts to win a
dropping of auction selling from the
proposed anti-trust decree and
urged exhibs to- give up the notion
that the Federal court would sanc-
tion such a move. Exhibs should
settle among themselves the question
whether they want auction sales or
total divestiture "as the Supreme
Court doubtless will order once the
case comes before it," Myers said.

In a_ 12,000 word analysis of the
decision which accompanied Myers'
statement, competitive bidding sys-

tem was likened to "treating a
canter with headache pills." "Put-
ting Alms on the auction block will

not induce the defendants to in-

crease the number of their releases

or to open their retained first-run

theatres to the product of new
producers and new distributors who
might wish to enter into competi-
tion with them," Myers declared.

In a further attack on the court
decision, the analysis said that "the
court showed tolerance bordering oh
partisanship concerning the defend-
ants' present theatre holdings."
Nevertheless, Myers concluded, "the
major companies have suffered a

humiliating defeat, by far the worst
in . their numerous tilts with the
law."

Statement and analysis is gen-
erally viewed as an Allied attempt
to take the lead behind a drive on
the Supreme Court without . any
attempt to have ihe statutory court
change its mind. Allied leaders are
confident that the high court will

order divorcement, the main goal
of Allied officials.

The 16m equipment was permitted
some higher ceilings.

Knocked out by OPA were arc
lamps, floodlighting equipment, ra-
dio headphones, theatre control
boards, special cleaning equipment
for theatres, fans and airconditlon-

writtf the score to go with Gertrude
Purcell's screenplay. Proser will

set the director after huddles with

Coslow.
Accompanied by his wife. Jane

Ball, and their son. Chit, Proser ex-

pects to stay on the Coast about 10
|

ing. Thus, except for carpeting.
|

days. Miss Ball, under contract to;

Mollywood and the 35m theatres are 20lli-Fox, will stay on after his re-
,

completely out from under OPA. »turtt.

Lightman Very Much OK
Memphis, July 30.

M. A. Lightman, president of the

Malco Circuit, is asserting that his

death, like Mark Twam's,' was
greatly exaggerated.

Lightman cancelled a two-Week
vacation trip to Maine last week On

orders of his doctor to take a rest

at home instead. Trade immedi-
ately buzzed with unexplainable re-

ports that he had died.

One trade paper (not Variety)

even telegraphed the Memphis
newspapers, requesting check on the

report.

L'ville House in 700G

Triple Suit vs. Majors
Louisville, July 30.

Local film product situation,

which has been of long standing,

has been brought into the open by
anti-trust suit filed in N. Y. federal
court (11) by Albert Hoffman, op-
erator, and Fifth 4 Walnut, Inc.,

owners of the National, local va.ud-

film house. Suit names Metro,
Paramount, RKO, United Artists,

Universal, Warners, Republic, Co-
lumbia, Loew's Booking Agency and
the UA- Theatre Circuit charging il-

legal conspiracy to build up a first-

run monopoly. PlaintifTs seek !

$700,000 triple damages.

Owners of the National are asking
for a permanent injunction restrain-

ing defendants from licensing any
theatre on terms more favorable than
those granted the plaintiff's house.
Action claims that defendants es-

tablished illegally uniform clearance
of GO days over second-run houses
and 30 days over houses catering to

exclusively colored patronage.
Product situation has handicapped

the National, which has during the
summer been playing stage shows
three days and films four days.

Recent newspaper reports that

Mayor William O'Dwyer of New
York would replace Eric A, John-
ston as prexy of the Motion Pic-

ture Assn., led the MPA board last

week to indicate its confidence in

its chief by extending his contract

for two years. Five-year pact,

which would have expired in 1950,

was pushed up to 1952. No change
was made during the extension
period, it is understood, in the $100,-

000 a year, plus expenses, called

for In Johnston's current contract

Publicity on the O'Dwyer's angle,

following reports a few months ago
of dissatisfaction by some picture

company heads with Johnston's ad-
ministration, gave impetus to the
desire of MPA board to indicate that
Johnston was in good standing.
MPA prez himself admitted to
Variety several months ago that he
knew some dissatisfaction was be-
ing expressed on the Coast. His
success in getting

. preferential
treatment for films abroad, plus a
visit to the Coast since that time,
have smoothed out all the ruffled
feelings. '

Johnston, after attending the
board meeting in New York last
Thursday, spent Friday (26) in Wash-
ington, leaving from there for "his

home in Spokane for three weeks
of vacation and looking after his
personal business interests.

Last week's board meeting also
elected Herman Robbins, prez of
National Screen Service, to mem-
bership in the MPA. It likewise
heard a progress report on various

'

industry research projects instituted
by Johnston.
Questionnaire on a foreign theatre

survey has been okayed by reps of
each international company and . is

expected to be mailed throughout
the world within another two weeks,
reported W. B. England, acting
chairman of the Advisory committee
on research, and Robert W. Cham-
bers, director of research for the
association.

Survey is designed to secure' vital
statistics on all houses outside the .

U. S., with each company respon-
sible for collecting the data from
an assigned segment of the globe.

Metro's Sales Policy

Under the Decree Due

By End of This Week
Metro h.o. sales and legal depart-

ment execs, after six weeks of con-
centrated study of the anti-trust de-
cision, hope to announce their new
sales policy by the end of this week,
according lo William F. Rodgers,
Metro vecpee over sales.

Although no announcement has
been made of the instructions sent
out to the field force regarding the
selling of pictures singly, Metro has
been following that procedure, along'
with the other majors,, since last
Thursday (25), Rodgers said. Hud-
dles have been devoted to a study
of the projected auction-bidding
system for -films and, although no
dale has been set by the Dept. of
Justice for that to take effect, it's

believed that the new sales policy
will include Metro's decisions on
how the company will handle the
problem.

Milt Pickman Shifts

West as H. Cohn's Aide
Successor to Milton Pickman as

eastern production representative of
Harry Cohri, Columbia prexy, is ex-
pected to be named shortly. Pick-
man planed out of New York Satur-
day (27) for the Coast to become
Cohn's assistant and a production
exec at the studio. Understood he'll

huddle with the Col topper this

week on choice of his successor in

the east.

Pickman repped Cohi. in New
York for tht past year, prior lo

that serving at Ihe studio for a

shnrl time, alter discharge from the
Army. V.p. Jack Cohn and other
h.o. execs tossed a cocktail parly
for Pickman Friday (26) as a send-
off .
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It's a FACT that the

km

next r i Century-Fox Hit that

WILL ENRICH
EXHIBITOR'S

BOXOFFICES!
— motion Picture Daily

DOROTHY McGUIRE • ROBERT YOUNG in "CLAUDIA

AND DAVID" with Mary Astor • John Sutton • Gail

Patrick • Rose Hobart • Harry Davenport • Florence

Bates *Jerome Cowan • Else Janssen • Frank Twedell

Anthony Sydes • Directed by WALTER LANG

Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG • Screen

Play by Rose Franken and William Brown

Meloney • Adaptation by Vera

Caspary • From Stories by

Rose Franken

'i

J
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ANNAm" KING OF SIAM
7th week starts tomorrow at Radio City Music Hall 1 New all-time, non-holiday

record 3 theatres, Los Angeles! First 34 dates outgross "Leave Her to Heaven"!

\

JEROME KERN'S

/

Ventenniai Rummer
IN TECHNICOLOR

It's Summer-Time, Holdover-Time Everywhere! New York, Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh,Washington, Baltimore, St. Louis, Portland,Johnstown, Salt Lake,Reading,

Detroit,Trenton—Topping the all-time highs of"State Fair" and "Dolly Sisters"!

.••'"wSSBsSa"

IN TECHNICOLOR

Setting the pace right across the nation!

Sensational figures in hundreds ofcities Big

and Small! Holding over everywhere!

\w2r
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Heat Hits L A.; Tears' $71,000 In

4 Spots, 'Bride' Offish 32^ in 3,

larceny'-Prima 24G, 'Anna 56G in 3
Los Angeles. July 30.

Overall first-run biz still/being hit

by heat and outdoor attractions.

New bills all under expectations,

with "Green Years" running less

than average on first week in four
houses at $71,000. "Bride Wore
Boots" light $32,500 in three spots,

while "Larceny ' in Heart," with
Louis Prima orch on stage, at Mil-
lion Dollar is below hopes at $24,-

000 or near. Second frame of
"Anna" in three spots good $56,000
on second and final week. "To
Each His Own" in two houses, fair

at $31,000. "Human Bondage." on
week in three houses very light at

$28,000.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—

"Green Years" (M-G). Oke $9,000.

Last week, "Easy to Wed" (M-G)
(4th wk). $2,400 on biowon".

Beverlv Hills Music Hull iBlu-
monfold-G&S) (824: 05-$l)—"Young
Widow" (UA) (3d wk-6 days'). Suit

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $754,500

(Based on 17 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$718,590

(Based on 15 theatres?

Bette, IHusic Both

Terrif 27G in D. C.

Washington, July 30.

Cool weather is redounding to

the benefit of local boxofficcs. Pace-
setters ore "Make Mine Music" and

able $3,000. Last week, 'fair' $4,600. i "Stolen Life," both of which arc

Carthay Circle (FWQ) 1 1,518; 50-
$1)—"Smoky" < 20th) and "Shouldn't
Happen to Dog" (20th) (3d wk-m.o.).
Good $4,500. Last week, smart
$5,800.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.048;
50-$l )—"Anna
Smart $19,000.

$25,300.
r

Downi-jwn i WB

)

very speedy,

Estimates for This Week
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Sto-

len Life" (WB). Sock $27,000. Last
!
week, "To Each His Own" (Par)

. (2d wk), fair $14,000.

KAYE KITES FRISCO

TAKE BY BIG 42G
San Francisco, July 30.

'

Local Shrine parades responsible

for cutting down grosses though
"Kid Brooklyn" overcoming oil

handicaps a* terrific $42,000.

Estimates for Last Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)

—"Step by Step" (RKO), plus vaude
headed by Bob Crosby orch, Non-
chr.lants and Jeanne Blanche. Okay
$29,000. Lftst week, "Without
Reservations" (RKO) (3d wk), plus
vaude headed by Freddie Slack orch
and Ella Mae Morse, hefty $31,500..

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-85)—"Anna"
(20th) (2d wk). Fair: $21,000. Last
week, handsome $38,500.
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—

"Kid Brooklyn" (RKO). Colossal
$42,000. Last week, "Stolen Life"
(WB). (3rd wk), lukewarm $15,000.
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—

"Stranger" iRKO) (2d wk). Poor
$15,000. Last week, neat $27,000.

St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) (m.o.). So-so
$9,500. Last week, "O.S.S." (Par)

I (m.o.), fair $8,000.
State (FWC) (2,133: 55-85)—"Two

Sisters" (M-G) <3rd wk) (m.o.).
On five days fair $7,000. Last Week,
oke $13,000.
Orpheum (Blumcnfcld) (2,448; 55-

85)—"Night in Casablanca" (UA).
Fair ,$19,000. Last week, "Lover
Come Back" (U), sad $12,500. .

'>

United Artists (Bluincnfeld) (1.-

207; 55-85)—"Outlaw" (UA) (9th
wk). Nice $11,000 after smooth
$14,000 last week (8th).

Detroit Setting Fast Pace; life

28G, Tomorrow,' 'Summer' 25G Each

(20th) (2d wk).
: Metropolitan (WB) (1,503; 44-70)

Last week, fancy
| _-in old Sacramento" (Rep). Nice
i
at $8,500. Last week, "Jan ie Gets

(1.800; 50-$l)—
,
Married" (WB) (m.o.), $0,500.

wk). :

slow
"Human Bondage" (WB) (2d
At S13.000, light. Last week
$18,700. i

Downtown Music Mall (Blumen-
feld) (872; 55-$D—"Young Widow"

|

(UA) (3d wk-6 days). Near $10,000, I

oke. Last week, fair $13,400.
j

Egyptian <FWC) (1,538; 50-$l )—
'

"Green Years" (M-G). Below aver--
age $16,000. Last week, "Easy to i

Wed" (M-G) (4th wk-6 days), went
|

out with $6,500. .; .

El Hey (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— 1

"Bride Wore Boots" (Par). Oke!
$7,000. Last week, "Stranger"
(RKO) (3d wk), nifty $5,900.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)—

"Stranger" (RKO) (m.o.). Slow $4,-
500. Last week, "Portrait Maria"
(M-G (2d wk-4 days), wealc $900.
Guild (FWC ) (968; 50-$l )—"Night

Paradise" (U) and "Dressed to Kill"
(U) (2d wk). Light $3,500. Last
week, hefty $7,800.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) 1956;

50-$D—"Young Widow" (UA) (3d
wk-6 days). Slow $3,500. Last wdck,
light $5,100. ;

'-'

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Human Bondage" (WB) (2d wk).
Weak $7,500. Last week, slow
$13,200.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen

-

feld) (475; 65-85)—"Young Widow"
(UA ) (3d wk-6 days). Fair $3,000.
Last week, okay $4,800.

Loew's' Stole. lLoew-WC) (2,404;
50-$l) — '!Anna" (20th) (2d wk).
Smooth $25,000. Last week, strong
$35,300 but hurt by heat.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
50-$D—"Green Years" (M-G). Un-
der average $32,000. Last week,
"Easy Wed" (M-G) (4th wk), closed
with $12,000.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420;
55-85)—"Larceny in Heart". (PRC)
with Louis Prima orch on stage.
Only fair at $24,000. Last week,
"Avalanche" (PRC) with Joe Liggins
Honcydrippers, International Sweet-
hearts Rhythm, and Wonderful Smith
on stage, good $25,600.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55-

$1)—"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and
"Queen Burlesque" (PRC.) Mild $18,-
000. Last week, "Stranger" (RKO)
(3d wk), nice $9,300 on finale.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—

"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (4th
wk) and "Inside Job" (U). Fair $12,-
000 or near. Last week, with "Gentle-
man Misbehaves" (Col) supporting,
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—

"To Each His Own" (Par) and "Boy,
Girl. Dog" (Film Classics) (2d wk).
Light $17,000. Last week, only aver-
age $25,600. heat hurting some.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,-

451; 50-$l)—"To Each His Own"
(Par) (2d wk). Good $14,000. Last
week, not up to expectations but still

good $15,900.
RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50-

80)—"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO)
Mth wk) and "Inside Job" (U). Off
at $12,000. Last week, with "Gentle-
man Misbehaves" (Col) supporting,
oke $16,800.

Rltz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l )—"Night
Paradise" (U) and "Dressed to Kill"
(U) (2d wk). Neat $4,500. Last
week, snappy. $9,400.

United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100;

50-$D—"Night Paradise" ,(U) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U) (2d wk). Near
$8,000, oke. Last week, strong
$16,500.
Uptown (FWC) (1.719; 50-$D—

"Anna" (20th) (2d wk). Sturdy $12,-
000. Last week, sock $16,000.
Vogue (FWC) (885: 50-85)—"Bride

Wore Boots" (Par). Oke $7,500. Last
week, "Stranger" (RKO) (3d 1 wk),
neat $5,800.

Wilshlre (FWC) (2,296, 30-$D—
"Green Years"

.
(M-G)

Keith's (RKO) ( 1,838; 44-80)—
"Make Mine Music" (RKO). Ter-
rific $27X100. and holds. Last week,
"Lover Come Back" (U), moderate
$13,000.

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)—
"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA),
with vaude. Fine $26,000. Last
week, "Centennial Summer" (20th)
(2nd wk), excellent $25,000.

Palace (Loew) (2,370; 44-70) —
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2nd wk).
Handsome $18,000. Last week, smash
$29,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (m.o.) (2d
wk). Good $7,500. Last week. $10,-
500.

'WED' SOCK $28,000,

'HEARTS' 6G, L'VDLLE
Louisville, July 30.

State is way out in front this week
with "Easy to Wed" going to town
for sock $28,000. Looks like another
stanza in the offing. "Our Hearts
Growing. Up" and "Swing Parade
1946" are strong at the Strand. Sun-
ny Dunham's orch and stage revue
helped biz at the' National for three
days, but crime films balance of the
week not so forte.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (4th Avc.-Locw's) (1,000

40-60) — "Without Reservations'
(RKO) (m.o.). Had brisk opening
two days, but slackened over Sun-
day (28). Looking for medium $5,000
Last week "Whistle Stop" (UA) and
"Blithe Spirit" (UA) (m.o.) meagre
$3,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)

—"Sentimental Journey" (20th) and
"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G). Oke $1,800,
Last week, "Virginian" (Par) and
"Seventh Veil" (U); same.

State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)
"Easy to Wed" (M-G), Sock $28,000
and may hold. Last week, "Green
Years" (M-G) and "Blondic's Lucky
Day" (Col), fair $16,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100:

40-60) — "Stolen Life" (WB) (3d
wk). Holding up well in face of
terrif opposition for fairish $4,000
Last week (2d) robust $5,000.
National (Standard) (2,400: 40-60)

—"I Ring Doorbells" (PRC) and
Sunny Dunham's orch split with
"March of Crime" (Indie) and "I
Met Murderer" (Indie). Bulk of biz
brought in by stage fare, with four
days of crime films n.s.h. Looks
neat $9,000. Last week, "How Do
You Do" (PRC) and John Calvert
Magic Show, split with "Last
Chance" (M-G), same.
Rlalt© (Fourth Avenue) (3.400; 40-

60)^"WeU Groomed Bride" (Par),
and "They Made Me Killer" (Par).
Slow paced for. mild $12,000. Last
week, "Without Reservations" (RKO)
strong $17,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;
40-60) — "Our Hearts Growing Up"
(Par) and "Swing Parade 1946"
(Mono), Healthy $6,000; Last week,
"Strange Triangle" (20th) and
"Yank in London" (20th),. slow
$3,000.

INDPLS. SPOTTY BUT

'WED' TERRIFIC' 22G
Indianapolis, July 30,

Film grosses highly variable here
again this week, with "Easy to Wed'.'
hitting one of the season's top fig-

ures at Loew's, while "Falcon's
Alibi," with Jerry Wald orchestra
and Roddy MacDowall on the stage
at the Circle, and "To Each His Own"
at the Indiana are only fair. Pull of
outdoor competition still is keenly
felt by all but the strongest attrac-
tions.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 46-74)
"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO), with

Jerry W.ald .orch., Roddy MacDowall.
others, oh stage. Offish $18,000. Last
week, "It Shouldn't Happen to a
Dog" (20th), with Tony Pastor band
on stage, average $19,500.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)

—"To Each. His Own" (Par). Fair
$13,000. Last week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th), thin $9,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—

'Easy to Wed" (M-G). Terrific $22.-
000. Last week, "Green Years" (M-
G) and "Walls Tumbling Down"
(Col), hefty $18,400.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)

"Shock" (20th) and "Strange Trian-
gle" (20th). Tepid $6,000. Last week,
"Stolen Life" (WB), dandy $7,000 on
moveover from Indiana.

oke. Last week, "Easy to Wed"
(M-G) (4th wk), slow $4,200.
Wllsblre (FWC) (2,296; 50-$D—

"Human Bondage" (WB) (2d wk).
Only $7,500, flow. Last week, only
fair at $12,800.
Laurel (Roseher) (835; $1.80-2.40)

—"Henry V" (UA) (7th wk). Steady
At- $14,000 $12,000. Last week, steady $13,900,

'Passage' 17G, Balto;

W24G, 'Bondage' 18G
Baltimore, July 30;

Strong product is helping to lift

b.o.'s' out of the doldrums of recent
weeks. Very solid is "Easy to Wed,"
at Loew's Century as is "Of Human
Bondage," at the Stanley. Extra-
strong advance ballyhoo for "Canyon
Passage," at Keith's, getting results
there.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—"Easy to Wed" (M-G). In fine
shape at resounding $24,000. Last
week, "Young Widow" (UA) fared
rather well, at $13,600.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240

20-70)—"Make Mine Music" (RKO
and vaude (2d wk). Off on second
sesh at $13,000 after okay initial
round to $17,200.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20,
60)—"Canyon Passage" (U). Strongly
sold in advance and paying off at
$17,000. Last week, second of "O.S.S.'
(Par), held fairly well at $9,100.
Little (Rappaport) (306; $1.80

$2.40)—"Henry V"- (UA) (2d wk).
'radically capacity both matinee and
evening with figure staying at $7,400.
Local Theatre Guild legit subscrip
tion list responding nicely and con
tinned raves from critical front
helping.

,
Mayfair fHicks) (980; 25-55)—

"Avalanche" (PRC). Mild response
at $3,500. Last week, "Dressed to
Kill" i.trj .was slightly better at
$3,700.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Centennial Summer" (20th) (3d
wk). Winding up at fairish $8,000
after steady previous sesh of $11,400.
Stanley (WB) (3,280 ;

25-74)—"Of
Human Bondage" (WB). Solid week-
end pointing to fine $18,000 and a
sure h.o. Last week, second of "To
Each His Own" (Par), strong $14,300.
Valencia (Lbew's-UA) (1,860; 20-

80)—"Young Widow" (UA) (m.o.).
Drawing house average of $4,000.
Last week, "Green Years" (M-G), in
second week of moveover from
previous two rounds in downstairs
Century, held well at $4,600.

Key City Grosses
•

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....... .$2,928,2»e

(Based on 20 cities, 175 thea-

tres, chiefly ilrst runs, including

N. Y.)

Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year . . . .$2,796,4M

(Based on 21 cities, 173 theatres)

'Blonde'-Jones 42G,

Philly; lef 33G
Philadelphia, July . 30.

Van Johnson and Spike Jones

share boxofflee honors .this sesh.

Jones' band is on Earle stage with

Bamboo Blonde" and. making, the

wickets roll despite midsummer
heat Johnson's "Easy to Wed" gar-

nering second money. Rest of dc-
luxers doing spotty biz.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 42-89) —

"Boy's Ranch" (M-G). Slim $8,500.

Last week "Night Paradise"
. (U)

better at $11,500 plus fairish $2,000
for one-day stand at Earle.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 42-89)—
Janie Gets' Married" (WB) (2d
run). Mild $4,700. Last week, "Well
Groomed Bride" (Par) okay $7,000
for second run.

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89)—"With-
out Reservations" (RKO). Oke $23,-
500. Last week, "Of Human Bond-
age" (WB) (2d wk) blah $14,500.

Earle (WB) (2,760; 52-99)—"Bam-
boo Blonde" (RKO) and Spike
Jones orch. Smash $42,000. Last
week's take was big $33,500 for "She
Wrote Book" (U), with Carmen
Cavallero band on stage.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 42-89)—"Cen-

tennial Summer" (20th) (3d wk).
Slowing down to fair $17,000. Sec-
ond week nifty. $26,000.

KaTlton (Goldman) (1,000; 42-89)
—"Cluny Brown" (20th) (2d run).
Fair • $6,500. Last week "Hearts
Growing Up" (Par) (2d run) so-so
$6,500.

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 42-89)—
"Heartbeat" (RKO) (2d run). Poor
$4,500. Last week, "Renegades"
(Col) mediocre $5,800 for second
run.
Mastbaum (WB) (4.387; 42-89)—

"Stolen Life" (WB) (4th wk). Still
holding up okay at $18,500. Last
week, neat $23,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 42-89) —
"Easy to Wed" (M-G). Hefty $33,000.
Last week, "Green Years'. (M-G)
wound up third week with fairish
$16,500.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 42-89) —
'Young Widow" (UA). Jane Russell
failing to draw the curious at mild
$11,000. Last week, "Tarzan Leopard
Woman" (RKO) slow $8,500 for sec
ond week.

NIGHT -INK SPOTS

SOCK 37G, SEATTLE
Seattle, July 30.

The heat wave is beating the
grosses at most houses. Blue Mouse
has "Well Groomed Bride" on ex-
tended run, while Liberty is on 2d
week with "Renegades." Without
Reservations" is hot enough for hold-
over at the big-seater Fifth; ditto
for "O.S.S." at Music Hall.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—

"Well Groomed Bride'* (Par) and
"Devil's Mark" (Col). Good $8,000
or over. .Last week, 2d of "Cluny
Brown" (20th) (six days), slow $3
800.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-8ff)
—"Without Reservations" (RKO) (2d
wk). Expected $8,500 for five days
big after immense $15,300 last week.
Liberty (J&vH) (1.650; 45-80)—

"Renegades" (Col) and "Blondie's
Lucky Day" (Col) (2d wk). Headed
for $6,500, fair. Last stanza, good $8
700.

Music Box (H-E) (850; 35-80)—
"Bascomb" (M-G) -and VDing Dong
Williams" (RKO) (4th wk). Hitting
around $5,000, fair, while $5,600. last
week (3d).
Musle Kali (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)-

"O.S.S." (Par) and "Strange Tri-
angle" (20th) (2d wk). Anticipated
$9,000, good. Last week' this pair got
great $14,800.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; ,

r
>5-$l)

"Her Adventurous Night" (U), with
Ink Spots on stage. Looks for terrific
$37,000, house record. Last week (45
80), "Lover Come Back" (U) ahc
"Inner Circle" (Rep), nine days, not
so. hot $8,100.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)

(Continued on page 21)

Detroit, July 30.
No complaints about business here

this week although a few new shows
are somewhat under hopes. "Stolen
Life," "One More Tomorrow" arid
Centennial Summer," which head
dual bills, are all strong.

Estimates for. This Week
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034;

60-85)—"Stolen Life" (WB) and
"Shadows Over Chinatown" (Mono)
(2d wk). Stout $28,000. Last week,
same, program pulled $35,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,-

976; 60-85)—"One More Tomorrow"
(WB) and "South of Monterey"
(Mono). Swell $25,000. Last week,
"Virginian" (Par) and "Bamboo
Blonde" (RKO) (3d wk), okay $17,-
000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4,049; 60-85)
—"Centennial Summer" (20th) and
"Mysterious Intruder" (Col) (2d
wk). Strong $25,000. Last wock same
setup was socko,$42;000. ,

Downtown (Balaban) (2,083; V0-95)
—"She Wrote Book" (U), with the
Vagabonds, Dick Buckley, Charles
"Dizzy" Smith and others on stage.

Tepid $22,000. Last week, "Rainbow
Over Texas" (Rep) with "Sugar
Chile" Robinson and others on stage,

good $31,000.

United Artists (United Detroit) H.-
941; 60-85)—"Make Mine Music"
(RKO) and "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO)
(2d wk). Socko $25,000. Last week,
same program was terrific $31,000.

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)

(3,000; 60-85)—"The Vireinian" (Par)

and "Bamboo Blonde". (RKO) (m.o.).

Fair $14,000. Last week, "Hoodlum
Saini" (M-G) and "The French Key"
(Rep), $12,000.

Adams (Balaban) (2,963; .60-85)—
"She Wolf London" (U> and "The
Unknown" (Col). Tepid $10,000. Last
week, "Dark Corner" (20th) and
Colonel Effingham's • Raid" (20th),

oke $10,000. ...
Madison (United Detroit) (1,858;

40-55)—"Scarlet Street" (U) and
"Abilene Town" (UA). Good $3,000

for 3 days. Last week. "Ziegfcld Fol-

lies" (M-G) and "Behind Green
Lights" (20th h strong $5,000 for 4
days.

Ms Hold Down Boston;

'Renegades' 31G, 2 Spots;

'Anna' Stout 28G,.2d
Boston, July 30.

Holdovers keeping takes down this

week though exceptionally, com-
fortable outdoor weather is also

contributing to downbeat on gross.

"Renegades,"- day-date at State-

Orphcum, is chief new bill but dis-

appointing. "Anna," "Stranger"
and "Henry V" leading h.o. pack.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 50-$1.10)—

"Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk). plus
Johnny Desmond, Pled Pipers, Herb
Shriner, others on stage. Dropped
to $30,000, still pretty good. First
nabbed $38,000, great, with Shep
Fields orch.

Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (17th wk). Fig-
ured on washing out this week but
lift to $8,000 forced hanging on an-
other week or so. Last week
$7,000.

Fenway (M-P) 1,375; 40-80)—
"Our Hearts Growing Up" (Par)
and "Pass Key Danger" (Rep). So-
so $6,000. Last week "Well Groomed
Bride" (Par) (2d wk), $5,500.

Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40-
80)—"Spectre Rose" (RepT and
"Gay Cavalier" (Mono) (2d wk).
Sagging to $6,009 after okay $8,000
on first.

Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
"Her Adventurous Night" (U).
Opens today (30). Last week "Kid
Brooklyn" (RKO) and "Danger
Woman" (RKO), Ave days, of fourth
week, $17,000. Third was $25,000.

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
—"Anna" (20th) and "Deadline
Murder" ,(Mono) (2d wk). Stout
$28,000 after great $32,000, first.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900: 40r80)—
"Renegades" (Col) and "Blondie's
Lucky Day" (Col). Fair $21,000. Last
week "Two Sisters" (M-G) (2d
wk), $20,000.
Paramount (M-P) (40-80)—"Our

Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and
"Pass Key

.
Danger" (Rep). Only

middling at $13,000. Last week
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (2d

wk), $9,000.
State (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—

"Renegades" (Col) and "Blondie's
Lucky Day" (Col). Pretty slow
$10,000. Last week "Two Sisters'*

(M-G) (2d wk), $12,000.
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74) ,

—"Man Who Dared" (Col)- and
"Devil's Mask" (Col). Okay $5,000.

Last week "Strange Impersonation''
(Rep) and "Neath Brooklyn Bridge"
(Mono), $4,500.
Tremont (Brand-Mage) (1.500;

40^80)—"Spectre Rose" (Rep) and
"Gay Cavalier" (Mono) (2d wk).
Okay $7,500 after good $9,000 first.
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Widow -Pastor Wedding Bells At

Flowery 55G in Chi; 'Night' 15G,

'O^'-Vaude 6%, Tears 32G, 2d
Chicago, July 30.

It's mostly an h.o. situation current-

ly with grosses accordingly slanted

downward. Of the three newcom-
ers. "Young Widow," with Tony
Pastor's orch on the stage,- is out

front, heading for $55,000 at the

Oriental. Others are "Somewhere
In Night," at the Garrlck, and "Dead

of Night"-"Cubah Pete" dualer. at

the Grand, which are getting $15,000

and $11,000, respectively.

Most solid of the h.o.'s are "O. S.

S " with the Charioteers and Fred
and Elaine Barry heading stage

show. Chicago, $83,000; "Canyon
Passage"-"Danger Woman," Palace,

$38,000; 'IGreen Years," United Art-

ists, $32,000; and "To Each His Own/'
State-Lake. $30,000.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)—

"Renegades" (Col) (3d wk). Pallid

$9,000. Last week, okay $11,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"O. S. S." (Par) with Charioteers,

Fred and Elaine Barry on stage (2d

wk); Fine $63,000. Last week, mam-
moth $70,000.

Garrlck (B&K) - (900; 65-95)—
"Somewhere in Night" (20th). Good
$15,000. Last week, "They Made Me
Killer" (Par), fair $10,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-95)—
"Dead of Night" (U) and "Cuban
Pole" (U). Nice $11,000. Last week.
"She Wolf London" (U) and "Cat
Creeps" (U), standard $10,000."

Oriental (Essaness) (3,240; 65-95)—
"Young Widow" (UA) with Tony
Pastor orch heading stage bill. Prime
$55,000. Last week, "Postman Rings
Twice" (M-G) with Mills Bros, on

. stage (4th wk), solid $45,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)—
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "Danger
Woman" (U) (2d wk). Very fine

$38,000. Last week, whammo $40.000..

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)—
"Smoky" (20th) (4th wk). Savory
$17,000. Last week, staunch $23,000.

Stale- Lake (B&K) (2,700; .65-95)—
"To Each His Own" (Par) (4fh wk).
Opulent $30;000. Last week, terrif

$38,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65-
95)—"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk).
Muscular $32,000. Last week, great
$40,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)—
"Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (7th
wk). Sturdy $25,000. Last week,
creamy $26,000.'

'Anna' Hot $27,000

In Den?.; 'Bascomb'

19G/Searchmg
?

14G
Denver, July 30.

"Anna" having no'troublc copping
top money day-date at Denver, Es-
quire and Webber. "Bad Bascomb"
and "Letter for Evie" big at Or-
pheum and holds. "Searching Wind"
headed for good enough figure to also

hold.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—

"Stolen Life" (WB).and "Dressed to

Kill' (U). after week at Denver.
Esquire and Webber. Big $0,000. Last
week. "Night in Casablanca" (UA)
and "Deadline for Murder"' (2011) >

(m.o.) big $5,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1.750: 35-70)—
"Searching 'Wind" (Par). Big $14,000

and holds. Last week, "To Each His
Own" (Par) (3d wk), good $10,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
"Anna" (20th), day-date with
Esquire, Webber. Sock $20,000. Lust
week "Stolen Life" (WB) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U). also at Es-
quire. Webber, big $19,000.

Esquire (Fox) . (742; 35-74)—
"Anna" (2lHh). day-date with Den-
ver. Esquire. Big $4,000. Last week.
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Dressed to
Kill" (U). also at Denver. Webber,
fine $3,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Bad Bascomb" (M-G). and "Letter
for Evie" (M-G). Smart $10,000 or
over and holds. Last week. 'Two
Sisters" (M-G) and "Truth About
Murder" (RKO) (2d wk). good
$14,000.

Paramount. (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)—
"Somewhere in Night" (20th) and "In
Fast Company" (Mono). Fine $10,000.
L;isl week. "Her Kind Man" (WB)
and "Return of Rusty" (Col), fine
$10,000.

Riallo(Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Night
in Casablanca"' (UA) and "Deadline
for Murder" (20lh), after week at
Denver. Esquire, Webber. Aladdin.
Good S4.000. Last week, "The West-
i-rne." (FC) and "It Shouldn't Hap-
pen lo a Dog" (20th) (m.o.), good
$4,500
Webber (Fox) (750: 35-74)—

"Ani;a" (20lh), day-date with Den-
ver. Esquire. Good $3.00(1. Last
week. "Stolen Life" (WB) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U), also at Den-
ver, Esquire, fine $3,500.

Grosses Ar« Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous. key cities, are net, I.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income. -

• The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated, in*

elude the' U. S. amusement tax.

fed* Huge 20G,

life 16G, Mpls.
Minneapolis, July 30.

"Easy, to Wed" and "A Stolen
Life" are current ace newcomers
and they're dishing out prosperity
for Radio City and the Orpheum,
respectively. Other, newcomers are
doing their share to keep the. loop
take at a highly respectable' level.
It's the fourth and final week for
"Kid From Brooklyn" and "Without
Reservations," the third for "Smoky"
and the second for "The Green.
Years," all of which have been do-
ing a terrific box-office job.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44) — "Cat

Creeps" (U) and "Strange Voyage"
(Mono). Okay $1,800 in four days.
"The Unknown" (Col) and "Inside
Job" (U) open tomorrow (31). Last
week, "Return Rusty" (Col) and
"Cowboy Blues" (Col), split with
''Dangerous Business" (Col) and
"Freddie Steps Out" (Mono), good
$2,100 in eight days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)

"Her Kind Man" (WB). Mixed
opinions on this one so fairly , good
$7,000. looks about all. Last week,
"Smoky" (20th) (2d wk), fine $9,000.
Gopher (Pari (44-50) — "Dead-

line at Dawn" (RKO). Thriller hit-
ting satisfactory clip, helped by cast
names. About $4,000 in prospect.
Last week, "Home on Range" (Rep),
same.

Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70) —
"Smoky" (20th ) (m.o. ). Third loop
stand and third week downtown for
this high box-office stepper. Nice
going at $5,000. Last week, "Cluny
Brown" (20th) (2d wk), mild $4,500
after light $9,500 first week at State.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: 50-70)—

"Stolen Life". (WB). Belte Davis
always a magnet in this burg and
current offering highly regarded.
Big $16,000 the goal. Last week.
"Slranger" (RKO). good $11,000.
Radio City .(Par) (4.000; 50-70)—

"Easy to Wed" (M-G). Heaps of
box-office ammunition here, with
Van Johnson an atom bomb at the
gate. Pepping up gross to huge
S20.000. Last week, "Hearts Were
Growing Up" (Par) and Phil Spit-.il-

nv's "Hour of Charm" on stage (50-

65-85). terrific $41,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (4th

wk). Bow out after this canto. Has
done magnificent box-office job.

Finish looks like good $0,000. Last
week, big $8,000. .

Slate (Par) (2.300; 50-70)—"Green
Years" (M-G) (2d wk). Still going
strong at fast $10,000 pace after

smash $18,000 first week.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55) —

"Well Groomed Bride" (Par). First

neighborhood showing. Reaching
for fair $3,500. Last week. "Do You
Love Me?" (20th), mild $3,000.

World (Par-Steffes) (350: 50-90)—
"Without Reservations" (RKO) (4th

wk). Has qualified for box-office

honors after two good weeks at the

Orpheum and then the pair . here.

Bidding adieu with profitable

$2,000. Last week (3d), good $2,500.

'Trunk' Big 16G, Mont'l
Montreal, July 30.

"Two Sisters" on h.o. at Palace
and "Monte Cristo" at Princess
showing up nicely. Biz generally

fair.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—'Two

Sisters" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay $10,-

000 after opening at sock $15,500.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—"Well
Groomed Bride" (Par). Fair $11.-

000. Last week. "Without Reserva-
tions'" (RKO), weak $9,500.

Loews (CT) (2,800; 35-67)—"Sara-
toga Trunk" (WB). Big $16,000.

Last week, "Zicgfeld Follies" (M-G)
(2d wk), good $13,000.

Princess (CT) (2.300: 35-63)—
"Wife Monte Cristo" (PRC) and
"Junior Prom" (Mono). Okay $0,000

for repeat session after big- $8,000

opener.
Imperial (CT) (1,850: 25-45)—

"Adventures Marco Polo" . (FC) and
"Bohemian Girl" (FC) (reissues i.

Good $5,500, • Last week, "Walls

Tumbling Down"- (Col.) and "Talk
About Lady" (Col.), okay $5,200.

/Anna' Slow 5G, Lincoln
Lincoln, July 30.

Summer heat hit the trade here
this week, and business at. all thea-
tres looks slow. "Anna," at the Lin-
coln, is even drawing poorly for no
apparent reason. "From This Day
Forward," at Varsity, and "Well-
Groomed Bride," at Stuart, are doing
only fair in comparison with recent

weeks, "Green Years," moved from
Stuart to Nebraska, is still drawing
them in, however.

. Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (LTC) (1,500; 44-60)—

"Anna" (20th). Poor $5,000. Last
week, "So Goes My Love" (U), ex-

cellent $8,000.

Stuart (LTC) (1,800; 9-60)-"Well-
Groomed Bride" (Par); ' Fair $6,000,

Last week, "Green Years" (M-G),
smooth $8,500.

Varsity (NTC) (1,800; 35-55)—
"This Day Forward" (RKO). Medi-
ocre $5,500. Last week, "Badmans
Territory" (RKO), good $8,500.

Nebraska (LTC) (1,126; 9-60)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (m.o.). Sturdy
$3,000. Last week, "Smoky" (20th)

(m.o.), same.

State (NTC) (830; 24-35)—"Paloo-
ka" (Mono) arid "Sunbonnet Sue
(Mono), split with "Partners m
Time" (RKO ) and "Dakota" (Re-

public). Oke $2,000. Last week,

"Return of Rusty" (Col) and "Phan-
tom Thief" (Col), split with Gentle-

man Misbehaves"' (Col) and 'Sher-

wood Forest" (Col), $2,200.

'Smoky' Smash 19G

Leads Cincy, 'Each'

14G, 'Wed' Same, 2d
Cincinnati, July 30.

Ace houses are having a rosy hot-

weather round after last week's b.o.

binge. Of three new bills, "Smoky,

'

at the Palace, is topping by a comfy
margin. Next best tugger is "To

Each His Own," at the Albee. "Lover
Come Back." just so-so at the Grand.
Holdovers- are fronted by "Easy to

Wed," a sizzler at the Capitol in

wake of its sensational preem.-

Estimates for Th's Week
Albee (RKOV (3,100| 44-70)—"To

Each His Own" (Par). All right

$14,000. Last week, "Human Bond-
age" (WB), so-so $12,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 44-70)—

"Easy lo
rWed" (M-G) (2d wk).

Strong $14,000. in wake of sensation-

al $21,500 preem.

Grand (RKO) (1,430: 44-70)—

"Lover Come Back" (U ). Fairish

$6 000. Last week. "Make Mine Mu-
sic" (RKO), third downtown sesh.

sweet $6,500.

Keith's (United) (1,500: 44-70)—
"Renegades" (Col) (2d wk). Good
$6,000 trailing sock $11,000 teeoff.

. Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400; 44-70)—

"Without Reservations" (RKO) (3d

run). Okav $6,500. Last week,
• Stolen Life" (WB) (3d run), $6,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 44-70)—

"Smoky" (20th). Terrific $19,000.

Ditto last week with "Centennial

Summer" (20th).

Shuberl (RKO) (2.100: 44-70)—
"Centennial Summer" (20lh). (m.o).

Great $8;500. Last week. "Without
Reservations" (RKO) (mo.), robust

$7,000.

'YEARS' TOPS IN K.C.

AT 17G, 'WIND' 14G
Kansas City, July 30.

Product is fairly strong along

theatre row and biz is in same
groove. "Green Years," at the Mid-

land topping a double bill, will be

week's leader, closely followed by
'Searching Wind" at the Newman.
"Stolon Life." heading bill al Or-

pheum. is in second . week. Polio

epidemic holds some threat to

patronage, but as yet affecting first

runs only slightly. Heat wave no

help to biz.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire -Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (820.' 2,043. 700; 45-65)—

,
"The Runaround" (U) solo, with

i houses remaining on a Saturday
I opening. Downtown, uptown and
I suburban location of these houses
I has caught effect of polio scare and
I biz is off at $11,500. Last week.
I "Lover Come Back" (U), moderate

i

$ 1 3.000.
1 Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

I

"Green Years" (M-G) and "Walls
Tumbling Down" (Col). Trade good

' at $17,000 but doubtful of holdover:

i Last week. "Whistle. Stop" (UA) and
i "Phantom Thief" (Col), topped ex-

i

pcelatioits at $14,000. .

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45-

65)—"Searching Wind" (Par). Nice

$14 000. Last week. "Bride Wore
1 Boots" (Par; (2nd wk). okay $10,000.
' Orpheum (RKO) .(1,900:-- 45-65)

—

"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Bamboo
Blonde" (RKO ) (2nd wk). Fine
$11,000. Last week, same bill, did

fal $16,000 to win holdover.
Town (Fox Joffee) (2,100: 39-60)—

"One F.xciting Week" (Rep) and
"Freddie Steps Out" (Mono) with

! vau'de. So-so $9,000. Last week.
"In Old Sacramento" (Rep) and
Throw Saddle on Star" (Col) with

:

vaurie and two-day p.a. of Wild Bill

i
Elliott started strong but wound up
mild $9,000.

New Entries Up B way; Ivers -Shore,

Stabile Terrif HOG; 1 Guys'-Rich

60G, 'Night' 48G, lime' 38G, AH Big
There are. nine new shows on

Broadway, leaving holdovers in the
minority for the first time in several
years. Fresh entries range from dis-
appointing to exceptionally big. Pic-
tures on extended run are generally
strong.' Very nice weather over the
Weekend retarded pace somewhat.

In the vain among hew arrivals is

Paramount's bill of "Martha Ivers"
and a stage complement including
Dinah Shore, Gil Lamb, Acromaniacs
and Dick Stabile band. First seven
days through . last night (.Tues.)
soared to a sensational $110,000, this
being seventh show to exceed the
$100,000 mark in 20-year history of
house.

At another combination stand, the
Strand, an extremely fast pace is be-
ing set by "Two Guys. Milwaukee"
and the Buddy Rich band, plus Rob-
ert Alda. Outlook is for $60,000 or
over. Other Warner house, Holly-
wood, is carrying a heavy load with
"Night and Day," which will end
its initial week here tonight (Wed.)
at a particularly big $48,000.

"Till End of Time," which finished
its first round Monday night (29)
at RivOli with a strong $38,000, is

best of other new pictures.. At the
Globe, "Young Widow" is on the
slow side at only $17,000 and will
get but one more week. v'Courage
of Lassie" is no better at $16,000 on
initial seven days ended last night
(Tues.). Winter Garden's "They
Were Sisters" got a first week's take,
ended Monday night (29), of $26,000.
good. 'Truth About Murder" just
gets by at the Rlalto at $6,500.
Very bright among holdovers is

"Centennial Summer," with Chico
Marx and Jane Pickens on stage, at
Roxy. which closed out second
frame last night (Tues.) at $91,000.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1;40)

—"Kid Brooklyn" (RKO) (15th wk).
Slipping a little, as is to be expected
by this time, but at $23,000 this week
still good. Fourteenth was $28,000.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10)—"Easy to Wed" (M-G). with George
Paxlon orch. Hal' LeRoy. Joey
Adams, others, on stage (3d wk).
Holding up stoutly at indicated $79,-
000 this week, while second ran to
a very smart $91,800.

City Center (1,617; $1.10-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (7th wk). Remains
strong, sixth week through Sunday
(28) being $29,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-

$1.25)—"Courage of Lassie" (M-G)
(2d wk). Dog picture not doing
well, initial week through last night
(Tues.) having been disappointing
at only $16,000. . Second week for
"Renegades" (Col), slow $13,000.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500: 70-S1.20)—
"Young Widow." (UA). On light
side at $17,000. Last week, second
for "Breakfast Hollywood" (UA)
nosedived to' $6,500, bad.
Gotham Brandt) (900: 70-$1.20)—

"O.S.s:
--

(Par) (10th wk). Retains
fine strength, this week looking.
$13,000. right behind* ninth's $14,100.
Sustained strength sets back opening
of "Hearts Were Growing Up"
(Par) which was to have opened
Saturday (3).

Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 80-$1.10)
—"Night and Day" (WB). Powerful
from gun. with initial week heading
for gigantic $48,000. Concluding

1 eight days On 12th week for "Stolen

I
Life" (WB) was fair $15,000.

| Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
.."St ranger" RKO) (4th wk). Con-
I

tinues smart stride, third round
|
Ihroush last night (Tues.) having

I been $33,000. Second topped $40,000,

I
big.

Paramount (Par) (3.064: 70-S1.20)—"Martha Ivers" (Par), with Dinah

I

Shore. Gil Lamb, Acromaniacs and
|
Dick Stabile orch in person (2d
wk). High in the empyrean at $110,-
000 on first seven days ended last

: night (Tues.). In ahead, fourth week-
for "Searching Wind" (Par), Andy

j
Russell. Alan Carney. Pied Pipers
and Raymond Scott orch was strong

1 $65,000.
Radio Cltv Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers! (5.945: 70-S1.25) — "Anna"
|
(M-G) and slageshow- (6lh wk). Off

- from prior breakneck pace but at

;
$126,000 this week still hefty. Last

< week (5lh > ended al sensational
I $136,000.
1 Rlalto (Mayer) (594: 35-85)—
• "Truth About Murder" (RKO). Just
' fair at $6,500. Last week, "Unknown"
I (Col) good $8,500.
! RIvoll (UA-Par) (2.092: 70-S1.25)—
) "Till End Of Time" (RKO) (2d wk).
Pulling- very well here, with first

; week concluded Monday niaht (29)

|
hitting $38,000. Final three days be-

I
vonrl seventh week for "Cluny.
Brown'' (20lh) was poor a I less than
'Ci.OOO.

Roxy (20lh) (5,886; 90-S1.20)—
' "Centennial Summer" (20lh). wilh
Chico Marx and Jane Pickens on
stage (3d wk). Ended second canto
last night (Tues.) al very strong
$91,000 though rather sharp drop
from first s terrific $113,000.

I
.State' (Loew'.s) (3.450: 43-M.IO)—

I "Well Groomed Bride" 'Pan '2d
'run), with Enoch Light orch oii

stage. Slow at about $19,000. Last
week, second for "Two Sisters0

(M-G) (2d run), with new stagebill

including Jerry Wayne, Ben Carter
arid Manton Moreland, good $37,000.

Strand (WB) (2,758; 70-$1.20)—
'Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
Buddy Rich orch, plus Robert Alda.
Heading for exceptionally good $60,-

000 or over. Last week, third for
"Human Bondage" (WB) and Spike
Jones orch, ended at $44,000, satis-

factory.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—

"Suspense" (Mono) (4th wk). On
way to fine $20,000 this week, while
third was bit over $28,000. Holda
further. -:•'..
Winter .Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

$1.50)—"They Were Sisters" (U) (2d
wk). Pulling very well at $26,000
grossed on first week ended Monday
night (29). Final four days on fourth
frame of "Dead of Night" (U), slow
$7,500.

W.' Wham 25a

'Boots' 18G, St L.
• St. Louis, July 30.

Return of high' temperatures after
several days of cool weather is bol-
stering b.o. activity. "O.S.S.." dualed
with "Yank in London," is out in
front by a comfortable margin at a
sock $25,000. "Two Sisters Boston'*
and "Man Who Dares," on holdover,
is also strong.

Estimates for Thlt Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 44-65)—

"Two Sisters" (M-G) and "Man Who
Dared" (Col) (2d wk). Strong $19,-
000 after swell $28,000 on initial ses-
sion.

Orpheum (Loew) (2.000; 44-65)—
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d
wk). Fine $8,500 after neat $7,500
first week.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 44-65)

—"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and "In-
side Job" (U). Okay $18,000. Last
week, "To Each His Own" (Par) (2d
Wk), $16,500.
. Fox (F&M) (5,000; 44-65)—"O.S.S."
(Par) and "Yank in London" (20lh).
Whammo $25,000. Last week. "With-
out Reservations" (RKO) and "One
Exciting Week" (Rep), $23,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 44-65)—

"Centennial Summer" (20tlr? and
"Deadline for Murder" (20th). good
$15,000. Last week, "Virginian" (Par)
(2d nin) and "Smoky-" (20th) ' (2d
run), same.

St. Louis (F&M) (4.000: 50-60)—
"Deadline at Dawn" (WB) and "One
More Tomorrow" (WB) (2d run).
Okay $7,500. Last week, "Dark Cor-
ner" (20th) and "Tarzan Leopard'
Woman" (RKO), $8,000.

'Smoky' Zingy $24,000

In 2, Pro?. Standout;

'Hearts' Dual Big 14G
Providence. July 30.

Hefty is the Word all around. Do-
ing surprisingly well is the \ery
rarely tried stunt hereabouts of
showing the same bill simultaneously
in Fay's and Majestic within three
blocks of each other. "Smoky" is

hearting the bill in this experiment.
Sock holdover biz is being scored by
"Green Years."

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200: 44-65.;—"Kid

From Brooklyn" (RKO) and "Dan-
ger Woman" (U). Opened today (30).
Last week "Make Mine Music"
(RKO) and "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO)
1 2d y/k). Heavy $14,000. First sesli
rounded out sock $20,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 44-65)

—"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "Strange
Triangle" (20th) (2d run). Nice $6.-

000. Last, week, "Janie Gets Married"
(WB) and "French Key" (WB) (2d
wk). swell $5,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1.400: 44-65 >

—

"Smoky" (20th) and "Deadline for
Murder" (20th). Strong $8,000. Last
week. "Stolen Life" (WB) (3d down-
town wk), good $5,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2.200: 44-65)—
"Smoky" (20th) and "Deadline for
Murder? (20th). First lime, dual
showing simultaneously wilh sister

house in many years, proving sur-

.

prisingly successful. Building to solid

$16,000. last week, "Clunv Brown"
(20th) and "Strange Triangle" i20ih>,

swell $16,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—

"Green Years" (M-G)/ and "Sing
While You Dance" (Col) (2d -wk)
Strong holdover at $16,000, First

Week caught very nice $24,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

—"Hearts Growing Up" (Pari, and
"Return Rusty" (Col) (2d wk). Start-

ed h.o. Mondav (29 i. First week was
happy $14,000. "Groomed BrldeV
(Par) and "Hot Cargo" (Par) (2d
wk i. fair $8,500.
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Murray Garsson Tried to Push Into

Film Biz and Later Pushed It Around
Indications that the red herring*

Mima)1 Garsson was swinging
around Hollywood in 1932 was for

the purpose of forcing the industry
to give him a job in order to keep
him quiet was presented last week
to Congressional investigators of his

activities as a munition's maker.
Caisson, at the time of the film

colony alien-baiting, was serving as

special assistant to the Secretary pf
Liibor. under whose aegis comes im-
migration matters, ostensibly to in-

vestigate illegal entry of foreigners

into the country.

•Now in Havana for ''reasons of

health," Garsson was associated with,

the film industry in one way or an-
other from 1917 until 1937. His first

interest, in 1917-18^ was operation of

the Ideal Film Studio end laboratory
at Hudson Heights, N. J. Later in

. 1918 he organized and was president

of the Foundation Film Corp.; which
produced and distributed a picture

labeled "Americanism vs. Bolshe-

vism."
Couple of years later, Garsson or-

ganized and. became prexy of Fine
Arts Pictures, distrib for various

indies. That lasted from 1920 to

1923, and in 1925 he started Garsson
Enterprises, indie, producing outfit.

Not having too much success, he
nslced for aid from Will Hays,. prez
of the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors of America, in getting

a Department of Justice investiga-

tion of motion picture monopolies.
Three years later, he became prez
of Buck Jones Corp., which pro-
duced pictures starring the lasso art-

ist. He also had a hand in building
of a house for Keith-Albee in the
Bronx. N. Y., in 1927.

During the investigation of his

activities in connection with Rep-
resentative Andrew J. May. last

week, a Department of Labor Ale
on him was introduced. A con-
fidential "investigation" of his "in

vestigations," it contained a number
of unsigned and undated memos, One
of which stated:

FayaffsT
(

"I know that he was associated
with many connected with the movie
Industry, and thought myself that by
reason of his' attitude against movie
stars, he was either trying to drive
them out and drive down wages, or
he was trying to break into some ex
ecutive position with studios, and
hoped to do so through his official

position. . Heard him state that he
had refused an offer of $50,000, that

he was playing for more.
"I honestly believe that he was

using his position to that end and
hoped to force the industry to hire

him to keep him quiet."

If that was Garsson's purpose he
had some minor success, according to

Drew Pearson, in a column earlier

in week. Pearson stated that while
Garsson had no one deported as the
result of his investigation, when he
left Hollywood "his daughter had
$250-a-week contract with Metro,
plus an auto. After a year, 20th
Fox gave her another contract, plus
one for a husband she had acquired

Bothered Film Aliens

Labor Department file on Gars
son's activities regarding Hollywood
aliens whose entry into the country
was alleged to be suspicious men'
tioned Gilbert Roland, Barry Nor
ton, Leopold McLaglen, brother of

Victor; Ivan Lebedeff, Lila Lee, the

Marquis de la Falaise, husband
Gloria Swanson at the time; Ann
Sten, Maureen O'Sullivah and Paul
Lukas. Subsequent investigation

gave them all clean bills of health.

Memo on de la Falaise remarked
that Garsson's activity smacked of

"spite work and harassment.". Gars-
son's investigation of John Farrow,
actor and writer, kicked, up such a

fuss that the FBI was asked to check
the affair. Two reports were made,
the first indicated that Garsson had
conspired to force Farrow to hire an
attorney he didn't want at a $4,000

fee. Subsequent report, however,
said Farrow felt everything had
been on the up-and-up.

Gene Raymond Reports

At E-L for 1st as Megger
Hollywood, July 30,

Gene Raymond checked in at

Eagle-Lion for his first job as direc-
tor. Film is titled ^Concerto ot

Death" and is based on a Donald
Henderson - novel, "Mr. Bowling
uys a Newspaper."

Screen rights were recently ac-

quired by Raymond, who is writing
is own screen treatment.

Eagle-Lion inked' Sylvia Sidney
co-star with Franchot Tone in

Repeat Performance.!' Marion Par-
sonnet will produce from her own
script

Auction Sales
• Continued from page 9 ;

Miniature Reviews
"% Goya from Mllwmukte" (W-

B). Jack Carson-Dennis Morgan
comedy that should do okay
despite spotty script.

"Silently Scandalous" (U).

Modestly-budgeted musical with

plenty of entertainment for sup-

porting positions.

"Blonde for a Day". (PRC).

Mildish Michael Shayne sleuth

whodunit, okay for lesser duals.

Film Reviews

Markey to Roll King'

In Sept. at 20th
Hollywood, July 30.

Gene Markey's first postwar pro-

duction, "No Wedding Ring," gets

the gun Sept. 2 at "20th-Fox with

Victor Mature, Leanne Cralh, Thom-
as Mitchell and James Gleason head-

ing the cast.

Second venture, slated for a late

December start, will be "The Night

the World Shook," starring Richard

Greene, British thesp.

.

lions. Furthermore, there is a tend-

ency to view single-selling and auc-

ion-bidding as a means by the court

to avoid divorcement, which is the

real hope of many indies. Divorce-

ment devotees were given some en-

couragement by Wright last week in

his declaration that the D. of J. was
primarily seeking "a competitive in-

dustry structure" and was only in-

terested in the decree as a means of

providing "badly needed interim in

junctive relief" with separation of

theatre holdings as the ultimate aim.

(Meantime, Abram F. Myers, gen-

eral counsel for National Allied,

yesterday, t30) in an analysis of the

decision and accompanying state-

ment urged exhibs to forego any
idea of hoping to persuade the court,

to drop auction selling. Rather, he
said, the exhibs should decide

whether they wanted bidding or di-

vorcement and then concentrate on
either aim.)

At the same, time, the Southern
California Theatre Owners' Associa

tion, at a special meeting, declared a

finish fight on auction-selling. They
adopted a plan to carry their, battle

to the Department ot Justice and the

court. SCTOA includes both indie

and affiliated theatres. It recom-
mended a return to the old method
of selling an entire season's program
in advance, with reasonable right of

elimination.

Slill More Beefs

From Charleston, S. C, came still

another squawk against the suggested
decree, the Theatre Owners of North
and South Carolina passing a reso-

lution that exhibitors "have not been
sufficiently considered in the trial of

the case and the opinion handed
down.".

Fred Wehrenberg, prexy of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America, likewise added that. organ-
ization's voice to the clamor against

auction-selling. He expressed the be-
lief that it would have heavy theatre

building by "outside money" and re-

sult in dangerously overseating the

industry. Wehrenberg arrived in

New York after presenting his views
to Wright in Washington. He de-

clared that auction-selling would "be
an invitation to set up theatres like

filling stations."

"I can tell you with the interests

I have in banking," Wehrenberg was
quoted as saying, "that there has
been a lot of money made in muni-
tions, and the like, that is seeking an
outlet, and such money might jump
into the theatre business under the
auction plan. It will cause an influx

of outsiders into the . business, who
know nothing of customs and will

bid to Heaven for pictures."-

Echoing the opinion generally held
in the industry concerning auction-
selling, Martin G. Smith, prez of the
Independent Theatre Owners of

Ohio, called the plan impractical re-

gardless of the method finally adopt-
ed to implement it. Smith complained
that the exhib will have no assur
ances of a flow of product, since he
will never know if he Is going to get

a picture and he will not be able to

plan his program ahead.

POLIO KO TO K.C.

B.O.'S AS KIDS

STAY AWAY
Kansas City, July 30.

Increase in number of polio cases

here past fortnight has earmarks of

an epidemic and already is stunting

biz in entertainment spots, particu-

larly nabe theatres. Downtown first

run. houses report only slight effects

form the scare, but lineup of attrac-

tions is not drawing many juves into

the loop.

Fox-Midwest -which operates a

string of nabes covering the city

and houses throughout Kansas and
Missouri reported grosses off as

much as 25% in the metropolitan

area where public notice has fo-

cused on the outbreak. Biz in the

sticks is also reported off but not
by such a large margin.

Count, on polio cases at the week-
end ran 27 in Kansas City, Mo., with
several additional cases in the -ter-

ritory. Largest outburst ' of cases

came during heatwave %t mid-July
and cooler weather of July 25-26

had stopped the outbreak for a time.

City swimming- pools, special

summer school classes, Boy. Scout
arid Girl Scout activities, a number
of company picnics and other gath-
ering activities were curtailed in

the wake of the disease.

At week's end no official action

had been taken against public gath-
erings, but city officials indicated
further gains by infantile paralysis
would bring restrictions in what-
ever degree deemed necessary..

2 Guys from Milwaukee
Winner Bros, reluuse of Alox Gollllrli

prodin-llon. Stars Dennis .Morgan, .lurk

Cmnon; features Joan Irfslle, Junta Paige,
si. Z.' Kakull, I'Htll .Brady. Dliwinl by
David Duller. Original screenplay, t'uurlwi

Hoffman unit I. A, L. .Diamond; editor,

Irene. Morru; camera, Arthur Erteson; dia-

log director, Fell* Jncovcs: assistant di-

rector, Jesse Hlliba: scoro, Frederick Hol-
lander: muslo director. Leo V. Forhaloln.

At Strand, N. Y., July 27, '46. Running
lime, M MINS.
Prince Henry..... Dennis Morgan
Bum Wllllums., Jack Cm-nun

•
i . . . Joan -Lenllo

. Janls I'algf

,s: 55. Stiknll

l'altl .llrady

... .'.Tom D'Andrea
. Rosemary . DeOnmp

John Uldge.ly
.........Pal McVey
.Franklin l'iingborn

Francis Plerlol

Connie Read.
oily

'ount Oswald
Peggy • •
Happy.
Nan...;
Miko Collins
Johnson . ; .

Theatre Manager.
Dr. llauer. ......

.

Id Mpls. Too
Minneapolis, - July 30.

Polio epidemic here has reached
such proportions that pressure is

being brought upon Mayor H. H
Humphrey to order the closing of
theatres and other, places where
large crowds gather. He has indi-

cated that such action will be taken
only as a last resort. As of last

Saturday there were 182 cases . and
there had been a number of deaths
from the illness here. Many of the
victims are adults.

ALBEBTA PIKE'S HOROE
,

Denver, July 30.

Alberta Pike, publicity - director

for Fox Denver Theatres, named ,by

the Democrats as nominee for re-

gent of the University of Colorado.
She has no opposition in the prima-
ries. The Norlin medal has previ-

ously been given her as a rwult of

her outstanding service to the uni-

versity.

WB-H0ME OFFICE UNION

SIGN 15% SALARY TUT
Warner Bros, and the Motion Pic-

ture Home Office Employees Union,

IATSE, in a joint statement an-

nounced signing of an agreement
covering 650 employees with pro

vision for a 15% salary increase re
troactive to June 1, 1946. Previous
agreement between the union and
the company was not scheduled to
expire until Feb. 10, 1947.

In addition to the wage hike, the
contract provides for .reduction in

the regular workweek to 37>4 hours,
severance pay up' to six weeks' sal

ary, and seniority privileges.

Indie Combine
; Continued from page 3 ;

staff functions. There may be a

common sales director.

Buchman is currently winding up
his deal with Columbia and will

leave that, lot, it is understood, when
he completes "Assigned to Treas
ury," which goes before the cameras
Sept. 15 and should be completed by
the end of December. His initial

picture for Quality will be "Last
Frontier," from the Howard Fast
novel. He's reported to have made
arrangements for space on the Hal
Roach lot.

Small's first two pictures will be
"Valentino" and "Lorna Doone," -lat-

ter in color. Hawks plans "Red
River" arid Story Productions will

do "This Side of Innocence," from
the best-selling ; novel (now in .sec

ond place after heading the list for

10 weeks) by Taylor Caldwell. Cary
Grant is reported interested in do
ing the picture.

The odds of performance against
script aren't sufficient to surmount
the obstacles encountered in "2

Guys from Milwaukee," in which
Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson are
the titular characters. The pic should
do well enough at the boxoffice
because of the film's value, though
it's basically the comedy fol-de-rol of

the male stars that give "2 Guys"
whatever entertainment merits the

pic possesses.

It's an obvious story with a famil-
arly concocted ending that neverthe-
less will draw laughs. Yarn concerns
the visit to the U. S;' of a European
king and his strictly democratic de-
sire to learn about the common
people, and also to meet one Lauren
Bacall. With this in mind, he scrams
an official New York reception and
becomes hooked up with the inevita-

ble commoner from Brooklyn. That
would he Carson, a cabbie from
Flatbush. To maintain his disguise,

he presumes to be from Milwaukee,
which '

is also the original home
of the loud-gabbing but sincere
fender-bumper.
For a day or so he's able to carry

off the subterfuge, Which is mixed
up with his romance with the cab-
driver's girl, a manicurist, and, fi-

nally, the revelation that his country
has failed to elect him in a plebiscite

—which makes Morgan a commoner
free to marry anyone he pleases, the
least of whom would be the cuticle-

stab'oer. And that's where the story
really flounders. Just when it ap-
pears as if that romance is the mccoy,
the yarn does a strange switch and
she goes back to Carson, while Mor-
gan planes to Milwaukee to take a

ob as a salesman with a brewer.
And who does he find in the seat
next to him? Yep—Lauren Bacall.
A tap on his shoulder at this point
makes- his elation short-lived. . A
dour-pussed character claims Mor-
gan's seat, but quick! Said character
is a guy by the name of Bogart.
Neither Miss Bacall . nor Bogart is

billed, of course. Carson, as usual,
draws plenty of laughs from what
most frequently , are lines that are
read much better than they deserve.
Morgan fits the regal character well,
while Joan Leslie—who is, surpris-
ingly, only featured instead ot
starred as the manicurist—is a better
actress than her part permits her
to be. Janis Paige has a lesser role
in helping to maintain the romantic
element, with S. Z. Sakall hypoing
the comedy, as usual.
David Butler has directed for pace,

and gets the most out of the situa-

tions. Production is high-grade.
Kohn.

lease intentions. Picture introduces
Paula Drew, singer, and she does
interesting work as star of television
show being concocted by ex GI's She
handles three numbers, all by Jack
Brooks, in a listenable style. Jack
Marshall, vaude and nitery comic
brings his hat routine and two songs
to the score for nice spotting. Isa-
bella goes south of the border for
dance and song, "Negra Leona," that
fits in well with musical' portions..

Plot concerns Fred Brady's effort
to put on a television show for a
sponsor. He plays the ex-GI and also
his twin but bashful brother who's
tricked into supplying the production
coin: Romantic complications con-
cern Sheila Ryan, sponsor's daughter,
Miss Drew, Isabelita and the twin
brothers. Mixups provide the laughs
and finale rings in a third Brady to
make it triplets, the tele show is sold,

and. the brothers pair off properly
with the right femmes.
Brady is slightly flamboyant as the

brash producer, more subdued as the
bashful twin. Miss Ryan is easy to

look at and does well by her assign-
ment. Walter Catlett and others
measure up to demands of the orig-

inal script by Erna Lazarus and Da.,
vid Mathews. Will Jason's direction

does the best by the material, spot-

ting bits of business and touches that
sustain interest. Louis_Da Pron. Do-
rcse Midgley and Georgann Smith, do
good terp production number, and
Guadalpara Trio, supplemented by
Frank Yaconelli and Nick Moro, fit

in. Lensing, editing and other tech-

nical functions measure lip. Bros.

Blonde for a Day
PRO' pictures release of Slgmunrt Kraft-Id

production.. Features Hugh Heauinoni.

K'nthryn Adnma. Directed by Sam New.
field Screenplay by Fred Myron, from
original story, "Michael Shayne, Delect Ive.' 1

by Pretl Hnlllday; camera, Jink Krern.
liulBh: editor, Ho Ibrook N. Todd. I'm-

viewed In N. T., July 20, '40. Humiing
lime. « MINS.
'Michael Shayne .Hugh Beaumont
l'hyllls Hamilton Kathryn Ailninn

Pete Hufferly L'y Kendnlt
Helen Porter Mnjorle llouhnia

Dllly Smith Richard Fr«aer_
Tim Ilourko.. ;..ruul 1'rjur

llrenner .< Mnurllz Hugo
llenty Charles Wilson.

Muili l Itroiison.' Sonla Corel,

Hi on.- on Frank Ferguson
Minrrv.-i C'lnlro Kochclle

Slightly Scandalous
(MUSICAL)
Hollywood, July 27.

Universal release of Stanley Rubin pro-
tltii.-iion'. Stars' Fred Brady, Shei'la Ityim;
Introducing Paula Drew; roatures WHlier
Cullett. . Isabelita, Louis Da ' l'ron. .Tuck
Marshall. Directed by Will Jason. OrlKlmil
screenplay, Krna T^asarus and David Math-
ews; added dialog, Joel Malons and Jerry
Warner; camera, George Koblnson; editor,
Fred It. Feltshnnn; music. Jack Brooks.
Previewed July 2.1. '40. Itunnlng time. 01
MINS.
Jerry, John, and James Fred Rrady
Trudy Price .Vaula Urew
Christine Wright Sheila Ilyun
.Mr. Wright Waller Oallelt
I.ola isabr-lilr-

II.i.ky:... Louis Da Pron
Knvln ...Jack Marshall
Mexican Duet , Nick Moro
Mexican Duet........". Frank Ynconelll
(iuadaljara Trio. . ; .(iundaljarn Trio
Specially dancer ...Doresr Midgley
Specially Dancer....'. Ueorgann Smith

This program (llmusical has been
brightened considerably by new vari-
ations on a standard plot. It will
serve neatly as supporting material
in majority of situations. Songs are
delivered nicely; score has crammed
six tunes into, the 61 minutes' run-
ning time without obvious crowding,
and comedy rates many pleasant
chuckle:

.

- Production coin has been carefully
spent by Stanley Rubin, associate
producer, under executive supervi
slon of Marshall Grant, to give film
neat framework and backing for re

'Courage of Lassie'
"Courage of Lassie," .third in

the Lassie Alms released by M-G,
was originally tradeshowh under
the title of "Blue Sierra," and so
reviewed in Variety May 8, "4B.

Review stated film was geared
to moderate b.o.

Another In the Michael Shayne
detective series, "Blonde For a Day''

follows same general pattern in this

whodunit series, but it is not nearly,

as strong as most' of those in group..

This particular story has the makings
of a more intriguing mystery but

story lags too much. Film is okay
for lower rung of ,dual combos in

small spots. .

Hugh Beaumont again plays the

detective Shayne, while Kathryn
Adams is his pert secretory. They
work well as a team, pair actually

being husband and wife. Yarn deals

with Beaumont rescuing a police re-

porter when a bunch of gamblers
get tough with the guy. Scribe had
been exposing the gang as being

linked to a series of slayings when
they try to bump him off. The
Sherlock unravels the mystery,
which seems to. have more blondes
than detectives showing up in some
sequences. *

Topping support are Cy . Kendall,
Marjorie Hoshelle and Paul Bryar.
Sigmund Neufeld has given the pic-,

ture all the necessary production for

a story of this sort Wear.

New Foreign Films
(Unlikely for Anglo-U. S. Market)

I Dodens Vantram ("Waiting Room for
Death") (SWEDISH). Terralllm release

of Lorens Murmstedt and Hnsse Kkman
production; stars Hesse Ekmon; Viveca
f.lntlfors; features Erik Berglund. Sllg .leer.

rel, Bengt Ekeroth, Sven Berlll Noi lierg,

Honald de Wolfe, Goby Doulllord: snrrn-
play, Walter LJungqulBt and Hasse Kk-
man from novel by Sven Stolpe: ismera,
finding Bladn. Reviewed In Stockholm.
Itunnlng time, M MINS.

This film gives a wonderful close-

up of the mountains in Switzerland,
with cameraman Hilding Bladh
taking credit for this. It's a senti-

mental story laid in a Switzer-

land hospital. Cast is not standout
excepting Viveca Lindfors and Stig
Jaerrel. It's sure of success here,,

but chances In the U. S. are slim.

STOCKING'S PUB-AD

M-G POWWOtfS IN N.Y.

Howard StrickUng, Metro studio

publicity chief, flew in from the

Coast on Sunday (28) for 10 days of

huddles with b.o. execs. Strickling

will concentrate on conferences with

William F. Rodgers, Metro veepee
over sales, and,Howard Dietz, veepee
over ad-publlcity, to line up distri-

bution-publicity liaison plans on the

company's forthcoming product.

Originally slated to come east sev-

eral weeks ago, Strickling was de-

tained on the Coast because of the

illness of Jerry Mayer, studio head!

Latter underwent a major abdominal
operation last week in' San Francis-:

co. and, according to Strickling, is

recovering rapidly.
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U. SrFrance Film Pact Snafued By

French Prods.; Govt. Delays Decree

Making Blum Agreement Operative
Paris, July 30,

The Franco-American picture pact

Inked for France by special envoy

l*on Blum at the same time as the

French loan, and due to become op-

erative by July 1, still is snafued

by local interests. Up to date, the

French administration has issued no
decree implementing the agreement,

and American distributors feel they

are left in the dark. The film depart-

ment of the government is under

tremendous pressure from the finan-

cial and labor interests which first

started howling that th>y would be

subjected to crushing American op-

position but since have soft-pedaled

their opening press campaign.

U. S, distribs are powerless, and
so is Harold L. Smith, Motion Pic-

ture Assn. of America chief. The
matter is in the hands of the U. S.

Slate Dept., but economic counselor

Livingstone Merchant, and his as-

sistant Turner Cameron, find them-
selves stymied. The situation is un-

likely to improve unless the State

Dept. reminds the French govern-

ment in no uncertain terms that the

film pact was a definite part of the

loan agreement.
Apart from French territory

proper, U. S. distribs use French
dubbed pictures in countries like

Belgium and Switzerland. But un-
til a definite ruling is issued here

they find their business in these

lands complicated by the necessity

of dubbing in France. Result is that

American interests hi Belgium and
Switzerland, where business is good,

arc affected by the current French
setup.

The difficulties raised by interests

opposing the working o£ the pact

begin with this delay in the issue

of the decree. They , claim that the

agreement first must be okayed by
the Assembly's finance committee.
And when a decree finally

a
does

come out, they plan insisting on en-
forcement of the former law pro-

viding that no picture can be im-
ported ' that has been released

abroad more than two years be-
fore. This would eliminate all prod-
uct released in America before 1944.

There is also talk of prohibiting ex-
hibs from booking more than five

pictures per quarter from the same
distrib. This would not hurt many
French distribs who usually handle
few pictures but would be a nuisance
for U. S. distribs.

Dubbing in France is a must. Al-

though France recently sent Czecho-
slovakia 1,000,000 metres of raw
stock the film shortage here is

claimed as an excuse for refusing

allotments to American distribs for.

their dubbing.
Local interests, too, are creating

sales resistance buildup from exhibs.
Theatre .owners recently have been
circularized to that effect. They re-

ceived a long warning which- claims
that the advent of American pic-

tures will result in unemployment,
strikes, riots, drop in grosses and
bankruptcy for theatre owners ex-
cept for the trust-owned chains.

New Viennese Picture

Co. Into Production
Vienna, July 10.

.

Werner Huebler-Kahle, formerly
prominent in Austrian; newsreels,
has formed his own film company
and started work on a picture, the
scenario of which Kurt Nachmann
and he wrote. Hans Moser, popular
Viennese comedian, has the lead
role. '-.-

Company rented the Rosenhuegel
studios and have taken first shots
already. Proposed pic- title: "World
Turns Backward."

U. S. Lush French

Pix Market: Clair
Paris, July 30.

Expressing belief that there are
200 film theatres in the U.S. that
could be opened to show nothing but
French films, film director Rene
Clair, just back from the U.S. where
he has been handling American pro-
ductions, is optimistic, about the fu-
ture of French pictures in America.
He explained that there are 1,500,000

people in the U.S. who speak French
and that it Was up to France to take
the initiative in organizing a worlR
cinema conference in the interests

of art and culture. . Clair described
this as being more important than
monetary aspects.

He made no reference to the qual-
ity of the current crop of French
screen productions or whether they
would draw even, in arty and strictly

French -product houses.

'Keep-Em-Apaif House
Dublin, July 25.

Picture theatre in Clones, County

Monaghan, which keeps men and

women apart, will have a rival 60on,

local authorities having granted a

license for a new cinema to open in

September.
Clones is in a rural area, remote

from other entertainment centers,

Hence if the local patrons wanted
to see picture they had to part with

their girl friend or wife right after

passing the boxoffice. Efforts to boy-
colt the place failed because there

was no place else to go. New house
is expected to grab most of town's

biz "in - the future.

Bigger Arg. Tax

Bite Hits U.S. Pix

Harmon, Mayer to Europe on Dutch

Pix Import Jam; Kahn Leaves MPEA

Five French Imports
Of the seven foreign films which

Lopert Films, Inc., has acquired, I.

E. Lopert, head of the company, said
that five are French-made. All are
set for distribution in the U.S. in the
1946-47 season.
The French, productions are "Ex-

tenuating Circumstances," "Hill of
Teruel" (known in France as "Es-
poir"), "Cage of the Nightingales,"
"Return at Dawn," "A Friend. Will
Come Tonight" and "Vautrin." Lo-
pert plans going abroad in Septem-
ber to obtain additional foreign
product.

"Circumstances" is set to open at

the 55th Street Playhouse, N. Y. in

September while "Hill of Teruel"
will open at the Ambassador, N.Y.,
this fall. The other French pictures
now acquired are also scheduled to

open in N.Y. in fall.

Aussie Symph Orch Wages

Upped by Arbitration Bd.
Melbourne, July 11.

"

Victorian Arbitration C o u r t

awarded members of the Sydney
Symphony Orchestra, operated by
the Australian Broadcasting Com-
mission in studio and concert work,
new wage of $50 for 30-hour week.
Sum is for exclusive services, and
an Increase of several dollars on
award rates for Aussie musicians.
Fear is expressed here that musi-

cians in various spheres of enter-
tainment will now seek the same
rate as that given members of the

A.B.C. orch.

Dublin Gate OK for Egypt
Dublin, July 25.

King Fuad of Egypt has put the

okay on his government's invitation

to the Dublin Gate theatre, headed
by Hilton Edwards and Michael
MacLiammoir, to play, in Cairo and
^Alexandria next spring. Visits by
Edwards-MacLiammoir before 1939

were sponsored by the British

Council; this time they are on their

own.
Edwards says no plays or casts

Maybe Roy and Walt Had
Better Get Together Now

London, July 30.

Roy Disney, here for first lime
since 1938, revealed some of brother
Walt Disney's future activities as far

ahead as 1950. Expects to have the
old classic "Alice in Wonderland"
ready by 1948, while "Peter Pan"
will not see light before 1949.

Another classic, "Jack and the
Beanstalk," in which Edgar Bergen
will figure as narrator, is expected
around 1950. "Beanstalk" will be
combined with * Sinclair Lewis's
"Bungo," which was serialized in the
Cosmopolitan magazine.
Revealed that because of high cost

of production, Disney shorts will

gradually be cut down, and may
eventually be dropped entirely.

Walt Disney expects to be over
here this year to visit Ireland where
he will line up material for. special

Irish feature which he .has had in

mind for several years.

Roy Disney leaves for France soon
and also will visit Italy and Stock-
holm. . Plans to return 'to America
on Aug. 18.

With six years 'of successful litiga-

tion behind them, American film

companies in Argentina are now
back where they started. U. S. ma-
jors after a protracted court battle

won a ruling from the Argentine
Supreme Court which ' permitted •
deduction, of 90% from the gross

income of American Alms before fix-

ing the balance as net on which a

20% national tax is paid. Recent
decree of the Peron government up-
set the court ruling and set -50% of

the remittables as the net subject to

taxation.

Film companies last week at a

foreign dept. meet decided to start

new suits in the Argentine courts
in' an attempt to have the decree
ruled unconstitutional. Additionally,

the companies will call on the State

Dept. to intercede with the Argen-
tine government and argue for a lift-

ing of the decree."

Initially, the Argentines fixed a

5% tax on half of the remittances to

Yank distribs alter tagging them
"royalties." Tax was later stepped
up to 10 and then 20%, while the

distribs fought back claiming that

the term "royalties" was a
.
mis-

nomer and that an insufficient

amount had been deducted before
setting the net. Argentine Supreme
Court ruled that establishment of

costs and deductions was not clear

and that, in such circumstances, a

net' figure of 10% was fair and
proper.

BLUM O.O.'S EUROPE'S

PIX SETUP FOR LOEW'S
David Blum, secretary and a3-

publicity director of Loew's Inter-

national, is making a survey of Eu-
ropean audience tastes particularly

in regard to bally for company prod-
uct. He arrived in Stockholm the

middle of last week and will be gone
a month on his tour of European
countries. While ostensibly making
the trip to develop and co-ordinate

advertising and publicity angles, un-
derstood that he will make a first-

hand report to Arthur Loew about
audience preferences in Europe on

! his return.

In some respects,. Blum's survey
is reported to be like that just com-
pleted by Luigi Luraschi, head of

Paramount's studio foreign depart-
ment. Luraschi spent more than
three months on a production survey
in Europe for Henry Ginsberg, stu-

dio head for Par, arriving back in

the U. S. over the weekend.

Esther Somers Back To
London for Teeth' Role

London, July 30.

Esther. Somers, who played wife

of Doc Gibbs in London production

of Jed Harris' "Our Town," is here

to play one of star, roles in "Skin

of Our Teeth" when show is re-

vived by H. M. Tehnent, Ltd., next

month for road tour. It's due at the

Piccadilly theatre in September.
Booking of Miss Somers was at

direct request of Laurence Olivier

who, while in N. Y., sent her a wire

to take up part. When she returned

from London, her husband had the

wire for her when she was check-

ing in with the Customs, with the

result that she returned to London
on same boat.

Pars Nathan Due

For N.Y. Huddles
John B. Nathan, who was namod

European chief for Paramount last

week, is due in N. Y. tomorrow
(Thurs.) or Friday from Buenos
Aires for homeoffice confabs prior to

leaving for Paris. Nathan, Avho was
elevated from his Argentine-Uru-

guay post to the 'Europe-North

Africa-Far East position, will take

over his new duties in Paris in Sep-

tember.
Robert Schless, Par's European

boss since he left Warners about two
years ago, stays in charge until

Nathan arrives. It now seems likely

that Schless won't quit his European
post from which he resigned about

a month ago, until the last of Sep-
tember. Reported that he will come
to Ihe U. S. then, but it seems doubt-

ful if he will join another major
company, immediately.
Par has not picked a successor to

Nathan thus far, and it's doubtful if

one will be chosen until A. L;

Pratchett, Latin - American super-

visor, huddles with George Weltner,

company's foreign chief, on the sub-

ject. Nathan, who also supervised
Chile besides being managing direc-

tor for the other two Latin-Ameri-
can countries, plans returning to

Buenos Aires after a couple of weeks
huddling with Schless in order to

wind up his affairs there. Then he
returns with his family to Paris.

Stalemate on American film dise-
tribution In the Netherlands brought
a reshuffling- by Eric Johnston and
the Motion . Picture Export Assn.
last week; with Francis S. Harmon)-
veepee of MPEA, and Gerald
Mayer, associate manager of the
Motion Picture Assn. international
department,

.
planing -for Europe

over the weekend with Amsterdam
as their destination. Their hopoff
followed the resignation of Henry
W. Kahn as MPEA manager for the
Netherlands, Thursday (25).

MPEA announced that Kahn re-

signed because he wanted .to stay-

in the U. S. He will vacation for 30
days, and then plans hooking up
with a major company. Resignation
came after a month of huddling at

MPEA on returning from Amster-
dam where he'd gone • in effort to

get new American product dis-

tributed there via that organiza-
tion. The Dutch film syndicate, or

monopoly remained obdurate, ap-
parently preferring to deal with in-

dividual companies and at their

percentage figures.

This attitude on the part of the

Holland .film monopoly prompted
American majors to refuse distribiK

tioh except through the Export-

Assn. It was figured that only a

united front on the part of the U. S.

film industry via the MPEA could

combat the attitude., of the. Dutch
film monopoly. Unreasonable terms

of the Netherlands' monopoly stale-

mated negotiations.

Johnston Optimistic -

Harmon and Mayer will hold dis-

cussions on showing American fare

in Holland,, with Johnston remain-

ing optimistic over the eventual out-

come of negotiations. He explained

that it was his desire to see U.S.

pictures contribute to understand-

ing and goodwill among all nations

of the world. He cited that the peo-

ple in Holland seemed to enjoy

and appreciate American films be-

fore the war, and he was convinced

that the vast majority of the Dutch

would like to have pictures widely

available now.
"Certainly we wish to release

them in Holland whenever an ap;

propriate and equitable - basis for

full-scale resumption of our opera-

tions can be achieved," Johnston

said.

43 Mex Films This Year
Mexico City, July 23.

Mexican film producers finished

43 pictures for release by the; end
of July, largest for any seven-month
period in the industry. During the

same period of 1945, only 29 pix had
been released.

Of. the 43 this year only six are

•re fixed yet, but that the company regarded as having been big at the

•pens in Cairo, March J?. boxoffice.

Current London Shows
London, July 30.

"Better Late," Garrlck.
"Ballet Theatre," Covent Garden.
"Crime * Punishment," New
"Fltty-Flfty," Strand.
"First Gentleman,'' Savoy.
"Follow the Girls,'' Majesty's.
"Frieda," Westminster,
"Gang Show," Stoll.

"Grand National Night," Apollo.
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.

"High Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Kingmaker," St James.
"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse.

'

"Marriage a la Mode," St. James:
"Night and Music," Coliseum.
"No Room as Inn," Winter Garden.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp,
"Pickup Girl," Wales.
"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
"Portrait In Black," Piccadilly.

"Red Roses for Me," Wyndhami.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines." Globe.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

Will Mahoney Into Pix

After Vaude Tour Ends
Sydney, July 17.

Will Mahoney, currently on a

special vaude-revue tour of. Dave
Martin's Tivoli circuit after long
runs here and in Melbourne, may
do one or two films when his stage

commitments arc filled. Comic
made the picture "Ants in Your
Pants," several years, ago but it was
no great hit.

Mahoney, now partnered with
Bob Geraghty in Brisbane at the
Cremorne with vaude-revue, ret

ceritly closed down Royal at Bris-

bane, with its stock policy. Indus-
trial etn- -ages in Queensland are
partly blamed for bad biz. Mahoney
may come to Sydney later to do
some shows for Martini before
swinging into picture production.

$50,000 Manila Blaze
..''-'. Manila, July 12.

Damage estimated at $50,000 was
caused by a Are believed to have
started from spontaneous combus-
tion of films in a vault at Metro's
film exchange.
Picture patrons scurried out of

Ideal theatre, located near the ex-
change when the alarm was
sounded.

REINER O.O.'S CUBA
. Manny Reiner, Latin - American
manager for Selznick-International
and Vanguard Films, is in Havana
for a study of the Cuban market. He
went to CViba from Mexico City
where he had been for about two
months.
Reiner set prelim details, for show

ing of "Duel in Sun" while in the
Mexican capital. He will visit Vene
auela and Rio de Janeiro before re

turning' to the U. S.

Export Assn. New N.Y.

Offices Key Expansion

Of European Distrib

Motion Picture Export Assn.

moved into permanent headquar-

ters on the fourth floor of the 546

Fifth Ave., N. Y. building Monday
(29) with Irving Maas, general

manager and veepee, in charge.

MPEA has the entire floor, only

about a block from Motion Picture

Assn. of America offices where the

Export Assn. -formerly quartered.

With the Export Assn. expanding
every week, as new foreign distri-

bution headaches develop, it's been

assumed that the MPAA interna-

tional dept. wouldn't continue as

vital as in the past or that it would
have' the same functions. However,
it's indicated that the Export Assn.

has its own distribution job for the

eight major companies in certain

foreign lands where individual

company distrib deals aren't feas-

ible.

MPAA International or foreign

department has the entire foreign

market, outside of these few coun-

tries, to worry .about not only on

distribution matters but on foreign

exchange, attempted quotas, restric-

tions and arbitrary tax and import

laws. The Export Assn. has its own.

set of officers and field men, mostly

borrowed from different mBjpr com-
panies, and. Its own separate prob-

lems to worry over.

Actually the MPEA now is oper-

ating only In Japan and Germany,
but with hopes of getting Into Hol-

land.

Officials of the Export Assn. now
headquartering in N. Y. include

Robert Vinlng, asst. to Eric John-

ston; William Laflan, head of the

accounting dept.; ' Irving Eckstein;

asst. sales control manager; Herbert

Erlanger, legal dept., and Alfred

F. Corwin, ad-publie'ity mana-
ger. It's the first time all major

distributors have gotten together on

selling in specific foreign markets.

Understood that results of MPEA
dealings in Europe will be a big

factor in the success of the organi-

zation's operation.
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Walsh Slate Reelected in Tame

IATSE Conv. As Opposition Fizzles

. Chicago, July 30. *

Coming ay a surprise lo no one,

Richard F: Walsh was reelected

prexy of the International. Alliance
|

or Theatrical Stage Employes at the i

closing session of the union's 38lh i

biennial convention Friday (26).'

ending a week of meetings that

stood out for their tamencss in con-
trast to advance ballyhoo plugging
the confab as one iii which •im-

portant union .issues were to set off

explosions on the convention .floor.

Sweeping into office with Walsh
was the entire administration

ticket, including William P. Raou);

succeeding himself as general sec-

retary-treasurer,.- and nine incum-
bent veepees who. walked in with a

two to one majority.

William T. Bennett of Washing-
ton, D. C. gave Walsh a run tor

his money, polling 42,6. to Walsh's

649 votes. Early convention dope-

slers gave Bennett an even chance
to upset Walsh but as the week

Frankovich Vice Davidson
Hollywood, July 30.

Ron Davidson,Writer and associ-

ate producer of cllffhongers at Re-r

public for. 10 years, checked oft the

I
lot and Mike Frankovich has

'moved in as his successor.

| Prior to his entry into the Army
fcur years ago, Frankovich was as-

sistant to Allen Wilson, production
chief.

Chi Sun Tried to Make

IATSE Cony, a Racial

Issue as in AFM Case
Chicago, July 30.

As in the case of the recent Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians con-

tention at St. Petersburg, the racial

, , ... . ., . , I question came up at the Interna-
wore on and the opposition failed lo !-

lional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
capitalize on opportunities, result Emplovees con fab at the Stevens
of the election was never in doubt. hoU , hfire Ust weelt . 0nc daily-

Important question of_ whether or
, Marsna„ Field:s Sun-tried hard to

not 1A would grant a Charter to the
j- k isjiue o( refusal of IA execs

Motion Picture ^Theatre Operating I

^ , t N mernbers sit ifl on the
Managers A -Assistant ^Managers;

| - at /the very time the Most
Guild was disposed. of at Thursdays

y , Bernard J. Shell. Catholic
• 251 session with a negative answer

, ^Uiry bishop of Chi. was. mak-
wilh the explanation thatlAs con-

,ea for racial understanding,
sl.lut.on does not per.nit the grant- ^ n^hing much came of it.

mg of charters to any person or
, Negroes> wh0 were finally made

group holding an executive position
fu „. (fedged ' de iega tes with power to

or who has the right to hire and ^ at
e
conventlons after having

£ ^ .»t>wm.«. « *,r~ been granted giiest privileges only
Ceorgc Dunn, MPTOM&AMG * ^ ^. nalf .ccntury ex-

prexy. issued a stalennent say.ng
f

* wQ
.

h ]ast ,0 make any
that in view of the IA stand . ,

u n(j t . that the story

,A
gr
'"^M

6
'
mterCfS

?
f!

about their being barred from the
both the IA and the managers to

conVcn tjon t-iall was badly garbled,
have the .Managers^ Guild affiliate ^ stressing that "none of the
directly with the A. Such afftl.a- i «

. Ne|roei b ause
tion might seriously jeopardize the B

members are segregated into
slat.-., of the IA. both in negotiations ^m loca)s: paving {u„ union
Wi th employers on behalf

,
of ,ts < »J *

d
" »

d tj ivi .

present members as well in regard ,£„ f 1Vw>„ „,,,„. Henied
to the managers."
Colored auxiliaries were given the

right to representation at future
conventions and the privilege of

submitting - appeals direct to the -.

general exec board instead of going :

through their "mother locals.

Four resolutions that would bar
communists, fascists and other sub- •

veisive groups from the IA were i

brought before the delegates Friday :

1 26 ) and drew heated remarks pro !

CPicture Grosses
a Continued from p«K« 12 sbJ

SEATTLE
"Smokv" (20thi and "Club Havana"
tPRCj' (4!h wk). Good $5,000. Last

week, okay at $6,100.

Paramount (H-El (3.039:. 45-80)—

-"Somewhere in Night" (20lh) and

"Shouldn't Happen lo Dog" (20lh)

Only $8,000, slow. Last week. "Well

Groomed Bride" (Pari and "Devil's

Mark". (Col), good $12,500 on nine

days.

Roosevelt ('Sterling) (800: 45-80)—

"Stolen Life" (4lh wk). Anticipated

$5,000, good. Last week, $6,400,

great.

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 45-;

80)—"Saratoga Trunk" (WB) and
Just -Before Dawn" (Col) (3d run).

Indicated $5,000, big. Last week,

"Dark Corner" i201h) and 'Little

Giant" (U). okay $4,100.

'WED' SOCK $23,000,

'YEARS' 20G, BUFFALO
Buffalo, July 30.

"Easv to Wed" is out front cur-

rently,' with "Green Years" close be-

hind. Third money goes to dual

bill of "Smoky" and "Freddie Steps
Out."

Estimates- for This Week
Burials (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)—

"Easy to. Wed" (M-G). Sock $23,-

000. Last week. "Smoky" (20th)

and "Freddie Steps Out" (Mono),
$21,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)

—"Anna and the King of Siani"

(20th): Brilliant $21,000. Last week,
"Green Years" (M-G) (2d wk), hefty

$14,000.

.Hipp (Shea.) (2.100; 40-70)^.
"Smoky" (20th) and "Freddie Steps
Out" iMono) (m.o.). Looks stout

$10,000 or over. Last week, "Stolen
Life" (WB) (m.o.) (3d wk), near to.

$9,000.

Teek (Shea) (1.400; 40-70)—
"Green Years", (M-G) (m.o.). May.
hit oke $6,000. Last week. "To Each
His Own" (Par) (m.o.). $5,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300 ;

40-70)—

"Runaround" U) and "Cat Creeps"
(U). Weak ..$7,500. Last week,
"Lover Come Back" (U) and "House
of Horrors" lU ), good $9,500. .

20th Century (20th Cent., Inc.)

(3.000: 40-70) — 'The Stranger"
(RKO) and "Bamboo Blonde"
(RKO) (2d wk). Husky $9,000 in

and con
upon. Resolution 8 which empowered

t

the International proxy and the ex-
eculive. board "to take immediate 1

steps to rid the International of any
subversive, radical or communistic
groups!".

Hollywood strike situation was
given a large play, finally ending
with the delegates giving Walsh
what amounted to. dictatorial power

j

in dealing with the matter. He was

leges." said that they were denied
' access to the convention floor but

that, filially, "after appealing to in-

ternational officers of the union,

were given -seats in the balcony."

What really happened, however.
;
view. Last week, terrific $18,000.

. was that a number of the sepia \

m
'

~—

-

: members couldn't find seats, as was

also true of a lot ^f the whites.

There were seven of them seated,

and a few others wanted in but

there wasn't • room-.. That was the

On the",cw
j L first day of the convention. Oi

Convention finally decided n™ y
h all got seats.

olut.onflwhK.h Pmnn^r.dlsecona^ the story of

with Bishop Sheil'sthe "shutout,"

dramatic plea for racial unity,

which included, remarks that "the

world heeds bitterly the love, of

men for men; the love of Chinese

for Caucasian; of the. Negro for the

white; of the Pole for the Russian;

of the Irish, for the Jew, and the

love of- the American for all the

world. Only the strong man can
empowered to suspend provisions of ' , , .

-
. „,u„_ ,.pm , „f

-. accept his brother on teims oi
'

" holiest equality, without
the union's constitution, if neces
sary. in order to come to a solution
of the Coast jurisdictional dispute,

Earlier in the week Walsh ac-
cused William' F. Hutcheson, prexy
of the Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners, as being the stumbling
block in the way of industrial peace
in Hollywood. He claimed that
Hutcheson failed to live up to the
findings of a special three-man in-

vestigating committee appointed by
the exec council of the AFL to look-

info the Hollywood situation. The
committee recommendations were
to be binding by both sides but
when the group released its deci

love of

rancor,

brother forwith the

brother."

"But even as the Bishop spoke,"

said the Sun. "Negro members were

being barred irom admittance to

both the balcony and the conven-

tion floor."

KORDA DEPOSES IN

CHAPLIN'S UA SUIT
Pre-trial' examination of Sir Alex-

ander Korda was completed last

week in connection with the $2,000,-

sion in January, 1946, the carpenters 000 stockholders' action brought by
failed to live up to their share of
the bargain. IA has, Walsh said.

Charles Chaplin against David' O.

Selznick, Vanguard Films and 20th-

Fox. The Korda deposition " was
taken by attorneys for Selznick on a

court order by N.
/
Y. Supreme Court

Justice Samuel Null.

Korda testified on the negotiations

between Selznick and UA- stock-

Single-picture: selling has no holders which led to Selznick's bc-

bearing on the three-day circuit 'coming the fourth partner in the

meeting of RKO division manajer.s corporation in 1941. During these

at RKO's homeoffice, ending tonight negotiations. Koe^.a- said, Selznick

(Wednesday), according to^ Wiltiam { imposed several conditions under
W. Howard, assistant to Sol which .he would become a partner

Schwartz, v.p. and general manager land the other stockholders agreed.

RKO DIVISION MGRS.

3-DAY N Y. POWWOW

of theatre operations,
. .^^who has

charge of all out-of-town opera-
tions.

Ho stales U.at the agenda is of a
routine nature, as held once a year,

to discuss -general operating prob-
lems, policies, bookings,, etc. At-
tending, among division managers,
are Emil Grojh of Boston, Arthur
Frudenfeld of Cincinnati, John
Redmond of Minneapolis, Frank
Smith of Chicago, Harry Unterfort

Conditions laid down included Selz

nick having a clear right to abandon,

any scripts he had then or might
acquire in the future; and also that

he .might hire out any artist under
contract to him, according to Korda.
Chaplin charges that coin received

by Selznick in deals made with 20th-

Fox for the sale of . three literary

properties and talent belong to UA
stockholders. Money : for the pur-
chase of the talent and stories

pf Syracuse, and Hardic, Meakin, liimounling tq $300,000, according, to

who was recently promoted to a div
j

Chaplin's complaint, was borrowed
post at Trenton. I from the UA treasury.

W-'Aybi' 106 In

Okay Omaha; 'Own' 12G
' Omaha. July 30..

"A Stolen Life" and "Falcon's
Alibi" are sock at the Brandeis
where they will get $10,000 and be
held over.. 'To Each His Own," at
the Paramount, looks like a good
$12,000. "Green Years." at the
Omaha, looks a fair $9,000 on move-
over from Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
: Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-65)—
"Stolen Life" (WB) and "Falcon'-S
Alibi" (RKO). Terrific at $10,000.
Last week. "Renegades" (Col) and
"Partners in Time" (.RKO), slim
$6,400.

Orpheum (Tristales) (3.000: 16-65)
—"Jesse Jame"s" (20th) and "Return
of Frank James" ( 20th J (reissues).
Okay $J 1.000. Last week. "Shock"
(20th) and Lionel Hampton's stage
brnd show at 20-80 cents, smash
$23,000.
Paramount (Tristales) (3.000: 16-

65)—"To Each His Own" (Par).
Good $12,000. Last week. "Green
Years" (M-G), $13,200.
Omaha (Tristales) (3.000; 16-65)—

"Green Years" (M-G) (m.o.). Fair
$0,000. Last week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th) (m.o.)' and "StranEe Con-
quest" (U) list run)., fair $8,300.

State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—
"Condemned to ' Devil's Island"
(FC) and "These Three" (FC) (re-
issues). Expect normal $3,000. Last
week. "Bride Wore Boots" (Par)
and "Face .of Marble" (Mono), $2,600.
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Thumbnose Sketch—Enul Friedlanderl

: ;++tH^HmmBy'Joe Laurie, .^r. ^
It was on July 4; 18B8, that an angel, instead of celebrating the holiday

by shooting firecrackers, dropped h noisy bundle into the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jacob Friedlander at Pittsburgh.- The proud parents looked at Ihe
kid and said, "Why bring that up?" But they' did and tagged) him Emil
Friedlander. The kid didn't want to live in vain, so the family moved
from Pittsburgh to New York City where Emil at the age of four first s«w
the light of day and Dazian's.

For the first few years Emil did his home work with a spoon. He grew
to be a slim kid, as slim as an eel,, and people started calling him Emil the
SLIM-EEL! He went'to Public School No. 109 where he majored in pig.'
Latiii. It seemed. he was born for arithmetic—hLs teacher said he was a
"problem'', child. He'd pull the chair t

out from under Whistler's mother.
He was the smartest kid in the third grade. He still is. It was in this

school that he spent the palmiest days of hLs ignorance. At the age of 12

he figured. he could never stick in school long enough to get a Ph.D., so he
w.ent out for a J.O.B.

In 1900 the grindstone was waiting for his nose! With a winning smile
and his brother's suit he presented himself to Mr. Dazian, the head of one
of the oldest and finest theatrical costuming and dry goods concerns in

America.- They had just finished costuming "Floradora" and "Ben Hur,"
so Emil looked real small to Mr. Dazinn. The kidwas actually 36 inches
high, so Mr. Daziah figured he could use him for-a yardstick. He offered

him $3 a week Emil said, "Be patriotic and make it a V." He got the job
for three bucks a week. He -started from the bottom, took care of the
furnace, cleaned the floors, opened and closed the place and acted as errand
boy: Some nights he would have to slay in and make a noise, like a piece

of cheese to catch the rats. He was busier than a' .fiddler's elbow. He
asked for more money or he would leave the Arm flat. Mr. Dnzian said,

"I have no time to sing it to you, but you'll find the answer in. the second
line of 'Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here.' Emil stayed. He joined the

union. Local Np. 000001—he was the only member. He became- slock boy
and salesman, besides keeping his other jobs as errand boy, cleaner-upper,
opener and closer and mouse-catcher. In no time he was in line for a
raise; the line didn't move for three years.
• AH this time pur hero Emil was attending Harlem Evening School. He
Ihen went to Copper Union Institute where he studied Civil Engineering
and Spanish. He wanted to go to South America which he figured couldn't
be very far from South Ferry. By now he knew very little about a whole
lot and kept on learning less and less about more and more until he knew
absolutely nothing about practically everything. He gave up Cooper Union
and for Dazian and days out he stuck to his job at Dazian's. By iiow he
had things so mixed up at Dazian's that they couldn't get rid of him: he
was,the only one who knewWhere everything was. lie was a close ob-
server so he had lo wear glasses. The glasses improved his looks—by 50
feet. Sometimes he takes them off and looks nude. His faith was his for-

tune. He now knew how to win friends and infuriate people.
While boy-of-all-work at Dazian's, Emil delivered costumes to the aristo-

crats of the show world.' He also got a hunk of acting as a super at Ihe
Metropolitan Opera House, Dazian's costumed the show there and Emil
would be a super and1 watch the costumes at the same time. He was nuts
about the music. The prima dennas would squeeze him to get the' right

pitch.

Ssmc of the Greats
'

For over 40 years the blue bloods of the show business, including actors,

managers, press agents, artists, have sought the advice of this young man.
James K. Hackett, E. H. Southern, Richard Mansfield, Sarah Bernhardt. Leo
Dielrichslein, Tom Wise, Doug Fairbanks, Sr., Henry Miller, Julia Marlowe.
Virginia Harned, Rose Stahl, Caruso, Planchoh, De Reszke, Montgomery ti

Stone, Pavlova,. Maude Adams, Mary Ryan, Fritzi Scheff and hundreds of

others were and are- his friends and customers. In 1917 he started (he
textile branch of the business, and in 1918 he bought Into the firm of
Dazian's and became one of the greatest authorities on fabrics and cos-
fuming of show business. In 1934 he went to Japan and taught them about
textiles! He is now very sorry he gave them the right slant. He has made
12 trips to Europe and in 1919 went around the world and brought back,
costumes and cloth from every corner of the globe. He helped costume
all of Victor Herbert's operettas, "The Miracle" and Geo. M. Cohan's shows.
He costumed the great Vanderbilt ball at Newport, where he tasted his first

champagne, the Charles Barney ball, Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish ball (no pun
intended), the famous Bradley Martin party, where nude girls came out of
the fountain. Emil took one look and ran home, showing he was only
interested in costumes—then. He presented Irving Berlin's "This Is the
Army" show with over $10,000 Worth of drapes and costumes. The big flag
covering the entire stage at the Lambs was presented by. him to the -club.
In 1929 'he was hurt in the market: a bunch of bananas fell on hjm.
He is a director and one of the sparkplugs of the USO Camp Shows. He

belongs lo the Masons, Catholic. Jewish and Episcopalian Guilds. (He takes
no chances; he figures one of 'em may be right.) Member of the Negro
Actors' Guild (as a bystander). He is a life member of the Actors' Fund,
is co-chairman of the Jewish Federation of Charities, trustee of the Dazian
Medical Foundation and co-executor of the estate, just resigned as president
of Dazian's and is now chairman of the board.
Emil Friedlander has added life to his years when others have just added

years to their lives. He has straightened out everything but the Leaning
Tower of Pisa, and I hear he is working on that now. He now has so much
money in his pockets he trips. He figures things in this world are just
lent to. us. Money to him Is of very little use except that it be spread,
He likes to play handball, golf and to box. Showing he is full of energy
but has no strength to use it. He is a genial, generous and delightful
friend. A man whose hands claim long acquaintanceship with hard work.
A liberal, unselfish fine citizen. His employees and associates are proud,
of- him. This is Emil Friedlander who was a little errand boy and 1 became
the president of a great firm. TIME MOOCHES ON—but Emil Friend-
lander never docs!

'Postman' Smash 32G,
*Kid' 19G, 2d, Cleve.

Cleveland. 'July 30.
Loudest bell-ringing is being done

by "Postman Rings Twice" on a
smash opening at the Stale. . "Kid
From Brooklyn," on second lap at
Palace, .is punching hard while
Hipp's "Stranger:" another h.o.,

picked up. as result of cooler
weather.

'

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 44-65)—"Of

Human Bondage" (WB) (m.o.). Oke
$7,500. Last week; "Stolen Life"
(WB) (m.o;), bright $9,700.
Hipp (WB) (3,700: 44-65)—

"Stranger" (RKO) '(2<l_wk). Shoot-
ing up, after a slight dip. to $14,000.
Last week, fine $24,000.
Lake (WB) (800; 44-65)—"Stolen

L ; fe'' (WB) (m.o.). Nice $4,000.
Last week, '"Without Reservations"
(RKO) (m.o.), satisfactory $3,500.
Ohio lLoew's) (4,200; 44-G5)—

"Green .Years" (M-G). im.o.)^ Third
downtown week looks excellent

$9,000. Last week, "Young Widow"
(UA), fairly pleasant $6,500.

• Palace (RKO) (3,700; 55-85)—
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (2d
wk). Is swinging haymakers in di-
rection of $19,OftO, after copping
$31,000 in first sesh when breaking
house's weekend record for straight
pix policy.

State. (Loew's (3,450: 44-65)—
"Postman Rings Twice" I M-G).
Registering tremendous $32,000. Last
week, "To Each His Own" (Par)i
average $18,000.
' Sttllman (Loew's) (2,700: 44-65)—
"To Each His Own" (Par) (m.o ).

Middling $11,000. Last week. "Green
Years" (M-G) (m.o.), cheerful
$11,500. -;

PELLEGRINE JOINS FAR
Lou Pellegrine joins Paramount

next Monday (5) as tradepapcr con-
tact for the publicity department,
post formerly held by Sid Mcsibov,
which remained unfilled several
weeks after latter , had been made
assistant exploitation director.
With Film Daily several years,

Pellegrine formerly was on the
Coast in tradepaper work.

SOPEG Talks Sept. 27

Walkout in NX or Else
Unable, to make any headway on

a new deal with major film com-
panies following four meetings, the
Screen Office &. Professional Em-
ployees" Guild, New York, has given
employers two months to Sept. 27

in which- 16 negotiate an agreement
or face a strike. Old SOPEG . con-
tract expired Saturday (27). Union
is demanding a straight $10 weekly
increase and automatic progression
boosts ranging from $5 to .$22, in

addition to a closed shop, dues
checkoff, 35-hour, five-day week,
three weeks' vacation with pay and
arbitration of all disputes.

Companies involved are Loew's,
Paramount, Columbia, RKO, 20lh-

Fox', United Artists and Republic.
During the past week, by a vole

of 24-6, collaritcs of PRC's home-
office voted SOPEG as-- their col-

lective bargaining agent in a Na-
tional Labof- Relations Board elec-

tion.
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U-lnt'l Merge Prod.
Continued from page 3

former v.p. of U, returns to the latter

company as executive v.p. and a di-

rec'or. Other UWB officials and

staffers will likewise be absorbed

into U.
Decree Did It

A principal reason for the radical

switch in the U-Rank setup was the

recent Federal court decision in the

industry anti-trust suit. With strong

prohibition by the court against the

sale of any picture being contingent

on the
.
purchase by an exhib of an-

other picture, one of the prime rea-

sons of UWP vanished; Idea in or-

ganizing the company had been that

strong product from International

would be used as a lever to sell

exliibs the English-made product

which would be coupled with it in

contracts.

With the court's decree that each

picture must be sold singly and bid

for separately, there is little doubt

that English product is going to

suffer, since at the present stage most

exhibs will accept it only under

duress or necessity. That would have

left UWP, with half its product from

British sources, in a weak position.

Yesterday's announcement stated

that a special department will be set

up within U to give "specialized and

concentrated attention" to the Rank
product. Part of the personnel hired

during the past six months to oper-

ate UWP, it is understood, will be
. absorbed into this activity.

New type selling under the anti-
' trust decision, it was felt by U top-

pers, would also make more difficult

sale of B product, which accounted
• in part for the decision to drop the

cheapies.

U-Kank to Carry Through

U and Rank, announcement said,

will follow through with the plan

announced by UWP of acquiring

theatres in the United States, as

well as adding to the more than

1,000 houses Rank already owns
throughout the world. ' Aim in the

U.'S., it is understood, is to acquire

major showcases in a number of key
cities.

Distribution outside of thjs coun-
try won't be affected- by the changes.

UIP and Enterprise Pictures (Loew-
Einfeld) will be handled by Rank's
General Film Distributors, Ltd., in

the United Kingdom. In the rest of

the world distribution will be via

the present U and Rank setups.

(Universal International Pictures
and the new Universal International
Productions should not -be

- confused.
Former is U's foreign sales organiza-
tion, headed by Joe Seidelman,

MOTION PICTURE
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SPACE AVAILABLE

Main Stag* 75' x 60* x 30'

Facilities Personnel

•

The Te/escene Company

J00 Mamarpneck Avenue
Mamproneck, New York

Tel. Mamaroneck 3678

ARE YOU WITH IT?
Horo't a IS-yoar-eld vol, 4 yean In

AAF, wants a ipst in legit, movie pub-
licity, promotion. Working for net-

work ai newt ed. Anxloui for twitch.

Four yean in movie publicity, new*-
papen. Grad Columbia 0. Sc. of

Journajitm. Travelled extentlvely at

h*me, abroad.
Can produce rave reference! from

patt employert (and pretent bolt),

and from blackboard brigade at

tchool. Thete crhict toy: "A good bet."

Are you with It? Then write:

Box 847, Variety

154 Wott 46th St., Now York 19, N.Y.

which will continue to operate as
heretofore.)

Deal between Rank and the

(American) Eagle-Lion Co. for dis-

tribution of certain Rank product in

the U. S. and Latin America will be

continued. Likewise, Rank will

continue to handle American-made

Eagle-Lion pictures in the United

Kingdom and throughout the world.

Arrangement, was that UWP would

get its choice of top Rank pix and
E-L would get the lower-budgeted
British product.

Plans are being made, it was
stated yesterday, for a regular in-

terchange of players, directors and
writers between UIP and the vari-

ous Rank production affiliates.

Trend of the' changes that have
resulted from the talks in England
were apparently a well-guarded
secret, even from top personnel of

the companies involved, until Daily
Variety published details last Fri-

day (26). William C. Heineman,
UWP salesmanager, had been hiring

division, district and branch person-

nel to man his offices right up to

the weekend. He likewise signed a

lease for office space in a key city

only last week. Heineman said that

all the help he had hired would be
absorbed into the expanded U set-

up. Company will probably cancel

leases on exchange space, however.
Intention was to get the initial pic-

ture, "Bella Donna," into release

around Christmas.

At the studio. Cliff Work, U v.p.

in charge of production, will remain
as a "senior executive."

Fox left London for New York by
plane Monday (29), following com-
pletion of, the confabs with Rank in

London, and is due in today
(Wednesday). Nate Blumberg, U
prexy, and Seidelman, will leave
London Friday (2). Others who sat

in on the huddles were J. Cheever
Cowdin and Charles D. Prutzman, of

U; Leo Spitz and Bob Goldstein, of

International; Robert Benjamin, of-

ficer and counsel for UWP and the
Rank Organization in America, and
a rep of Eagle-Lion.

Dietrich in Paris To

Wind Up French Film
Hollywood, July 30.

Paramount cabled Marlene Diet-

rich permission to remain in Paris

until she finishes her current film

with Jean Cabin. Actress was origi-

nally slated to leave for Hollywood
last week. -Meanwhile "Golden Ear-
rings" goes into work; on the Par-
amount lot without the star, Harry
Tugend is producer.

Ray Milland draws top male role

in "The Big Clock" at Par, following
"Earrings," in which he will co-star

with Miss Dietrich. Richard Mai-
baum will produce "Clock," based on
Kenneth Fearing's novel, to be pub-
lished as a mag serial this fall.

5 Ex-GI Flacks, Fired

For Incompetency, Can

Return to M-G Payroll

t Hollywood, July 30.

Metro yesterday (Mon.) expressed

willingness to reemploy a quintet of

press- agents who were given notice

last week. All five are former GI's

and a beef was stirred up when the

American Veterans Committee and

Legion demanded a probe into rea-

sons for firing. Metro stated it would
give answer to Screen Publicists

Guild demands later this week, but
that the flacks could go back on pay-
roll as apprentices, a status they held
prio.- to entering service. SPG, how-
ever, demands junior rating for these
members.

Discharges by studio were on the
basis that the flacks work was hot
satisfactory. SPG stated it /would
wait for Metro's answer on the
matter before taking action in Fed-
eral court on asserted violation of

the GI Bill of Rights.

U Gates 9 Producers Of

Serials and Low Cost

Pictures in Sbakeup
Hollywood, July 30.

Universal announced the abandon-
ment of "B" productions and serials,

together with the release of four

executives and Ave associate pro-

ducers. Checking off the lot in the

big upheaval are Morgan B. Cox,
Marshall Grant, Ben Pivar and How-
ard Welsch, executive producers;

and Charles Schneer, Charles F.

Haas, Stanley Rubin, Leon Ba'rsha

and Joseph O'Donnell, associates.

Several cliffhanger writers have also

moved out of the studio.

Understood Eagle-Lion and PRC
will turn out low budget product
abandoned by Universal while that

studio will confine its future opera-

tions to "A" pictures. PRC recently

announced plans to produce serials

for release through a new company.

U'S 6-POINT RISE MON.

ON INSIDERS* INFO
Foreshadowing official announce-

ment of the Universal-International

Pictures merger of the absorption

of United World Pictures into the

new company, Unlversal's common
stock Monday (29) climbed six

points precipitously in the wake of

heayy trading. Solid rise scored

.during a day in which other amuse-
ment stocks and the general market
only Inched forward slightly was
due to insider activity with 5,000

shares, a comparatively large slice

of U's free stock, changing hands
during the day.

Common which opened at 40¥i

closed at 46 as those in the know
bid for the stock at the ground-floor

price. Closeout price of 46 is close

to the year's high of 49 T
/s. Profit-

taking following the climb held U
down yesterday (30) to 45V4.

Trading of U's 4% cumulative
preferred stock was also heavy Mon-
day as 18,000 shares crossed the

boards after the board of directors

declared a quarterly dividend of

$1.06 per share. Preferred dipped a

slight % point to close at 96\4.

Dividend is payable Sept. 3 to

stockholders of record Aug. IS.

MJ\ SALESMEN'S ORG,

TRYING TO ALIGN N.Y.
Having quietly lined up members

in various exchange centers through-
out the country, an organization

known as Colosseum of Motion Pic

ture Salesmen of America, .is under-
taking a campaign in New York to

swing- this No. 1 branch key of the
country into its fold. In a letter to

prospective' members among the sell

ing fraternity in N. Y., the organi-

zation, over the signature* of W. G.
Carmichael, executive secretary; is

ready. to shift from a formative to an
active stage, it is stated.

According to Carmichael, ex-
changes now represented include

those in Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Portland, Ore., Kansas City, Minne-
apolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Cincin-

nati, Detroit, Atlanta', New Orleans,

Washington and Memphis, "with sev-

eral other groups in the midst of dis-

cussion at this time, most of which
we are told will_be favorable."

Two years ago an independent
move was made to form a salesmen's

union in N. Y., but failed.

E.M. Loew Sells House;

Settles Lots 0' Things
Anti-trust suit instituted by Cross

Bay Amusement Co., lessee of the

Cross Bay theatre, Queens, N. Y
against the eight major film compa-
nies plus Monogram, Republic and
PRC, United Artists Theatre Circuit,

Inc., Skouras Theatres Corp., Land
force Amus. Co., Inc., Metropolitan

Playhouses, Inc., and other individual

exhibs, was dropped yesterday (30)

following deal to purchase the thea

tre and transfer its lease.

Complaint, which charged unfair

competition in run and clearance,

was denied plaintiff Elias M. Loew
and subsequent final settlement came
as a result of deal ' hatched in the

office of William Gold, Loew's at

torney, in which Ranpru Operating

Corp. purchased the house from its

original owners, Rockwood Theatre
Enterprises, Inc. Loew originally

turned down a similar deal in 1945

offered by certain distribs who were
willing to split first-run product with

him. Ranpru is owned by the Pru
dential Playhouse Co., which has a

50% ownership in the Garden Casino

and Jerome theatres.

Gold said that, coincidental with

dropping of the complaint by Loew,
a- suit against him by Loew's, Inc.,

was also dropped. Loew's, Inc., suit

was instituted in an effort to enjoin

Elias Loew from using his name on

the theatre mnrquee, claiming it was
misrepresentation.

So. CaL Indies Move to Get the ATA

To Intercede in Anti-Trust Case

ALL MAJORS BUT COL.

SUE INDIE ON % PIX
Cleveland, July 30.

Charging chiseling on percentage

pix, the Scoville, Essick & Reif cir-

cuit, ' James E. Scoville, Perclval E.

Essick and Howard Reif were named
defendants last week in separate

Federal court suits filed by all ma-
jors but Columbia. Action is the

third to be brought here by the

film companies against exhibitors

on the claim of falsified reports.

Complaints allege a conspiracy on

the part of the defendants to de-

fraud the distributors in turning in

false boxoffice reports of nine

houses, all in Ohio. Judgment for

both ordinary and exemplary dam-
ages plus an injunction to restrain

the defendants from disposing of the

records is asked.

As part of the charges, complaint

asserts that the defendants sub-

mitted both incomplete and inac-

curate records to distribs' auditors.

Added plaint is that the exhibitors
proposed to read alleged entries

from the records to the auditors in-

stead of permitting them to see the
originals.

* American Theatres Assn. which

voted down a proposed moveto in-

tercede in the anti-trust case re-

mains widely split on that moot

point with a strong faction current-

ly waging a campaign for reconsid-

eration. Paul Williams, general

counsel for the Southern California

Theatre Owners Assn. and one of

the prime movers in the group

which seeks to push the ATA into

action, will head east this week for

huddles with ATA leaders in an

attempt to win a change in stand.

Williams, whose SCTOA last week
at an executive meet inveighed
against auction-selling, will also

confab with Dept. of Justice attor-

neys in Washington.

Argument of Williams and other
faction spokesmen is that the chaos
threatened to the industry by the
court decision transcends trade prac-

tices and that ATA is, therefore, not
restricted by its constitution from
stepping into the mixup. With every
other exhibitor group pitching into

top muddle now agitating the in-

dustry, feeling is fairly strong \n

ATA that the organization cannot
afford to stand idle. ATA is a nat-
ural to swing its weight towards
some sort of harmony move between
indie exhibs and the distribs since it

includes both indies and affiliates

among its members, Williams' fac-

tion argues.

mi

6633 SUNSET BLVD.
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Skouras Calls NT Conclave Aug. 5-8

On Theatre Problems; Distrib Briefs

Los Angeles, July 30.

Charles P. Skouias, National The-
ntres prexy. called a four-day con-

vention of division and district execs

and film buyers here Aug. 5-8 to

talk over postwar problems. Hud-
dles will include representatives,

from the Northern jnd Southern
California divisions, Inter-Moun-
tain, Evergreen, Midwest, Wisconsin

and MicHigan.
Stan Mayer, recently out of the

Navy, succeeded Thornton Sargent

as co-city district manager ot. Fox-

West Coast first run theatres in Los
Angeles. The other co-city manager
is Bruce Fowler. Sargent withdrew
from the post to devote full time to

his duties as National Theatres pub-

lic relations director.

prez, for change in titles but it's'

understood duties will be similar to

those of Rotsky.
Moving of Maurice necessitates

other switches in CT chain, with
John Ready being shifted from .Pal-

ace' managership to take charge of
Loew's. Assistant at Palace, John
Rosenberg, becomes manager there!

trons were found standing In the
aisles.

Recently James pleaded guilty
to the charge and after a $50 fine

was assessed he was placed on pro-
bation for one year.
Melbourne Sanowski, owner ot

the Fairy theatre, another indie
nabe, was fined and placed on pro-
bation two weeks ago on a similar
charge.

SCTOA Sets Up Labor Board
Los Angeles.

Southern California Theatre Own-
ers Assn. organized an advisory
labor board to analyze all contracts
between theatre members and labor
unions with the idea of arriving at

equitable conditions. Committee is

headed by George Bowser, as chair-
man. Other members are Harry
Vinnicoff. Roy Wolff. Everett Cum-
mings and Jack Brower. Ben Waller-
steih. who handles labor relations

for Warner Bros., agreed to function

Col.'s Denver Conv.
Denver.

Arrangements completed, for sales _„
convention for the western half of ! as an advisory member of group,

the U. S. for Columbia Pics to be
)

held Oct. 14-17 at the Broadmoor
hotel, Colorado Springs.

Open WB House In W. Va.
Fairmont,,W. Va.

The new Fairmont, a Warner
house, opened Thursday t25). with
the mayor and a state senator, who
is head of the chamber of com-
merce, officiating at public exercises.

The former Fairmont burned down
in February, 1935. Warners has a

second-run house here, the Virginia.

Don Wermuth is manager of the new
theatre.

Bays 3 Constantl Houses
Seattle.

Mike Barovic has purchased, the

three theatres owned by the Con-
stanti estate, being two in Puyallup
and one in Sumner. He had been
operating these houses for the past

10 years under lease. Barovic is

the owner of the Rialto, in Tacoma.
He announces building of a new 300-

seater in Puyallup.

Beler Exits Par (or SGP
Nat Beier, handling sales for Par-'

amount in N. Y. City and upstate
N. Y., resigned to join Screen Guild
Productions in executive sales ca-
pacity in the east. This is a new
independent producing company
with headquarters on the Coast.

CT Moves Up Maurice
Montreal.

Successor to late George Rotsky
as supervisor for Consolidated Thea-
tres (Famous Players) here is Phil
Maurice, who moves out of the man-
agerial slot at Loews. Rotsky held
the post of general manager. No
reason given by Arthur Hirsch,

Fire Boxes In S. L. Houses •

St. Louis.

In line with a policy of public
safety, the Board, of Aldermen
has* unanimously-:adopted an or-

dinance which requires the installa-

tion of fire boxes in every picture
theatre in the city. In houses with
a seating capacity of more than
1,500 two boxes must be installed,

one adjacent to the stage and the
other in front of the house.
. In houses with a seating capacity
of less than 1,500 one box must be
placed near the front if the theatre.
Louis James, operator .of the

Douglas, a Negro house here, is the
second picture theatre owner to be
fined in police court lor failing to

provide unobstructed exits. ' James
was pinched last June 21 when pa-

Reviving Omaha Variety Club
Omaha.

Variety Club, dormant since Pearl
Harbor, making heroic effort to re-
vive with Aug. 5 set as date for
monster outing with representatives
of theatres, exchanges and Others, to
attend, Club's record here excel-
lent for giving to well known chari-
ties/ It. never actually went out of
business but gave up its quarters
and relapsed into qiet existence.
Omahah entertained national con-
vention 12 years ago.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Guest panelists on WNYC's last airing of its "Hollywood Round Table"

Tuesday (23) rapidly turned the conversation from the comparatively
innocuous subject of double features to devious channels of the recent

Federal court anti-trust opinion.

Particularly interesting was the give-and-take between Hunt Strom-
berg, Jr., and1 Alfred W. Schwalberg, general sales manager of Interna-

tional Pictures, in discussing the single-selling aspects of the decision.

Schwalberg summarized what he felt was general opinion when he said,

"Listen, in spite of what the court said, and surface manifestations of the

film companies' attempts to comply, single selling won't work in spirit.

Believe me, if a distributor wants an exhibitor to take a couple of 'B'

pictures with the top product he is buying, the exhibitor will be 'convinced'

and no questions asked." Stromberg added, "In other words, there will

be under-the-table deals."
*

Remainder of the program, which also featured N. Y. News film critic

Ruth Masters, and J. Carleton Beal, with moderator Helen Oursler, was
devoted to unanimous agreement that double features are here to stay,

esthetic protests to the contrary notwithstanding.

New York Theatres

Goldman's H.tOO.MO Theatre
Philadelphia

William Goldman's new $1,000,000
theatre will open the early part of
next month with "Monsieur Beau-
caire" (Par); .

Paramount is all set for a big-
league exploitation to tieup the
pre.em of the Bob Hope starrer with
the opening of Goldmaals new de-
luxer, first new Aim house to be
built in downtown Philly since the
mid-twenties.
Spotting "Beaucaire" at Gold-

man's new house for a first run es-
tablishes a precedent here, since
Warners have had a virtual air-tight
priority on major first run product
in Philly. In this case it was a mat-
ter of Goldman outbidding the War-
ner circuit for the first-run rights.
Jack Bergin, Paramount salesman

handling the upstate territory has
been upped to salesmanager of the
Philly exchange. He replaces George
Beattie, who resigned, to head the
booking and buying department for
Goldman theatres.
The Felt brothers are building a

new theatre near Swarthmore, Pa.,
to be called the College.

Bill Slater Joins Hep
*

Bill Slater, formerly with RKO
Theatres, joined Republic's advertis-
ing and publicity department as as-
sistant to Milton Silver, exec assist
ant to boss flack Steve Edwards.
Meanwhile, ad and publicity staff

of Republic International has been
augmented with addition of Marian
Jennings Sapp, who will head up the
department in the foreign. field. Miss
Sapp was formerly on the public
relations staff of the American Em-
bassy in Mexico City.

Irving Berlin, who has a 12 V4% Interest in "Blue Skies," getting that ofl

the top, is going on a ballyhoo pitch for Paramount in behalf of the

Crosby-Astaire-Joan Caulfleld fllmusical. Berlin told Par he prefers it

be' a frank sales ballyhoo, since it would be fooling nobody if the company
went iri for one of those third-of-a-century ballyhoos .or "A' Salute to

America's No. 1 Songwriter," and then hooked In the picture. Instead',

Berlin, who gets back from Bermuda Sept. 1, will meet Par sales execs in

key cities, cooperate in press interviews, radio hookups, etc. This keys to

the Sept. 13 world preem in Chicago as part of B&K'g own 25th anni-

versary (see separate story).

Berlin flies to London thereafter with the print to tee off the British,

engagement. His personal attorney, Francis Gilbert, precedes him as

Berlin, coincidentally, will set up a London organization for his own
music company which, in turn, will concentrate wholly on exploiting "Blue
Skies." Berlin similarly cooperated with 20th-Fox on "Alexander's Rag-
time Band" in 1938, when he had a 10% slice of the gross.
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Taylor's RKO Shift
Hatton Taylor, branch manager for

RKO at Montreal, promoted to De-
troit as branch manager yesterday
(Tues.). He succeeds Milton E
Cohen, recently elevated, to east-
central district manager.
Joseph P. Smith, salesman for

company in Los Angeles, was ele
vated to be branch manager at Port
land. He Alls the vacancy caused by
the recent death of Mark Corey.
Robert Mochrie, company's veepee in
charge of domestic distribution
made the changed.

WARNERS'
QLLYWOOD

OrtKS IM0 AM.>COnT«HKniS«UTE (tlM 11:30 t M.

Till the

End of Time
starring

Dorothy
. Gey

McGUIRE oad MADISON
ROBERT MITCH I'M
BILL WILLIAMS

RIVOLI. B'wqy and 49th St.

B WAY &
47th St.PALACE

Edward C. ROBINSON
Uratta YOUNG Oreoa WELLES

"THE STRANGER"
' An International Picture

Released thru
RKO RADIO PICTURES

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL
"ANNA and the KING OF SIAM"

Starring

Ireae Rei LIado
DUNNE • HARRISON - DARNELL

Spcctocalar Stage Predacrlam

Am SHEEIDAN'S 'FUNG'
Hollywood, July 30.

Warners handed Ann Sheridan
the femme star role in "The Last

Fling," with Ronald Reagan as male
topper.

Picture, with a comic angle, is

based on a play by Herbert Clyde
Lewis, and is slated for late ~

fall

production.

Gaomont Revives Suit
Irving Gaumont, writer, revived

his 1941 plagiarism action against
Warner Bros, in N. Y. Federal court
last week. Gaumont charged that
Warners infringed on his story
"You've Got to Swing It," in the
Aiming of "My Love Came Back,'
after the studio rejected the writer's
copy.

Gaumont is asking for an account
ing of all profits made on the Aim
The original 1941 action was dis
missed for lack of prosecution.

1-a-Year Drive
- Continued from pace 3 =

sored theatre drive, is continuing
negotiations with industry toppers,

Red Cross, under guidance of Basil

O'Connor, will turn to its fund-rais
ing county committees to win the
support of local exhibitors. Theatre
men are expected to face a ticklish

question when the bee. is put on
them by prominent local people who
will ask exhibs to throw open their
theatres for RC collections.

Officials of both RC and M of D
claihi that the patron resentment to

plate-jingling is not nearly as wide
spread as claimed in the industry
Poll conducted by one of the na-

tional public opinion, research or
ganizations, made at the request of
charity units, showed that 75% of

the patrons who had been solicited

in theatres did ,not object to

charity officials state.

Should the industry Anally turn
down the M of D plea for reversal
of stand, it too will operate its cam
paign locally

.
along lines parallel to

the RC. M of D dependence on the
atre support is major with the Na-
tional Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis film take steadily mounting
from $1,403,000 in 1042 to $5,979,000

in 1945.
'

While Loew's. Inc., showed an increase of over $3,200,000 for the Ar*t

40 weeks in corporation's fiscal year as compared with corresponding

period a year ago, financial circles are most interested in what the com-
pany will dp when it receives full benefit of the change in excess profits

tax law. Thus far, Loew's has benefited only about six months under such
reduced tax operations since the fiscal year ends Aug. 31. Actually the

tax outlay for the first 40 weeks rose about $700,000 as against a year ago.

With Loew's benefiting from this reduced excess profits tax setup from
June' 6 tlast date covered in the report), a vast , pickup in earnings , is

anticipated in Wall Street in the remaining 12 weeks of the year. And
for the next fiscal year there is bound to be an Improvement no matter
what the actual operating profit is.

March of Time's "Atomic Power" is going out on release ahead- of
Metro's feature on the atom bomb. "Beginning or End," being ready lor

distribution this week. However, there is not much conflict of material
because Metro and MOT cooperated in putting together their material.

Time, employing some 22 atomic scientists, gives a vivid but scientific .

story of the actual atom development to date.

Time's "Power" starts with Einstein's startling theory about the atom,
and unveils just what the scientists think about what the discovery means.
MOT realized that the audience potential for its, subject would be dimin-
ished if it had to trail out to the exhibitor after Metro had released its

feature on the same- general topic.

Quest of the Selznlck pub-ad forces for new and different methods of
exploitation on "Duel in the Sun" has resulted in a 24-sheet size painted
sign atop a building at Seventh avenue and 48th street that is attracting
the Broadway gawkers. '

Title and credits on the film are printed in .type : of diminishing size in

the manner of an eye doctor's test, card, big at the top and small at the
bottom. Along the side are notations of the locations on the street below
from which a person with average eyesight should1 be able to read the
various size type lines. At the top, around a big painted optic, is the
legend: "Test your eyes on the picture to see." It's a stunt Selznick's
new eastern pub-ad head, Sid Alexander, whipped up.

Music Hall, N. Y.. has been using only two clips In Its newsreel during
the week ending yesterday,. (Tuesday ), but both have been- particularly
pertinent. One was a lengthy exclusive by Fox-Movietone of the interior
of the palace of the King, of Siam, who was recently murdered. Picture
at the M.H. is "Anna and the King of Siam," with the tieup being so per-
fect that the commentary in the newsreel even mentions the film.

Second clip is a Pathe story on Japanese dancing girls entertaining GIs
in Tokyo.

. They do a precision kick routine which leads the commentator
to remark that they are Tokyo's own version of the Radio City Music Hall
Rockettes.

Lise Meitner, German atomic scientist whom Hitler forced out of the
country in 1938, refused Metro permission to depict her in its atom bomb
film, "The Beginning or the End." Bob Considine, who did the script, in-
tended to show that the woman the Fuehrer caused to leave Germany
because ot the claim she was half Jewish, might have developed the
weapon which might have won the war for him.
Miss Meitner's refusal to allow any representation of herself in the film

results from what she states is misinformation all around. She says she
prefers not to be pictured: since she is not Jewish at all, but Catholic;

Probably the top item in a location operation figured at $47,000 a day
is that laid out by Metro for purchase, shipping expense and operation of
a generator sent up to Mackinac Island, Mich., along with Jimmy Durante,
Esther Williams, Lauritz Melchior, Sharon McManus, Johnnie Johnstone
and others of the cast of "This Time For Keeps," exteriors of which were
shot on the island. Generator was used to keep ' the temperature of the
Grand hotel's swimming pool at 82 degrees for Miss Williams' swimming
scenes.

Purchase by Hal Wallis last week of "House of Mist," forthcoming novel
by the Chilean writer, Maria Louisa Bombal, took the book out from under
Paramount, which was also anxious to obtain screen rights. Wallis releases
through Par, of course, so the company will get the picture anyway, al-
though the studio and the indie were bidding against each other. Wallis
was willing to go considerably higher than Par itself, however, offering
$125,000, against a lop of about $75,000, which the studio was willing to pay.

Phil Williams, March of Time ad-publicity director, has suggested and
had approved by Rutgers Neilson a plan for exchanging British and U. S.
film critics. Proposition goes to officers of Associated. Motion Picture
Advcrtiscrs'for actual formulation and later presentation to Motion Picture
Assn. Williams, in suggesting, crix exchange, explains that such an ar-
rangement likely would help in better understanding of industry prob-
lems both in U. S. and England. '•

Considerably wider use of film stars and more cooperation from motion
picture studios is seen as ah. aside of the hypoing Bing Crosby is expected
to give the transcription business. - Studios have balked at guestih'gs mainly
because of .-the strain and the interruption of shooting schedules. How-
ever, since platters may be cut with virtually no inconvenience, and cer-
tainly without the .'demands' attendant on regularly scheduled live shows,
stars are expected to be made more available, it's figured.
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EYE DAYTIMERS AS P.M. TEST
Major Nets Reach $16,807,636 For

May; Top Mark of a Year Ago
Gross billings for the month of May, 1946, on the four major networks

kept going upward, in comparison to 1945 figures. The four big ones piled

up business going over the $18,000,000 mark again, with small drops on
ABC and CBS being compensated, in the aggregate, through an increase
on NBC and a very healthy rise in Mutual billings.

For the five-month period, Jan.-May, 1846, the four nets billed a total of
$83,729,891 worth of business,' compared with the 1949 five-month figure of
$79,988,308. . The figures: -

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES
(Estimated)
FOB MAT

1946

NBC $5,795,976

ABC *. .'. 3.489,157

cbs ; : S475jro.
Mutnil 2,287,233

NBC .

.

ABC .

CBS .

.

Mutaal

$16,807,638

FOB FIRST FIVE MONTHS
(Estimated)

1946

. , ....$28,020,448

17,597,054

28,658,003

11,454,388

$83,729,891

1945

$5,535,580

3.609,944

5.618.030

1,579,942

$18,343,496

1945

$26,693,248
- 17.794,030

28.053,714

7,443,316

$79,986,308

NBC to Devote% Hours Oct 13-14

In 250G Ballyhoo ofNew Season Sked
A program showcasing a ballyhoo -t

campaign has been mapped by NBC
in preparation for shifts in the fall

season's Sunday and nighttime
schedule shakeup.

Major program time shifts will be
emphasized, new shows and shows

- that have come from other nets
will be plugged widely, and the en-
tire cavalcade will be aired on two
coast-to-coast shows spotted for a

full two hours on Sunday, Oct. 13,

and for 90 minutes Monday night,

Oct. 14.

NBC has. already begun to beat
the drums among the affiliates,

,

f
with special promotional material
lined up and a dozen different

gadgets offered to the locals, rang-
ing from plastic cases for lobby
and window displays to trailers for

local film houses, recordings for lo-

cal airings and scripts for local live

shows. °

'Details of the plan were unfold-
ed in a. closed-circuit round-robin
last week by net prexy Niles Tram-
mell; veepee in charge of program-
ming Clarence L. Menser; Easton C.

Woollcy, director of the station's

departments; Sydney H. Eiges, man-
ager of the press dept., and Charles
P. Hammond, ad-promotion director,

who emceed the proceedings.

It wasn't officially discldsed how
much NBC Is spending to publicize

the season's program changes, but
it was estimated that the total cost

would come to about $250,000. In

addition, Hammond and eastern

:

sales manager George H. Frey have-
(Continued on page 55)

'Children' in Shift

"Bachelors' Children," on CBS
for Continental Baking Co., is-mov-

ing up.' the time ladder on Sept. 30.

Show will take the 11:30 a.m. slot.

It's now in the 10:45 time. Ted

Bates is the agency.

Radio Packages

Also Tax-Probed

A la Pix Setup
Sweeping ukase of the Federal

Bureau of Internal Revenue which

put the quietus on single-picture

corporations as a form of income

tax avoidance may have its reper-

Comprehensiue • roundup on
the Revenue Dept's ititensi/ied

drive ooainst the single-picture

cnpilal-gatMs corporations o>i P.

4. Interlocking pii-radio per-

sonalities work interchangeably
iu both /ields.

Air Newsies Form

So. CaL Outfit
Hollywood, July 30.

An association of radio newsmen
in southern California is in the pro-
cess of formation. Group of news-
roomers met at station KMPC here
July 25 to lay the groundwork. The
purpose of the outfit is* to develop
news sources, increase the coverage
of local news and improve the
standards of handling news for

broadcast:

Group is In no way a union but
will devote itself exclusively to the

foregoing plans, which will includ.e

a drive to beat local newspapers at

their own freczeout game.*
An objective committee and a

membership committee were named
at the initial meeting. Chct Hunt-
ley, of CBS, heads the former, and
Fred Henry, of KLAC, will direct
membership work. The stations have
been placed in three classifications,

hot work, and indies with and with-
out regular newsrooms. A second
meeting will be held Aug. 8.

cushions in other branches of the

amusement, world, the wo vd from

Washington- has it. While Treasury

Dept. inquiry so far has been di-

rected almost solely towards Holly-

wood, leading exemplar of the per-

sonal corporation/ the Internal Rev-

enue Bureau will apply its new rule

"wherever the shoe fits." according

to Commissioner Joseph D. Nu-
nan, Jr.

Questioned specifically on the ra-

dio phase of the tax question, Com-
missioner Nunan said that no action

had been taken but that the rule

would be applied to any relevant

situation. Crackdown, in that event,

would be directed against a num-
ber of package deals in which a pro-

gram has been incorporated and

producer and talent payments were
taken in the' form of a capital gain

following liquidation of the corpora-

tion, tax experts say. Any setup in

which a single show, or a -series. of

performances were poured into a

coi'.iorale mould with personal serv-

ice payments made by a divvy of

company assets following liquida-

tion will probably take it on the

chin from the bureau's new regula-

tion, the experts believe.

DEA CHEAPER

FOR NETWORKS
By SAUL CABSON

Afternoon programming as a

reservoir for nighttime material
may be developed next season by
the

;
major .networks as a result of

the tight night schedules on which
it's becominjg increasingly 'impos-
sible to test new program ideas
without Incurring high time costs.

The nighttime schedules, on all

of the major webs, are practically
filled for next season, despite the
lugubrious breast-beating that fol-

lowed last spring's $10,000,000 worth
of cancellations. ,

NBC has lines waiting for any
possible

.
spots that might be open,-

one nighttime spot as yet unplaced
being sought by at least seven pos-
sible bankrollers. Mutual and ABC
billings for the first six months of
the year showed increases in the.

gross time . sales, with ABC's being
just above 1945's, and Mutual's still

climbing after reaching 47% above
last year's figures.

Cat and the . Canary
. At CBS, execs are wearing a cat-

that-swallowed-the-canary look and
are warning one another against
overconfldence as a result of the
flock of business spotted recently,

including the pacting of Lowell
Thomas, Dinah Shore and Phil Spi-

talny for radio, and the. Ford-spon-
sored Madison Square Garden
sportscasts or. television. This line-

up, added to the .fact that board
chairman William S. Paley has set

aside rumors that he Intended to

unload a chunk of his stock, has
made for a healthy stability.

CBS chieftains point out that,

while they are already set for. the

fall, they are nevertheless willing

and able to put on new shows, if

good ones come along. Their night-

time schedule is full, but they have
more than two hours of afternoon
time open. The only definite Mon.-
Fri. shows down for the afternoon
hours between 3 and 6 so far are
the General Electric stanza from 4
to 4:25, and the "School of the Air"
from 5 to 5:30.

The situation is similar on .the

three : other webs, where bnly day-
time spots are open and execs are

quite willing to leave them open
for the time being, hoping that
something worth showcasing may
come along for the afternoon hours.
They figure that, since some of the
shows signed up for the fall night
air are, by the usual rule, bound to

fall on their faces—they might as

well use the afternoon hours as

programming reservoirs on which
new material can be tested as

smaller time-costs. Then, when a

spot opens at night, an afternoon
show that's made good can be pro-
moted to the nighttime schedule.

Radio Execs, Union Leaders Worried

Over Job Decline for Actors, Writers,

Producers; Fear Trade Exodus

Harmon Follows Disk Trend
Chicago, . July 30.

Despite a sponsor and network
guarantee to Tom Harmon of 80

stations, this fall, as against the 56

outlets he had for his Clipper, Craft

Clothes-sponsored sportcast on Mu-
tual last fall, the ex-All American
from Michigan has passed up the

live- deal and signed for a football

forecast series on platters for the

coming season..

Season, titled "Here Comes Her-
man," is a Vick Knight package and
will be produced by Criterion Radio
Features, Chi, . as a quarter-hour
open-ender, to be presented once
weekly. . A cooperative deal, it'll

run for 13 weeks and will Include

besides the regular intercollegiate

schedule, predictions on Bowl games.

i Radio Gets

Further Slice In

Exodus to H wood
Chicago, July 30.

There'll be about 25 Chicago radio
thesps who'll have a large ' slash

made in thefir income as of Sept. 2,

when three-quarters of the General
Mills Hour— i. e., ^Today's Children,"
"Masquerade" and "Woman in

White" — start broadcasting from
Hollywood. "Guiding Light" is stay-
ing in Chi, pending outcome of Em-
mons Carlson's argument with pro-
ducer Carl Wester and script super-
visor Irna Phillips over ownership
of the show.
Shortage of Coast . studio space

hasn't been too much of a headache,
according to Wester, with arrange-
ments now being made to broadcast
some of the shows from KFI because
of limitations at NBC. Withal, it'll

be a case of "Chicago in Hollywood"
for the gang going, with most prin-

cipals of the shows already Coast-
bound or due to leave soon.

Miss Phillips has already .taken
oft. and Wester has bought Marion
and Jim Jordan's home. Art Gladd,
writer of both "Masquerade" (al-

ready being aired from Hollywood)
and "Children." is also on the Coast,
as are Ned LeFevre, Sondra Gair
and. Jack Petruzzi of the "Masquer-

continued on page 34)

New SSC&B Tees Off With $2,200,000

Accounts, Emphasis on Package Goods
The war-years' honeymoon be-

tween ad agencies and clients, when
i ? cared particularly how much
of Uncle Sam's excess profits taxes
were spent on institutional adver-
tising, is now over. From here on in

it's going to be a tough battle for

advertising clients, with the big
agencies engaging in a battle royal

for the multi-million dollar accounts

Millions of dollars' worth of ad-
vertising business 's going to change
hands. This has been emphasized
with the entry into the field of the

latest of the big agencies, Sullivan,

StaulTer, Colwell & Bayles. This out-

fit has already taken away $2,200,-

000 of advertising—divided almost
equally between the print and radio

ir.--'
: ". And SSC&B has just barely

begun. Trade predictions this week
w-re that the. personnel of this new
agency indicates that much more
will be taken away from the older

advertising organizations.

SSC&B, starting out with the

Noxzema and Smith Bros, accounts

is going to specialize in package
goods . That's where the big battle

w ilt be fought as far as advertising

I

agencies are c ncerned, since these
industries are already fighting , for
the consumer's dollar. .

""-> nnw agency's lineup of execs
and dept. heads hal been fairly

well completed by this v -ek, wltn
only a couple of major spot; open

—

particularly those who will head up
m —i r(!Search.

~"
five top men—Raymond F.

Sul''-"n S. Hcagan Bayles, Donald
D. Stauffcr. Robert T. Colwell and
John P. Cohane—include four for-

mer execs of Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency and one (Colwell) from J.

W..''.cr Thompson. Sullivan is prexy,
and Cohane is secretary of the con-
cernj with the treasury-general
p-anagc - job going to a drug mer-
chandising expert, T. Newton
Wealherby. Latter had been treas-

i' - r and ad-sales manager for Em-
erson Drug Co.

Philip Cohan, formerly of R&R,
'' o OWI, and ABSIE, has been
brougM over to head up rad ; - pro-
duction in N. Y., and John Van

I Nostrand will head up radio in

^Hollywood. Joe Thompson, former-
ly with NBC arid Army Special

I (Continued on page 36)

Radio actors, writers and pro-

ducers—some of- whom have done

top work in the past—are walking

the streets of . the big production

centers in droves, and a number of

radio executives as well as union

.

leaders in the ftyld are expressing

concern over the situation.

Each of the groups concerned ex-

presses itself in different terms: but

in the aggregate their gripes mount

up to a feeling that there's some*

thing wrong with radio for not be-

ing able to absorb existing talent

while everybody is crying for de-

velopment of fresh talent.

Among the performers, the com-

plaints are aimed mostly at pro-

ducers and directors. They claim
that, regardless of their status in the
profession, or Veteran status for that

matter, they simply don't get audi-
tions, that directors, as of old, favor
a tight crew of favorites for. all

shows that come along.

The union people are concerned
because they fear that joblessness,

when it becomes widespread, tends
to establish a reservoir of potential .

anti-union people' who- might be
counted on by anti-labor forces in

case of trouble.

Both union and radio execs, how-
ever, are concerned with another
aspect. They fear that radio is driv-
ng people out of the business just

-at a time when it should be attract-

ing more new talent. They are aware
of the fact that joblessness in the
talent ranks right now is greater

than it has been, probably, since the
pre-war depression.

Execs are not ready to agree that
the development of audience-partici-
pation shows had added to the tough
labor market. They' insist that, after

all, producers and directors, as well
as musicians, continuity writers, and
even some actors, are used also on
these audience shows.

Radio Ad Brush

By Retailers
Washington, July 30.

Despite heavy propaganda from
the National Assn. of Broadcasters
and radio men throughout the coun-
try, retailers are still shying away
from buying radio time to plug their

wares. Study just made, public by
the National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
shows that only a traction of re-
tailers are putting the effort Into
radio that goes into publication ad-
vertising.

Only two-thirds of the 300 retail

stores covered in the survey used
radio advertising in 1945, and only
a fourth of the sample had radio
advertising directors on their pay-
rolls. Although the entire batch
predicted overall expansion in their

advertising, less than 25% expected
to boost the percentage devoted to

radio. The association's study con-
cluded that "somewhere, somebody
is failing to give radio the proper
push' so far as retail advertising is

concerned."

Eire Moves Ahead On
Radio Set Manufacture

Washington, July 30.

Manufacture of radio receivers in

Ireland, which got a big boost dur-

ing the war, is still moving ahead,

U. S. Department of Commerce re-

ports. Most recent development has

been the sharply increased duties on

imported sets to protect the domes-
tic, manufacturers.

Prior to the war. about 10.000 sets

were assembled annually in Eire

from parts mostly imported from
Britain. When the war cut off most
of Die imported parts, the Irish be-

gan to produce their own.
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O'Dwyer's 'Neglect' of WNYC Cited

As Balking Muny Stations Influence

New York City, is wasting a valu--*

able property by letting WNYC run
'

as somewhat of a stepchild of Mayor
William O'Dwyer's administration,

according to a number of radio

execs who feel the city's outlet is

likely to lose its significance unless

O'Dwyer starts paying more attenr

tion to it.

Under former Mayor LaGuardia,'

WNYC had become a powerful in-

strument and earned a solid place

in the city's radio field. Some of the

radio people who are known to be
staunchest defenders of extreme
commercialism in radio agreed, nev-
thcless, that the city's outlet was ex-

cellent for radio as "a wh&le.
Since LaGuardia stepped out, the

station's programming has contin-

ued to receive high praise while its

listcnership has increased. The sta-

tion's. Hooperating has grown from
1.7 in January of this year to 3.2 at

the end of June. Its mail pull has
increased from an average of 81 a

day to an average of HO' a day. Sub-
scriptions to the station's longhair
music and general promotion piece

—for which subscribers must plunk
down 20c—have risen from 8,600 in

January to 14,200 in July,

But all these signs of increased in-

terest in the station's programming,
it's pointed out, have become mani-
fest- in spite of O'Dwyer's attitude,

rather than through his help. Credit
for the accomplishments is given
Seymour N.. Siegel, whose official

title is program director; but who
has actually been saddled with the
job of station director without the
salary that goes with that job, back-
ing from the Mayor's office and suf-
ficient staff or budget.

Budget Is $139,000

WNYC's budget for this year is

$139,000, which would be consid-
ered peanuts by any commercial or-
ganization running' a 1,000-watt sta-

tion with 16 hours of programming.
Staff men 'who've quit since
O'Dwyer can't be replaced because
salary scales—fixed by the N. Y.
City Civil Commission back" in 1928
—are as low as $2,100 a year for an
announcer.

Several steps for improving the
situation are being urged by those
in N. Y. radio who fear that, since
O'Dwyer has definitely promised not
to sell the station, his advisers are
letting him deliberately allow the
station to stay in a vacuum with the
hope that it will fall apart sooner
or later. The steps are: (1) appoint
Siegel director, giving him the au
thority that he needs to deal with
other members of the Mayor'? staff

on an equal footing.

(2) Get authority from the N. Y.
City "Civil Service Commission, and
the corresponding state dept. that
must okay such moves, to revamp
the station's payroll so that new
personnel could be hired at "decent"
salaries and old personnel would
have the wage incentive they would
have in private employment.

(3) Give Siegel as new director
the same kind of authority that Mor
ris Novlk had under LaGuardia.
What radioites fear is that, if

O'Dwyer doesn't take these mini-
mum steps, one of two results would
follow. Either some of his advisers
would push him into a political ap-
pointment to the directorate, or the
station would lose more of its pres-
ent staff without the ability to hire
replacements. In either case, the loss
of the station as a valuable property
would be certain.

Y-R DROP PLANS FOR

RIGGS WINTER SETUP
Hollywood, July 30.

Tommy Rig'gs, summer sub for the
Ginny Simms show on CBS, is on
his way out.

The vcntrioloquist with his "Betty
Lou," had been seen as a possible

winter program, but Young & Rii-

bicam execs are frankly disappointed
with his showing Hooperwise, and
are shopping around for somebody
else.

Half CAB. Customers

Have Now Signed With

Hooper Organization
With more than a week to go

until the expiration date for trans-

fer of former rating, accounts hel3
by Cooperative Analysis of Broad-
casting to the Hooper organization,

nearly half of CAB's customers have
now signed , up with C. E. Hooper;.
Result is that, beginning Aug. 1, for

the first time since CAB went into

the rating business—only to decide
some two months ago that it was
essentially duplicating the Hooper-
service—there will be a single, co-

ncidental audience measurement
outfit in ' the business.

How much that acquisition of new
customers to the Hooper fold may
mean in terms of additional cash
income to the. latter is almost any-
body's guess outside the Hooper or-

ganization, which isn't discussing
such details. , But the . fact is that

the complete elimination of the for-

mer CAB-Hooper duplication is

looked upon as a healthy develop-
ment which should: result in better
audience research. On the other
hand, CAB is now really, free to de-
velop those new radio research
methods and techniques which some
have always insisted as its genuine
ralson d'etre.

Not only will there be a uniform-
ity of coincidental measurements
now possible in the Hooper services,

but, also, a re-designed Hooper
pocket piece is being prepared, add-
ing information not previously
available to those, subscribing to

that piece. There . will be more
breakdowns of information, and the
entire job will be printed on a
special press, with a redesigned
format.
Nearly 90% of the biggest clients

of CAB's rating service have signed
up with Hooper. These embrace
some of the most solid ad agencies,

and a number of the biggest spend-
ers in radio advertising, including

such firms as Procter & Gamble,
Bristol-Myers, Sterling Drug, The
Texas Co., U. S. Rubber Co., and
E. I. duPdnt de Nemours.

KLZ't Triple-Threat, Announcer

BILL JONES
Bill not only does news announc-

ing, but emcee's two KLiS shows
and does character parts In KLZ'a
weekly dramatic production of
"News of the Week." :

KLZ, DENVER.

Get FM on the Air or Forfeit Permits

To Operate, FCC Warns Grant-Holders

Wheeler Denies Hi

Would Join FCC
" Washington, July 30.

Senator Burton K. Wheeler (D.
Mont;) dispelled rumors here last
week that he might accept a White
House nomination to fill the vacant
post at the Federal Communications
Commission. ' Wheeler told Variety
he wouldn't "have the job on a silver
platter."

The Senator is non-committal
about suggestions that he run as an
Independent In the Montana elec-
tions next fall and attempt to nose
out Lief Ericksoh who licked him
for the Demo's choice in the recent
state primary.
According to Insiders here, the

powerful chief of the -Senate Inter-

state Commerce Committee may
take his political defeat lying down
and set up in practice of law in

Washington, D. C.

THREE PRODUCERS EXIT

BBD&O IN ONE WEEK
There's been a shakeup among

producers at the BBD&O agency, at

least three having exited in the last

week, while a fourth stays on with
the agency but has relinquished his

hold on a show which was chiefly

his to begin with.

Producers who are out are Bob
LaBour, of the program division;

Chet Gierlach, who had produced
the Lyn Murray and other musical
stanzas, and Ted Long, who had
more recently concentrated on tele-

vision.

George Kondolf, who helped
father the "Theatre Guild on the

Air," and produced it all last year;

had been offered by U. S. Steel,

sponsor of the "Guild" show, to take

over the production on a fulltime

basis. It's when he turned it down
that Steel brought In Carol Irwin,

from the ABC net, to handle that

show. Kondolf stays on as BBD&O
story' editor, in charge, among
others, of "Cavalcade" and "This Is

My Best." He is also planning to

produce a Broadway legitcr on his

own next season.

Martha Deane's Renewal
Martha Deane, WOR, N. Y„ com-

mentator, has renewed term contract
with the station for another five

years.

Miss Deane (whose real name is

Marion Young), marks her . fifth

anni on the station Aug. 13.

NEGOTIATIONS

ONFORDX-ER

TO UN
Washington, July 30.

Negotiations are under way be-
tween the State Dept. and the

United Nations for turning over to

the UN one or more of the U. S.-

owned shortwave radio transmitters.

The UN will start broadcasting
by DX not later than the end of

September, when its general assem-
bly convenes in New York. It is

possible that, by that time, a domes-
tic radio station may also be tied in

with the UN for broadcasts to the

American people.

Trygve Lie, 'secretary general of

the UN, who is to return to this

country soon, has issued a statement
during his European tour declaring

that the United States is far ahead
of the rest of the world in obtaining
news about what's going on around
the United' Nations organization. He
confirmed earlier reports that the
organization will try to. All that gap
through shortwave radio.

A special commission of the UN is

now negotiating with the State Dept.,

and interim plans are understood all

ready. Announcement of the plans,

however, will probably be withheld
pending the return of the two UN
officials most intimately concerned

—

Lie, and asst. secretary general Ben-
jamin A. Cohen. The latter is now
visiting South American countries,

duplicating in Latin America the
trail-blazing path on behalf of the
UN being taken by Lie in Europe.
Cohen is the head of the UN com-
munications setup, and any radio
work being done by the organiza-

tion will fall under his jurisdiction.

MUTUAL TO HAVE FIVE

CONSECUTIVE KID STRIPS
With "Hop Harrigan," daytime

serial on ABC, going over to Mutual

in September in the 5 p.m. slot

five days a week, Mutual will have

five juvenile strip shows in as many
consecutive 15-minute. periods.

Lineup will be "Adventures of Sea

Sound," 4:45 p.m.; Hop Harrigan. 5;

"Superman," 5:15; "Captain Mid-

night," 5:30; "Tom Mix," 5:45.

Howard Hughes Wins 1st

Station Grant With FCC

Okay for Frisco FM'er
Washington, July 30. .

Film producer Howard Hughes

won his first radio station grant

when FCC last week okayed his bid

and applications of four other com-
panies for FM operation in San

Francisco. Hughes also has on tap

a bid for a television station in

Frisco, and FM and video outlets in

Loa Angeles.

Other FM conditional grants went
to KJBS Broadcasters (KJBS);
Pacific Agricultural' Foundation, Ltd.

(KQW), NBC (KPO) and .
the

Chronicle Publishing Co., which has

no AM affiliate.

The FCC award to NBC is the

third to that network. Station .al-

ready operates WEAF-FM in New
York and has a construction permit

for a Washington, D. C„ high-fre-

quency outlet. Since this is the sec-

ond grant 'without hearing, it is as-

sumed FCC has gone through the

complete file of FM bids once-

around. Commission said earlier it

would not hand out more than one

FM grant without hearing until all

bids on file were given once-over

for their first permits.

Simultaneously, the FCC last week
postponed indefinitely a hearing on
bids of Ave other companies, whose
FM Frisco applications, cannot be
acted upon now. These include:

Don Lee; Pacific Broadcasting Co.;

KROW, Inc.; and Radio Diablo, Inc.

At -the company's request FCC dis-<

missed an FM application for Frisco

filed by Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.

Cross Plans Platter

Christopher Cross, UN radio liai-

son with the U. S. radio, returned
this week (29) from a three-week
cross-country trip, during which he
interviewed station heads all over
the country abdut plans for broad-
casting originations from the UN.
Cross said he found most of the

station managers enthusiastic about
various plans to air UN sessions and
special' platter to be prepared by. his

division. One of the shows which
Cross is planning will be a 13-mln-
ute weekly platter which will fea-

ture prominent network commenta-
tors who will take the listeners be-
hind the UN scenes, explaining and
dramatizing the work of the various
commissions, The show would ex-
plain, for example, the work of the
Economic and. Social Council, the

Commissions on Human Rights, the
Atomic Energy Commission, etc.

: One of the first station heads to

sign up for the series, Cross an-
nounced, was Harry Maizelish, gen-
eral manager of KFWB, the War-
ners Bros, outlet in Los Angeles.
KFWB has also signified, among
others, its intentions to broadcast
fully from the' sessions of both the
general, assembly and the security

council when these reconvene
in N. Y.

Worcester — Alice McPartland
Dr'ummond, fashion editor of the
Worcester Telegram & Evening Ga-
zette, guested on WTAG's morning
airer "Julie 'n' Johnny" last week,
describing the New York fall fash-

ion picture. She had attended the
Seventh Notional: Press Week of the

N. Y. Dress Institute.

FCC Hears Don Lee
Hollywood, July 30.

A record-breaking 15-minute Fed-
eral Communications Commission
hearing was concluded here July 24,

when Commish Ray Wakefield heard
the final testimony on the Don Lee
video plea. Special trip was made
here by Wakefield to hear Tommy
Lee, net's nominal head, but due
to illness Lee was unable to appear.
Instead, Lewis Allen Weiss, v-p and
g.m., spoke for him, the commission
accepting the substitution as neces-
sary after third unsuccessful at-

tempt to tag Lee personally.

Final testimony on application of
the Hughes Tool Co., also was upset
for reasons of Howard Hughes' in-
capacitation. It was continued until
Aug. 9 when testimony will likely
be taken at his hospital bedside.

In appearing for Lee, Weiss di-
vulged that he, Weiss, is in effect,

and to all intents and purposes, Don
Lee itself. He has full authority and
the responsibility for all policy and
operations, it was disclosed. Lee has
taken no active part in the admin-
istration of the network for the past
six years, it was further revealed.
He has left virtually all activities in
the hands of Weiss, with whom he
consults. Weiss stated that Lee was
not altogether bedridden but . that
doctors advise against any strain,

particularly the "ordeal" of a cross-
examination.

It was also disclosed during the
brief testimony that Don Lee has,
since the initial hearings here, filed
an application for FCC approval of
technical experimentation in color
television.

Commissioner Wakefield concluded
the Lee business with the request
that a financial statement on the
Don Lee Estate be /furnished as a
case exhjb.
Following the session, Wakefield

stated that "within a few weeks
after receipt of the final testimony
of Hughes a decision may be ex-
r '

(

on prospective licensees."
According to present estimates that
should mean the word will be re-
c'—vj Y"-c around mid-September.

.Washington, July .in

The Federal Communications Com
mission last Friday (26) made it
crystal-clear, that holders of fre-
quency: . modulation conditional
grants and final permits must im-
mediately take steps to get FM trans-
mitters on the air or run the risk of
forfeiting their franchises to those
who will. The new edict is the
latest of a series of moves byx the
government to prod amplitude modu-
lation licensees into actually

. build-
ing FM stations.

The Commission's "put up or shut
up" order said that delays by per-
mittees which may unnecessarily
withhold FM service from the public

'

will no longer be permitted.
FCC noted" that many of the 460

holders of conditional grants for FM
outlets have let considerable time
elapse before filing the additional in-

formation which would enable them
to receive final permits. To check
sucii delays, a new order calls for

the additional info within 30 days of

the original grant. The old time
limit was 90 days.

Commission said that if permittees
appear dilatory in getting FM under-
way, their cases will be reviewed to

see whether their grants should be
set for hearing or cancelled entirely.

The 180 holders of final permits for

FM. operation were also warned to

do their best' to get their stations

built within the eight months' time
allowed after the authorization date.

Requests for extensions of time be-

yond this period, FCC said, will he-

reviewed carefully. Where appli-

cants are unable to get delivery of

complete equipment, they will be

expected to use interim equipment to

provide a temporary FM service in

their communities.
Concurrently, the FCC sent out to

all potential . FM licensees a 16-

question quiz which must be re-

turned to Washington within 15 days

of their beginning construction. The
questionnaire seeks to learn how
much equipment is on order, has

been received or is in operation;

plans for acquiring land and build-

ings; .whether or not Civilian Pro-

duction Administration approval has

been applied for; and whether or not

an interim FM operation is con-

templated pending delivery of all

equipment.

- KPO-NBC Gets Grant
San Francisco, July 30.

The Federal Communications
Commission has announced a condi-

tional
.
frequency modulation grant,

subject to engineering approval, to

KPO-NBC.
According to John W. Elwood,

general manager of the station, the

FM transmitter will be erected on a

site in the San Bruno Range, South
San Francisco, if approved by the
FCC engineers. Shortages in equip-
ment and other material would post-

pone FM broadcasting by KPO for

at least a year and a half.

Hayes Deal Would

Ask Pact Payoff
The Peter Lind Hayes deal now

is one of the most sought-after bits

of business in radio programming.
At least three agencies—Young &
Rubicam, J. Walter Thompson and
Ruthrauff & Ryan—are after the

comedian, who recently made a

strong . impact at the Copacabana,
N. Y., nitery, after his discharge

from the Army.
Y&R, Which waB known a week

ago to be seeking Hayes for a laugh
bolster to the new Dinah Shore show,
reportedly has the inner track to a

Hayes
. pact, since both Hayes and

Miss Shore are represented by the

same attorney, Henry Jaffe. But
Hayes is holding but for the best

deal, not only in regard to high pay
for his scripters but also in being
sure that he'll be billed properly.

Furthermore, he wants enough out
of the deal to pay off Mutual, to

Which, reportedly, he still owes 20.

weeks' work.
Haye's was supposedly given as-

surance that he can get out of the

Mutual contract for $10,000—and his'

new buyer would have to^ pay that.

-c.

St, ^Lou Is—Foster Brown, former
manager for KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,

and a recent dischargee from the

Navy, appointed sales ' "promotion
manager for KXOK, St. Louis.
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AFRAMEETMAYBAITREDHERRING
ILGWU, ACWA Pose AFL, CIO Duel

For N.Y. FM License in FCC Rule

To Limit Permits to 5 This Year

'Mr. D. A.' Tops Again
"Mr. District Attorney," which crashed through to No. 1 on the

summer Hooper parade a month ago, holds its first place (.12.1) in the

Top Fifteen compiled as of July 30. Walter Winchell, who was in.

fifth place at end of June, is still in the running by proxy. His three-

way-parlay of Ben Grauer, Florence Prichett and Quentin Reynolds,

making up the "Jergens Summer Journal," is in second place (9.1) as

Winchell vacations.

There was no opposition show with an 8.0 rating or higher to entitle

it to rate as competition, but two musicals—Fred Waring's and Phil

Spitalny's shows—came closest with ratings, ' respectively, of 6.9 and
6.7. The ratings for the First Fifteen are:

"Mr. District Attorney" .
.* ..12.1.

"Jergens Summer Edition" .'..... 9.1

"Crime Doctor" 9.0

"Dr. I. Q." 9.0

"Mr. St Mrs. North" ... 8.8

"Man Called X" 8.8

Kay Kyser 8.7

"Your Hit Parade" > 8.7

Drew Pearson .'• B.l

"Take It Or Leave It" < 8.

1

"Mystery Theatre" T.9

"Encore Theatre" . 7.9

Bob Hawk Show 7.9

"Dr. Christian" 7.7

"Suspense" . .. .. , 7.7

Sen. Tobey Calls For Full Probe Of

FCC 'Censorship ; Action Now Unlikely
Washington, July 30.

Senator Charles Tobey- (R., New
Hampshire) last week called for a

full-dress investigation of the Fed-

eral Communications Commission,
particularly into its alleged control

of radio programs and abridgement
of "freedom of speech" on the air-

waves. However, Congressional ac-

tion this session on the Tobey reso-

lution appeared unlikely, as mem-
bers of both houses packed their

bags in anticipation of a .
vacation

beginning Friday night (2).:

Tobey called on the Senate Inter-

state Commerce Committee to probe
FCC's activities in allegedly cen-

soring radio programs. He also

wanted an investigation of the Com-
mission's decision to shift frequency
modulation upstairs in the radio

spectrum. The shift, Tobey implied,

may deprive farmers a. d rural

dwellers of reliable FM service.

Tobey. a candidate for chairman-
ship of the powerful Senate Inter-

state Commerce Committee in the

Wheeler Inquiry
Washington, July 30.

Coming Congressional vaca-
tion Friday (2)- notwithstand-
ing, it's reported that Sen. Bur-
ton K. Wheeler will call a
special executive session of the
Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to vote on Senator Charles
Tobey's resolution for a full-

dress investigation of the FCC
Commission.

cv.nt of a Republican majority next
session, is understood to be con-
cerned over the legality of FCC's
famous "Blue Book." Like the Na-
tional Assn. of Broadcasters, he said

he believes the "Blue Book" is a

"thrust into the censorship field."

Queried by Variety, Tobey re-
fused to cite any specific examples
of what he calls "censorship of radio
programs" at FCC but claimed he
has chapter and verse on hand to
support his charges.
Tobey said he had not planned an

investigation of FCC's ''wholesale
licensing policies," which have re-
cently, given "ireo or four station
giants to small towns which had
never before been able to support
a s'v'l.e outlet. The New Hampshire
legislator also discounted rumors
that his inquiry was prompted by
r i PC ruling that atheists and
a<,,,_-..-„5 should not, per se, be de-
nied radio time. Tobey added that
he had recently heard of this ruling,
and w?<; obtaining full information
on it.

Civil Liberties Union
Goes to Bat for FCC

The hue and cry over the FCC's
"Blue Book," which seemed to have
died down in the last couple of
months, has been raised on the pro-
FCC s'^" by the. radio committee of

(Continued on page 32)

GF's Two Jove Shows
General Foods is bankrolling two

kid. shows on.Mutual. One is "House
of Mystery," to be heard Sundays,
4-4:30 p.m., full net, starting Sept.

29, Show was on air last year Sat-

urday, noons.
'

Other show, as yet untitled, will

be a 15-minut«, flve-a-week airer, in

4:45-3 p.m. slot on full net. Benton
& Bowles is the agency.

ABC Looks To

Sunday Shuffle

A program reshuffle of ABC's
Sunday night schedules, with the

possibility still existent that the
Ford Sunday evening hour may bow
off that web, was seen as a distinct

possibility this week.
Here's what the revamp involved:

Ford's' hour, 8-9 p.m.. would bow off

the ABC net, probably going over
to CBS (see separate story). "Quiz
Kids." which occupies the 7:30 p.m.

Sunday 'time on ABC, would also

divorce itself from this web, and a

moveover to NBC for this one seems
likely, although CBS is understood
to be not at all averse to capturing

this Hooper-garnering stanza.

Move, however, would not spell

costly time losses to the ABC net,

only one-half hour of peak time be-
ing open as a result. Reason is that

"Theatre Guild on the Air," which
has risen to high audience accept-

ance with its longhair dramats, is

anxious to move down the time lad-

der. U. S. Steel, "Guild" sponsor,

was reportedly insistent last week
that it be given earlier Sunday
night time, and there was a dis-

tinct possibility it might get 7:30-

8:30 p.m. That would leave only

the 8: 30-9 segment open in the peak
period, and ABC execs were san-

guine they'd have no difficulty fill-

ing- that gap Sunday night.

FINAL RULES GOVERNING

SALE OF RADIO STATIONS
Washington, ' July 30.

Final rules to govern sale of ra-

dio stations, including five "outs"

for purchasers under the AVCO
procedures, were released Monday
(29) by the FCC.
The five exemptions: (1) Where

station or stock in station is willed

by a deceased licensee to his heirs.

AVCO rule will apply when an ex-

ecutor transfers station to third per-

son in absence of will or other in-

strument. Earlier FCC proposal

would have made the lawful heirs

subject to the 60-day waiting period

and competitive bidding clause of

the regulations.. This resulted in

bitter opposition from station:;, and
(Continued on page 36)

CLEAR DECKS fOR

.A. CONVENTION
Members of the American Federa-

tion of Radio Artists have cleared
the decks for action preparatory to

AFRA's national convention In Los
Angeles, Aug. 23-25, and a lot of fire-

works are in the making.
Perhaps one of the toughest fights

that may come to the AFRA . con-
vention- floor will be an effort to

introduce & resolution which is sure
to be condemned as "red-baiting"
by a number of delegates. • At least

16 of New York's delegation of 99,

and fully 82 of New York's addi-
tional 99 alternates, are committed
to fight such a resolution.

Nevertheless, it's expected that
the resolution will be pushed. Mov-
ers of the so-called "red-baiting"
resolution are' expected to be mem-
bers of a group

,
formed, several

months ago in New York, with some
connections in the two other major
production centers, Chicago and
Hollywood. - This group, said to be
headed by a prominent. New York
radio actor, calls Itself "Afrans
United Against Commuhjsm and
Fascism." Some of the former
"ivory tower" group of. the N. Y.
chapter are in this group, but . on
the other hand a couple of leaders of
the "towerites" are known to be
firmly opposed, considering it a
"disruptive" influence.

N. Y. Cancoa
The group was reportedly en-

couraged by the defeat of all but 16

of the delegate candidates put forth

by the "anti-towerlte" faction within
N. Y. AFRA. On the other hand,
the election of a vast majority—82

out of 99—of. the alternates indi-

cated that the general membership
is not likely to line, up with "Afrans
United Against Communism and
Fascism."
Members of the New York delega-

tion met for their caucus at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y.,. last night
(Tues.), the caucus having been
postponed pending the end of George
Heller's vacation. Heller returned
Monday (22) and one of the first

tasks he faces is the decision on
whether he wants to be exec secre-
tary of the N. Y. chapter or national
exec' secretary. He's been holding
both posts since the resignation of
national exec secretary Emily Holt
four months ago.

If Heller decides to take the na-
tional job, it's fairly certain there

will be no one contesting for that
position at the Los Angeles confab.
On the' other hand, there may be
any number of candidates for the

N. Y. job if he gives that up.

The biggest issue that's expected
to come up at the Coast convention
—aside from the political fight,

which could be squelched through
regional caucuses—will be plans for

negotiating new contracts with the

networks, transcription firms and
agencies. All contracts expire at

the same time, Oct. 31.

AFRA worked for years toward
one expiration, date for all major
contracts, and the fact that this goal

has been achieved is a matter of

pride among leaders of the union.

The convention instructions on nego-
tiations for the next contract are

certain to include demands for

higher pay and for improvement in

working conditions. This time, too,

small chapters in the secondary
radio cities of the country are ex-

pected to be given more emphasis,
with the likelihood that a new corps

of organizers may be formed to

handle the smaller localities and
give them more intensive and more
individualized service.

McCORMICK SHELVES

MIDWEST FM WEB
Washington, July 30.

.

Col. Robert McCormickihas appar-

ently shelved plans for a midwest
frequency modulation network, with
headquarters in the editorial offices

of his Chicago Tribune.

The publisher of the world's

"greatest newspaper" and licensee of

WGN. Chicago, originally had FM
bids on file for Grand Rapids, Mich.;

Peoria, III.: Ft. Wayne, Ind., and Mil-

waukee. Last week his company, the

Midwest FM network, pulled out the

last cf these bids—for Milwaukee.

Labor Vs. Labor
The bitterness that exists be-

tween the AFL and CIO was
highlighted in the last couple of

weeks during the FCC hearings

in New York on FM applica-

tions, for New York City.

One of the applicants, repre-.

sented by high-priced counsel at

every session of the three-week-

long hearings, was the Interna-

tional Ladies Garment Workers
Union (AFL) . Two big CIO un-

ions — Amalgamated Clothing

Workers of America and Na-
tional Maritime Union—were
among the applicants, as well

as Peoples Radio Foundation,

Inc., which represents largely

those civic forces in N. Y. that

are closer to the late Sidney
Hillman rather :

than David
Dubinsky, head of the ILGWU.
It was noted that the most
penetrating cross-examination
directed at the reps of all three

"Hillman" groups — Amalga-
mated, Maritime and Peoples-
came' from counsel for the

ILGWU.

JWT, K-E Duel
.

For Ford Control
A behind-the-scenes, battle royal

is going on for complete control of

the Ford empire's radio accounts,

with J. Walter Thompson and Ken-
yon & Eckhardt agencies reportedly

the chief protagonists. " Incidentally,

if JWT wins, CBS may profit, too,

by getting the Ford hour-long
stanza which ABC has had on its

Sunday night schedule of longhair
music.
The JWT-KicE tug-of-war arises

from the same set of inside-Ford
circumstances which resulted in the
Ford people buying the Dinah Shore
show. It's a result of the ascendancy
of Henry Ford II to the leadership

in the Ford enterprises and young
Ford's feeling that the firm's adver-
tising should be cued to youthful
America.
JWT controls the major share of

non-radio business handed out

through ad agencies by Ford. Hav-
ing succeeded in wrapping up the

Shore package for Ford, this outfit

is now said to be bidding for the

other big chunk of Ford radio

money which is now tied into the

ABC Sunday night show.
NBC's turndown of the Ford

symphony, too many of the stations

having refused to have any truck

with it, has reportedly made the path
easier for JWT, which insists it can
tailor a show' for Ford that would
be acceptable to big network af-

filiates as well as to listeners. Pre-
sumably, it would try to place its

new package first on CBS, keeping
the Ford eggs in one web basket,

with the new Ford show on Sunday
night and the Shore stanza Wed-
nesday night.

+ The International Ladies Gannon

t

Workers Union (AFL) and the Amal-
gamated Clothing Workers of Amer-
ica (CIO) are posing one of the
toughest problems for the .FCC in

connection with frequency modula-
tion licensing for New York. Actual-
ly, the problem involves not c-nly

these two unions, but. the AFL and
CIO as well.

Under the FCC's "reservoir rule,"

adopted week before last, withhold-
ing one out of five applicants from
FM licensing, until after July, 1947,

N. Y. can get only five new FM per-
mits this year. Both the ILGWU and
the ACWA made out strong cases in

their FM applications before the
FCC, which last week finished three
weeks of hearings.

Each Of the unions came bolstered
with presentations showing great
financial responsibility—they have
resources of atagleast $100,000,000
apiece, Each of them presented pro-
gram plans which made many sit up
and take notice, of what could be
planned by outfits that apparently
combine hard commercial thinking
with interest in public ' service.
Morris Novik, former. WNYG direc-
tor, drew up the program schedule
for the ILGWU, and Arnold B. Hart-

'

ley, program director of WOV (an
ArdeBulova indie in N. Y.) ; made up
the program plans for the ACWA.
Faced with such presentations, the

FCC concededly will find it difficult

to grant a license to one of these ap-

.

plicants while nixing the other. Yet
there are 18 applicants for FM in .

N, Y., and only five places can be
allotted this year.

One "out" for the Commission, it

has been suggested, may be the veto-
ing of licenses for both the ILGWU
and ACWA, and granting one to

WEVD, N. Y. indie owned by the
Debs Memorial Fund and tied in .with
labor from the very beginning of its

broadcasting affairs. Such a solution,
however, would only cue a further
battle. The ACWA-CIO^group, it's

believed, would claim that the
WEVD crowd stands politically close

to that faction' of labor which looks
to David Dubinsky, prexy of ILGWU,
for leadership, rather than to those

(Continued on page 36)

Seventeen Mag BJts

Youth Airer on Mutual
Seventeen, kid mag, is to sponsor

a new program, "It's Up To Youth,"

on Mutual, Wednesdays, 8:30 p. m.

Program wlil start on WOR, N. Y.,

and WIP, Philadelphia, Aug. 21 for

six weeks, then go full Mutual next

Oct. 2. Airer will dramatize a youth

program weekly,
3
with a panel of

teen-agers then discussing same. Bill

Slater .will be moderator. Al Paul

Lefton is the agency.

With circulation now reported

around 850,000 and subscriptions

frozen due to paper situation radio

program Is looked on as purely In-

stitutional.

$1,000,000 BACKING FOR

FM SETS IN ILGWU CO-OP
A plan for a cooperative setup for

the manufacture and distribution of
FM receiving sets, backed by $1,000,-

000 and a large labor union member-
ship, was presented to the FCC last

week.

While the plan was part of the
presentation made in connection with
its FM license application for New
York by the United Broadcasting
Corp. (subsidiary of the Interna-
tional Ladies Garment Workers
Union), it was understood that back-
ers of the plan are ready to get going
within a couple of months and have
been promised at least 25,000 com-
bination AM-FM sets by Christmas.

The plan, presented at the hearings
by Freanck Umhey, prexy of United
and exec secretary of ILGWU, was
reportedly worked up by Morris No-
vik. the union's radio consultant,

who's huddled on the idea for sev-

eral months with manufacturers, en-
gineers ai d consumer distribution

expevls.

Contact had already been estab-

lished with a manufacturer who
would produce the new sets in quan-
tity. It would be six-or-scven tube
receiver, but would eliminate "all

gadgets" and be streamlined to one
purpose only—providing FM re-

ceivers to help the new stations build

up audiences.

According to Umhey, the ILGWU
has definitely agreed to., underwrite
the set project for an amount up
to : $1,000,000. Whether the ILGWU
does or does not get a construction -

permit for FM in N. Y., the project

is said to be ready for promotion

in other large population centers

where FM is about to get started.
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"FIGHTING SENATOR"
With Richard Cooran, Louise Fitch,

Julian Not, Allen Hewitt, Nell
Hsrrlion, Charles Webitcr, Edgar
Stehll, Ralph Bell, Leslie Woods,
Earl Hammond, Claire Nlessen;
announcer, Cy Harrlce; Music,
Lyn Murray

Writers: Joseph Ruscoll, Larry
Menkln, Irene Winston

Producer: Louis G. Cowan
tS Mlns., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
lever bros,
wabc-cbs, n.t;

(Yoimp & Rubiooni)
"Fighting Senator" is a- show

with tremendous promise. But that-

promise will never be fulfilled if

everybody persists in getting into

the production act. If half a bat-
talion of people of undoubted ex-
cellence • can pull, themselves
together . and - decide on who's to

run the show, maybe it'll have
,
a

chance of getting somewhere. As it

stands now, with its teeoff (29) air-

ing over, one. must conclude that
it's not the solon who's doing the
fighting but the people behind the
scenes. And the result of that con-
fusion was unfortunately evident on
the preem.

"Senator" t8ok over the CBS
Joan Davis slot with all kinds of
preparations. . Louis ' G. Cowan
("Quiz Kids,

-
' "Murder at Midnight,"

etc.) is the producer. He has Joe
Ruscoll as editor, with the latter

slated to share the writing, along
with Larry Menkin and Joseph
Liss.
As if that isn't enough talent,

Young & Rubicam agency has a

batch of competent people in the
kitclu-n, including Ed Merrill,
Sandy Slronach, Edwin Duerr,
James O'Neill and Carolyn Turner.
For the revision of the first script,

before it went on the air, the agency
brought in . Irene Winston, and
Frank K. Telfordjjk director, took
his turn also at tne"iypewriter. Re-
sult was that official credits listed
Ruscoll, Menkin and Miss Winston
as scripters (Liss sat this one out)
and Telford as editor. Net con-
sequence was: One grand' snafu.
The show ended up as a horrible

example of what not to :do when
trying to combine a chiller with
social significance. If the listener
was very, very keen, he might de-
tect .that Sen, Jeff Tyler, the hero
of the piece, was fighting the po-
litical machine of his state in an
effort to clean up a messy situation
in the state Institution for the
mentally ill. But that point was
so subtle it was almost non-evident.
To boot, the

,
story . line which

took the battling: legislator from one
scene to another In the first half of
the show 'had the clarity of frosted
glass and was about as brittle.

Credibility was no greater, al-
- though pace was steadier, in the sec-
ond half—but meanwhile, a stupidly
inserted sinking commercial broke
up the musical mood set by Lyn
Murray's orch. One almost felt that
somebody was deliberately trying to

do about everything wrong on the
whole show to keep it from achiev-
ing a clearly expressed .goal outlined
by a group of thoroughly competent
people.

' Within the limitations of the show
the cast was tops. Cy Harrice's plugs
for Swan soap were okay, aside from
that middle commercial which he
didn't warble. There's sock stuff in
this stanza that should pay off all

around — if the people concerned
with it can pull themselves together
and play on one team. Cars.

-CAREER PERFORMANCE"
With Henry Weber and orch, Carol

Louise Smith, Tom Cafferty,
others

Writer-Producer: Jack LaFrandra
30 Mlns.; Frl., 7 p.m.'

. Sustaining
WGN, Chlcaco
Opportunity to shine In their own

show is offered Chicago and mid
west professional vocalists and musi
clans in this new WGN layout.
"Your letters can make them

stars," is the pitch announcer Tom
Cafferty makes to listeners, and a
not-at-all . implausible claim it is, in
view of the excellent' performance
put on by Carol Louise Smith, 20-

year-old contralto who was judged
best woman singer of the 1944
Tribune-sponsored Chicago Music
Festival. Miss Smith hasn't had
much recognition' since then, but
she should get plenty now.
Statement of conductor Henry

Weber, who gave but with program
notes and a review of Miss Smith's

. career to date, was, "The midwest is
overflowing with talent—good new
talent—and now WGN will give lis-
teners a chance to hear it. That
his statement was true was immedi-
ately demonstrated by the songstress
with glowing interpretations of
Bizet's "Seguidilla," Brahms* "Sap-
pische Ode," "By the Bend of the
River" and "Huguette Waltz;"
Weber's dignified reading of pro-

gram notes and Cafferty's announc-
ing were right in Jtey, although the
orch's doings with two warhorses,
Brahms' Fifth Hungarian Dance
and Godowsky's "Alt Wien," were
strictly on the summer bandshell
side.

This "professional hour" got
started as an outgrowth of a talent
hunt begun on WGNB, sister fre-
quency modulation station to WGN,
a few months ago, with the limited
number of listeners to FM receivers
around Chi. asking that the station
develop a similar program on WGN.

Mifce.

"INNER SANCTUM**
With Paul McGrath, Larry Haines,
Mereedea McCambrldge, Berry
Kroeger, Santos Ortega; Dwlght
Welst announcer

Producer: W. A. Tlbbals
Director: Hlman Brown
Writer: Michael Sklar
SO Mlns.; Mon., 8 p.m.
EMERSON DRUG CO.
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

(BBD&O)
"Inner Sanctum" was back on the

air Monday (29) under Broino-
Seltzcr (Emerson Drug Co.) spon-
sorship for the first time,, but it was
the same old reliable chillcr-diller,.

down to the. creaking door and Paul
McGrath's mocking voice as "host."
Murder, storms, . stalled cars in the
rain, thunder, half-wits, bodies in
the fleld, jealous husbands—all the
old standby ingredients, gruesome,
gory, tantalizing and exciting. Good
stuff.

Monday's opener, titled
.
"One

More Murder," dealt with two people
who had driven out to the country
to spend a weekend with friends,
only to find them murdered under
harrowing circumstances. That wasn't
all. Before the sequence had ended,
a half-wit had blundered into the
proceedings, to be accused of mur-
der; his father had been declared
an' accomplice for shielding him, and
the couple themselves had split up,
long-standing jealousy ' coming to a
head, with man murdering woman
just to. make it a triple killing. Gory
business, what,?

Drama was well acted, especially
by Mercedes McCambridge as visit-

ing femme.. Script was well written,
and production had excellent pace,
in quick, dramatic flashes. Commer-
cials were also to the point, not. to

intrude into the. bloody doings too
long. When better murders are built,
' Inner Sanctum" will do them.

Bron.

INTRIGUE"
("Rogue Male")
With Joseph Schildkraut, Tom

Collins, ' George Sorel, Edwin
Max, Alee Harford, Ray Law-
rence, Earl Ross; Robert LeMond,
announcer; music by Gall Kublk,
conducted 'by Lud Gluskln

Adapter: Robert Tallmaan .

Producer-Director: Charles Vanda
30-mlns„ Wed., 9:30 p.m.

'''••

Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. T.
To the summer schedule, already

overloaded with whounits, chillers,

thrillers, creepers and just plain,

cold-blooded murder; CBS has now
added another spine-titillating num-
ber. With character actor Joseph
Schildkraut and equally competent
Tom Collins as protagonists, it

started off as a top production in Its

classification when it teed off last

week (24).
Vehicle was Geoffrey Household's

((Rogue Male" .(adapted by Robert
Tallman). Yarn is in the tradition
of incredible tales executed, with so
much skill that the listener forgets
until after it's all over that a lot of
the situations are about as. real as
the imagined virtues of a corny
commercial. But the execution, for
which not only Charles Vanda and
the cast deserve credit, but also
Wilbur Hatch for his mood-setting
music, was tops.

If it's true that the nighttime
listeners during the dog days must
be served tall, cooling frappes of
danger, duplicity and deception

—

this will do as well as any.Cars.

"SQUARE TABLE"
With Ken Meeker, Tom Brooks,
Milton Metz, Robert Hulsell, Bud
Abbott, Howard Hlatt, and La
Murphy

Producer: Ken Meeker
IS Mlns; Sun., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WHAS. Louisville

As the title of this 15-mlnute
clambake would indicate, it's a show
to end alf roundtables, and the idea
is very funny. Ken Meeker, staff
spieler, is credited with originating
the Idea, which probably germi-
nated at some time when the staff
was shooting the breeze in the an-
nouncer's room. Meeker nils the
moderator role, and he handles the
job in a. boderate manner.

' Introed as a new venture into
panel discussions, idea is to expose
an item of news to a group of so-
called experts, and they, in turn,
discuss, analyze and tear: apart the
subject under discussion, all for
swell laugh returns. Lu Murphy,
sole femme member of the panel,
gets her share of laughs, and proves
plenty quick at the ad lib repartee
Sample question posed to the

clownish panel was "Since week
beginning Aug. 4 has been set aside
by the Mayor of Louisville to com-
memorate the 20th anniversary- of
talking pictures, what, in your
opinions, would be appropriate
methods of celebrating this momen-
tous anniversary?" Staff boys and
lone gal took it from there, and it

all adds up to numerous chuckles
and an occasional guffaw. At least
it's . a switch from the ' usual staid
and dignified fare. Then, too, ' it's

a. real indication that the staff boys
have their lighter moments and- a
swell sense of humor, which they
enjoy tremendously to share with
their listeners. Show may have
commercial possibilities after a lit-

tle limbering and smoothing over an
occasional rough spot. It's a real
venture in air comedy. Hold.

"HARRINGTON'S SPORTRA1TS"
With John Harrington, Bob Venables,

Peter Lucas, John Dunham, others
Writer-Producer: Tom Foy
15 Mlns.; Mon, Wed., Frl., 0:15 p.m.
KBEML
WBBM, Chicago

(Erwin, Wfuty)

John Harrington packs an awful

lot—and all very iistenable—into this

fast quarter-hour, There's never a

dull moment in this overall picture

of sport news of . the day to start,

followed in quick succession, by a

"story behind the news," a roundup

of baseball games comiug up, a

"sportrait" of the day, a roundup of

sports the world over, a transcrip-
tion of the day's feature race at Ar-
lington Park, an interesting biogra-
phy of a famous sports, figure, an-
nouncement of sports events coming
to Chi, and news of coming national
events.

On top of that, there's room for
plenty of plugs for Kreml, plus an-
nouncements on rod and gun, base-
ball, tennis, etc., by .Bob Venables,
Peter Lucas, John- Dunham and other,

announcers, who alternate from day
to day, to precede Harringtons', slap-
dash montages: There's excellent
teamwork, as. evidenced by the fact

that the teeoff show didn't lop over,
though it was bulging at the seams.

The "Sportrait" shares honors with
the biogs, but Harrington should
switch 'em around, with the former
towards the end of the show, to cre-
ate suspense. The "Sportrait" is a
listener-participation deal, with the
audience' invited to write in about, a
sports experience, with the daily
winner getting a rod-and-reel (if he
tells a fish story), golf gear if it's a
golf yarn, etc., and also becoming
eligible for the prize of the month—
an outboard motor.

Harrington's readings are punchy,
as in the case of the one heard

—

about a guy who decided to take a
last swing on his sorrowful way back
to home base after a Ashless day. He
caught one, all right, but got his line

tangled around a stump and had to

dive in and catch the big fella by
hand. Fish measured 45 inches and
weighed 17 pounds, too, by heck.

Biog was about Joe Cronin, highest
paid manager in baseball, and how
he jumped from the sandlots to play
with the Pittsburgh Pirates, then
bounced back, but not too far; to the
whistle-stops, being just a mediocre-
shortstop. All that changed, how-,
ever, when he joined the Senators
and married the boss' daughter. He
became a big league manager at 26,

winning the pennant, but was traded
by Clark Griffith, his father-in-law,
for $250,000, because the Boston Red
Sox wanted him that badly, turning
the tables on the old man by becom-
ing the top-salaried guy in his line.

An amusing story, in the game's
patois, well told. . Mifce.

"UNDER ARREST*
With Craig McDonald, Betty Garde,
John Larkin, Patsy Campbell, Los
Damon, Hermit Murdock, Sid

Raymond; Ted Brown announcer
Produoer: Wynn Wright
Writer: Sam Ross
30 Mln., Sun., 8 PJU.
Sustaining
WOR-MUTUAL, N. T.

,

This is good
.

cops-and-crooks

stuff. Story is rough, brutal but ef-

fective, and scripting is hard-boiled,

crisp and realistic. Incidents, es-

pecially those built around an all-

omniscient police captain, are a

little far-fetched at times, while the

romantic elements slow the story

up a bit. But half-hour program, on
the whole, is tense and dramatic,

for an okay thriller.

Opening stanza of series Sunday
(28) was brutal, chilling stuff, the

episode, subtitled "The Torch," tell-

ing yarn of a mob who capture a
rival gang, imprison them • in a

penthouse and then set fire to the

building, endangering the lives of

every other Cliff-dweller there.

Story moved fast, hi quick,, short

takes that kept it punchy. Script

went out of its way a bit in sug-

gesting to cops that, tbey handle

mobsters roughly, but from some of

the stunts the gang, pulled. latter

certainly .ratcil it. Bron.

"JIM ROGERS, CLAIMS AGENT"
With Gene O'Donnell. Silvia Leigh,

Bob. Dixon, announcer
Writer: Frank Kane
Producer-Director: Joe Braiialn
IS Mlns.; Mon.-Wed.-Frl., 7:30 pjn.
KREML
WEAF, N. T.

(Erujin Wosey)
This Is another cops-and-robbers

Item which doesn't add much to the
genre's entertainment stature* Quar-
ter-hour session is entirely too short
to permit anything beyond a few
quick strokes for a story outline,
several organ fade-ins, and three
"so-handsome-so-lustrous" plugs for
Kreml. Given the time limitations,
script found it impossible to supply
that minimum of tension necessary
to carry dialers from start to finish

In the title role, Gene O'Donnell
plays an insurance claims agent out
to crack a gang of racketeers who
collect damages on fraudulent in
juries. Out of all the usual devices
for solving a case, the script re-
ported to the most unsatisfactory one
last Friday (26)—a lie. detector. Use
of a mechanical brain to ferret the
truth is certainly an undramatlc and
uningenlous tool for any radio
sleuth. Thcsping on the show, how
ever, was competent.

OSCAR BRAND
With Georgia Heasllp, Ben Irving,

. Jason Wingreen
Producer: George Ganek
15 Mlns.; Tuesday, 6 pun.
Sustaining
WNYC, N. Y.

Revival of folksinging as a popu-
lar art form is bringing a flock of
new and refreshing voices to the
mike. Among them Is Oscar Brand,
who has built up this quarter-hour
session out of some authentic Ameri-
can folk tunes intertwined into a
light comedy

.
story structure. Acr

comping himself with a banjo,
Brand handles the balladeering with
a fine voice and a high sense of
humor. Story framework doesn't
equal the singing in quality, and
only limits Brand's vocalizing, which
should not be wasted;

On the preem stanza (23), Brand
gave snappy renditions of "Old Dan
Tucker," "Casey Jones," "Kansas
Boys," and "The Keeper of the
Eddystone Light." Also called the
turns to a pot-likker square dance
number . which was transcribed,
Other members of the cast played a
collection of hillbilly characters in

amiable fashion.

"STOP V.D."
With Drs. Thsodore Rosenthal, Vin-

cent Juster, Erwln Drencher, John
F. Ferree; Fred B»", announcer

Producer-Director: Fred Barr
30 Mlns.; Thursday, 10:15 p.m.
Sustaining.
WWRL, N. Y. )

Sticking its neck out with a Ven-

geance, WWRL, New York indie, has

.

come up with a program that

squarely ' confronts the audience

with one of society's most important

medical ' and social problems; and
it's a good bet that they'll get small

thanks for it from anyone but the

doctors and sociologists.. In

presenting a highly civilized ap-

proach to the subject of venereal

disease, it seems likely that the

station has included its listeners

in a discussion which they'd just

rather, not experience unless, of

course, some sort of sensational as-

pect is provided. Curiosity on the

latter point may bring some first-

timers, but continued listening will

probably come from those who
aren't particularly in need of mass
education, on syphilis and other

hush-hush ailments.

On the show caught (Thursday,

25) four doctors, Theodore Rosen-

thal, director Bureau Social Hy-
giene, New York City Health De-
partment; Vincent Juster, president,

Queens Medical Society; Erwm
Drescher, director. United States

Public Health Service, District 1;

and John W. Ferree, director of edu-

cation of the American Social Hy-
giene Ass'n and formerly in charge

of the Navy's venereal disease con-

trol, opened with a panel discussion

on the need for educating people

to report VD cases without fear.

Dr.' Ferree was moderator. Particu-

lar emphasis was placed upon the

New York area, and the discussion

gained momentum as the four ex-

perts tossed the ball back and forth,

with the first quarter-hour ending

on an upbeat .

Show's second portion is taken

up by a platter series on symphilis,

with all disks cut by WKY, Okla-

homa City outlet, as an attempt to

help slash the high VD in that area.

Final 15 minutes is entirely devoted

to these dramatizations of the con-

sequences of syphilis, with program
caught concerned solely with disease

of a congenital nature. Thesping
and direction in these disks are only

fair, which is unfortunate, since a

subject of this sort needs top pro-

gram mountings to maintain listen-

er interest. It is planned to have
medicos in live discussions at least

once a month, if letters indicate the

need. .

Unfortunately, radio audiences,

seldom receptive to advice or re-

buke, will probably give the show
a quick listen and say, "My, what
a wonderful idea—let's hear . some
music." Tomm.

*

.

"HERE'S TO VETERANS"
With Mark Warnow orch, Joan Ed-
wards, Kenny Delmar

15 Mlns.; Monday, 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. T.
Under auspices of the Veterans

Administration and aired by indies

across the country, "Here's to Vet-
erans" is a neatly packaged series of
electrical transcriptions prepared by
high-powered air personalities and
carrying important information for
ex-GIs. Each program is a minia-
ture edition of shows starring names
like Fred Waring. Frank Sinatra,

Danny Kaye, Hildegarde, Kate
Smith and others,

Preem show (29) featured Mark
Warnow orch with Joan Edwards in

a "Hit Parade" format. Kenny Del-
mar handled the message to vets,
which included advice on loans, in-
surance, medical care, and educa-
tional benefits under the GI Bill of
Rights. Program wbb musically
highlighted by Miss Edwards' bright
singing of "Shoo-Fly Pie" and "They
Say It's Wonderful." and the orch's
solid sending of "Tico Tico" and
"That'sa Plenty."

"XOU AND THE ATOM"
With Lyman Bryson, Norman Con.

sins, Watson Davis
'

Producer: Guy Delia Cloppa
Director: Al Ward
15 Mlns.; Mon.-Frl., 11:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
CBS' course in atomics, which

preemed 10 days ago (15), took a
chance on getting Itself blown off
the air when it brought Saturday''
Review of Literature editor Norm.m
Cousins to its show on the fourth
chapter (25).

la

The net's counsellor on public
affairs, Dr. Lyman Bryson, who em-
cees the shows, started off easily the
first three nights by presenting an
overall picture of the meaning of
atomic energy. Then . he broucht
Cousins on, and the SRL man came
with fissionable stuff. Cousins re-
iterated on the air the sensational
disclosure he made in a lead piece
in his mag a couple of months back
regarding the top-secret report (lied
with the War Dept. by . a group of
atomic scientists who foresaw two
months before Hiroshima what the
full implications of the atomic bomb
would be. Cousins boldly chnllcived
the "moral, political or scientific rea-
son" for using the bomb as it was
used, and indicated his willingness
to absolve CBS from brasshat cen-
sure by declaring he was taking
•personal responsibility" for his dis-
closures.

It was powerful stuff to put on
the radio, and Bryson as well asCBS showed themselves courageous
in giving Sousihs and Watson Davis
the time to air their yiews. Davis,
as a science editor, backed Cousins,
and Bryson concluded by pointedly
referring to the "new dimension in
politics" brought about by the de-
vclopment of atomic science.
The show pointed up '. something

else, quite incidental to CBS' sock
job with this program—that Cousins
an outstanding essayist, may well
shape up as a personality in radio
as well. cars.

"BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS"
With Allen Earle, Bob Wright
Writer-Producer: Art Llnick
15 Miiis.; Mon thru Frl., 11 a.m.
Sustaining
WJJD, Chicago
Here is a program designed to

locate missing persons. It's a re-
vival on WJJD of a public service
program first presented in 1937, and
continued on various Chi stations
till the outbreak of World War IL
when the time was devoted to war-
time promotions and other topical
public sen-ice features. It has had
a,
L,ad,mr.

able Bast
- having located

3,000 such persons who got "lost"
through one means or another, but
the production job put into it
doesn't bode' well for Its rating, sole
ingredients being Allen Earle doing
the narration. Bob Wright announc-
ing and transcribed organ music for
bridges.

mJntro and bow-out, dealing with
those countless missing humans,
who march unknown roads," etc.,
are well written by Art Linick,
originator of the show^ and are pro-
jected in just the right mood by
Earle, but the recitation of case his-
tory after case history weighr
heavily on the ear as the minutes
drag by.

Listeners are asked to send In
descriptions of misslhg persons, and
those who recognize the descrip-
tions are asked to contact the sta-
tion too. Material is gathered from
letters, investigations and direct cor-
respondence with local police au-
thorities, and relations and friends
ol the missing persons. No re-
wards are offered, although in some
cases rewards have been given by
the parties seeking the lost or miss-
ing individuals.
A Chinese eong tees it off; indi-

vidual case histories, which sound
more often than not like a police
station teletype layout, are pre-
ceded by the flashing of telegraph
keys; and Earle does his best to
give the dry-to-dust factual material
the old personal touch. Script
Dorders on dramatic monolog occa-
sionally, which helns, but what the
show needs is another voice or two,
for dramatization or contrast with
Earle.

J^VL^ TO WARNER BROS."
With Milton Berle, Earl Wilson,
Andy Russell, Ted Mossman,
Vickie Richards, Vlo Perry, David
Brooks; Manny Hecklln orch; Vlck
Bell, announcer

Producer: Leonard Carlton
50 Mlns.; Tues. (30), 1:10 p.m.
WLIB, N. Y.

Going all-out in behalf of the
Warner Bros, celebration of the
zpth anni of talking pictures. WLIB,
N. Y., cut itself a mouth-fllling
chunk from the' "birthday cake"
festivities that have been going on
'". trie center island at Columbus
Circle, N. Y. Formal pretext .for
the show was the presentation of a
congratulatory scroll from the N. Y.
Post and its air subsid to the War-
ners for their pioneering work in
sound development;

Variety entertainment on the
broadcast had no particular rela-
tionship to the event; but since lots
Of it was of topnotch Caliber, it

didn't matter. Airing outdoors from
the top of a raised platform in the
Circle, show, couldn't .avoid that
catch-as-Catch-can clambake quality,

(Continued on page 32)
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ABC Toppers in Detroit for WXYZ

Transfer; Hookup Cues Exec Shakeup
Detroit, July 30. '

Top officials oi the ABC net were

present here for the formal transfer

of station WXYZ from the King-

Trendle outfit to the network. At-

tending a party in Hotel Statler

tossed for the press were Ed Noble,

chairman of the board of ABC, Mark

Woods, ABC president, Robert Kint-

ner. ABC vice president in charge-

of public relations, and John Norton,

ABC vice president.

James G. Riddell, formerly sales

manager, has taken over as general

manager of WXYZ from H. Allen

Campbell, who will continue his

association with George W. Trendlc
in handling the "Green Hornet" and
other programs.

Trendle has an approved FCC per-

mit lor a new station in Flint, Mich,

and this permit is open to protests

only until. August 8. The former
WXYZ owner has a 1,000 watt trans-

mitter and a 20-acre site outside

Flint. He will buck WFDF in Flint,

the ABC outlet. The permit calls

for 1,000 watts in the daytime and
500 at night.

Both Noble and Woods announced
there would be no personnel changes
at WXYZ, the network's fifth owned
station for which they paid $3,G00,-

000.

WTRY, Troy, Becomes
CBS-er for Tri-Cities

WTRY, Troy, N. Y„ becomes the
CBS outlet for the "tri-city area,"

embracing Troy, Albany and Sche-
nectary, next Jan. 1.

Station replaces WOKO, Albany,
the net's affiliate setup. WTRY

operates day and night, on l,000w, at

the 9B0kc spot on the band.

learne Quits FCC In

Frisco for Pvt. Practice
Hollywood, July 30.

John P. Hearne, regional attorney

lor the Federal Communications
Commission, headquartering in San
Francisco, will resign soon to go into

private practice, specializing in ra-

dio industry lawyering.

He will be succeeded by Ray
Lewis, FCC investigator, who was
visiting here with him for several

days while Hearne was acting on
final testimony required on video
applications of Don Lee and Hughes
Tool Co. Pair returned to Frisco

over weekend to make arrange
ments for takeover.

FCC Hears Tribute

To Pope as He Seeks

To Bay Jersey Indie

Washington, July 30.

Heavily bulwarked by endorse

.ments from such men as Franklin

D. Roosevelt, Thomas E. Dewey and

Herbert Hoover, formal application

of Generoso Pope to buy the Cowles
Jersey City station, WHOM, was
filed at the Federal Communications
Commission today (30). Station is

on the block for $450,000.

Pope countered rumors of his

pre-war "nationalist sympathies" in

Italian politics by filing with his

application statements from a dozen
U S. leaders of all faiths and politi

cal creeds. The letters were unani
mous in espousing Pope as a "100 1

;;

American" and praising editorial

policies of his Italo-American daily,

II Progrcsso.

The Cowles brothers, according to

the application, are willing to sell

WHOM after two years of operation

at no profit, because they believe

their best talents lie in operating
stations to appeal to "prc-domi-
nantly English-language audiences.'

WHOM, the bid declares, is a "natu
ral" for a foreign-language audi-
ence.

Pope intends to continue the sta

tioit as a foreign-language waiter
and "to bring the best there is in

radio" to the Italian, Polish, Ger
man and Yiddish listeners. Over half

of New York metropolitan area's

4,500,000 foreign-born population
speaks one of these languages, his

statement adds.

Under proposed operation, Pope
himself will own 83.9% of WHOM
stock, with his three sons and
daughlcr-in-law holding the rest

His balance sheet shows $1,814.41

to finance the station.

Pope expects to keep picscnt per
sonncl of the Cowles station.

ARMOUR RETURN TO

NETWORK SEEN IN FALL
Chicago, July 30

Deal for Armour & Co., mea
packers, to go back to a network

operation looks set for the fall, with

Mutual execs Phil Carlin, veepee in

charge of programs, and Jess
Barnes, veepee in charge of sales
in for a confab with Foote, Cone
Sr. Belding's Chi office, which
handles the account.

Nothing has been set, allhougl
it's known Carlin and Barnes have
made a pitch to WGN to tal

"Crime Files of Flammond" off its

local airing basis on that station
and put it on the net, with Don
Manchester, F-C-B exec, rumored
interested in the deal. Looks like

Mutual has the inside track,, inci

dentally; however, everybody an
his uncle is known to be bidding
for the Armour biz.

Push Vet Airer
Washington, July 30.

-B. Wade Thompson, newly ap-
pointed radio chief of the Loa
Angeles office of Veterans Ad-
ministration, is in Washington
this week to confer on plans for

a new VA-sponsbred network
show from Hollywood.

VA which is stepping up its

use of radio month by month,
now has plans for a weekly 30-

minute all-star variety show from
the film capital. Show would
debut in the fall and continue
through the winter months.

Weldon to Lynchburg

To Start New Station

Lynchburg, Va., July 30.

Jack Weldon, former program and
educational director for WDBJ. Ro-
anoke, has arrived in Lynchburg to

take over management of the Old
Dominion Broadcasting Corp.'s new
outlet, permit for which has been
issued by the FCC. Weldon is hiring

personnel, but construction of the

station can't start until CPA gives

the go sign.

Weldon, New York native who
got his radio start on NBC, has
been a member of Univ. of Virginia

Extension Division as instructor in

radio writing and technique since

coming to Virginia. He also did a

newspaper radio column, and served
as UP correspondent in Roanoke.

52 Mutual Affiliates Ask FCC Hikes;

19 Applications Already Okayed

Upton's *Vox Pop'
To Pop at Iowa Fair

"Vox Pop,'' coming back to the air

Aug. 27 for Lipton's Tea, will go lit-

erally down among the people for its

opener. Teeoff will originate from
the fairgrounds in Des Moines,
where the Iowa State Fair will be
held currently.

Aubrey Williams has been given
the production assignment for the
show. Agency is Young & Rubicam.

Arnaz Vice Ennis On

Fall Bob Hope Show?
With Skinnay Erinis exiting from

the Bob Hope show next fall, deal
is on to fill the vacated spot with
Desi Arnaz and his orch. General
Amusements is handling the nego-
tiations for the bandleader who has
not been heard on the air since his

Army release last December.
. Arnaz is skedded to leave the

Copacabana, N. Y.. on Aug. 13 when
he goa)S to the Chicago Theatre
Chicago, for a two week date, fol-

lowed by a one-nighter tour of the

mid-west.

Mutual has 52 affiliates with ap-

plications pending with the FCC
for increased wattage.

WIBC, Indianapolis, and WNOE,
New Orleans, are applying for

50,000 watts, and WCBM, Baltimore;

KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo , and WHYN.
Holyoke-Springfield, Mass., asking

for 10,000 watts. Others want any-

where from 1,000 to 5,000 watts. In

addition, applications of 10 affiliates

have been approved, with one,

KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., which

went from i,000 to 5,000 watts, al-

ready in operation under new
power. Others of the 19 have been
granted increases from as low as
250 watts to as high as 5,000, with
such Mutual stations in Pittsburgh
(KQV), Washington (WOL), Jack-
sonville (WJHP), Canton, O.
(WHBC), and Minneapolis-St. Paul
(WLOL), now in the 5,000 class.

The network's president, Edgar
Kbbak, announces 40 new markets,
with estimated 1,113,000 radio sets,

added in the past 12 months, to give
the net 310 affiliates. Net has also

added $40 more to the network gross
rate, as well as making reduction
of Vk% in its discount structure.

YANKEE GOES
TO DETROIT rr

Exclusive • for-New England Coverage of Automotive Golden Jubilee

Four members of Yankee's Special Features Department, under

the direction of Linus Travers, Executive Vice-President of The

(Yankee Network, recently returned from the Automotive Golden

Jubilee celebration in Detroit. They brought with them, via Wire

Recorder, behind-the-scenes interviews with top-ranking execu-

tives of the automotive industry; PLUS an important message

from Governor Kelly of Michigan especially directed to New
England dealers, future customers and to the six New England

governors. •

"Yankee goes to Detroit", another example of on-the-spot

reporting of headline events, was broadcast June 8, 10 to II PM
from WNAC, Boston, over Yankee stations in New England; and

presented before the Massachusetts State Automobile Dealers

Association 6th Annual Convention, Boston, June 18.

ILLUSTRATIONS: 1. Mary Grace SimeKU, Queen of the Golden Jubilee with George W. Mason.

President of the Automobile Manufacturer! Association and President of Nath-Kelvinator. Wire-

recorded interviews include: 2. Chrysler Corporation; 3. Henry Ford II; 4. General Motors; 3. De Solo

Division of Chrysler; t. Nash Motors; 7. Chevrolet Division, Generol Molors; 8. Packard Motors Company.

THE YANKEE NETWORK Inc.
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System

21 Broolcline Avenue, Boston 15, Mass.

RtprtstnUd Nstionally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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Listen to Richard Lawless, Columbia's new

cloak-and-dagger drama of the days of Charles

II. Then consider the current reacting habits of

America, the recent history of best-selling

fiction, the popularity of the historical romance.

This is what one reviewer meant when she said

"Dialers should go for the show which is lusty,

and for radio, unusual."

These last three words are crucial—signposts

pointing the direction in which Columbia has

been steadily moving since it broadcast its first

programs some 20 years ago. Unusual radio...

represented by the first broadcast of an Amer-

ican opera ... by the first consecutive series of

symphony orchestra broadcasts ... by the first

network educational series... by the first ex-

perimental radio-writing-and-producing labo-

ratory . . . milestones that mount visibly (and

audibly) through the years.

What it adds up to is the continuing effort

of Columbia to whet the appetite of America's

listening audience. To salt the air with fresh

and novel entertainment. To turn out "best-

sellers" for radio's sponsors, listeners, for radio

itself. The CBS Feature Production* of Richard

Lawless is in this tradition.

Columbia Broadcasting System
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ABC,WBKB Score Chi Ace Televising

Tarn CShanter; Other Video Reviews
Finallv getting hold of some de-

cent video equipment, WBKB did a
niliy job of telecasting the $50,000
All-American golf tournament from
the Tam O'Shanter course. Image
orthicon camera, borrowed from
RCA for the occasion, gave Chi tele-

vision enthusiasts their flr6t taste of

what to expect when new equip-
ment, on order, arrives two weeks
hence for permanent WBKB use.

Slu.w was produced by ABC tclc-

vi»ion. which bought air time over
WBKB for the occasion. It was the

first time a golf tournament had
been televised.

Orlhicon's image, detail and gen-
eral overall picture, far outdistanced
anything that has been, seen here in

AI.I.-AMERICAN GOLF
TOURNAMENT

With Johnnie Neblett and Jack
Giliney, announcers

Exec. Producer: Harvey Marlowe
Director: Rebuild Werrenratb, Jr.

Thur. (25) to Sun. (2S); 12 to 3 p.m.
Thur.; 3 to 6 p.m. Fri.; 1 to 6 p.m.
Sal.; and 1 to 6 pjn Sun.

I. S. RUBBER CO.
WRKR-ABC. Chicago

sary for RCA and WBKB engineers
to devise a double-relay system
from the course. Original signal
from the course was relayed to

WBKB installation at the Rainbow
Arena, where it was re-transmitted
to «the main studios and finally

beamed to home receivers. Actual
telecast went off without a hitch,

with engineering staff under super-
vision of Bill Kusack doing swell
job of a difficult technical assign-
ment. .

.
Johnnie Neblett and Jack Gibney

announced it all neatly, with Ne-
blett handling pjay on the course
and Gibney giving background in-

formation from the camera booth
atop the clubhouse. Neblett inter-

viewed many of the players, and his

commentary was especially well
adapted for the videocast. Commer
cials were worked into the show
with slides from WBKB's studios

and by Neblett and Gibney at the
scene. Foos.

the past. Use of the one camera
limited WBKB coverage to the first,

second and 18th holes, but that was
overcome by the fact that plenty
was always happening at the three
spots.
Approach shots to the second

green and final all-important play
on the 18th kept camera busy most
of the time. Tense moment, when
Herman Barron, tourney winner,
approached the 18th green one
stroke to the good and came up
with a weird shot, was as exciting
and as clear to the video aud as to
the thousands of spectators at the
course. Harry Birch and Art Kambs
did outstanding job of handling
camera work during the four-day
show.

Telephoto lens was used to good
advantage when camera made fre
quem roving trips around part of
the course in view, to pick up play
ers on the fairways. Sighting of
contestants making approach shots
to the second and 18th greens, from
distances of 200 to 250 yards, was
surprisingly clear.
Technical trouble, pegged "ther

mal agitation," encountered during
pre-tclecast tryouts, made it neces-

MEMORIES WITH MUSIC
With Mae Murray, Larry- Brooks,

Lillian Cornell, Blair tt Dean, Jay
GeSsen, John Robb, Frederick de
Wilde, Sid Cassell, Dorothy : Em-
ery, Fairfax Burgher

Producer-Director: Ernie Colling
Tech. Dir.: Al Protiman
Set: Bob Wade
35 Mlns.; Sun. (28), 8:35 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBT-NBC, N. Y,
As the latest step In its project to

bring back, oldtime entertainers,
NBC television featured Mae Mur-
ray, star of silent pix, in "Memories
with Music." If Miss Murray can be
taken as an example, the oldtimers
are going to require plenty of coach-
ing in the art of video acting before
they ca/i successfully revive their
thesping careers.

Star might have been acceptable
to the oldtimers in the a'udience, to
whom she could bring back nostal-
gic memories, but her over-emphatic
gestures, eye-rolling, etc., appeared
far too hammy to be compared fa
vorably with modern actors. Show's
dialog was reminiscent of the silent

screen's subtitles, but it otherwise
proved entertaining.

After introducing Miss Murray, it

segued into a scene at the St. Regis
hotel, N. Y., in 1925, where the song
and dance acts were integrated well
into the story. Latter, a minor af-

fair involving an engaged couple
blowing their hard-earned coin in

Learning tho Hard Way
When Standard Brands took

over the "Hour Glass* tela show,
aired over WKBT (NBC, tf. Y.)

on Thursday nights, It was With
the avowed intention of learn-

ing as much as possible about
video programming. Its series

of trials and tribulations car*

tainly proves it's learning the

hard way.
Latest problem arose last .

week. Producers of the Jj

Walter Thompson agency, which
handles the show, had lined tip

a trained bear act and, as one
of them put it, the bear might
have been trained but he was
never . househroken. Animal
translated each order of his

trainer during rehearsal into

a suggestion to give way to its

natural functions. After figur-

ing out the overtime they'd have
to pay the cleaning women, the

producers finally gave up, con-

ceding this Was one problem
they couldn't lick.

Only solution possible was to

cancel out the act at the last

minute and replace it with one
without animals.

4A s Defers Tele Talent Plans

Despite SAG Survey on Coast

ABC Gets FCC Okay
For 4th'.Chi Tele Oulet

Washington, July 30.

Th» Federal ' Communications

Commission okayed a fourth tele-

vision station for Chicago, last

Thursday (25), handing out a per-

mit to ABC network. The Windy
City already receives service from
Balaban & Katz station, WKBW,
and NBC. Zenith Radio Corp. re-

cently won construction permits.

ABC was authorized to use tele

channel No. 7 but must obtain ap-
proval of the Civil Aeronautics Ad-
ministration on location of its tower
and antenna site. The net, through
control of the King-Trendle Broad-
casting Co.. already has a television

permit for Detroit.

one fling at cafe society, merely
served as the backdrop for the acts,

which was probably just as well.

It's difficult to believe that $5 could
buy a dinner for two at the St. Regis
even in 1925. And Ernie Colling,

the producer-director, who also
wrote the script, pulled a boner by
having the principals ordering cock-
tails—during the middle of the pro-
hibition era.

Cast was uniformly good. Larry
Brocks, currently appearing on
Broadway in "Song of Norway," and
Lillian Cornell, NBC tele discovery,
doubled on several songs of the 'era

for good results, although Miss Cor-
nell's voice was drowned out several
times by Brooks' robust baritone.
Ballroom dance team of Blair and
Dean demonstrated nice technique
in two numbers. Speaking cast
handled their lines competently.

Colling teamed . well with Al
Protzman handling the camera shots.

Bob Wade's two sets were excellent,
per usual. Stal.

Radio Scripts

WANTED

For ONE TIME

CANADIAN BROADCAST
(Adaptations and Originals)

ONLY SCRIPTS WHICH

HAVE BEEN PRODUCED

ON THE AIR

Detective and Adventure Preferred

Light Comodio* and Melodramas
Will Bo Considered

NO Horror ... NO Fantasie . . . NO Mush

TOP PRICES PAID

RICHMAN PRODUCTIONS
10 East 43rd Stroat. Now York 17, N. Y.

Murray Hill 2-5S54

"KING'S PARTI LINE"
With John Beed King, Jim Brown;
Win Elliott, guest

Producer: Frances Buss
Set: James McNaughton
3» Mlns.; Sat. (27), 8:45 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBW-CBS. N. Y.

Herc"s another example of a good
idea gone bad through sloppy han-
dling. Following the usual format
of shows emceed by John Reed King,
the program gives the home view-
ing audience, as well as the studio
audience, a chance to participate for
the awards. Despite King's efforts

to bolster interest via the fine way
in which he handles his participants,
the show drags interminably. In its

present form, a reduction of about
10 minutes would seem to be the
best way to improve if.

Show's unique format, on which
the title is based, involves the use
of telephone communications be
tween King and the- home viewers.
After introducing the studio partici
pants. King asks a question about
them, such as whether the audience
can guess from what part of the
country they're from merely by lis-

tening to them speak. ..Home view-
ers then phone in their answers and,
if the right guess is not forthcoming
within five calls, the guest wins the
pri7.e money.
As the phone connection is pres

ently set up, viewers near only the
end of the conversation emanating
from the studio. Some system where-
by the home caller could also be
heard would do much to aid the
show and also dispel the constant
doubt that many of the colls are
"ringers." Despite optimistic claims
of the number of sets jn operation
today, it's difficult to believe that
King could average so many out-
side-originated calls in one program.
King had Win Elliott, emcee of

the "County Fair"" radio show, as
special guest last Saturday (27)
night and- the latter displayed one
of the most distasteful routines yet
seen on .a video screen, going
through the motions of ripping open
his stomach, pulling out his ribs and
then playing a tune on them. Per-
haps video will yet need some kind
of a censorship body to rule out
such examples of poor taste.

Technical end of the program was
handled' In good, fashion. Direction
§jc'" tFrances Buss. -was okay and
alnes JfcNaughton's single set was

equally' good: Stal.

Limited Demand Moves

OPA to Exempt Video

Sets from Price Fixing

Washington, July 30.

Household television sets were one

of the first items to be exempted

from price controls by a re-activated

Office of Price Administration here

last Friday (26). .

Agency said it was decontrolling

the receivers "because of the pres-

ent limited demand due to the few
sending stations, and their limited

range, together with their high in-

stallation costs and lack of base pe-

riod prices for use in fixing ceiling

prices. OPA went on to say that

products usually fall in price during

a development period and this same
pattern is expected in sales tickets

of video receivers.

The Associated Actors and Artistes
of America has taken no definite
steps yet to organize its members
for television by setting minimum
wage scales, despite the recent for-
mation of a committee by the Screen
Actors Guild, a 4A's affiliate, to in-
vestigate the situation.

Tele industry officials believed
that the move of SAG, which is af-
filiated in the 4A's with the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists,
Equity, American Guild of Variety
Artists and American Guild of Musi-
cal Artists, would prod the inter-
union council into taking a stand in
the matter. Spokesmen for the 4A's
declared, however, that they be-
lieved the time is still not ripe for
their entry into video and that they
would continue to sit on the side-
lines by keeping the problem "un-
der advisement."
SAG committee, according to ex-

ecs of that union, will concentrate
on SAG members appearing in film
for television. It's understood, con-
sequently, that any film actors
doubling,' in \ive television shows
will come under the^-jurisdiction o'f

one -of the other unions, when the.
latter decide to take the tele plunge.
Whether there will be -a jurisdic-
tional battle among the other unions
depends on what arrangements the
4A's committee will be able to make.

R-R LINES UP INFO

ON TELE FOR CLIENTS
Chicago, July 30.

For the first time in Chicago,; an

ad agency is taking decisive action

for its account execs and clients to

learn what all the shooting is about

in television, with a two-day video

symposium being set up by Ros
Metzger radio chief of RulhraufT &
Ryan's Chi office.

Purpose of the confab will be to

line up a plan of cooperation with
all .related industries here for the
advancement of television, to in

form, advertisers of new develop-
ments in the field, as well as tele-

casting's advantages as an adver-
tising medium, and to stimulate in-

terest and activity through a pres
entation of factual info gained by
the agency from commercial pro
gram' experiments on station WBKB.
Setup differs from the" various

tele institutes arid seminars lined
up in the past for the purpose of
hashing over the medium with those
who are working in it, in that po-
tential sponsors are being called in,

with video receivers being set up
in an R&R conference room for

their personal inspection.

WOR Video Station In

Surprise Windup
Current series" of weekly television

shows by WOR, N. Y., at General
Electric's WRGB, Schenectady, will

wind up Aug. 9, last two shows of the
13-week scries to be produced and
directed; by Bob Emery. Windup is

causing some surprise, inasmuch as

WOR will eventually have two tele

stations, in N. Y. and Washington,
with the Schenectady broadcasts
looked on as valuable spadework.
Washington station has already

been okayed, and zoning commission
has also given green light to build.
WOR expects to hear any day on the
N. Y. application, as hearings were
held on same in early June. .

»er's Tele Plans
.
Washington, July 30.

Building permits have been issued
here to Bamberger Broadcasting Co.
for a television broadcasting tower
to cost $30,000 and a one-story video
transmission building to cost $100,-
000.

Bamberger holds one of the D. C.
channels.

CBS-Ford Deal Tied

To RCA Image Orths
Speculation on how CBS televi

sion planned to handle its remote
pickups from Madison Square Gar
dent, N.Y., during- the coming fall

and winter season was cleared up
this week by CBS officials. Network
has an order pending with RCA for
two Image Orthicon cameras, which
will be moved into the Garden to
augment the single iconoscope used
by CBS in. the past.

I.O.'s have been on order with
RCA for some time, and were to

have been delivered by the middle
of May, but reconversion difficulties

have prevented RCA from meeting
its schedule. CBS, consequently, is

keeping its fingers crossed with the
hope the I.O.'s will arrive on time.

Actual signing of the deal with
the Ford Motor Co. to sponsor the
Garden shows is awaiting only the
formulation of a schedule. Latter will
be announced tomorrow (Thursday)
following a meeting' between CBS
and Ford execs, at which the deal
will be consummated.

WCHS
Charleston, West Va.

FOR

HAWAII'S

LARGEST

DRIVE-IN
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NEW
NEW YORK OFFICE
475 Fifth AvtMt

(total Pickwick, Kimn City M*.
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Radio Reviews
Continued from page 2C

inwith plenty of ups tnd downs
the value of the performances.

As cniccc during the lust half of

Hie broadcast. Milton Bcrlc pushed
the show olT at a Rood clip. Even
though most of his sags were cob-

webby. Berle's savvy in front of a

mike stood him in (jood stead. He
brought on Andy Russell, to the de-
lighted squeals of the* on-looking
bobby-sockcis, and the crooner did
his bit with "Laughing on" the' Out-
side." Ted Mossman, w.k. lyric
writer, followed . with a couple of
keyboard solos on "Till the End ot
Time" and . "Full Moon and Empty
Arms." Vickie Richards. from the
Copacabana, curtsied with some
sock warbling of "In Love in Vain"
and. at Berle's behest, a fragment
of "An Irish Lullaby."
Midway, Earl Wilson replaced

Berle as emcee, but not before both
o'f them exchanged a tight mutual
admiration hug. Latter part of the
show slumped badly, with lots of
lime-consuming gab and a n.s.g.
grade

. of music by Mahnie Hccklin's
orch. Vic ~ Perry, British vaude
star, explained the jargon of the
underworld in a- fairly, interesting
bit; and David Brooks, from Cafe
Society, wound up the gucstar pa-
rade with sturdy baritonihg of "All
Through the Day" and "Sleepv Time
Gal."

"

ADELE CLABK
With Jack Kelly orch, Gene Klrby
Announcer

Producer: Howard Williams
Writer: Fred Helder .

15 Mins.; Sat., 11:45 ajn.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABC, N. T.
This 15-minute song session

Adele Clark is another vocal time
filler which serves the valuable

by

cause of presenting new talent. Miss
Clark shows accomplishment at
projection with a set of. low-pitched
pipes, but still has much to learn ih
imparting, warmth and color to her
numbers. She might have fared bet-
ter if station had provided her with
full orchestral background so that
her session could be endowed with
fuller richness, but piano and guitar
accomp isn't sufficient for that pur-
pose.

Miss Clark is equally capable at a
rhythm tune or ballad and, once she
develops more song savvy,, she
could be an asset to a program. But.
at the moment she's not ready to
hold up a 15-minute stanza on her
own. Jose.»»»»

rounding

the halfway

mark Our stations tell us hap-

pily of the plus signs

in their ledgers as they

round the halfway mark

this year. Put Weed and

Company's staff of seven

teen men to work and

watch, the plus, signs

multiply.

MDII STATIIN REPRESENTATIVES

Now Ytrk • ItttM • CMcan • Mtoata
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"Mr. District Attorney's" mid-
summer mopup of miscreants is as
vigorous as ever. Show's wallop
was felt again on last Wednesday's
stanza. Half-hour session unfolded
within a well-defined melodramatic
frame, but the quality of patness
was avoided by a consistently adult
treatment of story material. For
this, nods are owed to producer
Ed. Byron and scripter Bob Shaw;
The case of "Everything But

Love", was a sharp glimpse into the
moral decay of the ultra-rich smart
set. Plot revolved around the crack-
ing of a "perfect crime" perpetrated
by a spoiled young kid.' Pathological
overtones were sounded in the kid's
attempt to implicate his mother;
who is on the make for another
married man. Theme cued a bitter
denunciation of parental neglect,
whether by the rich or poor, as the
prime cause for juvenile delin-
quency. Jay Jostyn handled the
sleuthing and the sermonizing in his
usual sock manner, with the rest of
the cast backing up solidly.

*T

Georgia Gibbs, pinch-hitting on
the Tony Martin show while Martin
is in the hospital (Saturday, CBS),
had Johnny Mercer as guestar on the
July 27 stanza and the regular team
of Al Sack's orch and two vocal
groups backing up.- The session
breezed through an entertaining
half-hour of straight music. Plugs
for Evening in Paris, the bankroUer
w

,
er

,?. J3
ice'y handled by Jimmy

Wallington, who smoothly slid them
in on the tailend of some palatable
gagging byplay.

Miss Gibbs knows how to caress
a pop tune with a hot jazzique touch.
She gave sock solos of "It's Deli-
cious/' "Stormy Weather," and "See
You in My Dreams" plus a cute duet
with Mercer on "Doin' What Comes
Naturlly." Mercer worked over
•My Sugar Is So Refined'' and
Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe''

in his clipped, dry style. Support-
ing turns by the orch and vocal
groups were delivered brightly.

CBS MAY AIR 'MITTY'

BOOK AS SERIAL IN FALL
Among the possibilities for new

programming on CBS for next fall
is a serialization of James Thurber's
"The Secret Life of Walter Mitty."
It's only in vhe "mulling" stage, al-
though the "Mitty" package has ac-
tually been assigned to Cy Howard
for possible production if it mate-
rializes.

Samuel Goldwyn is filming "Mitty"
with Danny Kaye. and one stumbling
block may be Goldwyn's unwilling-
ness to let the book go on the air

before his pic is released.

Slight Oversight
In the Aug. issue of Ameri-

can Mercury mag, Charles A.
Siepmann has an article, "Storm
in the Radio World," in which he
summarizes the conclusions of

the FCC Blue Book, reprises

some of the Blue Book's facts,

and indicts the radio industry's

counterblasts. Siepmann inters

that it's time the listening pub-
lic too—not only the radio in-

dustry—had been heard from on
the controversy*

The trade has noticed one
point which Siepmann (or the

,

Mercury). fails to qualify in con-

nection .with the article. Siep-

mann is identified as the writer

of "Radio's; Second Chance." as

professor of education al New
York University, and as an erst-

while official of BBC. He is not

identified as the author of the

FCC Blue Book itself.

KID QUIZZER WOULD GIVE

BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE
Book of Knowledge, kid ency-

clopedia, is trying to tie in with one
of the major webs for a juve quiz

show based on its contents.

Format would include a weekly
prize of a set of the B. of K. to the
youngster posing the best questions,

in much the same manner that the

adult 'Information Please' gives

away Encyclopedia. Brittanicas.

Sen. FCC Probe
Continued from page 25

,
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American Civil
.
.ibcrties Union.

Latter has taken the oll'ensivc by
mailing to the trade and to many
private individuals a new statement

answering point-by-point the major
criticisms voiced by "industry

spokesmen."
Without naming the National Assn.

of Broadcasters, whose officials have
carried the torch against the Book,
the ACLU mail campaign is ob-
viously aimed at the NAB, perhaps
in . preparation for whatever anti-

FCC steps may be planned by NAB
execs for .-the association's forth-

coming convention.

The ACLU mail piece also in-

cludes reprints of two Congressional
Record inserts made by Rep. An-
drew J. Biemiller, (Wis.). One of
the inserts reproduces the ACLU
radio committee's formal resolution
supporting the book. The other re-

prints the -speech favoring the Book
made June 1 on CBS by former
Asst. U. S. Attorney General Thur-
man Arnold.
But it's the committee's marshal-

ing of the arguments by the "indus-
try spokesmen," and its own an-
swers, which has attracted attention.
Listing nine "industry" objections,

the pamphlet answers them suc-
cinctly. Some of the answeis (im-
plying the objections) are:

The commission's authority and
obligation to fix standards is clear
under the law. "The standards fixed
merely spell out the commission's
concept of public interest."

Fixing of the proportionate char-
acter of programs does not violate
the first amendment of the Consti-
tution (which prohibits Congress
from passing any law abridging
freedom of speech) . "Freedom of
speech (through the Blue Book) . . .

is encouraged; the standards fixed
provide for more speech, not less

—

ar.d more in the public interest."

These standards do not constitute
censorship, which could be resisted
in the courts under clear Congres-
sional proviso.

Reference of the objectors to FM
radio and facsimile or television in-

volves an "academic" viewpoint.
Insistence that . "the present sys-

tem is working well" disregards
"the volume of complaints of the
overcommercializati-n of radio."
The industry itself has not done any
self-policing. "Nothing was done in
view of the industry's promises. The
FCC standards are preferable to re-
quirements in law which would be
inelastic."

CINEMART offers you-

S • Hours suited to your coovoirionci .

• Ont of thi lariost stiilot.lo Jew Yorl.

• Hifhly axperJencad tachalcal staff '.5

?' • Foster service and deliveries 2

3 Phone us today: PLaza 3-9)72 S

CINEMART 101 Park Avenue • New York 16, NY.

At Paris Parley
Initial roll-call for the 21-nation

Peace Conference convoked in Paris
Monday (29) found the four major
webs solidly stanced for full over-
seas coverage of the sessions. Team-
ing up with batteries of special news-
handlers sent over from the U. S.,

regular network correspondents from
the major European centers con-
verged on the French capital over
last weekend to blanket all phases
of the parleys.

From specially equipped booths in

the conference hall, newsmen are
beaming to dialers here a steady
stream of straight factual reports,
analytic commentaries, and inter-

views with the leading diplomatists
oh hand for the negotiations. In ad-
dition/ program schedules have been
opened for imemdiate airing of any
standout developments.

Spielers for the ABC net include
F. H, LaGuardia, UNRRA director
general, who is doubling as commen
tator while making an official in-

spection trip for the relief ageney.
Other commentators for ABC are
Bella Spewack, currently in Europe
to- deliver a series of special reports
on famine conditions; and Drew
Pearson. ABC's Paris correspondent,
Jack Hooley, is handling spot news
coverage of the event.

Covering the negotiations for the
NBC net are Henry Cassidy, net-
work's European director; Merril
Mueller, from London; Max Jordan,
Switzerland; Roy Porter, Nurnberg;
and Paul Archinard, Paris. William
F. Brooks, NBC's veepee in charge
of news and international relations,

is currently in Paris to head up the
bureau.

.

CBS's newgathering roster In

Paris is topped by William S. Shirer
and Howard K. Smith, European
news chief for the web. Other com-
mentators being heard are Don
Pryor, regular Paris correspondent;
Larry LeSueur, Washington, and
Stephen Laird, who was recently
added to CBS's overseas staff to

coyer Germany , and the Balkans.
On tap for WOR at the peace con-

clave are Phil Cunningham from the
U. S.; James Wellard, Rome corre-
spondent; David Perlman, Paris; and
Arthur Gaeth, Mutual's roving cor-

respondent in- Europe, whose last as
signment was the Mikhailovitch trial

in Jugoslavia.-

Anthony Turns Down WOR
Bid for Social Agcy. Plug

On Airer; Alexander OK's
WOR, Mutual's N.Y. flagship, has

psked John J. Anthony and A. L.
Alexander, latter the moderator of
Alexander's Mediation Board, to in-
sert in their programs an announce-
ment pointing out to participants and
listeners ' that in their , respective
communities there are social agen-
cies available to. help on certain so-
cial, health or medical problems.
Alexander has consented to insert

the announcement, but not Anthony.
Both programs are heard over the
Mutual net, Anthony on a ftve-day-

a-week schedule, and Alexander
Sunday nights coast-to-coast. They
have been targets for constant criti-

cism from social agencies and -work-
ers for years.

NCAC Expanding
On Radio Activities

Expansion of its radio activities

is seen as chief result of. the re-

shuffling of departments at National
Concert and Artists Corp. last week.
The old line between short and
longhair depts. has been dissolved,

and the so-called popular division
abolished. NCAC is now set up. to

operate departmental-wise as fol-

lows, under its various dept. heads:
Radio. Alfred H. Morton; legit,

Sylvia Hahlo; concert, Marks Le-
vine; opera and foreign, _ Gerard
Semon; films, Miss Hahlo, Joseph
Barnett, Charles Facer; Civic Con-
certs; O, O. Boltorf; lectures and
special attractions, Selma Warlick.
The N. Y. radio sales dept. has been
strengthened by a seven-man staff,

and Hollywood branch's radio dept.

has also been strengthened with
three salesmen! .

CAP WIREWAX SETS EYE

ON PACKAGE AIR SHOWS
Capitol Transcriptions will take an

expected step in invading the radio
package show field. Though now
primarily interested in and plenty
busy with its musical library, the
new transcriber's laying the
groundwork for expansion into tai-

lored ether productions on platters.

The plan will be green-lighted
when Its basic library is completed.
Attempt is being made to Build batch
of -3,000 selections before the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians steps

in '• With . its * anticipated demands.
Therefore, all work is being rushed
now to' insure a maximum if and
when AFM cracks down.

It's likely that the talent rosters

of both Capitol Records and the
electrified subsid will be used as the

nucleus of the new venture. Largely
musical, the personalities will prob-
ably be fitted Into variety packages.

Usual drawback and bugaboo of very
necessary sales outlets is already

eliminated via Cap's disk- distribu-

tion and functioning library forces.

Films Force Dale Evans
Out of Fall Durante Show
Dale Evans, chirper on the Jimmy

Durante show over the CBS web
last season, won't be aboard when
the program resumes Sept, 13, due
to a conflict with her picture com-
mitments for Republic.
Replacement for the songstress is

being sought by N. W. Ayer, agency
for United Rexall.

Mema On! !

ELOISE KUMMER
CLARE LAWRENCE In

"THE GUIDING LIGHT"

ANNHOWE
.r- la

"JOE PALOOKA"
PrMi RapretMtetlvM

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

Is There
—a capable young woman able to serve as secretary and

general assistant to a leading package producer? The

requirements are stringent, but the compensation and

benefits are commensurate. The individual desired must

be familiar with all phases of radio production and be

sufficiently creative to assist in the editorial preparation of

scripts for broadcast. All replies from those presently em-

ployed will be held in strictest confidence. Write, stating

background and capabilities.

ox 740. VARIETY
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Popular Radio Aviation Hero,

Joins SUPERMAN

and other Mutual Juvenile

Headlines to complete

THE TOP

PROGRAM SEQUENCE

IN CHILDREN'S RADIO

Hop Harrigan joins Mutual'* juvenile program parade early

in September. It will swing over to this network the tremendous

following it has built up in the course of its successful career

on the air.

The five-ace combination of Hop Harrigan, Superman, Sea

Hound, Captain Midnight and Tom Mix, has no equal,in radio

—for power, for appeal to young listeners— because the

sequence is filled with excitement, adventure, variety of

interest and the inspiration of wholesome, manly heroes.

Sales-wise, Hop Harrigan has done a great job in the past.

4:45 PM
THE SEA HOUND
this Mutual newcomer is the kick-off show

for the MBS "kid strip." Backed by one of

the most extensive promotional campaigns

In radio history.

5:00 PM
HOP HARRIGAN
This popular children's program featuring

" the famed aviation hero starts early In

September, completes a sequence, will

help hold millions of young listeners glued

to Mutual.

5 :15 PM
SUPERMAN
Longest, established MBS kid show, end

highest rated on any network, now In its

fourth year. "Man of Steel" entice* a

monthly audience of millions for Kellogg'*

Pep today.

5:30 PM
CAPT. MIDNIGHT
Entering Its second season on Mutual for

Ovaltlne. A recent offer boosted It to first

position with a 3.1 raring. (June 15, 1946

Hooperoting)

5:45 PM
TOM MIX
One of the highest rated afternoon chil-

dren's show on the air during 1945-46. It

holds an enviable sales record for its

sponsor, Ralston Purina Company,

It can do a better job in the future— because it will be in the

company of such power-house selling shows as Superman,

Tom Mix and Captain Midnight. Every advertiser with a prod-

uct for children should get the full story of Hop Harrigan—

its past record— its future potentials.

HOP HARRIGAN
AMERICA'S ACE OF THE AIRWAYS

PRODUCED FOR HOP HARRIGAN ENTERPRISES, INC. BY ROBERT MAXWELL ASSOCIATES,

PRODUCERS OF SUPERMAN AND HOUSE OF MYSTERY.

4*0 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK • PLAZA 34740
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IN NEW YORK CITY . .

F.dgnr Kobak. Mutual prez, on two-week midwest trip, centering /around

Chicago. Will attend regional NAB board meeting in Denver.. "Radio

Best." now national fan monthly! to be published next Jan. by Edward

Bnbley'••• .Mutual to broadcast exclusively Sec. of Labor Lewis B. Schwel-

Itriibach'i address to American Legion convention in Wash., D. C, on jobs

for vets, tomorrow night (1).

Newt Stammer, production chief; Ed Anderson, writer, and Ed Stokes,

announcer, all of Mutual's. "Spotlight Bands" show, planed to Chicago

Mon. (2B) for origination of Friday's (2) show, because Harry James- is

doing a one-night stand at the Aragon ballroom there.

WMCA's Don Coddard' will have three dally news and commentary

shows on his hands next week. He's already doing the Raymond Walsh

7:30 p.m. stint, in addition to his own 12:30 show, and he's taking over

Dr. Frank Kingdon's 10:30 .time for a week while the latter vacations

Read Wright has succeeded to Carol Irwin's vacancy as manager of the

program sales division at ABC Lou Dropkin and Felix Leon, teaming

up in their scripting; have sold a show to CBC for Sept. airing on the

Canadian net. .. .Burt Brazier, recently out of the Navy, is now on "Pepper

Young's Family" Last Saturday night (27) Paul Tomaine was on the

air on two. stations at 'same time: On WNYC with his regular "Veterans

Jamboree," which he recorded for this session, "and live in the cast of

CBS' "American Portrait". . . .Jane Kalmus of the Hutchins ad agency

publicity staff and wife of Allan Kalmus, NBC television publicity chief,

out of the hospital and recuperating at home. . . .Fred Weihe, oue of the

Army, has joined NBC Recording Division Shirley "Mitchell replaced

Peggy Conklin as Kitty Archer in the NBC comedy series, "McGarry and

His Mouse."
Dicker Brecker, son of Roseland ballroom owner, who's been with

LaRoche & Ellis radio dept. for summer, going back to musical studies at

Juilliard school. .. .WNEW staff announcer Henry. Waldon has recorded

"Rinocchio" for Adventure Records. .. .Louise Speights, former soloist for

Aimce Semple McPherson, added to cast of American Negro Theatre

Opera Co. on. the. air. .. .Joe Franklin and Vera Barton to emcee N. Y.

City Park Dept. annual folk dance festival at Central Park, Aug. 10....

Kenneth Cherbin, out of the Army, into copy staff of Weintraub agency....

Peggy Mann resumes her radio career in two weeks, having been sched-

uled to go on with Mark Warnow on his "Sound Off" program and as

guests on "Hit Parade.". .. .James P. Lappin, Jr., upped to stations rela-

tions manager at Keystone Broadcasting System.... Frederic Methot new
production manager at WLIB, . and Ray T. Murphy added to station's

sales staff ... .Steve de Baun, at NBC Hackery, taking charge of the pub-
licity for the United Nations project. .. .Jack Manning joined cast of

"Aunt Jenny". .. .Charles Harrell. ABC director, has written a legiter,

"Arrival At Six".-. . .Frank Papp, NBC producer-director, to Chicago for

lecturing during August at the University of Chicago's "Radio Work-
shop". .. .Johnny Olson and his "Ladies Be' Seated" unit personals and
broadcasts from Illinois State Fair, Springfield. III., week of Aug. 12-18 ...

.

Ann Shepherd, Larry Kerry and Walter Vaughan added to respective

casts of "Lorenzo Jones," "Young Widder Brown." and "David Harum."
Irv Morrow, Henry Neely and Paul Dubov new trio on "Backstage Wife."

Chi Radio
ll^s^ Continued from, pace 23

ade" cast, whose leads now include

Francis X. Bushman and

. / . . .

Met.! LOU CLAYTON

. CNITKD REXALL DBUfl CO.
FrW.y—CDS—10 p.m. DST

Herbert

Rawlinson.

"Woman" writer Herb Futran is

leaving, as are Sarajane Wells and

Muriel Bremner, with Hugh Stude-

baker already settled down among

the palms. Ken Griffin and Harry
Elders, other leads in this strip, re-

main.

Of the "Children" cast, Betty Lou

Gerson is set to go. Director Joe

Ainley, her husband, will leave

eventually; he also directs "Those
Websters," which is • expected to

originate from the Coast shortly too.

Ed Prentiss, who has been emcee-
ing the whole hour, is staying' put.

Shows, while ^ired from NBC stu-

dios here, were set up so that he
could travel from one studio to an-
other, but that deal will be dropped
on the Coast, with different an-
nouncers for each show, because of

studio limitations there.

Add futility-of-it-all note, for the
guys who've been campaigning to

"save Chicago radio":

"Woman]' writer Futran, who
Chierlng out with the rest of 'em.

was the sparkplug behind that

movement, being prez of the Chi Ra
dio Writers Guild.

Helen Clioat added to "Barry Cameron" while Dan Ocko joins the The

Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters". .. .Kale Smith buying^ heliocopter

to commute from Lake Placid, where she's summering, and from where-

"Kale Smith Speaks" originates. •

, ..l-'l. „ :

Presentation ceremonies of an Ernie Pyle portrait by Dean Coinwell

to the Ernie Pyle Memorial at Indians University will be aired over Maggi

McNcllis' "Private Wire" next Friday (2). Painting being presented by

True mag, in which it originally appeared last January.:

Owen Davis, Jr., NBC television director of scripts ancr literary rights,

planning swing around strawat theatres starling Aug. 2 in a search for

new plays and talent More than 90% of exhibition space for the forth-

coming Television Broadcasters Assn. convention already sold to trans-

mitter and set manufacturer. . . Jan Struthers guested on NBC television's

•For You and Yours" last Friday (26) night. '

•

Jack Ayeis, of "The Wlgglesworths" airer, playing lead in What A
Life" at Pompton Lakes, N. J., strawhatter this week. ...Jack Skinner,

Bash feature editor at Mutual, convalescing at St. Vincent's hosp after

operation... .Paul Conrad written out of CBS' "Cimmaron Tavern" this

week fo'Kvisit home to Bay City, Mich. .. .Jess Barnes, Mutual v.p. of

sales, and Phillips Carlin, v.p. on programs, back today (Wed.) from

Chi biz trip. - .„
Mike Spector, Universal talent scout, was on WOR's "Daily Dilemma

program Friday (26), seeking aid, as an ex-GI, in finding an apartment.

No luck yet. .. .Jack Lloyd, N. Y. radio actor, to Coast a week ago, and

landed several shows in one week, including "Cisco Kid."

IN CHICAGO . .

Third audition platter for the Don Ameche-Drene show came out of the

wax works with a variety label. Previous-two were variety and situation

comedy, Joe Lilley's orchestra and Joanell James, vocalist, hold up the

musical end with Ameche on Ihe last disc. ...Most of the adaptations for

the Camay dramatic series will be whipped up by Bill Hampton, who used

to do them for Screen Guild Players Don Wilson will share the emcee

chore with Kenny Baker on the "Glamour Manor" strip for the new season

.... Foster May replaced George Lewin as director of news and special

events at ABC CaTroll Carroll and "Corny" Jackson helping Stanley

Resor pitch the hay on his Snake River ranch in Wyoming Brewster

Morgan sits in at Compton while Murray Bolen takes his midyear respite

from huckstering Bill Robson dons chaps, boots and 10-gallon hat while

directing Columbia's "Hawk" Durango." Joe Rines Chief-Centurled to

N. Y. for confabs at Sherman-Marquette on the Judy Canova and Mel
Blanc programs for Colgate. . . .Bertie Nichols checked out aS fashion editor

at NBC Memo to Chicago radio: Irria Phillips is getting to like Cali-

fornia more and more. But she still loves Chicago. . . .George Washing-

ton Hill hasn't made up his mind yet whether or. not.,he wants Kay Kyser
back Jan. 1 but reports are circulating that Colgate has contracts drawn
up for a new term deal. The professor is now lying in a Santa Monica
hospital after minor merging. .. .Walter Craig around to make a few
talent soundings for American. Assn. of Railroads. He liked "Star Spangled

Theatre" but Schenley got there fustest. . . .Cliff Arquette getting a situa-

tion comedy show ready but some agents would rather see him revive

"Point Sublime," for years one of the Coast's toppers. . . .George Volger

leaving Art Rush to run his own station in Mucalinc, la., recently licensed.

Home town boy comes home to make good. . . .Glenhall Taylor's deal as

Coast radio head for N. W. Ayer allows him. such outside activities as

producing, packaging and recording. .. .Claude Sweeten turned in his baton

at KFI after nine years as music director. First assignment as. freelancer

is to score Eagle-Lion pictures. James Sample takes the wand. . . .Fanciest

appointed offices on Radio Row are those of Cornwall Jackson at .Thomp-
son, and Tom Lewis at Young & Rubicam. They're adding new and gay

{pieces as a gag decor feud.... Abbott and. Costello searching high and
low for comedy writers but most of the better dream boys are already

spoken for.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Joan Kauffman, WIND flack, getting hitched to Hank Lowcnthal, Chi

manufacturer, Aug. 11 ... .Rochester, in town for a theatre date, guested
on "Breakfast Club" Thursday (25). ... 13-year-old Bryan Woods newest
addition to the Quiz Kids board of experts. . . ;Rita Ascot added to the cast

of "Tom Mix".... Jess Barnes, Mutual sales manager, and Phil Carlin, net-

work program director, in town for confab with midwest heads on new
show for Armour. . . .Jose Bethancourt, NBC's maestro-marimbist, off for

his native Quelzaltenango, Guatemala, for the first time in 20 years....

Gil Stratton, of Mutual's "Those Websters," being paged by Republic
pictures. .. .Edmund B. Abbott named. veepee in charge of radio for the
Shaw-LcVally ad agency. -.. .WIND station operator Ralph Atlass planning
party for the press aboard his yacht.

Virginia Shell, of WON traffic, and William Ahem, station maintenance,
tie the knot Aug. 10 in Chi. . . .Emmons Carlson, NBC central division pro-
motion manager, hospitalized with a stomach ailment ... .Andy Murphy,
formar Chi Tribune reporter, joins "ABC's press department, replacing
Dean Linger, who moves up to position as assistant sales promotion man-
ager Don Pontius, of Mutual's midwest sales staff, spending vacation
as part of crew on boat entered in Mackinaw Island race Crooner Jack
Owens last week rescued a 14-year-old boy from drowning in Lake Michi-
gan. . . .Tenor Wayne Vdn Dyne plugged one of his own compositions, "On
the Back of a Menu," during WBBM's "Show Tunc Time" Sunday (28)
Gene Autry return^ to Chi for. two broadcasts in Sept.... Jim Ameche
guest star on "Melody Lane" Monday (29) Eloise Kummer, local radio
actress, and Ray Jones, newly elected assistant national secretary of AFRA,
wed in Sheboygan, Wis.. Aug. 3 Don McGibbney replacing Paul Nielsen
on the WBBM newscasting staff.

ACA, WIP PhOiy Strike

Settled Yesterday (30)

On Management's Terms
Philadelphia, July 30. ..

Strike at WIP, Philadelphia, was
settled today (30) effective im .

mediately, with station personnel

drifting pack to their posts .

Terms of the settlement were
almost exactly those offered by the

station originally, with no retro-

active pay Involved,

Strike had been called by Ameri-
can C o ni m u n i c a t i o n s Assn. for

change in wages and working con-

ditions, with management taking

over running the- wortcs two weeks

ago when staffers vamped in disap.

proval of station's counter-offers.

Benedict Gimbel, Jr., WIP ".'proxy,

had handled library and assisted in

newsroom. Cliff Harris, technical

supervisor; had manned transmitter.

Ed. Wallis, assistant program direc-

tor, and Sam Elber, publicity head,

handled dials in the control room.

On Sunday (28) night WIP was

off the air for approximately one

minute, after it was charged that

someone cut a transmission cable

at the station's transmitter at Bell-.'

raawr, N. J. Officials of the station

notified the FCC and FBI, as well

as Jersey police, who are investi-

gating. Union officials would not

comment on the incident.

ACA asked the Philly-Carrideii

chapter' of the American Newspaper
Guild to call out its members who
are employed in the WIP newsroom.
The men, James O'Brien, Sam Et-

tingcr and Vincent Clark, all are

working newspapermen on local

dailies;, who work at. WIP In their

spare lime. The Guild refused,

claiming that it had no control over

its members working during their

spare time.
•

.

"It must have been those Wheatles.

Faye-Harris Contract

For Fitch Reported At

$3,000,000 for 5 Yrs.
• F. W. Fitch Co.. in a move to bol-

ster its regular 7:30-8 p.m. slot on
Sunday nights over NBC, has signed

Phil Harris and Alice Faye to a con-

tract extending over five years and
reputedly totalling $3,000,000. Deal
was handled by the L. W. Ramsey
agency, of Davenport, la., with' the

new program slated to start Sept. 22.

' On the basis of a 39-week season,

production costs break down to about

$15,500 per show, which is almost
one-and-n-half times as much as

Fitch sank into the Cass Daley show,
which rilled the slot last winter. Lat-

ter program averaged about $9,500.

Definite format of the Harris-Faye

show has not been set but it's be-

lieved it will follow the Daley for-

mat of music and comedy, rather

than returning to the old "Fitch

Bandwagon'' idea.

New show will replace "Rogue's

Gallery," Dick Powell starrer,

which in turn ran as a summer re-

placement for Fitch for the Cass

Daley program.

Fl. Wayne—William H. Myers
has been named chief engineer of
the radio receiver division of the
Famsworth Television * Radio
Corp., with offices in both the Ft.
Wayne and Marion, Ind., plants. He
succeeds J. H. Prcssley, who has
been, retained as a consultant.

"HIRES TO YA'

'

.FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC. COAST-TO-COAST

vs,vv
get Cashman
in Hollywood

I.afaycllf. I,a.—Joseph
McGlllvra, Inc.. appointed

sales representatives for

NBC outlet here.

Horshey
national
KVOL,

AVAILABLE NOW—
Excellent Chicago space for radio

or television station/ recording or

audition studios, ad or art agency,

any firm needing unusual 2-fl. space

Unuiuel circumstances make immediately available 8,664 iq. ft.

on top two floon of nationally known, modern Chicago office

building. Space now laid out with private offices artd itudio

workroom!. One 2-story acoustically treated itudio ii 38'x46'.

Eiceptionally attractive opportunity for radio or television lta-

tion, recording or audition ttudioi, advertising or art agency,

commercial photographer—any firm requiring unusual space.

Rare chance to acquire prestige downtown location, close to

all city and suburban transportation, a) a rental which invites

immediate attention.

-

Principals or Agents Address Box 135*

VARIETY. 1S4 Wast 4oth Street. New York 19. N. Y.
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'Backward' BBC

Panned by Amer.

Exec in London
London, July 23.

-BBC Is so utterly reactionary,

even under the Labor Government,

that American labor and those

Americans who kick against the

U S networks and 'excessive com-

mercialism' would shudder if they

knew how labor, progressive politics

and artistic experimentation fare

under the British system."

That's the conclusion voiced here

last week by an American com-

munications executive who has just

re-visited England after spending

several war years here studying the

BBC system. .

The exec has written an analysis

of BBC which approaches the sys-

tem from the top down, going into

its Board of Governors, and show-

ing that broadcasting management

of that kind in the U. S. would

never be tolerated. Only a handful

of copies of the analysis has been

circulated among the analyst's clos-

est friends, who are trying to de-

cide whether It's good tact to make
the document public. The teller, Of

course, for obvious reasons, doesn't

want his identity known.
According to the analyst, Prime

Minister Clement Attlee, who has

appointed five members to the BBC
directorate, went out of his way to

choose people who range from con-

servative to reactionary. Attlee,

presumably, made his appointments
as an appeasement to conservative

elements in Britain as well as to

make sure that BBC- would be pre-

vented from taking a political line

critical of his anti-Russian attitude.

The five directors appointed by
Attlee are: Barbara Ward, foreign

editor of The Economist, described
as "the moving member of the Sword
of the Spirit Movement."
Air Marshal Sir Richard Peck, a

professional soldier, formerly with
the Royal Air Force.
Geoffrey Lloyd, Petroleum Minis-

ter .during the war, a member of the

group of Birmingham 'Tories"
licked in the last general election,

and now chairman of the Birming-
ham Conservative Assn.
The Dowager Marchioness, Lady

Reading, described as a "professional
do-gooder who retains her amateur
status only by virtue of her title and
money."

Ernest Whitfield, a blind profes-
sional musician.

Chairman of the board of BBC is

Sir Alan Powell, chairman and man-
aging director of Briggs Motor
Bodies, and former Tory mayor of
Kensington. ' Deputy Chairman is

Capt C. H. G. Millis, who is also

managing director of Baring Bros,
and described, like Sir Alan, as "no
conspicuous friend of labor."

"It's not only that the programs
are dull and stodgy," said the Ameri-
can, "that makes us dislike BBC.
It's also because its top management
Is of a type we would never toler-
ate in the United States. Imagine
what a howl would go up if the FCC
at home were packed with isolation-
ists or southern Bourbons, with a
handful of starry-eyed social work-
ers and a couple of generals thrown
in for good measure.

"Actually, labor has less of a
chance to express itself on BBC than
it has at home. Our networks have
run, and still run, shows sponsored
by the AFL and CIO. As a matter
of fact, even Communists have had
access to our air. But here, the top
management chokes off all kinds of
programs that we, at home, take too
much for granted.

"Sure, BBC can boast of its lack
of commercialism. Btit our com-
mercial radio finds it good business
to be fair to all sides on any prob-
lem. Here, they don't have to' -have
balance—all they need is the con-
trol from the top.

"People at home forget that, as a
matter of law, the Postmaster Gen-
eral here has the power to veto any
program he chooses to veto on BBC.
Furthermore, the military arm can
cut ,off any program if they decide
it interferes with their broadcasts.
Finally, any government department
can send over scripts marked 'must'
j-and BBC docs not have to identify
'must' scripts, of that type as orig-
inating from an official government
agency.

"I feci that Americans who look
at BBC as if that was the kind of
radio they'd like to have ought not

,

only to listen to the broadcasts here
—but also look into the top, policy-
making group. They'd change .their

minds fast enough."

AFRA Sets Coast Scale

For Terps Announcers
Hollywood, July 30.

Regular scale for announcers
working in local ballrooms has been
set up by American Federation of

Radio Artists. Union will send out
notices to terperies that, effective

Aug. 1, its new systematized pay-
ment for remote music introes will
replace former hit-and-miss remun-
eration.

Decision was made July 26 when
operators rebuffed the union, failing

to respond to its call for a meeting
at Screen Actors Guild offices. Some
40 notices were sent out, and only
three, the reps of Earl Carroll's,

Aragon and Palladium, showed to

discuss the matter with Claude Mc-
Cue, exec secretary of AFRA. In
consequence, the union will simply
issue the new order and rate—and
police it strictly through station logs.

The ukase" is applicable to all an-
nouncers who work where musical
remotes originate, and it affects in-

die and network gabbers. The
latter are excepted when on network
assignment since the AFRA con-
tract with nets permits their working
on such outsicie tasks so long as it

is employer-assigned. However, the
new ruling will apply to net an-
nouncers who operate on a freelance

basis iri- ballrooms, etc.

Amer. Youth Brings Radio,

Newspapers Together
Unusual switch of newspapers

going all out for radio is seen in

promotion by American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. and member
papers this week with the 876 radio

stations carrying U.S. Treasury's

transcribed "Treasury Salute" plug-
ging bond sales.

All have combined on promoting
current episode, "Report On Youth."
Program, which features Robert
Waldrop, author-commertator, sa-

lutes American, newsboys, and is

pitched for increased participation
in newsboys savings stamps clubs.

Wise. Institute Opens
Madison, Wise, July 30.

Prominent leaders in radio are
among the speakers at the second
annual Public Service Radio Insti-

tute which opened here yesterday
(29) for a two-week run. Institute

is being conducted by Harold L. Mc-
Carty, director of WHA.
Among the speakers scheduled are

FCC Commissioner Clifford J. Durr,
engineer C. M. Jansky, Harold W.
Kent of Chicago, Walter B. Emery
son of Cleveland, Walter B. Emery
of Washington, and Morris Novik of

New York.

COAST CO. QUITS NBC,

RCA IN WAX SNARL
Hollywood, July 30.

Surprise move by Standard Radio
Transcriptions has all recording and
processing work yanked from NBC
and RCA and turned over to Colum-
bia Records.
Wirewax company toppers stated

that the move was a result of dis-

satisfaction with the work and serv-
ice, although the possibility of Capi-
tol's entry into the transcription
field, and its close work with RCA,
may have some bearing on the situa-
tion. All of which may be inter-

preted as the initial step in a fight

to a finish between the two Coast
musical library firms.

City of Montreal-CBC

Fight Over Bldg. Site

Gets House Airing
Montreal, July 30.

Fight between city of Montreal
and CBC, over the radio body'*
changing its mind about a free sit*

granted by the city to build head-
quarters here, had its echo at the
House Radio Committee Friday (26)

with
. the announcement by Dr.

Augustin Frigon,. CBC general mgr.,

that CBC had an option on another
piece of land in a more swank sec-

tor of town to build a 'Radio City'

costing $2,500,000.

Frigon, answering charges, said

Until Capitol's entry Standard

!

lhe si
,
te nad been acquired by the

virtually had the Coast tied up but
the former firm is reportedly offer-

ing more coin now in addition to

pulling many of its own straight
radio artists.

Warren, O.—The FCC has ap-
proved engineering specifications for
an FM station here, operating on
104.3 megacycles with power of 340
watts, but construction plans are in-

definite, according to Frank T. Neid
and Perry Stevens, owners of
WRRN, Warren. Latter station has
asked for an increase in power from
250 to 5,000 watts.

city nine years before it was offered

to CBC and the city had done
nothing with it. War intervened
after CBC accepted the site cufttt

and no building could be done.

He said everything was hunky-
dory now, since the CBC had al-

ready cast its eye on the new site

and agreement was being made with
the city to take back the property.
Question came up when Roland

Beaudry, member for the district

where CBC was originally supposed
to build, asked why CBC had
backed out, claiming the city had al-

ready lost $17,000 in taxes.

Comics . . . balloons . . . parties . . . peanut butter . . . these are some of the things that

go far in making life more enjoyable for kids everywhere. It is natural that famous

"funnies," cleverly presented over Chicago's best known station, make a real hit*

Harold Isbell and Harry Creighton present WGN's Funny Paper Party each Sunday

morning at 11 :00

.

The Nash-Urtderwood Company, makers of the famous Donald Duck peanut butter,

follow this sure-fire formula for successful commercial radio: a good show at the right

time on Chicago's outstanding station. They have sponsored the Funny Paper Party

over WGN continuously since 1944.

A Clear Channel Station ......
Serving the Middle West

CHICAGO 11

ILLINOIS
30,000 WatU

720 .

On Your Dial

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Inside Stuff-Radio
Variety's last Radio Showmanagement awards furnish the material for

a 55-minute one-shot show called "American Radio: 1946," to be aired next
Monday night (5) by the New York indie, WNEW.

Ted. Cott, station's program director and operational, head, who's been
working on the show for a couple of months, has spotted excerpts from all

the Showmanagement-kudoscd shows in the country for the program.
The show was written by Max Berton, directed by Milton Kaye. Cott

said he plans to make the event an annual one, "to show New York lis-

teners what's best in radio around the country, not only on the nets but
also on many local stations which New Yorkers could never possibly

hear."

Story of a promotion battle between NBC and KFI, its Los Angeles
affiliate, is denied emphatically by Sidney N. Strotz, NBC Coast veepee.
Strotz states NBC's policy always has been and will be directed toward
maximum local coverage in every population center. "For that reason,"

he says. "KFSD, San Diego and KERO. BakersAeld, have been added to

the network, and KIST, Santa Barbara, will join when it is completed.
Of these only KFSD is a basic station and must be used by an advertiser,

while KERO and KIST are supplementaries and may. or may not be used.

In all three eases KFI was advised of NBC's intentions before we even
entered negotiations with the three stations, and KFI had no objection in

any of the three cases."

Strotz also claims KFI's current promotion campaign was worked out in

consultation with NBC. "Our local affiliate contract is with KFI," Strotz

says, "and no other station in the area is 'flirting' with us, nor are we even
looking in direction of any other local station."

Beading and Writing: The Radio Writers Guild has issued its second
edition of "Radio Writers' Credits," making the pamphlet a handy guide.

Printed (instead of mimeographed as previously), the piece now lists

writers not only alphabetically, but also by category and type of writing
they do—e.g. drama, documentary, comedy, mystery, musical continuity,

etc. Locale. of the writers is also indicated by regions.

"Radib Spiegel" (Radio Mirror), being published fortnightly at Stutt-
gart, Germany, paid tribute to George Bernard Shaw in a long article in

Its July 14 issue. Sheet announced also that in honor of Shaw's 90th birth-
day last week (26) Radio Stuttgart would put on GBS' "Candida."
Beth Harbor, of the news dept. at WHN (N. Y.), has sold her first. short

story, "Juke Box Cupid," to Deb mag.'

Current issue of Theatre Arts Monthly reprints Joe Liss' "Rebirth in

Barrow's Inlet," which was aired on the old CBS Workshop. Liss, now
one of the scripters on "Fighting Senator," wrote "Rebirth" in the deep
south on a Rockefeller fellowship.

Carlton Fredericks, who runs WHN's (N. Y.) "Living Should Be Fun"
as a six-day stanza, has so far had sales of 225,000 copies for the book bear-
ing his show's title. Institute of Nutrition Research publishes the volume.
American Red Cross has had the book transcribed into Braille.

S. Kingdon Tyler, CBS asst. acting director of construction and build-
ing operations, will plug for the net's partisanship to color video in a new
book entitled "Telecasting in Color," to be published by Harcourt, Brace
in Oct. Book will be a simplified technical explanation of video trans-
mission and reception designed for readers between 14 and IS years old.

Illustrations, and photo plates will help trace the development of video
techniques from the early days to the current ultra-high-frequency, high-
fidelity color stage.

In the last issue of the bibliographical bulletin published by Radiodif-
fusion Francalse, eight byline articles are listed and summarized out of
the 40th annual edition of Variety The articles and writers are "There's—

—

"

-»

SSC & BTeeoff
Continued from page 23 ,

Humbug on the Air," by Arch Oboler; radio criticism, Elaine Carrlngton;

public service radio, Nathan Straus; "Broadcasting Must Have Courage,"

by FCC commissioner Clifford J. Durr; on Canadian radio drama, by Paul

Gormley, "The Accent Today Is on Tomorrow," by former FCC Chairman

Paul Porter; "Radio's Role In Selling International Understanding," by

Crosley Broadcasting prexy James D. Shouse; and the status of FM radio

by Variety staffer Saul Carson. -

Summit Press, new publishing firm headed by
.

Seymour B. Waldman,

will bring out a history of American broadcasting by Jo Ranson and

Richard Pack, WHN, N. Y., and WOR, N. Y„ publicity heads, respectively.

As result of discussion of group tensions and prejudices at the recent

Ohio State University Institute for Education by Radio, the. Writers Board'

is reissuing its pamphlet "The Myth That Threatens America." Pamphlet
carries speeches made last year at a meeting discussing stereotypes, which
includes talk by Eric Johnston, "Prejudice Is Bad Business";; Rex Stout's

"The American—Fact and Fiction"; Dr. Margaret Mead, "Is There An
American Type?"; John Roy Carlson, "It Can Mean Civil War," and

Christopher La Farge's "Take This Home With You."

When '.-Milton Bacon comes back to CBS Aug. 5 with his "Time to

RemembeV' story-telling, his return, will be a .victory ior listeners who in-

sisted that he resume after he had been taken off last April 1.

By that time, Bacon had been on the air 11 Vt months. When he was
yanked, over 2,000 letters came in protesting against his air demise. He
was put back on again for the month of May, and kept on till June 19.

One? more, the listeners kicked that they wanted to hear him. So now,
he's going • back on again. And this time, a couple of sponsors are

interested.

There's going to be a revolution one of these days against the exec of a

big radio bankrolling firm who's been getting into producers' hair through
his literary efforts. This guy's avocation is writing, and he's the author of

several books. He has got himself on a number of shows in recent months,
muscling in on audience participationers, and getting himself spotted for

interviews on various documentaries. Producers and fellow-sponsors hate
to brush him off, knowing that his firm spends real coin in radio. But
they're getting tired of his insistence ort getting plugs for his literary stuff

—and are about ready to take the matter to his board of directors.' •

KZPI, Manila, first outlet of the projected Philippine Broadcasting Co.
network, started operations July 4, the same day that the Philippines re-

ceived their independence, and devoted " its entire first day to airing the
flag-raising ceremonies of the new nation. A week later, the station scored
an important hews beat by broacasting a half-hour Interview with Louts
Taruc, guerilla leader of the outlawed Hukbalshaps.
Operating .on 1,000 watts and broadcasting only in' English, KZPI is the

key outlet of a network of six stations mapped for the island's largest
cities. Normaii Paige, former Pacific war correspondent, runs the outfit

for a corporation formed by Manila businessmen. Other five stations will

be located in Davao, Iloilo, Tacloban, Cebu and Zamboanga.

From reported inside, video interests in Hollywood have learned that of
the 1,250,000 television receivers to be manufactured and distributed by the
end of 1947, Los Angeles and San Francisco, which represent Coast video,
will get approximately 128,000, or 11%. It's expected that a quarter million
sets will be out by the end of this year. L. A. and Frisco have been ear-
marked for 11% of those. Additional million will be in shipment by the
end of 1947 and the Coast snags the same percentage.
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Service, will work with Van Nos-

iry* on the Coast.

. Other execs are: Edward. Fischer,

f
•" -rt director of Benton. &

r - w&a,.becomes veepee . '.d

art director for SSC&B; Cliff Dillon,

ce;>y chief under Colwell; with Wal-

ter Mead in the copy dept. Traffic

ari production will be headed by

George Andrews, formerly with J.

M. Mathes and Eastman Kodak.

Daniel J. O'Mara, former head of

drug merchandising for R&R, and

for seven years with Plough, Inc.,

will run drug merchandising for

R&R. Food merchandising will be

headed by Joseph E. Connor, form-
erly of R&R, Hills Bros, and George
Nowland Corp. Mary Andrews, with
R&R 10 years, takes over as ac-

count executive for Noxzema, the
same job she held with the old
agency.

Reaction bf some 800 different radio, television and other electrical gad-
gets to the Bikini atomic bomb tests was noted and will be described by
Will Whitmore, advertising director of Western Electric Co. for the
Navy on his return to. the U. S. next week. Whitmore was released
from active duty with Western Electric to go on this special assigned for
the Navy, leaving N. Y. more than two months ago. He was picked for
this task because of his work as publicity director for the Institute of
Radio Engineers and long contact with' radio,

Whitmore does not expect to have his complete report on the tests com-
pleted until late in September, but will be back in the U. S. next week.

Final FCC Rules
Continued from page 25
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the National Assn. of Broadcasters
expressed it in oral argument last

winter.
('.) Reorganization of a corpora-

tion, which involves .no change in

beneficial ownership.
(3) Where an individual licensee

or partners decide to incorporate

bu< there is no change in ownership.

(4) Where one of the station's

owners purchases additional stock

short of control of the corporation.

FCC said, however, it would review
carefully successive sales to -any
one station stockholders which
might be made to evade the AVCO
rules.

(5) Where parties are in doubt
whether the AVCO rules apply, in

which instance they may file a re-

quest for a "waiver" with FCC in

connection with the sales bid..

Rules are generally as previously
announced: terms of sale agree-
ments must be published for benefit

of others who want to bid. FCC
will wait 60 days from publication
of first advertisement before taking
action. (The original rule said 60
days after application was filed.) In
event of competing bids, FCC may
decide for original" bidder or set

down all applications for hearings
to determine the best qualified bid-

der. Owner of a station is not forced
to sell to any buyer .not of his own
choice.

Publication of the final rules is

not expected to have repercussions
in the industry, which has been fol-

lowing their development since last

December. In the past eight months
only four competing bids have been
entered, although about 40 stations

were put up for sale under the

AVCO rules.

In one case, KROY, Sacramento,
FCC favored the original bidder,

Harmco, over the second bidder,

Luther Gibson, for the California

outlet." Mote recently, FCC called

for hearing on competing bids, of

Western . Massachusetts Broadcast-
ing Co. and Leon Podolsky for

WBRK, Pittsfleld, Mass.
Two other sales are pending. Sta-

tion WTAX, local watter at £'•..

field, 111., has two bidders—Olive
Keller; et al., and Commodore
Br -adefftting, which came in during
the 60-day period. Newest instance
was for sale of "IMED, Medford,
Ore. Luther Gibson, California pub-
lisher, who lost out in the KROY
case, contracted -to buy, and then
competition came from the Medford
Radio Corp.

,

ILGWU-ACWA
— Continued from page 25

who follow in the steps of the late
Sidney Hillman. •

The Plans
Here are some of the plans that

the FCC will have to consider in the
case of each union:

Encouragement of 30-second spot
business by giving advertisers that

half-minute time at a rate of 50% of
one-minute spot—instead of the

usual charge of 60%.
No double-spotting.

,Not more than 40% of each major
time division (sign-on to noon, noon
to 6 p.m., 6-11 p.m.) to be devoted to

commercial sales.

No. sale of five-minute shows com-
mercially.

Sustaincrs will be replaced by
sponsored shows only when the
latter are superior in quality.

An effort will be made to cut com-
mercial rates for advertisers who
limit their plugs to institutional

mentions.
ILGWU Thinking

The ILGWU, like the ACWA, has

had a strong educational dept. for

many years, and has vast experience
in publication of books, mags, etc.

This experience will be applied to

radio.

ILGWU's labor Stage, responsible

for the artistic hit legiter, "Pins

and Needles," will be reorganized to

become a Labor Radio Stage with a

view to. experimentation in dramatic
and documentary presentations.

In addition, the ILGWU would or-

ganize listener panels, and will -form

a cooperative FM manufacturing-
selling organization to distribute at

least 25,000 sets within a few months
after getting a license (see separate

story).

All in all, these two unions are

agreed' to have placed a tough
dilemma on the FCC doorstep in

connection with FM grants for New
York.
The ACWA already has a con-

struction permit for FM in Roches-
ter, N. Y., and has also applied for

an FM permit in Chicago. ILGWU
has been granted an FM license in

Chattanooga, and has applications in

—in addition to N. Y.—for stations

in Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis
and Los Angeles.
But neither of these two power-

house unions will be satisfied with
reference to its other applications if

N. Y. is nixed for one and granted
to the other. Whatever decision the

FCC makes, it's certain to be damned
by one side or the other—unless both
get' FM' outlets in the big city.

French Radio to Do
U. S. Rebroadcasts

Washington, July 30.
Programs of Radiodiffusion Fran-

caise will be rebroadcast over 136
stations in 37 different states. M. Rob-
ert Lange, director of the North
Amefican service of the French Ra-
dio revealed here last week.
Lange has been in this country to

arrange for the exchange of pro-
grams between U. S. and French sta-
tions. Lange was assisted in his ef-
forts by Justin. Miller, prexy of the
National Assn. of Broadcasters.

Maugham Package
Peter Irving has packaged the

works of Somerset Maugham into a
"Somerset Maugham Radio Theatre."
Bundle is making the rounds, with
a couple of agencies reportedly in-
terested. .

It's a half-hour'er, budget being
only about $2,800. Presentation
show is an Irving adaptation of
"Rain."
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HOSIE' CLARIFIES SYNC RIGHTS
Band-Pushing Kickback

An old practice, where top leaders who back young bands help the

lalter's bookings by pressuring them into spots they themselves play,

apparently didn't work with one spot in New York recently. One of

the name leaders', who hasn't done too well himself in recent months in

certain territories, is bankrolling a new band which he figured he

could easily push into a N. Y. location he has played and to which he

is due to return.

Operator of the spot wouldn't go for the "or else" pressure on the

new combo and is said to have informed the maestro that if that's

the way he wanted it he could forget about the date on his own combo
ns. well.

Harry James Shakes Dust of East

After N.S.G. 5 Days at Totem Pole 6.
• Boston, July 30. "V

Harry James' orchestra pulled out

of the east Saturday night. (27) on

the way toward Canadian one-

nighters after which it heads back

home to California, without improv-

ing its poor b.o. marks piled up in

more than a month of bookings.

James finished his eastern tour of

one-nighters and locations at the

Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale,

near here, by losing money for the

spot. He 1 was paid $17,500 flat for

five days' work.

Actual figures are hot Available

since the Totem Pole plays all bands
on flat guarantees and keeps its

books where no orie, not even dated

maestroes! can . see them. But
James opened the five days at the

ballroom i23) with approximately
1,500 in attendance at $1 per, plus

:

tax. Friday and Saturday the tap

was boosted to $3.60 per couple, still

the Totem Pole's, normal asking
price, and James couldn't have had
more than 3.500 payees either night.

Its figured 'here that Roy Gill, op-
erator, must have dropped at least

$2,000 on James, but it's impossible
to confirm.

Next Year?
Harry James isn't likely to come

back east next year at the kind of

money he drew from one-night pro-
moters and location owners this trip.

He took $27,750 from Convention
Hall, Asbury Park, N. J., for eight
days' work and the operators barely
broke even; he drew $22,500 from
the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, where
he is said to. have made money for
his buyers. On-virtually all other

. one-nighters promoters who bought
him at $4,000 guarantees against per-
centages lost a wad due mainly to
the high admission prices they were
forced to post. He did well in only
two spots—Old Orchard Beach, Me.,
where he lured over $7,200 in ad-
missions and the Rilz Ballroom.
Bridgeport, Conn., where he played
to 16,000 worth of biz Sunday (21).

James didn't improve 'relations

.
with the operators he lost money for
during the trip by taking the atti-

tude that they had made money in
varying amounts on him on his trip

east last summer.

Barnet Off Decca

Label; Vogue Dicker?
' Charlie Barnet's orchestra, which
moved from RCA-Victors Bluebird
label a year or so ago, to Decca, is

no longer with the latter label. He
is dickering a new deal with an-

other outfit. Vogue has been men-
tioned, but it's denied by his

handlers.
- Vogue label is one of the many
independents organized during the

Rackmil Named To

L F. Stevens' Post

As Decca Exec VP
Decca Records shuffled its execu-

tive sciup.la.«t week during a meet-
ing. of the company's board, the first

seiious changes made since the
death last December of E. F.

S evens, Jr., who had been executive
v.p. In his place, which had never
been filled, the Decca board in-

stalled Milton R. Rackmil, who had
been a v.p. and treasurer of . the
company.

Leonard Schneider, director of
advertising and promotion, was
named a v.p. along with Harry
Kruse; former y.p, of Decca Dis-
tributing Co., a subsidiary. Other
changes involved .Sam Yanin, named,
secretary: Louis Buchner, treasurer;
Isabelle. Marks, asst. sec; Irving
Wciner, asst. treas.

,

Jack Kapp is the president and
Dave Kapp, v.p. in charge of re-
cording.

Cordon Trio, current at the Hick-
ory House. N. Y.. will play the
United Nations conference dinner-
dance at Hunter College, N. Y.,
Aug. 7.

'

Heidt Price Too

High, Deal Falls

TlruonHoofery
Horace Heidi's deal with a syn-

dicate of bandleaders who wanted
to take ovey his Trianon Ballroom,

Southgate, Cal., and use it as a base

for Coast operation part of the year,,

has fallen through and is not likely

to be revived. Negotiations were cut

off when Heidt unexpectedly boosted

his price for the. spot.

Originally, the deal was to have
involved either the outright buy of.

the Trianon by the maestro group
or a lease arrangement, with Heidt

taking a percentage of the net.

Latter deal was favored, by the

prospective management, but Heidt

assertedly sought a too-heavy slice

of the income. That he entertained

any such thoughts at all of giving

up the. Trianon, which , reportedly

netted him $170,000 -last year, is due
to his leaning toward devoting him-
self entirely to the operation of ho-

tels he- owns in Palm Springs and
Las Vegas. Nev.

Heidt's deal is not the only top-

maestro brainchild to tumble into

limbo recently. The Dorsey Bros..

Harry James. Sammy Kaye and
Woody Herman, among others, had
ideas during the past couple months
that were, kept very much sotto

voce. It involved stringing together

of the 400 Club. N. Y.; Terrace
Room, Newark, both of which Tom-
my Dorsey helped pioneer; the new
Rainbo Ballroom, . Chicago; another

spot in Detroit, and the Dorseys'

own Casino Gardens, Ocean Park,

Cal., for use as bases of operations

from one end of the country to the

other. The Totem Pole. Auburndale,
Mass., was to have been included in

the string, but whether or not the

spot was approached cannot be as-

certained.

At any rate, the whole idea fell

through when some of the leaders

approached wouldn't go for it.

Avodon, Savitt At
Odds Over Canary

Los Angeles. July 30.

Glares currently arc being

swapped by Jan Savitt and manage-
ment of Avodon ballroom. . Terpal-

ace toppers sizzled . when band,

which Savitt recently ' re-formed,

opened nearly two weeks ago sans a

feminc thrush.

Management minced no words in

.bluntly calling lack of a lark to

balioncers attention, and as .bluntly

told him he should secure one in

view of reported $3;<K)0 weekly being

peeled off for crew. A* yet Savitt

carries but single male warbler..

K.O, TO THAT 2G

MECHANICALS'
In his. ruling in the Maude Jerome

(Nugent) case vs. 20th-Fox Film,

over "Rosie O'Grady," Judge Vincent

Leibell, in N. Y, federal court, chose

to deliver a ruling on the relation

of section 1 (e) of the 1909 copy-

right law to the uses of songs in

films/ Court's ruling is deemed by

the music industry one of the. most

important judicial declarations made,

in years re-trade problems. Judge
Leibell clearly ruled that "synchro-
nization" rights, as film uses of songs

are called, do hot come under sec-

tion 1(e) of the outmoded law. It

is a separate right.

For years music publishers and
their attorneys had sidestepped all

issues involving ; the problem. . They
were extremely reluctant to force

a decision. Section 1 (e) states' that

remuneration to the extent .of 2c

each must be made to publishers for

uses of songs on recordings or piano

rolls. This is known to the trade

as a "mechanical right." No mention
is made of sound-on-film in the Jaw
simply because . the latter- wasn't

known in 1909. Accordingly, pub-
lishers have always dealt separately

for "synchronization" rights, quoting

their own prices.

Edwin P. Kilroe, attorney for 20thr

Fox, forced settlement of the ques-

tion, when he asked1 Judge Leibell

several months ago for permission

to submit additional evidence after

the trial had been completed. He
introduced the theory that a "syn-

chronization" right was no more
than a "mechanical" right under the

law. Immediately, the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Assn., Songwriters
Protective Assn. and publisher Sha-
piro-Bernstein made application to

intervene as friends of the court.

Had Kilroe's point been sustained,

(Continued on page 44)

Court Holds $1000,000 Too Much Sugar

Even for 'Sweet Rosie O'Grady Pic

Hotel Commodore Room

Revamps for Reopening

— • In a 36-page opinion Judge Vincent
L. Leibell in N. Y. federal court dis-

missed with costs the action of

Maude Nugent against 20th Century-
Fox, for the recovery of "over
$1,000,000," for the alleged unlawful
use of her song "Sweet Rnsie

in and as (he theme and
New York's Hotel_ Commodore

Century Room, in which the hostelry O'Grady"
plays name bands, reopens' in a new' title -of the motion picture of the

aura Oct.. 4 with Vaughn Monroe's
i
same name.

orchestra. Spot is being completely | The song was copyrighted in 1H96

redecorated, and an air-conditioning , by Jos. W. Stern & Co. (predecessor

unit is being installed which will of Edward B. Marks Music Corp ),

allow year-round operation. I when Miss Nugent was delivering it.

'nightly at Tony Pastor's ''to un-

'

Heretofore, the Century Room , has
folded during the summer. It orig-

inally was scheduled to reopen Sept.
26 with Monroe, but delays in re-

furbishing and installation of the air-

conditioning^ system' set the date
back. " ''

Another room in N. Y. getting a
complete going-over, ' including air-

conditioning to allow for full-year
operation, - is the 400 Club. It re-

open's Sept. 6 with Randy Brooks'
orchestra, Louis . Jordan's small
combo and Monchito's rhumba
crew.

Concessionaire Buys

Newark's Terrace Rm.

For Use as Dancehall
Terr: :e Room, Newark, which had

been on a fence regarding its re-

sumption this fall as a name-b:nd

nitery, was sold the latter part of

last, week by the Rosenhaus broth-

ers, owners of Newark radio outlet

WAAT and - the Mosque theatre

building, which housed the cafe*.

Operation was sold to Simon La-

farge, concessionaire, for an undis-

closed sum. It's said the deal evened

up the Rosenhaus freres on their

srveral-months operation . of tho

spot 1 spring, which assertedly

lost them between $75,000 and $100,-

000.

llafarge intends running the Tre-

race Room as a public ballroom.

His deal with Rosenhaus included a

lease on the room itself, purchase

of furnishings plus the name and

good-will. Rosenhaus had bought
the Terrace Room name and good-

will from Frank Dailey, who had
inaugurated the name-band policy

at the spot during the war when
the latter closed his own Meadow-
brook. Cedar Grove, N. J., because

of gas rationing. Rosenhaus also

bought from Dailey the liquor li-

cense for the Terrace, but this has

not been sold to Lafarge. Rosenhaus
will operate the bar himself, giving

a percentage of the take to the

n-w ' -Talor.

Lafarjje made the deal on .
the

theory that his coin advances fQr va-

rious concessions 'Leon & Eddie's,

N. Y., is one spot, where .he Qr:ralci.

the coalrobms, etc.t have put. many
a club in business. Now he'd lik ;

to try it himself.

precedented enthusiasm and count-
less encores." In 1924 she gave Mills

Music, Inc., the publication and sell-

ing rights under the renewal copy-
right. In January, 1943, Harry Fox,
as agent and trustee for Mills, con-
firmed a quotation of $5,000. to 20th

of world rights for unlimited syn-
chronization uses and as the Him
title, with the customary provision,

"It is specifically understood that

this is not to be considered a license

or authorization to record, but
merely a quotation. Said quotation
shall be of no force or effect, if not
acted upon by your making payment
of the license fee and securing •
license agreement from the under-
signed within a reasonable period
from the date hereof." Subsequently
both Marks Music, Bert Feldman,
the London music publisher, and J.

Albert & Son of Australia claimed
foreign rights to the song.' Mills then „

tendered 20th a license for only the
IT. S. and informed 20th-Fox it.

would have to assume the responsi-
bility ot clearing the foreign rights.

Twentieth advised Mills that it would
not accept this license or pay the
license fee, until Mills had cleared .

such rights. Miss Nugent s attorney -

thereupon ' notified 20th that Mills'

authority to represent Miss Nugent
had been revoked, and instituted the
action.

Upon the trial plaintiff contended
that as the quotation from Harry
Fox specifically provided the right
to use the song was contingent upon
20th securing a license and paying
the license fee, its unlicensed use
constituted an infringement. Attor-
ney. Julian T. Abeles for the defense,
argued since the. song was recorded
with the knowledge of both Mills
and plaintiff, this' constituted a
license upon the terms of the quota-
tion, and that no formal license was
required, regardless Of the provision
in the quotation to the contrary.

Pic Grossed $2,8M,tOO
Judge Leibell in holding with

Abeles said: "The facts in this case

show that plaintiff, through her agent

(Continued on page 44)

SCA Names Zissu

N.Y. Rep in ASCAP

Pix Royalty Talks
Hollywood, July 30.

Last week Screen Composers
Assn. held its first general member-
ship meeting since formation of or-
ganization last winter. SCA depu-
tized counsel Leonard Zissu to. re-
turn to his N. Y. office and formally
go to bat with exec council of
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers in effort to

get Society to recognize a segrega-
tion of classification of its member-
ship rolls whereby screen scorers'
royally payments will be based on
entire new plan,

System proposed by SCA paral-
lels that originated by British Per-
forming Rights Society, through
which film composers in England
are paid special royalties predicated
on number of theatre showings their
works receive. ASCAP, of course,
makes no such distinction, merely
sdumping the 10c.-per-seal-p*r-an-

num revenue derived from fllmerics

into common pot divided according
to laddered standings of members,
whether or not their works ever
are heard in theatres. ASCAP big-

wigs in N. Y. have indicated they
will at least give the SCA proposi-

tion a hearing.

Meanwhile, celluloid clefTcrs'

campaign to get themselves better

deals on film studio, contracts will

be sidetracked until after Zissu has
gone to the mat with ASCAP. The
attorney started back to N. Y.. via

motor, over weekend. He will re- ' again last week at Woody Herman's
(turn to the Coast in November for a

(

opening at Casino Gardens ball-
go at the producers.

I room when Tommy Dorsey encount-
The SCA also has held first gen- ered Tommy Rockwell', General

T. Dorsey-Rockwell

Fend Flares Again At

Hollywood Ballroom

Six-year
Hollywood, July 30.

enduring feud flared

Artists Corp. prcz, and belligerently

ordered trie agent out of the ball-

room. Rockwell ignored the jibes

and name-branding, so Dorsey. who
owns majority stock in Casino
ordered manager Dick Gabbe to

MCA Shifts Barrett

Jerry Barrett, of the Music Corp.

of America transportation depart-

ment, has been shifted to the cock-

tail department. Walter Kirk suc-

ceeds him at the traffic post.

Barrett was ' once jn . the, MCA.
radio department. ,

Harline. Victor Young arid Dculsch.
Organization, numbering 107 scor-

ers, just about all active here, has !

never sought a Guild status, nor af-

filiation with any craft union.

cral membership polling, electing

slate of officers and 12 boardmen..
Elected were Max Steiner. prez;

Adblph Deutsch, v.p.: Eddie Plumb,
secretary: Roy Webb, treasurer.

Voted onto board were Daniclc
|

Amf.^Theatraf. Dave Buttolph. Rob- fj~ t
"£ p^entYr the*heave."Gabbe

ert Emmett Dolan Leo - Erdody.
, sidcstcpped (he assignment.

Franz Waxman, Arthur Lang. Edd.e wilh .Rockwc ii continuing to sit
Powell, Werner Heymann, Leigh

, (]uieUy on despile the t iradCj over.

I heard by at least half-a-hundrcd
I customers, Dorsey ordered waiters
. to cease serving former's table and
:

finally tried to induce a policeman
!
to eject Rockwell. -The bluecoat

•.;••' ;• 'slated that Rockwell was committ-

Bufrrjy RObbirtS tO Solo -"!
fnB 110 nuisance, no annoyance. Was

. *
. . , . ., « not drunk, and hence there was no

AS Richmond QUltS CO.
j

reason for giving him the bounce.

Howard Richmond, who has been Rockwell stayed two hours before

operating the American Artists Bu-
j

Anally bowing out.

reau, successor to Robbins Artists .
The batoneer-booker ' feud has

Bureau, with Buddy Robbins. will
|
existed since approximately the time

step out of the organization soon on |
Rockwell formed GAC. on his own

orders from his doctor. His plans! after splitting 'from Cork O'Keefe.

are indefinite and probably won't So many reports have been sifted

involve show business. • around as to nub of ill-feeling that

Young Robbins, son of Jack, 'the real underlying cause seems to

founder of the agency, will continue have become lost in the maze of

to operate the* firm himself. rumort-
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10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Gypsy (14) (Leeds) , {Z^tore^Co^
2. Doin' What Comes Natur'My (6) .(Berlin) .^ey!Z^Xl
3. They Say If* Wonderful (10) (Berlin)., {^g

y
ĉ '. "

4. One More Tomorrow (5) (Remick)
jS^^fgjS.

5. I Don't Know Enough About You (7) (C ,

| Mlfls^Bros
8

'

.

'.

! i^Deceo

6. Surrender (2) (Santly-Joy) .. ...^S^-cS
7. To Each Hi, Own (1) (Paramount) ....

j [V.£vtt
8. Prisoner ofVLove (17) (Mayfair)

jS^0
','.:.:;

S

9. Sioux City Sue (13) (Morris) ....... —^jgS
10. in Love In Vain (6) CT, B. Harms). ...^^^-^y;^

Coming Up
Stone Cold Dead (Miller) Fitzgerald-Jordan . ...Decca

Love On Greyhound Bus (Robbins). .... ... ^Yau^i^£tonr6^.\\" 1\\"Victor

Do You Love Me (BVC) Haymes-Fbrrest Decca

There's No One But You (Shapiro)".
. . . . .. . .

j^^sey -.V.".V.v^S
Come Rain, Come Shine (Crawford)..

jg+Jg^-f*^
„ D . ti- d. n /t ( Lionel Hampton Decca
Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop (Leeds) • • • •

| Beneke-Miller Victor

Bumble Boogie (Martin). Freddy Martin .......Victor

Mabel, Mabel (United).. Woody Herman. . .Columbia

South America Take It Away (Witmark).. Andrews Sisters. .... .Decca

n«nu M' imim ( King Cole. Trio ;Capitol
Route 86 (BUH)

f Crosby-Andrews Decca

I Got Sun In Morning (Berlin).... ........ Les Brown Columbia

If You Were the Only Girl (Mutual)....... Perry Como.. Victor

Cosmo Buy of National Not Complete,

Mercury Denies Sale; ARA to ABC?
No deal has as yet been culminated-^

between the operators of Cosmo Rec-
ords and the: rival indie National

label for the purchase of the latter

by Cosmo. Talks have been going
on for the past couple of weeks over
the sale and are being continued.

Meanwhile, Cosmo is said to be
already using National's plating and
pressing plant .at Phillipsburg, Pa.,

to turn out its own pressings.

Mercury label, Chicago, outfit

which originally had been involved
with Cosmo in conversations rela-

tive to selling out, emphatically de-
nies through president Irving Green
that any such negotiations ever were
under way. When the story ap-
peared in last week's Varieth Green
was snowed under by inquiries and
beefs from his recording artists over
his negotiations with Cosmo.

Cosmo's negotiations with ARA,
Hollywood indie, were abruptly

broken oft last week due to ARA
negotiations elsewhere.'

ABC Eyes ABA
Hollywood, July 30.

ARA pop-plattery, which prexy-
owner Mark Left placed on block

10 days ago, has not been sold,

though dickers from at least two
quarters continue. Reliable reports

here Indicate ABC network has ex-
pressed at least some Interest in

acquiring the waxery, with idea of

moving into platter as well as ether

opposition to NBC and CBS. Former,
of course, is under mantle of RCA
as well as is Victor label; latter con-

trols Columbia Records.

Direct confirmation that ABC
wants ARA in unavailable. Left
originally broached matter to net-

work execs here, who immediately
fed the feeler to New York. Shelby
York ARA veepee in charge of sales,

is in N. Y. carrying the ball for

Left*. York also is definitely known
to be trying to sell firm to a N. Y.
plastic manufacturing company-,
which has been considering enter-

ing disk biz for sometime, issuing

strictly plastic platters rather than
standard shellac.

ARA pressing . plant here con-
tinues to be idle, though sales de-
partment and offices are function-
ing. Still churning out disks for

Leff, however, is the Olympic
(Music-craft-owned) plant and one
still indie presser, both of which are
working off contracts,.entered into

two months ago-..

Leff last week further indicated ia

desire to step' out of the music busi-
ness by disposing of bis stock in

Carol Music, publishing firm affili-

ated with his ARA labej. Buyer of

th'e stock is s* far undisclosed.

Grain Shortage Affects

Recording Biz—Actually
Lack of grain has cut down on the

production of beer and : liquor.

Hinterland and metropolitan taverns,

with short supplies of beer, conse-

quently are far off normal business.
That in turn, hits the intake of coin
machines, of which practically all

taverns have a. lot.

Recording business has conse-
quently been hurt, although the
percentage isn't too large. With
disks in machines being played
fewer times,, they don't wear out so
fast and as a result are not replaced.
Hit songs on records in Jukeboxes
often are frequently replaced De-
cause of wear and tear.

British Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending July 25)

London, July 26.

Bless You Gay
Can't Begin Tell You. . .Chappel

Laughing on Outside. .Council/

Mary Lou FDM
Bygones be Bygones. .Feldman

Oh, What It Seems to Be.. Sun
Money Root All Evil. .Chappell

Rain Must Fall...... Wood
Cruising down River. Ciriephonic

Homesick ........ .Sterling

Chickcry Chick Connelly

Primrose Hill Wright

Decca Drops Gaillard

After Contract Snarls,

M-G Then Signs Him
Hollywood, July 30.

The Metro - subsid record firm,

.which still is laboring under work-
ing label of M-G-.M, over weekend
signed Slim Gaillard to an exclusive

disking pact. The sepia singer-com-
poser thus finally becomes perma-
nently anchored with plattery after

one of the longest haggles over a

performer on record.

Gaillard last March got himself an
exclusive recording pact with -4 Star
Records. When William Morris
agency, which., has him under con-
tract, learned of Gaillard action the

firm immediately went up against

American . Federation of Musicians
to snap the contract on grounds
agency alone was empowered to

represent him. Victor Records
learned of this wrinkle and notified

Morris office here that if singer were
sprung from pact by AFM exec
council the little-dog label wanted
him.
Morris agency won Its plea and

contract was drawn up. However,
last week in N. Y., just before com-
mitting the

.
plattery, Eli Oberstein,

Victor veepee, hit the ceiling when
he learned that Gaillard had done
considerable cutting here in Febru-
ary for Bel-Tone Records, and that

Dick Elwell, prez of outfit, had just

quietly peddled 10 masters of Gail-

lard Trio renditions to Majestic,

which planned to issue items before
Victor could hit sales stalls. With
his pen literally poised over the con-
tract. Oberstein switched and re-
fused to acquire the singer.

Frank Walker, chief of M-G-M la-

bel, who is presently here plotting
entry of firm into the biscuit biz,

learned the details and grabbed
Gaillard before the town was aware
Victor negotiations had ceased.

Ben Bloom, prof, head of Ad-
vanced Music (WB), to the Coast
this week-end on a combo holiday-

business.

Bob Stephens Quits

Decca; Forms Own Co.

To Publish Music
Bob Stephens, former recording

director for Decca Records, has left

that company and will soon set up
his own music publishing outfit un-
der the name Bob Stephens, Inc.
Meantime, it's likely a deal will be
made with one of the. major pub-
lishers to become selling agent for
his material.

Stephens severed connections
with Decca as of July 1. Parting
was "friendly" although complete

THREE BERLIN TUNES

HIT SCORING PEAKS
Irving Berlin scored a rare first

in the music business last week
when three of the tunes from his

"Annie Get Your Gun" score wound
up one-twb-three on Dr. John Peat-
man's "most-played" sheet, which
records and measures the number
and value of radio performances of
pop songs. Publishers of long
standing point but that in all their
years in the business, they have
never seen three tunes from one
score get such attention, Trio ran
"They Say It's. Wonderful,* IDoln'
What Comes Naturally," and* "I Got
the Sun In the Morning."

What makes it more startling is

that Berlin's tunes are not from a
Aim—they are from a production
seen by a lesser number of people
than a nationally-shown picture. So
far, two of the tunes (first pair)
have hit the Lucky Strike "Hit
Parade." Third is due this week.

THERE'S STILL DOUGH

IN THAT BAND BIZ
In spite of the poor one-nlghter

reports turned in in recent weeks
by many top bands, spotlighted by
the Harry James flopperoo, tfie

single-date trail is not in as poor
shape as is indicated. There is a fair

number of combos on the road at

the moment, turning in good fig-

ures, proving that despite the gen
eral slump of public interact in

virtually every field—magazines,
sheet music, clothes, etc.—there is

right names at the right prices.

Carmen Cavallaro, Vaughn Mon
roe, Louis Jordan, King Cole Trio,

Sammy Kaye have all been hitting

comfortably high b.o. figures in the
past week or so. Kaye, in the north-
west, hit six straight percentage
dates. (Incidentally, J. B. Solen-
berger, Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.,

operator, is paying Kaye his dis-

puted $2,500 guarantee, but reserves
the right to decide on admission
charges for a forthcoming date).

Cavallaro did well in Pennsylvania,
Monroe likewise, and Jordan and
King Cole in various territories.

Wirewax, Name Labels

Packaged Into Airer
San Francisco, July 30.

Combination of records with a

transcription as a packaged disc

jockey show is being developed by
Associated Broadcasters here. The
Idea centers around the selection of

a group of records to establish a
form or theme. Then suitable an-
nouncements and chatter are worked
onto transcription.

System of -operation would be to

work two turntables alternately, one
with records and the other rotating
the wired wax which would be cued
in at the conclusion of each record-
ing. It's estimated that 40 to 50
blurbs could be worked onto a
standard transcription.' Package
would then contain approximately
40 to 50 discs -plus the batter; bis-
cuit

RECOMMENDED RECORDS
(For Jocks and Jukes)

By BARRY GRAY
WOR-Mutual's All-Night M.C.)

Claude Thornhlll (vocal. Pair of

Pairs) "Night and Day"-"Smilos"
(Columbia). This is the first of a

whole new set of Cole Porter tunes

that will be issued in the next few
weeks by top performers, coincident

with the run of the pic "Night and
Day." Record firms have disked the

tunes so liberally it looks as though
they welcome the opportunity to

wax some really fine material, even
if the songs have been on. the

presses so often in recent
.
years

they've been . squeezed to death.

Thornhill's "N and D," one of the

first, will keep its sales leg up on
any platters that follow. It's swell.

Disking opens with an identifying

bit of piano theme, and then blends
wonderfully* into the tune. Out-
standing reaction to this disk is the

thought that it may !.e enjoyed comr
pletely by listeners, as well as by
terp fans. "Smiles," on the other

side, is sung by a group attuned to

a rapid tempo. They're good, but
would've been better at a more nos-

talgic pace. It's a good disk, but
not up to. the reverse. Both rec-

ommended.

Gordon MacRae (with Walter
Gross) "I Have But One Heart"-
You Go to My . Head" (Musicraft).

McRae is Musicraft's white hope
against rival company sWooners.

Their hope is in good hands, for this

guy turns a neat lyric. "I Have
But One Heart" is a nice-to-listen-to

but , average ballad, but MacRae.
couldn't breathe life into it, whioh
can't be charged against him. How-
ever, he does give the impression

that he is following the music, in-

stead of the music following him,

which is his fault. Nonetheless, he
sings pleasantly enough to impress a

lot of buyers. "You Go to My
Head" Is a much better showcase for

the MacRae voice. He impresses

mostly with his trick; of singing a

song straight. Few tricks, good

voice, excellent diction all resulting

in a side that leaves little to be de-

sired. Of course, the tricks some-
times make big stars out of poten-

tial ones. Recommended, ^although

this side should torch a bit, and
doesn't.

Perry Como (with Russ Case

Orch and Satisflers) "Blue .Skies"-.

Girl of My breams" (Victor) . This

disk in the latest Como kick, fea-

tures standards dressed in brand

new clothes. He's picked two that

look well on him. "Blue Skies," in

rhythm beat, is a better demonstra-

tion of Conio's. vocal coloring and

fine shading each time its heard.

Case aggregation leaves nothing de-

sired. Como's ease, .
voice, and

phrasing impress you. more with

each new release. "Girl of My
Dreams" is a Como classic. Both

highly recommended^

Martha Tilton (with Paul Weston
Orch) "Somewhere in the Night"-

"You Make Me Feel So Young"
(Capitol). This is the same miss

that came to national fame with the

old Benny Goodman group. Up to

now her work has always been good,

and most times, a style-setter. This,

side of "Somewhere" would never
make you believe it. She sounds

like any average singer—one not

working too often. At times Miss

Tilton's range thins out and be-

comes objectionable listening. Lyric

is read, not sung. And the pace of

the tune is slowed down to a walk.

"You Make Me Feel So Young" is a

great improvement. It has tempo,

which has always been Miss Tilton's

middle name. It calls for smile, and
that's her initial. The only thing

it doesn't have is music, or perhaps
it's the lack of a sensible lyric.

Whatever it is. it's been done before,,

many times, with many different

titles. But it is good Martha Til-

ton, and it's recommended for that.

Danny O'Neill (with Virg Davis
Orch and Choir) "Ole Buttermilk
Sky'V'Remember Me" (Majestic).

"Buttermilk Sky" is the newest
Hoagy Carmichael opus. From- the
pic "Canyon Passage" it follows that
it would be a cowboy tune. . And
O'Neil is no cactus voice. There is

one small bridge when the band gets
rural, but it's not enough to sell the
record. O'Neill has been suffering
from a long series of wrongly picked
tunes. A light tenor who should be
singing "Mother Macree" or its

modern counterpart, he picks or has
chosen for him, tunes that fit like
wallpaper with lumpy paste. Po-
tentially the lad is- there, but by his
choice of lyrics, he competes with

vocalists that are completely at home
with songs that he isn't. This sounds
like a natural for Elton Britt, and
that isn't the way you spell O'Neill
"Remember Me" is

.

a ' lot :

closer to
home. It's a ballad from way-back-
when, and O'Neill sounds much bel-
ter. With the exception of a small
plateau-like spot in the first phrase
its good. It'll sell. Recommended
for this side.

Ray Eberle (with Wilson Sawyer
Orch) "It's a Wonderful Night"-
"More Than You Know" (Apollo)
"Wonderful Night" is an up-tempo

,

tune, and in the opening 16 the
1

Sawyer 'band sounds bright and
brassy. Eberle enters at that point,
and does very well. He handles the
rhythm professionally and vocally
he's in good shape, and although the
tune isn't going to set anyone gasp-
ing, it's better than average. For a
singer who has been ou(, of circula-
tion, due to service, Eberle sounds
fine. This is a distinct improvement
over his old sides. In the case of
most singers that have taken to the
OD they return sounding like an-
other guy. That's true in Eberle's
case, but for the better. "More Than
You Know" is handled a bit fast for
a ballad of this type, but the idea
was probably to keep it in dance .

tempo, which It is. It's different
than any other version of the tune,
and will be liked. Band backing is

good. Recommended.
Frank Sinatra (with Axel Stor-

dahl Orch) "Somewhere in the
Night"-One Love" (Columbia).
"Somewhere in the Night" is made
for the Swooner. ''Between him and'
Stordahl it's a romp for the paydirt.
It's gonna make up for a lot of past
mistakes. From the pic : "Three
Little Girls* in Blue" the song is

'

sweet music, with a lyric loaded with
nostalgia, and torch. They .'all add
up to measure for Sinatra, and he
really tries it on for size. If you
like it, flip it over and get some real
kicks. This smart tune gives the
Bow-beau a chance to really sell

his most Intimate delivery. What
Stordahl does with his fiddles is

something. Recommended strongly.
Les EIrart (vocal by Carolyn Nor-

man and Terry Parker) "Nobody
Knows the Trouble I've Seen"-"Ma-
bel, Mabel" (Musicraft). Elgart, a
youthful horn-playing maestro,
worked for many months at Rustic
Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, Ni J., and
spent more bucks than the. band
made shaping it up for a bigtime bid
(which soon happens with a booking
at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook).
Just recently signed with Musicraft,
this is his first release under the
label. "Nobody Knows" will cause
him nothing but trouble, for he'll be
busy apologizing. He'll be sorry for
the piano bridges which are poor,
the heavy-handed tries for tempo
which never come off, the over-ar-
ranged melody which became a tra-
ditional fav^e through its simplicity,
and what could be a natural for riffs

gets very worked over. In the final
turns it moves slightly better, but
by then you're tired of trying to
hear everything. "Mabel" Is already
on the sheet with a Woody Herman
side. His version is the only one
that's gonna make it. Elgart sounds
like Johnny Long with rhythm, for
the whole band joins in the singing.
But it is better than the other side,

and sounds much cleaner. It's re-
commended only to introduce Les
Elgart's band to airshots. Won't
sell. ,

Conn. Sunday Dancing
Averts Closing Threat
New London, Conn., July 30.

Future of Connecticut as a' Sun-

day-night dancing state was tem-
porarily threatened last week after

state police shut Crescent Beach

pavilion near here.

Three' war veterans who con-

verted floor from skating to ball-

room had to button up because
members of local beach association

complained. Reports brewed fast

that Ocean Beach at New London,
Charles Shribman operation, and
many other

,
one-night spots through

state would go dark on Sundays,
too, but State Police Commish, Ed-
wark J. HIckey made it clear that

Sunday dancing is a local option

deal in Connecticut.

Nutmeg state has long been a

ready answer to N. Y. booking of-

fices' Sunday problem.
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Bandleaders, Mgrs. in 1st Move

To Reduce High Operating Costs

Wednesday, July 31, 194$

Inside Orchestras-Music
Vaude star playing in a Chicago nitery had a series of musical clashes

with a maestro who insisted on crabbing the star's act by giving false song
cues, breaking out with loud music at the wrong time and otherwise
making a pest of himself. On closing night the batonist threatened not
only to gum up the headlined* performance but to damage some of his
stage equipment. Nitery bosses heard about it and stationed private dicks
in the offing to prevent destruction. Maestro broke out with Chopin's Dead
March when the star walked on in his final turn. To prevent further
musical sabotage star told the audience: "For the first time in 18 years of
show business, tonight I will not use music in the background." Foiled
the musickcr went into a sulk at a nearby table. Finishing his act, the star
said: "I guess you know now why I used no music tonight." Then the
private dicks told the stlckwavcr. in effect: "Okay, punk. Crawl back
into your cage and start playing."

Teddy Powell, planning a new bund for the past few months, apparently
is in no hurry to form it; he is, at the moment, mote concerned with writ-
ing songs to follow up his last hit, "You Won't Be Satisfied," written with
Larry Stock. Powell has

.
placed a number of pieces with New York

publishers and is supposed to have an assignment to do the music for the
fall shows at the Copacabana, N. Y„ nitery. As for band work, if he re-
sumes, he may go into the Aquarium Restaurant, N. Y„ following Buddy
Rich, who succeeds the current Count Basic.

Jimmy Dorsey finally agreed, last week, to take his crew into Casino
Gardens, ballroom outside L. A„ for four stanzas, starting Aug. 20. Crew
will double off Hollywood lot where orch will be getting len'sed in "Fabu-
lous Dorsey": pic. Batoneer's acceptance of date ended ;haggle lasting
three weeks, during which leader didn't want to double from studio to
ballroom, and yet didn't want to follow brother Tommy Into Casino
Latter was willing all along to double from film in which he, too, is work-
ing, but now it .Is unlikely he will make a stand at spot, which he
financially controls, until next year. .

Many band industry men got quite a boot out of the Count Basic orches-
tra's opening at the Aquarium restaurant. New York, last week (25) for
reasons other than Basie's music. When the Aquarium first introduced its
name band policy, at attractive prices, the spot itself and the type of
patronage it draws were given little chance to succeed or survive the
opening Lionel Hampton band, booked by Joe Glaser. At Basle's opening,
representatives of all agencies were there, and not just because they
were Basie fans.

Los Angeles* Musicians' Local 47 now has decreed that ail symph brchs
operating within its jurisdiction must employ a non-playing contractor at
time-and-a-half scale to oversee hiring of windjammers and check that all
union rules and regulations are being observed. The Local established
contractor jobs after reports reached exec ears that those hiring for several
longhaired outfits were not even AFM members. The new law applies re-
gardless of whether a. symph plays regular season or merely casual dates.

At its October general-membership meeting Negro Musicians' Local 707
(Los Angeles) will consider a resolution recently presented before exec
council proposing thut all card-carriers in Local who served in armed
forces be credited with one year's dues. Out of total membership of
slightly more than 800, 250-odd wore uniforms during war years. Dues
in Local arc $11 annually.

For the first time since the end of

the war there seems to be a con-

centration of effort among band-

leaders and their managers to re-

duce abnormally high operating

costs. That subject has been getting

a real going-over during the past

week or 10 days, with a handful of

maestrocs arid managers already set

lo pare as much coin as possible

from their costs of operation. They
are going about it in various ways,
some replacing high-priced men
with lesser-known and less-costly

musicians, others simply lowering
salaries.

These leaders and managers figure

that if they can cut even as little as

$350 to $500 weekly from the nut of

their combinations, at the end of a

year they will have saved enough
to provide a cushion allowing more

freedom of operation. They will

then be in a better position to ac-

cept bookings they couldn't have
taken before diic to their higher
payroll.

All of the bands involved seem to

be in the secondary classification,

those with b.o. reps insufficient to

command the sort of coin the. top-
pers exact but high enough to have
payrolls that can seriously interfere

with proflt-or-loss computations: on
certain dates.

HEBMAN BUYS BOGAHT HOME
Hollywood, July 30.

. Woody Herman has followed the

genercl trend of bandleaders, estab-

lishing a Hollywood home.

Over weekend the batonecr bought
the Hollywood Hills home of Hum-
phrey Bogart.

Mpls. Symph Seeks

150G for '46-47

Minneapolis, July SO.
'

S. T. McKnlght, president of the

Minneapolis Orchestral Assn., has
announced that a guaranty fund of

$150,000 must be raised to maintain

the Minneapolis Symphony orchestra

the coming season.

MeKnight disclosed that unre-
newed pledges total approximately
$20,000. The 1945-46 operating deficit

of $142,317.86 compared with that of

$134,928.00 for the 'preceding season.

The deficit was covered by guar-

anty fund contributions from 981

persons, business Arms and corpora-

tions. The only appreciable increase

in 6spenditures was $19,024.59 for

salaries which again may have to be

boosted if the expected rise in living

costs develops. The association's

permanent fund has been increased

by $10,283 in gifts.

Record 20 Waxers

Licensed in L A.

Daring Past Month
Hollywood, July 30.

Despite fact that small, odd-label

diskeries are foundering almost

daily here and elsewhere across

country, and many more are' so un-
productive they remain in

:
biz only

nominally, Musicians'. Local 47 has

licensed 20 new firms within past

month. This is largest number ever

to pass union muster in any 30-day
period with single exception of last

March, when 25 brand-new outfits

bobbed up.

New crop contains expected ratio

of exotic, baffling and frequently
conflicting cognomens. The lineup:

Regal, Rhapsody, Roger, Sarco, Spe-
cialty, Venus, Enterprise, Caribbean.
Cardinal. Crest, Crystal, Elko, Gui-
tarist, Hamilton, Hollywood, Im-
perial, Milton, Mirror. Winner and
Genne'tt: The latter label, formed
here by Cliff Rucker and Henry
Martin, is identical label used about
a score of years ago by Chicago out-

fit which turned out jazz of early

1920's vintage, many of which plat-

ters now are listed as prize collec-

tors' items. Two of the new outfits

are backed by orch leaders, Winner
being Bob Mohr-owned, and Milton
belonging to Roy Milton, of the sepia
sextet' billed under his name.

Close count last week revealed
that there are 89 different labels ac-

tive here to great or small degree.
Number includes the major disk-
eries, and some of the stronger in-

dies which aren't headquartered on
Coast but do recording or waxing
here. Altogether, more than 150 are
liconsed by Local 47. but many have
become so spot-shot in their opera-
tions or been reduced to such a

competitive crawl that they all but
cease to exist.

Singer Gets Cap Thumb

On Kenton Vocals
Hollywood, July 30.

Gene Howard, vocalist with Stan
Kenton orch, which currently is

holding down ballroom berth at
Meadowbrook Gardens, was told

over weekend by batoneer that he
Is no longer to chirp on platters
band cuts for Capitol Records.
Ukase came direct from Cap upper-
level execs, and bofh Kenton and
Howard are completely mystified by
order.

The waxcry. opined that hereafter
all Kenton renditions will either be
straight or June Christy, band's
femme, will do the piping. The two
unreleased sides which Cap already
disked of Howard warbling with
crew apparently will be scrapped.

Local 47 Raps 88-er
Hollywood, July 30.

Taking one of severest raps ever
meted out by trial board of Musi-
clan's Local 47, pianist Orville Yar-
nell has been fined total of $600 and
refused permanently a transfer into
local here.

At trial Yarnell admitted he had
come here from Local 339, Green-
burg, Pa., and before clearing trans-
fer into 47 had gone to work at
downtown spot, doing a single at
the keyboard. For this he was nipped
$100. For falsifying an application
he deposited with 47, and for flat

refusal to answer questions concern-
ing it at his hearing, Yarnell was
fined $500 and ordered to report
back to Greensburg local.

Data on case automatically will
be forwarded to American Federa-
tion of Musicians' national head-
quarters in N. Y.

HERMAN SIGNED FOR %
FORTNIGHT AT AVODON

Los Angeles, July 30.

Avodon ballroom over weekend
signed Woody Herman, whose band
is current at Casino Gardens, for
two-week stand commencing Oct. 1

at a flat $7,000- per stanza. The buy
was made at lowest figure at which
Herman is working on the Coast.
For his month-long booking at Ca-
sino, orch is pocketing $7,000 guar-
antee against 55% of gate; on
strength of first week's biz, ending
Sunday (28) , the Herd grabbed a
juicy $10,500. Casino is doing its

brightest thus far this year.

To facilitate the Herman booking,
Barney McDevitt, Avodon manager,
secured okay from Music Corp. of

America to move back opening of
Bob Crosby combo from Oct. 9, as
specified in inked contract, to Oct.
15, and the Billy Buttcrfleld band,
which precedes Herman, will hold
for a total of seven weeks.

Meanwhile, Larry Finley, operator
of Mission Beach ballroom, San
Diego, definitely refused over week-
end to release Herman from con-
tract which sends orch into spot for
two weeks, commencing. Aug. 20 at

a fiat $7,500 per week. Casino
wanted to extend the crew's run,
and Herman obviously wanted to
stay, since his percentage deal
would net him far more moola. Ca-
sino has Jimmy Dorsey set to open
Aug. 20, but as both bands are
handled by General Artists Corp.,
arrangements could have been made
whereby Dorsey would not go into
site until Sept. 3. Dorsey, inciden-
tally, wavered three weeks before
deciding to play Casino for a month,
as his crew, will have to double off

General Service studios, where
musicrew will be getting lensed in

"Fabulous Dorseys" concurrent with
ballroom date.

MclntyreV Interim Deal
Though he has not yet signed a

new contract with Cosmopolitan
Records. Hal Mclntyre has recorded
four sides for the company in New
York pending a new deal. He made
the sides on an individual salary
and royalty agreement which prob-
ably would, not. come under the
terms of the new deal.

Mclntyre pulled out of Cosmo
several weeks ago after a disagree-
ment over the financial end of a
one-year contract he had with the
company which guaranteed him
192,000 yearly. He quit when It was
lightly more than half completed.

Kearney Quits FB
Jack Kearney, one-night booker

at Frederick Bros, agency, has left

that organization.

Kearney's plans are indefinite, and
his successor at FB hasn't been
named yet.. He's been at that agency
around six months.

BM1 pte '<< SHEET

Hit Tones for August
(On Records)

ALL THE CATS JOIN IN (••ml)

••any Qiifan C«l, 04M7 • l«r tUndf D.i. MM1
- - - " „ ||D)

BLUE CHAMPAGNE
Jimmy Darnr Dm . J77J • FraaWy MaiMa Vk.
FraoUa MaUarv-Okar, 417» • Carta Crau-Caraaat 10

COFFEE SONG, THE
laafc Mam Ma|, 71*1 • Mai Gattr

I DONT KNOW ENOUGH
Jaaiay Daiawiaf-Vk. M-1M1 • F»**T la*-C«a.
••my Oaaamaa Ctl. 17001 • Mill lollwn Dw. I

LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE

(Valient)

Uafc »rlma Ma|. 71»1*« Mm, Sktan-W l»-IMfc

MWTYN
(CaaabaHFafgla)

Maq Batman*1 Vk, M-1M1 • »»**T Ua-Caa. M*
••my Oaaamaa Ctl. 17001 • Mill lollwn Baa, INM

(•Ml)

DJaam Saaf»—C*l. MM4.< iMdl UpM Caat. 1171

Many Man Bit. 1M11 • TnMy Wakan-«1A US
ll—i.) Kaya-Vk.10.1U* • AaaV Kaaiaal Caa. Ml

Jerry WaW—laaata 9007 * Vlacaat laaai Marwry 1074

MOON OVER BROOKLYN •
Ovy larnaareV Pat. IMOt

THERE'SGOODBLUESTONIGHT
Mar** TaW-taa. 1*4 • Tammy D*nay-W 10-1141 (Cmaany)
lady MMmaat-Dac. IUU • Ut Ofawa-Cal. MtTi

Crra* MtCay-Vaova 711

TOO MANY IRONS IN THE FIRE
Cwt M«u«y-C*W«l M9 • Mtttt lf»tfw-0*<<«*. (*Urb)
ToMty PaHter—CaMfirt 4ft * 0*n|tr ttwpt-Vk*

VEM VEM "•"»••'

Jaaa Marana'-Aaaaa 1007 • Baa Jaia Balaam 101

WHAnA YA GONNA DO (•Ml)

Hataa Nnttt-Oat. 1(*00 • Uart Prima-MaJ. 71*1

laala Armaaraag-Vk. 10-lttl • Nly OatiaraaH Caa. MS
mi Itiia Mmkrafl ISOM • (aafcy Byraa-Caama 400

Kk> lacaa-Dlimiaa Ml* • Oaaraa tarry Caraaal 17

Oak Cata. Faar Itar' 1114 • Jakaay MaMw-WI IM*
tfcaa Fl iUi Vaana 7*4 • Sway la.ytar-Mar.wy"

Hark Kara Tamaa* • Jarry WaH laalra'

nursvoi
(laavalk)

(Stavani)

WHEREVER THERPS ME
atty Hvrran-Vk. M-ltlS

WHICHWAYDIDMYHEARTGO?
TaMy WaUan- Mailcrat) IS07S • Dkk Haarii Caraaat 11 ' (Catkaa)

WHO MDWFHAT LIE?
Cimill ki»<l-0« 10MI • Vaa»M Maaraa Vk. M-IOtl

FM Onta. Mwlcrafl 15071 • Harry Caat-Df. IIMI

WITHOUT YOU "".r"51

««*> ini«a-C«a 114 • Patl Araai-Vk. MV0IM
Um Wahaa-Mmwy M01 • Nam Mnalil Mi| SOM
lamty imaa-Oai. 10074 • laak CmaB-Mmk A>1 7SO

Taay Martm-Marury Ml* • OhhW Martmai-AOA iOOt

K.ri Oraltian-tlarli 1014 • IK« Miraall-alaaa IU00
NmI aa (atva-Faa-Amarkaa IM • FraaUa Cark-Cal.*

• Ml Hff rUMt 'taaa la aa n lilil*

AH AVAH40U, 70O,
Oft mi nAmauniOM uhykh

mm
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42 OBCHKSTBAS-JHUSIC

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

(Peatman System)
Follotciurr nit' I lie IWosi Plnyed songs o/ flip ti'eel.-. July 19-25, based

on Hie copj/j-ijj/i (ccl siirrei; Dr. John Pcnlmnii's Oifice of Research, using

the Accurate fleportiiio Radio Log as basis ol iii/oniiniion in N. Y.

AH'tho Time— "'No Leave. No Love" . .Robbins

All Through the Day— {"Centennial Summer" . ; . . . .Williamson

Along- Willi Me :.. . . . .Witmark
Come Rain Conic Shine— *"St. Louis Woman"..... .

• .Crawford

Do You Love Me?-*wDo"¥'6u Love Me?" BVC
Doin' What Come; Naliu'lly—"•Annie Get Your Gun". ..... .Berlin

Full Moon and Empty Arms ......Barton

Gypsy ....Leeds

1 Don't Know Why—r Faithful In My Fashion" Feist

1 Don't Know Enough About You. . ..... *. 4C-P
I've Got Sun In Morning— <"'Annio Get Your Gun" .Berlin

If You Were the Only Girl Mutual

I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time Broadway
In Love In Vain—""Centennial Summer", .T. B. Harms
Laughing On the. Outside. .. . .. . ..tBMI-
Night and Day— {"Night and Day", ...Harms
One More Tomorrow. .Rcinick

Prisoner of Love May-fair

ghould I Tell You I Love You.'—""Around the World" ... .T. B. Harms
Sioux City Sue . . v. Morris

South America Take It Away—'"Call Me Mister"-,..... , . . .Witmark
Strange Love— {"Strange Love of: Martha Ivors" ..Famous
Surrender Santly-Joy

They Say, It's Wonderful—'"Annie Get Your Gun". : Berlin

There's^ No One But You '
." ...Shapiro

To Each His Own—f'To Each His Own" .". Paramount
Whatta Ya Gonna Do i'BMI

Who Told You That Lie ;'.
.
...iStevens

Without You—f"Make Mine Music" .{Southern
You May Not Love Me— {"Road To Utopia". . .... Burke-VH-

.t Filmusical. * Legit Musical. t BMl Licensed.

Wednesday, Jnly 31, 194$

DORSEYS' PIC UPPED

TO JU00,000 BUDGET
Hollywood, July 30.

Budget on the Dorsey . brothers"

independently-made film. 'The Fab-

ulous Dorseys," has been stepped up

to $1,200,000. Original cost was to

have been $750,000. It's understood

the increased budget is not. due so

much to hiked basic costs as it is

to added ideas.

Incidentally, it's not lil-ely that

the filming of the life of the late

Major Glenn Miller will be done
this year. Harry Romm, who left

General Artists Corp. last spring to

come here and produce the film, will

return to New York next week. He
has encountered a host of difficul-

ties preventing production in the. im-
mediate future.

Romm's principal problem was his

Inability to secure studio space.

There's been little space available

for several years. Too. Romm was
unable to secure a lead actor since

the screenplay, being written from
a synopsis turned out by Richard
English, who also wrote the Dorsey
brothers' film, is unfinished.

yC$ IT'S TRUE WHAT THEY SArl

There Are Jut Two I's In Dixie
(Two blue ayei that nwan th« world
to me)

By I.OIIS llr.KSCIIKII
A Song You Sang Y«terdoy, You Will

Sing Again Today and Tomorrow
Copyright renew 11 1 Bnrt inibllrullnn
rljclitN uaglKneri to:

BELL SONG PUBLISHING COMPANY
6133 Dp I^mjutrr Avenue
Hollywood, CiillforulH

Puhllitlirrn Of:
"MAMA SAID A WORD ABOUT LOVE."

lyrlct by Ruth Htrxher. A Great. Novelty
Sana—A Natural far. the Juke Bo«e>.

"DRIFTIN" (laiy Ilka I taka it e»iy> by
Edward J. Kay I. Loulj Herictm. From
the Unlvtrial FeMurette. starring Frankle
Carla and sung by Drrry FMIaganl.

"SPECIALLY WHEN I'M IN A LOVIN'
MOOD," . by ' Jimmy Oav:i. whit wrote
"Lover Man." You Mutt Hear Thla!

"JUMPIN' DOWN AT CARNEGIE HALL."
Dlffarant and Novel! '

"I DON'T WANT YOU IN MY DREAMS"
(If I ean't have yau In my arma), by Louie
Herieher, Marty Berk £ Jut Lack. A
Record Favorite.

BELL SONG PUB. CO.
Publisher! at BETTER 90NQS far

BETTER ARTISTS

H'wood Adman Bays

Into Cooley Dancery
Hollywood, July 30.

Dean Simmons, chief of local ad

agency, has bought into Santa

MO'nica ballroom for $30,000. Deal

was with bandleader Spade Cooley,

leaseholder at site. Simmons will

partner operations with batoncer
and split profits.

New deal has witnessed exit of Al
Levine. ballroom manager, report-

edly following sharp disagreement
with Cooley.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending, July 21)

Gypsy Leeds

To Each His Own. .Paramount

They Say It's Wonderful. Berlin

I Don't Know Enough. ... .,.C-P

What Comes Naturally. .Berlin

One More Tomorrow. .. .Remick

Surrender Santly-Joy

Sioux City Sue .Morris

Prisoner- of Love. ,. .. .Mayfair

Sun In Morning ...... . .Berlin

Buddy Morris Gifts

Spina With Old Tune
Hollywood. July 30.

Coast music circles eyes widened
to saucer proportions last week
when E. H. (Buddy) Morris, chief

of publishing combine of Morris,
Melrose and Mayfair companies,
made an outright gift of "Lullaby
to a Debutante'' to the recently
formed Spina-Green Music Co.

. Surprise was occasioned by fact

that Morris paid advance of $500 to

spngwriter.-turned-pub Harold Spina
when buying ditty nine years ago.
Item had merely gathered dust in

flies through the years before Spina
approached Morris and asked to buy
song back, freshen it up and release
through own firm. Morris readily
returned it, but adamantly refused
coin.

'

Agcys. Eyeing

Top Bands As

Contracts Expire
There probably will be a hot

scramble among the various top

booking agencies during the next

year iu pursuit of contracts on vari-

ous top bai A number of book-

ing agreements held on names like

Sammy Kaye, Woody Herman; et

al., are all expiring at the same
time. Some of them have been
short-term pacts.

Last summer, the top agencies
agreed not to tamper with each
other's properties or sales person-
nel. This agreement was supposed
to have been renewed this year.
Whether it has or not makes little

difference—the pact wasn't lived up
to fully last year. And with those
contracts expiring, It's every man
for himself.

Europe

Camarata Gets 'Oscar'
London. July 30.

"Tuttie" Camarata (who now
spells his first name that way), re-
cently finished directing the London
Symphony Orch in scoring he
whipped up for the J. Arthur Rank
film production of "London Town,"
has been awarded by the Symph's
members a figurine token, properly
inscribed.

Camarata, former arranger for
Jimmy Dorsey and various pop
bands, is due back in the U. S. this

week. .

, S. American

Performing Rights

Groups in D.C. Meet
Confederation of- Music Societies,

composed of performing rights
groups in various European and
South American countries, will con-
vene in the U. S. Oct. 20-20. This
is the first meeting of the organiza-
tion, of which the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers is a member, since 1941 and the
first time, its convention has ever
been held in this country.
Meet will be held at the Library

of Congress, Washington.

24-Man Jazz Combo To Be

Formed by Chubby Jackson
Chubby Jackson, bassist who

moved but of Woody Herman's or-
chestra recently, is planning a 24-
man combination of his own to be-
gin operation around mid-October.
He has some unusual ideas for the
new band—it will play a minimum
of dance music. He expects to work
only high school and college dates,
presenting mostly jazz music in con-
cert form.

Jackson intends working as part
of a jazz band touring under the
aegis of Esquire mag prior to tak-
ing the helm of his own combo.
He has financial backing for the
latter venture, it's claimed,

Music Notes
Stan Kenton orch hopes to put a cap on the classic fed this week whi>

they record tov Capitol Records the batoneer's original, "Concerto to Ei 3
All Concertos"..., Georgie Joy back at NY headquarters of Santly-Jn
after five-day flip to Coast to. confer with Dave Berni'e, Hollywood ret)
Mac Green, partner in Spina-Green Music, Coast pubbery, in bed witi
wrenched back, .. .Jo Stafford will wax four sides for Capitol platters th
week— Pee Wee Hunt orch pacted to disk for Mirror Records, Hollywood
odd-label. ...Bobby Weiss, Hollywood rep of Musicraft Records, flew into
N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) for huddles with plattery prez, Peter Hilton on
autumn disk releases. .. .Marlin Skilcs assigned to compose score of Co.
Jumbia Pictures' forthcoming "Gallant Journey".,.. T-Bone Walker senia
blues-bawler, set for vaude week at Lincoln, Los Angeles, opening Aue I
... ."Granada," Latin standard by Augustih Lara, last week was sold to
Universal by Southern Music for inclusion in forthcoming Deann a Durbin
starrer, "I'll Be Yours". ... .Tex Ritter this week waxing eight sides of
rustic-rhythm for Capitol Records. .. .Julie Losch has set up Const office
for Mood Music, recently formed Shapiro-Bernstein subsid, . . .Vet sotw
writer Charlie Tobias in Hollywood from N. Y. visiting his brother Harry
also established cleffer. ,. .Berle Adams, Mercury Records' artists-anoS
repertoire chief, back in Chi headquarters after waxing sessions with plat*
tery's contractees on Coast. .. .Walter Gross waxing eight-sided album of
Vincent Youmans' tunes on Musicraft label. ,. .Jerry Blaine, national sales
manager of Cosmo Records, back in N. Y. after Coast checkup.

. , .Johnny
Blackburn may be manager of both Leon Rene Publications and Records
Music Co. but he has sold his latest composition, "Wouldn't You Miss Your
Wooden-Shoe Miss," to Leeds for fall release. .. .Two of Hollywood's cur-
rently top pop songwriters, Jule Styne and Bernie Wayne have been posted
by Los Angeles' Musicians Local 47 for non-payment of dues. .. .Thomas
Mitchell, the film thesp, last week Inked to disk album of children's yarns
for Mercury Al Weiss, Ashley Music topper, on Coast fronvN. Y., prowl.
ing for new song material. .. .Jack Rigers has cut four sides of oatunes for
Trilon Records. San Francisco indie outfit. ., .Skip Nelson last week
chirped two sides for Bel-Tcne Records, backed by Hal Brooks' band.

.

Musicraft Records has paid N. Y. commercial ad- artist Jay Koslow- $050
to daub color-cover of forthcoming Artie Shaw album of Cole Porter songs
Fee tops the $400 plattery. passed out to George Booth to paint recently
issued Jerome Kern cover .... Henry Busse band last week cut first four
sides under new platter pact with 4 Star Ben Ellison, who last month
quit as general manager of Exclusive Records, now fronting new waxery,
Hollywood International Records Tony Martin will slice four sides for
Mercury next week. Erroll Garner, Negro 88er, cut two last week.

McSbann Band Pulled

From LA. Plantation
Los Angeles, July 30.

Negro Musicians' Local 767 late

last week ordered Jay McShann's
band out of Plantation, one of burg's
biggest black-and-lanncrics, and
blacklisted site, which is operated
by Joe Morris.

Bandleader notified union that
Plantation owed his 14-piccc combo
total of $812 in back salaries and re-

fused to pay off. When local's execs
were unable to collect, windjammers
wore pulled. Nitery underwent
similar ban last year, but finally
got back into good graces with
American Federation of Musicians.

PENNIES
FROM HEAVEN

By ARTHUR JOHNSTON and JOHNNY BURKE

FROM THE IING CROSIY PICTURE

"PENNIES FROM HEAVEN"

y ValuncJo. Gen. rrof. Mqiw , aJ r

Poche Resigns N.O. Post
For Own Booking Agency

New Orleans, July 30.

Resignation of Irwin F. Poche,
manager of Municipal auditorium
for the past eight years, was an-
nounced Friday (26) by Benjamin C.
Brown, chairman of the aud com-
mission. Poche made the town hall,
long regarded as a "white elephant,"
a paying proposition under his di-
rection. He told the commission that
he will conduct a theatrical booking
agency.
Succeeding Poche in the $6,000 per

year post is Millard U. Schindlcr;
active civic and business worker.

Jack Rosenberg Better
Jack Rosenberg, president of New

York local 802 of the American
Federation of Musicians, is Improv-
ing steadily in . Polyclinic Hospital,
N. Y., following' a heart attack. He
is no longer in the oxygen tent
which his condition demanded for
more than a week. However, he is

taking oxygen doses through nasal
tubes.

Rosenberg suffered the attack on
the street in N. Y. last week (23)
after n hard day of executive board
meetings at local 802.

Lou Levy Back to N. Y.

For Rating-Boost Fight
Lou Levy, operator of Leeds Mu-

sic, is due back in New York from
the Coast early next week to re-
new his battle with the American
Society of Composers. Authors and
Publishers for a boost in availa-
bility rating. Levy has already had
two rebuffs.

Currently, Leeds Music rates at

750 points, having been jumped last
winter to 1,000. later being set back
to 750 by ASCAP's director board,
which had overruled the decision of
the appeals board.

Miisicraft's 3d Plant
Musicraft opened its new plant

in Ossining, N. Y.. last week, press-
ing on a full-scale basis.

This is the third of the Musicraft
wax works to go into operation,
with other two in Norwalk, Conn.,
and Los Angeles.

Madeline Russell joined Buddy
Morrow's band in vocalist spot. She
succeeds Bonnie Lawton, who left to
go with Louis Prima.

CAP SEES $10,000,000

GROSS AS SALES DOUBLE
Hollywood, July 30.

Capitol Records' sales for first ,

half of 1946 more than doubled,

volume over similar period lost

year, and if pace is maintained the

plattery will gross more than $10,-

000,000 during 1946, the waxery re-
vealed here last week.

First six months of this year, end-
ing June 30, saw Capital peddle
$5,065,859 worth of platters as against
gross of $2,257,955 registered over
period In. 1945.

Always $119—All Wayi Popular
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On the Upbeat
Minn. Slots Paid $857,900

Taxes Although Illegal
Minneapolis, July 30.

Carmen Cavallaro will commence eight-week stand at Ciro's, Hollywood,
j

Although slot macines are illegal

en Sept 18... .Skinnay Ennis will start skein of seven one-niters, all in I in Minnesota, they paid the Federal

Washington state, on Tues. (5). ..! Sterling Young band into Trianon. Los
j^T^u^l^^ an* ^

Angeles, for four weeks, starting Aug. 6. . . .Carlos Molina's Latin orch. has

severed from Frederick Bros, and tied itself to MCA...'. .Stan Kenton. will

one-nlte ' through Oklahoriia and Texas during "month of September.

.

Sam Lutz, who at one time handled Del Courtney and Henry Bussc

bands, last week became' personal manager of Lawrence Welk. .. .Ralph

Ginsberg, who has. batoned band at Chi's Palmer House for 10 years, in

Hollywood oh "three-week vaeash Eddie LcBaron band starts indef

stand at Tom BTeneman's, Hollywood, on Aug. 7. . . .Tommy Dorscy will

make 16-day stand at Texas State Fair; Dallas, commencing Oct. 5....

Frankie Carle; current at Mission Beach. San Diego, set for five midwest

validates, starting with fortnight at Oriental, Chi, on Oct. 10....Jimmy
James, current at Trianon, L. A., inked for month at Rainbow baTTroom.

Denver, beginning Sept. -6. . . .Tony Rizzi has replaced. Al Hendricksori as

guitarist in Boyd Raebiirri crew Harry Forbes now back in tram chair

in Stan Kenton aggregation, vice Milt Kabak, who quit last week. Forbes

was with crew before. Army service. .. .Babe Russin, tenor sax formerly

with Benny Goodman and other name combos, forming own crew. in Holly-

wood, primarily for odd-label recordings. , . .Budd Johnson orch will make
first Coast appearance with stand at Swing Club, Frisco, starting. Sept. 10

.. . .Dick Dildine's musicrew starts month stand at Del Mar Club, Santa

Monica, on Aug: 8.... Dick Jurgens has signed anew with Columbia

Records, with which he, was .
pactcd prior to. service in 'Marine Corps.

Musicraft dickered feverishly for him. ..<..'

Band Reviews
HARRY COOL ORCH. (15) i peculiar manner of bouncing on the

With Mindy Carson, Jlmmv Dell balls of his feet. It's odd watching

Gi n Island Casino, New Roclielle, him.

K y There is only one apparent weak-

Harry Cool, iormer Dick Jurgens in
TJf"™^

vocalist, formed this band about a
; ^"/"^^'V^^'^^l^r visual

year ago. He's been working exclu-
j

*™g'

«
n

,ei
i Vhallen' uornbon

HotST duet't^n^lior^itt; ™ le assignments^neatly

Jurgens. He moved into N.. Y. for
:

enou6n
; -, .

'

wooa
;

the first time last month to open :

rjnu\T BASIE (IS)
Glen Island Casino, and will remain I WUh '

Bi^hta,. Ann Moore,
at the spot all summer. Bob u,i„ois Jacqllet

Cool's band is a prime example < Aquarium, N. Y. .

of good talent being sent up a blind I Whatever has made Count Basic
alley. He's leading here a combina- a name in the jive set was hot ap-
tion of five brass, five sax and four ; parent in his opening night at the
rhythm; in other words, a group- I Aquarium. Not only was biz off
ing that can do nothing to assist the 'when caught Thursday (25), but
one thing Cool is trying to sell— I there was nothing in Basic's short-
himself.

1 set performance and apparent re-

Apparently, the idea behind the ' fusal to work his featured Deoplc to
blueprinting of this band was to indicate that it will Dick up much,
catch the public in a crossfire of' Not until almost midnight did
Cool vocals and the accepted jump j

barrel - chested Jimmy Rushing
style of the day. But it doesn't work, loosen his husky Dipes in "Jimmy's
In the first place, the jump ar- Blues." Nor was the band's top side-
rangemcnts he uses don't get off the ' man,. Illinois Jacauet. given the
ground. In the second place, he I

spotting necessary to lake the ed,ge
hasn't the manpower to handle sucrt off continuous straight arrangement
material.- The band commands at- numbers. Result was a melange of
tention only when the leader him- ' loud brass which did- anything but
self is at work. He's not a great Make Basie out of the class of just
singer, but he has a style and method • any organization. Aquarium has had
of projecting himself that makes you enough large jump groups to show
like him. ; it can take the brassy stuff with-
What Cool needs to show himself ' out losing its roof or breaking

oil' properly is instrumcntion that ', bayecs' eardrums, but customer
will highlight his own ability. That

i

complaints of Dainfully loud horns
means a sweet band,, not too large, were more than a few at the Basie
and patterned to project color dis- ocrformancc.
plays behind his -voice. Possibly it Fast beat numbers were intcr-
wouldn't be a bad idea, for relief, to -runted only occasionally for a ballad

eul year that ended June 30, the

internal Revenue Department has

reveuled;

The Federal lax of $100 a ma-
chine was paid by 5,809 persons and
organizations in the state on 8,759

slot devices/Many of the machines

are in summer resorts throughout

the state and others are. in night

clubs in some .counties, according

to those in the know.

Beneke (Miller)

Belie Pessimists
The Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller or-

chestra, which had been predicted

as a one-timc-around 'affair when it

was first organized with Beneke in

place of the late Major Miller, seems
to be refuting the' cryslal-gazers. At
the moment, the Beneke-Miller

combo is. booked until next May,
with many of the dates between now
and then being repeats.

Band heads' Coastward later this

summer for a run at the Palladium
ballroom, Hollywood. Its next New
York date is at the 400 Club, open-

ing Dec;r 12 for six weeks. There-
after, the band goes into a string of

theatre bookings, many of them re-

peats, leading up to its second shot

at the Capitol theatre, N. Y., next
March, for four weeks at $12,500 per.

Beneke closed a two-week run at

Eastwood Gardens, Detroit, this

week, with a gross of approximately
$36,000. about $3,000 better than the

spot's record set up earlier this sea-

son' by Woody Herman's orchestra.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'
Band

.

Nat Brandwynne'
Tommy Tucker .-,

Guy Lombardo. ..

Elliot Lawrence .

Johnny Pineapple*
Joe Reichman.

.

Chuck Foster ....

«_ . Coven
Weeks . P«t

Hotel
., rieyed Week

Biltmore (600; a la carte) ,7 1,925
Astor (890; $1-$1.M) .......... 2 3,800
Waldorf (880; $2) 2 4,025.
Pennsylvania (500; $14150). ...... 4 i,&oo
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50) 26 1,350
.Roogevelt (400; $1-$L50). ..... . . S 8,300
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) ... 5 1,400

s
Tol.1
Cover*

17,300
:

7,000

7.825

7,950,

51,200

24,375

8,425

• Asterisk* indicate a supporting floor, shoio. New Yorker has Ice thow
Lexington, an Hawaiian floor »how; BiKmorc, Dunninger. '

Chicago
Henry Brandon. (Beach Walk arid Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel-

4,600 combined; $1.50-$1.80 admission to Beach. Walk; Marine Room, 7Jc-$l
cover charge, no minimum). Perfect weather all week kept attendance at
terrific 13,000. .

1

Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1;50-$2.50 mlu )

Steady 3.000.

Ernie Heckscher (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350: $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Slumped a bit to 3,000.

Charlie Splvak (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 mln.).
Spivak, an old Chi favorite, did a socko 6,800 in his first full week at the
Panther Room.

Ted Straeter (Empire Room, 'Palmer House; 590;. $3-$3.50 min.). Larry
Storch and Iiiiogene Coca head show that drew good 5.100.

Orrlu Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; U50; $3-$3.50 min.i. Keen
5.200. .

Los Angeles
Freddv Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Still packing 'em in; spar-

kling 4.100 tabs.

Russ Marfan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Whopping 4,200 covers.

"Rosie O'Grady"
Continued from page 37

build novelty arrangements. Cool
himself is a good personality up
front and can ably put over such
items. He had good training for it

Mills Music, and through their agent

and trustee Harry Fox, agreed to sell

greater rights than she possessed,

that is the world rights to the musi-

cal composition 'Sweet Rosic

O'Grady'. Defendant must have

spent hundreds of thousands of

dollars in the production pt the pic-

ture. It grossed $2,800,000 in ex-

hibitions throughout the country.

Defendant never repudiated its

agreement., but defendant did try to

hold plaintiff to the agreement made
by her agents to deliver world rights

and to clear up certain asserted

claims! What plaintiff is really seek-

ing in this suit is to have the court

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

'

Les Brown (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 1st wk.). Smashing start. 20.000

payees,

Jan Savltt (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 2d wk.). Wobbly 7.900 admishes;
mighty opposish militating against spot.

Jimmy James (Trianon. B, South Gale, 2d wk.). Deep in doldrums,
fewer than 2,000 customers.

Eddie Heywood, Lecuona Cuban Boys (Trocadero, N. Hollywood, 4lh

wk.). Biz flabby at 1,800 covers. Spot closed.

Leonard Sues, Larry Adler (Ciro's, N, Hollywood, 3d wk.). Adler :

s open-
ing last Wed. (24) . re-awakened site; solid 2,900 covers.

Stan Kenton (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 3d wk.>. Tapered slightly

from previous stanza, but 8,650 customers still, bountiful biz.

Woody Herman (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park. 1st wk.)'.. Best biz of

year, smashing 20,000 stub-buyers.
Lawrence Welk (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 26th wk.). Solid 10,000 ad-

mishes; perky pace seem? to go on and on.

(Chicago)
Gay CUrldge (Chez Paree; 850; $3-$3.50 min.). Joe E. Lewis look drop

in biz to an average 5,300.

Del Courtney (Blackhawk: 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Still great with 4,700.

Henry King (Aragon; 90c-$1.15). Eddy Howard and George Olsen' orchs
shared stand. ..with King for Aragon's 20th anniversary celebration and
drew a whooping 22,000 payees.

George Olsen (Trianon;
.
90c-$1.15). Olseh changed places with Henry

King for two nights- when Olsen went, to the Trianon's sister ballroom, the

Aragon, for 20th anniversary celebration. A good 15,000 week.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Lind Bros.. Jack
Carter and Minncvitch's Rascals played to a nifty 4,100.

by Ann Moore, who vocals okay, or
Bob Bailey, also good with a high , , ... ... .

tenor. Consequently, floor was not declare a forfeiture of the rights de

.._ ,ut n crowded except by the flying arms I fendant acquired through its nego-
in his days with Jurgens. For such and legs of a few hipsters who

j
tiations with plaintiff's agents. Plain-

a combo there's almost endless work '; thought they' could kecD pace. It! tiff brings this suit in equity. She
Mindy Carson, a fresh-looking 18- I

was mayhem for everyone else. Isceks equitable relief and a greatE d
W 0
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ternate _ sextet _
working we... but
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she docs, however, arc nicely turned
Wood.

VICTOR LOMBARDO ORCH (14)
With Barbara Johnson. Bill Schallen
Boss Fenton Farm, Asbury Park, NJ
After 16 years as saxist with

brother Guy Lombardo's band. Vic-
tor Lombardo stepped out on his
own last month and has built him-
self a combo that figures to go a
long way. He's also selling the
brand of musical corn that has made
his freres, Guy; Carmen and Leibert,
a lot of hay in the past decade and
a half.

Circumstances of Victor L.'s exit
from the Guy, Carmen and Leibert
coalition, after so many years, are
vague. So is the attitude of the
trio toward their kin. The point
however, is that Victor L. has the
benefit pf a headstart due to the in-
ternationally known Lombardo tag,
and he seems to have the savvy to
make something of it for himself.
Right now the band is suited to the
better hotels.
New band is not an exact dupli-

cate of Guy Lombardo's. But it's

close enough in many ways. It has
somewhat similar instrumentation
(three trombones, two trumpets, four
sax, three rhythm), the same strict-
ly sweet style and similar tempi.
However, only occasionally, in med-
leys, is the' same sort of "sound" in
evidence.' Victor L. leads his combo
on straight soprano sax, adding color
and a different texture to the ar-
rangements.
One angle immediately noticeable

In V. L.'s combo is the class he him-
self lends the clean-looking group
In his 16 years with the older Lom-
bardo combo he apparently had ab-
sorbed much of his brother's poise,

and this, combined with, his dark,
clean looks, makes him an excellent
front. - Too. he has the same trick

way of conducting with stiff, crooked
arm that Guy L. has, and the same

Tomm

Sync Rights 1

Continued from page 37 I

publishers would have been in the
position of being restricted to the
payment of 2c per print for every
use by Hollywood of a song.

Judge Lcibell considered the point
extremely important. He took issue

with Kilroe and clearly stated in his

"O'Grady" decision, that . . . "sound
on film is not the type of 'mechanical
reproduction' to which section 1 (e)

of the copyright law applies ... it

was not intended, that motion pic-

ture films should be in the same
class as 'mechanical reproductions'
. . . defenses interposed (Kilroe's)

are without . merit. To give them
any recognition would be to run
counter to the clear intent of Con-
gress. Result would be destructive

of valuable rights of composers and
publishers, which the act was in-

tended to secure, and protec.

Stokowski Starts 2d
Half of H'wood Season

Hollywood, July 30.

Second half of the musical season
in Hollywood Bowl starts Aug. 4

with a Sunday pop concert to; be
conducted by Leopold Stokowski.
Same maestro will baton a' classical

concert Aug. 6.

Is lor Solomon makes his bow as a

Bowl conductor Aug. 8 with Patrice

Munsel as soloist. Veloz and Yolanda
are slated for Aug. 10, with Con-
stants Bakalclnkoff conducting and
Alexander Laszlo playing the world
premiere of his Hollywood Concerto, pany,

the failure to pay was but the exer-

cise of a deliberate choice unjustified

on the known facts—Irving Mills,

who was out at- the picture pro-

ducer's lot, must have known that

the picture was in production. The
letters of March 25, March 30 and
March 31. 1943. would indicate that

the picture was in production and
that this fact was known to Harry
Fox and Louis Schwartz and to

Samuel J. Buzzell (the lawyer-
secretary and a director of Mills

Music, inc.) and to T. E. Shea, of

plaintiff's firm of attorneys."

It has always been assumed that

the quoted provision in the Harry
Fox standard quotation, now in

use for many years, precluded the

film company from making an au-
thorized use until it secured a license

and paid the license fee. Under this

novel ruling of Judge Lcibell. if a

publisher makes a quotation, regard-
less of any provision to the contrary,

the film company can make an
authorized use with the knowledge
of the -publisher, although no license

is issued or the fee paid. The pub-
lisher could not sue for an infringe-

ment, and its only redress would be
ail action to recover the quoted fee,

subject to the. claims of any third

persons. Judge Lcibell ruled that

while this defense, disposed of the
action, he- felt that he should rule

upon the point that a motion picture
recording of a song was a mechanical
reproduction under Sec. 1 (e) of the

Copyright Act. (See separate story).

Arthur. F. Driscoll, 'of OlBrien,
Driscoll & Raftcry, tried the case for

plaintiff and Julian T. Abelcs, in as-

sociation with Edwin P. Kilroe, suc-
cessfully defended for the film com-

'Capital-Gains Happy'
,
Continued from page 4

,

tell you that we would never have

had the temerity to offer her that

type of story, title and supporting

cast. If we did, I'm sure she would
have jumped the lot and been on
suspension in a flash."

Despite the accusations of the h.o.

execs, it had been expected that

stars, producers, directors, etc.,

would continue to take advantage
of the capital gains tax proviso,

which in effect made them partial

owners of the film properly, rather

than employees. Government in-

vestigation will nick only those out-

fits allegedly set up to produce one
film only and it's believed the more
"legitimate" outfits will continue
functioning.

List of the stars, writers and di-

rectors that have joined the indie

ranks is a long one, reaching even
into the oaters with the signing of
John Wayne as a profit-sharing pro-
ducer in all his western starrcrs by
Republic. Trouble that Metro is

having in lining up properties for

Clark Gable is also believed based
on Gable's desire tor an indie pro-
duction deal, such as James Stewart
obtained with Liberty Films; Gable
is reported viewing the ahkling of

Stewart from the Metro lot with in-

terest.

Chief worry of the h.o. chiefs is

that the lust for choice, percentage
deals has caused the talent to forego
its artistic horsesen.se. Players,
whose future fortunes hinge more
greatly than those of any other film

craft on the type of pictures they're
in are the worst sufferers, it's said.

They're tying themselves tip with
a lot of product that they'll regret in

a • few years, because they're worry-
ing less about producer, director and
story than they are about the tem-
porary profits to be gained.
Astute, critics.-of the urge for tax

,galn pix, on the other hand,
-
believe

-

that the old system of absolute stu-
dio control of personnel is not adr
vantageous either. They feel that
a certain amount of freedom in

choosing stories and in sharing .in

ihe profits of resuling pictures is

fully justified.

What had some of the majors
burned, of course, are stars to whom
they've granted rights to make one
or more outside pictures a year.
They feel that, after giving the
player an intelligent buildup for a
long period, the star should be re-
strained from going put to cash in

on that buildup, while dissipating his

values through poor production.

Full-Week Schedule

Set for G|en Island
Glen Island Casino, New Rochcllc.

N, Y., may run through the coming
winter on a fullweek, name band
policy. Michael DeZutter, who op-

.

erates the spot, figures there's enough''
1

trade to sustain such a course despite
the fact that Glen Island has never
before continued through' the cold

months on a full-week basis, It has

operated weekends.

DeZutter has not gotten down yet

to the selection of a band for I lie

Winter. He has had enough troubles

with bands for' the current season."

He got into a hassle last week with

General Artists over a deal claimed
lo have been made with that office

for the use of Sax ie Dowell's or-

chestra for the second half of the

season, starting Aug. 9; Deal is said

to have been agreed upon, including

price, terms, etc., but cancelled next

day before contracts w*:re signed.

As a result, Harry Cool's orchestra

remains through until Sept. 7. And
GAC and DeZutter aren't on good

"terms.
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Adams, Newark, May Drop Yaude Due

To AFM Dispute; 1st Week Cancelled

Vaude shows may be forced out

of the Adams theatre, Newark, next

season because of a disagreement

with the Newark local of the Ameri-

can Federation of Musicians. Adam
A Adams, who operates the theatre

in conjunction with Paramount, has

already had to cancel the opening

show set for Aug. 22 and unless

agreement is- reached soon house

may forego vaude for the rest of the

season.

Andy Russcli was slated to open

the season at the house.

Situation is further complicated

by the fact that Adams may sell out

his interest in the house to Para-

mount. In the recent divorcement

decree, the Federal court ruled that

in cases where the • producing Arm
owns less than 95% of a theatre, it

must either sell out its interest
,
or

buy up partner's share. Paramount
has already made Adams an offer.

Should Paramount buy out Adams,
it's likely that vaude bookings, if

continued, will be made through
Harry Levine, Paramount's vaude
booker, instead of the Eddie Sher-

man office, which currently books
for Adums.

'

CAFE SOCIETY, N.Y., B.O.

JUMPS, HIATUS STAYED
Business increase at Cufe. Society

Uptown, has caused Barney Joseph-
son, operator, to change his mind
about closing for one month starting

Aug. 5. Cafe will continue with the
current show topped by David
Brooks.

The Sept. 9 display, which was to

have been a reopening show, will

include Brooks, Patricia Bright,

Jack Gilford and Dorothy Jarnec.

Grace Drysdale to Wed
GI She Met Before War

Grace Drysdale, tne puppeteer,
who survived the Lisbon Clipper
crash in 1941 which killed Roy
Rogha'n and Tamara, and injured
Jane Froman, will be married Sat-
urday (3) in New York to John M.
Halchak, a non-pro. Couple were
to have been married previously,
but Miss Drysdalc's USO-Camp
Shows tours in the ETO and Pacific

theatres, and. groom's term in the
Army, interfered. They met pre-
war and were briefly reunited at
Metz when she played a show there.

Miss Drysdale was one of the
most consistent USO-Camp Shows
performers and played in virtually
every theatre of operations.

150G Cafe Blaze
Minneapolis, July 30.

President, largest and most elab-
orate uptown night club here, was
almost completely destroyed last
week by a fire that did more than
$150,000 damage.
BJaze was discovered several

hours after the establishment had
closed for the night. It will be re-
built. .

FURLETTE
That Maqaottc Porsoaollry

WITH HER SONGS AND PIANO
Still Singing H«r Way into the

KUtrti of H»r Liitantri

Into the Fifth Month »t th»

HOTIL IELLERIVE
Kmmi City. Me.

Kansas City's Distinctive

Entertainment Spot

Thanhs to BARNEY GOODMAN
•

Dmm Parker, Artist Reffete*t«tive
20) N. Wabash Chkaaa. Ill

AMA Expands Route

By Adding 6 Members,

Brown Named Prexy
Arena Managers Assn. will expand

routes this year with admission of

six new arenas to its membership.

At a meeting last week AMA ad-

mitted representatives of arenas in

Houston, Fort Worth, Dallas, Kansas

:
City and Philadelphia. Latter with-
drew from the organization some
years ago, but is now back in the

fold.

With expanded playing time AMA
willior the first time route three ice

shows. In addition to its own pro-
duction, "Ice-Capades" and Ship-
stad & Johnson's "Ice Follies," with
which it has a working agreement,
organization will also pilot: its recent
acquisition "Ice-Cycles" which it

owns in
.

partnership with "Ice Fol-
lies." Shows next season will be
routed so that no town will get more
than two blades displays in any one
season.

AMA at its meeting last week
elected Walter Brown, of the Boston
Gardens, president, succeeding John
T. Harris who declined renomination
because of pressure of other duties.

Al Sutphin, Cleveland, was named
veepee, with Allen Loeb, Chicago,
treasurer; Nathan Podoloff, New
Haven, secretary, and George Eby,
Pittsburgh, asst. treasurer;

Palestine Has

Talent Surplus
Tel Aviv, July 18.

Palestine is developing enough
talent to export to surrounding
countries. The number of perform-
ers in the Jewish settlements has
grown considerably since German,
Austrian and Polish , Jews entered
and since the end of the war there's
a surplus of talent.

During the war 15 cafes and many
bars were operating profitably, with
soldiers comprising around 90% of
the patronage. Under these condi-
tions, the Union of Musicians was
formed with scales ranging from
$30-$80 monthly, with a top salary
of $150. Performers received a simi-
lar scale.

In 1933 only two cafes, one in Tel
Aviv and the other in Haifa, were
in Palestine.

Talent shortage encountered dur-
ing the war by the 15 spots then
operating was overcome by the op-
erator? developing their own acts.
Hanns Wollsteiner, an agent, trained
an all-girl troupe and ballet when
commissioned by GHQ to form ci-
vilian concert troupes to entertain
soldiers.

Once conditions in this country
are settled to some degree, many of
the war-developed entertainers will
work cafe circuits in surrounding
territories.

CARNIVAL, N.Y., NICKED

IN HEALTH DEPT. DRIVE
Nicky Blair, operator of the Car-

nival, N. Y„ was fined $400 last week,

for unsanitary kitchen conditions by
N. Y. Health Dept. inspectors. Blair

pleaded guilty to 11 violations of the

sanitation code.

New York City Health Commis-
sioner Isreal Weinstein Is currently

on a drive to clean up conditions in

eateries. Currently more than $8,655

has been levied in fines.

COPA, N.Y., IN A SPOT AS

WELLES BREEZES WEST
With Columbia Pics having sum-

moned Orson Welles back to the
Coast to begin work on his next
feature, the Copacabana, N. Y., is

on the spot for a comedian. Boniface
Monte Proser, with Welles pacted
to go in the club for a month be-
ginning Sept. 1, released Peter Lind
Hayes as of that date. Now, with
Joe E. Lewis not slated to return
until Oct. 3, Proser must go out
and hunt himself another emcee.

Desi Arnaz and his band leave the
Copa Aug. 13, but Proser has al-

ready inked the Lecuona Cuban
Boys from Havana to come in on
that date. "Around the World,"
Welles' legiter currently at the
Adelphi. N. Y., closes this week
when the actor-producer-director
leaves for the Coast.

Interstate rune To

Celebrate 40th Anni
Dallas, July 30.

Reverting to the vaude policy of

the long ago "two-a-day" era, the
Interstate Theatres Circuit has
booked a seven-act stage show with
Barry Wood and Patsy Kelly as
headliners as one of its features to

celebrate the 40th anni of the cir-

cuit, which has houses In 32 Texas
cities.

Wood-Kelly show will open
Thursday (1) at the Majestic, San
Antonio. Other acts are Paul Win-
chell, ventriloquist; Neilson Twins,
singers; Gautier's "Bricklayers"; the
Herzogs, Ave girl aerialists, and
Lloyd and Willis, dancers.

Spike Jones and his City Slickers

will headline another stage revue
opening at the Majestic Aug. 8.

Group plays the Majestic, San An-
tonio, week of Aug. 15 for its only

other Texas date. ,

Karl Hoblitzelle is founder of the

circuit and its prez today. R. J.

O'Donnell is v.p. and general man-
ager of the circuit.

Bryant, N. Y., Sold
Ben Harriman sold ' the

.
Bryant

Cafe, one of a trio of spots operated
i

by him in the Broadway district,
'

to Lou Rudgers, who, will con-

tinue with same policy. * Shows are

out for the summer, but will resume
around Labor Day, with Billy Jack-

son continuing to book the spot.

Harriman reportedly unloaded the

Bryant to give full attention to his

other two spots, Aquarium and
Mctropolc, N. Y. Former plays name
bands, while other has old-timer

vaude show, Jackson books the

latter.

Squeezed Between Talent Coin

Demands and Op Beefs Vs. High

Salaries, Agencies Eye % Deals
Talent agencies are now seeking

percentage deals for performers in

cafes as against straight salary

deals.; Booking offices, in a squeeze

between the continued high salary

demands by performers and cafe

operators' claims that wages must
be lowered if they're to stay in

Spa's Piping Rock To

Play Carl Brisson, With

La Tucker in Reserve
Carl Brisson has been signed for

the opening show at the Piping

Rock, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., start-

ing Aug. 2. Bill will- include Pierre
D'Angelo and Vanya, Radio Aces,
Marty Beck and Ovando bands, Glo-
ria Gilbert and a Wally Wanger
line. Inn has also set Sophie Tucker
for the last nine days of the season,
starting Aug. 23.

Despite . splurge for high-priced
names, the gambling ban is still on.

Inn's expenditures represent a bid

for patronage coining in only for

the racing season..

Spot is operated by Max Sellelte,

assistant manager of Lou Walters'
Latin Quarter, N. Y.

business, are developing the idea
to take them out of the dilemma
they're in between the two factions.

They see percentage deals as the
only solution.

Agencies claim that percentage
pacts are equitable for both fac-

tions. .If a performer brings in busi-

ness then he's entitled to. upped
takes, and the operator will not
suffer. On the other hand, it's freely

admitted that percentage deals will

deflate salaries in many instances.

Agents say that a large percentage
of acts getting four figures would be
reduced sharply if salaries were
based on actual draw.
Several agencies are currently

trying to figure out basis of per-
centage deals. They've been query-
ing bonlfaces on grosses in an at-

tempt to arrive at the overage fig-

ures. Final wage basis is likely to be
based on half the performer's pres-
ent salary with percentages to start

at a mutually agreeable gross.

Thus far, the few percentage
deals made have come out okay.
Milton Berle, currently at the Car-
nival, N. Y., gets $7,500 plus overage
after $42,000. Bert Frohman for the
first week at the Club 18, N. Y„ got
around $1,750. A few percentage
deals were worked out during the
midnight curfew of last year, but
were called off when conditions re-

sumed normalcy.

IMOGENE COCA
WOULD LIKE TO THANK

CHICAGO CRITICS FOR:
"Tmogene Cora Is a satirist who really rates the ad-
jective, '/sophisticated' that Is hung on too many supper
rluli performers. . . . She presents a one-woman ahow
that Is out of the supper club entertainment rut and
utmost what an excitable cafe reporter might call out -

of this world!"—WILLIAM, LEONARD, Chicago Joarnal
of Commerce.

"Star, and most rightfully Is Imogcne Coca, a whimsical
little characier with the most magnificent sense ot the

-

subtly ridiculous. Imogene Coca panicked me years ago
In the Drake and did It again lit the Empire Room. Her
-Thirty T^ars of Glamor' Is a priceless bit. Her subtle
comedy style'ls a high tribute to her ability."

WILL DAVIDSON, Chicago Trlboae.

"rinngene Cora's sartorical embellishments .coupled with
her superb mimicry brought aoud milts. Her impression
uf the ifM glamour girl. merited a spontaneous whack
and ninny laughs."—'BILLBOARD.

"Mies C^ca
.
gleans most of the honors with her own

rloiuus brand of humor and panicking Imitations. . . ."
* HOB LOCKK, Chicago Ban.

"Imogens Coca Is the feminine Mar of this cafe adven-
ture. Ml** t'ocs- as her own amusing self Is a one girl

cavalcade. '—GENfi MORGAN, Dally News.

"Miss Coca's Sjj^r^c^ygems sre jla_nd;es._

IE DAWN, HERALD AMERICAN.

"Miss Coca easily walks off with the show. Anybody
with «jf"olt toy find of a revue In mTnd certainly can't
overlook Miss coca."—MIKE, Variety.

"Imogens Cqcs, a veteran of the New Tork cafe circuit,

but new in Chltijto. |i a versatile young lady."
EDDIE DEERFIKLD, Chicago Time*.

CURRENTLY*

EMPIRE ROOM
PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THANKS TO

MERRIEL ABBOTT FRED JOYCE
PRODUCER PUBLICITY
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Night Gob Reviews
Versailles, IN. 1.

Carl Ravazza, Penny Bancroft,

Joel H'cTron Orch and Paiicliito

Orchs; $2.50 and $3.50 minimum.

need the mike but she utilizes it in-

telligently, in alternation, when do-
ing operatic excerpts or ditties like

"J'Attendrai" and "Falling in Love
With Love."

Joel Herron. longtime Copa
maestro, and latterly Jane Froni.an's

piano accompanist, heads his own
dance band now and does a good
job with the straight dance sets in

If Nick, Arnold. Bogfiiano. et al:,

can book good, little shows o( the

calibre' currently oiv tap. the Ver-

sailles would have no name-show

n^a S

may
H^C

a
C

no-,^
C
at^e -.ay with Panchitos Latin tempos

moment, he bespeaks truly bigtime

potentials .as a cafe personality. He
has progressed even further since

debuting at La Martinique last year,

when he headed his own band; and
from which spot A. J. Balaban. Irving

Lesser and Sam Ranch snagged him
for a six-month stretch at their

Roxy. He's due to return there for

a similar half-year but. in between,

Ravazza has thrown away his 802ers

and is now a solo mike chirper of a

calibre comparable to Tony Martin
and kindred cafe swooncr-crooners.

Of felching boyish personality he
uncorks a cavalcade of pops that are

surefire. In between are a couple of

politely saucy ditties like "But Her
Bathing Suit Never Got Wet" in

Caribbean rhythm, an Hawaiian
"Princess Papaya," and a calypso

titled "Always Marry a Woman
Uglier Than You." "Acapulco,"
"Seems Like Old Times," "Septem-
ber Song." "Girl That I Marry,"
"Paradise," "You Were Meant for

Me" and "Prisoner of Love" com-
prise the rest of it, in long and short

Choruses, the old familiars being
crooned in a marathon medley of

short choruses that makes for strong

audience appeal. Incidentally, this

a.a. and s.a. are an undeniable par-

lay for Ravazza, who is, particularly,

a cinch for the femme trade. Good
change of pace also is his addition
of a guitar for self-accomp strum-
ming towards the end of the song
cycle.

Good stunt, which the Versailles is

making pay off . in an un-maudlin
.jnanner, is the "GI Showcase,"
spotlighting ex-service performers
of both sexes. First of the distafTers

is Penny Bancroft, personable prima
who headed her own all-femme
USO-Camp Shows unit in the CBI
sector, the only all-gal unit in that
battle area. Now solo, she flashes

a lusty soprano, which really doesn't

Tiro's, H'woimI
Hollywood, July 25.

Larry Adler, Leounrd Sues Orch
(16); Don Alfredo Orch *.0»

:

$2 couer.

Hot weather or no hot weather
Larry Adler is the hottest nitery at

Savoy-Plaza, IV. Y. .

Barry Winton Orcii (7) tuilli Cnrol
Page, and Clemente's Orch t5> with
Nerita; $1.50-$2 minimum; $1 and
$1.50 couvert after 9 p.m.

The Savoy-Plaza's Cafe Lounge
has a good setup in the two tiptop

terp bands, Barry Winton's and Cle-

mente's, each featuring a personality

songstress. In the case of the ma-
rimbaing Clcmcntc. the lissome

Ncvila, a sultry Latin brunet beaut,

is more dominant)}- the personality

as she shakes her maracas up front,

In the case of Barry Winton, his
violin-macstroing is at the helm,'

Hanked by a looker of a chirper,

Carol Page, cx-Pancho. : Prankie
Masters and Tommy Tucker, who
handles a nice vocal in the roman-
tic interludes.; A .tall, stalely blonde,

she's highly decorative on the po-

dium.

Winton's septet is versatile, three

traction in town, and his hike of labs of his boys being capable of vocals,

but their prime forte is

called "society" music,
suave and hoof-compelling.

the so-

smooth,
Abel.

for Ciro's shows how well received
the master of the mouthpiece really

is. Adler gives customers gamut
from Bach to boogie and everything
in between, keeping up a charming
and refreshing- bit of patter during
the intervals between applause and
numbers.

Kidding himself, niteries. acls in

general and the band behind him.
Adler never goes over the line of

good taste. As for his music. ^reviews
of the Hohner hbtshbt arc but of the
question, because he is the maestro
when it comes to making the mouth
organ sound like a true musical in-

strument.

Leonard Sues' musicrcw does a

neat job of backing the show, with
:

„

htim? effei.ts narticularlv in

Alfredo s sextet an authentic
r
hu

,

nl - adaptations of old Southern tunes,
band, supplies ctulibowl beats in the

f £ th solid meat of the click
intermission for dancing and listen- 1

f nd w really somcthing t0
ing. Latter group, a new one tom

ni^bje on

Oval Room. Boston
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)

Boston, July 29.

."Summertime Ice Reuiie," loith

Mnribel Vinson, Guy Ouien. Li 1linn

Tribby, Chet Nelson. Iris Gordon,
Roslyn Kane, Winnie Maqee, Jacque-
line Sawyer; Ralph Scott Orch (.10);

$3 min after 10 j).m.

In their latest ice show, in sixth
week of debut run here, ex-champs
Maribel Vinson and Guy Owen have
a brilliant hit. Blade artistry, fine

favorable side, though, which ac-
counts for success.
'George and Gene Bernard are back

as show headliners. Brothers are
lops at amusing customers with an-
tics performed while records of name
artists are being played. Aping is

hilarious fun for auditors. Bad spot
in act is when team goes blue with
own material for encore. Definitely

bad taste when contrasted with pre-
ceding sock work.

Ben Blue reigns over upper stage
blackouts, working with Patt Moore
and Ben Lessy for solid laughs. Low
comedy sells big here, and trio knows
how to get it over. Trio spots eight
blackouts in the two floor shows, in

addition to punching through with
hearty satire on local used-car mag-
nates.

Senor Wences, Lal|n ventroquist,
stands out in the more rowdy doings.
He sells a class voice manipulation
lurn that has nitcry fans begging for
more. Callahan Sisters are adequate
lap team. Milton De Lugg, accor-
dionist, joins with Matty Malneck for
musical spot in floor show for good
returns. Malneck's orch furnishes
smooth dance music. Bros.

Walnut Room, f'hi
(BISMARCK HOTEL)

Miriam Seabold, Haskell, Sherman
Hayes Orch (11) with Dell Welcome;
$1.50-$2.50 min.

. a new
Ciro's, adds just the right touch of
maraccamusic for the hip-shakers

Huts.

Copa Cabana. A. C.
Atlantic City. July 27.

Sophie Tucker tuith Ted Shapiro,
Maurice and Muriel, Bob Diamond,
girl reuue, Eddy De Lucca Orch,

Dancer Miriam Seabold and ma-
gician Haskell are bill-toppers in

Walnut Room's short but well-bal-
anced mid-summer revue. Sherman
Hayes arid his orch lend a smooth
hand to the show with an assist

from chirpstress Dell Welcome.
Blond and, tanned Miss Welcome

obencd with '.'Don't Stand a Ghost
of a Chance. With You" and fol-

lowed with "Devil and the Deep
Blue Sea." Fern, who is Hayes'
Mrs., has a pleasing but liny voice

_ „ .. w ,. _ . „ . which doesn't carry loo well
They call it a Mardi Gras ballet

, throughout the room.
and it certainly recreates some of w„j„„» _ „ _ . . j
the dash and spirit of life and car- L^/ 1""* R,°°m ffack who pegged

nival along the levees. Bustles and Mlss ,;Seab°ld as having the most

fans embellish . several costume !

b
.

ea"tlf"» le«s ln «he w°r>d may be

changes.

Opening is tuned to Chopin Noc-
turne in 6 followed by shadow waltz
to "Way Down Yonder in New Or-

Herbie Collins rhuniba tinil; no tou- leans," with Vinson and Owen in
vert, no admission.

j smashing form. . Extremely pcrs'on-
able, youthful Lillian Tribby, who

Sophie Tucker returned to Atlantic
j
enhanced last year's lesser show,

City Friday (26) and is packing the
Copa Cabana, now handled by Joe.

Moss, for the evening's shows.
Smartly gowned in white, Soph's

work is no stranger here, and after

her opening numbers. "Plenty of
Everything Now," and "After He's
Out of the Service," she let the cus-
tomers in on some stanzas of her
career at this resort.

She laughingly told of her auto-
biography, "Some of Those Days". ___
(money received here from auto-

j
Habanera with Miss Vinson starring

graphed copies will, incidentally, be evokes tremendous applause,
turned over to the Betty Bacharach : This is a class offering, fresh,
home here, where children are treat- i lively, original. Dame.
od for polio). She recalled lurh-ol

right but payees were more inter
estcd in her fine toe work in' two
jazzed-up ballet "routines to "Hora
Staccato" and "One O'Clock Jump."'
"Miss Seabold's modern ballet in-
terpretations are a relief from the
flood of fern tapsters that have hit
town in the past few months. Solo
ballet acts arc not exactly new in

niteries nor are they as numerous
and popular with auds who have
been conditioned to accept the
standard type of tepstcrs,: but Miss
Seabold. proves the act can stand
up in the smart nitery by the good
hand she receives from an attentive
aud.

Haskell and his magic close the
Strutters' Ball" and. with Chet Nel- , show with some average tricks,
son. in a number adorned with i Habit of nonchalantly keeping his
dominoes and balloons. A dashing

j
hand in his pockets while charming
the aud with a line patter didn't

does a dizzy series of pirouettes with
Owen and later teams with supple
Chet Nelson in "Pickin' Cotton." as-
sisted by . chorus of four young
cherubs. Miss Vinson's solo, "Danse
Boheme" is a wow; all take part in
a snappy cakewalk to the tune of
"High Born Lady."

Ensemble sparkles in "Darktown

Coloslmo'g, Chi
«. , .

c
if
icaeo

' Juiy 24.
.

Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom andMax Baer, with Cordon AndreZ-
Larry Drake, Marilyn Hare So
phistt-Sfcates (2), Sol Feola line (8>
with Margo Johnson, Mel Cole Orri.'
(9); $2.50-$3.50 minimum. '

First of a series of name acta
planned by Irv Benjamin, ColosimoV

'

new boniface, the Slapsie Maxia
Rosenbloom-Max Baer sector of this
clambake alone saves the whole
thing from falling apart at the
seams, rest of it plainly showing the
results of a carefully trimmed
budget.
Two. ex-pugs have a stint judici-

ously planned to please both the
sporting element and those who
think a canvas is something- on
which to paint a picture, with Baer
teeing off on "Lady Is a Tramp," re-
vised by Jimmy McHugh to read,
"I Don't Wanna Be a Champ." Also
gives a smart account of himself as
Phil Harris doing "That's What I

Like About the South."
Some idea of the paradoxically

la-de-da routine the pair have con-
cocted is. Bacr's intro of Rosenbloom
as "the Noel Coward of the psycho-
pathic ward," whereupon the latter
takes over with an old-time vaude
chanson, "Glad to Be Back," heckled
betimes by his sparring partner from
the ringside.

Slaspie sings "The New Rosen-
bloom," too ("I'm suave. I'm debo-
nair," etc.), and they get together
for "Personality," "All of a Sudden
My Head Rings." and a switch on
Gallagher and Shean. Kingfish Le-
vinsky and his new. line of cravats
.were onstage a good deal of the
time at the opener, but the less said
about that the better. Pianist Gor-
don Andrews doesn't have loo tough
a time keeping up .with the nco-
comics, since they've memorized
their lines reasonably well, and he
deserves a nod for some clever
lyrics.

Sophisti-Skatc.v two-gnl roller-
skating act, suffer, like the rest of
acts from having their time cut to

the' bone in order to- give as much
space as possible to the headliners,
but what was on tap was okay, es-
pecially the closing neck -swivel.
Marilyn Taft.. blonde, tanned and vi-

vacious, sang (but to no avail be-
cause of the noisy crowd's vociferous
impatience to catch the two Maxes)
"All in Favor," "Eagle and Me" and
"Legalize My Name." Mike.

the century show days in A. C. to
old timers, pointing out she had
played her first engagement al the
old Apollo, a short distance down the
boardwalk, now a movie house. She

Rhumboogio. Chi
Chicago, July 26.

Joe Louis, with Leonard Reed;
Pots, Pans & Skillets. Edwards Sis-

iiiimi nia mil
19 HII

appeared in the "Ziegfeld Follies" of
| tcrs ( 2), Tiny Dauis, Dorothy Foster,

that year.
j shorts Dauis, Floyd Campbell Orch

She said that she first saw her
,
(14) ;

$1.50-$2 minimum. .

name in electric lights as it appeared I

at the old Criterion theatre here on
|

South side spot is headlining
the walk. There she sang "I Want i heavyweight champ Joe Louis in a
a Girl Just Like the Girl That Mar- minor-league floorshow to pull cus-

fool tyany of the customers. Exlrac
tion of props from his pockets could
be seen on more than one occassion.
Two tricks stood well, however

—

one where he made his watch re-
appear on a chain after putting it
in a handkerchief; the other, bounc-
ing a piece of paper on a fan until
it assumed the shape of ah egg
which he cracked and emptied into
a class.

WALLY BO AG
Currently

GLENN RENDEZVOUS
' Newport, Kentucky

Management: MARK J. LEDDY

tomers anxious for a look at the
muscle-man, who owns the elaborate
(for that section of Chi) spot. And

tied Dear Old Dad," and she did it

again, getting the audience to join

her for a chorus. Between times she
. _ .._.___„

came up with new and a few old '. that's what's happening
numbers

'
'

• All Louis does is pull a few gags
with Leonard Reed, straight-man
(or maybe Joe's the straight-man;
it's hard to say, inasmuch as he's as
stiff as a wooden Indian) on his ring

A good many years have passed
since La Tucker started in show
business here but she still holds her
audience, both during songs ?.nd pat-
ter, as she has held them through the
years. From the time she conies on
until she goes off she, and she alone,
holds the spotlight.

career, never losing that w.k. dig
nity. It doesn't seem to make any
difference what'he docs, however, as
the payees just want to look him

We Are Interested in Booking Into

The World's Largest Swimming Pool

Ted Shapiro, her accompanist, ably [over. Withal, it can truthfully be
supports Miss Tucker through her

. said, that Joe. as a nitery performer,
act.

i
is no threat to the Chez Paree, with

Bob Diamond, emcee, uses his ex- ' J°e E. Lewis,
cellent baritone voice to good ad- j SnorU Davi th ,iM_&^^3J™ ri^t^-sepja feb ihc,uLg

]
middlin' in the comedy department,

I
but fast and furious buck-and-wing-

jers: the Edwards Sisters, tap duo:
Tiny Davis, femme trumpeter and

;

vocalist, who handles herself well in

I

a trio of bluesy items, and Dorothy
! Foster, specialty terpslress. Floyd
]

Campbell's orch jams and jives furi-
jously for the customers' dansants
and backs the show well also. Mike.

El Morocco, Moul'l
Montreal, July 30. .

Gene Baylos, Barbara Smith, Hau-
kane & Lonya, Hal Hartley Orch
(13), Milray.Line (6), Continental
Trio; $1.50 minimum.

eludes Maurice, and Muriel, an ex
cellent dance team, and a revue,

which.features Marion Niles.

Th*

MONTE CABL0 POOL
AT ASBURY PARK, N. J.

Water Carnivals, Swimming Acts and Wattr Attractions

of Any Kind—Eithtr on P«rctntaa> or OutrfgV' Buys

Open Time from Now Until September 15th

Apply Walter Road* Offices, Mayfair Theatre Itiilding,

701 Seventh Ave., New York. Telephone BRyanf 9-7500.

Slapsy Maxio'H. H'liood
Hdtlytuood. July 26.

George & Gene Bernard, Ben Blue,
Patti Moore and Ben Lessy. Senor
Wences, Callahan Sisters <2i, Mil-
ton De Lugg; Matty Malneck Orch
( 11 )|; $2.50-$3 'cover.

This Wilshire boule nightspot has
adopted plushy decor for reopening,
but still features the same type of
rough-and-rowdy floor show that
keeps the customers happy. Reopen-
ing after two-month hiatus for rc-
decoration, nitery shows promise of
ability to keep them coming, Lncc-
lift didn't Include more space for cus-
tomers and payees arc still literally
packed in, table against table. Food,
show and dance music arc on the

It's not often that hinterland nitery
payees get the chance to see a comic
with the finish and showmanship of
Gene Baylos. He provides a heavy
session of yocks, and is a guy who
knows his ringsiders and can make
them eat out of his hand any time
he chooses.

Results Baylos gets ate all the
more amazing in view of the fact that
more than once, he has to dip back
into his borscht and two-ceius-plain
bag of gags. His ringside ribbing is
sock, and except for letting things
slide a Utile low at times, he shows
one. of the best audience know-hows
of any comic seen here.
Warbler Barbara Smith (Miss De-

troit of 1&45) registers only so-so,
obvious drawback being some need-
ed coaching in delivery and some
perking up in arrangements. Reper-
tory ("Brazil," "Summertime,'- "Shoo
Fly") could also use a hoisting.
"Stormy Weather" was completely
snafued by a brassy backgrounding.

Haukanc & Lonya have a neat nov-
elty stint in a puppet and ballroom-
ology routine that with a little edit-
ing could register 1 big. Clever twist
when puppets assume life size by
the duo coming out in their Icrpol
ogy.

Hal Hartley's band provides .a click
shpwbackgrounding if a little loud
for the dansapation. Line back to
some old Mllray routines. Laza

After 4 Months with the URCA *
Hotel OaltoadtnlM. Irotll

ThoAe Kxclarive and AmuMlng

Lanrette and Glymas
T)nnrlujr Humorl«tM nt the

HOLLENDEN HOTEL
CLEVELAND

(AUG. 5-AU6). 17)

PAUL

REGAN

COMIC-SATIRIST

BELLERIVE HOTEL
KANSAS CITY

For 2 Week* tnglMilaa. **«• ^
Hanagcmtnti M.CJL

HIOH QUALITY • LOW COST
Top quality prints mailc In «ny qutntlty f"

latent automatic preclaion equipment from

jrour print or negative. Speedy acrvlce—qoalilf
guaranteed. Typical prices:

SIZE IQO BOO WIITI
a k7 et at '°* .
4*6 3%f 2V4< ftrttUSr

POSTCARDS: $00 for $11; 1000 for *!»•

KIlUS FMTI ttmCE.ttliiifii,ttntUMiM>

NICK LUCAS
AND "HIS GUITAR

AppMrino, At LOEVV'S STATE, N«W York Starting Ana."' 1

tXCLUSIVt JtfCOMMNC ARTIST ON DIAMOND RKORDS
ooknti Eiclntlvnrf for Thaatrn* by

JACK KA1CHIIM, USO tnmtmaf. 710
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George Foster, Founder of England's

Biggest Talent Agency, Dead at 82

George Foster, 82, who died in

London Friday (26), is generally

considered to have opened England

to American acts. As founder ol

England's largest and best-known

talent agency, he worked out re-

ciprocal agreements with the Wil-

liam Morris Agency which resulted

in mutual talent exchanges. Prior

to this agreement, only a comparai-.

tively small number of American

acts invaded the continent. With

guarantee of large routes in Eng-

land as well as the rest of Europe,

American acts could make th*e trip

profitably with little risk.

. Foster was also instrumental in

bringing Harry Lauder to America.

Deal was made with the late Wil-

liam Morris,, and Lauder subse-

quently made several trips to the

U. S. under joint Foster and WM
auspices.

•Foster started as an errand boy at

an early age, at $1 a week. This job

lasted six months and he worked

as an apprentice ' in his father's

building business. He soon evidenced

an interest in showbusiness and de-

spite parental opposition .took his

first job as a comedy singer in 1882,

working in Loqdon clubs on week-
ends for *1.25

He worked the old City of London
theatre, Bishopsgate, for $2.50, and
subsequently had such odd-jobbing

as throwing bouquets at Fred Al-
bert's feet at the conclusion of the

singer's performance. That job
lasted . until he tried to make the

same bouquet last several days, de-
spite the fact that he drew $2.50

dally for. the blooms. Another job he
had was that of a member of a

claque,- but later returned to the
flower-throwing business and was
employed in this capacity by several
music hall singers.

Lean Vaude Days
With lean days in the variety

.field, Foster looked for more lucra-

tive fields, and when a manager of a
"sing-song" public' house asked him
to recommend a comedian for one
performance, he became an agent
in 1886. The fact that the first comic
he hired disappeared before com-
mission was paid' didn't deter Foster
from his new ambition. In his first

COMEDY
PATTER

Fcf All Ircwcket of Thtotilcoh

No*. 1 tfcni 13 of $1.05 .coca or

13 Scripts for $13.00
Not. 14 rkra 20 NOW READY!

$2.00 eocfc—Double Script!

SEND MR THEM NOW I

CATCH UP ON RACK ISSUES!
"Rook of Rlockoott"

3 VolMMt at $25.00 por Vol.

"Rook of Parodies"
10 Sock Paroolw—$10.00

NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54rfc St., Now York 19. N.Y.

Ex-S*»l»m«n Subicrlbon:

S*nd Ut Your Homo Addriu

STEVE EVANS
Offering

HAPPY TIMES ft JOLLY MOMENTS
Wrrk Aairurt l

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO
ROSKN-ANGEB ASSOCIATES

week as an agent, he showed a

profit of
.
$17.50 and a total of $130

at the end of three months.
Foster, during the war years, de-

voted himself fo war work, entrust-
ing agency duties .to his son, Harry,
who now heads the firm.

He was also known for work in

other fields,' once having written a
song after he had been jilted,

"Never Trust Your Dinah to a Pal,"

which was a hit. At the age of 75,

he wrote his memoirs, "The Spice
of Life," for which Charles B. Coch-
rtn wrote an introduction. His son,

Harry; widow, Phoebe, and a son
and daughter, not in showbusiness,
survive.

Allan Jones Eyes Isles
Deal i6 under way for a British

concert tour by Allan Jones, prob-

ably in the fall.

Tour is being worked out by the

London reps of Frederick' Bros.

Lid Blown Off Montreal's Gambling.

Nitery Biz by Racket Czar Killing

Atty. Clarifies

British Taxes
Editor, Variety

The article in your July 24 issue,

with respect to the new Tax Con-
vention between Great Britain and
the United States, embodies what
seems to be a prevalent miscon-
ception of the effect of the Tax Con-
vention. It does not exempt from
British taxation compensation paid
to an American actor by a British

employer.

The exemption afforded by the
Convention applies only when an
American is employed by an Amer-
ican employer. This is what is re-

ferred to in England as "foreign
income," and such income is. ex-
empt from British taxation. Such
income was formerly exempt from
taxation if paid by the American
employer in the United States for
services rendered by the American
employee in England, but it is now
exempt if paid in England.

Thus, if an American actor,
, under

contract to an American motion pic-
ture company, is sent to England
to make a picture for the American
employer, the compensation earned
by him in Engla'nd, whether paid
to him there or here, is exempt
from British taxation. The same
thing applies if the American is lent
to a British company by his Ameri-
can employer, but continues to re-
ceive his compensation from the
American employer.-

If, on the other hand, the Ameri-
can goes to England, under con-
tract to an English motion picture
company or an English play pro-
ducer, • compensation paid to him is

known in England as "domestic in-

come," and is not exempt from the
customary British taxation. The
"hundreds of American aCtors," re-
ferred' to in the last sentence of
your article, "who play engagements
in England, such as screen players,
night club performers, legit and
vaudevlllians," would not be re-

lieved of the double taxation, having
English employers. Similarly, Miss
Lillie's compensation from the
"Seven Lively Arts" would still be
taxed in full by the United States

—

as it was.
The only new feature of the Tax

Convention, as far as I can see, is

the definition of residence in terms
of 183 days, and the exemption from
taxation of income paid to the

American employee by the Ameri-
can employer for English services,

even though paid in England. Other
than that, I can see no relief in the

present Tax Convention from double
taxation. The American actor em-
ployed by a British producer must
still pay taxes, on his British com-
pensation, to Britain.

Arnold JVeissberger. .

Chez Paree, Chi, Date

Gracie fields' Only '46

Nitery Showing in U.S.
Chicago, July 30.

Four-week booking of Gracie
Fields at the Chez Paree, starting

Tuesday (6), was arranged by Joe
Jacobsen, partner With Mike Fritzel

in operating the spot, who made a

trip to the Coast a few weeks ago to

remind Miss Fields of a promise she

made him three years ago, last time
she played here, to do a repeat.

She'll get $5,500. a week.
This'U be Miss Fields' only nitery

date this year, inasmuch as she's anx-
ious to get back to her. villa on the

Isle of Capri, which was turned over

to American Red Cross during the

war for use as a service center. Also

—and this is something unusual for

the Chez—she's pinned Fritzel and
Jacobsen down to holding it to two
shows a night.

RKO VAUDE SHIFTS

TO LARGER HOUSES
RKO is shifting vaude houses in

several cities. In all- cases, larger

theatres will be used for stage shows.
In Cincinnati, moveover. has been
effected to the Albee from the Pal-

ace; Keith theatre, Dayton, will be
used instead of the Colonial; and
the Palace, Rochester, will get

vauders as change from the Temple.
All these houses will get spot full-

week bookings. Only fulltime thea-

tres will be the RKO, Boston, and
the Golden Gate, . San Francisco.

Palace theatres,. Cleveland and Co-
lumbus, and the Orpheum, Omaha,
will use occasional stage shows on a

full-week basis. .

•

Constance Moore, fllm-player, Is

being submitted for vaude dates by
Frederick Bros.

MILTON DOUGLAS
WEEK AUGUST 1ST

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK

Thanks JESSE KAYE Direction: AL GROSSMAN

New AX. Horse Oval

No Help to Cafe Biz
Atlantic City, July 30.

Neither cabaret, restaurant nor
hotel Interests here benefited to any
great degree by the opening of the
New Atlantic City race track, which
completed its first week on Satur-
day (27), their business being about
same as previous week.

All ops ' of gambling casinos took a
beating when' they were shuttered

just before the track opened.

Beachfront hotelman reported a

sprinkling of the "horsy" set. As
they are filled to capacity every
summer no true picture of gain

could ge' obtained.

State Cops Close Gambling
Booths at A. C. Carnival

Atlantic City, July 30.

State police closed what they - de-

scribed as seven gambling booths
and an indecent girlshow Thursday
night (25) but permitted other at-

tractions in Prell's Greater Broad-
way Shows to operate

.
in West At-

lantic City, a suburb.
Joseph Dermoga, of Wilkes-Barre,

was arrested and charged with con-
ducting a disorderly place and per-
mitting gambling. He entered a
plea of not guilty and was released
under $1,000 bond to await grand
jury action.

Carnival opened July 22 under
the auspices of the West Atlantic

City Fire company, which was to. get
10% of the gross.

Atlantic County sheriff's squad
and State Police acted after a flood

of complaints had been, received;

In many cases, Prosecutor Lewis P.

Scott said, money refunds to"1he vic-

tims were effected.
.

Montreal, July 30.

Lid finally flew off Montreal's
gambling and vice pot with the day-
light slaying Thursday (25) of Harry
Davis, w.k. gambling and under-
world czar at his establishment, in

the heart of the town's nite spots

near the Esquire and. Tic Toe caba-
rets.

. ,

'

Niteries here were sitting on what
felt like a keg of dynamite on the
murder night, since most of the
gambling mob congregate in these
spots. A lot of the guys in the

St Loo Cafes

Test Set-Up Law
St. Louis, July 30.

Showdown oh the recently-enact-
ed state law which places "set-up"
niteries in the same category as
spots where hard liquor is sold was
made last week when Circuit Judge
Charles B. Williams took under ad-
visement a suit filed by the Club 400
to enjoin the enforcement of the new
statute. George Graff, owner of the
400, testified that his spot, which he
called a cafe-theatre, sold only food,

soft drinks and entertainment, al-

though liquor purchased elsewhere
was consumed on the premises.

Claiming that his principal busi-
ness came from persons employed
on late shifts, Graff said that if he
were forced to close at 1:30 a.m.
on weekdays, and midnight oh Sat-
urday, as required under the new
law, he would be forced out of busi-
ness. His counsel, Roberts P. Elam,
argued the law, which became ef-

fective July 1, was arbitrary and
unconstitutional in that it deprived
Graff of a ' livelihood without due
process of law. He also said his
client had paid city, state and fed-
eral taxes of $10,000 in one three-
month period;

rackets took it on. the lam, the result

being a paucity of familiar facea
around the boites.

'

Situation has been brewing here
for - some time \ with vice probes
threatening to blow the *'gay" life

in Montreal's "Gold Coast" sky high.

It's been charged that , some of the
nitery ops were also running gam-
bling joints and since the first plea
for the probe was' vetoed for reason
that no names were mentioned, the
gambleries, which shut down some-
what when the heat was on, re-

opened again on a wide-open basis.

Next, appeal for the probe, which is

due to come up any day, threatens
to list names, against which some..of
the joint owners running a legit

nitery front are keeping: fingers
crossed.

Many tourists have been flocking
to Montreal because they hear the
town is wide open on gambling and
if the squeeze really is put on to

shut down the spots,, it's more than
likely that nitery biz will be heavily
affected."

Confessed slayer of Davis is Louis
Bercowitz (alias Joe Miller) whose
brother, Morris Bercowitz, recently
knocked himself off in a N. Y. hack
after sticking up- a liquor store in
Manhattan. Bercowitz gave the
Montreal Herald about the biggest
scoop in Canadian newspaper history
by giving himself up to that sheet
shortly after Davis was bumped off.

(See Literati.)

One theory of the slaying ' is. that
it's the beginning of a gang-war with
one mob trying to muscle in on an-
other mob's territory. Bercowitz
said in his confession, however, that
he pulled the trigger in self-defense
when . Davis pulled a gun on him.
Bercowitz said that he had heard
Davis' mob was trying to get him
out of the way.
One way or another, it looks like

this town is on the verge of becom-
ing the Chicago of the '40s.

Headaches Continue To
Dog Chas. Trenet in Can.

Montreal, July 30.

Charles Trenet, France's swoon-
crooner, still finds the stepping
heavy in Canada. He finally did
make that date with Larry Sun-
brock's Rodeo at the Stadium Tues-
day (23), but the orchestra didn't
show up, the pianist who was going
to accompany him left, and finally,

in true trouper fashion, he did his

stint accompanying himself on a
broken down piano. But he's getting

$1,000 per day for a five-day run so
maybe his headaches pay off.

Seems the band quit because the
lettuce wasn't forthcoming from Sun-
brock.

Left without backgrounding, rodeo-
ites called on Buddy Clarke of Nor-
mandle Roof band to send over his.

pianist in the emergency. Freddy
Padgham, Clarke's 88'er hustled over
between shows, stuck around , while
they finagled with the microphone,
watched Trenet balk at going on,

etc., etc., and finally left without-
playing since he had to make Nor-
mandie show.

Apollo, N. Y., to Pause
Apollo theatre, N. Y., will close

for two weeks starting Aug. 18 for
redecoration. Last bill on tap will
be headed by Benny Carter's band.
Reopening is set for Aug. 30 with

Earl Hlnes orchestra, •

Hal Fisher
"Latlnqly Yourt"

Dir.: WILLIAM MOBRIS AGENCY'

Rickard's Out V In Act
Al Rickard was in and out of the

Arthur Fisher agency in the last few
days. Rickard Friday. (26) resigned
from the office after a tiff with

J Fisher on commissions of the Steel

j
Pier. However, a peace wa» effected

' yesterday
.
(Tuesday) and Rickard

will resume Monday (5).

Fight with Fisher is said to have
i started when Fisher - withdrew com-
mission split on the Steel Pier ac-

! count. Rickard claimed that since he
.brought the George A. Hamid book
into the office, he was entitled to his

cut, whether it was from Harold's

Steel Pier o;' "illion Dollar- Pier,

'both Atlantic City.

THE ONLY ACT OF ITS KIND

3 GIRL KNOCKABOUT

3 RAYS
ALL IN FUN

Just computed 13 WONDERFUL WEEKS at the

LATIN QUARTER, New York
Thewks LOU WALTERS

..•

CURRENTLY

LOEW'S STATE, New York
Tbeelu JESSE KAYE

PotpoMl M—ffwt: IILLY CREEOON—EDDIE SMITH AOENCY
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Variety Bills
WEEK OF JULY SI

Nnmi-rtil> In •nHiwclloa irllh blllt below ladlcat* •imi1h( day (how.
whelhrr full or split werlt.

I^llrn. la pnrrnlhralii liHllrnln rlrtnlt. <1> ludrrkriiilrnl; (I.) I.oe'w;
<r> l»aranmuni: <K) KKO; (W| Waraer

New Acts

.\|>nlli> (I) t :

The UiiiflK-rilH
Capitol (I.I I

(!(»(» I'jxion Oru
.li»i»y Adams'
Jl.iik .Vlam .

T.my CaiiKunerl .

H.I I* Way
Munlr Hull (I) 1

>*»ul 11a;tk«>n
HiMllna Kuki >*.

Dulol'OM Amlf i-.hoii

Kilwm-d Kelclierl
Jrt Andrew*
Arnaul \\ro*
Rn-ckettes
lilce I'luli

Paramount (!•> SI
Dlnxli Shorr
]>lek Si.itiilf B»nil
Arromanl.-n-n —
Gil l.aml>
Tummy. Smifonl

ItM) (1> I

C'lilco Marx
Jane I'lcUens

Toil I.'p.ikt
(ifHCt- .lollli^lllll .

Culenmii Cl:|vk i.'o

HUSTON
Honlnn (R> 1 .

f- .lordnn T> m 5
nrth Kv'mtH
l.iiwry i H.no
I'llexltr Oiil|>>nn

c.iin>r,x
Tow*r» (1) s-4

p :4t- T 13rrrn\\tiiiil
l.pnnre KoImti*
Norman lln.*
Nral Sianlf^ .

I'cggy Taylor a
CHH AfiO

Chk-at-o (IN •
Itl(7. llroa
Knhdrn Barron
Mavtllos
Marlon Kranria

Orlrntal (I) I

Tony I'a^ior Ore
Steve Evan*

Hotel Tlata
.l.i:in Koui'rta'
I'aiH'ho.'Orc .

'

Mark Mom*. Ore- -

HOIOI KlHHMfClt
Jon. Krklnnan . Ore

Hotel St. Krkia
rviiity Norman
I'm nl S|>arr .Ore .

Tlicodoi-a Brooka
Hotel Tall

Vlncant Lopev Ore
Hotel WnMorr-A

Guy Ijombardo Ore
MUclta Don* Ore ~

Ireland
loe rtevue

Kelly'* Stnhln
Hi-nry ReA Alton O
vlrkl Zlminer
c.inria Data
Tela Terry
J C HlmtenlHiltom

I jft Conga
Robby Capo

Old omnatao
l.rslit- . Ut'ou
Maiiclla * .Kiclv'l'i

OlBa Orlotn
Ailrienne l'arker
Joo La Port* Or*

Mlvlern
Willie Howard
.lack rlarrln Ore
Hetty Hellly
Noro Morillea Oro

Robna Hlen
Ruby Hill
Wally' Hlnctier
Moll Howard
tVilrlo Wallace 3
Norn Ravel
Wally Ulacker

Vrraallle*
Carl RavaK-/a
I'linny Itancroft
Em 1 1 Pel tl On'

Vlltafe Itara
Billy Kelly •

AGENCY
Trie Outstanding Agency"

1V2*-1f4t
taoUaq fa? Mm

Mm» Dltcriialaarlna «f

Manaadant. Thtarro Owim
-

1 SOI rMthray-PmBOMt tM«.
Naw Tark Myaat ••4U52-3-4

; ROBERT ALDA
' Talk. Sorurs

14 Mill!!.

. Strand theatre. N. Y.

|
It's becoming increasingly monot-

: onous to say the same things about
! certain Hollywood film performers
! who hit the road for stage personals
I —that is, the ones who go out poor-
ly prepared. Robert Alda lias an
easy-going

.
personality and looks

—

but he has hardly the act lo play
a Broadway vaudfllmcr such . as the
Strand. He's taking full advantage
of the rep tie acquired in making
one picture. Warners' "Rhapsody
in Blue," biog of the late George
Gershwin, in which he played the
composer.
Alda might well blame his' poor

performance on the fact that,' prior

to his opening here Friday (26), he
had only a one-show break-in, at

Grossinger's, upstate, resort where
he was on the entertainment staff

prior to his Hollywood break. But
that couldn't be the reason. Alda
is using bad material that no amount
of talent could salvage, and much
of it, especially with his unbilled
stooge,' is right out of Joe Milter

with a little dressing-up.
Alda is likewise weak on the

pipes, though he carries a tune bet-

ter than he does the material he
gabs. But there may be a reason

for that Gershwin songs can really

make a singer look better than he
is. . Kali it.

Debonalra
Harold HArnea
John Guells

Slate <l.> 1

Duke Art H Junior
Helene A- Howard
Orace McDonald
Nick . Lucas
Milton. DourIa*
John Klrby Ore

.Strand (HI t
Buddy Kicli Ore
Sieve Condos
Bob Alda -

George Lewis .

The Smonihle-i
IXING ISLAND

Jamnlcii (I) M-W
Jill Fontaine
Morly Kapi>e
Pamela & Louise -

* linpreAslonalrea
SpauldliH: :'.

SI-3
Zetalne
Marie Manner*
Karolvn Kaye
Sr . C'orier. 4- Paul
Roy Roue™

31-1
Ted T.ostcr
Tampa Doya
Johlinv Ladder .

ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier (1> t»
Jack Leonard
Jane ' Russell

3 Little .sis

('oi.c.YiHr*
Palace (R> i-7

Bob C'roabS* .Ore
Town. -Crier*

t: to All)

KANSAS CIT1
Tower (I) t

Frank Payne
(llonson tb Sandbo'n
AVIIkey It Dare
Ll|>|ilur't ('.nun'

MIAMI
Olyoapla (I') SI

BAron- 2 A- .Itonni^
.Rush Miller Co'
Clillo Izar
Coley Worth
.lark &l)ca
I'HIL.AItKI.I'HIA
' C'urnaan (l> I

S Wllllanis * l>iiil

Toy Sis
Holiby Whaling Co
(tcorce Dunn

ROCKVOHH
Palare (I) f

1 MixMlliK Km."
XlclH.ls K- Haley

.

Ted Smith
N'olly- Talc Sc l>og*

la All)
SAN FRANCISCO
(iulilen Citte (K) SI
Duke -Rllln^iou O

Charles Dudley and Midgets

JUST ARRIVED FROM ENGLAND

Maying Mn for ioyle Woolfolk

AMERICA—Eddi* SmMi Afltncy, 1501

Broadway, N*w York*

EUROPE—Barmy Jacobs. London.

Rohprli. & AHrla
l.iurHlne He Wood
Maeltitn Oic
l*upi. Campo Ore

Initio PnnrfM
1>il. Lewis Ore
(•eraiain*> Du Boln
I'.lroy Peace
.Muttnh Sis
)IH * Cora Baird
(5ny Hess
llall Tlennrtt
ShKI r»*» \ysenof
I'ii.ul WliUc

Umi-.v C!r*?y
.

RtUlle Oavla
•In up SI <*l»lr»
Ulorin Walll*
Murros
Snhtitlnir 2

Hoh Wayne
Art Wnner Ore

31 cm! s Pn*\r>
Dirk Gasparra O
t:<>Ui>rip

Sibonoy

Carlnnda
Alicia Wallacr
Jteri Stoito
Patsy Lnne
'.llmmy. Kola
Tex Fletrher
Village VHMCiiart)
H 1> Jicnntt
Kildy ManHon

'

Klrannr Bow era .

I>nn t>y
Hank Duncan Trl*.

Wlvrl

tlci'truOf Hlld
,'ft-;i»> AlnslU
Kr^nclsco
HiUfc Norman
Vivian NlckolNnn
D'Ulvcro * npltn't*

r»b Cnlloxvay On-
]*»arl Tlollpy
(l.arloifpra
Idlers Sis
Miller T^roi
Al:»n Dixon
roe We* Mnrquett*
Claude Hopkins Or-

CHICAGO

fiautlninlth Bros
D Byloii (ill la

Joe )lurton 7
HAI.TIMOKK

HIpiHHirome <l) 3
3 M nil dels
Lll>aiin Carol
.Ikshc Hlork
I.uclenne A- Aah'r

Stnl* (I) 1-3
Kdwanln & Law ton
Dale* KIh
« hiiiny .Inmorson
The Graysrtna

4-1
FDsnllnd Cordon

PatlerM'n i .I:h-Us*h
N.'K.M.I-ltXD

Cowrt M<| (I) 1-4
Uankoft ft (,'nniiun
C'aHtle Sin
<lVt?en £ DoolAy
l*ane A C"l;tlrc

ptan lrwln
I'll y1Mb ('oh
wahhim;ton
Capitol (1.) 1

Arliiur LaPlriit-
Johnny 1>ukkiim
.llnnny RilnuMKlaon
Doiih WlnrtHor

Cabaret Bills

HEW TOBK CITY

Itlrii-Lltn^k
Del rominey Ore
lti.il Doilxon
Johnny. Utrnnv
Huiluon 8t Sharaa
nobhiHun tt Iko

t/hex Tnree
.Ion K.
Kwlyn Hiooka .

I'hyllls Clulie
Consnlo ft Alolba

|
Ailm-abltM (U'>

i Ca>' rinHd(f*' Ore
I l.ucio Garcia . Ore

{
Coloflimo'M

.Max Hownblooin
I Mhx Tlaer
SophlHllkfi1o,«*
Allnn l>r«kfi
T'lonalh I'iciJi.

M«*l Cole Ore
Hotel . nUmarck

Anlin Jaknhl
Slieimnn JIayet Or
MlrlHin SenhoId
MHHkfll
Bill Burke
Oell Welcome
Tli" MnrllnlM
Kildle Kens Ore
Hotel Blark»tone
The ]>e. &1hMo»
Dun Richard:.
!•: ileckHcher Ore
H Ed (rewater <

;
'Brh

Henry Brandon Ore
Joe Jackson. Jr
Nlraku
Renald ft Ruby,
Item'y Grant
Son* SlyllHlH
Dorulliy Hlld Dcra

Hotel Consreal
Theodora

.Aquurlum
C'.miiH Bask- Ore
Rex.Stewnrl Ore

into Qhwlef*

4
(Dowiitovn)

Tlinmle LoK^ia
Sarah Vaupho
CIMC JncUson
I'ei« Johnson
J- C. Ho.*\rd Ore

Cafe Society

(tptewn)
Bcrnlc West
Vrtdicia Bright
SiHiuy Thompson
Uuvld Urooku

Cnrnlvni
filltion Hei 1c

J-Iop, Skip. Jump
Klly Ardclly
fctan Fisher
Marion Colby
Hen Ynsi Slngetr
Waller John
MlrlfLm Gwlnn
Mhlnin lj»\»le

Copacnbnnn
Dep) Arimx Ore
Julie Wilson

""

Joey GllbciM
T«ynnc rstureii
Krnle . Itolsi 13d

Haul ft Kva Heyes
Pcler Llucl Hayes
Diamond, norrtejilHH*

Joe. E Hovrnrd
Ho»fl ft La Pierre
Wntson 61 •
Frltzl Schoff
Ann Pennington
Willie Solnr
Jacqueline. Hufley
Bllclinel Edward
Bill Acorn
Emma Franela
Jimmy Allison
Bill Moore .

(•"oar Rosebuds

Vincent Travera Or
Moriy, Reid Oic

Hitvnna-r'i.UrMl
Mlk'Uel ft Albarlu
Jinnee Uiitry
('tfrinen ft Mol.indo
C'alallno Ore
Carlos Varcla Ore
Hotel AmlKiHMinlui

Louis nelanrourl O
Jules Lande Oro

Hotel Aator
Tommy Tucker Ore

Hotel nrlmnar
I'lnxn

Don C'oaK'tlo
Duudlcs 'Wfiiver
AWndy BIstKip
KatUryn Duffy l)i-r>

Lottie Slono Ore
Hotel m Itmore

Dunulnpcr
N - Brnndwynhe On

\

J?alnh Koni (tie
\

Hrtel rommiMlnre
;

iini m< r 1 1 1 > i t- . Oi\ !

Hotel nine
|

Larry VwuU On- ;

l.ou Si-||Pi-

llohi^rci lldllyunwl
|

JordHii ft i'urvlM
|

Hnlel l.e^inclon

-

Mom) Knl
Tapu Kaua
Tit II ma
Mall*
Moklhana
J rinenpple Ore
Hotel Netv Yorkei
Chuck KiiHier Oic
Hotel IVihintIi mil
K Liiwroncc Oic

4
Ifolel rierr«:

Myrja
r

-

Cor.auolo . A Artinl
lira I'a'iirhns

S'anloy Helba Ore

Gvnsnlvc* ft Men'nl
I'hiicIio

, Ore
Julie Garxon
Hotel lontlneninl
Karen . Ford .

Hfiuiy ltoMp
Jue Vera Ore

Hotel Sherman
C.iri Marx
Charley Mplvak 6

Hotel blevenft
f.add Lyon
Ciiiwy ft Ayrea
The Shyreito*
ttoulfVHr-Peara
Orrln Tucker Ore

I-at In 4|tmr1er
I.I ml J>rf>a
Mji-evtteh naH-al>
Jack Carter
ItarranciiH'
l
kaul C:*rle(on

I. Q Lovello.f
Buddy Shaw Ore

ralmrr Honae
Ted Slraeict Ore
(ill Malnon
Larry Siorch-
Imofrene Coca
.M:*urer SIh
Abbott Peru
Marilyn Mnrwh

Klo Cabana
Harcey Scone
Georvle Tnpps
Rio Ttumbn Ore
Mfirllynr ItoHtj

The Lovelies (10*
Cee DavidHon Oli-

vine Garden*
JeHile Rosella'
f»uke Darell
(Hkfbrl JollIlMOU
Kvelyn Clui«ll«n
Tony ft TlHy
Joe Klvh Ore .

Saranac Lake
By HAPPY BENWAY

Saranac Lake. N. Y.. July 30.

After a series of set-backs your
corespondent is skedded to enter the
Will Rogers hospital. It's a return
date.

Marie Gallagher. ex-Roger-ite. in

from Philadelphia for a vucash and
greeting friends at the lodge.

Len Grotte back in circulation
atatn. He mastered his last opera-
tion okay.
Sam Schulman visited by his.

mother, brother and nephew who
came in from N. Y.
Bcnilo Collada back at his Hcllcn

Hill abode after two week's in New
York and will be here for the bal-
ance of the summer. :

The ' Mr. 4t Mrs. L. "Shaw, F.
Muster and E. Bellcm in for a week-
end to chat with Marilyn Shaw who
is • pcrkih'g ud at the Rogers.
"Hi-Lites.of 1946," revue produced

by Eddie Vogt, netted the General
hospital $1,071 lor it's auxiliary
fund.

• Benny Rcsslcr. now doing O.K.,
was appointed chairman of the com-
mittee, that handles bottles of milk
lo the Dav Nursery kiddies at. the
William Morris Memorial Park/
Martha Martin and Ruth Martin

visiting Dorothv Martin, who is

resting nicely at the Hilltop sana-
torium.

ESTELI.E AND DIMAS (<)

Rhumbs
9 Mlns.
Apollo, N. Y."

Femme in the act has been around
for some time, but she's primed for

a turn on the Latin cafe circuit with
a new partner, consequently her in-

clusion in New Acts. She first bowed
in America as Rene & Estelle, one
of the best rhumba acts extant, and
when Rene died some years ago
the team became Estelle & Papo,
often seen at the Havana-Madrid,
N. Y. After a sojourn in Cuba, Esr
telle has a new collaborator and it

makes little difference as to 'her se-

lection of a partner.
High spot of the act still is the

femme's projection of Latin writh-
ings in a series of rhumba routines.
Her struts and Latin version of the
grinds are certain to excite cafe pa-
tronage of spots, and her variations
on the rhumba a cinch to be copied
on dance floors. Partner, inciden-
tally, is a capable stepper, but com-
pletely eclipsed by Estelle. Act
carries its two bongo bealers.to in-

sure accentuation of the rhythms.
. Jose.

JIMMY JIMAE Si CO.
Maslc
10 Mins.
State. N. Y.
Jimmie Jlmae. if you are seated

far enough in the rear of the State,
is a double for Cardini. Outfitted as
sharply, in top hat. tails and white
gloves, lie makes with the cards and
cigarcts. and. at that distance with
dexterity that seems to equal
Cardini.
He pops cards and lighted cigarcts,

cigars and pipes out of nowhere Into
receptacles held by a -cute blonde.
That Jimae does a job is attested to

by the fact that the blonde is just

so much scenery. He follows the
cards, etc., with a walking stick trick
and closes by tearing a newspaper
into strips, making It come out in

one piece with a rabbit wrapped up
in it. It's good stuff. The guy's
clever, his presentation is class and
there should be numerous bookings
in the offing. Wood.

STEVE CONDOS
Dancing
6 Mlns.
Strand theatre. N.Y.
Steve Condos recently singled

after being teamed with his brother
Nick as the Condos Bros. Nick has
quit hoofing to become personal man-
ager, for wife Martha Raye but the
split certainly doesn't make the
younger brother have to worry about
bookings. He's a classy hoofer who
can play anywhere—and liow he
could fit into inusicbm'edy!
Condos' taps are crystal-clear and

effortless. "And he certainly can do
more than he shows on this bill,

which devotes considerably more
time to Buddy Rich than seems
normal for a maestro at this spot.
But that may be because Rich is a

[comparative newcomer, and needs
,
ihc buildup. " Kulin.

THREE RAYS
Acrobatic, Comedy
7 Mlns.
Slate, N. Y.

;
Trio of solidly built young frmmes

have constructed a turn Ihat is best
described as a femme version of the
Three Sailors. -They hell one an-
other all over the podium between
aero tricks, none of Which are tln^
usual, but the audience goes for it

solidly.

Some of the comedy stuff the gals
do looks pretty rough and it may
be that audiences . won't feci right
about, seeing femmes bat each other
about with such vigor since I'airjt

normal. But all in all, the Three
Rays have themselves an act that
should get th'^.i plenty of work.
They're clever—and cute. Wood.

Square Dance
Continued from page 1

of the old qundrille is a natural step

in the evolution of American, music,

whose greatest changes- have oc-

curred after each war. Waltz, he

points out, replaced the staid minuet

shortly after .the Franco-Prussian

war and, through the years, gave

way to the turkey trot and other

dance fads of the '90s, which sprang

Into being with the inception of jazz

in New''Orleans. After Paul White-

man made jazz respectable, Vernon
and Irene Castle introduced the

"Castle Walk" immediately after

World War I. Jazz, in turn, gave

way to swing, with its resultant jit-

terbugging. Now, he claims,; the

cycle has completed itself and the

country is gradually picking up the

square dance.

If the crowds in Gotham's River-

side Park are any indication, the in-

ception of square dancing on a na-

tionwide scale may well loom in the

immediate future. Introduced at

the Ave square-block arena over-

looking (he Hudson River in 1941 by

Ed Durlacher, prexy of the Ameri-

can Assn. of Square Dance Callers,

the event proved successful then.

Given up during the war. the free

open-air dance sessions were re-

vived by Durlacher "last" summer.
Apparently recognizing a good ad-

vertising bet, Pepsi-Cola took over

sponsorship of the Monday night

event early this year and Durlacher,

calling the numbers In accepted

fashion and backed up by his seven-

piece band, consistently draws

crowds of .more than 20,000.

Tremendous Crowds
One of New York City's cops, on

hand last Monday (29) night, esti-

mated there were at least 10,000

people out on the dance floor with

another 25,000 watching. Durlacher,

more conservative in his estimates,

put , the figure at 4,800 on the floor

and about 18,000 as spectators. As

the cop pointed out, square dancing

involves the dance music of the peo-

ple and, despite the fact that the lo-

cale is contiguous to a somewhat
rough melting pot neighborhood,

there's never been any trouble.

Dancers, literally from 6 to 60,

-gyrate, on the floor to rnusic

that would be considered the height

of corn at the 'downtown bistros,

with even the sophisticates appar-

ently having a good time.

Idea of the square dance ' assn.

originated at the N. Y. World's Fair

in 1939, where Durlacher first called

together the nation's known callers.

Today, Durlacher plays in and

around N. Y. six nights weekly, plus

another : free session on ,. Saturday

afternoons 'in Central Park, and re-

portedly draws SRO crowds every-

where. Proof that the throngs don't

turn out just because they're offered

something for free is seen in the

Tact that a 75c fee is charged at the

YMCA sessions on Wednesday
nights and the dancers at Jones

Beach on Thursday nights must pay

25c, plus another 25c parking

charge. Moreover, as the cop point-

ed out, the Riverside Park arena is

given over to free roller skating

throughout the rest of the week and

never draws more than 40 or 50 peo-

ple. Pepsi-Cola pitch is made only

via short announcements and small

signs sprinkled around the place,

with no free drinks as inducement
lo the crowds to attend.

Rolfe is recognized as one of show
business's most astute prognostica-

tors and his views on the subject

lend added credence to the idea that

square dancing's rejuvenation is just

around the corner. One of the original

seven partners, along with L B.

Mayer, Jesse Lasky, etc., In the old

Metro company, Rolfe produced
two-thirds of Metro's output from
1916-19 and helped

.
originate the

idea of the one-feature-a-week re-
lease system. He later teamed with
Lasky in vaudville '.nit productions
and. on Sept. 19, 1928, led the Lucky
Strike Dance Orch in the first spon-
sored coast-to-coast radio show,
which was aired over the newly-
formed NBC web.

One of the' chief reasons for the
ihli.Tesl in square dancing, Rolfe
thinks, is that it gives the indi-

I

vidu.tls, both men and. women, a
; chance to "shine" and strut their
I stuff, same as in jittcrbugging.
|.Squai°e dancing, however, appeals to

[all ages,, wheroas the jive bands

j

draw their main crowds from the
10-22 year age group.' He pointed
out that there arc presently 500
square dance bands in the country,
as compared lo the 300 name bands,
and claimed the former played to
inorc'lhan 10 limes as many people.

fltilfe's new band, which played
throughout Now Jersey . and New
Krigland before shutting down for

the summer, is probably the lare«i
with 19 instruments and a mil.
quartet, plus Texas Dave, the caller
Band presently plays only »»'
square dance music, mixing the beat
with polkas and the modern awhw
and waltz tunes. Unlike Durlactat?
who concentrates only on the reels!
Rol fe believes the combination w5
be the thing and is presently build-
ing up his library to take that into
account. Band recently played it
Ivanhoe Park, ' Irvington, N. j
where it reportedly had the payeej
lined up at the door.

Axis Forum
Continued from pace

cehtly for complete info on how
U. S. meetings are run.

In Denny's absence, Gregor Zle'.

met', educational director at Towtf .

Hall, N. Y. (and author of "Educa-
tion For Death,", which was Aimed
as "Hitler's Children"), sent a com-
plete routine abroad, explaining

how : subjects and. speakers are

chosen, how Denny conducts the
preliminary meeting, procedure on
asking questions, etc. Ztemer, who
served in Germany, in combat duty
with the 4th Armored Division, is

following the matter up, envision-

ing someday a tie-up between the

two countries and an exchange of

programs. *

The only other instance of a
"Town. Meeting" format being used
overseas was tried .recently-'. In' Ja-

pan. During the war, however, such
programs were conducted for GIs
only by Rabbi Ferdinand Isserman
of St. Louis, a field director with

the Red Cross, who conducted them
in North. . Africa, Sicily and Italy

proper.
Jap Verslepn Too. 1

A Japanese version of. America's
"Town Meeting of the Air" has
been tried out recently in Tokyo
for what has become an unusual
event. The radio forum meeting, or

"Hosotoronkai," was originated by
"

Maj. M. Harlan of the radio divi-

sion of the Civil Information and
Education Section and held at Hibya
Park theatre. Three hundred
showed up for the first program,
which ...was "What Shduld People
Expect of the New Diet?" Two
thousand appeared to discuss the

second,, "Shall We Support the Shi-

dehara Cabinet?" Four thousand
Japs jammed the theatre for the

third program, which was "How

.

Are We To Overcome the Food
Crises for the Next Six Months?"

Programs were unique in Japa-
nese history, with, men and women
participating and asking questions
on public problems over the air. For
the third program, which ran from
7 to 9:30 p.m., the audience started
queueing tip at 3 o'clock. They in-

cluded women with babies strapped
to their, backs, did men with canes,
schoolgirls, farmers, clerks, bank-
ers..

Sansei Kasal, Jap Olympics an-
nouncer, opened the food-crisis pro-
gram by explaining the broadcast
procedure, modeled after America's
"Town Meeting." Three men spoke
—Yoshio Kusumi, food director in

Bureau of Agriculture; Rikizi Hir-
ano, of Social Democratic Party,
and Rjtsii Ito, of the . Communist
Party. Then came discussions. When
a young woman raised hei- hand,
there were grunts of amazement,
then cheers. A woman getting up in

an audience to: ask questions was
something unheard of. Clamor was
so great, the woman had to be
called, to the. platform before she
could put her query. Japan's food
crisis being so serious, the attend-
ant excitement was expected.

Programs are transcribed on the

spot and broadcast following week-
end over Radio Tokyo.

AGVA Cleans Up Pacts

With Kentucky Area Clubs
Kentucky, cafes in the Beverly

Hills, Covington and Newport areas,

last week, signed minimum basic

agreements and posted salary bonds
with the American Gild of Variety

Artists. Spots involved were the

Beverly Hills Country Club. Latin.

Quarter,- Lookout House, and Glenn

Rendezvous.
Spots had been dickering for sev-

eral weeks, and Matt Shelvey,

AGVA's national administrator, re-

cently made a trip to handle the

negotiations. Shelvey says the AGVA
pact Is the first union contract ever

signed by opeartors of these spots.
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Paramount* IV. Y.
nliiah Shore with Ticker Freeman,

ru Lamb, Acromanias (3), Dick Sta-

w e Orc/i <22) with Russ Emery;

'Martha Ivers" (Par) , reviewed in

Vamety March 9, w.

Although Dinah Shore has top bill-

in? in Ibe current Paramount lay-

out and Dick Stabile's orch provides

the' usual "added attraction,- it's Gil

limb who has the payees buzzing.
'-"".'..•T i nnmariv that s wac-
Ahd it's not just comedy that s wag

ring the tongues. Louis B.. Mayer

fhould be more than a -little per-

turbed at the going-over Lamb is

riving one -of his prize Metro prop

friles. Van Johnson. Ribbing a star's

S™centrlcities" is accepted comedy

routine, but Lamb's material fal s

Somewhat outside the profession's

ethical bounds.

After opening with a sadpan pres-

entation of "When You're Smiling,'

Lamb goes into a comic monolog on

Hollywood that's good for some boff

laughs, but things get quieter when
he starts on Johnson, asking the

swooners how they can tell what the

Metroite has from just his pictures,

and finishing with. "Believe me, girls,

he hasn't got if—with swish im-

plications. Final crack comes as a

climax to description of fllni-love

sequence, with Johnson, Lamb and

Lana Turner, when Lamb says;

"There we were, the three of us, and

the only question was: what to do

with the girl." Rest of Lamb's act;

topped by pantomine on jitterbug

in a theatre* and harmonica routine,

bring good reutrns for a begoff,

showing Lamb doesn't need the

backhanded material.

Stabile orch - opens the bill with

"Liza." followed by Russ Emery. In

his first pro stint, crooning "All

through the Day." Emery looks like

a comer, although at present he
seems slightly afraid to let go. Band
(Ave string, eight brass, Ave reed,

four rhythm) comes back later with
"Man I Love," spotting maestro in

alto sax solo. Lightweight music,

but easy listening, with .Stabile fiont-

ing affably throughout.

A fast, .well-paced tumbling act

that never lets up for an instant, the
Acromaniacs' stanza brings an ex-
cellent mittirig. With no poses or
phoney gestures? boy bouncers put
on a near thing to a three-ring cir-

cus.

, Miss Shore, who hardly needs .a

stage tour to hypo her ..radio and
recording b.o... might be a touch too
sweet and shy for some of the
nawthun boys, but has the rest of
the crowd with her all the way. No
questioning voice appeal in "You
Made 1 Me Love You" and "Gypsy."
Well-gowned and selling naturally;
warbler asks for requests which are
really answered, whether there's an
orchestration or Hot, doing "Yes. My
Darling Daughter" with the help of
accompanist Tucker . Freeman and
Stabile's rhythm section, brass com-
ing behind quietly. Closes with
"Doin' What Comes Natur'lly" and
"Do It Again" for socko finish.

Strong marquee keeps biz SRO.
Tomm.

Know Enough About You" and
She's a Good Woman"—last named
with his 'own piano accompaniment
and very good. Lad has looks, an
easy assured manner without man-
nerisms, and a wholesome masculine
quality. Very promising ahd very
well liked by the customers.
Shriner is likewise a man to

watch: Does homespun act with
harmonica as prop, giving out with
clean, new and funny lines ot

bucolic chatter. Can't help but
draw Will Roger's comparlspn,-
which isn't too accurate, but gives
the idea. Caught a beg-off. here.
Other acts,- standard but in top

levels, are the Four Bvahs, the two-
generation quartet of hoofers . who
work in a little sentiment but. pay-
off with sharp work on the deck;
Bob DuPont, whose cracks fit neatly
Into his skillful routine of juggling;
and the Pied Pipers, who warble
smooth and well-conceived arrange-
ments of "Come Rain," "Route 66,"

and other tunes.
Musical background from the

Larry Flint house orchestra is never
ostentatious or tending to crab an
act. Just right, in short. Biz was
fairly good at opener ahd customers
happy. "Stranger," on screen, is

h.o., but helping draw nice take on
week when no big band or name is

in there pitching. Elie.

Oriental. Ch)
Chicago, July 25.

Tony Pastor Orch (17). with
Stubby Pastor, Clooney Sisters (2),
Tommy Lynn, Henry Riggs; Three
Little Sisters. Carlton Emmy's Mad
Wags, Steve Evans; "Young Widow"
(CM).

Strand, N. Y.
Buddy Rich. Band (18), The

Smoothies (3), Steve Condos, Robert
Alda'; "2

. Gui/s from Milwaukee''
iWB), reviewed in current issue of
Variety.

Million Dollar, I~ A.
Los Angeles, July 26.

Louis Prima Orch. (18), with
Sandy Bishop, Jack Powers, Jimmie
Vincent; Tommy Trent, Bums and
White; "Larceny in Her Heart"
(PRC).

. Overloaded vocally and instru
mentally—especially in the case of
maestro Tony Pastor, who gives out
with vocals for the first three num-
bers on the bill — Oriental's new
layout is sparked mostly by Steve
Evan's drunk bit, which remains
a favorite with the payees.
Pastor is all. over the place in the

swing version of "Banks of the
Wabash" to open, and again in "Sur
render," backed by chorusing in the
"Marle"-"Shanty Town" tradition
bv the sidemen. He is backed ad-
mirably by the four trumpet-three
trombone - Ave reed - four rhythm
group. Stubby Pastor, maestro's
brother, also comes through solidly
with his sweet trumpeting of "I
Surrender. Dear."
Three Little Sisters do okay in a.

none-too-outstanding tumbling stint,

and the Clooney Sisters are well:
received for their vocalizations of
"Hallelujah" and "Pattycake Man/'
Latter duo could do with at least
one pop, however. Carlton Emmy's
bouncing pups are sock, as ever,
and crooner Tommy Lynn and the
Clooneys do nice things with "Love
on a Greyhound Bus." Tailored ar-
rangement helps, as do those for
Lynn's

.
soloings of "There's No One

But You" and "Once in a While."
Pastor's in again for scratchy

vocals woven into Henry Riggs*
skin - beating in 'Taradiddle Joe"
and in the closing "Hey Bob-
a-Re-Bob," in which the whole cast
joins. Between these two, Evans
mops uti with' his Polish drunk,
various types of windowshoppers,
demonstration Of how television
destroys illusions created by radio,
and different types of customers
spotted over the footlight by en
teriainers. Mike.

Buddy Rich and Steve Condos
(New Acts) have enough entertain-
ment kicking around to satisfy the.
talent quota on the current Strand
bill, the pity of it being that Robert
Alda (New Acts) and the Smoothies
cannot match them. It's a bill of dif-

fuse abilities, both Rich, former
Tommy Dorsey drummer now lead-
ing his own band, and the hoofing
Condos having '. so much talent ' at
their command that the lack of it by
the other pair, of acts is thus that
much more emphatic by analogy.

When the omniscient Rich isn't

banging away at the skins, he's
bound to be mike-lng a tune , with
a voice that's more notable for its

sock rhythm rather than any partic-
ular vocal quality. And the kid also,

at the behest of Condos, with whom
he does a turn, also tosses in a bit

of terping that rounds out practi-
cally all that a performer can do well
in an hour-long show that must also
allow for other entertainers.

Rich's introductions of the other
talent are handled easily, and he
paces his flve-reed. four-rhythm and
eight-brass 6 combo neatly, though
right how the band Is. little more
than a framework for Rich's per-
sonality fronting than anything else,

However, it's an outfit that's com-
ing 'round strongly and, with the
crew-cut maestro as the prime force,
should be in the front ranks before
long.

The radio Smoothies, two guys and
a gal, are none too impressive with
their ' takeoffs, vocally, of various
show, biz personalities, their mate'
rial being particularly poor.

As usual, the Strand's stage back-
ground is impressive in color and de
sign. Kahn.

Durante—and he's younger. His
stuff is new here and gets plenty of
laughs. He springs a batch of bright
gags based on his Army experiences,
followed by timely and entertaining
chatter on the pay-as-you-go tax
plan and other topical subjects, his
pointed remarks coming close to the
average customer's personal experi-
ences. Dann finishes strong with an
imitation of Durante.

McDowall is well received in a
light and pleasant monologue in
which he handles himself with poise.
His routine includes a couple of
amusing recitations and two songs,
"Now and Forever" and "They Say
It's Wonderful." He talks better
than he sings.

Eve Mathews scores with a pair
of fetching tap routines.

. Wald grabs
attention with his first specialty, a
clarinet solo in "Trains in the Night,"
and holds it all the way. After Miss
Nash makes a good mark with vocals
in "Just the Other Day," "Laughing

Come
e
Shine " the tamF^riK tS arol,nd 8 serles of dolls". Gets best

^ifveM ^e ffi&M ^^^^TtOSS
Wald's top number is "Clarinet Hi-
Jinks," a concerto for the licorice
stick and drums. Band closes im-
pressively with "Take Five Boys."
Biz was oke Opening day. Corb.

State. N. Y.
Enoch Light Orch (17) with Eve-

lyn Kent, Danny .Sullivan, Bobby
Gilbert, 3 Rays, Jimmy Jemae, Jerry
Mann; "Well Groomed Bride" (Par).

Louis Prima's trumpet sets pace,
for current Million Dollar stage bill.

He and his cfew blow loud and hot
to please swing addicts, but show
puts more emphasis on novelty num-
bers than music. Prima gives full

display to his extrovert antics, clown-
ing all over the stage and keeping
program moving. Prima has imr
proved since last fllm-vaude date lo-

cally and doe9 an okay showmanly.
job, with but one criticism. He gets

unnecessarily rough with innuendo
in some of his numbers, particularly
when it's the juve trade such musical
crews cater to.

Orch's opener is "White Cliffs of
Dover," followed by "Coffee Song,"
"Robin Hood," "Angelina," "The Dea-

.
con" and "Brooklyn Boogie." Vocals
are in capable hands of Jack Powers
and Sandy Bishop. Latter sells

"There's Good Blues Tonight" and
"Craziest Dream," with asides from
Prima on latter: Powers pleases with
"Prisoner of Love" and "My Valen-
tine."

Sock part of the bill is Tommy
Trent, who clicks with a modern ver-
sion of Punch and Judy and a bit
on the rowdy side. Burns and White,
dance team, please when hoofing but
should drop vocals. Broff.

ItKO, Boston
Boston, July 26.

Johnny Desmond, Herb Shriner,
Four Evans, Bob DuPont, Pied
Pipers (4); Larry Flint House Orch;'
"Stronger" (RKO) . (2d week).

. Variety show against house or-
chestra background proves hot as a
pistol compared to usual layouts of
straight variety stuff in this corner.

AJ1 the acts are classy, the show is

nicely balanced, and it's all made a
little sharper by fact a couple of
the acts are obviously up-beaf char-
acters with future. These are
Johnny Desmond and Herb Shriner.
both back from Gl-ing.
Desmond gets top billing and ful-

fils, the obligation with personably
Piped tunes such as "In Love in
Vain, "Black Magic," "I Don't

Apollo. N. Y.
. Prairie View College Co-Eds Orch
(18) with Donna • Finley; Tiny
Crimes Orch (6), Billy Wells ft 4
Fays, Howell tc Bowser, Claudia Mc
Neil, Estelle & Dimas, Ray Snead,
Jr.; "The Devil's Mask" (Col).

Apollo theatre comes up with an
entertainment laden bill which
could conceivably be one of the

most entertaining this house has
had in a long time. Unfortunately,
orchestral backing is so sub-standard
that superior effects are lost.

Offending orchestra is the Prairie

View College Co-Eds, organization
made up of femmcs plus male leader

and trumpeter of the same gender.

Aims of Frank Shiftman, house
operator. In giving this outfit

week's work, is laudable inasmuch
as the outfit's take goes toward de-

fraying expenses in that institution

However, they're little more than
amateurs and exacting job of show-
backing is too much for the inex-

perienced crew. Vocalist Donna
Finley similary hasn't been around
.too much as is evidenced in her de-

livery arid stage deportment.
. However, customers here get a
high degree of compensation from
the Tinv Grimes six-man band.

Group, vets of the 52nd street swing
circuit, dish out a brand of jive that

sends the pewholders. They give

out with five numbers in solid style

for eoually solid results.

: Acts are mainly in the category of

standards. Billy Wells and the Four
Fays, sole paleface turn here fresh

from a week at Locw's State, N. Y.,

as usual get the measure of the

house; Howell and Bowser contrib-

ute literate humor and song to go

over in top style, while Ray Snead,

Jr., does a brief and highly interests

ine bit of jive ballet. Claudia Mc-
Neil, a fixture at Harlem swing-

cries, does a solid bit of songselling

with her bottomless contralto. Es-

tclle & Dimas, a Cuban import,

are reviewed under New Acts.
Jose.

State has a very pleasant 60-mln-
uter this - semester. Enoch Light's
three-trumpet, three-trombone, six
sax, four-rhythm combo is an put-
fit that's hot pretentious but never-
theless does a nice job of tying the
layout together. Light himself is

showmanly at the helm and at m.c,
ing. A gummick that he calls "Date
With a Disc" helps boost audience
reaction.

Bobby Gilbert, comic whose forte

Is murdering the English language,
socks over In a session of crossfire

with Light. He's neatly introed, too,

by arrangement purporting to show
off various soloists in the band of
which Gilbert is made to appear as
a member; he's even garbed as a
band member. Gilbert breaks it Up
seeking to play a fiddle solo. "Date
With a Disc" comes as a closer; it

involves the - selection of three
amateur singers from the audience
who cut records (equipment on
stage). One of the trio becomes
finalist in a week-ending contest

Light's only real weakness is his

femme singer, Evelyn Kent who
opens with a silly thing called 'Do
You Do.' then sloppily works , over
"Gypsy." Since she leads off the
show, she leaves a poor impression
of what is to come. Danny Sullivan
is fair singing 'I Don't Know Why,"
'Laughing On Outside,' and a spe
cial that Light introes with' a spiel

about tolerance. It's calledTThere
Are No Restricted Signs In

Heaven." Its import is thereafter

smothered under a bouncey beat,

Acts working in and out of Light'

chores all do well with the audi-

ence; They include the Three Rays
(New Acts); Jimmy Jimae (New
Acts) and Jerry 'Mann, who has

been getting laughs for years.

Mann, on last, is a much-lm
proved comic with an act that seems
to be a hodgepodge of the style of

various better names in the same
field. He mixes it up enough so that

nothing can be hung on him, and
in the course of it all convinces the

audience that he's quite a funny
guy. Wood.

Hippodrome, Balto
Baltimore, July 27.

Ross Sisters (3), Roy Benson,
Chris Cross, Hugh Forgie and Stig
Lrrson, Felice fula House Orch (12);
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) (2dwk).

Nicely routined lineup of diversi-
' fled talents adds up to satisfying

j
result. Flashy opening /ia acrobatics
by youthful and easy to look at
Ross Sisters sets a solid pace that
holds throughout. Gals -score round-
ly with back bends from elevations,
and pitch in with contortion stuff
for a punchy getaway.

Roy Benson, in the deuce, Is a
suave magicb who palms .with the
best and utilizes off-hand chatter
also, above the average. Handles golf
balls and cigarettes in combination
and closes with a new twist via a
bottomless salt shaker. Sets mat-
ters perfectly, for Chris Cross to
follow with ventriloquism built

Tower, K. C.
Kansas Cily, July 26. .

Topsy Boyde, Ferris * Triiie
Robins, Sondra Barrett, Francis &
Walljj, Don Taylor and Bob Hoff-
man, Tower Orch (9) with Don Tiff
& Beverly. Cassady;- ."One Exciting
Week" (Rep) and ^Freddie Steps
Out" (Mono).

Spotty is the word for the Tower's
variety bill with only two acts first
rate and rest in and out. Opener' with
Don Tiff and band is lightweight
with Beverly Cassady on vocal of
"Sun in Morning," but a bit of
change in staging has Beverly sing-
ing or. bandstand for some help.

-In Topsy Boyde and Sondra Bar-
rett customers get first rate enter?
tainment and show their apprecia-
tion. Of plumpish build, Miss Boyd
looks anything but the type, but
comes off strong in her head stands
and balancing feats atop a . pair of
6-foot pedestals.

In the deuce spot, Ferris and Trixie
Robins return to vaurie after lon»
trek with USO. He's Viennese, she's
English, and they play oh the con-
tinental flavor of their musical offer-
ing. She-backgrounds with accordian
while hubby vocals medley of Euro-
pean faves and strums guitar. A bit
of chatter belying- their native ac-
cents gets as much applause as their
songs.

Sondra Barrett shows some top-
notch work in modern tapology. A
duo of routines, the first to a pop
song, <and the second to a Spanish
tempo, click for solid response.

For the weekly am selection Man-
ager Barney Joffee reached out to
Wichita for Don Taylor and Bob
Hoffman, pair of teen agers with a
bang-up. four-hand piano boogie. On
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" kids are
a pair of solid senders, but on stage
presence they're creaky. Building a
repertory and polishing those stage
manners might give the act. distinct
club and vaude possibilities.

Francis and Wally close the show
with the only comedy of the bill.

Their turn is a hodge-podge of yodel-
ing, rhumbas and ballroom terps
with heavy accent on slapstick and
satire. They bat a fairly' good fun
percentage. Wally has the emcee
chore throughout the show. Quin.

a switch in working radium-lit
dummies in blackout emphasizing
manipulation above the usual voice
throwing. Had to beg off.

Hugh Forgie and Stig Larson give
out with a badminton game and
manage to create . considerable ex-
citement 'and some '-aughs. Make
for an ideal closer to this setup.

Biz fair for a second sesh.
Burnt.

Earle, Phllly
Philadelphia, July 27.

.

Spike Jones Orch,- with George.
Rock, Red Ingle, Horatio Q. Bird-
bath, Nancy MacDonald, Aileen Car-
lisle, Dorese Midgely, Helen Greco;
"Bamboo Blonde" (RKO).

. Philly's "music-lovers", arc out in
full force bringing a pre-peaoe boom
to the Warner vaudefilmer this sesh.

Spike Jones and his "music depre-
dationists" give them plenty of the
old .corn and the payees eat it up
and begging for more. They're all
here: George Rock doing his famous
"I Wanna Get Married" and "Mairzy
Doats" in his falsetto treble; Horatio
Q. Birthbath, Candy Hall and his
bass, Mickey Katz, George Rock and
the rest helping Jones clown through
platter faves such as "Black Magic,"
"Holiday for Strings," "Shiek of
Araby," among others. "

.

-

Only time the boys get down to
serious music is to provide accompani-
ment lor Helen Greco, curvy blonde
who does a neat warbling job on
"I've Got the Sun in the Morning."
South America, Take It Away," and
'Please Take Me Home This Mo-
ment."

.Dorese Midgely's terping switches
from a fandango to a round of
straight taps, with equal grace and
dexterity. ' Nancy MacDonald, who
sits on a rocker throughout the show
knitting, comes to life at the end and
plays her harp during the Jones as-
sassination of "Holiday for Strings."
Miss L'arlyle winds , things up with
her soprano yodeling of "Glow
Worm" abetted in mayhem by Jones
and 'his crew. '

House jammed when caught (Sat.

afternoon). Shal.

Olympia, Miami
: Miami, July 26. .

Albins (2), Martin Bros., Howard
Nichols, Joey Bishop, Virginia
Vaughn, Les Rhode House Orch (13);
"One More Tomorrow."

. Circle, Indpls.
Indianapolis, July 27,

Jerry Wald Orch, with Roddy Mc
Dowall, Artie Dann, Eve Mathews,
Lynn Warren* Mary Nash; "The Fal

con's Alibi" (RKO).-

Jerry Wald, making his .first ap
pearance on a local stage, furnishes

the music for a live combination

that pleases at the Circle this week.

Band crowd takes at once to his

arrangements, featuring Wald's

clarinet with the solid backing of a

good brass section and a first-rate

vocalist in Mary Nash, who has a

fresh and appealing way of warbling

popular ballads. -Roddy McDowall,
who has grown quite a bit since his

last appearance here, also makes a

nice impression with an amusing
line of gab about himself and other

film personalities. But the standout

act oii the bill is Artie Dann, a new
comedian who upsets the audience

with his routines.

Dann capitalizes on the fact that

he has a nose second only to Jimmy

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, July 26.

Jan Latin, Yvette, Helen* k How-
ard, Benny Meroff; "Diary of a
Chambermaid" (UA).

Though lacking topliners, layout
here this week manages to please,
with accent on novelty turns.

Joey Bishop, nitery comic, emcees
proceedings ahd does neat job on
the buildups. In own spot he essays
some familiar gags which dont go
too well. Builds with his satiric im-
preshes, though, to top turn. Best
returns were earned by takeoffs on
Cagney, Robinson, Laughton and
Boyer. New material would help
plenty.

The Albins. oversized guy . and
tiny femme purvey clever takeoff on
adagio turns. Burlesque stunts are
well worked out with spins and lifts

accomplished .
in easy manner to

earn pair healthy salvos.

Martin Bros, project a marionette
stint which started slowly but
wound up to heavy mining. Best
in their • puppeteeririg was a little

clown coming put of a suitcase and
twin boogie players. Clown, espe-
cially was invested with. an appeal-
ing quality, which brought top re-

sponse.

Hoopster Harold Nicols does okay
with innumerable hoops, spun from
all angles and extremities.

Tapster Virginia Vaughn clicks
with neatly worked-out routines on
miniature stairs and xylophone.
Les Rhode house orchestra paces
proceedings with neat version of
"Panama" and backs rho.w smoothly.

Biz fair when caught.

Loew's Capitol comes through with
a neat enough package this week,
scoring nicely throughout without
knocking anyone from a seat at any
point

Benny Meroff, heading the bill,

wields the baton for Sam Jack Kauf-
man's house orch, and paces *how
as m.c. Meroff is at home on band-
stand, and makes things hum. with
his steady line of comedy. Gets
plenty laughs for his' gags as m.c..

but at show caught audience failed
to go all out with response to his in-
dividual stint.

. Mefoff goes through his paces with
a pint-sized trumpet a volley of gags
with a femme assistant playing
straight, more horseplay with the
baton, and a finale of .comic juggling,
climaxed by some really high class
maneuvering with a top hat. He has
a fast anci varied act, with rJossibly

a little too much of the borscht-type
humor for these parts:

Yvette, song stylist who Is sharing
lop billing with Meroff, has a way
with a son^ that carries her over the
footlights and gives impression she
is singing for each person in the
audience. Her numbers are hep, ahd
her style top drawer. Her opener,
"There's No Business Like Show
Business." makes the galleries part
of the gnng. She -follows with "Lit-

tle Surplus Me," a timely . novelty,
well, geared, for this town. Returns
to score with "Doin* What Comes
Natur'lly."
Opener. Jan Latin, pleases with a

good balancing routine. Works
smoothly, and has a few good hair-

raisers.
Completing the usual foursome Is

Hclenc and Howard, youthful team
Of dance comics, who follow the usual

pattern of straight ballet then break
into slapstick: Team,, wearing gay
costumes, do two amusing numbers,
which register. Lowe.
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Equity Wins Wage Verdict on 'Annie's

Delayed Preem in Complex Hearing
When ah arbitration board oft

three heard the play claims of

Equity on behalf of the "Annie Get

Your Gun" company last week, the

matter of salary for half a week
when- the musical's premiere at the

Imperial, N. Y., was postponed

took on the proportions of a

complex case. Originally some $3,r

656 was involved, held in escrow,

after Equity insisted a half week's

salaries be paid by Richard. Rodgers

and Oscar Hammersfein, 2d, "An-

nie's" producers.. Latter filed counter

claims and the amount in dispute

was thereby boosted to $9,500. Ac-

tors won the award and the counter-

claims were disallowed,

A battery of attorneys headed by
E. Howard .

Reinheimer argued the

case for the managers and three

civil engineers with voluminous,

briefs testified In support of R. & H.'s

contention that the delay was an
accident. On that ground the show-
men contend that salaries were not

due and sought a refund from actors

on. money paid them. "Annie" open-,

ing was suddenly postponed after a

backstage beam supporting the

gridiron -was found to be defective

and ordered to be replaced. Instead

of a Thursday debut, show was sent

to Philadelphia for two Weeks during
which time the backstage equipment
was replaced.

Equity, through its counsel Re-
becca Brownstein, contended that

the incident was hardly an'accident,

that proper inspection should have
disclosed the grid weakness and the

actors should ' not be penalized for

a backstage error.

Rehearsal Pay Angle

Equity's council discussed the can-
celled premiere and ruled, that the

actors be paid. Stated that R.&.H.
were asked to attend that meeting
if they thought otherwise but failed

to appear. Injected into the case was
the matter of rehearsal pay, Equity
claiming that the players were due
that compensation for four ' days
prior to the cancelled opening but
that if the show didn't open on ths

advertised date then full salaries

were due. There was further in-

volvement over a similar period ot
time after "Annie" returned from
Philadelphia and rehearsed prior to

the actual opening (May 16).

"Annie'* was said to have cost

$350,000 to produce, .budget having
been exceeded partly because of the
postponement' . It was totally fi-

nanced by 20th-Fox. Arbitrators were
Sidney R. Fleisher, Myer Kurz and
Walter H. Mann, first two being at-

torneys while the latter, is head of
the Suchard Chocolate Co., having
been appointed by the American Ar-
bitrations Society.

Vienna, Zurich Operas

Offer U.S. Singers Jobs
Management of the Vienna State

Opera, one of Europe's leading opera
groups, in a gesture towards cul-

tural goodwill, has asked Columbia
Concerts to send over two young
American singers, one of each. sex,

to spend a season with them learn-

ing operatic roles at customary rate

of payment.

Singers, whom the Viennese refer

to in their invite as "spiritual mes-
sengers of the U. S.," will thus have
a unique opportunity of getting op-

eratic training unavailable in Amer-
ica, the lone comparable house here
being the Metropolitan, where op-

portunities for young singers to

learn a variety . of important roles,

are few. Columbia Concerts has ac-

cepted the offer and will choose the

two people shortly

Columbia subsequently received

similar offer of two positions "for a

year o^'two" from the Zurich Stadt
theatre.

S700-Produced

laidV Bolt 12G

Strawhat Reviews

Devil Take a Whittler
Westport, Conn., July 20.

Thcatro Guild production of "nil Amerl-
enn folk n>iilna>' with music'' In two ngta
(alx scene*) by Wolduii Stone. PYnlures
Cni-ol stone, l'Atil Crabtree, John Cunte.
I'Mti'lcltv Nc:il, Tom Scott. .Chunk Pnlmer
and his Hustle Knmblers. -Music by Tom
Scott; special lyrics by Joy Scolt; clibro-

I'Srunhy by John Larson; settings by J.hw-
renro liohlwnsser: costumes supervised by
Httllye OIosk. StHued by Crnbtroe. Opened
nt Westport Country Plnyhouse. Weatporl,
Conn., July -'!>, '-Hi: fli.OO top.

DANCING YEARS' BIG

CLICK DOWN UNDER
Melbourne, July 16.

Ivor Noyello's "The Dancing
Years," first new postwar musical
in Australia, has become a hit since
its preem at His Majesty's two
weeks ago. In size the biggest mu-
sical play production seen here
since "Balalaika" in 1937, show has
received rave notices for some of
the finest ballet, most tuneful music,
extravagant sets and costumes seen
on Aussie stage in years.

Leontine Sagan, who handled'' the
London production, is credited with
much of success in the staging here.
Max Oldaker, Viola Wilson and
Elizabeth Gaye* are playing ' the
leads, and the Borovansky. Ballet is

in support.

NCAC's Semon Setting Up

lLS.-Ei.rope Artist Swap
Gerard A. Semon, head of Na-

tional Concert & Artists Corp.'s for-'

eign department, is going abroad
Sept. 7. for two months, primarily
to line up European concert talent

lor the U. S;

NCAC was first bureau since the
war to bring over foreign talent,

importing Fritz Busch, German con-
ductor; Torsten Ralf, Swedish tenor
and Joel BergJund, Swedish baritone,

all of whom were on last season's

Metropolitan Opera roster. Semon's
mission is to organize further the

flow of talent this way, to comple-
ment the list of U..S. artists NCAC
has already lined up for European
tours next spring.

Second week of "Maid in the
Ozarks" held to starting form, with
$12,000 quoted. Jules Pfeiffer, who
owns the show, says that still com-
paratively few' of the 1,000,000 twb-
for-one tickets distributed showed
up last week. Again the bulk o' the
gross came from full price tickets,

it's claimed, and agencies are known
to have sold some at a premium.

Screwy admission prices patterned
along the lines of picture theatres
have been juggled. When it was
found that audiences wouldn't go
for $4.20 top at Saturday and Sun-
day matinees,, the price was dropped
to $2.40 but $3.60 top nightly re-

mains. Saturday midnight perform-
ance at $1.20 sold out so easily in

advance that . that rate has been
tilted to $2.40, As a stunt there will

be another extra performance, billed

as a "milkman's matinee," starting
11 a.m., next Wed. (7), house being
priced at $1.20 on all three floors.

Pfeiffer laughed when asked if he'd
accept milk, bottle tops in lieu of

cash.

Pfeiffer, a former Chicago theatre
candy-butcher, estimated that it

cost around $700 to produce "Maid."
Price of the show's soto scene, a
painted interior, was $200, the cos
tumes 'cost all of $150 and the bal
ance went for some lighting appa-
ratus. Around $13,000 was expended
on extra space ads to date in the
three dailies being used. Show is

not listed in the theatre and attrac

tion alphabetical listing.

Two seasons ago the young show-
man, now 30, after piling up a bank-
roll went highbrow and presented
"Uncle Harry" in Chicago.' It drew
a fine press, quite the opposite of

"Maid," but closed $45,000 in the
..red. Pfeiffer says that cured him
of arty melodramas.

It was intended to play "Maid"
through the summer at the Chelsea
hotel, Atlantic City, but it was
quickly evident that the hillbilly

travesty was a bloomer in that spot

and $12,000 was lost on the engage'

ment. Four weks' rent was required
in advance, an item of $2,400, and a
couple of Gs went in building

ramp, so "Maid" vamped out of
town after two weeks.

Souvenir booklets with sexy
photos have not been much in evl

dence so far but out of town they
attracted considerable attention.

Funny, how an out-and-out corn
cribber like "Maid in the Ozarks"
can click while such a well-inten-
tioned folk , opus as "Devil Take a
Whittler" seems headed for trouble
as a Broadway, exhibit.
Theatre Guild, tryout at Westport:

strawhat, where the Guild's Law-
rence Langner and- Armina Marshall
set up their rural address years ago,
is probably the summer loop's heav-
iest splurge to date, with a company
of 40 including some first-rate thesp-
ers and musical specialists.

But sponsorinl aegis, the talent and*
Tom Scott's lilting score do not ap-
pear sufficient to put Weldon Stone's
(he's a prof at . Texas A. and M.)
mountain fable in the money. Com-
parison with "Dark of the Moon" is

automatic, and that one not only
came first but had a lot more quality.
No matter h6w authentic the dia-

log and the author's knowledge of
Ozark : legend, '.'Whittler" adds up
basically to another variation on
doin' what comes nat'r'lly. Like prac-
tically every' hillbilly show, the fan-
tasy is strong on sex. The Guild has
handled nothing lustier in recent
years

Official classification as "folk fan-
tasy" isn't quite right. Maybe musi-
cal allegory would be better. It

opens like a musical comedy and has
trouble establishing itself until the
first act is well along. The 16 song,
dance and instrumental numbers are
the most consistently Successful of
the show, and a revision pointing up
the music and slashing the sex apd
fantasy might he worth while.
Whittler of title is Lem Skaggs, a

natural genius of ' wood carving who.
has never been able to get the devil
out of his system, the devil being an
extremely likely critter who -plays a
piccolo. Lem's decision- to marry
Myra Thompson, whose family has
long feuded with the Skaggses. is op-
posed not only by the devil but by
Lem's rampant cousin Kat, who has
always wanted the whittler. After
the wedding Lem and Myra have
trouble consummating the marriage
and when they do have a son the
child doesn't talk until the end of
the show.
The devil exits with the advice

that ' devlin' is necessary to sweeter
every home, which is apparently the
moral of the story.
The problems of the small West-

port playbain were remarkably mas-
tered for the king-size production,'
and young Paul Crabtree deserves
solid, commendation for his staging.
The ensemble scenes are particularly
effective.

Crabtree doubled from direction
into the role of Lem Skaggs, a con-
vincing characterization of a moun-
taineer torn between the devil and
reform. Top troupirig honors go to
John Conte,- from radio, as Satan, a
thoroughly zestful

.
job. Carol

.
Stone,

who was in "Dark of the Moon," is

a right choice as the wife who ulti-

mately gets her man, and the attrac-
tive Patricia Neal impresses as an
Ozark siren. '

.

Tom Scctt, nitery ballad trouba-
dour who is also folk music expert
on the Fred Waring staff, registers
both as composer of the score and a
singer of some of the haunting moun-
tain melodies. He has been compe-
tently abetted by Chuck Palmer and
his Rustic Ramblers, hillbilly four-
some.
Among the impressive tunes are

"Riddle Song," voiced by Miss Stbne;
"Fair and Tender Ladies," by Scott;
"When a Man's Married." Crabtree;
"I Want My Love," "Sour Wood
Mountain" and "Swapping Song."
Lawrence Goldwasser has managed

six sets that serve within budgetary
limits. The costumes, under the su-
pervision. of the Guild's Hallye Clogg,
are colorful and especially helpful in
the group episodes.
Sex phases virtually Invalidate

"Whittler" for films. ;

Etem,

Short Sues to Confirm

$2,050 Judgment Vs. Todd
Hassard Short filed suit in N. Y.

supreme court Monday (29) to con-
firm an award made him of $2,050

as his share of film rights to "Mexi-
can Hayride," ..originally a Michael
Todd Broadway musical,

In his affidavit, Short said award
was result of arbitration proceed-
ings last May. Hearing stemmed
from an agreement with Todd No-
vember 1943 by which Short was
to stage the play and receive a per-
centage of film rights.

Metopera, AGMA Snag Still Knotted

Over $151,000 Pay Raises, Chorus Cot

'Okla!' Annexing Texas
Dallas, July 30.

"Oklahoma!", Broadway musical,

will play eight days here March,

1947, Charles J. Freeman, chief

booker of stage attractions for Inter-

state Theatres Circuit announced
here.

Customarily, road shows have
been playing two- and at most three

days on the Texas date, but the

coming of "Oklahomal" will estab-

lish a new record for roadshows.
While here the show will play Dal-
las, Fort Worth, San Antonio and
Houston. A week's engagement will

be forthcoming in San, Antonio and
Houston with a five-day stop at Fort
Worth.

Central City Op

Fest's Boff 60G
Central City, Col., July 30.

This sleepy, gold-mining camp
town, which snapped back to life

with revival of its wartime casualty,
the Central City Opera House Fes-
tival, has just closed its- season with
a bang. Three-week run which
ended Sunday (28) was played • to
gross of $60,000, with 750-seat opera
house

.
packed for the three stanzas.

More than 30,000 people were turned
away, with seats sold to persons
from every state, Canada, Hawaii
and foreign lands.

Shows offered were Verdi's "La
Traviata" and Mozart's "The Ab-
duction from the Seraglio." Frank
St. Leger produced, with Herbert
Graf staging. Emit Cooper con-

ducted,, to complete the Met Opera
combination, although quite a few
of the singers, such as Eleanor
Steber, John Carter, Fiorenza Quar-
tararo, Pierrette Alarie, Francesco
Valentino and William Hargrave, are

from Met ranks.

Production costs for current' fes-

tival will be around $100,000, ac-

cording to Frank H. Ricketson, Jr.,

prez, who is also prex of Fox Inter-

mountain Theatres. Deficit will be
made up from private contributions.

Welcome Home
.
Jn'y Zlmmct presentation of Time.* Squnro

Plnyera In comedy In three AcIh by Pnvlrt
f.nmciv 'Directed by Charlca Polnihcck;
settlnc by Francos Kunlz. Opcnc<l nt .Mil-
fort

1

theatre, Mllfonl. fn.. July 2!. "-1(1.

nideon .Tcppcl .
'< Chnrlea Poiaehcck

Kellx T. Ilurhel ..Robert "Wnnoner
Slmr,n Turk nonnr Ptunrt
Clortrurte Tuik Joyce Flatter
Huaaell .fennel v....... Joel - Ilnth
Wnlly Ko-rner Jnck Wlllln
Kvn Martin Patricia PotieHt.i

Louia.'Grnett Byron PerchlnK
Oeoriro Oraelz Julea Hrenner
Sum Dlttln jRi-kxnn Dnvla
Ternmn P.

1

Amliro.se Paul- firrtnt

John Fnrken Jny Zlntmet

Headaches of hotel management
on a shoestring are detailed in this
knockabout farce, which Beams to
have been written on the premise
of anything for a laugh. Author ad-
mits having batted out "Welcome
Home" with the Marx Brothers In

(Continued on page 52)

VUletta's Experiments
Woodstock, N.Y., July 30.

Villetta Studio Players will put
oh a four-week season of experi-
mental plays here, beginning Aug. 2
with Jean Cocteau's "Infernal Ma-
chine."

Villetta Studio has- been dark
since operated 18 years ago by
Maria Ouspenskaya.

Status of negotiations between
Metropolitan Opera Assn. and
American Guild of Musical Artists,

representing solo singers, chorus and
dancers, remains suspended

this

morning (Wed.), pending. meeting 0f
AGMA's board of governors set for

tomorrow (Thurs.). Lawrence Tin-
bett, AGMA prez, whose arrival

from Italy was expected to help un-
ravel the snarl, planed in early

Tuesday but went off for a singing

date in Cincinnati.

Two sides are at loggerheads on
thre« points. The Met wishes to
cut its chorus from 94 to 78 members
on grounds of age, inefficiency, etc"
offering severance pay to 16 to be
dropped, but AGMA refuses to okay
cut. AGMA asked pay raises under
new contract, which the Met claims
will increase its budget by $151,000,
a raise it calls "prohibitive." AGMA
also claims its board of governors
should have final say. in discharge of
choristers. Met answering that as

matter of principle it cannot allow
AGMA's claim to jurisdiction, saying
"there cannot be any division of re-

sponsibility for maintaining the ar-

tistic standards of the institution."

George A. Sloan, Met's board prez,

in a statement on the negotiations,

said: 'The management cannot sur-

render its responsibility of determin-
ing the number and artistic qualifi-

cations of, the members of the com-
pany. Nor can It ignore the neces-

sary limits of its budget. Opera can-

hot continue under' the conditions

which AGMA seeks to impose." .

AGMA, which got a small, increase

iii pays last year, said that this rise

was the first in years'. It also pointed

out that the Met has had a 94

chorus group for 10 years, and be-

fore, that used 106 singers, and that

at one' time the Met had a chorus of

250, one group for French, the other

for German operas.

It's known the Met has resented

setup of negotiations between union

and management. Met has been

represented by general manager Ed-

ward Johnson; Cornelius N. Bliss,

board chairman, and George A.

Sloan, board prez", while AGMA has

been represented by Hyman R,

Falne, exec secretary, arid Albert B.

Gins, its attorney. Met oflfloials have

felt that lack of artists representa-

tion, familiar with' opera setup, has

hampered negotiations.

Golden's Westport Tryout
Westport, Conn., July 30.

John Golden will try out a new
comedy, "It's A Man's World," by
Hagar Wilde, at Westport Country
Playhouse, week of Sept. 2,

1

Production will be unusual for a
strawhat, requiring revolving stages

and four different sets. Show will

be presented by Lawrence Langner,
Armina Marshall and John C. Wil-
son, Westport's producers, with
Martin Manulis directing. Donald
Cook and Peggy Conklin will head
the cast of 20.

Salvation Army Preem
Cragsmoor, N. Y., July 30.

Howard Otway's drama, "A Penny
on the Drum," will have its pre-
miere at Cragsmoor theatre, here,
week of Aug. 5, with Morton Da-
Costa, theatre's managing director,
playing the lead role. Play deals
with the Salvation Army.
Author, a juvenile with the

troupe was born of Salvation Army
parents and has a brother who is

ah offleer, with the organization.

B'port's 'Black Eye' Freem
Bridgeport, July 30.

Walter B. Klavun, Bridgeport ac-
tor and ex-radio announcer, and
William Bourn Blood will co-pro-
duce James Bridie's "The Black Eye"
last week in August at Westchester
Playhouse, Mount. Kisco, N. Y,, with
which Kla'vun has been associated
this summer.

"v~-

•Stand will be first U. Si perform-
ance for Bridie opus and If tryout
Impresses, sponsors plan Broadway
exhibit.

Oakland's 'Bitter Bread'
Oakland, Cel., July 30.

"Bitter Bread," three-act drama

SANG ANKLES N. HAVEN

FOR CHI SHUBERT JOB
New Haven, July 30.

Leonard B. Sang, manager of the

local Shubert for the past five years,

has resigned to take over handling

of the Shubert interests in Chicago.

He was affiliated with the Shuberts
prior to coming here.

Sang is credited with building

local spot into one of the country's

leading legit tryout houses, as well

as a standard stopover for estab-

lished shows. He also kept the ball

rolling with other forms of enter-

tainment ranging from vaude to pix

as flllins.

No successor has been appointed

locally as yet.' New season tenta-

tively set f6l*9liI|? i9--<r«'Se>e 4--

by Albert Tallman, will be staged

by Playwrights theatre here in mid-

August, with Kenneth Bartlett as

director.

Group does only originals, "Bitter.

Bread" being its third this season.

Provlncetown Foldo
Provincetown, Mass., July 30.

Provincetown Players have called

it a day here, after five weeks of

an announced 10-week season.

Poor business for such plays as

"Brief Moment," with Glenda Far-

rell; "Night Must Fall," with Dame
May Whltty, and "Springtime for

Henry," with Edward Everett

Horton, Is blamed for the closing.

Newp6rt's 'Casa' Aug. 12

Newport, K. I., July 30.

Preem of stage versibn of "Casa-

blanca," from which the Warner
Bros, pic was adopted, will be pre-

sented by Sara Stamm at Newport

(R. I.) Casino theatre week of Au-

gust 12. Featured will be Delma

Bryon and John Heath. Joy Ann
Page, daughter of Harry Warner,

will appear. (

If tryout is successful the play

will move to Broadway in the fau.
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Dondero Tilts His Doughty Lance And

Roars Away at Red (Equity) Windmill

Charges of Red influences within -t

Equity came out of the blue last

week and for. the second time from-

s more or iess obscure legislator

who too planted his indicated propa-

ganda in the Congressional Record.

Rep George A. Dondero, Detroit,

Mich., claimed that Communists and

jejiow-travelers are trying to win

control of Equity, and also of the.

picture . industry. He also averred

that there is ' being formed an

"Equity Assn. Anti - Communist

League," made up of "loyal Ameri-

cans."

The Michigander's thesis was

promptly denied around Equity. It's

believed, the union won't take the

same altitude it did combating simi-

jar charges made by ex-Congress-

man William P; Lambertson, of Kan-

sas, several season ago. At that time,

responses of Equity officers seemed

to give the Kansan. "ammunition,"

and their demand for an investiga-

tion by the former Dies committee

never got past first base.

Clarence Derwent, new president

of Equity, in referring to.the alleged.

"Anti-Communist League," stated

that he never heard of such an

organization and if so "they are

..jousting windwills. for I know of no

Communism (in Equity) to fight."

It was Deiwent's "baptism of fire"

as Equity's head, a similar situation

having been, faced by Bert Lytell,

who defied Lambertson, Dies and
«ny other.Congressman to prove the

charges of Red radicalism.

Equity leaders believe that Lam-
bertson was given certain informa-

tion from some member of the coun-

cil but it could not be proven. How
the Kansan, who was delated for re-

election, became interested in the

theatre, virtually foreign to his slate,

was not discovered, and the same
can apply to Dondero. Hinted that

rabble rousing so-called "Christian

Fronters" steamed up the latter. -

j

Frank Fay PosWrlpl?

However, it is reliably reported

that stich- a clique as the "League"
is being formed and that petitions

are being circulated among actors.

Indicated that it is a reaction to the

rumpus raised last season by Frank
Fay when he became voluble and
agitated over a speech made by the

British laborite Harold P. Laski who
criticized the Catholic church in

Spain. Fay; who is on the councii,

is reported to be steering the anti-

Communist group. During last sea-

son's Equity rumpus he emphasized
.the political angle, the religious fac-

tor evidently becoming secondary.

Dondero charged that "a group of

fellow-travelers succeeded in getting

themselves placed on the nominating
committee of the

.
Equity council"

and that the rank and file member-
chip had no opportunity to "make a

free choice." Michigander evidently
swallowed propaganda, for the coun-
cil selects only three nominators
while six are. chosen by the mem-
bership.

. Derwent, who is a conservative,
was the only; new Equity officer,

elected June 7. He was named by
the nominating committee of which
he was a member, but withdrew
when no other candidate was avail-
able lo succeed Lytell.- All four
vice-presidents who had served for
three previous years, were renamed
and reelected, same* going for' the
treasurer and secretary. Helen
Hayes proposed Derwent for the
presidency and Waller Huston sec-
onded.

During a lime when there were
sharp differences over radicalism
within Equity, 11 members of the
council quit, dissatisfied over the
election of some new councillors.
They said they could serve the as-
sociation belter thereby but have
not been active in Equity's affairs
since.

Duncan's Aussie Click

Booms His Concerts
Melbourne, July 15.

Todd Duncan, first Negro concert

artist to visit Australia, has had a

phenomenal success Down Under.
Baritone star .of. N. Y.'s musical
success.'Torgy and Bess," has had
to extend original series of six Mel-
bourne recitals to 10. This, together
with added concerts in Sydney (now
10), and 10 more in New Zealand,
will total 30, instead of 20 originally

contracted for.

Singer leaves Auckland, N. Z.,

Sept. 20, by plane for the U.S.,
stopping off in Honolulu for; a
concert.'

Mgr&, Authors

StiU Huddling
Four sessions were conducted by

Broadway producers and authors

within the past week for the purpose
of reaching agreement oh revisions,

of the basic agreement with the

Dramatists Guild. Latter was con.

cilialory as had been indicated from
the start of the huddles but some
managers resented proposed.changes,

particularly as pertinent to musi-
cals. Known that

;
managers who

specialize on straight plays register-

ed but mild objection to changes
desired by. authors.

Whatever the feeling of those

producers who did protest, it waa
doubtless cumulative, because of the

15 theatre unions and associations

that have been making demands for

higher pay and stiffer regulations
almost annually. The result has been
that showmen have come around to

the opinion that all they are sup-
posed to do is to provide the finances

for producing. Managers contend
that the labor elements have made
it so difficult to put on shows, that
the limit has' been reached. However
it's understood there are no changes
in the authors' pact In regards to

royalties and sharing terms and the
Guild is not a union.

Leyenthal-MeCoy File

Claim With Equity On

Morris' 'Candida' Walk
J. L. Leventhal and Frank McCoy

have filed claim with Equity, ask-
ing that McKay Morris be required
to pay them damages equivalent to

two weeks salary for breach of con-
tract, Morris, currently appearing
in summer stock tryouts, abruptly
quit "Candida" when the managers
presented the play in Buffalo some
weeks ago. He failed to give two
weeks quitting notice, which is a

stipulation in standard Equity con-
tracts. Morris received $200 per
week for. "Candida," the figure be-

ing about half his regular pay.
Aclbr is under charges, .filed by

J^ne Cowl,
:
starred in the play, and

others of the cast. "Candida"
jumped from Buffalo to Toledo and
there some parts were shifted when
it was. discovered that Morris had
quit, show going on 88 scheduled, with
two actors reading the lines. Mor-
ris' walk was regarded as an af-

front to the star and his action
jeopardized the engagements of all

other players in the company. He
has been ordered to answer the

charges before council. "Candida"
played Cincinnati after Toledo, then
switched to rural summer stocks , as

a unit.

Road Attractions Beating B'way

To New Season Wire; 6 Tourers Set
* Season of 1846-47 will have a
fairly early start on the road whilemm v •> m j m rvpSl >J «J«U l.V SUITI DM IMC TUHU Willi*

Mine. jeritZa BUed for 751* Broadway's legit season can hardly

On Management Contract
Maria Jeritza, Viennese soprano

and • former Metropolitan Opera
star, and widow, of Winfield Shee-
han, was sued in N;Y. supreme
court Thursday (25) for $75,000
damages by John T.. Adams, artists'

rep. Adams charges that the singer,
who returned to the concert stage
last season after five' years' retire-
ment, repudiated ah agreement . in

Which he was to manage and pub-
licize her return.

get going until mjd-autumh. There
are four shows in rehearsal, all

booked to tour, one being readied on
the Coast. The first new show is

not slated in town until early Sep-
tember. The current list of attract

tions therefore cannot increase dur-
ing August, but only decline, there
being two departures this week—
"Around the World," which finales

far in the red, and "The Glass
Menagerie."

1 "Harvey" is the first attraction to

start touring from N. Y., it having

to'iT'him 20^
>™in^n*d. 'greed o£ned last\£* to sock 'busS

Indoor on 'Ura^e' races'
^ing over $23,000 :„ Buffalo, thatand 10% on opera appearances.

Mme. Jeritza denied all allegations,
saying no written contract existed,

FORTUNE TELLER' N Y.

BOUND; SEPT. 16 BOW
Los Angeles. July 30.

Edwin Lester's operetta,' "The
Fortune Teller," currently playing
in the Philharmonic Auditorium
here, moves .east in. September for

two weeks in Boston before opening
for an indefinite run at the Century,
N. Y., starting Sept. 16.

While in Boston, "Fortune" will

be in competition for one week
with another Lester production,

"Song of Norway." which opens in

the Hub Sept. 9 as its first stop on
a road tour after nearly two years

in N.Y.

REFURBISH TARK' FOR

HOLLYWOOD BOWL RUN
' Hollywood, July 30.

Mike Todd's "Up In Central
Park," slated to open a 22-day run
in the Hollywood Bowl, will be re-

vamped in various ways to suit the
architecture of ihe Bowl and its

outdoor environment, 'Scenery for

the play, currently appearing in

Chicago, will undergo changes to

conform with the shell that covers
the stage. Dir.log will be slashed

and accent placed on spectacular
routines by choral groups and an
enlarged cast of 150.

"Park", will shift from Chicago
to Kansas City late in August and
will arrive, in Hollywood Sept. 2 for

five days of rehearsals before open-
ing in the Bowl. .

Johnson Coming For

'Avenue' Rehearsals
Hollywood, July 30.

Nunnnlly Johnson, International
film producer, takes leave of ab-
sence this week to' start rehearsals
on the-, forthcoming Broadway
musical, "Park Avenue." Johnson
and George S. Kaufman arc col-
labing on the book and Ira Gersh-
win ana Arthur Schwartz are do-
ng the music.

Following the legit opening, John-
?on will .return to International to
Produce "Mr. Peobady and the Mer-.
maid."

Eddie Foy Forced Out Of

'Red Mill' Second Tune
For the second time Eddie Foy.

Jr., is out of "The Red Mill," having

been operated on for an intestinal

condition at the Madison Park 'hos-

pital, Brooklyn, last week. Over the

weekend secondary surgery was re-

quired but he was reported "much
better" yesterday (Tue). Chet
O'Brien, who recently '-'joined "Mill"

as a stage manager,, stepped into

the part temporarily, Benny Baker

taking over Monday (29)'.

Shortly after the revival came to

Broadway last winter from the Coast

Foy was forced out when his leg

was injured during a '-.performance.

Comedian was the musical's sole

featured player.

Coast Coin Being Sought

For Scully-Morris Comedy
Hollywood, July 30.

.

Option for Broadway fall produc-
tion on "What Made . Alexander
Great." by Frank Scully and Jack
Morris, is being peddled in Holly-

wood by Norman Markwell. former
public relations officer for the 13th

Air Force.
Filippe del Giudice, head of Two

Cities Films, originally took the play

to London for Laurence Olivier but
yesterday (29) cabled his deference
to Markwell because of difficulty of

getting money released from London
at this time. Markwell was associ-

ated with "Tobacco Road" during its

early years and was a writer with
Metro. RKO, and Universal before

moving into advertising in N. Y.

While on the Coast, Markwell Is

conferring . with Brian Donlevy.
Franchol Tone and J. Carroll Naish
for leads, with Talullah Bankhcad
and Judith Anderson up for femme
roles. Legiler is a comedy in which
Alexander conquers the world try-

ing to escape from two women.
Scully is author of "Fun in Bed"
and a Variety mugg. while Morris

is associated with Oliver Morosco.

's 30% Tax

Nick on N. Y. Visit

Although it was believed that
London's Old Vic players had been
exempted from American . income
taxes on salaries .during their recent
Broadway visit, it was revealed that
30% was withheld. Alien division
of the Internal Revenue dept insisted

on proof of the withholding before
passports were okayed. It is pos-
sible, however, that the tax money
will be refunded in light of the new,
reciprocal arrangement which elim-

inates dual income taxes of British-

ers over here and Americans over
there.

Withholdings are not payable (o

the collector until June,- 1947, and
there is ample time to determine the

status of the taxes. Prior to the en-

gagement of Old Vic there were ne-

gotiations between the respective

governments to strike out a clause

in the reciprocal plan which made
discriminatory classification of ac-

tors. The' revised pact was signa-

tured by Sec. of Stale James F.

Byrnes for the U. S. and Ambassador
John Balfour for Great Britain nn
June 6, just one day after the Old
Vic engagement terminated but it is

figured that as the new arrange-

ment had been agreed to some time
prior to that date, the visiting play-
ers should be entitled to the exemp-
tion.

Old Vic's payroll for the Century
date was $2,500 weekly, not excep-
tional because the British group is

a non-profit organization. As the

total salaries amounted to $15,000 for

the six-week engagement, there was
$4,500. witheld. In addition, some of

the Vic players are said to have been
paid around $5,000 for radio broad-
cast*:, Laurence Olivier and Ralph
Richardson being principal figures in

the radio end and it is assumed a

percentage of that money was also

held out for the collector.

stand rarely having had 'so strong a

draw especially in midsummer.
That the show with Joe E. Brown
could play a full week there is ex-
ceptional. "Dear Ruth" is the sec-

ond road show, having closed last

Saturday (27), immediately going to

Washington where it. opened Mon-
day (29).

"Life With Father" opens out of
town in August and so does "To-
bacco Road" after a brief rehearsal
starting Monday (5). Others are

"State of the Union," rehearsing at.

Los Angeles, "Dream Girl" and
probably another "Ruth" company.
Original "Dream Girl" will relight
Sept. 2 at the Coronet, N. Y., with
Betty Field back, and although the
show is not being advertised, a siz-

able number of mail orders are on
hand. "O Mistress Mine." which
also laid off, is being advertised and

|
the boxofficc of the Empire where
it will resume Aug. 26, is open daily.

'Roberta* Production

Bought for Down Under
Costumes, hew script and orches-

trations used by Civic Light Opera

Co. of Los Angeles for recent six-

weeks' revival of "Roberta" have

been purchased by J. C: William-

son Theatres Of Australia through

their N. Y. rep Dorolhy Stewart.

Musical, which has been done

several limes Down Under, will be

revived'''there again this tca>on.

Jory East for ARP
Hollywood, July 30.

Signed to a new two-year contract

by the American Repertory Thea-
tre, Victor ' Jory leaves today

; (Tues.i for It. Y„ where he will co-

; star this fall with Eva La Gallienne

!
in. "Henry VIII" and "John Gabriel

' Bjorkmann." .

i
Jory has just completed Pnp-

i petoon chores at Paramount ' and

j
will resume his legit work with

. Margaret. Webster, directing ARP
productions.

Brill Picks 'Birthday' Six
j

• Hollywood, Jlily
1

. 30.

!
Lcighlon Brill, Coast rep for

j
Richard Rodgcrs and Oscar Hom-
merslcin. II. has pickcd.six potential

players hero after a series of auai

t tions for the Helen Hayes legit,

j
.starrer. "Happy Birthday,"

Play, authored, by Anita Loos,

gets a break-in Oct. 4, in Boston

! before moving into Y. Joshua

! Logan- will direct. M'.-s Loos will

' eye Coa-l aspirants this week in

i
Hollywood.

BALLET DUE IN THREES

ON B'WAY THIS FALL
The fall is slated to see three bal-

let companies competing against

I each other on Broadway, it being in-

Idicaled that the outfits may start

! day and date engagements. The
tcrpsichorean trio involved are the

Ballet Theatre, booked into the

Broadway: Ballet Russe De Monte
Carlo, at the City Center, and the

Russian Ballet (S. Hurok-Col. de

Basil loe combination) listed for the

Metropolitan Opera House.
Those dance groups are among

some 14 ballet trouprs which have

been booked to tour the country

next season. The tendency is toward

Two 'Father' Touring Cos.

Booked, B'way Run Indef,

Despite Jan. Pic Release
Oscar Serlin will send a road com-

pany of "Life With Father" out
again-, there will be another tourer
traveling by truck, and the Broad-
way company is . indefinite at the
Bijou. As the picture version of
"Father" is finished and under terms
of the contract Warners can release
it in January, the status of the stage
shows are dependent on the film af-

ter the first of the year.
Deal for the tour by truck was

made by the producer with Jerry.

Cargill, James W. Kling and David
C. Jones, who have. contacts in com-
munities not. reached by (he road
"Fathers," the trio being active in

staging local pageants and attractions

for charity under auspices of organ-
izations such as Kiwanis, junior
chambers of commerce. Lions, serv-
ice leagues and the like, the truck
"Father" is a sort of packare deal,

local organizations reportedly guar-
anteeing the attraction but under a
sharing arrangement. Serlin and
the authors will be guaranteed and
will "share in takings on a royalty
basis.

There are stands untouched by the
road companies. That is particu-

larly true of northern New England.
Portland. Me., is the first stand of

that type booked. In some small
stands the show will be played in

school auditoriums, . town halls or

pix houses:

DEKKER TO BE TEDDY

IN NEW LEGIT COMEDY
Hollywood. July 30.

Albert Dekker draws top role as
.

Theodore Roosevelt In the news
legit . comedy. "Father Was Presi-

dent." slated to open late. September

appearVr^es i^; legil'^heiitres "ourof
,

^ Weslwood-Phoenix theatre un-

i through- concert bureaus. Most of i
will

.
be second of a series' of five

j
the dance organizations are now in

;
rehearsal but the Ballet Theatre is I

!in London, having attracted alien-
|

lion this summer at Covent Garden.
;

i Lucia Chase, the most consistent

j
backer of Ballet,. Theatre, told

"friends that she expended $2.2.10.000,,

on it during the past nine years.
i

! der .sponsorship of Paramount. Play

{stage productions on the 1946 pro-

gram.
First of the five is Ferenc Mol-

' nar's "The Good Fairy," opening
:

Aug. 8 for four weeks.. Third will

be. S. N. Behrman's "Dunnigan's
Daughter," followed by George

WalKs to Open Legiter
• Hollywood, July 30.

Michael Robinson play. "Most

Likcy to Succeed." will be staged

on Broadway thi.s fall by Hal Wal-
lis before 'he sends it into film pro-

duction.

;
Meanwhile Leonard Spiegelglass

; is writing the screenplay, with Bar-
;
bara Stanwyck slated as lemmc

istar.

Bernard Shaw's "Arms and the Man"
and a fifth still in the writing

process.

KAZAN'S B'WAY CHORE.
Hollywood, July 30.

Elia Kazan will produce and di-

rect a musical on the Broadway
stage following completion of his

current chore as pilot of "Sea of

Gws" at. Metro.
Understood Kazan will divide his

future activities between films and
legit.
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B'way Bit Up With Flops Even Claiming

Profit; ferine Qffl Leads Parade;

'Annie 45G; Welles World' Closing

Broadway biz was somewhat bet-

ter last week. Two sizable conven-
tions doubtless figured in most shows
registering improved grosses, but

it may be the start of generally

upped attendance. Those that are

getting by in some fashion by means
of cut-rates continued at about the

same money levels. Some are known
to be operating in the red. continu-

ing because of the persistence of

their managements. There are 21

attractions on the list, which is more
than the volume of summer busi-
ness warrants.

Summer's freak attraction, "Maid
In the Ozarks," attributable to "To-
bacco Road" which soon will

.
re-

assemble • Tor the road, again regis-

tered profitable business. Attendance
for Orson Welles' "Around the
World" failed to improve and it

dos.-s Saturday (3).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (.Revue),

M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"Anna LucasU," Mansfield (101st

week) (D-1,041; $3.60). Completing
its second year and goes into the
new season. Slightly better, with
$8,500 estimated.

"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial
(11th week) (M-1,427; $6.60); Among
the ' toppers that are keeping the
agencies going until new clicks come
to town; over $45,000, with standees.
"Around the World." Adelphi. Final

and 10th week; started with promise
then slipped and operated in red;
$21,C00 not nearly enough for musi-
cal.

"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (26th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Could not get
more than the statement shows, with
the count close to $21,000.

"Call Me Mister," National (15th
week) (R-1,142; $6). Looks good
for capacity attendance until the
new season's musicals arrive which
is. some time off; $32,500.

"Carousel," Majestic (67th week)
(M-1.667; $6). Picked up to around
$39,000; excellent money for long-
playing musical; only , a few shows
getting more.
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton

(44th week) (D-968; $3.60). Slightly
better last week at around $8,000;
mixed-cast drama nets some' profit
at that level.
"Harvey," 48th Street (91st week)

(C-925; $4.20). Is turning 'em away,
which is another test of the corn-
edy's rating out of town; over
$19,000.

"kcetlme," Center (6th week) (R
2,994; $2.40). By virtue of its caRaci
ty, skating; revue is getting top
money at pop price scale; quoted at
$48,600; plays 10 performances week'
iy.

"Life With Father," Bijou (347th
week) (C-614; $3.60). Road company
rehearsing; another will be trucked
.to small communities for first time;
went up a bit to $7,000.
"Maid in the Oxarks," Belasco (2d

week) (C-1,077; $3.60). Management
claims another highly profitable
week; $12,000; various scales used,
somewhat like those In picture
houses.

"Oklahoma!," St. James (179th
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). There were
29. standees at Thursday's (25) matt
nee and 14. that evening; close to
$30,000.
"On Whitman Avenue,'' Cort (12th

week) (D-1,064; $3.60). Some cast
changes; tolerance drama rated

around $8,000 and about an even
break claimed.
"Song of Norway," Broadway (98th

week) (0-1,900; $4.80). Tickets on
sale until Aug. 31, which may be
exit date for the road; rated around
$20,000.
"State of the Union," Hudson (37th

week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). No empty
seats yet for topical comedy smash
which topped $24,500 again.
"Swan Song," Booth (11th week)

(CD-712; $4.20). Takings approach
$G.000 but cannot make an operating
profit at that level;

"The Glass Menagerie," Royale
(CD-1,025; $3.60). Final and. 70th

week. Slated for road in October;
under $9,000 estimated. "Front Page"
revival slated here instead of Fulton.

"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(121st week) (C-939; $3.60). Picked
up to around $11,000 which favors
chances of run comedy into new
season.

,

"Three to Make Ready," Broad-
hurst (20th week) (R-1,160; $4.80)

Improved here too with gross esti-

mated around $22,500; ticket sale

reported into October.

REVIVALS
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (29th

week) (M-:l,628; $6). Large per
centage of patronage comes . from
visitors; business picked up mate
rially; quoted around $37,000.

"The Red Mill," 46th Street (41st

week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Also picked
up and the count was around
$26,000; slated well into fall period,

NEIGHBORHOOD
"Are Ton With HI," Windsor,

Bronx. _
"Dear Ruth," Flatbush, Brooklyn

LAYING OFF
"Dream Girl," Coronet (CD-1.037;

$4.80). Slated to relight Sept. 2.

"O Mistress Mine," Empire (CD
1,082; $4.80). Dated to resume Aug.
28. .

THEATRICAL FABRICS
(V COSTUMES

DRAPERIES
STAGE CURTAINS

Mohorom tuopHoa every Fabric ntod
lor loading Broadway production! and
Hollywood ttwDo*.

I . TAt Horn* ol Stnrm"

130 W«»t 44th Strott, Now York

WNGlOGinD.C.
Washington, July 30.

Mary Boland, in a revival of "Meet
the Wife," rang up a dismal $10,000

for her week here at the National,

despite the well-nigh sensational

news that Washington's only legit is

now air-conditioned.
With news of the National's new

cooling plant ballyhooed in all the

town's drama columns, and the

memory of its one-night stanza here
for a "Command Performance" still

lingering on after two years, "Dcar^

129) should have a good run.

'Lives' Hot 19G;

'Again' 5G, Hub
Boston, July 30.

Tallulah Bankhead's "Private

Lives" off to great first week at the

Colonial last Monday (22) to touch

$19,000, plenty solid for midsummer
run here. Coward comedy reopened
the Colonial after a month's layoff

following "Goose for the Gander,"
an unusual situation. Second week
of Bankhead starrer current and no
date for closing set so far. Show
hasn't too much of a nut and can
stay here until takes drop well be-
low $10,000.

'

"Goodbye Again," citronella cir-

cuited did excellent $5,000 for the
Boston Summer Theatre at Mutual
Hall, and "Burlesque," for the Cam-
bridge house across the river, did so
well for. fhe same Huntington-Falk
management, that it comes back to

the intown house for a second week.
Result is awitcheroo, "Goodbye
Again" going to Cambridge.

Prospects for regular legit season
continue to come in, first off being
"Life With Father" at the Colonial
Aug. 26, fifth visit, for this perennial.
"Miss Jones" follows at the Colonial
Sept. 9, then "Park Avenue" Sept.
26 and "Henry VIII" Oct. 7, both
at the Colonial.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Kermit Bloomgarden, co-producer of "Deep Are The Roots," gave a

lacture on play producing to a class at the American Theatre Wing's pro .

fessional school for ex-GIs last week but It's questionable whether the talk
was encouraging to possible incipient' managers. He mentioned figures
indicating that it may cost as much as $60,000, it not more, to produce a
play. That total appears to have surprised the class, individuals wondering
how they could raise that amount of coin.

Wing is not accepting registrations for the fall period at this time but is

advising applicants to secure certificates, of eligibility from the Veterans
....„ „ ... - . . Administration in New York as soon as possible. GIs are entitled to the
Ruth," which opened Monday night ' School's courses gratis, the government paying the fee, while the Winn
1901 vhnnlrt have a good run. i— ,v. . i- -in..... „j ""'8

Union Steady 26G,

'Park'QK36G,Chi
Chicago, July 30.

Chi legit addicts who have been
clamoring for more plays got their

wish Monday (29) with the opening
of "Obsession" at the Erlanger.
Advance for the Basil Rathbone-
Eugenie Leontovich vehicle has' been
very good, as has that of "Harvey,"
coming to the Harris Monday (5)

with Joe E. .Brown in the lead.

Legit grosses have kept at a steady
>ace, with cool weather and tourists
ceeping the b.o. from taking a sum-
mer dip. "Up in Central Park" con-
tinues to head the list with good
$36,000.

Estimates for Last Week
"Come On Up," Selwyn (3rd

week) (1,000; $3.60). Despite the
critics, play is doing fair $14,000.
"Slate of the Union," Blackstone

(14th week) (1.360; $4.20). Steady
near-capacity with $26,000.
"Up In Central Park," Shubert

(15th week) (2,183; $4.80). Leveling
off to a good $38,000. Due to leave
soon.

'OBSESSION' $12,000

IN FOUR, KANSAS CITY
Kansas City, July 30.

"Obsession." Theater Guild presen-
tation with Basil Rathbone and Eu-
genie Leontovich, rang up $12,000 in

fpur performances July 25-27 at the
Music Hall here, considered excel-
lent for midsummer biz by A & N
Presentations, which brought in the
show. Top of $3.66 prevailed, with
$3.05 for Saturday, mat.
Next on schedule is "Up in Cen-

tral Park," set for a week beginning
Aug. 28. Actually opening the new
season, show will do 10 perform-
ances, maximum ever played in the
Music Hall by a road musical.

absorbs the administrative costs. They are warned that unless clearance
credentials are obtained in advance, delays in attending to such paper work .

may prevent them from entering the school.

A theatre known as Daly's 63rd St., mostly dark since erected 35 years
ago, will be razed. It was considered for the Wing's school but the idea
was skipped because the interior was delapldated. The Chanins who'
formerly built and operated theatres and who own the adjoining Century
apartment building, purchased Daly's with- the idea of protecting residents

in the apartments. Only real success in the theatre was "Shuffle Along,"
colored musical .comedy presented' in 1921.

"A Flag Is Born," musical play "with script by Ben Hecht and music by
Kurt Weill, due in September, is believed to mark first time on Broadway
that a benefit production has been put on for more than one evening, for

run. Jules Leventhal is heading a group of producers acting as produc-
tion advisory committee, the author, composer and producers offering

services gratis.

Play is announced for Century, N. Y„ Sept. 5, although it's likely the
booking will be changed, as house is only available two weeks. Play, is

being presented under auspices of American League for Free Palestine,

with proceeds going to 'transportation of European Jews into Palestine,

Story concerns three Polish Jews who try to enter the Holy Land. Show
will be done on a lavish scale, director Luther Alder having put out a call

for 150 extras for soldier roles. Broadway and Coast "names" are being
approached for cast leads.

Latest revisions of British Equity contracts received here disclose that
legit actors on this side have much more advantageous terms than those
overseas. Not only are pay minimums lower for them but manager has
virtual control over players during the life of contracts. There are some
curious rules covering rehearsal coin, which isn't an allowance but merely
an advance on salary to be earned.

British actors refund such money weekly to the manager and the latter

may, withhold all salary should the actor quit before all of the rehearsal
loan is liquidated. American actors receive $25 weekly after the fifth day
of rehearsals, such payments being a definite managerial obligation.

Concerts at the Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., were rained out four suc-

cessive nights last week, involving a serious financial loss for the limited
'season. Sigmund Romberg who planed from the Coast, had his Stadium
appearance cancelled twice because of the weather. Musician flew back
west and his representative received the agreed compensation, despite
reports that the fee was delayed in payment.
Season at the Stadium has been' extended one day, to Aug. 11, and Rom-

berg has offered to return form, a concert Aug. 10 on gratis basis, paying
his own expenses east. Soloists likewise will donate their services for

that concert.

. Junior Equityites are circulating a petition asking the council to replace
Frank Fay on a committee assigned to consider changes in present require-
ments by juniors in order that they, may attain senior rating. Rules stipu-
late that a new member, must play 50 weeks before being eligible to

seniority and shall have been in legit at least two years. Juniors think
the regulations are too stringent and ask that the requirements be softened1

.

Committee has not made its report, although appointed last season. Just
why junior players objected to Fay wasn't explained but he may have
voiced an opinion against revising the rules,

CHICAGO
( E. Lake St

LOS ANGELES
So. L. A. St.

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1S3V

Play, Broken and
Authors' Representatives
n Went 48th Stmt, New York
811 West lib Street, Lm An««lea

DR. S. A. DANITS
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Ankles LA. With

444G After 12 Weeks
Los Angeles, July 30;

"Oklahoma!" flnaled out of the
Biltmore after 12 weeks and did
SRO $38,000 on the final frame.
Total haul for the Theatre Guild
production was $444,000 for the
three month stand. "Fortune Tel-
ler" moved into the Philarmonic
for first of three-week stand and
clicked with heftv $41,000.

"Firefly" took ud fortnight stand
at the Greek theatre and took in
close to $38,000 for the initial frame.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946"

repeated $17,000 on the 2 14 1 h
stanza at El Capitan.

'East Wind' Blows OK 43G.

SL Loo; Tilsen' Now on Tap
St. Louis, July 30.

The Prince of Pilsen," presented
four times previously in the Munici-
pal Theatre Assn's alfresco playhouse,
in Forest Park, has been reprised
for the current attraction, and the
piece, with three' new faces in lead
roles, teed off a seven-night stand
last night (Mon.). The newcomers
are Richard Manning, Met Opera
tenor; Sid Marion, and Eric Brother-
son, comedians.
Sigmund Romberg's "East Wind,"

last presented here in 1940, is still a
coin maker. Piece wound up its

third one-week stand Sunday (28),
with $43,000 gross. Crix were liberal
with praise for Edward Roeker,
Wilma Spence, Ross Wyse,. Jr., Gean
Greenwell, Lisa Maslova and June
Blair.

Strawhat Reviews

Seattle to Set Up Own
Ballet Rep Company

Seattle, July 30.

A repertory ballet company is be-
ing organized for Seattle by Lee
Foley, dance director of the Cornish
School and formerly with the Metro-
politan Opera ballet. Group will be
organized at Cornish, and suph tra-

ditional ballets as "Les Sylphides"
and "Giselle," as well as. new bal-

lets developed by the company, will

be presented.

Edith . Bowen, pianist, is now
working on the music for a ballet,

"Bal Masque," for which Foley has
done the choreography, and Mai
colm. Roberts has already done some
of the sets' for the new offering, .

'Desert Song/ $28,000,

Tops L'ville Season
Louisville, July 30.

Sigmund Romberg's "Desert Song,"
with Walter Cassel and Andzia Ku-
zak as leads, proved big draw at Iro-
quois Amphitheatre. Third week of
six-week summer season, July 23-28
turned in biggest gross since summer
shows started here—$28,000. Open-
ing performance Tuesday (23) drew
$4,000, and biz balance of the week
was capacity.

Bill for fourth week, starting to-
night (30). is "Rosalie," with Evelyn
Wyckoff, Earl Oxford, Helen Ray-
mond and William Sully in leads.

Continued from page M
Welcome Home

mind, and while It sometimes sug-
gests one of their least successful

film efforts; "Room 'Service," it

shows a certain flair for the pre-

posterous nonsense on which the
zanies built their routines and repu-
tations.

Performed by a cast which never
quite gets into the proper mood of
frenzied hysteria, "Welcome Home"
emerges in its Milford tryout as a
pretty jumbled affair, not too fresh
in idea, occasionally funny but
more often elementary in its stabs
at comedy. Plot doesn't invite
critical judgment, being just a peg
for gags, and the boy-and-glrl love
story, as in so many Marx vehicles,
is weak.

Charles Polacheck, who directed,
is amusing as a schemlng desk clerk,
and Robert Wagoner carries off
most of the other zany honors as a
fatuous real-estate agent. Jack Wil-
lis is fair enough as the romantic
lead, a vet who comes back from
the wars to find his summev hotel
about to be sold from under him.

music and lyrics, adds to his yeo-
man work by playing at one of the
two pianos for this production.
Story concerns an ad agency and
its attempts to put over a chewing-
gum campaign with a glamour
femthe as "Choozie Chewing Gum
Girl of 1946." Book and dialog are
along familiar* lines, with an occa-
sional bright bit to enliven the af-
fair. The music is pleasant but
somewhat reminiscent and deriva-
tive. "Soft In My Footstep," "It's

A Funny Kind of Spring" and "Not
For Long" have merit. But the
show as a whole has little com-
mercial appeal. Bron.

'Richard nriOG, Toronto
Toronto, July 30.

Jose Ferrer, with large supporting
company ' headed 'by Nance O'Neil,
grossed just under $10,000 in "Rich-
ard III," with Royal Alexandra (1,-

525) scaled at $2.40 top. ' Ferrer per-
formance, plus Robert Henderson's
direction and the Ernest Rawley pro-
duction values, drew critical raves
from local press, with business a vir-
tual sellout until heat wave nicked
the weekend take. Piece has been
held over for second week.
Ferrer follows in "Green Goddess'

week of Aug. 9.

It's Your Move
Dean (Ji.uiinrin iirodnrliun of. mu.ilcnl

conwly In two aria (in menes). Koul<,
miinlc and lyrics l,y Jerry Slevena; chvre-
oKi'ai'liy. Alan Bunks: hl*Iw. Floi-enr-a i.u-
mont. Stated by Paul Benard. Don Briody:
muMlrnl dlrwllon. Jorrv Slevena. Wllh
(llorla McOhce. Don Brloily. Slavs Minimi,
Mary Aniie Cohnn. Jnhnny Pimt). A ernft
Uilur, Paul Bon.irrt. (Iporgf Rriward*. At
Fmvhici-lowi: I'layhouae, N. T., July 1!3,
' IU.

A very young, eager group of
Greenwich Village legit aspirants,
with writing, producing and acting
ambitions, is staging this mild,
amateurish production. It's In. the
blood—producer Dean Goodman
being Marlene Dietrich's ex-son-in-
law (Maria Manton's ex); femme
lead Gloria McGhee being Gabriel
Heatter's daughter-in-law, and
Mary Anne Cohan being daughter
of . Jackie Saunders, of tha silent
Alms. The kids' best bets are their
attractiveness and willingness:
Jerry Stevens, who wrote book,

Current Road Shows
(Period Covering July 29-Aug. 10)

"Anna LueasU"—Civic, Chi. (29-

10).

"Blackouts' of 1»4«"—El Capitan,

Hollywood (29-10).

"Bloomer Glrl"-rCurran, Frisco

(29-10).

"Cora* On U»"—Selwyn, Chi.

(29-10).

"Dear Ruth"—Natl., Wash (29-10).

"Deep are the Boots"—Shubert-
Lafayette, Det. (29-3).

"Fortune Teller"— Philharmonic,

L; A. (29-10).

"Green Goddess 1* — Royal Alex,

Toronto' (29-3).

"Harvey"— Town Hall, Toledo

(29-3); Harris, Chi. (5-10).

"Mary Had a Little"—Geary,

Frisco (29-10).

"Merry Wives of Windsor"—Bilt-
more, L. A. (29-10).

"Obsession"—Erlanger, Chi. (29-

10).

"Oklahoma,"—Audi, Portland (29-

10).
"

"Pursuit of Happiness" — Cox,

Cine. (29-3).

, "State of the Union"—Blackstone,
Chi. (29-10);

"Up In Central Park"—Shubert,
Chi. (29-10).

"Voice of the Turtle" — Met.,

Seattle (29-3); Temple, Tacttma (5-6;

Capitol, Yakima (7); Fox, Spokane

(8); Wilma, Missoula (9); Fox, Butle

(10).
'

"Voice ol the^nrtle"-TCass, Det.

(29-10).
-
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Literati
Earl Wilson, H. Allen Smith Books

Earl WileoJ), N, Y. Post columnist,

whose "I Am Gazing Into My 8-

Ball" sold 85,000 copies under Dou-

bleday imprint, is having another of

truth-or-felsiea books published by

the same firm in mid-September,

titled "Pikes Peek or Bust," John

Groth did the illustrations.

Another N. Y. newspaperman

(ex) , H. "Allen Smith, is following

up his current new baseball novel,

"Rhubarb," with an anthology titled

"3 Smiths in the Wind," combining

his . bestsellers, "Low Man on a

Totem Pole" (over 163,000 copies),

"Life in a Putty Knife Factory"

1 165,000 copies) and; "Lost in the

Horse Latitudes" (190,000 copies to

date). The three-in-one Smithsonian

collection is due for Doubleday pub-

lication Oct. 3.

Elie Back From Bikini

Rudolph Elie, Boston Herald col-

umnist, music and drama critic, and

Variety mugg in Boston, is back

from two months'" coverage on first

Bikini bomb test. Junket included

column series on cities in hinter-

land as well as series on Hollywood.
Intended to stay for both tests but

mugg reports he found Navy com-
munications so snafued, his copy
was runrling 24 to 36 hours behind
the Navy's wire service boys. Same
situation plagued all the special

writers, he said, many of whom also

. planned to stay for both tests. Navy,
however, has always favored wire
services at expense of those repre-
senting merely one newspaper. Wire
service men are limited to reporting
facts, while special writers can (and
do) editorialize, frequently to the
Army or Navy's embarrassment.

Monti. Tab's Trigger Scoop

Canada's Fourth Estate was buzz-
ing Friday (26) after the Montreal

Herald (tab) pulled one of the best
scoops in Canadian newspaper his-
tory as result of the Harry Davis
slaying in the heart of Montreal's
nitery district. Short time after the
murder of the gambling czar, Louis
Bercowitz (alias Joe Miller) phoned
Ted McCormick (who writes a gos-
sip column under the name of Sean
Edwin) and volunteered to give him-
self up..

So, in true flicker fashion, while
police and gangland put out the
dragnet for the killer after the dar-
ing daytime slaying, McCormick had
the confessed slayer up the Herald
office. After getting the confession,
the Herald turned him over to the
cops in the morning! McCormick,
who is also the sheet's managing
editor, claimed the scoop in copy-
right stories splashed all over the
paper.

Tide to Menck to Variety

Copyreader on Tide, advertising

trad? weekly, recently wrote a head
on a. story which other staffers

claimed they didn't understand.
One got bright idea of sending
story and head to language authori-
ty H. L. Mencken for an explana-
tion, expecting to get a reply worth
printing as another story.

Mag instead got a brief wire, col-

lect, which read: "Ask Variety."

Quent Scotches Garsson Tie

Two New York newspapers, the
Journal-American and the weekly
Enquirer, have 'been attempting to

drag Quentin Reynolds into the
current Garsson-May inquiry, ap-
parently on the basis of his New
Deal leanings. Enquirer Sunday
(28) named Reynolds as witness-to-be
in its page one streamer, while the

J-A ran his picture (at the Garsson
Army-Navy E award dinner) Satur-
day t27).

Author-commentator and his agent,

Mark Hanna, have scotched the

P^RjEff LITERATI
rumor, stating that they were
"booked' 1 into the Garsson plant's

"E" ceremony as a regular
.
speaking

date, for which the usual fee was
asked and received. Enquirer played
up the fee, implying that it was a
part of the allegedly tainted Garsson
monies.

Jessel's 'Hello Mama'

Originally announced for August
publication, George Jessel's new
book, "Hello Mama," will now be
brought out in October according
to World Publishing Co. of Cleve-
land.

Tome is priced at $1 and contains
over. 100 drawings by cartoonist
Carl Rose.

Bernard Shaw
; Continued from pace 2 ;

lions, of the playwright by such as

Brown, Howard Lewis, of Dodd,
Mead; Deems ' Taylor, Lawrence
Langner, Lebnard Bacon, Henry
Seidel Canby and Maxwell Ander-
son, among others. Harrison Smith,
president of the SRL, chairmanned
the event.

Irish Radio Railed

Dublin, July 30.

Radio Eireann, Ireland's state-

controlled station, drew itself a raz-
zing from the press for ignoring the
birthday of Dublin's most famous
native son, George Bernard Shaw.

BBC celebrated event with read-
ings from Shaw plays and a radio-

cast of "The Man -ot Destiny."

In previous years, his birthday
has been celebrated here with a
special program. No official expla-
nation was forthcoming but it was
commented that any celebration
would probably mean a repeat of

previous material; also talent is

lacking.

A last-minute change of front by
Radio Eireann cut 15 minutes from
a music recital to slip in a talk on
GBS by Irish Press Literary Editor
M. J. MacManus, . one of the con-
tributors to the birthday book
G.B.S.90." .
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Osteopath, Md., July 30.

Having some time ago received a crate of Shaviana which survived 0)
the fuscist sneak on Nice, (2) the Vichy collaboration with the late super-
men and (3) the American liberation of the French Riviera, I'd love to use
the occasion of the Master's 90th birthday—July 26—to unload some of it.

He hates birthdays, but when a nonagenerian closes his 1946 books with
two shows and a picture on Broadway you have to celebrate something
about him. There's something called nostology, the gerontic science of old

age to you post-glacial juveniles. Let's celebrate that.

In this crated material were 50,000 words I never found any use for in

writing the Master's biography 15 years ago. It doesn't seem much better
now on re-reading but if we .cut to the chase and make it one reel it might
go. This then is the essence of what has been passing for 73 years as

Shavian wit:

Let me celebrate my birthday by setting you free. Farewell: we shall

not meet again, for remember when you read a biography the truth is

never such as to be published.

* The Unsocial Socialist

For the moment there is only one superman arriving at his full strength
and he is called Shaw. . .Socialism would be excellent if there were no
Socialists. . .Take care to get what you like or you will be forced to like

what you get.

Where there is no ventilation, fresh air is declared unwholesome. When
there is no knowledge, ignorance calls itself science. . .The most anxious
man is a prison director. .

My mother cut a wisdom tooth when she was eight ..When a man has
anything to tell in this world, the difficulty is not to make him tell It,

but to prevent him from telling it tod often. . As regards the best of the
clergy, whether English or foreign, I feel that they and we. mean in sub-
stance the same- thing. . .Voltaire and I were the only two 'truly religious

people who ever lived!;.. God made mistakes. . .1 am an expert picker of
other men's brains, and I have been exceptionally fortunate in friends.

The Friendly Credit Dentist

Happiness and beauty are by-products. . -The .man. with a toothache,

thinks everyone happy whose teeth are sound . .The poverty-stricken man
makes the same mistake about the rich man. ..The man who listens to

reason is lost; reason enslaves all whose minds are not strong enough to.

master her .. .It is always hard for superior wits to understand the fury
roused by their exposures of the stupidities of comparative dullards.

Brieux attacked the most unmentionable subject of all: the subject of
the diseases that are supposed to be the punishment of profligate men
and worthless women. Here the taboo acquires double force. Not only
must not that improper thing be mentioned; but the evil must not be
remedied, because it is a just retribution and a wholesome deterrent. The
last point may be. dismissed by simply inquiring how a disease can possibly

act as a deterrent when people are kept in ignorance of its existence...

I did not take in' all that he said because I only understand French when
it is spoken, by an Englishman. . .No woman looks her best after sitting up
all night.

Why Shaw Is Unhung'

Martyrdom is the only way in which a man can become famous without
ability... If a great man could make us understand him, we should hang
him... II the lesser mind could measure the greater as a footrule can
measure a pyramid, there would be finality in universal suffrage. As it is,

the political problem remains unsolved . . . Democracy substitutes, election

by the incompetent many for appointment by the corrupt few.
The manufacture of well made play is not an art: It is an industry...

I half suspect that those managers who have had most to do with me, if

asked to name the main obstacle to the performance of my plays, would
unhesitatingly and unanimously reply, "The author!". . .Centuries, like

men, begin to find themselves out in middle age... To suppose that the
French acclaimed Brieux because he is a great man is to imply that they
know a great Frenchman when they see him, which is contrary to all

experience. They never know until the English tell them. . .The instinctive

regard to consequences was once impressed painfully on a pious French-
man who, in Westminster Abbey, knelt down to pray. The verger, who

'

had never seen such a thing happen before, promptly handed him over to

the police and charged him with "brawling." Fortunately, the magistrate
had compassion on the foreigner's ignorance; and even went the length
of asking why he should not be allowed to pray in church. The reply of

the verger was simple and obvious. "If we aljowed that," he said, "we
,

should have the people praying all over the place." And to this day the
rule in Westminster Abbey is that you may stroll about and look at the

monuments; but you must not on any account pray.

The Perfect Shill

Someone has announced a book by me entitled "The Complete Wag-
nerite." This is an error; they are thinking of an author named1

. Isaak

Walton. The book, which is a work of great merit, even to me, is called

"The Perfect Wagonerite."
It is the tame elephants who enjoy capturing the wild ones ..There is

danger, destruction, torment. What more do we want to make us happy?
...I declare that according to my experience moral passion is the only
real passion . .He who has nothing to assert will go as far in power of

style as his momentousness and his conviction will carry him... If I lived

on a desert island I would perhaps be writing silly and sentimental ro-

mances, which are of no use to anybody. But I am working hard. I argue
and debate and weigh every phrase, and work on it and reconstruct it;

it is quite simple. It is absolutely, true that easy writing Is hard reading
and hard writing is easy reading. . .For art's sake I would not face the
toil of writing a single writing sentence. I know the true joy of life, the
one being used for a purpose recognized by yourself as a mighty one; the
being thoroughly worn but before you are thrown on the scrap heap.

The Wrong One* Like Him
Germany-, Sweden, Austria—these are the countries that stand by me.

France, the most backward country, and Paris, which is a hundred years
behind other capitals of Europe, may soon see one of my plays produced
there. A French manager has made a contract with me for the production

of my play, but I shall not believe that they will produce it until I see it.

My favorite recreation is showing off... Mark Twain and I are very
much the same position. We have a way as to make people who would
otherwise hang us believe that we are joking. . .The artist himself has no
other way of making himself conscious of the ray; it is by a blind instinct

that he keeps on building up his masterpieces. . .Really, the English don't

deserve to have great people. . .When the University of Liverpool invited

me to occupy a chair of Drama, I had to reply that I was a practitioner,

not a professor. . .No man can be like me. I have spent my life trying to

play the piano accurately and never succeeded for a single bar. . .Democ-
racy, as we practice it, is ruinous nonsense. All the republics are whited
sepulchres. What you need, as I have often pointed out, is an anthropo-
metric method by which 'you can grade men according 'to their political

capacity. , I have the old grievance of the author: People, will admire him
for the feats that any fool can achievc.'-and bear the malice against him
for boring them with better work ..I am no believer in the worth of

any "taste" for art that cannot produce what' it .professes to appreciate.

That's a dateless fragment of 90 years of Shawmanship. He thought
youth was so wonderful it was a shame to waste it on children. How he
would know, escapes me, for he never was a child and never had children.

But he did some grand writing in his day. Omar the Irish-Iianiah tent-

maker must have had Shaw in mind when he wrote:
"Yet, ah, that spring should vanish with the rose,

That youth's sweet manuscript should close."



OBITUARIES
GEORGE FOSTER

George Foster, 82, founder of Fos-

ter's Agency, London, and father of

Marry Foster, present head of that

agency, died in London, July 26.

Further details in vaudeville. .

GERTRUDE STEIN

Gartrude Stein, 72, author and

lecturer- famed for her eccentric

literary style, died July 27 at the

American Hospital in Neuilly, a

Paris suburb. Long, under treatment

for cancer she had been a hospital

patient for only a week.

Born in Allegheny, Pa., Miss Stein

spent her early youth in Paris and

Vienna and later returned to Amer-
ica to live in Oakland, Cal. where

her father was a streetcar official. A
graduate of Radcliffe, she later

studied medicine at Johns Hopkins

but didn't bother to take a"degree.

Following a brief period in London,

Miss Stein went to Paris in 1903 ac

componied by her secretary and con

stant companion, Miss Alice B.

Toklas, whom she had met in San
Francisco. Independently wealthy,

Miss Stein became a patron of the

arts and encouraged such artists and
writers as Matisse, Picasso and Ernest
Hemingway. A shrewd collector of

paintings, she was known to have
acquired many canvases done by
prominent artists in their formative

years before their reps were estab-

lished.

Writing her first book in 1909,

"Three Lives," a collection of per

sonality sketches, Miss Stein showed
clear prose in her initial work
decided, contrast to her odd style of

later years. Among other books
which she authored were "Making of

Americans," 1926; "Geography and
Plays," 1922; "How to Write." 1931

"The World is Round," 1939 and
"Ida," 1941. Her latest book. "Brew
sie and Willie," was published a

week ago.

In the thirties Miss Stein authored

a hit opera, "Four Saints in Three
Acts,

1
' whose libretto incorporated

many of the bizarre word repetitions

which the public had come to expect
of !»er. With music by Virgil Thom-
son, it was presented on Broadway
in 1934 with an all-Negro cast.

Co. show two seasons; spent a sea-

son with the Lew Dockstader Min-
strels, and then for 38 years pre-
sented an act, "Ollie Young and
April," with his wife. He toured
Europe twice with this act.

.

He produced several of the late

Florenz Ziegfeld's spectacles, both
on the Winter Garden Roof and in

the New Amsterdam theatre, N. Y.

He arid his wife had leading roles

in Victor Herbert's "Velvet Lady"
for three years. The pair played
both the Keith and Orpncum cir-

cuits for many years, and at one
time Young was financially inter-

ested in the old B. F. Keith theatre,

Columbus. He was one of the

founders of the National Vaudeville

Artists and member of the board

of directors.

Besides his wife, Adah, three sis-

ters survive.

circuit, died In St. Louis, last week.

As member of the comedy team of

Cameron and Flanagan about 30

years ago, he played leading theatres

in U. S. His sister survives.

J. MOROS1NI-WHEI.AN
Joseph Morosini-Whelan, 55, one

of Ireland's best-known teachers of

dancing and former member of the

All-Ireland Board of Ballroom

Dancing, died in Dublin, Ireland,

last week. Survived by widow, two
sons and two daughters.

ROBERT MARKS
Robert Marks. 51', member of the

Lambs, died Wednesday (24) in N. Y.

He.'was stricken with a heart attack

while dancing during a party cele-

brating his wedding anniversary. He
was a dentist -with offices in the St.

Morilz hotel.

of directors of dramatists, authors

and radio writers would have to

recommend approval in principal

and then put It up to their general

membership for majority vote, AAA
briefly would act as the copyright

owner of all material written by
members of the four Guilds and
would control . the licensing of It

for any form of publication or pro-

duction.

Outright sale of material for any
purpose would be positively for-

bidden.

Wednesday, July 31, 194$

CHARLES WELLESLEY
Charles Wellesley, 71, former film

arid legit actor who appeared with

Ethel Barrymore and the late

Chauncey Olcott. died July 24 at

the Brunswick Home, Amityville,

L. I.

Born in London, Wellesley came
to America as a member of Olga
Nethersolc's rep company. During
his long career he was also seen

in a number of films. .'A stepson

survives.

AUGUSTIN J. GLASSMIRE
Augustin J. "Gus" Glassmire, 67,

veteran showman, died July 23 in

Hollywood following a long illness.

He was associated with the Morosco

THI FAMILY OF LOU IUSH,

who potted away, eiprett their deop-

•tt appreciation fa Al Richard and

the many Mends of the profeiulen

far the klndneuet extended in their

hour of bereavement.

AL SELIG
Al Selig, 61, advertising and pub-

licity executive for many years in

the picture business, died July 28

in New York after a prolonged ill-

ness.
- A newspaperman before he be-
came affiliated with the film biz

almost 30 years ago, Selig had at

one time or another worked for
practically every major film com-

.- pany. He was once publicity, ad-
vertising ?and exploitation director
of the old Tiffany Productions,
leaving that outfit to take, a similar
post with Columbia. His last job
was with 20th-Fox, where he was
trade contact:

Two weeks after he had joined
'. Fox last winter he was bedded with
: the incurable ailment that resulted
. in his death. . Ill for more than a

year, previously, he managed to
continue working, having left the
War Manpower Commission, where
he had conducted special surveys
on labor problems, to join Fox.

Sellg's, first job was as a reporter
for the bid r{. Y. World. He then
joined the N, ^Y. Journal, working
there .and for Other Hearst papers
for the next 12 years, following which
he became editor of the picture de-
partment for Underwood and Un-
derwood. During his newspaper
career he became known as an out-
standing crime reporter. Long after
he quit the field he continued to
write for publications.

His first film job was with the old
Fox Film Corp., in publicity. He
did work for such oldtime film stars
as Theda Bara and William Farnum,
and handled, roadshowlngs of some
of the top pix for more than 25
years. An expert exploitation man,
he had done much of that work in

recent years, particularly with RKO
and Universal, on the road.

Surviving are. his widow, daugh-
ter, granddaughter and. two sisters.

Jules Fields, eastern director of pub-
licity for 20th-Fox, is his son-in-
law.

OLIVER RUSSELL YOUNG
Oliver Russell "Ollie" Young, 71,

wJc. showman, vet Al G. Field Co.
member, and a former producer of

the "Zlegfeld Follies," died July 25

In Columbus, O. He had been re-

tired 18 years.

He started in show business as a

Juggler; was with the Al G. Field

theatre, Los Angeles, from 1920 to

1928 and directed the original pro-
duction of "Abie's Irish Rose."

Starting as a legit actor in N. Y.
in 1899, Glassmire entered Alms as a
character player in 1932, appearing
in a long list of features including

"Wilson," "Fallen Angel," Scarlet

Street" and "Enchanted Cottage."

Surviving are his widow and son,

Albert. .-.-'

ADELAIDE SHANNON
Mrs. Adelaide Shannon, 75, who

with her late husband, Harry, were
prominent members -of the Shan-
nons, theatrical touring company,
died July 16 in LaRue, O. A son

and daughter survive.

FRED W.BAUER
Fred W. Bauer,. 78, violinist, died

in Sandusky, O., July 23. He was for

years leader of the orchestra at the

Sandusky theatre when road shows
appeared there.

Jack MacDermoit, 53, former ac-

tor, writer and director, died July 22

in Los Angeles. As a director he
piloted several silent films starring

Colleen Moore.

Wife of Clayton T. Dusinberre,

owner of Red Bud, 111., theatre, died
in St. Louis, after long illness, last

week.

flyman- Greenfield, father of Irving

H. Greenfield, asst. secretary of

Loew's, Inc., died at his summer
home in Long; Beach, L. I., July 29.

Strawhats
continued from page 1 s;

the field, however, have been dis-

couraging.

One bright note in the talent hunt

is sounded by Arthur Willi, at RKO,
who says he has already come up

with five lookers as result of junkets

through the barnyard Belasco belt.

Willi added that he obtained best

results by avoiding the w.k straw-

hats and sticking to remote hinter-

lands, where the players are more or

less obscure. RKO department head

called this season "the most fruit-

ful In years," adding that by its end

they will have covered the east coast

from Maine to'.Virginia.

Generally slim returns on the tal-

ent search have come as a surprise

to most of the department bosses

who expected a thespic bonanza

with the end of the war.. Veterans'

theatre groups, highly touted at first,

have had a tenuous, if not short-lived

existence and, as a result, have

brought little or nothing in the way
of new people to the. eyes of the

scouts. Other returning GIs have

either turned to other fields or just

don't have the ability to begin with,

say talent heads.
j

American Authors
Continued from page 1

Runyon's 100G

LOUISE TABER
Louise Taber, KQW-CBS director

of education, died in San Francisco
July 22 of a heart attack. She was
known as an authority on California

History and much of her radio work
dealt with that subject.

At time of death she was engaged
in producing "Youth Looks to the
Future." She was also producer of

the KQW-CBS portion of Columbia
School of the Air broadcasts.

"HERR LOUIE"
Henry E. Moeller, 52, known pro-

fessionally as "Herr Louie," head of

the orch known as "Herr Louie and
the Weasels" and later as "Louie
and the Gang," died in Chicago July
27. Band had played at Eltel's Old
Heidelberg, Loop bistro, for the past

12 years.

Survived by wife.

MARK CORY
Mark Cory, 62, RKO manager in

•Portland, Ore., died in that city

July 24 following a heart attack.

Cory had been branch manager
in Portland since 1932, and was
with RKO and its associates since

1923. Before that he was branch
manager for Pathe in San Fran-
cisco;

REV. A. L. KUNKEL
Rev. Anton L. Kunkel. S.J., 72, pi

oneer of radio broadcasting- develop
ment in New Orleans, died there
Thursday 125). Father Kurikel's ex-
periments in radio began as early as
1909 and led to establishment of

WWL| New Orleans' first radio sta-

tion, operated by Loyola University.

SOLOMON GREEN
Solomon Green,

.
68, vet accom-

panist for nitery singers at the. old

North American Music Hall, Chi-
cago, died in Chi July 28. Pianist
retired from showbiz about 10 years
ago and has. been with the Chi
Tribune ad dept. since.

Survived by wife and daughter.

TUDOR C. BROWN
Tudor C. Brown, 65, doorkeeper

at the Fox theatre and one-time
vaude performer on the Orpheum

Manklewlcz, Henry Meyers, Martin
Gang, Sigmund Romberg, Dalton
Trumbo, William Pomerance, Robert
Kapp, Craig Rice, Richard Burke,
Walter Bruington, Walter- Doniger,
Lawrence Lipton, George W. Yates
and Charles G. Booth.

Admitted by its backers to be the
most radical action ever taken by a
talent organization, SWG last night
(Mon.) voted overwhelmingly in

favor of a resolution which purport-
edly will give the outfit a virtual
monopoly in American literature.

Voting by full membership of active
SWG.members had 330 yes, seven no
and Ave passing up right to. ballot.

Resolution presented by Ring
Lardner Jr.', said "that . the Screen
Writers Guild endorses in principal

the working out with other Guilds
of the Authors League of America
a plan for the establishment of an
American Authors Authority along
the general lines prepared by James
M. Cain in conjunction with the
original material committee of the
Screen Writers Guild, and that the
executive board is instructed to

proceed in cooperation with the rest'

of the league to draft a specific

program, which program will be
subject to ratification at a future
general membership meeting."
Action of Richard Macauley, who

was expected to be in opposition to
the AAA plan, in urging all con-
servative members to support it

came as a surprise at session. Ma-
caulay called it "a very nice capital-
istic enterprise, a coalition of one
bunch of capitalists to see what
they could get away from another
bunch of capitalists." He also pre-
sented a resolution that AAA be
required to accept material for
copyright from anyone, whether
or not a member of the four writ-
ing Guilds' which will make up the
Authority, but it was voted down.
Members did, however, vote unan-
imously in support of an amend-
ment designed to prevent censor-
ship of material by the AAA.
Amendment, moved by, Eddie Blum
and seconded .by John Wexley, was
to the effect that AAA would never
discriminate against any author on
the basis of contents of material.
This is the first positive action on
the AAA proposal by any of the
Guilds in the League and is ex-
pected to pave the way for favor-
able resolutions from the other
three organizations.

Discussion has been carried on
among the other groups. Some even
participating in drawing up present
form as outlined in the Screen
Writers magazine last week. Boards

Contained from page 1

doctor. Paul Small agented Runyon
in the deal.

Korda and Marcel Achard also

closed a deal with the Theatre Guild

for the production In New York of

Achard's current Paris legit hit,

"Aupres de ma Blonde" ("Besides

My Blonde"). Arrangement was
made for Sam Behrman to' do the

American adaptation, with he and
Achard splitting evenly on authors'

proceeds of the U. S. production.

Play won't be ready before next

spring, at the earliest.

Korda has an Interest in the. legit

production and intends to make a

picture from it in England. Under
terms of the Dramatists' Guild basic

agreement, picture rights to the
American production must be put on
the open market, but Korda retains

strings on the yarn via his Interest

In the Paris version,

Achard returned to England with
Korda

0Rose Exits Par
Continued from page 3

to Barney Balaban and Stanton

GrifAs on his twice-yearly visits to

the U. S. because his duties not only

covered distribution by Par's pro-

duction setup In Britain.

Rose joined Par in ; 1938 after

having been active In Hollywood
production in association with Sam-
uel Goldwyn and United Artists. At
one time, he was veepee and general

manager of UA studios and held

similar posts with Goldwyn.

Mason-Rose Unit

London, July 30,

While David E. Rose is officially

said to be making further study of
his production alignment, . now that

he has given his resignation to

Paramount as British chief, it's re-

ported that James Mason, one of

the British stars who worked in
pictures he made here for Par, will

be co-producer In his new unit. Of
the two features planned by the
Rose-Mason production unit, the one
produced In England would be for

J. Arthur Rank, distribution..

Understood here that the deal with
Mason' was set before Rose left for
the U. S. this summer.

Lnraschi Checks In

Luigl LuraschI, head of the Para-
mount studio foreign department,
left for the Coast yesterday (Tues
day) to give a full report to Par
production chief Henry Ginsberg on
conditions In Europe. LuraschI flew
in from London to N. Y. last Friday
(26), following a threc-and-a-l
month production survey of Europe,
Ginsberg, meanwhile, returned to

the Coast yesterday (Monday) with
George Brown, Par publicity chief.

NBC Ballyhoo
— continued from page 23

arranged with sponsors to cross,
plug one another's shows.

More Changes This Season
Keying the big ballyhoo Is the

fact that there are more major pro-
gram

.
changes coming' to the NBC

schedule next season than in any
other recent season. The net execs
are afraid the affiliates might not
emphasize the changes sufficiently,

and are taking no chances ou losing
listeners through such oversight.
While the regular NBC parade

will get its share of the spotlight,

major emphasis will be laid on the
following:

Sunday- night: The new Don
Ameche show going in for Drene,
and Phil Harris with Alice. Faye
taking over the Fitch -tunc.

Monday night: The Benny Good-
man show replacing "Information
Please."
Wednesday night: Bob Burns step-

ping into- 'the- former Hildcgarde
time, and "Duffy's Tavern" taking
over Eddie Cantor's old slot.

Thursday night; Burns & Allen
moving into the 8 o'clock time; Can-
tor, switching to this night as he
starts working for Pabst beer: the

new Dennis Day show; "Aldrich
Family." coming over from its for-

mer home at CBS.
Friday night: The Alan Young

show, also a. inoveover from CBS.'

The Oct. 13-14 "Parade of Stars"

will really be the culmination of

the campaign rather than the be-

ginning of it, although thdt's the
'

part, that will get network billing

coast-to-coost,

That CBS will also do a big song-

and-daricc about Its fall schedule

was certain last week. But CBS
execs weren't as yet ready to dis-

close details of their plans. All

-they would vouch for is that they

would put ' on their showcase shows
on two successive Sundays, Sept.

22-29, an hour and a half each of

those days, using the N. Y. Phil-

harmonic-Symphony time, 3-4:30

p.m.
ABC and Mutual have made .no

official comment on their ballyhoo

plans.

MARRIAGES
Mildred Carl to Harry Hynes, Jr.,

St. -Louis, last. week. Groom is head

booker for Universal's St. Louis e\-

change.

Dorothy De Poy to Walter C.

Lardner, Waterford, N. Y., July 2T."

Bride Is continuity editor at WTRT,
Troy; groom is an engineer there.

Nina Ferova to Don George, Reno,

July 23. Groom Is songwriter.

Martha Scott to Mel Powell, L«s

Vegas, Nev., July 23. Br|de is stage

and screen actress, groom a mu-
sician.

Frances Henry to Howard Smith,

Las Vegas, Nev,. July 23. Groom
is a film editor.

Dorothy Perkins to Joe Wills at

Cameron, Texas, July 20. Groom is

newscaster for WOAI, San Antonio.

Mrs. Judy Bear to Harry Volk,

Philadelphia, July 19. Groom is

publicity director of Atlantic City's

Steel Pier.

BIRTHS
Mr; and Mrs. Hank Caldwell, daugh-

ter, Hollywood, July 23. Father is

a radio actor.

Mr. and .Mrs. Gene Pol ito, son,

Los Angeles, July 27. Father is asst.

cameraman at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Ochs, son,

July 12, Akron, 6. Father is mana-
ger of the Strand, Akron.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shidler, daugh-

ter, Torrence, Cal„ July 25. Mother
is Rosemary De Camp, film actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Hyatt Dehn, son,

Hollywood, July 24. Mother is

Ginny Simms, radio and screen

songstress.

Mr. and Mrs. Emile Holliner,

daughter, July 23, Chicago. Father

is maitre d* at Mayfair Room, Black-

stone hotel, Chi.

Mr. and Mrs. George Lipton, son,

N.Y., last week, Mother is the former
Josephine Hansche »f Chicago Opera
Co.; father Is actor in "Annie Get
Your Gun."
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ross, son, N. Y.,

July 14. Mother is Mary Lou For-

ster, radio actress; father is radio

singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Max Gilford, daugh-
ter, Hollywood. July 28. Mother is

film actress Anne Gwynne; father

an attorney.

Mr. and Mrs. Davidson Taylor,

daughter, New York. Father is CBS
programming veepee.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Ochs, son,

July 12, Akron, O. Father is man-
ager, of Warner's Strand, Akron.
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Broadway
Harry

fion.

Blair, RKto h.o. trade press
fyi'ng to Coast for his v'aca-

'"Ted Goldsmith to go out ahead

ct ''Magnificent Yankee" in Oc-

l0
-Lucilie Ball making the rounds of

etrawhals prior to return to Coast

*h
j' Robert Rubin. Metro v.p., leaves

Aug. 17 for annual three weeks' stay

at Saratoga. .

''.'.'
- ... „ ,„

Charles Hogen, head of the N. W.
Aver Coast office, is in N. Y. to move
his family back to Hollywood.
Robert Garland in Hollywood to

write a special series on the film in-

dustry for the Journal-American. ..

Alex Gottlieb, Warner Bros, pro-

ducer, will marry Polly Rose, sister

of Billy Rose. Date is set for Sept.

12.
Lauiette Taylor was out of "The

Glass Menagerie" Thursday (25 ) but

was due back Tuesday (30)', Laura
Walker subbing as previously.

Paramount's eastern production

rep. Russell Holman, to England and
France in September for a general

looksee.
Jim McKechnie, p.a. for "Maid in

The Ozarks," is brother of Bill

McKechnie, manager of the Cincin-

nati Reds.
.. . ,

Tlie Bob Weitmans expect a third

addition to the family. Managing
director of the Paramount is father

of a boy and girl.

Frank Otto, back in "Born Yester-
day," received full salary during a
three months illness. Understudy
Harry. G. Cooke replaced.
Fred L. Lynch, director of pub-

licity and advertising at Radio City
Music Hall, vacationing in his home
town, New Westminster, B. C.

H. A. Ross, prexy of Ross-Fed-
eral, moved temporarily to his

Dutchess Co. farm after selling his
five-story town house in N.Y.
William Hplden, here for huddles

on "Dear Ruth" fllmizatibn, skedded
for August lensing by Paramount,

• returned to Coast yesterday (30).

William Bendix New Yorking until

Aug. 2, doing guester on U. S. Steel'

program, before return to Coast for
work on "White Tie and Tails."
.' Daily News editor Gene McHugh
got back from his Coast vacation Just
in time to pull that deal for the pix
on the Congressman May-Garsson
scandal.
Phylis Perlman (Mrs. Theron

Bamberger) and Marlon (Mrs.
John) Byram opening an office
together to handle legit plays and
personalities.
Hollywood Aim scripter Bill Ran-

kin in town with several musical
shows for which he's written the
books. Says production is all set
on a couple of 'em.
Copacabanaboniface Monte Prdser

is gnzed on speculatively these days.
At the drop of a martini he'll flash

the photos of wifc-actress Jane Ball
and their new baby daughter.
Kentucky Senator Alben Barkley

and Carole Landis sparked a $32,000
collection over the weekend for the
United Jewish Appeal at Grossing-
er's, Catskill mountain resort.

Jack L. Warner, who served as a
lieutenant colonel in the Air Forces
during the war, elected a director of
the Air Force Association, which is

headed by Gen. Jimmy Doolittle.
Dorothy Stewart to Coast this

weekend for three-week biz trip
for J. C. Williamson, Allans Co.
and MacGuarrie network, all of
Australia, whom she represents.
. Arthur Schwartz, due in from the
Coast this weekend via a stopoff at
his boys' camp in upstate N.Y., start-
ing auditions for "Park Ave.", Max
Gordon musical which he tune-
smi'thcd.

Lynn Farnol, Goldwyn publicity-
advertising chief, and Ben Washer,
his aide, leave Friday (2) to line up
future campaigns at the studio. Far-
nol returned Monday (20) from two
weeks' vacation- in Canada.
Hot Air Club, group of managers

and others connected with show biz,
held their annual clambake at
Brlghlwaters. L. I., on Sunday (28).
Sam Reiter, Penn Railroad traffic
exec, named prez for the next year.
Medico told Buddy deSylva not

to try doing a Broadway legit mu-
sical this season, but take it easy
instead. His stepson, Dave Shelley
has a book, show in mind.

t
War correspondent Joe Israels

back to Europe, with Vienna as his
base of operations, this time for the
N. Y. Herald-Tribune. He's shipped
oyer a new car, which will make
him, probably, the most popular
newsman over there.
Florence Pritchett, subbing (with

two others) for. Walter Winchell on
the Jergen's show Sunday, did her
stint despite a 104-degree fever re-
sulting from strep throat. Doctored
at the ABC studio, she returned to
bed immediately after the show.

erva, Sydney. Ron Randcll has the
top spot. .

.

Emergency power plants are now
operating most cinemas in Brisbane
as managements are fearful of more
shutdowns.

Bill Shepherd, film editor at Cine-
sound, presently on his way to U. S.
to looksee at latest production
methods in Hollywood.
September, looks like the preem

date for . .
"Overlanders," Ealing's

locally made film to go but via
Greater Union Theatres.
"Rose Marie," revival in Sydney

for Williamson-Tait, looks like a big
click. It's a local cast. * Show goes
on; road after Sydney run.
Ann Richards . has been making

p.a. tour in Melbourne for Greater
Union Theatres as well as some
shows via the Australian Broadcast-
ing on non-commercial basis.
Cyril Richard and Madge Elliott

winding up smash legit season in
Sydney for Williamson-Tait with
three Noel Coward sketches.. Will
do run in Melbourne under the same
management, returning then to Lon-
don.

Australia

t j j
By Eric Gorrlok

Todd Duncan giving additional
.concerto here for Williamson-Tait

Joan Hammond set to do concert
Jour for the Australian Broadcasting
Commission.

m?V- J
- Tait

> managing 'director for
Williamson-Tait, due to go to U. S.
on talent hunt.

i« A
3ve L? 1< c, Metro's sales manager

I" Aussie, on way to U. S. with Mrs.

u&ii J" 1' be awav several weeks.

S3

London

Minneapolis
By I.m Rees

Billy Hayes lopping Curly 's floor
show.
Harry Seed, Warners district man-

ager, a visitor.

Ben Marcus,' Columbia district
manager, in town.
Leo 'n' Eddie's has Princess Narda

and . her Dove Dance.
Dick Scheinbaum resigned as Par-

amount sales manager here.
Old Log, strawhatter, offering

"They Knew What. They Wanted."
KRO held invitation screening of

"Notorious" at Granada theatre here.
Lou Goldberg in from Chicago to

conduct Paramount sales drive meet-
ing.

Chuck Noodleman resigned from
Columbia sales staff to enter another
field.

... Nan Rlakstone into Hotel Dyckman
Robin Hood Room, following Jackie
Heller. '

Ben Meshbesher, who recently re-
signed from Warner Bros.,, joined
PRC sales staff.

Hotel Lowry Terrace Cafe niteries
closed until fall for redecorations
and modernization. .

Bennie Befger, North Central Al-
lied president, vacationing in north-
ern Minnesota for a fortnight.
Art Anderson, ' Warner Bros,

branch manager, in St. Mary's hos-
pital suffering from pneumonia.

Phil Spitalny's "Hour, of Charm"
broadcast from. stage of Radio City,
where it was playing engagement.
Radio City theatre used half-page

newspaper display ads to tell of
"Hour of Charm," breaking house
record.
Two new competing theatres tb-be

opened at Eau Claire, Wis., by Min-
nesota Amus. Co. and Sheldon
Grengs in August.
Larry DeMarce has succeeded Don

Buckley as president of Home The-
atres circuit, and Carl Nygaard re-

turns as general manager.
Walter Hoffman. 20th-Fox exploit-

eer, back from Omaha, Des Moines
and Lincoln, where he. beat drums
for "Centennial Summer' and
"Anna."
McCarthy circuit of 16 North Da-

kota theatres has joined North Cen-
tral Allied, indie exhib organization
here, bringing its membership to

record high,
Dick Siiri, Metjo contract player,

visited parents here on way back to

Hollywood from Mackinac Island,

where he was on location with "This
Time for Keeps" cast.

John J. Friedl, Minnesota Amus.
Co. president, discharged from Ab-
bott hospital following recovery from
major operation: vacations in Ber-
muda before returning to desk.

Sol Francis, Monogram midwest
district manager, here to install

Morrre Stcinman as new branch
manager, succeeding Tom Burke,
who resigned to become buying and
booking combine head.
Dorothy Lewis, appearing In. her

own ice show at Hotel Nicollet Min-
nesota Terrace, and Jarry Colohna,
in Twin Cities with his own show,
held reunion, he having appeared in

her one and .only- starring picture.

Bucks County, Pa.

By Sol .lacobson .

Conway Wingficld slopping at

Lambertville House while visiting

Viola Roache.
Fred Ramsey. Jr.. Charm mag rec-

ord editor, pounding out Action tome
at New Hope home.
Joe Hyman and Irving. Schneider

week ' ending with Moss and Bernic
Hart at latter's Aquetonjg manse.
Wendell Corey che'dking. out of

Yardley, where he operates straw-
hatter, for Hollywood on Aug. 14.

Abel Green, Variety editor, in

Wed. (24) with J. Arthur Warner
to catch Kitty Carlisle at Playhouse.
Theron Bamberger, Playhouse op-

erator, to N. Y. Thurs. (25) to lecture

Columbia U dramatic course on pro-

ducer's problems.
Teddy Hart rehearsing at Yard-

ley for "Three Men On A Horse,"

next week's bill, opening Aug. 5.

Ditto Freddie Bartholomew and new
spouse at New Hope for "Pursuit of

Happiness."
Moss Hart, George S. Kaufman,

Jerry Chodorov and Lillian Hellman
down to see "Tonight or Never,"

with' .JCifty; .qarlisfe: and r
A?exandet,

Kirlanti, at New- Hope;

Gilbert Miller to Paris.

Oliver Wakefield to South Africa
in October accompanied by wife and
baby,

.

George Archibald now'-tfully re-
covered from illness ; and off to
Switzerland.

Charles Cochran recuperating from
an. internal operation in a London
nursing home.

Lilian and Dorothy Gish being en-
tertained to. dinner by MPs at
Houses of Parliament. ,.

Penguin Press celebrated Bernard
Shaw's 90th birthday by publishing
10 volumes of his plays at 20c. each.

Maurice Ostrer has formed own
film producing company called Atlas
Film Corp., Ltd.,. with registered cap-
ital of $200,000.
London University bestowing hon-

orary degree of Doctor of Music upon
Adeline Genee, first dancer ever to
receive this distinction.

J. Arthur Rank has formed a chair
manufacturing company, titled Gau-
mont-Kalee Seating, Ltd.- Will, man-
ufacture theatre chairs.
Tom Arnold has booked Irish comic

Jimmy O'Dea for his first pantomime
in England.. Panto is "Queen of
Hearts" at Empire, Liverpool.
Ronald Howard, son of Leslie

Howard, who gets first starring part
in De Grunwald-Rattigan film,
"While the Sun Shines," from early
shots looks to be Of starring timber.

Cicely Courtneidge giving up her
role in "Under the Counter," musi-
cal comedy, on doctor's orders, with
Florence Desmond taking her part
for three weeks, , while star goes to
Switzerland.
Cynda Glenn turning down offer

to star in "Red Mill," which is to be
produced by Emile Littler- in the fall

at Queensberry club, the former
London Casino.
Odeon Theatres, Ltd., has taken

over big block of buildings in Regent
street on a 58-year lease. Intend to
occupy Ave floors as soon as build-
ing is vacated.

.

• Phyllis Calvert expects to go to
Hollywood when she finishes in "The
Root of All Evil," to star in new Aim,
"Time Out of Mind," which starts
in September.
Film Producers Assn. giving spe-

cial dinner to Joe Breen with those
attending including Lord Drogheda,
chairman of Films Council; Brooke
Wilkinson, English film censor, and
J. Arthur Rank, chairman.

. Cast now set for. Robin Millar's
dramatization of Storm Jameson's
topical novel, "The Other Side." Gil-
lian Lind, -Louise Hampton, Valen-
tine DyalL Desmond Tester, Anthony
Ireland take leads. Henry .Cass will
direct.

Geraldo orchestra off for Berlin
accompanied by singers. Sally Doug-
las, Carole Carr, Dick James, Archie
Lewis, Michael Lindon and two
vaudeville acts, Peter Brough and
Archie. Maudie Edwards.

pacity weekend house. Charlie Bar-
net and band in for week starting
July 28.

Ticket sale started on "Miss Amer-
ica Pageant," to be held in Audito-
rium this year instead of Warners
boardwalk film house. Preliminary
contests Sept. 4-5r6, with finals on
Sept. 7.

More than 1,000 resort boys and
girls guests of John H. Harris and
State Senator Frank (Hap) Farley at
the Ice-Capades show in the big Au-
ditorium Monday (29). Senator Far-:
ley suggested that Harris play host
to kiddies who otherwise wouldn't
see the show: . .

San Francisco
• Rolf Passer and Dee Costelloe now
;
at Eddie Pond's Kubla Khan.

; Hildegarde and Anna Sosenko in
Sunday (28) for first West Coast
visit.

Red Nichols and Jackie Green
headlining at Lloyd Campbell's Music
Box.

Charlie Low opens his Forbidden
Columnist and radio commentator

Syd Goldie, new owner of Club Car,
Geary Street pub.

Wayne Steffner, CBS Frisco man-
ager,, to Hollywood for conferences
with production department.

City this week with Gershwin
Revue. • Club suffered $60,000 Are I

and has been completely remodeled.

HoDywood
Lesse.r vacationing in

i

Laa

By Florence - S. Lowe
Sidney Lust's Hippodrome, mid-

town art theatre, sports a brand
new air conditioning system.

Ethel Waters booked by Al Sim-
mons for his Brown Derby, local
ni'.ery, sometime irt September.
Lanny Ross, scored big in his ap-

pearance here with Hans Kindler
and the National Symphony last

Friday (26).

David Palfreyman, MPAA exec,
still combing the town in search
of an apartment so that Mrs.. Pal-
freyman can join him here.

• Ike and Harry Katz setting up
an exchange for reissues here, along
the lines of those they own in At-
lanta, New Orleans and Memphis.
Ben Washer, Sam Goldwyn's rep,

in from New York. for a look-see,
went overboard at Statler's Embas-
sy Room in rave over Evalyn Tyner,
local pianist* appearing there.

Jane Russell, in town oh a well-
publicized tour of relatives, pro-
vided local scribes with a field day
of puns and witticisms. Jane also
found time for a dip with the boys
at Walter Reed Army Hospital.
Warner Bros, climaxed its cele-

bration of 20th anni of sound with
a luncheon for press, exhibs and
brass hats, at the Statler yesterday
(Moh.), followed by screening of
"Night and Day."

Belle Fenslock, who did the music
for Billy Rose's Aquacade, has just
had her "American Rhapsody" pub-
lished and is already at work on her
flv'st concerto. In private life Belle
is Mrs. J. C, Brown, wife of Metro
"News of Day" Washington chief.

Atlantic City
By Joe W. Walker--' '

Steel Pier featuring Raymond Scott'

band currently.
Hamid's pier featuring "Jitterbug'

Jamboree
-

' night. on Friday*.
Old Log Cabin downbeach, refur-

bished and opened (26)' as Cook's
Longport Inn.
Prosecutor Lewis Scott and Police

Chief Harry Saunders insist town Is

closed "tight as a drum."
"On the Town" started at the Au-

ditorium theatre. It's the fifth mu-
sical show presented by Sam H.
Grisman. :

Carmen CavallarQ at Orgatti's Ca-
sino' In Somers Point playing to ca-

Chicago

Sol
Vegas.

Ilona Massey became an American
citizen.

'

Priscilla Lane hospitalized with
ear trouble.

Richard Dix to Ensenada, Mexico,
for fishing.

Hubert Voight 'joined the Enter-
prise flackery.

Larry Adler and harmonica
opened at Ciro's.

William Russell returned from
business trie east.

Vie Shapiro shuttering his inde-
pendent flack office.

Trocade'ro" shuttered for the next
six weeks for face-lift

Quenna Norla in town after a
tour of South America.
Scoop Conlon checked in as chief

flack for Monterey Pix.
Joe Rivkin opening his own talent

agency in Beverly. Hills.
Izor

. Lichenstein in from Cuba
for huddles at Republic.
Adele Mara • returned to work

after a siege of laryngitis.
Mary Buchanan joined the Bev

Barnett publicity agency.
Jerry Mayer recovering from

surgery in Sari Francisco.
John Kellogg' bicycling between

two films on Columbia lot.
George Bums and Gracie Allen on

siesta at Lake Arrowhead.
.
Bryan Fay addressed the Holly-

wood Women's Press Club.
Milton Lewis returned from busi-

ness KudAles in New York.
Florence Rice returned from the

eastern stage to resume film work.
Ned Depinet in from N. Y. for

huddles with N. Peter Rathvon at
RKO.
. Dr. Serge Bertensson inked as
dialog director for "Arch of Tri-
umph."
Howard Hughes reported on the

with temperature back to

Dorothy Maynor here for a Grant

.

Park concert.
j

Victor Young at Columbus hos- :

pital for a four-day checkup.
|

Jackie Miles follows Harvey
Stone' into the Rip Cabana, Sept, 6.

'

-United Artists holding a press I

preem of "Henry V" at Civic theatre, I
mend

Thursday (1). I normal
Latin Quarter celebrated its fifth ( KJS*??3,

McDonald, celebrated his

anni last week with nylons for 50,h birthday and his, 35th year in

femme customers. ;

pictures.
.

.

•

T „ , . _ . i Alfonso Gallardo and party: of

W^fielS in
n
nexrm

U
o^h « uested *

the All-Star football game, • Rev. Brian Hession. British clercy-
. Jimmy (Prof. Backwards) Ed- man, in town to discuss production
mondson into Oriental on Aug. 22 i of religious Alms. .

for two weeks, then to Capitol, N. Y.,
[

Edgar Kennedy checked in at Co-
starting Sept. 5! i lumbia to. start his 16th consecutive
Jack Carson and Dennis Morgan. annual series of shorts,

two guys from Milwaukee, en route
to that city for preem of "Two Guys \

from Milwaukee." -
;

Louis Bromfteld, Mary Hastings

!

Bradley, Kenneth Horan and Myron
i

Golden in for the Midwestern
Writers' Conference. .

j

George Raft weekended at the
Drake, on way to Hollywood. I

Don Richards held over five weeks 1

at the Mayfair Room-
Newly remodeled Erlanger thea-

'

tre greeted Eugenie Leontovich and
Sasil Rathbone who opened in "Ob-
session," Monday (29).

Ritz Bros, in for their $15,000
stint at the Chicago starting Friday
(2). Gracie Fields follows Joe E.
Lewis into the Chez Paree, Aug. 6.

Bill Burke., after getting the Sonja
Henie-Art Wirtz ice show off at

Lnrctta Young returned to work
in "Katie for Coneress" after sev-
eral weeks in hospital.
Suzanne Ridgeway returns to

films in "Strange Bedfellows," after
an absence of three years.
Lester Koelng awarded the Bronze

Star for outstanding achievement as
a member of the Army Air Forces.

Merle Oberon will appear in a
special trailer for the Disabled
American Veterans' Forgct-Me-Not
sale.

• Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Harry Schrieber having new front
and boxofAce. installed at Palace.
Svdncy Spade staging revived

"Of Thee I Sing" at Cain Park.
N. Y. Center theatre in town for a

|
jimmy Foster is piano soloist at

look at his new bistrg. the Cameo i Fenwav Hall until he reorganizes
Room.

! band in fall
Max Baer and Slapsie Maxle^-* Ce)le Carroll now running theat-

Rosenbloom attended banquet in
honor of Joe Louis put on by the.

United Negro and Allied Veterans of
America.
Henry King and Eddy Howard

sharing the bandstand to celebrate
Aragon Ballroom's 20th anni, with
Harry James due in Aug. 2 for a
one-nighter.
Lauritz Melchlor lunching with

Fred Chramer, Kungsholm boniface,
on his way back to Hollywood from
Mackinac, where exterior shots were
made for Metro's "This Time for
Keeps." He's due back in the fall

for an Orchestra Hall concert.

las Vegas
By Be* BatllSe

Clifford Heinz, Jr. and Virginia
Howard married here.

Gregory Raton* at the Last Fron-
tier. Ditto SOI Lesser.

.
Evefyn Key'es and John Huston

staged a pre-dawn elopment.

rical school of his own between his
"Jack & Lena" broadcasts.

Frederic McCpnnell, Play House
director, reading plays while dude-
ranching, at Santa Fe. N. M.

'

Woody Herman slated for pop
concert at civic auditorium, Nov. 23,

first big band booking of new sea-
son.
William F. McDcrmott. vet drama

critic for Plain Dealer, off on three-
month junket to England, France,
Austria and Germany.
Janis Carter. Aim actress from

Cleveland, made personal appear-
ance as "uest-star of city's, ses-
qulcentennial celebration.
Warner exchange staff holding

testimonial dinner for Eddie Callin,
city salesman who takes branch
managership at Syracuse, 'N. Y.

Westport, Conn.
By Humphery Doalens

Mac Morgan visiting the Woolcott
SI rests

Last Frontier guesting an average
,

° t
jjT Pong and Andre Kostelanet*

' .« ucn <wj. inH r.rMm<"nnH iwn\ . ^i1/
"ons ana Anore nosieianeiz

to Mexico.
Eugene . O'Neill

of two "Bride and Grooms" and two
"Queens For. a Day" . per. month.

Rex Bell opened a specialty men's
sport shop..

Nevada-Biltmore originating a pol-

icy of continuous entertainment from
2 p. m. until 6 a. m.
Golden Gate Quartet followed

Frank Parker into the Sapphire
Room at the

;

El Cortez.
'

The Hex Balls (Clara Bow) have
moved into The El Cortez Hotel from
their ranch near Searchlight -

Dick and Gene Wesson held over
for the hew show at "El

' RahcHo
Vegas. Dr. Giovanni co-starring on
the bill.

Martha Scott received har divorce
from Carlton Alsop, end married Mel
Powell, drummer with the Benny
Goodman band.

Herb MacDonald, formerly of the
NBC and MCA press departments in
Hollywood, moved in to take over
publicity reins of Horace Heidt's
Nevada-Biltmore.

visiting the
Lawrence Langners.
James Hunter, veepee of Colum-

bia Records, arid his bride, now live

at FairAeld.
Bert Lahr playing "Burlesque"

for Gus Schlrmer at Greenwich
Playhouse week of August il. ,.

Armlna Marshall, Theresa Heb>

'

burn and Kit Sturm to Suffera-^o
see Helen .Haves In "MittrSn. by
the Fire." :

-

The Richard M£alands have
checked in from the' Coast. Former
story editor of Paramount will take

'

time out to write.- ..: •

Marts Linden, brought east by
John C. Wilson, for local produc-
tion of "Design for Living." will go
Into latter's Broadway show "Pres-
ent Laughter." •

Lonshore club now doing summer
concerts with John Corlgliano. con-

.

certmaster of N. Y. Philharmonic,
and Tom Scott, balladist and com-:
poser, opening series next week.'
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Currently appearing at the CAPITOL THEATRE, New

York, for 6 weeks, where the box office lines are mak-

ing Marvin Schenck, Jesse Kaye, Leo the Lion and my*

self very happy. This is our second visit here in the

past year.

Just completed our second engagement within a year

at the HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA'S CAFE ROUGE. Thank

you Jimmy McCabe for a wonderful six weeks.

Thanks Lou Brecker for the wonderful double-header

we played at your famed ROSELAND ballroom in the

past twelve months.

Management: CHARLIE ALPERT

Direction: Frederick Bros. Agency, Inc.
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